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OP1
Indices of Glucose - Intolerance
1
IMPACT OF THE APPLICATION OF NEW AMERICAN DIABETES
ASSOCIATION DIAGNOSTIC CRITERIA. FEATURES OF THE IMPAIRED
FASTING GLUCOSE CATEGORY.
I Conget, A Costa, E Aguilera, M Fernandez, F Saval", R Gomis, Endocrinology
and Diabetes Unit. Hospital Clinic i Universitari, *Servei Medic de la Caixa,
Barcelona, Spain.

American Diabetes Association 1997 (ADA) diagnostic criteria recommends the use
of fasting glucose (126 mg/dl) to diagnose diabetes (DM) and defines the impaired
fasting glucose (IFG) category (IIO - 126 mg/dl). Aim. (i) To compare the
transcendence of the application of 1997 ADA and the 1985 WHO criteria to
diagnose DM. (ii) To analyse clinical characteristics of subjects from a
mediterranean area with IFG. Subjects and methods. A sample of 616 subjects,
aged 25-65 years, all employees of a bank. were studied. Their previous oral glucose
tolerance was unknown. Body mass index (BMI), blood pressure (BP), lipid profile
and the response to an oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT) were recorded. According
to WHO criteria subjects were classified depending on the 2h-glucose (G-2h) in;
normal glucose tolerance, impaired glucose tolerance (IGT) and DM. Based on the
basal glucose (G-O') we divided twice the sample in two groups at the cut point of;
G-O' 2:140mg/dl and G-O'2:126mg/dl (WHO-85 and ADA-97). IFG subjects were
compared with those subjects with G-O'<IIO mg/dl. Results. 81% of the sample
were men and 35% of the sample had a BMI > 27 kg/m'. According to G-2h, we
found a 8.2% oflGT and a 3.2% ofDM. Only 25% of the subjects with DM, based
on OGTT, had a G-0'2:140 mg/dl and a 56% of DM subjects, displayed a G-0'2:126
mg/dl. IFG subjects had higher proportions of abnormal glucose tolerance (14.8%
DM, 33.3% IGT) than in the G-O'<IIO mg/dl group (0.9% DM, 7% IGT), p<O.OI.
In addition, they were more obese (BMI, kg/m': 29.0 ± 4.2 vs. 25.7 ± 3.4, p< 0.01)
and high blood pressure (BP 2: 130/85 mmHg) was more frequently detected (SBP;
132.3±136 vs. 122.9 ± 13.5 and DBP; 85.4±9.4 vs. 76.6±9.6, p< 0.01).
Conclusions. The application of ADA criteria in our mediterranean area diminishes
the number of people with undiagnosed diabetes compared to WHO criteria. IFG
includes subjects with a high rate of IGT, DM and other features of insulin
resistancesyndrome.

3
IGT OR IFG FOR PREDICTING NIDDM. WHO IS RIGHT, W.H.O.
ORA.D.A?

JE Shaw, MP de Courten, AM Hodge, D McCcarty, H Gareeboo, P
Chitson, KGMM Alberti, PZ Zimmet on behalf of the Mauritius NCD
Study Group, Melbourne, Australia.
With the American Diabetes Association's introduction of new fasting
plasma glucose (FPG) cut-offs, and impaired fasting glucose (IFG,
FPG 6.1-7.0 mmol/l) as a new category of intermediate glucose
metabolism, the oral glucose tolerance test could become redundant.
We explored the consequences of this for the prediction ofNIDDM.
In 1987, fasting and 2h plasma glucose (2PG) were measured on a
random sample of the population of Mauritius. This was repeated 5
years later in 3238 of these subjects who were not diabetic in 1987. At
baseline, 609 subjects were classified as having impaired glucose
tolerance (IGT) (2PG 7.8-Il.lmmolll). Using FPG alone, 328 subjects
were classified as IFG. During the 5 year follow up period, 297/3238
subjects progressed to diabetes (FPG?:7.0mmolll or
2PG?: II.lmmolll). For IGT, the sensitivity, specificity and positive
predictive value (PPV) for future NIDDM were 50%, 84% and 24%
respectively, and for IFG were 26%, 94%, 29%. The sensitivity in
males was IFG-24%, IGT-37%, in females IFG-26%, IGT-66%.
Specificity and PPV did not differ between the sexes. 26% of
progressors were identified from abnormal FPG values alone (IFG),
and a further 35% could be found by considering IGT as well. The
baseline 2h glucose in IFG subjects was z l Llmmol/l in 19%, 7.8
Il.lmmolll in 36% and <7.8rnrnolll in 45%. The FPG in IGT subjects
was <6.lmmolll in 81%. These data show that within this population,
the 2h plasma glucose is a much more sensitive predictor of diabetes,
especially in women. The omission of the 2h measurement could have
serious consequences both for the detection and prediction of
NIDDM.

2
RETROSPECTIVE ANALYSIS OF ORAL GLUCOSE TOLERANCE TESTS
APPLVING THE NEW A.D.A. DIAGNOSIS CRITERIA
R. Falip, M Linares,MP. Navarro, R. A/fayate,M Mauri and AM Pico.
Laboratory of Hormones and Department of Endocrinology. Hospital General
Universitario de Alicante. Alicante. Spain.
Thecurrentdiagnostic criteria forDiabetesMellitus were introduced by the United States
National Diabetes Data Group in 1979 and adoptedby the World Health Organisation in
1980, with revisions in 198~ and 1994.The Expert Committee on the Diagnosis and
Classificationof Diabetes Mellitus of the American Diabetes Association, instituted in
1995, reviewed these criteria in July 1997 and recommended a modification in the
cutpointof fasting plasma glucose (FPG) for the diagnosis of diabetes, they proposed to
reduce it from 7.8 to 7.Ommol/l. They suggest that thischange would allow a reduction
inthenumberof oralglucosetolerance tests(OOTD to perform, reduce the complications
derived from it and reduce the economic cost, preserving the diagnostic efficacy.
AIM: To analyse retrospectivelythe results of OGTTs done in our hospital in order to
diagnose diabetes applying the new diagnostic criteria.
SUBJECTS AND METHODS: 531 OGTTs were included. We determined fasting
glycemia (after no caloric intake for at least 8-hours) and glycemia 2 hours afteran oral
glucose load(2hPG)coutaining 75 gr anhydrous glucose (Glueomedics).Plasma glucose
was measured with a hexoquinase method, using an Hitachi analyser (Boehringuer
Mannheim).
RESULTS: 10 of the subjects included had an FPG level between 7.0 and 7.8mmol/l.
When we performed OGTT, 7 of them (70%) were confumed as diabetic (glycemia 2h
PG > 11.lmmol/l) and the rest (30%) were cases of impaired glucose tolerance (IGT)
(glycemia 2hPG z 7.8 and < 11.lmmol/l). 521 subjects had FPG < 7.Ommol/l, after
OGTT we found 45 diabetics (9%), 129 IGT patients (25%) and 347 impaired fasting
glucose(IFG) (glycemia 2hPG<7.8mmol/l).
CONCLUSION: All the subjects who presented FPG>7.0mmol/l had an abnormal
OGTT, this patients will benefit from early treatment independently of their diagnosis
(DMor IGT). We agree that in thisgroup OGTT could have been avoided, uevertheless
the proportioual number of tests avoided with this criteria is low. The new cutpoint may
be useful in our population to evaluate disturbances in carbohydrate metabolism. This
change may offer: rapidity in diagnosis allowing early prevention and treatment, avoid
some OGTT and its inherent side effects and improve cost-effectivityof the test.

4
CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE NEW DIAGNOSTIC CATEGORY
OF IMPAIRED FASTING GLUCOSE: A PROSPECTIVE ANALYSIS
O. Vaccaro, G. Ruffa, A.A. Rivellese and G. Riccardi. Department of
Clinical & Experimental Medicine. Federico II University, Naples, Italy
The ADA has proposed new diagnostic criteria for diabetes based on fasting
plasma glucose (FPG). Diabetes has been redefined as FPG :2:126 mgldl, and
FPG 106-125 mg/dl has been identified as a new high risk category
alternative to the previous IGT class. The study compares on a population
basis the conditions of IFG and IGT-respectively identified by ADA and
WHO~in terms of prevalence and prognosis. 1233 telephone company
employees aged 40-59 years were studied by OGTT, 52% were re-examined
J 1.5 years later. With the new criteria prevalence of diabetes-known +
unknown-increased from 6.6% to 9.2% (i.e. by 40%). The prevalence of
IFG was almost twice as that of IGT ( 9.1% vs 5.3%, p<O.OOI). The
cardiovascular risk factor profile, as judged by the prevalence of at least one
condition from among obesity, hypertrigliceridemia (>200mg/dl) and
hypertension (BP ?: 160/95 mmHg or treatment), was similar in both IFG
and IGT (55% vs 60% respectively). The cumulative incidence of diabetes
in 11.5 years was slightly, but not significantly higher in the IGT group as
compared to the group with IFG (36.5% vs 27.3%, ns). However with
ADA criteria substantial reclassification of people with IGT has occurred:
II % meet criteria for diabetes, 42% for IFG and 47% for normoglycemia.
This latter group, although classified as normoglycemic by ADA, has a
cumulative incidence of diabetes of 29% -- i.e. similar to those with IFG
(27.3%) and significantly higher than the group with normoglycemia (7.7%,
p<O.OOl). In conclusion with the new criteria, the prevalence of diabetes
and abnormalities of glucose metabolism is substantially higher than with
the use of the existing WHO criteria; furthermore a substantial proportion of
people at high risk of diabetes-and therefore susceptible of primary
prevention-is not identified.
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5
SHOULD FASTING PLASMA GLUCOSE LEVELS BE
LOWERED FURTHER IN THE DIAGNOSIS OF DIABETES?

V.Mohan, R. Deepa, M.Rema, L.D. Rajasekaran,
M.V.Diabetes Specialities Centre and Madras Diabetes
Research Foundation, 35, Conran Smith Road, Chennai 
600 086, India.

The recent ADA Expert Committee Report on Classification
and Diagnosis of Diabetes suggests a lowering of fasting
plasma glucose (FPG) levels from 7.8 mmol/L (140 mg/dl) to
7.0 mmol/L (126 mg/dl). The new cut off value was
proposed so that it would be comparable to the 2 hour post
glucose (2Hr PG) level of 11.1 mmol/L (200 mg/dl). Few
studies however have directly tried to correlate the FPG and
2Hr PG values during an oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT).
We took up a retrospective study based on 5936 GTT's done
at our centre and found that an FPG level of 6.4 - 6.7
mmol/L (116 mg/dl to 120 mg/dl) corresponds to a 2Hr PG of
11.1 mmol/L (200 mg/dl). Using different logistic regression
models correlation between the FPG and 2Hr PG values
were done. The regression equation obtained using log-log
model which produced the best fit was log (log FPG mg/dl) =
1.4522 + 0.00054815 (2Hr PG mg/dl). Using this model 2Hr
PG value of 11.1 mmol/L (200 mg/dl» corresponds to an
FPG value of 6.5 mmoJ/L (118 mg/dl). Our data suggests
that an FPG value of 6.5 mmol/L (118 mg/dl) corresponds
better to a 2Hr value of 11.1 mmol/L (200 mg/dl) than the
7.0 mmol/L (126 mg/dl) proposed by the ADA expert
committee report.

OP2
Therapeutic Aspects of Diabetic
Nephropathy
7
THESTENO TYPE-2 STUDY: INTENSIVE MULTIFACTORIAL INTERVEN
TION DELAYS PROGRESSION IN DIABETIC MICRO- AND MACROAN
GIOPATHY IN MICROALBUMINURIC TYPE 2 DIABETIC PATIENTS
P. Gaede, P. Vedel, H.-H. Parving and O. Pedersen, Steno Diabetes Center,
Copenhagen, Denmark.
Aim and methods:To asses the effect of intensified multifactorial intervention
on diabetic complications over a 4 yr period we performed an open, parallel,
randomized intervention trial with 160 type 2 diabetic patients with persistent
microalbuminuria randomized to a standard group (n=80) continuing conven
tional treatment or an intensively treated group undergoing behaviour modifi
cation (diet, exercise, smoking habits) and aggressive, stepwise pharmacolo
gical treatment focusing on glycaemia (melformin, sulphonylureas, insulin),
hypertension (ACE-inhibitors, diuretics, calcium-antagonists, beta-blockers),
dyslipidemia (statins, fibrates) and secondary cardiovascular disease preven
tion with aspirin. Results:A separation of 1,4% in HbA1c (mean(SE)) (7,6 (0,1)
vs. 9,0 (0,1)%, p<O,OOl (ANCOVA» was obtained. The decline in systolic
blood pressure (9 (2) vs. 4 (2) mm Hg, p=O,Ol), fasting s-cholesterol (0,7 (0,1)
vs. 0,2 (0,1) mmol/I, p<0,00005), fasting s-triglycerides (0,5 (0,2) vs. 0,4 (0,4)
mmol/I, p<O,005) and albumin excretion rate (median(range)) (23 (-1091;231)
vs. 0 (-1038;162), p<O,005)were all significantly greater in the intensively tre
ated group, The progression to overt diabetic nephropathy (7 patients vs. 18,
p=O,Ol (multiple logistic regression», the progression in retinopathy (19 vs.
33, p=0,04) and progression in autonomic neuropathy (8 vs. 22,p=0,01) was
lower in the intensive group compared to the standard group, The number of
patients with peripheral vascular disease events was significantly smaller in
the intensive group (13 vs. 29, p=0,02). The combined incidence of fatal and
non-fatal macrovascular events was smaller in the intensively treated group
(25 vs. 42, P=0,03). Conclusion: lntensivs multifactorial intervention over a 4
yr period delays the progression in micro- and macrovascular diabetic com
plications in type 2 diabetic patients with persistent microalbuminuria.

6
FASTING BLOOD GLUCOSE IS NOT THE BASELINE IN
TYPE 2 DIABETES: RELEVANCE FOR THERAPY.
F.Tassone, F.Cavalot, M.C.Ponziani, E.Mularoni,
P.Massucco, S.Burzacca, P.Perna, A.Giori, G. Anfossi,
and M.Trovati. Diabetes Unit, University of Turin,
San Luigi Gonzaga Hospital, Orbassano (Turin), Italy.
Near-normoglycaemia should be reached in type 2 diabetes, blood
glucose (BG) control being correlated with vascular complications.
UKPDS identified fasting BG (FBG) as the only parameter to decide
and check drug therapy, in the assumption that it is the baseline on
which post-prandial peaks are superimposed. To verify whether FBG is
indeed the baseline, we examined 866 type 2 diabetic patients on diet
alone (M/F 491/375; 60.6±0.37 yrs; 4.9±0.21 yrs from diagnosis; BMI
28.5±0.2), by evaluating: I)a BG profile carried out with a reflectance
meter after overnight fast (h 08.00), 2 hrs after breakfast (h 10.30),
2 (h 14.00) and 4 (h 16.00) hrs after lunch; 2)the corresponding
HbAlc (HPLC).Results (m±sem): HbAlc: 6.67±0.04%; BG h 08.00:
7.15±0.05, h 10.30: 6.74±0.07; h 14.00: 7.22±0.07; h 16.00:
6.05±0.06 mmol/l. BG at 08.00 is higher than at 10.30 (p=O.OOOI) and
at 16.00 (p=O.OOOI). Profiles were subdivided according to FBG
ranges «5.6, 5.6-6.7, 6.7-7.8, 7.8-8.9, 8.9-10.0, >10.0 rnmol/I):
FBG was higher than BG at h 16.00 in profiles with FBG ;?5.6 mmol/1
(p=O.OOOI), delta values being correlated with FBG (r,= 0.484,
p,=O.OOOI) and progressively increasing, from 0,48±O.lO to 2.93±0.35
mmol/l, as FBG ranges increased (ANOYA, p,=O.OOOI). In profiles
with FBG >6.7 rnrnol/l, FBG was higher than average daily BG; in
profiles with FBG >7.8 rnmol/l, FBG was the highest BG measured.
Thus, since FBG is not the baseline in type 2 diabetes, probably owing
to the "dawn phenomenon", before prescribing drugs we should
consider afternoon BG, to obtain fasting normoglycaemia without
inducing afternoon hypoglycaemia. Therefore, the FBG-based
therapeutical approach needs to be revised.

8
WHEN SHOULD ACE INHIBITORS BE USED IN IDDM PATIENTS? A COMBINED
ANALYSIS OF CLINICAL TRIALS
The ACE Inhibitors in Diabetic Nephropathy Trialist Group. Eurodiab, London, UK
Several trials have demonstrated a beneficial effect of ACE inhibitors on renal function
in microalburninuric patients, but the threshold at which to treat remains unclear, and the
impact of factors, such as diabetes duration, glycaemic control and blood pressure, is
unknown. These questions were addressed by a meta-analysis, which included
randomised clinical trials of ACE inhibitors in microalbuminuric IDDM patients with at
least one year of follow-up. Raw data were obtained to ensure consistency of outcomes.
8 trials (7 European, I US) were included, consisting '1f240 patients on ACE inhibitor,
234 on placebo. A summary measure of change in albumin excretion rate (AER) was
derived for each individual in each study, and this was combined using regression and
meta analysis techniques to produce study and combined treatment effects of differences
in AER. Overall, ACE inhibitors reduced progression from microalbuminuria to
macroalbuminuria by 79% (odds ratio 0.31, 95% CI 0.19,0.51). Regression to
normoalbuminuria occurred more often on ACE inhibitors, (OR 2.64,95% CI 1.74,3.99).
The % difference in AER between ACE inhibitor and placebo was calculated; this
decreased by length of follow-up. Thus at I year, AER was 82% lower in treatment
compared to placebo, at 4 years, this was 36%. Subsequent analyses were performed for
2 years of follow-up, as this had maximum power. Individual trial results varied from a
treatment benefit 000% to 75%. Overall, at 2 years, AER was 58% (95% CI 40%,70%)
lower on treatment compared to placebo. The treatment effect was 26% at a baseline AER
of 20!-,g/min, 57% at 50!-,g/min, 71% at 100!-,g/min, 77% at 150!-,glmin, and 81% at
200!-,g/min (p~O.OI). It also varied non-significantly by diabetes duration; 46% in <15
years, 56% in 15-20 years, and 67% in >20 years (p=O.5).There were no clear differences
in effect by baseline glycaemic control, blood pressure, age and sex. We conclude that
the apparent treatment benefit of ACE inhibitors on JDDM nephropathy varies
considerably with follow-up. Beneficial effects are observed down to the lowest levels
of microalbuminuria; there is little evidence of a threshold effect. There is an indication
that the impact of ACE inhibitors may be greatest in patients with longer duration of
diabetes, bnt the treatment effect does not appear to be determined by other factors
associated with nephropathy.
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Early ACE-i intervention in microalbuminuria: 24h BP, renal function, and
exercise changes.
E. Ebbehej, FL. Poulsen, R. Nosadini", P. Florette", G. Crepaldi", and c.£.
Mogensen, Medical Department M, Aarhus, and ·Padoa, Italy.
Background: Substantial pathophysiological changes have taken place already in the
microalbuminuricstage:BPiselevatedwith an attenuatedcircadian rhythm, and vagal
function,sympathovagalinteractionandkidneyultrastrnctnreareabnormal.Thus, early
intervention in microalbuminuria has acqnired increasing interest. Design: In 2
randornisedplacebocontrolleddoubleblindstudiesthe effectof 2 years treatment with
either lisinopril (20 mg) or placebowas evaluatedin normotensive,microalbuminuric
IDDM patients. 60 patients with UAEbetween20-70 ug/min were analyzed. In the
subgroupof patientsexaminedin Aarhus(n=22) we performed24 h ambulatoryblood
pressuremeasurements(AMBP),renal functiontests (constantinfusiontechnique)and
determinations of exercise inducedalbuminuria (bicycleergometer,70% of estimated
maximal VO,),Results: BaselineUAEwasalmostidenticalin the twogroups(placebo:
36,31'g/min x/+ 1.4, lisinopril: 35.51'g/min x/+ 1.5 (geometric mean x/+ tolerance
factor»,whereasdevelopmentin UAEoverthe twoyearswassignificantlydifferent(p<
0.02) in the twogroupswithfinalUAEin the placebogroup of58.81'g/minx/+ 3.2 and
29.8 I'g/min x/+ 2.5 in the lisinopril group. In the lisinopril group 22 patients (69%)
reversed to normnalbuminuria compared to 6 patients (21%) in the placebo group
(p<0.01). AMBPshowedsmall increasesin 24 h systolicand diastolicAMBP(1.6±6.2
and 0.7±4.9mmHg over 2 years) in the placebo group, as opposed to significant
reductions in the lisinopril group (-6.0±8.2and -4.1±6.4mmHg),(p<0.02 and <0.05).
ClinicBPmeasurementsdid notshowsignificantdifferences. Therewerenodifferences
in GFR or RPF in the two groups, but development in UAE and development in
filtration fraction (FF) was positively correlated in the intervention group (r=0.9,
p<O.OI), i.e. the patients who showedthe greatestfall in UAE also were the ones with
the greatest fall in FF suggestingfall in filtration pressure.Exercise testing showeda
numerical reduction in exercise inducedalbuminuria in the lisinopril group compared
to the placebogroup. Conclusions: ACE·i treatment in patients with low-grade micro
albuminuria reduces24h AMBPwithoutattenuating diurnal bloodpressurevariation,
reducesUAEsignificantly,withchangesin UAEbeingstronglyassociatedwithchanges
in FF. Furthermore, ACE·i reverses micro- to normoalbuminuria in a significant
fraction of patients compared to placebo.
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LOSARTAN MODIFIES GLOMERULAR HYPERFILTRATION AND
INSULIN SENSITIVITY IN TYPE I DIABETES.
S. Nielsen, K.Y. Hove, J. Dollerup, J.S. Christiansen, O. Schmitz, and C.E.
Mogensen. Medical Department M, Aarhus Kommunehospital, Aarhus and
Merck Research Laboratories, Copenhagen, Denmark
The effect of the angiotensin II receptor antagonist, losartan on renal
hemodynamics and insulin mediated glucose disposal was examined in
normotensive, normoalbuminuric Type I diabetic patients using a double
blind, placebo controlled, cross-over design. Diurnal blood pressure, GFR
C"I-iothalamate), RPF (BlI-hippuran), UAE were measured and a
hyperinsulinaemic, euglycaemic clamp with indirect calorimetry was
performed in 9 patients (age 30±7 years (mean±SD), HbA lc 8.1±1.1%)
following 6 weeks losartan 50 mg/day and 6 weeks placebo. Diurnal blood
pressure was significantly reduced after losartan compared with placebo
(l22170±11/8 vs 130176±12/6 mmHg, p<0.05). A significant decline in
GFR (133±23 vs 140±22 ml/min, <0.05) and filtration fraction (GFRlRPF)
(24.6±3.5 vs 26.2±3.6%, p<0.05) was observed during losartan vs placebo.
RPF and UAE did not change. Isotopically determined glucose disposal
rates were similar after losartan and placebo in the basal (2.61±O.53 vs
2.98±0.93 mg/kg/min) and insulin stimulated states (6.84±2.52 vs 6.97±3.11
mglkg/min). However, glucose oxidation rate increased significantly after
losartan vs placebo in the basal state (1.72±0.34 vs l.33±0.18, mg/kg/min,
p<O.OI) and during insulin stimulation (2.89±O.75 vs 2.40±0.62 mg/kg/min,
p<O.03). Basal and insulin stimulated non-oxidative glucose disposal tended
to decrease, however not significantly, after losartan. Endogenous glucose
production and lipid oxidation were unchanged after treatment and similarly
suppressed during hyperinsulinaemia. Glycaemic control, total cholesterol,
HDL-cholesterol and triglycerides were stable during losartan and placebo.
In conclusion, losartan reduces blood pressure, glomerular hyperfiltration
and filtration fraction and improves basal and insulin stimulated glucose
oxidation in normotensive, normoalbuminuric Type 1 diabetic patients.

10
BOSENTAN NORMALIZES BLOOD PRESSURE, BUT IS NOT
RENOPROTECTIVE IN THE DIABETIC REN-2 RAT.
J.L. Wilkinson-Berka, D.J. Kelly, M.E. Cooper' and S.L. Skinner.
Departments of Physiology & Medicine', The University of Melbourne,
Parkville, Australia, 3052
The aim was to determine if the endothelin receptor antagonist,
bosentan, prevents the development of severe diabetic nephropathy in
the hypertensive transgenic Ren-2 rat (TGR). The TGR displays
enhanced tissue renin, and develops diabetic renal failure with similar
pathophysiological changes as humans. The initial rise in GFR and
albuminuria advancing to severe glomerulosclerosis and
hyperkalaernia, which is prevented by ACE inhibition. These findings
suggest that tissue Ang II acts as a pathogenic growth factor. As
some of the actions of Ang II are mediated by endothelin, the effect of
the ETA and ETe antagonist, bosentan (B) on the kidney lesion was
examined. Six week old female TGR were given either 0.1 M citrate
buffer (non-diabetic) or streptozotocin (55mg/kg, plasma glucose
>18mmol/l) and gavaged with B (100mg/kg/day) for 12 weeks.
Systolic blood pressure in TGR+B was reduced to normotension (non
diabetic, 139±4mmHg; diabetic, 129±5) compared with untreated
diabetic and non-diabetic TGR (224±10, p<0.05). Body weight of
diabetic TGR+B (249±14g) was less than non-diabetic TGR+B
(330±10g, p<0.05) but similar to untreated diabetic TGR (223±8g).
Bosentan did not improve diabetic renal pathology. A 53% decline in
TGR was attenuated but not corrected by B (decline 35% p<0.05).
Renal renin content of non-diabetic TGR+B (1.23±0.36GU/kidney) and
diabetic TGR (1.42±0.26) was similar to untreated diabetic TGR
(2.1 to.78), but all were elevated compared to untreated non-diabetic
TGR (0.16±0.03, p<0.05). Despite the normotension produced by
bosentan, diabetic nephropathy in TGR was not prevented, indicating
that neither endothelin nor the hypertension of the TGR are the
predominant factors in the development of renal failure in this model.
A direct involvement of tissue Ang II through paracrine effects is
consistent with these findings.

12
EFFECT OF INTENSIFIED ANTIHYPERTENSIVE TREATMENT
ON MORTALITY IN DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY
P. T. Sawicki.U. Didjurgcit, l. Muhlhauser, C. Schmidtke,A. Trocha,
R. Bender and M. Berger. Heinrich-HeineUniversity.Dusseldorf, Germany.
We studied the long-term effect of intensification of antihypertensive
treatment 011 mortality and the need of dialysis in OVCI1 diabetic
nephropathy. A sequential sample of 91 hypertensive Type I diabetic
patients with OVCli nephropathy was followed prospectively 1'01" 10 years,
45 patients WCIOC allocated to an intensified antihypertensive therapy
group (IT) and 46 patients received routine antihypertensive care (RC).
Intensified antihypertensive therapy included self monitoring of blood
pressure and self-management of antihypertensive medication aiming at
permanent normalisation of blood IU'CSSlIl'C, i.e, <140/90 mmHg before
taking medication (J Hypcrtens 1995;13:933-8). At baseline, IT and RC
patients were comparable with regard to agc (36±9 \'S. 37±11 years) (mean
± SD), diabetes duration (24±3 vs. 21±8 years), hypertension duration (3±3
vs, 5±7 years), cigarette pack years (Jl±15 \'S. 8±14), creatinine clearance
(1.3±O.46 vs. 1.3±O.54 ml S·I 1.73m·'), proteinuria (2.4±3.3 I'S. 2,S±2.7 g
241..1

) systolic (I54±19 vs, 143±22 mmHg) aud diastolic (92±12 vs. 87±11
mmHg) blood pressure, HbAle (8.2±2.1 vs, 8,5±1.6 %), total cholesterol
(6.6±1.9 vs. 7,2±1.9 ml\1) and HDL-cholesterol (L43±O.36 vs. L3S±O.39
ml\1),Systolic/diastolic hlood pressure values decreased in the IT group
(-4±24/-6±13 mmHg) and increased in the RC group (+IS±28/+0,3±1S mm
Hg), Il=O.007. After 10 years follow-up, 32% of all patients required
dialysis treatment (IT: 24%, RC: 39%, log rank p=0.0367, life table
analysis) and 33% died (IT: 18%, RC: 61%, log rank p=0.0040), The
main causes of death were cardiovascular. In the multiple Cox regression
analysis including baseline puramctcrs, only lower age (11=O.046) and
intensification of hlood pressure control (p=O.0067) were independently
associated with improved survival. In conclusion, despite antihypertensive
therapy mortality is still high in patients with overt diabetic nephropathy,
Intensification of hlood pl'cssure treatment improves survival and
preserves renal function in these patients,
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IN VITRO XENORECOGNITION OF ADULT PIG PANCREATIC ISLET CELLS
BY CD4+ AND CDg+ LYMPHOCYTES FROM TYPE 1 DIABETIC OR
HEALTHY SUBJECTS
S. Lalain, L. Chaillous, E. Gouin, P. SaL Immuno-Endocrinology, Universityl/NRA,
ENVN, Atlanpole, BP 40706,44307 Nantes cedex03, France.
In vitrostudies were conducted in 45 Type I diabetic and 20 healthy subjects in order
to investigate the intensity and mechanisms involved in cell-mediated rejection of adult
pig islets. Human peripheral mononuclear cells (HPMC) responded to pig islet cells
(PIC) by strong proliferations (pc 0.00(1). The intensity of proliferation was variable
among the subjects since the stimulation index ranged from 2 to 215. The intensity of
proliferation was not different in diabetic and healthy subjects. The response to PIC
was stronger (p<O.OOI) than that to pig splenocytes, CD4 T cells were mainly
involved in the response to PIC since the proliferation of HPMC was markedly
decreased (p< 0.03) when CD4+ were blocked with MoAbs, whereas the blocking of

CD8+ cells or NK cells gave less marked effects. The response of HPMC to PIC was
significantly decreased (p< 0.01) by 87±7 %, but not abolished, after removal of
antigen presenting cells (APC) using magnetic microspheres, indicating that indirect
and direct pathways coexisted for the recognition, even though the dominant pathway
was indirect. Consistently, purified CD4+ cells alone did not proliferate in response to
PIC but recovered their proliferative ability when mixed with APC (indirect pathway),
whereas purified CD8+ cells alone proliferated (in the presence of IL-2) in response to
PIC (direct pathway). MHC class II -restricted mechanisms were involved in the
proliferation since it was blocked by anti-DR MoAbs. The involvement of Th 2 cells
during proliferation in response to PIC appeared to be much greater than that of Th I
cells since lLIO increased 47-fold (p< 0.01) while IFNy increased only I.5-fold. No
statistical differences could be detected between diabetic and control subjects with
regards to the lymphocyte subsets and mechanisms of recognition involved, or to the
IFNy /ILIO production in response to PIC. These results provide the first detailed
information on human cell-mediated xenoreactionto adult pig islets. This discordant
situation involves a dominant CD4 class Il-restricted Th2 response with indirect
pathway for the recognition, but also a less intense CD8 T'-cell response resulting
from direct recognition. This reaction is strong and constitues a serious obstacle,
which could be variable among subjects. The immunogenetics of Type I diabetes do
not seem to influence the intensity and mechanisms of proliferation in response to
PIC.

15
EFFECTS OF INTERLEUKIN-IB AND TUMOUR NECROSIS FACTOR-a ON
MICROENCAPSULATED RAT PANCREATIC ISLETS.
A.King, A. Andersson and S. Sandler. Dept. of Medical Cell Biology, Uppsala
University, Uppsala, Sweden.

Microencapsulation of islets of Langerhans should protect against immune rejection
of the islets and also possible recurrence of disease. In both of these situations, it is
likely that inflammatory cytokines are present in the vicinity of the
microencapsulated islets. The aims of this study were to assess the viability of rat
islets after microencapsulation using an electrostatic field, and evaluate the effects of
the cytokines interleukin-IB (IL-IB) and tumour necrosis factor-a (TNF-a) on such
encapsulated islets in comparison with non-encapsulated free islets. We exposed
islets to a high concentration of IL-IB (25 U/ml for 48 h) and measured glucose
induced insulin release. At 16.7 mM glucose, both free and microencapsulated islets'
insulin release rates were significantly decreased when exposed to IL-IB, (from 46±7
to I l±2 ngliO islets/h in free islets, p<O.OOI; 35±5 to Il±2 ng/islets/h in
encapsulated islets; p<O.OOI). The decrease in insulin release from encapsulated
islets compared with control islets was significant (p<0.05). Interestingly, levels of
nitrite formed by microencapsulated islets in response to IL-lB were significantly
lower than in free islets (6.3±0.9 and 9.5±1.4 pmol nitriteliOO islets/h.
respectively; p<O.OI). We then measured glucose oxidation rates of free and
microencapsulated islets exposed to 2.5 Ulml IL-IB for 48 h. At this lower
concentration of IL-IB, a significantly decreased rate of glucose oxidation was
observed in both free and encapsulated islets, which were detrimentally affected to the
same extent (from I88±30 to 87±24 pmolllO islets/90min in free islets; p<O.OOI,
and from 148±21 to 81±3 I pmol/IO islets/90min in microencapsulated islets;
p<O.OOI). When TNF-a was added (1000 U/ml) in combination with 2.5 U/ml 11.
IB, glucose oxidation rates of the islets were decreased further (54±19 and 55±26
pmol/IO islets/90 min; in free and microencapsulated islets respectively). TNF-a
alone had no effects on free or microencapsulated islets on the glucose oxidation rate,
These data indicate that the alginatelPLLlalginate capsule does not confer protection
against the effects of IL-I Bon B-cell function, even when the IL-lll dose was reduced
considerably. These data also indicate that TNF-a penetrates the capsule and in
combination with IL- I B has a detrimental effect on the islets. In conclusion, if
soluble cytokines are directly involved in islet damage during rejection, then
alginatelPLLlalginate capsules will confer little protection.
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FUNCTIONAL MONITORING OF ANTIGEN·PRESENTING CELLS
IN ISOLATED HUMAN, PORCINE, AND RODENT ISLETS

H. Jahr, D. Brandhorst, H. Brandhorst, M. Brendel, and R. G. Bretzel. 3rd Medical
Department, University of Giessen, Germany

Pre-transplant reduction of islet immunogenicity by depletion from antigen

presenting cells (APCs) may reduce the levels of immunosuppression in clinical

islet transplantation and enhance the success rate of tolerance-inducing protocols.

Unfortunately, APC-depleting protocols effective for rodent islets are much less

efficient for islets from large species. The most stringent test to prove the absence of
APCs in cell preparations is the failure to co-stimulate lectin-incubated T-Iympho

cytes. We adapted this test to monitor the presence of APCs in intact islets. Purified

human T-cells (5 x 104/well) were incubated (4 days, 37°C) with 3 ug/ml phyto

hemagglutinin (PHA) and 15 islets/well. In the absence of islets, T-cell proliferation

(3H-thymidine incorporation) was <250 cpm. At the test conditions used, T-cell

response to islets without PHA were negligible «300 cpm), too. However, in the

combined presence of PHA and islets from mice, rats, pigs, or humans, 3H_

thymidine incorporation into T-cells was 5,378 ± 609, 13,780 ± 912, 35,611 ±

7,822, and 18,124 ± 3,864 cpm, respectively (n=5 each). Low temperature culture

(14 days at 22°C) abolished the co-stimulatory capacity of mouse islets, reduced that

of rat islets by 92 ± 4 %, but had only a marginal influence on porcine or human

islets. These differences may be caused by different susceptibilities of APCs to

inhibition by finally radical-mediated mechanisms, including low temperature

culture. Four-fold higher concentrations of superoxide or hydrogen peroxide were

found to be necessary for inactivation of human peripheral blood APCs compared to

rat blood or rat lymph node APCs in the lymphocyte transformation test.

In summary, we conclude that the capacity of isolated islets to co-stimulate the

proliferation of lectin-incubated T-cells may be a reliable and sensitive marker to

predict the capacity for "direct" allogeneic immunoactivation vivo. The higher

resistance of human APCs to radical-mediated inactivation may at least partly be

responsible for the difficulties to transfer APC-depleting protocols from rodent to

human islets.
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INFLUENCE OF LONG-TERM PANCREATIC ISLET GRAFT FUNCTION
ON DEVELOPMENT OF LATE DIABETIC COMPLICATIONS b
T.T. Varkonyi, Cs. Lengyel, Zs. Fiilopa, P. Kempler'', G~. Farkas and J.
Lonovics. 1st Dept. of Medicine, aDept. of Ophthalmology, Dept. of Surgery,
A. Szent-Gyorgyi Medical Univ., Szeged, cl st Dept. of Medicine, Semrnelweis
Medical Univ., Budapest, Hungary

Introduction; Pancreatic islet transplantation has been reported to have a beneficial
effect on the carbohydrate metabolism soon after the operation in patients with
insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM). Experience relating to the long-term
influence of islet grafting on the development of secondary diabetic complications
is so far very limited. The aim of this study was to assess the fate of the
neuropathy and the retinopathy in patients with a long history of functioning islet
transplants. Patients, methods; I I IDDM patients who had undergone pancreatic
islet transplantation were studied (duration of islet graft function: 9.5±0.2 years,
age: 41.8±2.4 years, duration of DM: 24.9±2.4 years, BMI: 26.3±1.3;
mean±SE). IO non-transplanted IDDM patients with comparable parameters were
involved as controls (age: 45.8±3.0 years, duration of DM: 22.0±2.9 years,
BMI: 24.7 ± 1.5). Five cardiovascular tests were performed and a score was
calculated to express the severity of autonomic neuropathy (AN). Sensory nerve
function was studied with a Neurometer (Neurotron Inc., Baltimore), using
constant sine wave transcutaneous nerve stimulation to determine current
perception threshold on the peroneal and the median nerves. Retinopathy status
was checked by ophthalmography and fluorescence angiography. Results: In
patients after islet transplantation the AN score was lower than in the control
group (3.9±0.7 vs 6,O±0.6; p<0.05). The values of beat-to-beat variation were
higher in the transplanted group (13.3±2.1 vs 6.5±1.5; p<0.05). Transplanted
patients had markedly lower perception thresholds at three frequencies on both
limbs in comparison with the non-operated group (median nerve: 3.20±0.22 vs
3.44±0.48, 1.84±0.84 vs 3.18±J.10, 0.71±0.18 vs 1.74±0.93; peroneal nerve:
5.37±0.95 vs 6.53±J.10, 3.24±I.IO vs 5.01±1.37, 1.77±0.83 vs 3.96±1.33
rnA). In the follow-up period, the retinopathy improved in 6 of the transplanted
patients and remained unchanged in 5 subjects. Conclusions: These results indicate
a reduced progression of autonomic and sensory neuropathy a decade after
pancreatic islet transplantation. Additionally, the early stage of retinopathy
improved in the presence of grafted islets. The data suggest that long-term near
normoglycaemia associated with a continuous endogenous supply of islet peptides
may postpone the development of late complications in IDDM.
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THE IMPACT OF PANCREAS AND KIDNEY TRANSPLANTATION ON
LATE DIABETIC COMPLICATIONS AND QUALITY OF LIFE
F. Saudek, M. Adamec, R. Koznarova, T. Sosna, H. Vondrova, T. Jedinakova
and P. Boucek, Institute for Clinical and Experimental Medicine, Prague, Czech
Republic

The aim of pancreas transplantation is to improve the quality of life and
ameliorate the microvascular complications of diabetes. Since 1983, 106
combined pancreas and kidney transplants were performed in uremic NIDDM
patients at our center with current I-year patient and pancreas graft survival
rates of 90 and 76 %, respectively. The course of diabetic retinopathy,
polyneuropathy and quality of life were studied in 3 groups of subjects followed
for at least I year: recipients with full function of both grafts (PKTxI; n=30),
recipients with pancreatic graft failure (PKTx2; n=10) and in IDDM recipients
of isolated kidney graft (KTx; n=18). In group PKTxl, the grade of diabetic
retinopathy improved, remained stabilized or worsened in 18, 60 and 22 % of
recipients, respectively. In groups PKTx2 and KTx the findings did not change
or worsened in all subjects. Progression of cataract was common in all 3 groups.
Clinical neurologic assessment improved, remained stabile or worsened in 96, 4
and 0 % of patients in group PKTxl and in 65, 28 and 7 % of patients in joined
groups PKTx2 and KTx (p<0,05). Compared to pre-transplant status, sural nerve
velocity increased in 50 % of PKTx I recipients (p<0,05). Subjective health
improvement in groups PTx1, PTx2 and KTx was reported by 93, 87 and 90 %
of subjects, respectively (p>0,05). Superior overall quality of life and more
personal free time were found in group PTx I than in group PTx2 (p>0,05).
Overall quality of life in groups PTx I and KTx did not differ significantly
(p>0,05). We conclude, that following PKT subjective and objective signs of
diabetic neuropathy improve in most recipients. Diabetic retinopathy remains
unchanged in most subjects. However, significant improvement, rare in other
treatment modalities, may be demonstrated in individual cases. Overall quality
of life improves significantly despite no difference between pancreas and kidney
and isolated kidney recipients. This may be explained by more frequent pre
transplant dialysis treatment in the latter group.
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TRANSIENT INCREASE OF INSULIN REQUIREMENTS IN EARLY
PREGNANCY OF WOMEN WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES MELLITUS
A. Garcia-Patterson, M. A1bareda and R. Corcoy Servei d'Endocrinologia.
Hospital de Sant Pau, Barcelona
It is well-known that in women with Type I DM, insulin requirements (1R)
increase in the second half of pregnancy, whereas information in the first half
is more scant and points to a decrease. The occasional observation of women
with Type I OM requiring transient increases of insulin dose in early
pregnancy prompted this study, with the aim of assessing 1R in the first part of
pregnancy. Thirty-six women with Type I OM receiving prep regnancy care
and with tight metabolic control before pregnancy (HbAlc <mean +3 SO of
control population) were studied. Weekly 1R were expressed as 1UlKg/dayand
weekly mean blood glucose (MBG) as the weighted mean of pre and
postprandial self-monitoring data. 1R and MBG during pregnancy were
expressed as its rate to prepregnancy values (mean IR and MBG in the 4
weeks immediately antedating pregnancy). IR did not change in the first 6
weeks ofpregnancy (-0.48 ± 5.2%, ns), increased at 7-12 wks (+5.5 ± 13.1%,
p<O.OOI)and decreased at 13-18 wks (-2.3 ± 15.6, p<O.OOI).MBG showed a
similar pattern, which took place earlier in pregnancy (-0.6 ± 7.7% at 1-4
weeks, ns; +5.4 ± 7.4% at 5-8 weeks, p<O.OI; -5.l±11.9 at 9-12 weeks,
p<O.OOI). Fifty-six percent of women showed this characteristic pattern of
increase in 1R at 7-12 weeks and decrease at 13-18 wks. Five women suffered
a severe hypoglycemia, four events taking place at 13-16 weeks. The
coincidence of 1R increase with the time point where BHCG peak takes place
suggests a link to the physiological increase of thyroid hormones. In this line,
we analysed the presence of this pattern of IR in women with 100M either
without thyroid disease or with treated hypothyroidism, the frequency being
borderline lower in the last group (18/30, 60% YS 2/6, 33.3%, p=0.08). We
conclude that in pregnant women with Type 10M, 1R increase at 7-12 weeks
of gestation before decreasing at 13-18 weeks. The transient increase may
have a relationship with the physiologic increase in thyroid hormones.
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EFFECT OF PANCREAS-KIDNEY TRANSPLANTATION ON MORTALITY
IN TYPE I DIABETIC PATIENTS WITH END-STAGE RENAL FAILURE
YFC Smets, RGJ Westendorp, JW van der Pijl, J Ringers, JW de Fijter and HHPJ
Lemkes. Leiden University Medical Centre, Leiden, The Netherlands

Long-term prognosis of patients with type I diabetes mellitus and end-stage
renal failure appears to be superior after kidney transplantation (Tx) compared
with dialysis. Controversy still exists about the additional benefit of a
simultaneously transplanted pancreatic graft. In the Netherlands, there is a
unique opportunity to perform a population-based follow-up study free from
selection on health, because of a) the strict dialysis/transplantation centre
allocation; b) the central data collection by the RENINE registry; c) a regional
difference in the degree of pancreas-kidney Tx performed (governmentally
regulated). Using this regional difference, we set out to study the effect of
simultaneous pancreas-kidney Tx versus kidney Tx on mortality in type I
diabetic patients. Between 1985 and 1996, 427 type 1 diabetic patients (age
limit 18-52 y) started on renal replacement therapy and were allocated by
RENINE to Leiden area (LB, n=85) or Netherlands (NL, n=330) on the basis of
their place of residence. 12 recipients of a living-related donor kidney graft
were excluded from the current analysis. The two areas were similar with
respect to age and sex. Patient survival was higher in LB compared with NL
(RR=0.5; CI95 0.4-0.8). Survival of 377 patients on dialysis was equal between
the two areas. 214 patients were transplanted (kidney-pancreas Tx: LB 73%;
NL 37%). More pre-emptive Tx were performed in LB (LB 36% vs. NL 11%)
and the mean duration of dialysis was shorter in LB (17 vs. 25 months). The
mortality risk in LB was 0.4 fold lower (Cl95 0.2-0.8) than in NL. This contrast
became apparent> 3 years post Tx and was independent of duration of dialysis
or early transplanted-related deaths. Censored kidney graft survival did not
differ between the two areas (log-rank p= 0.23). Conclusively, we found a 50%
reduction in mortality of type I diabetic patients on renal replacement therapy
in LB, related to the higher degree of pancreas-kidney transplantation
performed.

20
REDUCED INSULIN REQUIREMENTS IN EARLY PREGNANCY IN
IDDM

V.J. Aldridge', L. Yaxley', M. Durkan", M.B. Kelly" RC. Temple'
'Bertram Diabetes Centre and bDepartment of Obstetrics,
Norfolk and Norwich Health Care NHS Trust, Norwich, UK

Increased insulin sensitivity in early pregnancy is recognised but the
frequency with which it leads to a reduction in insulin requirements in the
first trimester of pregnancy in IDDM is poorly documented. We have
retrospectively analysed changing insulin requirements in early pregnancy in
IDDM patients presenting at the comhined diahetic antenatal clinic between
1990 and 1994. 132 patients presented of which 85 patients (64%) were seen
at 8 weeks or earlier. In this group there were 8 miscarriages, one ectopic
pregnancy and one termination. Data is presented on the remaining 75
patients comparing insulin doses at hooking and at 12 weeks. Twenty-nine
patients (39%) required a reduction of insulin dose of greater than 10%. The
mean fall in insulin requirement in these patients was 23% (range 10 - 48%).
Fifteen (52%) of these 29 patients had a fall in insulin requirement of greater
than 20%. Both HhAlc and fructosaminc fell significantly between booking
and 12 weeks (HbAlc 6.2 ± 1.5% -v- 5.4 ± 1.0% P <0.001, fructosamine 333 ±
67 fUIIol/L -"- 282 ± 38 fUIIol/L, P <0.001). Patients experiencing a fall in
insulin dosage had significantly better control at booking (HbAlc 5.71 ± 0.94
-v- 6.60 ± 1.76, P <0.01). Of the total 132 patients 32 (24%) had at least one
severe hypoglycaemic episode (defined as needing external assistance). 24
(75%) of these patients suffered severe hypoglycaemia in the first 12 weeks
only, This study confirms that falling insulin requirement frequently occurs
in the first trimester of IDDM pregnancies especially in those well controlled
at booking. It is important to advise on this during pre-pregnancy counselling
to minimise the risk of severe hypoglycaemia.
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HEMOSTASIS IN PREGNANTS WITH TYPE I DIABETES MELLITUS IN
PERINATAL PERIOD.
ABronisz, D.Rosc,M.Kotschyand AGraczykowska-Koczorowska,
The l.Rydygier MedicalUniversityin Bygoszcz,Poland
The big fluctuations of some hemostatic parameters observed during the pregnancy
are connected with the prevention of bleeding in perinatal period. The aim of study
was the evaluation of some hemostasis parameters during a perinatal period in pre
gnants with type I diabetesmellitus (DMP). We examined blood plasma of 3I DMP
(mean aged 29,1 ± 6,2) with a good metabolic control (HbA,,5,3±1,6%).The blood
was taken beteen 36-38 weeks of pregnancy (the III-rd trimester - T3), two hours
after deliveryof placenta (AD) and after puerperium (AP). The followinghemostasis
parameters were estimated: platelet count (PLT), activity of antythrombin III (AT
III) and plasminogen activator inhibitor type I (pAl-I) as well as concentration of
tissue plasminogen activator antigen (tPA:Ag), fibrinogen (F) and fibrinogen/fibrin
degradation products (FOP). The above parameters in DMP are shown in the table
(M±SD). They were compared to those of the l-st trimester of pregnancy (C). The
AT III didn't differ significantly, PLT were significantly decreased (p<O,05) in TJ
and FOP were significantly increased AP (p<0,05) in comparison to data from C.
The tPA:Ag and PAl-I were significantly higher in T3 in comparisonto C (p<O,OOI
for two parameters) and tPA:Ag was still significantly higher AD (P<O,O I). We also
comparedvalues of these parameters in 3 periods.

Period PLT(GIl) ATill(%) tPAAg(ru!lml) PAI-l(Ill/ml) F (gil) FDP(ug/ml)
TJ 172±432 127±38,6 14,9±115 15,9±II,4 3 5±1 0 5,4±57
AD 158±38,6 II5±33,7 13,5±114 6,1±9,4' 28±1,2' II,7±6,5'
AP 183±34,1 127±386 8,6±8,2' 7,6±8,7' 2 7±O 8' 13,5±8,0'
'p<O,05 'p<0,0 I 'p<O,OO I
The significant PAl-I activity and F-concentration decrease were observed AD and
AP in comparison to TJ. We also observedthe tPA:Ag decrease AD and AP in com
parison to T3, but the differencebetween the end of T3 and puerperium was signifi
cant. The statisticaly significant FOP increase was observed AD and AP in compari
son to T3. Conclusion:Decreaseof the PAl-I activity and F·amcentration with FOP
increase during deliveryand puerperium indicate to Perinatal activation of fibrinoly
sis in pregnants with type I diabetes (DMP).
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METABOLIC ABNORMALITIES INWOMEN WITH PRIOR GDM
M.CalValheiro', I.Fagulha', A.Fagulha', L.Gomes', S.Paiva',E.Marta', E.Sobral', F.Leitao',
M.L.Pinto', M.MARuas' and T.Buchanan'. 'Deptof Endocrinology, 'Obstetric Ctinic and
'Clinical Pathology, University Hospital of Coimbra, Pottugal, 'University of Southem
California, LosAngeles, USA
Our aim was to detelllline, insulin sensitivity (SI)' glucose effectiveness (SG)' glucose
tolerance (Kc;l and insulin secretion in40 postijeStational diabetic women (P·GDM) and 18
post-pregnant healthy control women (P-PGC) with similar age 3O.1±4.7; 28.8±3.3 in yrs,
BMI 25.B±4.1; 26.8±6.1 and WHR O.84±O.08; O.84±O.07, respectively, inearlypost-partum
period, during an insulin modfied frequently-sampled intravenous glucose tolerance test
(FSIVGTT: 3001119 glucoseJkg body weight, followed in20 min byp. 5-mi" infusion of inSUlin
6 mUIkg/min and blood sampled 14 timesfor240 min). SI (x10- min- per I!Ulml) and SG
(mln-1) were estimated by Bergman's minimal model. KG (min·1x100) was assessed
between 8-19minsafterglucose injection. First phaseof insulin secretion wasexpressedas
the area underthe insulin cUIVe between 2-a min (I!U/mlxmin). 'Disposition Index' (01) was
calculated (SI x first phase x 10"') to adjust B-cell function for insulin sensitivity. Fasting
glucose (mg/dI) and insulin (I!U/ml) and insulin peak,wereconsidered. All the P-GOM had
normel glucose tolerance at 75g-0GTT at6 weekspost-partum. SIwasslightly decreased in
P-GOM vs p·PGC(,o'NS). SGwas significantly decreasedin P·GOM vsp·PGCand KG was
lower in P-GOM vsP-PGC (,o'NS). Rrst phase insulin secretion and insulin peak were
significantly lower in P·GOM vsP-PGC. Fasting glucose and insulin werehigher in P-GOM
vsp·PGC(,o'NS).

SI (mean±SO) 5.8±2.3 4.6±2.7 NS
SG(mean±SO) 0.025±O.013 O.019±O.01 <0.02
KG (mean±SE) 2.69±O.51 1.67±O.25 NS
FirstPhase (mean±SO) 395±200 277±159 <0.02

'Oisposition Index'(mean±SO) 2.268±1.747 1.087±O.635 <0.01
Fastingglucose(mean±SO) B2.4±7.5 B5.1±8.6 NS
Fastinginsulin (mean±SD) 7.0±2.7 7.8±4.0 NS
Insulin peak (mean±SO) 84.3±44.2 60.3±36.3 <0.01

Thus,we found significant reductions in glucose effectiveness (SG) and insulin secretion in
earlypost-partum inwomen with nOllllal glucose tolerance and recentGOM whencompared
to post-pregnant healthy control women. The defect in B-cell function was particularly
prominent inview of siightly lower insulin sensitivity inwomen with prior GOM and maybe
themajor defectinGOM.
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THE INFLUENCE OF PREGNANCY ON RENAL FUNCTION LOSS IN
INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETIC PATIENTS WITH DIABETIC
NEPHROPATHY
K. Rossing-, P. Jacobsen', E. Hommel', E. Mathiesen, A. Svenningsen-, P.
Rossing-, H-H. Parving. Steno Diabetes Center Gentofte, Denmark.
We evaluated the long-term impact ofpregnancy on renal function and survival in
all female IDDM patients (n=94) developing diabetic nephropathy between 1970
and 1989 atthe Steno Diabetes Center. The observational follow-up study lasted
13 years (range 3-23) from onset ofdiabetic nephropathy until death or1996. 25
women became pregnant in average 5 years (range (1-17)) after onset of
diabetic nephropathy (Group A). The remaining 69 served as controls (Group B).
Atonset ofdiabetic nephropathy the two groups were comparable with regard to
demographic data, and s-creatinine was identical: mean (SD) 79 (23) I1mol/1 in
both groups. Atonset ofpregnancy all but 2women had s-creatinine <100I1mol/1.
All patients received aggressive antihypertensive treatment with on average 2
drugs. During follow-up there was no difference between the two groups in the
loss of kidney function as determined by linear regression on reciprocal serum
creatinine values (mean (SE)) 0.40 (0.10) vs. 0.41 (0.07) I/mmol/year (Group A
vs. Group B). Furthermore there was no difference inthe slope of1/s-creatinine
before and after pregnancy. A dOUbling of baseline creatinine (to at ieast 175
I1moill) was seen in 7/25 (28%) vs 19/69 (28%) in group A vs B respectively
(Survival analysis Logrank test NS). In 1996 seven (28%) ofthe pregnant women
had died and four (16%) had reached ESRD compared to 18 (26%) and 11
(16%) of the controls respectively (NS). During follow-up Group A and B had
comparable values of BP (mean (SD) 138 (16)/83 (9) vs 139 (14)/86 (6) (mm
Hg), hemoglobin A,e 9.3 (1.8) vs 9.5 (1.2)%, and albuminuria (geometric mean
(antilog SE)) 603 (1.4) vs 741 (1.1) mg/24h) (NS). In conclusion pregnancy has
no adverse long-term impact on renal function and survival inIDDM patients with
well preserved kidney function suffering from diabetic nephropathy
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PRIOR GESTATIONAL DIAIBETES: EARLY MANIFESTATION AND/OR
PREDICTOROF A METABOLIC CARDIOVASCULAR SYNDROME
Zs. Kerenyi, AGy. Tabak, Zs. Bosnyak, E. Madaras', K. Toth, E. Baranyi, Gy.
Csakanyand Gy.Tamas,National Centrefor Diabetes Care,Haynal Univ.,Budapest,
Hungary
Data are accumulating on the connection between gestational diabetes (GDM)
and a metabolic cardiovascular syndrome. To study it former GDM mothers
(n=119; mean age: 38.9±6.4 [SDjyrs; time elapsed since diagnosing GDM:
7.3±2.5 yrs; BMI: 26.3±5.6 kglrn2; 88 of them first insulinized [GDM-I], 31 on
diet [GDM-D] during gestation) were investigated. Altogether 72 (60%) GDM
(GDM-I vs GDM-D: P < 0.01) could be reclassified with glucose intolerance
(GI= diab.mell. + IGT). Twenty eight pregestational NIDDM first insulinized
during gestation (preNIDDM;age: 40.2±6.5 yrs; follow-up:6.8±2.4yrs; duration:
10.8±3.6yrs; BMI: 29.8±5.4kglm2 [P<0.05 vs GDM]) from the same cohort
served as controls. Cardiovascular risk factors (blood pressure, body mass index
[BMI], - during gestation and at follow up - waist/hip [W/H] ratio,
microalbuminuria [MAj, lipoprotein lipids at follow up only) were measured.
Hypertension during gestation (chronic or RR repeatedly~ 140i90 mmHg) was
found in 35 GDM (29%; pregnancy induced hypertension [PIH]: 25 [21%]) and
in 10 preNIDDM(36%; Pili: 9 [32%]). At follow up hypertension (treated or ~
160/95) couldbe proved in 22 (18%; GI: 15/2268%) prior GDM and in 7 (25%)
preNIDDM patients, 5 (20"10) and 9 (100%) from Pili cases. Correlation
between mean systolic (FO.38; P<0.005), diastolic (.=0.29; P<0.05) and
maximum blood pressure (.=0.37; P<0.005) during gestation and W/H at follow
up were found in prior GDM-I, not however in GDM-D and preNIDDM. Prior
GDM with hypertension at follow up had higher W/H compared to non
hypertensive women (0.86±0.06 vs O.80±0.06; P<0.005). Differences in BMI at
follow up between prior GDM women with/without hypertension during
gestation (P<O.05) and at follow up (P<O.OOOI), resp., - not in preNIDDM 
were observed. No differences in lipoprotein lipids and in MA (15-28%)
according to hypertension could be proven. GDM seems to be early
manifestation of insulin resistance syndrome. Clustering of different risk factors
in prior GDM-I with hypertension at follow up (obesity [BMI:30.5±6.2j,
pathological W/H [O.86±0.07], MA [28%],GI[68%])proves that prior GDM and
insulinization during pregnancy are not only predictors of G1, but also risk
indicators of a complexcardiovascularmetabolicsyndrometo be prevented.
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T-Cells in Type 1 Diabetes
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ANALYSIS OFTHE T CELLSISOLATEDFROMA DIABETIC PANCREAS
M. Marti. M. Costa, C. Roura-Mir,D. Botello,R. Pujol-BorrellandD. Jaraquemada
Unital d'lmmunologia, Hospital Germans Trias i Pujol, Universitat Autonoma de
Barcelona. 08193 Bellaterra, Spain.
TypeI diabetes is anautoimmune disease characterized by thespecific destruction of p
cellsby autorreactive T cells. Fewstudies have been performed using human pancreatic
affected tissue and thespecific phenotype of T cellsinvolvedin theautoimmune attack
is still unknown. Wehave studied thelymphoidcells isolated from theinfiltrateof the
pancreas of a diabetic donorwho died9 days after theonset of the disease (PB100).
Lymphocytes were isolated from thepancreatic tissue afterdigestion with collagenase
andcollection of thesupernatant of theisletgradients. Thebulk cell culture showed a
mixtureof CD4 andCD8T cellsandsome macrophages. T cell linesand clones were
generated by limiting dilution with two different protocols, always using the
autologous EBV B-cell line asAPC,eitherwith anti-CD3 Ab or incubated with crude
isletextract fromhealthy pancreas donors. In bothprotocols themajorityof T cell lines
obtained were CD4+, although some CD8+ T cell lineswere alsoisolated. Some rare
phenotypes also appeared with very low frequency, such as a double positive
(CD4+/CD8+) cell lines(PB100.32) and adouble negative (CD4-/CD8-) CD3+ cell line
(PBI00.9-24.12). Mostcell lineswere non-proliferative to islet extracts andonly one
CD8+cell was foundcapable of cytotoxicity of islet extract-pulsed autologous EBV
cells.When we looked up theTCRexpressed by these T cell linesusing RT-PCR. the
lines showed some oligoclonality,andthemost frequent Vp segments expressed by
these cells were: VPll, VP13.I, VP7, Vp14. This was foundfor cells isolated using
both protocols confirming that themethod used for thegeneration of T cell linesdid
not select a particularsetof TCR expressing cells. The Va studies are underway.
Expression of a panel of cytokines was analysed by RT-PCR. The main phenotype
observed for antigen-isolated T cellswas Thl-like, since all showed a highexpression
of IFN-y andonly some also expressed IL-4. All cell lines isolated with anti-CD3
antibodies showed aheterogeneous ThO pattern. since all expressed large amounts of IL
4 andIFN-Y. IL-2 and IL-IO were secreted by most of the cells.Thepattern of cytokine
expression by these T cell lines after full stimulation with PMA and ionomicine is
nowbeing analysed by tlow cytometry. No clearspecificity has been assigned to any of
thecell lines.Only oneCD8 T cell clone(PB100.3i) isolated with antigen could be
grown and it appears to have some GAD-specific cytotoxicity. In summary. T cells
isolated fromthelymphoidinfiltrateof adiabetic pancreas show a tendency towards a
ThI phenotype and to therestricted use of some vp fragments.
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ISLET T CELL AUTO-ANTIGENS TARGETED EARLY OR

LATE IN PRE-DIABETES

R-M. Dosch#, R. Cheung#, M. Pietropaolo" and D. J. Beckert,
TORONTO, ONT# & PITTSBURGH, PA+

In order to distinguish the course of non-pathogenic and progressive
pre-diabetic autoimmunity, we analyzed autoreactive T cells from
132 new onset IDD patients, 1O.1±4.2 (1-18 )yr old, and 268 first
degree relatives (FDR) of whom 50 were deemed high IDD risk
(ICA+ & high risk DQ). Follow-up samples were obtained in 108
IDD patients at 0.5&1 yr. 'Early' diabetes test antigens included
GAD65, ICA69/BSA, hsp65. 'Late' target antigens included
Proinsulin & IA-2. The presence of autoreactivity to early antigens
was prerequisite for the development of T cells targeting late antigens
(hence the name). Various combinations of early responses were
present at slowly rising rates in low vs. high risk relatives vs. new
onset cases, and they remained stable over the first year post
diagnosis. Responses to late antigens were present in 87% of high risk
relatives and 83% of patients, usually (>60%) associated with
autoreactivities to multiple early & late autoantigens. Detection of T
cell proliferative responses to early antigens required exogenous IL2,
possibly due to a failure of zap70 kinase recruitment. Responses to
late antigens were competent, without need for exogenous IL2. We
propose that early, autoreactive T cell pools tend to undergo anergy
upon antigen contact, but they fail to die. Indeed, preliminary data
show that patient T cells have abnormal1y high resistance to
apoptosis. This implies a model where L) early autoreactivities
characterize clinically indolent autoimmunity, and where ii.)
progression to aggressive disease is characterized by recruitment of
new T cell pools that target Proinsulin and/or IA-2, These latter cells
are fully competent and in the islet they might provide IL2 to bypass
anergy and support effector functions of early T cell pools thus
explaining the aggressive nature of late pre-diabetes.
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IA-2 AND INSULIN REACTIVE ISLET INFILTRATING T·LYMPHOCYTES IN HUMAN
AUTOIMMUNE DIABETES.
S.Dionisi, V.Viglietla, P,Marchelli, E,Anastasi, C.Tiberti, P.Golilieb, U.Di Mario and F.Dotla.
Univ, ofRome "La Sapienza" and Univ, ofPisa, Italy; Barbara Davis Center, Denver, CO· USA.
Intype 1diabetes, the target molecules of the T-cell response remain largely uncharacterized.
In the NOD mouse, T-cell reactivity has been elucidated in part starting from islet-infiltrating
lymphocytes, while data in man are scarce and come from peripheral blood lymphocytes, In
type 1diabetes, aspecific J-cell response was shown against the iCA512 fragment of the IA-2
islet tyrosine phosphatase; in addition, we have recently observed a similar response against
the whole IA-2 molecuie innewly diagnosed type 1diabetic patients. We had access tofreshly
isolated human pancreatic islets and islet-infiltrating lymphocytes obtained from a 14year old
female organ donor involved inacaraccident soon after disease-onset (HLA-DR3 positive; ICA,
anti-GAD and anti-iA2 positive), After islet isolation byinlraductal coltagenase distention, islet
infiltrating lymphocytes have been cultured in RPMI1640 containing rh1L-2 (5Ul/ml) and 10%
fresh human serum, and pulsed weekly with freshly isolated human islets (300 islets/5x106

lymphocytes) in presence of APCs (106/ml), Furthermore, since the 6- week of culture, a
subline was alternately stimulated weekly with PHA (1!,glml) and islets, When enough T-cells
were obtained, aT-cell proliferation assay was perfonmed intriplicate and repeated after further
10 stimulation CYCles, T·lymphocytes (20,OOO/well) were incubated for 72h in presence or
absence of: insulin, insulin peptide B9-23 or rh1A·2 ata concentration of.10~g/ml or human or
bovine islets (300 islets/ml), with HLA-matched APCs (50,000/well) and 10% fresh human
serum, After 72h, 3H-thymidine was added for16hours. PHA (10!,g/ml) was used aspositive
control. Inaddition, T-cells were characterized byflow cytometry, Finally, the production of IFNy
and IL-4 was determined byaELISA during the proliferation assay. Aspecific T-cell proliferation
(Stimuiation Index 23)against rhlA-2 (mean S.I.=6,0) and bovine islets (mean S.I.=12.5) butnot
towards insulin and insulin peptide B9-23 was observed inthe T-cell line cultured with islets and
PHA, which also showed a weak reactivity against human islets (mean S.I.=3,0), The T-cell line
grown inpresence ofhuman islets, showed reactivity against insulin (mean S.I.=3.4) and human
islets (mean S.I.=3,4), but notagainst other antigens tested. Byflow cytometry, this linewas
mainly CD4+(90%) and HLA-DR+ (90%), High levels of IL-4 and IFNy were produced byboth
lines when stimulated with PHA. In conclusion, in human autoimmune diabetes, a response
against IA-2 can be observed not only in peripheral T-cells, but also in islet-infiltrating
lymphocytes, suggesting its potential pathogenic importance. In addition to IA-2, the islet
derived T-cell lines recognize insulin, are mainly CD4+ and show both Th1 and Th2 phenotypes.
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EARLY PROINSULIN T-CELL-EPITOPES IN

TYPE-1-DIABETES
I. Durinovic-Bell6 and A-G. Ziegler

Diabetes Research Institute, Munich, Germany
Since insulin and its precursor proinsulin are expressed by pancreatic
B-cells exclusively, the hypothesis that epitopes of both molecules may
target autoimmune response to B cells, is habitually discussed. We have
shown recently that in young pre-diabetic individuals (autoantibody positive;
Ab+) and 100M patients cellular reactivity to insulin Is higher than in older
subjects, whereas cellular reactivity to other autoantigens is equally
distributed. Here we analyzed simultaneous memory T cell response to
proinsulin and its 15 overtapping peptides (p) at initiation of autoimmunity
and at diabetes onset. In addition multiple follow-up samples from one
subject were tested and intra-molecular spreading investigated. Proliferation
of C04/C045RO memory T cells, isolated from peripheral blood
lymphocytes of 20 HLA-ORB1*0401/0QB1*0302 positive individuals 
13 Ab+ relatives and 100M patients at onset (12.8±9 years) and
7 autoantibodie negative relatives (Ab-; 5,7.±2 years) - was analyzed.
40% (8/20) of Ab+ relatives, 100M patients and Ab- relatives exhibited
elevated T-cell responses to peptide 11 situated in the central part of
proinsulin molecule (p11; aa18 of the c-peptide to aa1 of the a-chain).
Significantly increased proliferative response of Ab+ relatives and 100M
patients compared to Ab- relatives, was observed for insulin a-chain
(p<0.005), proinsulin peptides 15 and 13 (end of c-peptid, aa28 plus entire
a-chain; p<0.005 and p<0.05, respectively), and 5 (aa20 of the B-chain to
aa4 of c-peptid; p<0.05). Multiple follow-up of one individual KM (2 years
before 100M onset to 2 years after), revealed similar pattern of epitope
recognition; first was recognized central part of the proinsulin molecule (aa8
to aa24 of the c-peptloe), followed by a-chain. At 100M onset additional
spreading to peptide 5 and insulin B-chain was observed (aa11 of the
s-cnam to aa4 of c-peptide). Our results reveal that memory T cell response
to proinsulin molecule is an dynamic process characterized at the beginning
by the recognition of its central part (c-peptide), By pre-diabetic individuals
and 100M patients this is followed by increased cellular reactivity to insulin
a-chain and a-cnatn.
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IMMUNOMODULATION OF INSULIN-SPECIFIC AUTOREACTIVE
T-CELLS BY SULFATIDE VARIABLY EXPRESSED IN BETA CELLS
K. Buschard, N. Schloot, A. Kaas, T. Bock, T. Horn, P. Fredman,
and B.O. Roep. Bartholin Instituttet, Kommunehospitalet, Copen
hagen, Denmark; Dept. of Pathology, Herlev Hospital, Herlev,
Denmark; Dept. of Neurochemestry, University of Gtiteborg,
Gtiteborg, Sweden; and Dept. of Immunohematology and Blood
Bank, University Hospital, Leiden, The Netherlands.
Sulfatide and insulin are present in the secretory granules and at
the surface of beta cells in islets of Langerhans. Insulin autoanti
bodies and T-cell reactivity against insulin exist in development
of insulin-dependent diabetes during which active beta cells have
shown to be more vulnerable than passive. In this study we
detected median 25% lower amounts of sulfatide per insulin
secretory granule in active, stressed beta cells compared to
passive, resting beta cells (p =0.003) using a specific sulfatide
monoclonal antibody and electron microscopic evaluation
(n=192 ultramicrographs). The presence of sulfatide in vitro at
doses of 43-8.3 ~M resulted in dramatically reduced insulin
specific proliferation (622 ±449, control value 18001 ± 2845,
P=0.0004) of an autoreactive T-cell clone, isolated from an
100M patient. No inhibition was found using the precursor of
sulfatide, galactosylceramide, or GM1. Sulfatide did not reduce
aspecific proliferation (induced by PMA) or specific proliferation
induced by insulin B-chain (B11-27) peptide epitope. This implies
that sulfatide affects processing of the insulin molecule. The
findings of the study are suggestive of a (patho)physiological role
of sulfatide, variably expressed in beta cells, by modulating the
antigenicity of insulin.

OP6
Defect Insulin Signalling Yields
Insulin Resistance
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PROTEIN KINASE C MEDIATES HYPERGLYCEMIA
INDUCED INSULIN RESISTANCE THROUGH SERINE
PHOSPHORYLATION OF IRS-l.
A.K. Busch*, I. Castan", E. Degerman', H. Tornqvist' and L.
Mosthaf*. *Department of Molecular Signaling, Hagedorn Research
Institute and §Novo Nordisk, Gentofte, Denmark, "Lund University,
Sweden.
Patients with non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus show decreased
insulin receptor (IR) tyrosine kinase activity as well as decreased
tyrosine phosphorylation of IRS-I. In cells overexpressing the t:-v0
proteins, hyperglycemia induces a decreased tyrosine phosphorylation
of both the IR and IRS-I. Inhibitors of the serine/threonine kinase
PKC (protein kinase C) prevent the inhibitory effect of hyperglycemia
on these proximal events in insulin signaling, suggesting that PKC
mediates the effect through covalent modification of IR and/or IRS-I.
In order to detect specific changes in the phosphorylation pattern in
response to hyperglycemia we metabolically labeled A293 ce~s

overexpressing the IR and IRS-I with 33p; and. performed tryptic
digestion of IRS-I followed by 2D phosphopeptIde mapping. The
nature of the phosphorylation of specific IRS-I peptides was
determined by phosphoarnino acid analysis. The 2D phosphopeptide
maps showed increased serine phosphorylation of several peptides in
response to exposure to hyper~lycemia (25mM 2-d~oxy-gluco~e for .30
min) prior to insulin stimulatIon (10'7 M for 5 ~mutes). Thi.s s.enne
phosphorylation was blocked by pretreatInent With the PKC inhibitor
00-6976. We are currently using MALOI technology to determine the
identity of these residues. The data suggest that hyperglycemia induces
activation of PKC, which phosphorylates IRS-Ion serine residues
thereby inhibiting its tyrosine phosphorylation and downstream insulin
signaling. Furthermore, the possibility of feedback inhibition from IRS
I to the IR has been suggested. Whether PKC-mediated serine
phosphorylation of IRS-I contributes to insulin resistance in the
diabetic state needs to be elucidated.
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THE Fas/APO-I SURFACE ANTIGEN EXPRESSION

AND IL-III SECRETION INPRECLINICAL AND DIFFERENT CLlN[CAL
STAGES OFTYPE I DIABETES

D. Aydemir, M. Arash, G. Deniz. G.Ylllar, S. Bilgic, E.Akta~, F.Sa[man,
Y. Yilmaz, l.Satman and M.T.Yllmaz. Institute for Experimental Medicine,
Department of Immunology and Istanbul Faculty of Medicine, Division of
Diabetes, Istanbul University, TURKEY

Beta cell destruction in diabetes could be caused by apoptosis that may be
induced by the activation of the Fas (Apo-IICD95) antigen pathway. The
cvtokine, interleukin-If (IL-l~) hasalso been implicated to play an important
role in theautoimmune ~-cell damage of type I diabetes. Theaimof thisstudy
was to compare the changes in CD95 expression and IL-l~ secretion among
four differentclinical stages of type I diabetes; preclinical stage(first degree of
relatives of type I diabetics with ICA<:20JDFu and the first phase (1+3 min)
insulin secretion lower than3. percentile in the tVGTT test; <56ml.U1ml.) (G
I); early clinical stage (duration of diabetes, <3months) (G-2); clinical stage
(6-12 months) (G-3); longterm clinical stage (l-5 years) (G-4) and III

nondiabetic healthy controls (G-C). The percentage of ens, CD4, CDS and
CD95 expression was analysed in peripheral blood mononuclear cellsby using
three colour nowcytometry and serum IL-I~ concentration was measured by
ELISA. Although the total T lymphocytes were increased significantly in the
G-I compared to the G-C (74.S±5.S & 67.7±5.5, respectively; p<O.05), there
was no significant expression of CD4' and CDS' T lymphocytes. CD95
expression was enhanced in G-I andG-2 compared to G-C (9.9±3.7, 1O.3±3.1
& 5.S±2.S. respectively; p<O.05). however there was no significant increase in
apoptotic activity of G-3 and G-4. As to the serum IL-1I1 levels, they were
significantly higher in G-I than in G-C (p<O.05). In conclusion, our .results
show that the increase of IL-1I1 secretion and Fas/Apo-I expression In

preclinical stage andtheirreduction in clinical stage of type I diabete~ might
be two important mechanisms in the pathogenesis ofbetacelldestruction and
death.
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THE INSULIN RECEPTOR IS DEGRADED BY SPECIFIC
PROTEIN KINASE C ISOFORMS
L. Mosthaf, A.K. Busch", L.F. Juhl", L. Nielsen, O.S. Olsen, Y. Ikeda
and K. Seedorf, Department of MolecularSignaling, HagedornResearch
Institute, Niels SteensensVej 6. DK-2820 Gentofte, Denmark.
"both authors contributed equally to this work

Protein-kinase C (PKC) has been shown to effect insulin-induced
signal transduction and has been suggested t? play an i.mportantrole in
insulin resistance. Here we report that specific PKC isoforms have a
profound effect on i~sulin. receptor degra~ation. ~oexpressio~ of the
insulin receptor With Wild-type and in particular constitutively
activated PKC a, ~I, ~2, E, e and 11 leads to reduced amounts of
insulin receptors, while the.corresponding kin~e inactive i~of?nns

have either no, or only nunor effect. Expression of constItutIv~ly

active PKC a and e fully eliminates receptor expression, suggestmg
that these two PKC isofonns are most potent in regulating insulin
receptor degradation. TPA-induced activation of wild-type PKC E and
e induces insulin receptor degradation similar to the constitutively
activated isoforms indicating that these isoforms induce receptor
degradation also upon .activation. To id~ntify the receptor ~otua!n

which mediates PKC-mduced degradation we generated insulin
receptors that either lack the juxta-membrane region, the kinase
domain, the C-terminal part, the juxta-membrane region and kinase
domain, the kinase domain and C-terminal part, or the entire cytosolic
part of the b subunit. While ~ deletion mutants wer~ degrad~ed by
activated PKCe, PKCa-mediated receptor degradatIon required the
presence of the insulin receptor tyrosine kinase domain.
In conclusion, our data provide substantial evidence for an essential
role of specific PKC isoforms in insulin receptor degradation and may
provide a novel mechanism of insulin resistance caused by PKC
activating agents such as hyperglycemia and TNFa.
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INSULIN-STIMULATED AKT KINASE ACTIVITY IS REDUCED IN
SKELETAL MUSCLE FROM INSULIN RESISTANT NIDDM SUBJECTS.

A. Krook, M. Bjornholm, R. A. Roth, J. R. Zierath, and H. Wallberg
Henriksson, Stockholm, Sweden, and Stanford, USA

The serine/threonine kinase Akt (PKBlRac), a downstream target of the lipid
kinase phosphatidyl inositol (PI3K) 3-kinase, has been implicated to playa
role in the insulin signalling pathway to glucose transport. We examined the
effect of insulin on PI3 kinase and Akt kinase activity in skeletal muscle
from six NIDDM patients and six healthy subjects. Whole body insulin
sensitivity, assessed by the euglycemic hyperinsulinemic clamp, was
significantly lower in NIDDM subjects (P<O.OO I), and this was
accompanied by impaired in vitro insulin-stimulated glucose transport in
skeletal muscle. Insulin stimulated PI3 kinase tended to be reduced in
NIDDM subjects compared to healthy individuals, however, this did not
reach statistical significance. In both groups, insulin induced a significant
increase in Akt kinase activity, however, the response to maximal insulin
(60 nM) was markedly reduced in skeletal muscle from NIDDM subjects
(66% of control levels, p<O.OI). Furthermore, impaired Akt kinase activity
was not accompanied by decreased protein expression of Akt. Instead, a
trend towards increased Akt expression was noted in skeletal muscle from
NIDDM subjects (p<O.I). Thus we provide the first evidence that insulin
stimulated Akt kinase activity is significantly reduced in skeletal muscle
from insulin resistant NIDDM subjects as compared to age and BMI
matched healthy controls. Furthermore, the parallel defects in insulin
stimulated Akt kinase activity and glucose transport in diabetic skeletal
muscle suggest that reduced Akt kinase activity may play a role in the
development of insulin resistance in NIDDM.
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TUMOR NECROSIS FACTOR ALPHA AND OLEIC ACID ALTER CALCIUM
SIGNAL TRANSDUCTION IN FffiROBLASTS FROM TYPE I DIABETICS
N.R. Husni and B.E. Corkey; Diabetes and Metabolism Unit
Boston University School of Medicine; Boston, Massachusetts; USA

This work examined the effects of tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-a)
treatment, and the diabetic environment (elevated glucose and fatty acid), on
bradykinin-induced Ca" mobilization in dermal fibroblasts from type I diabetic
patients and matched controls. Fibroblasts were exposed to TNF-a (10 ng/ml) for
up to 48 hours. Cells in suspension were then loaded with fura-z acetoxymethyl
ester, and bradykinin-induced Ca" mobilization was measured using fluorescence
spectrophotometry. Basal intracellular Ca" levels were significantly lower in
diabetic fibroblasts than controls (P<0.05), and TNF-a treatment caused a
significant increase in basal Ca" in diabetic but not control cells (P<0.05).
Beginning with I hour of TNF-a treatment, increases in Ca" mobilization in
response to bradykinin (I oM to I j.iM) were observed in cells from both controls
and diabetics. With 24 hours of treatment, TNF-a-induced increments in peak
bradykinin response were three-fold greater in diabetics than in controls (P<O.OOI).
Similar results were seen with interleukin-l beta treatment. Ca" transients induced
by thapsigargin, an inhibitor of the endoplasmic reticulum Ca"-ATPase, were also
greater in TNF-a treated fibroblasts than in untreated cells, with an apparently
greater increase in cells from diabetic donors. These data indicate that TNF-a
caused an increase in intracellular Ca" stores, which affected the magnitude of
agonist-induced Ca" responses. Exposing fibroblasts to a combination of II mM
glucose and 2 mM oleic acid for 48 hours caused increases in both the peak
bradykinin response and the TNF-a-induced increment in peak response, which
were significantly greater in diabetics than controls (P<O.OOI); II mM glucose
alone was without effect. That these phenomena were exhibited to a higher degree
in cells from type I diabetics than in control cells indicates that fibroblasts from
diabetic patients have a heightened sensitivity to TNF-a and oleic acid
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ROLE OF CELL-PERMEABLE CERAMIDES IN REGULATING GLUCOSE
TRANSPORT AND LIPOGENESIS BY INSULIN IN 3T3-Ll ADIPOCYTES
J.Mei, C.N. Wang, L. O'Brien and D.N.Brindley' Dept of Biochemistry and Lipids
& Lipoprotein Research Group, University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada

TNF-a activates sphingomyelinase through the p55 receptors and produces
ceramide. The aim of this study was to investigate the role of the proposed second
messenger, ceramide, in producing insulin resistance in 3T3-Ll adipocytes. 3T3
Ll adipocytes were cultured in DMEM with 10% fetal bovine serum and
differentiated. Glucose uptake and lipogenesis were measured by the addition of
[lH]2-deoxyglucose or [14C]-(U)glucose, respectively. PI3-kinase and MAP kinase
were assayed after immunoprecipitation and pp70S6K by immunoblotting.
Incubation of differentiated 3T3-Ll adipocytes with C,-ceramide and TNF-a
increasedbasal 2-deoxyglucosetransport, but decreased the stimulation of glucose
transport by insulin. C,-cerantides and TNF-a also decreased the ability of insulin
to stimulate glucose incorporation into the fatty acids and the glycerol moieties of
triacylglycerol. By contrast, both C,-ceramides and TNF-ex alone increased the
basal glucose incorporation into the fatty acid and glycerol moieties of
triacylglycerol. Treatment of cells with Ly294022, raparnycin and PD98059
(inhibitors for activation of PI 3-kinase, pp70S6K and MAP kinase) respectively
for 12hblocked the ceramide-induced increase of GLUTI and thus increasedbasal
glucose transport. These inhibitors also blocked the ceramide-induced increase in
basal glucose incorporation into the fatty acid but not the glycerol moieties of
triacylglycerol. With ceramide there is a preferential diversion of glucose into
glycerol. C,-ceramide increasedPI 3-kinase activity associated with IRS-I in the
presence or absence of insulin. Cerarnidecaused the activation of pp70S6K and
MAP kinase (ERKI and ERK2) in the absence of insulin, but had no significantly
effect on insulin-stimulatedactivation of pp70S6K and MAP kinase. C,-ceramide
also blocked the insulin-stimulated increase in acetyl-CoA carboxylase which
could explain the decrease in fatty acid synthesis by insulin stimulation after
treatment cells with ceramide. It is concluded that cell-permeable ceramides can
mimic some effects of TNF-ex and these effects are likely mediated by the
activation of PI 3-kinase and pp70S6K as well as MAP kinase. Our work provides
further understanding for the mechanism of development of insulin resistance in
adipocytes.

36
MOLECULAR ANALYSIS OF p85a PHOSPHOINOSITIDE 3-KINASE
INSEVERE INSULINRESISTANCE
KCR Baynes a JP Whitehead a R Stein o G Panoyotou b

T Hansen o PR Shepherd' and S O'Rahilly '.
'Departments of Clinical Biochemistry and Medicine, University of
Cambridge, UK; 'Ludwig Institute of Cancer Research, London, UK;
'Steno Diabetes Center, Gentofte, Denmark and 'Department of
Biochemistry, University College London, UK.

Whilst some 10% of subjects with Type A insulin resistance syndrome have

insulin receptor mutations, the rest remain unexplained at a molecular level.

The p85exsubunit of phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K) was examined by

SSCP in 21 subjects with features of the Type A syndrome of severe insulin

resistance. One subject was heterozygous for a novel amino acid change

Arg 409 Gin lying in the p85a N-terminal SH2 domain. Within the family the

mutation appeared to cosegregate with fasting hyperinsulinaemia - median

fasting plasma insulin in those with the mutation (n=4) was 218 prnol' and in

wild type members (n=2) was 69.5 pmol' (reference range <60 prnol').

RFLP analysis of 136 Danish type" diabetics and 135 normal controls found

no other individuals with this mutation. The phosphopeptide binding

characteristics of wild type and Arg 409 Gin p85a GST-fusion proteins were

analysed by a sensitive BIAcore competition binding assay. Both wild type

and Arg 409 Gin fusion proteins had similar affinityconstants for a peptide

containing two YMXM motifs (ICsoWT 2.2, variant 1.8 nmol'), Transient

transfections in cells co-expressing p85a and p11oo subunits of Pi3K

suggest that this mutation does not affecl basal PI3K activity. This is the first

reported mutation in p85a in a subject with severe insuiin resistance,

although it lies within an SH2 domain it does not appear to affect binding to
phosphotyrosine residues nor basal PI3K activity.
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Antigens and Antibodies in Type 1
Diabetes
37

ACTIVE IMMUNE REGULATION FOLLOWING ORALCTa-INSULIN
PREVENTS DIABETES IN NODMOUSE

C. Thivolet, C. Ploix, INSERM U449 Lyon France
Feeding target antigen is an attractive strategy for preventing
organ-specific autoimmune diseases. We have previously
demonstrated that CTB, the nontoxic moiety of the cholera
toxin (CT) enhanced the tolerogen properties of orally
administrated insulin in NOD mice, a model of spontaneous
100M. Feeding a single dose of microgram amounts of CTB
insulin conjugate prevents islet infiltration by diabetogenic T
cells and protects animals against spontaneous and
transferred autoimmune diabetes. In order to investigate the
mucosal mechanisms of tolerance induction mice were fed
with 1 or 10119 of CT a potent Th2 inducer together with 21lg of
CTB-insulin prior to the cotransfer with diabetogenic T cells.
Recipients of T cells from animals fed either with CTB alone, or
CTB-insulin with 11lg or 10119 of CT became diabetic in 34
days (4/5, 515 and 415 respectively) in contrast to mice
reconstituted with diabetogenic and CTB-insulin fed donor T
cells (1/5, p<O,05). Cytokine profiles produced after in vitro
stimulation were analysed 24h and 7 days after feeding.
Mesenteric lymph nodes (MLN) from mice fed with CTB had a
threefold increase in IFNy production between 24h and 7 days
after oral treatment. This increase was prevented following
CTB-insulin but persisted after coadministration of CTB-insulin
and CT. In contrast IL-4 production was specifically increased
in MLN of mice fed with CTB-insulin. These experiments may
elucidate how CTB-insulin can stimulate both local and
systemic immunity which may have important consequences
for our understanding of oral tolerance in autoimmunity.

39
THREE HUMAN GA065-SPECIFIC 100M-RELATED ANTIBODIES
ISOLATED FROM AN ANTIBODY PHAGE DISPLAY LIBRARY
W. Richter, P. SOhnlein and. K. M. Jury. Department of Internal Medicine I,
University of Ulm, Germany
Human monoclonal IgG antibodies (hmabs) are essential tools for
the characterisation of the humoral autoimmune response in insulin
dependent diabetes mellitus (100M). Only few hmabs are available
so far from patients at clinical onset of 100M and all of them are
directed to glutamate decarboxylase (GAD65). The phage display
technology is a powerful tool for isolation of 100M-related
recombinant human antibody fragments (Fab) specific for a variety
of islet cell antigens. The aim of our approach was 1.) to generate a
large combinatorial Fab phage display library characteristic for the
humoral immune response at onset of 100M and 2.) to isolate from
this library new human islet cell autoantibody fragments directed to
any relevant autoantigen in 100M. The applied techniques for
phage display of Fab and expression of soluble Fab molecules in
the pComb3HSS system were established using the two human
monoclonal GAD65 antibodies MICA 2 and 4 obtained by
conventional methods. The antibody phage display library was
generated from 108 peripheral blood lymphocytes pooled from two
individuals with high ICA titers at onset of 100M. We demonstrated
that the chosen phage display system is suitable for enrichment
and production of naturally occurring 100M-related Fabs by
isolation of one known (MICA 6) and two new human monoclonal
antibodies binding to GA065 in an ELISA and a RIA. All new
antibodies are specific for GAD65 and directed to the
immunodominant middle region of GA065 from amino acid 245 
400. The same library will now be screened for high affinity Fabs to
other autoantigens relevant for 100M.
Supported by grants of OFG Ri 70711-2and HFSP 361-95 to w.R.

38
EVIDENCE FOR IMMUNOGLOBULIN EPITOPE SPREADING IN GA065
DURING THE PREDIABETIC PERIOD OF TYPE1 DIABETES
P. SOhnlein, M. Muller, K. Syren, H.K. Akerblom#. M. Knip§, W. Richter:
Department of Intemal Medicine 1, University of Ulm, Germany; §Depl. of
Pediatrics, Medical School University of Tampere. Finland; #Childrens
Hospital, University of Helsinki, Finland.
Autoreactive islet cell antibodies directed to glutamate decarboxylase
(GAD65-A) are established markers for prediction and diagnosis of insulin
dependent diabetes mellitus (100M). In this study we analysed the
complexity and dynamics of the epitope-specific GAD65-A response in
GAD65-A individuals during the prediabetic periodand at onset of 100M.
Ten humanmonoclonal islet cell antibodies (MICA) derivedfrom patients at
onsetof 100Mwereusedastools in a immunohistochemical blocking test to
probe GAD65-A' sera for their epitoperecognition of GAD65 in islet cells.
The MICAwere purified. labelled with digoxigenin and their binding to islets
was assessed on cryostat sections of human pancreas, which had been
preincubated with GAD65-A' sera. The 10 MICA defined six distinct
epitopes localised in three independent epitope clusters (EP1 - EP3) of
GAD65. EP1 wassituated in the middleregion of GAD65 withinaminoacids
245 - 440; EP2 and EP3 were both localised further C-terminal from this
region (aa 441-585). At onset of 100M 56% (n=44) of the GAD-A' sera
recognised one or more MICA epitopes, with EP1 being more frequently
(50%) bound compared to EP2 (36%) and EP3 (39%). GAD65-A'
prediabetics (n=21) 10 - 96 monthsbefore onset of 100M and 20 GAD-A'
healthy individuals at increased risk of 100M showed a significantly
decreased frequency of GAD65-A directedto EP-2. Follow-up sera from 10
prediabetics suggested that EP1 is an earty, immunodominant epitope
region and revealed epitope spreading from the middle region of GAD65to
the C-terminal epitope clusters. Highly sensitive epitope-specific GAD65-A
testsmay be usefulto distinguish eartyand late stages of B cell destruction
beforethe onsetof 100M.
Supported by the IHFSP361-95 andthe Ri/707 grantof the DFG.

40
EARLY EXPRESSION AND HIGH PREVALENCE OF ISLET
AUTOANTIBODIES FOR OR3/4 HETEROZYGOUS OFFSPRING OF
PARENTS WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES: THE BABYOIAB STUDY.
M. Schenker', M. Hummel', K. Ferber', E. Keller', E. O. Albert', H.-U.
Janka", C. Kastendiek", M. Sorger, F. Louwen4,G. S. Eisenbarth5,

A.-G. Ziegler'; 'Munich, 2Bremen, 3Bonn, 4Munster, Germany;
50enver, USA.

Encouraging strategies of immunotherapy in animal models of type 1
diabetes have been proposed aiming to intervene early in life to
prevent the initiation of islet autoimmunity. Trials of primary
intervention in humans could eventually be designed when
populations at risk for the development of islet autoimmunity can be
genetically defined and risk estimates of the frequency of islet
autoantibodies in infancy are available. We therefore determined HLA
genotype frequencies in 296 offspring of parents with type 1 diabetes
who were followed from birth for at least two years (median fOllow-up
2.2 years) and who were characterized for the expression of insulin,
GAD65, IA-2 and islet cell autoantibodies at birth, 9 months, 2, and 5
years of age. We found that the high risk HLA genotype
ORB1*03/04(OQB1*0302) was present in 6.8% of offspring of parents
with type 1 diabetes (5.9% of mothers, 9.0% of fathers and 14.3% of
both parents with type 1 diabetes). The probability to develop
persistent or multiple autoantibodies by the age of 2 years was 23.1%
(95%CI 6.8-39.2) for offspring canrying the ORB1*03/04(OQB1*0302)
genotype compared to 4.4% (95%CI 2.4-6.3) for offspring without this
genotype (odds ratio 5.3, p<0.01). These data show that islet
autoantibodies are remartkably frequent for OR3/4 heterozygous
offspring and such antibodies appear early in life. This information
should aid in the eventual design of trials aiming to prevent islet
autoimmunity.



41
COULD EPITOPE MASKING EXPLAIN WHY PROINSULIN AUTOANTIBODIES ARE LESS
CLOSELY ASSOCIATED WITH 100M THAN INSULIN AUTOANTIBODIES?

AJK Williams, PJ Bingley, RE Chance and Gale EAM, University of
Bristol, UK and Eli Lilly, Indianapolis, USA.

It has been suggested that proinsulin and insulin autoantibodies are
equally potent markers of Type 1 diabetes. We have investigated this
using a new radiobinding assay, adapted for measuring insulin (lAA) and
proinsulin (PAAI autoantibodies. Antibodies were measured in sera from
1028 schoolchildren (Median age 11.4, range 9 - 13.7 years) and 182
newly-diagnosed 100M patients from the same area (Median age 10.2,
range 0.7 - 20.7 yearsl. The assay involved two stages: All sera were
screened for binding of 1251 - labelled insulin or proinsulin. Subsequently
all those sera with raised levels I> 0.4 units) were re-assayed for
competitive displacement with excess unlabelled antigen. The
proportion of children with increased insulin and proinsulin binding was
similar for schoolchildren (58 vs 531 and cases 1140 vs 133),
respectively. After competitive displacement, using an antibody
threshold that gave a sensitivity of 70% (125/179) in the cases, more
than twice as many schoolchildren had PAA (44/1 028) as IAA
(1911028) (p<0.003). 66% of cases, but only 9/1028 schoolchildren,
had both IAA and PAA above these thresholds. 39 of the 44
schoolchildren with PAA showed competitive displacement with insulin.
This suggests that there may be an epitope that is available on 1251 
labelled proinsulin and native insulin but not on 1251 - labelled insulin.
Paradoxically, blocking of this epitope may reduce the prevalence of
insulin autoantibodies in the healthy population without altering disease
sensitivity, and may explain why insulin autoantibodies appear to be
more specific markers of 100M than proinsulin autoantibodies. Such
differences in epitope specificity of insulin and other autoantibodies may
be exploited to enhance our ability to discriminate between health and
disease.
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DYNAMIC IMAGING OF SUB-PLASMA MEMBRANE [ATP] IN 13
CELLS WITH A SNAP25.FlREFLY LUCIFERASE CHIMAERA.
G.A. Rutter, H,J. Kennedy, and A.E. Pouli. Department of Biochemistry,
University Medical School, Bristol BS8 ITO, U.K.,

Increases in free ATP concentration immediately beneath the plasma

membrane may couple elevations in blood glucose to I3-cell insulin release,
through the closure of ATP-sensitive K+ channels. In order to image these
changes dynamically in single living cells we have constructed and
expressed in primary islet 13- and derived MIN6 cells cDNA encoding a
recombinant chimaera between the palmitoylated t-SNARE, SNAP25, and
firefly luciferase. Examined by confocal immunocytochemistry, the
SNAP25.luciferase chimaera was targeted efficiently to the plasma
membrane. Imaged in single living cells (image capture at 2 s intervals)
with a cooled, intensified charge-coupled device camera, resting [ATP]
was similar (2 - 5 mM), both in the subplasmalemmal region, and in the
cytosol (measured with non-targeted luciferase). [ATP] in the sub
plasmalemmal domain was increased by 21.0 ± 3.0 % (mean ± S.E.M.;
half-time-to peak, 95 ± 10 s; n = 3 cells) by elevations in glucose in the
physiolo~ical range (3 - 16 mM). Influx of Ca2+ via the activation of L
type Ca + channels with 56 mM K+ increased [ATP] in the sub
plasmalemmal region of cells maintained at 3 mM glucose by 20.8 ± 2.7 %
(half-time-to peak, 13.0 ± 1.0 s, n = 103 cells). This effect was entirely
blocked by incubation in the absence of extracellular Ca'+-ions. These data
indicate that elevated intracellular [Ca2+] may stimulate glucose
metabolism by activation of intramitochondrial dehydrogenases, providing
a feed-forward loop to enhance ATP synthesis. In addition, in cells
maximally stimulated with 30 mM glucose and 56 mM K+, baseline
oscillations in [ATP] were occasionally a~parent, indicative of metabolic
changes independent of intracellular [Ca +]. This technology will allow

changes in free [ATP] to be monitored in living I3-cells in a variety of
normal and pathological states.

42
EVIDENCE FOR THE EXPRESSION IN HUMANS OF ISLET
AUTOANTIGENS BY A SUBSETOF THYMIC EPITHELIALCELLS
R. Pujol-Borrell, X. Ferrer-Francesch, O. Dominguez, M. Juan, M. Foz-Sala
and M. Sospedra . Immunology Unit. Hospital Universitari Germans Trias i
Pujol. 08916 Badalona. Spain.

In type I diabetes mellitus there is a loss of tolerance to several pancreatic
islets cell antigens, including insulin, glutamic acid decarboxilase (GAD)
and IA2. Our previous results showed that during chilhood, mRNAs for
several autoantigens are expressed in the thymus a low but significative
levels. These transcription levels of tissue specific antigens detected in
human thymus, suggests that thymus could play a role in maintaining
tolerance to peripheral antigens. Here we report the initial characterization
of four thymic subpopulations, one of them expressing preferentially
'peripheral' self-antigens. Thymic cell fractionation reveals a subpopulation
of thymic cells expressing tissue-restricted transcrits of insulin, GAD67,
TPO and another peripheral antigens to be present in a fraction enriched for
cytokerathn positi ve cells, that hyperexpressed TAP-I and as other markers,
HLA-DR 1 and HLA-G, indicating that they probably are a subset of
medullary epithelial cells. Conversely another subpopulation, which is
highly enriched in bone marrow-derived antigen-presenting cells,
macrophages and dendritic cells, do not express preferentially these self
antigens. Thus, expression of tissue-restricted genes such as insulin in a
subset of thymic epithelial cells may serve to limit development of
potentially autoreactive T cells in autoimmune diseases.

44
INTERACTION OF MgATP WITH THE SULPHONYLUREA RECEPTOR
SUBUNITACTIVATESATP SENSITIVEK-CHANNELS
F.M. Gribble, SJ. Tucker and F.M. Ashcroft
UniversityLaboratoryof Physiology,Parks Road, Oxford,OXI 3PT, UK

The ~-cell ATP-sensitive K+ (KATP) channel, whose activity regulates insulin
secretion, comprises 4 pore-forming Kir6.2 subunits and 4 regulatory sulphonylurea
receptors (SURI). Regulation of KATP channels by glucose involves the interaction
of adenine nucleotides at both inhibitory and activatory sites: ATP and ADP inhibit
the IGr6.2 subunit directly, whereas activation by MgADP involves the nucleotide
binding domains (NBDs) of SURI. The aim of this study was to investigate whether
MgATP also interacts with SURI. Cloned KATP channels were studied
electrophysiologically in inside-out membrane patches from mRNA-injected
Xenopus oocytes. IGr6.2/SURI currents were inhibited by ATP with a K, of 28 ± 4
flM (n=15) in 1.4 mM Mg, but were more sensitive in the absence of Mg (K,=5.8 ±
1.0 flM, n=7, p=O.OOO7) or when mutations were made in the Walker B motifs of
either NBD of SURI (0853N, Kj=13 ±0.2 flM: D1505N, Kj=16 ± 3 flM; p=O.05).
Truncated IGr6.2 (IGr6.26.C36) currents, expressed without SUR, showed no
change in ATP sensitivity on Mg removal (Kj=115 ± 6 flM in 1.4 mM Mg, n=ll;
Kj=145 ± 13 flM in 0 mM Mg, n=5). These results suggest that the reduced ATP
sensitivity of Kir6.21SURI currents in Mg-containing solutions requires the NBDs
of SURI. Since the strong inhibitory effect of ATP usually dominates the response
to ATP, we used an ATP-insensitive mutant of Kir6.2 (R5OG, Kj-4 mM) to
investigate whether the interaction of MgATP with SURI stimulates channel
activity. IGr6.2R5OG/SURI currents were activated reversihly by MgATP (138 ±
5% by 100 flM; 150 ± 10% by I mM). This activation was abolished by mutations
in the Walker A motifs of SURI (K719A1KI384M). We conclude that MgATP, like
MgADP, both activates KATP channels by interaction with the NBDs of SURI, and
inhibits the currents through a direct effect on IGr6.2. Since the free concentration
of MgATP in ~-cells is believed to be much greater than that of MgADP, the
stimulatory effect of MgATP on KAT? channels may be important in vivo.
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45
IMPAIREDFUNCTION OF HUMANB·CELLS DUETO A NOVELSUR1 GENEMUTATION.

C Ammala', R Ashfield', JC Chapman', T Otonkoski", P Thomas' and MJ Dunne';
'Dept. Medical Biophysics, Goteborg University, Sweden, 'Physiology Laboratory,
University of Oxford, UK, 'Dept Biomedical Science, University of Sheffield,
"Iransplantation Laboratory, University of Helsinki, Finland, 'Dept Pediatrics,
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, USA.

Regulated insulin secretion is of fundamental importance for the maintenance of
blood glucose levels, and disruption of B-cell stimulus-response coupling may have
dire consequences for glucose homeostasis leading to such diverse diseases as
diabetes and persistent hyperinsulinaemic hypoglycaemia of infancy (PHIn). Severe,
inherited forms of PHIn, which are associated with sustained insulin secretion
despite profound hypoglycaemia, have been linked to mutations in the SUR] gene
coding for the sulphonylurea receptor. SURI together with the inwardly rectifying
K" channel subunit Kir6.2 forms the 6-cell KATP channel complex. Here, we have
used electrophysiological techniques to investigate the functional consequences of a
novel SUR] mutation found in a majority of Finnish PHIn patients. In this
population a T to A point mutation in exon 4 results in a valine to aspartic acid
change at residue 187 (VI87D) of the SUR] gene. Cell-attached patch recordings of
human B-cells isolated from a Finnish patient following pancreatectomy showed no
spontaneous KATP channel activity (n~17) and no activation of channel activity by
diazoxide (n~12) or somatostatin (n~ll). In excised patches there was a dramatic
reduction in channel amplitude (1.4±0.4pA, n~12) compared to control B-cells
(30.3±2.4pA, n~143). When SURI mRNA engineered to carry the VI87D mutation
(SURI-VI87D) was co-injected with Kir6.2 mRNA into Xenopus oocytes, no
expression of channel activity could be detected either by whole-cell current
recordings of metabolically poisoned oocytes (n-o) or in isolated giant patches
excised into an ATP-free solution (n=4). This study demonstrates the loss of
functional KATP channels caused by a novel point mutation located in a putative
transmembrane region of SURI. This defect leads to severely impaired insulin
release in the Finnish population ofPHIn patients.

47
PHYSICAL INTERACTION BETWEEN SECRETORY GRANULES AND L-TYPE
CALCIUM CHANNELS IS REQUIRED FOR FAST EXOCYTOSIS IN B-CELLS
E.Renstriim, D. Atlas', S. Barg and P.Rorsman, Dept. of Physiology and Neuroscience,
Solvegatan 19, S-223 62 Lund, Sweden and 'Dept. of Biological Chemistry, The
Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Jerusalem 91904, Israel.
Exocytosis of insulin-containing secretory granules is elicited by influx of Ca'· through
voltage-sensitive L-type Ca'·-channels in the plasma membrane. Single-channel
recordings of Ca'·-channel activity and immunocytochemistry. using an antibody
directed against the a,,-subunit of L-type Ca'·-channels, indicate tbat the Ca'·
channels are unevenly distributed in the B-cell membrane and that they co-localise
with the secretory granules. The molecular/cellular mechanisms behind this
organisation and the functional significance (if any) remain unestablished, Recently it
was demonstrated that the exocytosis-regulating proteins like syntaxin, SNAP-25 and
synaptotagmin interact with a site on the intracellular loop connecting domains II and
III of thc a-subunit of N- and L-type Ca'· channels. Peptides containing this waptic
l![otein illeraction-, or synprint-site of the N-type channels, have been demonstrated to
inhibit neurotransmission. Here, we have investigated whether such peptides can also
interfere with exocytosis in mouse pancreatic B-cells. This was investigated using the
standard whole-cell configuration of the patch-clamp technique and capacitance
measurements to monitor exocytosis. A 20 kD L-loop peptide, containing the synprint
site of the Ltype Ca'· channel, was obtained by expression in the protease-deficient E.
coli strain BL2IpLysS. Infusion of the L-Ioop into the B-cells (by inclusion in the
pipette solution that dialyses the cell interior, thus competitively inhibiting
endogenous protein-protein interactions). virtually abolished exocytosis evoked by a
500 ms voltage-clamp depolarisation from -70 mY to zero. The exocytotic response
amounted to 5±2 tF and 105±22 fF in the presence and absence of the L-loop.
respectively (n=16 in both groups; P<O.OOI). By contrast, LC 753-779, a control
peptide with only marginal affinity to the exocytotic proteins, had only minor effects
on exocytosis which remained 83±34 IF (n=6; ns vs. control). It was ascertained that
the L-Ioop neither affected the voltage dependence nor the amplitude of the Ca2

•

current. We conclude that physical contact between the secretory granules and the L
type Ca'· channels, via the synprint-site. is instrumental for fast depolarization-evoked
exocytosis.

46
MECHANISM OF KATP CHANNEL INHIBITION BY ATP
F.M. Ashcroft, F.M. Gribble, T. Haug, P. Proks, F. Reimann, TJ. Ryder. S. Trapp
and SJ. Tucker. University Lab of Pbysiology, Parks Road, Oxford OXI 3PT, UK
ATP-sensitive K+ (KATP) channels play an important role in regulating insulin
release in response to glucose and to sulphonylurea drugs. They are composed of
four Kir6.2 and four sulphonylurea receptor (SURI) subunits. The inhibitory effects
of ATP are mediated via Kir6.2, whereas the potentiatory effects of MgADP and
diazoxide, and the inhibitory action of tolbutamide are conferred by SURI. We used
a truncated isoform of Kir6.2 (Kir6.2AC), that expresses ATP-sensitive K-channels
in the absence of SURI, to explore the mechanism of nucleotide inhibition.
Kir6.2AC mRNA was injected into Xenopus oocytes and expressed currents were
measured in giant inside-out patches. Kir6.2 was highly selective for ATP: ImM of
ITP, GTP, CTP and UTP had little effect, while [mM ATP caused -90% block. K;
values were 115 ± 61JM (ne l l} for ATP, 260 ± 221JM (n=5) for ADP and 9.2 ±
0.5 mM (n=6) for AMP. Thus both the adenine moiety and the ~-phospbate

contribute to the specificity for ATP. As Kir6.2AC is highly selective for ATP, we
used it as a biosensorto monitor the submembrane ATP concentration. Using the
increase in conductance on patchexcision, and the measured ATP dose-response
curve, we calculated submembrane [ATP] in intact Xenopus oocytes to be 5.8 ± 0.3
mM (n=9), in the absence of extracellular glucose. This result indicates that
submembrane [ATPj is close to that of the bulk cytoplasm. Mutation of six
different residues in Kir6.2 significantly reduced ATP-inhibition (K] values>
ImM). These residues are located in two distinct regions of Kir6.2: the N-terminus
preceding, and the C-terrninus immediately following, the transmembrane domains.
Some mutations (in the C-terminus) also markedly increased the channel open
probability: this may explain the decrease in apparent ATP-sensitivity. Other
mutations (in both N- and C-termini) did not affect the single-channel kinetics, and
so may reduce ATP-inhibition by interfering with ATP-binding and/or the link
between ATP-binding and pore closure. Our results therefore suggest that both the N
and C-terminus of Kir6.2 are involved in KATP channel inhibition by ATP.

48
THE GENERATION OF GLUCOSE-RESPONSIVE HUMAN INSULIN
SECRETING CELLS BY TRANSFECTING PHIn-DERIVED ISLET CELLS
WITH PDXI, KIR6.2 AND SUR-I.

W.M. Macfarlane', A.W. Hart', H.M. Docherty', R.F.L. James", A. Aynsley
Green#, lC. Chapman:j:, R.M. Shepherd], M.N. Hashmi:j:, KE Cosgrovet, MJ
Dunnej, and K. Docherty'. 'Department Of Molecular and Cell Biology, University
Of Aberdeen, "Department of Surgery, University of Leicester, #Institute of Child
Health, London, and :j:Department of Biomedical Sciences, University of Sheffield,
UK

Persistent hyperinsulinaemic hypoglycaemia of infancy (PHIn), is a rare disorder
characterised by uncontrolled secretion of insulin. Treatment often involves
pancreatectomy. Defects in glucose-sensitive insulin secretion (GSIS) in PHIn
derived islet cells have been linked to mutations in both subunits of the B-cell KATP

channel; the sulphonylurea receptor (SURl), and the K· channel pore Kir6.2. PHHI
derived islet cells also exhibit impaired expression of the homeodomain transcription
factor PDXI. In order to correct these defects, islet cells (NES 2Y) from a patient
with PHHI were stably transfected with cDNAs encoding PDXI, SURI and Kir6.2.
One resultant clonal line. Nisk9, displayed GSIS within the physiological range.
Electrophysiological studies with patch-clamp techniques revealed that these
modified cells expressed fully operational KATP channels with an inwardly-rectifying
biophysical protile, and sensitivity to intracellular nucleotides (ATP, and ADP) and
pharmacological agents (diazoxide, and tolbutamide). The NISK 9 B-cells,unlike the
NES 2Y cells, also expressed operational voltage-dependent Ca2

• channels. These
channels were causally linked to depolarisation-dependenl rises in cytosolic Ca'· and
insulin secretion when NISK 9 B-cells were exposed to either glucose, tolbutamide
and high external concentrations of KCl. These results demonstrate that the defects
in PHIn-derived islet cells can be corrected in Vitro, for possible autologous
transplantation into the patient, and that NISK 9 B-cellsare a novel glucose-sensitive
B-celliine.
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EXERCISE LEADS TO IMPROVED INSULIN ACTION THROUGH OVER
EXPRESSION OF KEY PROTEINS IN GLUCOSE METABOLISM.

J.R. Zierath', N. Hjelmes', D. Galuska', M. Bjornholm', A-K. Aksnes/, A.
Lannerrr', and H. Wallberg-Hennksson'. 'Dept of Clinical Physiology, Karolinska
Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden, 'Sunnaas Hospital, Olso, Norway.

Complete spinal cord lesion leads to profound metabolic abnormalities and striking
changes in muscle morphology. We assessed the effects of electrically stimulated
leg cycling (ESLC) on whole body insulin sensitivity, skeletal muscle glucose
metabolism, muscle fiber morphology, enzyme activity and protein expression of
key genes involved in glucose uptake and metabolism in five tetraplegic subjects
with complete Cs-C, lesions. ESLC (7 sessions/wk for 8 wk) increased whole body
insulin stimulated glucose uptake (33±13%) concomitant with a 2.1-fold increase in
insulin-stimulated 3-0-methylglucose transport in isolated vastus lateralis muscle
(1.42±O.26 vs. 3.00±0.46 umol x mr' x h-' for pre vs. post training). ESLC lead to a
marked increased in protein expression of GLUT4 (378±85%), glycogen synthase
(526±146%) and hexokinase II (204±47%) in skeletal muscle, whereas
phosphofructokinase (282±97%) was not altered. Hexokinase II activity was
increased by 25% (P<O.05), whereas enzyme activity of phosphofructokinase,
glycogen synthase, and citrate synthase were not changed with training. ESLC
training also lead to a 68% increase in muscle glycogen content (80.8±26.7 vs.
l35.9±15.4 mrnole x g wet weight x min" for pre vs, post training). Muscle fiber
type distribution was markedly altered before ESLC training, with a near absence of
type I muscle fibers, a predominant distribution of type lib fibers (64±8%) and
marked general atrophy of all muscle fibers. Muscle fiber type composition was
significantly altered following ECSL training. In conclusion, muscle contraction
improves insulin action on whole body and cellular glucose uptake in tetraplegic
subjects through a major increase in protein expression of key genes involved in the
regulation of glucose metabolism. Furthermore, improved insulin action on glucose
metabolism preceded changes in muscle fiber type distribution. Thus, physical
training is an effective therapy to combat insulin resistance in tetraplegic subjects.
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EFFECTS OF EXERCISE AND INSULIN ON MUSCLE GLUCOSE
UPTAKE IN ATHLETES AND NORMAL SUBJECTS
Kirsti Larmola, Hannele Yki-Jarvinen, Teemu Takala, Vesa Oikonen,
Jukka Kemppainen, Hanna Laine, Pauli ina Peltoniemi, Ulla
Ruotsalainen, Juhani Knuuti and Pirjo Nuutila, Departments of Medicine,
University of Turku and Helsinki, and Turku PET Centre, Finland.

Recent in vitro studies have demonstrated that insulin and exercise
stimulate glucose uptake via distinct signaling pathways. We determined
whether enhanced insulin sensitivity of glucose uptake in athletes also
increases the ability of acute exercise to stimulate glucose uptake. For
this purpose, muscle glucose uptake (["Fj-FDG), blood flow ([150j_HP)

and oxygen consumption ([150j-O,,) were measured with PET in 9
athletes (VO'mox 60±2 mllkg'min) and 10 untrained subjects (VO'ma,38±1
mllkg·min, p<0.001) during euglycemic hyperinsulinemic conditions
(serum insulin - 70 mUll, for 60min) and isometric exercise in one leg
(rectus femoris muscle, 15% of maximal power). Muscle oxygen
consumption was -15-fold higher in the exercising as compared to the
resting contralateral muscle and comparable in both groups during
exercise (36±6 vs 32±5 mLlkg muscle' min, athletes vs. controls, NS).
Insulin increased muscle glucose uptake more in the athletes (77±13
~mol/kg muscle' min) than in the untrained subjects (43±5, p<0.05), while
the increment induced by exercise was comparable in both groups
(178±34 vs 149±15 ~mol/kg rnuscle-rnln, NS). Muscle blood flow rates in
resting muscles (38t? vs 27±3 mLlkg muscle-min, athletes vs controls,
NS), and the increment induceed by exercise (231±3 vs 221±3 mLlkg
muscle-min, NS) were not different between the groups. These data
provide direct in vivo evidence for differential regulation of glucose
uptake by insulin and exercise and demonstrate that physical training
increases insulin but not exercise stimulated glucose uptake.
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COMPARISON OF INSULIN ACTION ON HEART AND SKELETAL MUSCLE
GLUCOSE UPTAKE IN WEIGHT LIFTERS AND RUNNERS
T.O. Taka/a,P. Nuutile, J.Knuuti, M. Luoto/ahtiand H. Yki-Jiirvinen. Turku
and Helsinki, Fin/and

We have previously demonstrated that aerobic training (running) is
associated with enhanced insulin sensitivity in skeletal muscles, an
increase in heart size and and a decrease in insulin stimulated glucose
uptake per heart mass. In the present study, we determined how
resistance training (weight lifting) influences these parameters. We used
[ 18Fl FDG and positron emission tomography combined with the
euglycemic hyperinsulinemic clamp technique (insulin infusion rate 1
mU/kg'min) to quantitate myocardial, skeletalmuscle (femoral region) and
whole body glucose uptake in weight lifters (n; 8), runners (n; 8) and in
age-matched sedentary males (controls). V0 2max was higher in the
runners (71 ±7 rnl/kq-rnin, p<0.001) than in weight lifters (42±6
rnl/kq-rnin) or controls (42 ± 5 ml/kg·min). Skeletalmuscleglucose uptake
was enhanced in the runners (125 ±45 jJmol/kg'min, p<O.01) but
unaltered in the weight lifters (59 ± 33) compared to the controls
(63 ± 22). The rate of glucose uptake per gram of myocardium was
similarly decreased in runners (544 ± 141 jJmol/kg'min) and weight lifters
(651 ± 128) compared with the controls (1041 ± 234, P<0.01). Both the
runners (122 ± 12 grams/m') andthe weight lifters (108 ± 15) had a higher
left ventricular mass than the controls (80± 16, p<0.01). Consequently,
total left ventricular glucose uptake, expressedper body surface areawas
similar in all groups (68 ± 16, 70 ± 16 and 82 ± 19 jJmol/min'm 2

,

respectively). In summary, i) aerobic but not resistancetraining enhances
skeletal muscle insulin sensitivity, ii) both aerobic and resistance training
increase myocardial mass and reduce myocardial glucose uptake per
muscle mass under resting conditions. These data demonstrate that
aerobic and resistance induce similar changes in heart glucose uptake but
have distinct effects on skeletal muscle insulin sensitivity.
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TYPE 2 DIABETIC PATIENTS HAVE TO EXERCISE EVERY DAY.
JL.Ardiiouze, J.Menard, D. Panarotto, D.Tessier and P.Maheux. Diabetes
Research Group, CHU Sherbrooke, Canada.

Exercise is considered a comerstone in the treatment of diabetes. Scientific
studies in this field are quite rare; poorly controlled patients are usually
enrolledso statistically significant differencesare easily pointed out. The aims
of our randomized study were to: 1) evaluate the effects of a moderately
intense physical activity program on well controlled (HbA,c < 130% of upper
limit of normal) non-insulintreated type 2 diabetic patients,and, 2) assessthe
metabolic evolution during the 3 days following the last exercise session.
Twenty five subjects (experimental group (E) n=12, control (C) n=13) were
enrolled in a 10-wk aerobic exercise program(3 X 60 min/wk, 69.5% maximal
heart rate, with medical supervision). The two groupswere similar in terms of
age (E: 54.1±6.1/C: 54.3±6.5), 8MI (31.4±5.1/32.4±5.2), HbA,c (7.7±1.6/
6.9±1.0%), fasting glr,cemia (8.6±2.917.1±1.9 mM), and Vo,max (25.0±6.3/
23.8±6.4 ml·kg·'·min·). Lipids profile was optimal: cholesterol (4.94±0.76/
5.01±O.78 mM), HDL (1.06±0.34/1.02±O.34 mM), LDL (2.90±0.63/3.14±O.79
mM), TG (2.30±1.55/2.36±1.66 mM). At the end of the program, there was a
statistically significant difference for oVo,max (E:+4.1,C:+0.2 ·ml·kg·'·min·';
p<0.05) and OLDL (E:+0.19, C:-0.06 mM;p<0.05) between the two groups.
Moreover, the metabolic evolution 3 days after the last exercise session (D1,
D2, D3) showedthree significant differences:an increase in LDL (D1=3.16±
0.73/D2=3.30±0.77,p< 0.005), an increase in fasting insulinemia (D1=118.9±
91.0/D3=324.7±609.3,p<O.002) as well as an increase in the insulin/glucose
ratio (D2=15.8±9.1/D3=45.0±47,p<0.003). In these patients, moderately
intense physical exercise had no effect on glycemic control but the
interruption of exercise worsened LDL concentrations and insulin sensitivity
within 36 hours. These data suggest that well-controlled non-insulin treated
type 2 diabetic patientsshould exerciseevery day.
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A COMPARISON OF GLUCOSE AND INSULIN EXCURSIONS AFTER
INSULIN LISPRO OR HUMULIN R FOLLOWED BY MODERATE
EXERCISE
M. Robinson-Pleadwell', L. Morrical',S. Hillis', T. Strack', andG. Bailey', The
Bailey Clinic, Red Deer, Alberta', and Eli Lilly Canada'.
This randomized open-label crossover trial studied 20 patients with type I diabetes
with a low fasting C-peptide, mean age 38 years and an average screening HbAlc
of 0.087 (normal <0.061). During a 4-8 week lead-in period, diabetes was
controlled using insulin lispro ac meals and Humulin u1tralente bid and the optimal
dose of insulin lispro required prior to a standardized test meal followed by
moderate exercise (90 kcal semi-quantitated on a bicycle ergometer) was
determined for each subject. Glucose and insulin excursions were then determined
during and after a moderate energy expenditure (90 kcal quantitated using a breath
by-breath measurement of 0, uptake at 80% of anaerobic threshold) beginning 90
minutes after a test meal, which was preceded by the optimized dose of insulin
lispro or Humulin R. Glucose levels were significantly lower with insulin lispro
compared to Humulin R at all time points post exercise ( 30 min-IO.35 vs 15.31,
p<.01, 60 min-9.92 vs 14.83, p<.01, 90 min-9.84 vs 14.47, p<.01, 120 min-9.41 vs
13.02, p<.01, ISO min-8.60 vs 11.80, p=.01). Insulin levels 90-120 minutes post
exercise were consistently higher with Humulin R compared to insulin lispro and
this correlated with a greater rate of decline of the blood glucose during the post
exercise period with Humulin R compared to insulin lispro. Because the patients on
Humulin R started at a higher glucose level just prior to exercise, mild
hypoglycemia occurred infrequently post exercise with both insulin lispro and
Humulin R (6 insulin lispro, I Humulin R). No moderate or severe hypoglycemic
events occurred during a total of 4.74 patients years of intensive insulin therapy
using insulin lispro ac meals and u1tralente bid despite a reduction of HbAlc from
0.087 ±.019 to 0.070 ± .011 over an average studyperiod of 78 days per patient. In
conclusion, a regimen of insulin lispro ac meals and u1tralente bid significantly
improved blood glucose and insulin excursions after moderate exercise and
significantly reduced the HbAlc without inducing moderate or severe
hypoglycemia.
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APOLIPOPROTEIN E GENOTYPE IS A DETERMINANT OF LOW
DENSITY LIPOPROTEIN CHOLESTEROL AND OF ITS RESPONSE TO
A LOW CHOLESTEROL DIET IN IDDM PATIENTS WITH ELEVATED
URINARY ALBUMIN EXCRETION
Eddy E. Blaauwwiekel, MD', Berta J. Beusekamp', Wim J. Sluiter, PhD',
Klaas Hoogenberg MD', Robin P.F. Dullaart MD PhD'
Departments ofEndocrinology' and Dietetics', University Hospital Groningen, The
Netherlands.
Introduction: Lipoprotein abnormalities are likely to contribute to the increased
cardiovascular risk of IDDM patients with microalbuminuria. The apolipoprotein
(apo) E genotype is a determant of serum total and low density lipoprotein (LDL)
cholesterol.
Methods: We compared lipoprotein levels before and after a 1 year low cholesterol
diet (200 mg/day) in 36 IDDM patients with albuminuria between 10 and 200
I"g/min. Apo E genotype was characterized by polymerase chain reaction and
restriction isotyping.
Results: In the apo E4 group (at least one E4 allele, II patients) baseline serum
total cholesterol and LDL cholesterol as well as apo B levels were higher than in
the apo E3 group (without an E4 allele and with at least one E3 allele, 25 patients);
6.88 ±0.97 vs 5.86 ±1.I6 mmolll, 4.83 ±0.98 vs 3.9 ±1.02 mmol/l and 1.03 ±0.22
vs 0.86 ±0.24 gil (P<0.05 for all). Cholesterol and linoleic acid intake were similar
in both groups. At follow-up, cholesterol intake had similarly decreased in both
groups, whereas linoleic acid intake did not change. In the apo E4 group, serum
total and LDL cholesterol and apo B decreased to 5.98 ±1.27 mmol/l, 4.16 ±1.26
mmol/l and 0.86 ±0.18 gil at follow-up (P<O.O I for all). These levels were not
different from those in the apo E3 group, and the changes in these parameters were
greater (P<0.02 to 0.01) than the unaltered levels in the apo E3 group. Multiple
logistic regresion analysis disclosed that baseline LDL cholesterol was positively
correlated to cholesterol intake in the apo E4 group only (P~0.004), whereas LDL
cholesterol at baseline (P~0.006) and follow-up (P=0.037) was negatively related
to linoleic acid intake in the whole study population. In the apo E4 group, changes
in the LDL cholesterol were related to changes in cholesterol intake (p~0.005).

Conclusion: The apo E4 allele is associated with atherogenic lipoprotein
abnormalities in IDDM patients with minor elevations in albuminuria when they
use their habitual diet. Apo E4 carrying IDDM patients respond better to low
cholesterol diet, possibly as a consequence of an apo E4-related enhanced
cholesterol absorption efficacy.
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Glucose homeostasis during a post-prandial exercise in
intensively-treated type 1 diabetics (Db1) SUbjects treated with
the basal-bolus insulin regimen (Ultralente-Lispro (LP».

R. Rabasa-Lhoret, F. Ducros, J. Bourque, and J.-L. Chiasson.
Research Center, CHUM, Campus Hotel-Dieu, Montreal, Canada,
H2W 1T8

The study was designed to compare 3 different pre-meal doses of LP
insulin (100%, 50% and 25%) on glucose homeostasis during a post
prandial exercise. Well controlled Db1 subjects (n =6) were submitted
to a 60-min exercise at 50% VOzmax 90 min after a mixed meal (600
kcal, 75 g CHO). After exercising with the full pre-meal dose
(LP100%), the subjects were then randomised in a cross-over design
to LP 50% and LP 25% as the pre-meal dose. Post-prandial
glycaemic rose by 0.6 ±2.3 mmollL after LP 100%, 1.5 ± 0.6 after LP
50%, and 4.0 ± 0.5 after LP 25% (p < 0.04) above basal levels.
During exercise, glycaemic levels dropped by -4.4 ±0.4 mmol/L after
LP 100%, -4.2 ± 0.6 after LP 50%, and -3.4 ± 0.5 after LP 25%,
resulting in glycaemic levels at the end of exercise of -3.8 ± 2.6, -2.7 ±
0.6, and +0.6 ±0.6 respectively in relation to basal levels. During the
first hour post-exercise, glycaemic levels increased to -2.9 ±
1.5 mmol/L after LP 100%, -1.3 ± 0.9 mmol/L after LP 50% and
+3.1 ± 0.9 mmol/L after LP 25% (p < 0.04) in relation to basal levels.
The hypoglycaemic episodes per-exercise were 2 with LP 100%, 2
with LP 50% and 1 with LP 25%. These data indicate that in Db1, for
a 60-minute exercise at 50% VOzmax 90 min after meal: 1) pre-meal
LP at 100% and 50% are associated with increase hypoglycaemic risk
per-exercise; 2) pre-meal LP at 25% reduces the risk of
hypoglycaemia at the cost of a slightly elevated post-prandial plasma
glucose. It is suggested that intensively treated Db1 subjects doing
moderate post-prandial exercise for an hour should reduce pre-meal
LP to 25% of their usual doses.
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LIPOPROTEIN(a) PHENOTYPES AND
ALBUMIN EXCRETION RATE IN DIABETIC PATIENTS
C.Hernandez, RiSimo, L.Garcia-Pascual', R.Burgos, J.Mesa and P.Chacon'.
Diabetes Unit and 'Biochemistry Dept. Hospital General Vall
d 'Hebron. 'Endocrinology Dept. Hospital Mutua de Terrassa. Barcelona. Spain.
The possible association between Lp(a) and albumin excretion rate (AER) is a topic
that generate conflicting views. The aim of the study was to evaluate the relationship
between serum Lp(a) concentrations and its phenotypes with AER. For this purpose
191 consecutive diabetic patients (69 IDDM and 122 NIDDM) were included. Lp(a)
was determined by ELISA and its phenotypes by SDS-PAGE followed by
immunoblotting. Lp(a) phenotypes were grouped by size in small (F,B,SI,S2), big
(S3,S4) and null. AER was assessed by RIA and expressed as the mean of three
urine samples on 24 hour collections. Statistics: ANOVA, linear, multiple and
logistic regression analyses. Lp(a) and AER were log transformed prior to statistical
analysis in view the non-normal distribution. Diabetic patiens with AER > 20
}'g/min (group I; n=54) presented higher Lp(a) concentrations than patients with
AER < 20 }'g/min (group 2; n=137): median 19 mg/dl vs 5 mg/dl ;p<O.OOOI. The
diferences remainded at significative level when type of diabetes was considered. A
linear correlation between Lp(a) concentration and AER was observed (IDDM:
r=0.32; p=O.OI. NIDDM: r=0.25; p <0.05). In addition, AER was idependently
correlated with Lp(a) concentrations in multiple regression analysis (p<0.01). On
the other hand, the overall frequency distribution of Lp(a) phenotypes differed
significantly between the two groups: small58.8%, big 47.2% and null 0% (group
I) vs small38.4% ,big44% and null 17.6% (group 2); p<0.05. Furthermore, AER
(ug/min) was different among Lp(a) phenotypes: small 55 ± 122 (median 4.9),big
58± 123 (median 5.7) and nu1l3±2 (median 2.3);p=0.01. None of the patients with
null phenotype showed an AER > 10 }'g/min. Finally, Lp(a) serum concentration
was independently associated to the presence of diabetic nephropathy (AER >
20l'g/min) in the logistic regression analysis. We conclude that in diabetic patients
serum Lp(a) concentration is associated with AER. Thus, the elevated cardiovascular
risk observed in diabetic patients with high AER might be associated to Lp(a)
concentration. Furthermore, patients with null Lp(a) phenotype could be considered
as a group at low risk for the develovment of diabetic nephropathy.
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PHOSPHOLIPID TRANSFER PROTEIN (pLTP) MASS CONCENTRATION IN
NIDDM.
CDesrumaux-, Ll.agrost-, G.Vaillant*, 1M.Petit*, S.Rudoni*, 1M.Brun*,
Ph.Gambert-and B.Yerges*-. * Service Endocrinologie-Diabetologie, - INSERM
U498; CHU Dijon, France.

Phospholipid Transfer Protein (pLTP) is supposed to play an important role in
lipid metabolism. Indeed, PLTP facilitates the transfer of phospholipids between
lipoproteins and is an important determinant of the size distribution of HDL
particles. Sofar, PLTP mass has never been measured in diabetic patients. The
aim of the present study was to measure plasma PLTP levels in NIDDM patients.
Fifty NIDDM patients (23 men, 27 women) and 30 normolipidemic controls were
studied. PLTP mass was measured using a competitive enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay (ELiSA) with a polyclonal antibody. Mean plasma PLTP
mass concentration was significantly higher in NIDDM patients than in controls
(6.76 ± 1.93 vs. 3.95 ± 1.04 mg/l; p<O.OOOI). As shown by multiple regression
analysis, the difference for PLTP mass concentration between NIDDM subjects
and controls was not due to age nor to plasma lipid levels but only due to the
diabetic state (or to hyperglycemia). Among NIDDM patients, PLTP levels
correlated positively with fasting glycemia (r= 0.34, p=O.02) or glycated
hemoglobin (r=O.38,p=O.009),but not with plasma lipid values (total cholesterol,
triglycerides, HDL-cholesterol). In a multiple linear regression analysis, only
fasting glycemia (t=2.16; p=O.03)or glycated hemoglobin (t=2.38; p=O.02) were
significantly associated with plasma PLTP mass concentration. In conclusion: I)
PLTP mass concentration is significantly increased in NIDDM patients. 2) Since
the increase of PLTP levels relates only to hyperglycemia, this suggests that
regulation of plasma PLTP levels might be independent on plasma lipid levels,
but would rather relate to glucose metabolism 3) Further investigations are needed
to highlight the possible consequences of increased plasma PLTP levels in
NIDDM and the link between glucose and regulation ofPLTP mass.

GLYCATION INCREASES ELECTRONEGATIVE LDL SUBFRACTION
AND ACCELERATES LDL OXIDATION IN TYPE II DIABETIC PATIENTS.
Mora E., Zambon C., Cazzolato G., Pianettl S., Pals M., Bittolo Bon G.
II"' Department of Internal Medicine and Metabolic Diseases, Regional
Hospital Venice - Italy
Glycation and oxidation of low density lipoproteins are closely related and
potentially accelerate each other, but the relationship between these two
processes is not clear. The production of a more electronegative charged
LDL is the common denominator of both glycation and oxidation of this
lipoprotein. Recently, a more electronegatlvely charged LDL (LDL') has been
identified in human plasma. This LDL subfraction contains oxidative
modifications similar to those of in vitro modified LDL such as increased
negative charge,' increased contents of conjugated dienes and MOA and
dicrease content of vitamin E. In this study we evaluated, if LDL glycation is
associated with an increase of LDL' plasma concentration and with a
decrease of the LDL resistance to in vitro oxidation. Twenty-four type 2
diabetics and 12 healthy control subjects were selected. Apo B glycation was
evaluated using monoclonal antibodies against glycated apo B epitopes. As
index of in vivo LDL oxidation we measured the percentage contribution to
total LDL of LDL' by ion-exchange HPLC, and the concentration of MDA in
plasma and isolated LDL by fluorimetric method. In vitro susceptibility to
oxidation of LDL was evaluated following the kinetic of conju~ated diene
formation and measuring the lag-phase time in presence of Cu + ions. The
percentage concentrations of LDL' (3.88:t1.49% vs 2.34±1.03%; p<0.01) and
of glycated Apo B (3.33:t2.54% vs 124:t71%) were significantly increased in
diabetic patients (p<O.01 for both), while no difference was found in LDL and
plasma MDA concentrations The LOL' plasma concentration is significantly
correlated with glycated apo B (r=O.68, p<O.001). LDL isolated from type 2
diabetic patients had a significant decrease (p<O.001) of the resistance to
oxidative modification as indicated by the shorter lag-phase time (91:t12.6 vs
120:t24.5 minutes). The decrease of the lag-phase time is inversely related
with glycated apo B (r=-065, p<0.001) and LDL' concentrations (r=-O.69,
p<O.001). In conclusion glycation of apo B, in type 2 diabetic patients, is
associated with a significative increase of LDL' which might explain the
higher susceptibility of these lipoproteins to in vitro oxidation.
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t p<0.05 vs controls, * p<0.05 vs before IT
In conclusion, these data suggest that glycemic control, and therefore, non
enzymatic glycosylation is related to the enhanced 1.01.(-) proportion found in
IDOM patients. However, other processes different than glycation arc likely
responsible for increased I.DI.(-) in NIDOM subjects, as I.DI.(-) proportion is
unaffected by glycemic control.

HIGH FREE FATTY ACIDS IN THE OFFSPRING ARE ASSOCIATED
WITH A PARENTAL HISTORY OF CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE,
M. Carlsson, Y. Wessman and L.c. Group. Dept. of Endocrinology. Malmo
University Hospital, Lund University, Sweden.
NIDDM is associated with an increased risk of coronary heart disease and stroke.
Fasting free fatty acids (f-FFA) are elevated in obesity and in NIDDM and predict
deterioration of glucose tolerance and development of NIDDM. To examine the
relationship between f-FFA concentrations and cardiovascular disease (CVD), we
measured f-FFA concentrations in 483 unrelated Swedish NIDOM (n=140,
men=80, females=60) and nondiabetic (NO, n=343, men=150, females=193)
subjects. Information on parental history of myocardial infarction (MI), stroke and
diabetes was obtained by questionnaire. In a subset of 220 subjects indirect
calorimetry was performed and basal metabolic rate (BMR) measured. Results:
Females had higher f·FFA levels than males (f-FFA=810±300~molll vs.
670±270~molll; p <Ixlu") and NIDDM patients had higher f·FFA levels than
controls (810±290~molll vs. 720±31O~molll; p=0.002). Data were analysed after
dividing the age-adjusted FFA concentrations into quartiles. NIDDM patients, NO
controls, men and women were separately considered. There were no differences in
fB-glucose, fs-insulin, blood pressure, BMI, fatmass, WHR or BMR between
quartiles of f-FFA within the groups. NO men from the highest FFA quartile had
higher s-cholesterols (5.8±1.2mmolll vs. 5.2±1.2mmolll; p=0.03) and s
triglycerides (2.I±1.5mmol/l vs. 1.4±O.7mmol/l; p~0.02) vs. NO men from the
lowest FFA quartile. NO men and females from the highest FFA quartile reported
more often a history of MI (men: 41% vs. 13%; p= 0.007; females 46% vs. 25%;
p=003) and stroke (men: 30% vs. 13%; p=0.08; females:42% vs. 14%; p=0.003)
in the parents vs. subjects belonging to the lowest FFA quartile. This relationship
was not seen in the NIDOM patients. We conclude that high FFA levels in the
offspring are associated with a parental history of CVD. It remains to be shown
whether elevated FFA levels also predict CVD in the offspring.

4.6±O.6
0.7±O.2
9.2±2.4

Controls
HbAle 9.7±2.7t 5.8±1.3t* 9.5±1.7t 5.9±1.0t*

gLDL 2.8±O.6f 1.9±O.6f* 2.2±1.7t 1.6±O.6f*
LDL(-) 20.7±6.l t 15.4±3.4t* 16.5+3.9t 16.8+3.5t

ELECTRONEGATIVE LDL PROPORTION IS RELATED TO NON
ENZYMATIC GLYCATION IN IDDM BUT NOT IN NIDDM.
JL Sanchez-Quesada', A. Payesl, M. RiglaZ, A. Caixasz, J. Ordonez-Llanos', A.
Percz'. Serveis de Bioquimica' i Endocrinologia-. Hospital de la Santa Creu i Sant
Pau. Barcelona. SPAIN.
Non-enzymatic glycosylation is a process able to modify the biological
characteristics of low density lipoprotein (LDL), ineluding an enhancement on the
electronegativity of this lipoprotein. We previously reported that electronegative
LDL (LOL(-)), a potentially atherogenic LOL subform, is abnormally elevated in
diabetic patients, and is.associated with parameters of glycemic control. Although
the exact origin of the negative charge is still unknown, LDL(-) has been described
as a citotoxic particle. In order to study the relation of electronegativity and non
enzymatic glycosylation in LDL we have analyzed the effect of glycemic
optimization after insulin therapy (IT) upon both LDL(-) and glycated LDL (gLDL)
in 10 lODM and 10 NIDDM patients. Ten normoglycemic subjects were studied as
a control group. Chromatographic techniques were used to evaluate LDL(-) (anion
exchange), gLDL (phenyl boronate-affinity) and glycated hemoglobin (HbAlc)
(anion-exchange). Wilcoxon t and Mann-Whitney U tests were used to evaluate
statistical differences after IT (Wilcoxon) and vs controls (Mann-Whitney). Results
are shown in the Table, and are e,..pressed as mean±SD.

IDDM NIDDM
% Before IT After IT Before IT After IT
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VITREOUS LEVELS OF IGF-I ANDIGFBPlIIGFBP3 IN PROLIFERATIVE
DIABETIC RETINOPATHY: A CASE-CONTROL STUDY.
R. Burgos, L. Audi', C. Mateo', M. Garcia', C. Hernandez,A. Lecube, J. Mesa,
A. Carrascosa' and R. Sim6. Diabetes Unit, 'Pediatric Research Unit and
'OphthalmologyDept. HospitalGeneral Vall d'Hebron. Barcelona. Spain.
Insulin-like growth factor-I (IGF-I) has been implicated in the pathogenesis of
diabetic retinopathy, and elevated intravitreous IGF-I levels as well as
IGFBPI/IGFBP3 have been reported in diabetic patients with retinal
neovascularization. The source of vitreal IGF-I, IGFBPI and IGFBP3 are
presumably ischaemic retina, but increased levels derived from serum diffusion
cannot be excluded. Previously,we havedemonstrated that intravitrealproteinsare
elevated in diabetic retinopathy. Therefore, vitreal IGF-I and IGFBPs should be
corrected by proteins in order to avoid the influence of unspecific increase of
protein concentration found in diabetic patients. The aim of the study was to
determine vitreal levels of IGF-I, IGFBPI and IGFBP3 in diabetic patients with
retinopathy and to investigate whether serum levels could contribute to its
intravitrealconcentrations. For this purposewe compared 21 diabeticpatientswith
proliferativeretinopathy(group A) and 13 nondiabeticpatients (groupB) in whom
a vitrectomywas performed. Both groups were equipared by age, serum IGF-I,
IGFBPI and IGFBP3 levels. IGF-I and IGFBP3 were measured by RIA and
IGFBPI was measured by immunoenzymometric assay. Vitreal levels of IGF-l
were elevated in group A (median 1.35 ng/mI, range 0.3-8.7) in comparisonwith
group B (median 0.25 ng/mI, range 0-1.38), p < 0.0001. After adjusting by
vitreal proteins [ratio IGF-I (ng/ml)/protein (mg/mI)], the difference remainded
significant (p<0.OO5). Vitreallevels of IGFBPI and IGFBP3 were also elevated
in diabeticpatients(IGFBPI group A: median1.6 ng/ml , range0.6- 20.7; IGFBPI
group B: median0.4 ng/mI, range 0.3-1.9; p;O.OOOI;IGFBP3group A: median
102.6 ng/ml, range 53.9-350.8, IGFBP3group B: median29.0 ng/mI, range 3.2
87.8; P <0.0001) However, when the ratio IGFBP/protein was considered the
differenceswere not significant.We concludedthat elevatedvitreouslevelsof IGF
I found in diabeticpatientsare originedby intraocularsynthesisrather than serum
diffusion. By contrast, unspecificincreaseof intravitrealproteinscouldcontribute
to elevatedvitreous levels of IGFBPI and IGFBP3 found in diabeticpatients.
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IGFBP-4IIGFBP-5 RATIO REGULATES THE IGF·I EFFECTS ON HUMAN
RETINALENDOTHELIAL CELLS (HREC)
S. Giannini, B. Cresci, A. Ciucci, L. Pala, C. Manuelli, A. Franchini" and
CM.Rotella. Endocrinology Unit, Section of Metabolic Diseases and Diabetes and
OphthalmologyClinic", Universityof Florence, Italy.
Severalevidencesraised the suspicionthat other agents in addition to hyperglycaemia
were involved in diabetic retinopathy. Some growth factors, including the IGF-I and
its IGFBPs, have been demonstrated to play a role in microangiopathy. Since the
IGFBPscontrol endothelialcell mitosis regulating the IGF bioavailability, the aim of
our study has been to check the effect that the growth factors implicated in diabetic
retinopathy could have on HREC IGFBP levels and growth. Methods: HREC have
been characterizedby LDL uptake and factor VIII positivity;48 h serum-free culture
medium has been loaded on SDS-PAGE in order to check the presence of IGFBPs,
which have been first identifiedby Ligand blot and then characterizedby Immunoblot
study. Thymidine incorporation has been used to estimate cell growth and Northern
blot studies have been applied to determine the expression of IGFBP mRNAs. Our
results showed that HREC produce different IGFBPs of 43, 34, 30 and 24 kDa,
respectively characterized as BP-3, BP-2, BP-5 and BP-4, and a fainter proteolitic
band of 21-18 kDa. Northern blot studies revealed the presence of mRNA for all the
expressed IGFBPs. After 24h serum free culture, HREC demonstrated to respond in
terms of growth to 100M IGF-I and bFGF, which had an additive effect when added
together; IOnMPDGF has been capable,although at a less extent, to stimulate HREC
mitosis. Conversely, IOnMinsulin and 10M hGH failed to be mitogenic. When all
these growth factors havebeen tested to control their abilityon IGFBPsregulation,we
observedthat only IGF-I (aloneor togetherwith bFGF)dramaticallyreduced(until the
disappearance)the presenceofBP-4 and, in the meantime, increasedthe levels ofBP
5, which showed a variation from a single to a doublet O-glycosilated band. These
IGF-I induced effects did not modify the expression of BP-4 and BP-5 mRNAs,
suggesting that other levels of regulation should be involved. Moreover, the addition
of an IGFBP-5 antibody (1:100) significantly reduced the HREC growth.
DensitometricquantificationoflGFBP bands seemsto suggestthatlGF-1 starts to be a
significant mitogenic agent (0.1 oM) when the BP-4IBP-5 ratio becomesless than I.
In conclusion, IGF-I could modulate HREC growth altering the BP4IBP5 ratio,
decreasing the already reported inhibitoryaction of BP-4 and increasing BP-5, which
we demonstratedto havea stimulatoryaction on IGF-Ieffects.
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INCREASE OF IGF-112 AND IGF-BP3 RESULTS FROM BLOOD RETINA
BARRIER BREAKDOWN IN PROLIFERATIVE DIABETIC RETINOPATHY

J. Spranger", J. Buhnenl
, W.F. Blum2

, R. Meyer-Schwickerath'', H. Schatzl and A.
PfeifferI I Medizinische KlinikBergmannsheil and 3Augenklinik Knappschaftskrkh.
Langendreer, Ruhr-Universitat Bochum; 2Abteilung fur Endokrinologie, Kinderklinik.,
Universitat GieBen

Recently the important function of the IGF system in hypoxic eye disease such as
proliferative diabetic retinopathy (PDR) has been demonstrated by showing that
retinal neovascularisation was significantly inhibited in transgenic mice with blunted
growth hormone function despite regular induction of VEGF by hypoxia. Since
normalserum levels of IGFs are already20-fold above those in humanvitreouseven
moderate leakage through the blood retina barrier would primarily determine
intraocularIGF levels.Thereforewe quantifiedserumand vitreouslevelsof IGF I / II
and IGF-BP3 and the leakyness of the blood retina barrier by measuring serum and
vitreouslevelsof albumin. Methods: A controlgroupwithoutretinalangiogenesis and
patientswith PDRwere compared. LevelsofIGF IIII,IGF-BP3 and albumin(66kDa)
weredetermined by immunological methods. Results: Vitreouslevelsof albuminwere
nearlydoubledin patientswithPDR(290.4±47.6mgidl; n~20; p~0.0167) comparedto
controls (l81.3±61.4mgidl; rr-16), whereasserum levels did not differ significantly
(4726±263.5mgidl vs. 4392.5±808.6mgidl). This was comparable to an increase of
IGF-I/II and IGF-BP3 in vitreousfromPDRpatients(IGF-I: 1.l±0.1311giml; p~0.005.
IGF-Il: 33.2±2.711giml; p~0.0014. IGF-BP3: 73.1±10.9; p~0.0009; n~25) compared
to controls (IGF-I: 0.7±0.lllgimi. IGF-II: 21.3±4.211giml. IGF-BP3: 31.3±4.911giml;
n~ 19).Serumlevelsof all investigated peptidesdid not differ significantly amongthe
groups.Conclusions: This is the first studydemonstrating that influxof IGF-I, IGF-II
and IGF-BP3 in PDR quantitatively parallelsinfluxof the liverderivedserumprotein
albuminsuggesting that leakageof the blood retina barrierand serumlevelsprimarily
determine intravitreal IGF levels rather than local synthesis. Novel powerful growth
hormoneantagonists may thereforeprovide a promissing approach to prevention of
PDRuponimproved metabolic control.
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LEVELS OF SOLUBLE TGF-13 RECEPTOR-CDlOS ANDVASCULAR
ENDOTHELIAL GROWTH FACTOR IN THE PLASMA AND VITREOUS
OF DIABETIC PATIENTS WITH PROLIFERATIVE RETINOPATHY,
W. Aziz,R.Malik,L.Cheng, J.Dong,JA Olson,A.J.M.Boulton,S. Kumar,J.V.
Forrester,O. McLeod.Departmentof Medicine,ManchesterRoyalInfirmary,
Departmentsof Ophthalmology, ManchesterRoyalEye Hospitaland Aberdeen
Royal Infirmary,The MedicalSchool,Universityof Manchester,UK.
Proliferativediabeticretinopathyis characterisedby angiogenesiswhichmaybe
regulatedby the TGF-13 receptor(COID5)and/orvascularendothelialgrowthfactor
(VEGF).Wehave assessedthe levels(ngiml-Median (QI-Q3» ofCOI05 and VEGF
simultaneously in the plasmaof diabeticpatientswith backgroundretinopathy
(n=II)(HbAlc-9.7 (8.3-10.7), durationofdiabetes-21(15-24» andboth plasmaand
vitreousof diabeticpatientswithproliferativeretinopathy(PR)undergoing
vitrectomy(rr- l I, HbAlc- 8.4 (7.6-9.5),diabetesduration- 18.5(12.3-30.8» and
controlsubjects(C) (n~23). PlasmaCOI05 levelswere significantly elevated in
diabeticpatientswith backgronodretinopathy(4.3 (4.1-4.5),p<0.0007. However,
there wasno significantdifferencein CDl051eveis between the plasma(pR- 1.4
(0.05-10.3)v C- 0.4 (0.1-6.0),p;O.71)and vitreous(pR-O.023 (0.02-0.029) v C
0.029 (0.02-0.033), p= 0.14)of diabeticpatientsand controlsubjects. COI05 levels
were significantly greater in the plasmacomparedto the vitreousof both C- 0.4
(0.09-6.0)v 0.029(0.023-0.033), p<O.OOOI and PR- 1.39(0.05-10.3) v 0.023(0.02
0.029),p<0.006.PlasmaVEGFlevelsdid not differ significantly betweenC- 2.4
(0.6-22.6)and diabeticpatientswith PR-3.3(0.38-16.6). However,levelsofVEGF
were significantly increasedin the vitreousof patientswithPR- 7.2 (1.9-15.6)
comparedto C-1.8(1.1-3.8),p<O.OI. There was no significantdifferencein the levels
of VEGFbetweenthe plasmaandvitreousof either controlsubjects 2.4 (0.6-22.6) v
1.8(1.1-3.8),p= 0.44 or patientswith PR· 3.2 (0.38-16.6)v 7.2 (1.9-15.6), p=0.43.
There wasa significantinversecorrelationbetweenVEGFand COID5levels in the
vitreousof control subjects(r=-0.39,p<0.02)anddiabeticpatientswith PR-(r=-0.51,
p<0.001).COI05 levelsare elevatedin earlystages of diabeticretinopathy but fall
with the developmentof proliferative retinopathy. WhereasVEGFlevelsare
elevatedin proliferative diabeticretinopathyand an inverserelationshipexists
betweenthe levelsof these substancesin the vitreous.COID5mayplaya role at an
earlier stageof diabeticretinopathy and VEGFmayserveto maintainthis processin
end stageretinopathy.
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RETINALNEOVASCULARIZATION IN THE RODENT IS INFLUENCEDBY
LOCALRENIN-ANGIOTENSIN.
CJ. Moravski,DJ. Kelly, M.E.Cooper·, S.L. Skinnerand J.L. Wilkinson-Berka.
Depts. of Physiology& Medicine', The Universityof Melbourne,Australia, 3052.
This study aimed to determine if an enhanced renin-angiotensin system is
associated with increasedblood vessel growth in the eye. Currently there exists no
rodent model that mimics the pathology of proliferative diabetic retinopathy
(PDR). However, like PDR, retinopathy of prematurity (ROP) has hypoxia as a
stimulus for neovascularization thus acting as a suitable model for the study of the
disease. In rats the retinal circulationis not establishedat birth resulting in relative
tissue hypoxia. This environment stimulates local growth factors and ultimately
leads to normal angiogenesis. When newborn rats are housed in high O2

angiogenesis is inhibited and subsequent exposure to room air causes explosive
neovascularization, haemorrhage and scarring (ROP). ROP was induced in
newborn rats by exposure to 80% O2 for II days followed by 7 days in room air.
ROP shams were exposed to room air for 18 days from birth. A separate group of
ROP and ROP shams receivedthe ACE inhibitor, lisinopril (lOmg/kg/day ip) from
day I I to 18. Eyes were also examined in two further groups; newborn rats
exposed to I I days of 80% O2 or I I days room air. Transgenic Ren-2 rats (TGR)
which overexpress tissue renin and Sprague Dawley rats (SDR) were studied. In
paraffin sections of ROP retina, vessels protruded into the vitreous and
haemorrhages were seen, features not present in ROP shams. In the 11 day O2

group, few vessels were observed compared to shams. Stereology was performed
by producing an index of blood vessel profiles (BVP) per histological section of
inner retina. The number of BVP increased in ROP compared to ROP shams in
both SDR (25.7±J.5 vs 18.7±1.2, p<0.05) and TGR (3J.6±0.9 vs 18.5±J.3,
p<0.05), with more BVP in TGRthan SDR(p<0.05); the lisinoprildata is currently
being analysed. Retinal renin content increased in ROP compared with shams
(SDR 12.0xh-3.IIlGU/eye vs 9.5x/+3.7, p<0.05; TGR 85.0x/+3.7 vs 48.8x/+2.3,
p<0.05). Lisinopril increasedeye renin in ROP shams (TGR 785.8x/+2.5IlGU/eye)
and rose further with ROP (928.7x/+2,32). These findings are consistent with a
physiologically regulated retinal renin-angiotensin system, which is sensitive to
oxygentension and participates in neovascularization.
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RELATION BETWEEN ADVANCED GLYCATION END PRODUCTS AND VASCULAR
ENDOTHELIAL GROWTH FACTOR RECEPTOR INDIABETIC EYES

Y. Kanazawa', A. Kakehashi', S. Incda', M. Kuroki', M. Kaku', Y.
Shimizu', S.Makino', M. Kawakami', R.Nagai', and S.Horiuchi'; 'Omiya
Medical Center, Jichi Medical School, Omiya; 'Kumamoto University
Medical School, Kumamoto, Japan.

We examined immunohistochemically the localization of advanced
glycation end products (AGEs) and flt-I, a vascular endothelial growth
factor receptor (VEGFR), to determine their relation to
neovascularization in human diabetic eyes. Ocular fluid, a small iris
specimen, and proliferative tissue were obtained from 32 patients (21 with
proliferative diabetic retinopathy [PDR], II without diabetes) during
intraocular surgery. VEGF levels '>'ere assayed by ELISA. FIt-1 protein
and AGEs were immunostainedin the specimens. VEGF levels were higher
in patients with diabetes (mean 837 pg/ml) than in patients without
diabetes (mean 76 pg/ml) (p=0.004). VEGF levels in the aqueous humor
'>'ere significantly correlated with those in the vitreous (r=O.606;
p=O.OOI). Flt-I staining in 19 eyes with PDRwas: none (n=2, 10.5%),
moderate (n=8, 42.1 %), and strong (n=9, 47.4%); flt-I staining in non
diabetic disorders was:none (n=4, 40.0%), moderate (n=3, 30.0%), and
strong (n=3, 30.0%). AGEs were distributed diffusely in extracellular
substances; VEGFR was localized in the neovascular endothelium in the
proliferative tissue. The expression of fit-I, a VEGFR in the iris,
together with the highly elevated VEGF levels in the aqueous humor in
patients with diabetes, strongly supports the previous VEGFhypothesis of
angiogenesis in diabetic iris. The coexistence of AGEs and VEGFR in the
proliferative tissue in the neovascular endothelium suggests that AGEs
may play an important role in neovascularization in diabetic retinopathy.
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A POSSIBLE MEDIATOR IN THE GLYCOGENIC EFFECT OF GLP-1 IN
HUMAN SKELETAL MUSCLE
M.A. Luque, L. Marquez, I. Valverde and M.L. Villanueva-Peiiacarrillo.
Fundaci6n Jimenez Dfaz. Madrid, Spain.

GLP-l (7-36)amide (GLP-l) activates glycogen synthesis in rat and
human skeletal muscle pieces and human cultured cells, effect which
is not mediated by adenylate cyclase. The possible implication of an
inositolphosphoglycan (IPG) on the GLP-l insulinomimetic effects in
BC3H-l rnvocvtes, HepG2 cells, rat adipocytes and hepatocvtes, has
been documented. In this work, we studied the effect of GLP-l, and
insulin, on glycogen synthase a activity -as glucosyl incorporation
into glycogen from UDP-[U- 14C]-D-glucose-, and the kinetics of the
glycosylphosphatidylinositols (GPlsl, precursors of IPGs, in cultures
stablished from satellite cells of human muscle (vastus lateralis)
-from subjects without alterations of carbohydrate metabolism
undergoing surgery-, grown in SKGM and fused in alpha-MEM. In
myotubes (6 subjects), GLP-l increased (p < 0.001) the control
(absence of peptideI glycogen synthase a activity (0.028 ± 3.3x10'U/g,
n=57) at 10-1°M (149±10% of control, n=24) and at 10-sM (154±9%,
n = 30), with an apparent higher potency than that of insulin (10-1°M:

128±8'10, n=21, p<O,01; 10-sM: 122±5'10, n=26, p<0.0011. 10-sM
GLP-l, in cells prelabelled with mvo-['H]inositol, induced a fairly
rapid decrease of GPllevels, followed by a recovery of the control
value (0.5 min: 80 ± 15% of control, n = 3 subjects; 1 min: 59 ±8%,
n=3, p<0.05; 2 min: 107±25%, n=3; 10 min: 123±13'10, n=3); the
same pattern was detected with 10-9M insulin (0.5 min: 85 ± 20%,
n=3; 1 min: 43±9'10, n=3, P<0.05; 2 min: 87±8'10, n=3; 10 min:
109 ± 11%, n = 31. In conclusion, an IPG could mediate the
insulinomimetic effects of GLP-l in human skeletal muscle, as it
seems to occur in other extrapancreatic tissues.
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DIFFERENT MODE OF ACTION BY GLP-l GIVEN BEFORE OR AFTER A

MEAL.
M.K.Gutniak,1. Svartberg, P.M. Hellstrom, S.W. Sanders, B. Ahren, J.J. Holst and N.
Adner. Multidisciplinary Pain Center Kronan, Karolinska Institute, Dept. of Medicine,
Stockholm, Sweden, TheraTech Inc. Salt Lake City, USA, Dept. of Medicine, Lund
Univ. Hospital, Malmo, Dept. of Medieal Physiology, PANUM Institute, Copenhagen,
Denmark and Dept. of Medicine, Sodersjukhuset, Stockhohn, Sweden.

The study was designed to determine the prandial effects of a 3-hour GLP-I

[Glucagon-like peptide 1 (7-36)amide] infusion on serum glucose, insulin, glucagon

and gastric emptying in eight NIDDM patients in order to establish the optimal timing

for GLP-I administration during the meal. Different time lags between the start of the

meal and administration of the peptide were studied. The study was a placebo

controlled comparison with random assignment to treatment sequence. Insulin infusion

was given in order to normalize the glycaemia prior to the experiments. Stepwise

infusion ofGLP-l (17 nmol) was started at the onset of a standard meal (550 Kcal)(A),

30 min (B) and 60 min after the meal (C). Gastric emptying was measured with

paracetarnol absorption technique. GLP-] infusion increased the plasma levels from

20.9±2.8 to 70.2±7.7 (A), 75.5±7.8 (B), and 94.2±15.4 (C) pmoIIL (p<O.OOl). The

peptide significantly lowers the postprandial glycaemia in all experiments [AUC

2767±165 control, 2340±136 (p<0.002)(A), 2262±90 (p<0.003)(B), 2048±133

(p<0.03)(C) mmollL/300min]. The insulin levels were unchanged but the

insulinogenie indices increased. The postprandial glucagon levels were lowered only

in (A) and (B) (p<0.03). Gastric emptying (1'50) was significantly retarded only in

(A) (p<0.01), no effect was observed when Gl.Pvl was given 30 and 60 min after the

meal. Results of this study suggest that GLp·I exerts its effect during the meal by

retarding gastric emptying in the early phase of digestion. The insulinotropic action is

predominant during the later phase. As a potential therapeutic agent GLP-l may be

selectively targeted to act on gastric emptying in treatment of obesity, or insulin release

in diabetes, depending on the time of administration in relation to meal.
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COEXPRESSION OF GLUCAGON-LIKE PEPTIDE-1 RECEPTOR,
VASOPRESSIN AND OXYTOCIN mRNAs IN NEURONS OF RAT SUPRAOPTIC
AND PARAVENTRICULAR NUCLEI
J.A,Zueco, Al.Esquifino, JAChowen, E,Alvarez, P,O,CastriIl6n and E.
Blazquez. Instituto Cajal, CSIC and Departamento Bioquimica, Facultad
Medicina, Universidad Complutense,Madrid, Spain,
This study was designed to gain better insight into the relationships
between glucagon-like peptide-1(7 -36)amide (GLP-l) and both
vasopressin (AVP) and oxytocin (OX), In situ hybridization
histochemistry showed colocalization of the mRNAs for GLP-1 receptor,
AVP and OX in neurons of the supraoptic (SON) and paraventricular
(PVN) hypothalamic nuclei. In the SON, about 80% and in the PVN,
50% of neuronsexpressingAVPor OXalso contained detectable levels of
GLP-1 receptor mRNA. To determine whether GLP-l alters AVP and/or
OX release, a double in vivo and in vitro experimental study was
designed. In vivo, intravenous administration into the jugular vein of 1
/lg of GLP- 1 significantly decreased plasma vasopressin and oxytocin
concentrations. In vitro incubation of the neurohypophysis with GLP-1
did not modify the release of AVP, but it produced a minor increase in
the secretion of oxytocin. The coexpression of GLP- 1 receptor mRNA
with AVP and/or OXmRNAs in SON and PVNprovides further support to
the already reported central effect of GLP-1 for stimulating AVP
release, and other actions induced by this peptide, i.e. behavioral
effects. However, our results indicate that, in vivo, the peripheral
administration of GLP-1 significantly decreases the circulating levels
of AVP and OX, while in vitro incubation of neurohypophysis with the
peptide does not modify AVP secretion but slightly increasesOX release.
These findings therefore suggest a dual secretory response of AVP and OX
to the effects of GLP- 1(7-36)amide, which most likely is related to the
route of peptide administration or to the amount of GLP- 1 administered.
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INDIRECT EVIDENCE OF DOWN REGULATION OF THE GLP-I
RECEPTOR CAUSED BY LONG TERM EXPOSURE TO GLP-l.
B.Brock, S.Gregersen and KHermansen. Dept. of Endocrinology and Metabolism,
Aarhus Amtssygehus, Aarhus University Hospital, DK-8000 Aarhus C, Denmark.

The glucagon-like petide-I, GLP-l, has a well documented glucose potentiating effect
on insulin secretion from beta- cell lines. Previously, we have shown that long term
exposure of the beta cell line INS-I to high glucose down regulates the glucose
mediated insulin release and the content of insulin II mRNA The aim of the present
study was to elucidate a) whether GLP-l can counteract this glucose mediated down
regulation and, b) if the effect of GLP-I IS transient or persistent dunng long term
exposure of the peptide it self Studies were performed on the insulin secreting beta
cell lines INS-l and betaTC-3 cultured at 16.7 mM glucose with or without addition
of 10.10 M'l O' M GLP-l for up to 3 days BetaTC-3 cells were used for competitive
binding assays, and insulin Il mRNA was determined in INS-I cells by northern
blotting while insulin release was examined from both cell lines by RIA Students
unpaired t-test was used to test the degree of significance. After 3 days exposure to
10" M GLP-], the maximal binding of GLP-I was reduced to 50% compared to the
binding after 3 hours exposure (p<O.OOI). In INS-I cells, the maximal insulin output
was found in cells exposed for 1 hour to 10.10 M GLP-I, an output declining to 66%
after 3 hours (p<0.05) and to 56% after 3 days (p<O.OOI). At 10" M GLP-I, the
maximal insulin secretion was found after 1 hour declining to 69% after 3 days
(1'<0.01). In betaTC-3 cells the insulin release was decreased to 65% after exposure
to 10.10 M GLP-l compared to the release after 3 hours (p<O.OI). Interestingly, both
concentrations of GLP-l counteracted the down regulation of insulin release in INS-l
cells exposed to high glucose. In contrast, addition of GLP-l did not alter the amount
of insulin II mRNA in INS-] cells cultured in high glucose neither after 3 hours nor
3 days In cenclustoml.ong term exposure to GLP-I counteracted the glucose
induced decrease in insulin release in INS-l cells, in a manner independent of the
insulin ll mRNA level. In comparison to the acute action of GLP-l mediated beta
cell effect, long term exposure caused a pronounced decrease in GLP-I mediated
insulin release as well as in the GLP-l binding pointing to a down regulation of the
OLP-I receptor.
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GLUCAGON·LIKE PEPTIDE-l (9-36)AMIDE DOES NOT DESENSITISE
CONSCIOUS PIGS TO THE ANTI·HYPERGLYCAEMIC ACTION OF GLP·l
CF Deacon, -u Ribel, *B Roed, *HB Jensen Holm, JJ Holst and *RD Carr. Department
of Medical Physiology, Panum Institute, University of Copenhagen. and *Diabetes
Pharmacology, Novo Nordisk AlS, Bagsveerd, Denmark.

Glucagon-like peptide-I (7-36)amide (GLP-l) is rapidly degraded in vivo by dipeptidyl
peptidase IV to form an N-terminally truncated metabolite, des His Ala GLP-l, which is
an antagonist in vitro. Desensitisation to GLP-l in vitrohas been reported, and it could
be postulated that the antagonistic metabolite may be responsible. This study aimed to
see whether prior exposure to the metabolite, at levels similar 10 those formed during
infusion of therapeutic amounts of GLP-l, was sufficient to antagonise the subsequent
blood glucose-lowering effect of GLP-l, using conscious, non-fasted pigs given glucose.
Animals (n = 5-7) received 40 min infusions ofGLP-l (3.3 pmollkglmin) or saline, and
i.v. glucose (0.2 g/kg) given during min 21-30. In a second study, animals (n =3-4)
received initial 120 min infusions of saline or GLP-I (9-36)amide (2.2 pmollkglmin,
designed to mimic metabolite plasma levels achieved during the GLP-l infusion). After
120 min, these infusions were stopped and followed by infusions of GLP-l and glucose
as before. Blood glucose levels were lower (P < 0.03) during the 30 min period after the
glucose load in the GLP-l group, reaching a nadir by 20 min (2.24 ± 0.25 vs 3.60 ± 0.22
mmol/l, GLP-I vs saline; P = 0.0018). This was accompanied by a potentiation ofthe
insulin response (incremental area under the curve (AUC) for min 20-70; 12575 ± 2700
vs 3733 ± 856 pmol*50 min. GLP-l vs saline; P =0.0049). During GLP-l (9-36)amide
infusion, plateau levels (209 ± 18 pmol/l) were similar to concentrations of GLP-l (9
36)arnide arising from in vivodegradation of GLP-I (7-36)amide subsequently infused
(293 ± 37 pmol/I; P =0.0873). Intact GLP-l (7-36)amide levels were similar in both
groups (132 ± 21 vs 140 ± 30 pmolll, GLP-l (9-36)arnide group vs control; P = 0.8298).
There was no effect of the GLP-l (9-36)arnide infusion on subsequent responses to GLP
1 (7-36)amide for either glucose or insulin (glucose nadir. 1.82 ± 0.41 vs 1.94 ± 0.37
mmolll, P= 0.8431; insulin AUC, 7484 ± 819 vs 6992 ± 1443 pmol-So min, P= 0.7635;
GLP-l (9-36)amide group vs control). These results suggest that, in vivo, the 2-fold
higher levels of GLP-l (9-36)arnide relative to intact GLP-I obtained during exogenous
infusion does not cause desensitisation to the anti-hyperglycaemic effect of GLP-I.
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INCREASINGINCIDENCEOF CHILDHOODIDDM WORLDWIDE
THE META-ANALYSIS OF THE INCIDENCETREND DATA
S.Vaananen,P.Onkamo, J.Tuomilehto and M.Karvonen. National Public
Health Institute, Helsinki,Finland

The incidenceof childhood IDDM has been studied in many populations for
several years and individualreports on secular trends in incidence have been
reported. Many of such reports have suggested that the incidence is
increasing.The aim of this study was I) to find out whether the incidence of
IDDM is increasing globally or restricted to a selected populations only; 2)
to estimate the magnitude of the change in incidence. Studies which had
reported the yearly incidencefor a S-yearperiod or longer and had at least 5
cases of IDDM registered per year were included in this meta-analysis. A
total of 33 studies in 24 countries carried out during 1960 to 1996 with the
study period ranging from 8 to 32 years (mean 15 years) fulfilled the
inclusion criteria. Modified techniques of meta-analysis were applied to the
data. The trends in IDDM incidence were estimated from logarithms of
incidence by fitting linear regression. The coefficient in the regression
model is the average increase in incidence (%fyear).Results from the pooled
data from all 33 populations the overall increase in incidence was 2.9%fyear
(95%CI 2.5;3.4;p=.OOOI). A statistically significant increase was found in
21133 individual populations. In only one population the trend was not
positive (-0.2, 95%CI -2.5;2.2) and the largest increase in incidence was
9.5%fyear.There was a negativecorrelation between the increase and the
average level of incidence (r=-.48;p=.005) but nevertheless the incidence
increased significantly in all high incidence populations by I%-3%fyear.
There is no doubt that the incidence of IDDM is increasing worldwide. Our
model predicted that the incidence by 2010 would be still the highest
(501100 000) in Finland but over 301100 000 also in many other populations.
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CLUSTERING OF TYPE I DIABETES MELLITUS IN
NORWAY
G. Joner', O. Sevik? and T. Riise', Aker Diabetes ResearchCentre, Aker
UniversityHospital', Oslo, Dept.of Pediatrics' and Dept.of PublicHealth',
University of Bergen,Norway.
The epidemiologyof childhooddiabetes in Norway is characterized by a

high incidencerateand a northto southgradientwith high rates in the most
southern counties. The reason for this marked geographical variation is
unknown.A prospectiveand nationwide incidence survey was performed
during the years 1989-1995,based on reports from all pediatric hospital
departments on incident cases below 15years of age. In each case, date of
birth,date of diagnosisand placeof residenceat onset have been recorded,
and the data were linked to the National Birth Defect Register to obtain
placeof residenceby time of birth. The patient's address was also defined
by a map coordinate system(GIS). Clustering in time and space was
analysed by the method of Knox. The study revealed 1064 new cases of
type I diabetes mellitusbelow IS years. The overallyearly incidence rate
was 23,1110' in males, 18,7 in females and 21,3 in both sexes. With one
month between dates of birth as cut-off for distance in time and same
municipality of residence at onset as definition of closeness in space, the
observed number of close pairs was significantly higher than expected
(p<0.02). With twelve months between dates of diagnosis as cut off for
distance in time and same municipalityof residence at onset as definition
of closenessin space, the observednumberof close pairs was significantly
higher than expected (p<0.05). The data also demonstrated that a
significanty higher number of cases than expected were born less than 6
monthsapart and withplace ofrecidence lessthan 5 km apart (p<0.005). In
conclusion, a general space-time clustering of newly diagnosed cases of
Type I diabetes have been found, indicatinga role of infectious agents in
the etiology of the disease.
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RECENT TRENDS IN THE INCIDENCE OF TYPE 1 DIABETES IN
EUROPEAN CHILDREN

TheEURODIAB TIGER StudyGroup

In 1989 the EURODIAB TIGER (formerly the EURODIAB ACE) research
network established prospective, geographically-defined registers of newcases
of type I diabetes in children aged under 15 years in a number of European
centres (Lancet 1992; 339:905-909). Multiple sources of ascertainment were
used to validate the level of ascertainment in each centre using the capture
recapture method. Other centres whose registries fulfilled the same quality
criteria, including many from Eastern Europe, have since joined the group
whichnowcomprises 43 centres representing mostEuropean countries. Over
16,000 cases were registered in the six-year period 1989-94, and the overall
estimate of ascertainment was 97.7%. The standardised average annual
incidence rateduringthe period ranged from3.2cases per 100,000 per annum
in Macedonia to 40.2 cases per 100,000 per annum in Finland. To analyse
trendsin incidence duringthe period, results from centres withineachcountry
werepooled to give31 centre groupings. Poisson regression analysis revealed
that therewasa significant lineartrend(P<0.05) in ninecountries, all but one
showing an increase in incidence rate. Pooled overall centres, the annualrate
of increase in incidence was3.6%(95%CI 2.6%to 4.6%). However therewas
evidence of heterogeneity in the trendboth between age-groups and between
centres. The annualratesof increase in threeage-groups pooled overcentres
were6.5% (95%CI 4.2% to 8.8%) for 0-4 year olds, 3.2% (95%CI 1.6%to
4.9%) for 5-9yearoldsand 2.6%(95%CI 1.2to 4.0%)for 10-14 yearolds. A
cluster of central European countries showed rates which were increasing
rapidly, some by as much as 10% per annum. The results confirm the
extremely largerangeof incidence rateswithinEurope and showthat incidence
ratesare increasing morerapidly in some countries than in others. The rapid
rateof increase in childrenagedunder5 yearsis ofparticular concern.
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EFFECT OF SARDINIAN HERITAGE ON RISK AND AGE AT
ONSET OF TYPE 1 DIABETES: A CASE-CONTROL STUDY.
G. Bruno, F. Merletti', F. Faggianc', A. De Salvia, N. Grosso, R. Areari, L.
Marsilio', D. Valentr' and G. Pagano. Dept. of Internal Medicine; Dept. of
Biomedical Sciences and Human Oncology'; Dept. of Hygiene and
Community Medicine", University of Turin, Italy

Children of Sardinianheritage are at high risk of type I diabetes,whereas
no data are available in youngadults. Ageat onset of type I diabetescould be
associated with different relative weight of genetic susceptibility and
environmental determinants in the pathogenesis of the disease. We tested this
hypothesis and that of an etiological role of social class in subjects with
Sardinian heritage 0-29 yrs of age living in the city of Turin, an highly
industrializedarea in Northem Italy; 202 cases withonset of type I diabetes
in the age-group 0-29 yrs in period 1984-91 and 1010 controls randomly
selectedfrom residentsof the city of Turin, matchedby sex and year of birth
to cases, were included in this study. Name and place of birth of parents
were ascertained by postal inquiry and linkage with city population and
census files. Social class was based on the highest educationallevel of either
one or the two parents abstracted from 1991 and 1981 census files.
Differential effects of Sardinianheritage and social class on risk of type I
diabetes in the age groups 0-14 yrs and 15-29 yrs were found. In children
with both or one Sardinian parents ORs were 2.06 (95% CI 0.85-5.00) or
3.18 (0.80-12.61); in young adults respective ORs were 0.72 (0.16-3.19) or
1.67 (0.45-621). In childrenwith low social class OR was 1.16 (0.68-1.97),
in young adults 0.66 (0.41-1.05). Unconditional logistic models confirmed
these results. In conclusion, this study showed greater effect of Sardinian
heritage on risk of type I diabetes in children than in young adults and a
protective effect of low social class in young adults, consistently with the
hypothesis of heterogeneity of type I diabetes by age at onset, with prevailing
geneticeffect in childhood and environmental determinants in adulthood.
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DECREASED PREVALENCE OFATOPY IN DIABETIC CHILDREN
The EURODIAB ACE Substudy 2 StudyGroup

Insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus results from a progressive
autoimmune destruction of insulin-producing beta-cell of pancreatic
islets. In addition to the genetic predisposition, environmental factors
contribute to its pathogenesis and these can be either damaging or
protective.

Eight European centres (representing a wide range of childhood
diabetes incidence) with access to population-based IDDM registries
(over90%degree of ascertainment) participated in a case-control study
focusing on early exposures and risk factors for Type 1 diabetes.
Altogether data from 1028 cases amd 2768 controls corresponding to
85.4 % of eligible cases and 76.2% of controls were analysed.
Information (questionnaire of interview) inthis study was collected on
atopic diseases (atopic eczema, allergic rhino-conjunctivitis and
asthma.)

Allergic rhino-conjunctivitis and asthma were associated with a
significantly (p = 0.04 and p < 0.001, respectively) decreased risk for
Type 1 diabetes without any indication of heterogeneity between the
centres. The Mantel-Haenzel combined odds atios and 95%confidence
limits were 0.76 (0.58, 0.99) and 0.64 (0.51, 0.82), respectively. The
MH combined odds ratio for atopic eczema was not decreased (1.03;
0.84, 1.26). The protective effect was not significantly different in the
age groups (0-4 yr, 5-9 yr and 10-14 yr) for asthma, but for rhino
conjuctivitis it was significant onlyin age group 10-14years. Adjustment
for possible confounders (low birth weight, short duration of breast
feeding, older matemal age, lack of preschool Inurseryl care and
vitamin D supplementation) in the logistic regression analysis did not
significantly alter the protective effect of asthma, but decreased the
protective effectof rhino-conjunctivitis (0.85; 0.6, 1.20)

These findings indicate that atopy may be protective against the
development of IDDM and are consistent with the immunological
concept of Th- (I DDM) and Th2 (atopy) diseases being mutually
exclusive.
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CLONING AND CHARACTERIZATION OF AN ISLET-SPECIFIC
GLUCOSE-6-PHOSPHATASE
J.e. Hutton, S. Steegers, B. Bergman, T. Zahn and S. Arden. Barbara
Davis Center for Childhood Diabetes, Denver, Colorado, USA; Dept. of
Clinical Biochemistry, Addenbrooke's Hospital, Cambridge, UK.
The recognition of glucose as an insulin secretagogue depends upon its
metabolism in the B-cell and the initial steps of glucose metabolismare
intimately involved in the recognition of the sugar as a secretagogue. A
pancreatic B-cellspecific isoform of glucose-6-phosphatasewas cloned
using a subtractive eDNA expression cloning procedure from mouse
insulinoma tissue. The 1901 bp eDNA encoded a 355 aa protein (Mr
40684) glycoprotein related in both primary sequence (48% overall
identity) and overall membrane topology to the previously-described
mouse liver isoform. Like the liver isoform its COOH terminus has an
endoplasmic reticulum membrane protein retention motif. Northern blot
and RT-PCR analysis indicated that the protein was more highly-
expressed in B-cell than a-cell lines but was not found in other mouse
tissues including liver, kidney or brain nor in tissue culture cell lines
including those of hepatic (HepG2), renal (COS I) or neuroendocrine
origin (AtT20, PCI2). The presence of a unique isoform was consistent
with enzymatic studies suggesting that isolated rat islets and mouse
insulinoma cell lines possess glucose 6 phosphatase activity with
distinct inhibitionprofile, catalytic properties and immunological
reactivity.The co-existence of glucokinase and G6Pase in B-cellscould
function as a glucose substrate shuttle in vivo and playa key role in the
sensing of glucose as a secretagogue and regulating glycolytic flux. The
identification of this novel isoform will facilitate further investigationsof
its transcriptional regulation both in the context of its tissue-specific
expression and its involvement in changes in glucose responsiveness of
the B-cellof physiological and pathological consequence.
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VITAMIN D SUPPLEMENT AND RISK FOR TYPE I DIABETES IN
CHILDHOOD
The EURODIAB ACE Substudy 2 Study Group

The initiation of the immunopathogenetic process that may lead to insulin
dependent diabetes inchildhood probably occurs early in life. Experimental studies
invitro have shown that vitamin Dis immunosuppresive and studies inexperimental
models of autoimmunity including one for autoimmune diabetes have shown
vitamin D to be protective. In a European collaborative study (EURODIAB ACE
Substudy 2) seven centres with access to population-based and validated case
registers of insulin-dependent diabetes patients participated in a case-control study
focusing onearly exposures and risk fortype I diabetes. Altogether data from 820
cases and 2335 controls corresponding to 85% ofeligible cases and 76% of eligible
controls were analysed. Questions focused on perinatal events and early eating
habits including vitamin Dsupplementation.
The frequency ofvitamin Dsupplementation indifferent countries varied from 47 to
97% among controls. Vitamin D supplementation was associated with a decreased
risk for type I diabetes without indication of heterogeneity. The Mantel-Haenszel
combined odds ratio was 0.67 (95% confidence limits: 0.53; 0.85). The protective
effect didnot differ significantly between three age groups in five year intervals.
Adjustment for the possible confounders: a low birth weight, a short duration of
breast feeding, older maternal age and study centre in logistic regression analysis
didnotaffect thesignificant protective effect ofvitamin D.
~: This large multicentre trial covering many different European settings
consistently showed a significant protective effect of vitamin D supplementation in
infancy. The fmdings indicate that activated vitamin Dmight contribute to immune
modulation and thereby protect orarrest anongoing autoimmune process initiated in
susceptible individuals byearly environmental exposures.
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A PIVOTAL ROLE OF NADH SHUTTLES IN GLUCOSE
INDUCED INSULIN SECRETION FROM P CELLS.
K. Eto, Y. Tsubamoto, Y. Terauchi, Y. Yazaki and T. Kadowaki,
Tokyo, Japan
In order to determine the role of NADH shuttles comprised of
glycerol phosphate (GP) and malate-aspartate (MA) shuttles, which
transfer cytosolic NADH into mitochondria for ATP production, in
glucose-induced insulin secretion from pancreatic p cells, we have
generated mice which lack mitochondrial glycerol-3 phosphate
dehydrogenase (mGPDH), a rate-limiting enzyme of GP shuttle.
Glucose-induced insulin secretion from mGPDH deficient islets with
aminooxyacetate, an inhibitor of MA shuttle, added either before or
during glucose stimulation was almost completely abrogated. The
mGPDH deficient islets showed normal insulin secretory response to
glucose. AOA alone only slightly decreased the secretion in wild
type islets. In mGPDH deficient islets, insulin secretory response to
glyceraldehyde was similarly affected, whereas response to
glibenclamide was essentially normal. Under conditions where both
shuttles were halted, glucose utilization in glycolysis and pyruvate
transport into mitochondria were not affected, whereas the turnover
of TCA cycle was decreased by 58%. Glucose-induced production
of NAD(P)H, mitochondrial inner membrane hyperpolarization,
Ca2+ influx into mitochondriaand increase in ATP content were also
severely attenuated. This study provides the first direct evidence that
NADH shuttles are essential for coupling glycolysis with
mitochondrial energy production to trigger and maintain glucose
induced insulin secretion and that the activity of TCA cycle is partly
regulated by NADH shuttles. It also solves so-called pyruvate
paradox and thus revises the classical model for metabolic signals in
glucose-induced insulin secretion.
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SYNCHRONOUS OSCILLATIONS IN OXYGENTENSION AND
INSULIN RELEASE OF INDIVIDUALMOUSE ISLETS

H. Ortsater, P. Liss, P.E. Lund, K. Akerman and P. Bergsten,
Departmentsof Medical Cell Biology and Physiology,Uppsala
university, Uppsala, Sweden.

Insulin release from the isolated islet is pulsatile,which is decisive for
the appearanceof plasma insulin oscillations. Changes in the ~-cell

metabolismhave been proposedto be importantfor the generationof the
insulin pulses. However, no simultaneousmeasurementsof metabolism
and insulin release have been performedon single islets to verify this.
We have now measuredoxygen tension (p02) and observed oscillations
in p02 correspondingto regular variationsin insulinrelease from
individualperifused isolatedmouse islets. In the presence of 3 mM
glucose average p02 was 105± 3 mm Hg and oscillatory (0.3 ± 0.1
oscillations/min), measuredwith a modifiedClark-typeelectrode inserted
into the islets. Correspondinginsulin measurementsobtained by
analyzingthe perifusatewith a sensitiveELISA showed oscillationswith
a similar frequency and a secretory rate of 8 ± 3 pmol*g-l*s-l. When the
glucose concentrationwas increased to II mM, p02 decreased to 70 ± 3
mm Hg within 5 min with maintainedfrequencyof the oscillations.The
corresponding insulin secretoryrate rose 10-foldby increase of the
insulin pulse amplitude leaving the frequencyunaffected. In contrast, no
change in the averagepOl or freqencyof p02 oscillations was observed
when the non-metabolizable secretagoguetolbutamide(I mM) was
added to the perifusionmediumdespite an approximate30 % increaseof
the amplitudeof the insulinoscillations. When 8 mM non-metabolizable
3-oxymethylglucose was added to islets perifused in the presence of 3
mM glucose, neitherp02 nor insulin release were changed. Variations in
pOl and insulin release were synchronousunder all conditions tested
supportinga role of metabolicoscillationsin the generationof pulsatile
insulin release.
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The Role of the PKC isoform Epsilon in the Augmentation
of Insulin Release by Glucose and Palmitate.
Susanne G. Straub, Shaohua Tang and Geoffrey W.G. Sharp.
Department of Pharmacology,Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, USA.
Glucose stimulates insulin secretion by activation of KATP channel
dependent and KATP channel-independent signaling pathways. It has
been suggestedthat the KATP channel-independent pathway involves a
glucose-induced build up of malonyl CoA, inhibition of carnitine
palmitoyltransferase I (CPT I), decreased fatty acid oxidation and an
increasein cytosolic long chain acyl CoA derivatives. The latter could
augment insulin release directly or by the generation of other signaling
molecules, such as diacyl glycerol, which activate certain PKC
isoforms. The augmentation of insulin release by palmitate, similarly,
could be caused by increased long chain acyl CoA derivatives and
activationof PKC. Therefore, we studied the translocation of several
PKC isoforms that are known to be present in ~ cells (o, ~II, 0, E, 1;,
11, A. and u) in response to glucose and palmitate. We also looked at the
effects of etomoxir which inhibits CPT I as does malonyl CoA. HIT
cells, which have been used extensively for the study of augmentation
pathways, were incubated in the presence of 0.2 mM glucose alone,
and with 10 j.tMfree palmitateand I j.lM etomoxir, and 20 mM glucose
alone and in combinationwith palmitateand etomoxir. At the end of the
incubations, the cells were homogenized and cytosol and membrane
fractions prepared. The membranes were solubilizedand cytosolic and
membrane proteins separated by SDS-PAGE. Western blotting and
ECL with isoform specific antibodies were used to detect the PKC
isoforms and their locations in the cytosol and membrane fractions.
The PKC isoforms u, E and j.l translocated from the cytosol to the
membrane fraction after treatment with 20 mM glucose. PKC £
translocated to the membrane in response to 10 j.tM palmitate. Both
palmitateand etomoxir magnifiedthe glucose-induced translocation of
PKC e. These data strongly suggest that PKC e is a critical signaling
molecule in the augmentation of insulin release by glucose and
palmitate.
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IMPAIRED PYRUVATE METABOLISM AND GLUCOSE OXIDATION IN
FATTY ACID CULTURED ISLETS
J. L. Leahy and Y. Q. Liu, University ofVermont, Burlington, USA

Long-term culture of islets with long chain fatty acids (FA) impairs
oxidative glucose metabolism and glucose-inducedinsulin secretion.
This finding is of interest because animal models of type 2 diabetes
have similar B-celldysfunction and a raised serum/islet triglyceride
level. We investigated rat islets that were cultured with 0.25 mM
oleate for 4 days. Proteinand DNA contentswereequal in the oleate
cultured and control islets. Mitochondrial glycerol-3-phosphate
dehydrogenase Vmax was unchanged in the oleate islets, suggesting
there was no change in the glycerol phosphate shuttle. In contrast, the
pyruvate content of the oleate islets was increased by 60% (p<O.OI).
Investigation of this finding showed a 35% lowered active pyruvate
dehydrogenase Vmax (p<O.O 15). In contrast, pyruvate carboxylase
Vmax was unchanged by the oleate culture, suggestingthat pyruvate is
primarily metabolized through this pathway in the oleate islets. The
oxaloacetatethat is producedby this reactionenters the citric acid cycle
by way of citrate synthase. However, citrate synthase Vmax and the
citrate content were lowered 50% in the oleate islets (both p<O.OI).
Alternatively. oxaloacetete can cycle back to pyruvate by way of
malate dehydrogenase and malic enzyme, thepyruvate-malate shuttle.
Malate dehydrogenaseVmax was unchangedin the FA islets, lindmalic
enzyme Vmax was minimally reduced. Also, oxaloacetate and malate
contents were unchanged. We propose that the altered mitochondrial
oxidation of glucose and impaired insulin secretion with FA is
secondary to a reduced delivery of substrate into the citric acid cycle
because of impaired pyruvate dehydrogenase and citrate synthase
activities. As such, there is increasedflux throughthe pyruvate-malate
shuttle, thereby creatinga futilecycle in terms of pyruvate metabolism.
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ANEW GENETIC RAT MODEL OF SEVERE INSULIN DEFICIENCY
WITHOUT INSULITIS

V. Esser, K.L. Wyne, S.A. Comerford, R.E. Hammer and J.D. McGarry
University ofTexas Southwestern Medical Center atDallas, Dallas, Texas

Camitine palmitoyltransferase I (CPT I),which exists inat least two forms, the
liver (L)and muscle (M) variants, plays a pivotal role intheregulation offatty
acid metabolism byvirtue ofitspotent inhibitability bymalonyl-CoA. The
malonyl-CoA-CPT I interaction causes elevation ofthecytosoIic acyl-CoA
level which, inturn, has been implicated asakey stimulatory element ininsulin
secretion. Toexamine theeffect ofchronic lowering of p-cell CPT I activity, a
transgenic ratline carrying ananti-sense eDNA for L-CPT I (the isoform
expressed intheratp-cell) under thecontrol oftheratinsulin I promoter was
generated. Surprisingly, theanimals hemizygous forthetransgene didnot
exhibit hyperinsulinemia; onthecontrary, they developed insulin deficient
diabetes (with noevidence ofinsuiitis)by5-8 weeks ofage, with non-fasting
plasma glucose levels of -400 mg/dl and a relative insulin:glucose ratio of0.07
(control values: -116 mgldl and 1.0. respectively). Tissue survey byNorthern
blot analysis ofa 14day oldtransgenic animal confirmed that theanti-sense
mRNA isexpressed only inthepancreas. Atthis stage, theislets appear grossly
normal histologically and their CPT I activity iscomparable tothat ofcontrol
animals. However, at 18-21 days, islet volume begins todecrease, with
concomitant loss ofboth anti-sense and sense CPT I mRNA. A 10-15 fold
increase inthenumber ofapoptotic cells within theislet isobserved using the
TUNEL assay. Furthermore, immunocytochemical analysis demonstrated a
decrease of p-cell mass, a finding supported bythelow insulin butnormal
glucagon content intotal pancreas of8week old transgenic animals. This isthe
first transgenic ratmodel ofdiabetes tobereported. Itsfurther charcterization is
currently under way.
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Dysfunction
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QUALITATIVE DIFFERENCES IN STIMULUS DEPENDENT GENE AND
PROTEIN EXPRESSION INAPOPTOSIS OF ENDOTHELIAL CELLS
S.M.Baumgartner-Parzer, M. Artwohl, T. Stulnig, T. HOlzenbein, W.
Waldhausl. Dept. of Internal Medicine III; Division of Clin. Endocrinology &
Metabolism, Wahringer GOrteI18-20, A-lOgO Vienna, Austria.
Endothelial apoptosls was suggested to be a phenomenon involved in
diabetes associated vascular complications. This study was designed to
describe the characteristics of apoptosis in cultured vascular endothelial
cells as to provide a basis for antiapoptotic strategies. Apoptosis and
associated protein and gene expression wereevaluated after incubation of
HUVECs (human umbilical vein endothelial cells) with high (30 mM)
ambient glucose or TNF-a (330 -6600U/ml) or levamisole (1 - 2mM), used
as an adjuvans in colon carcinoma therapy. 30 mM glucose, TNF-a and
levamisole increased apoptosis upto 120- 300%(p<0.02) of control (setas
100%) dependent on the respective stimulus.The tumor suppressor gene
p53 and the inhibitor of cyclin dependent kinases p21 were differentially
modulated by thethreeagents used, whereas c1usterin expression, originally
desribed as a markerof apoptosis, wasreduced in all models of apoptosis
(-30%; p<0.02). Expression of members of thebel-2familyof proteins (bel
2, bak, bel-xs) wasnot affected by high ambient glucose, whereas bak was
upregulated (+30%) by TNF-a (n=6, p<0.05) and levamisol (+50%, n=6,
p<0.05), whereas bel-2 levels were diminished (-30%, n=6, p<0.05) by
levamisole only. The hyperphosphorylated form of the Retinoblastoma
protein, responsible for cell cycleprogression, wasmarkedly affected (-70%)
by levamisole andTNF-a (n=6, p< 0.02), beingin line with a growth arrest
induced by both agents. Antioxidants as N-acetylcystein and glutathione
were able to reduce (-50%, n=5, p<0.05) basal and levamisole induced
endothelial apoptosis, suggesting possible antiapoplotic intervention by
antioxidative strategies.ln summary, ourdatashowqualitative differences in
the characteristics of stimulus dependent apoptosis in vascular endothelial
cells. These findings are of major interest for the development of
antiapoptotic aswell as antineoangiogenetic strategies, bothof which are of
relevance for theprevention of latediabetic vascular complications.
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GLUCOSE ACTIVATION OF NFKB IN VASCULAR SMOOTH MUSCLE CELLS
CBTMcMullen, KKM Vue, P Anderson, PC Sharpe andERTrimble. Belfast.

A model has beenproposed for the involvement of reactive oxygen species (ROS)
in the activation of NFK!3 by diverse stimuli in different cell types. Evidence
however hasevolved to question howuniversal is thismodel. Therefore theaimsof
this study were to investigate if elevated glucose levels caused NFK!3 activation in
porcine aortic VSMCs and if the signal transduction pathway for glucose activation
of NFK!3 in thesecells involved ROS. VSMCs were cultured in either 5mmollL
(NG) or 25mmollL (HG) glucose for 10 days and glucose-induced oxidative stress
was demonstrated by a significant decrease in glutathione (GSH) (-55% n=15
p<O.OOI) andan increase in malondialdehyde (MDA) (+29% n=15 p,O.OI) levels.
Nuclear extracts were prepared and NFK!3 binding activity, determined by
electrophoretic mobility shift assay, wasincreased in HG (+36% n=17 p=0.0055)
The co-incubation of glucose with varying concentrations of N-acetyl cysteine
(NAC) (0.5,1.0 and 2.0 mmollL) did not inhibit glucose activation of NFK!3
(p=0.73, 0.98and 0.47respectively). NAC 1.0mmollL wasshown to haverepleted
intracellular GSH levels and incubation of VSMCs with NG plus lOumol/L
Buthionine sulfoximine (8S0), known to cause GSH depletion, did not cause
NFK!3 activatiou. These results suggest that GSH levels are not involved in this
mechanism of NFKB activation. In addition, the watersoluble vitamin E analogue
Trolox (200JlmollL), which returned the MDA levels of HGto thatofNG controls
without affecting GSH levels, hadno effect on glucose activated NFKB (+49.8%
n=5 p=0.97) suggesting that the NFK!3 activation Was not directly associated with
peroxidative damage in VSMCs. In summary, wehavefound activation ofNFK!3 in
VSMCs grown under in vitro conditions whichmintic those of diabetes but found
no evidence for the involvement of oxidative stress in thisparticular pathway for
NFK!3 activation. The VSMC is another cell type in which the ROS model for
NFK!3 activation maywellbe restricted to certain stimuli andthepresence of sucha
system is notrequired fortheactivation ofNFKB byglucose in these cells.
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NF·1dJ activation by high glucose Is Involved in Induction of
apoptosls in human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC).
P. Rosen, XL. Du, K Farber, Diabetes Research Institute, Dusseldorf,
Germany
NF-KB is a pluripotent transcription factor and has been suggested to
playa role in induction of apoptosis by hyperglycaemia. To investigate
the underlying mechanisms, we determined the production of ROI by
staining the cells with 2'7'-dichlorofluorescein (H2DCF), the activity of
NF-KB by electrophoretic mobile shift assay (EMSA) and in situ using
the DNA binding sequence of NF-KB. Induction of apoptosis was
identified by the by DNA fragmentation assay. Production of
superoxide anions was increased by glucose dose-dependently from
17.5 ± 3.uM (5 mM glucose) to 43 ± 6,uM at 30 mM glucose. NF-KB
was dose-dependently activated by glucose reaching a maximum after
for 4 hrs at 30 mM glucose. Similar results were obtained by EMSA
Both, the formation of ROI as well as the activation of NF-KB were
prevented by antioxidants (a-tocopherol 10 ,ug/ml, n-thioctic acid
1.uM, SOD mimetic 100,uM). Interestingly, L-nitro-arginine (L-NNA
lOO.uM), an inhibitor of NO-synthase, prevented the production of ROI
and activation of NF-kB, too. Incubation of HUVEC with high glucose
up to 72 hrs induced apoptosis in about 40% of the cells, which was
prevented by the same treatments which inhibited the formation of ROI
and the activation of NF-KB (antioxidants and L-NNA). We conclude
from these data that the formation and the release of ROI and the
activation of NF-KB are early steps in the signal cascade triggering the
induction of apoptosis.
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THE ROLE OF GLUCOSEIN REDOXSTATUSALTERATIONS IN
VASCULAR SMOOTHMUSCLECELLS

Catherwood M.A.', Yue K.K.M.', McMasterDb, TrimbleE.R.'

'Departmentsof ClinicalBiochemistry and "Medicine, Queen's University of
Belfast,ux.

We havepreviouslyshownthat glucoseinducesoxidative stress in vascular
smoothmusclecells (VSMC). The aim of this projectwas to definespecific
changesin redoxstatus and the time courseof theseevents. PorcineVSMC
(passage2-5) wereculturedin either5 mmolr' (normalglucose,NG) or 25
mmol. r' glucose(highglucose,HG) for up tolO days (100). Glutathione
(GSH)was reducedby 34% at 02 and 41% at DIO(2.35 ± 0.06 Vs 3.5 ±
0.24 DIDO!. mg protein", p<0.005,HG VS NG), however increasesin
NADHlNAD+ (spectrophotometric cyclingassay) occurredoulyafter 08
(0.6 ± 0.08 Vs 0.34 ± 0.08, p<0.005,HG Vs NG). Althoughincreasesin
lipidperoxidation (malondialdehyde; HPLC withfluorometric detection)
werefoundonlyafter 08 (1.21 ±0.05 Vs 0.8 ±0.03DIDol mg protein",
p<0.05, HG VSNG), membrane changesin fatty acids (decreased CI8:!)
appearedas earlyas 04. No evidence of DNAfragmentation (cometassay)
was presentup to D10. Increases also occurredin mRNAfor Cu/Zn
superoxide dismutase(SOD),MnSOD (quantitative PCR, 182±8.6%,
p<0.005 and 41 ±4.5%, p<0.05, respectively) and thioredoxin reductase
(ribonuclease protectionassay, approximately 70%) (measured onlyat DIO);
there wereno significantchangesin glutathione peroxidase and catalase
mRNAlevels. Repletion ofGSH by N-acetylcysteine reversesthese changes.
It is clear that the early reduction of GSH plays a keyrole in the cellular
eventsassociatedwithglucose-induced oxidative stress in thesecells.



Increased synthesis of fibronectin (FN) is associated
with the development of vascular basement membrane
thickening, a characteristic lesion of diabetic
microangiopathy, and may affect the function of vascular
cells. Pericytes located abluminally on the retinal
capillaries are known to synthesize significant amounts
of fibronectin. Since high glucose upregulates FN
synthesis in pericytes I and reduces pericyte
proliferation, we investigated whether antisense
phosphorothioate oligonucleotides (PS oligos) directed
against FN transcript reduce FN synthesis and modulate
proliferation of bovine retinal pericytes cultured in
high (30mM) glucose. Cells grown in high glucose for 12
days exhibited increased FN mRNA and protein levels
(determined by Reverse Transcription-Polymerase Chain
Reaction and Western blot analysis) to 212±46% and
162±23% of control, respectively, and decreased cell
count compared to control cells grown in 5mM glucose
(73% of control, p=0.026). When cells grown in high
glucose were transfected with O.4uM FN-antisense PS
oligos for 48h, the FN rnRNA and protein level was
reduced to near normal level (95. 6±3%, and 106±6% of
control, respectively). The cell number in 5±1 days
returned to normal level (96±6.2% of control) after
transfection. This indicates the effectiveness of
antisense oligonucleotides in reducing excess synthesis
of fibronectin by pericytes under high glucose
conditions. The antisense strategy may find a wider
applicability in reducing synthesis of basement membrane
components, and facilitate the understanding of
interactions between altered matrix synthesis and
cellular function.
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HYPERGLYCEMIA AND VASCULAR SMOOTH MUSCLE CELL
SIGNALING
G. Grunberger, P.R. Srinivas and S. Venna. Wayne State University,
Detroit, Ml, USA.
An important earty event in the development of atherosclerosis is the
proliferation and migration of vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMC) into
the neointima of the vessel wall. We now show that hyperglycemia
promotes VSMC proliferation by driving specific cellular biochemical
pathways. In rat aortic VSMC exposed to chronic hyperglycemia,
proliferation is induced through (a) activation of focal adhesion kinase
(FAK), and (b) an upregulation of Bd2 expression. This results in the
generation of mitogeniC anti-apoptotic signals, both of 'Idlich promote
proliferation. VSMC, cultured from rat aorta, incubated in hyperglycemic
medium (25 mM glucose) for more than 72 h, demonstrate a 2 fold
increase in FAK activation. The activation of FAK results in the formation
of a dimeric complex with pp60 c-src kinase. Immunoblot analysis
shows no induction of FAK expression but rather an increased specific
activity. Activated FAK could thus initiate mitogenic signals in the VSMC.
Under similar conditions, we detect increased Bd2 protein in the
mitochondrial membrane fractions of VSMC in high glucose. We also
find that there is a parallel increase in p72raf kinase in the membrane
fraction. Bd2 prevents cells from going into apoptosis and in concert
with ratconfers cells with resistance towards apoptosis. Thus, increased
expression of Bd2 in VSMC under hyperglycemic conditions results in
generation of anti-apoptotic signals, promoting proliferation. These data
suggest that hyperglycemia drives biochemical pathways that promote
VSMC proliferation. This glucose-induced functional change in VSMC
could be an important feature in the development of atherosclerosis.
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HIGH GLUCOSE-INDUCED FIBRONECTIN
PERICYTES IS MODULATED BY ANTISENSE
S . ROY and T. ROTH. Schepens Eye
Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA,

OVEREXPRESSION IN
OLIGONUCLEOTIDES
Research Institute,
USA
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PLASMA PHOSPHOLIPID TRANSFER PROTEIN ACTIVITY IS RELATED
TO tNSULIN RESISTANCE: IMPAIRED ACUTE LOWERING BY INSULIN
IN OBESE NIDDM PATIENTS
S.C. Riernens', A. van Tol', W.J.Sluiter', and R.P.F.Dullaart'. 1 Department of
Endocrinology, University Hospital Groningen and 2 Department of Biochemistry,
Cardiovascular ResearchInstitute(COEUR), ErasmusUniversity Rotterdam, the
Netherlands.

Human plasma contains two lipid transfer proteins, cholesteryl ester transfer
protein(CETP)and phospholipid transferprotein(PLTP)that have important functi
ons in highdensitylipoprotein (HDL)metabolism. Wedetermined the association of
plasmaactivitylevelsofCETP andPLTP(measured with exogenoussubstrate
assays)with insulinresistance, plasmatriglycerides and free fattyacids (FFA), and
assessed the lipid transfer protein response to insulin during a 6-7 h hyperinsulinae
mic euglycaemic clampin non-obese andobesehealthysubjectsand NJDDM pa
tients (n=8 per group).PlasmaPLTP activitywaspositivelyassociated withobesity
and NIDDM,insulinresistance, plasmatriglycerides and FFA(p=0.02to <0.01).In
the non-obesehealthysubjectsinsulindecreased plasmatriglycerides (p<O.OO I) and
increasedthe HDLcholesteryl ester/triglycerides (CE/TG) ratio (p<O.OO I) and these
changeswerelargerthan thoseduringsalineinfusion(p<O.OI). PlasmaPLTP activi
ty fell by 14%at the end of the clamp(p<O.OI compared to saline infusion). In
contrast, plasma CETP activity did not change during hyperinsulinaemia. The deere
ases in plasmaFFA, triglycerides and PLTPactivityand the rise in HDLCEffG
were smaller in the obese NlDDM patients compared to non-obese control subjects
(p<O.OI for all),with intermediate changesin the othergroups.In the wholestudy
population,baselineHDLCEffG wasnegatively correlated with triglycerides
(p<O.OOI) and PLTPactivity(p<O.Ol), but not withCETPactivity.Likewise,the rise
in HDLCE/TGduringthe clampwasrelatedto the fall in triglycerides (p<O.OOI)
and in PLTPactivity(p<0.02).It is concluded that plasmaactivitylevelsof PLTP,
but not ofCETP, are regulated by insulin in an acute setting. Insulin resistance is
associatedwithan increasein plasmaPLTPactivityin combination with alteredFFA
and triglyceride metabolism: High plasmatriglycerides and PLTP activitylevelsmay
have coordinate effects on HDL metabolism.
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FATTY ACID OXIDATION IN MAN IS REGULATED BY
MALONYL CoA LEVELS IN MUSCLE P. Bavenholrn", J. Pigon*, A.
Saha*, N.Ruderman**, and S. Efendic*. Division of Medicine,
Karolinska Hospital and Institute *, and Diabetes and Metabolism Unit,
Boston University Hospital**.
Malonyl CoA is an inhibitor of carnitine palmitoyl transferase I (CPT I ),
the enzyme that regulates the transfer of long chain fatty acyl CoA
(LCFA CoA) acid oxidation in the mitochondria where it is oxidized. To
evaluate, whether malonyl CoA plays a major role in regulating fatty acid
oxidation in human muscle we measured its concentration in the vastus
lateralis, biopsied during an euglycemic hyperinsulinemic clamp. Studies
were performed in II healthy Swedish men (age 47±6.7, BMI 26.2+2.0)
with normal glucose tolerance. Plasma insulin was clamped at 725±98mM
and glucose was infused at a rate of 8.1±2.7mglkg/min to maintain
normoglycemia (5.lmM). After 5 hours of insulin infusion, malonyl CoA
levels were increased (0.21 vs. 0.25 nmol/g, p<O.OOI) and fatty acid
oxidation in the body was decreased (0.85 vs. 0.38 mglkg/min, p<O.OOI).
The increase in malonyl CoA was associated with increases in the
concentrations of citrate (108 vs. 145 nmol/g; p=0.006) an allosteric
activator of acetyl CoA carboxylase and of malate (78 vs. 147 nmol/g;
p<0.05) an anti porter for citrate efflux from the mitochondria. The
increase in malonyl CoA also correlated with the rate of glucose
utilization during hyperinsulinemia (r=0.55, p<0.05). The results suggest
that one mechanism by which muscle restrains fatty acid oxidation when
plasma insulin levels are raised is by increasing the concentration of
malonyl CoA. They also suggest that such increases in malonyl CoA are
related to increases in the concentration of citrate. Finally, as cytosolic
citrate is also an inhibitor of phosphofructokinase, the rise in its
concentration when glucose utilization is increased suggests that glucose
can also autoregulate its own metabolism.
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THE ROLE OF FREE FATTY ACIDS FOR POSTABSORPTIVE ENDOGENOUS
GLUCOSE PRODUCTION AND GLUCONEOGENESIS IN MAN

H. Stingl, B.R. Landau', C. Furnsinn, P. Nowotny, W. Waldhausl, G.1. Shulman",
and M. Roden; Vienna, Austria; 'Cleveland, OH; ** New Haven, CT, USA

To examine direct effects of free fatty acids (FFA) on hepatic glucose metabolism 6
young healthy subjects (22.8± 1.1 kg/m') were studied twice, once in the presence of
step-wise increased plasma FFA concentrations (LIP; 0-3 h: 0.8±0.1, 3-6 h: 1.8±0.2,
6-9 h: 2.8±0.3 mM) by iv triglyceride-heparin infusion and once under control condi
tions (CON) employing a glycerol infusion to achieve comparable plasma glycerol
levels (9 h; LIP: 0,46±0.06, CON: 0,48±0.04 10M). In addition, 3 subjects were stud
ied under identical FFA elevation during pancreatic clamps (somatostatin: 0.1
ug/kgrnin. insulin: 0.07 ml.l/kg'min, glucagon: 0.65 ng/kg'min). Endogenous glucose
production (EGP) and gluconeogenesis (GNG) were estimated employing bolus
continuous D-[6,6-2H,]-glucose infusion and oral 'H,O administration (5 g/kg body
H20). The ratio of 'H bound to C2 and C5 of glucose (measured by GC-mass spect)
gives the fractional contribution of GNG to EGP. Lipid infusion resulted in a small
rise of plasma insulin in the first study (basal: 5.8±0.7; 9 h: 7.3±0.9 mU/I; p~O.OI),

which was paralleled by a -I O%-decrease in plasma glucose (p~0.005), while plasma
glucose and insulin remained unchanged during CON. After 9 h, rates of EGP were
similar at zero time (LIP: 9.3±0.5, CON: 9.0±0.8 umol/kg'min) and declined to
8,4±0.5 (p<O.OI vs basal) and 8.2±0.7 urnol/kg'rnin (p<0.005 vs basal), respectively.
GNG contributed to EGP by 46±4 % (LIP) and by 52±3 % (CON) at zero time, and
rose to 65±8 % (p<0.05 vs basal) and 78±7 % (p<O.OI vs basal) without any differ
ence between both studies. During the pancreatic clamp, plasma insulin and glucagon
concentrations were not different from baseline (9 h; insulin: LIP: 6,0±0.7, CON:
6,4±1.0 mUll; glucagon: 80±20. 105±43 ng/l). In contrast to the first study. plasma
glucose rose by 50 % during LIP (135± 16 mg/dl), but decreased by 24 % during CON
within 9 h (69±8 mg/dl; p<0.05 vs LIP). Conclusion: Suppression of insulin secretion
unmasks the FFA-induced increase of plasma glucose concentration, which is abol
ished by small increases of insulin secretion under physiological conditions.
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Insulin Sensitivity is Related to Skeletal Muscle Lipid Content in
Healthy Non-Diabetic Subjects
S JACOB, J MACHANN, A VOLK, K RETT, F SCHICK,WRENN, C CLAUSSEN, 0
LUTZ, H-UHARING; Univ.of TUEBINGEN, GERMANY

In the pathogenesis of insulin resistance (IR), the cross talk between adipose tissue
(AT) and skeletal muscle (SM) is very important. Non-esterified fatty acids (NEFA)
are candidates for regulators of insulin sensitivity (IS) of SM. The role of an increase
of lipolysis in AT and an elevation of plasma NEFA in the pathogenesis of IR,
however, is controversial.

The aim of the present study was to see whether intramuscular lipid (IML) stores
are increased in IR and whether these are related to IS Therefore, we used the
hyperinsulinemic-euglycemic glucose clamp to quantify IS [indicated by the
metabolic clearance rate for giucose (MCR)] in combination with magnetic
resonance (MR).

The relative muscular lipid content (RMLC; =in reference to bone marrow) in two
different muscies (M.Tibiaiis Anterior=TA and M.Soleus=SOL) were assessed by
MR-imaging and the intramyocellular lipid concentration (=iMCL) in TA was
quantified by MR-proton-spectroscopy. The thirteen healthy, non-diabetic SUbjects
(5m/8f), with a mean age of 32 years (range 18-43), mean BMI 24,6kg/m2 (18,9
36,3) represented a wide range of IS (MCR 8,Oml/kg"min; 4,1-16,5). Lipidcontent
was higher in SOL (mean: 2,74 relative%; range: 1,2-5,3) when compared to TA
(1,0 relative%; 0,4-2,1); also IMCL in TA (1,85 arbitrary units; 0,5-4,24) varied
considerably between the subjects. While IMCL showed no significant association
with IS, the RMLC -both in SOL and in TA- were negatively correlated to MCR (TA:
r=-O.72, p<0.01; SOL: r=-0.61, p<0.05).

This study supports the notion, that intramuscular lipid stores play a role in the
pathogenesis of IR. As the association between MCR and intramuscular lipids was
found in two different muscle types, one can speculate that this observation can be
generalized to the skeletal muscle tissue.

Supported by a grant of fortUne, #428, to SJ and FS
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SOLUBLE TNF-a. RECEPTOR 1 AND 2 LEVELS CIRCULATE IN
PROPORTION TO TOTAL AND LDL-CHOLESTEROL LEVELS
c. Gutierrez·, M. Broch", W. Rieart, J. Vendrell", R CU8mitjana+, C. Richart"
and JM Femondez-Real. University Hospital of Girona and Tarragona*.
+Hospital Clinic of Barcelona. SPAIN

In the last years, it hasbeen demonstrated that tumor necrosis alpha (1NF-u ) has
important effects on whole-body lipid metabolism and insulin resistance. Plasma
triglycerides have been found to correlate with plasma TNF-a. in patients with
ischemic heart disease.The purpose of this studywas to explore whether activation
of the TNF-o; system, as measured by the levels of circulating soluble forms of the
TNF receptors I and 2 (sTNFRI, sTNFR2) and TNF-o; itself, is associated with
lipid abnormalities in healthy subjects. Thirty-six subjects [(19 males, mean age
36.2 ± 1.9; BMI 28.8 ± 1.2, range 22.2-35.7), and 17 females, age 34.9 ± 1.4;
BMI 28.1 ± 0.8, range 19-37.9)] were studied. Plasma sTNFR2 levels, but not
sTNFRI, correlated with BMI (r=0.50, p=0.002) and age (r=0.45, p=0.007). In
the total population, plasma sTNFRI correlated with total (r=0.43, p=0.01) and
LDL-cholesterol (r=0.52, p=0.002) levels, but not with total or HDL,·HDL,
subfractions ofHDL cholesterol, total plasma triglycerides, VLDL-cholesterol or
VLDL-triglycerides (all r<0.1l, p=NS). Plasma sTNFR2 also correlated with
total (r=0.44, p=0.OO9) and LDL-cholesterol (r=0.57, p<O.OOOI) levels, and also
with HDL:, cholesterol (r=-o.37, p=0.029). A Multiple Linear Regression in a
stepwise manner was constructed to predict total cholesterol levels, with BMI,
sex, age, sTNFRI or sTNFR2 as independent variables. Both sTNFRI and
sTNFR2 were significantly associated with total cholesterol (p=0.031 and
0.009), contributing to 26% and 19%, respectively, of the variance in total
cholesterol levels. In another models in which total cholesterol was substituted
for LDL-cholesterol, sTNFRI or sTNFR2 (p=0.0084 and 0.0005) were
significantly associated with LDL-cholesterol, contributing to 39% and 32% of
the variance in LDL-cholesterollevels, respectively. In summary, plasma levels
of sTNFRI and sTNFR2 circulate in proportion to total and LDL-cholesterol in
healthy subjects.
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GLYCEROL IN HUMAN SKELETAL MUSCLE IS HIGH EVEN
UNDER HYPERINSULINEMIC CONDITIONS
M Sjostrand, S Gudbjornsdottir, L Strindberg, J Wahren*, P
Lonnroth. *Dep. of Clinical Physiology, Karolinska Hospital and
Lundberg Laboratory for Diabetes Research, Sahlgrenska University
Hospital, Sweden.

Hydrolysis of triacylglycerol from muscle cells, intra-muscle adipose
tissue and/or plasma may contribute to interstitial skeletal muscle
glycerol. To evaluate the glycerol metabolism and the influence of
insulin we measured skeletal muscle interstitial glycerol using the
forearm model, arterial and deep venous catheterization and
intramuscular microdialysis during euglycemic hyperinsuiinemic
conditions in ten healthy lean young males (group I). In another
group of nine healthy and lean young subjects (group 2),
measurements were done in the medial quadriceps muscle and
arterilized plasma using the same study protocol. Plasma insulin and
glucose concentrations during steady state were 573 ± 58 mUlL and
6.1 ± 0.2 mmol/L, respectively in group I and 297 ± 10 mUlL and
5.8 ± 0.7 mmollL in group 2.
Results: Forearm arterial and venous glycerol were 16 ± I and 18 ± I
umol/L, respectivily (p< 0.05). Interstitial glycerol concentration in
the brachial and medial quadriceps muscle were 33 ± 3 and 64 ± 21
umol/L, respectively. The difference between arterial plasma glycerol
and interstitial tissue glycerol were 17 ± 3 J,!mollL (p<0.05) and 41 ±
20 umol/L (p<O.05), in the arm and the leg, respectively.
Conclusions: During hyperinsulinemic conditions forearm glycerol
release is nearly blunted, whereas the muscle interstitial glycerol
concentration is 2-3 times higher than in plasma. The presence of the
markedly higher interstitial glycerol levels suggest an in-situ non
insulin regulated hydrolysis lutilization of triglycerides.
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ACCELERATED DIABETIC GLOMERULOPATHY IN
GALECTIN-3 I AGE-RECEPTOR-3 KNOCKOUT MICE

G.Pugliese', F.Pricci', G.Leto', G.Romeo', L.Amadio', S.Catalano', D.Hsu',
P.Barsotti', E.Albanese', S.Cordone', L.Frigeri', F.-T.Uu' and U.DiMario'
1University of Rome "La Sapienza", Italy; 'La Jolla Institute for Allergy and
Immunology and 'the Scripps Institute, UCSD, CA, USA
Advanced glycation end-products (AGE) have been implicated in the
pathogenesis of diabetic glomerulopathy through their binding to cell surface
receptors, which mediate both AGE uptake/degradation and AGE-induced cell
activation. Galectin-3 (Gal-3), an adhesion molecule of the lectin family, has
been recently identified as the AGE-receptor-3. This study was aimed at
assessing whether Gal-3 deficiency is capable of interfering with the
development of glomerulopathy in experimental diabetes. Male C57BLl6 Gal- 3
knockout (KO) mice, obtained by gene ablation, and wild type (WT) mice were
rendered diabetic (D) by i.p. injection of streptozotocin (180 mg/kg) and killed 4
months later, together with age-matched nondiabetic (ND) KO and WT
controls. In D animals, metabolic derangement (blood glucose levels: KO-D
238±12 mmol/L and WT-D 23.2±2.4 vs. KO-ND 5.5±0.2 and WT-ND 5.7±OA,
p<0.001) and growth impairment (final body weight: KO-D 21.7±25 g and WT
D 21.0±2.2 vs. KO-ND 36.1±3.6 and WT-ND 32.1±3.0, p<0.001) were similar
in KO and WT mice. Conversely, renal functional and structural changes were
significantly more pronounced in KO-D than in WT-D mice (p<0.05-0.001).
Urinary protein/creatinine ratio was 6.3±1A in KO-D vs. 2.3±0.8 in KO-ND
(p<0.001) and 3.7±1.0 in WT-D vs. 2.0±0.6 in WT-ND (p<0.05) and mesangial
fractional area was 7.6±1.2% in KO-D vs. 5.5±1.0 in KO-ND (p<0.01) and
5.2±0.6 in WT-D vs. 4.1±OA in WT-ND (p<0.05). Both extracellular matrix and
cell components appeared to be responsible for the more marked mesangial
enlargement observed in KO-D vs. WT-D mice. Kidney weight and mean
glomerular area were also increased in D vs. ND, with no significant
difference between KO-D and WT-D. These experiments show that Gal-3
deficiency is associated with accelerated diabetic glomerulopathy, possibly
related to a reduced removal of irreversibly glycated molecules and/or to the
lack of other Gal-3 actions may be implicated in these changes.
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POSSIBLE SIGNIFICANCE OF NON-CARBOXYMETHYLLYSINE ADVANCED

GLYCATION END-PRODUCTS IN SERUM OF TYPE 2 DIABETIC PATIENTS.
Z. Makita, M. Takeuchi, Y. Kamada, and T. Koike, Dept. of Internal Med.
II, Hokkaido Univ. School of Med., Sapporo, and Dept. of Biochem,
Faculty of Pharmaceutical Science, Hokuriku Univ., Kanazawa.

The advanced glycation end-products (AGE) plays an important role in
the pathogenesis of diabetic complications. Recent studies demonstrated
that N' -(carboxymethyl)-L-lysine (CML) is a major epitope for the
majority of currently available AGE antibodies. However, recent findings
clearly demonstrated that the major source of CML was lipid
peroxidation, not glycation. Distinction of CML from non-CML AGE is
a prerequisite for understanding the role of AGE toxicity in diabetic
complications. \'k prepared polyclonal antibodies by immunizing rabbits
with AGE-rabbit albumin and we then separated the antiserum into
antibodies that recognized CML and non-CML by using affinity
chromatography on columns coupled with AGE-BSA and CML-BSA. In
addition, the relationship between circulating CML or non-CML AGE
levels in sixty type 2 diabetic patients and clinical parameters such as
HbAJ c, mean fasting plasma glucose (FPG) levels before I -month or
before 2-months was then investigated. These CML and non-CML AGE
antibodies were used for detection of the size distribution of AGE in
serum from type 2 diabetic patients on hemodialysis by Sephadex G-15
chromatography. CML and non-CML AGE were detected as two peaks
with an apparent molecular weight of 1.15 and 0.85 kDa, respectively.
Serum non-CML AGE levels significantly correlated with mean fasting
blood glucose levels before 2-months (r=0,498, p<O.OOOl) or before 1
month (r=0,446, p=O.0002) and HhAtc (r=O.375, p=O.OOI9), but the
CML levels did not correlate with these clinical parameters. \'k propose
that both CML and non-CML AGE are present in blood circulation, and
non-CML AGE rather than CML should be evaluated when attempting to
elucidate AGE-related toxicity.
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INDUCTION OF GLOMERULAR / MESANGIAL GALECTIN-3 /

AGE-RECEPTOR-3 EXPRESSION BY THE DIABETIC MILIEU
G. Letc', F. Pricci', G. Romeo', S. Catalano', L. Amadio', O.Diaz-Horta', P. Sale', R.
Gradini, L. Lenti', P. Barsotti', L. Frigeri', U. Di Mario' andG. Pugliese'
'''La Sapienza" University, Rome, Italy; 'The Scripps Institute, La Jolla, CA, USA
Nonenzymatic glycation has been involved in the pathogenesis of diabetic
glomerulopathy, via advanced glycation end-product (AGE) formation and binding to
cell receptors. Galectin-3 (Gal-3), an adhesion molecule of the lectin family, has been
recently identified as an AGE-binding protein and is now referred as AGE-receptor 3
(AGE-R3). This study was aimed at evaluating the modulation of glomerular/
mesangial expression of Gal-3/AGE-R3 by the diabetic milieu, both in vitro and in
vivo. In the in vitro studies, rat mesangial cells (RMC) were (a) cultured for 1-4 weeks
in normal glucose (5.5mM, NG), high glucose (30mM, HG), or iso-osmolar mannitol
(M); or (b) grown for 4 days on dishes coated with native BSA (BSA), glycated BSA
with AGE formation (BSA-AGE), or glycated BSA in which AGE formation was
prevented by aminoguanidine (BSA-AM). In the in vivo studies, male Sprague
Dawley rats were injected either with streptozotocin or vehicle and killed I and 2
months later. No Gal-3 was demonstrable in RMC cultured in NG (although it became
evident after several passages in culture), whereas cells grown on BSA showed a peak
at flowcytometry, corresponding to a diffuse (cytoplasmic) staining at immuno
fluorescence, Prolonged exposure (3-4 weeks) ofRMC to HG, but not to M, as well as
growing cells on BSA-AGE and, to aJesser extent, BSA-AM, ipduced or significantly
increased Gal-3 protein and mRNA levels, with unchanged medium secretion. RMC
under these conditions showed a unique patchy distribution of Gal-3 fluorescence, in
addition to the diffuse pattern, with confocal microscopy indicating both a
cytoplasmic and surface localization of granules compatible with Gal-3 receptor
function. Gal-3 protein and mRNA were not demonstrable in glomeruli from
nondiabetic rats, but became detectable in diabetic rats at 2 months. These results
indicate that Gal-3/AGE-R3 is not expressed in the mesangium under basal conditions,
but it is induced by prolonged exposure to hyperglycemia, both in vivo and in vitro.
AGEs also induce/up-regulate the expression of their own receptors, thus suggesting
that the effect of hyperglycemia may be due to a time-dependent AGE formation.
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NOVEL POLYMORPHISMS IN THE CODING REGION OF THE RECEPTOR
FOR ADVANCED GLyeATION END PRODUCTS (RAGE) GENE.
B.I.Hudson, M.H.Stickland and P.lGrant. Unit of Molecular Vascular Medicine.
Level G, Martin Wing. Leeds General Infirmary, Leeds. UK

Advanced glycation end products (AGEs) have been implicated in the
pathogenesis of diabetic vascular complications and their effects may be mediated
via the Receptor for AGE (RAGE). Evidence indicates a genetic element in the
development of these complications and we have therefore screened the coding
region of RAGE for allelic variants in 40 Type 2 random diabetes patients and 40
normal volunteers by PCR-SSCP. 9 polymorph isms were confirmed by
sequencing. of which 4 were functional amino acid substitutions: Gly82Scr.
Thr187Pro. Gly329Arg and Arg389Gln. To evaluate the ethnic prevalence of the
common Gly82Ser polymorphism. 195 Caucasian, 156 Asian and 210 Pima
Indians were screened. To investigate the prevalence in diabetics and in relation
to cardiovascular disease, 258 Type 2 diabetes patients and 280 Iscaemic Heart
Disease (lHD) patients were also screened There was no difference in prevalence
of Gly82Ser in Caucasian and Asian subjects (87% GG. 12% GS and 1% SS).
There was a highly significantly lower prevalence of Gly82Scr in the Pima Indian
population (99% GG, 1% GS). X' of 1'<0.00001. There was no difference in
genotype frequencies between Caucasian controls and either Type 2 diabetics
(92% GG and 8% GS) or IHD patients (87% GG and ]}% GS), X' of 1'>0.05.
There was also no association found between genotype and macrovascular disease
in the diabetic or IHD patients. In conclusion. the RAGE gene contains common
polymorph isms that occur with similar frequencies in Asian and Caucasian
populations. but are less common in Pima subjects. The functional nature of this
polymorphism is currently being investigated by site-directed mutagenesis and
receptor binding studies. Further work is required to investigate these
polymorph isms for their role in microvascular complications.
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A NOVEL INHmITOR OF ADVANCED GLYCATION END"
PRODUCT FORMATION INHmITS IN VIVO MESENTERIC
VASCULAR HYPERTROPHY IN EXPERIMENTAL DIABETES
T. Sou lis, S. Sastra, V. Thallas, tSB. Mortensen, tJT. Clausen,
to]. BJerrum, tEo Boel and ME Cooper. Department of Medicine,
University of Melbourne, Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre,
Australia, tHealth Care Discovery, Novo Nordlsk, Denmark.
Previous studies in our laboratory have demonstrated that the vascular changes in
diabetes includehypertrophy of themesenteric vasculature. The products of theprocess
of advanoed glycation known as adva1ced glycation end products (AGEs) conlribute to
the development of diabetic complications. We have previously sbown that
aminoguanidine (AG), an inhibitor of AGEs is able to retard vascular hypertrophy
associated with diabetes. However, AG is also an inhibitorof various NO synthases
andtherefore onecannotexclude that theeffectsof AGmay involve inhibition of NO
dependant pathways. The presentstudysought to examine the role of the process of
advanoed glycation in the development of diabetes vascular disease. The effects of AG
as wellas a novel inhibitor of glycation, 2,3-diaminophenazine (NN), whichdoes not
inhibit iNOS, were evaluated in a three week model of diabetic vascular disease.
Streptozo!OCin-induoed diabetic Sprague-Dawley rats were rnndomised to receive AG
(lglL in drinking water/day) [n=IO], NN(2Omg/lcg/body weight/day in drinking water),
[n=2IJor no treatment,[n=lO] andfollowed for3 weeks. Whenoompared withcontrol
rats [n=IO], diabetes was associated with an increase in mesenteric vascular weight.
*P<O.OI vs all groups. Treatment of diabetic rats withAGor NNresultedin the

Plasma BP HbAlc (%) Mesenteric AGEs
Glucose (mmHg) weight(mg) (ngAGEs-
(mmolll) RNase/mi)

Control 7.9±0.4* 113±4 3.9±0.1* 34±2 5.4±107
Diabetic 32±O.1 126±2 l2.7±0.2 49±2* 9.8±589*
Diabetic+AG 33±2.2 118±3 11.9±0.3 40±2 6.8±324
Diabetic+NN 33±1.9 117±6 12.1±0.3 42±2 3.5±65
attenuation of vascular hypertrophy in association with decreased formation of
mesenteric AGEs as measured by radioimmunoassay and as detected
immunohistochemically in themediaof thesevessels. Mesenteric vascular hypertrophy
in diabetes mellitus appears to be AGE-dependant andcan be attenuated by inhibitors of
AGEformation. NNis an excellentinhibitor of vascular AGEaccumulation.
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IL-4 ANDIFN-ySECRETION BY CORDBLOODMONONUCLEAR CELLSIN
NEWBORNS WITHHLA-DQBI RISKALLELES FORIDDM
P. Klemetti, Lllonen, H.K. Akerblom, O. Vaarala. Hospital for Children and
Adolescents, University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Turku Immunology Center and the
Departmentof Virology, Universityof Turku, Turku, Departmentof Biochemistry,
NationalPublicHealth Institute, Helsinki.Finland
To study the functional subtypesof T-Iymphocytes in individuals with enhanced
genetic risk for IDDM,wecollectedcord bloodsamples from newborns with a first
degree relative with IDDM. HLA DQBI typing was performed by a technique
developed for screening.of IDDM susceptibility based on the presence of HLA
DQBI alleles associated with a significant risk for the disease (HLA
DQBI*0302,*02). Cord blood mononuclear cells (CBMCs) were cultured at 3 x
10' cells (2 ml) per well with PHA. Supernatants were collected after 20 h
incubation for IL-4 and after 72 h incubation for IFN-ymeasurements by ELISA.
Median IL-4 levels secreted by PHA-stimulated CBMCs from newborns with
increased genetic risk for IDDM (carrying HLA DQBI*0302 and/or '02 alleles;
n=34) were higher than in the newbornswithout increasedgenetic risk for IDDM
(n=13) (7.0 pglml and 3.5 pglml respectively; p=O.OI; Mann-Whitney U test).
Median IFN-ylevels did not differ significantly between the groups [4856 pglml
(n=50) vs. 4272 pglml (n=21), respectively; p=0.16, Mann-WhitneyU test]. When
newborns were divided to subgroups according to their HLA DQBI alleles, only
CBMCs from the newborns with HLA DQB1*02,0302 or HLA DQBI'02,x
genotype(x denotes alleles other than '0302 or '02) secretedenhanced levels of
IL-4 when compared to the CBMCs from newborns carrying none of the risk
alleles for IDDM (p=O.OOI and p=O.04). On the other hand, CBMCs from the
newborns with HLA DQB1'0302,x genotype had a tendency towards enhanced
IFN-ysecretion when compared to the CBMCs from newborns carrying none of
the risk alleles for IDDM, medians being 9780 and 4272 pglml, respectively
(p=O.07, Mann-Whitney U test). We conclude that HLA risk allele associated
deviations in cytokine production are present from birth on and may affect the
developmentof immuneresponsiveness in individualswith genetic risk for IDDM.
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LEFT VENTRICULAR DIASTOLIC FUNCTION IS ASSOCIATED
WITH SERUM LEVELS OF ADVANCED GLYCATION END
PRODUCTS IN IDDM PATIENTS
T.I. Berg', O. Snorgaard'', P. Hildebrandt', J. Faber', P.A. Torjeserr', and
K.F. Hanssen', Aker Diabetes Research Centre' and Hormone Laboratory',
Aker University Hospital, Oslo, Norway and Frederiksberg Hospital',
Copenhagen, Denmark.

Impairment of left ventricular function is common in IDDM patients even
without coronary artery disease. This is possibly caused by a reduction in
collagen degradation. Advanced glycation end products (AGEs) cross-link
tissue collagen and are found within myocardial fibres. To examine whether
there is an association between AGEs and left ventricular function we used
M-mode and Doppler echocardiography to assess left ventricular diastolic
and systolic function in 52 consecutive IDDM patients age 40±13
(mean±SD) years, diabetes duration 17±13 years and HbA'e 8.3±1.l %.
Serum levels of AGEs were measured by a newly developed, competitive
inununoassay using polyclonal antibodies made from rabbit immunised with
AGE-RNase. A significant correlation was found between the serum levels
of AGEs and isovolwnetric relaxation time (IVRT), F0.46 (p<O.OOI), and
left ventricular diameter during diastole (LVD), F0.37 (p<0.008). Systolic
parameters did not correlate with serum levels of AGEs. A stepwise
regression analysis with IVRT and LVD as dependent variables showed that
28% of the IVRT variation could be explained by variation in serum levels
of AGEs, (F=14.0, p<0.0005) and diabetes duration (F=4.6, p<0.04),
R'=0.28, whereas HbAlc, AER and diastolic blood pressure were of no
importance. In conclusion, AGEs may playa role in the increase of heart
stiffuess seen in patients with type I diabetes.
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GESTATIONAL AND NON-INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETIC
PREGNANCIES SHARE A SAME PREVALENCE OF AUTOIMMUNE
AND GENETIC DISORDERS

G. Cardellini, E. Sciullo, P. Torresi, C. Tiberti, A. Napoli, A. Buongiomo*,
U. Di Mario- and F. Fallucca
Cattedra di Diabetologla, -Cattedra di Endocrinologia, 1st. II Clinica
Medica, Universita "La Sapienza", Roma, *IstitutoSuperiore San ita

Epidemiologic and pathophysiologic studies suggest that gestational
(GDM) and non-insulin-dependent (NIDDM) diabetes mellitus share many
metabolic similarities. The aim of the present study was to investigate
autoimmune (Glutamic acid decarboxylase: GADA)and genetic mutations
of both the insulin receptor substrate-l (IRS,) and J33-adrenergic receptor in
GDM and NIDDM diabetic pregnancies. GADA were measured in 64
control (C), 86 GDM and 83 NIDDM pregnants; in addition, the genetic
investigation was done in 87 C, 77 GDM and 33 NIDDM women. GADA
were positive (index" 0.035) in 0% of C, 7% of GDM and 4.8% of NIDDM,
being significant the difference between the GDM and C, whereas GADA
of GDM and NIDDM overlapped. Genetic abnormalities of IRS, and 133
adrenergic receptor were similar in GDM and NIDDM, being significantly
greater in GDM and GDM+NIDDM than in controls for IRS, (10.4% and
10% vs 2.3%). The age and BMIwere overlapped GDM and NIDDM, being
greater than in controls. Moreover family history for diabetes was very high
in the two diabetic conditions (84% and 82.7% as total, 69% and 68% as
first relatives), being significantly higher than in controls (26%). Moreover
among the diabetic women metabolic control was poorer and associated
with higher C-peptlde plasma values when IRS, and J33-adrenergic
mutations were observed.
These results suggest that GDM and NIDDM pregnant women, in addition
to metabolic finding, share common autoimmune disorders and similar
genetic abnormalities which may play a role in the Impairment of
carbohydrate metabolism.
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THE PREDICTIVE VALUE OF HLA MARKERS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT
OF ISLET AUTOANTIBODIES AND IDDM POSTPARTUM IN GDM-WOMEN
K. M. Ferber", E. Keller", ED. Albert' and A.-G. Ziegler' ('Insmute of
Diabetes Research, Munich, 'Laboratory for Immunogenetics, Munich,
Germany)
The aim of the study is to determine the allele frequencies of HLA-DRB1, 
DQA1, and -DQB1 in Caucasian gestational diabetic women (GDM-women)
and to evaluate the predicitive value of HLA markers for the development of
IDDM postpartum. Since 1989, 184 GDM-women (119 wh~e class A, 62 whfe
class B) were recruited into the study and followed from delivery up to 7 years
postpartum (median follow-up time 2.5 years, range 0-7.7 years). As controls
for the HLA allele frequencies we used a panel of 254 unrelated subjects
from Germany. The HLA analysis was performed by sequence-specific
oligonucleotide typing. Autoantibodies to GAD, IA-2ic and leA were
determined at delivery. During follow-up, 24 GDM-women developed IDDM. In
the total group of GDM-women no particular HLA allele were increased or
decreased compared to the control population. However, in GDM-women who
developed IDDM postpartum there was a significant increase of HLA
DRB1*03 (Pc = 0.005). Furthermore, DRB1*03 was significantly associated
with the presence of islet antibodies (Pc= 0.01). The risk of GDM-women to
develop IDDM w~hin 2 years postpartum is significantly (Pc = 0.0025)
increased in women who are posfwe for DR3 or DR4 [22% (12-31)J
compared to women who are neither DR3 or DR4 positive [7% (2-12)]. The
combination of the HLA and antibody data revealed that women who are
negative for both markers have only a small risk for disease postpartum [3%
(0-7)] compared to women who are positive for antibodies and for DR3 or
DR4 [44% (25-64)J. By combining the antibody measurement and the
determination of DR3 or DR4 92% of women who developed IDDM
postpartum were identified. These results suggest that HLA typing in
combination with antibody testing may be a useful strategy to identify women
with GDM who develop IDDMwithin a short time period after delivery.
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PREVALENCE AND TITER OF ISLET CELL ANTIBODffiS INCREASE
AFTERDELIVERY IN WOMENWITH GESTATIONAL DIABETES
R. Corcoy, S. Piquer, 1. Morales, M. A1bareda, A. Garcia-Patterson,
M. Puig and A. de Leiva. Servei d'Endocrinologia, Hospital de Sant
Pau, Barcelona
Autoimmune diseases characteristically worsenafter delivery. The aim
of this study was to assess if the same holds true with islet cell
antibodies (lCA) as markers of autoimmunity against the Bcell. ICA
were measured in 603 women with gestational diabetes mellitus
(GDM) both after diagnosis (Third Workshop Criteria) and at 2-6
months after delivery. ICA were measured by indirect
immunofluorescence in a 0 group human pancreas using a prolonged
incubation. Statistical analysis: McNemar's test, chi-square test,
ANDVA. ICAwerepresentin 10.3%of womenduringpregnancy and
in 15.3%after delivery: in 80.6% of womenICA were - and in 6.1%
were + both duringand after pregnancy, in 4.1% were + duringand 
after whereas in 9.1% were - during and + after, p<0.05. In the 37
women withICA+both duringand after pregnancy, ICA titers did not
changein43.2%,decreased in 16.2%and increased in 40.5%, p<O.05.
The four subgroups of women according to the presence/absence of
ICA duringandafter pregnancy did not differin clinical characteristics
(age, bodymass index, family historyof DM, previous abnormality of
bloodglucose, gestational age and oralglucosetolerance test at GDM
diagnosis, need of insulin therapy and glucose tolerance after
delivery). We concludethat in womenwith GDM the prevalence and
titer of ICAincrease after delivery.
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Prevalence and predictive value of GAD and IA2 antibodies in a gronp of
women with gestational diabetes mellitus related toICA.
M.Albareda, R. Corcoy, S. Piquer, I. Vinyets, J. Morales, D.Mauricio. A. Garcia
Patterson. E. Bonifacio'. M. Puig-Domingo, 1. Adelantado" and A. de Leiva.
Departments ofEndocrinology and"Obstetrics. Hospital de SantPau,Barcelona.
'Istituto Scientifico SanRaffaele, Milan.
Presence of autoantibodies (AA) to pancreatic ~cell antigens in women with
gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM) increases the risk ofdiabetes (OM). Wehave
investigated the prevalence (P) of lCA (indirect immunofluorescence. prolonged
incubation), glutamic acid decarboxylase (GADA) and tyrosine phosphatase
(tAlA) antibodies (combined radioligand binding assay) in a group of 1Il3
women with GDM consecutivelv recruited. The assocation of AA with glucose
tolerance abnormalities (GTA) '(standard OGTI) was also investigated in all
women (n=634) followed for one year after delivery. Twenty percent of these
women developed GTA (17DM, 107impaired glucose tolerance/impaired fasting
glucose). Prevalence (P) of AA and positive predictive value(pPY)for GTA are
shown in the table. In addition, we compared the frequency of association of
GADNIAlA in GDM women with a group of first degree relatives of diabetic
subiects (FRO) (seealsothetable).
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A STUDY ONT-CELL RECEPTOR y-llINGESTATIONAL DIABETES
MELLITUS

A. Lapolla', M, Sanzari§, C. Betterle§, M.Masin,F. F1oriani§, F, Bellio,F.
Capovilla, M. Plebani§, D.Fedele
Institute of InternalMedicine- Chairof Metabolic Diseases- PadovaUniversity
(Italy). §DPTof Laboratory Medicine, Padova (Italy)

Twotypesof 'l-cell-recepter (TCR) havebeen described ll-~ and y-ll formed by
genesrearrangement. The function of CD3J1'l is not yetcompletely clarified, few
studies haveshown a significant increase of this markerin different autoimmune
diseases and in the first phase of type 1 diabetes development, Gestational
Diabetes Mellitus (GDM) is an heterogeneous disease in whichthe pathogenesis
is not completely clarified. In the present studywe wished to verify if TCRJI'l
could be involved in this disease. We evaluated TCR JI'l values in 29 GDM
patients(meanage <±SD) 33.8±3.4yrs) and 21 normal pregnantwomen matched
for age. At the moment of the study (28-36 gestational week) GDM patients
showed a good metabolic control (mean fasting plasma glucose 88±17mg/d1;
mean HbA1, 5.4±0.5%). The lymphocyte subpopulations (CD3-CD3~, CD3'\6)
(flow cytometry), islet cell antibodies (lCA) and glutamic acid decarboxylase
antibodies (GAD) (RIAmethod) wereevaluated in all patients. Thepercentage of
TCR JI'l was significantly higher in GDM women compared to control group
(5.1±2.8 vs. 36.±1.4; p< 0.05). No significant abnormality of the other
lymphocyte subpopulations werefound. All subjects werenegative for ICA, two
GDM patients were positive for GAD. Further studies of follow-up of these
patients are imperative to verify if '\6 receptor could be a useful marker for
diabetes development
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cr INTERVAL PREDICTS MORTALITY INTYPE I DIABETIC PATIENTS
PRossing, L Breum, A Major-Pedersen, ASato, H Winding A Pietersen, J Kastrup
and H-H Parving, Steno Diabetes Center, DK 2820 Gentofte, Cardiological Lab,
Rigshospitalet, Copenhagen, Denmark,
Ouraim was to evaluate prolonged aT interval and aT dispersion as predictors of
all cause and cardiac mortality in addition to well established risk factors in type I
diabetic patients. We identified allsubjects with a resting baseline ECG (6-12 leads}
(n=697, 360 M)from a cohort ofalladult type I diabetic patients, duration ofdiabetes
~ 5 years, attending ourclinic in 1984 (n=939). The patients were followed in a
prospective observational study for ten years. At baseline 431 had
normoalbuminuria «30 mg/24h) 138 had microalbuminuria (30-299mg/24h) and 128
had macroalbuminuria (~300 mg/24h) of whom 66(15%), 35 (25%) and 61 (48%)
died during follow up, respectively (25 (6%), 14 (10%), 17 (13%) due to cardiac
disease). The aT length (toend of T-wave or nadir between T and U-wave) was
measured and corrected forheart rate (aTc). Maximal aTc length (aTc max) and
aTc dispersion (maximal -minimal aTc length, adjusted fornumber of leads) were
determined. aTc max was 445(2.0}ms (mean (SE)) for survivors and 461 (4.5) in
patients who died (p<0.001). Fifty percent had prolonged aTcmax 1>440ms) 29% of
patients with prolonged aTcmax had died compared to 19% ofpatients with normal
aTc max (p=0.001). Ina Cox proportional hazards model including baseline values
ofputative risk factors independent predictors of death were aTc max (p<0.01), age
(p<0.001), presence of hypertension (p=0.001) sex (p<0.001), urinary albumin
excretion (p<0.OO1) smoking (p=O.04), log s-creatinine (p<0.001), height (p<0.OO1),
social class (p=0.04), whereas aTc dispersion, and HbA1c were notincluded. aTc
max was also an independent predictor of mortality in the subgroups with
normoalbuminuria and with macroalbuminuria. aTc max was nota riskfactor for
cardiac mortality inthetotal group, butin the sUbgroup with macroalbuminuria it was
an independent risk factor together with age hypertension and smoking. In
conclusion aTc prolongation, but not increased aTc dispersion, is a marker of
increased mortality intype Idiabetic patients.
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SYSTOLIC BLOOD PRESSURE ISRELATED TOTHINNESS ATBIRTH ONLY
IN GENETICALLY HYPERTENSION PRONE INDIVIDUALS
O.Melander, I. Matriasson, L. Groop and U.L.Hulthen: Dept of Endocrinology and
Medicine, Lund University, Malmo, Sweden
Intrauterine growth retardation, as manifested by lowbirthweight and low ponderal
index (thinness at birth) in relation to the gestational age, are associated with
cardiovascular disease, syndrome X, NIDDM and high blood pressure. The aim of
this study was to elucidate whether the association between intrauterine growth
retardation and higher blood pressure in adulthood is influenced by heredity for
hypertension. To address this question we collected anthropometrical data and
gestational age from the time of birthfrom30 normotensive men with heredity for
hypertension (HTREL) and from 27 normotensive men with no heredity for
hypertension (CONT) who had been examined in 1990 and 1995. The heredity for
hypertension in HTREL consisted of documented, treated primary hypertension in
both parents, in one parent and one sibling or in one parent and one grandparent on
the maternal orpaternal side. In 1990, HTREL were 37.5±5.9 years oldand had BMI
24.9±2.6 kglm', systolic blood pressure (SBP) 121tl2 mmHg and diastolic blood
pressure (DBP) 75.6t8.6 mrnHg and CONT were 36.4t7.1 years old and had BMI
24.9t3.5 kg/m', SBP 116tll mrnHg and DBP 74.5t6.7 mrnHg. In 1995 HTREL
had BMI 26.1t3.0 kglm', SBP 127tl3 mrnHg and DBP 85.0±9.5 mmHg and CONT
had BMI 25.9t4.0 kglm',SBP 122±9.1 mmHg and DBP 77.7t8.7 mrnHg. In these
parameters HTREL and CONT differed significantly only in'DBP 1995 (p=0.OO9).
However, HTREL had significantly lower birthweight (3313t444 g vs3685t490 g,
p=0.OO4) and ponderal index (25.8±2.5 kg/m' vs 27.lt2.2 kg/m', p=O.04) after
adjustment for gestational age when compared to CONT. Furthermore, SBP
correlated negatively withponderal index in HTREL in 1990 as well as 1995 (r:
0.47; p=0.02 and r=-0.49; p=O.OO9, respectively). In contrast, no such correlation
existed in CONT neither 1990 (r=O.16, NS)nor 1995 (r=0.18, NS). Adjustment of
SBP for age didnotchange these correlations. In conclusion, these findings suggest
that the association between intrauterine growth retardation and higher blood
pressure in adulthood is limited to individuals with a positive family history of
hypertension. The thriftyphenotype may thus serve as a phenotypic marker for a
thrifty genotype influencing intrauterine growth.
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PROLONGED ere TIME AND INCREASED HEART RATE AS
POWERFUL RISK FACTORS FOR MORTALITY IN NIDDM.

B. Linnemann, H.U. Janka, Zentralkrankenhaus Bremen-Nord,
Bremen, Germany

The aim of this prospective, community-based study was to analyse
predictors for total and cardiovascular mortality in middle-aged,
previously hospitalized NIDDM patients over a five-year period At
baseline, diabetic patients with severely consuming diseases
(malignancy, liver cirrhosis, chronic renal failure) were excluded. A
total of 475 NIDDM subjects (age 55-74 yr) were followed for a
median duration of 5.2 yr, 39% had signs of coronary artery disease
at baseline. At the follow-up examination 85 patients (20.1%) had
died, 57 (67%) of whom had died from a cardiovascular cause of
death. In multiple logistic regression analysis of the traditional risk
factors for the endpoint cardiovascular death, only age and low HDL
cholesterol were significant (p=0.018l, but not total cholesterol,
triglycerides, HbA1c, smoking, blood pressure, and form of
antidiabetic treatment. On the other hand, age- and sex-adjusted
resting ECG criteria as O'Tc time (p=0.004) and heart rate (p=0.009)
were powerful predictors for total as well as cardiovascular mortality.
The odds ratio (OR) for cardiovascular death in the upper quarliles of
O'Tctime (>440ms) was 4.2 and of increased heart rate (>90/min) 2.9
in comparison to the lowest quartiles (~406 msec; gO/min). The
relative risk of O'Ic time >440 ms at a heart rate of >75/min was
associated with an OR of 7.0. A significant correlation of O'Tctime
with diabetic neuropathy was not present.
These data suggest that in the last five years of life middle-aged
NIDDM patients do not differ in regard to most of the cardiovascular
risk factors, but show significant changes of simply detectable ECG
variables.
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ASSOCIATION OF A COMMON POLYMORPHISM IN THE A
SUBUNIT GENE OF FXIII WITH MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION AND
STROKE. INTERACTIONS WITH PAI-1 LEVELS, PAI-1 4G/5G
GENOTYPE ANDINSULIN RESISTANCE.
P.J. Grant, H.P. Kohler MW. Mansfield and M.H. Stickland. Unit of
Molecular Vascular Medicine, School of Medicine, University of Leeds,
Leeds, UK.

To investigate the relationship between a common G...T point
mutation in exon 2 of the a-subunit gene of FXIII (FXIIIVaI34Leu) and
myocardial infarction (MI), genotype frequencies were determined in a
case-control study in 398 Caucasian patients with ischaemic heart
disease, characterised for atheroma anda history of MI, and196healthy
controls and 612 cases of acute strokeand 436 healthy controls. Acute
stroke was defined by WHO criteria and CT scan. Venous blood was
taken for cholesterol andtriglycerides, plasminogen activatorinhibitor-1
(PAI-l) and PAI-1 4G/5G polymorphisms. We used single stranded
conformation polymorphism to determine FXIII genotype and allele
specific PCR for PAI-l genotype. The prevalence of the Val34Leu
mutation was lower in patients with MI than in those without MI
(32%v50%,p=O,0009) than in controls (32%v48%,p=O.005). In those
patients possessing the mutation PAI-1 levels were significantly higher
with a past history of MI than without (mean 27.9V16.7ng/ml,p=O.004)
alsoPAI-1 4G/5G genotype wascommoner in thisgroup(MI46%,no MI
24%,p=O.05), Therewas a dose-response Increase in historyof MI in
subjects with FXIIIVal34Leu by tertiles of insulin resistance. In stroke
patients, the mutation was more frequent in subjects with primary
intracerebral haemorrhage (54.8%) than in stroke controls
(41.7%,p=O.05). These results indicate that FXIIIVaI34Leu) is protective
against MI andsuggest a mechanism whereby elevated levelsof PAI-l
may contribute to vascular risk through co-existent insulin resistance.
This mutation may also be associated with primary intracerebral
haemorrhage.
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PARAOXONASE 192-GLN-ARG GENE POLYMORPHISM AND
CORONARY ARTERY DISEASE IN TYPE 2 DIABETES.
M. Pfohl, M. Koch, 1. Fiillhase, M. D. Enderle, K. R. Karsch, and H. U.
Haring, Medizinische Universtlltsldinik IV, Tubingen, Gennany
Paraoxonase is an HDL-associated enzyme implicated in the pathogenesis of
atherosclerosis by protecting lipoproteins against peroxidation. Its biallelic
gene polymorphism at codon 192 (A for glutamine, B for arginine) is
discussed to be associated with coronary artery disease (CAD). To eva\uale
the role of this paraoxonase genepolymorphism for CAD in type 2 diabetes,
we determined the peraoxonase genotype in 288 type 2 diabetic patieats
(170 with angiographically documented CAD, and 118 without CAD). The
parsoxonase 192 AlB genotype was assessed using polymerase chain
reaction followed by A1w I digestion. The frequency of the A allele ~
0.656 in the CAD patients and 0.746 in the controls (x'=5.36, p=O.02!).
Compared withthe AA genotypes, the age-adjusted odds ratio for CAD om
2.42 (95%-C1 1.01-6.58, p=O.05) in subjects homozygous for the B allele,
and 1.78 (95%-CII.08-2.96, p=O.02) in those carrying at least one B allele,
indicating an additive effect of the B allele. In the multivariate analysis, this
association was even stronger after correction for the possible confounders
age, gender, smoking history, and hypertension. There was no association
between the PON genotype and history of myocardial infarction (x'=O.89,
p--Q.64), nor with the extent of CAD as judged by the number of vessels
diseased (x'=6.48. p=O.37). Our data indicate that the 192 ArgiGiu
polymorphism of the human paraoxonase gene is an independent risk factor
for CAD, but not myocardial infarction in type 2 diabetic patients. This
could possibly be explained by a reduced ability of the paraoxonase B
isoforrn to protect lipoproteins against peroxidation.
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PLATELETS: AN IMPORTANT SOURCE OF CIRCULATING
VASCULAR ENDOTHELIAL GROWTH FACTOR.

D. Burt, S. Thomas, G Chusney, G Gruden, L.Gnudi, G.C. Vib"rti
Department of Diabetes, Endocrinology and Metabolic Medicine,
UMDS, Guy's Hospital, London, UK.

Serum Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF) levels correlate
with HbA1c in Type 1 diabetes and are higher after myocardial
infarction, conditions associated with abnormal platelet activation. In
vitro VEGF is induced by high glucose and is implicated in
microvascular complications. AiMS To determine whether 1) platelets
are a source of VEGF, 2) Ex vivo VEGF release, during clotting,
affects serum VEGF levels. Circulating VEGF was determined by
ELISA (range 5-1600pg/ml intraassay CV 7.5%) in 5 healthy subjects
and in purified platelet suspensions. VEGF was measured in parallel
in serum (5), platelet poor plasma (heparin 70U/ml [PH], EDTA [PEj,
citrate 3.8% [PC]) and platelet rich plasma (PRP). VEGF was
detectable in platelet Iysates. The addition of thrombin (T 0.5u/mi) to a
purified platelet suspension (PP) increased VEGF levels [PP
50.8(314·66.5), PP+T 96(86.5-208.3) pg/ml, median (range), p=0.02j
Serum VEGF levels were higher than plasma levels [5 337(249.5
525), PH 189(113-284) PC 86(58·127). PE 69(53-103.5, 5 vs P
p=0.04: PH vs PC and PE p<0.05}, and were similar to those of
thrombin snrnutated PRP (PRP 068. PRP + T 1.3 fold increase vs
(5]). Ex VIVO platelet activation leads to higher serum VEGF levels,
suggesting that plasma is the appropriate sample to determine
CIrculating VEGF. Piatelet derived VEGF is likely to be important in
vessel damage and repair.
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PARAOXONASE-2 GENE G148 VARIANT IS ASSOCIATED WITH
ELEVATED PARAOXONASE LEVELS BUT NOT WITH CORONARY
HEART DISEASE IN TYPE 2 DIABETES
J. RUiz',4, E. Castillo', E. Temler', R.w. James', M.C. Blatter
Garin", P. Passa", P. Froguel

4
and R.C. Gaillard'. 'Division

d'Endocrinologie, CHUV, Lausanne, Suisse , 20ivision
d'Endocrinolgie, HCUG, Geneve, Suisse , 3Service de
Dlabetoloqie, Saint-Louis Hospital, Paris, France; 4CNRS EP10,
Institut Pasteur de Lille, Lille, France.
The Paraoxonase-1 (PON1) gene has been identified as a genetic risk
factor for coronary heart disease (CHD) in type 2 diabetic patients.
More recently the PON2 G148 variant was associated with elevated
fasting plasma glucose levels in type 2 diabetic patients. Therefore, we
investigated the role of PON2 G148 variant on paraoxonase enzyme
levels and CHD risk in type 2 diabetic patients. The study was
performed in 431 patients (mean age: 60.1,;t10.4 yrs, male/female
60/40%, mean diabetes duration 14.0,;t8.8 yrs, CHD+ n=141). The
PON2 G/A148 polymorphism was assessed by allele specific PCR for
the G and A variants. PON2 G148 was associated with higher levels of
PON enzyme (arbritrary unit) (GG : 90.1,;t21.2, GA: 91.8,;t24.8, and
AA: 77.0,;t23.7, p<0.0001). The genotype frequency of PON2 G/A 148
did not differ between type 2 diabetic patients with and without CHD
(CHD+: GG: 7.1%, GA: 30.5%, AA: 62.4% and CHD- : GG: 4.5%,
GA: 37.9%, AA: 57.6%). In multivariate analysis PON2 G/A148
polymorphism accounted for 10% of the variance of enzyme level. A
statistical model was designed including PON2 G/A148, PQN1 ML54
polymorphism, total cholesterol and triglycerides, that could overall
explain 32% of PON enzyme level.
These results suggest that the PON2 gene may partially influence
circulating levels of paraoxonase, but do not represent an independent
risk factor for CHD in our population of type 2 diabetic patients.
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TEMPORAL DISSOCIATION OF INSULIN'S CENTRAL AND
PERIPHERAL VASCULAR, NEURAL AND METABOLIC EFFECTS
R. Bergholm, J. Westerbacka, S. Vehkavaara, I. Wilkinson, J. Cockcroft
and H. Yki-Jilrvinen. U.K. and Finland
Physiological concentrations of insulin diminish wave reflection in the aorta,
which is due to either an increase in large vessel compliance or vasodilatation
of large arteries. In this study we determined how this novel action of insulin
relates to its effects on peripheral blood flow (plethysmography), sympathetic
activation (spectral power analysis of heart rate variation) and glucose
extraction, in 16 normal subjects (age 24±1 years, body mass index 22±1
kg/rn-) during physiologic (insulin -60 mUll for 120 min) normoglycemic
hyperinsulinemia. Central aortic pressure waves were synthetized from those
recorded in the periphery using applanation tonometry and a reverse transfer
function every 30 minutes for determination of the augmentation index (AgI,
the pressure difference between the first and second systolic peaks expressed
as a percentage of pulse pressure). Insulin decreased both augmentation and
Agi from -2.4±3.2 to -7.3±3.3 % (p<O.OI) already from 30 min onwards,
while forearm blood flow was not increased until 120 min (3.1±0.2 vs
2.5±0.2 ml/dl-rnin, 120 vs 0 min, p<0.05). An increase in normalized LF, a
measure of sympathetic activation was observed from 30 min onwards (36±6
vs 29±4, p<O.OI). Glucose extraction increased 5-fold within 30 min
(p<O.OOI) and plateaued thereafter. Although forearm blood flow increased
clearly later than the AgI, insulin stimulated (r=-0.63, p<0.02) but not basal
flow (r=-0.004), or glucose extraction (r=-0.01) were significantly correlated
with Agl. These data demonstrate that physiological exposure to insulin
markedly affects large vessel function, either via increasing compliance or
flow. This effect clearly precedes insulin induced peripheral vasodilatation.
Despite their temporal dissociation, effects of insulin on large vessel function
and peripheral flow are closely interrelated, and distinct from insulin's effects
on glucose extraction. Resistance to insulin's vascular effects could provide
a mechanism linking hyperinsulinemia and atherosclerosis.
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TRANSCRIPTIONAL REGULATION OF HUMANGLUT2GENEBY
HEPATOCYTE NUCLEAR FACTOR-IALPHA
Y. Someya,J. Fujita,A. Kubota,Y. Yamadaand Y. Seino. Departmentof
MetabolismandClinicalNutrition,KyotoUniversityFacultyof Medicine,Kyoto
606-8507, Japan

MODY is a case of hereditarydiabetes. Several mutationsof HNF·lalpha
gene are found in MODY3 pedigrees, but the precise mechanisms that these
mutations evoke diabetes are not known. Here, we describe the possibility that
mutations of HNF-Ialpha cause the depletion of GLUT2, which is known as a
glucosesensorof pancreatic betacells.The 5'-flanking sequences of humanGLUT2
gene was cloned. Then the fragment was digested with restriction enzymes to
obtain 5'- or 3'-deletionmutants. Subsequently, these fragments were subcloned
into luciferaseexpressionplasmid.On the other hand, human HNF-Ialpha eDNA
was cloned by PCR technique, then deletion mutantsfrom C -terminusweremade
and subcloned into CMV-driven expression plasmid. These luciferase reporter
plasmids and HNF-lalpha expressionplasmids were transfeetedto HIT-Tl5 cells
and transcriptional activity was measured. In deletion analysis, pGT2-1291+308
Luc (assignation accordingto J. Takedaet al. Diabetes.42, 773-777)showed6-fold
increase in transcriptional activity with HNF-Ialpha co-expression, and with 5'
deletion, pGT2+2I7+308-Luc showed minimal basal promoter activity but its
response to HNF-Ialpha was much stronger than pGT2-1291+308Luc. These
response to HNF-Ialpha was diminishedby deletion of sequencesbetween +217
and +308. In C -terminaldeletionstudy of HNF-Ialpha, loss of serine-richdomain
decreasedthe transcriptional inducibilityon GLUT2gene. Mutantwith furtherN
terminal deletion lacking POU domain showed no inducibility on GLUT2
transcriptional activity. Neither mutant construction showed dominant negative
effect. In summary,humanGLUT2 gene is closely regulated by HNF-Ialpha via
sequencesdownstreamof transcriptionstart site, and deletionalmutationof HNF
Ialphadecreasesits transcriptional activityandGLUT2genetranscription.
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PEDIPEA-15GENE CONTROLSGLUCOSETRANSPORT AND
IS OVEREXPRESSED IN TYPE 2 DIABETES MELLITUS.
G. Condorelli, G. Vigliotta,A. Cafieri,A. Trencia, and F. Beguinot.
Dipartimento di Biologia e Patologia Cellulare e Molecolare and
CEOS - CNR, Federico II University of Naples Medical School,
Via S. Pansini,5, Naples80131, Italy.
Type 2 diabetes mellitus is determined by both environmental and
genetic factors. We have used differential display to identify
genes whose expression is altered in type 2 diabetes thus
contributing to its pathogenesis. One mRNA is overexpressed in
fibroblasts from 12 type 2 diabetics compared to 13 non-diabetic
individuals (P<O.Ol by t-test analysis), as well as in skeletal
muscle (P<0.05) and adipose tissues (P<O.Ol), two major sites of
insulin-resistance in type 2 diabetes. The levels of the protein
encoded by this mRNA are also 2-fold elevated in type 2 diabetic
skeletal muscle (P<O.OI); thus, we named it PED for
£hosphoprotein gnriched in Qiabetes. PED cloning shows that it
encodes a 15 KDa phosphoprotein identical to the PKC substrate
PEA-15. PED gene maps on human chromosome lq21-22.
Transfection ofPEDIPEA-15 in differentiating L6 skeletal muscle
cells increases the content of Glut! transporters on the plasma
membrane by 4-fold. However, insulin-stimulated 2-deoxy-D
glucose uptake and cell-surface recruitment of Glut4, the major
insulin-sensitive glucose transporter, were reduced by > 80%.
These effects of PED overexpression are reverted by blocking
PKC activity with Staurosporine. Overexpression of PED/PEA-IS
gene may contribute to insulin-resistance in glucose uptake in
type 2 diabetes.
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NOVEL SUSCEPTIBILITY GENE FOR NIDDM ISLOCALISED TO HUMAN
CBROMO~OME 12g
J T E Shaw P.K. Lovelock!~ D.DuffY' J. Cardinal' JR. Berkholz' I.B.
Kesting! and BWainwright' Deptof Diabetes& Endocrinology, PrincessAlexandra
Hospital', Centre for Molecular andCellular Biology, University of Queensland 'and
Queensland Instituteof Medical Research',Brisbane, Australia.
Non-insulin dependentdiabetes mellitus (NIDDM)has a substantial geneticcomponent,
but to date the nature of this predisposition is largelyunknown. Threelociconferring
diabetessusceptibility havebeendefinedindifferent pedigreeswithMaturity-Onset
Diabetesof the Young(MODY), howevermutationsof thesegenesdo not appearto be
major contributorsto the moreusualformsof'late-onsetNIDDM. The major
pathophysiological abnormality iiiMODYpatientsis impaired insulin secretion, whereas
both impairedBeta-eellfunction and insulin resistanceare the hallmarks ofNIDDM.
Pedigreestudiesare considered difficult inNIDDMbecause(i) the disorderhas late age
at-onset,(ii) there isoftenbilineal inheritance, (iii) the modeof inheritance is uncertain
and (iv) heterogeneity mayoccurwithinandbetweenpedigrees. Thispaper describes a
large pedigreeofPacme Islanderdescentin whicha definedphenotype(hyperglycaernia
associatedwith insulin resistance) appearsto be inherited in a dominantfashion. The
objectiveof the studyis to identify novelmutationswhichresult in diabetes
susceptibility. The pedigreeincludes I6 livingdiabetic descendants in 3 generations.
Ten of the subjectshad previously diagnosedNIDDM: four treated by diet,fivewithoral
hypoglycaemic therapyandonesubjecton nocturnal long-acting insulin andoral
hypoglycaemic therapy. We performed linkageanalysis withthe microsatellite markers
D12S86,D12S32I, D12S807andDI2S342 near the MODY3(HNF-I alpha)gene on
chromosome12qand foundsignificant evidence for linkage (multipoint LODscore+
3.62 at theta = 0.03 centromeric to markerD12S86). Sequencing of the 10exonsand
promoterofHNF-laipha didnot identifyanycausativemutations. The age~t diagnosis
of diabeteslinkedwiththe MODY3 markerswas 50 (± 6) years (mean±SD) andthe
BM!of the affectedfamily members was 29 ±6 kg/m'. PathophysiologicalIy, the
affectedsubjectsare insulin insensitive: HOMA%S 35%(16%-42%)(medianand
interquartiIe range)and haveheterogeneous Beta-cellfunction: HOMA%B 92% (47%
140"10). These phenotypic features are different fromthosedescribedfor patientswith
mutationsin HNF-I alpha. Ourresultssuggestthat the regionof chromosome 12qclose
to the HNF-1a1pha locusharbours a novelsusceptibility gene or genesforNIDDM.
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A P442A MUTATION IN THE MUSCLE GLYCOGEN SYNTHASE GENE
RESULTSIN MARKEDLYDECREASED GLYCOGEN SYNTHESIS CAPACITY
M. Orho', H. Shimomura', T. Sanke/, K. Nanjo' and L. C. Group'. The Department
of Endocrinology, WallenbergLaboratory, Malmo UniversityHospital,Universityof
Lund, Malmo, Sweden' and The First Department of Medicine, Wakayarna
Universityof MedicalScience, Wakayarna, Japan'.
Association between the muscle glycogen synthase gene (GYSl) and NIDDM has
been reported in several populations and four arninoacid variants Q71H, M416V,
P442A and G464S, have been identified in the gene. By expression and association
studies we have earlier shown that the M4I6V and G464S variants do not
significantlyaffeet the glycogensynthase(GS) activity,nor is the relativelycommon
M416V associated with NIDDM or insulin resistance in Finland. The aim of this
study was to estimate the functional importance of the Q71H and P442A mutations
in GYSI. The P442A has earlier been identified in one Japanese patient (age 77
years,BM! 21.9 kg/rrr',HbA,c6.3%, age at onset 58 years)treated with tolbutamide.
The mutated cDNAs (GS-7IH, GS-442A) were created by PCR, expressed
tranciently in COS7 cells and the GS activitywas determinedfrom homogenizedcell
pellets at 0.3 and 7.1 mM UDPG with 0.1 and 10.0 mM G6P. Dose-response curves
for UDPG and G6P activation were obtained at 0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.6, 1.2 and 7.1 mM
uorowith 0.1 mM G6P and with 0, 0.03, 0.1, 0.5, 0.2 and 10.0 mM G6P at 0.3
mM UDPG. The P442A resulted in significantlydecreasedactivation by both UDPG
(Km 2.13±O.45 vs. 1.3I±O.21 mM, p<0.05) and G6P (K. 1.83±O.28 vs, 0.82±O.13
mM, p<0.05) when compared to the wild type. GS activity of the GS-442A at high
UDpa and low G6P concentrations resulted in 61% deereased activity (I9±11 vs.
49±5 nmol/min-mgprotein, p<0.01) and the as activityat low UDPG and low G6P
concentrationswas decreasedby 91% (0.9 ± 1.5 vs, 9.5 ± 2.3 nrnol/min-mg protein,
p<O.OI) when compared to the wild type. The total as activity of the GS-442A was
decreased by 24% (207±14 vs. 272±36 nrnol/min-mg protein, p<O.05). The GS-71H
did not differ significantlyfrom the wild typeGS. In conclusion,the P442A mutation
resulted in a markedlydecreasedcapabilityto synthesizeglycogen and representsthe
first naturally occurring mutation in the GYSI gene with functional consequences.
Whether this impairment in skeletal muscleglycogensynthesisis sufficient to cause
the mild diabetes in the mutationcarrier remains to be shown.
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STUDIES OF THE POTENTIAL INFLUENCE OF AN AMINO ACID VARIANT
IN IRS-2 ON INSULIN SECRETION IN TWO SCANDINAVIAN POPULATIONS
K. Almind', D. Bernal', S. Urhammer', T. Hansen', L. Berglund', R. Reneland", H.
Lithell', M. White' and O. Pedersen'. 'Stene Diabetes Center, Gentofte, Denmark,
'Joslin Diabetes Center, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA, USA and
'Department of Geriatrics, Uppsala University, Sweden.
The family of insulin receptor substrates (IRS1-4) are cytoplasmic proteins that
undergo tyrosine phosphorylation in response to insulin, IGF-I and various
cytokines. Recently it was shown that disruption of IRS-2 causes type 2 diabetes in
mice due to impairment in both peripheral insulin signaling and pancreatic ~-cell

function. The mice have reduced ~·cell mass which prevents an adequate insulin
secretion to compensate for the insulin resistance. The study indicates that IRS-2 has
a unique role in regulation of ~-cell neogenesis, proliferation and survival which
makes it a potential candidate gene in the pathogenesis of type 2 diabetes. We
performed a mutational analysis of the gene encoding human IRS-2 to determine
whether variations in the protein are associated with type 2 diabetes or impaired
insulin secretion among Caucasians. By using the SSCP (single strand conformation
polymorphism) technique we identified a glycine to aspartic acid polymorphism at
codon 1057. In an association study of 240 unrelated Danish Caucasian type 2
diabetic patients and 230 matched glucose tolerant control subjects, the allelic
frequency of the GlylO57Asp polymorphism was 33.8% in type 2 diabetic patients
and 33.9% in control subjects (p=0.981). Interestingly, the glucose tolerant subjects
homozygous for the polymorphism (n=31) had on average a 25% decrease in fasting
serum insulin levels (p=0.022) before an OGTI and a 28% (p=0.006) and 34%
(p=0.005) decrease in insulin levels at 30 and 60 min, respectively, during an OGTI
compared with wildtype carriers (n= 107). The insulin levels remained significantly
decreased after adjusting for gender and glucose levels in a multivariate analysis. The
amino acid polymorphism was found with similar frequency in a cohort of 640
Swedish males. However, in this population the amino acid variant did not seem to
have any impact on insulin secretion. In conclusion: this study suggests that a
frequent glycine to aspartic acid polymorphism in human IRS-2 is not associated
with type 2 diabetes but it may have a subtle impact on ~-cell function. However, this
effect appears only to occur in some populations where other unknown genetic or
environmental factors with impact on insulin secretion are operative.
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A MICROSATELLITE VARIANT IN THE ALDOSE REDUCTASE GENE IS AS
SOCIATED WITH ELEVATED RISK OF NEPHROPATHY IN TYPE 2
DIABETES
R. KOtter,R. Schnepf, St. Becker, M. Nauck", K. Badenhoop", R. Petzold+,H. Schatz
and A. Pfeiffer, Medizinische Universitatsklinik Bergmannsheil, D-44789 Bochum,
"Medizinische Universitatsklinik Knappschafts-Krankenhaus, D-44892 Bochum,
"Universlrstsklinikum Frankfurt, D-60590 Frankfurt, "Herz- und Diabeteszentrum
NRW, University of Bochurn, D-32545 Bad Oeynhausen
The aldose reductase gene has been implied in the pathogenesis of diabetic complica
tions. Recently, a microsatellite consisting of an AC" repeat 2 kB upstream of the
transcriptional start site of aldose reductase has been described. One allele, Z-2, was
linked to an elevated risk of nephropathy in type I diabetes in England and to early
retinopathy in Hongkong. If this marker indeed indicates elevated risk of complica
tions this should also expected for type 2 diabetes patients and should be helpful to
identify diabetic individuals at risk. This should be particularly interesting since
reproduction of association of risk markers has been relatively infrequent until pres
ent. Methods: 30 x 40 em sequencing gels were used to identify microsatellite vari
ants after performing PCR in the presence of [a"PjCTP and subsequent detection by
autoradiography. 122 NIDDM-patients with established nephropathy as documented
by elevated albumin excretion and 127 patients without nephropathy were analysed.
Allele frequencies were compared by X'-test. Results: The marker information
content was 0.73 and Hardy Einberg equilibrium was maintained in 140 controls. The
most frequent allele in the German population was the AC" repeat similar to studies
in other populations. The Z-2 repeat was significantly associated with nephropathy in
the NIDDM population (p = 0.025, x'-test). There was no significant association with
retinopathy or neuropathy in this population. Conclusion: The aldose reductase gene
polymorphism Z-2 is associated with increased occurrence of nephropathy also in
type 2 diabetes which suggests a role of the enzyme in the pathogenesis of nephropa
thy similar to type I diabetic patients. Since nephropathy in type 2 diabetic patients is
relatively frequently associated with non-diabetic causes the association may not be
as high as reported in type I diabetes. However, it appears highly remarkable that the
same microsatellite variant is associated with complications in a Chinese and in 2
European populations indicating that this association with aldose reductase or another
nearby gene must have been occured before separation of these populations.
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REDUCED BETA-CELL FUNCTION AND BLOOD PRESSURE IN CARRIERS
OF INTRON 16 -31VARIANT OF THE SULFONYLUREA RECEPTOR GENE.
L.M.'t Hart, J,B, Ruige, J,M, Dekker, G, Nljpels, J,A. Maassen and R.J. Heine.
Leiden University, Dept. of Molecular Cellbiology, Wassenaarseweg 72, 2333 AL,
Leiden and Free University, EMGO Institute, Amsterdam, Tbe Netherlands.
Previously we showed an association between the intron 16 (-x-->l) variant in the
sulfonylurea receptor (SUR) gene and NIDDM in The Netherlands. We now examined
whether this variant associates with altered p-cell function and other diabetes-related
clinical parameters in a cohort of 94 subjects with impaired glucose tolerance (IGT).
Subjects, aged 45 to 74 yrs., with a mean 2hr plasma glucose value, following two
OGTT's, between 8.6 and 11.1 mrnol/l were examined by the hyperglycemic clamp
technique. When the various genotypes were compared nOsignificant difference in age,
BMI, gender, HbAlc and fasting glucose (FBG) and insulin levels were detected. We
do observe. however, a lower first phase insulin response (incremental area under the
curve, 0-10 min.) in -3 clt genotypes compared to the -3 c/e (wildtype) genotypes. Also
a significant increase in the fasting proinsulin to insulin ratio was observed in this
group, which remained significant after correction for age, gender, FBG and BMI in a
multiple regression analysis (see table). Remarkably, also a lower systolic and diastolic
blood pressure and prevalence of hypertension was found in heterozygous carriers
(adjusted for age, BMI, wlh ratio and gender). Subjects using anti-hypertensive
medication were excluded for these analyses.

Intron 16 Ist Phase Insulin Proinsulin to Diastolic Systolic
Genotype(n) Resp. (mUlVmin) Insulin Ratio BP (mm Hg) BP (mm Hg)
-3 cle (31) 13.6(4.9-18.9) 0.072(0.053-0.092) 95± 6 148 ± 12
-3 cit (43) 8.9(2.7-15.0) 0.089(0.063-0.122)' 88 ± 10' 138 ± 16'
-3 tit (20) 10.9(6.3-21.0) 0.064(0.057-0.112) 88 ± 10' 141± 16
') p<0.05, ") p<O.OI after correction for age, gender, BMI and wih ratio.
Data are expressed as means (SO) or medians (interquartile range).

From our data we conclude that the intron 16 -31 variant (in heterozygous form) is
associated with reduced blood pressure and altered ~-cell characteristics in subjects
with IGT. These altered ~-cell characteristics may also explain the previously observed
association between SUR gene variants and type II diabetes mellitus in various
populations. The association with reduced blood pressure suggests this variant also
affects other tissues. This is supported by the expression pattern of the SUR protein.
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PUTATIVE ROLE FOR OXIDATIVE STRESS IN ADIPOCYTE AND
SKELETAL MUSCLE INSULIN RESISTANCE.
A. Rudich, A. Tirosh, M. Khamaisi, D. Pessler, R. Potashnik, and N. Bashan.
Clinical Biochemistry, Ben-Gurion University, Beer-Sheva, Israel.

The association between oxidative stress parameters and metabolic control in
diabetic patients is as yet not sufficient to prove cause and effect relationship. To
address this question, 3T3-Ll adipocytes and L6 myotubes were exposed to
enzymatic reactive oxygen species producing systems, which generated micro molar
H202 concentration for up to 24 hours. In both cell lines oxidative stress regulated
glucose transport activity and the expression of the glucose transporters GLUT!
(42o±30%) and GLUT4 (40±4%). Transcriptional activation of the GLUT! gene
was mediated by enhancer I, potentially through an AP- I binding site. In L6
myotubes but not in 3T3-Ll adipocytes, increased GLUT! expression could be
prevented by rapamycin (S6 kinase inhibitor), suggesting cell line specific pathways
in the cellular response to oxidation. In 3T3-Ll adipocytes oxidation induced gene
suppression of GLUT4 was combined with a selective impairment in insulin
stimulated GLUT4 (but not GLUT!) translocation from LDM to the PM. Insulin
stimulated tyrosine phophorylation of the insulin receptor and of IRSI, as well as
the ability of insulin to activate PB kinase were not reduced by oxidation in total
celllysates. However, a marked defect in the ability of insulin to activate PB kinase
in the LDM compartment was observed (l6-fold in control Vs. 1.3-fold in oxidized
cells). These data indicate that oxidation interferes with insulin-mediated
compartment-specific PB kinase activation. To assess the potential of lipoic acid to
protect against diabetes and oxidation associated reduction in GLUT4 expression,
streptozotocin diabetic rats as well as 3T3-Ll adipocytes were treated with lipoic
acid. In both isolated soleus and 3T3-Ll, lipoic acid completely prevented GLUT4
protein reduction, associated with improved insulin stimulated glucose transport
activity (normalization in soleus, 80±7% protection in 3T3-Ll adipocytes). In
conclusion, these studies support the notion that oxidative stress may playa
causative role in peripheral insulin resistance, and may beprevented by antioxidants.
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COMPARTMENT SPECIFIC ACTIVATION OF PI 3-KINASE AND PROTEIN
KINASE B BY INSULIN IS IMPAIRED BY OXIDATION.
A. Tirosh, A. Rudich, R. Potashnik, and N. Bashan. Clinical Biochemistry, Ben
Gurion University, Beer-Sheva, Israel.

Protein kinase B (PKB, Akt) is a widely expressed 60 kDa serine/threonine kinase
which functions downstream of PI 3-kinase. Recent studies indicate that PKB has
an important role in mediating some of the acute metabolic effects of insulin,
including GLUT4 translocation and glycogen synthase kinase-3 inhibition.
Previously we have demonstrated that exposure of 3T3-Ll adipocytes to prolonged
micromolar concentrations of H202 resulted in impaired insulin stimulated glucose
transport and glycogenesis. The current study was designed in order to investigate
whether oxidation interferes with insulin induced PKB activation. Exposure of 3T3
Ll adipocytes to 100 nM insulin resulted in dramatic (50 -fold) elevation in PKB
phosphorylation in total cell lysate, with 50% activation at 2.5 minutes. Insulin
induced PKB activation could bealso detected in both the plasma membrane and the
low density microsomal (LDM) fractions. In oxidized cells, insulin stimulated PKB
phosphorylation in celllysates was dramatically decreased in both total celllysates
and in the various cellular fractions, with no reduction in total cellular PKB
content. Since insulin induced PKB activation was found to be downstream of PI 3
kinase, we further assessed insulin stimulated PI 3-kinase activation. IRS-l
associated PI 3-kinase activity in total celllysates was intact following oxidation.
Insulin induced a 1.9 fold increase in the amount of the p85 regulatory subunit of
PI 3-kinase in the LDM which was associated with -12 fold increase in its kinase
activity. However, following oxidation a 50% reduction in the ability of insulin to
recruit p8S to the LDM was observed, and was associated with no significant
elevation in PI 3-kinase activity. In conclusion, oxidative stress alters insulin
signaling by interfering with compartment specific activation of both PI 3-kinase
and PKB. To the best of our knowledge, this is a novel putative cellular
mechanism for impaired responseto the acutemetaboliceffects of insulin.
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Cellular Stress Impairs Insulin Signaling
H. Kanety, R. Hemi, K. Paz', and A. Karasik. Endocrinology
Institute, Sheba Med. Ctr, Tel-Hashomer and 1 Dep. of Molecular
Cell Biology, Weizmann lnst, of Science, Rehovot, Israel.
Previously we have shown that activation of cellular stress pathways
by the proinflammatory cytokine tumor necrosis factor (TNF) results
in cellular insulin resistance. In the present study we have examined
the effect of additional cellular stressors, the protein synthesis
inhibitors cycloheximide (CHX) and anisomycin (AN), on insulin
signaling. Treatment of rat hepatoma FAO cells with CHX and AN
led to a time and dose dependent decrease in insulin-induced
tyrosine phosphorylation of insulin receptor substrates, IRS-1 and
IRS-2. In addition, it inhibited their downstream association with
GRB-2 and phosphatidylinotisol 3-kinase (PI-3 kinase) and impaired
the activation of the IRS-associated PI-3 kinase. Similar to TNF,
incubation of FAO cells with CHX and AN led to a marked decrease
in the electrophoretic mobility of IRS-1 and -2 and to a significant
reduction in their ability to interact with the juxtamembrane domain of
the insulin receptor (lR). Incubation of cell extracts with alkaline
phosphatase reversed the inhibitory effects of CHX and AN .
This work proposes a common pathway by which multiple cellular
stressors impair insulin signaling. Protein SerfThr kinases activated
by stress stimuli enhance SerfThr phosphorylation of IRS-1 and IRS
2 that impedes their interaction with the IR. The impaired interactions
of SerfThr phosphorylated IRS-1 and -2 with the IR reduce their Tyr
phosphorylation and eliminate their ability to recruit downstream
effector molecules resulting in severe impairment of insulin signal
transduction. This impairment may be the cellular mechanism
underlying insulin resistance in numerous clinical states. The nature
of the SerfThr kinases responsible for phosphorylating the IRS
proteins will be discussed.
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INVOLVEMENT OF AP-l AND CIEBPa IN REGULATING GLUT!

AND GLUT4 EXPRESSION FOLLOWING OXIDATIVE STRESS
D. Pessler, A. Rudich and N. Bashan. Clinical Biochemistry, Ben-Gurion
University, Beer-Sheva, Israel.

Oxidative stress has been shown to regulate the expression of various genes by
activating transcription factors including AP-l and NFKB. Recently, we observed
thai prolonged exposure of 3T3-Ll adipocytes to micromolar H202 concentrations,
caused increased GLUT! and reduced GLUT4 gene expression. The aim of the
present study was to evaluate the potential role of several transcription factors in
mediating these responses. DNA binding capacity of NFKB and AP-l assessed by
gel mobility shift assay revealed increased activity in nuclear extracts of 3T3~Ll

adipocytes exposed to glucose oxidase. The increased AP-I binding capacity was
associated with a transient activation of c-Jun NH2 terminal kinase (JNK) (at 30
min), a persistent activation of ERK 1/2 (beginning at 2h), and a 2-fold increase in
mRNA levels of c-Fos and c-Jun. A putative role for AP-I in increasing GLUTI
transcription rate was further suggested by the ability of an AP-l binding sequence
from the GLUT! enhancer to compete with binding capacity to the AP-l consensus
sequence. The steady state GLUT4 mRNA level was reduced by 404% in cells
exposed to prolonged oxidation. mRNA level of the transcription factor CIEBPa,
known to be involved in GLUT 4 gene regulation, was reduced in a time-dependent
manner, reaching 70% reduction after 24 hours. This paralleled the lime-course
reduction in GLUT4 mRNA content, suggesting a possible role in GLUT4 down
regulation following oxidative stress. In conclusion, oxidative stress may alter gene
expression of glucose transporters by altering expression and function of AP-l and
CIEBPa.
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MICROMOLAR CONCENTRATIONS OF H,O,INHmIT INSULIN
SIGNALLING
G.S. Olsen, L.L. Hansen and L. Mosthaf, Department of Molecular
Signaling, Hagedorn ResearchInstitute,Niels Steensens Vej 6, DK-2820
Gentofte, Denmark.
Non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM) is characterised by
abnormalities in insulin secretionand insulin resistance in target tissues.
Hyperglycemiawas found to induce insulin resistanceat the level of the
insulin receptor (IR). How glucose can mediate this effect is not
completely clear. Since hyperglycemia leads to production of
hydrogenperoxide and since there is evidence that oxidative stress is
increased in patients with diabetes we decided to investigate the effects
of physiological concentrations of H,O, on insulin signalling. We report
here that micromolarconcentrations of H,O, dramatically inhibit insulin
induced insulin receptor tyrosine phosphorylation ( i.e. 5min. 500/!M
H,O,prior to insulin stimulationreduces tyrosine phosphorylation to 8%
of the insulin stimulated sample) in NIH3T3 cells overexpressing the
human insulin receptor. This effect of H,O, can be efficiently blocked
by preincubation of the cells with Na-orthovanadate, a selectivePTPase
inhibitor. Similar, the antioxidant Mnfll, prevents this inhibitory effect.
Micromolar concentrations of H,O, also inhibited IRS-I
phosphorylation, as well as insulin downstream signalling such as PI-3
kinase activation (inhibited to 57%), glucose transport (2DG uptake
inhibited to 33%) and activation of the classicalMAPK pathway (50%).
To investigate whether H,o, is involved in hyperglycemia induced
insulin resistance we preincubated the cells with the H,O, scavenger
Catalase prior to incubation with 25mM glucose (30min.) or 500/!M
H,O, (5min.). Whereas this treatment totally abolished the inhibitory
effect of H,O, on insulin-induced tyrosine phosphorylation of the
receptor, it had no effect on the inhibition of insulin signalling by
hyperglycemia. In conclusion, these results demonstrate that H,O, in low
concentrations is a potent inhibitor of insulin signalling, however it is
not mediating the inhibitory effect of hyperglycemia.
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CELLULAR PROTECTIVE MECHANISM AGAINST HYPERGLYCEMIA

IN VASCULAR CELLS: ROLE OF REACTIVE OXYGEN SPECIES
S. Sasson, N. KaiserandR. Reich. Depts. of Pharmacology andEndocrinology&
Metabolism, Hebrew University-Hadassab MedicalCenter, Jerusalem, Israel.
Hyperglycemia promotes the initiation and progression of atherosclerosis in
diabeticpatients bymodifying vascular cellsfunction. Weidentified a cellular
protective mechanism against the deleterious effects of chronic hyper
glycemia in vascular endothelial (VEC) and smooth muscle cells (VSMC). II
involves a decrease of 50-70% in the rate of glucose transport relative to
cellsgrown at 5 mM glucose, associated with a reduction in the total cellular
content and plasmamembrane abundance of GLUT-l, the typical glucose
transporter in these cells. Recently, we have found that 12-lipoxygenase
and its product 12-HETE downregulate the rate of hexose transport and
GLUT-l expression in these cells under hyperglycemic conditions. Since
giucose-inducedformation of reactiveoxygen species (ROS) isincreased in
cells exposed to high glucose levels, we have studied the role of ROS in
this autoregulatory process. VEC and VSMC, grown for 5 generations at
either5 or 20 mM glucose, were exposed for 24 hrs to the antioxidants N
acetyl cysteine (20 mM) and lipoic acid (200 I'M). Both types of cells
responded differentially to this treatment: VSMC maintained at 20 mM
glucose upregulated the rate of hexose transport nearly 3-folds (half
maximal and maximal effects were obtained Within 3-6 and 9 hrs,
respectively), associated with increased expression and plasmamembrane
abundance ofGLUT-l. VEC maintained at 20 mM glucose exhibited onlya
minor response to antioxidants, increasing the rate of glucose transport by
20-30%, with no apparent alteration in the total GLUT-l content or its
subcellular distribution. BothVSMC and VEC grownat 5 mM glucose didnot
respond to antioxidant treatment. These results suggest that vascular cells
autoregulate theirglucose transport system viaROS-dependent and ROS
independent (i.e., via lipoxygenase) pathways. VSMC utilize both
mechanisms to downregulate glucose transport under hyperglycemic
conditions. VEe use primarily the ROS-independent pathway probably due
to the presence of an efficient endogenous antioxidant scavenging activity.
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L-ARGININE INCREASES RATES OF INSULIN-MEDIATED GLUCOSE
UPTAKE AND GLYCOGEN SYNlliESIS INSKELETAL MUSCLE IN VITRO
J. Jensen, B.Leighton andM.E. Young. University ofOxford, U.K.

Nitric oxide synthase (NOS) is found within skeletal muscle cells. NOS
catalyses the conversion of L-arginine (L-Arg) to L-citrulline, with the concomitant
generation of nitric oxide (NO). NObinds to the haem group of soluble guanylate
cyclase, stimulating thegeneration of cGMP. Recent studies have suggested thatthe
NO/cGMP signalling cascade plays an important role in the regulation of skeletal
muscle glucose utilisation, and that this cascade is impaired in insulin resistant
skeletal muscle. L-Arg, when added to culture media, enhances insulin-mediated
glycogen synthesis in 3T3-Ll adipocytes. In addition, L-Arg infusion significantly
increases whole body glucose disposal andinsulin-mediated glucose uptake inhealthy
subjects. Asskeletal muscle is themajor siteof insulin-mediated glucose disposal, the
aimof the present study wasto investigate whether L-Arg affected insulin-mediated
glucose utilisation by skeletal muscle. Incubation of isolated rat soleus muscle
preparations in thepresence of L-Arg (2mM) significantly increased insulin-mediated
(IOOI'U/ml) rates of net lactate release (control, 7.15 ± 0.43, versus L-Arg, 8.05 ±
0.22 umol/h/g wet wt.; P<0.05), "C-Iabelled lactate release (control, 4.90 ± 0.50,
versus L-Arg, 6.57 ± 0.42 umol/h/g wetwt.; P<0.05) andglycogen synthesis (control,
2.84 ± 0.25, versus L-Arg, 4.17 ± 0.09 umol/h/g wetwt.; P<O.OI). Therate of "C
labelled lactate release is a good indication of therateofglucose transport. NG-Nitro
L-arginine-methyl ester (L-NAME) is a competitive inhibitor of NOS.. L-NAME
(2mM) significantly inhibited L-Arg (2mM) stimulated rates of insulin-mediated
(I00/lU/ml) netlactate release (L-Arg, 8.05 ± 0.22, versus L-Arg plus L-NAME, 6.79
± 0.35 umol/h/g wetwt.; P<O.OI) and"C-labelled lactate release (L-Arg, 6.57 ± 0.42,
versus L-Arg plus L-NAME, 4.49 ± 0.39 umol/h/g wet wt.; P<O.OI), but did not
significantly inhibit L-Arg (2mM) stimulated rates of insulin-mediated (IOOI'D/ml)
glycogen synthesis (L-Arg, 4.17 ± 0.09, versus L-Arg plus L-NAME, 3.86 ± 0.29
umol/h/g wet wt.). In conclusion, L-Arg enhances skeletal muscle insulin-mediated
glucose utilisation, possibly viaimproved signalling through theNO/cGMP cascade.
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INSULIN-RESISTANCE IN NON-DIABETIC RELATIVES OF TYPE
I DIABETIC PATIENTS.
E. Matteucci, V. Cinapri and O. Giampietro. Clin. Med. II, Pisa, Italy.
Oxygen free radicals have been suggested to be involved into the
pathogenesis of type I diabetes mellitus and its complications. We
investigated the antioxidant status of 18 type I diabetics (age 36±11
years, disease duration 16±8 years, HBAlc 8.1±1.5%, 13 normo- and 5
micro-albuminuric), 18 non-diabetic siblings of diabetic probands (32±8
yr, 10 siblings of normo- and 8 of micro-albuminurics) and 18 matched
healthy controls (32±6 yr) by measuring circulating levels of transition
metals (iron and copper), plasma and cellular antioxidants (serum
albumin, glucose, uric acid, bilirubin, transferrin, ferritin, ceruloplasmin,
erythrocyte GSH) and circulating indicators of radical-induced damage
to lipids (TBARS, thiobarbituric-acid-reactive substances) and proteins
(AOPP, advanced oxidation protein products). Type I diabetics had
higher glycemia and HbAlc than controls (p<O.OOI), lower serum
albumin (p<O.05) and uric acid (p<O.OI).Their siblings had borderline
fasting glycemia (p<O.05) in spite of normal HbAlc, higher serum
transferrin (p<O.OI) and AOPP (p<O.OOI). Serum glucose and transferrin
were similarly increased in siblings of normo- and micro-albuminuric
probands, while AOPP and ceruloplasmin were elevated only in the
latter group who had also higher systolic blood pressure (p<O.05), serum
total cholesterol (p<O.OI) and triglycerides (p<O.05). Thus, not only
IDDM probands had lower plasma antioxidants (albumin, uric acid), but
also their non-diabetic siblings showed common abnormalities
(borderline glycemia and increased serum transferrin) as well as
distinctive ones (higher serum ceruloplasmin, AOPP, lipids and systolic
pressure, characterizing siblings of normo-albuminurics). Transferrin
(and insulin) has a growth-promoting effect and has been related to
glucoselinsulin metabolism, the expression of transferrin receptors may
be influenced by insulinemia. We suggest the presence of a latent
insulin-resistant state in non-diabetic siblings of type I diabetic people,
whose detectable signs are higher serum fasting glucose and transferrin,
and that appears more severe in siblings of micro-albuminuric probands.
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VISUALISING INSULIN SECRETORY GRANULE DYNAMICS WITH
A PHOGRIN.GREEN FLUORESCENT PROTEIN CIDMARA.
A E. Pouli,E Emmanouilidou, C Zhao,C Wasmeier],J C. Huttont and G
A. Rutter. Biochemistry, University Medical School, Bristol BSS ITO,
U.K., tBarbara Davis Center for Childhood Diabetes, University of
Colorado HealthServiceCenter,Denver,CO 80262,U.S.A.

To imagesinglesecretory granulemovement in living isletp-cells
we have constructed and expressed cDNAencoding a fusionof the dense
core secretory granule membrane glycoprotein, phogrin (phosphatase on
the granule of insulinoma cells) and enhanced green fluorescent protein
(S"T, VIOlA mutations; EGFP).The chimaerawas localized exclusively to
dense-core secretory granules (diameter200 - 1000nm), identifiedby co
immunolocalization with anti-(pro-)insulin antibodies. Using laser
scanning confocal microscopy and digital analysis of time-lapse images,
we have used this chimaerato monitorthe effectsof secretagogues on the
dynamics of secretory granulesin single livingcells.In unstimulated INS
I J}-cells maintained at 3 mM glucose, granulemovement was confinedto
oscillatory movement(dithering) with period of oscillation 5 - lOs and
mean displacement < 111m. Elevated glucose concentrations (30 mM)
stimulated insulin release(measured by radio-immunoassay) 1.9-fold and
provoked a large (4.6-fold) increase in the movement of granules. In
particular, long(5 - 1011m) saltatoryexcursions of granuleswereobserved
in the presenceof high glucoseconcentrations but were neverobservedin
cells maintained at low glucose. Suggesting a role for increases in
intracellular [Ca2+], this effectcould be mimicked in part by depolarization
of the plasma membrane with K+. Theseresults illustrate the potentialuse
of phogrin.EGFP chimeras to study the regulation by glucose and other
secretagogues of: (I) secretory granuledynamics; (2) granule/cytoskeletal
interactions, and the role of motor proteins in granulemovement; (3) the
traffickingof a granule-specific transmembrane proteinduring a cycle of
exocytosis andendocytosis.
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A KATP-INDEPENDENT ACTION OF GLUCOSE MAY BE GRANULE
TRANSLOCATION BY INTRACELLULAR Ca2+ MOBILIZATION.
I.Niki, T.Niwa, T.Fukasawa and B.Hidaka Department of
Pharmacology, Nagoya University School of Medicine,
Nagoya, Japan
Intracellular movement of beta-granules is a requisite
stage for release of insulin. We have developed a method
to estimate the movement by phase-contrast microscopy
and video-imaging. The movement is controlled by insulin
secretagogues including glucose. In this study, we
investigated the mechanism involved in the control of
the movement by glucose using a glucose-responsive
beta-cell line, MIN6. The movement was strongly
suppressed by intracellular Ca2+-chelator, BAPTA. Ca2+

channel blockers such as nifedipine and nitrendipine
weakly inhibited the movement by glucose, while neither
high K+ nor glibenclamide mimicked the effect of
glucose. Inhibition of Ca2+ mobilization by dantrolene
or thapsigargin potently suppressed the motile event.
Glucose-induced granule traffic was affected by W-7 and
ML-9, selective inhibitors of calmodulin and myosin
light chain (MLC) kinase, respectively. Selective
inhibitors of phopholipase C, but not of phospholipase
A2' caused a potent inhibition of basal and glucose
induced granule movement. These findings lead us to an
idea that control of the movement by glucose results
from phosphorylation of MLC, and is more dependent on
IP3-induced Ca2+ mobilization rather than Ca2+ influx
through voltage-dependent Ca2+ channels, and the pathway
may explain one of the potentiating effects of glucose
on insulin release independent of the activity of KATP'
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SECRETAGOGUES MODULATE THE Ca" CONCENTRATION IN
THE ENDOPLASMIC RETICULUM OF INSULIN SECRETING
CELLS MONITORED WITH AEQUORIN.
E. sebe, E.D. Kennedy, P. Maechler, T. Pozzanand C.B.Wollheim.
Div. de Biochimie Clinique, University ofGeneva,Switzerland.

Cellular Ca'+ homeostasis is critically dependent on Ca"
uptake and release by the endoplasmic reticulum (ER). It has been
postulated that glucose-6-phosphate (G6P) stimulates Ca"
sequestrationby the ER in the B-cell, while others have proposedthat
glucose causes Ca'+ mobilization from the ER. To address these
issues, we have directly monitored changes in the free Ca"
concentration In the lumen of the ER ([Ca'1ER)' To this end, we
establisheda stable IN5-1 rat insulinoma cell lineexpressing the Ca"
photoprotein aequorin in the ER by the incorporation of the
immunoglobulin Igy2b heavy chain gene upstream of the aequorin
eDNA, for ER-targetting. At physiological extracellular [Ca" ], the
steady state [Ca'1ER was in the range 300-400~mol/L. This
concentration was proportional to the extracellular [Ca'1.
Cyclopiazonic acid,an inhibitor of the ERCa"-ATPase rapidly emptied
[Ca'1ER reaching -10I1mol/L. [Ca"]ER was also lowered by the inositol
(1.4,5)trisphosphate (InsP,) generating receptor agonists carbachol
and ATP. An increase of the glucose concentration from 2.8 to
10mmoi/L evoked a small rise in [Ca"]ER , whereas 20mmoi/L KCI
induced a more marked elevation. The effects of glucose and KCI
were proportional to their enhancement of cytosolic [Ca'1. In a-toxin
permeabilized cells, there was a direct positive correlation between
perfused cytosolic Ca" and ATP and [Ca"]ER' whereas InsP, lowered
[Ca'1ER and 1mmol/L G6P had no effect. In conclusion, direct
measurements in insulin-secreting cells demonstrated that glucose
and KCI raise whereas InsP, generating agonists lower [Ca"IER' The
cells expressing aequorin in the ER should prove useful for further
studies into the role of the organelle in normal and impaired B-cell
function.
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CALBINDIN-D28K CONTROLS [Ca'+], AND INSULIN RELEASE IN
ISLETS FROM KNOCKOUT MICE AND IN ~HC-13 CELLS. T.
Schermerhorn, M. Noda, K. Sooy*, S. Christakos*, and G.W.G.
Sharp. Dept. of Phannacology, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, USA.
*Dept. of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, UMDNJ-NJ Medical
School, Newark, NJ, USA.
The role of calbindin-Dgg, a 28 kD, vitamin Dedependent calcium
binding protein, in potassium-stimulated increases in [Ca2+]i and insulin
release was investigated using pancreatic islets from calbindin-Dge
nullmutant mice (knockouts; KO) and ~HC-13 cells overexpressing
calbindin-Dgj, (CaBP+). Measurement of [Ca2+]i in single islets was
performed using indo-I microfluorimetry; [Ci+]; in ~HC-13 cells was
measured using fura 2 as the calcium indicator. When stimulated with 45
mM KCI, the peak [Ca2+]i was greater in KO islets than in wild-type (WT)
islets (1260 nM vs 670 nM; p < 0.05). In insulin secretion experiments
under perifusion conditions, KCI-stimulated insulin release from KO was
enhanced over WT. In islets, 45 mM K+caused an initial rapid peak phase
in insulin secretion that was followed by a sustained phase, during which
secretion declined over time but remained elevated above basal values as
long as K+ was present. The magnitude of peak insulin release did not
differ between groups but insulin release from KO islets declined less
rapidly over the sustained phase than insulin release from WT islets (time
from peak insulin value to its quartile value: 45 min vs. 29 min,
respectively; p < 0.05). The magnitude of K'-stimuleted insulin release
from CaBP+ cells was blunted when compared with ~HC-13 cells
expressing only the vector (VECT) or with ~HC-9 cells, which have a
large secretory response to K+. At concentrations of K+ greater than 20
mM, insulin release from CaBP+ cells was only 5-20% of that from VECT
cells. Basal [Ca2+]i was slightly lower (180 nM vs 215 nM) and the K+
stimulated peak [Ca2+]i was markedly inhibited (225 nM vs 820 nM) in
CaBP+cells when compared to VECT cells. We conclude that calbindin
D28K is acting as a cytosolic buffer for calcium transients in mouse
pancreatic ~ cells and controls the rate of insulin secretion via regulation
of [Ca2+];.
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INTRACELLULARLY APPLIED ION CHANNEL MODULATORS INTERFERE
WITHCALCIUM INDUCED EXOCYTOSIS IN MOUSE PANCREATIC B-CELLS

Sebastian Barg, Erik Renstrom, and PatrikRorsman. Department of Physiology and
Neuroscience, University of Lund. Solvegatan 19,S-22362 Lund, Sweden.

It has been postulated that increased osmotic or hydrostatic pressure insideexocytotic
granules may facilitate memhrane fusion and secretion and that regulation of ion
channels in the granular membranes mayparticipate in this process. Pharmacological
interference withion fluxes mediated bythesechannels would therefore beexpected to
influence the rate of secretion. We testedthis hypothesis in mouse pancreatic B-cells
by exposing the cell interior to various ion channel modulators. The regulators were
applied by inclusion in the pipette solution which dialyses the cell interior during
standard whole-cell recordings. Exocytosis waselicited by infusion of 2J.lM Ca'",,, (9
mMCa'+and 10mM EGTA) and 100).lM cAMP and monitored as an increase in the
whole cell capacitance. The cell was voltage-clamped at -70 mV throughout to
preclude stimulation of secretion byCa'+-influx through voltage-gated Ca'+-channels.
The chloride channel blockers DIDS and niflumic acid, butnot NPPB and 9AC (all at
0.1-0.2mM), decreased therateof exocytosis byapprox. 40-70%. Diazoxide (0.1 mM;
an activator of ATP-regulated K+-channels; KATP-channel) exerted a similar inhibitory
action. In addition, ADP(5 mM;a physiological regulator of the KATP-channel) almost
abolished Ca'+-induced exocytosis when applied in the presence of ATP (3 mM). The
effects of both diazoxide and ADP were fully antagonised by the sulfonylurea
tolbotamide (an inhibitor of KATP-channel) which lacked effect on its own underthese
experimental conditions. Ourresultsareconsistent witha model in which intragranular
accumulation of chloride and potassium leadsto the uptake of water into the granule.
The resulting increase in osmotic/hydrostatic pressure mayprovide the energyrequired
for membrane fusion thus facilitating exocytosis. This mechanism is potentially
exploitable in thedevelopment of novel antidiabetic compounds.
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EXTRACELLULAR ATP INHIBITS EXOCYTOSIS OF INSULIN IN
MOUSE PANCREATIC B-CELLS
C.R. Poulsen, K. Bokvist and 1. Gromada. Dept. Islet Cell Physiology, Novo
Nordisk NS, Symbion, Fruebjergvej 3, DK-2100 Copenhagen,Denmark.

The actions of extracellular ATP have attracted increasing interest as multiple
classes of ATP receptors and numerous responsive tissues have been
described. Here we have used the patch-clamp technique to investigate the
effects of extracellular ATP on membrane potential, ion conductances and
exocytosis in single mouse pancreatic B-cells. The standard whole-cell
configuration was used throughout this study, except for membrane potential
measurements which were perforated patch experiments. In the presence of a
sub-stimulatory glucose concentration,ATP (0.1 mM) produced a prompt but
minute « 10 mV) depolarization of the membrane potential. Glucose-induced
electrical activity (20 mM) was slightly enhanced in the presence of ATP.
These effects of ATP on electrical activity were associated with a transient
«I min) reduction (32 %) of the ATP-sensitive whole-cell K+ current.
Surprisingly, ATP inhibited cytoplasmic cAMP production by 29 % in intact
isletsexposedto forskolin for 2 min. Highresolution capacitance measurements of
exocytosis were carried out to further explore the effects of ATP on insulin
secretion. In experiments whereincreases in cell capacitance were elicited by 500
ms voltage-clamp depolarisations from-70 to 0 mY, ATP inhibited exocytosis by
58 % from 71±15 fF to 31±9 fF. This decrease was not associated with a
reduction in the whole-cell Ca2+-current. When exocytosis was triggered by
intracellular dialysiswitha Ca2+-EGTAbufferwitha freeCa'+concentration of2
JJM and supplemented with 0.1 mM cAMP, a short application (30 s) of ATP
induced a transientarrest of exocytosis. These datasuggestthat extracellular ATP
hasmultipleand opposingeffectson insulinsecretion: I) ATP slightlystimulates
electrical activityby partialandtransientclosureof ATP-sensitive K+-channels. 2)
ATP lowers cAMP production and 3) strongly inhibits exocytosis of secretory
granules. These effects of ATP mightbeimportantfor both para- and autocrine
regulation of insulinsecretion sinceATP is storedand co-secreted with insulinand
neurotransmitters importantfor B-cellfunction.
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DEPOLARIZATION-EVOKED Ca'+ SIGNALLING INPANCREATIC /l-CELLS
IS AMPLIFIED BYCALCIUM-INDUCED CALCIUM RELEASE
M. S. Islam and P.-O. Berggren. The Rolf Luft Centerfor Diabetes Research,
Department of Molecular Medicine, Karolinska Institute, Karolinska Hospital, 171
76 Stockholm.

The existence of Ca'+-induced Ca'+ release (CICR) in /l-cells hasbeenextensively
debated. In thisstudy, using Sr'+ as a Ca'+ surrogate andexploiting thedifferences in
fluorescence properties of Ca'+- and Sr'+-bound fluo-3, we demonstrate that
depolarisation-induced increase in [Ca'+], canbedissected intotwocomponents i.e
thetrigger Ca'+ andthereleased Ca", When extracellular Ca'+ wasreplaced bySr'+,
depolarisation of fluo-j-loaded cells resulted in clear biphasic increase of
fluorescence. The early and low fluorescence was due to strontium entry and
subsequent spike-like large increases in fluorescence weredueto Ca2

+ releasefrom
intracellular stores. These spikes were abolished by thapsigargin treatment and
increased byryanodine. Infura-z loaded cells, wecalculated theintegral of increment
ill [Ca'+]. overtime(f orCa"],.dt) as anestimate of amount of Ca" presented to the
cytoplasm during depolarisation incontrol cellsandincellswhose intracellular Ca2+

stores weredepleted bythapsigargine. The timeintegral of [Ca'+]. increment during
300s ofstimulation byKCI wassignificantly higher in thecontrol cellscompared to
thatin theCa" pool-depleted cells. Furthermore, thesteady-state [Ca'+], measured at
300s ofdepolarization wassignificantly lower in thapsigargin-treated cellscompared
to thecontrol cells. When cellswere exposed to 11mM glucose and5 J.lM forskolin
andmembrane potential wasclamped at a depolarized levelby KCI and diazoxide,
there wasgeneration of large Ca'+ spikes which wereblocked by thapsigargin and
enhanced byryanodine. These results demonstrate thatfollowing depolarization, there
occurs twoforms of Ca2+ increase in ,O-cells. Oneformis predominantly due to Ca2

-+

entry through the plasma membrane Ca'+ channels and the other is due to CICR.
Furthermore, the latter mechanism appears to involve a ryanodine-receptor like
channel.
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CONTRIBUTION OF Na/CaEXCHANGE TOci+ OUTFLOW
ANDENTRYIN THERATPANCREATIC ~ CELL.
A. Herchuelz", , C. Lebeau', J, Albuquerque" and F, Van Eylen",
Laboratory of Pharmacology' and Laboratory of Applied Genetics",
Universite Libre de Bruxelles, School of Medicine, Bal. GE, 808 route
de Lennik, B-I070 Brussels a and Faculty of Science, 24 rue de
l'industrie, B-1400 Nivellesb

, Belgium.

To characterize the role played by NaiCa exchange in the pancreatic J3
cell, phosphorothioated antisense oligonucleotides (AS-oligos) were
used to knockdown the exchanger in rat pancreatic J3 cells. NaiCa
exchange activity was evaluated by measuring cytosolic free Ca2+

concentration ([Ci+];) in single cells using fura-2. Exposure of J3 cells
to 500 nM of the AS-oligos for 24 hours inhibited NaiCa exchange
activity by about 77 %, In contrast, control oligos (scrambled and
mismatched) did not affect NaiCa exchange activity. In AS-oligos
treated cells, the increase in [Ci+]; induced by membrane
depolarization (K+or the hypoglycemic sulfonylurea, tolbutamide) was
reduced by 28% and 40%, respectively. Likewise, the rate of [Ca2+];

decrease after K+ or tolbutamide removal was reduced by 72% and
40%, respectively, AS-oligos treatment also abolished the nifedipine
resistant increase in [Ca2+]; induced by K+ and profoundly altered the
oscillatory or sustained increases in [Ca2+]; induced by 11.1 mM
glucose. The present study shows that AS-oligos may specifically
inhibit NaiCa exchange in rat pancreatic J3 cells, In the latter cells,
NaiCa exchange appears to mediate ci+ entry in response to
membrane depolarization and to be responsible for up to 70 % of Ca2+

removal from the cytoplasm upon membrane repolarization.
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SKIN FIBROBLAST NHE-l ACTIVITY IN KIDNEY DONORS AND
DEVELOPMENT OF DIABETICGLOMERULOPATHY.
JD Walker', LL Ng', GC Viberti', J Basgen', P Jung', K Pinkham', C
Dawes', MW Steffes' and SM Mauer'. Departments of Paediatric
Nephology', Laboratory Medicine and Pathology', University of Minnesota,
Clinical Pharmacology, University of Leicester', Unit for Metabolic
Medicine,Guy's Hospital,London'.

To further explore the cellular mechanisms underlying the development of
diabetic glomerulopathy we determined whether skin fibroblast sodium
hydrogen antiport activity (NHE-I) in kidney donors was associated with the
development of diabetic glomerulopathy in renal recipients. 14 patients with
Type I diabetes who had received a living related renal graft which had
functioned for a mean (range) of 12.9 (8.3 - 20.2) years and their kidney
donors were studied. The cells of I donor failed to grow. At 5 mM glucose
culture there was no correlation between pH or NHE-I and glomerular
structural parameters while at 20mM glucose culture pH was correlated with
the rate of change of the volume fraction of the mesangium (r=0.49, p<0.08)
and NHE-J efflux rate was correlated with the rate of change in GBM
thickness (r~0.50, p<0.08). Renal transplant recipients were divided into 2
groups by the rate of increase in GBM thickness «1.25 nm/mo. (Slow (S)
rr-S) and> 1.25 nm/mo. (Fast (F) n=5)). At 20mM glucose the NHE-l efflux
rate was higher in the F compared to the S group (35.4 ± 5.1 vs. 22.7 ± 2.9
mmol/l/min, respectively, p< 0.04). Age and duration of diabetes at biopsy
was similar between Sand F groups however duration of function at biopsy
was less in the F compared to the S group (123 ± 28 vs. 180 ± 58 mo., p
<0.05, respectively). Hb.A lc, systolic and diastolic blood pressure levels were
no different between groups. In the presence of hyperglycaemia the NHE-I
efflux rate in skin fibroblasts of kidney donors is associated with the rate of
thickeningof the GBM in this small sample suggestingthat factors within the
transplanted kidney may inflnence the rate development of diabetic
glomerulopathy.
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GLUCOSE-INDUCED TGF~1 IN SKIN FIBROBLASTS FROM
TYPE 1 DIABETIC PATIENTSWITH DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY.
S. Thomas, D. Burt, J. Vanuystel, G. Gruden, L Gnudi, G.C. Viberti
Department of Diabetes, Endocrinology and Metabolic Medicine,
UMDS, Guy's Hospital, London, UK.

Hyperglycaemia is the principal risk factor for the development of
diabetic glomerulosclerosis, but there are differences in individual
susceptibility. TGF-p1 a pro-sclerotic growth factor is over-expressed
in diabetic nephropathy. We studied TGF-p1 production by skin
fibroblasts exposed to either normal or high glucose. Cells were
obtained from patients with Type 1 diabetes with (1) albuminuria (DN
Type 1 diabetes> 10 years n =18) and (2) normoalbuminuric (D-Type
1 diabetes> 15 years n =13) and from age matched non-diabetic
controls (NC n =14). Fibroblasts. cultured in 5 mM glucose (NG), were
seeded in either 25 mM (HG) or NG (iso-osmotic with mannitol) for
periods from 48 hours to 7 days. TGF-p1 mRNA expression was
determined by competitive RT-PCR and the supernatant protein level
by a two-site immunoassay. HG induced TGF-p1 mRNA and protein
secretion by 48 hours to a similar degree in all groups (mRNA: 5 fold
increase all groups; protein: DN: 1.25; D: 1.5; C: 1.38). Exposure to
HG for 7 days resulted in a sustained increase in TGF-p1 protein in
DN. The increase in D was not significant and and did not differ from
C (fold increase over control DN: 1.63; D: 1.3; C: 1.35 ANOVA P
<0.05). The addition of LY379196 (Lilly), a specific PKC-P inhibitor for
the full sevn days at 30 nM (LY30) and 60nM (LY60), prevented
glucose induced TGF-p1 production in DN with no effect on cell
viability [fold increase over control HG: 1.2 HG+LY30: 1.04 HG+LY60:
1. 07]. In patients with Type 1 diabetes, sustained giucose induced
TGF-p1 production is a feature peculiar to those who develop diabetic
nephropathy. This phenomenon seems at least in part to be mediated
by PKC-P
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PROTEIN KINASE C (PKC) su ISOFORM ACTIVITY IN PERIPHERAL
IMMUNECELLS OF TYPE 2 DIABETICPATIENTSWITH NEPHROPATHY.
S.B.Solerte ,A.Saller' ,A.Pascale' ,F.Ballaini' ,P.Fiorello' ,M.Fioravanti ,S.Govoni'
E.Ferrari ,G.Crepaldi' and R.Nosadini ',5 Department of. Internal Medicine
,Universityof Pavia, Padova' , Sassarf , Departmentof Pharmacology,University of
Pavia', Milano', Roma Tor Vergata", Italy.
Increased PKC pn isoform activity and levels have been recently linked to the
pathogenesis of endotelial dysfunctions and angiopathy in experimental and human
diabetes. Within this context, the activity of PKC pH isoform was evaluated in basal
conditions and after functionalactivationwith phorbol myristate(PMA 160 nM for 15
min) in peripheral natural killer (NK) cells of 19 Type 2 diabetic patients and 13 age
matched healthy subjects. Diabetic patients were divided as normoalbuminuric (7
patients, AER<20 ug/min, mean GFR~84 mVmin/1.7 m' ) and nephropathic (12
patients, AER within 24-806 ug/min, mean GFR~ 119 mVmin/1.7 m") and were also
classified by means of renal biopsy. NK cells were separated by Ficoll-Hypaque
gradient centrifugationat final density of 60xI0' cells (in 3 mL PBS). PKC pH was
measuredin cytosol and particulatefractions ofNK immuneeffectors by Westernblot
analysis. PKC pH levels were similar in non nephropathic (mean ±SD optical
densilf190 I±182) and nephropathic diabetic patients (l911±243), as well as in
healthy subjects (I 870±304). No changes of PKC a were also reported in these
groups (mean values of 957, 931 and 1137 respectively).No correlations were found
between PKC activity, AER, GFR and glycated hemoglobin in patients with and
without nephropathy.The PKC levels of particulatefraction were found to be reduced
independentlyof the degree of albuminuriaand of renal hemodynamicvariations.No
changes of cytosolic PKC pn activityduring exposure to PMA (160 nM) were fmally
demonstrated in Type 2 diabetic patients with and without nephropathy ( -43% and 
40% from baseline respectively), in comparison with healthy subjects (-41%). In
summary, the functional activity and levels of PKC pH isoform were within the
physiological range in diabetic patients with glomerular microvascular alterations.
Although PKC activity of NK immune cells cannot reflect the enzymatic activity of
glomerular microvasculature, the relevance of a physiologic pallern of PKC pn in
these cells would seem to leave out the involvement of PKC-system in the
pathogenesisof nephropathy in Type 2 diabetes.
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MECHANICAL STRETCH INDUCES TGF-jll AND TYPE n-TGF-pl
RECEPTOR IN HUMANMESANGIALCELLS.
G. Groden, S.Thomas, D.Burt,S. Sac:ksl

, L. Goudi,G.C.Viberti
Departmentof Diabetes, Endocrinology and Metabolic Medicine, I Department of
Nephrology and TIlmsplanlatioo, UMDS, Guy'sHospital, London, UK.
Diabetic and other progressive g1omerulopatbies are characterised by excess in
mesangial matrix deposition. The baemodynamic insult, secondary to glomerular
capillaryhyperteDsion, has been implicatedin the pathogenesis of this alteration. In
vitro TGF-p1,a pro-sclerotic cytokine, enhances mesangial cell matrix production
via an autocrine mechanism, and in v~ in experimental diabetes, TGF-p1and1or
the TGF~1 type II receptor overexpression parallels mesangial matrix
accumulation, We studiedthe effect of mechanical stretch,which mimics in vitro,
the haemodynamic insult on the expression of TGF-p1and the TGF-p1 type II
receptorin Iwmanmesangial cells.Serum and insuJin-deprived mesangial cellswere
exposed to mechanical stretch(l0% elongation) for6, 12and24 hours.Controlcells
wereseededin non-deformable but otherwiseidentical platesin parallel. TotalRNA
was extracted and TGF-p1 gene expression, quantitated by competitive RT-PCR
TotalTGF-pl proteinlevelwasdetermined by ELISA(range: 16-1000 \lWmI, intra
assayCV: 1.60/.. iutemssay CV:7,6%)and the TGF-p1 type II receptorby western
blottingon total protein exttacts using a specificrabbit anti-TGF-Pl-Rll antibody,
TGF-p1 mRNAand protein levels were significantly greater in stretchedcells as
comparedto controlcells (mRNA 12 hrs: 1.8; protein 12-24hrs: 1.7 and 1.8 fold
increaseovercontrolp<0.05for all). A parallel60010 increasein the TGF-p1type II
receptorwas seen by 24 hours. StretchinducesTGF-p1 and upregulates its type II
receptor in mesangial cells. This could represent a mechanism by which a
mechanical insult leads to increased mesangial matrix deposition in diabetic and
otherglomerulopathies.
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TRANSFORMING GROWTH FACTOR-~I IN IDDM PATIENTS WITH AND
WITHOUT DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY
E. Korpmen':', P.-H. Groop", J. Fagerudd/. A.-M. Teppo/, H. K. Akerblom' and O.
Vaarala '. Hospital for Children and Adolescents', and Department of Medicine,
Division of Nephrology', University of Helsinki, and Department of Biochemistry',
National Public Health Institute, Helsinki, Finland
Transforming growth factor-B (TGF-~) is considered a key mediator in the
development of diabetic nephropathy. Our aim was to study TGF-~I protein
secretion and mRNA expression by peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC)
from IDDM patients with and without diabetic nephropathy. We recruited 52
IDDM patients of whom 28 were classified as having normoalbuminuria, II
microalbuminuria, 13 overt diabetic nephropathy (DNP), and 13 healthy subjects.
One patient from the normoalbuminuric group, 9 patients from the
microalbuminuric group, and II patients from the DNP group were on ACE
inhibitors. Consequently, 2 microalburninuric patients had regressed to
normoalbuminuria, and 3 DNP patients to microalbuminuria. PBMC were cultured
for 48 hours in a cell culture medium containing II mmol/l glucose. TGF-~ I
secretion by PBMC was measured by EIA, and TGF-~ 1 mRNA expression by
semiquantitative RT-PCR. After 48 h of culture, supernatant TGF-~1 levels were
higher in IDDM patients than in healthy subjects (4.6±3.9 vs. 2.4±2.7 ng/ml
(mean±SD), P=0.02. Supernatant TGF-~llevels were 4.5±3.l ng/ml for current
normoalbuminuric, 2.4±2.2 ng/ml for rnicroalbuminuric, and 7.5±5.8 ng/ml for
DNP patients, P=O.02.TGF-~ I mRNA expression after 24 h of culture was 3 (0-4)
(median (range) of log titres) for IDDM patients, and 2 (0-4) for controls, P=0.16).
The TGF-~I secretion or mRNA expression did not correlate with AER or HbAlc.
We conclude that the TGF-~ I secretion by PBMC from IDDM patients is
enhanced, and that IDDM patients with persistent macroalbuminuria are high
secretors ofTGF-~1 when compared to other IDDM patients. The results indicate
that increased TGF-~ I secretion by PBMC may playa role also in other diabetic
complications besides renal disease.
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Atrial natriuretic peptide induces microalbuminuria in
insulin dependent diabetic with normal urinary albumin
excreti:on rates.

K_ McKenna' afid CJ, Thompson'_ 1. victoria Infirmary,
Glasgow, U.K. 2. Beaumont Hospital, Oublin, Ireland.

Elevated plasma concentrations of atrial natriuretic
peptide (ANP) are associated with microalb~nuria in
insulin dependent diabetes (IOOM). We have previously
demonstrated that intravenous infusions of ANP increase
tha urinary albUMin excretion ratQ (UAER) in rOOM
patients with ~croalbum1nuria. This study aimed to
examine if AMP could induce microalbuminuria in 100M
patients with no~l UAER. We present the results of a
double blind, rando~sed, placebo controlled study. Eight
norrnoalbuminuric « 30mg daY-" IODM patients were studied
on three occasions. Subjects ware euglycaemic clamped,
and subsequently water load@d G~l~y (2n~S kg-' plus
urinary losses at 15 minute intervals to steady state
diuresis. Whan steady state was established a 30 minute
intrayenous infusion of placebo, 0.025 ;,g kg-' min-' ANP or
0.05 ug kg-' min-' ANP was a~nistered. Urine was
collected at 15 ~nute intervals for 90 minutes for assay
of albumin:creatinine ratio (ACR). Results were analysed
by ANOVA. ACR was unaltered by placebo infusion but
increased compared to placebo with both low dos~ ANP (2.3
~ 2.3 to 14.6 ~ 13.6 mg mmol-', p = 0.02), and high dose
ANP (2.1 + 2.4 to 28.4 ~ 31 mg mmol-', p = 0.01).
Intravenous infusion of ANP to reproduce
pathophysiological plasma concentrations induces
microalbuminuria in IOOM patients with normal UAER.
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INCREASED ALBUMINURIC RESPONSE TO INFUSION OF ATRIAL
NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE IN NORMOALBUMINURIC TYPE 1 DIABETES.
lA. Lutterman, G. Yervoort, J.F.M. Wetzcls, J.H.M. Berden and P. Smits. Depts. of
Internal Medicine and Nephrology, University Hospital Nijmegen, The Netherlands.
The Atrial Natriuretic Peptide (ANP) is a natriuretic and vasodilating Itormone that
increases glomerular pressure by dilating the afferent and constricting the efferent
glomerular arteriole. In diabetes increased plasma levels of ANP have been found,
fostering 'he suggestion 'hat ANP contributes to the glomerular hyperfiltraticn seen
in diabetes. Furthermore, ANP increases albuminuria in microalbuminuric diabetes
patients. We hypothesised that infusion of ANP might also increase albuminuria in
normoalbuminuric diabetes. We have studied 54 normoalbuminuric patients with
type I diabetes (DP) and 40 healthy controls (C). Measurements were performed
before (baseline) and during infusion of ANP (0.01 ug/kg/min), GFR and ERPF were
measured by inulin and PAH clearances. Filtration fraction (FF) was calculated by
GFRJERPF. Urinary albumin excretion (AER, ug/min), plasma ANP, plasma c-GMP
(systemic second messenger of ANP) and urinary c-GMP (measure of renal
production) were measured by ELJSA. Statistical analysis was performed by
ANOYA and t-test or Mann-Whitney. Values are given as means ± SE. At baseline
there were no differences in blood pressure. GFR and ERPF were increased in DP
(GFR 121±2 vs 105±2 in C and ERPF 568±15 vs 523±14 in C, p<O.OI). FF was not
significantly different (2 I7±0.4% in DP vs 20.6±0.5 in C. p=0.07). AER was
increased in DP (7.4±OG vs 4.9±O.3 ug/rnin in C, p<0.05). Plasma ANP was slightly
decreased in DP (7.G±O.4 vs 9.4±0.7 nmol/I, p=O.06). Plasma c-GMP differed not
significantly (3.0±1l.3 in DP vs 2.6±1l.2 nmolll). The urinary excretion of c-GMP was
slightly increased in DP (4.0±0.2 vs 3.3±0.3 nmol/min, p=0.05). During. infusion of
ANP, FF increased to 24.I±O.5% in DP and 23.2±0.6 in C.The increase of AER was
significantly greater in DP (AER l8.2±1.6 ug/min (173%) and 9.5±1.4 in C (96%),
p<O.OI). There were no diffcrences in plasma ANP orc-GMP in both groups. In DP.
a more prominent increase in absolute and fractional urinary c-GMP excretion was
observed (c-GMP increased to 24.5±0.9 in DP and to 16.7±1.4 nmol/min in C
p<Il.1l1 and fractional excretion increased from 122±6% to 174±10 in DP and fro~
123±9 to 123±1Il in C, p<Il.Ol). We concluded that the albuminuric response to ANP
infusion was augmented in nonnoalbuminuric type I diabetes. Urinary excretion of
c-GMP was also increased suggesting an exaggerated renal response [0 ANP in DP.
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ANP INCREASES ALBUMINURIA IN TYPE 1 DIABETES: EVIDENCE FOR
BLOCKADE OF TUBULAR PROTEIN REABSORPTION
J.F.M. Wetzels, E.M.G. Jacobs, G. Vervoort, AlW. Branten and P Smits. Depts. of
Internal Medicine and Nephrology, University Hospital Nijmegen, The Netherlands.
The Atrial Natriuretic Peptide (ANP) is a natriuretic and vasodilating hormone. The
most striking renal hemodynamic effect of ANP is the increase in glomerular
filtration fraction (FF) due to preglomerular vasodilation and postglomerular
arteriolar vasoconstriction. In diabetes increased plasma levels of ANP have been
reported and it has been suggested that ANP contributes to the glomerular
hyperfiltrauon seen in patients with diabetes mellitus. Infusion of ANP increases the
urinary excretion of albumin in patients with diabetes. Although the increased
albuminuria has been attributed to a rise in glomerular pressure, alterations in
tubular protein handling might be involved. We have studied the effects of ANP in 9
micro-albuminuric patients with type 1 diabetes. After baseline measurements, ANP
was infused during 60 minutes at a rate of 0.01 ug/kg/min after a bolus of 0.05
ug/kg, GFR and ERPF were measured by inulin and PAH clearances respectively.
Filtration fraction (FF) was calculated by the quotient of GFR and ERPF. Blood
pressure was measured by Dinamap. Urinary albumin, ~,-microglobulin and a-light
chain concentrations were measured by an ELISA. Proximal and distal sodium
reabsorption were calculated by the lithium clearance method. Statistical analysis
was performed by ANOVA Values are given as means ± SE. GFR increased from
121±9 at baseline to 133±8 ml/min (p<O.05) after infusion of ANP, whereas ERPF
decreased from 564±50 to 507±34 ml/min (p<O.05). As a consequence, FF increased
from 1l.22±001 to O.26±1l.1l1 (p<Il.OI). ANP attenuated both proximal and distal
tubular sodium reabsorption as assessed by the lithium clearance technique. Urinary
excretion of albumin increased from 87.G±21.1l to 291.4±67.9 ug/min (p<O.OI). The
urinary excretion of~,.microgiobulin increased from O.28±1l.21 to 51.9±10.5 ug/min
(p<O.Ol) and a-light chains from 47±1.5 to 44.9±4.3 ug/rnin (p<O.OI). During
infusion of ANP no significant changes in blood pressure were seen. ANP increases
urinary excretion of albumin in micro-albuminuric patients with type 1 diabetes
Furthermore. AN? attenuates proximal reabsorption of the low molecular weight
proteins ~"Illicroglobulin and a-light chain. Therefore, the increase in albuminuria
after infusion of ANP might not simply reflect changes in glomerular pressure but
could be explained by inhibition of proximal tubular albumin reabsorption.
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SELF-ADJUSTMENTOF BEDTIME INSULIN(SARI):
A KEY TO SUCCESSFULINSULINTHERAPYIN NIDDM
L. Pekkonen, L. Hyvlirinen, R Harkonen, M. Riihelaand M. Heikkila
Espoo,Kolka,Lappeenranta, Rovaniemi FINLAND

We reasoned, basedon analysisofour previous multicenter stody,and on meta-analyses
of insulin treatmenttrials that useof insufficient insulindosesis due to adjustement of
insulindosesexclusively at outpatients visits.In a newFinnishmulticenterstudywe
randomized 96rtients with NIDDM (age58 ± I years,HbAl o 9.9 ± 0.2 'Yo, BMI
29 ± 0.:;kg/m ), for treatmentwithvariousbedtimeNPHregimens for 12 months.
The patientsweregivenoral and writteninstrnctions of howto adjustthebedtimeNPH
dose.The patientswereinstructedto increasethe insulindoseevery3 daysby4 ill/day
if the fastingplasmaglucoseconcentration exceeded 8 mmollland by 2 ill/day if the
fasting plasmaglucoseexceeded 6 mmolll. The glycemic target wasto lowerthe fasting
plasmaglucoseconcentration below6 mmolll. Tbis waspredictedto lowerHbAl o to less
than 7.5 %. The doseof bedtimeinsulinrequiredto lowerfastingglucosefrom 10.5
± 2.1, 1l.2 ± 2.3, 10.0 ± 2.3and 12.1± 3.1 mmolllin groupstreatedwithbedtime
NPHand glibenclamide, metformin, bothor anotherinjection of NPHin the morning
to 6.4 ± 0.3, 6.2 ± 0.2, 6.4 ± 0.3 and 6.7 ± 0.3 mmolll(P< 0.00I for 12vs 0 months
in each group)variedover 20-foldfrom8-168ill/day. HbA,o decreasedto 7.2 ± 0.2,
7.7 ± 0.3, 7.8 ± 0.2 and 7.9 ± 0.3 % (p<O.OOI).
No severehypoglycemias occured, althoughthe frequency of biochemical hypoglycemias
significantly increasedat fastingglncoseconcentrations below6 mmolIl.
In summary: Glycemic targetscan be reachedsafelyby instructingthe patientsto self
adjusttheir insulindose.Weattributethebetterresultsofthis as comparedto our
previousmulticenterstudyto self-adjustement of insulindose.Thesedata emphasizethe
need to notonlyinstructthe patientsto perform home-glucose monitoringbut also to
changetreatmentaccordingto glucose concentrations.

Seventy-percent (70%) of the SDM group acbieved HbAIe levels below 8% after
12 months versus 53% of the usual care group. We conclude that SDM is an
effective tool for management of patients with Type 2 diabetes by diabetes
educators and PCPs. The significant reduction in HbAlc levels should lead to a
reduced incidence of diabetes complications. Reduced complications can in tum
assist providersin deliveringmore appropriate, less costlydiabetescare.

STAGED DIABETES MANAGEMENT: AN EFFECTIVE TOOL FOR
MANAGEMENT OF TYPE 2 DIABETES BY DIABETES
EDUCATORS AND PRIMARY CARE PHYSICIANS. L. Blondel

, R.
Guthrie', M. Tan', 1. Parkes', T. O'Brien' and B. Ginsberg'. IThe Ochsner
Clinic, New Orleans, LA, USA, 'Becton Dickinson and Co., Franklin Lakes,
NJ, USA.
Staged DiabetesManagement (SDM) is a disease state program developedby the
International Diabetes Center (IDC). It contains a comprehensiveset of practice
guidelines and algorithms to guide primary care physicians (PCPs) and other
health care professionals in providing better and more consistent care to their
patients with diabetes. SDM was evaluated over a 12-month period at The
Ochsner Clinic. In the SDM group, diabeteseducators managed 93 patients under
the supervision of endocrinologists wbile PCPs managed diabetic complications
and provided non-diabetescare. In the usual care group, Ochsner PCPs managed
73 patients in accordance with usual practice. The primary endpoint was
hemoglobin Alc (HbAlc). After 12 months, 77% of the SDM group experienced
an improvement in HbAlc levels versus 53% of the usual care group. The mean
reduction in HbAlc units was 1.13% in the SDM group versus 0.47% in the
control group. The table below shows the percentage of patients acbieving 4
diff I I fred . . HbA berent eve s 0 ucuonm Ic uruts DV treatment aroun,

Percent Reduction in HbAlc Units
Group >0.5% I > l.0% I >1.5% I >2.0%
SDM (n=93) 66% 148% 135% 124%
Usnal Care (n=73) 40% 126% 118% 116%
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BLOOD GLUCOSE SELF-MONITORING IN INSULIN TREATED TYPE 2 DIABETES

R. Schiel, U.A. MUlier, J. RauchfuB, H. Sprott and R. MUlier, University of Jena
Medical School, Department of Internal Medicine II, Jena, Germany
Up to the present there is controvery about blood glucose self-monitoringin type 2
diabetes. In 842 insulin-treated type 2 diabetic patients (age 60,1±10,9, diabetes
duration since diagnosis 12,6±7,6 years, BMI 28,6±5,1 kg/m', HbA1c9,34±1,98 %
[HPLC, Diamat®, normal range 4,4-5,9%]) a cross-sectional study was conducted
to assess blood-glucose self-monitoring and interactions with quality of diabetes
care. Among the patients studied, there were 90% of all insulin-treated type 2
diabetic patients aged 16 to 60 years and living in a large city (100424 inhabitants)
and all patients consecutively attending our hospital clinic since 1991. Additional
91 patients were studied, treated at district hospitals. There was a negative
correiation (r=-0,16, p<0,001) between the frequency of blood glucose self
testslweek and HbA1c. Performing multivariate analysis the most important
parameters associated with HbA1c (R-squared=0,09) were: The frequency of
blood glucose self-testslweek (c=-0,006, p<0,001), the insulindose/kg body wi
(c=0,003, p<0,001) and participation in a 5-day structured teaching and treatment
programme for patients with conventional insulin therapy according to Berger et al.
(5-TIP, c=0,078, p<0,001). Other factors investigated in the model (age, diabetes
duration, number of insulin injections/day, sex) showed no associations.
Performing a sub-group analysis in patients older than 60 years (n=396) important
parameters associated with HbA1c (R-squared=O,16) were the participation in a 5
TIP (c=O,004, p<0,001) and the frequency of blood-glucose self-testslweek (c=
0,006, p<0,001) too. In an other sub-group analysis patients (n=249) were studied
who have not participated in a 5-TIP. In this sub-group there were no correlation
and no association between the frequency of blood-glucose self-monitoring and
HbA1c. Then, an intervention was started: 33 of the 249 patients participated in a
5-TIP. At the time of re-examination 1 year after participating in the 5-TIP, HbA1c
decreased from 9.5±1.9% to 8.3±1.6% (p=0.036) and there was a strong
association between the frequency of blood glucose self-testslweek and HbA1c
(c=-0,02, p=0,003, R-squared=0,24). Daily blood 91ucose self-monitoring is not
only important to prevent asymptomatic hypoglycaemia, but also to improvequality
of diabetes care and to achieve glycaemic goals. Participation in a 5-TIP and
regularly blood glucose self-monitoringis mandatory for all insulin-treated patients
withtype 2 diabetes mellitus.

DIABETIC EMERGENCIES: SOME ERRORS AND COMPLICATIONS OF
MANAGEMENT ON PRIMARYCARELEVEL
RM.Parhimovich, MoscowRegionalResearchClinicalInstitute, Moscow,Russia.
The analysis of 260 cases (age 15-66 years, 128- IDDM and 132 - NIDDM) of
diabetic emergenciesmanagement during first hours or days in ICU of primary care
medicine has revealed typical errorsand complicationsand enable to suggest some
recommendations PERIOPERATIVE PERIOD in diabetic patients: I. Insufficient
supply of carbohydrate led to increasedcatabolismand ketoacidosis.Not less than
120-200 g/24h infusion of glucose with insulin (potassiumand vitamins B, etc.) is
necessary in parenteral nutrition. DIABETIC KETOACIDOSIS (DKA): l.Too fast
decision on laparotomy(laparoscopy)in case of DKA abdominal syndromewithout
waiting for disappearing the "peritoneal signs" due to the proper DKA therapy
during the first hours. . 2.lnfusion of colloid instead of crystalloid fluids at the
beginning of rehydratation. Colloids is to be used to prevent disequilibrium
syndrome or persisting hypotension in spite of sufficient infusion of crystalloids.
3.0verenthusiastic infusion of hypotonic fluids was the main reason for brain
oedema. We insist on restriction on the use of hypotonic fluids (instead of 5%
glucose) only in cases of hypernatriemia >155-160 mmolll connected with
hyperglycemia >17mmolll. 4.Insufficient potassium replacement. 5. The use of
diuretics and cardiac glycosides before fluid and potassium were replaced. 6.
Lowering glycemia by insulin without simultaneous sufficient rehydratation.
7.Delayedor restrictedglucosesupplyafter glycemiawaslowered<16 mmolll or in
cases of"euglycemicDKA". 8. Hypertonic(4 %) bicarbonateinfusion (150-200 mI)
in pH >7.1. 10. Insufficientawarenessfor tendency to the recurrence of DKA and
developmentof mixed acidosisduringDKA treatment.
HYPOGLYCEMIA: A. Delay with the diagnosis and proper management in some
cases with focal stroke-like signs in patients on sullfonylureas. B. Insufficient
duration of glucose infusion (or repeated carbohydrateintake) in hypoglycemiadue
to sulfonylureas (in one case glucose infusionhad to be lasted 90 h). C. Delay with
carbohydrate administrationin hypoglycemiain IDDM (as a result - in two young
patients hypoglycemiatransformedinto severe DKA before they were admitted to
ICU).EXACERBATION OF RENALINSUFFICIENCY: l.lnsufficient carbohydrate
supply (glucose-insulin infusion enable to stop severe vomiting and acidosis).
2.Insufficientmanagementof urinary tract infection,which often is the main reason
for the exacerbationof renal isufficiency.
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HOW DOES THE GENERAL PRACTITIONER APPROACH THE CLUSTERING
OF CARDIOVASCULAR RISK FACTORS IN TYPE 2 DIABETES?
J.H. Dekker!, L.V. Franse', GoO.Valk', R.I. Heine- and J.Th.M. van Eijll.! EMGO
Institute, 'Department of Internal Medicine, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam

The joint presence of insulin resistance related cardiovascular disease risk factors as
hypertension, dyslipidemia and hyperglycearnia is often seen in type 2 diabetic
patients. We investigated the prevalence of, and clinical approach by the general
practitioner to these cardiovascular risk factors in a type 2 diabetic-population, to
assess to which extent the knowledge about the insulin resistance syndrome has been

translated in clinical practice. Data of 558 type 2 diabetic patients (aged 32-92),

collected in 1995/1996 in 20 general practices in the Netherlands, were cross
sectionally analysed. All patients were examined for cardiovascnlar risk factors as
hypertension, dyslipidaemia (high serum cholesterol, high triglyceride, low HOL),
hyperglycaemia, obesity and smoking. In our analysis of clustering, patients could
'score' from 0 (good/acceptable levels of alJ studied riskfactors) to 7 (poor levels of all
studied risk factors). Poor glycaemic control (HbAlc>7,6) was found in 190 patients
(34%); a low HOL-Ievel (<0,9 mmolll) in 24%; a high triglyceride level (>2,2

mmol/l) in 33%; and a high serum cholesterol (26,4 mmolll) in 28% of the patients.
A Body Mass Index greater than 27 kglm' was found in 357 patients (64%);
hypertension (> 160/95 mm Hg) was seen in 167 patients (30%) and 18% of the
patients smoked. A clustering of 3 or more (!) risk factors for cardiovascular diseases
was observed in 35% of this population. Glycaemic control was poor in one third of
the patients. A lipid lowering drug was prescribed in only 15% of the patients with at
least one lipid disorder (n=223). Of the 167 hypertensive diabetics only 67% were
regularly checked for their bloodpressure and received treatment. It can thus be
concluded that the different modifiable risk factors need a more agressive approach to
reduce the cardiovascular disease burden of diabetes.
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INSULIN AND METFORMIN USE ARE ASSOCIATED WITH IDGHER
TOTAL MEDICAL COSTS IN TYPE 2 DIABETES
A.w. Bakst, JB. Brown, GA Nichols, and B.S. Glauber; SmithKline Beecham
Pharmaceuticals, Collegeville PA;KaiserPermanente Northwest, PortlandOR.
We calculated the total amlUall995 medical care costs ofpersons with Type 2
diabetes (T2DM) (in constant 1993 dollars) and compared these costs across different
antidiabetic therapy groups. Study subjects included all 12,200 members ofKaiser
Permanente Northwest Region Diabetes Registry who had diagnosed T2DM and 12
full months ofhealth plan eligibility in 1995. As shown in Table I, T2DMs taking
insulin, alone or in combination with an SU, had higher costs of every kind, and much
higher total costs than other T2DMs. Persons managed on metformin had higher
pharmaceutical costs but their other costs were similar to persons managed on SUs
and those receiving no antidiabetic medication.

Table I: 1995 Total Medica! Care CostslPenon by Treatment Regimen ($1993)

SU No Metformin +/- Insulin SU
Antidiabetic other antidiabetic +

Drugs drugs Insulin

All Drugs $842 $592 $1,304 $1,452 $1,473

Outpatient $1,317 $1,302 $1,633 $1,773 $2,041

Inpatient $1,284 $1,416 $1,282 $2,728 $3,411

Referral $413 $760 $282 $935 $784

Imaging $328 $328 $345 ~ $693

TOTAL: $4184 $4,398 $4846 $7364 $8402

Progression oftherapy from oral agents to insulin is an accepted algorithm for
treatment of Type 2 diabetic patients. Total medical care costs were highest for
patients receiving insulin as monotherapy or in combination with So. Abandonment or
supplementation ofSU therapy may provide an indicator of the progression of T2DM
and increasing overall medical care costs. Therapies which have potential to delay or
prevent the progression of T2DM to insulin or combination oral therapy may yield
healthcare system cost savings.
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CLINICAL AND ECONOMIC OUTCOMES OF CARE ASSOCIATED
WITH REDUCED LEVELS OF HEMOGLOBIN AIC IN PATIENTS WITH
TYPE 2 DIABETES. T. O'Brien!, N. RaY', D. Ganoczy" and B. Ginsberg'
I Becton Dickinson and Co., Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA. 'Medtap International.
Bethesda, MD, USA.
The American Diabetes Association reponed that direct medical and indirect
expenditures attributable to diabetes in the U.S. were estimated to be $98 billion in
1997. Concurrently, acute metabolic and chronic complications were estimated 10

account for 45% of the direct medical expenditures. Recent research also indicates
that improved glycemic control decreases the risk of diabetes complications and
decreases related medical expenditures. Our study examines the effect of different
lifetime levels of hemoglobin Ale (HbAlc) on the lifetime incidence of these
complications and their associated costs. We constructed a series of what-if
scenarios to evaluate the effect of a reduction of lifetime HbAlc levels to 6%. 8%,
10%, and 12'Y,. The analyses were based on a probabilistic model which was
developed by NIH and uses Monte Carlo techniques. The model incorporates risk
gradients derived from the DCCT and simulates the life history of Type 2 patients.
The results below indieatc that lifetime reductions in HbAlc decrease both thc
incidence of complications and related medical expenditures.

HbAlc Level
Type of Complication 6% 8% 10% 12%

Background retinopathy 22.3% 49.8% 95.9% 99.6%
Blindness 9.8 18.2 53.2 59.4
ESRD 1.4 8.7 29.0 40.2
Neuropathies 9.1 20.8 47.2 74.4

Total Mcdical Costs $85,697 $91.146 $120,903 $132,253

We conclnde that reductions 10 HbAle levels can lead to decreased incidence of
complications and lower medical expenditures for Type 2 patients. We anticipate
that advances in diabetes treatment. including new monitoring teclmologies, may
lead to improved health status via reductions in HbAlc.
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The UK Diabetes Information Analysis and Benchmarking Service (UKDlABS)
Roxburgh M.A., Vaughan N,J.A"BDA, London, UK
UKDIABS was established at the British Diabetic Association (BDA) in 1996 to
provide UK annual national benchmarking analyses of diabetes population based
databases. The project is the culmination of work done through the last decade in the
development of locality-based diabetes registers and standardisation of diabetes data
collation. An important aspect has been the close collaboration with suppliers of
diabetes IT systems and clinicians to secure a reliable standardised data extract for
aggregation on a central server at the BDA. Important links have been created with the
other bodies including the Central Health Outcomes Unit, CASPE Research, St Mary's
Hospital Dept. of Epidemiology, Royal Holloway College Dept of Psychology,
DiabCare and the EASD study group DOlT.

About 2/3 of UK districts have some form of population based register project in place,
and are now capable of interfacing with UKDIABS. Practical experience has
repeatedly shown that the development of such systems takes about two years to reach
useful maturity with reasonably complete ascertainment of population based data. For
1995 benchmarking there were about 7 sites in the UK with useable data, ahout 30 for
1996, and about 40 for 1997. On current trends it is anticipated that this is likely to
increase to about 60 districts for 1998 and 80-90 districts for 1999. Benchmarking for
1996 includes data from 19 districts, (approximately 50,060 patient records) and has
concentrated on data relevant to monitoring St. Vincent Targets. Initial benchmark data
is demonstrated and includes: diabetes-sex prevalence, process and outcome measures
for BMI, Systolic BP, Eye and foot examination (including amputationlblindness),
incidence of MI, HbA Ic process measures, Smoking and Alcohol usage. Wide
variations within districts for these measures has been noted, which include variations
in amputations ranging from 0.7% to 6.2% (ave 2.4%), incidence of MI from 0.6% to
6.9% (ave 2.3%) and blindness prevalence ranging from 0% to 2.4% (ave 0.34%).
Results are being fed back to sites for consideration and local use for quality
improvement. The project has also initiated a phase involving data validation, from a
technical and medical standpoint with appropriate epidemiologieal analysis ineluding
mapping. This is being further facilitated by the creation and active involvement of a
User Group, comprising the many clinicians and register managers from the
participating districts. The longer-term objective is the refmement of these relatively
crude provisional population based measurements to provide a tool for measurement of
regional and national progress to achieving the SI Vincent objectives in the UK.
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DIABETES IS AN INDEPENDENT RISKFACTOR OF SUDDEN DEATH IN
PATIENTS FOLLOWING ACUTE MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION.
s.z. Abildstr0m, C. Rask-Madsen, B. Brendorp, C. Torp-Pedersen, L. Kober'
and P. Hildebrandt>, on behalf of the TRACEStudy Group. Departments of
Cardiologyaffiliated the University of Copenhagen at Gentofte Hospital,
'Rigshospitalet and 2Frederiksberg Hospital,Copenhagen, Denmark.
Purpose: Sudden death defined as death within one hour of onset of
symptoms is presumably arrhythmicand accounts for approximately50 % of
ali cardiovascular deaths after acute myocardial infarction (AMI). The aim of
the present study was to assess factors predictingsudden versus non-sudden
death in post-infarctionpatients with leftventricular systolicdysfunction.
Methods: We analysed data from 1749 consecutive patients randomised in
the TrandolaprilCardiac Evaluation (TRACE) study. All had leftventricular
systolic dysfunctionwithwall motion index (WMI) s 1.2 measured by
echocardiography 2-6 days after AMI. 237 patients had diabetes. Follow up
was 3 years, and all deaths were classified according to cause and mode of
death. Multivariate analysis was performed to assess the riskof sudden and
non-sudden death associated withthe following variables: ventricular
fibrillation (VF),sex, age, clinicalcongestive heart failure (CHF),WMI,
diabetes, historyof angina, hypertension, obesity, thrombolysisand
trandolapriltreatment. Results: Diabetes independently predicted sudden
death (risk ratio 1.48 (95% confidence interval1.06-2.07)) but not non-sudden
death (risk ratio 1.06 (0.83-1.37)). History of angina and thrombolytic treatment
independentiy predicted non-sudden death (risk ratios 1.50 (1.23-1.83) and
0.60 (0.48-0.75) respectively) but not sudden death. Age, WMI and CHF
predicted both sudden and non-sudden death. Male gender and VF predicted
onlysudden death. Hypertension, obesity and trandolapriltreatment had no
predictivevalue, Conclusion: Diabetes is an independent risk factor of only
sudden death in patients with impaired leftventricuiarsystolic function
following AMI.
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MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION IN DIABETIC PATIENTS. RELATION OF

SURVIVAL ANDINFARCT SIZE TO GLmENCLAMIDE THERAPY

M. Nauck, P. Sarfert, A. K1amann, V. Launhardt, G. Schulte, and
W. H. Schmiegel, Med. Univ.-K1inik, Knappschafts-KH, Bochum, Germany
Interactions of sulfonylureas with vascular and cardiac ATP-dependent K+
channels are well established. The clinical impact of using sulphonylureas
(glibenclamide) in patients suffering myocardial infarction, however, has not
been evaluated. Therefore, patients admitted with acute myocardial infarction
over a 6.5 year period were evaluated retrospectively. 357 non-diabetic pa
tients (239 mlI18 f; 66 ± 14 y.) were compared to 245 Type 2 diabetic pa
tients, who were grouped according to treatment: 76 taking sulphonylurea
drugs (glibenclamide 7.4 ± 3.4 mg/d; 37 ml39 f; 72 ± 10 y.; HbAte8.4 ± 1.9
%), and 89 not taking sulphonylurea drugs (i.e. treated by diet alone. metfor
min, and/or insulin; 54 mI 35 f; 73 ± II y.; HbA'e 7.7 ± 1.3 %) and 80 pa
tients with newly diagnosed diabetes (45 ml35 f; 72 ± 12 y., HbA'e 7.2 ± 1.2
%). Increments in CK and CKMB activity were recorded, and the vital status
was followed until death or hospital demission. Survival analysis and contin
gency table analyses (x2-test)were used. Of 357 non-diabetic patients, 72
died (in-hospital mortality 20.2 %). Of 89 Type 2 diabetic patients not taking
glibenclamide, 29 died (33.0 %). Of 76 Type 2 diabetic patients on gliben
clamide, 25 died (32.9 %). Of 80 newly diagnosed Type 2 diabetic patients
20 died (25.0 %). Survival analysis indicated a significant difference between
groups by log-rank test (p = 0.03). In-hospital mortality was significantly
higher in known Type 2 diabetic versus in non-diabetic patients (p < 0.05),
whereas no difference existed among known Type 2 diabetic patients receiv
ing or not receiving glibenclamide. The increments in CK and CKMB activity
during the initial period tended to be higher in non-diabetic patients (p <
0.01). In conclusion, in-hospital mortality in Type 2 diabetic patients is
higher than in non-diabetic patients suffering acute myocardial infarction.
regardless of whether or not they had been treated with sulfonylureas
(glibenclamide).
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Conclusion: Insulin-glucose infusion by intense sc insulin treatment
in diabetics witb AMI attenuates the harmful effect of elevated ABG on
mortality. This effect seemsto be most pronounced in patients withthe higbest
ABGlevels.

EFFECT OF INTENSE INSULIN TREATMENT ON HYPERGLYCAEMIA
INDIABETIC PATIENTS WITH ACUTE MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION.
K. Malmberg, A. Norbammar and L. Ryden. Department of Cardiology.
Karolinska Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden.
Diabetic patients with acute myocardial infarction (AMI) have a dismal
prognosis. This may dependon a poor metabolic control. Several studies have
shown that admission blood glucose (ABG) is an independent predictor for
mortality following an AMI both among patients with and without diabetes
mellitus. Knowledge of theeffectof lowering theABGis, however, lacking.
Methods: Theeffectof intensive insulin treatment in 620 diabetic patients witb
an AMI was tested in DIGAMI, a prospective randomised study. Long-term
mortality (mean 3.4 years; range 1.6-5.6) decreased from 44 % in the control
group to 33 % in the insulin group (p;O.Oll). The present study reports on
treatment effectsindifferent ABGlevels.
Results: Mean ABG was 15.6±4.1 mmol/I and did not differ between the two
groups. In the complete patientcohortbotbABGand glycated haemoglobin was
independent predictors for long-term mortality. The figureshowsmortality (%)
by ABGtertileswithinthe two treatment groups.
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MARKEDEFFECTOF ANGIOTENSIN CONVERTING ENZYME INHIBITION IN
DIABETIC PATIENTS WITHACUTEMYOCARDIAL INFARCTION.
I. Gustafsson, C.Torp-Pedersen', L. Keber', F. Gustafsson, O. Snorgaard andP.
Hildebrandt, on behalfof the TRACE StudyGroup. Dept. of Cardiology and
Endocrinology, Frederiksberg University Hospital; 'Dept. of Cardiology, Gentofte
University Hospital; Copenhagen, Denmark.

Patients withdiabetes mellitus havea highmortality following anacutemyocardial
infarction (MI),probably dueto morepronounced leftventricular (LV) dysfunction
andhigher riskof reinfarction. Weevaluated theeffectof angiotensin converting
enzyme (ACE) inhibition indiabetic patients withMIandLV dysfunction
participating in theTrandolapril Cardiac Evaluation (TRACE) study. TheTRACE
studywasa randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trialof trandolapril (1-4mg
daily) in 1749 patients withMIandLV ejection fraction s 35%.Treattnent wasstarted
3-7daysaftertheMIandthemeanfollow-up timewas26 months. Ahistory of
diabetes wasfound in237(14%)patients. Diabetic patients wereslightly older, more
oftenfemales andhada higherfrequency of arterial hypertension, previous Ml and
heartfailure at randomization. Among thediabetic patients 126(53%)diedduring
follow-up vs 547(36%)among thenon-diabetic patients. Treattnent withtrandolapril
vs placebo resulted ina reduced relative risk(RR)of deathfrom anycauseinthe
diabetic group of 0.64(0.45-0.91, p;O.OI) and inthenon-diabetic group of 0.82(0.69
0.97,p;0.02). In thediabetic grouptrandolapril reduced thepredefmed secondary
endpoints reinfarction [RR~0.47 (0.24-0.94), p;0.03] andprogression to severe heart
failure [RR=0.48 (0.26-0.90), p~0.02] ina multivariate analysis. No significant
reduction of thesesecondary endpoints wasfound in thenon-diabetic group. The
interaction between benefit fromtreattnent withtrandolapril anddiabetes was
significant withregard to progression to severeheartfailure (p;0.04). Weconclude
thatACEinhibition aftermyocardial infarction complicated withleftventricular
dysfunction maybe of particular importance in patients withdiabetes mellitus by
saving livesandsubstantially reducing the occurrence of reinfarction andprogression
to severe heart failure.
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THE FASTING SPLIT PROINSULIN CONCENTRATION PREDICTS
TYPE 2 DIABETES. NJ.Warehaml, C.D.Byrne

2
, D.E.M.Williams

l,

D.R.R.Williams3
• N.E.Dayl and C.N.Hales

2
. Departments of Community

Medicine l and Clinical Biochemistry', University of Cambridge, Cambridge,

UK and Nuffield Institue for Health, Leeds.

Cross-sectional studies have shown that the concentration of all proinsulin
like molecules (PLM) is disproportionately increased in individuals with
prevalent Type 2 diabetes. In longitudinal studies, the concentration of total
PLM predicts the development of diabetes. It has been suggested that
prediction would be enhanced by specific measurement of the different

molecules in the proinsulin processing pathway. 32,33 split proinsulin is the

predominant form of proinsulin accounting for the hyperproinsulinaemia of
diabetes, and therefore, this study was established to examine the hypothesis
that the concentration of this molecule would predict diabetes. A population

based cohort of 107l caucasian subjects who had a non-diabetic oral glucose
tolerance test in 1990-92 were traced and invited to attend for a repeat test
4.5 years later. 937 volunteers attended for rescreening and 26 people were
found to have developed diabetes by WHO criteria (crude incidence 6.3 per
1000 person years of follow up). In univariate analyses comparing top with
bottom quartile, the risk of progression to diabetes was strongly related to the
fasting glucose concentration (relative risk 17.6 (2.4-130.4» and fasting
32,33 split proinsulin (RR 16.4 (2.2-121.9), but less strongly to fasting
insulin (RR 4.41 (1.5-12.9» or intact proinsulin (RR 5.2 (1.5-17.3». In

multivariate analyses, optimal prediction of diabetes was shown in a model
including the fasting glucose, fasting 32,33 split pro insulin and presence of a
family history of diabetes. We conclude that the fasting 32,33 split proinsulin
concentration predicts the development of diabetes in this cohort study, and
that this prediction was better than that observed for either the insulin or

intact proinsulin concentrations.

163
NITRIC OXIDE LEVELS ARE ELEVATED IN FIRST DEGREE
RELATIVES OF PATIENTS WITH NIDDM.
P.M. Piatti, L.D. Monti, G. Valsecchi, S. Costa, E.P. Sandoli, S. Berni-Canani and
A.E. Pontiroli. Istituto Scientifico H. San Raffaele, Milano, Italy.
Recent data indicate that nitric oxide levels through vasodilatation, can affect
peripheral glucose metabolism. Since little is known about endothelial function in
sisters and brothers, i.e. first degree relatives (FDR) of NIDDM patients, we evaluated
nitric oxide levels in FDR of NIDDM patients. to evaluate whether endothelial
dysfunction may precede abnormalities of glucose tolerance in these subjects. Three
hundred fourty three subjects from 100 families were recruited in the frame of the
SPIDER study (an acronyme meaning a study for prevention of diabetes in Lombardia
Region). The families were choosen to have at least one NIDDM patient, his/her
brothers/sisters and spouses of FDR subjects or NIDDM patients, without family
history of NIDDM, as controls. In FDR subjects and in spouses a standard OGTT (75
g p.o.) was performed. Results from SONIDDM subjects, 77 FDR subjects (27 with
impaired glucose tolerance, IGT; and 50 with normal glucose tolerance, NGT) and 31
spouses are reported. All had normal systolic and diastolic blood pressure and normal
myocardial and kidney function. Subjects of the four groups were comparable for age,
cigareue smoking and daily physical activity. Nitric oxide levels were evaluated
through plasma measurement of N02IN03. A moderate degree of overweight,
hyperinsulinemia, insulin resistance (HOMA) and hypertriglyceridemia was found in
NIDDM and in IGT-FDR subjects. No differences were found between NGT-FDR and
controls (fasting true insulin levels: 7.6±0.9 vs 6.3±0.9 ~U/ml; HOMA: 1.76±0.15
vs 1.61±0.15; 2hr OGTT increment insulin levels 22.9±2.25 vs IS.2±2.2 ~U/ml).

N02/N03 levels were significantly higher in NIDDM (29.0±1.2 ~M), in IGT
(33.2±1.2) and in NGT-FDR (27.S±1.2) subjects than in control subjects (l8.9±0.9;
p<O.O I vs NIDDM and FDR), with no differences among NIDDM and FDR subjects.
These data suggest that an increase in nitric oxide generation or an alteration in its
degradation could precede glucose intolerance and hyperinsulinemia in FDR subjects,
and might be one of the primary events in NIDDM.
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HYPERPROINSULINEMIA AND GLUCOSE TOLERANCE IN THE
OFFSPRING OF PATIENTS WITH DIFFERENT PHENOTYPES OF
NIDDM
Authors: L. Niskanen', I. Vauhkonen', L. Mykkanen I.', S. Haffner', M. Uusitupa'
and M. Laakso'; Departments of Medicine', Kuopio University Hospital, Kuopio,
Finland; Department of Medicine/Division of Clinical Epidemiology, The
University ofTexas, San Antonio, Texas
No studies are available that have examined whether hyperproinsulinemia or
increased proinsulin-to-specific (PIsIR) insulin ratio are early markers of the
deterioration of glucose tolerance in the offspring of insulin-deficient and insulin
resistant probands with NIDDM. Therefore, we measured plasma specific insulin,
plasma proinsulin, and plasma C-peptide levels during 2 hour oral glucose tolerance
test (OGTT) and during the hyperglycemic clamp in 20 offspring ofNIDDM patients
with deficient insulin secretion phenotype, IS offspring of patients with insulin
resistant phenotype, and 14 healthy control subjects without a family history of
diabetes. The frequency of impaired glucose tolerance was 45 % in the IS-group and
50 % in the IR-group. The IS-group had lower specific insulin-glucose response at
30 min in the OaTT than the other groups, but they had normal insulin sensitivity
measured by the hyperinsulinemic euglycemic clamp. The IR-group had normal
specific insulin-glucose response, but they had impaired insulin sensitivity. Fasting
plasma proinsulin and plasma proinsulin levels at 30 in the OGTT were comparable
among the study groups. The IR-group had lower fasting plasma PIsIR (10.3 ± 1.1
%) than the control group (15.4 ± 1.4 %; P < 0.01) and the IS-group (15.0 ± 2.0 %:
P < 0.05). The IS-group had higher plasma PlslR at 30 min in the OGTT (8.2 ± 0.7
%) than the control group (6.4 ± 0.7 %; P ~ 0.06) and the IR-group (5.7 ± 0.5 %; P
< 0.01). However, there were no significant differences in proinsulin-to-Cspeptide
ratio at fasting stage or at 30 min in the OGTT among the study groups.
Furthermore, there were no significant differences in plasma proinsulin levels and in
plasma PlslR among the study groups during the hyperglycemic clamp. We conclude
that impaired processing of proinsulin in ~-cells does not playa fundamental role in
the deterioration in glucose tolerance in either groups of offspring of NIDDM
patients with deficient insulin secretion or insulin resistant phenotype. The
differences found in PlslR could be due to different clearance rates of proinsulin
and specific insulin among the study groups.
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24 H INSULIN AND SUBSTRATE PROFILES; EARLY METABOLIC
ABERRATIONS IN OFFSPRING OF TYPE II DIABETIC FAMILIES.
B.Nyholm', M.WalkeT', C.R. Gravholt', P.A. Shearing', K.G.M.M. Alberti' and
O.Schmitz'. 'Dept. of Medicine M, Aarhus Kommunehospital, Aarhus, Demnark and
'Dept. of Medicine, Framlington Place, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, UK.
An impaired insulin-stimularedglucose uptake (ISGU) is the most common metabolic
feature in first-degree relatives (R) of type II (non-insulin dependent) diabetic
patients, and is a major risk factor for development of type II diabetes mellitus. To
explore aspects of metabolism during daily living in these potentially prediabetic
subjects, we determined concentrations of insulin, C-peptide, glucose, and various
nutrieuts during a standardised physiologic 24 h period (proinsuIin was measured
following breakfast) in 26 R and 17 anthropometrically matched controls; followed
by a hyperinsulinemic (insulin infusion rate: 1.0 mU/kg/min) euglycemic clamp. All
had a normal OGTT, but ISGU was reduced in R (7.76±0.50 vs 11.l4±0.53
mg/kg/min, p<O.OOl). During the profile day, serum insulin was markedly (70 %)
increased in R (S.00-23.00 h AUC: I29,406± 12,257 vs 76,629± 5,OS3 pmolll·15
h, p<O.OI), but not overnight. The same pattern was observed with respect to
plasma glucose (day-time AUC: 4,177±62 vs 3,974±40 mmollH5 h, p<0.05),
whereas serum C-peptide remained elevated in R throughout the 24 h period
(p<0.001). Fasting serum proiusulin (l3.5±3.6 vs 6.I±O.S pmol/I, p<0.05) and
proinsulin:insulin (42± II vs I5±2 %, p<O.OI), as well as serum proinsulin and
proinsuIin:insulin following breakfast (P(both) < 0.05) were all significantly increased
in R. There were no differences in blood lactate, 3-beta-hydroxy-butyrate, glycerol
or serum free fatty acids between the two groups, despite markedly increased
circulating insulin concentrations in R. In conclusion a considerable metabolic
derangement are present in healthy, insulin resistant first-degree relatives of type 2
diabetic patients during conditions that simulates daily living. Moreover, the
disproportionately increased level of proinsulin in R, signifies that early beta-cell
dysfunction also appears to be present in these young potentially prediabetic persons.
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EFFECT OF INTRA-UTERINE GROWTH RETARDATION (IUGR) ON
GLUCOSE TOLERANCE AND INSULIN SENSmVITY AT 25YR. OF AGE
D Jaquet, A Oaboriau, J Leger, D Collin, P Czemichow, C Levy-Marchal
[NSERM U 457 - Paris, France

We have previously shown that subjects born full term (~36 wk.) with
[UOR (birth weight ::;3" percentile) have normal glucose tolerance but
larger insulin and proinsulin excursions under oorr at age 20 yr. than
normal birthweight -pairs. At 25 yr of age., subjects from the same cohort
born with IUOR and controls born with a normal weight underwent OOGT
for follow-up of glucose tolerance, a eugiycemic hyperinsulinemic (40
ml.l/min/rn') clamp for insulin sensitivity measurement by peripheral
glucose uptake (M) and Iv'G'FT (0.3g glucose/kg) for measurement of first
phase insulin release (FPIR). Preliminary results on 15 IUOR and 10 CTRL
are given as m±l SD. Non-parametric tests were used for comparisons
between the 2 groups.

IUGR CTRL p
birth weight (g) 2390±280 3505±140 <.001
8MI (kg/m') 24.7±5.2 23±1.9 ns
Systolic BP (mmHg) 118.17±9.5 119.2±9.2 ns
Glu TO (mg/dl) 91±7.4 85±3.8 .01
Glu T120 (mg/dl) 106±33 84.4+14 .06
lnsul TO(J.lUlml) 7.6±4.1 4.4±2.6 .04
lnsul TI20 (J.lU/ml) 43.4±40.3 21.2±8.3 .09
Triglycerides (mmol/l) 1.16±0.78 0.66±0.23 .02
HDL-Chol. (rnmol/l) l.5±0.42 1.49±0.21 ns
M (rug/min/kg fat-free-mass) 5.84+2.23 8.2±1.68 .02
FPIR(J.lUlml) 73.8±53.4 66.4±25.5 ns
Comparison with the OOOT performed 3 yr. earlier showed a significant
post-load increase in IUOR vs CTRL (t10IuI20= 0.14±.26 vs -0.14±.22
mg/dl; p=.02). From these data we conclude that I) IUOR is associated with
insulin resistance and hypertriglyceridemia, suggestive of early
development of syndrome X in young and non-obese adults with normal
glucose tolerance 2) glucose tolerance seems to worsen faster in IUOR
than in CTRL at 25 yr. of age.
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BIRTH WEIGHT AND SERUM INSULIN CONCENTRATIONS IN NON
DIABETIC PIMAINDIAN CHILDREN
D. Dabelea, RL. Hanson, P.R. Bennett, 1. Roumain, G. Imperatore, D.l. Pettitt,
andW.C. Knowler, NIDDK, National Institutes ofHealth, Phoenix, Arizona.
Low birth weight may be associated with features of the insulin resistance
syndrome. In Pimas, the relation of type 2 diabetes prevalence to birth weight is
U-shaped. We have examined the association between birth weight and serum
insulinconcentrations in 4853 non-diabetic Pima Indian children. Glucose and
insulinlevels weremeasured duringa 75 g oral glucose tolerance test. Multiple
linear regression analyses were performed in age groups 5-9, 10-14, and 15-19
years. There was a significant association between birth weight and childhood
weight, height, and relative weight (p<O.OOOI for each, in each age group).
Neither fasting nor post-load insulin levels were correlated with birth weight.
After adjustment for relative weight, both fasting and post-load insulin levels
werenegatively correlated withbirthweight (fasting insulin: p=0.04 at 5-9years,
p=0.24 at 10-14 years, and p<O.OOI at 15-19 years; z-hourinsulin: p=0.03 at 5-9
years, p=O.OI at 10-14 years, and p<O.OOOI at 15-19 years). Thus children of
lower birth weight appeared more insulin resistant relative to their weight.
Relative weight had a greaterimpacton insulinlevels than did birth weight. A
difference in birth weight of 1 standard deviation (541g) was associated with
0.9%(95%confidence interval 0.5-1.3%, p=0.03) lowerfasting insulin, and2.8%
(2.2-3.4%, p<O.OOOI) lower 2-hourinsulin. By contrast, a difference in relative
weight of I 50 (31%) corresponded to a 16.3% (15.9-16.7%, p<O.OOOI) higher
fasting insulinand a 16.4% (15.8-16.9%, p<O.OOOI) higher2-hourinsulin. The
relationship between birth weight and 2-hour glucose concentrations was,
however, U-shaped for the 10-14 and 15-19 year age groups, independent of
currentrelative weight. We conclude that lowbirth weight is a determinant of
insulinlevels, but oulywhencontrolled for childhood size. Both low and high
birth weight predictdiabetes in Pimachildren and adults, but the association of
birth weight with insulin, adjusted for relative weight, is linear. Thus different
mechanisms seemto underlie the association between lowand highbirth weight
andsubsequent type 2 diabetes in PimaIndianchildren.
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SELECfIVE RESISTANCE TO INSULIN IN ADIPOCYTES
FROM EARLY GROWTH RETARDED RATS.
S.E. Ozanne, C.L. Wang, M.W. Dorling and C.J. Petry,
Department of Clinical Biochemistry, University of Cambridge,
Addenbrooke's Hospital, Cambridge, CB2 2QR, UK

Many studies have shown a relationship between early growth
retardation and non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus. Studies in
rats have shown that the offspring of rats fed a low protein (LP) diet
during pregnancy and lactation have a significantly worse glucose
tolerance in late adult life compared to controls. In contrast, in young
adult life LP offspring have a better glucose tolerance which is
associated with increased insulin-stimulated glucose uptake into
skeletal muscle. The aim of the present study was to compare the
ability of insulin to stimulate glucose uptake and inhibit lipolysis in
adipocytes isolated from LP offspring. LP adipocytes (n =6) had an
increased basal (55 ± 5 compared to 33 ± 2 arnol glucose/min /cell, p
< 0.001) and insulin-stimulated (96 ± 8 compared to 79 ± 8 arnol
glucose/min/cell, p < 0.05) glucose uptake compared to controls.
There was no significant difference in basal rates of lipolysis in
control and LP adipocytes ( 2.5 ± 0.4 and 3.0 ± 0.7 pmol glycerol
releasedlhlceU for control and LP respectively). Isoproterenol
stimulated (p < 0.001) lipolysis in both groups (to 4.0 ±0.4 and 6.8
± 0.06 pmollhlcell in control and low protein, respectively),
however had a significantly (p < 0.00 I) greater effect on LP
adipocytes. Insulin reduced (p < 0.001) lipolytic rates in controls to
basal levels (2.2 ± 0.7 pmol glycerol releasedlhlcell) but had a
markedly reduced effect in LP adipocytes (5.4 ± 0.4 pmol glycerol
releasedlhlcell). These results suggest that early growth retardation
causes selective resistance to different metabolic actions of insulin.
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GLUCOSE TOLERANCE ANO INSULIN RESPONSE IN OFFSPRINGS OF AFRICAN NIOOM
PARENTS
J.C.Mbanya',l.N. Pani', J. Ngogang',l. Ashworth' and K.G.M.M. Alberti'
Oept. of 'Internal Medicine & 'Biochemistry, University ofYaounde I,Cameroon and
'Wellcome Laboratories, University ofNewcastle upon Tyne, UK

Offsprings ofN[OOM parents arepredisposed todeveloping diabetes and early metabolic
abnormalities ofdiabetes may bedetectable inthese subjects. We studied 69offsprings
(cases) aged 20years and above of26African parents with at least one parent having
NIOOM and 62 ageand body mass index matched offsprings lcentrels) of 25 non
diabetic African parents with a negative family history of diabetes. Diabetes and
impaired glucose tolerance ([GT) wasdefined by theWHO 1985 criteria following a 75g
oral glucose tolerance test (2hr 11.1 mmolfl ) and first phase insulin secretion was
calculated by the ratio ofthe0 to 30 minute incremental values of insulin to thatof
glucose. Fasting blood glucose was different between the cases and the controls
(4.7 ±0.6vs3.9±0.8mmolfl; p-O.OOOll. however fasting insulin levels were similar
inboth groups. There was a four-fold and a nine-fold increase in the prevalence of
diabetes and [GT inthecases compared tothebackground population (4.4 vs1.0% and
18.8 vs2.0% for diabetes and IGT respectively). Total glucose intolerance (diabetes and
IGTl was greater in the cases than in the controls (23.2 vs 6.4%; p-0.02). The
prevalence of[GT increased inthecases with increasing number ofglucose intolerant
parents (9.8, 37.5and 50% respectively with one parent diabetic, one parent 16T and
theother diabetic and both parents diabetic compared to6.5% inthecontrels), Both the
area under the glucose and insulin curves were different between the two groups
(glucose curve. 516±79 vs 435±89; p<O.OOl; insulin curve 2329±1264 vs
3234±1781; p< 0.02 in cases and controls respectivelyl. The first phase insulin
secretion wasdifferent in both normal and glucose intolerant cases and controls (normal,
37.1 vs 48.9 and [GT 10.3 vs 17.3; F- 4.1, p<0.04 respectively in cases and
controls). We conclude thatboth early glucose and ~-cell abnormalities arefrequent in
offsprings ofAfrican NIOOM parents.
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A THREE-MONTH, MULTICENTER CLINICAL TRIAL OF THERAPY
WITH INHALED HUMAN INSULIN IN TYPE I DIABETES MELLITUS.
J. S. Skyler, R.A . Gelfand, and LA. Kourides for the Inhaled Insulin Phase
II Study Group. MiamiFL, Groton CT, and San Carlos CA, USA.
A new dry powder insulin (I) formulation and aerosol delivery system
allow reproducible dosing of rapid-acting 1 by inhalation. Therapeutic
quantities of! are delivered to the systemic circulation with 1-2
inhalations per dose. To compare the efficacy and safety of an inhaled I
(INH) with a conventional injection regimen (SC), 70 patients with type I
diabetes from 10 study sites were randomly assigned, after a l-mo run-in,
to INH or SC (n= 35 each) treatment for 3 mo. INH patients received
pre-meal INH plus bedtime injected Ultralente I; SC patients continued
their pre-study I (2-3 injections daily). QID home monitoring was
reviewed weekly for all patients and 1 adjusted to target pre-meal

glucose of 100-160 mgldl. Glycemic control, evaluated by HbA]o>was

the same in the two groups at baseline (INH=8.5±1.1% and SC=8.5

±1.1%) and at 3 mo (INH=7.9 ±1.0% and SC=7.7±0.9%) (mean

±SD, p NS). Weight gain in the 3-mo study was 0.1 ± 2.4 kg for

INH and 0.6 ± 3.0 kg for SC (p NS). Hypoglycemia occurred with
similar incidence and severity in both groups (8 severe episodes in INH vs
10 in SC; 5.13 mild-moderate episodes per subject-month in INH vs 5.23
in SC). Results of a patient satisfaction questionnaire significantly favored
INH, and 80% of patients treated with INH chose to continue in a I-yr
extension ofINH therapy. Pulmonary function tests (spirometry, lung
volumes, and diffusion capacity) were unchanged after 3 mo ofINH
therapy. In conclusion, 1 treatment with INH was well tolerated with
similar hypoglycemia to SC and no weight gain, well liked by patients,
and as efficacious as conventional SC I in managing type I diabetes mellitus.
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NON-INVASIVE BLOOD GLUCOSE MONITORING BY MEANS OF NEAR
INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY: LONG-TERM PREDICTION RESULTS

A. Samann', U. A. MUller] , Ch. Fischbacher', K.U. Jagemann", K. Danzer', J.
SchUler and L. Papenkordt, ]Dept. for Internal Medicine II, Medical School,
'Institute of Inorganic and Analytical Chemistry, Friedrich-Schiller-University,
Jena, Germany

Modem strategies in the treatment of Diabetes mellitus demand large numbers of
blood glucose tests. NIR-spectroscopy is considered to be a method for non-invasive
blood glucose testing. The present investigation evaluated the long-term prediction
quality of individual (lCM) and overall calibration models (OCM). Spectra of 10
patients were detected over a period of 182 days. Unselected individual, i.e. model
includes all detected spectra, and selected overall calibration model, i.e. model with
pre-selected spectra, were created at baseline. Spectra pre-selection procedures
based on spectra similarities (Pearson's correlation coefficient (r)) and multi-variate
distances (leverage value (hj). The calibration models were used to predicted later
detected spectra. A clinical, i.e. error grid analysis (EGA [%]) and a statistical
method, i.e. root mean standard error of prediction (RMSP [mmol/I]) were applied
to evaluate the predictions of blood glucose. The long-term prediction results for the
ICMs ranged from almost sufficient (rmsp=3.1 mmol/l; EGA: 98 % in the clinical
acceptable zone a+b, prediction period: 84 days) to insufficient (rmspe lv.? mmol/l;
EGA: 20 % in a+b, prediction period: 113 days). The results for the OCMs varied
considerably, depending on the selection criteria, e.g. selection criteria h<0.055 and
r>0.9995 left 120 spectra out of 1327 for prediction; RMSP= 2.8 mmol/I, EGA 98.7
% in a+b, prediction period: 144 days. In conclusion, long-term prediction of blood
glucose by means of NIR-spectroscopy is feasible. Individual calibration models
yielded better results than overall calibration models. Considerable differences in
quality of long-term predictions and huge losses of spectra underline the need for
further research work.
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CAUSES FOR THE HIGH ANTIGENICITY OF HOECHST 21 PH
INSULIN WHEN DELIVERED INTRAPERlTONEALLY BY
IMPLANTABLE PUMPS.
E. Delatte>, J. Steibel", Sapin R", V Karsten', A. Belcourt', M. Pinget'
and N. [eandidier". 'CeeD, "Tnstitut de Physique Biologique, H6pitaux
Universitaires, Strasbourg, France.
Intraperitoneal (ip) insulin delivery with implantable pumps,
significantly increases anti insulin antibody (AlA) levels in type 1 diabetic
patients. Causes for this high antigenicity are still unknown. Insulin
aggregates were shown to induce specific AlA formation and were observed
in the device. The aim of the study was to compare the levels of AlA
induced by ip injections of Hoechst 21PH insulin sampled either directly
from a vial or from a patient implantable pump reservoir. Two insulins
were tested, a less stable one, HOE21PH, which formed aggregates in the
device reservoir during clinical use and a new more stable one,
HOE21PHv3, for which clinical studies are still under investigation. 3
groups of 5 Wistar rats were injected ip with 200 J.lI of insulin sampled
either from a vial (group l),or from a pump containing either the
HOE21PHv3 (group 2) or the HOE21PH (group 3). 5 rats were injected with
an antigenic mixture of silicone and HOE 21PHv3 as control (group 4).
Immunizations were performed every 10 days. Antibody levels against
human insulin (RIA Pasteur; N <2.5%) were assessed before immunization
and 3 weeks after. Data were transformed into Ln and tested with a «Mann
Whitney" test. Results showed that AlA mean levels (%)±SEM of O.O±O.O
prior to injection, increased significantly (p<0.01) to 1.6±O.1 (group 1),
4.5±2.9 (group 2), 9.8±3.5 (group 3) and 21.7±9.3 (group 4). AlA levels were
higher in groups 2 and 3 (p<0.05) as compared to group 1. Immunizations
and AlA dosages are on going with the same protocol in groups 1, 2 and 3
with now 10 more rats in each group. Aggregates or other modifications due
to the insulin stay in the device could be responsible for the antigenic
response observed and perhaps in part for the amplitude observed;
HOE21PHv3 tending to induce lower AlA levels than HOE21PH.

172
CALIBRATION·FREE CONTINUOUS ON-LINE TISSUE GLUCOSE
MONITORING: THE COMPARATIVE MICRODIALYSIS TECHNIQUE
U. Hoss, R. Gessler, B. KaIatz, M.I. Salgado, F. Sternberg and R. Fussganger,
Institute of Diabetes-Technology at the University ofUlm, Ulm, Germany

By the combination of microdialysis and enzymatic amperometric glucose sensing
it is possible to measure tissue glucose concentration in men continuously.
However, there are problems concerning calibration and response time of the
glucose sensor. The comparative microdialysis system is a calibration-free method
for quasi-continuous glucose monitoring with short response time. A microdiaIysis
probe is implanted in the subcutaneous tissue and perfused with glucose containing
phosphate buffered saline. The flow rate has to be controlled so that a low flow
period (0.4 ul/min) is followed by a high flow period (5.0 J.l1Imin). During the low
flow rate the dialysate equilibrates to the surrounding tissue, whereas during the
high flow rate the original glucose concentration is only slightly changed «5%)
and the equilibrated segment of the dialysate is rapidly transported to the
downstream located glucose sensing unit. The quotient of the sensor signals
belonging to the equilibrated segment of the dialysate and of the dialysate with
unchanged perfusate glucose concentration can be used to calcnIate the absolute
tissue glucose concentration. In vitro testing showed that the 'comparative
microdialysis' method is linear over a glucose range of 0-22 rnmolll. The response
time is 9 minutes. Continuous glucose monitoring in 6 type I diabetic patients over
14 h has been performed with capillary blood glucose reference measurements
every 30 minutes. 97% of the 'comparative microdialysis' values showed
deviations to blood glucose less than 25%. No calibration between the patients was
necessary and no signal drift could be observed. The 'comparative microdialysis'
technique solves most of the problems normally related with microdialysis systems
used for continuous glucose monitoring. Response time is reduced to an acceptable
value, sensor drift is eliminated and no calibration is necessary. This method offers
a reliable on-line continuous glucose monitor for diabetic patients, including alarm
for hypo- and hyperglycemia.
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CHANGES IN SERUM LIPID FATTY ACID COMPOSITION IN RELATION TO
GLUCOSE METABOLISM DURING TWO FAT-MODIFIED DIETS
A.M. Louheranta, E.S. Sarkkinen, H.M. Vidgren, U.S. Schwab and M.I.J. Uusitupa,
Department of Clinical Nutrition, University of Kuopio, P.O. Box 1627, 70211
Kuopio, Finland

The effects of a high-fat, monounsaturated-fat enriched (Mono) diet and a reduced
fat, polyunsaturated-fat enriched (Poly) diet on lipid and glucose metabolism were
compared in 31 subjects (18 males, 13 females) with impaired glucose tolerance.
After 3 weeks on a run-in diet (37;18:II :5, indicating energy percentages from total
fat; saturated:monounsaturated:polyunsaturated fatty acids in the actual diets)
subjects were randomized into a Mono diet (40;11:19:8) or a Poly diet (34;11:10:10)
for 8 weeks. In the Mono group fasting plasma glucose (mean ± SD) was lower
after the test diet than after the run-in period (6.4 ± 1.3 vs. 6.0 ± 0.8 rnmol/l,
p~0.008) but remained unchanged in the Poly group (6.2 ± 0.6 vs. 6.1 ± 0.7
mmol/l). At the end of the study, glucose effectiveness (Sol in the frequently
sampled intravenous glucose tolerance test was higher in the Mono group than in the
Poly group (1.64 ± 0.49 vs. 1.11 ± 0.54 min" x 10', p ~ 0.013, respectively); in
insulin sensitivity there was no difference. For the present study the diet groups were
combined and the associations between the changes in the fatty acid composition of
serum cholesteryl esters (CE), triglycerides and phospholipids (PL) and fasting
plasma glucose and So were examined. An increase in the proportions of oleic acid
and a-linolenic acid in PL was associated with a decrease in the fasting plasma
glucose concentration(r=-0.53, p=0.002 and r=-0.47, p~0.009, respectively). Similar,
but weaker associations were found between the fasting plasma glucose and the
proportions of oleic acid (r=-0.33, p~0.07) and a-linolenic acid (r=-0.35, p~0.05) in
CEoAn increase in So was associated with an increase in the proportion of oleic
acid (r=0.55, p~0.004) and with a decrease in the proportion of arachidonic acid
(r=-0.40, p=0.04) in PL. In conclusion, the Mono diet resulted in beneficial changes
in fasting plasma glucose and So and these changes were associated with changes in
the proportions of oleic, a-linolenic and arachidonic acid in serum lipid fractions.

175
HIGH FIBRE DIET IMPROVES LONG TERM GLUCOSE CONTROL IN
INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETIC PATIENTS
M.Parillo " R.Giacco o,M.R. Pirro, A.M.Rivieccio , A.Giacco , A.A.RiveIlese and
G.Riccardi. 'Caserta General Hospital, °I.S.A. CNR - Avellino; Dep. of Clinical and
Experimental Medicine - "Federico II" University, Medical School, Naples - Italy
Several short term studies have demonstrated that a high fiber diet improves glucose
and lipid metabolism in diabetic patients. However ADA dietary recommendations
have questioned the beneficial effects of dietary fibre on glucose control in diabetio
patients, since they have never been demonstrated in long-term studies. Therefore, the
aim of our study was to evaluate the long term (six months) compliance and metabolic
effects of a high fibre diet in IDDM patients. A randomized study with parallel groups
was undertaken in 63 IDDM patients of both genders. After 4 weeks of an isoenergetic
low fibre diet (CHO 58%, Protein 17%, Lipid 25%, Fibre 9g11000 kcal/d) patients
were randomized to either high fibre diet (HF) (CHO 58%, Protein 18%, Fat 24%,
Fibre 26g11000kcal/d) or a low fibre diet (LF) (CHO 58%, Protein 17%, Fat 25%,
Fibre 9g11000kcal/d) to be followed for 6 months. Of 31 and 32 participants treated
with HF and LF diet, 28 and 27 concluded the study, respectively. Mean age was
32±12 and 26±7 yrs, BMI 24±0.6 and 24±0.5 kglm', duration of diabetes 11±7 and
10±5 yrs, HbAlc 8.9±1.4 and 8.7±1.4% (M±SD). Dietary compliance was, in general,
satisfactory: beside dietary fibre (42±8 gld and 15±3 gld, respectively), diet
composition was similar in the two groups (seven- day-food-records). Compliance to
the diet was not satisfactory in 7 patients in the HF group (fibre<30g/d) and in 4
patients in the LF group (fibre >20gld). After 6 months of treatment the HF diet,
compared with the LF, reduced significantly 2h postprandial plasma glucose (l95±92
vs 255±91 mgldL; p<0.04) and HbAlc (8.6±1.0 vs 9.1±1.3%; p<0.03) without
changes in insulin dose. No effect on plasma lipids was observed. The number of
hypoglycemic events per patient was significantly lower in the HF than in LF diet
(4.4±3.7 vs 8.8±7.5 ; p<O.OI). This study defmitely demonstrates that, also in the long
term, compliance to the HF diet is satisfactory and that HF diet improves plasma
glucose control in IDDM patients and reduces the frequency of hypoglycemia.
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NEONATAL FEEDING OF DIABETOGENIC DIET IS
PROTECTIVE IN BB RATS: ROLE OF THE GUT THIITH2
CYTOKINEBALANCE
S. B. Flohe, P. Rowsell', P. Jee", C. Goebel, H. Kolb and F.W. Scott'
Diabetes Research Institute at the University of Dusseldorf, Dusseldorf, Germany,
'Nutrition Research Division, Health Canada, Ottawa, Canada

Diet is a major factor in the initiation and progression of pancreatic islet
inflammation in diabetes prone BB rats. In this animal model, the feeding
of standard cereal based diet from weaning at 23 d causes destructive
insulitis and diabetes while feeding hypoallergenic diets containing
hydrolysed proteins does not. Surprisingly, oral feeding of mg amounts of
cereal based diet (NIH-O?) suspended in a hypoallergenic, casein
hydrolysate formula (Pregestimil®, PO) between age 4 to 7 days,
significantly inhibited diabetes expression while administration of PO alone
in the control group was not protective (3 I % versus 56 % of rats diabetic
at 130 d of age, p = 0.02). We hypothesised that oral feeding of the cereal
based diet in infancy induced a protective immune response in the gut. We
therefore analysed the expression of cytokine genes in the gut 24 h after
feeding with PO alone or PO + NIH-07. Cytokine mRNA levels were
determined by semiquantitative RT-PCR. When compared with the PO
alone, feeding of pups with PO + cereal based diet caused a significant shift
of the ThlITh2 cytokine balance towards Th2. IFNy gene expression was
decreased (p < 0.01) while levels ofIL-IO and TOFI3 mRNA were similar
in both groups. As a consequence, the ratios of ThIlTh2 cytokines,

IFNylIL-IO or IFNyITOF were significantly decreased (p < 0.01). We
conclude that feeding of otherwise diabetogenic dietary agents during the
first week of life, as a minor additive during normal suckling, can induce a
protective Th2-dependent oral tolerance response. This may- render the gut
inunune system resistant to diabetes promoting diets introduced at weaning.
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EFFECT OF PROTEIN RESTRICTION ON ALBUMINURIA AND
GLOMERULAR FILTRATION RATE IN N1DDM;A RANDOMISED TRIAL
L.T.J. Pijls', H. de Vries', A.J.M. Donker' and I.ThM. van Eijkl

'EMGO-Instimte, 'Dept. of Intemai Medicine, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam

Protein restriction delays progression of renal disorders in non-diabetic and
IDDM patients; does it so in N1DDM without nephropathy? We conducted a
randornised triaI in 90 NIDDM patients without macroalbuminuria but at risk of
progressive albuminuria (i.e, microalbuminuria or at leastdetectable albuminuria,
or diabetesduration ~ 5 y). During 24 months the experimental group (E, n-43)
received guidance on protein restriction; controls (C, n~47) received usual
guidance. Outcomes were albuminuria (mg.24-h·', duplicate) and cimetidine
influenced creatinine clearance as estimate of glomerular filtration rate (GFR).

After 6 months protein intake had become only 0.08 g.kg' (7 %) lower in E
than in C; yet, albuminuria had decreased in E by 12 and increased in C by 16
% (p=0.02). The effect did not differ between normoalbuminuric and
microalbuminuric patients. Dose-response analysis over the first 6 months
showed that 0.10 g.kg:' change in protein intake -animal protein in particular
related to 9 %change in albuminuria (p-0.007). Beyond 6 months, protein

intake decreased in C; at 24 months it had become 1.07±0.22 in C and
1.10±0.21 g.kg" in E. We subsequently assessed effects on the longer term, leo
between 6 and 24 months. The initial effect on albuminuria in favour of E was
not sustained. GFR, however, decreased more slowly in E than in C: 3.3.10 and
7.6±1I mI.min-'.1.73m-'.y-' respectively (P=0.06). Surprisingly, not serum, but
urinarycreatinine developed differently; the latter decreased more in C than in
E. Between protein intake during follow-up and change rate of GFR no dose
response relationship was observed. We conclude that protein restriction during
24 months in NIDDM patients is hardly feasible, and has no consistent
beneficial effect on albuminuria and GFR.
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GLUCOSE STIMULATES TRANSLOCATION OF THE
HOMEODOMAlN TRANSCRIPTION FACTOR PDXI FROM THE

CYTOPLASM TO THE NUCLEUS IN PANCREATIC ~ CELLS.

c.M. McKinnon, W. M. Macfarlane, Z. M. Felton-Edkins, H. Cragg,
R.F.L. James* and K. Docherty. Department of Molecular and Cell

Biology, University of Aberdeen, U.K., and *Department of Surgery,

University of Leicester, U.K.

Glucose stimulates insulin gene transcription in pancreatic ~ cells
through activation of the homeodomain transcription factor PDXI
(Eancreatic/Quodenal homeobog-I) via a stress-activated pathway

involving stress-activated protein kinase 2 (SAPK2, also termed

RKIp38). In the present study we show by Western blotting,
immunocytochemistry, and electrophoretic mobility shift assay, that
in human islets of Langerhans incubated in low glucose (3 mM)
PDX I exists as an inactive 31 kDa protein localised exclusively in the

cytoplasm. Transfer of the islets to high (16 mM) glucose results in
rapid (within 10 minutes) conversion of PDXI to an active 46 kDa
form that was present predominantly in the nucleus. This effect of
glucose could be mimicked by chemical stress (sodium arsenite), or

by over-expression of SAPK2 in the ~-cell line MIN6. The effects of
glucose were inhibited by the SAPK2 inhibitor SB 203580, and by
wortmannin and LY 294002, which inhibit P13-Kinase, although the

effects of stress (arsenite) were inhibited only by SB 203580. These
results demonstrate that glucose regulates the insulin gene promoter
through activation and nuclear translocation ofPDXI via the SAPK2

pathway.

179
SUPPRESSION OF CA2+/CALMODULIN KINASE II 82 (CaMkin 02) IN INS-l
CELLS BY A RETROVlRAL ANTISENSE VECTOR SUPPRESSES INSULIN
BIOSYNTHESIS
M. Osterhoff, C. Meier,M. Mohlig, F. Bikashagi, H. Schatzand A. Pfeiffer, Medi
zinischeUniversitatsklinik Bergmannsheil, D-44789 Bochum, Germany
CaMkinII 8, is highlyexpressed in INS-I insulinoma cells at levelssimilarto those
found in rat islets. The importance of the enzyme for insulin secretion has not been
clearly established. Methods: Full length CaM kinase II 82 eDNA was cloned to
yield antisense mRNA into the p50 vector with MPSV LTR, introduced into GP
E+86 or PA3I7 producer cells and supernatants were used for infection of INS-l
cells. After selection with neomycin singleclones were isolatedand expanded. Im
mune blots used a polyclonal rabbit antiserum against the association domain of
CaMkin II 82 generated against the bacterially expressed protein. Insulin was ex
tracted withthe acid ethanoltechnique and measured by RIA. Results: Of I3 clones
generated by insertion of antisense CaMkin II 82 7 had a completely alteredmorphol
ogy with an egg-like shape and withoutany fibre outgrowth. The cells grew singly
and did not formcolonies. Six cloneshad the nonnaIappearance of INS-l cells with
extensive neuritelike fibre outgrowth and formation of confluent cells colonieswith
extensive intercellular contacts. Immune blots showed normal expression of CaMkin
II 82 in the 6 clones withnormal appearance while the enzymewas undetectable by
immune blot in the 7 clones with rounded morphology. Determination of insulin
levels showed quantities of I - 2 J.1g/IO' cells in normal INS-I cells and the clones
with normal morphology while the 7 clones with rounded morphology had
undetectable insulin levels. Analysis of cell growthshowednormal growth rates in
the cells withCaM kinase II 82 suppression and an enhanced growthrate in 2 of the 7
clones. Expression of the empty vectoror of CaM kinase II 82 sense clones did not
cause rounded morphology or inhibition of insulin biosynthesis. Conclusion: CaM
kin II 1i2 appears to be requiredfor insulinbiosynthesis as absenceof its expression
was associated with absence of insulin in cell extracts. The aitered morphology
indicates a role for CaMkinII 8, incytoskeletal organisation.
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GLUCOSE-DEPENDENT TRANSLOCA nON OF INSULIN
PROMOTER FACTOR-I IN MIN6 ~CELLS.

I. Rafiq and G.A. Rutter. Department of Biochemistry, University Medical
School, Bristol BS8 lTD, U.K.

Elevated glucose concentrations stimulate insulin gene transcription in part
via the activation of insulin promoter factor-I (lPF-I, also called PDX-I,
STF-I and IUF-I). Mutations in the IPF-I gene are linked to an hereditary
form of diabetes mellitus (MODY4). In order to determine whether
changes in the subcellular distribution of IPF-I are involved in the
activation of the insulin gene by glucose, we have constructed chimaeric
cDNAs encoding: (I) IPF-I plus a c-myc epitope tag and (2) IPF-I plus
enhanced green fluorescent protein (IPF-I.EGFP). When MIN6 ~cells

expressing IPF- I.c-myc were maintained at 3 mM glucose and then
analysed by confocal immunocytochemistry, the chimaera was localised
largely to the nuclear membrane and nucleoplasm (ratio of nucleoplasmic:
nuclear membrane fluorescence; 0.32 ± 0.089, n> 3 cells). This ratio was
increased to 1.22 ± 0.29 (n; 4 cells) after incubation for 90 min. at 30 mM
glucose. IPF-l translocation to the nucleoplasm was associated with a 2.5
fold increase in the activity of a -260 - -60 fragment of the human insulin
promoter, assayed in single living MIN6 ~-cells using a firefly luciferase
reporter construct. In contrast to myc-tagged-IPF-I, IPF-I.EGFP was
localised largely to the nucleoplasm of living MIN6 ~cells, and was
unaffected by incubation at 3 or 30 mM glucose. These data suggest that
IPF-I may be localized to the nuclear membrane of unstimulated cells by
an interaction with a specific docking molecule. This interaction, which
would be expected to suppress the transactivational potential ofIPF-I, can
be disrupted by extension of the C-terminus ofIPF-I with EGFP. Elevated
glucose concentrations may therefore cause redistribution of IPF-I to the
nucleoplasm by disrupting such an interaction with the nuclear membrane.
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AUTOREGULATION OF INSULIN GENE TRANSCRIPTIONAL
REPRESSOR ClEBPPIN PANCREATIC P-CELLS
J. Seufert and J. F. Habener, Laboratory of Molecular Endocrinology,
Massachusetts General Hospital, Harvard Medical School, Boston, USA

Supraphysiological glucose levels have been reported to downregulate
insulin gene expression in pancreatic p-cells (glucotoxicity). Previously we
have defined the basic leucine zipper transcription factor C/EBP~ as a
repressor of insulin gene promotor activity, which is induced by high glucose
levels in vitro and during the development of diabetes in vivo. Here we show
that C/EBP~ upregulates its own expression in pancreatic ~-cells by specific
binding to defined elements within the C/EBP~ promoter. 2500 base pairs of
the rat C/EBP~ promoter have been obtained and the transactivational
activity was tested in the pancreatic ~-celliine INS-I by transient transfection
and luciferase reporter gene assays. C/EBP~-binding sites within the
promoter have been mapped by site directed mutagenesis, electrophoretic
mobility shift assay (EMSA)and DNase-1footprint analysis. 90% of the basal
promoter activity in INS-! cells maps to a proximal region of -420 base pairs.
In cotransfection experiments CIEBPP transactivates it's own promoter by
binding to a proximal cAMP response element (CRE) as a heterodimer with
the transcription factor C/ATF (ATF-4). C/ATFis expressed in severalpancreatic
islet cell lines and in human islets. C/ATF and CIEBPP display
transactivational synergism on the CIEBP~ promoter in INS-! cells, whereas
transactivation by phosphorylated cAMP response element binding protein
(CREB), which also binds to this CRE, is less pronounced. In gel shift
experiments CIEBP~-C/AIF heterodimers bind with higher affinity to the
CRE in the proximal CIEBP~ promoter than CREB-homodimers. Finally, in
Cos-7 cells transfection of C/AIF leads to upregulation of the endogenous
C/EBP~ gene. In summary we provide evidence for a positive autoregulatory
loop by which C/EBP~ can upregulate its own promoter activity in pancreatic
p-cells in synergism with C/ATF (ATF-4) and thus enhance its glucose
mediated induction, leading to an uncontrolled overexpression and
consequently to diminished insulin gene transcription in diabetes mellitus.
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LISPRO IN INTENSIVE MANAGMENT OF IDDM: ONE YEAR
EXPERIENCE.
C. Lalli, M. Ciofetta, P. Del Sindaco, P. Brunetti and G. B. Bolli*,
DIMISEM Perugia, Italy

In previous studies Lispro insulin has improved 1- and 2-h
postmeal blood glucose (BG), but it has been difficult to prove an
improvement in %HbAlc vs human regular insulin (Hum-R). To establish
whether Lispro can be successfully implemented as meal-time insulin in
programmes of intensive insulin therapy (lIT) to maintain long-term near
normoglycemia, 56 IDDM patients were randomized to treatment with
either Lispro (N=28) or Hum-R (N=28) as meal insulin for I year (open
design, parallel groups). Lispro was injected at mealtime, Hum-R 10-40
min prior to meals (bedtime NPH continued on both occasions). However,
with Lispro, NPH was added to Lispro at breakfast (70/30), at lunch
(60/40) and at supper (80/20) (mixture LisprolNPH) to optimize pre-meal
and bedtime BG. Total daily insulin units were no different in the two
treatments, but with Lispro 27% less short-acting insulin at meals and 29%
more NPH vs Hum-R was needed (p<0.05). The bedtime NPH dose was
no different. With Lispro, mean daily BG was lower than with Hum-R
(8.2iO.! vs 8.9±O.! mmol/l, p<0.05); HbAlc was lower (6.36iO.09 vs 6.72

iO.12%, mean value over I year, p<0.002), and also the frequency of
hypoglycemia (hypo, BG <4.0 mmolll) was lower (3.9iO.6 vs 6.7iO.9
episodes/patient-month, p<0.05). After I year, counterregulatory and
symptom responses to experimental, stepped hypo were greater with Lispro
vs Hum-R (p<0.05). It is concluded that, if basal insulin is optimally
replaced, mealtime injection of Lispro improves the 24-h BG and %HbAlc
as compared to Hum-R. The improvement can be maintained long-term.
Importantly, lIT with Lispro results in less frequent hypo, better awareness
and counterregulation to, hypo.

PRE- VERSUS POSTPRANDIAL INSULIN LISPRO: A COMPARATIVE
LONG-TERMCROSSOVERTRIAL IN 30 TYPE 1 DIABETICPATIENTS
G. Schernthaner', W. Wein', N. Shnawa', O. Schweighofer" and M. Birkett'
Department of Medicine I, Rudolfstiftung Hospital, Vienna, Austria'. Eli Lilly,
Austria'; Eli Lilly & Company,Lilly ResearchCenter,Windlesharn, UK'.
In a previousstudy in typeI diabeticswedemonstrated that insulinlispro administered
shortlyafter the star! of a low-caloric standardmeal displays a glucodynamic control
at least as good as regular insulininjected40, 20 or 0 minutesprior to the meal. The
current study was designed to investigate the impact of routine postprandial injection
of insulin lispro compared to the standard preprandial administration on efficacyand
safety using a corssover design where each period lasted for 3 month. 30 type I
diabetic patients (between 19-55 years, HbAlc $ 8, informed consent), were
randomized to one of the two sequence groups (pre-/postprandial or post
/preprandial). In addition all patients performed a time-action profile with a high
caloric standardmeal at the end of each period-tocomparethe glucodynamic control
of pre- versus postprandial insulin lispro in this setting. 20 patients were already on
intensified treatment with insulin lispro, 10 patients were changed from regular to
lispro and enrolled after a stabilisation period. Primary efficacy parameter for the
long-term trial was HbAIe, secondary parameters were 8-pointblood glucoseprofiles
once monthly, serum cholesterol and lipid levels and fructosamine values, from
baselineto last visit. Safety data comprisedthe numberhypoglycemic episodes ($ 50
mg/dl)and adverseeventsas collectedby patientdiary.The overallsatisfactionof the
patients with their treatmentwas measuredby quality-of-life instruments. Results for
HbAlc and hypoglycemic events (mean± SO): HbAlc baselinevalue for both groups
was7.21 ± 0.57.The changebaselineto end-pointwas:

HbAlc Post randial0.09 (± 0.45) Pre randial-0,09 (+ 0.45) P - 0.071
Hypoevents Post randial31.8 (+ 27.1) Pre randial32.4 (+ 30.6) P= 0.725

No carryover effects were detected, neither for the HbAlc analysis nor for
hypoglycemic episodes, In conclusion, this long-term cross-overtrial showed that an
intensified insulinregimen with insulinlispro injectedafter the meal is not associated
witha significant deterioration in glycemic control nor an increasein the frequency of
hypoglycemic events, compared with the standard administration of insulin lispro
beforethe meal.
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Insulm therapy Significantly reduced HbAIc from basehne with low risk of
hypoglycemia in all groups. Similar numbers of patients in each group met the
successcriteriawithintwo months.Postprandial glucosewas improved significantly
with LP therapy in combination with either NPH or SUo LP+SU produced
significantly less nocturnal hypoglycemia than any NPH-containing regimen.
Addition of LP to SU offers a treatment alternative which significantly lowers
HbAIc and postprandial glucoseand minimizesnocturnaihypoglycemia.

INSULINUSPRO: SAFEANDEFECTlVETREATMENT OPTIONFOR
GESf ATIONALDIABETES.
S.llic,L.Jovanovic, D. Pettitt, MGutierrez and E.J.BastyrI1J.Sansum
MedicalResearchInstitute, 2219Bath Street, Santa Barbara, CA and
Indianapolis,IN.
Postprandialhyperglycemia is stronglyassociatedwith increasedfetal and
neonatalmorbidity,and the main goal of managementof the gestational
diabetesshouldbe the achievementof normoglycemiaThereforewe
designedour studyto compareregular insulin with lispro insulin for the
effectivnes of the treatmentof woman with gestationaldiabetesmellitus
(GDM).
Wefollowed35 womanwith GDMwhofailed to achivegoodglucose
controlwith diet alone. Studywasopen labeled,and patientswere
randomizedto receiveeither regular or lispro insulin at the doseof 0,179
U/kgbodymass.Patients kept an eight- point daily diaryand were
evaluatedfor HbAlc and antibodytestingbi-weekly. AIldata were analysed
using descriptivestatistics,and a 2-samplet-test assumingequalvariance.
Resultsare shownin the table'

** p=.OO08
As shownabove,womanwith GDMon Iisprotherapyachievedgood
glucosecontroldefinedby significantlylower levelsof HbAlc while
regular insulin did not, Based on all glucose recordsthe Iisprogroup had
fewer hypoglycemic eventswith overallbetterglucosecontrol.At the same
time the antibodytesting showedthat insulin Iisprois less immunogenic,
although levels in bothgroups werewithin referencerange, Accordingto
data shownabovewe mayconcludethat Iisproinsulin shouldbe considered
the optimaltreatment in patientswith GDM

HbA., at HbA., Change in Antibodytesting
enrollment 6 wafter HbAlc

LISPRO 5.49±0.38 5.12+0.50 0.2915.66%)** 1.26±0.69

REGULAR 5.35+0.36 5.31+0.57 0.05 (2.67%\ 1.96±0.31

nvalue NS <0,05 <0,05 <0.05

INSULIN LISPRO IN THE THERAPY OF SULFONYLUREAFAILURE
M.E.Trautmann,M.E. Johnson,J.H. Anderson,EJ. Bastyr,L. Vignati,and the
IOCE study group, LillyResearchLaboratories, Indianapolis, IN, USA
The optimal insulin-containing regimen for patients with Type 2 diabetes at the
time of oral agent failure remains speculative. We examinedthe impact of adding
either insulin lispro (LP) before each meal or bedtimeNPH insulinto sulfonylurea
(SU) versus treatment with mealtime LP and NPH (LP+NPH) at the time of SU
failure. 423 patients with Type 2 diabetes (mean age: 60.2;!:9.6 y., duration of
diabetes 1O.1;!:6.6 y., BMI 29.3;!:5.5 kg/m', HbAlc 9.8;!:1.7%, means;!:SO) were
randomized to one of three treatment arms: I. SU (glibenclarnide/glyburide) at
maximumdose plus preprandialLP, 2. maximum SU plus bedtimeNPH or 3. LP
plus bedtime NPH without SUo They were evaluated at baseline and two months
after the initiation of insulin therapy for treatment success (fasting
(FBG)/preprandial glucose9.8 and 2 h postprandialglucose(pPG):0.10mmol/lon
2:50% of measurements on 3 days). In addition to overall rate of occurrence
hypoglycemiawas analyzedhy time of day

LP+SU NPH+SU LP+NPH Significance
Success(%) 24.1 23.6 28.5 n.s.
FBG(mmol/l) 9.55;!:2.53 8.05+2.70* 9.09;!:2.60 *p<.05
PPG(mmol/l) 9.11+2.30 11.79+3.22* 9.12+2.56 *p<.05
HbAlc(%) 8.36;!:1.32* 8.74+1.52* 8.54+1.42* *p<.05vs. baseline
Hypo/pat/mo. 0.98;!:1.74 0.75+1.5 I.I 7:!:2.4 n.s,

Midnight-6arn O.OO:!:.OO* 0.13+.47 0.1O:!:.37 *p<.05
6 am-Noon 0.22+.77 0.34+.89 0.45+1.60 n.s.
Noon- 6pm 0.48:!:1.0 0.20+.70* 0.41:!:.91 *p<.05
6pm-midnight 0.27+.74 0.08:!:.35 0.20+.69 n.s.
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SIGNIFICANTLY IMPROVED POSTPRANDIAL GLYCAEMIC
CONTROL WITH THE NOVEL RAPID-ACTING INSULIN ASPART

A. Lindholm' , J. McEwen'and A. Riis' . 'Novo NordiskAlS, Bagsvaerd,OK;
'Drug Development (Scotland)Ltd, Ninewells Hospitaland MedicalSchool,
Dundee,UK

Introduction: Insulin aspart (Asp "28, previously Xl4)is a novel rapid-acting

insulin analogue developed to resemble unmodified human insulin in all

biological aspects, but with an earlier onset of action and a shorter duration of

effect. Design: The present study was a double-blind, double-dummy

injection, crossover trial to compare the postprandial serum glucose control of

insulin aspart versus that of human insulin in 24 subjects with Type I

diabetes. In this meal test study insulin aspart was injected s.c. immediately

prior to a standard meal, whereas human insulin was injected s.c. 30 minutes

before the meal or immediately before the meal. Results: The postprandial

serum glucose excursion over 4 hours was significantly smaller with insulin

aspart, being 68 % of that of human insulin injected 30 minutes before the

meal (p<O.OOOI) and 84 % of that of human insulin injected immediately

before the meal (p<0.02). Regarding pharmacokinetics insulin aspart was

absorbed faster with time to maximum concentration approximately twice as

fast as human insulin (39 ± 17 minutes versus 85 ± 62 minutes, p<O.O I) and

maximum concentration approximately twice as high (493 ± 257 pmol/I

versus 239:t 131 pmol/I, p<O.OOO I). Insulin aspart was well tolerated.

Conclusion: Insulin aspart improved postprandial glucose control compared

to human insulin, and it remains to be elucidated whether this may apply to

overall glycaemic control in a treatment situation.
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EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF HOE 901 IN PATIENTS WITH TYPE I DIABETES:
A FOUR-WEEK RANDOMISED, NPH INSULIN-CONTROLLED TRIAL.
T. R. Pieber',I. Eugene-Jolchine' and E. Derobert' for the European StudyGroup
of HOE901in Type I Diabetes, 'Dep.IntemalMedicine, University Graz,Austria
and 'HMR, Paris, France

HOE 901 is a biosynthetic insulin analogue (2IA-Gly-30"a-L-Arg-30"b-L-Arg

human insulin) witha prolonged actioncompared to NPHinsulin. The aim of this
first multinational, randomised, parallel-group trialwas to compare two HOE90I
formulations with NPH in type I patients previously treated with a basal-bolus
regimen. The two formulations differ only in zinc content, 30 or 80 ug/ml. The
study could be blinded only for the 2 formulations because HOE 901 (clear
solution) can be distinguished from NPH. In addition to pre-meal injections of
regularinsulin, patients received eitherHOE90I at bedtime or NPHoncedailyat
bedtime or twice daily(morning and bedtime) according to the patients'prestudy
regimen. Theprimary endpoint wasfasting plasma glucose (FPG) after4 weeks. A
totalof 42 centres in 9 European countries treated 333patients (meanage36 years,
mean(SD)FPG: 12.0(4.6)mmolll, HbAlc: 7.96(1.15)%). FPGwassignificantly
lower on HOE 901 (fmal adjusted mean value 10.11 mmolll vs 12.00mmolll,
p=O.OOOI, ITTanalysis) as wasfasting self-monitored bloodglucose (7.13mmolll
vs 7.92mmolll, p=0.0020). HbAlc also showed a significant reduction on HOE
901(-0.14%) versus NPH(p=0.0299). Theoverall frequency of hypoglycaemia did
not differ but the frequency of nocturnal hypoglycaemia was significantly
(p=O.0037) loweron HOE901 (36%vs 55%). However, whencompared to NPH
onceor twicedaily,thiseffecton nocturnal hypoglycaemia wassignificant onlyvs
NPH once daily. BothHOE90I formulations yielded similarresults for efficacy
and hypoglycaemia. Thepattern of adverse events and injection site reactions was
similar to NPH. In conclusion, this study indicates that HOE90I achieves better
controloffastingglucose levels andHbAlc overfourweeks andthereis a possible
safety improvement in terms of nocturnal hypoglycaemia. Both HOE 90I
formulations appeared to beequally goodcandidates foruse in Phase Ill.
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NOCTURNAL GLUCOSE REGULATION WITH NPH ORSEMILENTE® INSUUN ON100M
WITH AND WITHOUT SEVERE EARLY MORNING HYPERGLYCAEMIA.
J. Wiirle, C. NelBTlann, R. Renner. R.Landgraf', C Strasburger'.K-D Hepp, DIabeteszentrum
III. Med.. Klinlk Munchen-Bogenhausen and Mecizinlsche KIInik, KIInikum Innenstadt, Ludwig
Maximilians-Universitat Munchen', Gennany.

NPH-ineffectiveness isdefined as a blood glucose liseofmore than 50 mWdl between 2 and6
a.m. which cannot sufficiently be compensated by increasing the NPH (neutral protamine
Hagedorn) insulin -dose combined with a higher Iisk of noctumal hypoglycaemic episodes In
the present study (randomlsed, double blind cross over fashion, statistical analysis with
ANOVA) we investigated the Influence of a noctumal Semilente® (amOlphous zinc insulin)
versus NPH Insulin therapy onblood glucose. insulin levels andcounterregulatOly honnones.
Blood samples were taken every 30 min by a hepalinlzed catheter system for continuous
collection. We compared 14 patients with NPH-Ineffectiveness (NPHlj wilh 10 patients with
constant noctumal glucose levels ± 20mWdi (control). The NPHI showed a blood glUCOse
Increase between 2 and6 a.m. from 142±12,6 to213,9±14,5, thecontrols from 138,7±12,1 to
144,5±12,8 mwdl (p=0,OO1).Obtalning a comparative bedtime insulin dose (NPHI 9,2±O,5,
control 9,3±O,5) theamount of regular insulin forcinner wassignificantly higher in the NPHI
(p=0,04).The daily Insulin dose in the NPHI was 41,2±2,9, control 33,7±2,4 I.U. Duling
Semilente® the""y 8 outof10patients In thecontrols hadto receive 10g carbohydrates at 4
a.m. because ofblood glucose levels lower than 50mwdl, In theNPHI4 outof14(p=0,014).
From 1 a.m. onwards serum insulin levels under 8emilente® were significantly higher
compared to NPH~nsulin inboth groups (p<0,001). The NPHI hadsign~Icantly higher.!nsulin
levels (p<0,01) in both nights, under NPH they showed a continuous decrease of insulin
concentration from 22,14±3,6 to 5,5±0,6 jJU/ml. Thecontrols showed constant insulin levels
doling treatmenl with NPH: 10p.m. 9,2±1,7, 2 a.m. 9,1±1,2, 6 a.m. 6,7±1, 8 a.m. 5,1±O,7
jJU/ml (p<0,001). There were nosign~icant differences for glucagon. cortisol, cat!lcholamines,
growth honnone, IGF-1, IGFBP-3 andInsulin antibodies.
Summary: Injected subcutaneously at 11 p.m. 8emilente® shows itsmaximum effect onblood
glucose between 4 and6 a.m. Patients without NPH ineffectiveness bearan avoidable risk for
hypoglycaemic episodes. Patients with NPH ineffectiveness needhigher daily Insulin doses.
Differences ingrowth honnone levels donotexplain theinsulin resistance.
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TIME-ACTION PROFILE OF THE SOLUBLE, FATTY ACID
ACYLATED LONG-ACTING INSULIN ANALOGUE NN304
K. Sinha, C. Weyer, M. Loftager', S. Hirschberger", T. Heise, L. Heinemann;

Dep. of Metabolic Dis. A. Nutrition, Heinrich-Heine-University DUsseldorf,

Germany; Novo Nordisk, 'Denmark, "Germany

Attachment of a free fatty acid to the insulin molecule resulted in the novel
long-acting insulin analogue NN304. We studied the pharmacokinetic and
pharmacodynamic properties of subcutaneously injected NN304 in
comparison to NPH-insulin during euglycaemic glucose clamps in 11 healthy
volunteers. On three study days NN304 was injected in three different doses
(0.15, 0.3, 0.6 U/kg body weight), while NPH-insulin (0.3 U/kg) was injected
in identical dose on two separate study days. Subcutaneous injection of
NN304 resulted in a linear and proportional increase in total NN304
concentrations (AUCo.l44o: 0.15 U/kg: 344±43, 0.3 U/kg: 666±82, 0.6 U/kg:
1295±210 nmoVI*1440 min; p<O.OOI). Maximal concentrations (609±140,
1046±283, 2033±460 pmol/l; p<O.OOI) were registered after 4-6 h. The
metabolic response induced by s.c. injection of NN304 did not show the
pronounced peak seen with NPH-insulin: GIRn,,,, 0.15 U/kg: 2.3±1.l, 0.3
U/kg: 3.2±1.l, 0.6 U/kg: 3.3±1.4 vs. 4.4±1.8 mglkg/min (0.3 U/kg NPH
insulin; mean of both study days; NPH-insulin vs. 0.15 U/kg NN304 p<0.05).
The three different doses of NN304 induced a significantly different glucose
consumption in the first 720 min after injection (AUCo_J2o 1.05±0.62,
1.89±0.80, 1.73±0.82 glkg*720 min; p<0.05 for 0.15 U/kg), but not over the
whole study period (AUCo_ 1440 l.79±1.12, 3.08±1.34, 2.81:t1.40 g/kg*1440
min). The area under the GIR profile registered with NPH-insulin (4.07±2.20
mg/kg*1440 min) was higher than that ofNN304 in the lowest dose (p<0.05).
This first study with the soluble long-acting insulin analogue NN304 in
humans showed, that subcutaneous injection of different doses resulted in an
increase in total NN304 concentration in a linear dose-response relationship.
NN304 induced a more even metabolic effect than NPH-insulin, however, no
clear-cut dose-response relationship could be demonstrated.
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ACTIVATION OF POTASSIUM CHANNELS CORRECTS NERVE
DYSFUNCTION IN DIABETIC RATS
TC Hohman', MD Basso', K-D Lail, D Banas', R. Graceffa', T. Argentieri', J
Butera' NE Cameron' and MA Cotter" 'Wyeth-Ayerst, Princeton, NJ, USA and
'Biomedical Sciences, Aberdeen University, Scotland, UK
Some vasodilators have been shown to correct nerve conduction velocity (NCV)
and endoneurial blood flow (EBF) deficits in diabetic rats. Whether vasa
nervorum has ATP-sensitive K channels (K-channels) that mediate vasodilation,
or whether activation of K channels could modulate peripheral nerve function is
not known. The aim of this study was to examine the effects of two weeks of
treatment with the K channel opener, WAY 135201 (3.0 mglkglday), on sciatic
motor NCV, EBF, ouabain-sensitive Na+-K+ ATPase activity (ATPase) and
reduced glutathione levels (RG) after 6 weeks of untreated streptozotocin-diabetes
in rats. EBF,49±13% (±ISEM) reduced (p<O.OOI) by diabetes, was restored to
the upper quartile of the nondiabetic range by WAY 135201 (p<O.OOI). When
compensated for the lower blood pressures in untreated and treated diabetic
groups (l7±14% and 24±14% diminished, respectively; p<O.01), there was a
39±13% vascular conductance deficit, (p<O.OOI) with diabetes whereas
conductance was 73±12% supernormal (p<O.Ol) with WAY 135201 treatment.
NCV, reduced from 64.3±1O.6m/s to 51.2±1O.6m/s by diabetes (p<O.OOI), was
corrected by WAY 135201 (63.8±1O.6m/s; p<O.OOI). Diabetes diminished
ATPase from 16.1±1O.7 to 8.7±11.0 mM ADPlhlmg prt. (p<O.OOI) and WAY
135201 corrected this deficit (l5.4±10.9 mM ADP/h/mgprt.; p<O.OOI). Diabetes
also caused a 28.5% decrease in nerve RG levels (p<0.01) that were unaffected by
WAY 135201 treatment. Similar effects on nerve function and biochemistry were
observed with a second K channel opener, celikalim. While these studies
demonstrate the marked beneficial effects of K channel activators in experimental
diabetic neuropathy, the data also caution that the use of K+ (K+ATP) channel
antagonists in glycemic control could theoretically have adverse neurological
effects.
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ALDOSEREDUCTASE (AR) INHIBITION INDUCESAR ANDTAURINETRANSPORTER GENE

TRANSCRIPTION IN GLUCOSE-EXPOSED RETINALPIGMENTEPITHELIAL(RPE) CELLS.

M..Stevens and D. Larkin, Univ. of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, USA
Glucose-induced depletion of intracellular taurine has been implicated in the
pathogenesis of diabetic complications in the rat and is prevented by AR inhibitors
(ARI's). Excess intracellular sorbitol may decrease inward Na-taurine cotransport.
ARI's improve nerve function and structure in diabetic neuropathy, but in man, potent
ARI's are required. The effect of high glucose exposure and the ARI sorbinil (10 lJ-M)
on AR and human taurine transporter (hIT) gene transcription were studied in high
AR-expressing RPE 91 cells. Low AR-expressing RPE 45 and 47 cells or high AR
expressing RPE 91 cells were exposed to 5 or 20 mM glucose ± ARI for 48 hr. AR
and hIT mRNA levels were quantitated by filter hybridization with partial human AR
and hIT eDNA probes and normalized to B-actin.AR and hIT gene transcription were
measured in RNA from radiolabeled nuclei and hybridized with filters containing de
natured single-stranded DNA targets for human AR, hTT, pBluescript and human
genomic DNA (for normalization). Data arc expressed relative to RPE 45 in 5 mM
glucose and confirmed in an independent study.
RPE Cell Line # 45 47 91 91 91
Glncose roM) + ARI 5 5 5 20 20+ARI

AR Transcription 1 1.85x 4.13x 1.63x 10.33x
hTT Transcription I 0.9x O.lx O.lx 4.8x
AR and hIT mRNA abundance paralleled transcription. Sorbitol was raised and taurine
decreased in RPE 91 cells in 5 and 20 mM glucose and both were normalized by ARI.
AR transcription paralleled AR mRNA and activity, implicating increased AR gene
transcription as the basis of AR over-expression in RPE 91 cells. Conversely, hIT
transcription and activity (not shown) were suppressed in RPE 91 cells even in 5 mM
glucose. Exposure to 20 mM glucose suppressed AR gene transcription 3-fold in
RPE 91 cells, consistent with osmotic effects of excess sorbitol but did not further
suppress hIT gene transcription. Inhibition of sorbitol accumulation by ARI in 20
mM glucose induced AR and hIT gene transcription more than 6-fold and 48-fold,
respectively to levels in excess of 5 mM glucose. Thus excess sorbitol suppresses
hIT gene transcription in high AR expressing cells. Sorbitol pathway blockade by
ARI's may produce a compensatory induction of AR gene transcription in high AR
expressing human cells, which may require higher doses or more potent ARI's.
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Down-Regulation of Sciatic Nerve Nat-Taurine Co-Transporter in
Streptozotocin-Diabetic Rats-a potential mediator of glucose-toxicity.
RPop-Busui, RTowns, D.Larkin and M.Stevens, Univ.of Michigan,
Ann Arbor,MI, USA.
Increased oxidative stress and alterations in glucose-sensitive signal transduction
pathways have been invoked in the pathogenesis of experimental diabetic
neuropathy (EDN). Activation of the polyol pathway in diabetes andnerve sorbitol
accumulation exacerbates oxidative S!TesS and results in depletion of the antioxidant,
calcium modulator, neurotrophic agent and neurotransmitter taurine, We have
previously shown that prevention of nerve taurine depletion in streptozctocin
diabetic (S1Z-D) rats corrects neuro-vascular dysfunction. prevents deficits in Na,K
ATPase activity andattenuates motor andsensory NCV slowing. In S1Z-D rats,
nerve taurine depletion may result from down-regulation of the energy dependent Na"
-taurine co-transporter (IT). The aim of this study was therefore to assess the effects
of diabetes on IT peptide abundance in the sciatic nerve in S1Z-D rats. To assess
changes in IT protein levels, polyclonal antibodies were generated hy immunizing
chickens with synthetic peptides corresponding to antigenic N-and C-terrninal
sequences of the IT. Sciatic nerve proteins. from 4 wk S1Z-D and control (C) rats,
were isolated and separated by electrophoresis on a 7.5% SDS-polyacrylamide gel
and transferred to a PVDF membrane. A 7D-kD protein (the expected IT molecular
weight) was detected by Western blot analysis when probed with both the N- and C
terminal IT antibodies. No band was detected when preimmune chicken IgY was
used to probe the blots. The specificity of the antibodies was confirmed by
preincubation with the corresponding peptides (which effectively competed) and
irrelevant peptides (which hadno effect). The abundance of the 70 kD protein in
S1Z-D vs C rats was compared using a phosphorimager. In S14-D rats, sciatic
nerve IT peptide abundance was decreased 4.5 fold compared with C rats. In
conclusion, depletion of sciatic nerve taurine may result in NCV slowing in EON
from down-regulation of the IT. Further studies are required to elucidate the
potential mechanisms leading to IT protein depletion.
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THE PRIMARY PATHOLOGY AND PATHOGENESIS OF
HUMAN DIABETIC NEUROPATHY.
R.A Malik, D.Walker, L.H.C. Santos, L.Chimelli, AABarriera and

AJ.M. Boulton, Department of Medicine, Manchester Royal Infirmary,

Department of Neurology and Neuropathology, Curitiba, Brazil.
The primary pathology and pathogenesis of human diabetic neuropathy are
unclear. We have studied 28 children with Type I diabetes aged 13.0 ± 2.6 yr.,
duration of diabetes 8.5 ± 3.0 yr. compared to 28 age matched control
subjects. Sural nerve biopsy was performed in 8 patients who fulfilled the
minimal criteria for neuropathy based on a significant reduction in peroneal
nerve motor conduction velocity (ms") (47.1 ± 6.1 v 54.1 ±5.2, p<0.OO7) and

amplitude (flV)(6.2 ± 2.3 v 9.2 ± 3.4, p<0.03), and sural nerve conduction

velocity (ms") (35.1 ±2.2 v 45.2 ±3.6, p<O.OOOI)and amplitude (uv) (19.1 ±
11.9 v 31.9 ± 15.6, p<0.04). All morphometric data were cOm.fared with 5 age
matched control subjects. Myelinated fibre density (no.mm") did not differ
(p=0.14) between diabetic patieots (9438 ± 1673) and control subjects (8200 ±
1532). However, teased fibre analysis revealed paranodal abnormalities (16.4
±4.1 v 3.5 ±1.0, p<O.OI) and segmental demyelination (19.9 ±10.2 v I.5 ±
0.3, p<O.OI) without axonal degeneration (3.0 ± 1.8 v 1.4 ± 1.2, p=0.6).
Myelinated fibre and axonal area did not differ between diabetic patients and
control subjects. Diabetic patients demonstrated a reduction in endoneurial
capillary luminal area (12.6 ±3.2 v 24.9 ±4.7, p<0.09) and an increase in the
endothelial cell profile number (4.6 ±0.2 v 3.9 ± 0.2, p<0.03) and basement
membrane area (92.7 ± 9.7 v 41.1 ± 5.2, p<0.004) without any change in the
endothelial cell area (39.0 ± 3.4 v 37.6 ± 7.5 p= 0.94), pericyte nuclear no.
(0.61 ±0.1 v 0.6 ±0.03, p=0.82) or endotheliaVpericyte nuclear ratio (2.5 ±
0.4 v 2.2 ± 0.2, p=1.0). The primary pathology of human diabetic neuropathy
is paranodal and segmental demyelination without axonal atrophy or axonal
degeneration and fibre loss. The early presence of endoneurial capillary
abnormalities provides strong support for the role of microangiopathy in the
pathogenesis ofhuman diabetic neuropathy.
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NEUROPATHY ASSESSMENT BY THE MICHIGAN NEUROPATHY SCREEN
ING INSTRUMENT (MNSI)IN THE POST-DCCT FOLLOW-UP EDiC COHORT
D. Greene, C. Martin, E. Feldman,M. Stevens, and P. Cleary for the EDiC Study
Group, Universityof Michigan,Ann Arbor,MI, USA

Clinicalresearch in diabetic polyneuropathy (DPN) often employs complex and
difficult end-points. By the end of the Diabetes Control and Complications Trial
(DCCT), intensive (Int) glycemiccontrol reduced by 60% the risk of developing
DPN, defined by a neurologist's exam and abnormal electrophysiologic or
autonomic tests. In the Epidemilogy of Diabetes Intervention and Complications
(EDlC), the follow-up of the DCCT cohort, DPN was monitored by the nurse
coordinator or diabetologist with an annual 10-min MNSr. This included a brief
physicalexam (inspectionfor foot deformity,dry skin, infection,fissure, ulceration;
present-reduced-or-absent ankle reflex; vibration perception [128Hz tuning fork],
and pressuresensation[lOgfilament]). A 15-itemquestionaire was self-administered.
DPN in EDiC was defined by ,,2 abnormalities on MNSI exam (MNSIE+), or ?7
questionspositive (MNSIQ+). In the first 4-yr of EDlC, mean HbAlc in Int and
conventional (Con) treatment (Rx) groups converged (7.4 vs 9.1% at DCCT end,
8.2 vs 8.3%at EDiC yr 4). MNSIresults were stratifiedby DCCT DPN status (+/
), DCCT Rx, and by 10 and 20 DCCT cohorts (defined by the presence/absence of
retinopathy, and diabetes duration s S or >5,,15 yr at entry). Based on MNSIE+,
DCCr subjectsoriginallyassignedto Int Rx continued to have a lower prevalence
of DPN than Con Rx sujbects (20.2%->24.6% for Int vs. 33.6'%--'>39.4% for Con
Rx over the 4 yr of EDiC follow-upin the 20 cohort, p<O.006). MNSIE+was also
less common in Int Rx subjects for the 10 cohort, and in subjects who had no
neuropathybasedon the DCCTclassification in both cohorts. We concludethat the
MNSIEcan serve as a measureof DPN and that Int Rx for 6.5 yr in the DeCT
continuesto have a beneficialeffecton DPNfor as long as 4 yr after conclusionof
the study.
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AUTONOMIC NEUROPATHY AND THE CARDIOVASCULAR
RISK: THE EURODIAB 100M COMPUCAnONS STUDY

P Kempler", S Tesfaye2, N Chaturvedi3, LK Stevens3, 10 Ward2 , JH

Fulle~ and the EURODIAB 100M Study Group. ILDept. of Medicine,

Semmelweis University, H-I083 Koranyi S u 2/a Budapest, Hungary, 2

Royal Hallamshi re Hospital, Sheffield, UK, 3Dept. of Epidemiology and

Public Health,University College London, UK
Autonomic neuropathy is associated with poor prognosis. However,
prevalence data are conflicting and potential risk factors has not been
definitely identified up to now. The EURODIAB 100M Complications
Study involved the examination of patients from 31 centres in 16
European counties. Data of 3007 patients were available for the present
evaluation. Symptoms and two tests of autonomic function (response of
heart rate /30/15 ratio/ and blood pressure from lying to standing) were
assessed. The prevalence of autonomic neuropathy was 47% with no sex
but some geographical differences. Significant correlations were
observed between the presence of abnormal30J15 ratio and age (p<O,OI),
duration of diabetes (p<O,OOOI), quality of metabolic control (p<O,OOOI),
the presence of retinopathy (p<O,OOOI), micro- and macroalbuminuria
(p<O,OOOl), cardiovascular disease (p<O,OOOl), severe hypoglycaemia
(p<0,05) and severe ketoacidosis (p<O,OOOl). Cardiovascular risk factors
such as smoking (p<O,OOOI), HDL-cholesterol (p<O,Ol), total
cholesterol/HDL cholesterol ratio (p<O,OOI), fasting triglyceride
(p<O,OOI) and body weight (p<O,OOl) were also related to abnormal
30/15 ratio. Data were adjusted for age, duration of diabetes and HbAlc.
Conclusions: Autonomic neuropathy is one of the most frequent
complications in Type I diabetes. The study has identified previously
known and new potential risk factors which may be important for the
development of risk reductions strategies.
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"P value sildenafil vs placebo <0.0001
These results indicate that oral sildenafil is an effective and well
tolerated treatment for ED in men with OM.

ERECTILE DYSFUNCTION IN PATIENTS WITH DIABETES:
META·ANALYSIS OF 9 SILDENAFIL (VIAGRA™) STUDIES
D.E. Price, Morrison Hospital, Swansea, West Giamorgan, UK.
Erectile dysfunction (ED) is a common problem in men with diabetes
mellitus (OM). Sildenafil, a selective inhibitor of phosphodiesterase
type 5, is an effective and well-tolerated oral treatment for broad
spectrum ED. This analysis summarizes the efficacy and safety of
sildenafil in men with ED and OM. A total of 633 males (mean age
57 yr) with ED and OM (21 % type I; 79% type II) received sildenafil
(N=388) or placebo (N=245) for 6-26 weeks in 9 double-blind, placebo
controlled studies. The usual dose of sildenafil was 25-100 mg.
Efficacy was assessed using Questions 3 (Q3: frequency of penetration)
and 4 (Q4: frequency of maintained erection after penetration) of the
International Index of Erectile Function (lIEF) and a global efficacy
question (GEQ: Did the treatment improve your erections?). Responses
to Q3 and Q4 were graded from 0 to 5, with higher scores indicating
better function. Efficacy results are shown in the table below. The
majority of adverse events (AEs) were mild or moderate, with headache,
dyspepsia, and flushing the most commonly reported all-causality AEs.

Only I patient on sildenafil discontinued due to a treatment-related AE.

Variable Baseline End of treatment
Placebo Sildenafil Placebo Sildenafil

Q3

Q4

GEQ (% yes)

1.55 1.58 1.85 2.86*
1.34 1.36 1.54 2.66*

15% 59%*

DEFECTIVE CORPUS CAVERNOSUM FUNCTION IN DIABETIC
RATS: EFFECTS OF ANTIOXIDANTS
M.A. Cotter, A. Keegan and N.E. Cameron. Biomedical Sciences, Aberdeen
University, Scotland UK.
Diabetes is associated with impotence in animal models and patients. An in
vitro rat corpus cavemosum preparation was used to examine the effects of
streptozotocin-induced diabetes and treatment with the oxygen free radical
scavenger lipoic acid (LA; 300 mg kg' day') or the transition metal chelator,
trientine, (TRI; 20 mg kg" day"), In phenylephrine-precontracted corpus
cavemosum, relaxation to acetylcholine (ACh) was unaffected by the
cyclooxygenase inhibitor, flurbiprofen, or nerve blockade with tetrodotoxin,
but was markedly attenuated (>74%) by the nitric oxide (NO) synthase
inhibitor, NG-nitro-L-arginine. This suggests a major contribution by NO
mediated endothelial mechanisms. Two months of diabetes caused a
37.1±4.9% (±SEM; p<O.OOI) deficit in maximum relaxation to ACh, which
was largely prevented by LA (85.1±19.8%; p<O.OOI) and partially prevented
by TRl (51.8±20.2%; p<0.05) treatment. In contrast, maximum endothelium
independent relaxation to the NO donor, sodium nitroprusside, was
unaffected by diabetes or treatment. For phenylephrine-precontracted corpus
cavemosum in the presence of atropine (IIJM) and guanethidine (lO/-lM),
electrical stimulation of autonomic nerves caused NO-mediated relaxation
that was abolished by nitro-L-arginine. Nondiabetic rat corpus cavemosum
had a maximum neurogenic relaxation of 41.0±2,3%, which was reduced to
24.3±2.2% (p<O.OOI) by diabetes. Relaxation was in the nondiabetic range
for LA (41.7±3.1%), and TRl gave partial protection (31.9±2.3%; p<0.05).
Thus, experimental diabetes impairs NO-mediated endothelial and
neurogenic relaxation. Together, these NO systems promote vasodilation,
therefore. similar defects in patients could contribute to erectile dysfunction.
Prevention by antioxidant treatment strategies in diabetic rats suggests
potential therapeutic approaches to diabetic impotence.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF FUNCTIONAL DOMAINS IN THE INSULIN
RECEPTOR BYCHIMERIC RECEPTORS
Darryl Telting", RolfL.L. Smeets, PeterH.G.M. Willems, Gerard C.M. vander Zon",
Antonie Maassen') 1)Dept. of Molecular Cell Biology, Leiden University,
Wassenaarseweg 72, 2333AL Leiden, TheNetherlands

The receptors for insulin (IR)andthe epidermal growth factor (EGFR) are members
of the tyrosine kinase (TK) receptor family. Although the cytosolic TK domains of the
receptors are highly homologous, the receptors havea difference in substrate specificity
and response. The IR induces mitogenic and pronounced metabolic responses (i.e.
glucose transport, glycogen synthesis, antilipolytic action). In contrast, the EGFR
induces predominantly mitogenic responses. The mechanism which gives rise to the
receptor responses is largely unknown. To determine the molecular basis of this
receptor-specific signaling wehavechosen the following approach; regions of the EGFR
are exchanged withtheIRcounterparts (e.g. thejuxtamembrane domain, theTKdomain
and the C-terminal part). These chimeric receptors are expressed in CHO cells, which
lackendogenous EGFR. AfterEGF stimulation the receptor specificity is examined by
measurement of insulin-specific responses (i.e. IRS-I phosphorylation, glucose uptake,
glycogen synthesis) or EGF specific responses (i.e. PLcY-I activation, induction
cytosolic Ca'+). Wefound thata chimeric receptor in which the IR cytoplasmic domain
replaces the complete cytoplasmic EGFR domain induces insulin-like metabolic
responses afterEGFstimulation. Exchanging boththejuxtamembrane andTKdomain of
the EGFR with their IR counterparts also gives rise to a receptor with IR specific
responses (IRS-I phosphorylation) combined with EGFR specific responses
(phosporylation of PLcY-I and induction of cytosolic Ca2+). We conclude that the IR
catalytic domain is able10 induce EGF-like responses whenever theappropriate substrate
(i.e. EGFR c-terminus) is present. Furthermore, the results support a model in which
EGFR specificity is created by the juxtamembrane and c-terminal parts of these
receptors.
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CLONING OF NEW MEMBERS OF SIGNALING INOSITOL 5
PHOSPHATASES FAMILY.
T. Nishiyama,C.R. Kahn.Joslin Diabetes Center, Boston, MA.

Inositol 5-phosphatase (IP 5-Pases) are enzymes which hydrolyze the 5'
phosphate from phosphatidylinositol 3,4,5-triphosphate and some inositol
polyphosphates.One IP 5-Pase (p150'"")has been shown to induce apoptosis
in mammalian cell, and inhibit insulin induced Xenopus oocytes germinal
vesicle breakdown suggest its link to tyrosine kinase cell signaling. In this
work, we have cloned two alternative splice forms ofa new member of the IP
5-Pasefamily from mOUSe brain and have named these inositol polyphosphate
phosphatase I and 2 (lPP-1 and IPP-2).In comparison sequencedata between
two molecules,both moleculeshave identical inositol 5-phosphatasedomain,
includingthe two conserved 14amino acids (a.a.)sequenceat N- terminalof 5
phosphatase domain. There is also a second in frame ORF of 195 nucleotides
that encodes unique 65 a.a. ofIPP-1 C-terminal sequenceafter the stop codon
of IPP-2cDNA,suggesting the possible mechanismsof alternativesplicing of
these molecules. On Northernblot analysis, IPP-I mRNAis expressedat high
levels in brain, testis, and kidney. Western blots using a specific antibody
against IPP-I indicated molecular mass of 60 kDa and an ubiquitous
expression in mOUSe tissues. IPP-I is expressed in muscle cell lines (C2CI2,
L6), and fully differentiated 3T3-L1 adipocytes, but not in 3T3-L1
preadipocytesnor other insulin insensitive cell lines such as N1H-3T3, CHO,
and 320. In summary,wehave cloned a new IP 5-Pasewhich exhibit a unique
pattern of alternativesplicingand is specificallyexpressed in insulin sensitive
celliines suchas musclecell lines. Thesedata suggestthat these moleculesmay
play some roles in insulin sensitive tissues, and may regulate metaboliceffect
by changing PI-(3,4,5)P,contents in these cells.
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DIFFERENTIAL METABOLIC SIGNALLING IN ADIPOCYTES BY
INSULIN RECEPTOR AND IGF-I RECEPTORTYROSINE KINASES.
B. Ursjil, H. Kalloo-Hosein, A. Hayward, S. O'Rahilly and K. Siddle.
Univ. Cambridge, Dept. Clinical Biochemistry,Cambridge CB2 2QR, UK.

The insulin and IGF-I receptors mediate diverse effects on cell growth,
differentiation and metabolism. The extent of similarities and differences
in signalling by these receptors remains unclear. To analyse receptor
specific signalling without interference from endogenous receptors we
constructed chimeras containing the extracellular domain of the
neurotrophin receptor TrkC fused to the intracellular domain of the insulin
receptor (TIR) or IGF-I receptor (TIGR), and expressed these in murine
3T3-Ll cells. Matched clones of fibroblasts were differentiated into
adipocytes, and the TIR and TIGR chimeras displayed similar NT-3
stimulated autophosphorylation (maximum 20-fold, EC50 0.1 nM).
Stimulation of PI 3-kinase activity and association with IRS-I was also
similar in TIR and TIGR cells, but stimulation of MAP kinase was approx
2-fold greater in TIGR than in TIR cells. Glucoseuptake was differentially
stimulated by NT-3 (maximum 8.5-fold in TIR, 4-fold in TIGR, compared
to 6.5-fold by insulin). Glycogen synthesis was stimulated to the same level
but with different sensitivity in TIR and TIGR cells (EC50 -0.2ng/ml in
TIR, -I ng/ml in TIGR). The mRNA forthe Fos related antigen I (Fra-I)
was induced by both receptors. Mutation of chimeras at sites implicated in
binding of IRS-I (Y960F TIR or Y950F TIGR) did not affect receptor
autophosphorylation, but abrogated stimulation of IRS-I phosphorylation,
PI 3-kinase activity and glucose transport. We conclude that insulin
receptors signal to glucose transport and to glycogen synthesis with a
higher efficiency than IGF receptors and that this efficiency relies on
IRS-I-dependent factors additional to PI 3-kinase.
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Functional Analysis oC Class la Phopsholnositol 3'·Kinase IsoCorms
C.A.Beelon, P.Das, andP.Shepherd, Biochem. Dept.,University College London, UK

Evidence hasaccumulated indicating insulin stimulated recruitment andactivation of
PI3Kis neccessary andsufficient foractivating signalling pathways leading to
downstream responses regulated byinsulin. Skeletal muscle is a majorinsulin target
andhuman muscle studies in our laboratory indicate thatsignalling in this tissueis
complicated bythepresence of various catalytic andadapter subunits ofPI3K. These
includep85a, andits splicevariants p55a andp50a which lacktheSH3andBH
domains, p85fl, andp55y,as wellas pi lOa andpllO!1. Thefunctional significance of
these isoforms is unknown andouraimwasto undertake lransfection studies in
HEK293 cellstodissect theroleof thedifferent domains andisoforms of PI3K. Briefly,
epitope tagged constructs of p85a, p85ASH3, p85MlH werelransfected individually, or
cotransfected withthecatalytic subunit of PI3K. When expressed alone allforms of the
adaptersubunit werepoorly recrnited to signalling complexes following insulin
stimulation, but thisrecrnitment wasgreatly increased bycolransfection withplIO.
This implies that thecatalytic subunit hasa rolein localisation of PI3Kfollowing cell
stimulation. Thecatalytic activity of p85/pl10wasnotaffected bydeletion of thesm
or BHdomains, butdeletion of theBHdomain prevented thestimulation of PI3K
activity by thesmallGTPbinding protein Rac. Thissuggests thatadapterisoforms
lacking thesedomains willberegulated differently to thefull length isoforms. Wefind
thatin resting cellsboththelipidandprotein kinase activities of pIlOfllp85a are80%
lowerthanpi lOa/p85a. Theprotein kinase of plIO targets Sel60S of pS5a which in
turn reduces lipidkinase activity of pi IO.Therefore thecurrent datasuggests thateither
pi IO~ haslowerintrinsic kinase activity anddoesnotcauseautoinhibitory
phosphorylation of p85,or thatpi IO~ is a highlyactiveprotein kinase thatmaximally
phospborylates pB5 evenunderbasal conditions. Studies arecurrently underway to
distinguish between thesepossibilities. Inconclusion, wehavedefined cleardifferences
in thesignalling potential ofdifferent isoforms of PI3Kadapter andcatalytic subunits.
Tberefore thesignalling potential ofa cellwillbegreatly influenced bytherelative
levels ofexpression ofeachof theseisoforms.
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PI 3-kinase in normal and typell diabetic muscle.
B.T. Nave, *H. Wallberg-Henriksson, *J. Zierrath and P. R. Shepherd.

Dept. of Biochemistry, University College London, UK and *Dept. of Clinical
Physiology, Karolinska Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden.

Activation of phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (p13K) by insulin is a key step in the
activation of glucose transport in insulin responsive tissues, which is impaired in
type II diabetes. In human skeletal muscle, the major site of insulin-stimulated
glucose disposal, we find two isoforrns of the catalytic subunit (pI lOa and pllO~),

three adapter subunit gene products (p85a, p85~ and p55y) and two splice variants
of p85a (AS53 and p50a).We have previously reported (Shepherd et al., lBC 272,
pp.l9000) that the levels of adapters recruited to phosphotyrosine complexes after
insulin stimulation vary, suggesting a mechanism by which downstream responses
could be differentially regulated via the PI 3-kinase system. The aim of this study
was to characterise the association of adapter and catalytic isoforms of P13K in
normal muscle. Samples from the vas/us lateralis muscle were homogenised,
equalised for protein content and either imrnunoprecipitated or whole lysates
analysed by SDS-page and western blotting. All adapter antibodies precipitated P13K
activity from normal skeletal muscle, but to different extents
(p50a»p85a>p85f!=p55y). In contrast, most pllOfl protein was associated with
p85a»p50a>p55y>p85/l, while pllOa protein was associated with
p55y»p85a=p85~»p55a,p50a. This suggests that P13K associated with p50a
has a higher intrinsic catalytic activity and that the ratio of pi lOa and pllOfl
associated with individual aapters varies between isoforms. To investigate how
P13K may be altered in diabetic states,vas/us lateralis samples were taken from 9
normal (fasting insulin, fasting blood glucose) and 8 diabetic age- and weight
matched males. Protein levels of adapter and catalytic subunits were measured and
found to be unchanged for pllO~, but slightly higher in diabetics compared to
controls for all other adapter and catalytic isoforms tested, although this increase
was only significant for p85fl (I80%±38% over basal, p<O.05). We conclude thai
down regulation of P13K proteins is unlikely to be the cause of insulin resistance in
muscle of lean type II diabetics.
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ADENOVIRUS-MEDIATED EXPRESSION OF THE WILDTYPE AND THE
ASP905TYR VARIANT OF THE GLYCOGEN-ASSOCIATED REGULATORY
SUB UNIT OF PROTEIN PHOPHA TASE-I IN L6 MYOTUBES
S.K. Rasmussen', L. Hansen', E.U. Frevert', P.T.W. Cohen', B.B. Kahn' and
O'Pedersen'. 'Stene Diabetes Center and Hagedorn Research Institute, Gentofte,
OK. 'Beth Israel Deaconess Med. Ctr, and Harvard Medical School, Boston, USA.
'University of Dundee, Dundee, UK.
The glycogen-associated regulatory subunit of protein phosphatase-I (PPPIR3) is
considered to play an important role in skeletal muscle glycogen turn-over. We
previously identified an Asp905Tyr polymorphism of the PPPIR3 gene which
among healthy subjects was associated with decreased insulin stimulated 000

oxidative glucose metabolism (glycogen synthesis).The aim of the present study was
to evaluate the effects of overexpression of wildtype (PPPIR3-WT-HA) and mutant
(PPPIR3-905-HA) PPPIR3 on basal and insulin stimulated glucose uptake and
glycogen synthesis in L6 myotubes. We used adenovirus-mediated gene transfer to
express the genes at high level in L6 myotubes. Compared to p-gal transduced and
non-transduced rnyotubes, overexpression of PPPIR3-WT-HA or PPPIR3-905-HA
resulted in an approximately 3 fold increase in both basal (M insulin) and insulin
stimulated (100 nM insulin) glycogen synthesis measured as D-[U-14C]glucose
incorporation into glycogen. Glycogen synthesis (cpm per well (mean ± SD of two
experiments in triplicates) in basal and insulin stimulated state was, respectively; no
virus (202 ± 78 and 355 ± 96), PPPIR3-WT-HA (530 ± 117 and 1151 ± 120),
PPPIR3-905-HA (607 ± 83 and 1296 ± 116), and p-gal (274 ± 48 and 480 ± 94».
However, the increased glycogen synthesis due to overexpression of PPPIR3 did not
affect either basal or insulin stimulated 2-deoxy-D-glucose uptake when compared to
p-gal transduced cells. Preliminary results show similar effects in CHO-IR cells. In
conclusion: overexpression of PPPIR3 in L6 myotubes results in increased glycogen
synthesis but does not affect glucose uptake. Importantly, comparison of results
obtained from L6 myotubes transduced with PPPIR3-WT-HA and PPPIR3-905-HA
showed no significant difference. Therefore the Asp905Tyr polymorphism alonc is
unlikely to account for decreased non-oxidative glucose metabolism observed in the
previously reported human study.
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C-JUN AND ATF-2 ARE PHOSPHORYLATED TO MEDIATE C-JUN GENE
EXPRESSION IN RESPONSE TO INSULIN STIMULATION
D.M. Ouwens, K. Kooistra, D.S. Gomes de Mesquita, G.C.M. van der Zon, lA.
Maassen, and H. van Darn. Dept. Molecular Cell Biology, Sections Signal
Transduction and Molecular Carcinogenesis, Leiden University Medical Center,
Leiden, The Netherlands

Insulin stimulates the expression of c-jun in AI4 cells. The decisive element in the
transcriptional response of the c-jun promoter is the API-binding site jun2. To study
whether insulin-induced c-jun proceeds via the jun2-element, AI4 cells were
transiently transfected with a c-jun promoter construct carrying five jun2 sequences in
front of a luciferase reporter gene. Insulin (10 nM) stimulated the induction of the
5xjun2-luciferase construct approximately -I O-fold.The junz-element in the c-jun
promoter is constantly occupied by a heterodimer formed by the transcription factors e
Jon and ATF-2. These pre-bound transcription factors are activated in response to
extracellular signals by phosphorylation. Insulin stimulated the phosphorylation of
ATF-2 and c-Jun, as determined by Western blot analysis of total ceillysates using
phospho-specific antibodies recognising phosphorylated ATF-2 and c-Jun, To
characterise tbe signaling pathways contributing to c-Jun and ATF-2 phosphorylation
andjun2-mediated gene expression, the effects of dominant-negative Ras, of the
pharmacological MEK-inhibitor PD98059, and of the p38-inhibitor SB203580 were
analysed. The induction of the 5xjun2-luciferase construct by insulin was inhibited by
Ras(Asn-17), but not by PD98059 or SB203580. The insulin-induced phosphorylation
of the transcription factors was also unaffected by PD98059 and SB203580, indicating
that this process does not involve ERK or p38. We have considered a contribution of
JNK for c-jun and ATF-2 phosphorylation. Insulin had no effect on the activation of
JNK as determined by Western blot analysis of total celllysates with antbodies
rcognizing the phosphorylated active form of JNK. We conelude from these results that
(i) insulin stimulates c-jun expression in a Ras-dependent fashion, (ii) insulin
stimulates the phosphorylation of c-Jun and ATF-2, (iii) insulin-induced. c-Jun and
ATF-2 phosphorylation involves a novel Ras-dependent kinase, that is not identical to
ERK' p38, or JNK.
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TRANSLOCATION OF LIVER PHOSPHATIDYLINOSrrOL-3 KINASE
ON MICROSOMES AND GLUCOSE-6 PHOSPHATASE INHIBITION,
G. Mithieux, N, Daniele, F. Rajas, B. Payrastre*, G. Mauco*,
C.Zitoun, INSERM U.449 and 326*, Lyon, Toulouse", France

We have studied the molecular mechanism of inhibition of liver
microsomal glucose-6 phosphatase (Glc6Pase) during the postprandial
period in rats. By using a rapid procedure of isolation of microsomes,
we have shown that Glc6Pase activity was decreased after refeeding
rats previously unfed for 48h: 65±2 vs 96.5±3 (l mM glucose-6
phosphate (Glc6P» and 225±6 vs 306±9 (20 mMGlc6P) nmoVrnin/mg
prot., means±S.E.M., n=12, p<O,OOI. The amount of Glc6Pase
protein (western blot) was not lower in microsomes from refed as
compared to fasted rats. Since it has been previously reported that 3
phosphoinositides are potent inhibitors of Glc6Pase in vitro, so we
tested the hypothesis that phosphatidylinositol-3 kinase (PI3K) be
involved in the inhibition. The amount of immunoreactive p85 (the
regulatory subunit of PI3K) and the PI3K catalytic activity were higher
by a factor 2,6 and 2.4, respectively (p<O.OI) in microsomes from
refed as compared to fasted rats. This resulted from a translocation
process since the total amount of p85 was the same in the whole liver
homogenates from refed and fasted rats. The amount of immuno
reactive insulin receptor substrate I (IRSI) was also higher by a factor
2.6 in microsomes from refed rats (p<O.OI). Microsome-bound IRS I
was only detected in p85 immunoprecipitates. Endoplasmic reticulum
(ER) was separated from plasma membranes by fractionation on
sucrose gradient. We quantified by western blot that 60 to 70 % of
microsome-bound p85 was present in ER. These results strongly
suggest that an insulin-triggered mechanism of translocation of PI3K
onto ER occurs in the liver of rats during the postprandial period. This
process, via the lipid products of PI3K, may account for the inhibition
of Glc6Pase and participate to the inhibition of hepatic glucose
production occuring in this situation.
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ELEVATED SKELETAL MUSCLE BLOOD FLOW IN TYPE 1
DIABETES: ROLE OF NITRIC OXIDE AND SYMPATHETIC TONE
G.Vervoort, J.F.M.Wetzels, J.A.Luttennan, J.H.M.Bcrden and P.Smits. Depts.
of Medicine and Nephrology, University Hospital Nijmegen, The Netherlands.
Capillary hyperperfusion precedes and contributes to the occurrence of diabetic
microangiopathy. Baseline vascular tone is regulated by the balance of
vasodilating and vasoconstricting factors of which nitric oxide (NO, an
endothelium dependent vasodilator) and norepinephrine (a potent
vasoconstrictor) are of primary importance. To investigate the role of these
factors in hyperperfusion, we have measured forearm blood flow (FBF) in 50
patients with normoalbuminuric type I diabetes (DP) and 50 healthy control
subjects (C) under baseline conditions and during intra-brachial infusion of L
NMMA, an endothelium-dependent vasoconstrictor, and acetylcholine (ACh)
an endothelium-dependent vasodilator. Furthermore, we determined arterial
plasma norepinephrine (NE) concentration at baseline, and alpha-adrenergic
receptor sensitivity by measuring FBF response to intra-arterially infused NE.
We found that basal FBF was increased in DP (FBF 2.9 ± 0.2 vs 2.0 ± 0.1
ml/min/dl in C, p<O.OI). L-NMMA caused a similar vasoconstriction in both
groups (28.5 ± 1.7% in DP vs 31.2 ± 2.2% in C, NS) Maximum blood flow
during infusion of ACh was not different (FBF 23.3 ± 1.9 in DP vs 20.1 ± 1.6
ml/min/dl in C). Arterial plasma NE concentrations were significantly
decreased in DP (0.57 ± 0.03 vs 0.81 ± 0.05 nmol/l in C, p<O.OI). The
vasoconstrictive effect of NE was increased in DP (slope log dose-response
curve 31.3 ± 1.5 vs 24.3 ± 1.8 in C, p<O.Ol). We conclude that basal forearm
blood flow is increased in non-complicated type I diabetes mellitus. We have
found no evidence for a disturbance of basal or stimulated NO production.
Arterial plasma NE concentrations are decreased in non-complicated 100M.
This may explain the vasodilatation at baseline as well as the increased
vascular response to intra-arterially infused NE.
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EFFECTS OF THE PROTEIN KINASE Cp INHIBITOR, LY333531, ON
NERVE AND VASCULAR FUNCTION IN DIABETIC RATS.
N.E. Cameron', A. Jack', O.K. Ways' and M.A. Cotter'. 'Biomedical
Sciences, Aberdeen University, Scotland, UK and 'Lilly Research
Laboratories, Indianapolis, IN, USA.
Protein kinase C (PKC) activation by elevated diacylglycerol occurs in
several vascular tissues in experimental diabetes and is linked to early retinal
and renal complications, which are attenuated by a specific PKCp
antagonist, LY333531 (Eli Lilly, Indianapolis, USA). Diabetic neuropathy
has a vascular component, therefore, one aim was to test the effects of
LY333531 on nerve conduction velocity (NCV) and blood flow deficits. A
second aim was to characterize the diabetic vascular deficit and the role of
PKCP in resistance vessel responses, using the mesenteric vascular bed.
After 6 weeks of untreated streptozotocin-diabetes, 2 weeks LY333531
treatment dose-dependently corrected 19.7±0.8% (±SEM; p<O.OOI) sciatic
motor and 13.9±0.7% (p<O.OOI) saphenous sensory NCV deficits.
LY333531 (10 mg/kg) completely corrected sensory NCV (p<0.001),
improved motor NCV by 91.1±3.3% (p<O.OOI) and totally corrected
(p<O.OOI) a 50.4±3.2% (p<0.001) deficit in sciatic endoneurial blood flow.
Acetylcholine (ACh) induced relaxation of phenylephrine-precontracted
mesenteric vasculature was diminished by 8 weeks of diabetes (control,
maximum relaxation 97.8±O.9%, -logEC so 7.75±0.14; diabetes, 66.2 ±4.8%,
7.04±0.07; p<O.OOI). This was partially prevented by LY333531 (10 mg/kg;
86.4±3.2%, 7.51±0.07; p<O.OI). N"-nitro-L-arginine blocked NO-mediated
relaxation, unmasking that due to endothelium-derived hyperpolarising
factor. ACh maximum relaxation was reduced by diabetes (14.8±3.6% vs
73.8±4.0%; p<O.OOI) and LY33353 I was protective (45.7±7.2%, p<O.OI).
Thus, PKCp is an important mediator of neurovascular defects in diabetic
rats. LY333531's beneficial effect on perfusion of nerve and other tissues
depends partly on restoration of multiple endothelial relaxation mechanisms.
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ENDOTHELIAL DYSFUNCTION IN ADULTOFFSPRING OF DIABETICRATS
IS COMPROMISED EVENFURTHERBY A DIET HIGH IN SATURATEDFAT.
K. Holemans,R.T. Gerber', L. Poston' and F.A. Van Assche. DeptsObi Gyn,
KatholiekeUniversiteitLeuven,Belgiumand 'St Thomas's Hospital,UK.
Adultoffspringof severelydiabeticpregnantrats showvasculardysfunction. Since
diets high in saturatedfat are involvedin the pathogenesisof cardiovasculardisease,
we investigatedthe implications of feedinga high fat diet for vascularfunctionin
offspringof control Wistarrats and in offspringof streptozotocin-diabetic rats.
Offspringof both control rats (C) and of diabeticrats (OD)were fed a normaldiet or
a diet high in saturatedfats (CHFand ODHF,respectively), (16% lard/4%com oil;
wlw normalchow)fromweaningonward. Body weightwas recordedweeklyfrom
7daysof age. Smallmesentericarteries from 100-120day old offspringwere
mountedon a myograph. Afterpreconstricting the arterieswith 5 ~M noradrenaline
relaxationto acetylcholine (ACh)was performedwithand without inhibitorsof NO
release(N-nitroL-arginine methylesterand oxadiazolequinoxalin)and of
prostanoids(indomethacin). On day 98 CHF and ODHFwere heavierthan C
(p<O.OI) and OD (p<O.OI), respectively. Their growthpatternsshowedthat CHF and
ODHF startedto gain more weightfromrespectivelypostnataldays 91and 63
onward,despite a lower(CHF,p<O.OOI) or normal (ODHF)food intake. In the
controlgroup the HF diet reducedACh inducedrelaxation[pECso (CHF):6.61 ± 0.12
vs (C): 7.22 ± 0.09, n ~ 10; p<O.OOI]. In OD, ACh inducedrelaxationwas impaired
comparedwith C [pECso: (OD): 6.47 ± 0.07, n ~ 9 vs (C): 7.22 ± 0.09, n ~ 10;P <
0.001] and ODHF rats showeda furtherabnormality, a reductionin maximal
relaxation[ODHF:80.70 ± 3.96, n ~ 9 vs OD: 91.19± 2.19, n ~ 9; P < 0.05]. The
impairedendotheliumdependentrelaxationin CHF vs C occurredthrough inhibition
of NO inducedrelaxation,whereasthe differencein relaxationin ODHFvs OD may
be attributableto reducedEDHF.In conclusion,the high saturatedfat diet CD reduces
endothelium-dependent relaxationin control rats, and~ may exacerbatevascular
dysfunction in the offspringof diabeticrats.
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METABOLIC CONTROL DETERMINES THE ENDOTHELIAL
FUNCTION IN IDDM PATIENTS.
A. Avogaro, L. Calb, F. Piarulli, M. Miola, S. deKreutzenberg, A. Maran,
R. Mingardi, A. Tiengo and S. Del Prato. University of Padova, Vicenza
Hospital, Italy.
In insulin-dependent diabetic (lDDM) patients, loss of metabolic control is
associated with increased blood flow. However, a role of endothelium
derived nitric oxide (NO) production has never been assessed. 13 IDDM
patients were studied under condition of mild ketosis, in two different
occasions. In Study 1, after basal determination, a rapid amelioration of
the metabolic picture was obtained by insulin infusion. In Study 2, 7 of
the 13 IDDM underwent the same experimental procedure with the
exception that fasting plasma glucose was maintained constant.
Endothelial function was assessed by measuring forearm blood flow (FBF)
during intra-arterial infusion of NG-monomethyl-L-arginine (L-NMMA),
sodium nitroprusside (SNP), and phenylephrine (PE). 13 controls (C) were
also studied in baseline conditions and during a hyperinsulinemic
euglycemic glucose clamp. After insulin withdrawal FBF (4.89±O.86 vs
3.65±O.59) was higher in IDDM than in C (p<O.05). L-NMMA infusion
resulted in greater reduction of FBF in ketotic IDDM (-36±12 % of the
ratio infused:control arm) than in C (-18±8%; p<O.OI) while no difference
was observed in the PE and SNP dose-response relationship. After
restoration of metabolic control, L·NMMA-mediated FBF decrements (.
11±5 vs 11±4 %) were similar during euglycemia- and hyperglycemic
hyperinsulinemia. However, these parameters were significantly lower
than in C during baseline and hyperinsulinemic-euglycernia. We conclude
that the loss of metabolic control is associated with an inappropriately
high NO forearm release. IDDM patients have blunted NO-mediated
vasodilatory response to insulin. Normalization of metabolic control does
not completely reverse to normal the endothelium function.
Hyperglycemia per se, does not seem to acutely affect the endothelial
function.
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THE IMPAIRMENT IN ENDOTHELIUM-DEPENDENT

VASODILATION INDUCED BY ACUTE HYPERGLYCAEMIA CAN BE

REVERSED BY HYPERINSULINEMIA
A.Fugmann, L.Lind, LMillgard, C.Berne and H.Lithell. Departments of
Internal Medicine and Geriatrics University Hospital of Uppsala, Sweden

Hyperglycaemia is a well-known cardiovascular risk factor and endothelial
dysfunction has been associated with diabetes. In order to assess the effect of
acute hyperglycaemia on endothelial function alone, and in combination
with hyperinsulinemia, nine healthy subjects was studied with a 2h
hyperglycemic clamp (12-13 mmolll) combined with a somatostatin and low
dose insulin infusion to achieve euinsulinemia. In three of the subjects this
clamp was followed by a hyperglycaemic, hyperinsulinemic clamp for
another 2h. Blood flow was assessed by forearm venous occlusion
plethysmography. Endothelium-dependent vasodilation (EDV) was assessed
with local infusion of Metacholine (2 and 4 ug/min) and endothelium
independent vasodilation (EIDV) by sodium nitroprusside (5 and 10
ug/min), The euinsulinemic hyperglycaemia increased plasma glucose to
12A±0.5 mmol/l, with plasma insulin at fasting level (lO.I± 1.6 mUll). EDV
was significantly impaired by hyperglycaemia. During the euinsulinemic
hyperglycaemic period, infusion with Metacholine, 4llg/min resulted in a
forearm blood flow of 19.2 ± 6.0 compared with 22.3 ± 5.2 rnl/rninIOo ml
tissue at baseline (p<0.05). This impairment was totally reversed by the
addition of hyperinsulinemia (72.0± 2.0 mUll) to the hyperglycaemic state.
Forearm blood flow then increased to 25.9 ± lOA ml/minfOn ml tissue
(p<O.O I). EIDV was not significantly changed during the different metabolic
states.
In conclusion acute euinsulinemic hyperglycaemia impairs endothelium
dependent vasodilation. This impairment can be reversed by concomitant
hyperinsulinemia.
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MICRO- AND MACRO-VASCULAR REACTIVITY IS IMPAIRED IN
SUBJECTS AT RISK FOR TYPE 2 DIABETES
AE Caballero, R Saouaf, S Arora, SC Lim, P Smakowski, FW LoGerfo, ES
Horton, A Veves. Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA, USA
We have tested the micro- and macro-vascular endothelium dependent
and independent vasodilatation in 4 groups: 30 healthy normoglycemic
subjects with no history of type 2 DM in a first degree relative IC group,
14M/16F, age 48 ± 9 (mean ± sd) years], 37 healthy normoglycemic
subjects with parental history of Type 2 DM(R, 18M/19F, age 48 ± 10), 30
subjects with impaired glucose tolerance (IGT, 13M/17F, age 51 ± 10) and
42 type 2 DMpatients without vascular complications (D, 21M/21 F, age 53
± 10, DM duration 4 ± 4 years). BMI was lower in C (26.44 ± 3.7) and R
(28.22 ± 4.7) groups compared to IGT (32.60 ± 7.8) and D (32.28 ± 6.3) (p
<0.001). Fasting insulin levels were lower in C (7.1:1: 8.5 jlU/ml)and R (7.8
± 5.7) compared to lGT (13.7 ± 10.2) and D (16.7 ± 14.9) groups (p
<0.001). Fasting glucose, HbA1c, Triglycerides (Tg), HDL and total
cholesterol (TC) were similar in C and R. IGT and D groups had higher
TC, LDL and Tg than C and R (p <0.001). We employed laser Doppler
imaging scanner to measure vasodilatation in the forearm skin in
response to iontophoresis of 1% acetylcholine (Ach, endothelium
dependent) and 1% sodium nitroprusside (NaNP, endothelium
independent) and ultrasound for the brachial artery diameter changes
related to reactive hyperemia after 5 minutes of its occlusion. A stepwise
reduction was observed in response to Ach (C 125 % ± 66 increase over
baseline, R 99 ± 48, IGT95 ± 53, D 73 ± 44, p <0.01) and NaNP (C 122%
± 45, R 85 ± 46, IGT 82 ± 49 D 65 :!: 31, P <0.001). Similar results were
observed in the macrocirculation (C 13.5 % ± 6.2 increase over baseline,
R 10.4 ± 6.6, IGT 9.5 ± 4.4, D 8.4 ± 5.0 p=0.008). Females had a higher
response compared to males (p <0.05) but a similar stepwise reduction
was found in both sexes; e.g. the brachial artery hyperemic response in
females was; C 16.4%:!: 5.6, R 12 ± 6.6, IGT 10.2 ± 4.6, D 10.2 ± 5.2 (p<
0.05) and in males: C 10.7% ± 5.7, R 8.4 ± 6.2, IGT 8.2 ± 3.8 and D 6.2 ±
3.7. Similar results were found in the responses to Ach and NANP. We
conclude that vascular reactivity is impaired in the prediabetes stage and
that females have a higher vascular reactivity compared to males.
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INSULIN STIMULATES A Ca2+·DEPENDENT NITRIC
OXIDE SYNTHASE IN HUMAN VASCULAR SMOOTH
MUSCLE CELLS.
M.Trovati, L.Mattiello, C.Costamagna*, P.Massucco,
G.Anfossi, F.Cavalot, A.Bosia*, and D.Ghigo*. Diabetes
Unit, Dept. of Clinical and Biological Sciences,
San Luigi Hospital, Orbassano (Turin) Italy and *Dept,
of Genetics, Biology and Medical Chemistry, University
of Turin, Italy.
Insulin -induced vasodilation is attributed to the endothelial production
of nitric oxide (NO), which stimulates cyclic guanosine
monophosphate synthesis in the underlining vascular smooth muscle
cells (VSMC). In vitro studies on cultured human VSMC (hVSMC),
however, demonstrated that insulin is also able to directly increase
cOMP in these cells with a NO-mediated effect, suggesting that insulin
stimulates NO synthase (NOS) not only in endothelial cells, but also in
hVSMC. hVSMC express an inducible, Ca2+-independent NOS,
activated by cytokines and responsible for septic shock. To evaluate
whether hVSMC present also a Ca--dependent NOS, susceptible to
rapid insulin-induced activation in the absence of cytokines, we
verified in cultured hVSMC whether ionomycin, a Ca2+-ionophore,

stimulates NO synthesis, evaluated via L-3H-citrulline production from
L-3H-arginine, and whether insulin increases in a short time NO and
cOMPo Results (mtsem): i) ionomycin l umol/l increases in 5 min NO
synthesis (from O.07±O.003 to O.6±O.06 pmol L-3H-citrulline/min/mg
protein, p=O.OOOl, n=4); ii)insulin 2 nmol/! increases in 5 min both
NO (from O.07±O.003 to O.31±O.03l pmol L.3H-citrulline/min/mg
protein, p=O.OOOI, n=4) and cOMP (from O.7±O.OI to 1.5±O.05
pmol/106 cells, p=O.OOO, n=6). Thus, hVSMC present a Ca2+

dependent NOS and insulin increases in a few minutes in these cells
NO and, via NO, cOMPo Thus, insulin-induced vasodilation, probably
largely dependent on NO production by endothelial cells, can be at
least in part attributable to a direct insulin effect on hVSMC.
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THE INFLUENCE OF GENDER, MENOPAUSAl STATUS AND
HORMONAL REPLACEMENT THERAPY ON MICROVASCULAR
REACTIVITY IN HEALTHYANDTYPE 2 DIABETIC INDIVIDUALS.
S.C. Lim', S. Arora, A.E. Caballero, P Smakowski, ES Horton, FW
LoGerfo and A Veves. Harvard Medical School, MA, USA
Healthy pre-menopausal women are protected from cardiovascular
diseases compare to men of similar age; however, women with diabetes
are denied of the cardio-proctection associated with estrogens. We have
examined the microvascular reactivity in healthy pre-menopausal women
[H group, n=21, age 39 ± 8 years (mean ± SO)], post-menopausal not
receiving hormone replacement treatment (HRT) (HP, n=9, 58 ± 5), post
menopausal on HRT (HRT, n=11, 53 ± 4), type 2 diabetic pre-menopausal
women (0, n=8, age 43 ± 7), diabetic post-menopausal not on HRT (OP,
n=9, 61 ± 6), diabetic post-menopausal on HRT (ORT, n=8, 54 ± 5),
healthy men (HM, n=14, age 51± 10) and type 2 diabetic men (OM, n=21,
55 ± 10). Total cholesterol was lower in H group (168 ± 22 mg/dL)
compared to 0 (222 ± 65), OP (227 ± 45), ORT (211 ± 29), HM(199 ± 44)
and DM(202 ± 33) groups (p<0.05). LOL cholesterol was lower in H group
(107 ± 18 mg/dl) compared to OP (135 ± 43), HM(133 ± 36) and OM(130
± 31) groups (p<0.05). We employed laser Doppler imaging scanner to
measure vasodilatation in the forearm skin in response to iontophoresis of
1% acetylcholine (Ach, endothelium-dependent) and 1% sodium
nitroprusside (NaNP, endothelium-independent). The endothelium
dependent vasodilation was significantly higher in H group (180 ± 61) (%
increase over baseline) compared to HP (93 :!: 44) while it was partially
restored in HRT (142 ± 56). It was also reduced in all diabetes groups: 0
(92 :!: 52), DR (69 ± 26), ORT (97 :!: 66). A lower response was found in
HM (92 ± 41) and OM (59 ± 33) (P<O.OOI). Similar pattern of responses
were likewise demonstrated in the endothelium independent vasodilation
(H 118 ± 57, HP 74 ± 27, HRT 100± 32,079 ± 25, OP 70 ± 31, ORT93 ±
40, HM 92 ± 40, OM 49 ± 20; p<0.05). We conclude that male gender,
post-menopausal status and type 2 diabetes are associated with impaired
microvascular reactivity and that HRT may ameliorate this dysfunction in
both healthy and diabetic post-menopausal women.
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DUCTAL CELLS ARE A SOURCE OF NITRIC OXIDE
PRODUCTION IN ISOLATED HUMAN PANCREATIC ISLETS

D. Pavlovic, M.e. Chen, L Bouwens, DL Eizirik and D. Pipeleers.
Diabetes Research Center, Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Brussels,
Belgium.

The radical nitric oxide (NO) may be a mediator of ~-cell damage in
type I diabetes. Exposure of human pancreatic islets to cytokines
generates NO, but it remains to be identified which cell type(s) are
responsible for this effect. Since ductal cells represent 30 to 45 percent
of the total cell population in isolated human islet preparations, we
investigated whether these cells are a source of NO generation
following cytokine exposure. Culture of isolated human ductal cells
with interleukin-Ijl (IL-I~) plus interferon-y (IFN-y) induced mRNA
expression for the inducible form of NO synthase (iNOS), and
increased NO production l2-fold (p«l.OOOI, n=5) as judged by
medium nitrite accumulation. This cytokine-induced nitrite
production did not occur in an arginine-free medium or in the
presence of methylarginine (0.5 mrnol/L), which is known to inhibit
iNOS activity. Immunocytochemical staining indicated that 10 to 20
percent of the cytokine-treated human ductal cells express the iNOS
protein. Comparison of the magnitudes or iNOS mRNA expression
and nitrite production by ductal and islet cell preparations suggested
that 50% or more of total islet NO production might originate from
ductal cells. It is concluded that associated pancreatic ductal cells are a
potential sourceof NO production in the vicinity of human pancreatic
p-eens.
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MATURATION FROM A PRE~-CELL TO A ~·CELL PHENOTYPE IS ASSOCIATED
WITH IL·l~ INDUCED NO DEPENDENT CYTOTOXICITY
K.Nielsen, P. Serup, 0.0. Madsen, T.Mandrup Poulsen, J.Nerup and A. E.Karlsen.
Steno Diabetes Center and Hagedorn Research Institute, DK·2820 Gentofte, Denmark.
Interleukin·l ~ (IL·l~) induces theexpression oftheinducible n~ric oxide synthase (iNOS)
and nitric oxide (NO) production inthe islets ofLangerhans, and isspecifically toxic tothe
~-cells. We have demonstrated inthe MSL·cell system of ~-cells maturation, that IL·1~ is
highly cytotoxic to the ~-cells, whereas the pre~·cells are less senstlive. AIM: Toanalyze
thecytotoxic effect of IL·l~ induced NO production in theMSL ~·cells and pre~-cells in
the presence or absence of the L·arginine analog N'·monomethyl·L·arginine (NMMA), an
inhibitor of the NO production. METHODS: The MSL-cells display a pre-B or ~·cell-type

dependent on culture conditions. The two MSL phenotypes were exposed to different
concentrations ofIL·l~ with orwithout 0.5 mM NMMA for3 days and the reSUlting toxicity
was determined bythe mitochondna activity (MIT·assay). NO production was measured
as accumulated nitrite. iNOS mRNA expression was analyzed byquanttlative PCR and
normalized against TATA·binding protein (TBP) transcripts used as intemal standard.
RESULTS: Acose-dependent and significant decrease inMIT-level in response to IL·l~

was detected both in the pre~- and the ~·cells. However the decrease was significantly
higher inthe ~·cells (150 pg/mIIL·l~: 96.1 %vs. 92.8 % p<0.02; 1500 pg/mI89.7 %vs.
65.2 % p<O.OOl; 3000 pg/ml 87.4 % vs. 42.5 % p<O.OOl). Desp~e this difference in
senstlivtly to IL·l~ we found an equal amount of iNOS mRNA expression and NO
production inboth cell·types after exposure to IL·1~. Addtlion of0.5 mM NMMA inhibited
the IL·l~ induced NO production in both phenotypes and nosignnicant decrease in the
MIT·Ievel was detected in both phenotypes under these conditions. CONCLUSION: The
~·cells are more sensitive to IL·1 ~ induced NO production than the pre~·cells, despite
equal amount ofNO production inboth cells-types. Inhibition ofNO production w~h NMMA
protected both cells-types against the toxic effects of IL·l~. It may bespeculated that ~

cells after maturation from the endocrine stem-cell may loose part of their ability to
scavenge free radicals, like NO. We believe that IL-l~ induces a race between protective
and deleterious mechanisms and inthe ~-cells the deleterious prevail.
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THEEFFECTSOF MAPKJNASE INHII3ITORS ON CYTOKJNE-INDUCED NO
PRODUCTION, INSULIN SECRETION ANDCELLDEATIl IN RINCELLS.
A. M. Ejmas, N. Aa. Andersen andT. Mandrup-Poulsen, Steno Diabetes Center,
Gentofte, Denmark.
lL-l induced NO production depends on signalling via the mitogen activated
protein(MAP) kinases p38andERKI/2 in rat islets, andinhibition of p38reduces
lL-l induced inhibition of insulin secretion. The aim of this study was to
investigate the effects of p38 and ERKJ/2 inhibitorson NO production, insulin
secretion and cell death in rat insulinoma (RlN) cells exposed to IL-I or lL
I+IFNy+TNFa. The hypothesis was that inhibitors of p38 and ERKI/2 abolish
cytokine-induced NO production, inhibition of insulin secretion andcell death by
preventing MAPK signalling dependent iNOS expression. RlN-5AH-T2B cells
(50.000 cellsl200fll) were seeded in RPM! + 10%FCS, precultured for 24 hours,
and then incubated with IOflM VK (p38 inhibitor) and 100flM PD (inhibitor of
MEK whichis upstream of ERK1/2) for one hourprior to cytokine exposure. Cells
were thenincubated with 0, 60,600or 1200 Vlml rhlL-l or a combination of 60
Vlml rhIL-I, t85 Vlml rhTNFa and 0,14 Vlml rrIFNy ("mix") for 24 hours.
Accumulated insulin secretion was measured by ELISA andNO production by the
Griess reaction. Cell death was measured by thepropidium iodide assay. IL-l and
"mix" treatment resulted in inhibitionof insulin secretion to about 50%of control.
The inhibitors alone had no effect on insulin secretion and did not prevent
cytokine-induced inhibition of insulin release. NO synthesis increased between 5
and 10fold by lL-l and"mix" treatment. Theinhibitorsreduced lL-J and"mix"
induced NO production by 50%and25%of control respectively. IL-I and"mix"
treatment increased cell death by tenfold, but the inhibitorsaugmented rather than
prevented cell death (P<O,05). We conclude that inhibition of p38 and ERKII2
reduces cytokine-induccd NO production bnt does not prevent cytokine-induced
inhibition of insulin secretion and cell death. We suggest that cytokine-induced
RlN cell toxicity is independent of NOandsignalling via MAPK.
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CYTOKINE INDUCED NITRIC OXIDE AND INTERLEUKIN·1 CONVERTING ENZYME MAY
REPRESENT DIFFERENT PATHWAYS OF CYTOKINE INDUCED ~-CELL DESTRUCTION.
A.E. Karlsen" D.Pavlovic', K. Nielsen', J. Jensen', H.U. Andersen', F.Pociot', T.Mandrup·
POUlsen', D. Eizirik', J. Nerup'. 'Steno Diabetes Center and Hagedom Research Institute,
Gentofte, Denmark and 'Vrije Universiteit, Brussel, Belgium.
Inratislets and beta-celilines cytokine induced nitric oxide (NO) production plays an important
role in short term (1-2 days) cytokine induced ~-cell dysfunction and damage. In particuiar
interieukin·l~ has been shown tobe toxic through NO induction. Incontrast, human islets are
more resistant to the toxic effect of cytokines and apoptosis is only detectable after 6·9days
cytokine exposure, primarily induced by a combination of IFNy, TNFa and IL·l~, with little
effect of IL-l~ alone. Interestingly, cytokine-induced human beta-cell death is indenpendent of
NO production. The aim ofthis study was therefore toanalyse whether the cysteine protease,
IL-l converting enzyme (ICE), a caspase considered of key relevance for the apoptotic
pathway indifferent cells and tissues might beinduced bycytokines inhuman islets. Methods:
Isolated human islets (from 5different donors), ratislets and ratinsulinoma cells were cultured
24or72hrs with different concentrations and combinations of IL-l~, TNFa and IFNy. RNA
was isolated and multiplex PCR analysis (26 or27cycles) were performed forICE, iNOS and
different house-keeping control genes (here cyclophilin) fornormalisation after quantification on
a Phospholmager. Visualisation of apoptotic RIN cells was based on the terminal
deoxynucleotidyltransferase end·labeling (TUNEL) procedure. Results: ICE mRNA expression
aspercent ofcyclophilin +/.SEM, n=5 and pvalues vs. control (ns= notsignificant)

Control IL-l~ TNFa+IFNy IL-l~'TNFa+IFNy

24hrs: 6.2 ± 2.0 2.4 ± 0.9 (ns) 50.8 ± 7.8 (p<O.OOl) 20.5 ± 2.9 (p<0.004)
72hrs: 3.2 ± 12 2.1 +0.3 Ins) 344HO (0<0.0031 18.4 + 3.0 (0<0.002)
The conditions of induced ICE mRNA expression correlates well with the previously observed
NO-independent apoptosis in human islets following 6·9days cytokine exposure. Analysis of
ratislets and RIN cells also showed cytokine induced ICE mRNA expression, in the RIN cells
demonstrated to be independent of NO production. Conclusion. These data suggest that
different mechanisms may beactivated bycytokines fo induce ~·cell damage, and that ICE
expression may becritically involved inthe NO-independent apoptosis induced inhuman islets
bylong term exposure to cytokines.
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CYTOKlNE MEDIATED NITRIC OXIDE PRODUCTION AND FAS
EXPRESSION ACT SYNERGISTICALLY ON~ CELL DAMAGE
S. Frigerio, G.A. Hollander and U. Zumsteg. University Children's
Hospital and Dept. of Research, CH-4005 Basel, Switzerland.
Inflammatory cytokines and toxic free radicals have been demonstrated
to play a major role early in the pathogenesis of IDDM. However,
intracellular signalling pathways of beta cell death are poorly
understood. Our investigations focus on cytokine induced molecular
mechanisms leading to beta cell damage. Isolated OFI mouse islets and
an established beta cell line (NIT-1) exposed to a combination of pro
infalmmatory cytokines (IL-l~, IFNy and TNFa) were assayed for
mechanisms leading to impaired insulin secretion. After cytokine
exposure, a profound decrease in insulin secretion was observed in both
islets (58±3%) and NIT-l cells (30±5%). This effect was mediated by
the production of nitric oxide (NO) in the beta cell itself as marked
induction of inducible NO synthase (iNOS) was found by RT-PCR in
both islets and NIT-l cells. Furthermore, islets from iNOS deficient mice
were resistant to the cytokine induced inhibition of insulin secretion.
However, both wild type and iNOS deficient islets showed a significant
increase in programmed cell death (30±2%) upon exposure to
cytokines. This result suggests an NO-independent signalling pathway
leading to apoptosis. Phenotyping of wild type and iNOS deficient islets
and NIT-1 cells exposed to cytokines revealed also the upregulation of
Fas (CD95/APO-l). Importantly, crosslinking of this surface molecule
by soluble Fas-ligand (FasL) resulted in enhanced apoptosis (45±7%).
In conclusion these data provide support to the contention that pro
inflammatory cytokines induce beta cell damage via the production of
NO radicals and the induction of apoptosis. The latter is also mediated
by Fas expression and may be triggered in situ by activated FasL
bearing T cells.
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INTERLEUKIN-16 MODIFIES THE PHENOTYPE OF 6 CELLS

MAKING THEM MORE RESISTANT TO CYTOTOXIC ASSAULTS
Zhidong Ling, Mark Van De Casteele, Decio L. Eizirik and Daniel Pipeleers
Diabetes Research Center, Faculty of Medicine, Vrije Universiteit Brussel.
Laarbeeklaan 103, B-1090 Brussels, Belgium

In vitro studies on rat B cells have indicated that these cells
can actively participate in their own destructive process, either by
modulating their sensitivity to toxic agents, or by activating their
repair and/or defence mechanisms. The cytokine interleukin-113
(IL-l) is cytotoxic to isolated rat islets but not in cultures of single
purified rat B cells. The present study demonstrates that an initial
exposure to IL-IB renders rat B cells more resistant to different
cytotoxic agents. Exposure to IL-IB (0,1 ng/ml) for 96 h alters the
morphologic phenotype of at least 40 percent rat B cells, changing
their spherical appearance into spreading over the culture dish.
This alteration is associated with an increased cellular expression
of heat shock protein 70 (HSP70), heme oxygenase (HO) and
manganese superoxide dismutase (MnSOD) (P<0.05 vs. control).
When tested after 20h culture, the IL-I treated B cells exhibited a
70 and 60 percent reduction in cell death (p<0.05 vs. control)
following exposure to, respectively, alloxan (2 mM) and
streptozotocin (2 mM). This protective effect was also observed in
an arginine-free medium, indicating its independence of NO
production. Pretreatment with IL-l also protected rat B cells
against the NO donor GEA (50 IlM)-induced B cell death, but this
effect required the presence of arginine. Protein analysis indicates
that arginine is needed for the IL-I-induced HO expression but not
for MnSOD and HSP70-expression, It is concluded that
interleukin-IB is not necessarily cytotoxic for B cells, but can,
instead, make them more resistant to cytotoxic agents. This
cytokine-induced protection of B cells is associated with changes
In cellular morphology and protein expression,
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FASENGAGEMENT LEADS TOAPOPTOSlS OFHUMAN ISLET CELLS FOLLOWING

EXPOSURE TOINTERLEUKIN-113
A.C. Loweth, G.T. Williams, J.H.B. Scarpello, R.F,L, James* and N.G.
Morgan, Universitiesof Keele, Staffs. & Leicester", U.K.

Recent work has highlighted the importance of induction of apoptosis to the
developmentof diabetes and has implicated the interaction of Fas ligand with
its receptor (Fas) in !Xell death. Indeed, there is evidence that Fas expression
is increased on human IXells, in response to interleukin-If (lL-l) treatment.
Here, we report that IL-l alone induces apoptosis in human islets and we
confirm, using functional evidence, that IL-I further sensitises human islets to
the induction of apoptosis by a Fas-dependent mechanism, Human islets were
cultured for 96 hours in the presence or absence of IL-I, agonisticanti-Fas
antibody or both. Islets were dispersed, stained with acridine orange and the %
of apoptotic cells determined by fluorescence microscopy (1000 cells/sample
were scored: % apoptosis (mean ± SEM): Control: O.65±O,06; +2pg/lllIL-II3:
1.88±O.lS*;+anti-Fas: O,73±O,1I; +IL-1+anti-Fas: 3,4S±O,S3**, *p<O.OOI vs
control; **p<O.OOI vs IL-II3), Thus, only after exposure to IL-I were islets
susceptible to anti-Pas-induced apoptosis, suggestingthat IL-l may upregulate
Fas expression on islets. Western blot analysis confirmedthat human islets did
not express Fas prior to culture, but that Fas was upregulated in cultured
human islets of Langerhans in a time-dependent manner. A striking
observation was that, in a total of 6 batches examined, a single, 37kDa band
corresponding to Fas ligand was found to be constitutively expressed in
normal human islets (Western blotting). Immunohistochemical examination of
human pancreas sections revealed that Fas ligand is co-localised with insulin,
indicating I3-cell specific expression, Thus, under conditions of cytokine
exposure, human islets can express both effector molecules of the FasIFasL
pathway and may be rendered especially susceptible to apoptosis.
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HUMANAND RAT ISLETSARE PROTECTED AGAINST OXIDATIVE STRESS
IN VITRO BY HEAT SHOCK PROTEIN 70 GENE TRANSFER.
P. Y. Benhamou, C. Moriscot, L. Badet, M.J. Richard,J. Kerr-Conte, F. Pattou
and S. Halimi. Endocrinology, CHV, BP 217X, 38043 GRENOBLE,
FRANCE.

Susceptibility of pancreatic islets to oxidant stress may compromise islet
viability and contribute to primary non function of allo-or xenogenic
grafts. We investigated the influence of overexpression of Heat Shock
Protein 70 (HSP70) on the viability of rat and human islets.
Islets were transfected with an episomal expression vector containing the
human HSP70 cDNA under the control of SV40 promoter, using
polycationic liposome DOSPER (1.7 ug DNA/lOS cells, ratio
DOSPER/DNA 2 Illlllg). Oxidant stress was induced 48h later by
xanthine oxidase-hypoxanthine (XO 7.5 to 25 V/ml, HX 0.5 mM). Islet
cell viability was assessed 72h after gene transfer by a quantitative
colorimetric assay (WST-l test). Islet function was tested by static
incubation assay.
HSP70 gene expression assessed by Western blot was consistently
enhanced in transfected islets, comparable to expression achieved by a 90
min-43°C heat shock, and could be detected 48h post transfer and at least
for 10 days. Following XOHX exposure (25 mV), human islet viability
was decreased by 21.6±2.3%. The same stress applied to HSP70
transfected islets reduced islet viability by 2.6±2.6% (p<O.OI), meaning a
protection of 87.8±17.0% conferred by HSP70. Similarly, a 64.2±6.! %
protection was observed when transfected rat islets were exposed to
XOHX (7.5 mV). Basal and glucose-stimulated insulin secretion was
also significantly improved in HSP70-transfected islets exposed to
XOXH stress.
Cationic Iiposomes are potentially relevant vectors to be used for gene
transfer in the islet transplant setting. We suggest that HSP70 gene
transfer may be a realistic approach to protect encapsulated islet grafts
against the adverse effects of non-specific inflammation.
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STIMULATION OFTUMOR NECROSIS FACTOR SECRETION BYHIGH
D-GLUCOSE INUTERINE CELLS IS MEDIATED BYINTERLEUKIN- I.
S. Pampfer, S. Cordi, C. Dutrieux, I. Vanderheyden and R. De Hertogh.
OBST 5330Unit, University ofLouvain Medical School, Brussels, Belgium.

Recent observations have shown thatthesynthesis ofTNF-a is up-regulated in
theuterus of thediabetic pregnant ratat thetimeof implantation andthatTNF
a inhibits the rates of cell proliferation and differentiation in implanting
embryos. The aim of the present study was to determine whether glucose
directly stimulates TNF-a secretion by uterine cells. In a first set of
experiments, primary cultures of mouse uterine cellswere incubated in either 8
mM or 28 mM of D-glucose and TNF-a was assayed in the culture
supernatants. High D-glucose wasfound to increased TNF-a release (P,,;0.01).
There wasnoeffect when a hyperosmolar control medium containing L-glucose
was used. In a second set of experiments, confluent cultures of the mouse
uterine epithelial celllineWEG-I were treated with either 8 mMor 28 mM of
D-glucose. High D-glucose hadnoeffect onTNF-a secretion by WEG-I cells.
When WEG-I cellswere exposed to IL-lfI, however, a dose-dependent increase
inTNF-a secretion wasdetected in theculture supernatants (P ,,; 0.05 with the
lowest effective IL-ifl concentration of 250 pg/ml), The impact of IL-ifl on
WEG-I cells was neutralized by adding a molar excess of IL-lfI receptor
antagonist. Thestimulatory effect of D-glucose onTNF-a secretion byprimary
cultures of uterine cells wasalso blocked by the IL-Ifl receptor antagonist.
Immunocytochemical analysis of theprimary uterine cellcultures revealed that
13 % of the cells were contaminating macrophages. Because 28 mM of D
glucose wasfound to stimulate IL-Ifl secretion in macrophages of the mouse
celllineRAW 264.7 when compared with8 mM (P ,,; 0.01), it is speculated
thattheeffect ofdiabetes onTNF-a synthesis in the uterus is mediated via the
release of IL-Ifl by macrophages in response to hyperglycemia Disruptions in
the uterine cytok:ine network implicated in the regulation of the implantation
process maycontribute to the peri-implantation embryopathy associated with
maternal diabetes.
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DECREASED EXPRESSION OF CYCLOOXYGENASE AND PGE2
LEVELS IN RAT EMBRYOS EXPOSED TO A DIABETIC
ENVIRONMENT
P. Wentzel, N. Welsh, and U. J. Eriksson, University of Uppsala,
Uppsala, Sweden.

The cellular mechanisms of the diabetic embryopathy are not completely
understood. Previous experimental studies have suggested that dia
betes-induced disturbance of arachidonic acid and prostaglandin (PG)
metabolism is associated with the embryonic dysmorphogenesis. The
aim of the present work was to determine whether hyperglycemia in
vitro or maternal diabetes in vivo affects the expression of the genes
coding for cyclooxygenase (COX), which is the rate-limiting enzyme of
the PG biosynthesis, thereby altering the production of PGEz, a
prostaglandin important for the closure process of the neural tube. To
estimate COX 1+2 gene expression and PGEz concentration, rat em
bryos were harvested after 24-48 h of embryo culture in low
(10 mmolll; lOG) or high glucose concentration (30 mmolll; 30G), or
on days 10 or 11 of normal (N) or diabetic (D) rat pregnancy, and sub
jected to semi-quantitative RT-PCR, or PGEz Enzyme Immuno Assay.
We found that both high glucose in vitro and maternal diabetes in vivo
caused severe embryonic dysmorphogenesis, and diminished the em
bryonic and yolk sac gene expression of COX 2 (lOG vs. 30G & N
vs. D, day 10, 0.05 < P < 0.10, xZ-statistics), whereas COX 1 ex
pression was not affected in these embryos. The PGEz concentration in
vivo of the MD embryos was decreased (N vs. D, day 10, p < 0.01,
ANOV A). In vitro, however, there was no significant difference in
PGEz concentrations between the Nand D embryos.
In conclusion, a diabetic environment disturbs the gene expression of
embryonic COX 2, which affects the concentration of the developmen
tally important prostaglandin Ez.
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HYPERGLYCEMIA CAUSES OXIDATIVE STRESS, INOSITOL
DEPLETION AND MALDEVELOPMENT IN THE EMBRYO
U. J. Eriksson and P. Wentzel, Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden.

Glucose-induced teratogenesis is related to oxidative stress and ham
pered prostaglandin biosynthesis. Previously, addition of the antioxi
dant N-acetyicysteine (NAC) and prostaglandin Ez (PGE2) was shown
to diminish glucose-induced embryonic maldevelopment in vitro, in
which also a decreased inositol metabolism was implicated. The aim
was to investigate putative interrelationships between these different
teratological pathways. We exposed embryos in vitro to 30 mM glu
cose (30G), and to 500 11M or 750 11M of scylla-inositol (500SI and
750SI), a competitive inositol inhibitor, with the intent to cause embry
onic dysmorphogenesis. We found that 30G, 500SI and 750SI em
bryos had fewer somites (l6.3± 1.1, 21.5± 1.2 and 19.5± 1.0),
shorter crown-rump length (CR: 2.8 ± 0.2 mm, 3.3 ± 0.1 mm and
3.2 ± 0.1 mm) and higher malformation score (MS; 9.4, 6.4 and 6.9)
than control embryos cultured in 10 mM glucose (lOG) (somites:
28.7 ± 0.3, CR: 3.4 ± 0.2 mm, MS: 0.1, P < 0.05 vs. 30G, 500SI
and 750SI, ANOVA and xZ-statistics). Adding 1600 11M inositol to the
30G or 750SI culture medium partly corrected embryo development
(somites: 23.6-23.9, CR: 3.3-3.5 mm, MS: 3.7-4.2, p < 0.05 vs.
30G and 750SI), and completely normalized the 500SI embryo devel
opment (somites: 28.6 ± 0.7, CR: 3.6 ± 0.1 mm, MS: 0.6).
Furthermore, addition of 0.5 mM NAC largely corrected embryogen
esis (somites: 26.8 ± 0.7, CR: 3.5 ± 0.1 mm, MS: 1.8), whereas
addition of 280 nM PGE2 failed to diminish the 500SI-disturbed em
bryonic maldevelopment.
We conclude that high glucose concentration suppresses the embryonic
metabolism of inositol and prostaglandins. The inositol depletion is as
sociated with oxidative stress, but seems to be parallel with the in
hibition of prostaglandin metabolism, thereby increasing the number of
compounds with anti-teratogenic potential in diabetic pregnancy.
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OXIDATIVE STRESS MEDIATED LIPID AND DNA ALTERATIONS IN
DIABETES. PREVENTION BYVITAMIN E.

B. Bonet'r', M.Viana', 01. Aruoma '.4, A. Jenner 4. B.Halliwell' andE. Herrera' .
'Univcrsidad San Pablo CEU (Madrid-Spain); 'Fundaci6n Hospital Alcorc6n
(Madrid-Spain), 3 OlCA International (Saint Lucia-West Indies), 4 Pharmacology
Group, King'sCollege London (London-UK)

Objectives: I-Tostudy thepresence ofaltereted DNA bases and lipidaldehydes in
liver and embryos of pregnant diabetic rats and z- To determine the effects of
vitamin E administration upon these parameters.
Methods: Diabetes was induced prior to pregnancy by the administration of
streptozotocin. Two groups of diabetic rats were performed, one without any
supplementation (D) and another treated during pregnancy witb vitamin E
(lOOmglday) (D+E). A control group wasalsoperformed (C). Theanimals were
sacrificed onday II,S andtheembryo morphology studied. Alterations in theDNA
bases (including Fapy-adenine, S-GH-cytosine, o-Oll-guanine), vitamin E andlipid
aldehydes were determined, respectively by gas chromatography/ mass
spectrometry; HPLC and by determining the thiobarbituric reacting substances
(TBARS).
Results: As expected thepercentage of malformations in D ratswere 44%, higher
than the values observed in C (7%) and D+E (lZ%)animals. D rats showed a
higher concentration of TBARS in liver, and Fapy-adenine, both in liver and
embryos, alsoa trendtoward higher levels of DNA bases alterations than in the C
andthe D+E was observed. Nodifferences were observed in theabove parameters
between theD+E andC groups.
Conclusions: Diabetes dnring pregnancy is associated with an increased
concentration of TBARS in liver, and altered DNA bases, both in liver and
embryos. These alterations could be responsible forthediabetic teratogenic effects.
The administration of vitamin E to diabetic rats decreases the lipid and DNA
alterations in liver andembryos to levels found in theCanimals.
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COMBINED ANTI-TERATOGENIC TREATMENT WITH
VITAMIN E AND VIIAMIN C IN DIABETIC RAT PREGNANCY
J. Cederberg and U. J. Eriksson, Department of Medical Cell Biology,
Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden

We have previously shown that the increased risk of embryonic dys
morphogenesis in diabetes can be diminished in vivo by supplementing
either 2 % vitamin E or 4 % vitamin C (w/w) to pregnant diabetic rats.
The aim of this study was to investigate whether a combination of
vitamin E and C would give a protective effect at a lower dose due to
synergism between the two antioxidants. Female Sprague-Dawley rats
were made manifestly diabetic (MD) with i.v. streptozotocin, and non
diabetic females served as controls (N). The MD rats received standard
food or food supplemented with either 2 % vitamin E + 4 % vita
min C, or 0.5 % vitamin E + I % vitamin C. At day 20 of preg
nancy the offspring were morphologically examined. The MD fetuses
showed more cranial malformations (micrognathia) and resorptions
(19 % and 30 %) than the N offspring (0 % and 4 %, P < 0.05,
x2-statistics). The malformations and resorptions decreased in the
MD 2+4 group (6 % and II %) compared to the MD group (0.05 <
P < 0.1 and p < 0.05, respectively), whereas the malformations and
resorptions of the MD 0.5+1 group (12 % and 20 %) did not differ
from the MD group. The somatic and liver weight of the MD fetuses
(2.5 ± 0.2 g and 145 ± 13 mg, ANOVA) were decreased (N: 3.5 ±
0.1 g and 246 ± 25 mg, p < 0.001 vs. MD) but increased marginally
in the antioxidant supplemented MD groups (2.6-2.7 g and 182
186 mg). The MD maternal weights were decreased (269 ± 15 g vs.
N: 385 ± 7 g, P < 0.001) and increased to subnormal values in the
vitamin-treated groups (304-313 g, P < 0.05 vs. MD).
We conclude that antioxidant treatment is beneficial for offspring and
mother in diabetic pregnancy, but the combined dietary supplementa
tion of vitamin E and C does not seem to offer any synergistic
advantages.
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OXYDATWE STRESS AS CAUSAL FACTOR OF
COMPLICATIONS IN DIABETIC PREGNANCY.
E.Wender-Ozegowska, J.Koilik, R.Biczysko, Karol Marcinkowski
University School of Medical Sciencies, Poznan.Poland
Maternal diabetes and the consequent hyperglycemia are associated with high
frequency of fetal congenital malformations, spontaneous abortions and
intrauterine death. Experimental studies have revealed, that hyperglycemia
initiates glycosylation of proteins, resulting in decrease of activity of
antioxydative enzymes, as well as enhanced production of free radicals, which
have been shown to generate disturhaces of embryonic development. The aim of
our study was to investigate, whether maternal diabetes is capable of inducing
alterations in the parameters of oxidative stress and if changes in oxidative
substrates concentration in maternal blood correlate with embryonic
development. 51 patients with pregestational diabetes were chosen for the study,
15 of them have lost their pregnancy. In 9 instances the pregnancy was planned.
All patients were subjected to insulin therapy. Glycemia wasestimated by daily
self control and by measurement of HbAlC concentration. Oxidative stress was
evaluated by estimation of: superoxide dysmutase (SOD), catalase and peroxidase
activity; malondialdehyde (MDA) concentrations in erythrocytes and in maternal
blood serum. Before pregnancy the mean glycemia level in the analyzed group
was 119,3mg/dl, and HbAIC was 9,35%, and during whole pregnancy it was
maintained at a level of 119,9 mg/dl, and 7,85%. The activity of all antioxidative
enzymes was lover before, than during pregnancy, and so was concentration of
MDA The investigated oxidative stress substrates (ROS) as well as glycemia
level and HbAIC did not show any significant differences between pregnancies
with and without vascular complications.The correlation of ROS with the degree
of glycemia control has shown , that SOD activity decreased with increasing
glycemia, but MDA concentration increased with increasing glycemia. Patients
with spontaneous abortions, malformations and intauterine deaths had
significantly higher levels of glycemia and HbA1C, concentrations as well as
significantly decreased SOD activity.
Oxidative stress may be assumed as a causal factor of unfavourable outcome of
diabetic pregnancy.
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PREPREGNANCY CLINIC ATTENDANCE: RELATIONSHIP TO
CONGENITAL ABNORMALITIES AND HBAlC.

DWM Pearson, DG Long and HWS Sutherland, Combined Obstetric Diabetic
Clinic, Aberdeen Maternity Hospital, Aberdeen Royal Hospitals NHS
Trust, Aberdeen, Scotland, UK, AB252ZN

From a geographic area 325consecutive births were studied in
194 women with established IDDM. Information about contraception
and pregnancy planning was widely available and a joint pre'
pregnancy clinic (PPC) held weekly. One hundred and twenty one
(37.2%) pregnancies were preceded by PPC attendance and in this
group one major malformation (0.8%) occurred in a mother who had
been advised to defer pregnancy till control improved. In the non
attendees at the pre-pregnancy clinic (oPPC)eight (3.9%) major
congenital abnormalities were diagnosed from birth to 1 year of life.
In all women who had an infant with a major congenital abnormality,
first trimester HbAlc was either significantly raised or unavailable
due to delayed attendance or care. The method ofHbAlc analysis
changed during the course of the study. In a sub-group of 104
pregnancies (40 PPC, 64 oPPC) HbAlc levels were compared at 5 time
periods during pregnancy. Mean maternal HbAlc levels were lower in
the PPC group than in the oPPC group at 0-8 weeks (7.2 ± 1.6% -u-
8.5 ± 1.9%) and 8-16 weeks (6.4 ± 1.6% -u- 7.5 ± 1.4%) but identical
at 17-24 weeks (6.1 ± 0.9% -v- 6.4 ± 1.3%), 25-34 (6.4 ± 1.0% ·v·
5.6 ± 1.2%) and 35-40 weeks (6.4 ± 1.0% -u-6.4 ± 1.0%). Attenders
for PPC were older (p~O.ooOI) and more often non-smokers (p=0.002).
No significant differences in parity, pregnancy number, pre-pregnancy
BMIor age at diagnosis were found. Women with complicated diabetes
(White class F + R) often did not attend for PPC. Conclusion:
Attendance at a pre-pregnancy clinic is associated with fewer
congenital malformations and better glycaemia during early pregnancy.
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Prospective Analysis of Neurological Development of Children of Mothers with

Diabetes Type I and Gestational Diabetes

G. Ircha', M. Zawodniak-Szalapska', K. Cypryk' and 1. Wilczynski"; IDept. of

Neurology, 'Diabetes Care Unit, 'Dept. of Fetal-Maternal Medicine, Research

Institute Polish Mother's Memorial Hospital, LO<Iz, Poland

Aim of the study: TIle purpose of our research work was early diagnosis of

neurological damages and neurodevelopmentdisorders in children of mothers with

diabetes type I and gestational diabetes (GDM). The influence of severity of

diabetes and metabolic disorders during pregnancy and perinatal complications in

newborns on the neurological state of infants from birth to 18 months was

evaluated. Material and methods: The prospective neurodevelopment analysis

included 35 childreo of mothers with diabetes type 1 and 122 children of GDM

mothers. The children underwent neurological examination in the 3'd,6th
, 9th

, 12th
•

and 18th month of life. Presence of symptoms of neurological damages, motoric

development and posture control, coordination of vision and movements, social

interactions and speech were evaluated. Results: In the group of the children of

mothers with diabetes type I four infants (11,4%) had serious neurological

disorders (including 1 developmental anomaly), 2 infants had cerebral palsy, 1

infant had psychomotoric developmental retardation, and 2 infants had slight

speech developmental retardation. In the group of the children of GDM mothers

only I infant had a light form of cerebral palsy. The dependence of frequency and

gravity of neurological disorders in children on diabetes metabolic control, serious

hypoglycaemia during pregnancy, and diabetes duration and complication was

observed (p<O.05). The dependence of frequency and gravity of neurodevelopment

disorders on fetopathy, hypoglycaemia. prematurity, and hypoxemic and ischemic

conditions in newborns was observed (p<O.05). Conclusion: I.Neurological

anomalies and neurodcvelopmcnt disorders were statistically more frequent in the

children of mothers with diabetes type 1 than in the children of GDM mothers.
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METABOLIC AND THERMOGENIC EFFECTS OF ACARBOSE IN NIDDM
PATIENTS IN SECONDARY FAILURE
B. Brooks, L. Molyneaux, R. Zilkens, K. Willey, G. Ross and D. K. Yue
Diabetes Centre, Royal Prince Alfred Hospital, Camperdown, Department of
Medicine, University of Sydney, NSW, 2006.

Acarbose lowers post-prandial blood glucose (BG) levels by delaying the
digestion and absorption of complex polysaccharides and sucrose. Inthis study,
we evaluated the effects of acarbose on: (i)glycaemic control in NIDDM patients
in secondary failure (ii)energy expenditure (EE), diet induced thermogenesis
(DIT) and respiratory quotient (RO), using indirect calorimetry. A total of 12
NIDDM patients (M/F: 8/4; Age: 56 ± 9 yrs; Duration: 10.1 ± 4.6 yrs; BM129.6
± 2.7 kg/m2

; HbA1c: 8.8 ± 0.9%) completed 8 weeks treatment with acarbose
(100 mg tds). Glycaemic control, EE and DIT were assessed at baseline and
week 8. Resting metabolic rate (RMR) was measured for 45 minutes after which
patients ate a standard meal (440 calories with 60 g CHO). EE, DIT and RO
were then measured for the next 4 hours. Blood was collected every 15 minutes
to evaluate BG and insulin (INS) area under the curve (AUG). At week 8,
acarbose was taken with the test meal. After 8 weeks treatment with acarbose,
HbA1c was lower compared to baseline (8.8 ± 0.9% vs 8.0' ± 0.9%; p < 0.03,
Paired t test). Acarbose acutely lowered post-prandial BG and INS AUC by 18%
and 11% respectively. The acute changes in BG AUC induced by a test dose
of acarbose 100 mg varied amongst individual patients, and correlated with the
change in HbA1c over the 2 month study period (r =0.87, P < 0.01). At week 8,
RO was lower at 30 minutes compared to baseline (0.86 ± 0.04 vs 0.83 ± 0.05,
P < 0.02, Paired t test). There was a significant effect of Acarbose on EE and
DITfor the first 120 minutes post meal (F 3 92 3.4; P < 0.05, F 2 68 6.3; P < 0.01 ,
respectively, Repeated Measures ANOVA). In conclusion, acarbose changes
the pattern of post meal thermogenesis and improves glycaemic control in
NIDDM patients in secondary failure. A test dose of acarbose can identify
individual's responsiveness to this agent.
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THE SAFETY OF ANTI-OBESITY TREATMENT WITH THE NOVEL
LIPASE-INHIBITOR, ORLISTAT (XENICAL TM): AN OVERVIEW

W. Canovatchel, Roche Pharmaceuticals, Nutley, New Jersey, USA.

Orlistat represents a new class of anti-obesity drugs, a highly selective lipase
inhibitor which acts exclusively within the intestinal tract. When taken in
combination with a low-fat, moderately hypocaloric diet for I year orlistat
resulted in significantly greater weight loss than placebo (p<0.05),
significantly greater reduction in waist circumference (p<O.OOO I) and
substantial improvements in serum lipid profiles and glucose tolerance status.
These benefits were sustained during the second year of treatment, with
orlistat-treated patients maintaining the significantly greater weight loss
(p<O.OOOI) and reduced waistline circumference (p=0.014) as well as
improved lipid profiles despite a 200-300 kcallday increase in the diet after 1
year. The most common adverse events were gastrointestinal [Gil, reported by
79.8% of patients treated with orlistat 120 mg tid in year 1 (placebo = 56.8%)
and by 41.1% of orlistat-treated patients in year 2 (placebo = 35.1%). Oily
spotting (26.6%), flatus with discharge (23.9%) and faecal urgency (22.1%)
were the most frequently reported GI adverse events, which were generally
mild and transient. In general the first occurrence of these events was within 3
months of starting therapy. Half of the GI episodes lasted for less than I week.
There were no clinically relevant changes in haematology, blood cbemistry or
urinalysisparameters.There were slight decreases in vitamin D (25-0H-D) but
no loss of bone density or alteration of calcium metabolism(assessedby PTH).
There were no decreases in essential fatty acid levels and orlistat bad no
detrimental effect on vitamin A levels. The vitamin ElLDVcholesterol ratio
increased during treatment with both orlistat and placebo and vitamin K levels
(assessed by prothrombin time) remained within the normal range during
2 years of treatment. Because of the lack of systemic uptake, orlistat has a
particularly benign safety profile. It is a unique feature of orlistat treatment
that, by learning to reduce their fat intake, patients can exercise control over
the incidenceof the GI adverseevents
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LONG-TERM USE OF REPAGLINIDE VERSUS GLYBURIDE IN
TYPE 2 DIABETES.
P. MOLLER and P. STRANGE, Princeton, NJ, for the REPAGLINIDE
STUDY GROUP
The purpose of the study was to compare the long-term (l-year) use of
repaglinide (REP) and glyburide (G) in patients with type 2 diabetes. The
trial was a prospective, multicenter, double-blind, randomized, parallel
group assessment of the efficacy and safety of these oral hypoglycemic
agents (OHAs). A total of 576 patients were randomized to receive
monotherapy with REP (n=383) or G (n=193). Of these patients, 87% had
previously been treated with OHAs; 13% were OHA-naive. During a
dose-adjustment period (weeks I to 8) patients were treated with
preprandial doses of REP (0.5 to 4 mg with 3 meals). Doses of G were
from 2.5 to 15 mg. Doses of both study drugs were increased toward a
target fasting plasma glucose (FPG) range of 4.4 to 7.8 mmol/L after
which the final dose was maintained for 12 months. REP provided
glycemic control similar to that of G. For patients previously treated with
OHAs, glycemic control was maintained for 14 months (0.002 change
from baseline). In patients naive to oral hypoglycemic therapy, a decrease
in the proportion of total HbA,o from 0.094 to 0.076 was observed within
the first 3 months (0.018 change from baseline). The improvement in
HbA" was maintained for the rest of the study (change from baseline: 
0.009). In both groups, the most frequent adverse events possibly related to
study drugs were: headache, dizziness, tremor, and increased appetite.
After 14 months of treatment, body weight decreased by -0J kg in
previously treated patients and increased 2.4 kg in naive patients. The
overall safety profile including changes in pro insulin and lipid levels was
similar with both agents. Conclusion: the efficacy and safety of REP is
similar to those ofG.
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The gut hormone GLP·I has insulintropic and anorectic effects during iv
infusion and has been proposedas a new treatmentfor NIDDM and obesity. The
effect of a single sc injection is short lasting due to rapid degradation. We,
therefore, infusedGLP·I(1.2 or 2.4 pmollkg/min) or saline subcutaneously for 48
h in randomised order in II patients with NIDDM to evaluate the effect on
appetite during fixed energy intake, on plasma glucose (PG), insulin, glucagon,
postprandiallipidemia, blood pressure(BP), heart rate (HR) and basal metabolic
rate (BMR). The high rate infusion resulted in elevations of the plasma
concentrationsof intact GLP-I similar to those observed after iv infusion of 1.2
pmollkg/min, previously shown to effectively lower blood glucose in NIDDM
patients. Fasting PG (day 2) decreaseddose dependently from 13.2 ± 1.3 (saline)
to 11.3 ± 1.0 mmolll (GLP.I), p ~ 0.001, duringthe high rate infusion,and from
12.2 ± 2.7 (saline) to 11.8 ± 2.9 mmolll (GLP-I), NS, during the low rate
infusion. Correspondingly, 24 h meanPG decreasedfrom 14.4± 1.5to 12.1 ± 1.2
nunolll, p = 0.005, (high rate infusion),and from 14.5± 2.9 to 13.5 ± 2.8 nunolll,
NS (low rate infusion). Fasting insulin and C-peptide levels were significantly
higher during the high dose GLP·I administration, whereasglucagon levels were
unchanged. Neither triglycerides nor free fatty acids were affected. The GLP-I
administration decreasedhunger(p<O.OOOI),increased satiety(p=O.OOI), increased
fullness (p=0.02), and decreased prospective food intake (p=0.0004). No side
effects during GLP-I infusionwere recordedexceptfor a short lasting cutaneous
reaction.BMR andHR did not changesignificantly duringGLP-I administration,
but systolic and diastolic BP was slightlylower during the GLP-I infusion. We
conclude that a 48 h continuous subcutaneous infusion of GLP-I in NIDDM
patients I) lowers fasting as well as meal-related PG, 2) reduces appetite, 3) has
no gastrointestinalside effects,and 4) has a smallpositiveeffecton BP.

CONTINUOUS SUBCUTANEOUS INFUSION OF GLP-I LOWERS
BLOOD GLUCOSE AND REDUCESAPPETITE IN NIDDM PATIENTS
M. Toft-Nielsenl~, S. Madsbad' and J.J.HoIsf. 'Dept. of Endocrinology, Hvidovre
Hospitaland 'Dept. ofMedicalPhysiology,Panum Institute,Copenhagen, Denmark.

c

Placebo 30 "g 75 "g 150"g
n=132 n=116 n=133 n=126

HbA" (%) at baseline 9,15 9.00 9,27 9,23
Relative d at 13 wks -5.4% -7,3% -9,3% -10,1%
Relative d at 26 wks -3,9% -5,6% -8,0% -8,2%
Relative d at 52 wks -2,1% -3,7% -5.0% -6,3%

EFFECTS OF PRAMLINTIDETHERAPY: A I-YEAR STUDYIN INSULIN
REQUIRING TYPE 2 DIABETES
R. Ratner, C. Levetan, S. Schoenfeld, S. Jeffcoate, and O. Kolterman for the
Pramlintide Type2 StudyGroup. Washington, DC; San Diego, CA, USA

In type 2 diabetes, native amylin levels fall over time, with frank deficiency
occurring when patients require insulin. We undertook a prospective, placebo
controlled dose-ranging study of pramlintide in insulin-treated type 2 diabetes. We
randomized 539 subjects to receiveplaceboor pramlintide 30 ug, 75 ug, or 150ug
TID and followed them for 52 weeks. Subjectswere obese(meanBMI~30.7), with
a mean durationof diabetes of 12 years, and a mean daily insulin requirement of
60U. HbA" concentrations fell to lower levels, and were better maintained over
time, in subjects receiving higher doses of pramlintide. Mean relative changes in
HbA, for the intent-to-treat population were:

Basedon DCCTfindings, this>5%relativereduction in HbA" at 52 weeksin the 75
and ISO ug groups would result in a >20% reduction in the risk of complications.
Differences in HbA" were amplified in those subjects in whom insulindoses were
not increased over time. Pramlintide-treated subjects required fewer upward insulin
adjustments than thosereceiving placebo. No differences in frequency or severityof
hypoglycemia were seen. Withimproved glycemic control, pramlintide resulted in a
significant weight loss (-2.7 kg for 150 ug group; -1.6 kg for 75 ug group) for all
doses compared to placebo. Transient nausea was the most common side effect
noted, with tachyphylaxis within 2-4 weeks. We conclude that pramlintide at 75
and 150 ug TID doses with insulin improved glycemic controlcompared to insulin
alone,withoutaugmented insulindoses,weightgain,or addedhypoglycemic events.
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IMPROVEMENT IN INSULIN ACTION AND INCREASE IN FAT OXIDATION
FOLLOWING TREATMENT WITH CL 316.243, A SELECTIVE BETA3-ADRENO

CEPTOR AGONIST IN HUMANS.

C. Weyer, P.A.Tataranni, S. Snitker, E. Danforth Jr. and E. Ravussin, CDNS/NIDDKI
NIH,4212N 16" Street,Phoenix, AZ,85016,USA.

Beta-adrenoceptor (~r) agonists possess both anti-diabetic and anti-obesity effectsin
rodentmodels of obesityand mayalsohavetherapeutic potentials in humans. The aim
of this randomised, double-blind, placebo-controlled studywas to assessthe effectsof
8 weeksof treatment with 1500mg/day ofCL 316.243, a highlyselective ~)-agonist,

on insulin actionand energymetabolism in 14 healthy, lean,male subjects [age 22.5
±3.3 yrs, bodyfat 15±5% (mean±SD), drug/placebo 10/4]. Insulin-stimulated glucose
uptake (M) and non-oxidative glucose disposal (NOGD, indirect calorimetry) were
determined duringa 100min euglycemic glucoseclamp(plasmainsulin-60 ~U/ml)

beforeand after4 and 8 weeksof treatment. 24-hourenergyexpenditure (24-EE), 24
hourrespiratory quotient (24-RQ) and the oxidation ratesof fat and carbohydrate were
measured beforeand after8 weeksin a respiratory chamber. Body weightand % body
fat (DEXA) werealso determined. After4 weeksof treatment, CL 316.243 increased
M (+45 % p< 0.01) and NOGD (+82 % p< 0.01), but none of these effectspersisted
for 8 weeks(Table). 24-EE,bodyweightand% bodyfat did not changeafter8 weeks,
but CL 316.243 markedly lowered 24-RQ(-7±2 %, Table), indicating a 23±6 % in
crease in fat oxidation (p<O.OI) and a 17±4 % decrease in carbohydrate oxidation
(p~0.05). Noneof theseparameters changed inthe placebo group.

baseline 4 weeks 8 weeks
M (mglkg EMBS/min) 5.6±2.0 8.1±23 ** 6,1±1.8
NOGD (mglkg EMBS/min) 3.2±1.8 5.8±2.1 ** 4.0±IA
24-EE (kcal/day) 2052±120 n.a. 2066±62
24-RQ .855±.017 n.a. .831±.028 **
body wei&ht (kg) 73.3±9.0 732±8,8 73.3±89

DO PATIENTS WITH DIABETES TAKE THEIR ORAL
HYPOGLYCAEMIC TABLETS?
GM Brennan, DIR Boyle, AD McMahon, TM MacDonald, RT Jung,
RW Newton and AD Morris for the DARTS/MEMO Collaboration,
University of Dundee Scotland.
There are no direct data on adherence to therapy in NIDDM. Using the
DARTS database (April 1993 to September 1994) we compared the
known prescribed sulphonylurea (SU) and metformin (MF) dose
(mg/day) with tablets supplied. MEMO contains complete data on
prescriptions encashed at all Tayside pharmacies. The medically
recommended dose and cumulative volume of prescriptions supplied
were used to calculate the days oftotal drug coverage per annum,
expressed as the adherence index (AI). Relationships between AI,
glycaemic control (HbA Ie), age, and duration of diabetes were
investigated in all patients taking MF or SU alone. We studied 200
patients, 120 SU and 80 MF treated. There were no differences in age 65
til SU (mean t S.D.), 60tlO MF; diabetes duration 4t5 SU, 2t3 years
MF, or HbAlc 7.3t1.4% SU, 7.2t1.7 MF between groups, 126 patients
(63%) encashed less tahlets than their prescribed dose (58% SU, 71%
MF). The mean AI was 345 days (range 55-891) and 331 days (range 33
662) for the SU and MF groups respectively. There was no difference in
the AI between the SU and MF groups. These data suggest that almost
two-thirds ofNIDDM patients are non-adherent regardless of the type of
prescribed oral hypoglycaemic therapy.

**~ p < 0.01 vs.baseline, EMBS(estimated metabolic bodysize)= FFM+17kg
Weconclude thatCL 316.243 improves insulin action in humans, but this effectseems
to be only transient. At the reported dose, the compound has no effecton energyex
penditure or body composition, but it stimulates fat oxidation, which may favour the
reduction of fatstoresif maintained overtime.
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THE LEW.IARlIZtm-iddm RAT - A NEW IDDM RAT MODEL
S. Lenzen', M. Tiedge', S. Lortz', M. Elsner', A. Jorns', G. Kloppell, D.

Wedekind', C. Prokop', H.J. Hedrich !'Institutes of Clinical Biochemistry,
!Laboratory Animal Science, and §Anatomy I, Hannover Medical School,
Hannover, and IInstitute of Pathology, University of Kiel, Kiel, Germany

We provide here a first description of a new congenic IDDM rat model
(LEW.lARl/Ztm-iddm) which arose spontaneously last year in an inbred
Lewis MHC congenic rat colony in our institution. Diabetes was character
ised by weight loss, polydipsia, polyuria, glycosuria, ketonuria, hypergly
cemia and hypoinsulinemia. The diabetes incidence was 20 % in this IDDM
rat colony with no sex preference. The mean age at diabetes manifestation

(blood glucose 21. 4 ± 1.3 roM) was 61 ±2 days. An analysis of the lympho
cyte subsets in peripheral blood of diabetic rats revealed a normal proportion

ofT lymphocytes as shown by monoclonal antibodies directed against TcRap
and RT6". Only at a late stage of the disease a significant reduction ofT lym
phocytes was observed in severely diabetic animals. In mildly diabetic rats
(blood glucose < 20 roM) the number of beta cells as well as insulin inununo
staining was already reduced in the majority of the islets. All islets were
heavily infiltrated with B and T lymphocytes, macrophages and NK cells.
Beta cells in areas of insulitis showed characteristic signs of apoptosis in
electron microscopy. Quantitative analysis by TUNEL assay revealed 5-12 %
apoptotic beta cells. In severely diabetic rats (blood glucose> 20 roM) most
islets were devoid of beta cells but still contained alpha cells and some delta
cells. Other organs were not affected. Taken together, this new IDDM rat
model has characteristics closer to human IDDM than the established BB rat
and the NOD mouse models. In the future this new IDDM rat may be a
valuable model to study the genetics of the underlying mechanisms leading to
autoinunune diabetes with particular emphasis upon the mutated gene.
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IN VIVO SENSmILIZED LYMPHOCYTES CAUSE ALTERATION OF
ANTIGEN EXPRESSION ON B-CELLSIN VITRO
B. Kuttler, H. Wanka and H. 1. Hahn; Institute of Pathophysiology, University of
Greifswald, Germany

A cocnlture oflymphocytes with allogeneic islets (MLIC) for 96h leads to reduction
of Jl-cells and to an allospecific induction of MHC class II antigens on Jl-cells. We
investigated if peripheral blood lymphocytes (PBL) obtained from allogeneic islet
grafted rats (= sensibilization in vivo) cause similar alterations on donor-specific
islet cells in vitro. Diabetic BB/OK rats (RT.I") were grafted with 2000 islets (ITx)
isolated from LEW.IA rats (RT.I'). Redevelopment of hyperglycaemia (rejection)
was observed after 20±3 days. 2xlO' PBL prepared before ITx, after 7d of
normoglycaemia and after rejection of islets were cocultured with 50 donor-specific
islets for 24h at 37°C. For control islets were cultured without PBL. After culture
islets were separated from PBL using nylon gauze, dispersed into single cells and
used for determination of antigen expression. MHC class I (OXI8) and class II
(OX6) antigens and an intercellular adhesion molecule (ICAM-I) were detected on
Jl-cells (K14D10) by two-color flow cytometry. After a culture ofLEW.IA rat islets
for 24h we measured 80.9±2.0% Jl-cells (n=16). 81.3±2.7% of them were OXI8+,
only 0.9±O.3% were OX6+ and 19.8± 1.5% were ICAM-I+. PBL obtained before
ITx had no effect on OXI8+Jl-cells, induced OX6 on Jl-cells in 9 of 15 cases
(67.3%) and enltanced ICAM-I+Jl-cellsto 42.7±3.7%. In contrast, 86% of the PBL
suspensions obtained from normoglycaemic rats at day 7 reduced OXI8+Jl-cells to
40.9±4.9% (p<0.01) and induced OX6 on Jl-cells. These marked effects could never
be observed in a 24h-MLIC with lymphocytes from non-grafted rats or after
rejection. However, if the culture time was prolonged to %h lymphocytesfrom non
grafted rats were able to induce MHC class II on Jl-cells whereas a reduction of
OXI8+Jl-cellswasnot observed.
In summary, the 24h-MLIC is capable to distingnish between effects of sensibilized
and non-sensibilized lymphocyteson donor-specific target cells. Reduction of MHC
class tJl-cells were caused by acutely sensibilized PBL only. The results underline
the presence and functional activity of donor-specific lymphocytes in the peripheral
blood of islet-grafted BB/OK rats which can be detected by the MLIC. Possibly, this
method is usefull for early diagnosis of islet graft destruction.
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NOVEL DIABETES PREDISPOSING AND PROTECTING GENES IN
THE SPONTANEOUSLY DIABETIC BB/OK RAT
I. Kloting, S. Schmidt and P.Kovacs, Department of Laboratory Animal
Science at the Institute of Pathophysiology, University of Greifswald, D
17495 Karlsburg, Germany
By several crossing studies it has been demonstrated that the MHC class-II
genes of the RTl" haplotype, Iddml, and the lymphopenia, Iddm2, are
essential for diabetes development in the BB rat. Using diabetic BB/OK and
diabetes-resistant DA rats it has been additionally shown that a third
diabetogenic non-MHC gene, Iddm3, mapped on chromosome 18
cosegregates with spontaneous diabetes in the BB/OK rat subline. Because
mapping results need not be consistent among different crosses, we genetically
analysed a new cross population using diabetic BB/OK and diabetes-resistant
SHRIMol rats to evaluate the existence of Iddm3 and to search for additional
diabetogenic non-MHC genes using 73 microsatellite markers covering about
63 % of the rat genome. The genetic analysis of lddml and Iddm2
homozygous [(BB/OK x SHR)FI x BB/OK] first backcross hybrids (BCI)
confirmed the action of Iddm3 on chromosome 18 and identified 2 new non
MHC loci predisposing as well as protecting diabetes development. The
predisposing non-MHC locus, Iddm4, was found near Ighe/D6Mgh2 on
chromosome 6 and the protective locus, Iddm5r(esistance), was detected
around Igf2/fnt on chromosome I. The homologous region of the Iddm4
locus lies on human chromosome 14q32 near the diabetes susceptibility locus
IDDMII and Iddm5r on chromosome IIp 15 near the IDDM2 locus, known
to have some IDDM protective alleles in humans. From these novel findings it
is concluded that the diabetogenic phenotype of the BB/OK rat subline is the
result ofthe interaction ofpredisposing and protecting diabetes genes.
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DYNAMICS OF ~-CELL DESTRUCTION IN THE NOD MOUSE DIABETES TRANSFER
MODEL
~.Fuchtenbusch 1.'. E. Larger', M.F. Richard', K. Thebault', and C. Boitard'
Diabetes Research Institute and 3rd Medical Dept., Krankenhaus Munchen

Schwabing, Munich, Germany, 'INSERM U342, Hopital Saint-Vincent-de-Paul,
Paris, France
It is widely held that the autoimmune destruction of the l1-cells during the
prediabetic phase of type 1 diabetes is a chronic, lineary process. The aim of
this study was to determine whether the activity of the autoimmune stimulation
increases, decreases or remains stable in the course of this process. As an
indirect measure of the activity of the autoimmune stimulation we determined
the individual diabetes transfer time after l.v. injection of splenocytes from
prediabetic NOD mice of different ages into NOD-SCID mice and correlated
this transfer time with the diabetes incidence in the NOD donor mice and their
pancreatic insulin content. Three groups (n=8) of NOD mice, aged 5, 11, and
17 weeks (wk) underwent splenectomy and hemipancreatectomy. Then, from
each NOD mouse, 10x10' splenocytes, collected aseptically in HBSS, were
injected into groups of four 6 wk old NOD-SCID mice, respectively Insulin was
extracted from the resected hemipancreas with ammonium hydroxide over 24h
at 4"C, and the insulin content was determined by a RIA. 1) diabetes
manifestation in the NOD-SCIDs after a mean time of 126 days after transfer
of splenocytes from 5 wk old NODs, after 68 days (from 11 wk old NODs), and
after a mean time of 43 days (transfer from 17 wk old NODs, 5 vs. 11 wk:
p<O.02, 11 vs. 17 wk p<0001, linear regression). 2) In the 17 wk old NOD
mice, time to diabetes was positively correlated with the diabetes transfer time
(p<O.0001): the later the diabetes manifestation, the later the occurence of the
disease in the NOD-SCIDs. 3) Positive correlation of the individual insulin
content of the 17 wk old NODs and the diabetes transfer time in the recipient
mice (p<O.0001). 4) However, in contrast, no such correlations for these
parameters were seen for the 5 and 11 wk ols NOD mice (time to diabetes: 11
wk, p=O.14, 5 wk, p=O.75; insulin content. 11 wk, p=O.81, 5 wk, p=O.14).
Conclusions: 1) The activity of the autoimmune stimulation seems to increase
in the course of I:\-cell destruction. This could be due to epitop spreading and
due to a progredient skewing towards a TH1-response. 2) In the late
prediabetic phase, close to the manifestation, the immune response seems to
be programmed to I:\-cell destruction; it is only at this time, that the pancreatic
insulin content predicts the impending manisfestation of the disease.
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iNOS-I. MICE HAVE A REDUCED SENSITIVITY TO IMMUNE
MEDIATED P-CELL DAMAGE: IN VITRO AND IN VIVO
STUDIES.

M. Flodstrom", D.L. Eizirikn.~, S. Sandler". nDepartment of Medical
Cell Biology, Uppsala University, Uppsala Sweden and ~Diabetes
Research Center, Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Brussels, Belgium.

The role of nitric oxide (NO) for p-cell destruction in type 1 diabetes
remains unclear. The present study evaluate the sensitivity of a
mouse genetically deficient in the inducible nitric oxide synthase, iN OS
(iNOS-/-, background C57BLl6JxI29SvEv), to diabetes induced by
multiple low dose streptozotocin (STZ). Furthermore, the effects of in
vitro exposure of pancreatic islets to IL-IP were studied. Male control
C57BLl6 and iNOS-I- mice were treated for 5 consecutive days with IP
injections of STZ (40 mglkg BW) or vehicle (citrate buffer) Untreated
C57BLl6 mice showed no increase in blood glucose (BG) levels during
a 21 days period, whereas STZ treated C57BLl6 mice gradually
developed hyperglycaemia with 12/16 animals having BG levels >11.1
mM on day 21 (MBG of 7.4 ± 0.5 and 15.6 ± 1.6 mM on day 1 and 21,
n=16). STZ-treated iNOS-I- mice had no or a minor increase in BG
during the observation period with 4/17 mice having a BG level> 11.1
mM on day 21 (MBG, 6.9 ± 0.2 and 9.8 ± 0.6 mM day 1 and 21;
p<O.Ol vs. control C57BLl6 mice day 21, x2-test). Vehicle treated
iNOS-I- mice (n=13) kept a normal BG level throughout the period (7.3
± 0.3 mM, day 21). No significant decrease in body weight could be
observed in any of the groups. A 24 h exposure period to IL-1P (25
U/ml) in vitro resulted in an increase in nitrite formation (5-6-fold) and
a decrease in glucose induced insulin release and (pro linsulin
biosynthesis by islets isolated from C57BLl6 mice, as compared to
control islets. Islets from iNOS-I- mice showed neither an increase in
nitrite synthesis, nor an impairment in cellular functions after
exposure to IL-lp. In conclusion, the present findings suggest that NO
formation contributes to p-cell damage both following in vivo treatment
with multiple low doses of STZ and following in vitro exposure to IL
1P
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IMPAIRMENT OF MUCOSAL IMMUNE SYSTEM IN TIIE SMALL
INTESTINE OF NOD MICE
D. P. FlUIdal.', A. Kaas', M-L. Hartoft-Nielsen', T. Bock', K. U. Hartmann', H.
Tlaskalova-Hogenova', and K. Buschard'. 'Bartholin Instituttel, Kommunehospitalet,
Copenbagen, Denmark, 'Department of Immunology and Gnotobiology, Institute of
Microbiology, Czech Academy of Sciences, Prague, Czech Republic, 'Institute fur
Experimentelle Immunologie, Philipps-Universitlil, Marburg, Germany
Mucosal surfaces represent the major contact area with outer environment and
mucosal immune response is known to differ in many respects from the systemic
one. Mucosa-associated lymphocytes were reported to form about one half of the
early islet-infiltrating mononuclear cells. In addition, T-yli lymphocytes were shown
to play an important role in snppression of the autoimmune reaction in NOD mice.
The aim of this study was to examine lymphocyte snbsets within the gut mucosa of
NOD mice in comparison with BALB/cJ mice. Using immunohistochemistry,
proximal and distal jejunum as well as ileum of 6-week-old NOD and BALB/cJ
female mice were stained for CD3+, CD4+, CDS+, CD8cx+, TCR yli+, 19A" and I~
cells. By applying several counting methods for each of the markers and/or
compartments (lamina propria, epithelium), significantly lower numbers of CD3+
(88.4," 7.4 vs. 210.1 '" 19.1; p<O.OOI), CD4+ (8.4 '" 0.3 vs. 14.3," 2.2; p<O.OS)
CDS+ (29.1 '" 1.1 vs. 114.7 ± 19.3; p<0.001), CD8cx+(81.1 ± 13.5 vs. 186.5 ± 17.0;
p<O.OI), and T-yl)+ cells (34.5 ± 7.6 vs. 69.1 ± 7.9; p<O.OOI) as well as 19A
producing cells (27.1 ± 1.9 vs. 43.8 ± 1.1; p<O.OOI) but notI~ cells (2.6 ± 0.1 vs.
4.4 ± 0.7, ns) were observed in NOD mice compared to BALB/cJ mice. In addition,
a significantly lower ratio of intraepithelial to lamina propria CD3+cells was found
in NOD mice compared to BALBlcJmice (4.48 ± 0.79 vs. 7.9 ± 1.11, p=0.037). No
remarkable differences, except for 19A+ cells, were observed among proximal and
distal jejunum, and ileum within each group. Thus, our results show siguificantly
lower number of T and in a lesser extent 19A-producing B cells in the gut of NOD
mice in comparison to BALBlcJ mice. The difference is most evident within the
intraepithelial CD3+cells (i.e. mainly TCR yl)+, CD8cx), !hat may be of importance
in induction of mucosal immune response. The impaired mucosal immune system
in NOD mice may contribute to autoimunity, e.g. by failing to develop proper
immune response to outer environmental antigens.
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TISSUE SPECIFICITY OF INTERFERON-y EXPRESSION AND THE GENETIC
BACKGROUND CAN AFFECT DEVELOPMENT OF DIABETES
T.Toyonaga, E.Araki, A.Shiragami, H.Motoshima, K.Kaneko,
Y.Anami, T.Sasahara, N.Miyamura, H.Kishikawa and M.Shichiri,
Department of Metabolic Medicine, Kumamoto University School of
Medicine, 1-1-1 Honjo, Kumamoto, 860-8556, JAPAN

The interferon-y (IFN-y) plays an important roles in the development of
insulin dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM). To analyze the influence of
the tissue specific expression of IFN-y and genetic background on the
development of diabetes, we microinjected the murine IFN-y transgenes
into the pronucleus of fertilized eggs of C57BU6 mice and established
two lines of the transgenic mice. To examine tissue specificity of IFN-y
expression, RT-PCR was performed using mRNAs from various tissues
(pancreas, liver, spleen, stomach, smaJI intestine, lung, kidney and
peripheral blood lymphocyte). One transgenic mouse line (No.5)
expressed IFN-y in the liver and the mean concentration of IFN-y in the
serum was 3533 pg/ml at 7 weeks of age. However the No.5 line did
not develop diabetes. The other transgenic mouse line (No.44) expressed
IFN-y mainly in the pancreas and the mean concentration of IFN-y in the
serum was below the detectable level (l25 pg/ml), The No.44 line
developed diabetes and the histology of the pancreas showed insulitis.
This development of diabetes in No.44 line was inhibited by intra
peritoneal administrations of anti-IFN-y antibody. To understand genetic
background on the development of diabetes in No.44 line, this line was
mated with NOD mice and produced FI(NODxNo44) mice. To our
surprise these F I mice did not develop diabetes at all. These results
suggest that both tissue specificity of IFN-y expression and genetic
background can affect the development of diabetes in the IFN-y
transgenic mice.
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1,25-DlHYDROXYVITAMIN D3 INDUCES A Th2 IMMUNE RESPONSE IN
NON-OBESE DIABETIC MICE IMMUNIZED WITH GAD65 (524-543).
C. Mathieu, L. Overbergh, K.M. Casteels, O. Rutgeerts and M. Waer. Laboratory for
Experimental Medicine and Endocrinology and the Laboratory for Experimental
Transplantation, Gasthuisberg, Catholic University of Leuven, 3000 Leuven,
Belgiwn.
Aim: The activated form of vitamin D, 1,25(OH),D], prevents type I diabetes in the
non-obese diabetic (NOD) mouse and induces an immune shift towards Th2
cytokines, locally in the pancreatic islets as well as in transplanted islets. Herewe
investigate whether the immune shift induced by 1,25(OH),D) is a generalised
phenomenon or limitedto autoantigen-related immune responses. Methods: in vitro
: T-lymphocytes from 8 week old control and 1,25(OH),D) treated NOD mice were

isolated from popliteal lymph nodes 10 days after in vivo stimulation with GAD
(524-543) or ovalbumin (ova) in the footpath. T-cell proliferation and cytokine
production before and after peptide rechallenge in vitro was analysed (ELISA of
culture supernatant). In vivo: Control and 1,25(OH),D, treated NOD-mice were
immunized in the footpath with GAD or ova. Cytokine profiles were analysed in the
draining popliteal lymph nodes by quantitative RT-PCR at different time points after
primary as well as after booster injections. Results: Immunization with GAD
induced a spontaneous T lymphocyte proliferation in control as well as treated mice.
In vitro rechallenge did not result in differences in proliferation between both groups,
but a marked shift in cytokine profile was noted: IL4 production was significantly
increased, while IFNy levels were decreased in the 1,2S(OH),D] treated group. In
vivo, analysis of cytokine levels in draining lymph nodes after GAD immunization
and booster injection showed again a significant increase in Th2 cytokines, especially
lL4, ILS and IL13, and a significant decrease in the Th I cytokine IFNy in
1,25(OH),D] treated mice. This immune shift towards Th2 was not seen in the
ovalbumin immunized mice, where a rise in IL4 was associated with an even rise in
IFNy. Conclusion . From these studies wc can conclude that 1,25(OH),D, induces an
immune shift from Th I towards Th2 in peripheral lymphocytes upon stimulation with
autoantigen, butnot withnon-autoantigens.
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EXPRESSION OF TIlE DIFFERENT LEPTIN RECEPTOR ISOFORMS IN TIlE
BRAINOF DIABETICAND OBESE HUMANS
B. Burguera, L. Jin, ME Couce, 1. Lamsam, MD Jensen and RV Lloyd. Endocrine
Unit and Department of Pathology.Mayo Clinic, Rochester,MN 55905.USA
Leptin exerts important effectson the regulation of food intakeby interacting with a
receptor that is alternativelyspliced, in the brain. The long form (OB-Rb)has a long
intracellular domain which is essential for signal transduction. The specific aim of
this study was to further investigate the role that the brain may play in the
pathogenesis of diabetes and obesity in humans. For this purpose, we studied the
expression of the OB-R mRNA in the brain of obese (n=5), lean (n=5) and diabetic
subjects(n=4), by means of in situ hybridization (ISH), Northern blot (NB) and RT
PCR analysis. We used two alternative probes; one that recognizes all known splice
variants (common form) and a second one that just recognizes the OB-Rb. Several
brain regions including, hypothalamus, cerebellum, neocortex, entorrhinal cortex,
amygdala and rostral medulla, were evaluated. ISH studies, using a non-isotopic
detectionmethod and appropriate controls, including the use of sense probes, revealed
that both common and OB-Rb mRNA are widely distributed in the human brain. The
specificISH signal was, with both probes, detected exclusivelyin the cytoplasmof the
cell body, dendrites and proximal axonal regions of the neurons from the
hypothalamic nuclei, Purkinge cells and dentate nuclei of the cerebellum, inferior
olivaryand cranial nerves nuclei in the medulla, amygdala and neurons from both the
neocortexand entorrhinal cortex. The ISH signal obtained in the choroid plexus and
ependyma was lower than that in neurons. No significant differenceswere identified
neither among regions nor among the three groups studied. These results, matched
those previouslyobtained (Neuroendocrinology66:145, 1997) where the distribution
of the OB-R protein in the human brain was first described.NB and RT-PCRanalysis
indicated that the OB-Rb is expressed at a relatively high level in the hypothalamus
and cerebellumwith lower expression in the choroid plexus. The identity of the PCR
products were confirmed by sequencing analysis. Control experiments with the
omissionof the reverse transcriptase allowed to exclude genomicDNA amplification.
Our results suggest that the original hypothesis,based on animal studies, that the OB
Rb was only present in the hypothalamus needs to be reconsidered.. The OB-Rb
isoform seems to be widely expressed in the human brain. Obesityand diabetes seem
not to be associatedwith a down-regulationof the OB-Rbin the brain.
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IMPACf OF OBESITY AND LEPTIN TREATMENT ON
ADIPOCYTE GENE EXPRESSION IN PSAMMOMYS OBESUS
A. Sanigorski, D. Cameron-Smith, P. Lewandowski and G.R. Collier.
Metabolic Research Unit, School of Nutrition and Public Health, Deakin
University, Geelong, Australia.

In this study we have investigated key enzymes involved in lipid
metabolism in fat tissues isolated from lean and obese Psammomys
obesus. Psammomys obesus (the Israeli sand rat) is a polygenic model of
obesity and NIDDM, which naturally develops a range of metabolic and
physical characteristics associated with the metabolic syndrome.
Psammomys obesus were separated into 2 groups. One group of animals
were lean, normoglycemic, normoinsulinemic and normoleptinemic,
whereas the second group were obese, hyperinsulinemic and
hyperleptinemic. Animals in both groups were given intraperitoneal
injections three times per day of 15mglkg of body weight of leptin or
saline for 7 days. We examined fatty acid metabolism in adipocytes from
suprascapular and perirenal fat depots by measuring the mRNA levels 0 f
lipoprotein lipase (LPL), hormone sensitive-lipase (HSL). uncoupling
proteins I and 2 (UCP-I and UCP-2) and peroxisome proliferator
activated receptor (PPARy2) using semi-quantitative RT-PCR. normalised
to ~-actin mRNA levels.

Our results showed that obese animals had significantly elevated gene
expression levels of LPL. HSL. UCP-2 and PPARy2 consistent with the 2-3
fold increase in body fat mass in comparison to lean animals. Leptin
treatment failed to have any effect on body fat mass or gene expression in
obese animals. However. in lean animals. leptin treatment resulted in an
82% reduction in body fat mass which was accompanied by a tendency
for a reduction in LPL, HSL. UCP-2 and a significant decrease in
PPARy2

In conclusion, increased fat mass is accompanied by increases in major
genes associated with lipid metabolism which may be directly or indirectly
regulated by increased PPARy2 activity. Interestingly, in leptin responsive
animals leptin treatment significantly reduced PPARy2 expression which
may contribute to the reduced fat mass observed in lean animals.
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CELL BIOLOGICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF A TRUNCATED
HUMAN LEPTIN (FRAMESIllFT 133)

H. Rau, J.P. Whitehead, B.J. Reaves, S. O'Rahilly. Departments of
Medicine and Clinical Biochemistry, University of Cambridge,
Addenbrooke's Hospital, Cambridge, UK.

Recently, we reported a frame-shift mutation in the human leptin (ob) gene
associated with low serum leptin and extreme obesity in 2 homozygous
individuals. Preliminary data suggested a defect in the secretion of this
truncated mutant leptin. In the present investigation we have performed
transient transfection studies in CHO and COS7 cells to characterize the
biological properties of the mutant leptin. Consistent with our previous
observations, only immunoreactive wt leptin was secreted. In pulse-chase
experiments, intracellular wt leptin levels decreased upon its secretion into
the medium. In contrast, whilst immunoreactive mutant leptin disappeared
from celllysates with similar kinetics to wt leptin (t1/2 45min) it was not
detected in the medium. Inhibition of the proteasome, using the inhibitor
clasto-lactacystine I3-lactone, led to a significant increase in the
intracellular levels of mutant leptin, indicating a crucial role for the
proteasome in the degradation pathway. Although intracellular
immunoprecipitated wt and mutant leptin levels were comparable, analysis
of total cell lysates revealed a 7-fold increase in total intracellular mutant
leptin compared to wt. Size exclusion gel filtration indicated that
intracellular mutant leptin accumulated in an aggregated form, presumably
as a result of misfolding in the endoplasmic reticulum. Thus, we have
shown that the mutant leptin accumulates intracellularly as a consequence
of misfolding/aggregation and is subsequently degraded by the
proteasome.
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PROGRAMMING OF LEPTIN METABOLISM IN EARLY
PROTEIN RESTRICTED RATS

C,J. Petry, L. James, S.E. Ozanne, C.L. Wang & C.N. Hales. Clinical
Biochemistry Dept., Univ. of Cambridge, Cambridge, U'K, CB2 2QR

Maternal and early protein restriction in rats has been used to investigate
mechanisms behind the finding that restricted fetal growth may increase
the risk of developing type 2 diabetes. A number of metabolic changes
have thus far been detected in such rats. The present study was initiated
to test the hypothesis that leptin metabolism is altered hy early protein
restriction. Female rats were fed a 20% protein ('control') or an
isocaloric 8% protein ('LP') diet throughout pregnancy and lactation.
Female offspring were weaned onto their respective maternal diets and
from 70 days of age fed either chow or a cafeteria-style diet. At one
year of age cafeteria-fed rats showed excessive weight gain (p<O.OOO1)
and independently, LP rats were lighter than controls (p<O.OOOI).
Fasting plasma leptin concentrations were: control-chow (n=12) 7.5 ±
0.5, control-cafeteria (n=14) 46.9 ± 3.8, LP-chow (n=14) 6.9 ± 1.3,
LP-cafeteria (n=15) 26.0 ± 4.1 nglml (effect of early diet, p=O.OOI;
effect of adult diet, p<O.OOOI; interaction p=0.002). Relative to body
weights plasma leptins were still raised in cafeteria-fed rats (p<O.OOO1)
but this rise was significantly greater in control than in LP rats
(interaction between early and adult dietary groups, p=O.04I): control
chow 18.2 ± 1.2, control-cafeteria 61.2 ± 5.9, LP-chow 20.7 ± 3.3,
LP-cafeteria 45.8 ± 6.1 pglml/g body weight. This significant
interaction, which occurs independently of dietary-induced changes in
body weights, suggests that early protein restriction leads to either
altered leptin metabolism in the rat adipocyte or possibly a reduction in
cafeteria-induced leptin resistance.
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EVIDENCE FOR A PHYSIOLOGICAL ROLE OF LEPTIN IN HUMAN
PREGNANCY
A. Festa, N. Shnawa, G. Schernthaner and S. M. Haffner. University of
Texas Health Science Center, San Antonio, Texas, USA and Department of
Medicine I, Rudolfstiftung Hospital, Vienna, Austria.
There is increasing evidence suggesting that leptin is not only a major
regulator of adipose tissue metabolism and energy homeostasis, but might
also be involved in the regulation of the neuroendocrine and the
reproductive system. Recently, it has been shown that leptin is synthesized
in and secreted from the human placenta. The aim of our study was to
elucidate the role of leptin in human pregnancy by measuring serum leptin
levels in a large number of consecutive pregnant women with normal
(n=173) and impaired (n=67) glucose tolerance in relation to BMI and
various metabolic variables, including specific insulin and proinsulin during
a 2h OGTI (20-31 weeks of pregnancy). In 53 women serum leptin was
measured during pregnancy and post partum (mean: 10.7 months).
During pregnancy serum leptin was significantly related to body weight
(r=0.39), BMI (r=0.44), fasting immunoreactive insulin (r=0.31), specific
insulin (r=0.40) and proinsulin (r=0.28) (all p-values =0.0001) but not to
age, blood glucose levels and the increment of insulin relative to the
increment of glucose in 60min, as a measure of insulin secretory capacity.
Leptin was significantly higher during pregnancy compared to post partum
(mean±SE: 24.2±1.4 vs. 20.0±1.6 ng/ml, p=0.001). The difference remained
significant after adjustment for change in BMI and change in fasting insulin
(p=0.042). In multiple regression analysis BMI and fasting insulin predicted
20% of the variability in teptin levels during pregnancy, whereas in the
same women the same variables explained more than twice of leptin
variability post partum (44%). In women with gestational diabetes leptin
levels were lower compared to women with normal glucose tolerance after
adjusting for BMI and fasting insulin (26.37 vs 16.06 ng/ml, p<0.006).
Our data add to the evidence that leptin might be added to the catalogue of
placenta derived hormones playing a physiological role during human
pregnancy.
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FREE LEPTIN, BOUND LEPTIN AND SOLUBLE LEPTIN RECEPTOR IN
NORMAL ANDDIABETIC PREGNANCY
K Lewandowski, D. Dunlop, R. Hom, C. O'Callaghan, G. Medley, P. O'Hare
and G. Brabant
Department of Biological Sciences, The University of Warwick, Gibbet HiU Road,
Coventry CV4 7AL, United Kingdom and Department of Endocrinology,
Mediziniscbe Hochscbule, Carl Neuberg Strasse 1, Hannover, Germany (RH.,
G.B.)
Sofar there are no data on alterations of free and bound leptin levels during diabetic
pregnancy and the role of the sotubte leptin receptor in human subjects remains to be
explored. We measured free leptin, bound leptin and soluble leptin receptor levels by
radioimmunoassays in 20 normal and 19 IDDM subjects at 20 and 30 weeks of
gestation and post-parium, and analysed the data using hierarchical statistical models.
Results: Totalleptin levels rise from 20 to 30 weeks of gestation (688+/-58 (mean+/
SEM in pmolll) to 785+/-62, p=O.OO9). There is a significant post-partum fall to
445+/-47 pmolll, p<O.OOI. This rise is caused by the rise in the bound leptin levels as
there is no significant change in free leptin levels between 20 and 30 weeks (p=O.17).
There is a significant post-partum fall in free leptin levels (p<0.001). Insulin
requirements rise in the 3rd trimester, but despite this there was no significant
difference in free or bound leptin levels between the normal and diabetic subjects at
any stage (freeleptin: 223+/-35 and 266+/-24; 237+/-45 and 223+/-27; 109+/-16 and
104+/-24, p=O.34; bound leptin: 410+/-73 and 428+/-54; 501+/-78 and 562+/-71;
330+/-47 and 271+/-46, p=O.84 for normals and diabetics at 20, 30 weeks and post
partum respectively). Diabetic subjects however had significantly higher soluble leptin
receptor levels at all stages (p<<O.OOI), that rose further in the 3rd trimester from
3742+/-268 (mean+/-SEM in pmolll) to 4134+/-239, while in the normal group there
was a fall from 3149+/-169 to 2712+/-123, p=O.05 . There is a linear relationship
between the soluble leptin receptor levels and the body mass index present in the
diabetic group only.
Conclusions: There is no significant difference in free or bound leptin levels between
the normal and IDDM subjects either in pregnancy or post-partum, but female IDDM
subjects have significantly higher soluble leptin receptor levels. We speculate that high
soluble leptin receptor levels might be implicated in the development of leptin
resistance in this group.
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FREELEPTIN,BOUNDLEPTINANDSOLUBLELEPTINRECEPTOR
CONCENTRATIONS IN SERUMOF HEALTIfY WOMENDURINGPREGNANCY
A Widjaja, R. Hofmann, C. Husemann, R. Hom, A von zur Miihlen and G.
Brabant. Dept. of Clinical Endocrinology, Hannover Medical School, Germany
Leptin binding proteins have been identified in human serum, however the
physiological significance of these binding proteins remain unknown. It has been
shown that a relevant fraction of these binding proteins consist of the soluble leptin
receptor which is also produced by placental tissue. We have developed new
radioimmunoassays to detect free leptin, bound leptin and soluble leptin receptor
levels in serum. Thus, the aim of the study wasto evaluate the course of leptin and
leptin receptor levels during pregnancy in 22 healthy women (mean (SD) age:30.7
(5.6) yrs). BMI, free leptin, bound leptin, soluble leptin receptor, NEFA, glucose
and insulin were determined after an overnight fast at each trimester of gestation.
Throughout I. to III. trimester BMI (mean±SD) increased (I: 22.9±3.2, II: 24.7±3.0,
III: 26.2±2.9 kg/m", p<O.OOOI). Free serum leptin levels increased from the I.
(122±82 pmolll) to the II. trimester (181±89 pmol/l; p<O.OOOI) and remained stable
thereafter (III: 182±102 pmolll; II.-III. n.s.). Insulin increased from the I.
(56±19flU/I) to the III trimester (86±68flU/I; p<0.05). Bound leptin increased from
the II. (0.43±0.20 nmol/l) to the III. trimester (0.57±0.28 nmolll; p<O.OOI). The
increase of soluble leptin receptor levels was not significant between the I.
(3.68±1.65 nmolll) and the III. trimester (4.08±1.29 nmolll). Multiple regression
analysis revealed that despite progression of pregnancy BMI remained an important
predictor for free serum leptin levels (I: R2=0.54; II and III: R2~0.35; p<0.0001 in
all). In conclusion: I) BMI is an important predictor of free serum leptin levels
despite the progression of pregnancy, 2) free leptin levels plateau after the II.
trimester. This may be due to an increased binding of leptin to a secreted form of
the leptin receptor in the III. trimester as reflected by the significant increase of
hound leptin whereas leptin receptor levels remained unchanged. Thus, leptin
resistance at late pregnancy, induced by a shift in free to bound leptin may allow
increased metabolic efficiency in preparation for birth and nursing.

252
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN CORD LEPTIN, C PEPTIDE, GROWTH
HORMONE & IGFI LEVELS IN CONTROL, & DIABETIC PREGNANCIES.
E Koukkou' R Edwards"M Wheeler', P Jenkins',LB Taylor", A Grossman' and
C Lowy' , Dept Endocrinology & Diabetes, UMDS, St Thomas' Hospital,
London SEI 7EH, 2Netria and 'Dept of Endocrinology, St Bartholomew's
Hospital, London ECIA ?BE
Although plasma leptin levels have been shown to reflect fat mass in new-borns
this association & relationship with other growth promoting hormones have not
been studied in new-horns of diabetic mothers who are prone to an increased fat
mass. The aim was to determine cord leptin levels in control, gestational diabetes
(GDM) & established diabetes (EDM) pregnancies and relate these to C peptide,
IGF I, Growth hormone (GH) & glucose levels. Maternal and cord blood was
taken at delivery from 13 control, 10 GDM and 15 EDM women. Cord plasma
glucose levels of controls were 3.1± 0.2 SEM mmolll compared with 3.1 ± 0.3 &
4.4 ± 0.8mm01ll in the GDM and EDM respectively. As expected cord C peptide
levels were significantly higher in the babies who subsequently developed
hypoglycaemia 4.14± 0.6 ng/ml vs 2.53± 0.5 ng/ml p<0.05 but unexpectively GH
levels were also higher in the subsequently hypoglycaemic babies 11O±22.9 mull
vs 41.8 ±5.3 mull p<O.OI. Cord leptin levels were significantly higher in the
EDM babies compared with controls 1O.6± 6.5 ng/ml vs 27.0±5.2 ng/ml
(p<0.05). There was no difference between the sexes in any of the groups. Cord
Leptiulbirth weight ratio, a marker of adiposity, correlated with cord C peptide
(r = 0.44 p<O.OI) and cord GH (r = 0.55 p< 0.005) but not with cord IGFI but
cord IGFI did correlate with birth weight ( r = 0.4 P <0.007) the latter probably
reflecting lean body mass. The correlation of cord leptiulbirth weight ratio with
cord C peptide and GH levels could be explained as follows; the quantity of
glucose delivered to the fetus determiues fetal insulin secretion, the latter
regulates fat synthesis and leptin secretion. Leptin is known to inhibit
hypothalamic NPY secretion and decreased levels of the latter have been shown to
stimulate GH secretion.
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MOLECULAR CLONING OF RAT PAX4: IDENTIFICATION
OF FOUR ISOFORMS IN RAT INSULINOMA CELLS.
KSakurai, Y.Tokuyama, KYagui, Y.Saito, and A.Kanatsuka.
Second Departmentoflnternal Medicine, Chiba University School
of Medicine, Chiba, Japan

The Pax proteins constitute a family of developmental regulators
which are characterized by the presence of the paired domains
(PD), a conserved DNA binding motif and are involved in pattern
formation during embryogenesis. Pax4 and Pax6 are involved in
the differentiation of pancreatic islets. Molecular cloning of rat
Pax4 cDNA from rat insulinoma cell line, RINm5F, library by
PCR based cloning strategy revealed 4 isoforms: Pax4a, Pax4b,
Pax4c and Pax4d. Pax4a is composed of two conserved motif, PD
and homeodomain (HD), linker region of PD and HD, and C
terminal region. Pax4b is shorter than Pax4a, because of the
deletion of 42 amino acids spanning the first a-helix part in HD.
Pax4c is shorter than Pax4a, because of the replacement of the
novel nucleotides sequence, resulting in the loss of the third a
helix of HD and C-terminal region of Pax4a. Pax4d is truncated
form of Pax4c by deletion of 42 amino acids in the linker region.
Analysis of tissue distribution using RNA blotting and RT-PCR
showed specific expression of Pax4 mRNA in pancreatic islets and
RIN cells. RT-PCR confirmed that the mRNAs of 4 isoforms were
expressed in RIN cells. In the case of transcription factors genes,
alternative splicing gives rise to protein isoforms with distinct or
even opposing transcriptional activities. These Pax4 variants may
regulate the transcriptional activity of Pax4 during the development
of pancreatic islets.

255
EXPRESSION OF THE TYROSINE PHOSPHATASE-LIKE
PROTEIN IA-2 DURING ISLET DEVELOPMENT IN THE
NEONATALRAT
C. Robertsl, A. Clark2, E. Bonifacio' and M.R. Christiel.
Department of Medicine, King's College School of Medicine,
London, U.K., Diabetes Research Laboratories, Oxford U.K and
San Raffaele Institute, Milan, Italy.

Islets of Langerhans originate from stem cells within pancreatic
ducts both in the foetus and post-natally. During early neonatal life
there is an expansion of pancreatic endocrine cell mass through cell
growth and neogenesis and a maturation of the insulin secretory
response to nutrients, Two tyrosine phosphatase-like proteins that
are autoantigens in Type I diabetes, IA-2 and IA-2~, have been
shown to be early markers of pancreatic development in rodents or
implicated in the regulation of cell growth. In the present study,
immunocytochemical techniques were used to study IA-2 expression
in the rat pancreas during the first 10 days of life, IA-2 expression
was visualised with a monoclonal antibody, 76F, that recognises
epitopes in the juxtamembrane domain of the molecule and which
shows no cross-reactivity with IA-2fl. Endocrine cells were
localised using antibodies to insulin and glucagon and pancreatic
ducts with antibodies to cytokeratin-20 and CFTR. IA-2 staining on
endocrine islet cells showed a progressive increase in intensity from
very weak levels at 1 day of age to strong staining at 10 days. Sub
populations of duct cells, particularly those adjacent to islets, also
showed strong staining in the 3 and 10 day pancreas. In the adult,
IA-2 expression was restricted to the endocrine islet cells. The
results demonstrate an increase in islet IA·2 protein expression
during the period of functional maturation of islets and identify IA-2
as a potential marker of endocrine stem cells within pancreatic ducts.
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MOLECULAR CLONING AND GHARACTERISATIONOF PAX4:
A PAIRED-BOX CONTAINING TRANSCRIPTION FACTOR IN
THE PANCREATIC ~-CELL.

S.C. Campbell, H. Cragg, K.I.J. Shennan and K. Docherty.
Department of Molecular and Cell Biology, Institute of Medical
Sciences, University of Aberdeen, Aberdeen, AB25 22D, UK

The mammalian pancreas emerges as an outpocketing from the
embryonic gut at an early stage of development. The role of
transcription factors in controlling the ability of pluripotent pancreatic
stem cells to give rise to the endocrine and exocrine tissues is
becoming better understood. For example, early patterns of expression
of the transcription factor PDXl have identified this homeodomain
protein as an essential requirement for the insulin producing ~-cells.

However, the PAX gene family, which contain a shared sequence
motif, the paired box, have also been shown to be important. PAX6
is required for normal islet development while PAX4 has been shown
to be essential for differentiation of the pancreatic ~-cells. In the
present study we report the cloning of a full-length PAX4 cDNA from
a rat ~-cell cDNA library. The PAX4 cDNA comprises 1047 base
pairs with a single open reading frame encoding 349 amino acids.
Transcription and translation of this gene in vitro generates a single
protein of 38 kDa. Western blot analysis with a paired-box antibody
confirms the presence of a paired-box domain. Molecular cloning of
PAX4 will allow the first characterisation of the binding activities of
this critical transcription factor and lead to an increased understanding
of the roles of the paired-box family in the expression of insulin and
other ~-cell genes, such as lAPP.
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ROLE OF ~I INTEGRINS IN SPREADING AND FUNCTION

OF RAT ISLET ~.CELLS

D. Bosco, P. A. Halban and D. G. Rouiller. Laboratoires de Recherche Louis
Jeantet, Centre Medical Universitaire. CH-1211 Geneva 4, Switzerland.

Cell-matrix interactions are implicated in islet structure and function, but their
molecular basis is largely unknown. Primary islet cells express ~ 1 integrins, with a
large proportion of a3~1, the specific ligand of larninin-5. By immunofluorescence,
we now show that a6~ I integrin is also expressed at the surface of ~cells (rat ~
cells sorted by FACS and cryosections of rat pancreas). Expression was increased in
~-cells maintained for 2 days with secretagogues (22.2 mMglucose; 0.5 mM ffiMX;
1 JlM glucagon). vs control (5.6 mM glucose alone). To study the importance of
cell-matrix interactions in insulin secretion from individual cells, the reverse
hemolytic plaque assay was used on ~-cells attached for 3 h on glass slides coated or
not with 804G matrix, which contains high levels of larninin-5. After a 45-min
stimulation with 16.7 mM glucose, 86 % of ~-cells secreted insulin when attached
on 804G matrix, compared to 63 % in absence of matrix. Also, the mean plaque
area, reflecting the insulin secreted per cell, was increased in cells plated on the
matrix (3803 ± 322 vs 1424 ± 137 Jlm'in the control). Interestingly. this effect was
higher in spreading cells as compared to those remaining round on 804G matrix. To
investigate the role of ~I integrins in cell spreading. ~-cells were plated on Petri
dishes coated or not with 804G matrix. After 2 days. spreading of ~-cells was only
observed on 804G matrix and was glucose dependent with 2.7 ± 1.8, 32 ± 10 and 67
± 6.5 % of ~-cells spreading at 5.6, 11.1 and 22.2 mM glucose, respectively. In all
cases, spreading was prevented by an anti-jil antibody. In summary, these studies
show that I) a6~ I is present on the surface of ~cells and increased by
secretagogues, 2) spreading requires an extracellular matrix, increases with
secretagogues, and is associated with increased insulin secretion. 3) ~I integrins are
responsible, at least in part, for ~cell spreading on 804G matrix. These results
suggest that matrix interactions mediated by ~I-integrins playa crucial role in the
regulation of islet function.
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REG AND CYTOCHERATIN 20 EXPRESSION DURING DUCTAL CELL
DIFFERENTIATION AND PROLIFERATION IN AUTOIMMUNE
DIABETES
E. Anastasi, E. Ponte, R. Gradini, P. Sale, H. Okamoto, C.Tiberti, A. Bulotta, F.
Datta and U. Di Mario. Endocrinology and Experimental medi~ine University of
Rome "La Sapienza" Rome-ftaly/ Department of Biochemistry, Tohoku University
School ofMedicine, Sendai Japan.
To evaluate a potential islet regeneration in an animal model of autoimmune
diabetes, the low-dose streptozotocin mouse (Id-STZ), ductal ~ cell differentiation,
by the expression of Reg and cytocheratin 20 (CK20) protein, and proliferation, by
bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) incorporation, were investigated. Diabetes was induced
in male C57B16/Jmice with Id-STZ (40 mg/Kg b/w for five consecutive days). The
animals were killed at two intervals: at day 10 and 23 from the beginning of the STZ
treatment. Five animals were used per investigated time point and each group was
evaluated for blood glucose levels, insulitis, Reg and CK 20 pancreatic expression
together with staining for insulin using immunochemical techniques and confocal
microscopy. All mice treated with Id-STZ were hyperglycemic and histological
investigations showed a mild or severe insulitis both at day 10 and 23. At day 10,
histological analysis revealed a strong Reg and CK20 expression with pancreatic
ducts in Id-STZ treated mice but not in control mice. Reg and CK20
immunoreactive cells revealed co-staining with the insulin antiserum. On the
contrary, at day 23 sections obtained from pancreata of Id-STZ treated mice reacted
weekly with anti-Reg and anti-CK20 antibody. Cell proliferation analyzed by
incorporation of BrdU was observed only in pancreatic sections obtained from mice
killed at day 10. In conclusion, this study represents the first direct demonstration of
ductal ~ cell differentiation and proliferation in an autoimmune model of diabetes:
the Id-STZ. Moreover Reg and CK20 are here demonstrated as useful markers for
the evaluation of ductal cell differentiation and proliferation. Preventive or
therapeutic strategies of the regeneration of ~ cell in order to enhance the
mechanisms involved in ~ cells growth and differentiation can be tested in this
model.
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HYPERGLYCEMIA INCREASES LACTATE DEHYDROGENASE mRNA
LEVELS IN ISLETS FROM 90% PANCREATECTOMIZED RATS.
J.C. Jonas, A. Sharma, H. llkova, G. Patane, S. Bonner-Weir and
G.C. Weir. Islet Transplantation and Cell Biology, Joslin Diabetes

Center, One Joslin Place, Boston, MA 02215, U.S.A.

Insulin secretion and islet gene expression are markedly impaired in
animal models of type 2 diabetes, probably due to altered expression of

key islet transcription factors (TF) and loss of ~-cell differentiation
induced by the diabetic state. To test the role of hyperglycemia in this
process, Sprague-Dawley rats were submitted to -85-95% pancreatectomy
(Px) or sham surgery. This resulted in Px rats with low (LH<5.5mmolll),
mild (MH) or high (HH<8.3mmolll) hyperglycemia from week 2 to 4. The
rnRNA levels of key TFs and other genes in total RNA from isolated islets
were compared in Px and sham by semiquantitative RT-PCR. PDX-]
rnRNA level decreased with increasing glycemia. A similar reduction was

observed for the hepatocyte nuclear factors ], 4a and 3~ and several islet
genes, but Beta2 and insulin rnRNA levels decreased only in HH. In
contrast, lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) rnRNA level, that is low in normal
islets, gradually increased with glycemia (2, 3 and 5 times sham levels in
LH, MH and HH). LDH served as a marker to study the time course and
reversibility of changes in islet gene expression after 90 % Px. LDH
rnRNA level was 136 and 259% of sham at I and 2 weeks.
Normoglycemia was restored for the next 2 weeks with phlorizin (0.4
g/kg.day) with virtual normalization of islet LDH rnRNA to 127% of sham
at 4 weeks. Because phlorizin is known to correct hyperglycemia without
changing insulinemia, its ability to reverse altered gene expression
strongly suggests that glucotoxicity rather than lipotoxicity plays a major
role in this process. Our results also show that increased LDH gene
expression is a new sensitive marker of islet dysfunction.
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ROLE OF BETACELLULIN IN THE DIFFERENTIATION OF
PANCREATIC ISLET CELLS
M.-A. Huotari, P. Miettinen, J. Palgi, J. Ustinov, T. Koivisto, E.
Lehtonen and T. Otonkoski.
Haartman Institute, University of Helsinki
Epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR, ErbB1) is expressed
throughout the developing pancreas. In mice deficient in EGF-R,
development of islets is delayed. We have now studied the expression
of other erbB tyrosine kinases (erbB2 and 4) and the effect of their
ligands, especially betacellulin (BTC), on the development of the
endocrine pancreas of normal and EGFR (-1-) mice. Embryonic day 12
(E12) pancreases were incubated in serum-free medium with the factor
to be tested for 5 days. At the onset of culture, only glucagon-positive
islet cells were present, whereas all 4 endocrine cell types developed
in vitro.BTC expression was detectable in the rudiments with RT-PCR.
Exogenously added rBTC dramatically affected the development of
islet cells decreasing the proportion of glucacon cells (7.5 ± 1.6 % of all
endocrine cells vs. 54.4 ± 6.0 % in controls, p<0.001) and increasing
the proportion of insulin expressing cells (64.8 ± 3.5 % vs. 30.1 ± 4.6,
p<0.001). Proportion of somatostatin (17.3 ± 3.6 %) and PP (6.9 ± 2.1
%) cells did not change. In the EGFR (-1-) pancreases betacellulin did
not have such an effect, suggesting that EGFR is essential for the
action of BTC. Immunoreactive ErbB2/neu protein was found
throughout the acinar tissue in the developing pancreas, and erbB-4
was expressed in the ductal epithelium. In the adult mouse pancreas,
erbB4 immunoreactivity was only found in the glucagon-producing «
cells. These findings suggest that BTC, a member of the EGF-family,
may play a role in the differentiation of the B-cells. The ductal
localization of erbB4, a putative BTC receptor, is in agreement with a
role in islet cell differentiation.
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BALANCE OF ISLET CELL BIRTH AND DEATH OF FETAL AND
NEONATAL RATS IS ALTERED BY A LOW PROTEIN DIET THROUGH
MECHANISMS WHICH INCLUDE CELL CYCLE KINETICS
B. Reusens, D. J Hill. J. Petrik. C. Remade and J.J.Hoet. Laboratory of Cellular
Biology, Catholic University of Louvain, Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium; and the
Lawson Research Institute, Landon, Ontario. Canada.
A reduced pancreatic Bcell mass at birth and a lower insulin secretion in later life are
characteristics of offspring from rats chronically fed a low protein isocalorific diet
(LP), A programmed reduction in B cells mass by apoptosis occurs in the neonatal
rat, and is balanced by islet cell replication and neogenesis. The apoptosis is
associated with the removal of a locally-expressed survival factor, insulin-like
growth factor-II (lGF-II). This study investigated the impact of a LP diet on islet cell
ontogeny. Pregnant Wistar rats were fed either LP (8%) or normal (20%) chow.
Bromo-dcoxyuridine (BrdU) was administered l h before sacrifice. Pancreata were
removed from 19.5 days fetal life to postnatal (PN) day 21. Rats given 20% protein
diet had a low rate of islet cell apoptosis detected by TUNEL method. in fetal and
neonatal life (1-2%) and a transient increase to 8% at day 14 PN. Rats receiving LP
diet demonstrated a 2-3-fold greater rate of islet cell apoptosis predominantly Bcells,
at every age studied, and the neonatal peak was advanced by t-2 days. The islets of
the 20% protein-fed group exhibited a low incidence of proliferating cell nuclear
antigen (PCNA) staining of 2-3%, but this was 50-100% greater at each age in LP
animals. Paradoxically, the incidence of BrdU staining was reduced at each age. Since
PCNA detects cells within all stages of the cell cycle, but BrdU only S phase, this
suggests a lengthened cell cycle in islet cells from LP animals. In the LP group, the
presence of immuno-reactive IGF-II within islet cells, and the abundance of IGF-II
mRNA in whole pancreas, was reduced compared to controls. At 21 days PN the
insulin content of pancreata from LP animals was significantly reduced compared to
controls. The findings support a role for IGF-II in B cell developmental apoptosis,
and a possible mechanism involving altered cell cycle kinetics for the Bcell deficit
which results from low protein diet in early life.
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INTENSIVE TREATMENT MAINTAINS NORMAL GLUCAGON
RESPONSE TO HYPOGLYCEMIA IN SHORT-TERM IDDM.
S. Pampanelli, M. Lepore, C. Fanelli, P. Del Sindaco, C. Lalli, M. Ciofena,
G. Calabrese, P. Brunetti and G. B. Bolli*, DIMISEM Perugia, Italy

In IDDM, glucagon responses to hypoglycemia (hypo) are normal
at onset, but thereafter are rapidly lost within few years. To establish if
intensive insulin therapy (lIT, multiple daily insulin injections aiming at
near-normoglycemia) since early IDDM onset, contributes to maintaining
normal glucagon responses to hypo, two groups (GI, GIl) of IDDM
patients and 10 nondiabetics (N) were studied with the stepped
hyperinsulinemic-hypo clamp (plasma glucose, PG, decreased from 90 to
42 mg/dl over 360 min). GI (n=IO) and GIl (n=8) had similar IDDM

duration (14±5 vs 16±4 months) (p=NS), but GI was on lIT since IDDM

onset (HbAlc 5.8±0.3%), whereas GIl was treated subintensive1y (HbAlc

7.4±O.4%) (p<0.05). During hypo, glucagon responses in GI (PG

threshold of response 64±2 mg/dl, L'i-peak 71±11 pg/ml) were not different

from N (PG threshold 63±2 mg/dl, A-peak 73±8 pg/ml) (p=NS). In

contrast, in GIl glucagon responses occurred at lower PG (55±4 mg/dl) and

were blunted (zs-peak 18±9 pg/ml) (p<0.05 vs N). Basal and glucagon

stimulated C-peptide (C-Pep) was greater in GI (0.27±O.04 and 0.54±0.07

nmolll) than in GIl (0.15±O.03 and 0.21±0.05 nmolll) (p<0.05). In GI, but
not GIl and neither in N, basal C-Pep and C-Pep suppression during hypo
correlated with glucagon responses to hypo (r=0.57 and 0.72, p<0.05).

When GIl was restudied after 3 month lIT (HbAlc 6.0±O.3%), neither C
Pep nor glucagon responses to hypo improved. Conclusions. Because lIT
since early onset of IDDM is critical to maintain normal glucagon
responses to hypo, it is important that ITT is initiated as early as possible in

IDDM.
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RENAL GLUCOSE PRODUCTION COMPENSATES FOR THE LIVER
DURING THE ANHEPATIC PHASE OF LIVER TRANSPLANTATION.
S.E. Joseph, N. Heaton, D. Potter, A. Pemet, M. Umpleby' and S.A.
Arnie!. King's College School of Medicine & Dentistry & UMDS',
London, UK.
The renal contribution to endogenous glucose production (EGP) is
controversial in humans. We measured EGP in the absence of the
liver, during the anhepatic phase (AH) of liver transplantation in 3
subjects (age 51.3 ± 11.7 years). Stable labelling of plasma glucose
(PG) was achieved over 2 hours prior to AH by primed continous
infusion of6,6 D2 glucose (1.7 mg/min). PG was maintained at 5.95
± 0.85 mM with labelled 5% dextrose (0.98 ± 0.45mg/kg/min)
during I-hr AH. During AH, EGP fell from 3.83 ± 1.3 to 0.38 ±
0.17 mglkg/min (\0% baseline) but recovered at -30 min, reaching

3.24 ± 2.1 mglkg/min by 60 min (84% baseline). Adrenaline,
lactate, NEFA and glycerol rose (0.79 ± 0.74 to 3.65 ± 2.lnM;

p=0.005; 1.88 ± 0.43 to 3.46 ± 1.32 mM, p=0.02; 565 ± 333.5 to

745 ± 250 IlM, p=O.OI; 61.5 ± 13.4 to 137.8 ± 130 IlM, p=0.003).
As the kidney is the only source of EGP during AH, this shows that
renal glucose production increases during AH associated with a
stress response and increased substrate availability. We conclude
that the human kidney is a major player in glucose homeostasis and
can provide an EGP equivalent to that of the liver. The kidneys may
play an important role in recovery from insulin induced
hypoglycaemia and in liver failure.
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GLIBENCLAMIDE DECREASES GLUCAGON RELEASE
DURING MILD HYPOGLYCAEMIA
E.W.M.T. ter Braak, A.M.M.F. Appelman, DW. Erkelens and TW.
van Haeften, Department of Internal Medicine, Utrecht University
Hospital, The Netherlands
Normally, hypoglycaemialeads to glucagon release from the A-cell, which is a
first line defense. It has been suggested that glucagon release is also regulated
by the B-cell or via the autonomous nervous system, or both. The aim of this
study was to investigate the effect of the sulfonylurea glibenclamide on
glucagon release during insulin-induced hypoglycaemia. Eight healthy
subjects (4M14F, mean±SD age: 47±6 years) were investigated with a step
wise hypoglycaemicclamp on two occasions. Glibenclamide (10 mg orally) or
placebo was administered before the hypoglycaemicclamp in a double blind
randomized cross-over fashion. A continuous insulin infusion (2 mUlkg/min)
was given. Plasma glucose levels were kept constant at the fasting level for 60
min and subsequently allowed to fall gradually to 3.8, 3.2 and 2.6 mmolfl
respectively during 20 min each: they were then kept constant at these levels
for 20 min, before the next hypoglycacmia level was aimed for. At the end of
the clamp (glucose=2.6mmolll) plasma glucagon, catecholamines. cortisol
and growth hormone were significantly increased compared to baseline values
(all p<0.05). At glucose=3.2 mmolfl glucagon rose significantly more at the
placebo day than at the glibenclamide day (mean ±SD increase: 8.4±5.4 vs
1.0±4.0 pmolfl, p<0.02), while no significant differences were seen for
cortisol, growth hormone and catecholamines. At glucose=3.2 mmol/l C
peptide was less suppressed with glibenclamide than with placebo (mean
±SD decrease: 0.14±O.08vs OJO±O.14nmolfl, p<0.03), indicative for B-cell
stimulation with glibenclamide. We conclude that glibenclamide decreases
glucagon secretion at mild hypoglycaemia in healthy volunteers, presumably
by an inhibitory effect of the B-cell on the pancreatic A-celL Use of
glibenclamidemayjeopardize glucose counterregulation.
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HYPOGLYCEMIA, GLUCOPRIVATION AND THE DEVELOPMENT
OF HYPOGLYCEMIA-ASSOCIATED AUTONOMIC FAILURE
S.D. Bouman, J.E. Bruggink, AJ.W. Scheurink, J.H. Strubbe and A.B. Steffens;
Dept. ofAnimal Physiology, Univ. of Groningen, P.O.Box 14, Haren, TheNetherlands

Hypoglycemia-Associated Autonomic Failure (HAAF), an experimental model
for hypoglycemia unawareness, is characterized by attenuation of the counter
regulatory autonomic and hormonal responses to hypoglycemia. It is generally
induced by multiple hypoglycemic episodes caused by consecutive infusions of
insulin. The aim of the present study was to investigate whether HAAF is only
caused by hypoglycemia or by a reduction in cellular glucose availability in
generaL Therefore it was studied whether HAAF could also be evoked by
consecutive administrations of2-deoxyglucose (2-DG), a drug that causes
hyperglycemia together with intracellular glucoprivation and counterregulatory
autonomic and hormonal responses similar to those in insulin-induced
hypoglycemia. To this end, two groups of rats were subjected to a setup similar
to the classical HAAF experiment (which consists of an insulin administration
after two insulin administrations on the preceding day): a control group in which
insulin was administered after two consecutive infusions of 0.9% NaCI on the
preceding day; and an experimental group in which insulin was administered
after two consecutive administrations of2-DG on the preceding day. Insulin
dosage was 125 rnl.l-rnin'l-kg" for 90 minutes, 2-DG dosage was 200 rug-kg".
The studies were performed in permanently cannulated rats. Blood samples
were frequently withdrawn to measure the changes in blood glucose and plasma
catecholamine levels. Insulin-induced hypoglycemia (controls) significantly
increased adrenaline levels (peak value 217 ± 69 (average ± SEM); P < 0.05).
Consecutive administrations of2-DG on the day preceding the insulin-induced
hypoglycemia significantly reduced this adrenaline response to hypoglycemia
(217 ± 69 vs 22 ± 8 ng/ml; p < 0.05). The data reveal that reduced glucose
availability in general, instead of hypoglycemia per se, may be a crucial factor
in the development ofHAAF.
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INSUFFICIENT ADAPTATION OF HYPOGLYCEMIC THRESHOLD FOR
COGNITIVE IMPAIRMENT IN TIGHTLY CONTROLLED DIABETES.
M. Taverna, J. M'Bemba, A. Sola, A. Chevalier, G.Slama and J.L. Selam,
U.341 INSERM, Deptof Diabetology, Hotel-Dieu Hospital, Paris, France.
Fixity or adaptation (occuring at lower glycemic levels, as symptoms and
hormones) of hypoglycemic threshold for cognitive impairment in tightly
controlled type 1 diabetic patients is an important and still unsolved
question. We studied 19 type 1 patients, aged 37 ± SD 7 yr, with diabetes
duration15 ± 11 yr, and various degrees of diabetes control (HbA1c range
5.7 - 9.7 %) including 8 patients with hypoglycemia unawareness, as
assessed by Cox questionnaire. Hypoglycemic thresholds for hormones,
symptoms, awareness and cognitive impairment using 4-choice reaction
time (4 RT)were measured repeatedlyduring a 3 h stepped 5.0 to 2.2 mM
hypoglycemic hyperinsulinemic clamp. The nadir hypoglycemic level was
also recorded as an indicator of effective counterregulation. Using
multivariate analysis, we have found that awareness (p < 0.01) autonomic
and neuroglycopenic symptoms(p = 0.01 and < 0.01), nadirglycemia (p <
0.01) but not cognitive impairment thresholdswere related to HbA1c levels,
independently of age or duration of diabetes. Tightly - controlled subjects
(HbA1c < 8 %, n =12) adapted all above thresholds though glycemic
decrement of cognitive impairment thresholds were modest and not
significant, thus placing it at the higher levels in the hierarchy of
counterregulatory thresholds: 4 RT accuracy and speed: 3.0 mM and 2.6
mM, epinephrine 2.8 mM, neuroglycopenic and autonomic symptoms 2.5
and 2.2 mM, awareness 2.3 mM in tightly controlled patients vs 3.5, 2.8,
3.4, 3.3, 3.1 and 3.1 mM in other subjects. The tightly-controlled patients
also had a lower hypoglycemic nadir and higher unawareness score
indicative of higher risk of severe hypoglycemia. We conclude that 1)
cognitive impairment threshold is less influenced bythe degree of glycemic
control than other counterregulatory thresholds, and that this insufficient
adaptation may contribute to higher riskof severe hypoglycemia in tightly
controlled patients, 2) contrary to other reports, accuracy deteriorates
eartierthan speed in our cognitive tests, thus aggravatingfurtherthe severe
hypoglycemia risk.
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EEG·MAPPING: DECREASE OF VIGILANCE IN TYPE 1 DIABETIC
PATIENTS WITH HISTORY OF REPEATED SEVERE HYPOGLYCAEMIA
Kinga Howorka, J. Pumprla, P. Anderer', B. Saletu' and A. Schabrnann"
Research Group Functional Rehabilitation and Group Education, Institute of
Biomedical Engineering, 1Dept. of Psychiatry, 2Dept. of AppliedPsychology,
Universityof Vienna, k.howorka@bmtp.akh-wien.ac.at
Alms: (1) Cross-sectional study of EEG mapping in type 1 diabetic patients
with and without previous repeated severe hypoglycaemia, (2) comparison
with a controi group of non-diabetic persons. Patients and Methods: A
vigilance-controlled EEG mapping (10-20 system, significance probability
maps) was performed in a relatively euglycaemic state (blood glucose 4.4-11
mmol/I). EEGdata of a groupof 14 IDOM-patients withouta history of severe
hypoglycaemia (age 36:!:,10, diabetes duration 16:!:,9 years, HbA" 7.5:!:,1.3%)
were compared with those of 13 100M-patients with a history of repeated
severe hypoglycaemia (age 36:!:,11 , diabetes duration 18:!:,11 years, HbA"
7.7:!:,1.1 %), and with those of non-diabetic age- and gender-matchedcontrols,
Results: Patients with history of severe hypoglycaemia demonstrated a
reduction in absolute spectral power in beta band and shifting-to-Ieft of
centroid frequencies of theta and beta bands when compared to the non
diabetic control group (up to p~0.01). Patients without a history of severe
hypoglycaemia showedonly a borderline reduction of absolute powerin delta
band when compared to control group. The most remarkable differences
between groups with and without history of severe hypoglycaemia were
demonstrated in centroidfrequencies in delta and theta bands (1.3 - 7.5 Hz)
due to the deceleration in patients after repeated hypogiycaemia, p<0.01.
Conclusions: Patients with history of repeated severe hypoglycaemia
demonstrated in non-hypoglycaemic state Significantly reduced vigilance
when compared to the group without history of severe hypogiycaemia and to
the controlgroup, as well. These EEG patterns in hypoglycaemia patients are
similarto those seen in pathologic ageing.
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REDUCED BETA ADRENERGIC SENSITIVITY AFTER HYPOGLY
CEMIAIN TYPE I DIABETIC SUBJECTS
A. Fritsche", M Stumvoll", S. Sieslack", M. Grub", H.U. Haring", R.M.
Schmulling", J.E. Gerich? "Med. K1inik IV, Universitat Tiibingen,
Germany; °Universityof Rochester,USA
Reduced peripheral tissue sensitivity to catecholamines is suggested to be
one of the mechanisms contributingto hypoglycemia unawareness. We have
previouslyshownthat in normal subjectsantecedenthypoglycemia does not
impair but increases sensitivity to catecholamines. In the present study we
assessed beta adrenergic sensitivity in 10 type I diabetic subjects with no
historyof hypoglycemia unawareness (29 ± 5 years old, diabetesduration 13
± 8 years, HbAlc 7.3 ± 0.9%) using an isoproterenol test after an euglyce
mic hyperinsuiinemic clamp and after a hypoglycemic (blood glucose 3
mmol/l) hyperinsuiinemic clamp. Beta adrenergicsensitivitywas expressed
as the dose of isoproterenol which increased the heart rate by 25 bpm
(lC25). During hypoglycemia diabetic subjectshad an impairedplasma epi
nephrine response compared to the normal subjects studied with the same
protocol(16.7 ± 5.0 vs. 40.1 ± 6.7 ngidl, p=O.02). In diabetic subjects, IC25
was greaterafter hypoglycemia thanafter euglycemia(1.00 ± 0.26 vs. 0.65 ±
0.14, p=0.04) indicating a decrease in beta adrenergic sensitivity. In con
trast, controls showed a lower IC25 after hypoglycemia than after euglyce
mia (0.83 ± 0.22 vs. 1.13 ± 0.21, p=O.02) indicating an increase in beta
adrenergic sensitivity. In the control experiments after euglycemia, type I
diabetic patients seem to have a lower IC25 compared to controls (0.65 ±
0.14vs. 1.13± 0.21, p=0.07)which reflectsa compensatorily increasedbeta
adrenergic sensitivity under basal conditions in diabetic subjects with al
readydecreasedcatecholamine responseto hypoglycemia. We concludethat
in diabetic subjects a single episode of hypoglycemia reduces beta adrener
gic sensitivityindicatingthat maladaptation of tissue sensitivityto catechol
arninescontributesto the development of hypoglycemia unawareness.

268
PREVENTION OF NOCTURNAL HYPOGLYCEMIA IN INTENSIVE
THERAPY OF IDDM.
C. Fanelli, S. Pampanelli, M. Lepore, F. Porcellati, 1. Bartocci, P. Brunetti
and G. B. Bolli",DIMISEM Perugia, Italy

Hypoglycemia (hypo), especially at night, is a major obstacle for
near-norrnoglycemia in intensive insulin therapy (lIT) of IDDM. To test
the hypothesis that the split of evening insulin dose is a key step to
preventing nocturnal hypo during lIT, 18 C-peptide negative lDDM
patients were randomized to two, 4-month period treatment, with either a
mixture of human regular (Hum-R) and NPH before dinner (MLX), or
Hum-R at dinner and NPH at 23:30 h (SPLIT) (open, crossover design). A
snack at 23:30 h was suggested whenever capillary blood glucose (BG)
was <7.0 mmol/l with MIX or 6.0 mmol/I with SPLIT. With both
treatments, Hum-R was given at breakfast and lunch. BG was determined
prior to each insulin injection every day, and at 23:30 h and 03:00 h every
other day. Frequency of nocturnal hypo (BG <4.0 mmol/l) (l4±3 vs 3±2
episodes/patient-month), fasting BG (8.9±0.8 vs 7.7±0.6 mmol/I),
variability of day-to-day fasting BG (coefficent of variation 39±5.2 vs

27±3.5 %), HbAlc (7.61±0.16 vs 7.05±O.l2 %) were all greater with MIX
vs SPLIT (p<0.05). Frequency of daytime hypo was no different with the
two treatments. During in-hospital overnight BG monitoring, hypo
developed between 00:30-04:00 h in 15 out the 18 patients on MIX, but
only in 3 patients on SPLIT. When patients were studied with the stepped
hypo clamp, responses of adrenaline, symptoms, and cognitive dysfunction
during experimental hypo, were greater in SPLIT than MIX. Conclusions:
the split of evening insulin dose is a key approach in lIT of IDDM to
reduce :I)frequency of nocturnal hypo, 2) fasting BG, 3)variability ofBG,
4)%HbA1c, 5) risk for hypo unawareness and impaired counterregulation
to hypo.
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HIGH PREVALENCE OF FAMILIES WITH BOTH TYPE 1 AND
TYPE 2 DIABETES
H. Li, E. Lindholm, L. Groop, T. Tuomi and the Botnia Research
Group, Diabetes and Endocrine Research Laboratory, Dept. of
Endocrinology, Lund University, Sweden and Helsinki, Finland

We have previously shown that a family history of type I diabetes
influences insulin secretion in type 2 diabetic patients. The aim of the
present study was to examine the prevalence of familial clustering of both
type I and type 2 (MIN, mixed IDDM and NIDDM). Among our type 2
diabetes family collections in Finland (the Botnia Study) and Southern

Sweden, we selected families with ~ 2 diabetic patients. The prevalence of
MIN families among the multiplex diabetes families was 14% (110/788) in
Finland and 24.5% (65/265) in Southern Sweden. When combined, 22%
(750/3400) of patients with type 2 diabetes revealed a family history of
type I diabetes. In addition, we investigated the family history of type 2
diabetes in families ascertained through a patient with type I diabetes in
the Diabetes 2000 Registry in Southern Sweden. 18.4% (96/523) of
patients with type I diabetes reported a family history of type 2 diabetes.
Patients with type 2 diabetes (n=270) in MIN families differed from
patients (n=382) in multiplex type 2 diabetes families with respect to
younger age at onset (54.3 ± 13.8 vs. 58.4 ± 11.3 yr, p=O.OOOI), higher
prevalence ofGADab (17.8% vs. 11.4%, p=0.032), and lower [s-C-peptide

concentration (0.57 ± 0.52 vs. 0.64 ± 0.39 nmol/I, p=O.044, corrected for
BMI and duration). MIN patients were more often assigned to insulin
therapy than patients with type 2 diabetes (41.6% vs. 29.8%, p=0.004).
In conclusion, type I and type 2 diabetes occur in about 20% of multiplex
diabetes families. The data suggest that MIN patients represent a large
subgroup in the spectrum of diabetes and that these patients have a distinct
phenotype.

271
IN NORMOGLYCAEMIC SIBLINGS OF TYPE 2 DIABETIC PATIENTS, OBESITY

ACCOUNTS FOR DECREASED INSULIN SENSITIVITY BUT NOT FOR HYPERTENSION.

Levy J.C., Morris R.J., Barrow B.A., Ross LJ., Turner R.C.
Diabetes Research Laboratories, Radcliffe Infirmary, Oxford UK

In the Diabetes in Families Study, a population-based collection of sibships
of 347 type 2 diabetic patients, we have shown that non-diabetic siblings,
compared with non-diabetic controls randomly selected from the general
population, were more hyperglycaemic, less insulin sensitive and had
greater central obesity, hypertension and dyslipidaemia. To determine
whether metabolic syndrome variables segregate independently from
hyperglycaemia, 98 normoglycaemic siblings (NGS) were compared with
62 normoglycaemic controls (NGC), each selected for fasting plasma
glucose (FPG) SS.O mmol.l", In groups matching for sex (33% vs 34%
male, NGS vs. NGC, respectively, NS) and age (58 vs 58 yrs, NS), FPG
was slightly lower in NGS (4.8 vs. 4.9 rnrnol.l", p=0.04). Adjusting for sex,
age and FPG, NGS had greater BMI (25.3 vs 23.7 kg.m·2, p=O.Ol), waist
circumference (90 vs 85 em, p=O.OO6), systolic BP (133 vs 123 mm Hg,
p=0.003), plasma triglycerides (1.2 vs 1.0 rnrnol.l", p=0.002), lower HOMA
insulin sensitivity (84 vs 96 %S, p=0.02) and compensatory increase in
beta-cell function (117 vs 106 %~, p=0.02). Adjusting for BMI and waist
circumference accounted for differences in insulin sensitivity and beta-cell
function, but the difference in systolic blood pressure persisted (131 vs 123
mm Hg, p=O.04). In conclusion, in normoglycaemic siblings of type 2
diabetic patients, insulin resistance was accounted for by obesity and waist
circumference, but systolic hypertension was not, suggesting independent
segregation of some metabolic syndrome variables.
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DIABETES IN FAMILIES STUDY: THE INSULIN RESISTANCE SYNDROME SEGREGATES

INTO 5 UNDERLYING FACTORS IN NON-DIABETIC SIBLINGS OF TYPE 2 DIABETIC

PATIENTS

R.J.Morris, J.C.Levy, BABarrow, LJ.Ross and R.C.Turner
Diabetes Research Laboratories, Nuffield Department of Clinical Medicine,
Oxford University, Radcliffe Infirmary, Oxford UK

The Diabetes in Families Study is a population-based collection of sibships
of 347 type 2 diabetic patients sampled from GP practices in Oxfordshire
and Northamptonshire. 585 non-diabetic siblings with FPG < 10 rnrnol.F
and not on lipid lowering therapy, 44% male, mean (SD) age 61 (11) y,
median (interquartile range) BMI 27.5 (24.7, 30.8) kg.m'> and FPG 5.5 (5.2,
6.0) mrnol.l", were studied to identify factors relating to the insulin
resistance syndrome. Principal factor analysis with promax rotation was
used considering the variables age, BMI, waist circumference, systolic and
diastolic blood pressure, haemoglobin A'e (HbA'e), HOMA derived beta cell
function ('loll) and insulin sensitivity ('loS), HDL, LDL and VLDL cholesterol
and triglycerides. 5 factors were identified: 1) Dyslipidaemia with large
(>0.5) positive loadings for VLDL cholesterol (0.78) and triglycerides (0.81)
and a moderate (>0.3) negative loading for HDL cholesterol (-0.50), 2)
Obesity with large positive loadings for BMI (0.79) and waist (0.79) and
moderate loadings for %S (-0.36) and HbA'e (0.34), 3) Hypertension with
large positive loadings for systolic and diastolic blood pressure (0.71 and
0.74, respectively) 4) Agejng with large positive loadings for age (0.61) and
HbA'e (0.51) and a moderate positive loading for LDL cholesterol (0.39), 5)
Insulin resistance with compensatory insulin secretion with large loadings for
'loS (-0.54) and 'loll (0.75). The 5 factors explained 54% of the variance.
Factors for dyslipidaemia, obesity and insulin resistance were moderately
intercorrelated (r=0.35 to 0.46), as were those for hypertension and ageing
(r=0.31), but intercorrelations between the 2 groups were weak (r<0.25).
In conclusion, 5 underlying factors relating to the insulin resistance
syndrome were identified in non-diabetic siblings of type 2 diabetic patients,
suggesting that the syndrome may comprise several distinct components.

272
ABDOMINAL OBESITY IS ASSOCIATED WITII IMPAIRED NEFA SUPPRESSION
IN NORMAL GLUCOSE TOLERANT RELATIVES TO NIDDM SUBJECTS

C.Saloranta, C.Forsblom, A.Hyrkko, M.Lehtovirta and L.Groop. Department of
Internal Medicine, University of Helsinki, Finland, and Department of
Endocrinology,University of Lund, Sweden.

To studythe relationbetween abdominalobesityandNEFA metabolismat different
degrees of glucose intolerance, 47 healthy control subjects (CON), 77 normal
glucose tolerant first-degree relatives to NIDDM subjects (NGT), 77 relatives with
impaired gluosetolerance (IGT), and 90 subjects with NIDDM (DM) underwentan
75 g oral glucose tolerance test with measurements of plasma glucose and serum
insulin at 0, 30, 60 and 120 min, and serumNEFA levels at 0 and 120 min. Each
studygroupwasfurther divided into two groupswith (AO+, WHR>0.90)and without
(AO-, WHR<0.90) abdominal obesity. These subgroups were matched for age and
BMI (CON AO-: 60 ± 2 yr, 25.8 ± 0.4 kg/m', CON AO+: 59 ± 2 yr, 26.0 ± 0.4
kg/m"; NGT AO-: 47 ± 2 yr, 25.2 kg/m', NGT AO+: 52 ± 4 yr, 25.5 ± 0.5 kg/m";
IGT AO-: 57 ± 2 yr, 27.8 ± 0.3 kg/m', IGT AO+: 58 ± 2 yr, 28.3 ± 0.3 kg/m'; DM
AO-: 60 ± 2 yr, 29.6 ± 0.7 kg/m", DM AO+: 60 ± I yr, 30.3 ± 0.7 kg/m'). In NGT
AO+, NEFA levelswere lesssuppressed at 120min than in NGT AO- (171 ± 13 vs
125± 10 umol/l. p < 0.002), and the areaunder the curve for plasma glucose was
higher (NGT AO+ vs NGT AO-; 905± 27 vs 820± 23 mmol/l, p < 0.02). In subjects
without family history of NIDDM (CON), suppression of NEFA did not differ
between AO+ an AO- (144 ± 13 vs 132 ± 17 umol/l). In subjects with IGT or
NIDDM, suppression ofNEFA wasimpaired compared to healthy controls (IGT and
DM vs CON: 174± 12 and 242 ±21 vs 144± 13 umol/l, p < 0.05 and p < 0.001,
respectively) regardless of WHR. Insulin levelswere not different between AO+ and
AO- in any subject category. In summary, in normal glucose tolerant relatives to
NIDDM patients, abdominal obesity is associated with impaired suppression of
NEFA and elevated plasma glucose levels during OGIT. In IGT and NIDDM
subjects, NEFA suppression is impaired and unrelated to abdominal obesity. The
resultsindicate, tbat the association between abdominalobesityand impaired NEFA
and glucose metabolism is confined to families with a history of NIDDM.
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I 122.9 95.8 109.2 144.2 <0.001
PI 17.3 12.5 14.0 13,8 0.008
PIli 0.141 0.131 0.129 0.095 <0.001
These associations were similar after further adjustment for body mass index.
Thus, insulin resistance (low S,) is not related to increased PI/Iratio in subjects
with NIDDM. Incontrast, low AIRis associated with increased PIll inNIDDM in
the [RAS population. These results suggest that increased PIll is a marker of a
defect in proinsulin processing or insulin secretion.

RELATION OF PROINSULIN AND INSULIN TO INSULIN SENSITIVITY
(S.) AND ACUTE INSULIN RESPONSE (AIR) IN SUBJECTS WITH
NIDDM: THEIRAS STUDY
L. Mykklinen, D.J. Zaccaro, CN. Hales and S.M. Haffner, San Antonio, TX,
Winston-Salem, NC,Cambridge, UK.

Plasma proinsulin levels are increased relative to insulin levels in NIDDM
patients. This may be due to insulin resistance or a defect in proinsulin processing
or insulin secretion. We investigated the association of fasting intact proinsulin
(PI), fasting insulin (I), and the proinsulin-to-insulin ratio (PIli) with S"
estimated by a frequently sampled intravenous glucose tolerance test and the
minimal model, and with AIR in 479 subjects with NIDDM in the Insulin
Resistance Atherosclerosis Study (IRAS). Levels of I (pmol/l) andPI (pmol/l) by
quartiles ofS,andAIRareshown below (adjusted forage, gender andethnicity):

QuartilesofSf

SPLIT PROINSULIN AS A RISK FACTOR FOR TYPE 2 DIABETES.
B. Zethelius, H. Lithell, C.N. Hales and C. Berne. Dept. of Geriatrics
and Dept. of Internal Medicine, Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden
and Dept. of Clinical Biochemistry, Addenbrooke's Hospital,
Cambridge, UK.
The aim of this study was to identify predictors of type 2 diabetes, with
special reference to insulin-like molecules in 50-year old men with
normal intravenous glucose tolerance reinvestigated after 7-14 years and
after 20 years. Specific insulin, proinsulin and 32-33 split proinsulin
were measured by the double antibody RIA technique in plasma samples
frozen in liquid nitrogene. Results were compared to known baseline risk
factors for type 2 diabetes, adjusted for age and timespan between the
investigations. Risk factors were glucose and insulin concentrations 60
min after an intravenous glucose load, fasting plasma insulin, insulin
index (the average of the insulin values at 4 and 6 min divided by fasting
insulin concentrations), BMI, office blood pressure and antihypertensive
drug treatment. We have not tested all risk factors together due to too few
cases of diabetes in the subset with complete data of all risk factors.
Fasting 32-33 split proinsulin alone had a standardized odds ratio (OR)
of 3.15 with a 95% confidence interval (CI) of 1.79-5.56 at the 7-14
year follow up and was independent of the other determinants, tested one
by one, except for the 60 min insulin concentration after intravenous
glucose, (adjusted OR=I.98, CI=0.84-4.69). At the 20 year follow up
fasting 32-33 split proinsulin alone had an OR=1.53, CI=1.09-2.16 but
was not independent of the other determinants, tested one by one. We
conclude that in normoglycaemic men increased 32-33 split proinsulin
predicts the development of type 2 diabetes 7-14 years later, but not 20
years later. The effect is however influenced by the late insulin response,
as an indicator of insulin resistance.
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THE IMPACT OF GENETIC AND ENV[RONMENTAL FACTORS ON THE
[NSULIN RESISTANCE SYNDROME AMONG MALE AND FEMALE TWINS.
P. Poulsen, A. Vaag, K. Kyvik and H. Beck-Nielsen. Diabetes Research Centre,
Odense University Hospital and Genetic Epidemiological Research Unit, Odense
University, Derunark.

An strong association has been demonstrated between glucose intolerance (2 h
OGTT plasma glucosez'i.S mM), hyperinsulinaemia (fasting plasma insulin>60
pM), abdominal obesity (WHR maIe>0.95; female>0.85), hypertension (blood
pressure (BP) >I60/95 mmHg) and dyslipidaemia (triglycerides> I.7 mM, HDL
cholesterol maIe<0.9 mM; female<I.1 mM), which often is referred to as the
"insulin resistance syndrome ·(lRS)". In order to study the relative importance of
genetic and envirorunental factors responsible for these components we examined
303twin pairs (125 monozygotic (MZ), 178 dizygotic (DZ); 125 male, 178 female)
between 55and74years of age. Seventeen twins (1.7%) fulfilled thecriteria of IRS.
Theconcordance rate was higher, though notsignificantly higher, among MZtwins
compared to DZtwins (MZ: 0.29; DZ: 0).The heritability estimates forBMI (0.88)
indicated a major genetic component inthedevelopment ofobesity. The heritability
forWHR (0.06), however, was low, indicating a major influence of envirorunental
factors on the distribution of obesity. Glucose tolerance (0.34), insulin resistance
(0.28) and plasma triglycerides (0.40) seem to have a major environmental
etiological factor. However, a genetic influence on the level of systolic (0.78) and
diastolic (0.66) blood pressure and HDL cholesterol (0.70) is indicated due to the
relatively high heritability estimates. Weobserved differences inheritability among
male andfemale twins forBMI (male: 0.54, female: 1.00), fasting glucose (male: 
0.[6, female: 0.88), systolic BP(male: 1.00, female: 0.56), diastolic BP(male: 0.06,
female: 0.82) andtriglycerides (male: 0.72, female: 0.06). Inconclusion thepresent
study confums the notion of an multifactorial etiology of the insulin resistance
syndrome and its components including both genetic and non-genetic factors.
Furthermore, thedifferences inheritability between male andfemale twins propose
an influence of gender on several of the components of the insulin resistance
syndrome.

HIGH BODY IRON STORES PREDICT NON-INSULIN
DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS IN MIDDLE-AGED MEN
IT Salonen, T.-P. Tuomainen, K. Nyyssonen, H.-M. Lakka and
K. Punnonen, Research Institute of Public Health and Department of
Clinical Chemistry, University ofKuopio, Kuopio, Finland

NIDDM is a common complication of iron overload diseases such as
haemochromatosis, and its development is related to iron excess. There
are, however, no previous studies in humans of the association of body
iron stores with the incidence ofNIDDM in healthy populations. We
tested the hypothesis that iron accumulation in the body predicts the
development ofNIDDM in a prospective 4-year follow-up study of
985 randomly sampled nondiabetic (fB-glucose <6.0 mrnol/L and no
treatment for diabetes) men aged 42-60 from East Finland, an area with
high NIDDM incidence. We estimated body iron stores by the ratio of
levels of transferrin receptor (TfR) and ferritin in frozen serum samples
drawn at baseline examinations for 41 men who later developed
diabetes (fB-gluc ~6.7 mmollL or 2h-fB-gluc ~ 10.0 mrnol/L or
treatment) during the 4-year follow-up and for 82 controls who were
matched for age, four measurements of obesity, baseline glucose and
insulin and eight other strongest predictors ofNIDDM. In a logistic
model adjusting for baseline serum triglycerides and glycosylated
proteins, men with high iron stores (tfR/ferritin <94 ug/pg) had a 2.5
fold risk (95% confidence interval for odds ratio, l.I to 6.0, p=0.039)
ofNIDDM, compared with men with lower iron stores. This is the first
study showing an association between body iron stores and the
incidence of diabetes. Our data provide support to the theory that
elevated body iron stores contribute to the development ofNIDDM
and warrant further cohort studies and iron depletion trials.
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IDENTIFICATION OF GLUCOSE INDUCED BETA-CELL GENES
USING SUPPRESSION SUBTRACTIVE HYBRIDIZATION
T. 0sterbye, K. Buschard, and K. Josefsen. Bartholin Instituttet,
Kommunehospitalet, 1399 Copenhagen K, Denmark.
The aim of the study was to identify beta-cell genes involved in the
adaption to a high glucose environment. The functional state of the
beta cell may play a role in the development of insulin-dependent
diabetes, and actively insulin-secreting beta cells express elevated
levels of antigens. In the present study we have used Suppression
Subtractive Hybridization (SSH) for generating a beta cell library
based on a subtraction of resting beta cell mRNA from mRNA isolated
from actively secreting beta cells. The subtracted library was
differentially screened in a dot blot assay with two cDNA probes
synthesized from mRNA isolated from active and resting beta cells,
respectively. 24 clones were picked for further characterization.
Sequencing showed that 16 clones contained cDNA fragments
encoding known proteins, while 8 clones contained cDNA fragments
representing genes encoding novel proteins. Four genes were examined
by Northern blotting which confirmed enhanced transcription levels
during glucose stimulation. The genes selected were a VH-I like
protein tyrosine phosphatase (PTPase), aldolase and two unknown
genes. Quantification of the signals obtained by Northern blotting
showed induction rates of 5 and 8 fold of the two unknown genes,
respectively, whereas the PTPase was induced 7 fold and aldolase 10
fold following 24 hours of glucose stimulation. Thus, the method used
in the present study has proven to be fast and efficient; several genes in
the beta cell are upregulated by glucose at the mRNA level. These
genes include a tyrosine phosphatase and aldolase.

279
HLA-DMA ANDHLA-DMB ALLELES IN GERMAN PATIENTS WITH
lYPE I DIABETES MELLITUS
T. Siegmund, H. Donner, J. Braun, KH Usadel and K. Badenhoop,
Medizinische Klinik I, Schwerpunkt Endokrinologie, Zentrum der Innerern
Medizin, Klinikum der JW Goethe-Universitat Frankfurt/Main, Germany
The HLA-DMA and HLA-DMB genes are located in the HLA-D region
between DQand DP.Fourvariants of the DMA(DMA*0101-0104) and five
of the DMB (DMB*0101-0105) have so far been identified. HLA-DM
molecules are required in the process of peptide loading to MHC class II
antigens, both regulating the dissociation of class II associated in variant
chainpeptides (CLIP) and the subsequent binding of exogenous peptides. In
order to investigate the immunogenetic heterogeneity within the HLA-D
susceptibility region we analysed the distribution of DMA alleles in 99
patients with type I diabetes mellitus and 90 healthy controls, of DMB
alleles in 88 patients and 79 healthy controls. Patients and controls wereall
from central Germany. The PCR amplified products were purified and
separated on a 10% polyacryamide gel electrophoresis. Among the
recognized four DMA alleles DMA*0102 was significantly less frequent
(ll%vs. 28%,p<0.02) inpatientswithtype I diabetes mellitus. DMB*OIOI
(70% vs. 98%, p-cl.Sx lu") was also reduced in frequency compared to
controls. Comparing patients and controls positive for the type I diabetes
high risk markers we found a significant association between DMA*0102
and DQA*0501 (9% vs. 31%, p<0.05), as well as DMB*OIOI and
DQA*0501 (64%vs. 100%, p<0.04). In conclusion HLA DMA*0102 and
DMB*OIOI contribute to genetic protection to type 1 diabetes mellitus in
individuals with high risk DQA markers in the german population. These
data add to the immunogenetic heterogeneity within the strongest
predisposing gene region and may help to identify relevant peptide epitopes
forclassII binding.
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LINKAGE ANALYSIS OF IDDMl1 IN TYPE 1 DIABETES DANISH MULTIPLEX
FAMILIES
F. Pociot, Z.M. Larsen, J. Johannesen, a.p. Kristiansen, J. Nerup, DSGD and
DIEGG. Steno Diabetes Center, Gentofte, Denmark.
Genetic susceptibility to insulin-dependent di·"etes mellitus (IDDM) is polygenic
and caused by both HLA and non-HLA lOCI. 100MII located on chromosome
14q24.3-q31 showed highly significant evidence for linkage ina mixed population
from UK and US. 100Mli appeared to act primarily in families that show less
evidence ofsusceptibility through themajor genetic determinants inthe HLA region.
However, no replication studies inother populations have been reported. We have
analysed this locus in a homogeneous Danish IDDM family material. In total, 251
IDDM families (1041 individuals) with 410 IDDM-affected offspring were genotyped
for themicrosatellite marker 014567. Linkage was evaluated in146 sib-pair families
(169 sibpairs) bytheSIBPAL software. No evidence oflinkage was found (p=0.18),
although increased sharing was observed (0.525). The total data set was also
analysed bythetransmission disequilibrium test (TDT). Transmissions (T) andnon
transmissions (NT) todiabetic andnon-diabetic offspring ofmost common alleles is
shown in thetable:

DI4567 100M non-100M
AUeIe T (%) NT PTDT:S;O.05 T (%) NT Pmr:S;O.05

7 91 (52,9) 81 62 (52,5) 56
9 93 (51,7) 87 49 (55,7) 39
10 120 (57,7) 88 0.027 61 (54.5) 51
11 76(47,2) 85 43 (47,8) 47

Thus, allele 10showed increased transmission with 57% T. Stratifying for HLA-DR
high (DR3,4) andlow (non-DR3,4) risk genotypes, increased Tofallele 10to 67%
in the high-risk group (p=0.0017; corrected by the number of comparisons,
pc=0.009). In contrast to the previous report ourdata demonstrates that 100Mli
primarily acts infamilies with major HLA genetic risk determinants. However, we
were not able toreplicate theoriginal observation oflinkage ofthe100Mli locus to
disease ina large Danish IDDM family data set without stratifying for HLA-region
conferred risk.
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THE HLA-ELOCUSISASSOCIATED WITH THE SUSCEPTIBILITY

TOAND AGE ATONSET OFTVPE 1DIABETES MELLITUS

A.G. Dernaine, AD. Hodgkinson and BA Millward. Molecular Medicine
Research Group, Postgraduate Medical School, University ofPlymouth, UK.

There is increasing evidence to suggest that theHLA class I region plays an
important role in determining thesusceptibility to, and ageof onset of type I
diabetes. Studies have suggested that theregion telomeric ofHLA-B may harbor
a diabetes susceptibility gene. The gene coding for HLA-E is located
approximately 650 kilobase telomeric of HLA-B. HLA-E has recently been
shown to beoneof the cell surface receptors thatareinvolved in natma1 killer
cell lysis. Anumber ofallelic variants ofHLA-E have also been identified. The
aims ofthisstudy was to investigate the frequency ofHLA-E alleles intheDNA
of 136 randomly selected patients with type I diabetes and 78 normal healthy
controls. Exon 2 of theHLA-E gene was amplified using thepolymerase chain
reaction. The products were electrophoresed, lIlU1sferred to nylon membranes
and hybridised to HLA-E allele specific DIG-labelled oligonucleotides. Four
HLA-E alleles, designated 0101, 0102, 0103 and 0104 were detected inboth the
patients andcontrols. Nine of the 10possible genotypes were detected. There
was a highly significant increase in the frequency of the HLA-E*0101/0I03
genotype in thepatients compared to controls <1(2=15.8, p<O.OOOI, Pc=O.OOI).
When thepatients where separated according to ageat onset, theHLA-E*OIOI
genotypes was found in45.2% ofindividuals developing thedisease between tile
ageof 10-20 years compared to only 15.9% before 10years of age <1(2=10.9,
p<O.OOI, Pc=O.OI) and was accompanied by an increase in the HLA
E*0101/0103 genotype in the latter group. In conclusion, these results suggest
that theHLA class I region maybe involved in determining the ageat onset of
type I diabetes.
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CHRONIC DIABETIC COMPLICATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH

FOOT ULCERATION
L.A.Koeva and H.A.Bohchelian, Clinic of Endocrinology, Medical Uni
versity, Varna, Bulgaria
The aim of the study was to investigate the relationship between diabetic
vascular complications, osteopenia and diabetic foot ulceration. A case

control study was carried out. 202 patients with I and II type of diabetes
(mean age - 46,1± 6,7 years, BMI - 24,2 ± 1,2 kglm2, sex ratio- M/F - 921

110) were examined. They were subdivided into two groups matched for

age, gender and BMI: group A (cases) - 50 patients with present and
former foot ulceration; group B (controls) - 152 - without foot ulceration.
Blood glucose level, HbAlc, microalbuminuria, total cholesterol, LDL 

and HDL - cholesterol, serum calcium and phosphorus, microalbuminuria,

transcutaneous oxygen tension, vibration perception threshold, Doppler
ankle/brachial pressure index were investigated. Osteodensitometry at the
distal and ultradistal radius, electromyography, isotopic angiography, bone
scintigraphy, ophthalmoscopy were carried out. The degree of diabetic

control and complications were assessed. The estimated frequency of
chronic diabetic complications (group A vs group B) was as follows: dia
betic retinopathy- 69 % vs 41 % (p<O,OO I); diabetic po~neuropathy - 64
% vs 42% (p<O,OOI), microalbuminuria - 62 vs 40 % (p<O,OOI), peripheral
macroangiopathy - 58 vs 23 % (p<O,OOI),osteopenia- 38 vs 22 % (p<0,01),
osteoporosis - 24 vs 12 % (p<O,OOI). Cases with poor glycaemic control

were 47 % (group A) VS 19 % (group B) (p<O,OOI). These data confirm

that poor glycaemic control, diabetic retinopathy, nephropathy, polyneu
ropathy, peripheral macroangiopathy and osteopenia are associated with
foot ulceration. Early diagnosis of these chronic diabetic complications and
osteoporosis is necessary for prevention of diabetic foot complications.
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THE INFLUENCE OF DIFFERENT RISK FACTORS ON THE DIABETIC FOOT
E.U.Komeliagina*, LV.Gourieva, A.S.Ametov. Diabetic Foot Centre, International
Diabetes Program, Institute of Working Ability and Rehabilitation, Moscow, Russia.

The aim of this study was to analyze the influence of different risk factors on the
diabetic foot development. 254 IDDM and NIDDM patients took part in this study.
Range of age was 16-86 years, diabetes duration 0-30 years. 104 patients had
diabetic foot ulcers: 28 were neuroischemic,76 were pure neuropathic. The influence
of such factors as age, sex, type and duration of diabetes, previous ulcers and
amputations, severity of complications (retinopathy, nephropathy, periferal and
autonomic neuropathy), ankle/brachial index< 0.8, hypertension, presence of foot
deformities and mycosis were analysed. The NDS was used to diagnose and to
guantify periferal neuropathy, ADS was used to estimate autonomic neuropathy. FDS
(Foot Deformity Score) was used to quantify foot deformities. The results obtained
showed that every form of diabetic foot had their own risk factors. The main risk
factor for neuropathic foot was presence of neuropathy. Odds ratio of neuropathy
itself (NDS>5 and/or ADS;" 2) was not high OR~1.1 (CI 95% 0.52-2.97). The OR
of neuropathy combined with the foot deformities (FDS>O) was 2.4 (CI 95% 1.13
6.75). In the combination of neuropathy, foot deformities and mycosis (interdigital
andlor nailes) the OR was 3.1 (CI 95% 1.02-9.14). When the patient had severe
nephropathy combined with neuropathy the OR was 8.1 (CI95% 3.91-17.02). The
OR of previous toes amputations was 16.1 (CI 95% 5.2-31.07). The highest risk of
foot ulceration had the patients wih neuropathy and proliferative stage of
retinopathy: OR was 32.1 (CI 95% 10.01-68.21). There was no patients with the
foot deformities, mycosis, severe nephropathy, proliferative stage of retinopathy and
without neuropathy. The ischemic ulcers developed due to the vascular insufficiency.
Risk of vascular desease was related to NIDDM, age of patients ( OR of the patients
older then 60 years old was 2.4 (CI 95% 1.12-4.75). Conclusion. In terms of our
results we conclude that such risk factors as foot deformities, mycosis, severe
nephropathy, proliferative stage of retinopathy play their role on the diabetic foot
development only under the presence of neuropathy. So each diabetic patient must
be neuropathy screened. We recommend to categorise neuropathic foot risk patients
regarding OR of combinations of different risk factors. We suggest revealing
neuropathic and ischemic diabetic foot risk factors separetely because of the
difference in the preventive measures.
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THE RISK OF ULCERATION IN DIABETIC PATIENTS WITH
HIGH FOOT PRESSURES AND NEUROPATHY
RG Frykberg, LA Lavery, H Pham, LB Harkless and A Veves. Deaconess
Joslin Foot Center. Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA.

High plantar foot pressures in association with peripheral neuropathy
have been ascertained as important risk factors for ulceration in the
diabetic foot. We have studied a group of 251 diabetic patients of
Caucasian (n=120), Black (n=35), and Hispanic (n=96) racial origins with
an overall age of 58.5 ± 12.5 years (range 20-83). There was an equal
distribution of males and females across the entire study population. All
patients underwent a complete medical history and lower extremity
evaluation for neuropathy and foot pressures. Neuropathic parameters
were dichotomized (0/1) into two high risk variables: patients with a
Vibration Perception Threshold ;,,25 were categorized as HiVPT (n=132)
and those with Semmes-Weinstein Monofilament tests ;,,5.07 were
classified as HiSWF (n=190). The mean dynamic plantar foot pressures
of three footsteps were measured using the F-Scan Mat System with
patients walking without shoes. Patients were divided to a high pressure
group (Pmax6, ;,,6 kg . em", n=96) and a normal pressure group. An
interaction term (HiRisk) was also generated combining those patients
with both high pressures and HiVPT (n=67). A total of 99 patients had a
current or prior history of ulceration at baseline. Univariate logistic
regression of ulceration on Pmax6 yielded an Odds Ratio (OR) of 3.9
(p=O.OOO). For HiVPT the OR=11.7 (p=O.OOO), for HiSWF the OR=9.6
(p=O.OOO), and for HiRisk the OR=7.4 (p=O.OOO). Controlling for age,
diabetes duration, sex, and race (all p<0.05), multivariate logistic
regression yielded the following significant predictors of ulceration:
Pmax6 (OR=2.1, p=0.002), HiVPT (OR=4.4, p=O.OOO), HiSWF (OR=4.1,
p=O.OOO). The interaction term was not significant in this model. In a
model controlling the same confounders and this variable alone,
however, the HiRisk OR=4.1, p=O.OOO. We conclude that both high foot
pressures and neuropathy independently predict ulceration in a diverse
diabetic population, with the latter having the greater magnitude of effect.
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RISK FACTORS OF FOOT ULCERATION IN A LARGE DIABETIC
POPULATION: TWO YEAR PROSPECTIVE FOLLOW·UP
H Pbam, LA Lavery, C Harvey, BI Rosenblum, RG Frykberg, LB Harkless,
A Veves. Boston, MA, San Francisco, CA, San Antonio, TX
Diabetic foot ulceration is a preventable condition provided that a successful
screening system and preventable care that are applicable in different centers
with different practices exist. We present the first two years results of a large
prospective clinical trial which examines the risk factors for the development of
foot ulceration in 249 patients (125 males, 49 with type I DM) in three separate
diabetic foot centers. Mean age was 58 ± 12 years (mean ± sd), 118 were White,
36 Black and 94 Hispanic, mean DM duration 14 ± II years. On clinical
examirtation, the Neuropathy Symptom Score was 4 ± 4, the Neuropathy
Disability Score (NOS) 10 ± 8, Vibration Perception Threshold (VPT) 29 ± 17
Volts and the Semmes-Weinstein Monofilaments (SWF) 5.42 ± 1.43. The first
metatarsal joint mobility was 73 ± 24 °degrees and the subtaIar joint (SlM) 24 ±
9. The mean foot pressure was 5.7 ± 3.0 kg.em while peripheral vascular
disease was present in 79 patients. For the statistical analysis each lower
extremity was considered as a separate entity. Foot ulceration developed in 86
feet (17%) during the study period. The NDS at baseline was abnormal in all
patients who developed foot ulceration. Univariate logistic regression analysis
showed a significantly higher risk for foot ulceration in those with NDS > 5,
(OR 12.8, P <0.001) VPT;" 25 Vohs (OR 11.0, P <0.001). SWF;" 5.07 (OR 8.9,
P <0.01) foot pressures >6.00 kg.em? (OR 1.4, P <0.05), and history of foot
ulceration (OR 2.9, P <0.001) while lower risk was observed in patients who had
high SlM (OR 0.95, P <0.001), were black (OR 0.6, P <0.001) and women (OR
0.36, p<O.OOI). A multivariate analysis which included all above factors showed
statistical significance only for NDS (3.8, P <0001), VPT (OR 3.7, P <0.001)
and history of foot ulceration (OR 1.61, P <0.001). We conclude that clinical
examination and measurement of VPT are the two more robust tests that in
conjunction with a history of foot ulceralion can predict future foot ulceration in
three different centers and a racially mixed population. Other tests such as SWF
and foot pressure measurements are also helpful but less robust, probably
because of racial differences in the tested population and testing preferences
among examiners, and should be used as auxiliary methods.
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PARENTS' PSYCHOLOGICAL HEALTH AND FAMILY FUNCTIONING IN
RELATION TO CHILDREN'S METABOLIC CONTROL AND DIABETES
ADAPTATION
B. Lernmark, B. Persson, L.D. Fisher and P-A. Rydelius, Department of Woman and
Child Health, Karolinska Institute, Stockholm, Sweden; Department of Biostatistics,
School of Public Health, University of Washington, Seattle, USA.
In a study of psychological adaptation to type I diabetes in 62 children, one parent
for each child was assessed for psychological health (Symptoms Checklist) and
family functioning (Family Relations scale). The aim was to investigate (I) if the
parent variables were important to the child's metabolic control (mean HbAlc last
year) and adaptation to diabetes (questionnaire of adaptation), and (2) if the parent
variables were related to the physician's assessment of the child's coping with
diabetes (rated on a 5-point scale from "no problems" to "significant problems" in
coping). Data were analyzed with stepwise multiple regressions. With metabolic
control as dependent variable, the only significant parent variable was "chaotic family
functioning," explaining 1I% of the variance (p=0.OO6). With each subscale of the
adaptation index as dependent variable, age of the child, depression and anxiety in the
parent were significant to the child's "attitude and behavior to testing," (29% of the
variance; p<O.OOI). The child's age and "family enmeshment" were significant to the
child's "attitude to diabetes" (21%; p<O.OOI). Psychiatric symptoms in the parent
were significant for the child's "feelings about diabetes" and "impact on daily life of
diabetes" (15%; p=0.005 and 13%; p=O.OI). A regression with the physician's rating
as dependent variable and parent variables as potential predictors, showed that
psychiatric symptoms in the parent were significant for the child's coping (28%;
p<O.OOI). The result after adding the child's HbAlc as an independent variable (the
only child variable significant for the physicians' ratings), showed that metabolic
control, family functioning (isolation) and parent's psychiatric symptoms
(depression, paranoid ideation, psychoticism) were signficant, explaining 56% the
variance of the physicians' assessment (p<O.OOI). Conclusions: The child's metabolic
control was only related to chaotic family functioning, while the child's diabetes
adaptation mainly was correlated to parental psychological health. The physician's
assessment of the child's coping with diabetes was related to variables in the parent
and the family, to metabolic control but no other variables in the child.
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WELL-BEING AND DIABETES TREATMENT SATISFACTION IN TYPE 2
DIABETIC PATIENTS TREATED WITH INSULIN OR SULPHONYLUREA
H. EI Ghomari and MR. Ababou, Endocrinology and Metabolic Diseases,
University Hospital lbnou Rochd, Casablanca, Morocco

Objective of the study was to assess the possible relationship between
glycaemic control in patients with type 2 diabetes and their psychological
well-being and treatment satisfaction. Methods: Patients (n=91) with
unacceptable glycaemic control (fasting blood giucose >140 mgldl, HbA" >
25% above normal range) were included. The study had an open, parallel
group design with a 4 week run-in period with optimisation of the SU
treatment. Patients (n=77) with unacceptable glycaemic control at the end of
the run-in period were randomised to a 12 week treatment period with insulin
or SUo Two patient questionnaires were used: Well-being (22 items) and
diabetes treatment satisfaction (8 items). Arabic versions of the
questionnaires were used for 73 of the 75 patients completing the study.
Results: There is a significant correlation between glycaemic control and
both well-being (r=-0.5315, p=O.OOO) and treatment satisfaction (r=-0.7267,
p=O.OOO). The increased well-being is mainly influenced by the increasing
energy levels and less by reduced depression and anxiety levels. During the
study the well-being score increased significantly (p=0.002) more in the
insulin group (mean score 34.7 (week 4) to 44.7 (week 16)) than in the SU
group (mean score 34.6 (week 4) to 40.0 (week 16)). This agrees with the
small but better improvement in glycaemic control in the patients starling
insulin (HbA" week 4: 10.2%; week 16: 9.1%) as compared with the patients
continuing with SU (HbA" week 4: 10.6%; week 16: 10.5%) (p=0.036).
Conclusions: Improving glycaemic control will improve the patient's well
being and treatment satisfaction. In this study improving glycaemic control
was more successfully done, although to a small extent, when starling insulin
as compared with continued optimised SU.
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FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF A QUALITY-OF-LIFE MEASURE FOR
IDDM PATIENTS
U. Bott and S. Ebrahim. Clinic of Metabolic Diseases and Nutrition, Heinrich
Heine-University Dusseldorf, Germany

Aim of the study was the completion of a validated diabetes-specific quality-of
life scale (OSQOLS) to assess the impact of genetically engineered insulin
analogues (IA) on quality of life and treatment satisfaction in subsequent trials.
The original OSQOLS was validated in a population based study with 684 adult
100M patients and comprised 7 subscales (items, Chronbach's a): preference
weighted treatment satisfaction (20, 0.78), social relations (II, 0.88), leisure time
flexibility (6, 0.83), physical complaints (8, 0.84), worries about future (5, 0.84),
diet restrictions (5, 0.71) and daily hassles (4, 0.70). Expansion of the instrument
was based on semi-structured interviews with 30 patients including different
questions regarding daily treatment demands (e.g. diet restrictions, anticipation of
insulin action, protection against hypoglycaemia, stability of blood glucose, fear
of side-effects of IA). Patients' considerations created 54 new items which were
validated in a pilot sample comprising 134 100M patients (51% women, age 36 ±
II years, diabetes duration 15 ± II years; mean ± SO). 6 of the newly developed
items enhanced the diet and 4 items the daily hassles subscale. Factor analysis
(varimax rotation) of the 44 items remaining revealed 5 components (items,
Chronbach's a): fear of hypoglycemia (II, 0.92), blood glucose fluctuations (II,
0.91) burdens of hypoglycemic events (7, 0.87), fear ofIA (3, 0.80), self-efficacy
regarding adaptation of insulin dosage (3, 0.56). Correlations with validated
generic quality of life and treatment satisfaction scales indicated high convergent
validity except for self-efficacy and fear of IA. HbA Ic showed the strongest
correlations (p ;;;0.001) with preference-weighted treatment satisfaction (-.33),
physical complaints (-.39) and blood glucose fluctuations (-.38). Patients with at
least one severe hypoglycaemia (preceding year) achieved poorer scores on the
subscales leisure time flexibility (p < 0.05), fear of hypoglycaemia and burdens of
hypoglycaemic events (p < 0.001). CSII revealed better scores regarding leisure
time flexibility, self-efficacy (p < 0.05), diet restrictions, daily hassles (p < 0.001)
and burdens of hypoglycaemic events (p < 0.005). Keeping strict injection-meal
intervals was associated with more fear of hypoglycaemia (p < 0.05). Patients
using insulin lispro were less fearful regarding potential risks ofIA.
The DSQOLS is a valid diabetes-specific quality-of-life measure for 100M and
has sufficient sensitivity to distinguish between different treatment regimen.
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FOUR GROUPS OF lODM PATIENTS: PERSONALITY,
PSYCHOPATHOLOGY, OBJECT RELATIONS AND QUALITY OF LIFE.

S. Clericil , G. Negri l, A Fossatil, C. Maffeil,V. Oi Carl0 3, E. La Rocca-',
G. Pozza2 and A. Secchi 2 - IMedical Psychology and Psychotherapy Unit
Neuropshychic Department, 2Intemal Medicine I Department, 3Surgical II
Department H San Raffaele Scientific Institute, Milan, Italy

The aim of the study was to evaluate personality, psychopathological aspects
and quality of life of four groups of 100M patients. A sample of 143 IODM
patients was recruited: 33 lODM (uncomplicated), 44 waiting-list kidney or
kidney-pancreas transplantation, IS kidney transplanted, 51 kidney-pancreas
transplanted. In order to evaluate personality, psychopathology and quality of
life, the following self-administered questionnaires were used: Personality
Diagnostic Questionnaire (PDQ-4+), Bell Object Relations and Reality testing
Inventory (BORRTI), Symptoms Check List-90 (SCL-90), Diabetes Quality of
Life (DQOL). All tests are well known and validated tools to address these
topics. Analysis of variance has shown that there are no significative
differences among four groups in PDQ-4+ and BORRTI ( Bonferroni test
p<.05). Nevertheless significative differences hare resulted between waiting-list
group and kiney-pancreas transplanted group in SCL-90 in "Depression" and
"Others" subscales (respectively 13.273 and 8.039, F=3.900, d.f= 3/139,
p<.05). Significative differences have been found among waiting-list patients
versus non complicated diabetes and kidney-pancreas transplanted patients in
DQOL questionnaire's subscales: "Satisfaction" (respectively 2.632 versus
3.276 and 3.275, F = 7.344, d.f. = 3/101, p<.05) and "Impact" (3.666 versus
4.232 and 4.178, F = 6.908, df = 3/1 I 1, p<.05).On the whole, results suggest
that in 100M patent's population there are no serious personality disorders or
psychiatric pathology. According to 'literature kidney-pancreas transplanted
patients improve their quality of life expecially as regarded to dialyzed patients.
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IN SITU PROTEIN KINASE C ACTIVITY IN CULTURED FIBROBLASTS
FROM TYPE 1 DIABETIC PATIENTS WITH NEPHROPATHY.
M Vedovato, E lori, C. Marescolli, A Tiengo, S. Del Prato and R
Trevisan Department of Clinical and Experimental Medicine, Padua, Italy.

Protein kinase C (PKC) plays a key role in the regulation of cellular
growth and induction of PKC pathway by hyperglycemia has been
associated with many of the cellular changes observed in the long-term
complications of diabetes. This study tested the hypothesis that fibroblasts
from type 1 diabetic patients who developed nephropathy (DN) have an
intrinsic increased PKC activity compared with cells of those withou1 DN
PKC activity was therefore determined in serially passaged, subconfluent,
quiescent skin fibroblasts cultured in either normal (5 mM) or high (20 mM)
glucose concentrations from 12 type 1 diabetic patients with DN, 12
without DN matched for age, diabetes duration and body mass index and 9
healthy suoiects PKC activity was determined by in situ PKC assay that
used a highly specific peptide PKC substrate (VRKRTLRRL) in diqitonin
permeabilized fibroblasts. In normal glucose, in situ PKC activity was
significantly higher in patients with DN both in quiescent state
(mean±SD 15401±1471 y_33p cprnrnq protein" . min"; p < 001) and
after phorbol esters (TPA 1,1M) stimulation (32801:>:1971; p < 001) than in
those Without DN (13273±1179 and 19277+2281, respectively) and
normal controls (12984.!962 and 19527~171, respectively). Incubation in
high glucose concentrations caused an increase in PKC activity both In

quiescent state (18951 ±1216 y_33p cpmrnq protein" . rrun', p < 0001) and
after TPA stimulation (38458:0:1840 p < 001) in type 1 diabetic patients
With DN only, with no significant change in the other two groups In
conclusion, In normal glucose concentration cultured fibroblasts from type
1 oiabenc patients With DN have higher PKC activity as compared to those
Without DN and normal controls. This difference was magnified following
Incubation of cells ,n high glucose concentrations. The persistence of
enhanced PKC activity In serially passaged cells suggests the presence of
an mtnnsic abnormality In cell function, which may contribute to the
Increased DN risk secondary to chronic hyperglycemia
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ACTIVATION OF PKC a, P, and P, BUT NOT 0, BY ACUTE HYPERGLYCE
MIA IN NON-DIABETIC SUBJECTS IS DUE TO INDIRECT EFFECTS OF
GLUCOSE AND NOT REPRODUCED BY ELEVATED GLUCOSE IN VITRO
G. Bartling, R. Assert, V. Pirags", A. Bumbure", H. Schatz and A. Pfeiffer, Medi
zinische Universitatsklinlk Bergmannsheil,D-44789 Bochum and 'Latvian Medical
Academy, Dept. of Endocrinology, LV-1050 Riga
Protein kinase C (PKC) is activated by hyperglycemia in endothelia and several tis
suesof experimental animals. The enzymeprobably participates in the pathogenesis
of diabetic ocular complications. We have previously shown an activation of PKC P,
in thrombocytesof diabetic patientsby acutehyperglycemia in vivo. We now investi
gated whether a 2 h hyperglycemic clamp activates PKC isoenzymes acutely in
healthy volunteers and whether this can be reproduced in vitro. Methods: 6 volun
teers were infused with 20 % glucose to a steady state level of 15 mmol!l, soma
tostatin and insulin to achieve40 mU/mLBlood was withdrawn before, at 60 and 120
min. Differential centrifugation yielded pure thrombocytes which were analysed by
Western blot relative to a recombinant shortened PKC P, standardwhich was gener
ated in bacteria. Quantification was done with a soft laser densitometer. Results:
Acute hyperglycemia of 15± I mrnol/l for 120min caused a translocation ofPKC P"
P,and PKC a to the membranous fraction with increases to 153, 302 and 225 % of
basal levels (n ~ 6, P < 0,05) for all enzymes and reductions in cytosol to 59, 45 and
54 %, respectively PKC 0 was not altered. Incubation of the thrombocytes with 16.6
mmol/l glucosewith or without insulin comparedto mannitol did not causeactivation
of PKC in the presence of Ca'+ and PGI,. The phorbol ester TPA causedmassive
translocation to 700 % of control. Conclusion: Moderate acute hyperglycemia of 15
mmol/I in vivo clearly activated PKC a, P, and P, in human thrombocytes over 120
min in normal controls. Glucosedid not translocatePKC a or Pfrom normal controls
in vitro indicating that generation of diacylglycerol is not operative in thrombocytes.
The activation of PKC therefore must be achieved by different mechanisms such as
by hormonesor metabolic changes occurring in vivo. Similar changes may be rele
vant in patients with diabeteswere we observeda strong activation of PKC by non
glucoserelated stimuli in vitro.
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ROLE OF OXIDATIVE STRESS AND PROTEIN KINASE CACTIVATION

IN THE INCREASED RETINAL ENDOTHELIAL CELL MONOLAYER
PERMEABILITY INDUCED BY THE DIABETIC MILIEU

F.Pricci', G.Leto', G.Romeo', s.corcone', E.Albanese" P.Sale" L.Amadio',
S.Catalano', PBarsolli', L.Pala', C.M.Rotella', UDi Mario' and G.Pugliese'
Universities of 1Rome "La Sapienza" and 2Florence, Italy
In experimental diabetes, vascular permeability was shown to be increased in
tissues targets of long-term diabetic complications, including the retina. We
previously showed an increased leakage of differently-sized proteins induced by
high glucose or advanced glycation end products (AGE)-modified BSA in bovine
retinal endothelial cell (BREC) monolayers grown on permeable membranes
inserted in culture dishes. This study was aimed at investigating the biochemical
mechanisms underlying the increased permeability induced by the diabetic milieu
in this in vitro system, with particular reference to the role of the oxidative stress
and protein kinase C (PKC) activation occurring in response to hyperglycemia. To
accomplish this objective, ' 25I-albumin leakage over 5 h was measured in BREC
grown to confiuence in high glucose (HG, 30 mM) vs. normal glucose (NG, 10
mM) or on BSA-AGE vs. native BSA. The superoxide-generating system xantine
oxidase (XO, 500 U) + hypoxantine (HX, 10 mM), for 15 min before, or the PKC
activator phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA, 100 nM), during permeability
assessment, were added to BREC cultured in NG. The antioxidant superoxide
dismutase (SOD, 150 U/ml), the PKC inhibitor staurosporine (St, 10 nM), both
during permeability assessment, or the PKC down modulator PMA (100 nm, for 24
hours before) were added to BREC under all the experimental conditions.
Albumin leakage at 5 h was increased by both XO/HX (7.7±1.3%) and PMA
(8.0±1.2%), vs. control cells (5.4±0.7, p<0.001), with the maximal increment
observed at 1 (+97%) and 3 (+86%) h, respectively. BREC grown in HG
(8.3±16% vs. 5.2±1.1 % in NG, p<0.001) or on BSA-AGE (8.0±1.3 vs. 4.9±0.9 on
BSA, p<0.001) showed similar increases, which were virtually prevented by the
addition of SOD, St or PMA (for 24 h). These data suggest that the increased
monolayer permeability induced by HG or BSA-AGE is mediated by increased
free radical generation and PKC activation, possibly resulting in cytoskeletal
changes and opening of intercellular gaps.
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EFFECT OF HIGH GLUCOSE CONDITIONS ON SUBCELLULAR

LOCALIZATION OF PROTEIN KINASE C IN HUMAN ENDOTHELIAL CELLS

M.M.E. van Ginneken, W. Engels, P.J.M.R. Lemmens, G. Swennen and

S.H.R. Wolffenbuttel. Dept. of Endocrinology, Maastricht University,

Maastricht, The Netherlands.

Animal studies indicate that activation of specific PKC SUbtypes (particularly PII)
plays a role in cellular deterioration in diabetes mellitus. Although PKC

translocation and activation have been shown biochemically, it is still unknown,

to which sites PKC subtypes trans locate within the endothelial cell under

diabetic conditions. Therefore, it is unclear to which intracellular signalling

processes PKC subtypes are related. The aim of the study was to determine

the subcellular localization of PKC a, P, and PII' using immunocytochemistry in

human endothelial cells (EC-RF24) cultured to confluency under conditions of

normal and high (25 mM) glucose and consequently stimulated with PMA,

thrombin or glucose (25 mM). Additionally, intracellular calcium levels were

determined by fluorescent imaging microscopic techniques. Perinuclear

staining of PKC 0: and P" in cells cultured under conditions of normal glucose

increases upon stimulation with high glucose, whereas PKC P, translocates to

the plasma membrane. Nuclear staining of PKC P, and PII remains unchanged

under these conditions. Cultivation of the cells under high glucose conditions,

reduced PKC a and P, staining, whereas PKC PII staining was unchanged.

Translocation of PKC subtypes induced by PMA was comparable with high

glucose stimulation, whereas thrombin stimulation not oniy resulted in a

preferential translocation of PKC a to the nucleus, but also increased

intracellular calcium levels. This study suggests that in human endothelial cells

already short-term exposition to elevated giucose concentrations can lead to

translocation of various PKC subtypes without influencing calcium levels,

probably resulting in an altered PKC·mediated signalling.
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INSULINGRANULEEXOCYTOSIS OCCURS BETWEEN ~·CELLS IN
MOUSEISOLATEDISLETS
1 D.L.A.MacArthur, 1 J.F.Morrisand 1.2 A. Clark, 1 Department of Human
Anatomy, 2 DiabetesResearch Laboratories, Oxford,UK.

Insulingranulerelease is considered to occur largelytowardsthe capillary
borderof the ~-cell and islethormonesecretionis modulated by paracrine
interactions between isletendocrine cells. To quantifyinsulingranulerelease
in relationto isletcellsand capillaries, exocytosis of secretory granuleswas
visualisedby the use of tannicacid (TA)which mordants (fixes)released
proteingranules. Mouseisolatedisletswere incubated in Hepesbuffered
Krebscontaining 0.2%TA, 20mMglucoseand 0.1mMIBMXat 37°Cin O2 for
30 mins (n=3expts). Isletswere fixed in 2.5%glutaraldehyde and processed
for electronmicroscopy (em)for quantitative morphometry. Supematants
were collectedfor insulinmeasurement by RIA. The proportion of activecells
in isletem sections(oneor moreexocytosis Icell profile)was 19.6±0.23%
(mean± SEM)of totalcells examined (n=448); insulinwas released as single
granules, glucagon as multipleexocytoses. Insulinexocytosis was localised
mostlybetween ~-cells (81.3± 3.9%activecells),but also towardscapillary
remnant(11.7±.3.5%) or at both locationsin 7± 2.9%. The observed quantity
of insulingranulereleasewas compared with RIA-measured insulinsecretion.
Predicted granulereleasewas calculated from reduction of RIA measured
insulinsecretionas a resultof granulecaptureby TA (0.063pmollislet),
measuredvaluesof ~·cell and islet areas,thicknessof tissuesectionsand the
estimatedmolecularcontentof insulingranules(2x105 mols/granule).
Predictedinsulingranuleexocytosis visualised in an em sectionunderthese
experimental conditionswas 5 granules/active cell whichcorresponds to 2.4
exocytoses/active cell determined experimentally.
Conclusion: Insulingranuleexocytosis in isolated isletsoccursat intercellular
not perivascularbordersandfrom <20%of ~-cells undermaximal stimulation

295
PULSATILE RELEASE OF INSULIN FROM ISOLATED NOD
MOUSE ISLETS
J.M. Lin, J. Sternesjo, S. Sandler and P. Bergsten, Department of
Medical Cell Biology, Uppsala university, Uppsala, Sweden.
Plasma insulin of normal subjects is oscillatory, reflecting coordinated
pulsatile release from the pancreatic ~-cells. Loss of the regular plasma
insulin oscillatory pattern has been observed in non-diabetic ICA positive
first degree relatives to type I diabetic patients. The non-obese diabetic
(NOD) mouse spontaneously develops type I diabetes, which strongly
resembles the human disease. To investigate how the disturbances of the
regular plasma insulin oscillations relate to the secretory activity of the
islets of Langerhans, islets were isolated from non-diabetic female NOD
mice of different ages. The diabetes incidence among the females is 72%
by 30 weeks of age. The control group comprised 5 weeks old mice i.e.
before pancreatic insulitis is observed. Insulin release was pulsatile (0.2 ±
0.02 oscillations/min) in the presence of 3 mM glucose with a secretory
rate of 21 ±3 pmol*g-l*s-l. When the glucose concentration was
increased to II mM, the secretory rate rose 8-fold by modulation of the
amplitude of the insulin pulses leaving their frequency unaffected. Islets
from 13 weeks old mice had varying degrees of peri-insular infiltration.
Basal insulin release was pulsatile with a rate and frequency similar to
that recorded from 5 weeks old islets. Although II mM glucose caused
amplitude modulation of insulin pulses also in these islets, the rise in
secretory rate was only 2-3 fold. Similar results were obtained when
islets from 25 weeks old mice, most of which had marked insulitis, were
perifused in the presence of 3 and II mM glucose. In the NOD-mouse
model for type I diabetes, islets released insulin in pulses despite
mononuclear cell infiltration. However, glucose-induced increase of the
amplitude of insulin pulses was substantially reduced, which may be
related to reduction in glucose metabolism. The mononuclear cells may be
responsible for this reduction, since normalization of insulin release was
observed after culturing the infiltrated islets for 7 days, which depletes
the islet mononuclear cell content and normalizes glucose metabolism.

294
INHmITION OF INTRAPANCREATIC GANGLIA CAUSES
SUSTAINED AND NON-OSCILLATORY INSULIN RELEASE
FROM THE PERFUSED PANCREAS

T. Sundsten, H. Ortsater and P. Bergsten, Department of Medical Cell
Biology, Uppsala university, Uppsala, Sweden.

Insulin release from the isolated pancreas is pulsatile, which is decisive
for the appearance of plasma insulin oscillations. In order to obtain the
pulsatile release from the pancreas, coordination of the secretory
activities between the islets is required. The intrapancreatic ganglia have
been proposed to playa part in this coordination. To test this hypothesis,
pancreata from male Sprague-Dawley rats were perfused in the absence
or presence of tetrodotoxin (TTX), a blocker of neuronal function.
Pancreata were perfused with a Krebs-Ringer bicarbonate buffer
containing II mM glucose. Fractions of perfusate were collected every
30 sec and analyzed for insulin with ELISA technique. After 30 min
perfusion insulin release was 7.2 ± 2.2 pmolvmin-Ppancreas-t. When
the perfusion was performed in the presence of 5 IlMTTX insulin
release was 29 ±9.4 pmol-min-Ppancreas-t. Insulin release in the
absence as well as in the presence of TTX was analyzed by Fourier
transformation. Power spectra showed a dominant frequency (0.21 ±
0.03 osc/min) in the insulin release data obtained in the absence of TTX.
No such dominant frequency component was found in the data obtained
in the presence of TTX. To investigate possible effects of TTX on the
pulsatile release from the isolated islet, individual islets were perifused in
the absence or presence of 5 IlM TTX at II mM glucose. Whereas TTX
increased the amplitude of the insulin pulses, their frequency was
essentially not affected. We propose that the loss of regular secretory
activity from the perfused pancreas in the presence of TTX is caused by
impaired coordination between the islets due to inhibition of the
intrapancreatic ganglia.
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GLUCOSE AND PALMITATE ENHANCE PROINSULINIINSULIN RELEASE
FROM HUMAN tSLETS THROUGH AN INSULIN DEPLETION EFFECT.
A Bjorklund, V Grill Dept Endocrinology, Karolinska Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden
Relative hypersecretion of proinsulin is a feature of type 2 diabetes. We investigated
whether this feature can be replicated in vitro by long term exposure to elevated
glucose and/or fatty acids. Human islets (obtained from Beta Cell Transplant Unit,
Brussels) were exposed for 48 h to to 27 or to 5.5mM glucose. The ratio of intra
islet proinsulin-like molecules (PI) to insulin (I) was 3.7-fold increased after culture
at 27 vs 5.5 mM glucose, due to preferential decrease of I. The PIlI ratio of
secretion was 3.6-fold increased during 60 min final incubations at a basal (3.3mM)
glucose concentration. Diazoxide was added to culture media to investigate the
importance of overstimulation. In cultures at 27 mM glucose co-culture with
diazoxide normalized the intraislet PIlI ratio and the PIlI ratio of secretion in post
diazoxide incubations at 3.3 mM glucose (p<O.OOl,see table). None of these effects

wer~ ~~nw~~~ ~ia~9~i"e \V~s_co:c~lture~ with 5.5 mM~lucose.

Culture conditions (48 h) Islet PIlI ratio (%) Secreted PIlI ratio (%)
27 mM glucose 7.4±0.6 13.9±0.9· -

27.,!,M~luc.().s~_~ 325jlM diazoxide 1}=!:Q.l*_ 1.8±O.1*
Culture with 0.2 mM palmitate together with 27 ';"M glucose d~~re~;e<jislet

contents of I by 49%. In final incubations at 3.3 mM glucose (following culture
with palmitate and 27mM glucose) the per cent PI to I of secretion was increased

to 21.2±3.8 versus 13.9±0.9%, p<O.05 after culture with 27 mM glucose alone.
Culture with palmitate at 5.5 mM glucose, decreased islet content of both PI and I
and significantly increased the PIlI ratio of secretion during final incubations after
culture, p<O.05. Conclusions: Long term exposure of human islets to elevated
glucose in vitro increases PIlI. This abnormality is aggravated by fatty acids. The
effects, which appear clinically relevant, are likely secondary to depletion of mature
insulin granules.
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TRANSGENIC MICE OVEREXPRESSING HUMAN APOLIPOPROTEIN Cl ARE HYPER

LIPIDEMIC AND SHOW AN INCREASE IN INSULIN-MEDIATED GLUCOSE METABOLISM.

S.J. Koopmans, M.C. Jong, I. Que, V.E.H. Dahlmans, H.D. Petronilia, J.K.
Radder, M.H. Hofker and L.M. Havekes. Dept. Endocrinology and Dept.
Human Genetics, LUMC and TNO-PG, Leiden, The Netherlands.
Excess of apolipoprotein Cl (apoCl) on the VLDL particle impairs hepatic
uptake of plasma VLDL and leads to hyperlipidemia. ApoCl mice not only
show elevated plasma cholesterol and triglyceride but also elevated free fatty
acid (ffa) levels versus wild-type mice (7.0±1.2 vs 1.6±O.1; 9.1±2.3 vs
O.4±O.l and 3.O±O.3 vs O.9±O.l mmolll, respectively). The Randle cycle
predicts a negative interaction between (insulin-mediated) glucose and ffa
metabolism. To examine whether insulin-mediated glucose metabolism is
influenced by primary hyperlipidemia in apoCl mice, we have performed
hyperinsulinemic (6 mU/kg.min), euglycemic (7 mmol/I) clamps with 3-3H

glucose or 9,10-3H-palmiticacid infusions. Fasting (6h) plasma giucose levels
were lower in apoCl vs wild-type mice (6.9±O.8vs 9.S±O.6 mmol/I, p<O.OS).
Insulin-mediated whole body glucose uptake, glycolysis (generation of 3HzO)
and glucose storage were increased in apoCl vs wild-type mice (339±28 vs
200±11; 183±39 vs 128±17 and lS6±44 vs 72±17 Ilmol/kg.min, p<O.OS,
respectively). Insulin-mediated whole body ffa uptake, ffa oxidation
(generation of 3HzO) and tta storage were decreased in apoCl vs Wild-type

mice (lS±3 vs 33±6; 3±2 vs 11±4 and 12±2 vs 22±4 Ilmol/kg.min, p<O.OS) in
the face of elevated plasma tta levels (1.3±O.3vs O.S±O.l mmol/I, p<O.Ol),
respectively. Summary: excess apoCl on the VLDL particle leads to
increased whole body insulin-mediated glucose metabolism and decreased
insulin-mediated ffa metabolism in an environment of high plasma Ha
concentrations. Conclusion: reasoning in line with the concept of the Randle
cycle, this study indicates that apoCl on the VLDL particle is involved in the
regulation of tissue free fatty acid uptake and metabolism and, as a
consequence, apoCl influences insulin-mediated glucose metabolism.
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PHOTOAFFINITY LABELING OF THE MICROSOMAL GLUCOSE-6·
PHOSPHATETRANSPORTER DEFICIENT IN GSD TYPE lb
W. Kramer, H.-J. Burger, H. Hemmerle, W.J. Arion and A. Herling
Hoechst Marion Roussel Deutschland GmbH, D·6S926 Frankfurt, Germany

The terminal step of hepatic glucose production is catalyzed by the
glucose-6-phosphatase system, composed of a phosphohydrolase
with its active site to the lumen of the endoplasmic reticulum, and
transporter proteins for glucose-6-phosphate (Tl) and phosphate
(T2). Deficiencies of the glucose-6-phosphatase system are the
genetic basis for glycogen storage disease type 1 (GSD1). In order
to identify the microsomal glucose-6-phosphate transporter T1
deficient in GSD type 1b patients, we have performed photoaffinity
labeling of human and rat liver microsomes with photo reactive
chlorogenic acid analogues. These chlorogenic acid derived
inhibitors specifically inhibit T1 in the nM-range without affecting T2
or the phosphohydrolase. Photoaffinity labeling of rat liver
microsomes led to the labeling of polypeptides of M, 70, 57, 50, 33,
and 31 kDa and of M, 70, 55, 33, and 31 kDa in human liver
microsomes. Treatment of microsomes with 0.3 % Chaps retained
the high affinity binding of T1 inhibitors; photoaffinity labeling of such
stripped microsomes resulted in the identification of polypeptides of
M, 55, 33, and 31 kDa in human liver microsomes and of 50, 33, and
31 kDa in rat liver microsomes. Photoaffinity labeling of particulate
material obtained from a healthy human liver revealed the labeling of
polypeptides of M, 55, 33, and 31 kDa whereas in a biobsy probe of
a patient with diagnosed GSD type 1b (which was a generous gift by
E. Van Schaftingen) the 55 and 33 kDa labeied proteins, were
missing. Therefore, proteins of M, 55 kDa in human liver and 50 kDa
in rat liver represent most likely the glucose-6-pho$phate transporter
of the endoplasmic reticulum.
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EXPRESSION OF GLUCOKINASE IN SKELETAL MUSCLE OF
TRANSGENIC MICE DECREASES DIABETIC HYPERGLYCEMIA
P. J. Otaegui, T. Ferre, A. Pujol, R. Jimenez, E. Riu and F. Bosch.
Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, School of
Veterinary Medecine, Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona, OS193
Bellaterra, Spain

Skeletal muscle has been postulated to be the most important
tissue involved in the disposal of glucose following oral ingestion.
However, part of the limitation in glucose utilization during situations
associatedwith increasedglucose transport is likely to be due to feedback
inhibition of the hexokinase-Il (HK-II) by its product, glucose 6
phosphate. In contrast to HK-II, the liver enzyme glucokinase (GK) has a
high Km for glucose and its activity is not inhibited allosterically by
glucose 6 phosphate. To determine whether GK expression in skeletal
muscle might lead to increased glucose uptake, transgenic mice
expressing a myosin-light chain (MCL) promoter/GK chimeric gene were
obtained. Fed transgenic mice showed levels of GK mRNA in the skeletal
muscle about 4-fold those found in the liver. However, similar levels of
GK protein were noted in muscle and liver of these mice, when analyzed
by Western blot. GK activity was detected in the muscle of transgenic
mice which have also an increase in the intracellular concentration of
glucose 6-phosphate (Con 57S±5S; Tg2 l723±63 nmol/g muscle,
p<0.05) and glycogen (Con 2.S±0.1; Tgi 3.S±O.2; Tg2 4.9±O.1 mg/g
muscle) These changes in muscle glucose metabolism led to a reduction
in blood glucose levels (Con 86 ± 2 mg/dl; Tg I 72± 2; Tg2 71 ± 2:
p<0.05) and an increase in serum lactate concentration (Con:
1O.3±2.1mM; Tgi 17.7± I.3mM; Tg2 15.S± 1.2mM; p<0.05).
Transgenic mice also showed lower levels of blood glucose after an
intraperitoneal glucose tolerance test, indicating that GK expression
caused an increase in blood glucose disposal by the muscle. Moreover,
lower levels of blood glucose were noted in transgenic mice treated with
streptozotocin than in control mice treated with streptozotocin. All these
results indicated that expression of GK in muscle increased glucose
uptake and utilization, and suggest that engineering skeletal muscle to
express the liver enzyme might be an useful approach to counteract
diabetic hyperglycemia.

300
THIAZOLIDINEDIONE-STIMULATED SKELETAL MUSCLE GLUCOSE
UTILIZATION MIGHT BE MEDIATED THROUGH THENO/cGMPCASCADE
B. LeightonandM.E. Young. Universityof Oxford,U.K.

Thiazolidinediones (TZDs) are a relatively new class of compound, which
appears to possess insulin sensitising properties. Recently, TZDs have beenfound
to have acute effects on skeletal muscle glucose utilisation in vitro. Thepurpose of
this study was to investigate the possible mechanism(s) by which TZDs acutely
effect skeletal muscle glucose metabolism: Isolated rat soleus muscle preparations
were incubated (1.5 hrs) with various concentrations of the TZD BRL49653.
BRL49653 (lOflM) increased the rates of both net lactate release (control, 9.02 ±
0.79, versus BRL49653, 17.35 ± 0.88umol/h/gwet wt.; P<O.OOI) and "C-labelled
lactate release (control, 5.70± 0.86,versus BRL49653, 10.98 ± 1.10umol/h/g wet
wt.; P<O.OOI), and decreased rates of glycogen synthesis (control, 2.40 ± 0.25,
versus BRL49653, 1.69± 0.21 umol/h/gwet wt.; P<0.05). Therateof "C-Iabelled
lactate release reflectstherate of glucose transport by skeletal muscle in vitro. As
these acute effects of BRL49653 on skeletal muscle glucose utilisationaresimilar to
those of nitric oxide(NO), we investigated whether theBRL49653 effects were via
stimulation of the NO/cGMP signalling cascade. L-NAME (2mM), a competitive
inhibitor of nitric oxide synthase (NOS), significantly inhibitedBRL49653 (lOflM)
stimulated rates of "C-labelled lactate release (BRL49653, 9.27 ± 0.96, versus
BRL49653 plus L-NAME, 7.25± 0.47umol/h/gwet wt.; P<0.05). The guanylate
cyclase inhibitor, LY-83583 (lOflM), markedly inhibited BRL49653 (20flM)
stimulated rates of "C-Iabelled lactate release (BRL49653, 21.25 ± 0.92, versus
BRL49653 plus LY-83583, 5.09± 0.44 umol/h/gwet wt.; P<O.OOI). In addition,
incubation of soleus muscle preparations with BRL49653 (IOflM) significantly
increased soleus muscle cGMP contents (control, 3.99 ± 0.27, versus BRL49653,
5.65 ± 0.33 pmol/g wet wt.; P<O.OI). These results strongly suggest that the
NO/cGMPsignallingcascade playsarole in theacute stimulation of skeletal muscle
glucose utilisationby TZDs. Whether this cascade playsa role in the sensitisation
of skeletal muscle to insulinby chronicTZD treatment requires elucidation.
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MUTATIONS IN HEPATOCYTE NUCLEAR FACTOR-Ia IN CAUCASIANS
ORIGINALLY CLASSIFIED ASIDDM
L Ambye, AMMeller, F Pociot, J Nerup, T Hansen, 0 Pedersen.

Steno Diabetes Center andHagedorn Research Institute, Copenhagen, Denmark.

Mutations in the hepatocyte nuclear factor-In (HNF-Ia) gene is the cause of the
type3 form of maturity-onset diabetes of the young (MODY3), which is character
isedby a severe impairment of insulin secretion and an earlyonsetof the disease.
Alsoat onsetof diabetes someMODY patients showsimilar symptoms as IDDM
patients. Theobjective of thisstudy wasto estimate theprevalence of MODY3 pa
tients misclassified as IDDM patients. The coding region as well as the minimal
promoter of the HNF-Ia gene were examined by single-strand conformational
polymorphism scanning followed by directsequencing in 44 unrelated IDDM pa
tients chosen among the about10%of IDDM patients thatdidnot carry anyhigh
risk HLA-genotypes i.e. DR3 and DR4. ThreeIDDM patients (7%), negative for
GAD65 and IA-2 antibodies, were identified to carry mutations in the HNF-Ia
gene. Two patients carried a missense mutation (Cys24lGly) in the region coding
for the DNA binding domain and one patient carried a frameshift mutation
(P29IfsdelA) which willgenerate a truncated protein of34l amino acids. Themu
tations wereall identified in heterozygous form, segregated with diabetes in thenu
clear family, and were not identified in 100 unrelated, healthy subjects. Further
more, family history in two of the three families showed diabetes in fourgenera
tions, consisting with an autosomal dominant inheritance. Therefore we conclude,
that diabetes in about 7 % of Danish IDDM patients without a high-risk HLA
genotype is caused by mutations in theHNF-Ia geneandthatapproximately I% of
all IDDM patients actually mayhavea form of diabetes that is caused by mutations
in theHNF-Ia gene. These patients should bereclassified as MODY3 patients.

303
IS LAMDAs (A,)A GOOD WAY OF ASSESSINGTHE CONTRIBUTION
OF HLA TO THE OVERALLGENETICS OF IDDM?
E. Tuomilehto-Wolfand J. Tuomllehro.National Public Health Institute,
Helsinki, Finland
As was originally proposed by N. Risch in 1987 as a measurement of the
genetic contribution of HLA in IDDM. As was 15 in IDDM based on the
lifetime recurrence rate in siblings (6%) divided by the population frequency
(0.4%) and the contribution of HLA was 32% based on the number of
affected siblings sharing 0 HLA alleles. As these calculations were the
rationale for whole genome searches for non-HLA genes for IDDM the aim
of the present study was to find out how As holds up in a truly population
based family study of IDDM in Finland (DiMe Study). Of the 184 siblings
who shared 0 HLA haplotypes (HLA-A,C,B,DRBl,DQAl,DQBl alleles
were defined by serology and molecular methods) with the diabetic proband
7 developed IDDM (3.8%). One was proven to be a half-sibling, 3 were
HLA recombinants (2 between A and C, I between B and DR) and 3 had
parents who possessed 3 to 4 high risk IDDM associated HLA haplotypes.
This showed that affected siblings sharing 0 alleles are a heterogeneous
group including genetic abnormalities. In addition, the lifetime recurrence
risk in siblings is about the same in high and low incidence populations
(6-10%) while the incidence of IDDM varies 40-fold (from I to 40/100
OOO/year). The previous As calculations are based on highly biased studies of
families selected for affected sibling pairs which only represent 10-15% of
all IDDM families. In conclusion, As is not a good way of looking at the
genetic contribution of HLA in IDDM as it also ignores the complexity of
HLA and the graded susceptibility found for different IDDM associated
HLA haplotypes.

302
ALANINE AT POSITION 74 OF THE ORIS CHAIN IN HLA
ORB1 "04 ALLELES CONFERS SUSCEPTIBILITY TO 100M
K. Badenhoop, H. Oonner, T. Siegmund, J. Braun, J. Herwig
and K.H. Usadel, Center of Internal Medicine, Medical Clinic
I, and Dept. of Pediatrics, University Hospital Frankfurt am
Main, FRG.
Class II genes of the human major histocompatibility complex
(MHC) are the primary determinants of susceptibility to type
1 diabetes (100M), mainly conferred by the HLA OR4-008
haplotype. As these genes are tightly linked, it has been
difficult to identify HLA OR or DO alleles as the primary risk
markers in 100M. We therefore investigated the HLA
ORB1 "04 subtype distribution in 249 OR4+ individuals (162
100M patients and 87 controls) in relation to their OOA1
OOB1 alleies in order to evaluate their their contribution to
disease susceptibility. In addition we analysed 89 families
with an 100M proband with respect to the transmission of
the HLA ORB1 "04 subtypes to the patients, comprising 130
DR4 + of the 356 investigated haplotypes. HLA ORB1, OOA1
and OOB1 alleles were assigned by sequence specific primer
(SSP) analysis. HLA ORB1 "0401 was significantly more
frequent in OR4+ patients with 100M (66%) than in controls
(50%, p<0.05), also in 00B1"0302+ patients (68% vs.
48%, p < 0.03) and was more often transmitted to affected
probands in families (p < 6x1 0-4), HLA ORB1 "0402 was
found in 8% of transmitted haplotypes (1% of non
transmitted, p< 0.02), whereas ORB1 "0403 was less
frequent in patients (1% vs. 13%, p < 0.02) and among
transmitted haplotvpes, confirming its protective potential.
An alanine at position 74 of the ORIS chain was found in
~9% of all ORB1 "04 trans~itted alleles in gatients but <;Jnly
In 19% of those non-transmitted (p < 8x1 0- l. In conclusion,
the Ala74 ORIS residue, amongst others, contributes to HLA
linked susceptibility in 100M.
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IDENTIFICATION OF 3 NOVEL CD4 GENE PROMOTER POLYMORPH ISMS: liNK
AGE ANALYSIS IN DANISH 100M MULTIPLEX FAMiliES
O.P. Kristiansen, F.Pociot, J. Johannesen, A.E. Karlsen, J. Nerup, T.Mandrup-Poulsen,
DSGO andDIEGG. Steno Diabetes Center, DK-2820 Gentofte, Denmark.

Recently, evidence for linkage between IDDM and the A4 (113bp) allele of a CTTTT
repeat in the CD4 genepromoter was reported. The aims ofthe present study were to
screen the CD4 promoter for novel polymorphisms and to investigate for linkage be
tween novel polymorphisms and IDDM inthe Danish peculation. Methods andmaterial:
SSCP screening oftheCD4 promotor (position 45~1523bp; M86525) wasperformed in
20 IDDM and 10 healthy subjects. The allelic variants In the SSCP polymorphic sites
were identified bycycle sequencing. Linkage wasinvestigated bythetransmission dise
quilibrium test (TOT) in 148sibpair and105parent-offspring IDDM families. Transmis
sion to 424 affected and 249 non-affected offspring was observed. Polymorphism
screening. Three novel polymorphisms were identified: 1) a T~C substitution in pos.
474bp, 2) a G~C substitution in pos. 1003bp, and 3) a C~G substitution in pos.
1343bp. PCR based (18sl1 RFLP, 2Mspl RFLP and 3a mutagenically separated (MS))
assays for the polymorphisms were established. Unkage analysis: The G-allele of the
BslI (pos. 474bp) polymorphism was in complete linkage disequilibrium with allele A8
(88bp) of the CD4 (CTTTT)-repeat, known notto be associated with IDDM. Both the
Mspl (pos. 1003bp) andtheBsaXI (pos. 1343bp) alleles showed random transmission to
the IDDM offspring, buta non-significant tendency toskewed transmission wasobserved
for both poiymorphisms: 82 (55%) G-and66 (45%) C-alleles (pl~=0.19) and163(55%)
C- and 136 (45%) G-alleles (pl~=0.12) were transmitted, respectively. A Mspl-BsaXI
haplotype wasestablished. Transmission ofthe3 identified haplotypes G-C, CoG andG
G were 55% (167/305; pl~=O.1), 43% (65/151; PI~=0.09) and48% (115/238; pl~=0.6). In
conclusion, wehave identified 3 novel polymorphIsms in theCD4 genepromoter. None
of the found polymorphIsms or the resulting Mspl-BsaXI haplotype were significantly
linked to IDDM in theDanish population. Thus, itis less likeiy thatanyofthenovel poly
morphisms confer susceptibility to IDOM development, although the region Is linked
(CD4 (CTTTT)-repeat) to IDDM.
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PHENOTYPE OFPARENTS INFLUENCES THENUMBER, THESEX
RATIO, AND THEDIABETICS:NONDIABETICS DISTRIBUTION OF
THEIR OFFSPRING
S. Schmidt, I. *Rjasanowski, P. Kovacs and I. Kloting, Institute of
Pathophysiology, University ofGreifswald and * Clinic of Karlsburg, Centre
for Diabetes and Metabolic Diseases, 0-17495 Karlsburg, Germany
The aim of our study was to analyse families with type ldiabetes (d) and their
offspringwith regard to the influenceof phenotypeof parents (father x mother; d x
nd, nd x d, d x d) on the number, the sex ratio and the diabetics : nondiabetics
distributionof their offspringwhich were older than 20 years by December 1997.
From the registIyof the Clinic of Diabetes, Garz, and the formerlyCentral Institute
of Diabetes "Gerhardt Katsch", Karlshurg, we selected 170 families in which the
father (n=44,d x nd), the mother(n=IOI, nd x d) or bothfather and mother(n=25, d
x d) were diagnosed as type I diabetics. To estimate the diabetes frequency in
families of diabetic parents, families with and without diabetic offspring were
included. Data wereevaluatedusing the statisticalanalysissystemSPSS,significant
differences of mean values were checkedby ANOYA analysis, and distributions by
"/..' test. Logistic regression was used to evaluate the influenceof year and age of
diagnosis, number of offspringper family, age of mothers at deliveryon diabetes
occurrence in the offspring. More than 50 % of diabeticmothersdeliveredone child
only (nd x d = 55 % and d x d = 64 %). Familieswith diabeticparents (d x d) had at
the mosttwo childrenand the sex ratio was significantly disturbed in these families,
in which more females than males (25:9) were born. There were no significant
differences in the age at onset of offspringfrom the differentfamilies, but diabetes
was diagnosedearlier in offspringthan in their parents. The diabetes frequency of
offspringamountedabout30 % (diabeticfather, d x nd), 14% (diabeticmother,nd x
d), and 50 % (diabeticfather and mother,d x d). Logisticregressionanalysisclearly
documented that the year of diagnosissignificantly influencedthe differentdiabetes
frequencies between the parental phenotypes demonstrating the importance of the
year of diagnosisand of the phenotypeof parents which have to be consideredin
familystudies.
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POLYMORPHISMS OF lNfERFERON-y GENE ARE ASSOCIATED WITH
TYPE I DIABETES

M.M.Jahromi, B.A.Millwardand A.G.Demaine. Molecular MedicineResearch
Group,Postgraduate MedicalSchool, University of Plymouth, UK.

It is well known that type I diabetes is caused by an immune-mediated
destruction of pancreatic islet ~-<:ells. Recent studies have shown that genes
outsideof the HLA region are involved in detenniningsusceptibility to type I
diabetes. It is now known that polymorphisms in the coding and non-coding
regionsof the genesencodingcytokinesmaycontribute to the susceptibility to
autoimmune diseases as well as influencing the immune response to foreign
antigens. The aim of this study was to investigate a microsatellite CA repeat
polymorphism in the first intronof the interferon-y (IFNG)gene in 88 patients
with type I diabetesand 29 nonnalcontrols. The IFNGmicrosatellite regionwas
amplified using the polymerase chain reaction with specific oIigonucletides
primers (the anti-sensewas labelledwith 32P-ATP) and the productsseparated
usingpolyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. Thegel wasdriedand autoradiography
performed. Eight alleles were detectedand corresponded to \0-17 CA repeats
and designated CA(IO) to CA(17)respectively. The mostcommonallele in both
groupsof subjectswasCA(l2). However, there wasa highlysignificantincrease
in the frequency of this allele in the patientscomparedto the normal controls
(58.5% vs 27.6% respectively, "/..2=16.7, p<0.OOO05, Pc=0.OOO5). Interestingly,
this allele was more common in those patients who developed the disease
between \0-20 years of age (69.6%)than those who developed diabetes before
10yearsor after 20 years of age (56.5%and 55.0%respectively). In conclusion,
these preliminary results suggest that the IFNG locus mayconfer susceptibility
to type I diabetes. This may be due to an association of these polymorphisms
with secretionof interferon-y by immunemediated cells.
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MAPPINGOF IDDM 121N SOUTHERN EUROPEAN POPULATIONS
L. Nistico, L. Prichard, R. Buzzetti, A. De Cinti, G. Di Genova, R. Tosi, M. Serrano
Rios, M.T. Martinez, J. Todd, P. Pozzilli. Istitute II Clinica Medica, University of
Rome "La Sapienza".

Type 1 diabetes is a polygenic disease. One locus (named IDDM12) has been
mapped, by linkage and association studies, on chromosome 2q33 in the CTLA
4/CD28gene region. In order to refine the localisation of IDDM12 we developed a
physical map of CTLA-4/CD28 region that cover an approximate distance of 250
kilobases (kb). Eight new microsatellite markers, besides CTLA-4 rnicrosatellite,
were physically linked to the CTLA-4 contig and therelative order have been
estabilished for most of them. Genotyping is currently ongoing on a collection of
350 Italian diabetic families. Transmission Disequilibrium Test (TDT) was
performed on the most frequentalleles of each marker: none of them, except allele
6 at CTLA-4 (p=0.014, families typed=187), showed a significantly distorted
transmission. In order to identify the putative ancestral haplotype (hpj carrying the
susceptibilny allele, we determined, at each marker typed in more than 90 families
(5 out of 8, here named A to E), the allele in linkage disequilibrium (LD)with allele
6 at the CTLA-4 locus. LD pattem between A and B and between CTLA-4and D
were ambiguous and the corresponding hps are not shown. Subsequently, TDT
analysis was performed on two-point hps. So far, four hps, involvingfour markers
encompassing 140 kb, show distortion from random transmission at a similar level
of significance. It is expected that after expansion of the map and of the family
panel, a peak of genetic association will be defined leading to a more precise
localisation of IDDM12.
Markers Hp Freq. T NT P %T
A-C 5-6 4.7 11 3 0.034 78.6
B-C 5-6 26.9 33 17 0.024 66
B-CTLA-4 5-6 16.1 23 10 0.024 69.7
C-CTLA-4 6-6 14.7 22 10 0.034 68.7
D-E 6-3 8.8 10 10 NS 50
Hp: numbers are allele in LDat the corresponding marker pair. Freq.: hp
frequency calculated on parents (total identified hp varied from 250 to 316).
T and NT: Transmissions and Non Transmissions to probands only. %T
percentage
ofT (TfT+NT).
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ANALYSIS OF INTERFERON y GENE POLYMORPHISM IN SPANISH
TYPE I DIABETIC PATIENTS

L. Gallart, E. Mato, M.A.Ortiz, A. de Leiva, M. PlugDomingo. Hospital de
SantPan,Barcelona and the SpanishDiabetes GenomeStudyGroup.

Interferon y, as other cytokines, is thought to play an important role in the
autoimmune destruction of ~ cells during development of type I diabetes
!OMI). An association of a polymorphism in the interferon y gene has been
foundin severalpopulations. We studied66 sporadicDMI cases,91 controls
and 33 multiplex OMl families (132individuals) from spanishpopulation. A
CAdinucleotide repeatat the firstintronwas analysedby PCR (Awataet al.),
followed by SSCP (single strand conformational polymorphism) and non
radioactive hybridization. Allelic and genotypic distributions were analysed
by using x' and TOT (1.1 version) tests. Eight different alleles, which have
different allelic distributions between sporadic cases and controls (p=O.OI),
werefound. Alleles 5 and 7 weredetectedonly in OMI patients,but without
differences in the genotypic frequency (p=O.09). No evidences for overall
transmission disequilibrism using either allele-wise (p= 0.639) or genotype
wise analysis (p=O.639) were detected. These results indicate a modest
contribution of thisinterferon ypolymorphism in the pathogenesis of DMI in
spanishpopulation, as the low significance of the case-control study failed to
be replicated by theTlrl' (supportedby SAF97/0251).
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LINKAGE ANALYSIS OF !DDM 13 IN SPANISH TYPE I DIABETIC
MULTIPLEX FAMILIES

E. Malo', Z.M. Larsen', O.P. Kristiansen', J.Johannesen', L. Gallart', M.
Puig-Domingo', A.de Leiva',J.Nerup',F. Pociot'and SDGSG.

Hospital Sant Pall,Barcelona, Spain' and StenoDiabetes Center,Gentofte,
Denmark'

Several lociassigned to the longann ofchromosome 2 havebeen proposed to
participate in the polygenic natureof susceptibility to type I diabetes (DMI).
Receotly, a locus at 2q34(!DDM13)has beenreported to showlinkage to
DMI in British, Australian and Danishpopulations. The aim of our work
wasto studyiflinkagebetween !DDM13(D2S164) and DMI ispresent in a
Spanish diabetes cohortcomposed by 39 multiplex families with a total of
176 individuals. Genotyping of the D2S164microsatellite wasperformed by
PeR followed byPAGE, blotting and visualization usinga streptavidine-Hkl'
ECL reaction. Statistical analysis was performed using the extended
transmission disequilibrium test (version 1.1) for multi-allele marker loci.
Evidence fur allele-wise (x'=26.51, 14 df p='O.022) and genotype-wise (x'=
41.17, 27 df p=0.040) transmission disequilibrium was fuund. Distorted
transmission of alleles 278 (p='O.039) and 288 (p='O.OOI) was observed. In
conclusion, we found linkageof !DDM 13 to DMI in a Spanish multiplex
family cohort, replicating previous findings, mostly in Danish population.
(Supported bySAF97/0251)
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GENETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY (HLA DQAl AND DQBl) AND
AGE AT THE ONSET OF TYPE 1 DIABETES
R. Arcari, G.Bruno, M. Borra, A. Lezo, F. Cerutti" M. Berrino,
G. Pagano and Piedmont Study Group for Diabetes
Epidemiology. Dept. of Internal Medicine; 'Dept. of Pediatrics,
University of Turin, Italy

Whereas the contribution of HLA DQAI and DQBI alleles to
the susceptibility to type I diabetes in children has been
previously assessed, few studies have been conducted in young
adults. In this study, we analysed HLA DQAI and DQB I alleles
i~ 174 patients with type I (n. 85 aged 0-14 yrs and 89 aged
15-29 yrs at the onset of the disease), randomly selected from
the local population-based registry; 174 healthy controls paired
with cases for place of birth of parents, randomly selected
among bone marrow donors. The frequencies of alleles
DQAI*0301 and DQAI*0501 were, respectively, 29.4% and
38.8% in the age group 0-14 yrs, and 27.5% and 39.3% in the
age group 15-29 (p=ns). The frequencies of alleles DQB 1*020 I
and DQBI*0302 were, respectively, 37.1% and 27.1% in the
age group 0-14 yrs, and 44.4% and 20.8% in the age group 15-29
(p=n.s). The frequencies of the high risk haplotypes
DR3IDQAI*0501-DQBI *0201 and DR4IDQAI*0301-DQBI*0302
were 32.3% and 27.1% (0-14 yrs) vs. 34.8% and 20.8% (15-29
yrs) (p=ns). Four diabetogenic heterodimers were found in 38.8%
(0-14 yrs) vs 35.9% (15-29 yrs) (p=ns), whereas no
heterodimers were found in 3.5% vs. 13.5% (p=0.04). A four
times increased risk in children than in young adults with four
diabetogenic heterodimers was evident (OR=204.6 vs OR=49.6).
This study suggests that the weight of genetic susceptibility
conferred by HLA DQAI-DQBI on type I risk could be different
by age at onset of the disease.
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ESTIMATION OF RECURRENCE RISK CONDITIONED BY HLA
HAPLOTYPE IDENTITY IN IDDM SIB-PAIRS

T.L.Kouraeva', A.S.Sergeyev', V.V.Nosikov', Y.Y.Kondratiev'·', V.A.Peterkova',
and I.I.Dedov', 'Endocrinology Research Centre, 'Research Centre for Medical
Genetics, and 'National Research Centre "GosNIl Genetika", Moscow, Russia

Previously, in clinicaland population based study we have established the relative
risk (RR) of !DDM for allelesand genotypes of HLA-DQAI and DQBI genes, as
well as for their susceptible and protective heterodimers. Recently, we studied
!DDMrisk distribution in families havingboth concordant and discordant sib-pairs.
HLA-DR antigens and/or highly polymorphic HLA-DQAlIBI gene alleles were
usedas geneticmarkers in the familystudy.According to HLA-haplotype identityby
descent(mD) scores(2; I; 0), all sibshipsdistributed as follows:

IBD=2 IBD=I IBD=O Total

Concordant sib-pairs(n) 18 7 I 26

Discordant sib-pairs(n) 4 10 6 20

!DDMrecurrence risk*(%) 18.1 3.32 0.81

* General !DDM recurrence risk value found regardless HLA-haplotype identity
statuswasacceptedas 6%;

Thus, !DDM recurrence risk value estimated using IBD for non-affected siblings
HLA-identical to affected ones, was the maximum and 3-fold higher than that
obtainedwithoutIBDIHLA testing (18.1%vs. 6%). Recurrence risk value for non
affected and HLA-non-identical siblings, despite being minimal was, however,
4-fold higher than cumulative (up to 40 yr.) RR value found previously in general
population (0.81%vs. 0.2%). In conclusion, IBD methodusedmarkerhaplotypes of
HLA-DR/DQ loci is highly informative tool in the studyof geneticsusceptibility to
!DDM. It might providea geneticbasis for high risk group(s) formation in !DDM
predictionand prevention trials.
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THE ROLE OF DPBI-ENCODED AMINO ACIDS IN SUSCEPTIBILITY
TO TYPE I DIABETES IN THREE RACES.
c.L.Perry, C.H.Mijovic, DJenkins and A.H.Barnelt. Department of
Medicine, Birmingham University, Binuingham, England.

The HLA class II genes DR and DQ have been associated with determining
susceptibilty to Type I diabetes. Alleles of a third HLA class II gene, DPB 1
have also been implicated as putative susceptibility determinants by some
studies but not by others. A recent paper has indicated that analysis of
individual HLA-DR and DQ-encoded amino acids is more relevant to
predicting disease susceptibility than considering the identity of the alleles
present. The aim of this study was to analyse polymorphic DPB l-encoded
amino acids in Chinese, Japanese and Afro-Caribbean Type I diabetic and
control subjects, to determine whether these amino acids are associated with
susceptibility to the disease. The sites analysed were positions 35, 36, 55 and
56 which may inflnence the spectrum of peptides bound to the DP molecule.
The frequency of the presence of Tyrosine at position 35 was significantly
increased in the Japanese patients compared to controls (14/84 alleles (16.7%)
vs 11124 alleles (0.8%) p,=3.78xI04

) . This was not replicated in the other
races where the presence of Tyrosine was more common in the control
populations (allele frequency in diabetic patients vs control subjects: Chinese
8/98 (8.2%) vs 22/160 (13.8%); Afro-Caribbean 37/84 (44.1%) vs 119/238
(50.0%». No associations between DPB I-encoded amino acids at the other
sites analysed and the disease were identified in any race. This lack of
consistent association indicates there is no independent role for the DPB 1
encoded amino acids analysed in determining susceptibility to Type I diabetes.
Cross-ethnic studies continue to be useful in distinguishing primary MHC
encoded susceptibility determinants from those merely associated with the
disease due to linkage disequilibrium.
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lACK OF ASSOCIATION OF IL-l GENE CLUSTER
POLYMORPHISMS IN POLISH CHILDREN WITH TYPE 1
DIABETES
W. Mlynarski, HWWitas, R. Sychowski, A. Mlynarska and J. Bodalski,..
Molecular Biology Unit, 2nd Clinic of Children Diseases, Medical
University of Lodz, Poland,
Proinflammatory cytokines which are produced by macrophages such as
IL-1, play an important role in destruction of ~ cells and are involved in
pathogenesis of type 1 diabetes (100M). Besides, IL-1 gene cluster on
chromosome 2q is suggested to be a locus for 100M susceptibility.
Thus, it is reasonably to analyse recently reported polymorphisms of
IL-1B and IL-1RN genes in patients with type 1 diabetes. 98 patients
suffering from type 1 diabetesand 108 healthy controls were examined.
The substitution at position -1903 T-.C (Alu I) within promotor region,
+5810 G-.A (Ita I) within intron 4 and +5887 C-.T (Taq I) within
exon 5 of IL-1B gene as well as T-.C substitution at +8006 within
exon 2 (Msp I) and T-.C transition at +11100 within exon 4 (Ita I) in
IL-1RN gene were analyzedby RFLP-PCR technique. Additionally, the
polymorphism of tandem repeats within intron 2 of IL~lRN gene was
identified as the size of PCR products. The corrected Chi2 statistical
analysis of examined polymorphisms did not show significant
differences between 100M group and healthy controls. The only
difference occurred between examined groups referred to genotype TC
in promotor of IL-1B (Alu I). 55 diabetic patients (56%) vs. 44 of
controls (40.7%) exhibited TC genotype (p=0.0387). Observed
difference seems to be accidentally significant with no influence on
100M etiopathogenesis. Although we have not found any association
between polymorphic sites of IL-1B and IL-1RN and type 1 diabetes in
Polish children, it seemsreasonableto examine IL-1 gene cluster which
is possibly involved in APC-T cell interaction.
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THE DELIMITATION OF 5' AND3' BOUNDARIES OF IIlDM2 LOCUS IN
POLISHPOPULATION.
M.Krokowski, P.Machcjko, K.Wyka, W.Andrzejewski, J.Bodalski, Institute of
Paediatrics, University School of Medicine, Lodz, Poland

Insulin gene region on chromosome llql5.5 contains IDDM2/ocus associated with
genetic predisposition to insulin dependent diabetes mellitus. Because of strong
linkage disequilibrium there has not been possible up till now neither to indicate
which of several polymorphism in this region is IDDM2 locus itself nor to precisely
delimitc the disease associated region. In the present study we analysed five
polymorphisms located on both sides of the insulin gene to discriminate the disease
associated polymorphisms and therefore to limit the region which should contain
IDDM2 locus. We analysed theallelicand genotypic distribution of five following
polymorph isms in the insulin gene region: -4217 Pstl, -2221 Mspl, -23 Hphl, +805
Dralll and +3580 Mspl in a group of IDDM patients and healthy individuals.
Studied group consisted of 100 IDDM patients from Central Poland. The control
group consisted of 100 healthy unrelated blood donors. Genotyping of all studied
polymorph isms was done using thePCR-RFLP method. The statistical analysis was
done by Fisher Exact test. The significant p value was set to 0.05. Odds ratios were
calculated according to Woolf formule. We found that three of studied
polymorphisms were associated with insulin dependent diabetes mellitus. This
polymorphisms include: -2221 Mspl (p~O,OOOI OR~3,S7) -23 Hphl (p<O,OOOI
OR~4.03;) and +805 Dralll (p<O,OOOI OR~4,27) The most 5' located polymorhism
-4217 Pstl showed noassociation with thedisease (p~0,08) allowing to limit the5'
boundary of disease associated region. The most 3' located polymorhism +3580
Mspl also showed noassociation with IDDM (p~I,O) sowewere able to set the 3'
boundary. We present ourresults as amap of the INSregion and-odds ratios.
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MUTATION SCANNING OF AN 100M CANDIDATE GENE, GALECTIN·3.
Z.M. Larsen, J. Johannesen, O.P. Kristiansen, J. Nerup, F. Pociot, DSGD and
DIEGG. Steno Diabetes Center, Gentofte, Denmark.

IDDM (Insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus) is a polygenic disorder. Combining
information from a pathogenic model (Copenhagen Model), genome screening and a
new 2-dimensional (2D) gel electrophoresis approach which identifies beta-cell
proteins putatively Involved in destruction and defence, lead to identification of new
IDDM susceptibility genes. Galectin-3 is one of theproteins/genes identified by this
approach. Our preliminary results suggested evidence of linkage to IDDM of the
galectin-3 gene region as demonstrated by a distorted transmission of D145980
microsatellite alleles in an extended TOT (p<0.05), To further explore this, in the
present study we screened the coding region of galectin-3 for mutation by single
stranded conformation polymorphism (SSCP). An A~T point mutation was
identified in codon 207, which lead to a Glutamine ~ Histidine substitution
(Gln207His). The AfT polymorphism was analysed by PCR·RFLP in 76 healthy
controls and761DDM index cases from multiplex families inacase control study. No
differences in neither genotypic nor allelic frequencies were found between IDDM
cases and controls (p>0.5). The polymorphism was analysed also by the
transmission disequilibrium test(TOT) in SS type 1 diabetes Danish sibpair families.
Only 57 fully informative transmissions, from heterozygous parents to affected
offspring were revealed. These preliminary results did not show any statistically
significant transmission disequilibrium: 33 'A' passed and 24 'T'passed to affected
offspring (p=0.23). In summary, galectin-3 is a potential candidate gene for IDDM
andsome evidence of linkage to the region has been demonstrated, However, the
identified Gln207His mutation did not show association/linkage to IDDM in the
present data set and is therefore not likely to be the etiological mutation of the
region.
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HIGHLYPREDICTIVE HLAGENESFOR 100MAMONGYEMENITE
JEWS: MARKERS FORA RAPIOLY AOVANCING AT-RISKGROUP.
P. Vardi,S .Israel, E. Sprecher, O. Pinhas-Hamiel, O.J. Kwon, S. Assa,
Z. Josefsberg, R. OIan, H. Ben-Zaken, C. Brautbar, andN. Weintrob.
Institutefor Endocrinology andOiabetes, SCMCI,and FMRC,Petah
Tikva, andTel-Aviv University, Tel Aviv;TissueTypingUnit, Hadassah
Hospital, Jerusalem, Israel.
Yemeniteyouthhavethe highest incidence of 100M in Israel.Our study
wasdesigned to detenninewhethergeneticdifferenceswithinthe HLA
complexcanexplainthe higherrisk of 100M in this subgroup. Forty-four
100M patients(OM) and76 healthycontrols(C) of JewishYemenite
origin underwent HLAsequence specificoligotyping for ORB1, OQA1 and
OQB1 genes, andthe oddsratiofor the different allelesandgenotypes
wasdetennined. Results showed an exceptionally high oddsratio
(OR=220) for the ORB1*03011,OQA1*05, OQB1*02l0RB1*0402,
OQA1*03, OQB1*0302 genotype [OM=26/44,C=0176, p<0.0001], anda
high 100M resistance for the ORB1*0701,OQA1*0201, OQB1*02
haplotype[OM=0/44, C=31176, OR=O.02, p<0.0001]. Conclusion:
MolecularclassII genotyping shows that YemeniteJewscarrybothhighly
susceptible and highlyprotective classII HLAgenes.The extraordinarily
high and lowoddsratiosshown for both100M susceptible and 100M
protectivegenotypes suggest that suchgenotyping can be usedasthe
main tool in prediction and primaryprevention of 100M in very young
subjectsin this community.
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PHENOTYPIC DIFFERENCES BETWEEN DIABETES-PRONE BB RAT
SUBLINES COSEGREGATE WITHLOCION CHROMOSOMES X AND
10
P. Kovacs and I. Kloting, Department of Laboratory Animal Science at the
Institute of Pathophysiology, University of Greifswald, D-17495 Karlsburg,
Germany
The spontaneously diabetic BB rat is a well-established animal model in
diabetes research. Sincethat discovery in 1974manybreeding colonies of BB
rats have subsequently been established including ourselves. These sublines
differnot onlyin frequency, age at onsetand severe of the disease but also in
several immunological characteristics most probably caused by genetic
differences. Despite that, there are no studies until now investigating the
genetic basis of phenotypic differences between BB rat sublines. That
prompted us to usediabetic rats of ourwell-characterized BB/OK sublineand
of commercially available diabetic BBlWorlMol rats (BBlMol) for crossing
studies in order to get an answer which polymorphic loci between both
sublines may be responsible for the obvious differences in diabetes frequency
and age at onsetof diabetes between BB/OK(50%, 132 ± 29 days) BBlMol
rats (ca. 100%, ca.80 days). Therefore, diabetic BB/OK and BBlMol rats
werereciprocally crossed. FI females of bothcrosses werebackcrossed onto
diabetic BBlMol rats resulting 94 BCl hybrids whichwere analyzed for 30
polymorphic microsatellite markers on 14 chromosomes. For the first time it
is shown that a diabetes protective locuson chromosome X anda genearound
the DIOMit9 locus on chromosome 10 can explain the low frequency (ca.
50%) and the late age at onset of diabetes (ca. 130 days) in the BB/OK rat
subline, respectively.
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THE INCIDENCE OF DIABETES MELLITUS IN THE AGE
GROUP 15-34 YEARS IN SWEDEN IS DECREASING
L. Nystrom', H. Amqvist', G. Blohm,', J. Bolinder", J. Eriksson', B. Littorin", G.
Sundkvist",L. Wibell', J. Ostman'
Department of Epidemiology and Public Health, UmeaUniversity' and
Department oflntemal Medicine, University Hospital, Linkopingi.Goteborg'',
Stockholm', Umea', Malmo' and Uppsala?

Since January I, 1983 all departments of internal medicine, endocrinology,
paediatrics and primary health care units in Sweden reports all incident cases of
diabetes mellitus in the age group 15-34 years on a standardized form to the
Diabetes Incidence Study in Sweden (DISS). Until December 31, 19965553
cases, 3450 men and 2103 women, have been reported corresponding to a yearly
incidence of20.6 and 13.2/100000 for males and females respectively. The
incidence in the 5-year age groups 15-19,20-24,25-29 and 30-34 years is similar,
20.6, 19.1,20.8, and 22.4 for males and 13.6, 13.2, 13.0, and 12.9 for females.
Three out of four (74.3%) cases have by the reporting physician been classified as
type I diabetes, 16.1% as type 2 diabetes, 1.6% as secondary diabetes and 8.0% as
not classifiable at onset. From 1983 to 1996 the incidence has decreased with
more than 40%, for males from 27.2 in 1983 to 15.5 in 1996 and for females from
15.1 to 8.4. The reduction bas been most pronounced between 1983 and 1986 and
between 1994 and 1996. Ifwe compare the number of incident cases 1983-93
with 1994-96 the reduction is 27%, 26% in males and 28% in females. There is a
tendency that the reduction is more pronounced for cases with type 2 diabetes
(36%) and for cases 25-34 years at diagnosis (33%). A validity study performed
1983-1987 showed a high level of ascertainment (83%), in particular for type I
diabetes (88%). Ongoing validity studies does not indicate any tendency towards a
higher degree of underreporting during 1994-96. Preliminary figures for 1997
indicates that the reduction in the incidence continues.
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IMMl.JIIX)HISfOCHEMISTRY OF PANCREAS AND ITS MlTOCfK)NDR!AL DNA
REARRANGEMENTS INADlABETIC3WITHAMITOCHONDRIAL3243 MIJrATION
NcbuakiKUZU}ll" KajmoKcmroa', MltsuhikoNxla3, YasumiKanazawa', andMasatoshi
Kiktrlri', lThtituteirMult Diseases, AsahiLileFoondati:n', AnimalReleanh Laboratory,
Tokyo lVWrill Cill.W, and Omiya lVWrillCooter, Jihi lVWrill&txxi'

Th analyze tile mmunohistochemnal and molecular charaterstrs of tile
pancreastssue in diaOOtes with a milDchondrilll (mt) 3243 mutaton, we have
stainedsets usingantiJ(){Ms toinsulin ,glucagon, andsomatoststn, andexamined
mt DNA mutaton and rearrangements using FeR, Sou1hern hybridizafun,
primershift K:R, andsequencing ofthe amplifud moecues in tissues obtained at
autopsy froma patent aged38yearsoldwithinsuIin·requiring diaOOtes, hearing
loss and carlfumyopathy. His mo1her and two brothers showeda mt 3243
mutaton, andone brotherwasmplcatedto havecar<fumyopathy aso,The i'lkJts
were atroplOC, but myoid of inflammatory ceDs. The isEt contourwas smooth
suggesting non-inflammatory natureoftileEsim. Thenumberofbeta-cels were
mcrea-edin comparison withthoseof alfa- and delta-mDs. The 3243 mutatim
wa~mtectedbyK:R inalltile tissuesexaminedLarge deEfuns(about7kb)were
mtectedWIDg primer shift FeR in gsnnmc DNAs extrafed frompancreas and
heart Upm sequencing, one ofthe multipedeEfunsinpancreastissue was tile
sameas reJXlI1Bd in CPEOor KSS. The sjze ofdeEfunswereslightly different in
eachpart oftilepancreas, but mapin apltentially singE strandedregimduring H
strandreplcaton.Directly repeatedsequences werepresentat the boundaries of
1hemEfuns.On the contrary, severalmlJfuns were foundin tilecardeo ti"'lUe
andtilepositon ofonedelJfunwassameasreportedinmtcardomyopathy, Other
tssuos suchas musde and liver contained a little amountof mEfuns. Southern
bbrtinganalysi.~ oonfirmedtilepresence of multipemEfuns inbothpancreas and
heart These results suggestthat characteristc mt DNA rearrangements might
presentin tissues reEvanttocIini:al course inpatients witha 3243 mutaton, and
mightberesrxmSbE tosomeextentfor1he pathogenesisof mtdiaOOtes.
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THE EFFECT OF PARENTAL AGE AT THE CONCEPTION ON THE AGE-AT
DIAGNOSIS OF IDDM IN THE OFFSPRING
J. Tuomilehto, T. Podar, M. Karvonen, E. Tuomilehto-Wolf, L. Henttonen and
P. Onkamo. National Public Health Institute, Helsinki, Finland; University of Tartu,
Tartu, Estonia

The purpose of the study was to assess the association between the age-at-diagnosis
of IDDM in children diagnosed under 15 years of age and the age of their non
diabetic parents at the conception. Finnish data obtained from the population-based
IDDM registry for 1987-1996 were used. The number of eligible childhood onset
IDDM cases was 2892. The age-at-diagnosis of IDDM was analyzed by tertiles of
age (father's age at conception - cutpoints 28.4, 32.5 years; mother's age at
conception - cutpoints 27.6, 31.4 years; offspring's age-at-diagnosis - cutpoints 6.2,
10.5 years) and with linear models. Chi-square tests and the multiple regression
analysis were performed using the package SAS. Both paternal and maternal age at
conception influenced the age-at-diagnosis of IDDM in offspring. The effect of
father's age at conception was more pronounced (Chi-square=32.7, df=4, p<O.OOI)
than mother's age at conception (Chi-square=18.6, df=4, p<O.OOI). On average, a
ten-year increase in parental age at the time of conception was associated with a one
year earlier diagnosis of IDDM in the offspring. Paternal age influenced the age-at
diagnosis in both the male and female offspring, while the maternal age had a
statistically significant effect only on the male offspring. In the univariate regression
analysis, the mean age of parents was also a significant predictor of the age-at
diagnosis of IDDM (b=-O.09l, p<O.OOOI), but not the paternal-maternal age
difference (b=-O.038, p=O.08). In the multiple regression analysis the significant
predictors of the age-at-diagnosis in the offspring were paternal age at conception
(b=-0.093 p<O.OOOl) and the number of children in the family (b=0.120, p<O.OOOI).
Maternal age lost its significance after paternal age was included in the model. In
conclusion, high parental age is associated with the younger age-at-diagnosis of
IDDM in non-familial cases of IDDM. In Finland the age of parents at conception is
increasing in general and it may have contributed to the increase in younger onset of
IDDM.
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REGIONAL VARIATION IN THE INCIDENCE OF CHILDHOOD DIABETES
IN NSW AUSTRALIA
NJ Howard, ME Craig, M Silink, and A Chan. Endocrinology Institute, New
Childrens Hospital, Sydney, Australia.
Geographic variation in childhood diabetes incidence within countries has been
attributed to varying genetic populations and to variations in local environment. In a
young country, without long established regional populations, environmental
differences may be more relevant to variations in disease incidence.
Aim: To compare the regional incidence of IDDM in children aged 0-14 years
(population 1 286 000) in the state of NSW over a period of rising incidence 1992
96.
Methods: Standardised incidence rates of IDDM for NSW and regional incidence
rates were calculated using the NSW Children's Diabetes Register and the Australian
Bureau of Statistics 1991 and 1996 population census data. The relative change in
IDDM incidence over time was calculated from logarithms of incidence using linear
regression, where the regression co-efficient is the change per year expressed as a
percentage. Confidence intervals were calculated assuming a Poisson distribution.
Chi-squared analysis and the Cochrane-Armitage trend test (StatXact statistical
software) were used to compare regional incidences.
Results: The 5-year age standardised incidence was 19.1 per 100 000 (95% CIs
16.9-21.8) for the entire state of NSW with an average rise in boys of 2.9% and girls
of 3.5% per year. The incidence in children across the 12 statistical subdivisions of
NSW ranged from 12.8 (95% CIs 0.32-71.5) to 25.2 per 100 000 (95% CIs 17.0
36.0) for the whole group and 2.4 (95% CIs 0.1-13.1) to 30.7 per 100 000 (95% CIs
0.8 to 171) for age 0-4 years. There was a significant variation in incidence by
region for the whole group(X'=175, l ldf, p=0.005) and (X' =125.5, p=0.0005).
Standardised incidence ratios ranged from 67% to 131% for 0-14 years and 20% to
253% for 0-4 years. When the 12 regions were ranked by population density (total
population per square km), a significant trend in incidence was found (p= 0.005)
with a positive correlation between incidence and population density in the 0-4 year
olds but not for the whole population.
Conclusion: At a time of rising incidence of IDDM in children in NSW there is a
regional variation in incidence and a relationship between incidence and population
density in 0-4 year olds.
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TEMPORAL TRENDS IN INCIDENCE OF CHILDHOOD ONSET TYPE
1 DIABETES IN DEVON AND CORNWALL, ENGLAND, 1975 -1996

H,X, Zhao, E. Stenhouse, C. Soper, P. Hughes, E. Sanderson, H. Baumer, A.G.
Demaine and B.A. Millward. Molecular Medicine Research Group, Plymouth
Postgraduate Medical School, University of Plymouth, Plymouth, UK

The aim of the study was to determine the temporal trends in incidence of Type
I diabetes in children aged 0-14 years old in the far Southwest of England
(Cornwall and part of Devon counties) from 1975 to 1996. The incidence data in
this study were obtained from two sources. The primary source was from
diabetologists, Diabetes Specialist Nurses and hospital medical records and the
secondary source from General Practitioners. 480 newly diagnosed cases were
ascertained between 01/01/1975 and 31/1211996. The overall completeness of
ascertainment during the 22-year study period was 95.6% (95% CI: 92.8-98.6%)
by the capture-recapture method. The annual incidence rates were calculated per
100,000 popnlation and the age adjustment of the rates was done using 5-year
intervals with the proportions 1/3, 1/3 and 1/3 respectively as the standard
population as recommended by the DERl Study Group. The increase trends were
estimated by fitting the linear regression with the annual incidence data. Between
1975 and 1996, the average annual erode incidence rate was 14.7/Ioo,OOO/year.
The standardised incidence rate was 14.5/Ioo,OOO/year. The ascertainment
corrected incidence rate was 15.4/100,OOO/year. The significant incidence
increase was observed during the study period (the slope coefficient was 0.40, p
= 0.0025). The regression-based average increase in incidence was 2.7% per
year. The increase in incidence was more obvious in girls than that in boys (3.1
vs. 2.3% per year). The incidence increased in the three age group (0-4, 5-9 and
10-14 yrs) on average by 7.7, 2.0 and2.0% peryear, respectively. We conclnde
that the incidence rate of childhood diabetes increased steadily between 1975
and 1996 in this sntdy population; children aged 0-4 years snowed a significantly
faster increase in incidence than the older children, and girls had a faster rate of
increase thanboys.
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THE ETHNIC FACTOR IN ClIILDREN WITH INSULIN - DEPENDENT
DIABETES MELLITUS IN ROMANIA

ViSerbanfor the ONROCAD-StudyGroup. Department ofDiabetolcgy, Timisoara
-Romania

Nationwide epidemiological investigation performed in children (0-16
years) in the period of 1992-1997 pointed out an annual incidence of lDDM
between 3.57-3.761100,000 and a cumulated incidence of 0.28%0, a fact that placed
Romania among the countries with the lowest frequency of that disease. '[his
finding justified the undertaking of a descriptive epidemiological study in order to
correlate the incidence with some parameters: ethnic group, territorial distribution,
diabetes heredity, breast-feeding period and multi-annual epidemic dynamics of
various viral infections. The multi-variant analysis only rendered a significant
support for the differential frequency of IDDM in different ethnic groups in
Romania. Thus, the most endangered ethnic group was that of the Hungarian,
characterized bv an annual incidence of 7.80/100,000 and a cumulated incidence of
O.';S%., similar to the parameters reported in Hungary. We further specified that the
annual incidence for the other ethnic groups ranked at 3.29/100,000 for Romanians,
3.40/100,000 for Gypsies and 4.101100,000 for Germans, the cumulated incidence
being of 0.24%. for Romanians, 0.28%0 for Gypsies and 0.26%. for Germans, TI,e
significant statistic difference (p<0.00I) motivated the second part of this study, the
correlative analysis of the groups constituted on ethnic criteria with the above
mentioned parameters. The epidemiological peculiarities could not be attributed to
the breast-reeding period, geographic factors or the infectious diseases. In
conclusion, the factor pertaining to diabetes heredity remained further to be
discussed, as it seemed to confer an epidemiological individuality to the people
belonging to the same ethnic group, not depending emthe geographic territory or
the country to live in. The difference regarding the frequency of lDDM in German
children livingin Romania versus those in Germany could be explained by the fact
that all of the children belonging to the German minority in Romania corne from
mixed marriages.
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INCIDENCE OF INSULIN-DEPENDENT (TYPE 1) DIABETES
MELLITUS OVER SIX CONSECUTIVE YEARS AMONG 15-39-YEAR
AGED LITHUANIAN POPULATION
R. Ostrauskas, R. Zalmkevicius, A. Norkus and the Lithuanian Epidemiology
Diabetes Study Group'.
Institute of Endocrinology, Kaunas Medical Academy, Kaunas, Lithuania
Objective - To document the incidence of insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus in
Lithuanian 15-39 years of age population from 1991 to 1996.
Research design and methods-A specifically developed contact system with all
endocrinologists/diabetologists and general practitioners involved in the
diabetes care covering 100% of the Lithuanian population aged 15-39, was the
initial data source. Annual reports from regional endocrinologist's
Idiabetologists, statistical note-marks of diabetic patients who visited Medical
Units, death certificates and patients' lists from Diabetes Societies remained as
secondary independent sources for case ascertainment.
Results - The totals of 649 new cases (420 males and 229 females) of insulin
dependent diabetes mellitus were recorded among the population 15-39-year of
age during the period 1 January 1991 - 31 December 1996. The cumulative
incidence density per year was 7.69/100,000 (95% Poisson distribution
confidence interval 7.12-8.31) and was slightly higher among males
(9.86/100,000, 95%CI 8.96-10.85) than among females (5,43/100,000, 95%CI
4.81-6.23), p<O.oo01. Age standardized overall incidence rates for males and
females were 9.89 and 5.49, respectively. Male/female ratio was 1.80. Results of
the linear regression models showed that the incidence density of insulin
dependent diabetes mellitus in 15-39-year age group had the tendency to
increase.
Conclusions - The results suggest that the incidence data of insulin-dependent
diabetes mellitus in Lithuania is appropriate to those in Poland and lower than
in other countries of Baltic Sea region. The data contributes to the knowledge
of the incidence of insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus in Eastern Baltic
countries, an area which until now has been lacking epidemiological data on
diabetes among 15-39-year aged population.
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INCIDENCE OF CHILDHOOD ONSET DIABETES MELLITUS
TYPE 1IN CENTRAL POLAND IN 1983-1997
A. Szadkowska, E. Czemiawska, B. Mianowska, J. Bodalski, Institute of
Paediatrics, MedicalUniversity of Lodz, Lodz, Poland

The aim of this study was to establish the incidence of diabetes mellitus
type 1 in children in the populationof four provinces of Central Poland in the
years 1983-1997. We estimated the population 532 000 children in the age
of 0-14 years. Onset of diabetes mellitus type 1 was considered to be the
date of first insulin injection. The data were collected from diabetic
outpatients clinics and hospitals. Ascertainment is estimated to be over
95%. Incidence rates were expressed as the annual number of newly
diagnosed diabetic cases per 100 000 age-adjusted population.
The dependence of the incidence on sex, age, seasonality was analysed.
Because of annual differences we compared the mid-period incidence rate
from five years periods. A total of 574 patients were registered for a period
of 15 years. In 1983-1997 the incidence rate in Central Poland was found
to be 6.61. An increase in incidence rate from 5.01 in 1983-87 to 9.17
in 1992-97 was observed. The incidence rate was statistically higher
in urban children (urban - 7.59 v. rural - 4.83). There was no significant
difference between incidence rate of boys and girls (6.16 v. 7.08). Marked
seasonal variation of incidence was identified with peak incidence
in winter. Central Poland is a region with low incidence of childhood
diabetes mellitus type 1. However in the years 1983-1997 we observed the
increase trend in the incidence of diabetes mellitus type 1 among children
in this part of Poland.
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MORTALITY DURING UP TO 25 YEARS OF 100M IN THE ERFURT
DISTRICT
U.J.W. Schauer, 2. Medical Clinic, Erfurt Hospital,
Erfurt, Germany
The aim of the study was to find out the frequency of
death and its associated factors in 100M within a geo
graphically defined population. The centralized diabetes
care system in the former GOR had been the basis for the
almost complete registration of diabetic patients. The
original charts of all 1132 patients with 100M onset below
age 40 in the Erfurt district between 1966 and 1988 were
reviewed up to the end of 1990. Cumulative mortality rate
after 25 years of 100M was 21.0 + 0.04 % for all patients
and 5.0 + 0.02 % for patients with 100M onset below age
20. Oeatn occured after 12 + 6 years of diabetes at an age
of 39 + 10 years. In comparIson (p<0.05) to patients with
similar age and duration of 100M at the end of follow-up
(n=620) patients who died (n=61) showed a significantly
higher BMI (24.4 vs 23.1 kg/m 2 ) , were more often obese
(21 vs 11 %) and had higher systolic (133 vs 128 mm Hg)
and diastolic blood pressure (85 vs 81 mm Hg) at 100M
onset. During the CDurse Df 100M blDod pressure remained
higher as it did blDod glucose (11.3 vs 10.3 mmDI/I) de
spite similar insulin doses during the first 1~ years of
diabetes. Patients whD died suffered more Dften frDm mYD
cardial infarctiDn (10 vs 1 %), strDke (7 vs 1 %) as well
as claudication (20 vs 5 %) and develDped more frequently
hypertension (46 vs 24 %), chronic renal failure (18 vs
3 %), end-stage renal failure (3.3 vs 0.3 %) and prolif
erative retinopathy (10 vs 3 %) during the follDw-up
periDd. This cluster resembles the metabolic syndrome
knDwn from NIOOM. A subgrDup of 100M may be at especially
high risk for IDng-term complications and early death due
to a concomltantly existing insulin resistance syndrome.
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IS THE PUBLIC HEALTH IMPACT OF TYPE 1 DIABETES IN CHILDREN
AND ADOLESCENTS UNDERESTIMATED IN GERMANY?
1. Rosenbauer, A. Icks,and G. Giani. Department of Biometrics and Epidemiology,
Diabetes Research Institute at Heinrich-Heine-University Dusseldorf, Germany.
Objective: Currently no nationwide data on incidence and prevalence of Type I
diabetes in children and adolescents under20yearsare available in Germany. Aim
of our analyses wasa model-based estimation of nationwide diabetes incidence and
prevalence rates using previously reported age-specific nationwide and regional
incidence data. Methods: Basedon nationwide incidence data in children under5
years (1993-95), regional age-specific incidence data in children and adolescents
under20 years (age-groups: 0-4, 5-9, 10-14, 14-19 years) of the Duesseldorf area
(1993-95), the federal stateof Baden-Wurttemberg (1987-93), and the former GDR
(1988), nationwide age-specific incidence rates were estimated using a Poisson
regression model. Assuming no time-dependency, from theseincidence rates rough
estimates of age-specific prevalence rate were derived by applying age-specific
prevalence-incidence-ratios of the former diabetes register (1988). Furthermore,
age-standardized incidence and prevalence ratesas wellas thecumulative incidence
were estimated for the age-group 0-19 years (standard population 1996:
17,674,008). Results: The nationwide age-specific incidence rates [lO,5·pyrs"]
(CI95%) for the age-groups 0-4, 5-9, 10-14, and 15-19 yearswereestimated as 6.1
(7.6-8.6),15,3 (13.1-17.9),18.5 (17.9-21.5), and 25.1 (19.7-32.1), respectively. The
corresponding prevalence estimates [lo-5'pyrs"] (CI9S%) were20.0 (18.8-21.3), 84.1
(72.1-98.0),148.1 (127.4-172.1), and 296.7(232.2-379.0), respectively. Afterdirect
standardization for age, an overall incidence rate of 17.1 (12.9-15.5) [IO,s'pyrs']
and an overall prevalence rate of 140.2 (134.3-146.1) [IO,5.pyrs"] was estimated.
Thus, in Germany there are 3,002 (CI95%: 2,679-3,325) newly diagnosed diabetic
children and adolescents under 20 years per year. The total estimated number of
diabetic childrenand adolescents amounts to 24,743 (CI"./.: 23,696-25,788). The
estimated cumulative incidence rate of 335.0 (299.2-370.8) implies that one out of
299 (CI95%: 270-334) newborns will develop Type I diabetes before the age of 20
years. Conclusions:. Our analyses results in abouttwofold higherestimates of inci
denceand prevalence ofTypeI diabetes in childrenand adolescents under20 years
than previously reported from the diabetes registerof the former GDR. Thus, the
publichealthimpactof Type I diabetes in children and adolescents is considerably
underestimated in Germany ifapplying dataof theformerGDRdiabetes register.
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DIABETIC KETOACIDOSIS: APOPllLATION-BASED STUDY (1991-1996)
'AM Molino, MP de Miguel, JP Maranes, A Charro and MGOmez. Hospital
Universitaro de SanCarlos. 'Centrode SaludMaqueda. Madrid. Spain.
BACKGROUND: Diabitic ketoacidosis (OKA) isa serous acute complication ofthediscaS!). The
incidence isurimown inour country, and ~ hasbeen related tothediroetologic educational level.
We had tried tofinal out such anincidence, aswell as theclinical presentation, themanagement
and themortalily ofthe OKA ina health care areainMadrid inorder toestablilil future strategies
for improvilg thediabetes careofour patients. METHODS: 245 cases ofOKA (250.1ICD·!l-CM)
were retrospeclively collecled from the Hosp~al datafiles, which isIhe reference hospftal for
people living intheheatth area. Therefore, weused these people for reckoning Ihe incidence
figlJ"es. RESULTS: 58,ll"A. oflhe patierts were type 1,55,5% female, age-mean (SO)- 46,9(26,1)
Ys and duration ofdiabetes 12,3(8,9) Ys. OKA incidence wasli.541100.1~)0 inhablantslyear (1.34
debuts). There wasanincrease from 3.79 0 8.91 between 1991 and 1996 (5.18 to2J.3'J inolder
than 65Ys). Only the51.8% ofthepatients had been included inadiabetes educalional program
(19.4% inolder than 65years, p<O.OOOl). Classical symptoms were present in92,2%'a median
of 17ds pOOr to admission, The most common precip~ating factors were infection (40.4%),
omissionierror inthetreatment (24.1%), and unknown (15.5%). 18.8% were nlM' diabetes cases.
The percentage ofmixed cases(osmolality >320 mOsmll) increased from 42,9% in199110 70.5
in1996 (76.7% inolder than 65years versus 44.8% inyounger patients, p<O.OOl). The average
lengh ofslay intheHospital was 15(15.3) days. 25% ofthep<tients were admitted totheintensille
care unit (ICU). Age, time spent intheICU and comorbilily were independently correlated to the
average slay·p<0.05. leu aaniooion was correlaed toageand pH (P<O,O'I). Mortally was5.71%
(from 3,57% in1992 to9,84% in1996), 50% inthe first 16hotJf$ In 78,6% ofpatients the
metabolic control wasnot reached. The main causes of death were cerebrovascular disease
(21.4%), sepsis (21.4%), and ischemic cardiopathy (14.3%), Agll, infeclion, ?omorbilily, ICU
admission, and a low 1000lli ofconsciousross atpresertalion were i1d~endllnUy cormlated 10 death
(p<O.05). CONCLUSION: During Ihestoo,o-period, OKA incKlencll inpeople older than 65years
ofagehasincreased, thus resulting inanincroased percentage ofmixed cases. Diahetological
education waslower inSllCh patienls, and thlJir mean length ofstay and mortality were higher.
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TARGET HEIGHT AND THERISKOFIDDM
E Hypponen, SM Virtanen, M Knip, HK Akerblom, Childhood Diabetes in
Finland -Study Group. Tampere School of PublicHealthand Medical School,
University of Tampere,Children's Hospital, University of Helsinki, Finland.

Children whodevelop IDDM havebeenfound to be tallerthancontrol children
before the onsetof the disease. Thepurpose of the present studywas to evaluate,
whether the differences in the relative heightbetween case and control children
observed inpresent series couldbeexplained bydifferences in theirtarget height.

All diabetic children <15 yearsof age diagnosed from Sept. 1986to April1989
wereinvited to participate in a Finnish nationwide case-control study.Eachchild
was matched by date of birth and sex to a randomly selected population-based
control child.Growth datawereobtained from well-baby clinics andschool health
care units for 380 matched case-control pairs, and heightof both parents was
available for243case-control pairsforwhom thetarget height could becalculated.

Therewerenodifferences in therelative heights of fathers ofdiabetic andcontrol
children (-D.09 SDS vs. -D.15 SDS,P =0.51).Mothers of case girls weretaller
than those of control girls (-D.07 SDS vs. -D.35 SDS, P =0.02), whereas no
difference wasobserved between mothers of caseandcontrol boys(-D.02 SDS vs.
-D.23 SDS,P =0.41).The targetheightdidnot differbetween casesandcontrols
(0.14SDS vs. 0.09 SDS, P =0.54 for boys; 0.11 SDS vs. -D.02 SDS, P =0.09
forgirls,respectively). Targetheightwasnotassociated withtheriskof IDDM in
theconditional logistic regression analysis: oddsratio0-1 SDSvs,<0 SDS and>I
SDS vs.<0 SDS 1.22(95% CI = 0.8-2.0)and2.08(95% CI = 0.7-6.6) for boys,
and 1.50(95% CI =0.9-3.5)and 1.03 (95%CI =0.4-3.0) for girls, respectively.
Therelative height 4 to I years before thediagnosis of IDDM remained associated
with theriskof IDDM afteradjustment for the targetheight: >I SDSvs. <I SDS,
crudeOR=1.67(95% CI=1.1-2.6), adjusted OR=1.54 (95% CI=1.0-2.5).

Theseobservations indicate thatdifferences inheightbetween cases andcontrols
cannotbe explained by the target height. However, information on the growth
velocity of parents was not available, so it is not possible to rule out genetically
determined rapidgrowth asa factor associated with thedevelopment of IDDM.
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CLINICO·BIOCHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE YOUNG ONSET DIABETIC
PATIENTS IN BANGLADESH

S. Parvin1, Z.Hassan1, J.M.A . Hannan1, R.Zinna!1, NS Chowdhury1, A.K. Azad
Khan2 and L. A1i1. lResearch Division, Dept. ofCeil &Molecular Biology, BIRDEM,
2Deparlment ofGastroenterology, BIRDEM, Dhaka, Bangladesh.
The classification ofyoung onset diabetes in a number oftropical countries is still confusing
duetothepresence ofa substantial number ofpatents with clinical presentation corresponding
to neither Type 1 or Type 2 class of the disease. As ~ part of an ongolngl att~mpt to
characterize the clinico-biochemical features of these patients their secretory capacity was
explored in this study by measuring thefasting and post-glucose (2hrsafter 75g oral. load)
levels ofC-peptide in theserum of205 young (under 30years ofage) subjects (Age In yrs,
M±SD, 23.6±4.6, BMI19.9±4.8) who were randomly selected and untreated. Agroup (n=110)
ofage(23.8±4.4) and BMI (19.1±2.9) - matched non-diabetic subjects, without family history of
diabetes and without any clinical signs ofmalnutrition were also studied. The lowest ageofthe
diabetic patient was 13years. Obese patients were found tobenegligible in number (BMI>27
only In 9% cases). In contrast (94%) patients were underweight by the traditional cut-point
(BMI=19) and 17% of total patients had BMI in the. range of only 12-15. However, 6% of
nondiabetic subjects also had BMI 12-15 andthey did not develop any glucose intolerance.
The fasting levels ofglucose in 41 % of the patients was remarkably higher (range, 16.04 
34.19 mmoln) than the usual cut-point of 16 mmolll above which ketOSIS IS thou~ht to be
developed without intervention. However, none of them. showed any.clinical. evidence of
ketosis. Both fasting andpost-glucose C-peptide was Significantly lower In the diabefic group
(C·peptide, pmol/l, M±SD, fasting: 0.49±0.25 in Nondiabetic vs0.42±0.34 in diabetic, p< 0.02;
post·glucose:1.63±0.91 in Nondiabetic vs0.95±0.89 in diabetic p<0.001). C-peptlde-glucose
ratios in thetwo states revealed that insulin secretory capacity in theface of rlsmg gluco~e

levels is almost negligible in thediabetic group (C-peptrde:GI, M±SD; Controi: 0.14±0.06 m
fasting vs 0.35±0.20 in post-glucose states, a 150% increase in. mean value;
Diabetic:0.04±O.05 in fasting vs 0.05±0.06 in post-glucose states, only 25% Increase In the
mean value). In thediabetic group there was a high dispersion in thefasting as well as post
glucose C-peptide with 27% values below 0.16 pmolll (usual demarcation point between IDDM
andNIDDM) and17% values above 0.76 pmol/l (>M+1SD). The results sug~est the.follOWing:
a)childhood diabetes «16 yrs). is relatively rare in Bangladesh; b)Low BMlln adult life per se
doesnot lead to diabetes mellitus; cJThe insulin secretory capacity In many of these young
diabetic subjects is extremely low andoverall vaiues arehighl~ heterogenic which may signify
the presence of etiopathogenetically different groups of diabetic subjects In the young
population.
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TRANSIENT AND PERMANENT NEONATAL DIABETES ARE
GENETICALLY DIFFERENT DISEASES?
R. Hermann, A.P. Laine", L. Tokarska#, H. Dziatkowak#, C. Johansson§,
J. Ilonen" and G. Soltesz. Department of Paediatrics, University Medical
School of Pees, Pees, Hungary, "Department of Virology, University of
Turku, Turku, Finland, '#Polish-American Children's Hospital, Krakow,
Poland,§RyhovHospital,Jonkoping,Sweden
Recently, \W studied 6 patients with neonatal diabetes, four of which had
permanent and two hadtransient neonatal diabetes. Theaimwasto investigate the
possible genetic heterogeneity of neonatal diabetes. liLA DQtypingrevealed that
none of these newborns carried IDDM susceptibility genotype. Paternal
uniparental isodisomy of chromosome 6 wasfound by liLA typingin patient"A"
with transient neonatal diabetes. Seven different nticrosatellites covering
chromosome 6 havebeeninvestigated in all families: D6S334, O6S286, O6S310,
D6S308, D6S292, D6S311, D6S403. Afluorescence basedDNAfragment analysis
was used. The presence of paternal uniparental isodisomy of chromosome 6
affecting the whole chromosome wasconfirmed in patient "A". Paternal isodisomy
or partial duplication of paternal chromosome 6 sequences was found neither in
permanent neonatal diabetes cases nor in our second case (patient "B") with
transient neonatal diabetes. Transient neonatal diabetes was associated with
macroglossia in Patient"A". Transient neonatal diabetes andgranulocytopenia was
found in Patient "B". Her brother also have had early onset diabetes and
agranulocytosis. Here \W propose that transient and permanent neonatal diabetes
are genetically different diseases and a geneon chromosome 6 is responsible for
the development of transient neonatal diabetes. It has probably a critical role in
beta cell maturation/insulin secretion and mayalso influence foetal nutrition and
intra-uterine growth. To explain the lack of paternal uniparental isodisomy of
chromosome 6 in patient "B" \W hypothesise that the pathogenesis of diabetes and
its association with granulocytopenia maybe due to a rare genetic anomaly and
patient"B"maynot represent the classical transient neonatal diabetes.
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POPULATION BASED DATA SHOW MATERNAL THYROID
DISEASE CONFERS A RISK FOR CHILDHOOD IDDM
R Parslow, PA McKinney, K Gurney, R Williams, and HJ Bodansky
Paediatric Epidemiology Group, Centre for Health Services
Research, University of Leeds, UK
Autoimmune conditions including thyroid disease are known from
case reports and hospital series to be clinically associated with IDDM.
A population-based case control study in Yorkshire aiming to identify
risk factors has determined whether there is an excess of autoimmune
diseases and conditions marking immune dysfunction in the parents
and sibs of children with IDDM. Mothers of 220 children aged 0-14
years diagnosed with IDDM and 433 age sex matched controls were
interviewed and details obtained on the following - thyroid disease,
rheumatoid arthritis, pernicious anaemia colitis/chronic bowel
conditions, hay fever/allergic rhinitis, leukaemia and cancer, coeliac
disease, myasthenia gravis, Addisons disease and multiple sclerosis.
Conditional logistic regression analysis of matched sets showed a
significant excess of maternal thyroid disease (20 cases, 12 controls
odds ratio (OR) 3.3,95% CI 1.6-6.8) and IDDM (6 cases, 0 controls).
None of the mothers had co-incident IDDM and thyroid disease. There
was no increased risk for any other conditions. Information was
available for fewer fathers (136 cases, 243 controls) where there was a
non-significant excess of thyroid disease (3 cases, I control) but a
significant risk for IDDM (OR 2.75,95% CI 1.14-6.61). For siblings
no associations were present apart from IDDM (OR 8, 95% CI 2.3
28.3). These results suggest a pattern of risk for maternal thyroid
disease and IDDM in offspring which is independent of the raised risk
for children of lODM mothers
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AUTOIMMUNE THYROID DISEASE IN TYPE I DIABETIC PATIENTS: 5
YEARS FOLLOW-UP.PRELIMINARYRESULTS.
G.Cuatrecasas, A.Lucas, I.Salinas, M.L.Granada, A.Sanmarti. Endocrinology
departroent.Hospital Germans Trias i Pujol. Badalona, Spain.
Aim: Few longitudinally studies analyzing thyroid autoimmunity in type I diabetic
patients have been performed. They basically focus on japanese, swedish and
hispanic pre-pubertal children. The aim of this study was to evaluate thyroid function
and thyroid antibodies (ATIR), prospectivelly (1993-1997) in a non-selected group
of type I diabetic patients (p). Patients and methods: We studied 70 type I diabetes
p, 27 men and 43 women with an average age of 27 years (range 15-55). The mean
time of evolution of its diabetes was 12 years (range 5-28). We registered familial
history of type I and 2 diabetes, thyroid pathology and other autoimmunediseases (3
generations), the positivity of microsomal (TPO>50 U/ml) and tyroglobulin (Tg>150
Wml) antibodies (ELISA) and the values ofTSH (IRMA) and free T4• These values
were evaluated initially and yearly, from 1993 to 1997. Results: 13,8% of our
patients had familial history of diabetes, 16,9% history of thyroid diseases and 3,1%
of other autoimmune diseases (2 cases of pernicious anemia). 7,7% had goiter and
30,9~" ATIR+ at least on one occasion, 30,8% exclusively TPO and 27,7% Tg. At
the beginning of the study, 4 p (5,7%) had goiter, 10 (14,2%) ATIR+ and 3 (4,3%)
subclinical hypothyroidism(SH). Among the 4 p with goiter at the beginning, 2 had
ATIR+ and developed in one case, SH and on the other case a Hashimoto thyroiditis
(HT). One of the 2 patients with goiter but ATIR- at the beginning, showed further
positivisation of its ATIR and developed a SH. Among the lOp with ATIR+, 8
showed persistent ATIR+ thereafter, 2 developped goiter, 2 SH and 3 a HT. Among
the 3 patients with SH at the beginning, one had goiter and showed ATIR+
thereafter, another did not have goiter nor ATIR and the third showed persistent
ATIR+ and developed a HT. Globally 3 patients developed a HT. We also report I
case of Graves disease concomitantly with the onset of its type 1 diabetes. This
means a 5,7% prevalence of clinical autoimmune thyroid disease. The 3 p who
developed HT had ATIR+ at the beginning of the study, only one had goiter and
none SH. Conclusions: 36,9% of our type I diabetes patients had ATIR+ during the
study and 5,7% developed clinical autoimmune thyroid disease. Antithyroid
antibodies seem to predict the onset of autoimmune thyroid disease. ATIR+ do not
depend on the diabetes evolution time.
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The analyses were adjusted for race/ethrucity and gender, which were not
independent predictors of autoimmunity.Young relatives of IDDMpersons with the
HLA-DR3r0401 :0402, or '0405; DQB1'0302 genotype should be targeted for
primary prevention trials. The intervention needs to be administered before the
age of9 months, since 30% of these high risk infants already had autoantibodies
at that age. To detect an intervention effect of 50%, a 4-yr trial with 10% loss to
follow-upand 5% noncompliance would require 240 participants at an expected
autoimmunity risk of 40% by the age of 4. Ten times as many newborn relatives
(-2,400) would need to be HLA-DR,DQscreened.

TARGET POPULATION FOR PREVENTION TRIALS OF BETA-CELL
AUTOIMMUNITYIN EARLY CHILDHOOD
M.Rewers, G.S. Eisenbarth, C. Elsey, J. Norris, H.A. Erlich, T. Bugawan and G.
Klingensmith University of Colorado, Denver, and Roche Molecular Systems,
Alameda, USA
Secondary interventions, applied after development of autoimmunity, appear to
delay butnot prevent the onset of IDDM. To define a high risk group for prevention
of autoimmunity, we followed for up to 4 yrs a population-based cohort of U.S.
infants: 308 siblings or offspring of IDDMpatients and 900 general population
newborns (181 with the high IDDMrisk HLA-DR3/4,DQB1'0302 genotype). The
cumulative incidence of autoimmunity (antibodies to insulin, GADes, IA-2 on at
least two consecutive visits) by the age of 4 yr and the relative risk (RR) were
estimated in SAS Lifetest and Liferen (with left, interval, and rioht censorino):

Group Population Cumulative RR
Frequency Incid.(95%CI) (95%CI)

General population, HLA
-not DR3/4,DQB1'0302 97.70 % 1.5 (0.2-2.9)% 1.0 reference
-DR3/4,DQB1'0302 2.30 % 3.1 (0 -7.9) % 1.4 (0.3-2.0)

All siblings/offspring -1.00% 10.6 (3.1-18)% 6.9 (2.7-18)
-DR3/4,DQB1'0302 -0.12% 37.9 (13-62) % 36.6 (13-101)

-DR3/401,2,5,DOB1'0302 -0.08% 41.1 (9.6-73)% 51.4 (17-158)
..

VARYING RATES OF PROGRESSION TO IDOM IN FIRST OEGREE
RELATIVES: GENETIC AND AUTOIMMUNE MARKERS
I.M. Libman, M. Pietropaolo, RE. LaPorte, and OJ. Becker. University of
Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA

Studies have shown that first degree relatives with high risk HLA-DQ
beterodimers and presence ofautoimmunity to P cell antigens are at increased risk
ofdeveloping diabetes. However, the timeof progression to diabetes fromthe first
known evidence ofautoimmunity, an important factor in the design of intervention
studies, seems to vary andmaydepend on the presence ofseveral risk factors. We
evaluated genetic (presence of HLA.DQ heterodimers) and autoimmune (ICA,
GA065 aa and/or IA-2 aa) determinants prior to diagnosis of diabetes in 68
converters to IDOM froma cohortof 5512 ftrst degree relatives who have been
followed for 17 years and whopresented signs of P-cell autoimmunity. The 68
converters were classified into three groups: group I (rapid progressors) who
developed IDOM in <5years after evidence of Pcell autoimmunity (n=31), group
II (slow progressors) who developed IDOM in ~ 5 years after evidence of
autoimmunity (n=20), and group III (LADA) who started insulin treatment I to 8
years afurdiagnosis ofdiabetes (IF 17). The mean age at startof insulin treatment
was 20.1 ± 12.9 in group I, 28.5 ± 15.2 in group II and 42.8 ± 13.4 in group III.
Characteristics of the groups were as follows:

%parents ICA GAD65 IA-2 3 abs 4 heter. 3 abs+4 heter.
Group I 25.8" 96.8 83.9 64.5"" 58.1"" 50.0 33.3"
Group II 15.0· 100.0 100.0 30.0 30.0 47.0 23.5
Group III 82.3 76.5 70.6 41.2 29.4 21.4 0.0
• significant at0.001 level whencompared toGroup III; •• significant at0.05level whencompared
toGroup II; ••• signifu:ant at0.05level whencompared to Group nandm.

These results suggest that the presence ofIA-2 alone or combined with the two
otherautoantibodies maybe useful in differentiating those who progress rapidly to
clinical IDOM compared to slow progressors. A lower prevalence of4 HLA-DQ
heterodimers (p=O.09 when comparing Group I to Groupill), of thecombination
of3 antibodies plus 4 highriskbeterodimers, older age and theirrelative status may
also be important factors in identifying those who will develop LAOA. These
results suggest that additional markers may be needed to improve the ability to
differentiate the varying rates of progression to IDOM in first degree relatives.
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LONG TERM FOLLOW-UP OFFAMILY MEMBERS WITH ICA '" 20 JDF UNITS: WILL
TIlEY ALL DEVELOP DIABE1ES?

PJ. Bingley, S.G. Gardner, AJ.K. Williams, K. Lawrence, G.F. Bottazzo and
EAM. Gale. University of Bristol, and St Bartholomew's and the Royal London
School of Medicine, UK
Relatives with high titres of islet cell antibodies (ICA) have a 35-40% risk of
IDOM within five years, but their longer term prognosis is unknown. To
determine long term risk and factors modulating progression to diabetes, we
examined alI family members (total 146, median age 28.7 yr, range 2.1-58.6) with
ICA", 20 JDF units from 1,386 families recruited to UK family studies since 1978.
Both the first and the most recent eligible samples were tested for antibodies to
insulin, glutamate decarboxylase and IA-2, and HLA-OQ genotype was
determined, Non-diabetics had a 35g intravenous glucose tolerance test. 16
developed 100M within 5 years (rapid progressors), and 45 were non-diabetic at 5
years. Of these 10 went on to diabetes (slow progressors, median follow-up 7.4 yr,
range 5.7-18.1 yr), while 35 remain non-diabetic (non-progressors, follow-up 6.8
yr, 5-17.4 yr). The overall cumulative risk of diabetes was 19% within 5 yr, 35%
within 10 yr and 50% within 15 yr. Rapid and slow progressors were of similar
age at entry (18.8 (1.6-45.5 yr) vs 12.3 (3.1-42 yr) p >0.05), but non-progressors
were older (30.5 yr, 4.5-59, p = 0.01). Antibodies to GAD and IA-2 were present
in 79% and 50% of rapid progressors vs 100% and 50% of slow progressors, and
93% of rapid and 100% of slow progressors had least one additional islet
autoantibody marker. In the non-progressor group 14% lost ICA «4 JDF units in
the lastest sample). Of those with persistent ICA, 54% had multiple autoantibodies
and 60% had first phase insulin secretion (L 1+3 min insulin) below 100 mUlL
(l Oth centile). We conclude that the risk of diabetes in family members with ICA

~ 20 JDF units does not diminish over time, that multiple antibodies predict
slow as well as rapid progression to diabetes, and that long term survivors with
confirmed, persistent ICA have multiple islet autoantibodies and low first phase

insulin secretion. This implies on-going J3 cell damage, and suggests that most
individuals will eventually develop autoimmune diabetes.
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FLUCTUATION OF AUTOANTIBODY COMBINATIONS OVER TIME.
IMPLICATIONS FOR RISK ASSESSMENT IN FIRSTDEGREERELATIVES.
S.G.Gardner, P.J. Bingley, C.A. Rogers, A.JKWilliams and E.A.M. Gale, University
of Bristol, UK
Little is known about the stability of islet autoantibodycombinations over time. We
examined this within a population-basedprospectivefamily study by serial testing of
islet cell antibodies (ICA) and antibodies to GAD, IA-2 and insulin (lAA) in (I) 267
"antibody positive" relativeswith z I marker above the 97.5th centile of a schoolchild
population (median age of relatives at entry 31.8 yrs, median follow-up 2.7 yr), (2)
345 "antibody negative" relatives with initially normal levels retested after z 4 years
(median age 35 yrs) and (3) 19 family members (age at entry 12.4) who developed
IDDM after 4.2 (1.7-7.0) yr follow-up, in whom the last sample was collected a
median of 0.4 years before diagnosis. Of 48 family members with z 2 markers at
entry 13 developed diabetes; 12 retained ;, 2 markers up to the time of diagnosis
while the other retained high levels of GAD antibodiesalone. Of 35 who remain non
diabetic, 23 retained;' 2 markers, 9 retained one marker and 3 lost both markers. Of
219 family members who had a single marker at entry, 3 developeddiabetes. Two of
these developed ~ 2 markers in subsequent samples, and one retained one antibody.
Of 216 who remain non-diabetic,only 76 (36%) were antibody-negativein all follow
up samples, while 27 (13%) showed ;, 2 markers in at least one later sample, and 65
(30%) showed a single marker over a median of 1.6 years of follow-up. A further 33
(16%) showed fluctuation of levels above and below the 97.5th centile and follow-up
sample were unavailable for 18. Random effects models were fitted using Bayesian
analysis with Gibbs sampling in order to assess changes in level of lAA, and GAD
and IA-2 antibodies, and none wasfound to have changed significantlyduring follow
up in either those progressing to diabetes or in the "antibody positive" group. After
median 4.8 years, 5 initially antibody-negative individuals (1.5%) had ~ 2 markers,
and one of these had developed IDDM; 31 (9%) had elevated levels of z I marker
(lCA 19 (5%), IA-2 antibodies 2 (0.6%), GAD antibodies 11 (3%), lAA 6 (1.7%»
Antibodycombinations are generally stable, and ~ 2 markers above the 97.5th centile
in a single sample offers a sensitive screening test. This study has also shown that
multiple antibodiescan appear for the first time in those who initially screen negative,
and that repeat testing is justified in family memberswith a single marker.
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PROLACTIN DELAYED HYPERGLYCEMIA IN MICE INJECTED
WITH MULTIPLE LOW DOSES OF STREPTOZOTOCIN.
M. Holstad and S. Sandler, Department of Medical Cell Biology, Uppsala
University, Uppsala, Sweden.
Prolactin has been snggested to play an important role in the regnlation
of the immnne system because it stimulates lymphocyte proliferation and
macrophage function. The stimulatory effect of prolactin on immunity
may result from antagonism of glucocorticoid effects. Glucocorticoids
are reported to block macrophage IL-I and TNF-a release, to inhibit the
inflammatory actions of lL- t and to decrease IFN-yand IL-2 release by
lymphocytes. A severe inflammation often results in elevated levels of
circulating glucocorticoids and ACTH, which in turn, reduces the
secretion of prolactin. Due to these properties prolactin might influence
the development of autoimmune diabetes. The aim of the present study
was to examine the effect of prolactin on the development of
hyperglycemia and pancreatic insulitis in mice treated with multiple
intraperitoneal injections of streptozotocin (40 mg/kg body-weight for
five consecutive days). It was found that one daily subcutaneous injection
of prolactin (4 mg/kg body weight) for 21 days delayed the development
of hyperglycemia following the streptozotocin injections. The mice
treated with multiple low dose injections of streptozotocin became
gradually hyperglycemic, and concomitant treatment with prolactin
significantly reduced the elevation in blood glucose levels on day 14
(p=O.05) and 17 (p=O.OI5). Morphological examinations of the
pancreas on day 21 of mice receiving STZ injections revealed a marked
insulitis in the control group and moderate insulitis in the prolactin
treated animals. Prolactin administration alone did not change the serum
glucose concentration compared to the correspondingly saline treated
group of animals. This study indicate that prolactin may affect
hyperglycemia in the early phase of autoimmune diabetes.
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DNA VACCINATION WITH PLASMIDS CONTAINING GAD65
AND/OR INTERLEUKIN-4 cDNA: NO EFFECT ON THE
INCIDENCE OF DIABETES IN NOD MICE. U. Roll, R.
O'Rourke, and S. Baekkeskov. UCSF, San Francisco, USA.

DNA vaccination involves the delivery of specific cDNA in mammalian
expression plasmids by intramuscular, intradennal, or subcutaneous
injection. Many studies have shown that DNA vaccines effectively
generate strong immunity to proteins encoded by plasmid DNA; few
studies have examined the role of DNA vaccination in generating
tolerance in autoimmune models, however. The aim of this study is to
investigate the potential for DNA vaccination to tolerize NOD mice
using murine glutamic acid decarboxylase (mGAD65). In order to
promote the differentiation of mGAD65-specific T cells towards a Th2
phenotype, which has been associated with protection from diabetes
in the NOD mouse, and to prevent the development of diabetes, cDNA
encoding murine interleukin-4(mIL4) was coinjected. NOD mice (n = 15
per group) received 100ug of plasmid DNA i.m. once per week for four
weeks beginning at 3-4 weeks of age. Experimental arms included no
injection, plasmids containing full length mGAD65 cDNA alone, mlL4
cDNA alone, or mGAD65 cDNA + mlL4 cDNA. A plasmid containing
murine beta galactosidase cDNA was used as a negative control.
Blood glucose was monitored weekly to detennine the incidence of
diabetes. Serum was drawn at weeks 10, 14, 18, 22, 26, and antibody
responses to GAD65 were measured by immunoprecipitation using in
vitro translated radiolabeled GAD65. The incidence of diabetes at week
30 was: no treatment: 67%; beta-galactosidase: 80%; GAD65: 79%;
IL4: 100%; GAD65 + IL4: 100%. No differences were significant,
except between GAD65 alone and GAD65 + IL4 (p =0.0197), GAD65
antibody responses were seen in mice receiving mGAD65 cDNA with
or without IL4 cDNA; no GAD65 antibody responses were seen in IL4
cDNA alone animals or in control mice. This study shows that DNA
vaccination using cDNA encoding GAD65 and/or IL4 does not prevent
the development of diabetes in NOD mice. There is some suggestion
that IL4 cDNA, when administered as an adjuvant reagent with GAD65,
increases the incidence of diabetes relative to GAD65 alone,
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REGIONAL CONTROL OFLYMPHOCYTE HOMING

INAUTOIMMUNE DIABETES
C. Ploix, C. Thivolet, INSERM U449 Lyon France

Type 1 diabetes results from the lack of tolerance to beta-cell
antigens and the expansion of autoreactive T cells. During
adoptive transfer experiments using two strains of NOD mice
congenic at the Thy-1 locus we have demonstrated that
diabetogenic T cells accumulate 3 days after injection in
pancreatic lymph nodes (PLN) before infiltrating islets 7days
later. We have reported that peripheral tolerance can be
achieved by oral administration of insulin conjugated to
cholera toxin B-subunit (CTB) in prediabetic mice. Feeding 8
week-old NOD mice with 1O~g of CTB-insulin induced splenic
regulatory T cells and prevented spontaneous and transferred
autoimmune diabetes (PNAS, 1997). Homing of splenic T cells
induced in CTB-insulin or CTB fed Thy-1,1+ mice was
analysed after injection into Thy-1,2+ recipients mixed or not
with Thy-1,2+ diabetogenic Tcells. Adoptive co-transfer
experiments demonstrated a selective recruitment of Thy-1,1
donor cells originated from CTB-insulin fed mice in the PLN in
comparison with control animals (38±4% vs 19±8%, p<O,03).
This accumulation persisted in absence of diabetogenic T
cells with respectively 52±14% vs 21±7% (p<O,04).
Preliminary RT-PCR data showed a concomitant increase in
IL-4 mRNA expression that relied on the co-injection of
diabetogenic T cells. In addition, PLN cells in vitro stimulated
secreted higher IL-4 amounts one week after a single oral
dose of CTB-insulin but similar levels of IFNy than CTB fed
mice. These results suggest that prevention of autoimmune
diabetes following oral CTB-insulin adminis-tration involve the
selective migration and retention of protective T cells into
lymphoid tissues draining the site of organ injury.
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PREDICTION OF INSULIN TREATMENT IN LATENT
AUTOIMMUNEDIABETESIN ADULTS
C.Tbrn, M'Landin-Olsson, H.Arnqvist, G'Blohme, A.Lemmark,
F.pthner, B.Littorin, L.Nystrbm, B.Schersten, G.Sundkvist, L. Wibell,
J.Ostman. Dept of medicine, Lund University Hospital, Lund and
regional centres for the Diabetes Incidence Study in Sweden (DISS),
Sweden.
In 1992-93consecutive blood samples were collectedfrom all patients
with newly diagnosed diabetes aged 15-34 years of whom 183/782were
classified as Type 2 or unclassified. Ninety-three patients (51%) had
ICA, GAD65-antibodies or ICA512.Thesepatients are referred to as
LADA. ICA were analyzed using IF, while GAD65- antibodies, ICA512
and C-peptide were analyzed with RIA.The aim was to test the hypothesis
that autoantibodies at onset predict a need for insulin within 3 years.
Results. LADA: At diagnosis 58/93 (62%) received insulin therapy and
after three years 83/90 (92%) were insulin treated. The positive predictive
value for insulin treatment after three years in patientspositivefor all three
antibodies was 100%, ICA alone 89%, GAD65-antibodies93% and
ICA512 89%. Autoantibody negatives: 24/90 (27%) were insulin treated
from diagnosis. After three years 38/78 (49%) received insulin. LADA
and Type I patients had the same levels of autoantibodies.C-peptide
levels were higher in LADA compared to Type I, 0.37 versus 0.26
nmol/l, (p<O.ool). LADA had higher BMI than Type 1,23.6 versus
21.0, (p<O.OOI). Autoantibody negatives compared to LADA had higher
C-peptide median 0.76 and 0.37 nmol/l (p<O.ool) and higher BMI
median 29.6 and 23.6 (p<O.OOI). C-peptide decreased in autoantibody
positive Type 1 (p<O.OOI), but not in LADA or autoantibodynegative
patients.
Conclusion: Positivity for one or several autoantibodiespredict a future
need for insulin in this group of patients.
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SENSITIVITY OF ANTI-GAD AND ANTI-IA-2 MEASURED BY ELISA, AND ICA, FOR
TYPE 1DIABETES IN NEWLY-DIAGNOSED CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS
JA WILLIS, RS sconand BA DARLOW Lipid and Diabetes Research Group,Christchurch
Hospital, Christchurch, New Zealand
Antibodies directed against B-cell antigens are a feature oftype 1diabetes. Measurable in the
serum years before clinical symptoms of type 1diabetes aremanifest, these molecules are
predictive markers ofprogression tototall1-cell destruction. Islet cell antibodies (ICA), directed
against multiple cytoplasmic antigens and antibodies directed against glutamic acid
decarboxylase (anti-GAD) and tyrosine phosphatase like protein (anti-IA-2), show high
prevalence in type 1diabetes. This study compared the sensitivity of ICA, anti-GAD and anti
IA-2 for type 1diabetes in 114 children and adolescents consecutively diagnosed between
January 1989 and September 1996 in Canterbury (NZ). Mean±SD ofthe cases was 9±5
years (range 1-19 years) and 48 cases were girls. Mean±SD blood glucose concentration at
presentation was 28±11 (range 8.6-67.0mM). For those cases where ketones were
determined, 95% of presentations were ketotic. In virtually all cases insulin therapy
commenced within 24 hours ofdiagnosis. Blood samples were taken assoon aspossible
after diagnosis, typically within one week ofdiagnosis. ICA were measured by indirect
immunofluorescence using human pancreas tissue. Anti-GAD and anti-IA-2 were determined
by separate ELISA assays using biotinylated antigen on streptavidin-coated microtitre plates
from Boehringer Mannheim. Ofthe 114 cases studied, 110 (96%) individuals were positive for
at least one antibody, 103 (90%) individuals were ICA positive. Seven (6%) cases were
positive for anti-GAD and/or anti-IA-2 in the absence of ICA. ICA, anti-GAD and anti-IA-2 were
positive in 65 (57%) of cases,with 14 (12%) cases positive for ICA and anti-GAD and 20
(18%) cases positive for ICA and anti-IA-2. That is, anti-GAD and/or anti-IA-2 were positive in
99 (96%) ofthe103 ICA positive cases. Anti-GAD and anti-IA-2 determined in combination by
these assays therefore show the same sensitivity for type 1diabetes as ICA. These ELiSAs
from Boehringer Mannheim (Diaplets (R) anti-GAD/commercial product; Diaplets (R) anti-IA
2/premarketing iot), based on recombinant ~-eell antigens, are easily performed and
standardised, and do not require scarce human pancreas tissue. Anti-GAD and anti-IA-2
determination by ELISA provides a valuable alternative to ICA testing for identification of
individuals at risk for type 1 diabetes. In the context of adult-onset diabetes, these
measurements could be used to identify the 15-20% ofsuch cases who have latent type 1
diabetes and will progress toinsulin deficiency.
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GAD65 AUTOANTIBODIES IN THE GENERAL POPULATION ARE
RELATED TO ABNORMAL OGTT.
o. Rolandsson '. E.Hagg1

, M. Nilsson', G. Jansson'', G. Hallmans1 and A..
LenunarkJ

. I Umea University, Umea,2 Stcnbergska Primary Health Care Centre,
Lycksele, Sweden and 'University of Washington, Seattle, WA, USA.
The aim was to test the hypothesis that GAD65 autoantibodies in thc general
population are related to abnormal oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT). A total of
2293 individuals without diabetes at 30-60 years of age who participates in the
Vasterbotten County Health Project were subjected to WHO standard OGTT at
entry into the study. GAD65 and IA-2 autoantibodies were determined in duplicates
by radioligand binding assays. The intrassay CV was 8% and 13%, respectively. In
a total of 17 (0.7%) individuals with diabetic OGTT, the GAD65 but not lA-2,
autoantibody levels were significantly higher than individuals with normal OGTT
(p=O.03). In 30-40 year old women, the frequency of individuals with GAD65
autoantibody levels exceeding the 95 '" percentile was higher among those with
impaired or diabetic OGTT compared to those with a normal test (p=OJlO2;
Fischer's exact test). There was an increased frequency of individuals with IA-2
autoantibodies exceeding the 95 th percentile in 50-60 year old women with impaired
or diabetic OGTT compared to those with a normal test (p=0.03). These
relationships were not observed in men. As expected there were relations between

BM!, age and impaired and diabetic OGTT in both women and men. When it was
tested whether GAD65 autoantibody levels were related to BMI among thc subjects
with normal OGTT (n=1983), it was found that both 50 (mean BMI28,6; p=0.025)

and 60 (mean BMI 30.8; p=0.001) year old women with GAD65 autoantibodies
exceeding the 99 '" and 95'" percentiles, respectively had an increased BMI compared
to GAD65 autoantibody negative 50 (mean BMI 25.3) and 60 (mean BMI 26,5)
year aids. It is concluded that GAD65 autoantibodies are associated with impaired
or diabetic glucose tolerance in the adult pupulation. GAD65 autoantibody levels in
adult women with normal OGTT may indicate a possihle relation between islet
autoimmunity and beta-cell function abnormalities with insulin resistance and
obesity.
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HIGH AND STANDARD DOSE OF NICOTINAMIDE IN RECENT ONSET
INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETES (THE IMDIAB 6 STUDy)
N. Visalli, G. Ghirlanda, P. Pozzilli on behalf of the IMDIAB Study Group.
Istitute II Clinica Medica, Univers~y of Rome "La Sapienza" and Clinica
Medica Unlverslta Cattolica; Rome, Italy.

Nicotinamide (NA) administered at the time of clinical onset of IDOM has
been shown to protect residual beta cell function. The aim of our multicenter
randomized study was to evaluate the effect of two different concentrations of
NA on the integrated metabolic parameters during the first year of diagnosis of
IDOM. Seventy-four patients have been included in this study (39 males and
35 females) with duration of the disease less than 4 weeks, mean age 13.3
years (range 5 to 35 years). Thirty-eight patients (25 < 15 years and 13 >15
years of age) have been treated for 12 months w~h 25 mglkg daily NA; 36
patients (28 <15 years and 8 > 15 years of age) have been treated for 12
months with 50 mglkg NA. All patients have received intensive insulin therapy,
3 or 4 injections daily. Glycated haemoglobin, insulin requirement, and basal
C-peptide have been measured at diagnosis and at 3 month tntervals during
the first year of the disease. Patients results were analyzed taking into
account the age at diagnosis. Patients above 15 years of age showed C
peptide values significantly higher compared to children throughout the period
of observanon: 3 months; 1.22 ng/ml vs 0.71 nglml (P= .003); 6 months; 1.03
ng/ml vs 0.67 ng/ml (P = 0.012); 9 months; 1.01 ng/ml vs 0.58 ng/ml
(P=0.02). Children at one year follow-up showed a significant increase in
insulin requirement (P=001) compared to adult patients. When analysed all
together (children and adults) patients treated w~h different doses of NA did
not show significant differences in HbA1 levels or in insulin requirement.
Clinical remission was observed in two patients in each treatment group.
In conclusion, 25 mglkg of NA are similar to the highest dose of 50 mg/kg NA
in protecting residual beta cell function in recent onset 100M.
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KARLSBURG IDDM RISK STUDY - COMPARISON OF AUTOANTffiODY
PATTERN IN A GENERAL SCHOOLCHILDREN POPULATION WITH
NEWLY DIAGNOSED TYP-I-DIABETIC PATIENTS
M. Strebelow, M. Schlosser, B. Ziegler, I. Rjasanowski" and M. Ziegler; Institute of
Pathophysiology, University of Greifswald; 'Centre of Diabetes and Metabolic
Disorders Karlsburg; Germany
Autoantibodies (AAbs) to Jl-cell antigens precede the development of clinical dia
betes. In this study the AAbs against glutamic acid decarboxylase (GADA), tyrosioe
phosphatase (IA2A), iosulin (IAA) and cytoplasmic islet cell antibodies (ICA) were
compared between 7,829 schoolchildren (liB yrs.) of the Karlsburg IDDM risk
study and 109 newly diagnosed IDDM patients (13±5 yrs.). Usiog the 99. percentile
for GADA and lAA, the 99.5. percentile for IA2A and 20 JDF units for ICA as cut
offs 88% (96/109) of IDDM patients and 2.4% (199/7,829) of schoolchildren were
positive for at least one AAb. 14.6% (16/109) and 2% (164/7,829) were positive for
only I AAb and 73.4% (83/109) and 0.4% (34/7,829) were positive for <:2AAbs,
respectively. We found no sigoificant difference io the titres of GADA, IA2A and
ICA between IDDM patients and AAb positive schoolchildren. The titres of GADA,
IA2A and ICA were sigoificantly iocreased with mnltiple AAb positivity io both
groups. In schoolchildren the frequency of AAbs as well as AAb titres were
sigoificantly iocreased with iocreasing ICA titres, whereas io IDDM patients only
the frequency of additional IA2A and their titres were iocreased. 98.8% (79/80) of
IDDM patients positive for <:2AAbs have GADA and/or IA2A, however 10% (8/80)
were ICA negative. 100% (34/34) of schoolchildren positive for <:2AAbs conld be
identified by GADA and/or IA2A, whereas 26.4% (9/34) were ICA negative.
Furthermore, mnltiple AAb positivity io schoolchildren was sigoificantly associated
with the genetic IDDM marker HLA-DQBI'0302 and/or '0201. 82.4% (28/34) of
the children positive for <:2AAbs were positive for at least one of these alleles but not
any child was positive for the protective allele '0602. 16 out of these 34 children
were iovestigated by i.v, glucose tolerance tests. 44% (7116)had impaired glucose
tolerance and/or diminished first phase iosulin secretion. During the short follow-up
period 3 of these children have progressed to IDDM. Our data iodicate that the
highest diagnostic sensitivity and specificity to identify subiects at risk for IDDM io
a general popnlation can be achieved by comhioed screeniog for GADA and IA2A.
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THE SARDINIAN NEWBORN IDDM STUDY: DATA OF THE FIRST THREE
YEARS OF FOLLOW UP.
G. Guaita, I. Pelligra, A.M. Setteneri, P. Pitzalis, OM. Songini, E. Cossu, 'M.
Shattock, *M. Locatelli, R. Cirillo, *G.F. Bottazzo and the IDDM Sardinian Study
Groups. Diabetologic Centre, Department of Medical Sciences, University of
Cagliari, Italy; °Centre for Metabolic Diseases & Atherosclerosis, San Michele
Hospital, Cagliari, Italy; *Department of Immunology, St Bartholomew's & The
Royal London School of Medicine & Dentistry, London, UK.
In order to study the natural history of IDDM in reference to the first appearance
of islet-related autoantibodies (I-r-AA), a large cohort of newborn has been
recruited in Sardinia, where the incidence of IDDM, together with Finland, is the
highest in the world. The main aim of the study is to recruit 30,000 newborn
children and follow them for a period of 5 years, while its overall objective is to
investigate the environmental, genetic and immunological factors which have led,
and continue to lead, to this unusually high incidence of the disease in the Island.
We have tested 15,509 cord blood samples, randomly collected in 18 Centres of
the 4 Sardinian provinces. The prevalence of ICA was 2.3% for titres <: 5 JDF-u,
1.7% for titres between 6 and 20 JDF-u and 0.6% for titres <: 20 JDF-u. The
prevalence of lCA <: 5 JDF-u in follow up samples from 2,959 children bled at
year I, from 1,148 at year 2 and from 388 at year 3 was 0.17%, 0.78% and 1.80%,
respectively. At the Ist and 2nd year offollow up, GADA were detected in 0.6%
and 1.5% of children tested (2,125 and 399, respectively), while IA-2icA were
detected in 0.1% and 1.3% of the samples tested (2,117 and 399, respectively).
Altogether, 26 children included in the follow up were positives for one or more 1
r-AA. From the whole cohort, I I children became diabetic (age 15 to 33 months).
Of the 9 cord blood tested, only one had ICA, 3 were positive for at least 2 I-r-AA
in a sample taken before diagnosis, while one was negative, but became positive
for all three I-r-AA at the time of diagnosis. Two children had 2 or 3 l-r-AA at the
time of diagnosis, but no sample was available before it. For the remaining 5
children, no blood sample was available neither before or at the time of diagnosis.
In summary, these data confirm the trend of an high prevalence of IDDM and
immunological susceptibility to the disease in very young children in Sardinia.
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KARLSBURG IDDM RISK STUDY IN SCHOOLCHILDREN - MULTIPLE
AUTOANTffiODY POSITIVITY IS STRONGLY ASSOCIATED WITH
THE GENETIC RISK ALLELES OF THE HLA-DQBl LOCUS
M. Schlosser', R. Wassmutlr', M. Strebelow, B. Ziegler and M. Ziegler. Institute
of Pathophysiology and 1Surgery Hospital, Universitiy of Greifswald, 'Institute of
Clinical Immunology, University of Erlangen-Niirnberg, Germany
Islet cell autoantibodies are detectable in more than 90% of IDDM patients at
onset of the desease, but also in prediabetic individuals. The genetic
predisposition to the disease is strongly positive associated with the occurrence of
the HLA-DQBI alleles *0302 and *0201 whereas dominant protection is
conveyed by the DQBI*0602 allele. In our study 12,558 schoolchildren were
screened for autoantibodies (AAb) against glutamate decarboxylase (GADA),
protein tyrosinphosphatase (IA2A), insulin (IAA) and islet cell cytoplasmic AAb
(ICA). In 199 probands, positive for at least one AAb in re-examination, HLA
DQBI alleles were defined by DNA-genotyping. 30.1% of them were positive for
GADA only and 16.1% for IAA only (=>99. percentile), 19.1% for IA2A only
(=>99.5 percentile) and 17.6% for ICA :,:20 JDFU only. These probands have
beside associated alleles a high frequency of the protective and other alleles.
18.3% (11/60) of probands positive for GADA only, 13.1% (5/38) for IA2A only,
18.8% (6/32) for IAA only and 25.7% (9/35) for ICA only carried DQBI *0602
Moreover, a strong titre dependency of the ratio of associated/protective alleles
was observed for all AAb specificities. Schoolchildren positive for two
biochemically defined AAb only showed at least one of the associated alleles but
not the protective allele, i.e. 75% positive for GADAlIA2A (n=4), 100% positive
for GADNIAA (n=3) and 50% positive for IA2NIAA (n=2). All schoolchildren
positive for three AAb specificities, GADNIA2NICA (n=IO) and
GADNIANICA (n=2) and positive for all four AAb, GADNIA2NIANICA
(n=5), carried one of the associated DQBI alleles. Thus multiple AAb positivity is
strongly associated with the presence of IDDM associated risk alleles in the
general population. Probands positive for only one AAb and for the protective
allele have a lower risk underlining the importance of combined AAb screening
and HLA-DQBl genotyping to assess the risk to develop IDDM to select patients
for future intervention trials.
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PREVALENCE OF DIABETES-ASSOCIATEDAUTOANTIBODIES IN
SLIM ELDER PATIENTSWITH DIABETES MELLITUS

A. PfUlZner, T. Forst, T. Kunt, M. L6big, N. Abdoullahnia, R. Maki,
M. Engelbach, and J. Beyer, Dept. of Endocrinology, University
Hospital Mainz, Germany

Diabetes-associated autoantibodies have been descriebd to be
markers for an autoimmune onset of Diabetes mellitus at any age.
They can be used to diagnose type 1 diabetes in in elder patients
clinically presenting with a pathological oral glucose tolerance test.
The goal of this study was to identify the prevalence of Diabetes
associated autoantibodies in slim adult patients presenting with
recent onset of diabetes. Inclusion criteria were age> 30 years, BMI
below 27 kg/m2

, and < 1 year of duration of diabetes. The serum of
140 patients was included into the study (80 male, 60 female,
age(±STD): 47.2±11.5 yrs.; BMI: 23.1±2.6 kg/m2

; duration of
diabetes 3.3±4.2 months). Islet cell antibodies were determined with
immunfluorescence test (Euroimmun), while antibodies to GAD and
IA2 were measured with radioimmunoassays (both Medipan). The
prevalence was 51/140 (36.4%) for anti-GAD, 43/140 (30.7%) for
ICA and 24/140 (17 %) for anti-IA2 in this group of patients. All three
antibodies were seen in 21/140 patients (15 %), while just one single
type of antibodies was seen in 3/140 for ICA (2.1 %), 11/140 for anti
GAD (7.9 'Yo), and 3/140 for anti-IA2 (2.1 'Yo) respectively. Either one
of the antibodies was seen in 57/140 patients (40,7 'Yo). The oldest
patients presenting with LADA were 83 years old. One had all three
antibodies, while one only showed prevalence of anti-GAD.
Additional measurement of ICA and anti-IA2 next to anti-GAD
increased the sensitivity for the detection of LADA by 12 'Yo. We
therefore recommend to include measurement of ICA and IA2 into
the routine screening methods for LADA.
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TIME-COURSE OF ISLET CELLS ANTIBODIES (ICA) DURING EARLY
CHILDHOOD IN OFFSPRING OF 100M PARENTS
C. Levy-Marchal and the DICA Study Group INSERM U457, Paris, France
Prediction of 100M in first degree relatives is based on the high risk for
the development of the disease over 5 yr. associated with ICA
determination in these subjects. Calculation of the predictive values infers
the persistence of ICA between the test and 100M diagnosis in the same
individuals. If intervention trials prove beneficial screening for high-risk
children should take place as early as possible. The aim of this study was to
monitor the time-course of ICA in a cohort of young offspring of 100M
parents. A group of 265 children born to 142 100M motbers and 127
IDOM fathers were recruited at the age of 3.5±1.9 yr. They were
prospectively followed for 3 yr. At inclusion 12 (4.5%) tested positive for
ICA. Annual results for seroconversions to negativity (SC-) and positivity
(SC+) are given below:

+1 yr. +2 yr. +3 yr.
SC- SC+ SC- SC+ SC- SC+
5 7 8 7 5 19

Altogether 27 (10%) children tested positive for ICA after 3yr. follow-up,
among whom 10 were ~20JOFu. The proportion of ICA positive- and
negative-children were significantly different at inclusion (4,5%) and after
3 yr. of follow-up (10%) (p<0.01; Chi2 paired-test). Titers of ICA in JDFu
in positive-children did not significantly vary between inclusion and
follow-up (27 vs.19 JDFu; ns by Mann-Whitney test).
An additional group of 21 children born to 16 100M mothers and 5
diabetic fathers were followed over the same time from birth. Results for
ICA testing in cord blood showed 5 positive results among whom 4 from
ICA-positive mothers. ICA testing at follow-up of these newborns showed

+1 yr. +2 yr. +3 yr.
SC- SC+ SC- SC+ SC- SC+
5 2 1 2 0 4

In conclusion our data indicate 1)- that in infants mother-transmitted ICA
show a clearance <1 yr. as already reported, 2)- high rates of ICA-positive
seroconversion (8.5% and 24% in children and newborns, respectively)
over 3yr. follow-up in comparison to inclusion. This variability of ICA
testing makes difficult screening for high risk children very early in life in
young offspring of 100M parents.
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Incomplete Freund's adjuvant protects I'iOD mice from Type 1 diabetes.
P.E.Beales, RLiddi, G.Matta, *GP Webb and P.Pozzilh Dept of Diabetes
& Metabolism, St Bartholomew's Hospital, London EC IA 7BE and
*University of East London, London E12 4LZ UK.

As the study of diabetes moves towards the possibility of preventive therapy
with immunomodulating drugs the role of adjuvants needs to be addressed
lrnmunomodulating drugs usually require some time to exert an effect and as
such usually benefit from being held in suspension rather than dispersed
immediately into tissue following injection Oil-based adjuvants such as
incomplete Freund's adjuvant (iFA) are often used for this purpose. iFA has
hitherto mainly been thought of as "immunologically inert" as, unlike
Complete FA, it has no significant ruptured cell membrane content designed
in itself to provoke an immune response
This study looked at diabetes incidence in 24 NOD mice injected
intradermally (id) at 8 and 12 weeks of age with a I 1 mixture of emulsified
iFA and saline. 24 litter matched controls were given id injections of saline
alone at the same time points. At the conclusion of the study at 32 weeks,
splenocytes were collected from all animals and tested against specific
antigens thought to be involved ill diabetes, namely ~-casein and Glut-2, they
were also stimulated with Con-A, a non specific mitogen. Splenocytes from
iFA treated animals showed non-specific immunosuppression with Con-A

(p<O.OI) whereas the response to ~-casein and Glut-2 was raised in iFA
treated animals with respect to controls Diabetes incidence III control mice
was 38% whereas the iFA treated group had a significantly lower incidence
of 13% (p<O.05 - Chi squared) We suggest that the raised response to
specific antigens produced t-cell clones of the non-damaging Th-2 type rather
than a damaging TIl-l infiltration and that increased Th-2 insulitis resulted in
a lower incidence of diabetes in the iFA treated group. In conclusion, iFA
alone can reduce diabetes incidence in the NOD mouse model of Type I
diabetes
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APPEARANCE OF DIABETES-ASSOCIATED ANTIBODIES IN
OFFSPRING OF PARENTS WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES IS
INDEPENDENT FROM ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
M. Hummel, M. Schenker, A.G. Ziegler and the BABY-DIAB Study
Group. Diabetes Research Institute, Munich, Germany.

To examine the influence of perinatal determinants and early
environmental events on the appearance of islet autoantibodies we
prospectively followed offspring of parents with type 1 diabetes from birth
(BABY-DIAB Study). Today, 389 offspring of mothers with type 1 diabetes
and 140 children of fathers with type 1 diabetes were followed until at least
the third year of life (Min 2.0; Max 8.1 years). Fifty-six children (10.6 %)
have one or more islet autoantibody (IAA, GADA, IA2A, or ICA) and 9
(1.7%) developed IDDM. Offspring of healthy mothers (and type 1 diabetic
fathers) have a significant longer total breast feeding duration compared to
offspring of mothers with type 1 diabetes (23 versus 19 weeks, p<0.05).
However, we find no difference in the duration of total and exclusive
breast feeding between antibody positive (ab+) compared to antibody
negative (ab-) offspring. Furthermore, children of healthy mothers (and
type 1 diabetic fathers) have a significant longer duration of gestation
(39.3 versus 38.4 weeks, p< 0.001) and the diabetic mothers are younger
than the diabetic fathers at birth (29 versus 32 years, p<0.001). However,
again neither the gestational duration nor the age of the diabetic parent
differ between the ab+ and ab- children. Prenatal determinants as age of
diabetes onset of the diabetic parent, smoking behaviour of the parents
during pregnancy, and frequency of relatives with type 1 and type 2
diabetes do not influence the development of antibodies. Postnatal factors
as vaccinations, viral diseases (measles, rubella, mumps), gender, weight,
and height do not differ between ab+ and ab- children. In summary, we
have no evidence that any of the described factors influences the
development of islet autoantibodies during the first years of life.
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NUTRITIONAL FACTORS AND RISK OF TYPE I DIABETES
Sa. Muntoni, P. Cocco" G. Aru', F. Cucca" and S. Muutoni. Centre
for Metabolic Diseases and Atherosclerosis, The ME.OLCO. Association,
Cagliari; "Inst. of Occupational Medicine, Caghari University; "Dept. of
Paediatrics, Cagliari University; Cagliari, Italy.
Several studies have reported an increase in risk of type I diabetes (100M)
associated with some nutrients. To test this hypothesis, we explored
possible corretations between nutritional factors and 100M incidence with
an ecological analysis. Incidence rates of childhood « 15 yr) 100M in the
late '80s in 43 world countries and total and specific per capita mean
caloric intake were derived from official sources. Univariate linear
regression between 100M and socio-economic, geographic and dietary
indicators was calculated. Variables correlated with 100M were selected to
fit a multiple regression model with 100M incidence as the outcome Meat
(r = 0.464, P < DOl) and milk (r = 0.649, P < 0001) correlated directly, and
cereals (r = -0.544, P < 0.01) inversely with 100M. Per capita gross
domestic product and average temperature were associated with 100M
incidence in the univariate analysis, but not in the multivariate analysis
when dietary variables fitted the model. Moreover, in II European
countries where 100M incidence increased over the last 25 yr, the variation
in caloric intake over the same period correlated with 100M (total calories'
r = 0.468; meat: r = 0.487; cereal. r = -0.546), although the correlation
coefficients were not significant due to the small number of countries.
These results suggest that the rising incidence of 100M since the end of
World War II in several countries and among populations migrated to
high-incidence/high-income countries could be related, at least in part, by a
diet richer in calories and animal protein and/or poorer in cereals early in
life in genetically susceptible individuals
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SEASONALITY OF BIRTH IN PATIENTS WITH CHILDHOOD lOOM:
THE EURODIAB STUDY.
PA McKinney, P Rothwell, E Schober, C Ionescu-Tirgoviste , A Neu, P
Pozzilli and S Gutnikov on behalf of the EURODIAB study group.
Paediatric Epidemiology Group, Centre for Health Services Research,
University of Leeds, UK.
A significant difference in the monthly pattern of birth in children with
lOOM compared to births in the general population has been observed in the
UK. A follow-up study using data from 16 registers of the EURODIAB
collaborative network investigated whether this phenomenon was present in
other populations. The following registers contributed data: UK-Oxford,
UK-Leicester, UK-Northern Ireland, Austria, Denmark, Italy-Lazio, Italy
Sardinia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Germany-Baden Wuerttemberg,
Romania, Spain, Poland, Sweden, Slovakia and Czech Republic. Each area
was analysed individually and grouped according to geographical areas of
high, medium and low risk. Data on 10,426 births, occurring between 1974
and 1994, of children diagnosed with 100M between 1989 and 1995 were
analysed. For each region the observed numbers of cases each month were
compared to those expected based on the regional or national birth rate.
Statistical significance of the deviation of the observed to the expected
numbers of cases was calculated using the test for seasonality of events
designed by Walter and Elwood. The results showed no overall significant
seasonality either for high, medium or low risk areas or any individual
country apart from Leicester, UK. These findings from a large number of
births fail to demonstrate any relationship between seasonality of birth and
the onset of lOOM in those under 15 years. Across Europe, environmental
factors which vary by season of the year do not appear to have any influence
around the time of birth on subsequent development of childhood lODM.
However, this does not preclude seasonal exposures operating in anyone
particular region.
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COW'S MILK CONSUMPTION ASSOCIATED WITH PROGRESSION TO
CLINICAL IDDM IN SIBLINGS OF CHILDREN WITH DIABETES
S'1Virtanen, E Hyppi:Snen, E I.li8ra, L Rasanen, A Aro, MKnip, HK Jlker'blan,
the Childhcx:x:J Diabetes in Finland Study Group. School. of Public Health
and Medical &hc:ol, University of Tampere; Departnent of MoitherJBtical
&iences and Departrrent of Pediatrics, University of Ollu; Division of
Nutrition and the Children's Hospital, University of Helsinki;
Cepartrrent of Nutrition, Natiornl Public Health Institute, Helsinki,
Finland.

We follewed-up siblings of children with IDIM to find out Wlether ccw's
milk consumption during infancy or later in childhcx:x:J is related to
progression to clinical IDIM. A cctDrt of 725 initially umffected
0-25-year-old siblings of 801 index children with IDIM diagnosed in
1986-1989, part.ictpatec in the rationwide study 182'10 of trose invited).
The siblings were follcwed for IDIM starting at the diagnosis of IDIM
in the index child until October 31, 1995. Of all siblings 4.6%
133/725) developed IDIM during the follew-up tine. The age at
mtrcduct.ion of supplerentary milk feeding was not significantly
related to the development of IDIM in the siblings. When adjusted for
agB, sex and rmterral agB and education, h~ milk consumption in
childhcod 1>3 glasses daily) was associated with rrore frequent
progression-to clinical IDIM than lew consumption «3 glasses daily)
(adjusted hazard ratio 3.11, 95% confidence interval 1.1-9.3, p=0.04).
When adjusted also for infant feeding patterns, sanel-kBtweaker
association was observed betweenh~ milk consumption and progression
to clinical IDIM ladjusted hazard ratio 2.75, 95% confidence interval
0.9-8.4, p=0.07). To conclude, this is the first study to suggest that
h~ consumption of cew's milk during childhcod rmy be associated with
progression to clinical IDIM arrong siblings of children with diabetes.
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coW's MILK CONSUMPTION ENHANCES STREPTOZOTOCIN

SENSIBILITY IN WI5TAR RA1"5.
A.Goislno, T. Kurbonov, Sh. Rohimovo, V.Polloradcl, N.Gorbenco 1,
A.Gladklch 1 and O.lvanova 1. Institute of Physiology, Baku, Azerbcllon,
,1.lj(j-alliIlJn ~aenn'n't t<eseorcti It'lsnrote or" tftd6cnne LJtsease

Pharmacotherapy, Kharkov, Ukraine.
Early introduction of cow's milk (CM) Into the infant diet Is suggested to
predispose for IDDM development. The aim of this study was to evaluate
the impact of CM consumption on streptozotodn (STZ)- sensibility and
oxidative status in Wlstar rats. Newborn anImals were given CM per os
for the first 21 doys of life. Controls group (e) received saline alone. To
characterize the sensibility to STZ In rats the I. p. GTT (2 g glucose/kgl
was performed at 3 week of age (a doy before and doy alter single
Infection of non·dlabetogenlc dose of STZ • 40 mg/kg I. p.). No sIgnificant
differences in basal blood glucose levels and glucose tolerance were
observed between CM-treated and C before STZ-Infectlon. A low-dose of
STZ Induced basal hyperglycemia (6.95 ± 0.30 VB 5.42 ± 0.22 mmoljl,
p<0,02j and Increased Integral glycemia over glucose load In CM-treated
rats (42.45 ± 4.80 vs 27.43 ± 1.60 mmol /1, p<O.OI), but did not change
these parameters In control group. OxidatIve status of experlmentol
onimols has been estimated by spectrophotometric determination of diene
conjugates (DC) and malonic dlaldehyde (MDA) In liver homogenate.
We revealed thot CM introduction for 21 doys promoted oxidative stress
In rats Increasing DC level (141.1 ± 10.5 VB 89.6 ± 3,4 nmoljmg proteln,
p<0.02) and MDA content (59.0 ± 4.3 vs 43.5 ± 3.9 nmoljmg protein,
p<O.05)In comparison with C. Administration of STZ enhanced oxidative
parameters both In C animols and CM-treated group, but DC content

was higher In CM-treated rats (215.5 ± 19.5 vs 158.9 ± 14.9 nmol/mg
protein, p < 0.02) compared to C. We conduded that early CM
consumption enhanced sensibility to STZ and oxidative stress in rats.
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CLINICAL AND BIOLOOICAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN AUTOANTIBODY·
POSITIVEAND -NEGATIVEADULTHOOD-ONSET DIABETES
I. Weets', V. Siraux', J·C. Daubresse', G. Krzentowski', F. Fery', BJ.
Van der Auwera', 00. Pipeleers', FK. Gorus", and the Belgian Diabetes
Registry. 'Diabetes Research Center, VUB, Brussels; H6pitaux Civils de
'Jumet et de 'Charleroi; 'HU Erasme, Brussels, Belgium.
Diabetes is heterogeneous in terms of pathogenesis, clinical
presentation and biological markers. Disease classification and
treatment might benefit from more objective criteria. We therefore
measured autoantibodies against islet cells (ICA), insulin (IAA). G6D
(GADA) and IA-2 (IA'2-A) in 496 recent-onset diabetic patients aged
between 20 and 40 yrs and sampled during the first week after
diagnosis, and analyzed clinical and biological findings after
stratification for absence or presence of antibodies. Compared to the
antibody-negative group (n=168; 34%), patients with at least one
type of antibodies (n=328; 66%) were significantly younger (median
age: 29 vs. 33 yrs; p<0.001) but presented a similar increase in
malelfemale ratio (1.8 vs. 2.0; p>0.05). Antibody-positivity was
associated with a higher reported frequency of polyuria, polydipsia 0 r
weight loss (97 vs.82% in antibody-negative patients; p<0.001), a
lower BMI (21 vs. 25 kg/m'; p<0.001) and more frequent insulin
treatment (88 vs. 51%; p<0.001). Median levels of glucose (359 vs.
305 mg/dL; p<0.001) and HbA1c (214 vs. 194% of mean of local
reference range; p<0.05) were higher, but median C-peptide levels
were lower (41 vs. 83% of mean of local reference range). Antibody
positive patients showed a higher prevalence of ketonuria (75 vs.
53%; p<0.001) and of genotypes predisposing to type 1 diabetes (HLA
DQA1'-DQB1' 0301-0302/0501-0201: 22% vs. 7%, p<0.001;
5'INS III: 73% vs.53%; p<0.001), but carried less often protective
genotypes (no 0301-0302 nor 0501-0201: 15% vs. 52%;
p<0.001). In conclusion, autoantibodies occur in most patients with
onset between 20 and 40 yrs in association with a more severe
phenotype. Metabolic and immunological benefits from early insulin
therapv should be assessed during follow-up studies.
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GESTATIONAL SOCIAL STRESS INCREASES GLUCOSE INTOLE
RANCE IN RATS SECOND GENERATION MALE OFFSPRING
V.Poltorack, N.Krasova, AGladkih. Ukrainian Scientific Research
Institute ofEndocrine Diseases Pharmacotherapy, Kharkov, Ukraine.
The aim of the study was to evaluate the vertical transmission of
gestational social stress (GSS) - induced glucose tolerance (GT)
disturbances in the first generation female offspring (F1) to the second
generation male offspring (F2) and to characterize the sensibility to
streptozotocin (STZ) in the above. For GSS creation rats were
transferred daily from one rat's association to another within 2

nd
- 8th day

of pregnancy (Group 1). The decrease in GT was shown in their female
offspring (Fl) before mating: integral glycemia over i.p. GTT (3 g
glucose/kg; 0, 30, 60 and 120 min) was 30.9±3.2 vs 20.8±2.6 mmolll in
controls (Group 2) offspring (p<0.05). The same GTT was performed in
the male F2(n=16) at 45 and 90 days of age. Then Group 1 and Group 2
F2 were subjected to a single STZ-injection (45 mg/kg, i.p.). In 5 days
basal glycemia, catalase activity (CA), reduced glutathione (GSH) levels
in liver and plasma diene conjugates (DC) contents were determined. It
was revealed significant decrease in GT of Group 1 Fz at 90 days of age
(integral glycemia over GTT was 36.5±2.8 vs 26.9±2.7 mmol/l in Group
2 F2, p<0.05). After STZ-treatment basal glycemia formed 16.1±0.2 vs
9.6±1.4 mmolll in Groups I and 2 F2, compared to 4.2±0.3 mmolll in
intact controls (IC) (n=7, p<O.OOI). Liver CA was increased and GSH
levels were decreased similarly in both STZ-treated Groups F2 in
comparison with Ie F2 (respectively, p<O.OI, p<0.05). Thus, alterations
in antioxidant defense system reactivity revealed after STZ-injection
were not depended on GSS availability in ancestors. In conclusion, ges
tational social stress induced glucose tolerance impairment and
enhancement of sensitivity to STZ-hyperglycemic impacf in male F2 at
the sex-maturity period.
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Autoantibodies to glutamic acid decarboxylase and type 2 diabetes
in a mediflemmean community; IIf8V8Ienceand clinical I)henotype.
F. Femandez-Fernandez, *J. V'JdaI. *C. Rodriguez-Villar"l.co~,.
C8samitjana, *R. Gomis. Endoainololly Unit. Figueras . I,
Gerona. *Endocr1nology and Diabetes lJnit and **Honnonology nit,
Clinic Hospital. BarcelOna.

Autoimmune diabetes in adult life can appear clinically as a type 2
diabetes. Aim: To determine_ tile prevalence of autoantibodies to
glutamic aCKrdecarboxviase (GAD-Ab) in our~2 diabetic patients,
and to establish the differences in clinical otype. ~: A
trallSVtlISIIl study. in 224 consecutive type 2 dla . patie$ (8CCOfding
to the W.H.O. classification criteria) aged between 30-90 years. The

~waslBMassessed~,lipid ~Sf:.' lfolo3f
~~:::m~l:;.r~~f

diabetes, Insulin 1 , yealS since insulin therapy, presence (+) or
absence (-I of , and ~I function (basal e-peplidel. We
measured GAD-Ab by RIA (c.Y. within and between assa~< 10%), and
basal~by RIA (c.Y.within and between assay < 5%). Data were
~ bv X and t-Student test. Results: The prevalence of GAD-Ab
was 8%. We found GAD-Ab + aftiifllr IS of onset of diabetes.
Com rison between GAD-Ab + and - su' is shown in the table:

GAO-Ab + (n 181 GAD-Ab • (n 206) p value
Sex(% male / female) 22/78 59/41 <0,01
8MI (kgIm") '24.0 ± 3.0 '28.7 ± 5.5 <0,01
Hypertension (%) 15 82 <0,05
Insulin therapy (%1 92 43 <0,001
Years sinceinsulintherapy '3.0 ± 2.7 "8.0 ± 6.9 <0,05
C-peptide (ng/mll '0.25 ± 0.24 '2.65 ± 142 <O~r

Therewere no significant differences in ~e of diagnosi;~"r\;:.n±P'!l~ or
familial histO/)' of diabetes. The proJlO!:liOn of GAD-Ab positivity was
higher in patients with 8MI <27, than In thosewith 8MI >27 (16% YS 3%
p<O,01). Positive GAD-Ab patients required insulin therapy within 7

iiafter the diagnosis of diabetes.
c1usions: The presence of GAD-Ab allows us to identify a group of

5iJbjilas with autoimmune diabetes, even yealS after the diagnosis
of the disease. These patients phenotipically present a lower prevalence
of hypertension and obesity, and an increased risk of deterioration of B
cell-function when compared with GAD-Ab negative type 2 diabetic
subjecls.
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PREVALENCE AND CORRELATION OF ISLET AUTOANTIBODIES
(ICA, IA-2, GAD-65) AND THYROID ANTIBODIES IN FIRST
DEGREE RELATIVES OF 100M PATIENTS
E.Hatziagelaki, C.Jaeger, R.Petzoldt*, J.Seissler**, WAScherbaum**
and R.G.BretzeI.Third Medical Department and Policlinic, Justus
Liebig University, Giessen. tDiabetes Clinic, Bad-Oyenhausen.
**Diabetes Research Institute, University of Duesseldorf, Germany.

Type I diabetes mellitus is often associated with thyroid autoimmunity.
Data on the prevalence of thyroid antibodies (TG and TPO), adrenal
(AD-Ab) and gastric parietal cell antibodies (GPC-Ab), in first-degree
relatives of 100M patients have not been systematically obtained to
study their correlation with islet autoantibodies (ICA, IA-2, GAD-65).
We determined ICA, IA-2, GAD-65, thyroid-Ab, AD-Ab and GPC-Ab in
842 first-degree relatives (mean age 14.6 ± 8.7 yrs) of 100M patients
and inter-relationships of these antibodies were analysed in respect of
antibody positivity. Of the 842 first-degree relatives, ICA were found
positive in 90 cases (10.7%), anti-GAD in 84 (9.9%), IA-2 in 57 (6.8%)
and thyroid-Abs in 28 cases (3.3%), respectively. A statistically
significant correlation was observed between ICA and thyroid
antibodies (p<0.05). A significant association was also seen between
IA-2 and thyroid-Abs: higher levels of IA-2 Ab were observed in
subjects with TPO-Ab positivity in comparison to those tested negative
for (TPO)-Abs (p<0.01). No significant correlation was observed
between GAD-65 and thyroid-Abs.There was also no significant
assosiation of any antibody (ICAlIA-21 GAD-65) with AD-Ab and GPC
Ab. The results of the present study, that prevalence of thyroid-Abs is
associated with ICA and IA-2 antibody positivity may predict
susceptibility to thyroid disease not only in 100M patients but also in
their relatives who are at risk for 100M.

361
T CELL RESPONSE TO GAD IN STIFF-MAN SYNDROME, AUTOIMMUNE
CEREBELLAR ATAXIA AND TYPE-l DIABETES: DIFFERENT CYTOKINE
PATTERNS?
1M. Costa. Ie. Roura-Mir, 1M. Marti. lA. Saiz, IF. Graus, 4M. F. Castanyer, 2A.
Sanmarti. IR. Pujol-Borrelland10. Jaraquemada. 'Immunology and2Endocrinology
Units, Hospital Germans Trias i Pujol, Badalona, Neurology Department, Hospital
Clinic and Endocrinology Department. Hospital deBellvitge,Barcelona, Spain.
Glutamic acid decarboxilase (GAD) catalyzes the synthesis of themajor inhibitory
neurotransmitter gamma aminobutyric acid (GABA). GAD expression is mostly
restricted to the central and peripheral nervous system and to the endocrine cells of the
pancreas islets of Langerhans. GAD autoantibodies are foundin theserum of more than
80%of newlydiagnosed type 1diabetes patients. High titre,mostlyoligoclonal, GAD
autoantibodies are also present in the serum and cerebrospinal fluid of patients with a
central nervous system disorder, stiff-man syndrome. In addition. a recently described
putatively autoimmune cerebelar ataxia is also associated to the presence of high-titre
GAD-autoantibodies. Both neurological diseases areassociated with type I diabetes.
AIM: to study the T cell response to GAD in three autoimmune diseases with GAD
antibodies, type I diabetes, stiff-man syndrome (SMS)andautoimmune cerebelar ataxia
(ACA). METHODS: samples from 3 SMS. 3 ACA, 10 newly diagnosed type I
diabetes patients and8 diabetic patients with high titre of anti-GAD antibodies were
tested for anti-GADcellular reactivity in T cell proliferation andcytokine production
assays. Control grups were healthy age-matched donors. RESULTS: low but above
controlproliferation was found in all patient grups, although 2/3 SMS patients and 2/8
high titre GAD-abdiabetes patients showed highreactivity to purifiedGAD obtained
fromrecombinant baculovirus infected cells. However. GAD-specitic cell linescouldbe
obtained from all patient grups, indicating thatGAD-specific T cellswere present but
non-proliferative. To characterize the T cell populationls reacting to GAD in these
samples. GAD-specific cell linesfrom each grupwere fully stimulated with PMA and
ionornicine and the cytoplasmic cytokine production was analysed by flow cytometry.
Preliminary results showa heterogeneous T cell cytokine pattern in all samples. with
some differences: a population of activated T cells producing IL--I or simultaneously
IFN-y andIL-4 was foundin diabetes patients. whereas bothSMS andACA cell lines
showed an additional population of cells producing IFN-y only. The percentage of IFN
ypositive cells was largerin theACA than in SMS cell lines.Thespecific population
which gets stimulated after culture with purified GAD is now been studied. The results
so far indicate that there is heterogeneity in the cellular response to GAD in these
patients.

360
FLUCTUATIONS OF ISLET CELL ANTIBODIES AFTER CLINICAL ONSET CF
DIABETESDIFFERACCORDING TO AGEANDTO ANTIGEN-SPECIFICITY
FK. Gorus', K. Decochez', I. Weets', G. Somerst', B. Keymeulen'·'. L.
Van Gaaf', J-L. Coolens', and the Belgian Diabetes Registry. 'Diabetes
Research Center and 'Dept of Diabetology, VUB, Brussels; 'Dept of
Endocrinology, UIA, Antwerp; 'Dept of Internal Medicine,
Salvatorziekenhuis, Hassett, Belgium.
Antibodies against GAD(GADA) and against IA-2 (IA-2-A) contribute
to a major part of islet cell cytoplasmic antibodies (ICA). Their
monitoring during the first years of clinical diabetes may provide
relevant information for disease classification, treatment and outcome.
We determined ICA, IA'2-A and GADA during the first 2 years of
clinical diabetes in insulin-treated patients under age 40 y r s
(n=194). Patients aged 0-19 yrs (n=103; 54%) had a higher
prevalence of ICA (86 vs 66%; p<0.001) and IA-2-A (67 vs 47%;
p<0.005), but not of GADA, (77 vs 76%;NS) than patients aged 20-39
yrs (n=103; 54%). Among the initially positive patients, antibody
persistence was noted in 77% for ICA, in 87% for IA-2-A and in 91 %
for GADA Median antibody levels decreased already during the fir s t
year atter onset for ICA (both age groups) and IA-2-A (0-19 yrs
alone) (p<0.001) but only in the second year for GADA(0-39 yrs).
Fourty % of IA-2-A-positive patients (20-39 yrs) and 45% of
GADA-positive subjects (0-39 yrs) reached maximal levels after
clinical onset. Likewise, 23 initially negative patients seroconverted
later for ICA (n=7), IA-2-A (n=8) or GADA (n=11). Most patients
(n=14) were older than 20 yrs and two of them were completely
antibody-negative at onset. Twelve patients (6%) were persistently
negative for ICA, IA-2-A and GADA (8/12 older than 20 yrs) but still
on insulin after two years (0.27 to 0.74 IU/kg) and showed a
significant rise in insulin antibody levels during treatment. In
conclusion, persistance or increase of autoantibodies atter clinical
onset is more pronounced atter age 20 yrs and, in younger patients, for
GADA than for IA-2-A. Determination of autoantibodies at onset
underestimates the number of cases with autoimmune diabetes.

362
DISTINCT IMMUNE REACTIVITY TO GAD·65 IN
STIFF MAN SYNDROME AND TYPE I DIABETES
MI Hawa,T Lohmann, RDGLeslieand M Londei
Deptof Diabetes andMetabolism, St Bartholomews Hospital,
LondonUK,Dept of InternalMedicine III, University of Leipzig,
Germanyand KennedyInstituteof Rheumatology, London,UK.

Stiffman Syndrome (SMS)is a very rarediseaseassociated with
autoantibodies to glutamic aciddecarboxylase 65 (GAD65), a major
antigenin insulindependent diabetes (IDDM). We soughtto identify
differences in thecellularand humoral immuneresponse to GADin
these two diseases. We thereforecomparedresponses in 8 SMS
patients, 15IDDMpatients and 10controls. Peripheral bloodT cells
of SMSpatientsrecognised different immunodominant epitopes of
GAD65 frombothIDDMpatients and healthy controls since: I)
region81-171 was recognised by T cellsof 4/8 SMS,0/15 IDDM
(p<O.Ol) and 1110 controlsubjects;2) region473-555was
recognised by 8/15 IDDM,0/8 SMS(<0.01),and 0110 control
(p<O.03) subjects; 3) region 161-243 wasrecognised by 5/10
controlsbut noneof the SMS patients(p<O.05). Antibodies to GAD
weredetected in all 6 SMS patients and 8 IDDMpatients. All the
GADisotypes weredetectedin one or moreSMSpatients butnot in
IDDMpatients; e.g, GADIgMisotypes weredetected in 118 IDDM
but4/6 SMS patients(p=O.015). The majority of patientsin both
groupshad GADIgG1 antiobodies , consistent withGADantigen
specific Thl effectorcellmechanisms operating in bothdiseases with
a moreheterogeneous response in SMS.Theseobservations identify
differences between cellularandhumoral responses to GAD65 in
SMSand IDDMsuggesting that the immuneresponse maybe
disease-related and not an epiphenomenon.
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CELLULAR IMMUNITY TO DIFFERENT COW'S MILK PROTEINS IN
IDOM
M.G. Cavallo, L. Monetini, F. Tiberi, F. Barone, L, Valente, P. Pozzilli.
Istitute II Clinica Medica, University of Rome "La Sapienza" and Universita
Campus BioMedico, Rome, Italy.

Immune response to cow's milk in IDOM patients is directed against
different protein components including BSA, beta casein, beta lactoglobulin
and, aswe have observed recently, also to alpha casein.
In this study we evaluated cellular immune reactivity to all the above
proteins in individual IDOM patients to determine whether responses to
different bovine milk proteins are associated in the same individuals. 32
consecutive patients with recent onset IDOM have been tested for T cell
reactivity to BSA, beta casein, beta lactoglobulin and alpha caseinusing a 5
days proliferation assay. Proliferative responses were expressed as
stimulation index (SI and positivity defmed as 2S0 above mean SI of
healthy controls.) 34% of the patients (11/32) reacted to beta casein; 12%
(4/32) to beta lactoglobulin; 42% (14/32)to alpha casein; 9% (3/3I) to BSA.
When we evaluated combination of proliferative responses, we found that
43% of patients did not show reactivity to any of these proteins, 18%
reacted to one single protein, 3I % reacted to 2 proteins and 6% to three
proteins. Response to all 4 proteins was never observed. The associations
found most frequently were alpha/beta casein (7 patients) and alpha
casein/betalactoglobulin (4 patients).
In conclusion, we show that the majority of recent onset IDOM patients
show cell mediated immune reactivity to at least one protein component in
cow's milk; casein is the major component involved in this reactivity to
bovine milk; which often occur independently for the different protein
components.

365
SEARCH FOR RETROVIRALSEQUENCES IN HUMAN TYPE I DIABETES

M. Juan, M. Vives-Pi, P. Caro, M. sospedra, M. Costa, R. Gomis', R. PUjol
Borrell. Unitat d'immunologia. Hospital Germans Trias i Pujol. Universitat
Autonorna de Barcelona. 08916 Badalona, Spain. 'Dept. Endocrinologia i
Nutrici6. Hospital Clinic i Provincial. 08036 Barcelona, Spain.

Autoimmune response to pancreatic ~-eells in type I diabetes is due to
complex interactions between genetic and environmental factors of which
viral infection remains one of the most attractive candidate to be the trigger.
Recent findings suggest that new retroviral sequences of the virus
IDDMK,,222 are involved on type I diabetes. The aim of this study was to
assess the prevalence of this virus in the diabetic and pre-diabetic
population in our own geographical area. To that end, sera from recent
onset type I diabetic patients (ICA+, n=12 and ICA-, n=8), first degree
relatives (ICM, n=27 and ICA-, n=13) and healthy controls (n=15) were
collected and total viral RNA was extracted. A semiquantitative and
competitive RT-PCR technique for the detection of viral RNA was
developed using an intemal competitor and specific primers. This
competitor (of a higher m.w. than the product), works as a control inside the
ampltlication. tt was constructed by PCR from a ~-actin sequence, using
hybrid oligonucleotides (IDDMKI~-actin). Specific IDDMKt.2 22 primers were
those defined in the original description of the retrovirus for eDNA
amplification. Possible contamination by genomic DNA was also assessed
by direct PCR of all the samples; positive samples were retreated with
DNAse. Quantification of the amplification products was carried out by
comparing densitometric values of serial dilutions of the internal competitor
with that of the problem sample. Preliminary results point to a correlation
between the presence of viral RNA and disease while viral and ICA titters
bore an inverse correlation: Only an inverse correlation seems to be
present between the level of viremia and ICA titter. Work is in progress to
expand the number of patients tested to obtain statistically significant
results.

364
ACTIVATION OF CD8+T CELLS IN TYPE I DIABETIC PATIENTS WITH
INCREASED BLOOD PRESSURE AND BORDERLINE ALBUMINURIA
B. Hehmke', D. Michaelis' andK.-D. Kohnert'. 'Institute of Diabetes"Gerhardt
Katsch" e.v.,Karlsburg; 'Institute of Pathophysiology, University of Greifswald
and'Center for DiabetesandMetabolic Diseases, Karlsburg, Germany
Increased levels of activatedT cells and T cell subset alterationsare present at
onsetof type I diabetes. Whether theseabnormalities persist and are related to
the development of diabeticcomplications hasnot yet beenexamined. In a cross
sectionalstudy including 34 patientswith type I diabetes (disease duration 5-20
years)we thereforeanalysed the expression of theHLA-DR activationantigenin
CD4+andCD8+T cell subsets using3-color flow cytometryandinvestigated the
relationship betweenT cell activation and albumin excretion rate (AER). The
patients were classified into 3 groups: normo-group (NG; AER < 10 ug/min;
n=19), borderline-group(BG; AER 10-20 ug/min;ne l O)andmicro-group (MG;
AER> 20 J.lg/min; n=5). Systolicblood pressure values(24h profile) in BG- and
MG patients (131.4±5.2 and 134.6±4.8 mmHg) were significantly (p<O.OI)
higher than those in NG patients (119.6±8.0 mmHg). Compared to normal
control group subjects (u=10), 24 (71%) diabetic patientshad elevated levels of
activated(C03+HLA-DR+) T lymphocytes. The percentage of total activatedT
cells did not differ between the patient groups and was unrelated to blood
pressure or AER. However, the compositionof the activatedT cell fraction was
significantly different between the patient and control groups. Predominant
activation of CD8+ T lymphocytes (CD8+HLA-DR+> 60% of total CD3+HLA
DR+T cells) was significantly morefrequentin BG patients(6/10, 60%) than in
thoseof MG (1/5, 20%), NG (1/19, 5%) and control (OlIO, 0%) groups. The
proportion of CD8+ cells in the fraction of activatedT lymphocytes correlated
with the AER in NG- andBG patients (r=0.4l2, p=0.036). It is concluded that
i) T cell activation largely persists in long-standing type I diabetes and
ii) persistent predominant activation of CD8+ T cells appears to be associated
with the development of diabeticcomplications.

366
NO ASSOCIATION BETWEEN IDDMK1 222, A NOVEL
ISOLATED RETROVIRUS, AND INSULIN-DEPENDENT
DIABETES MELLITUS

E Jaecker-, S Heringlake'+, D Bergerx, G Brabantx, G Hunsmann+ and
MP Manns'; 'Department of Gastroenterology & Hepatology, xDepartment
of Cinical Endocrinology, Medizinische Hochschule Hannover; +Department
of Virology, Deutsches Primatenzentrum Gottingen

Abstract. In the past endogenous retroviral sequences have been isolated
from patients suffering from different kinds of autoimmune diseases.
Recently, a full length retroviral genome, termed IDOMK"z22, was isolated
from patients with new onset IODM. This genome contains a MHC II
dependent superantigen within its envelope gene. The viral sequence was
found in 10 patients with new onset 10DM, but not in age-matched controls.
The aim of the study was to search for the presence of this viral genome by
nested RT-PCR in a cohort of 6 patients with new onset IDDM and 6
controls of the same age. We found all samples to be positive without any
differences between patients and controls. The same results were obtained
with supematants of activated peripheral blood mononuclear cells. We
performed isopycnic ultracentrifugation in sucrose density gradients on all
samples and were unable to detect viral particles of the new virus in any of
our samples.However, positive signals were obtained with all pellet fractions.
RNase, DNase treatment and nested PCRs without reverse transcription
showed that the positive signals were probably derived from intracellular
RNA and DNA. In summary, no correlation between a positive nested PCR
signal for IDDMK",22 and diabetes mellitus was found indicating that the
new sequence represents just another member of the human endogenous
retrovirus (HERV) family with lack of an exogenous counterpart. This work
was supported by BMBF grant 01GB9407/2.
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IDENTIFICATION OF TYPE 1 DIABETIC PATIENTS WITH
INSULITIS AT DIAGNOSIS BY 99mTc-IL2 SCINTIGRAPHY

A. Signore, M. Chianelli, N. Visalli, R. Barone, A. Annovazzi, G
Di Leve, M.G. Parisella, P. Pozzilli for the IMDIAB study group'.

NU.M.ED. Group, Medicina Nucleare, II Clinica Medica,
Uruversita "La Sapienza" Roma, Italy.

Our aim was to investigate the presence and the severity of insulitis in
100M patients at diagnosis and its relationship with disease remission.
We studied 25 newly diagnosed 100M patients by 99mTc-IL2
scintigraphy a non invasive technique for the detection of organ
infiltralion by activated lymphocytes. Tomographic sections of the
abdomen were obtained 1 hr after the injection of 2mCi 99mTc-IL2 and
pancreatic radioactivity was calculated as pancreas to background
(bone) ratio (PIB). In all patients metabolic status (C peptide, HbA1c,
blood glucose, insulin requirement) was monitored every 3 months
througliout the study. Results showed that 33% of patients had a
significant pancreatic accumulation of 99mTc-IL2 at time of diagnosis. C
peptide values 9 months after diagnosis were significantly higher in
patients with pancreatic accumulation of 99mTc-IL2 compared to
patients with a negative IL2 scintigraphy at diagnosis (1.3 vs 0.63
ng/ml; p=0.004). These results suggest that a residual mass of insulin
producing beta cells and a pancreatic beta-cell inflammationare present
in a subgroup of patients that can be identified by 99mTc-IL2
scintigraphy; these patients have better metabolic control at 1 year.
This technique, therefore, may be used for the selection of patients to
be treated with adjuvant immunotherapies in an attempt to preserve the
residual beta-cell mass and improve long-termmetabolic control

'P Pozzilli, N Visalli, MGBaroni, R Buzzetti, L Nistico, E Fioriti, C Mesturino, A
Signore, MG Cavallo, L Lucentini, MC Matteoli, A Crino, C Teodonio, R
Amoretti, F Paci, MCervoni, L Pisano, C Suraci, MGPennafina, B Boscherini,
S Stoduto, MTFonte, F Batelli, GMultari, MASuppa, GCDe Mattia, MCassone
Faldetta, 0 Laurenti, ML MancaBitti, G Marietti, 0 Pltocco, F Ferrazzoli, C
Bizzarri, AVGreco, GGhirlanda.
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ISLET CELL AUTOANTIBODIES IN CORD BLOOD FROM

CHILDREN WHO LATER DEVELOPED IDDM
B, Lindberg" S-A lvarsson', M. Landin-Olsson', G. Sundkvist', L.
Svanberg', and A. Lernrnark" From the Departments of 'Paediatrics,
'Endocrinology, 'Obstetrics and Gynaecology, Malmo University
Hosp,ital,'Department of Medicine, Lund, Univ. of Lund,Sweden and
the Department of Medicine, Univ. of Washington,Seattle, WA,USA.

Islet cell autoantibodies are early markers for 100M. Our aim was to
investigate whether islet cell autoantibodies are present at birth in
children who later developed 100M. Cord blood sera from 85 child
ren who developed IDOM between 10 months and 14.9 years of
age were analyzed for GA065Ab, tCA512Ab and IAA (tA) by quan
titative radioligand binding assays and ICA by indirect immunofluo
rescence. Cord blood sera from 320 randomiy selected matched
children were controls. The children who developed IDOM had an
increased frequency of cord blood islet cell autoantibodies compared
to controls: GAD65Ab was detected in 8% (7/85) patients and 2%
(5/320) controls (p=0.005); ICA512Ab in 7% (5/77) patients and
1.4% (4/288) controls (p=0.02); insulin antibodies (IA) in 5% (4/83)
patients and 0.3% (1/320) controls (p=0.007); and ICA in 9% (8/85)
patients compared to 0.6 %(2/320) controls (p=0.0001). Taken to
gether, 21% (18/85) patients had one or more islet cell autoantibody
compared to 4% (12/320) controls (p=0.0001). While none of the
control children had more than one antibody, 7% (6/85) children who
later developed 100M were double positive (p=0.0001). Maternal
autoantibodies did not explain these results. Only 5% (4/85) of the
children who later developed diabetes had a mother with the disea
se. The increased frequency of cord blood islet cell autoantibodies
indicates strongly that the 100M process is initiated already in utero.

368
LOW INSULIN SECRETION IN DIABETIC CHILDREN WHOSE
LYMPHOCYTES EXPRESS iNOS mRNA
M. G. E. Karlsson", M Flcdsrrcm" and 1. Ludvigsson'
'Div of Pediatrics. Faculty of Health Sciences, Linkoping University, Linkoping, Sweden
"DeptMedical Cell Biology. Uppsala University. Uppsala, Sweden
Background: IDDM is characterized by inflammation in the islets of Langerhans,
which destroy the insulin-secreting ~-cells. Inducible Nitric Oxide Synthase (iNOS),
produced by the ~-cells or by macrophages. has been associated with cytokine
mediated ~-cell dysfunctionand destruction.
Aim: To investigate if iNOS can be expressed in lymphocytes (PBMC) and whether
this expression is related to the immune process in IDDM.
Patients and Methods: Spontaneous expression of iNOS. [FN-y and IL-4
mRNA measured by RT-PCR was compared with the expression after stimulation
with either GAD" (a.s. 247-279) or ABBOS (pre-BSA a.s. 152-169) in lymphocytes
from [5 children with IDDM and from 10 healthy controls (DR3,4). Nitrite was
analysed by spectrophotometry. C-peptide by R[A and Insulin Antibodies (IA) with a
radioligandassay.
Results: Spontaneous iNOS mRNA expression could be seen in two patients, at
onset of IDDM. and in five healthy donors. Two other patients responded with iNOS
mRNA after stimulation with either GAD or ABBOS, and two further patients
responded to ABBOS. Patients with expression of iNOS mRNA, either spontaneous
or after stimulation with GAD or ABBOS, had very low C-peptide at onset of IDDM
(p<O.Ol). Patients with spontaneous expression for iNOS mRNA and/or GAD
stimulated response had also higher amount of insulin antibodies at onset of IDDM
(p=O.OI).but not the two patients who only respondedto ABBOS. Patients, as well
as healthy controls, with spontaneous expression of iNOS mRNA produced more
nitrite (p<O.05). Increasednitrite after stimulation with ABBOS was related to IL-4
mRNA in both patients and controls (p<O,05) whereas no association was observed
between iNOS and IFN-y or IL-4 mRNA either spontaneously or after stimulation
with GAD or ABBOS.
Conclusion: These results demonstrate that lymphocytes can produce iNOS in
both diabetic children and healthy controls. Low insulin secretion related to iNOS
expression in lymphocytes may indicate that iNOS is involved in ~-cell destruction.

370
ELEVATED SERUM IMMUNOREACTIVE LEVELS AND BIOACTI
VITY OF TUMOR NECROSIS FACTOR-u IN NIDDM AND OBESITY
G.WinkIer', F.Salamon', D.Salamon', G.Speer', G.Harmos', O.Szekeres"
M.Kovacs' and K.Cseh'; St.John's'., Karolyi Hospital' and Semmelweis
University School of Medicine', Budapest, Hungary
The aim of our recent study is the comparison of the inununoreactive and bio
logically active levels of tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-a in patients with insulin
resistance. Serum TNF-a and basal C-peptide (Cp) concentrations have been
measured in a follow up study of twelve month (4 measurements per patients)
in 59 patients with NIDDM (Group I, male/female 32/27, age: X±SE 62±3
years, BMI: 32.2±3.1 kg/m'), 28 patients with android type obesity and normal
glucose tolerance (Group 2, 10/18, 49±4 years, 39.5±3.0 kghn2

) and 35 healthy
lean controls (Group 3, 19/16, 59±5 years, 25.4±2.4 kg/m2

). Immunoreactive
TNF-a levels have been determined by ELISA (Sigma). L929 bioassay has
been used for the determination of TNF-a bioactivity. Recombinant human
TNF-a (Sigma) has been applied as a standard and monoclonal mouse anti
TNF-a inununoglobulins (Boehringer Mannheim) were used for neutralization
of the TNF-a bioactivity in the samples. Cp concentrations have been detected
by RIA (Serono). Significantly higher (p<O.OI) inununoreactive TNF-a (X±SE
[0.5I±O.84 pghnl) and Cp levels (4.71±O.69 ng/mI) have been found in Group
I, and Group 2 (TNF-a: 8.86±O.42, Cp: 2.8I±O.29) as compared to Group 3
(TNF-a: 6.32±O.26, Cp: 1.46±O.25). TNF-a bioactivity has also been found to
be significantly higher (p<O.OI) in Group I (3.60±O.40 V/ml) and 2 (3.[2 ±
0.48) as compared to Group 3 (0.88±O.32). Both, inununoreactive concentra
tions and TNF-a bioactivity correlated with the Cp levels (r=0.56) and BMI
(0.60) in Group I, and 2 (0.54, 0.58). The biological activity comparing to the

inununoreactive TNF-a levels in Group 1 and 2 seems to be 2.5 times higher
thanin controls. The results raise the possibility of the presence ofa TNF-a va
riant in these patients.
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CIRCULATING CYTOTOXIC Tel CELLS IN NEWLY
MANFESTED TYPE I DIABETES.
A. Gessl, G. Beilhack, E. Schober, and W. Waldhiiusl. Department of
Medicine III, Division of Endocrinology and Metabolism, University of
Vienna, Austria.
Recently, we could trace the long known increased HLA-DR expression
of circulating T-cells in newly manifested type I diabetics to
predominant activation of CD45RA+ CD8+ cells. In the present report,
the phenotype and function of these activated "naive" CD8+ cells was
analyzed in detail by four-color flow cytometry vs. healthy subjects.
Thereby it was shown that all HLA-DR+ CD45RA+ CD8+ cells strongly
expressed adhesion molecules COlla (integrin a L chain), C0l8
(integrin ~2 chain), CD29 (~, chain), CD49d (a. chain of VLA) and
CD54 (ICAM), whereas CD62L (L selectin), the lymph node homing
receptor, and the ~ 7 integrin chain, which is specific for gut-specific
homing receptors, as well as CDllb (integrin a M chain), that marks
non-cytotoxic lymphocytes were absent or only weakly expressed.
Although the memory cell marker CD45RO was undetectable in
activated CD45RA+ cells the observed adhesion molecules clearly
marks them as memory/effector cells. Expression of activation markers
CD69, CD38, CD25 (IL-2R a chain) was low, but all cells expressed
large amounts of IL2R ~-chains (COl 22). A similar population was
present in healthy individuals, but their proportion was lower compared
to diabetic subjects (-45%). Furthermore, cytoplasmic single cell
cytokine staining revealed high amounts vs. healthy subjects of IFN-y
but not IL-4, which clearly marks these cells as T,l cells. In summary,
our study shows activated cytotoxic T, I cells circulating in the
peripheral blood of newly manifested type I diabetic patients.

373
CELLULAR AND HUMORAL AUTOIMMUNITY AGAINST
COW'S MILK PROTEINS IN TYPE 1 DIABETES
E. Sarugeri, N. Dozio, F. Meschi, M.R. Pastore, E. Bosi and E.
Bonifacio. Istituto Scientifico San Raffaele, Milan, Italy.

Early exposure to cow's milk has been suggested to be a risk factor
for type 1 diabetes and give rise to increased immunity to cow's milk
proteins in patients. The aim of our study was to evaluate humoral and
cellular autoimmunity against such proteins in patients with recent
onset type 1 diabetes and control subjects. Subjects were tested for: a)
T cell reactivity against bovine ocasein, ~casein, ~lactoglobulinand
BSA, by a proliferation test performed on fresh peripheral blood
mononuclear cells in the presence of each antigen (20 and 200 ug/ml);
b) antibodies against acasein, ~casein and Blactoglobulin, using
ELISA and, for ~casein, also competition RBA. T cell responses
against ocasein, ~casein, ~lactoglobulinand BSA were observed in
both patients (range SI: 0.2-22.8, n=23) and control subjects (range
SI: 0.1-18.2, n=22), with no differences between groups. Higher
levels of ~casein antibodies were detected in patients by RBA
(p=O.OO5), but only 11 out of 59 patients had levels higher than the
99th centile of 52 control subjects, and no differences were observed
between patients and control subjects using ELISA. Higher levels of
IgG acasein antibodies by ELISA were seen in patients (p=O.O 15).
No other differences were detected. No relationship was found
between cellular and humoral autoimmunity against individual
antigens and no differences were observed with respect to HLA DR
status. In conclusion, while increased humoral immunity against a
and ~casein may be present in a minority of patients with Type 1
diabetes, the data do not show a major alteration in the immune
response to cow's milk proteins and therefore do not support a major
influence by cow's milk in the pathogenesis of Type 1 diabetes.
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PREVALENCEOF DIABETIC AND COELIAC AUTOANTIBODIES IN FIRST
DEGREE RELATIVES OF NON-COELIACIODM SUBJECTS.
E.Buratti', M.Pocecco',I.Not', ACittil', R. Zoratti', A Petrucco', A Leopaldi',F. Cian'
D.Iafusco',A Ventura',L. Cattin'.
DepartmentofPedtamcs' IRCSS "BurtoGarofolo" and departmentofCltntcolMedicine' University
ofTrieste;departmentof PediatricsIl UniversityofNaples'

Antoinununediseases are known to be clustered not only in the same individual, botalso
in different members of the same family. Recent data support the hypothesis that
autoinununemechanisms mightbeoperativein the pathogenesis of CD and this prompted
as to screenfor CDthe FORof IDDM~ects. Methods. The study populationcomprised
252 IODM patients, 562 FOR and 2000 healthy blood donors. The suIliects' sera were
screened for 19A-endomysium antibody(AEA)by IFA using the human umbilicalcord
vein (HUCY)tissueas antigenicsubstrate. Duodenal biopsywasperfonnedin all ~ects
tested positive for AEA The FOR sera were also screened for the related IODM
autoantibodies: anti-glutamic acid decarboxylase and anti-IA2. ResuIts. The results are
summerizedin the table. 19 (7.5%)oflODM patientshave CD. 4 (9.5%) of the FOR of
coeliacdiabetics have CD. II (2%) of the FOR of AEA-negl!tive diabeticshave CD. 6
(0.3%)of the 2000 blooddonorshave CD. 2 (4.7"10) of the FOR of coeliacdiabetics had
positiveGAD antibodies. 19 (3.6%) of the FOR of AEA-negl!tive diabetics had positive
GADantibodiesand 10(1.9%)of the FORof the samegrouphad IA2 positiveantibodies.

N" median AEA+ Ilal)ejunlal GAD 1A2 AlA

""" mucoea
coeliacdiabetics 19 26 19 19 n.d. n.d. n.d.
fathers/mothers 22 49 2 2 1 1

brotherslsisters 13 19 1 1
sons/dauohters 7 10 1 1 1

diabetics 233 31 n.d. n.d. n.d.
fathers/mothers 269 53 4 4 3.5 2IJ 312
brotherslsisters 159 28 3 3 6/1 1/2 012
sons/dauahters 92 12 4 4 212 312 1/2

blooddonors 2lXXl 35 6 6 n.d. n.d. n.d.

ConclUSIOns. Our datademonstrate an increasedprevalence of CD in FOR of IODM
~ects with negative AEA test. The prevalence of AEA in FOR of diabetics with
negativeAEA testis slightlylowerthan the antibodiesrelatedto IODMautoantibodies.
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INTERLEUKIN2/ JL.2 RECEPTOR SYSTEM AS A RISK MARKER OF TYPE
I DIABETES MELLmJS DEVELOPMENT.
A~towski, J.MySliwiec. M.Szelachowska, C.Rrzozowski and I.Kinalska,
Department of Endocrinologyand Department Medical School Bialystok, Poland

Interleukin-2 a Thl Iymphocyte-<lerived cytokine is actually considered to play an
important role in the etiopathogenesisof insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus. In the
previous studies an increased, decreased and unchanged interleukin 2 levels in
patients with recent onset of IODM were found. These differences could be a result
of different metabolic status or/and a different stage of autoimmune process. The
aim of our study was to estimate in vitro secretion of JL-2 and C025 antigen
expression by the peripheral blood lymphocytes T in subjects at the pre-clinical
stage of IODM, but still without metabolic disturbances. In 27 first degree relatives
of IODM patients with antibodies against different pancreatic islet ceUs antigens
(ICA, GADA, lAA, IA-2) CD25 antigen expression on peripheral blood
lymphocytes T was measured by flow cytometry and JL-2 concentration in
supernatants of 48- and 72-hours cultures of peripheral whole blood with lOug/mi
PHA was estimated by ELISA The control group was comprised of 34 age and sex
matched healthy volunteers. In the studied high risk IODM subjects the decreased
CD25 expression in peripheral CD4+ lymphocytes T and a negative correlation
betweenthe percentage of CD25+ cells and ICA titres was observed. No differences
in JL.2 levels in supernatants of 48h and 72 h blood cultures was found in subjects
with single antibody (ICA+) in comparison to healthy controls. A significant
increase of JL-2 secretion in 72h of PHA stimulation was shown in first degree
relatives of 100M patients with a combination of 3 or more anti-pancreatic-Bcells
antibodies. The present study suggests the involvement of interleukin-2 in the
pathogenesis of IODM. The estimation of CD25 antigen expression in the
peripheral blood lymphocytes could be an additional immune marker of
identification of subjects in prediabetes.
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TRANSFER OF TYPE 1 DIABETES BY BONE MARROW
TRANSPLANTATION
D. Iafusco, F. Locatelli', M.T. Di Tullio, R. Lerini", F Casale, P. Indolfi,
O. Stoppoloni, G. Ursomanno, C. De Sangro, C. Betterle'" and F. Prisco
Department of Paediatrics - Second University of Naples - Italy
'Department of Paediatrics - University of Pavia - Italy
"Paediatric Clinic - University of Genova - Italy
'" Institute of "Semeiotica Medica" - University of Padova - Italy

Francesco D.S. was diagnosed with Acute Hybrid Lymphoblastic Leukaemia with
chromosomic translocation t(4;I I) at the age of6 months. After chemiotherapy,
during the second remission, he was transplanted with bone marrow from his HLA
identical 9 yrs old sister affected by insulin-dependent diabetes since the age of 4
6/12. After tranplantation the patient was treated with Cyclosporin A (3 mgIKgldie
i.v, for 21 days and 7 mgIKgldie per os for the following 2 months). He developed
intestinal and skin graft versus host disease and cytomegalovirus infection.
Chromosomal analyses verified the full chimerism of the recipient.
Nineteen months after the transplant he presented type I diabetes. When diabetes
was diagnosed, the sister presented high-titre islet cell antibodies (ICA, >80 JDFU),
which were negative at the moment of bone marrow transplantation to the brother.
In the transplanted child lCA were found repeatedly negative before transplantation
and every 3 months. Fifteen days before the onset of diabetes they were found
positive (40 UJDF) together with GAD (6,4 U/mi). Diabetes manifested itself with
post-prandial hyperglycemia requiring insulin administration before the meals.
This report suggests transfer of insulin dependent diabetes by bone marrow
lymphoid cells. Of course, other mechanisms could theoretically be invoked, such as
unknown environmental factors together with the same HLA predisposition in the
two siblings.
On the other hand, transmission after bone marrow transplantation of autoimmune
diseases ( diabetes, myasthenia gravis, thyroiditis) has already been described in
humans as well as in experimental animal models (non-obese-diabetic mice and BB
rats).
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DISTURBED IMMUNOREGULATION DURING HYPOGLYCEMIA IN
DIABETES MELLITUS TYPE I
I.Koop, P.Preull, C.Loeffler, SWill, S.Schreiber, A.Geilller and 'K. Ehlenz.
Depts. Internal Medicine, Univ, Hospitals 'Marburg and Charite, Berlin, FRG

Hypoglycemia is a major threat to the human organism. Defence mechanisms
include activation of the sympathetic nervous system and secretion of
contrainsulinemic hormones. Our aim was to study the cellular and humoral
immune response during hypoglycemia in patients with type l-diabetes.
Methods: Six subjects with type I-diabetes (age 26-46y., duration of diabetes
7-17y.) and II healthy controls (22-25y.) were studied by a stepwise
hyperinsulinemic hypoglycemic clamp. At the beginning and the end of the
clamp the leucocyte count, differential leucocyte count and plasma

concentrations of TNF-a, IL-lll, IL-6, IL-IO, cortisol and epinephrine were
determined. Results: Patients with type l-diabetes revealed no changes in the
cellular and humoral immune response during hypoglycemia. As expected, the
increase of contrainsulinemic hormones was diminished. In contrast, healthy
volunteers showed a significant immune response during hypoglycemia with a
rise of peripheral leucocytes, a relative shift to neutrophils and a significant
rise of the contraiuflammatory cytokine IL-IO (see table). Plasma levels of

tvne I-Diabetes healthv controls
serum glucose 5mM 2.3mM 5mM 2.3mM
Leucocytes, GPTIi 6.1+0.4 6.4 + 0.9 n.s. 6.6 +0.3 13.7 + 0.9§
lL-IO, pg/ml 8.1+0.2 8.9 + 0.7 n.s. < 7.8 (n.d.) 15.5 + 2.7**
Epinephrine, aM 0.25+0.05 1.39 + 0.47' 0.23 +0.01 6.70 + 0.57~

Cortisol. aM 31K + 40 517+103n.s. 343 +54 946 + 64*
(mean ± SEM; ··.p<O.05;**: p<O.OI; §: p<O.OO I; n.d.: not detectable)

TNF-a, IL-11l and IL-6 were not altered. Discussion: In contrast to healthy
volunteers, the cellular and humoral immune response is impaired in patients
with type I-diabetes. Whether the missing increase of leueocytes and the
contrainflammatory cytokine IL- lOis the consequence of reduced stress
hormones or retlccts a disease-associated phenomenon has to be elucidated.
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AUTOIMMUNE CHARACTERISTICS OF CHILDHOOD- AND
ADULT-ONSET IDDM
E. Sabbah, K. SavoIa, T. Ebeling, P. Kulmala, P. Vahasalo, P. Sahnela and
M. Knip. Departments of Pediatrics and Internal Medicine, University of
Oulu, Oulu, Finland
About one third of patients with IDOM manifest their disease after the age of
20 years. To explore whether there are any differences in the autoimmune
features of IDOM presenting in childhood and that diagnosed later, we ana
lyzed all individuals presenting with clinical signs of IDDM over a time period
of 7.5 years in a university hospital in Northern Finland with a primary catch
ment population of about 300,000 for islet cell antibodies (lCA), insulin auto
antibodies (IAA) and antibodies to glutamic acid decarboxylase (GADA) and
the IA-2 molecule (IA-2A). Two hundred seventeen children and adolescents
(84.4%) tested positive for ICA at diagnosis, while only 44 adult patients
(38.6%; p<O.OOI) had detectable ICA. The young patients had also higher
ICA levels than the adult ones (median 34 YS. 0 JDF units; p<O.OOI). Both the
frequency and levels of lAA were reduced in the adult patients (15.8% YS.

54.1%, and median 37.5 YS. 74 nUlml; p<O.OOI for both). The young patients
tested positive for GADA more often ( 69. 1% YS. 44.7%) and had higher anti
body levels (median 12 YS. 4 RU; p=0.006) than the adults. The same held true
for IA-2A (802 YS. 41.2%; p<O.OOI, and median 49.2 YS. 0.2 RU; p< 0.001).

The proportion of patients with multiple autoantibodies C': 3 antibodies) was
decreased among the adult patients (29.8 YS. 70.4%; p<O.OOI), while 40.4% of
them tested negative for all four autoantibodies, this proportion being only
4.3% among the children and adolescents (p<0. 00 I). Females had higher
GADA levels than males among the adult patients (21.2 vs. 2.4 RU; p=0.02).
These observations show that childhood-onset IDDM is associated with more
frequent and stronger humoral autoimmune responses against beta-eell antigens
than adult-onset disease. This suggests that an aggressive autoimmune process
is characteristic of a rapid progression to clinical IDOM, as seen in children
with newly diagnosed disease.
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ISLET CELL ANTIBODY LEVELS AT ONSET OF TYPE I DIABETES
PREDICTIVE VALUE FOR THE DURATION OF CLINICAL REMISSION
AJotic, M.Zamaklar, N'Mj.alic, ·M.Bukelica,.Kl.alic. N. Rajkovic, Lj. Lukic and
P.B.DjordjeviC. Institute for Endocrinology and •Allergology Clinic, Belgrade,
Yugoslavia
The predictive value of islet cell antibody (ICA) levels at onset of Type I
diabetes regarding the clinical course and the residual beta cell function has
not been elucidated. Therefore, the aim of this study was to compare (a)
duration of clinical remission (CR) (optimal metabolic control without
insulin lasting >30 days) and (b) insulin secretion capacity between two
groups of patients with recent-onset Type I diabetes showing lower ICA titer
(40 Juvenile Diabetes Foundation (JDF) units) (group A, N=I6) or higher
ICA titer (80 JDF U) (group B, N=15) at onset of the disease. The ICAs were
detected by indirect immunofluorescence on human pancreas cryostate
sections. The insulin secretion capacity was evaluated by determining C
peptide levels (RIA) before and after I mg iv glucagon stimulation (0/6 min)

We found that duration of CR was significantly longer in group A (266 ±
37days) than in group B (77 ± 17 days, p<O.OI). In addition, we found that
the insulin secretion capacity at onset of Type I diabetes was significantly

lower in group A (0.23±0.05/ 0.45±0.09mmol/l) than in group B (0.41±
0.06/0.77±0.08 1U1101/1, p<0.05). However, in the state of CR, we found that
the secretion capacity was similar in both groups (A: 0.45±006/0.79±0.09;
B: 0.48± 0.09/0.81±0.09 1U1101l1, p=NS), while the increase in the capacity (tl
I) was higher in group A (& A: o22±0.04/0.34±0 03 vs B 0.07±0.02/
0.04±0.01 nmol/l, p<0.05). Our results have demonstrated that recent-onset
T}pe I diabetes patients with lower ICA titer, accompanied with lower
insulin secretion capacity at onset of the disease, exhibit longer CR with
higher increase in residual insulin secretion capacity during CR compared to
the patients with higher ICA titer. The results imply that the ICA levels at the
onset of disease might have an important predictive clinical value regarding
the duration of CR and the relevant increase in insulin secretion capacity in
the recent-onset Type 1 diabetes patients.
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Possible role of autoimmunity in tbe patbogenesis of diabetes
mellitus in tbalassemia major.
Monge L., Pinach S.,·Caramellino L., ·Oegani G., °Bertero M.T., °Oe
Leo AM., §Oall'Omo A, Carta Q.
UOA Oiabetologia, ·UOA Ematologia, §UOA lmmunologia dei Trapianti
- AO S.Giovanni Battista della citra di Torino; °Oiv.Universitaria
lmmunologia e Allergologia - Osp.Mauriziano Umberto 1°, Torino - Italy.
Introduction: diabetes mellitus (OM) is one of the principal endocrine
complications of beta-thalassemia major. Despite chelation therapy,
frequent transfusions lead to the chronic accumulation of iron in tissues
that induces beta-cell dysfunction in the pancreas and insulin resistance in
the liver. The appearance of impaired glucose tolerance is often gradual
but, in some cases, the onset of OM is acute with ketosis and severe insulin
deficiency. Aims: to evaluate the role of autoimmunity in the
pathogenesis of OM associated with thalassemia. Materials and
metbods: a cross-sectional study of a cohort of 53 individuals (31 F and
22M, age 32.3 ± 7.4 yrs) with beta-thalassemia. Twelve (22.6%) had
diabetes and were tested for the presence of islet-cell antibodies (ICA) by
indirect immunofluorescence (IIF) of human pancreas (positive if > 5u
IDF), for serum anti-nuclear antibodies (ANA) by IIF and for serum C
peptide by RIA Results: nine individuals (16.98%) were ICA-positive in
the total beta-thalassemic population. Among the twelve diabetic patients,
five (41.6%) were ICA-positive. Of these, three had C-peptide values <0.4
ng/m1. Among non-diabetics, four individuals (9.5%) were lCA-positive
and four (9.5%) presented diffuse fluorescent staining of extra-insular
tissue. One of the latter was also ANA-positive. Discussion: in our study,
some of the cases of OM associated with thalassemia have the clinical and
immunological characteristics of type 10M. Furthermore, immunological
markers typical of type I OM are more frequent than in the general
population. Based on this data, we hypothesize that beta-thalassemia
major may represent a disease that is genetically associated with type I
OM or beta-cell damage caused by iron deposition may not only modify
insulin secretion but uncover islet antigens that can trigger an autoimmune
response.
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DIABETES AUTOiMMUNE MARKERS IN INFANTS BORN TO
MOTHERS WITH 100M

T.G.Gogisbvili, R.B.Kurashvili, N.G.Asatiani, M.G.Dundua, L.R.Tsutskiridze,
E.L.Shelestova and "A.J.Elphitk. Georgian Diabetes Center, TbUisI, Georgia;
"Novo Nordisk AIS, Copenhagen, Denmark.

The research was the first attempt to detect autoantibodies to panueatlt fl...,ells
ever made In Georgia. The main aw of the study was to investigate whether
IDDM assodated antibodies (ICA, GADA) are prodnted In prenatal period,
and to tompare their levels depending on the birth weight (BW) of the
newborns. In total 38 women were supervised in the Diabetes in Pregnanty
Program, resnlting from the WHO/IOF twinning between the Israel Diabetes
Association and Georgian Diabetes Federation. All the women were introduted
to preeeneeptlea tare, extending from 3 months. After this period 14 of them
(mean age 26±5 years; disease dnration 11±4 years) became pregnant and got
specialized tare during pregnaD(y and laboor. UmbUltalvien blood samples were
obtained from tlte newborns to detect the ICA and GADA levels (ELISA Illts,
BIOMERlCA). Matrosomla was register In 2 eases (14.3%; BW 4.100-4.200
g), hypotrophia in another 2 infants (14.3%; BW 1.400-2.000 g), and remaining
10 were normalwelght (71.4%, BW 2.900-3.000 g). In matrosom/t infants one
was GADA positive (Optltal Density 1001 - 1.120±0.32), the other had
intermediate GADA levels (00 - 1.038 ) and lCA positive sample (00 
0.075). In low-BW infants one was GADA positive (OD - 1.203), while no ICA
was determined. In normalweight gronp one infant was teA positive(00 - 0.81)
with intermediate GADA levels(OD -1.027), two had high GADA levels(00 
1.163±0.21), and three were teA positive (00 - 0.53). Thns, oor observations
indltate that signs of fl-eell autohnmunity maybe introduted already during
fetal life and BW does not play the main role in the development of
autohnmunity in iBfaDts born to diabetic mothers. TIle resnlts indkate that It is
worth-whUe to continoe present study in a larger popnlatioD, and the resnlts
may have far reathing effects on the diabetes tare in Georgia.
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CHARACTERISATION OF AUTOREACTIVE EPITOPES OF 1A-2 AND IA
2fl IN TYPE I DIABETES
H. Steinbrenner, M. Schott, W.A. Scherbaum and J. Seissler; Diabetes Research
Institute Duesseldorf,Germany
Two tyrosine phosphatase-like proteins, IA-2/ICA 512 and IA-2~/phogrin, have
been described as major autoantigens in type I diabetes. Autoantibodiesare directed
against the cytoplasmic domains of the proteins (aa 603-979 in human IA-2 and aa
345-718 in mouse IA-2fl),which possess 74% sequence similarity. To map humoral
epitopes, different protein fragments of human IA-2 and mouse IA-2~ were
generated by PCR amplificationof cDNA's followed by in vitro transcription/trans
lation, Using an immunoprecipitation assay we analysed 50 IA-2-antibody(IA-2-A)
positive sera from patients with newly-diagnosed type I diabetes. The following
autoantibodyreactivitieswere found:

Out of 50 lA-2-A positive sera 34 (68%) had IA-2~-A. Blocking studies with IA-2
indicated that all but one (33 of 34) IA-2~-A positive sera recognize epitopes that
are shared with IA-2. To further characterize these epitopes we investigated the
humoral reactivity to peptides of 12 aa residues (3 aa overlapping), spanning the
regions aa 605-648 and aa 900-979 of human IA-2. Peptide reactivity, however,
could not be detected in any serum. Our data indicatethat IA-2-A may be directed to
conformational epitopes located within the N-terminal (aa 605-676) and the middle
(aa 771-930) domainofIA-2ic.
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IMMUNOLOGICAL AND GENETIC HETEROGENEITY OF
DIABETES IN A COHORT OF LEAN NEWLY-DIAGNOSED
PATIENTS AGED 30-54 YRS.
A. De Salvia. G. Bruno, R. Arcari. M. Borra. N. Grosso. A. Lezo.
Q.Carta, M. Trovati, M. Veglio, G. Pagano and Piedmont Studv
Group for Diabetes Epidemiology, Dept. of Internal Medicin~,
University of Turin, Italy

In lean diabetic patients the presentation of the disease does not
allow to distinguish between type I and type 2 diabetes. We have
recruited a population-based cohort of 130 lean (body mass index
<25 kg/m") newlv diagnosed patients aged 30-54 yrs to estimate the
frequencies of adult-onset type I. latent autoimmune and type 2
diabetes. ICA, antiGAO, fasting and glucagon-stimulated C
peptide. and HlA DQA I-DQB 1 susceptibility genotypes were
measured. ICA and antiGAD positivities were found. respectively.
in 45 (34.6%) and 29 (22.3%) patients, with 59 (45.4%) having
either ICA or antiGAD and 15 (11.5%) having both antibodies,
With respect to antiGAD negative, patients ailliGAO positive had
lower levels of age. fasting and stimulated C-peptide values, and
higher frequencies of HLA OQAI-DQBI susceptibility genotypes
and insulin-treatment. Similar results were found in ICA positive
vs. ICA negative patients. Patients with positivi ties to both lCA
and anti GAD had the lowest stimulated C-peptide values.
Frequencies of adult-onset type I (stimulated C-peptide <0.60
nmol/I), latent autoimmune diabetes (stimulated C-peptide " 0.60
nmol/I and at least one marker of autoimmunity) and type 2
(stimulated C-peptide " 0,60 nmol/l but no markers) were,
respectively 16.1% (95% CI 0.4-31.8), 33.1 (95% CI 19.4-46.8) and
50,8% (95% CI 38.8-62.8). Patients with latent autoimmune
diabetes had intermediate values of insulin secretory impairment
and frequency of HLA DQAI-DQBI susceptibilty genotypes. In
conclusion. in lean young and middle-aged patients the prevalence
of autoimmune insulitis is high, suggesting a slowly evolving form
of type I diabetes,
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DETECTION OF ANTIPHOSPHOLIPID (aPL) AND ANTITHIROID
(aAT) ANTffiODIES IN PATIENTS WITH DIABETES MELLITUS
(DM) RELATED WITH VASCULARALTERATIONS.
J.Mart!;Rperez;I.Navarro;R.Ferrer;J.Martinez;M.A.Ruiz;E.Ferrer
HospitalFrancesede Borja.Gandia
Aim of the stody: The aim of our studywas confirmthe likelyassociation
betweenthe natural prevalenceof the appearanceofaPL in patients with
DM and their possibleassociationwith micro-macroangiophatic disorders.
At the sametime aAT weredeterminedin the samegroup in order to
establishtheir hypothetical associationwith the abovequotedpatients.
Patients and methods: 180diabeticpatients (80 fromtype I and 100from
typeII) random selected,98 males, 82 women;averageage 47,6 ± 18.5and
averageof evolutionyearsof disease:9,3 ± 7,5. The followingantibodies
were determined:Anticardiolipin(ACA)IgG and IgM,
antiphosphatidilserine IgG and IgM ; lupus anticoagulant(LA) and
antithiroid.Coagulationparameterswere also determined.All the patients
were further analysedin order to detectcurrent or previous
microangiophatic (nephopathy,retinopathy)or macroangiophatic (
coronariopathy, brain artheriopathy...) disorders.
Results: 71 patients (39%)presentedpositiveaPL (37% in typeI and 40%
in type II). Resultingthat 46 (64,7%)were ACApositive, 13 (18,3%)AL
positiveand 12 (17%)both. Nodifferenceaboutvascularalterationswas
foundbetweenthe aPL positivegroup and the aPL negativegroup; neither
in the total group (35% vs, 41%) nor in the DM type I group (38,7% vs.
22,4%). In the DM typeII group, FewCT vasculardisorderswere foundin
aPL positivepatients (32,5%vs. 56.4%; p< 0,05). The coagulation
parameters were absolutelynormal in all the patients. In 22 patients
(12,2%) aATwere found(16,2%in DM typeI and 9"10 in DM type II).
Conclusions: The aPL prevalenceis high in our diabeticpatientsand it's
3.2 times greater than the aAT prevalence.In our group, the aPL prevalence
cannot be consideredas a determiningfactor in the appearanceof vascular
alterations.
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LONG-TERM VS SHORT-TERM REMISSION IN TYPE I DIABETES:
ANALYSIS OF CD4'T CELL SUBSETS ANDISLETCELLANTIBODIES
N.M.Lalic.M.L.Lukic.D.Kosec,A.Jotic,M.Zamaklar,KLalic,N.Rajkovic,LLukic and
P.B.Djordjevie, Institute for Endocrinology, Institute for Microbiology and
Immunology and Centerfor lnununological Research, Belgrade,Yugoslavia
It has been previously suggested that changes both in CD4' T lymphocyte
subsets and islet cell antibody (ICA) levels might correlate with the clinical
course of the disease in patients with recent-onset Type I diabetes. Therefore.
this study was aimed to compare changes in CD4' T cell subsets and ICA
levels in peripheral blood between the two groups of the patients showing a
long-term (>180 days) clinical remission (CR) (group A, N=24, duration of
CR 324'1-62days) or a short-term «180 days) CR (group B, N=26, duration
of CR 121'/-32 days). The CR was defined as optimal metabolic control
without insulin lasting >30 days. The percentage of memory cell (CD45RO~)
and naive (CD45RA') CD4+ T cell subsets was analysed by using two-color
immuno-fluorescence staining and flowcytometry, while ICA levels were
determined by indirect immunofluorescence on human pancreatic tissue
sections and expressed in Juvenile Diabetes Foundation (JDF) units. In each
patient, the analysis was done sequentially (a) in initial insulin-requiring state
(IRS I); (b) at day 30 ofCR (CR I); (b) at day 60 ofCR (CR 11): (c) in relapse
of IRS after CR (IRS 11). We found that percentage of CD4' CD45RO' T cells
was lower in group A than in group B, both in CR I and CR II (27.6~/-20 vs
319+/-21%; 28.4'1-2.0 vs 327+1-2.2%, respectively, p<O.(5), while
simultaneously CD4+CD45RA' T cells did not differ between the groups. The
percentage of both CD4' T cell subsets did not differ between the two groups
in IRS I and IRS II. Moreover, ICA levels did not differ between group A and
group B in CR I and CR II. In IRS I, the ICA levels were lower in group A
than in group B (mean ICA titer: 20 vs 60JDFU) but the ICA levels did not
differ between the groups in IRS II. Our results signify that duration of CR
correlates only with the changes in CD4' CD45RO' T cells and not in
CD4TD45RA' Tcclls or ICAs. The results imply that duration of Ck could
be prolonged by preventing an increase in the CD45RO' (memory cell) subset
of CD4' T lymphocytes.

384
tMMUNOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF RECENT-ONSET TYPE 1 DIABETES:
CORRELATION WITHp.CELLFUNCTION AND METABOLIC CONTROL
C.Dell'Anna, lVidal, G.Sesmilo, M.Femandez, C.Rodriguez-VilIar,
R.Casamitjana, R.Gomis and LConget. Endocrinology and Diabetes Unit,
Hormonology Unit. Hospital Clinic i Universitari, Barcelona, Spain.
Antibodies against the pancreas are recognized as markers of autoimmune p-cell
damage in type 1 diabetes mellitus, The presence of those antibodies and its
heterogeneity at diagnosis, has recently been correlated to residual pancreatic
function and glycaemic control. The aim of our study was to analyze the
relationship between autoantibodies, metabolic control and p cell function in
recent onset type I diabetes. Subjects and methods: Fifty-one type I diabetic
patients (t 7 male, 34 female, mean age 22.S±5.7 yr) were studied at the onset of
the disease and again 6 months later. We measured GAD, IA2, IAA (glutamic
decarboxylase, tyrosinephosphatase, and insulin)autoantibodies. Pancreaticp-cell
function was assessed by basal pro-insulin, fasting and glucagon-stimulated c
peptide levels. Glycosylated haemoglobin and insulin requirements were also
evaluated. Results: GAD positivitywas 70% at the onset of the disease and 6t%
after 6 months,for IA2positivitywas43% and 4t%, and for AAI it was 23% and
67%, respectively. Both GADand IA2 at the onsetcorrelatedwellwith valuesat 6
months (FO.99 and 0.90, p~O.OOO respectively). No significant correlation
between autoantibodies (GAD, IA2 alone or combined) and glycosylated
haemoglobin or pancreatic function parameters, such as fasting pro-insulin and
those parametersderived from glucagontest (fastingand stimulatedc-peptide,0
c-peptideand AUCc-peptide)was found.At 6 monthsevaluation, parametersof p
cell function correlate neither with glycosylated haemoglobin nor with insulin
requirements. Conclusions: In summary, our findings do not support the possible
relationship of autoantibodies with residual p cell functionand metaboliccontrol
in patients with recent onset type 1 diabetes.
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DIFFERENTIATION OF IMMUNEREACTIVITYTO GAD 65
PEPTIDES BY TRANSGENIC MOUSE MODELS
1. Lohmann', R. Boytorr', R.D.G. Leslie", D. Altmann',and M. Londei4

'Dept. ofIntemal Med. III, University of Leipzig, Germany; 2Hammer
smithHosp., 3St. Bartholomew's Hosp., "Kennedy Inst. ofRheumatolo
gy, London, UK.
100M is believed to result from T cell mediated immune destructionof
pancreaticbeta cells and GAD 65 has been implicated as importantself
antigen. We have identified some immunodominant epitopesof GAD 65
in 100M amongst them GAD 505-519 and 521-535 but only the latter
epitope revealeddiabetes specifity in identical twin studies. To dissect
further T cell immunity to these GAD 65 epitopes,we studiedT cell
responses in C57/86 micecarryingan humantransgenefor the diabetes
associatedHLA alleleDQ*0302 The micewere immunized with GAD
peptides 505-519 and 521-535in both hindfootpads. After 10 days, T
cell proliferation and cytokineproductionwere measured in popliteal
draininglymphnodes. We observeda significant proliferative response
to both peptides, 505-519 and 521-535. T cell responsesto both
epitopes were restricted at least partially by the DQ*0302transgene
despite a weak bindingaffinity of both peptidesto thisHLA allele. Long
term T cell linesagainstboth peptideseliciteda highIFNg and !L-IO
production. After immunisation of diabetes-prone NOD and diabetes
protected NOD.I-E miceusing the same protocol, peptide505-519
inducedcomparable T cellproliferation and cytokineproductionin NOD
and NOD.I-E mice whereas peptide 521-535elicited T cell proliferation
and !L-IO production only in NOD mice(p<005 to NOD.I-E by
Student's t test). In conclusion, GAD peptide521-535selectively
inducesa T cell response in diabetessusceptible humans and mice. This
peptide maybe an importantepitope of GAD 65 in 100M and tolerance
inductionto it a possibletherapeutictarget.
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MUTATIONS IN TIlE SIGNAL SEQUENCE OF GLYCEROPHOSPHATE
DEHYDROGENASE CHANGE ITS INTRACELLULAR DESTINATION
M.E.Fabregat, E.F.Usac, C.Franco , T.Gallart*, C.Enrich+ and R Gomis.
Endocrinology and Diabetes Department. 'Immunology Department. tCell Biology
Department. IDffiAPS. Hospital Clinic. Villarroel 170, 08036 Barcelona. Spain
Islet cell antibodies, a hallmark of type I diabetes are directed to a number of
autoantigens. We had previously found antibodies against a mitochondrial enzyme
FAD-linked glycerophosphate dehydrogenase (mGDH) in type I patients. It plays a
key role in the recognition of D-glucose metabolism as a stimulus for insulin
release from beta cells. Aim: To investigate if some mutations in the signal
sequence of mGDH could change its destination to another intracellular
compartment involved in antigenic presentation. Metbods: We changed, by site
directed mutagenesis, five aminoacids of mGDH eDNA signal sequence. We
obtained two different constructs. One of them had aminoacids 5 and 8 changed
whereas the other construct had aminoacids 31, 32 and 33 changed. Mutated and
wild type constructs were subcloned, as fusion proteins, into an eukaryotic
expression vector (pEGFP-NI) that contained the sequence of a green fluorescent
protein (mGDH5i8-EGFP, mGDH3 I3233.EGFP and mGDHwt-EGFP
respectively). COS-7 cells were Iiposome-mediated transiently transfected by these
constructs. The location of these mGDH fusion proteins was observed with a
confocal scanning laser microscope. Colocalization was analysed incubating
transfected cells with an antimitoebondrial antibody using as a second antibody a
goat anti-mouse Cy3. Resuhs: mGDHwt-EGFP and mGDH5i8-EGFP fusion
proteins colocalized with an antimitocbondriaI antibody. mGDH3I3233-EGFP
fusion protein wasmostly located in a cytoplasm like pattern and it disappeared in
previously permeabilized cells. Conclusion: Substitution of aminoacids at positions
31,32 and 33 at the signal sequence of the mGDH are sufficient to misstarget the
protein out of the mitocbondria. The pattern observed showed a cytoplasmatic
distribution. There, it could be associated with class I MHC molecules, being
transported to the surface membrane and expressed as an antigenic determinant.
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BINDING OF GA065 PEPTIOES TO HLA·0R3/4 CELLS AND
CELLULAR IMMUNITYOF NEW TYPE 1 DIABETIC PATIENTS.
F. Rharbaoui. A. Mayer, M. Bouanani. C. Granier, C.Thivolet,
A.M. Madec, Montpelher, Lyon, FRANCE.
Autoantibodies and autoreaetivesT lymphocytesdirected against
GA065 have been Identified in the circulation before and at the
onset of type 1 diabetes. Using 12mer overlapping synthetic
peptides spanning the entire human GA065 sequence, we
studied the proliferative responses of PBMC in 26 new-onset
type 1 diabetic SUbjects. Out of them, 15 (58%) had stimulation
index (51) above the mean + 3 SO of controls (51~ 3). PBMC
proliferation was also observed in 6/16 (37.5%) non-diabetic
healthysubjects matchedfor age, sex. PBMC proliferationagainst
the C-terminal region of GA065 (residues 379-585) was
significantly associated with typel diabetes,13/26 (50%) vs 0/16
in control sujects (J)<O.OOl).In the 21/26 HLA typed typei diabetic
patients, no correlation could be made between MHC specificity
and T cell epitopes but patients with the same HLA-OR or HLA
DO alleles showed partially Identical T-cell reactivity. We
analyzed by flow cy10melry the direct binding of biotlnylated
GAD 65 peptides on EBV-B cell line (OPC)producing monoclonal
GAD 65-antibody obtained from a diabetic patient. These cells
carried the HLA haplotype strongly associated with type 1
diabetes ORB1"0301/0401- 00B1"0201/0302. Only 11/93
peptldes were able to bind specifically to OPCcells as compared
to the binding to class II-deficient RJ 2.2.5 cells. 3/4 of the
peptides showing the highest binding (mean fluorescence
between 82.4 and 105.3) belong to the C-terminal GA065 region
(367-378;373-384;445-456;499-510), in correlation with PBMC
proliferation results.
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EPITHElI.'.L CELLS r;.J ENDOCRlNE AUTOI:VI:VIUNITY..-\RE THEY C.WABLE
OF PRESE:\TING AUTOLOGOUS PEPTIDES?
.'.. Muntaserl. L. Serradell. :VI. Catalfamo and D. Jaraquernada. L'nitat d'Immunoiosia,
Universitat Aurcnomade Barcelona.ll8193 Bellaterra, Spain. •
Endocrine epithelial cells in organ-specific autoimmune diseases such as type I Diabetes
L1r Graves disease are the target or' the autoimmune attack and express class II
molecules. It has been postulated that endocrine epuhelial cells could act as .-\PC and
may he resconsible tor the induction and/or maintenance of the til situ autoimmune
CD4+ T Oeil response..'.IM: To study the capacuy of endocrine epithelial cells to

process and present tarzet autoantizens to T cells and how class II associated molecules
Ii and D:VI cun attccr the peptide poo! and stabilitv of class II molecules. :VIETHODS:
II vitro : .ransrecnon ot' rat insulinorna cell line. RINm5F. with HLA-DR.+""n.\.OI. Ii

.ind HL.'.·D\[ cD;-';.~;. Siudv of transport and structural stabilitv of DR molecules and

.vcptides .issociuted in [11':" Jiff~re~[ transrecrarus. Similar' studies with in 1"/\'0

.iutormmune ihvroid epithelial cells I TFCl. RESCLTS: cell expressing DR alone or
DR+li diJ not rorrn SDS-"'luhle complexes. L~!lS expressing: DR+Ii had most DR
molecules I.)\,'\.'upied by CLIP and class II expressed hy DR+Ii+D~1 transrectantsshowed
:'~gtllar rouung and reptidc loading patterns, In addition. DR+DM cells expressed stable
"Illecule ... Jm.1 ;J more crticicnt transport nul of [he ER than in DR+cells. i.e.. in the

cnce or" Ii. D\I exchange peptidcs and may he mvorved in class 1Iexit trom the i.. ..
~rlthcllJI ...:~ib arc therefore able to express stable class II complexes and the q;.!t'!!l

l'f these molecules depend on HLA-DM express.on. Results were contirmeo In an 111

'"/1"(1 nuxie! ,)( cbss II posiuvc TFC trurn (ira\-es' .iiscusc gbnJ~. Results .;ho\\" thin
TFe con-tnuuvclv \"'\pre"s ..uso li und D~I and alter ifN--y srunuuuon. Till: level l)'

Di\1 cxprcsvron hy TFC \\ :IS low hut l..'apJole or ,.::It:.l.lyzing peptide loading InW DR
molecules .lJld expressing sli.lolc Die-peptide complexes on the TFC surface, T!J~~e

rrolccuics could thcrerorc present peptidcs to uutorcacuvc T cells. Searching ior nssuc
-rccific rcr-udcs aSSI) ....·Ii.lteL1 10 DR, we chuructcrizcd the naturallv processed pepudes
>1)llnJ to DR-l. ill the n-nnstcctunts.. \ lot uf pcpudcs were associurcd with DR
notccutcs III \,':11..:11 rr.inetcctam. hUI the pool I'ro111 D\\'" ,'dis was reduced. DR-Ii eluted
'I..'ptltks o crc 1ll0";I!y Iengtl1 vanum-, III CLIP. The muxt abundunt pcpttdc- were
-cuucnccu .111J c.uuc n-om membrane Il'LISS II Ill" 1.:~lllp!aSl11IC IC1.--\DPH) :lUW!llgOUS
:'rPlclns. Ihi- dcmon-ar.uc-, that cpuhclia! (l.'lls c.m pre-cur .uuolouou- !'ertlde;-;
.L';,SOL'ialed III ..:LISS II molcculcx. Pl'ptldcs conung In1l11 putative .uuoanrigcns \\JlII'e
,i";I.'d III .....rc...·11 I~PI..· I ..liahctcx-vpcruic r ,:l.'11 1.'1'\11L'S i-ol.ucd Irl'111:1 human di.ibcuc
1':1l1l'1'C:lS In our bb{)r:ltt)r~
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HOMOLOGY MODELLING OF I-A87 VERIFIES EXISTENCE OF TWO
PEPTIDE BINDING MOTIFS (pH 5 AND pH 7) EXPLAINS SEVERAL
PROPERTIES OF THIS MHC II ALLELE FROM NOD MICE
G.K. Papadopoulos, Labor. of II11111unol. Dept. of Internal Medicine, Univ. of
loanninaMedical School,GR-451 10 loannina GREECE.
The aim of this study was to discover via homology modelling the most stable
energyconformation for severalpeptidesthat are autoantigenic and immuno
genic in the NOD mice, and thus bound to I-Ag7 Modeling was basedon the
crystal structure of HLA-DRI. Peptides were aligned in the groove by using
two motifs reportedin the literature, and obtainedat two different experimental
conditions:pH 5.0, andpH 7.0. Energyminimisation via the program Discover,
went for 1000 cycleseachof the steepest and conjugategradient methods. The
minimised structures obtained violated no physicochemical principles when
examined in detail. Minimised energyof a peptide-l-As? complex was always
higher, thus lessstable (17-81 kcal/mol) when the pH of the complex was dis
cordant with the pH corresponding to the peptide register, compared to mini
misationswith concordance between pH value and peptide register. We attri
bute this remarkablepH-{jependent motif change to the unique combination of
~9His, ~56His and ~57Ser, where the first two residues are charged at endo
somalpH, but uncharged at extracellular pH. Thus immunogenicpeptidesfrom
NOD mice must contain within their native stretch two nonamernon-overlap
ping sequences, one satisfying the pH 5.0 and the other the pH 7.0 motif. All
such known peptides satisfy this criterion. As the majority of peptides
generated in the endosome and bound to I-A87 there, cannot be expected to
fulfill the neutral pH motif as well, the corresponding I-Ag7-peptide complexes
will disso-ciate at the cell surface. This is consistent with the reported
innstability of I-Ag7 molecules at the cell surface in vivo. Our results provide
the structural basis for a unifying hypothesisas to the origin of the pH 5.0 and
pH 7.0 motifs, and the instability of I-Ag7 in vivo. The also offer a means to
test this hypothesisby binding ofnonamers to I-Ag7 either in the endosomal or
neutral pH register.
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T-CELLREACTIVITYTO A DOMINANTEPITOPEON THE TYROSINEPHOSPHATASE LIKE
PROTEINIA-2IN INSULINDEPENDENTDIABETESMELLITUS
N. C. 5chloot (1), C. J. Hawkes (2},E. J. Stevens (2),5. J. M. Willemen (1),
M.R.Christie (2) and B.O.Roep(1) Dept. Immunohematology & Bloodbank,
University Hospital Leiden. NL (1); Dept. Medicine and Immunology,King's CoU8ge
School of Medicine, London, GB (2)
100M is an autoimmune disease in which the insulin- producing pancreatic
beta cells are seleelively destroyed by a process involving auto
reaeliveT-celis. Antibodies to the islet antigen IA-2ic appear in 60-70% of
IOOMpatients.The aim of this study was to charaelerize T-cell responsesto
IA-2ic. We generated IA-2ic specific T-cell lines from three newly
diagnosed 100M patients. The epilopes were mapped by testing
overlapping peptides spanning the entire sequence of human IA-2ic to
evaluate whether any IA-2ic epitopes are recognized dominantly. All three
T-cell lines specifically reaeled to two IA-2 peptides, overlapping by amino
acids aa 841-850,and spanningaa 831-860. This suggestedthat this region
of IA-2ic is immunogenic. Then, the relationship between primary T-cell
responses to the intael IA-2ic molecule and the two IA-2 peptides that
stimulated the T cell lines was investigated. The majority of 100M patients
(14/19) and healthy siblings (14/21) recognized IA-2ic. T cell responses to
aa 831-860 were deteeled in 9/19 of the 100M patients and in 15/21 of the
healthy siblings resulting in co-recognilion of IA-2ic and aa 831-860 in 60%
of IA-2ic responding subjects (8/14 100M patients, 9114 healthy siblings).
Interestingly, a significantly higher proportion of healthy siblings than 100M
patients respondedto the IA-2 peptides in the absence of a response to the
IA-2 protein. These results indicate that T-cell epilopes defined on basis of
IA-2 specific T cell lines are immunogenic in primary assays and can help
to further elucidate T cell autoreaelivily in 100M.
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NES2Y:A NEWHUMANENDOCRINE ISLETCELLLINE

M. Vives, RFL. James', M. Costa, R. Pujol-Borrell. Unitat d'immunologia.
Hospital Germans Trias i Pujol. Universitat Autbnoma de Barcelona.
08916 Badalona, Spain. 'Dept, of Surgery. The Universityof Leicester.
Leicester Royal Infirmary.LeicesterLE27LX, U.K.

The limitedaccessto humanpancreatic islets is an important obstacle for
the in vitro experiments in type I diabetes mellitus research. Recently, a
new insular human cell line -NES2Y- has been generated from insulin
secreting cells obtained after partial pancreatectomy of a patient with
persistent hyperinsulinemic hypoglycaemia of infancy (PHHI). The main
aim of this work was to characterize the NES2Y cell line in terms of
antigenic content and immunophenotype. Cells cultured as monolayer in
RPMI1640 and 10% vollvol FCS, were stained by indirect
immunofluorescence technique (IFL) for membrane and cytoplasmic
antigens and analyzed by flowcytometry. After trypsinization, cells were
membrane or cytoplasmic stained -after fixation and permeabilization
using specific antibodies and appropriate conjugates; groups of 5000
cells were acquired and analyzed by flowcytometry. Results
demonstratedthat NES2Ycells are stronglypositive for insulin (95%), C
peptide (99%), Glutamic Acid Oecarboxilase (97%), somatostatin (75%)
and glucagon (21%). The expression of the molecules involved in
endogenous presentationpathway,HLA Class I, Transporter Associated
with Antigen Processing-1 (TAP1), and proteasome subunits Low
molecular-masspolypeptides2 and 7 (LMP2and LMP7)was found to be
constitutive and it could be increased by IFN-gamma treatment. HLA
Class II moleculeswere not membraneexpressed in basalconditions but
its expression could be induced by cytokines. The cell line NES2Y may
provide a useful target for use into immunological as well as functional
aspects of Type I diabetes.
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MONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES AGAINST TYROSINE PHOSPHATASE
RECOGNIZE IDDM-ASSOCIATED IA2 EPITOPES AT THE N-TERMINUS
B. Ziegler; J. Seissler", M. Schlosser, M. Strebelow,N. Morgenthaler" and
M. Ziegler; Institute of Pathophysiology Karlsburg, University of
Greifswald, 'Diabetes Research Institute, University of DUsseldorf,
"BRAHMS Diagnostica, GmbH, Berlin, Germany
Autoantibodies (AAbs) against the cytoplasmic domain of lA2 (lA2ic) are an
important marker of l3-celldestruction in IDDM. The AAbs are directed against at
least 4 distinct epitope regions on IA2 measured with constructs representing the
juxtamembrane (JM) andthetyrosine phosphatase (PTP)domains of lA2. The aim
of our study was to evaluate whether monoclonal IA2 antibodies (mc-IA2-Abs)
generated after immunization of a non-diabetes susceptible Balb/c mouse with human
recombinant IA2ic recognize IA2 epitopes targeted by IDDM-associated AAbs.
These mc-lA2-Absare potential suitable to characterize thesubmolecular specificity
of IDDM-associated AAbs to lA2. Mc-lA2-Abs (all of IgG class) were derived by
immortalization of thesplenocytes by fusion with themyeloma cell line SP2/0. After
screening by a radiobinding assay using 1251-lA2ic and cloning, the supernatants
were re-examined with 35S-methionine labelled lA2 deletion mutants by
immunoprecipitation. 15116 (96%) mc-lA2-Abs were reactive with the 1M region
(amino acids aa605-772), andonly 1mc-lA2-Abbinds to thePTPconstruct (aa771
979). Only the I251-lA2 bindingof those mc-1A2-Abs reactive with the1M construct
was significantly diminished by 66%(33/55) lA2-AAb positive IDDM sera. All me
IA2-Abs failed to bind lA2B. Furthermore, the ICA bindingpattern of themc-lA2
Abswere examined on cryosections of human andmouse pancreas. Mostof mc-IA2
Abswere also detectable onmouse islets indicating thatIA2 is animportant target of
thenon-restricted ICA whichpredict progression to IDDM. Thisbindingdiffersfrom
that of rnc-GAD-i\bs which did not stain mouse pancreas. The results show that the
JM lA2 region targeted by IDDM-associated IA2-AAbs is also immunogenic in
Balb/cmice. Further experiments are necessary to generate mc-IA2-Abs recognizing
epitopes localized at the Cvterminus known to be a prominent binding side for
IDDM-associated IA2-AAbs.



M.Hirt, D.Cheta, I.Popescu, A.Sulica, M.Manciulea. Center of
Immunology and "N. Paulescu" Institute, Bucharest, Romania

Our previously reported data have demonstrated that human
immunoglobulin G in monomeric form (mlgG), has an important
regulatory role on the human natural cytotoxicity, by occupancy of
FcyRlIlA present on the natural killer (NK) cells. We have shown that
stimulation of NK cells via FeyRlliA by mlgG resulted in activation of
three protein tyrosine kinases, i.e., LCK, LYN and SYK and no ligand
induced activation was observed for FYN, SRC or YES, src-related
protein tyrosine kinases which are expressed in NK cells. Increased
activity of phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI 3-k) have been determined
follOWing the interaction between the Fe receptor and the specific
ligand. Previously we have demonstrated qualitative modifications of
some functions of mlgG molecules (cytophilic property, fluorescence
property), induced by nonenzymatic glucosilation. To extend these
observations we examined the effects induced by the excess of
glucose on the mentioned signalling aspects, following triggeril1g the
FeyRlliA on normal human NK cells by glucosilated (in vivo or in'vitro)
mlgG molecules. Upon triggering FeyRlliA with glucosilated mlgG an
increased activation of LYN, LCK and PI 3-kinase in comparison with
those induced by normal mlgG was determined. Contrary, the very
strong activity of SYK induced by ligation of mlgG, was abolished
upon interaction between glucosilated mlgG and Fey RillA. This
results suggest that nonenzymatic glucosilation of mlgG induced
changes in intracellular signalling patterns which can affect the
functions of the cell.
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VASECONDARY REARRANGEMENT IN A HUMAN MATIJRE
B CELL PRODUCING IgMA Mil-ISLET AUTOANTIBODY.
C. Benito, T. Gallart", 1. Fernandez-Alvarez, M. Blay", and

R. Gomis.
Endocrinology and Diabetes Department.Immunology
Department".lOlBAPS.Hospital Clinic.Villarroel 170, 08036
Barcelona Spain.
Secondary rearrangements (SR) in rearranged V(D)J genes,
("receptor editing"), was believed to occur only in immature B
cells. However, recent data in the murine system have shown that
SR can also occur in activated mature B cells. In contrast, few data
are available about SR in human mature B cells. Here we provide
evidence of a SR in the VA region of a human EBV-immortalized
mature B cell clone (MB91-EBV) producing IgMA anti-islet
antibody (ICA), derived from a Type I diabetic patient at the onset
of the disease. MB91-EBV was selected and cloned on the basis of
its ability to produce IgMA with ICA activity. Moreover, in order
to prevent the frequent instability of Ig secretion from EBV clones,
a heterohybridoma (HY-MB91) derived from MB91-EBV was
also obtained Analysis of Ig VH and VL genes using DNA and
cDNA of both MB91-EBV and HY-MB9I, demonstrated a unique
VH rearrangement: VH5_51-Dnl-1H5b.. In contrast, two VA
rearrangements were found: one using the V, 1-4 (DPL11) gene
segment linked to 11.,-0., (Ke Oz"). and the other using V, 4-1
gene segment linked to the same 11.,-C1.,(Ke' Oz+). Given that the
V,4-1 gene segment is more distant than V, 1-4 from the J1.-C1.
locus, data suggest that V,I-4 was replaced by V,4-1 in the V,I
4-J1.,-C1., primary rearrangement. This SR abolished ICA
activity.
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CHANGES IN FeyRllIA SIGNALLING
NONENZYMATIC GLUCOSILATION OF IgG
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HIGH GLUCOSE CONCENTRATIONS INCREASE THE LPS-STIMULATED
PRODUCTION OF TUMOR NECROSIS FATOR-a IN VITRO
M.G. Netea', N. Hancu' and I.Baciu~. 1Diabetes CenterandClinic and
'Department of Physiology. Cluj-Napoca University of Medicine and Pharmacy,
Romania.

The proinflammatory cytokines tumor necrosis factor-a (TNF) and interleukin-Ip
(fL-I) play an important role in the pathogenesis of insulin-dependent diabetes
mellitus (100M). It has been recently shown that glucose can induce the synthesis
of TNF and IL-6 in human monocytes. The aim of the present study was to
investigate the effect of glucose on unstimulated and lipopolysaccharide (LPS)
induced TNF and IL-l production by human peripheral blood mononuclear cells
(PBMC). PBMC from healthy volunteers were preincubated in medium with
various glucoseconcentrations. Mannitol was used in thecontrol samplesto
achieve similar osmolarity. After 24h. the cells were washed and incubated for an
additional 24h with or without I nglmL LPS. TNF and IL-l were measured by
specific ELISA kits. No effect of glucose on spontaneous release ofTNF or IL-I
could be observed. The LPS-stimulated production ofTNF was increased from 600
:!: 47 pglmL (glucose concentration 100 mg/dL). to 663 :!:46 pglmL (glucose 200
mg/dl.), 762 :!:123 pglmL (glucose 400 mgldL) and 930 :!:163 pglmL (glucose 700
mgldL) (overall Kruskal-Wallis p~O.02(5). In contrast. no effect of glucose
preincubation on LPS-induced IL-l synthesis was found. In conclusion, high
glucose concentrations can increase the stimulated TNF production capacity, with
possible important consequences. On the one hand. a higher TNF response induced
by acute hyperglycemia in the first days of the clinical manifestation of IDDM may
further contribute to islet cell damage. On the other hand. it has been shown that
TNF is an important mediator of insulinresistance. andamplification of its
synthesis by hypergliccmia mayinducea positivefeed-back withseriousdeleterious
effects.
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DOUBLE NEGATIVE NKT CELLS MAY BE INVOLVED IN THE THI OR
TH2 PREDOMINANCE IN AUTOIMMUNE T CELL INFILTRATES
C. Roura-Mir, M. Catalfamo, M. Marti, R. Pujol-Borrell and D.
Jaraquemada, Unitat d'Immunologia, Hospital Germans Trias i Pujol,
Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona, Badalona, Spain

A TCR homogeneous cell subset of double negative (DN) T cells
(CD3+CD4-CD8-), NKT cells, are presumably involved in the
development of type I diabetes, where they'd be responsible of the
regulation of Thl responses by CD4 T cells. Thl responses are
functionally predominant in type 1 diabetes as well as other organ
specific autoimmune diseases such as Hashimoto's thyroiditis (HT).
Others, such as Graves' disease (GD), where stimulating antibodies
induce thyroid hiperfunction, are Th2 mediated. The population
responsible for the initiation and maintenance of the Th I or Th2
responses is not known but NKT cells as well as NK and yocells are
capable of directing such responses by producing IFN-y or IL-4 upon
stimulation. The possible role of NKT cells in thyroid autoimmunity
and IDDM has been analysed. DN cells were found in relatively large
numbers in T cell infiltrates from GD and HT thyroids and a DN cell
line was isolated from the T cell infiltrate of a diabetic pancreas. Most
high IlA producing T cells in the thyroid infiltrates' were DN a
proportion of which expressed the NKT-associated marker CDI61
(NKRPl). In addition, expression of V~ll and Va24, the TCR
associated with human NKT cells was also analysed, showing that the
frequency of Vpl l and Va24 bearing cells was high compared to the
expression found in normal PBL or in total infiltrates. These cells
produced IL-4 and IFN-yafter in vitro stimulation. DN cell lines were
cytotoxic against epithelial cells but also recognized CDla to d
transfected CR1 cell lines, as determined by cytotoxicity and cytokine
production. Our data so far suggest that these double negative T cells
may be NKT cells and that this population may have an important role
in the induction and/or maintenance of autoreactive T cell responses.
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CELLULAR AUTOIMMUNITY TO PHOGRIN AND IA2 IN THE
NOD MOUSE
K. Kelemen, D. Wegmann, C. Wasmeier and J. C. Hutton. Barbara
Davis Center for Childhood Diabetes, Denver, CO, USA.

The structurally-related protein tyrosine phosphatases IA-2 and
phogrin are major targets of humoral autoimmunity in type I
diabetes in Man however their involvement in the disease in
experimental disease models (NOD mouse and BB rat) is disputed.
In this study we have evaluated cell-mediated autoimmunity to these
molecules in the NOD mouse and their role in the pathogenesis and
progression of disease. Phogrin and IA-2 were generated as soluble
glutathion-S-transferase (GST) fusion products and purified after
Factor Xa cleavage. Immunization of NOD mice with purified
phogrin resulted in a vigorous T cell proliferative response which
was antigen specific and cross reactive on islet cells. Limiting
dilution yielded 12 T cell clones which reacted to phogrin. 6 of
these reacted with crude granule preparation of rat insulinoma tissue
consistent with the documented localization of the antigen. All of
the phogrin specific T cell clones were CD4 positive by FACS
analysis and were THI-Iike as defined by their cytokine production
profile as analysed by ELISA. Reactive T-cell lines were also been
generated from islet infiltrates from unprimed pre-diabetic NOD
mice. These results demonstrate that cellular autoreactivity to
phogrin is a feature of the NOD model, that reactive cells respond to
the native antigen at levels prevailing in islet tissue and that cellular
autoimmunity probably arises in the islet during the course of the
spontaneous diasease. Because of the close structural relationship of
these molecules, further delineation of T cell epitopes shared
between IA2 and phogrin will facilitate analysis of the role
determinant spreading in the progression of type I diabetes.
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LINOMIDE DOES NOT PREVENT AUTOIMMUNE
THYREOIDITIS IN NOD MICE.
M.-L. Hartoft-Nielsen, A. Kaas, Ax. Rasmussen, U. Feldt-Rasmussen, and
K. Buschard. University Hospital, Dept. of Endocrinology, Bartholin
Instituttet, Kommunehospitalet, Copenhagen, Denmark.
IDDM and autoimmune thyroiditis (AIT) share common pathogenetic
mechanisms. Linomide (LS-2616) is a potent immunomodulator and has
been reported to prevent IDDM and insulitis in NOD mice and to reduce
the incidence of some other autoimmune diseases. The mechanisms of
action seem to involve antigen expression by down regulation of
macrophage activity and to antagonize the activation of Thl cells during
cellular immune response. In order to investigate the effect of Linomide on
the incidence of AIT in female NOD mice we administered Linomide in
drinking water to NOD mice from 5th to 17th week of age. The mice were
breed in our stables and did not develop diabetes during the study period.
Linomide was continuosly present at a concentration of 0.5 mg/ml in the
drinking water of the mice. Consequently each mice had an intake of 100
mg Linomide per kg per day. The mice were sacrificed at the end of week
17. The incidence of thyroiditis was evaluated on paraffin HE-stained
sections and graduated on a scale from 0 to 4. We found that 37% of 38
mice treated with Linomide developed thyroiditis compared to 48% of 21
controls. Among the mice who developed thyroditis there were no differece
in the degree of thyroditis. Thus, there may be a tendency for a beneficial
effect of Linomide on AIT but this was not significant (p~0.42 Chi2-test).

Linomide has been reported to reduce the incidence of diabetes and
insulites i NOD mice and the differently lack of effect in AIT is interesting.
Based on our results in NOD mice Linomide can not be recommended for
human studies regarding AlT.
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PRESENCE OF SULPHATIDE AND SULPHATED LACTOSYL
CERAMIDE IN HUMAN FETAL PANCREATA
A. Kaas, B. Formby, P. Fredman, and K. Buschard. Sansum Medical
Research Foundation, Laboratory of immunology, Santa Barbara, USA;
Department of Neurochemestry, University of Goteborg, Goteborg,
Sweden; and Bartholin Instituttet, Kommunehospitalet, Copenhagen,
Denmark.
The aim of the study was to examine for sulphatide and related
glycolipids in fetal pancreata. Sulphatide is present in adult islets and
anti-sulphatide antibodies are seen in patients with type 1 diabetes.
Seventeen pancreata of fetal age from 16 to 24 week were investigated
using thin-layer chromatography and a sulphatide-specific mAb Sulph I.
The tissue was collected independently of the present legally approved
study. The concentration of sulphatide was 17.6±2.0 pmol/mg wet
weight, ranging from 11 in the youngest pancreata to 33 in the 24-week
old pancreas, significantly increasing with age (p=O.002). The corre
sponding value in adult pancreas was 95. In contrast, there was no corre
lation between the age and the sulphatide concentration when this was
related to the amount of protein or phosphor, all together indicating that
the number of sulphatide-containing cells increases with age but not the
quantity of sulphatide per cell. In the fetal pancreata the structure-related
sulphatated lactosylcerarnide was found at a concentration of 3.4±OJ
pmol/mg wet weight, positively correlated with age (p=O.02). In contrast
to sulphatide, sulphated lactosylcerarnide was not detected in adult
pancreata. Thus, the diabetes autoantigen sulphatide is seen in pancreas
early in fetal life and concentrations increase with age. Moreover, an
additional related antigen, sulphated lactosylcerarnide, is expressed
during fetal life but is not found in adults.

401
PROTECTIVE ROLE OF CELLULAR IMMUNITY ON THE
PATHOGENESIS OF NIDDM INDUCED BY VIRUS INFECTION
T. Utsugi T. Kanda, I. Kobayashi, T. Uchiyama, Y. Ohyama, H. Ito,
A. Tsuchida, S. Tomono, S. Kawazu, and R.Nagai, Maebashi, Japan
IDDM is sometimes induced by virus infection into the pancreatic beta
cells in both humans and animals. Recently, We have found that not only
lODM, but NIDDM is also induced by the NDK25 variant of Encephalo
myocarditis (EMC) virus in mice, and reported that mature lymphocytes
can act as protection against viral infection by using Rag 2 knockout
(Rag 2KO) mice which lack of both T cells and B cells. To investigate
which lymphocyte subset playa protective role on the pathogenesis of
NIDDM in this model, CD4+T cell knockout mice (CD4KO), CD8+T cell
knockout mice (CD8KO), CD4+ and CD8+T cell double knockout mice
(CD4KO+CD8KO), and Rag 2KO were infected with the EMC-NDK25
variants. Wild type of 129/SV mice and C57BU6 mice that are originally
diabetes resistant were used as control. OGTT was performed before and
1 week after infection. Blood glucose levels of Rag 2KO during OGTT at
1 week after infection were significantly higher than those of CD4KO,
CD8KO, CD4KO+CD8KO, and WI and the insulin content of pancreas
in Rag 2KO was significantly lower than those in the other group of mice
(20± 3 vs 31± 1 to 93± 31 fLg/g of pancreas, p<O.OI). Histological
study showed mild destruction of pancreatic islets only in Rag 2KO ,
whereas pancreatic islets were apparently normal in the other group.
In conclusion, cellular immunity, essentially B cells, playa protective
role on the mechanism of NIDDM induced by virus infection, and the
cytolytic activity of virus is not affected by the absence of cellular
immunity, suggesting that the destruction of pancreatic beta cells by virus
depends on their "affinity" without regard to host cellular immunity.
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REFINEMENT TO 6.1-cM OF GENETIC LOCALISATION OF
ALSTROM SYNDROME ON CHROMOSOME 2p12-13.

F. Macari, C. Lautier, F. Dadoun, A. Girardet, A. Dutour, E.
Renard, P. Bouvagnet, M. Claustres, Ch, Oliver and F.
Grigorescu. IURC, Montpellier, France.

Alstrom syndrome is a rare autosomal recessive disorder
characterized by retinal degeneration, deafness, hyperlipidemia and
non-insulin dependent diabetes mellitus. (NIDDM). ~i~e the
disease-related gene remains unknown, studies of the genetic Isolate
of French Acadians provisionally located the Alstrom syndrome on
Chr, 2p12-13 within a l4.9-cM interval. To attest this finding and
refine the candidate region, we investigated by linkage analysis a
consanguineous family of North African origin, in which ~ out o.f7
siblings displayed all major features of Alstrom syndrome, mcluding
NIDDM with severe insulin resistance and acanthosis nigricans.
Genotyping was performed on an AB1373A DN.A automatic
sequencer. Five microsatellite markers confirmed the mvolvement of
l4.9-cM interval. To further confirm homogeneity and refme the
candidate region, 20 additional markers were investigated.
Haplotype analysis and allele segregation revealed that affected
children shared the same haplotype and were homozygous for the
eight most centromeric markers (D2S291 to D2S2ll4), over a 6.1
cM interval. Significative multipoint 100 scores (Zmax =3.95) were
obtained between markers D2S2llO-l45 and D2S286. Two clusters
of known genes are present in this region, the most attractive
candidate being the hexokinase I! gene. However, e~cept sevt;rnl
known polymorphisms, no mutations were detected in the ~oding

region of this gene. In conclusion we confirm the lo.cll:t1on of
Alstrom syndrome on Chr. 2p12-13 and reduce the genetic mte~al

to 6.l-cM which would considerably reduce the number of Alstrom
candidate genes.
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DIABETES-ASSOCIATED DELETION IN MITOCHONDRIAL DNA IN A
PATIENT WITH PEARSON'S PANCREAS-BONE MARROW SYNDROME
J.M.W. vandenOuweland, G.J. Bruining', andJ.A Maassen. Department of
Molecular CellBiology, Leiden University Medical Center, Leiden & 'Department of
Paediatrics, Sophia Children Hospital/Academic Hospital Rotterdam, Erasmus
University, Rotterdam, TheNetherlands

Wehave recently diagnosed a patient witha variant ofPearson's pancreas-bone
marrow syndrome displaying diabetes mellitus, anemia, severe tubuiopathy, botno
dysfunction oftheexocrine pancreas. DNA analysis by Southern blothybridization
showed a large 8 kbheteroplasmic (i.e. coexistence of wild-type andmutant
mitochondrial DNA(mtDNA) molecules) deletion in mtDNA. HeteropIasmy levels
ranged from 30"10 in cultured fibroblasts to approximately 95%in liverandkidney
biopsies. In leukocyte DNA from hermother andyounger sisterwewere unable to
detect themtDNA deletion, even by PCR, indicating itssporadic occurrence. Direct
sequencing ofthebreakpoint region revealed thatthedeletion extended 8034 bp from
nt 7934 in thecytochrome c oxidase IIgeneto nt 15968 in thetRNA proline gene,
andwasflanked by an imperfect I I bp repeat sequence. We applied mitochondria
mediated transformation utilizing pocellsas recipients andmitochondria from our
patient withPearson syndrome asdonor. Clonal celllinesharboring 0%toupto87%
deleted mtDNA were obtained andstudied formitochondrial functionality. Cells
containing <80% deleted mtDNA appeared phenotypically normal, whereas cells
containing >80% ofdeleted mtDNA resulted in inhibition ofoverall mitochondrial
protein synthesis, as well as reduction ofcellular respiration andcytochrome c
activity.
Weconclude from these resuits that deletion in mtDNA deletion canactasa
diabetogenic factor. Furthermore, themtDNA deletion is functionally recessive witha
steep threshold forexpression ofthepathogenic phenotype.
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THE IMPACT OF A G/A NUCLEOTIDE VARIANT IN THE P-CELL
GLUCOKINASE GENE PROMOTER ON THE P-CELL FUNCTION IN
DANISH CAUCASIANS
Seren A.Urhammer, Torben Hansen, Jesper O.Clausen, Hans Eiberg, Oluf
Pedersen. Steno Diabetes Center andHagedorn Research Institute, Gentofte, Center
of Preventive Medicine, Gloslrup University Hospital, Copenhagen, Department of
Medical Genetics, University of Copenhagen, Denmark
Recently it was shown that a frequently occurring g/a nucleotide substitution at
position -30 in the p-cell specific glucokinase promoter is associated with reduced
pancreatic p-cell function as estimated during an ora! glucose tol~rance test (OGTT)
in Japanese-American subjects. We evaluated the unpact of this vanant in three
different Danish populations. The presence of the variant wasdetermined by PCR
RFLP. Ina group of240unrelated middle-aged glucose tolerant subjects weassessed
the p-cell function as the ratio of the areas under the insulin and C-peptide curves,
respectively, to thatoftheglucose curve during thefirst 30minof anOGlT (8inS(0
30min)/8glu(0-30min) and8Cpep(0-30min)/8glu(0-30min)) withrespect to genotype
status of the g/a variant. Also these ratios adjusted for basal insulin and C-peptide
levels were evaluated. No differences in these variables were found between carriers
and noncarriers of the variant. The impact of the variant was also examined in a
population based sample of 380 young (18-32 years) healthy subjects in which a
frequently sampled intravenous glucose tolerance test (IVGTT) was performed. No
relationship between theg/avariant andalterations in theacute insulin andCspeptide
responses (incremental areas under thecurves during thefirst 0-8min) were detected.
Finally the g/a variant was examined in a family study consisting of 230 glucose
tolerant offspring of NlDDM patients from 63 families which all underwent a 3 hr
frequently sampled OGTT andan IVGTT. Thevariables (the8ins(0-30min)/8glu(0
30min), the 8Cpep(0-30min)/8glu(0-30min), the fasting-insulin-adjusted ratios
during the OGTT and the acute insulin and C-peptide responses to intravenous
glucose) were analyzed by computing thedifferenc." in thevariables within each sib
pairas thevalue in thesibling carrying the aig~anant subtracted b~ thevalu: in the
sibling without the variant. None of the mean differences were statistically different
from zero. We conclude that the g/a nucleotide substitution of the GCK gene
promoter has no impact on the pancreatic p-cell function in glucose tolerant
Caucasian subjects ofDanish origin
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THE STUDY OF NON-INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES
MELLITUS GENETIC DETERMINATION
S.Shtandel, IS.Finoghenova and 2L.Atramentova. Ukrainian Research
Institute of Endocrine Diseases of Pharmacotherapy, Kharkov,
Ukraine; 'Institute of Rheumatology, Moscow, Russia; 2Kharkov State
University, Kharkov, Ukraine
The aim of the study was to assay the genetic determination of non
insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM) and its clinical forms 
persistent non-insulin dependence (PNID) and secondary insulin
dependence (SID). 275 probands and their 1'1 and 2nd degree relatives
(4357 subjects) were entrolled. D.Falconer's, Ch.Smith's and
T.Reich's models were tested. The hereditability coefficient "in narrow
sense" (average mean 80.0 %) obtained within the framework of the of
the multifactorial threshold D.Falconer's model confirmed once more
importance role of genetic factors in the appearance of the disease. The
estimations of genetic additional component (GA) , obtained on the date
of the I" and 2nd degree relatives and parents and siblings were differed
from each other (68.7±4.8 % vs 80.1±5.7 %, NS). This phenomenon
and constant presence of genetic epistatic component (GAA) in the
versions of decompose of phenotypic variance in NIDDM indicate
presence of nonlinear genetic factors in the determination of disease.
The study of genetic heterogeneity within the framework of the
Ch.Smith's model failed to reveal any genetic independence of
NIDDM forms (rg=0.97). T.Reich's model demonstrated the most
influence of the environmental components of phenotypic variance in
SID as compared to that in PIND (25 % vs 8 %). It has been shown,
that the NIDDM distribution in the population and families may well be
described by means of a variant polygene model with essential
influence of the major gene.
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INSULINVNTRAND HLA DRB1/DQB1 LOCIAFFECTAGEOF
PRESENTATION OF AUTOIMMUNE DIABETES IN ADULTS

VA Horton', I.M. Stratton', R. J. Ow~nl, S.T.Bennett", J. A. Todd', R.R.
Holman' and R.C.Turner', 'Diabetes Research Laboratories, 'Wellcome
Trust Centrefor HumanGenetics,OxfordUniversityfor the UK Prospective
DiabetesStudyGroup,Oxford, UK.

Glutamicacid decarboxylase antibodies(GADA)and islet cell antibodies
(ICA)are presentin 12%of Type 2 diabetes-diagnosed patients. In early
adult presentation, patientswith antibodiesare non-obese butolder patients
are obeseand lessoften requireinsulintherapy.Geneticvariationsmay
explainthe heterogeneity. Allelic variationat both the HLAand insulinVNTR
loci accountfor 40% of geneticrisk in juvenile-onset Type 1 diabeticBritish
Caucasians. We typed 255antibodypositivepatientsfor the predisposing
HLA DR3, DR4,and DQB1 allelesby PCR-artificial RFLPand306 antibody
positivepatientsby PCR-RFLP at the insulingene -23 Hphl site which is in
strong linkagedisequilibrium with the insulinVNTR. The presenceof class
III allelesprotectsagainstType 1 diabetes. Foranalysis,patientswere
groupedintodecadesby age at diagnosis(years): 25-34,35-44,45-54,55
65. The high risk DR3IDR4genotypewas presentin 38%of patientswith
onsetat 25-34yearsvs. 14%in thosewith onsetat 55-65years.. The
nonDR3/nonDR4 genotypeincreasedin frequencyas age at diagnosis
increased, from 14%to 34% (x'trend test: p=0.006). The frequencyof the
VNTRclass III alleles (B genotypes) for protection againstType 1 diabetes
increasedfrom 13%at 25-34years to 40% at 55-65years. (x.' trend test:
p=0.016)compared to 51% in healthycontrolsand 27% in type 1 insulin
dependentdiabeticpatientsdiagnosed under17 yearsof age. The younger
age of onset is associated with a greatergeneticloadfor diabetes,and
converselyolder age of onsetwith lessgeneticload.
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APOLIPQPROTEIN E POLYMORPHISM IN INDIGENOUS AUSTRALIAN
SUBJECTS WITH NIDDM: A MAJOR CONTRIBUTOR TO DYSLIPIDAEMIA
AND CARDIQVA~RISK
JAG. Shaw' 1 TaiP:K:LOvelock'~ 1 B. Kesting' M. Marczak' 1 Cardinal' lR
Berkholzl D. Purdie' and J T E Shaw' Dept of Diabetes& Endocrinology' and Dept of
ChemicalPathology' , PrincessAlexandra HospitalBrisbane,Centre for Molecularand
CellularBiology,Universityof Queensland"RedlandsHealth ServiceCentre', Dept of
Social& PreventiveMedicine,University of Qld', Australia.
Apolipoprotein(apo) E playsa central role in the metabolismof cholesteroland
triglycerides,and is a 299 aminoacid proteinwiththree major isoforms:apoE2, apoE3
and apoE4. The biosynthesis of these isoformsis coded by three independent
codominantallelesat a singlegene locus on chromosome19q. Because of different
receptor bindingaffinities of the apoE isoforms,the apoE polymorphisms have an impact
on plasmalipoproteinmetabolism and cardiovascular disease. Allelic frequenciesvary
among differentpopulations,andmay contnbute to geographicdifferences in
cardiovascularmorbidityand mortality. The indigenousAustralianpopulationhas a high
prevalenceofcardiovasculardisease. CentralobesityandNIDDM are common,and the
clusteringof these conditionswithhypertension, hyperinsu1inaemia and dyslipidaemia is
likelyto account for muchof the excesscardiovascularrisk. It is possible,however, that
other specificgenetic factorscontributeto the adverselipidstatus and high
cardiovasculardeath rate of thispopulation. To test this hypothesis,apoE genotypes and
plasmalipidswere determinedfor 155 indigenousAustraliansubjectsand comparedwith
those for I 13 Caucasiancontrolsubjects. The apoE allelicfrequenciesobserved in the
indigenousAustraliansubjectsdifferedfromthose of the Caucasiansubjects (apoE2 0.08
vs 0.06, apoE3 0.63 vs 0.78, apoE4 0.28vs 0.16). The frequencyofthe apoE4 allele
was significantly higherin the indigenousAustraliansubjects(p<0.00I) and is amongst
the highest reported for anypopulation. By comparisonwith the homozygousapoE3/3
indigenoussubjects (n=60), indigenous subjectswith the apoE4 allele(n=73) tended to
have higher triglyceridelevels,andhad significantly lower HDL-cholesterollevels
(p=O.OI). There was no significant difference in total cholesterolor LDL-cholesterol
level between the two groups. The highfrequencyof the apoE4 allele in the indigenous
Australianpopulation and its associationwith adverselipidstatus indicate thatapoE
allelicfrequencyis one of the cluster of factors contnbutingto the high cardiovascu1ar
morbidityand mortalityof this population.
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THE PREVALENCE OF MODY3 AMONG DANISH MODY
FAMILIES AND IDENTIFICATION OF 8 NOVEL MODY3
MUTATIONS IN HEPATOCYTE NUCLEAR FACTOR-Ia
L.T.Dalgaard, L.Ambye, T.Hansen,A.M.M0Iler,L.Hansen , M.Fridberg,
S.A.Urhammer,O.Pedersen.Steno Diabetes Center, Gentofte, Denmark

Maturity onset diabetes of the young (MODY) is a subtype of non-insulin de
pendent diabetes meliitus (NIDDM), which is characterised by an autosomal
dominant mode of inheritance,early age of onset and an impaired insulin secre
tion. Although MODY is a monogenic form ofNIDDM the genetics of this dis
ease is heterogeneous. Mutations in at least 5 different genes have been shown
to cause MODY: Hepatocyte Nuclear Factor(HNF)-4a (MODYI), glucokinase
(MODY2), Hepatocyte Nuclear Factor (HNF)-Ia (MODY3), Insulin Promoter
Factor (IPF)-l (MODY4) and HepatocyteNuclear Factor(HNF)-1P(MODYS).
The aim of the present study was to estimate the nature and frequency of muta
tions in the HNF-Ia gene in Danish MODY families. We performed mutational
analysis on probands from 14 unrelated MODY families. In all cases there was
a family history of diabetes with autosomal dominant inheritance and at least
one patient with onset before the age of 25 years. The 10 exons including in
tron-exon boundaries and the minimal promoter region was amplified by PCR
and sequenced directly using an ABI 373 automatic sequencer. We detected 8
new mutations:I frameshift (His29IfsdelA), I nonsense (G1u234Amber), 5 mis
sense mutations (ArgI59GIn, Arg229Pro, Arg271Trp, Pro289Arg, Asn476Ser)
and a 7 basepair insertion of the 5'UTR region. In 6 subjects no mutation was
detected.
In a previous Danish study 9 MODY families were investigated and 5
MODY3/HNF-Ia mutations were identified (T.Hansen et a1. Diabetes 46: 726
730, 1997). Thus, the previous study taken together with our present findings
indicates that the prevalence of MODY3 among Danish MODY patients is
around 60%. The families in which no MODY3 mutation was identified will
undergo linkage analysis to either verify or exclude linkage to known MODY
loci.
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GENTIC DISSECTION OF THE INSULIN RECEPTOR IN 82
DANISHCAUCASIAN NIDDMFAMILIES.
L. Hansen, T. Hansen, S. Urhammer, S. Jessing, S. G. Larsen, O.
Pedersen. Steno Diabetes Center and Hagedorn Research Institute,
Gentofte, Copenhagen, Denmark.
Previous studies of the insulin receptor gene have been confined to
either whole gene scannings (exon 1-22) in selected syndromes of
insulin resistance: Type A insulin resistance syndome, polycystic
ovary syndrome (PCOS), Acanthosis Nigricans, Leprechaunism and
the Rabson-Mendelhall syndrome or merely scanning of the
intracellular tyrosine kinase domain (exons 17-22) in Caucasian
NIDDM populations. We here report the first whole gene scanning of
the insulin receptor gene in Caucasian NIDDM families. The coding
sequence of the 22 exons, including the signal peptide, was analysed
by PCR-SSCP-heterodup!ex scanning in 29 segments and performed
on genomic DNA from one diabetic proband from each of the 82
families that were included in the study. In all we found :l different
missense mutations of which the V985M in exon 17 is known to be
functionally insignificant, whereas 3 others were novel. Inexon 12 '!Ie
found a R796S change and in exon 22 we found a RI234H and a
D1296N replacement. The R796S and the DI296N mutations were
detected in the same diabetic subject and is probably on the same
allele since both mutations were transmitted to all the offspring of the
proband. The RI243H was also only found in one individual.
Unfortunately the sizes of these families were too small to confirm
segregation of the variants with NIDDM, so expression studies for the
estimation of in vivo and in vitro functioning of the receptor variants
have been initiated. If these receptor variants arc shown to be
functionally significant, insulin receptor variants may represent the so
far most important (about 2%) identified single genetic contribution to
the "common form" of late onset NIDDM among Caucasians.
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FUNCTIONAL EFFECTS OF MUTATIONS AFFECTING
GLYCEROPHOSPHATE DEHYDROGENASE IN TYPE 2 DM
E.Fernandez-Usac, M.Gudayol, 1.Vidal, C.Franco, A.Novials, R.Gomis.
Endocrinology and Diabetes Unit. IDIBAPS. Hospital Clinic de
Barcelona. Spain.

Screening for mutations in the FAD-linked glycerolphosphate
dehydrogenase (m-GDH) has yielded positive results in some individuals
with type 2 DM. In vitro assessment of the functional effects of such
mutations is lacking. The aim of the present study was to evaluate the
effect of m-GDH FAD-binding and calcium-binding domain site-directed
mutagenesis on enzymatic activity. In vitro site-directed mutagenesis
protocol was followed to reproduce the mutations affecting both m-GDH
domains found in a single type 2 diabetic patient. Mutated m-GDH eDNA
was transfected into Coso?cells, an eukariotic cell line. Mutated m-GDH
mRNA was microinjected in Xenopus oocytes. m-GDH enzymatic
activity was measured using a radioisotopic assay. Coso? cells m-GDH
protein content was assessed by Western blot analysis. Differences
between groups were assessed by the Mann-Whitney U test and within
groups by the Kruskal-Wallis H test. Coso?cells transfection (n~5) with
the wild-type form of m-GDH eDNA resulted in a 276 ± 81 % (mean ±
SD) increase in enzymatic activity compared to control cells (p<O.OI). m
GDH enzymatic activity following transfection of either the FAD·binding
(42.9 ± 24.2 %; n~ 4) or calcium-binding (52.1 ± 25.8 %; n=5) domain
mutated m-GDH eDNA was significantly lower than that measured in
COSO? cells transfected with the wild-type form (p<O.OI). Xenopus
oocytes microinjected with FAD-binding domain mutated mRNA
displayed on average an m-GDH enzymatic activity of 5.8% of that
measured in those microinjected with the wild-type form. In summary,
Coso?cells are suitable for the assessment of in vitro m-GDH enzymatic
activity studies. The present results suggest that both the FAD·binding
domain and calcium-binding domain of the m-GDH should be considered
for screening of putative m-GDH mutations in type 2 diabetic patients.
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Identification of a Missense Mutation (P33T) In the Insulin Promoter Factor-

I (lPF-I) Gene In an Italian Patlenlwith Early-onsetType2 Diabetes
C. Gragnoli*, T. Lindner*, F. Chiaromonte", L. Colasurdo", T. D' Antonio", F.
Gragnoli'' G. Gragnoli.., Manetti E.., Signorini AM.., and G. Marozzi
*DepartmentofMedicine, The University of Chicago, ° Santo Spirito Hospital,
Rome, "University of Studies of Siena, Siena.

Maturity-onset diabetes ofthe young (MODY) is a monogenic form of diabetes
mellitus, characterized by an autosomal dominant inheritance and onset usually
before 25 years ofage. Mutations in five different genes have been associated
with MODY: hepatocyte nuclear factor-au (HNF-4a.)/MODYI,
glucokinase/MODY2, HNF-Ia./MODY3, IPF-IIMODY4 and HNF -lp/MODY5.
We have been screening a group of 44 unrelated patients, with early-onset Type 2
diabetes who have a positive family history (at least two generations of affected)
and onset before 39 years, for mutations in the known MODY genes. The coding
region and flanking introns ofthe IPF-l gene were amplified using PCR and the
products were sequenced directly using an ABI PRISM 377 DNA Sequencer. In
one ofthe 44 patients, there was a C-tT substitution in codon 33 (CCT-tAC1) of
exon 1 resulting in a missense mutation, Pro-tThr (P33T). The identified patient
has an age of onset 000 years, a BMI of33.3, is treated with insulin and has
retinopathy. Her identical twin has an age of onset of 46 years, a BMI of32.4, is
treated with both hypoglicernic oral agents and insulin, and has nephropathy and
atherosclerosis Both patients have carpal tunnel syndrome. To the best of our
knowledge, this is only the second mutation identified in the IPF-l gene in
subjects with diabetes. These studies are providing a better understanding of the
etiology ofearly-onset Type 2 diabetes in Italians.
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COMMON AMINO ACID SUBSTITUTIONS IN IRS-4 ARE NOT ASSOCIATED
WITH RANDOM NIDDM OR INSULIN RESISTANCE.
S. K. Frederiksen', K. Almind', M. G. Ahlgren', S. Urhammer', T. Hansen', 1. O.
Clausen' and O. Pedersen' . 'Steno Diabetes Center and Hagedorn Research Institute,
Copenhagen, Denmark, 'Center of Preventive Medicine, Glostrup University
Hospital, Copenhagen, Denmark.
The family of insulin receptor substrates (IRS I-4) is defined by proteins with an
overall similar structure. IRS-I and IRS-2 have been shown to play key roles in
cellular transmission of the action of insulin, IGF-I and various cytokines, We have
previously identified amino acid polymorphisms in the human IRS-I and IRS-2
proteins. Given the documented importance of IRS-I and 2 in insulin signaling and
the implications of the disruption of these genes for the pathogenesis of insulin
resistance and diabetes, we found that the most recent member of the IRS family,
IRS-4, was a relevant candidate to examine for genetic variability which might be
associated with subsets of diabetes or insulin resistance. The gene encoding IRS-4
was analysed by the SSCP technique in 83 Danish Caucasians with NIDDM. Four
amino acid polymorphisms were identified: Arg41lGly, Gly584Cys, His879Asp and
Lys883Thr. In an association study of 324 NIDDM patients and 267 normal glucose
tolerant control subjects the polymorphism at codon 411 was found with allelic
frequencies of 3.9% and 5.6%, respectively, and the variant at codon 879 with
frequencies of 19.2% and 18.0%, respectively. Each carrier of the codou 411 variant
was also carrier of the variant at codon 879. The variants at codon 584 and 883 were
each only found in one NIDDM patient. The frequencies of the variants at codon 411
and 879 were also determined in 380 young healthy subjects (4.6% and 18.1%,
respectively). The insulin sensitivity index as estimated by Bergman's minimal
model of the young healthy subjects carrying either polymorphism was
indistinguishable from the carriers of wildtype IRS-4. Moreover, no males were
heterozygous for the IRS-4 polymorphisms indicating that the gene is located on the
X-chromosome.
In conclusion, amino acid polyrnorphisms in human IRS-4 are common in
Caucasians but do not associate with random NIDDM or with insulin resistance in
young healthy subjects.
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IMPAIRMENT OF INSULIN SECRETION IN IMPAIRED GLUCOSE
TOLERANCE
T.W. van Haeften, W. Pimenta, A. Mitrakou, M. Korytkowski, T. Jenssen, H.
Yki-Jarvinen, and J.E. Gerich. Dept Internal Medicine Utrecht University, Dept
Endocrinology Pittsburgh University, Dept Endocrinology Helsinki University,
Dept Endocrinology University of Rochester (NY, USA), Dept Internal Medicine,
University Athens.
Since insulin levels after an oral glucose tolerance test are elevated in subjects with
impaired glucose tolerance (IGT), it is often assumed that they have insulin
resistance without impaired insulin secretion. We assessed insulin secretion in 98
subjects with IGT (59 with a first-degree relative with type 2 diabetes and 39
without, mean j sem age 49.3±1.1 years, BodyMass Index (BMI) 28.0±0.5
kg/M', waistlhip ratio (WHR) 0.88±0.01) and in 185 subjects with normal
glucose tolerance (NGT, 100 with a type 2 diabetes relative and 85 without
(controls), age 42.9±0.8 years, BMI 26.l±0.3 kglM', WHR 0.82±0.01) with
hyperglycemic clamps (glucose 10 nunollL, 180 min). NGT with a type 2 relative
had a lower first phase (Geometric mean (95 % CI) sum plasma insulin O-1Omin:
647 (562-745) vs. 796 (718-883) pmollL) and second phase secretion (average
plasma insulin l40-180min: 266 (239-297) vs. 301 (272-334) pmol/L) than NGT
controls (both p<0.05). IGT with a type 2 relative and IGT subjects without a
type 2 relative had a lower first (Geometric Mean (95 % CI) 480 (378-609) and
449 (359-562) pmol/L), and second phase (199 (160-248) and 209 (176-249)
pmol/L) than NGT subjects (all p<O.OOI). Insulin sensitivity index (lSI = glucose
infusion rate expressed per kg LeanBody Mass (kgLBM) divided by average
plasma insulin) did not differ between NGT relatives and controls (0.242±0.012
vs. 0.228±0.01l umollkgLBM/minJpmol/L). Taking age, gender, BMI and WHR
as covariates, lSI were decreased both in IGT subjects without a relative and in
IGT relatives (0.179±0.019 and 0.217±1l.016 umollkgLBM/min/pmollL,
respectively, both p<O.OOI) as compared to their NGT counterparts.
Conclusion: Insulin secretion is diminished in normo-glucose tolerant first-degree
relatives of type 2 diabetes subjects without a change in insulin action. In IGT
subjects, both insulin secretion and insulin action are decreased regardless of
family history of diabetes.
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MUTATIONS IN THE HNFla PROMOTER IN MODY3 AFFECT HNFla

EXPRESSION AT TRANSCRIPTIONAL LEVEL.

F. Godart, C. Bellanne-Chantelot*. P. Boutin. LC. Chevre, S. Clanin*.

A. Abderrahmani, P. Froguel and B. Bailleu!. CNRS ss-ro-uue Institute of

Biology (France), *Jean Dausset Foundation,CEPHB (Paris, France).

Mutations in the HNFI a gene are responsible for MODY3, the most common

form of Maturity Onset Diabetes of the Young. If most mutations have been found

in the coding region, so far, one variation was recently described in the HNF4

binding site of the HNFla promoter. Here, we report the identification of two

other mutations; a T to C substitution at position +8 according to the initiation

start identified in an isolated patient with early age of onset, and a G deletion at

position +107 which cosegrates with the diabetes through three generations in a

MODY family. No other mutations in the HNFla and Glucokinase coding regions

were found in these patients. Functional studies with luciferase reporter constructs

containing a 23Sbp HNFI a minimum promoter and transient transfections in

HepG2 show that the +8 mutation exhibit a 30% decrease of promoter activity

versus the wild type promoter. According to sequence analysis, this substitution is

likely to disrupt the binding of a CCAAT binding protein. Works are in progress

to analyse the mutation effects in a ~-pancreatic cell line, and to identify the

nuclear factors involved in this process and to characterise the loss of binding

activity. These results suggest that monoallelic deregulation of HNFla

transcription may yield a B-pancreatic defect leading to MODY3 phenotype.

416
MUTATIONS IN THE CALCIUM BINDING-DOMAIN OF THE FAD-LINKED
MITOCHONDRIAL GLYCEROLPHOSPHATE DEHYDROGENASE IN TYPE
2 DIABETIC PATIENTS.
LVidal, M.Gudayol, E. Fernandez-Usac, C.Franco, C. Rodriguez-Villar,
R.Gomis, A.Noviais. Endocrinology and Diabetes Unit. IDIBAPS. Hospital
Clinic de Barcelona. Spain.

FAD-linked glycerolphosphate dehydrogenase (m-GDH), the limiting enzyme
of the glycerolphosphate shuttle, has been considered a candidate gene for type
2 DM. We have recently reported mutations affecting the amino acid sequence
of the calcium-binding domain of m-GDH in a patient with type 2 DM and his
glucose intolerant sister. We aimed to screen for mutations in the m-GDH
calcium-binding domain in type 2 diabetic patients and to evaluate the effect of
those mutations on insulin secretion in vivo and on m-GDH enzymatic activity
in Xenopus oocytes overexpressing the constructed mutant form of the protein.
Screening for the previously described mutations was performed using Nla III
and Tag I restriction enzymes in 115 type 2 diabetics and 90 healthy controls.
New mutations were screened using SSCP in a subset of 34 type 2 diabetics and
64 healthy controls. Insulin secretion in vivo was assessed throughout an
IVGTI in the glucose intolerant woman positive for the mutations.
Overexpressed m-GDH enzymatic activity in Xenopus oocytes was measured
using a radioisotopic assay. Any subject was positive for Nla III digestion. Tag
I digestion positive patients were equally frequent in both study groups (type 2
DM: 12.8%, control: 7.8%). Direct sequencing of samples from type 2 DM-Taq
I digestion positive patients did not reveal any other mutation. SSCP analysis
was unremarkable. First phase insulin release (FPIR) from the IVGTI in the
glucose intolerant women (IGTw) was under the fifthpercentile of healthy age
matched controls (FPIR: IGTw 40.2 mUll, control S" percentile 70.8 mUll). In
vitro enzymatic activity of the calcium-site directed mutant form of m-GDH in
Xenopus oocytes presented a 89.2% reduction compared to that measured in
oocytes overexpressing the wild-type form of the enzyme. In summary, m-GDH
calcium-binding domain mutations are not a common finding in type 2 DM.
However, functional studies suggest that in same cases their existence may
contribute to pcell dysfunction.
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GENETIC AND METABOLIC CHARACTERISATION OF MODY IN SPAIN
A Costa, P Boutin, J Vidal, JC Chevre, C Dell'Anna, R Casamitjana, J Ferrer, P
Froguel, G Velho, R Gomis and I Conget. Endocrinology and Diabetes Unit,
Hormonology Unit, Hospital Clinic i Universitari, Barcelona, Spain. CNRS EPIO,
Lille, France. INSERM U342, Paris, France.

Four MODY genes have been identified up to now: HNF-4aIMODYI (chromosome
20q), glucokinaseIMODY2 (chr. 7p), HNF-IaIMODY3 (chr. 12q) and
IPFI/MODY4 (chr. 13). We have examined the prevalence of these MODY
subtypes in a panel of 10 MODY families of spanish ancestry, and characterised
insulin secretion and insulin sensitivity in affected individuals. Mutations were
searched by SSCP and/or by direct sequencing. An OGTI was performed in 22
affected family members. Beta-cell function (%B) and insulin sensitivity (%S) were
computed from basal insulin and glucose values using fbe HOMA method. Two
families were identified as MODY2 and five as MODY3 whereas no mutations were
found in three families (MODYx). MODY2, MODY3 and MODYx subjects were
comparable in terms of age, sex, BMI and duration of fbe disease. Fasting glucose
was significantly higher in MODYx subjects than in the other two groups. The area
under the curve (AUe) of glucose during fbe OGTI in MODYx subjects was 22%
higher than in MODY2 and 13% higher than in MODY3 subjects (p<O.OS). AUC of
insulin was significantly higher in MODY2 (7470±2144 mU.min) than in MODY3
(l967±814 mU.min) and MODYx (1549±475 mU.min) subjects (p<O.OS). Log B
was significantly lower in MODYx (1.27±0.29) than in MODY3 (1.67±0.30) and
MODY2 subjects (1.80±0.20), (p<0.05), but no differences between groups were
found in terms of %S. In conclusion, 50% of the Spanish MODY families of our
panel are MODY3 and 20% are MODY2, while 30% of the families could not be
allocated to any of the defects described up to now. MODYx subjects seem to
present a more severe form of diabetes, with lower insulin secretion and higher
hyperglycaemia, fban MODY2 and MODY3 subjects, OGTI being extremely
useful in order to further detect such a differences.

417
LIPOPROTEIN LIPASE POLYMORPHISM ASSOCIATED WITH INCREASED
PLASMA TRIGLYCERIDES IN HEALTHY SUBJECTS
M. Klannemark', L. Suurinkeroinen", M. Orho', L. Groop' and M.-R. Taskinen/.
'Dept. of Endocrinology, UMAS, Lund University, Malmo, Sweden and 'Dept. of
Medicine, Helsinki University Central Hospital, Helsinki, Finland.
The lipoprotein lipase (LPL) Asn291Ser polymorphism has previously been
associated with familial combined hyperlipidemia and increased risk of ischemic
heart disease. The aim of this study was to investigate if the Asn291SeT
polymorphism was increased in 197 unrelated Finnish NIDDM-palients (94MIl04F,
age 64±12 years, HbA" 7.3±1.5% and plasma triglycerides (Tg) 2.1±l.1mmol/l) and
199 unrelated healthy Finnish 1st degree relatives of NIDDM-palients (NGT-rel;
113M/86F, age 57±14 years, HhA}, 5.4±O.4% and Tg 1.6±O.9mmol/l) vs. 217
unrelated healthy Finnish controls (l03M/II4F, age S6±10 years, HbA" S.S±O.4%
and Tg l.3±O.7mmol/l), all patricipating in the Botnia study. Asn291Ser was
genotyped with allele-specific PCR and agarose electrophoresis. The frequency of
the AsniSer genotype was similar between the three groups (6.0% in controls, 9.S%
in NGT-rel and 6.6% in NIDDM). However, when subdivided by Tg
(HiTg>1.7mmol/l, NorTg<1.7mmolll), the frequency of AsniSer was increased in
controls with HiTg (13.0%, x'=6.3, 1 d.f., p<0.05) and NGT-rel with HiTg (20.4%,
X'=IS.8, 1 d.f., p<O.OOOl) vs. controls with NorTg (3.7%). Additionally, the
frequency of the AsniSer genotype was increased in NGT-rel with HiTg vs. NGT-rel
with NorTg (20.4% vs. S.S%, X2=1O.0, 1 d.f., p<O.OOS). Totally, 32 controls and
NGT-rel carried the Ser allele and had significantly increased Tg (1.91±O.86 vs.
l.39±0.82, p<O.OOS), decreased plasma HDL cholesterol (HDL; 1.24±O.2S vs.
1.42±0.3S, p<O.OOOS) and decreased plasma HDL2 cholesterol (HDL2; 0.42±0.22
vs. 0.S5±0.28, p<O.OOS) compared to Asn homozygotes. These differences were
particularly marked in 14 female carriers, whereas no significant differences could
be seen in 18 males. Furthermore. these differences could not be seen between
carriers and non-carriers with NIDDM. In conclusion, the frequency of the LPL
Asn/Ser genotype is increased in healthy individuals with Tg> 1.7mmol/I and
associates with an altered lipid profile (increased Tg, decreased HDL and HDL2), an
effect that is particularly prominent in female carriers. Thus, the AsniSer genotype
may generate an increased risk for dyslipidemia and predispose to early
cardiovascular complications in NIDDM.
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RENAL PROXIMAL TUBULAR DEFECTS ASSOCIATED TO THE
MODY3 PHENOTYPE.
G. Velho, F. Benque-Blanchet,M. Vaxillaire, M. Pontoglio, P. Froguel,
G. Friedlander, D. Prie. INSERM U342, Paris; Service d'Explorations
Fonctionnelles, H6pital Bichat, Paris; CNRS EP10, Institut Pasteur,
Lille; CNRS URA1644, Institut Pasteur, Paris, France.

Mutations in the gene encoding the transcription factor HNF-1a
(hepatocyte nuclear factor 1 alpha) have been found in 25-50% of
the MODY families. MODY3/HNF-1a is expressed in the pancreas
and the liver, but also in the kidney and other organs. As severe
renal tubular defects have been observed in HNF-1a knock-out mice,
we have evaluated renal tubular function in MODY3 subjects. Six
patients from three families with three different mutations were
studied. We have determined the thresholds of renal resorption of
glucose (TM-glucose) and phosphate (TM-P04), and the rate of
renal excretion of aminoacids. The TM-glucose was decreased in all
SUbjects «9 mM/1.73 m2 body surface; usual values: 12-14
mM/1.73 m2). TM-P04 was decreased «0.60mM; usual values:
0.75-1.45 mM) only in 2 unrelated patients, who also presented
hypophosphatemia «0.8 mM; usual values: 0.85-1.40 mM), with
normal plasma parathyroid hormone values. Three patients out of 4
tested showed a moderate increase in the renal excretion of glycine
(194-322 mmollmmol of creatinine; usual values: 43-173) and alanine
(89-112 mmol/mmol of creatinine; usual values: 16-68). No patient
presented with renal proximal tubular acidosis. Unlike the knock-out
mice, the patients did not present phenylcetonuria. In conclusion, the
phenotype associated with HNF-1a mutations in humans is complex
and heterogeneous. Defects in the renal resorption of glucose,
phosphate and aminoacids may be observed, associated to the
pancreatic beta cell defect.

420
GENETIC ANALYSIS OF AN INDIGENOUS AUSTRALIAN PEDIGREE WITH
NIDDM
P.K. Lovelock!'> M. Kishimoto-Hashirarnoto! l. B. Kesting! M. Marczak' D.l.
Cavallucci! l. Cardinal! l.R Berkholz! and l..TE. Shaw! Dept of Diabetes&
Endocrinology,PrincessAlexandra HospitalBrisbane', Centre for Molecularand
CellularBiology,University of Qld2 and RedlandsHealth ServiceCentre', Australia.
Non-insulindependentdiabetesmellitus(NIDDM) is a major publichealth problemfor
Australia. The prevalenceofNIDDM amongAustraliansof European descent is 3.4%,
however prevalencerates morethan six times higherhave been reported for indigenous
Australiancommunities. The averageage of onset ofNIDDM is lower in this
population, with the maximal prevalenceat age 40 years. NIDDM is most commonin
westernisedindigenouscommunities, and correlates with a high prevalenceof obesity,
hyperinsulinaernia and hypertriglyceridaemia. The epidemiological and
pathophysiological characteristics ofNIDDM in the indigenousAustralianpopulation
have led to the hypothesisof the "thrifty genotype",however to date the nature of the
genetic predispositionis unknown. Three loci contribute to diabetes susceptibility in
differentEuropean pedigreeswith Maturity-OnsetDiabetesof the Young (MODY),
however the role of these loci in indigenousAustraliandiabetes isnot known. The
objective of the studyis to identify novel mutationswhich result in diabetes susceptibility
through the applicationof exclusion mappingwith polymorphicmarkers. This paper
describesa single7 generationpedigreeof indigenousAustraliandescent comprising246
livingsubjects from 3 generations, of whom64 haveNIDDM. The mean age of the
diabetic subjectsin the pedigreeis 53 ± 12years (± I SD). 29 are on dietary therapy
alone, 33 are on oral hypoglycaemic agents and 2 are on insulintreatment. The mean
BMI of the diabeticsubjectsis32± 7 kg/m2 and 16 have clinicalevidenceof
atheroscleroticvasculardisease. In order to characterisethe genetic abnormalityin the
pedigree we have commenced linkageanalyseswith the three loci previouslydefinedas
causing dominantly-inherited diabetes. Thereis no evidencefor linkageofNIDDM with
the microsatellitemarkersDl2SS07 (near the MODY3 locus, chromosome12q), GCKI
and GCK3 (glucokinaselocus,chromosome7p) or with OU, D20S527 and D20S112
(near the MODYI locus,chromosome20q). If these resultsare confirmedwith
additionaltypingwe will proceedto a genome-widescan to identifynovel genets)
contributing to NIDDM susceptibility in this pedigree.

419
SCREENING OF SUR 1 AND KIR6.2 PROMOTERS FOR MUTATIONS IN
DIFFERENT TYPES OF TYPE 2 DIABETES.
A.L. Gloyn, Y Hashim and R.c. Turner. Diabetes Research Laboratories, Oxford
University, Oxford,UK.
The ~-cell ATP regulated K-channel (K-ATP) consists of 2 subunits, the
sulphonylurea receptor (SUR I) and the inwardly rectifying K-channel (Kir6.2).
Mutations in the nuclear binding fold regions (NBFs) of SUR I and in Kir6.2 have
been found to cause persistent hyperinsulinaemic hypoglycaemia of infancy.
Population association studies have shown polymorphisms in SUR I at exon 18
(T76IT) and intron 16 splice acceptor site -3!agGCCto -3£agGCCwere significantly
more prevalent in patients with type 2 diabetes than normal control subjects,
suggesting that these polymorphisms could be in linkage disequilibrium with a
pathogenic mutation. Mutations in the promoter region of either gene could result in
abnormal expression and regulation of K-ATP channel with decreased insulin
secretion. We have screened both promoter sequencesand the remaining 20 exons of
SUR 1, by single stranded conformational polymorphism (SSCP) analysis in ~-cell

deficient subtypes of white caucasian patients with type 2 diabetes who are islet cell
antibody (ICA) and glutamic acid decarboxylase antibody (GADA) negative, and in
normoglycaemiccontrols: (i) 20 non-obese (BMI < 27 kg.m? ) who presented at age
<50 yrs with fasting plasma glucose (FPG) < 8 mmol/l ( i.e. similar to glucokinase
deficient, MODY 2 patients) (ii) 20 non-obese subjects who presented with FPG >12
mrnol/l who have marked ~-cell deficiency and a family history of diabetes (iii) 20
type 2 diabetic subjects with both exon 18 and intron 16 mutations (iv) 20 randomly
selected patients with type 2 diabetes (v) 20 norrnoglycaemic controls. A silent
variant in exon 12 of SUR I was not associated with diabetes. No polymorphisms
were detected in the Kir6.2 promoter. A 3 base insertion/deletion was detected in
SUR I promoter and is now being evaluated in larger numbers and different ethnic
groups, (including the possibility of linkage disequilibrium with the 16/18 putative
haplotype), to determine if abnormal expression of SUR I could contribute to type 2
diabetes.
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IS GENETIC DENSITY A KEY DETERMINANT OF

AGE-AT-ONSET IN TYPE 2 DIABETES?

M. Sargm, A. Sengiil, S. Salman, K. Karsidag, E. Ozer, F. Salman, Y.
Yilmaz, I. Satman, N. Din99ag and M.T. Yrlmaz, Diabetes Division, Istanbul
Faculty of Medicine, and Institute for Experimental Medical Research,
Istanbul University, Istanbul, Turkey.

This study is designed to investigate the concept of genetic density and its
effect on onset of clinical type 2 diabetes and to define the characteristics of
genetic transition in relation to degree of relation to degree of relativity.
Pedigree of 500 type 2 diabetic patients' (FIM:236/264, mean age:56.7±9.6
years) who were consecutively admitted to the Outpatient Clinic of Diabetes
Unit between 1996 and 1997 were examined based on interrogation for obesity
and/or diabetes among 1st, 2nd and 3rd degree relatives. The study covered
10,017 individuals. Of the 500 type 2 diabetic patients 81.8% bad at least one
diabetic relative. Considering all degree relatives, the mean age at onset of
diabetes for those who had no diabetic relative W<lS 58.3± 10.4 years, while
diabetes in patients who had one diabetic relative appeared earlier at 53.2±S.5
years. Similarly, we noticed that the age-at-onset in patients with twodiabetic
relatives W<lS 49.0±6.5 years, the same parameter in patients with three
diabetic relatives W<lS 45.S±6.4 years, in those with four or five diabetic
relatives was 41.6±IO.3 years, and finally having more than five diabetic
relatives led to youngest-onset diabetes at 3S.7±6.9 years (p<O.OOI). The same
trend W<lS observed for increased number of diabetic closer-degree diabetic
relatives. No difference was noticed between two sexes. Our findings have
suggested that most of the distinct clinical diabetes entities might indeed be
younger-onset diabetes forms that were simply negatively correlated to genetic
density.
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INCREASED FREQUENCY OF THE PPAR-GAMMA POLY
MORPHISM (P12A) IN PATIENTS WITH NIDDM.

Thus the frequency of the A allele was higher in patients with NIDDM than in
patients without NIDDM (p = 0.04 ) Though the highest A allele frequency was
observed in patients with NIDDM and HTG the frequency of the A allele did uot
differ in non diabetics with or without HTG. Our results suggest a role for
variation in thePPAR-gamma gene in the pathogenesis of NIDDM.

SCREENING FOR MUTATIONS IN THE GLUCOKINASE (MODY2IGCK) AND
HEPATOCYTE NUCLEAR FACTOR t-o (MODY3/HNF1-a) GENES IN
SOUTH-ITALIAN FAMILIES.
C. Bellanne-Chantslot', D. lafusco', H. Blanche', M.R. Puca", S. Clauin', V.
Morel', I. Le Gall', G. Thomas' and F. Prisco'. 'Fondation Jean Dausset
CEPH, Paris, France; 'Department of Pediatrics-Second University of Naples,
Naples, lIaly.
The MODY2IGCK and MODY3/HNF-la genes are implicated in maturity
onset diabetes of the young (MODY), a form of non-insulino-dependent
diabetes mellitus (NIDDM) characterized by an early age of onset and by
autosomal dominant inheritance. Here, we report the prevalence of these
two MODY genes in 18 unrelated pedigrees recruited in south-Italy and
explored after the fortuitous diagnosis of a fasting hyperglycemia occuring in
a family history of diabetes. We identified 11 novel mutations in the
MODY2/GCK gene; 7 missense mutations (L30P, 038P, T1491, 1225M,
M235T, E265K, D278E), 2 splice site mutations (K15 +lG->T, L288 -lG->A)
and 2 deletions (Kl04deI4, A460deI22). In MODY3/HNF-la gene, we
detected two mutations, one is a novel missense mutation T354M and the
other (P291insC) is localized in the polyC tract in exon 4 described as a
mutational hot spot. The segregation of these mutations with the diabetes
were checked in all families. Surprisingly, three of these mutations
correspond to de novo mutations (L30P and T1491 in MODY2IGCK;
P291fsinsC in MODY3/HNF-l a). Five patients presenting also a profile of
mild hyperglycemia were negative for the MODY2 and MODY3 genes. The
observed frequencies in these south-Italian families of 61 % and 11% for
MODY2/GCK and MODY31 HNF-la genes respectively, are quite different
from those reported in the lilterature for caucasian families. And except one
proband who is MODY3 and who has a more severe form of diabetes, clinical
and biological data could not discriminate these families. This emphasizes the
interest of the molecular study of MODY as the prevalence of diabetes
complications differs between the MODY2 and MODY3 diabetes. Thus the
follow up of young patients presenting a hyperglycemia could be better
suited.
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WA Mann, D. Evans, J. de Heer, D. Wendt, D. Berg, and U. Beisiegel. Medical
Clinic, University Hospital Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany.

Peroxisome proliferator activating receptors (PPAR) are important
regulators of several genes involved in glucose and lipid metabolism. Activation
of PPAR gamma by lbiazolidinediones results in amelioration of glucose
homeostasis by increasing insulin sensitivity. Thus PPAR gamma may playa
role in the manifestation of NIDDM. Recently a polymorphism in the PPAR
gamma gene hasbeen described (Pro 12 AJa). We investigated the frequency of
Ibis polymorphism in patients with NIDDM (n=40), with and without
accompanying hypertriglyceridemia (HfG). For comparison patients (n=92)
without NIDDM with or without HTG were analysed. The following table
shows the number of patients analysed until now, body mass index (BMI) in

kg/m2, plasma triglycerides (fG) in mg/dl, and the frequency of the PI2A
polymorphism and A-carriers (in %) .

n BMI
20 30
20 26
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REDUCING MISCLASSIFICATION BIAS IN THE HOMA INDICES OF INSULIN
RESISTANCE AND SECRETION.
A.B. Jenkins', K. Samaras", D.G. Carey" and L.V. Campbell" University of
Wollongong', Garvan InstITute" , NSW and Princess Alexandra Hospital", OLD
Australia.
Homeostasis model assessment (HOMA) provides indices of insuiin
secretion (B) and insulin resistance (R) from fasting glucose and insulin
levels. When we applied this model to data from twins, a significant
heritabilily of fasting plasma glucose (FPG) (h2 = 0.75, P <0.01) in these data
was not accounted for by any heritability of the HOMA indices (B: h2 = 0.28, P
> 0.3; R: h2 ~ -0.08, p s 0.5). This result is consistent with a misclassification
between effects due to insulin secretion and resistance in the HOMA
indices. We report here evidence of misclassification in the HOMA indices
and describe a minor modification to the model which corrects it. Direct
measures of insulin resistance (euglycemic clamp) and secretion (iv glucose
bolus) were obtained in 43 non-diabetic subjects ( M/F 8/33, Age 39±11 (SO)

yr, BMI 25.6±4.2 kglm2). Herilability was estimated by statistical modelling of
genetic and environmental influences in data from 214 non-diabetic female
subjects (107 twin pairs, Age 52±14, BMI 25.2±4.2). The HOMA model was
reformulated, independently of the direct measures data in terms of
relationships between Ln-transformed fasting plasma insulin (Ln(FPI)), FPG,
and insulin sensitivity. The modified indices were obtained from B' = (Ln(FPI)
c)/FPG and R' = (Ln(FPI)-e)*FPG where c is a constant (-4.64). Indices from
both models correlated wilh the direct measures similarly (r=0.63 (R), 0.49
(R'), 0.45 (B), 0.39 (B'), all peo.ot). Directly measured insulin resistance and
secretion were not significantly correlated ( r = 0.13, p=0.21). However, B
and R were strongly related (r = 0.78, P < 0.0001 v 0.13) demonstrating
substantial misclassification. The relationship between B' and R' (r=0.13) was
not different to that between the two direct measures. Significant heritability
of B': (h2 = 0.68, P < 0.01); and R'(h2 = 0.59, P < 0.05) was found in the twin
data. The inaccuracy in the HOMA indices caused by rnsctassitlcaucn may
lead to erroneous conclusions concerning the roles of insulin resistance and
insulin secretion in pathology. The modification we propose significantly
reduces the misclassilication and exposes separate components of insulin
resistance and insulin secretion in the heritability of FPG. We conclude that
this modification to the method is necessary for its reliable use.

DEMONSTRATION OF THE A3243G MITOCHONDRIAL MUTATION IN
FAMILIES WITH MATERNALLY INHERITED DIABETES AND DEAFNESS
C. Thoms, A. Widjaja', N. Boeck, C. Skamira' and H. ZUhlke. Hannover Medical
School, Dept's of Biochemistry and 'Cliu. Endocrino!., D-30625 Hannover, Germany.

The mitochondrial(mt) DNA codes for polypeptides of the oxidative phosphorylation
pathway, rRNAs and tRNAs. A point mutation of the mt tRNA A3243G has been
observed in some diabetic patients with maternally inherited diabetes. We here decribe
two german families with this mutation in some cases suffering from maternally
inherited diabetes and deafness (MIDD). We screened 58 diabetics with a possible
maternal mode of inheritance. 41 patients (70%) were treated with insulin, 23 of these
patients (56%) were initially treated with oral antidiabetic drugs (OADD) and required
insulin years later. 17 patients (30%) were treated with OADD and diet restrictions.
The BMI ranged from 19k9lm2 to 41 kg/m' (mean 27.9 kg/nr' ). They developed
diabetes mellitus betweeu the age of 12 y to 78 y (mean 42.2 y). Oral mucosa was
obtained for DNA isolation in 21 patients, in the remaining 37 patients EDTA-blood
was used. Mucosa cells were lysed with NaOH (50mM) and neutralized with Tris
buffer (1M, PH 8.0), DNA was isolated by phenol-chloroform extraction. For DNA
isolation from peripheral blood we isolated white blood cells. A 500bp fragment
encompassing the mutation was amplified using PCR: sense primer (2295-3012):
5' ggatcaggacatcccgat3' , antisense primer (3494-3476): 5' ggttttaggggctcmgg3 ' ,
denaturation for 45s at 92° C, annealiug for 40s at 59°C, exteusion for 45s at nOc, 32
cycles. Since the mutation creates a restriction site for BSP 1201, the fragment was
digested with BSP 1201 followed by electrophoresis on a 1.8% agarose ge!. Using this
method with not yet published primers we obtained 2 oligonucleotides of comparable
size increasing the sensitivity of our method 2times (detection of 1% mutated
mtDNA). Hearing acuity was exarnined with pure tone audiometry. The mutation was
found in oral mucosa cells of 7 patients, but not in blood cells. As known from the
literature, the mode of inheritance was maternal, all diabetic patients carrying the
mutation show hearing loss = MIDD, but age of onset (in our study 36-45y) and BMI
(>26kglm2

) differ from other data. MlDD may be combined with neuronal disorders.
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FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS OF NATURALLY OCCURING VARIANTS IN THE
HEPATOCYTE NUCLEARFACTOR-4aGENE
AM Moller', L Suaud', SA Urhammer',T Hansen', BLaine', 0 Pedersen'
'Steno Diabetes Center and Hagedorn Research Institute, Copenhagen, Denmark,
'U459 INSERM,Lille,France.

The hepatocytenuclear factor-4a (HNF-4a) protein is a transcription factor belong
ing to the steroid/thyroid hormonereceptorsuperfamily and regulatesmany essential
genes involvedin liver, kidneyand pancreatic islets differentiation and metabolism.
Mutationsin the gene encodingthe HNF-4a protein are the cause of a form of ma
turity onset diabetes of the young (MODYI), a subtype of non-insulin-dependent
diabetes mellitus (NIDDM). We have previously identifiedtwo genetic variants in
the HNF-4a gene in a searchfor geneticdefects causingdiabetesin the Danish late
onsetNIDDMpatients.One of these variants(VaI255Met) was exclusivelyidentified
in NIDDMpatients (0,8%, N~477), while the other variant (ThrI30Ile) was associ
ated with NIDDM in the Danishpopulation(4,7% (95% CI: 3,4-6,0) vs, 1,9% (0,7
3,1), p~0,008) but not in the closely related Swedishpopulation(5,4% (2,7-8,1) vs.
5,1% (3,9-6,3». In order to examinewhether these genetic variantshave any impact
on the developmentof NIDDM,the transactivation activity of the two mutants and
the wildtypeHNF-4a proteinswere examinedin transienttransfection assays in C33
cells. The DNA bindingcapabilityof the mutantsand the wildtypeHNF-4a proteins
were examinedas well. Therewas no differencein the transactivation activityof the
mutants and the wildtype HNF-4a proteins when examined in cotransfectionwith
luciferasereportergene constructscarryingthe HNF-4a responsiveelementof either
the HNF-Ia (normalised activities(mean +1- SD): wt: 100% vs. Thr130Ile: 89,3%
(80,2-98,4) 1Val255Met 86,3%(76,8-95,8» or the ApoCIIIpromoter(wt: 100%vs.
Thr130Ile: 97,3% (91,4-103,2)1 Va1255Met 92,7% (83,9-101,5». Also the DNA
bindingactivityof the mutantsand the wildtypeHNF-4a proteinswere similarwhen
examinedon the HNF-4a bindingsite of the HNF-la promoter.Therefore,using the
above mentioned assays, no difference betweenthe Thrl30Ile, the Va1255Met and
the wildtypeHNF-4a proteincouldbe identified.
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STUDIES OF THE VARIABILITY IN THE GENES ENCODING
THE INSULIN PROMOTER FACTOR-I AND ITS UPSTREAM
ACTIVATOR NEURODIBETA2 IN DANISH CAUCASIAN
NIDDMFAMILIES.
T. Hansen, L. Hansen, S. Urhamrner, H. Eiberg, O. Pedersen. Steno
Diabetes Center and Hagedorn Research Institute, Gentofte. Dept of
Biochemistry and Genetics,University of Copenhagen, Denmark.
The recent development of transgenic mouse models carrying null
alleles of either the pancreatic homeobox gene, IPF-I, or the
endodermalfactorNeuroDIBeta2 has shownthat animalshomozygous
for the IPF-I null alleles have pancreatic agenesis and animals
homozygous for the NeuroDIBeta2 null alleles have disorganized
islets and failure of proper I'-cell maturation. Both types of transgenic
mice dye from diabetes postnatally. In man, a frameshift deletion in
exon I of the IPF-I gene has been linked to maturity-onset diabetesof
the young (MODY4)in one family. Consequently, we have tested the
hypothesis that structural changes in these genes crucial to the
morphogenesis of either the whole pancreas (IPF-I) or the islets
(NeuroDlBeta2) could be responsible for the onset of diabetes in
subsets of NIDDM families of Danish ancestry. By PCR-SSCP
heteroduplex analysis we scanned the IPF-] gene in 5 segmentsand
the NeuroDIBeta2 gene in 6 segments for mutations in one diabetic
proband from each of 82 Danish NIDDM families. We found a
guanine nucleotide insertion in the 5'-UTR at position -109 from the
translationinitiationcodon in the IPF-I gene and in the NeuroDIBeta2
gene we found a frequentA45T and a less frequentPI97H aminoacid
substitution. The allelic frequency of the A45T polymorphism was
0.36 in 154 NIDDM patients and 0.37 in 210 age matched control
subjectswhereasthe PI97H wasequallyfrequentin each group(0.03).
We conclude that mutations in the coding region of IPF-I and
NeuroD/Beta2 are unlikelyto contributeto the geneticsof NIDDMin
the Danish Caucasian population. Further studies are needed to
establish the potential role of the NeuroDIBeta2 amino acid variants
on insulinsecretionin the carriers.
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ADRENERGIC RECEPTOR AND UNCOUPLING PROTEIN GENE VARIANTS AND
SUSCEPTIBILITY TO NIDDM AND RELATED CONDITIONS
P.J.Saker, S.J.Huxlable, E.Kousta, S.Robinson, N.Gharani, G.Conway, S.Franks,
CWarden, GAHitman, D.G.Johnston and M.l.McCarthy. Imperial College School of
Medicine; St Bartholomew's and Royal London School ofMedicine; Middlesex Hospital,
London, UK; University ofCalifornia, Davis, USA.
Defective thenmogenesis isa feature ofwomen with gestational diabetes (GDM) and
polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS): both conditions are associated with laterNIDDM.
Variation ingenesregulating thisprocess(82AR, 83AR, UCPf, UCP2, UCP3) may
influence susceptibility to NIDDM, obesity andrelated clinical phenotypes: theaimofthis
study wastoextend theinventory ofvariation intheseandotherrelevant candidates andto
correlate genomic andphenotypic variation. Theentire coding sequence of83AR and
UCPI andexons 3-8of UCP2, plusimmediate 5' sequence ot 83AR and UCPI havebeen
screenedformutations ina set of103women ofmixed ethnic origin with either (a)previous
GDM and/or (b) PCOS, thelatterselected forextreme BMI andWHR Apart from the
preViously-reported 83AR Trp64Arg and UCPI -3826variants, wehaveidentified the
following non-silent variants. In83AR, a novel g--+t polymorphism (in a single Bengali GDM
subject) 14bp 3' ofexon1with potential consequences formRNA splicing; inUCPI, a
Met229Leu variant (present at -7% inallgroups with nodifferences inallele frequency); in
UCP2, (i) an Ala55Vai variant (exon 4: variant frequency -40%,nodifferences inallele,
P=0.44, orgenotype frequencies, P=0.67, between groups oncase-control analysis), and(ii)
a 45bp duplication inthe3' UTR (variant frequency -20%,P=0.36 and P=0.57,
respectively). Within each(GDM, PCOS, control) cohort, wefound noassociation between
genotype at these UCP210ci andweight, 8MI, orfasting plasma glucose (all P>0.05). The
phenotypic relevance ofthesevariants wasfurther assessedbyTOT in(a)80South Indian
(SI) NIDDM parent-offspring trios and(b) 61 European PCOS trios. Theseanalyses alsofail
to support a positive role foranyofthevariants described (eg-3826variant inSI,P=0.61;
Trp64Arg inPCOS, P=0.21; exon 6 duplication inPCOS, P=0.77). Within thelimits ofthe
phenotypes andportions ofthegenesthusfarexamined, genomic variation appears to
shownocorrelation with variation inthesediabetes- andobesity-related phenotypes.
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THE ISLETAMYLOID POL.YPEPTIDEGENE SER20GLYMUTATIONAND
GLUCAGONRECEPTOR GENEGLY40SERMUTATION IN CHINESE

K.S.Xiang,T.S. Zheng,H.J.Lu,D.Q.Sun,J.X.Lu and J.Li.
Shanghai 200233,China

It has been reported that the Ser20Gly mutation of the islet amyloid
polypeptide (lAPP) gene was associatedwith type 2 diabetes in Japanese,and the
Gly40Sermutation of the glucagon receptor (GCGR) gene was associated with
type 2 diabetes in French and British Caucasians as well as a subset of type 2
diabetes with positive family history in German Caucasians.Since geographic
restricted distribution of these mutations in ethnic groups was suggested,The aim
of this study is to ascertain the presenceof these mutationsand its relation to type
2 diabetes in Chinese. 825 Chinese subjects were genotyped for the Ser20Gly
mutation of lAPP gene with PCR-RFLP Mspf digestion.The mutation was
observed in 17/609 (2.79%) subjects with type 2 diabetes,and only in 1/216
(0.46%) subjects with non-diabetics (P<0.05).The mutation detected by PCR
RFLP was confirmed to be the A to G point mutation in the nucleotide 582 of
lAPP gene cDNA encoding the amino acid codon 20 (AGC to GGC ). All the
mutation carriers detected were heteozygotes. Comparisons of clinical features
between mutationcarriersand non-carriers in type 2 diabeticpatientsshowedthat
higher fasting insulin levels 70.44(26.88-184.98)pmol/L vs. 4218(6.06-293.88)
pmoIlL(P~0.004),and morepatientswith diabeticfamilyhistory (58.8%vs.21.4%)
(P~ 0.00I) were observed in mutationcarriers. 276 subjects with type 2 diabetes
were genotyped for the Gly40Ser of GCGR gene with PCR-RFLP BstE II
digestion. Gly40Ser mutation was not detected in this group. In conclusion,there
are significantfrequency differencesof the IAPP-Ser20Gly and GCGR-Gly40Ser
mutations among ethnic groups. Only the former is present in Chinese and is
associated with type2 diabetes.

* LoglO transformed during statistical analysis and expressed as geometric
means with95%confidential interval.
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AN ASSOCIATION BETWEEN UCP2 AND BODY MASS INDEX IN A
SOUTHINDIANPOPULATION
'P.G. Cassell, 'M. Neverova, 's. Janmohammed, 'N.c. Uwakwe, 'A. Qureshi,
'P.G. Kopelman,bA. Ramachandran, bC. Snehalatha,'D. Ricquier, 'C.R Warden
and 'G.A. Hitman. 'Medical Unit, St. Bartholomew's and The Royal London
School of Medicine, London, U.K., bDiabetes Research Centre, Chennai, India,
'Centre de Recherche sur L'Endocrinologie Moleculaire et Ie Developpement,
Franceand "RoweInstitutein Genetics,U.C.L.A.,UnitedStatesof America.

The uncouplingproteins (UCP)play an importantrole in energy expenditureand
therefore are candidate genes for the aetiology of both obesity and Type 2
diabetes. Recently, linkagehas been found betweenmarkersclose to uncoupling
protein 2 (UCP2) and resting metabolic rate. The purpose of our studies was to
study a newly described UCP2 variant in exon 8 in obesity and Type 2 diabetes.
Exon 8 of UCP2 was sequencedand a 45 base pair insertionwas identifiedwhich
is a duplication of the preceding 45 base pairs. DNA was prepared from 449
South Indian subjects from a cross-sectional survey and 71 South Indian families
consisting of parents and a child with Type 2 diabetes. DNA was separated by
agarose gel electrophoresis after amplificationof exon 8. Three genotypeswere
identified II (homozygous for insertion), ID and DD (homozygous wild). No
association or linkage was found between Type 2 diabetes and UCP2 variant in
the South Indian families using the transmission disequilibrium test. In the
parents of the families a positive association was found between BMI and the
UPC2 variant (p<O.OOI), mean BMI 32.7 for II (n~5), 25.2 for ID (n=47) and
24.9 for DD (n=91). To verify this positiveobservationwe then screenedthe 449
South Indian samples. The positive association with BMI was replicated in
femalesonly, (p~0.019), mean BMI26.4 for II (n=9),22.1 for ID (n~62), 23.2 for
DD (n~147); furthermore, no association was found with Type 2 diabetes
(p=0.83). In conclusion,the UCP2 exon 8 variant appears to be associated with
increasedBMI but not with Type2 diabetesin a SouthIndianethnicpopulation.
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HEPATOCYTE NUCLEAR FACTOR-4a (MODYl) GENE MUTATIONS IN
LATE·ONSET TYPE 2 DIABETICS IN THE UK.

D.E. Shepherd,Y Hashimand R.C.Turner. DiabetesResearchLaboratories, Oxford
University, Oxford,UK.

Mutations in the hepatocyte nuclearfactor 4 alpha (HNF-4a) gene have been shown
to cause autosomal dominant early-onset diabetes in a number of MODY families.
We have investigated the role that mutations in HNF-4a may play in type 2 diabetes
in white caucasians. We report an analysisof the MODYI gene in 3 subgroups of
non-obese, islet cell antibody (ICA) negative and glutamic acid decarboxylase
antibody (GADA) negative UK white caucasian diabetic subjects (i) severe ~ cell
deficientwith fastingplasmaglucose(FPG)>12mmoIJL (n=68) (ii) glucokinase-like
diabetes with mild hyperglycemia FPG <8mmolJL (n=27) and (iii) randomlychosen
type 2 diabeticsubjects(n=IOO). The II exons and flankingintronsof HNF-4a were
screenedby SingleStrandConformational Polymorphism (SSCP)analysisand RFLP
for known and novel polymorphisms with the variants being sequenced. Two
missense mutations have been found, the previously identified TII130 and a novel
E269D mutation. The TII130(Thr ....Ile) has an allele frequencyof 6% (glucokinase
subgroup) and 2% (severe ~-cell subgroup). This polymorphism was identified by
Yamagataet al, who found it on the same allele as the ambermutationQ268X in the
R-W pedigreeand at a frequency of 5% in nondiabetic whitesubjects.The missense
mutation E269D is a result of a G....C nucleotide substitution at codon 269,
Glu(GAG)·...Asp(GAC) and has beenfoundin a single glucokinase-like patient.This
conservative amino acid substitution is unlikely to be a major cause of late onset
diabetes. Two novel polymorphisms have also been found in exon 2, one silent and
the other in the intron near the intronJexon junction. HNF-4a mutations -are less

prevalenttban HNF-Icx (MODY3)mutations.
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SCREENING OF MATERNALDIABETICPATIENTSFOR
MITOCHONDRIAL MUTATIONSIN ALL 22 tRNA GENES
K. Tsukudal , T.Asanot, Y. Oka2 and Y. Yazakil : 1Third
Department of Internal Medicine, University of Tokyo, 2Third
department of Internal Medicine, Yamaguchi University
Though diabetogenic mitochondrial DNA defects were
reported around the tRNAleu gene so far, mutations in other
tRNA genes were reported in neuromuscular disorders.
Therefore, mutations around tRNA genes other than tRNAleu
gene may playa role in the development of NIDDM and it is
thought to be worthwhile to screen maternal diabetic patients
for mutations in these regions. For this purpose, we
sequenced around all 22 tRNA genes using DNA samples
from peripheral blood leukocytes of 30 diabetic patients with a
history of strong maternal inheritance. Detected gene
mutations were further investigated by comparing the
frequencies between 240 maternal diabetic patients (age;
46,0:!:14.5) and 240 non-diabetic controls (age; 41.7:!:9.3).
Dot-blot hybridization method using 32P-labeled sequence
specific oligonucleotides as probes was employed in this
screening. Twenty-eight mitochondrial gene defects were
detected up to now. Among these, C to T transition at position
456 bp, G to A transition at position 5773 bp and A to G
transition at position 15951 bp were found in 5/240 diabetic
patients but 0/240 controls, 3/240 diabetic patients but 0/240
controls and 6/240 diabetic patients but 0/240 controls
(p<0.05), respectively. For these mutations may be potentially
diabetogenic, we are now investigating clinical phenotypes of
theses diabetic patients and screening more diabetic patients
and non-diabetic controls for these mutations.

433
HETEROPLASMY OF THE MITOCHONDRIAL A3243G MUTATION AND THE
PHENOTYPE OFMATERNALLY INHERITED DIABETES ANDDEAFNESS.

E.HR van Essen, LM. 't Hart, JJJansen, J,M.W. van den Ouweland, JA. Maassen and
RH.PJ. Lemkes. Depts, of Endocrinology and Molecular Cell Biology, L.U.M.C., C4-R,
Albinusdreef2, 2333ZA Leiden, TheNelherlands.

Maternally Inherited Diabetes andDeafuess (MlDD) isa diabetic subtype associated withanA
to G mutation in the mitochondrial !RNA(Leu,UUR)gene at basepair 3243. The clinical
phenotype ofMIDD shows a considerable variation mimicking either typeI ortype2 diabetes,
with similar frequencies of occurrence. A factor thatmay contribute to the pathogenesis of
mitochondrial diabetes is the degree ofheteroplasmy of themitochondrial A3243G mutation.
Heteroplasmy isdefined asthepercentage mutated mitochondrial DNApresent in tissues. The
aim ofthisstudy wastodetermine therelation between thelevel ofheteroplasmy andtheclinical
phenotype ofMIDD.Heteroplasmy wasmeasured in leukocyte DNAandmouth mucosa cell
DNAof63individuals thattested positive forthemutation, using thepolymerase chain reaction
(PeR) with32P-labelled desoxynucleotides (detection-threshold: 1%heteroplasmy). Diabetic
patients weresubdivided intotype2-like and type l-like, Initiation of insulin therapy within 3
months afterdiagnosis of diabetes wasregardedas a typeI diabetic pheno1ype. Of the tested
individuals II (3male(M), 8 female (F);meanageofonsetesd: 30±7.1 years) showed a typeI
likephenotype, 8 (2M,6F; 4O.8±16.1 years) a type2 phenotype, 12(4M,8F;meanage at
diagnosis±.sd: 39.5±163 years) werediagnosed as Impaired Glucose Tolerant (IGl) and 32
(I5M, 17F; 343±13.5 years) as Normal Glucose Tolerant (NGl). A significant correlation
(t91.9, p<0.05) was observed between heteroplasmy levels in oralmucosa and leukocytes.
Heteroplasmy levels (%± sd)intypel-likediabetic patients (oralmucosa: 45±27.1, leukocytes:
25.0±17.5) didnotdiffersignificantly from levels in type2-like diabetic patients (oralmucosa:
34.4±17.8, leukocytes: 21.8±11.7), subjects with IGT (oral mucosa 37.8±19.8, leukocytes:
22.2±13.9) andsubjects withNGT(oralmucosa27.1±22.6, leukocytes: 17.0±16.0). There was
nocorrelation between theageofonsetofdiabetes andthelevel ofheteroplasmy. Weconclude
thatheteroplasmy levels oftheinvestigated tissues arenotindicative oflheclinical phenotype of
themitochondrial A3243G mutation.
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NO ASSOCIATION BETWEEN HUMAN PZ-ADRENORECEPTOR GENE
POLYMORPHISM AND OBESITY OR TYPE ZDIABETES
J.L. Hedenbro', M. Carlsson', M. Orho' and L.e. Groop", Departments of Surgery'
and Endocrinology, Lund ' and Malmo' University Hospitals, Lund University,
Sweden.
p2-adrenoreceptors (~2-ARs) playa central role in the regulation of lipolysis in
human adipose tissue. Recently the Gln27Glu polymorphism in the P2-AR gene
was reported to be associated with obesity in women. In order to replicate this
finding and explore the role of the P2-AR gene in obesity-related NIDDM we
studied the Gln27Glu polymorphism in four groups of unrelated Swedish subjects:
I) morbidly obese nondiabetic patients scheduled for bariatric surgery (OBE:
n=68, males=16, fem=52, age 41±I1years, BMI 42±5 kg/m'), 2) obese NIDDM
patients (ObeDM: n=79, males=38, fem=41 age 58±1I years, BMl34±4 kg/m'), 3)
lean NIDDM patients (LeanDM: n=83, males=53, fem=30, age 62±1Oyears, BMI
24±2 kg/m') and 4) non-diabetic, lean controls (CON: n=6O, males=35, fem=25,
age 62±ll years, BMI 26±4 kg/rrr'). The ~2-AR Gln27Glu polymorphism was
genotyped using PCR and restriction enzyme digestion followed by agarose gel
electrophoresis. Genotype ferquencies are given below, n (%):

GENOTYPE: OBE ObeDM LeanDM CON
~2-AR Gln27Gln 17 (25) 23 (29) 31 (37) 20 (33)
P2-AR Gln27Glu 38 (56) 48 (61) 35 (42) 27(45)
P2-AR Glu27Glu 13 (19) 8 (10) 17 (20) 13 (22)

The genotype frequencies of the ~2-AR Gln27Glu did not significantly differ for
either OBE, ObeDM or LeanDM groups when compared with controls (X'-test, 2
d.f., p=0.45, p=0.09 and p=0.88, respectively). Neither did we observe any
significant differences between the clinical variables (BMI, WHR, serum lipids and
blood pressure) between the different genotype carriers within the groups. The
results were similar when analysed separately for males and females. In
conclusion, we found no association of the ~2-AR Gln27Glu polymorphism with
obesity or NIDDM in Swedish patients, challenging a role for the ~2-AR Glu/Glu
genotype in the development of these conditions.
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Search for a sixth Maturity-Onset Diabetes of the Young causing-gene:

Studies with Twelve Candidate Genes in nine MODY families.

r-c. Chevre, P. Boutin, E.H. Hani, M.Vaxillaire, G. Velho, N. Vionnet and P.

Frogue!. Institut de Biologie de Lille, CNRS-EPIO, Institut Pasteur de Lille, I rue

Calmette, BP 245, 59019 Lille cedex, France.

Maturity-onset diabetes of the young (MODY) is a heterogenous monogenic form of

non-insulin-dependant diabetes mellitus with a primary defect in insulin secretion. We

have identified 9 MODY families in which diabetes is not the result of mutations in any

of the five known MODY genes: the glucokinaseJMODY2, hepatocyte nuclear factor-I

alphaIMODY3, hepatocyte nuclear factor-4 alphaIMODYI, insulin promoter factor

llMODY4, hepatocyte nuclear factor-I betalMODY5 genes. Moreover, no evidence for

linkage of those loci with MODY was found. This cohort of families will be useful for

identifying other diabetes-susceptibility genes. Twelve other candidate genes encoding

for transcription factors implicated in pancreatic development and function have been

tested for linkage with MODY in these families using polymorphic markers. These

included caudal-type homeo box traanscription factor 3, dimerization cofactor of HNF

Ia, Islet-Brain 1 protein, hepatocyte nuclear factor-3 alpha, CCAATlEnhancer-Binding

Protein-epsilon, hepatocyte nuclear factor-3 gamma, CCAATlEnhancer-Binding Protein

beta, Beta-2/neorogenic differentiation factor 1, paired box homeotic factor 4, hepatocyte

nuclear factor-4 gamma, hepatocyte nuclear factor-3 beta, and hepatocyte nuclear factor

6. None of these loci showed evidence for linkage with MODY. Linkage analysis or

mutation screening of Islet-I transcription factor, Nkx2.2 and Nkx6.1 factors genes are

in progress.
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THE 8-CELL GLUCOKINASE GENE PROMOTER G-A VARIANT IS
ASSOCIATED WITH HIGHER FASTING GLUCOSE LEVELS

M. Zhang, N.M.S. Wat, E.D Janus", S.S.M.Chung"" and K.S.L.Lam.
Department of Medicine, *Clinical Biochemistry Unit and""Institute of Molecular
Biology, University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, China.

The G-A variant at position -30 of the beta-cell glucokinase gene promoter has
been reported to be associated with reduced 6-ce1l function in middle-aged
Jap~se-American men. To investigate the relationship between this genetic
vanant and glucose metabolism in Southern Chinese, we studied 333 unrelated
Southern Chinese (aged 47.0±11.7 years, mean±SD; range 27-74 years) who
were nondiabetic at baseline, according to a 75-g oral glucose tolerance test and
WHO diagnostic criteria: 205 had NGT (normal glucose tolerance) and 128 had
IGT (impaired glucose tolerance). Repeat testing at 2 years showed that 1% and
5% of the NGT and IGT subjects respectively had developed diahetes
(P<O:OO<?I). The G to A ~bstitution at position -30 of the glucokinase promoter,
resulting 10 the loss of a Bsi HKAI cut site, was detected after Bsi HKAI digestion
of polymerase chain reaction-amplified genomic DNA. Allele frequency of the A
vari.ant was 15.6% in NGT (similar to findings in Japanese) and 18% in IGT
subjects (p=NS). Fasting plasma glucose levels were significantly higher in
sUb~ects with the A allele (n=103; G/A:A/A=96:7), when compared to the GIG
subjects (n=230), at baseline (5.32±0.53 versus 5.l5±0.5l mmollL for GIG;
p<0.OO5) and at the 2-year follow up (5.23±0.85 versus 5.01 ±0.54 mmol/L:
p<0.~5). Higher fasting glucose levels were also found in IGT subjects with th~
A vanant (5.58±0.53 versus 5.35±O.5l mmollL for GIG; P=O.02) at baseline
and. at 2 ~ears (5.62± 1.10 versus 5.22±0.66 mmollL for GIG; p=O.OI). In
subjects With NGT at baseline, there was no significant difference in fasting
plasma glucose levels between different glucokinase genotypes. We conclude that
the .-30 beta-cell glucokinase gene promoter variant is associated with higher
fasting plasma glucose I~els, and probably contributes to the development of
unpaired glucose tolerance 1D Southern Chinese.
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Maternally Inherited Diabetes and Deafness (MIDD): a Multicenter Study

PJ.GUILLAUSSEAU, P. MASSIN,B. VIALETTES, H.G1N,J. TIMSIT,
A. GRIMALDI, E. KALOUSTlAN, J. CAHEN, P. CHEDIN, E. BERTIN,
B. GUERCI, B. POROKHOV, M. VlRALLY-MONOD, D. TIELMANS,
and M. PAQUES. Paris, Marseille, Bordeaux, Nancy, Nantes, Reims, France.

Maternally inherited diabetes and deafness (MIDD) is a matrilinearly inherited

syndrome consisting of deafness, macular pattern dystrophy, and neuromuscular

disorders, which is caused by a mitochondrial DNA mutation, usually A~G m RNAt

Leu UUR 3243 mutation. We report on a series of 26 cases, 11 men and 15 women, of

mean age 48.9±1O years (m±SD). Two of these patients had impaired glucose

tolerance, and 24 diabetes, of which 14 were treated with insulin and 10 not. Insulin

therapy was initiated a mean 85 ± 8.9 years after discovery of the diabetes in 11

cases. The body mass index was less than 27 in all cases but one (95%). Diabetes was

discovered at age 36.8±8.9 years (range 20-58 years). There was no history of

ketoacidosis. A familial history of diabetes was evidenced in 23 cases (88%), with

maternal inheritance in 20 cases (77%). Deafness was evidenced in 25 cases (96%)

and neuromuscular disorders in 14 cases (61%). Macular pattern dystrophy was

observed in 23 cases (88.5%). This was characterized by subretinal deposits in the

macular area with, in advanced forms, chorioretinal atrophy. All cases had normal

electroretinograms, thus excluding retinitis pigmentosa. The distinctive combination

of diabetes, deafness, and/or macular pattern dystrophy should lead to screening for a

mitochondrial DNA mutation.
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AMINO ACID VARIANTS OF THE VITAMIN D-BINDING PROTEIN ARE
NOT ASSOCIATED WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES IN CAUCASIANS.
T. Klupa', M.T. Malecki"', M.B. Davidson', J. steradzka', J. Frey', J.
Sieradzki', and A.S. Krolewski'. Dept. Metabolic Diseases, Jagellonian
University, Cracow, Poland' and Dept. Genetics and Epidemiology,
Joslin Diabetes Center, Boston, MA, USA'
Vitamin D-binding protein (DBP) has been reported to be associated with
type 2 diabetes mellitus in several populations. There are two known
polymorphisms in DBP that result in amino acid variants: at codons 416
GAT~GAG (Asp~Glu) and 420 ACG~AAG (Thr-e-l.ys). These changes
generate Haelll and Styl restriction sites, respectively. The aim of our
study was to examine the association of the alleles and genotypes at
these codons with type 2 diabetes in Caucasians. The study group
consisted of 215 unrelated patients with type 2 diabetes, age > 45 at
diagnosis, and 166 healthy controls, matched for sex and age. Exon 11
was amplified by polymerase chain reaction, and alleles were
detenmined by digestion. Group differences in the distributions of
variants at both sites were tested by "1.2. At codon 416, Asp/Glu
frequencies were 43%/57% in the cases and 42%/58% in the controls
(p=0.91), while at codon 420, Thr/Lys frequencies were 70%/30% and
72%/28%, respectively (p=0.63).The frequencies of the genotypes are
presented in the table:
Codon 416 Asp/Asp Asp/Glu Glu/Glu p-0.4 I
Cases 37 (17.2%) 110 (51.1%) 68 (31.6%)
Controls 30 (18.0%) 80 (48.1%) 55 (33.1%)
Codon 420 ThrlThr Thr/Lys Lys/Lys p-0.8 I
Cases 104 (48.3%) 94 (43.7%) 17 (7.9%)
Controls 86 (51.8%) 68 (40.9%) 12 (7.2%)
In conclusion, our results do not conflrm the assocratron of DBP variants
with type 2 diabetes diagnosed after age 45 in Caucasians.
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LOW SERUM HDL CHOLESTEROL LEVEL WITHOUT
HYPERTRIGLYCERIDAEMIA IN NORMOGLYCAEMIC NON
DIABETICOFFSPRINGOF PARENTS WITHCONJUGAL TYPE
2 DIABETES.
T.Kasperska-Czyiyk, K.Jask6Iska-tadosz, K.St~pier'i and
R.Nowaczyk, Central Clinical Hospital, Warsaw, Poland.
In 56 adult normoglycaemic non-diabetic children of parents
with conjugal type 2 diabetes (group A) and in 68 control
subjects matched for age, sex and body mass (group B) the
OGTI (75g) was carried out, including measurements of
serum insulin (IRI)and C-peptide (CP). In fasting state also the
blood lipid profile was determined. In group A serum IRI
values were higher than in group B (AUC 1.04±0.05 (SEM) vs
0.92±0.05 nrnol- I"· h", p=0.031). This difference was less
evident as regards serum CP, resulting in lower serum CP:IRI
ratio in group A. In this group significantly lower than in group
B values of serum HDL cholesterol (1.20.1 vs 1.5±0.1 mmolfl,
p=0.0001) and of apoAI (157±3.9 vs 182±6.5 mgfdl,
P=O.0005) were found, while in both groups the serum levels
of triglycerides, total cholesterol and apoB were within normal
range and didn't differ significantly. We conclude, that the low
level of serum HDL cholesterol in non-diabetic offspring of
parents with conjugal type 2 diabetes is due to insulin
resistance and subsequent increase in the activity of enzymes
which control HDL metabolism (e.g. CETP, hepatic lipase).
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CANDIDATE GENES IN SOUTH AFRICAN INDIANS WITH TYPE 2
DIABETES
F.J Pirie, D.F York", A.A Motala, A Amod, M.A.K Omar, J.C. Chevre'", P
Froguel-- Departments of Medicine and Molecular Viroiogy-, University of
Natal, Durban, South Africa, Institut Pasteur de Lille, France-

South African Indians have a high prevalence of type 2 diabetes with a strong
familial tendency. In an attempt to understand the contribution of selected
candidate genes to the pathogenesis of type 2 diabetes, the insulin and
mitochondrial tRNA'''" genes were evaluated in 181 subjects of whom 104
were diabetic, 69 normal glucose tolerant (NGT) and 8 had impaired glucose
tolerance (IGT) according to the 1985 WHO criteria. In a subset of 18
individuals, incorporating 7 probands with early onset type 2 diabetes, the
glucokinase (GK) and hepatocyte nuclear factor la (HNF to) genes were
evaluated. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) - single stranded conformation
polymorphism (SSCP) of the insulin gene identified a G to A point mutation at
position -329 of the promoter region in a diabetic and a C to G mutation at
position -56 in a NGT subject. No SSCP variation was seen in exons 1 and 2
but a variant SSCP pattern was seen in exon 3. The variant pattern
represented a Pst 1 polymorphism in the 3' untranslated region of exon 3.
No mutations were found at position 3243 of the mitochondrial tRNA''" gene.
The GK gene was normal in the subgroup of individuals with early onset type
2 diabetes but six variant SSCP patterns were found in the HNF 1a gene,
located in the promoter and exons 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9. The sequence variations
responsible for these patterns are currently being determined. In conclusion,
the insulin and mitochondrial tRNA'·u genes do not contribute substantially to
the pathogenesis of type 2 diabetes in the SA Indian population and the eariy
onset variant of the condition. in a small number of subjects, is characterized
by mutations in the HNF 1a gene but not in the GK gene.
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ASSOCIATION OF THE SULPHONYLUREA RECEPTOR 1 GENE
VARIANTS WITH GESTATIONAL DIABETES MELLITUS AND NIDDM
J. Rissanen', A Markkanen" P. Karkkainen', J. Pihlajamaki', S. Heikkinen"
P. Kekalainen', L. Mykkanen "', J. Kuusisto', P. Karnapaa', L. Niskanen' and
M. Laakso' 'Department of Medicine, University of Kuopio, 70211 Kuopio.
Finland 'Department of Medicine, Division of Clinical Epidemiology, the
University of Texas, San Antonio, USA

Both gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM) and non-insulin-dependent diabetes
mellitus (NIDDM) are characterised by beta cell dysfunction. Because the
sulphonylurea receptor 1 (SUR1) mediates insulin secretion in beta cells. we
screened the two highly conserved nucleotide binding folds of the SUR1 gene
by single-strand conformation polymorphism analysis in 42 patients with GDM
and 40 patients with NIDDM from Finland. We identified one amino acid
change (S1370A), 4 silent substitutions (R1274R. L830L. T761T and K650K)
and 3 intronic variants (ag!ggc~aggjgc, ggtgct~!gtgct and
!agGCC~QagGCC), The S1370A, R1274R, L830L, T761T variants and the
previously unreported ggtgct~tgtgct of intron 21 and the tagGCC~cagGCC

of exon 24 splice acceptor site were screened in an additional sample of 82
normoglycemic control subjects. An AGG allele of the R1274R polymorphism
was more common in patients with GDM (0.87) or NIDDM (0.87) than in
control subjects (0.52) (P<O.OOl). Furthermore, the tagGCC allele of exon 24
splice acceptor site was more common in patients with NIDDM (0.60) than in
control subjects (0.45) (P=0.02). We further investigated the association of
the S1370A, R1274R, T761T, ggtgct~tgtgct and tagGCC~cagGCC variants
with insulin secretion in a separate sample of 295 subjects with normal
glucose tolerance and 38 subjects with impaired glucose tolerance. None of
these variants showed any effect on first-phase insulin secretion, fasting,l-h
and 2-h insulin levels. In conclusion, the variants of the SUR1 gene are
unlikely to predispose to GDM or NIDDM in Finnish subjects.
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PHOSPHATIDYLINOSITOL 3-KINASE AS A CANDIDATE GENE
FOR NON-INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS

M. Kossila'", M. Sinkovic", M. Laakso", S. Yla-Herttuala':", 'A.I.
Virtanen Institute and 2Department of Medicine, University of Kuopio,
Finland
Phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K) activity is required for the
insulin-stimulated glucose transport. Non-insulin-dependent diabetes
mellitus (NIDDM) is in large part caused by insulin resistance which is
characterized by decreased glucose transport, glucose uptake, and
utilization. Our aim is to study the catalytic subunit p11013 of PI3K as
a candidate gene for NIDDM. The first step is to clone p11013 gene
from the human genomic library. Four different fragments of p11013
eDNA were used as probes in the screening of the library. Probes
were prepared by RT-PCR using human skeletal muscle total RNA
as a template. The exon-intron structure of the gene is determined by
comparing the genomic sequence to the eDNA sequence. Eighteen
positive phage clones were obtained from the library. Seventeen
exons of the p11013 gene have so far been localized from genomic
clones. They represent 78% of the eDNA. Fourteen exons have
already been screened for variants in NIDDM patients using single
strand conformation polymorfism (SSCP) analysis but no gene
defects have been found. All exons will be localized and screened for
variants and these will be expressed, if found, in E. coli. p11013 eDNA
will also be cloned into adenovirus and the effects of PI3K activity on
glucose transport will be studied in vitro and in vivo using cell culture
and diabetic animal models. In conclusion, we have localized 17
exons of the p11013 gene. 14 exons have been screened so far but
no variants have been identified. As soon as all exons are localized
and screened for variants we can conclude whether or not the p11013
gene plays a role in the etiology of NIDDM.

444
HEPATOCYTE NUCLEAR FACTOR I·ALPHA (MODY 3)
GENE MUTATIONS IN TYPE 2 DIABETICS OF
DIFFERENT ETHNICITY
'Y. Hashim, 'D.E. Shepherd, 'J. Li, 'J. Chan and RC. 'Turner. Diabetes Research
Laboratories, Oxford University, Oxford, UK.
Department of Medicine and Therapeutics, The Chinese University of Hong Kong,
Hong Hong.
HNFla mutations, cause dominantly inherited Maturity onset Diabetes of the Young
Type 3 (Mody 3), that classically presents at age less than 25 yrs. It can
ocassionally present as Type 2 diabetes in adults, when the phenotype has been
reported as predominantly non-obese with marked beta-cell deficiency causing insulin
requiring diabetes. The aim was to determine how frequently HNFlcx mutations are
observed in type 2 diabetics of different racial origins, white Causcasians, Afro
Carribean , Asian-Indian and Chinese and the nature of associated phenotype We
examined 3 subgroups of non-obese ICA- and GADA-negative diabetic white
Caucasian subjects, (i) severe beta cell deficient (FPG = <12 mmollJ) (n=68) (ii) mild·
hyperglycaemia (FPG = <8mmolll) (n=27); (iii) gestational diabetics (n=38); (iv)
randomly selected diabetic subjects (n=75). We examined 25 randomly chosen
diabetics and 25 normoglycaemic control subjects from the remaining three racial
groups, in whom diabetes present at younger age of onset. We screened for
mutations with sequencing and SSCP with mutations verified by RFLP-based
assays. Two promoter mutations were found in the mildly hyperglycaemic groups,
one being a heterozygous 2bp deletion in a putative CfEBP binding site and a
missense mutation in exon 4 (G30IA) and exon 7 (C492T) in diabetic patients who
had a similar, mild phenotype. One classical Type 2 diabetic had an exon 7 (C498A)
missense mutation. Mody 3 mutations were not found in supposedly high-risk,
markedly hyperglycaemic patients but more often in patients with glucokinase-like
phenotype (p= 0.0019). Four novel, non-conservative missense mutations were
identified in Afro-caribbean and Chinese diabetics that alter the structure and size of
the amino acid. This prevalence does not account fro the early age of onset of
diabetes in the ethnic groups. HNFlcx muations appear to occur at low prevalence in
several ethnic groups.
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Climeal and immunogenetic parameters in families with high incidence of NIDDM.
A.OePascale',M.Battistini',S.Barocci',V.Cheli',E.Gazzerro',P.Melga',V.Miolti',G.Tosi' and
RAccolla'·'. 'Dip. endocrino-metabolkxJ Univ. di Genova, 21st di Immunologia Univ. di
Genova, 30sp.Civ.di Udine, 'Centro di Biofecnologie Avanzafe, Genova, 'Dip. di Scienze
Cliniche e Biologiche, Univ. diPavia a Varose. Background Many different etiopathogenic
factors are involved in the natural history of typell diabetes (NIOOM).Among them genetic
influences are of primary importance, but contrary to diabetes type I (100M) the role of
specific genes like II class HLA antigens is unclear. Methods We studied 10families with
high incidence ofNIOOM (atleast two brothers affected).!n some families there were cases of
both, NIOOM and IOOM.!n all cases the diagnosis had already been defined.!n the 10families
we selected 47 subjects (18 males, 29females) with BMI<30. Fasting and after meal plasma
glucose and Cpep, HbA1C, ICA, anti-GAD antibodies, autoantibodies to several tissue
antigens were measured. We assessed the frequency of the HLA-OQB1, OQA1, ORB1
alleles and carried out the molecular typing of their specificities in30NIOOM and 52healthy
control SUbjects with PCR and Southem blot analysis. Results Inthe selected populations, 8
males (7 NIOOM, 1 100M) and 22females (21 NIOOM and 1 100M) were alfected by
diabetes. As far the diabetic patients, we observed 1)Male group; age 52.5:t4.6; BMI
26.1iO.5; fasting plasma glucose 192:t18.6mgJdl; HbA" 5.7iO.4%. 2) Female group: age
63.3:t2.8; 8M1 26.2iO.3; fasting plasma glucose 196:t17.7mg/dl; HbA" 6.0iO.3%.Oata are
expressed asMean :t Standard Error. The incidence ofantibodies totissues antigens was
not significantiy different between the affected subjects and the healthy control. No one was
positive for antibodies anti-GAD. There were only 3 cases positive for ICA (2 affected
females, 1healthy male). Asfarasthe OQB1 locus only the 0501 group ofalleles showed a
stasticaHy significant association with protection from disease (p<0.025).None of the other
OQB1 alleles was associated toeither susceptibility orresistance. Asfar asthe alleles atthe
DQA1locus only aborderline stalislically significant association with resistance was found for
A1 group ofalleles. Contrary to100M there was nocorrelation between 'susceptible" a-p
OQ heterodimers and the NIOOM status.!n 70% of the families the study of the vertical
transmission revealed matemal heredity. This observation suggest that maternal genes,
possibly linked to mithocondrial DNA, are involved inthe genetic susceptibility to the disease.
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ALTERATION OFHSP72i GENE EXPRESSION ANDFUNCTION INNIDDM
HegedUs E.,KmuczI, MarvaA, Vaag A,• Eriksson K-F., • Leblovirta M,· Huang
X,· Groop L*, KDranyiL. BIOREXR&D,Balatonfured, Huogmy,and University of
Lund, WallenbergLaboratmy, MalmO, S-ren*
Diabetic complications are associated with altered structure and fimction of
membranes andintracellular proteins. S1ress proteins,~ the HSP-fimliJy, play
a crucial role in folding, refoldingandinIraceIluIar traffickirig of newly synthesized
andresideIIlial polypeptides therefore, theycouldbe involvedin the patbomerl1anigm
ofdiabetic r.omplications. To address thisquestiontheircellularlevelandfimction in
diabetic patieols \\ere investigated. Peripheralmomnuclear ceI1s \\ere isolatedfrom
theblood of44 NIDDMpaIieoIs and28matcbedcootrols,andheat iJlduced (43°C for
30 min) HSP72i protein contentwasdetemJined. HSP72i levelS(2,66±0,3 vs.2,22±
0,4 dens.unit,p=O,OI5) \\ere decreased in ceI1s ofNJDDMpatients. HSP72 levels
correlated with the dailyalbumin exaetion(x' = 0,254, p< O,OS).
Theleve1ofthe expzession ofHSP72i genein skeletal muscle biopsy samples was also
measured by ahigbIy sensitive quantitativeRT-PCR. Glucose disposal was determined
by hyperinsulinemi~ normogIycemic clamps in 7:T NJDDM patients,in 25 conttols
andin 12monozygotic twins, discordant forNIDDMThelevelsofHSP72i mRNA in
diabetic muscle \\ere lower 1hai:J. inC01ll101 biopsies 1.92± 0,45 vs.2.88±0,36fino]/],
p<O,OOOOI). The expression of the HSP72i genewas also significantly decreased in
bothtwinscompared to conttols, withlower levels in tbe NIDDM (1,71 ± 0,1finolll,)
thanin their IlODdiabetic conttols (I,96 ± 0,1 finollJ). HSP72i mRNAlevelscorrelated
with-glucose disposal rate (M) (Al,42, p<O,ool), -oxidative (Al,34, p<O,05), and
non-oxidative (Al,63, p<O,OOOO2) glucose utili7m:ion. Concl~: Our data here
indicate that the developmeDt of diabetic complieatiOll'l inNJDDM couldbe re1ated to
decreased chaperone expressioo, as 11 HSP-72 geneexpzession marlred1y decreased
and 2J HSP72i function maybe also impaired in diabetes, what correlates with
a1buminuria. 31ThedeaeasedHSP72i expression ispartially ofgenetic origin and 41
the diabetic stlte further mIuces the expzession ofHSP-72
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PARAOXONASE POLYMORPHISM MET-LEU 54 IS ASSOCIATED WITH
FATALMYOCARDIAL INFARCTION INTYPE2 DIABETIC PATIENTS

C.J.Groves', VA Horton'! A. Ritchie', R.J.Owen', I. R. Stratton"
F.R.Green2,R.R.Holman, and R.C.Turner', 'DiabetesResearch Labs,
2Nuffield Department of Surgeryfor the U.K. Prospective Diabetes Study,
Oxford,UK.

Coronaryheartdisease(CHD)is the dominantcauseof early mortalityin
Type 2 diabetesmellitus. Oxidation of low-density lipoproteins (LDL)
contributes to the development of cardiovascular disease. Paraoxonase, an
HDL-associated enzyme, providesprotection againstthe oxidation of LDL
and severalstudieshaveimplicated polymorphisms as risk factorsfor heart
disease. Two polymorphisms of paraoxonase Gln-Arg191and Met-Leu54
were evaluated by PCR-RFLP in 169Type 2 diabeticpatientswith
cardiovascular disease(anginan=56,non-fatal myocardial infarction (MI)
n=95and fatal MI n=18)and 169controldiabeticSUbjects withoutevidence
of heartdisease. Casesand controlswerematchedfor gender, durationof
diabetes,age at diagnosis and for fastingplasmaglucose, bloodpressure,
LDL,and HDLafter 3 monthsdiet therapy. The proportion of patientswith LL
in control,angina,nonfatal MI and fatal MI was41%,39%,45%,and78%,
X2for trend, p-c 0.04. For fatal MI, the association of LLcompared with
controlswas p-e 0.006. The additionof data fromthe 191poymorphism only
slightly increases the association. In conclusion, therewasa trend for
association of the paraoxonase 54 polymorphism withMI, with the major
effectbeingfor fatal MI. Thiswouldbe in keeping withdecreased activityof
paraoxonase, increasing the liquidityand decreasing the stabilityof
atheromatous plaques.
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WEIGHT GAIN AND THE RISK OF INSULIN RESISTANCE
SYNDROME
S. A. Everson, D. E. Goldberg, S. P. Helmrich, T. A. Lakka, J. W. Lynch, G. A.
Kaplan and J. T. Salonen. Department of Epidemiology, School of Public Health,
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, U.S.A. and Research Institute of
Public Health, University of Kuopio, Kuopio, Finland

Obesity and increased body weight have been associated independently with
hyperinsulinemia, dyslipidemia and hypertension. However, there are few if any
studies of the relationship between weight gain from early adulthood to middle
age and the development of this cluster of cardiovascular risk factors, known as
insulin resistance syndrome. Therefore, we investigated the association between
weight gain from the age of20 years to middle age (53 years on the average) and
the odds of having developed insulin resistance syndrome, defined as
simultaneous existence of hyper insulinemia (fasting serum insulin of2:11.7 mUll),
hypertension (systolic blood pressure of2:160 mmHg or diastolic blood pressure
of 2:95 mmHg or treatment for hypertension) and dyslipidemia (serum HDL
cholesterol of<1.0 mmol/I or serum triglycerides of2:2.3 mmol/ljby middle age
in a population-based sample of2272 men aged 42-60 years from eastern Finland.
For each 5% increase in body weight, there was a nearly 19% greater risk of
having developed insulin resistance syndrome, adjusting for age and height. Men
who had an increase in body weight of 10-19%, 20-29% and 2:30% had a 3.0-,
4.7- and 1O.6-fold risk of having developed insulin resistance syndrome,
respectively, by middle age, compared to men who had a weight increase of less
than 10%. Adjustment for age, height, physical activity, smoking, education and
parental history of diabetes did not alter these fmdings. These fmdings show that
weight gain from early adulthood to middle age has a strong, graded and
independent association with the risk of having developed insulin resistance
syndrome by middle-age in men in eastern Finland. This study adds to a large
body of literature identifying the deleterious effects of weight gain from early
adulthood to middle age.
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STUDY ON GTT CRITERIA OF ADA BASED ON COMPLICATIONS

C. Ito Hiroshima A-Bomb Casualty Council Health Management Center,

3-8-6, Senda-machi ,Naka-ku Hiroshima 730-0052, Japan

Purpose: GTT standard proposed by ADA and need of GTT for diagnosis of

diabetes mellitus (DM) were studied based on retinopathy (RD) and CHD mortality.

Methods: Subjects were 21,958 GTT examinees between 1965 and 1997.

Correlation of GTT 2-hr PG to FPG was investigated and prevalence and incidence

of RD were analyzed by FPG and 2-hr PG. Results: 1) Regression equation of 2-hr

PG (x) and FPG (y) for those <60 years (n=7,454) was y=56.2+0.342x (r=0.865),
and 2-hr PG of 200 was calculated to be 125 mg/dl of FPG. 2) According to WHO

standard, normal was 53.3%, IGT was 25.5%, and DM was 21.2%, but by ADA

standard they were 52.9%, 24.2%, and 22.9%, respectively. Cases evaluated to be

DM by FPG of 126-139 mg/dl only were 1.7%. 3) Prevalence of RD by deciles

witb FPG ~ 87 and 88-92 was 0.4%, 0.7% for 93-96, 1.0% for 97-99 and 100-103,

1.6% for 104-108, 1.7% for 109-115, 1.6% for 116-125, 3.1% for 126-145, and

6.4% for ;;: 146 mg/dl. Groups ;;: 126 showed a significantly higher rate than

groups ~ 125 mg/dl, Also by 2-br PG, in groups with 198-235 mg/dl the rate was

1.8%, 236-300 was 3.4% and ;;: 301 was 5.7%. Groups;;: 198 mg/dl showed a

significantly higher rate than groups ~ 197. 4) Incidence of RD was 1.5 in groups

with FPG ~ 89, 3.0 for 90-99, 2.8 for 100-109, 3.1 for 110-125, 6.9 for 126-139,

and 13.9/1000 PY for 140-199 mg/dl. In groups ;;: 200 mg/dl the rate was

27.2/1000 PY, showing significant elevation from 126 mg/dl group. Incidence of

RD was 3.0 for FPG of 126-139 and 2-hr PG<2oo mg/dl and at.2-hr pG;;: 200

mg/dl it was 10.2/1000 PY and at FPG of 110-125 mg/dl it was 2.6 and 5.2/1000

PY, respectively. 2-hr PG;;: 200 mg/dl was more strongly correlated to incidence

of RD than FPG. 5) CHD mortality rate of groups with FPG ;;: 126 was

significantly higher than groups ~ 114 mg/dl, Conclusion: From regression

equation, FPG for 2-hr PG of 200 was 125 mg/dl, Prevalence and incidence of RD

elevate from FPG of 126 mg/dl, but as 2-hr PG;;: 200 mg/dl has a greater

relationship to RD, it is considered that GTT is important for diagnosis of DM.
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PROBLEMS IN PERFORMING SYSTEMATIC REVIEWS IN DIABETES
V.M. Montori, S.F. Dinneen and AJ. Fanner. Division of Endocrinology,
Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN, USA and Health Services Research Unit,
University of Oxford, UK.
Systematic reviews (SRs) of the literature and meta-analyses of randomized
controlled trials (RCTs) are recognized as valid methods for answering clinical
questions. The Cochrane Diabetes Group is undertaking SRs in the field of
diabetes. In the course of performing a Cochrane SR of dietary marine oil
supplementation in Type 2 diabetes we identified 19 RCTs eligible for
inclusion. The following hurdles to SR and/or meta-analysis were encountered:
(I) explicit diagnostic criteria and a precise classification of diabetes were
frequently lacking (85% of RCTs); (2) both crossover (42%) and parallel
group (58%) designs were used but no consensus exists on how to combine
data from these different types of trials; (3) data from the end of the first
phaselbeginning of the washout period and/or data from the end of the
washoutlbeginning of the second phase were never reported; (4) in the 15
RCTs which reported glycosylated hemoglobin (GH) as an outcome II used
HbAlc (73%), 3 used HbAI (20%) and I used total GH (6%). A reference
range for this assay was reported in only 9 RCTs (60%) making
standardization of this important outcome measure difficult; (5) three of 7
crossover trials which reported GH as an outcome had a duration of less than 8
weeks raising concerns about a carryover effect on a variable which represents
an integrated measure of glycemic control over 12-16 weeks. The quality of a
SR depends largely on the quality of its primary studies (RCTs). Our data
would call for better collaboration between trialists in diabetes to standardize
the outcomes used in RCTs. Such a collaboration would also provide easier
access to individual patient data where needed. Journal editors should be more
aware of the importance of uniform reporting of RCT data in order to facilitate
SR and meta-analyses.
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IS INSULINSENSITIVITY, INSULIN OR BODY FAT AT THE CENTEROF
SYNDROME X? THE INSULIN RESISTANCEATHEROSCLEROSIS STUDY
R.B. D'Agostino Jr, R. Hamman, M. Rewers, P. Savage, G. Howard, M. Saad,
J. Selby and S.M. Haffner, Winston-Salem, NC, USA

It hasbeen shown that cardiovasculardisease (CYD) risk factors (RF), such as
dyslipidemia(DYS), hypertension (HYP), and impaired glucose tolerance (IGT),
are associatedwith insulin sensitivity (51), fasting insulin (PI), 2 hour insulin
(2HI), BM!, and waist circumference (W) (i.e. Syndrome X). We sought to
establish which index of Syndrome X (51, PI, 2HI, BMI, W) was most highly
associatedwith an increased prevalenceof the three RF (DYS, HYP, IGT).
Analyses were performed on 910 nondiabetic persons from the Insulin Resistance
Atherosclerosis Study (IRAS). An insulin boosted 12 sample intravenousglucose
tolerance test with minimal model analysis was used to estimate 51. Five ordinal
logistic regression models estimated the associationbetween the number of CYD
RF (outcome)and the variables: SI, PI, 2HI, BMI or W. Each of these indices of
Syndrome X was significantly related to increased prevalenceof the three RF;
however, the associationwas significantlystronger in the model with SI than the
other 4 indices (p<O.OOI). Odds ratios for predicting CYD RF for each index
were compared and the most striking relationshipwas for 51. The lowest quartile
of SI (most insulin resistant) was associated with a 14.3 fold higher likelihoodof
multiple CYD RF (see figure). In a multivariablemodel 51, 2HI, and W were all
associatedwith more CYD RF indicating that each may be contributing
independently to aspects of Syndrome X. We conclude that insulin sensitivity (51)
may be the strongest mediator underlying the increasingprevalenceof these CYD
RF in SyndromeX.

ODDS RATIOS FOR CVD RF
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GETTING AND SURVIVING PROSTATE CANCER: ARE MEN WITH DIABETES

FORTUNATE?

J.C. Will, F.Vinicor and E.E. Calle; Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention and the American Cancer Society, Atlanta, USA

Two recent prospective incidence studies suggest that men with

diabetes may be protected from developing prostate cancer. However,
several earlier studies are conflicting, probably due to small sample

sizes and failure to adjust for important covariates. With hundreds of

thousands of male respondents, the 1959-1972 Cancer Prevention

Study provided a unique opportunity to explore whether men with

diabetes (n = 3,996) were more likely to develop prostate cancer

during a 13-year follow-up period than were men without diabetes (n
= 209,311). Cox proportional hazards analysis with adjustment for

known important prostate cancer risk factors yielded no association
for diabetes and prostate cancer incidence (incidence density ratio
[IDR] = 1.17,95% confidence interval [CI] 0.85-1.61). However,

after a diagnosis of prostate cancer, men with diabetes were more

likely to die from prostate cancer (IDR = 1.62, CI 1.02-2.56).
Possible reasons for a higher case-fatality rate among men with

diabetes include: I) delayed diagnosis, 2) more "aggressive" prostatic

cancer, and 3) restricted use of the most effective prostate cancer

treatments. Public health researchers and practitioners should

investigate and ensure that all persons with diabetes receive timely

and appropriate "non-diabetes" prevention services, including prostate

cancer screening in men.
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CAN FASTING GLUCOSE EVER BE ADEQUATE TO SCREEN
FOR DIABETES?
MP de Courten, JE Shaw, AM Hodge and PZ Zimmet, Melbourne,
Australia.
The American Diabetes Association report on diabetes classification
suggests a lowering ofthe fasting plasma glucose (FPG) threshold and
the creation of a new category of impaired fasting glucose (IFG), to
bring the fasting cut-offs into line with the 2h cut-offs, and abolish the
need for an oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT). We tested the validity
of this by examining OGTT data from 7 southern hemisphere
populations. The analysis was restricted to subjects with no previous
diagnosis of diabetes (n=15246). The prevalence of each of the
following was determined for each population (subdivided by ethnic
group and urbanisation): diabetes using FPG alone (DMF 
FPG~7.0mmoVl); diabetes using FPG and 2hPG (DM2 - FPG~7.0 or
2hPG~Il.lmmolll); IFG (FPG 6.1-7.0mmolll); IGT (2hPG 7.8
Il.lmmol/l). For females, the prevalence ofIGT ranged from 56
480% (median 160) of the IFG prevalence, and DM2 prevalence was
100-367% (median 157) that ofDMF. For males, IGT prevalence was
31-226% (median 90) IFG prevalence, and DM2 prevalence was 103
220% (median l31) DMF prevalence. IFG was less common than IGT
in 19 sub-populations, and more common in 12. The varying
relationship between 2hPG and FPG underlies these differences in
prevalence. We used regression analysis to determine the percent of
total variation ofthe FPG-2hPG increment that was explained in each
population by age, ethnicity, sex, obesity, lipids, FPG and fasting
insulin. This value ranged from 7-42%. Thus, whilst prevalences are
significantly and variably affected by using only FPG, we were not
able to determine the main factors causing this variability, and suggest
that FPG alone is an inadequate substitute for the OGTT for
population screening for diabetes.
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Total 50 153 1732
Diabetic subjects identified by ADA only (n= 13) were younger, fatter and with

higher fasting insulin levels than those identified by WHO only (n=27) (age: 58±
13 vs 67±2, p~O.03; BMI: 29.4±1.2 vs 25.8±0.8, p=0.02; insulin: 20±3 vs 16±1,
p=0.13). IFG subjects (ADA only, n~75) were younger (60±l vs 64±1,
p=0.005), fatter (28.3±06 vs 27.1±04, p=0.06) with higher triglycerides (l38±6
vs 120±3, p~0.04) and higher insulin (18±1 vs 15±!, p~0.04) than IGT subjects
(WHO only, n=126). Analogously, ADA normal subjects (n=138) were
significantly elder than the WHO ones (n=74) and with a significantly healthier
cardiovascular risk factors pattern. These differences were confirmed even after
controlling for age and gender. In conclusion, despite the ADA criteria are based
on lower basal cut-off levels, they identify less abnormal subjects but with higher
cardiovascnlar risk fatcors levels, with respect to the previous diagnostic criteria.

ADA VS WHO DIAGNOSTIC CRITERIA FOR DIABETES: IDENTIFICATION
OF CLASSES WITH A DIFFERENT PATTERN OF RISK FACTORS.
M. P. Garancini and G. Gallus. Epidemiology Unit, S. Raffaele Institute and
University of Milan, Milan, Italy.
The opportunity for European countries to adopt the new ADA diabetes diagnostic
criteria should be evaluated on the basis of European population data. OUf aim was
to compare the different classes of subjects identified by both WHO and ADA
criteria in order to highlight possible differences in terms of cardiovascular risk
factors. The study is based on the data collected through the Cremona population
study. Standardised oral glucose tolerance test results as well as further laboratory
and clinical data were available. We confined our evaluation to subjects without
known diabetes aud aged 40 years or more (n= 1935). These subjects were
classified as follows: WHO (fasting andlor 2nd h glucose)

ADA (fasting glucose only) diabetes IGT normal total

THE 1997-ADA-AND 1985-WHOCRITERIA: DIABETESPREVALENCE,
CARDIOVASCULAR RISKPROFILEAND MORTALTITY.THE HOORN
STUDY.
J.M. Dekker,F. de Vegt,C.D.A.Stehouwer, G. Nijpels,L.M.Bouter,R.J. Heine.
Institute for Research in Extramural Medicine, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam,The
Netherlands

The newAmericanDiabetesAssociation criteriaare basedon fastingplasma
glucoselevelsto avoidthe burdensome oral glucosetolerancetest. We
comparedthe 1997-ADA-criteria withthe 1985-WHO-criteria with respectto the
prevalence of diabetes, the cardiovascular riskprofileand subsequentmortality
in the HoornStudy.In this population-based surveyof 2378 men and women
aged50-75years,withoutknowndiabetes,fastingand2-hour plasmaglucose
valuesand cardiovascular risk factorswere determined.Subjectswere
categorised accordingto both the 1997-ADA-criteria and the 1985-WHO
criteria. The vitalstatusof all subjectswas checkedin the municipal
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registrations, after6-7 yearsoffollow-up. Age- and sexadjustedrelativerisks
comparingcategoriesof glucosetolerancewere estimated by Coxproportional
hazardsmodel.Theoverallprevalenceof diabeteswas the same for bothsets
of criteria. However, of the 118 newlydiagnoseddiabeticsubjects(NDM)
accordingto the 1985-WHO-criteria, 45 subjects(38.1 %) were not classified as
diabeticwhen usingthe 1997-ADA-criteria. Similarly,47 (39.2%) of 120 NDM
subjectsaccording to the 1997-ADA-criteria were classifiedas IGT or normal
whenusingthe 1985-WHO-criteria. Subjectswho werediagnosedas diabetic
by one of the two sets of criteriaonlyhad an adversecardiovascular riskprofile
comparedto subjectswith normalglucosetolerance(NGl). Duringthe follow
up (6.4± 1.2years)224 subjectsdied.The hazardratiofor NDMcomparedto
NGTdifferedslightly:1.9 (95 % CI: 1.2- 3.0)when usingthe 1985-WHO-criteria
and 1.7 (95 % CI: 1.0- 2.7) when usingthe 1997-ADA-criteria. Inthis studyboth
criteriadiagnosed a similarnumberof diabeticSUbjects, but a large part of the
subjectsshiftedfrom glucosetolerancecategories. With eitherset of criteria, a
number of diabeticsubjectswith an adversecardiovascular risk profilewill be
missed.The hazardratiofor total mortalitywere similarusingeithercriteria.
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HYPOTHESIS: MALADAPTATION TO CHRONIC EXCESS DIETARY·
PORTAL VEIN FATTY ACID FLUX, RATHER THAN GENES
DETERMINE ETHNIC DIFFERENCES IN GLUCOSE TOLERANCE.
Kennedy Cruickshank, Simon Anderson. Manchester University, UK.
Excess type II diabetes across most ethnic groups includes African
Caribbean (AfC) and Indian sub-continental if not yet European origin
peoples in Britain. We examined the possible role of plasma fatty acids (FA)
and serum lipid composition in ethnic differences in glucose tolerance (GT).
75g oral GT test results were compared in carefully-taken population
samples (77% response) of 100 AfCs (53 women (wj), 113 Gujratis [Guj.]
(55w) and 118 Europeans (60w) using 1985 WHO criteria, excluding known
diabetes. Among 2hr nonnoglycaemics (ng), age/sex adjusted fasting non
esterified (NE) FA were considerably lower in AfC (n=70) at 0.42 (mean,
95% CI 0.36-0.48) despite obesity than in Guj., 0.58 (0.51-0.65), or
Europeans, 0.58 (0.52-0.64), rnmol/I, (F=8.2, p=0.004). NEFA were
significantly 26-52% higher in, with no ethnic difference between, those
glucose intolerant (GI). Proportions of serum linoleic acid (18:2n-6) were
lower in AfC (27.4, 26-29, %) and Europeans (24, 23-26, %) than the 35.3,
34-36.6, % in vegetarian Guj. whose likely fish-derived docosohexanoate
(22:6n-3) at 1.2, 0.8-1.5, % was half or less than AfC (2.7, 2.3-3,%) or
Europeans (2.4, 2-2.8, %) - p<O.OOI, in both ng and GI. With BMI and
fasting insulin, NEF A were independently associated with 2hr glucose
accounting for much of the ethnic difference. We suggest inadequate
adaptation to longtenn exposure to excess dietary fatty acids, probably of
particular chain length, in context of cbronic positive energy balance,
determines risk of diabetes, accounting for more of the ethnic difference than
does putative genetic variation.
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AUTOANTIBODIES TO GLUTAMIC ACID DECARBOXYLASE IN
DIABETIC PATIENTS FROM A MULTI-ETHNIC URBAN COMMUNITY
T.M.E. Davis', P. Zimmer, W.A. Davis', D. Broce' and L Mackay.'
1. University of Department of Medicine, Fremantle Hospital, Australia, 2.
International Diabetes Institute, Melbourne, Anstralia 3. Department of
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, Monash University, Clayton, Australia.
Antibodies to glutamic acid decarboxylase (GADA) are fonnd in most patients with
type 1 diabetes. GADA are also a marker of latent autoinunune diabetes of adults
(LADA) which is often diagnosed as type 2 diabetes. Small-scale studies of selected
samples have suggested ethnic differences in GADA prevalence. To further
investigate GADA positivity in diabetic patients from a large, urban, multi-ethnic
community, we studied 1381 patients representing 61% of all those identified in a
catchment area of 120,097 people. Anglo-Celts formed 62% of the sample, Sonthern
Europeans 180/0, other Europeans 8% and Asians 3%. Amongst Anglo-Celts, GADA
positivity was found in 46.0% of patients with clinically diagnosed type I and in
4.2% of type 2 patients, while the prevalence in Southern Europeans was 22.2% and
1.7% respectively. In the full cohort, GADA positive type 2 diabetic patients were
younger, more recently diagnosed, were less obese, had a greater HbAI " and were
more likely to be on insulin than GADA negative snbjects (P<0.05). In both type I
and 2 diabetes, there was a strong independent inverse association between GADA
and fasting serum triglycerides (P<O.OOl). The prevalence of GADA positivity in
Anglo-Celt patients was low compared to that in previons studies, regardless of
diabetes type. This could reflect the community-based nature and older age structure
of the present sample. However, we found even fewer Southern European GADA
positive patients with type I diabetes and LADA than in the Anglo-Celt group.
Although GADA positive patients had nsual phenotypic and metabolic features of
type 1 diabetes or LADA, the inverse association with serum triglycerides was
nnexpected andmay relate to greater insulin sensitivity compared to GADA negative
patients. These data suggest a significant variation by latitude in GADA positivity in
diabetic patients of European ethnicity which could have clinical implications.
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RESIDUAL BETA-CELL FUNCTION IN NON-INSULIN DEPENDENT
(NIDDM) TYPE 2 DIABETES MELLITUS: CLINICAL AND
THERAPEUTICAL CORRELATIONS

A. Sabbatini, E. Borrello, MG. Russo, E. Sciullo, A. Maldonato and F.
Fallucca
Cattedra di Diabetologia, 1st. II Clinica Medica, Universita "La Sapienza",
Roma

It is well known that in insulin dependent type 1 diabetes mellitus the
residual beta-cell secretion (RIS) reduces oneself progressively from the
time of diagnosis. A greater reduction of RIS has been found associated
witha higher prevalence of acute and chronicdiabetic complications. The
evolution of RIS in the non-insulin dependent type 2 diabetes is extremely
longer over the time and, likely, for these reasons the knowledge on the
role of RIS in the evolution of type 2 diabetes and lts complications are
few. For this purpose we evaluated the residual beta-cell function in the
last 1000 NIDDM patients of our Diabetic Unit. They were grouped
according to four ranges fasting values of C-peptide(CPR) plasma values:
1) <0.6; 2) 0.6-1.2; 3) 1.2-2.4; 4) >2.4 pmol/I. Lower CPR values «0.6
pmol!l) were found associated with a longer diabetes duration, a higher
prevalence of retinopathy (background and proliferant), cataract and
neuropathy. On the contrarygreatest CPR values were found associated
with higher plasma cholesterol, tryglycerides, hypertension and myocardial
infarction. These differences were observed in the four groups although
they do not differfor age and metaboliccontrol (HbA1c and mean monthly
blood glucose profile). This study, performed in a large population of
NIDDM patients, suggests that a reduced insulin secretion is associated,
other than a longer duration of diabetes, with a greater prevalence of
microvascular complications, whereas the patients with higher insulin
levels meet a greater prevalence of atherosclerosis, hypertension and
macrovascularcomplications.

USE OF NEURAL NETWORKS IN THE SCREENING FOR
DIABETES IN OBESE PATIENTS.
G. Bardini, E. Mannucci, A. Ognibene', A. Ciucci, G. Messeri", and
C.M. Rotella. Section of Metabolic Diseases and Diabetology, Dept. of
Clinical Pathophysiology, University of Florence, and 'Laboratory of
Endocrinology, Careggi Hospital, Florence. Viale Pieraccini 6, 1-50134
Firenze, Italy.

The American Diabetes Association (ADA) has recently proposed to
use Fasting Plasma Glucose (FPG), rather than OGTT, for the screening
of diabetes, but FPG could retain a insufficient sensitivity for screening
in obese patients. This study is aimed at the evaluation of Neural
Networks (NN) in the screening for diabetes in obese patients. NN are a
computer algorithm which reproduce the structure of biological nervous
systems, allowing the prediction of an unknown output (e.g., diagnosis)
from known baseline data, using the experience built on a previous
sample of cases with known output. A series of 407 (331 F, 76 M)
obese (BM1>30 kg/m") patients, aged (m±sd) 45.0±14.5 years and BMl
37.l±6.7 kg/rrr' were studied with FPG and OGTT. A random selection
of 200 patients was used for training of NN, while the remaining 207
were used to verify NN's ability to predict OGTT-derived diagnoses
from baseline clinical and laboratory parameters. Of the 207 patients,
65 were affected by diabetes, 40 by IGT, and 15 by IFG (ADA criteria).
Had FPG been used as a screening method with a threshold of 126
mg/dl, it would have retained a sensitivity of 66.2%. NN identified as
"probably diabetic" 97 patients; false positives (19 IGT, 10 IFG), and
false negatives were 5 (sensitivity 93.2%, specificity 73.9%). In
conclusion, providing a few simple baseline clinical and laboratory
parameters, NN are able to identify those individuals who are at higher
risk of diabetes, and who should therefore undergo OGTT.
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Glucose: Fasting (mM) 4.9! 0.5' 4.7! 0.5
120 min (mM) 5.7+1.6 5.4+1.1

insulin Fasting (pM) 45.7 ~ 4.0 38.7 ~4.2
120 min (pM) 393.3 ±47.0 309.8±51.6

RATIO 2.5O! 0.04 2.50 ! 0.05
Proinsulin (pM)§ 4.0 4.0
Split proinsulin (pM) § 7.0 7.0
IGTand NIDDM (%) 11.9~ 0

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN LOW BIRTH WEIGHT AND GLUCOSE TOLERANCE AND
INSULIN SENSITIVITY IN ACOHORT OF 20YR OLD SOUTH AFRICANS
NS Levitt, EV Lambert, DWoods, and CN Hales. University ofCape Town South Africa,
University ofCambridge, England, UK

An association between low birth weight and both glucose intolerance and insulin resistance has
been observed, however, there islittle data available from groups undergoing epidemiological
transition. We examined these relationships in 20yr-old offspring ofhistorically disadvantaged
primigravid women ofmixed ancestry in Cape Town. Subjects (N=111) whose birth weights (BW)
were either <10th centile (SGA, n=59) Of between the 25th-75th centile for gestational age(AGA,
n=52) were studied. BW (2.35 :!: 0.22 vs3.05 :!: O.20kg), ponderallndex (2.39 :!: 0.19 vs2.60 :!:
0.21) and placental weight (483 ! 68vs551 ! 69g) were different inSGA and AGA groups,(P <
0.001). Matemal weight(51.4 ! 9.1 vs61.0 ! 8.7 kg) and BMI (21.5 ! 3.8 vs25.0 ! 3.2) were
lower inSGA than AGA group (P<0.0005), however, both groups were equally short in stature
(1.53!0.08 vs1.55!0.06m). Anthropometry and oral glucose tolerance were measured in the
cohort. WHO criteria were used todiagnose diabetes and impaired glucose tolerance. Insulin
and prolnsulin data were log transformed, the log (A 30-0 [insulinY30min [glucose]) was
calculated (RATIO) and data adjusted for weight and gender. Current weight (P=O.OOl), BMI
(P=0.OO7), waist (P=0.02) and head circumference (P=0.01) were all higher in the AGA group.

SGA AGA

Men Women Total

INFLUENCE OF GENDER AND AGE ON THE PREVALENCE OF TYPE 2
DIABETES IN THREE FRENCH REGIONS: THE MONICA STUOY 95-97.
P. Gourdr', J.B.Ruidavets', O. Arveiler', Ph. Amouyel", P. Ducimetiere' andJ.P.
Tauber'. Service de diabetologie, CHU Rangueil, Toulouse. 2 MONICA Toulouse.
l MONICA Strasbourg. 'MONICA Lille, S INSERM 258,Paris.
The ADA proposed in July 1997 to reduce the fasting plasma glucose (FPG)
threshold forthediagnosis ofdiabetes mellitus (OM) from 7.8to 7.0 mmol!1. Using
successively WHO 85andADA 97criteria, weanalyse theprevalence of type2 DM
andmild fasting hyperglycaemia (MFH) ina random sample of 1778 men and 1730
women, aged 35-64 years, having participated in the french MONICA population
study, conducted between 1995 and 1997 in Bas-Rbin (BR, East), Haute-Garoone
(HG, South-West) and Lille (L, North). A stratification by sex and age was
performed in each region. Type 2 OM is defined by a self-reported history cf
diabetes, oranoralhypoglycemic treatment, or FPG level. MFH is only defined by
FPG (WHO 85: 6.1-7.7 mmol!l, ADA 97: 6.1-6.9 mmol!I). 31 insulin-treated
subjects (0.9%) areexcluded ofthefollowing analysis:

Type2 DMWHO85 6.1% 4.2% 5.2%
MFHWHO85 14.2% 6.5% 10.4%

Thelarge predominance ofmalesubjects observed in Type 2 OM and MFH groups
appears significant ineachregion. According to WHO criteria the prevalence oftype
2 DMandMFH arerespectively 2.3% and 6.1% in 35-44 years old subjects, 4.0%
and11.3% in45-54, 9.3% and14.1% in 55-64 (p<O.OOI). Theprevalence ofType2
OM is lower in HG (4.0%) thaninBR(5.7%) andL (5.8%) (p<O.OOI). Bycontrast,
the prevalence ofMFH is higher in HG (14.6%) than in BR (8.1%) andL (8.5%)
(p<O.OOI). These results emphasize the influence ~f ge~der, age and gen.graphlcal
location ontheprevalence ofType 2 OMandMFH mmiddle-aged population.

Type2 DMADA 97 8.3% 5.4% 6.9%
MFHADA 97 12.0% 5.3% 8.7%

("P=0.056 and" P<0.03 and § =geometric mean)
There were no apparent differences in insulin secretion orsensitivity toexplain the association
between low birth weight and glucose inlolerance in this disadvantaged group. These data
suggest a complex interplay between intergenerational effects and in utero events. Further work
isrequired toelucidate the undenying mechanisms. (Sponsored: Nestle' Foundation)
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IIhAlc I'REIlICTS CAIUJIOVASCULAR MORTALITY IN THE GENERAL
I'OI'ULATION: THE HOORN STUUY
F. de Vcgt, .I.M. Dekker. C.D."" Stchouwcr. G. Nijpels, L.M. Bouter, and R..I.
Heine. Institute for Research in Extramural Medicine. Vrijc Univcrsitcit.
Amsterdam. the Netherlands.

Glycacmlc level has been shown to he associated with cardiovascular (CVD)
mortality in diabetic subjects. We studied whether this association is also present in

the general population in a population-based cohort study of 237R subjects without
known diabetes. aged 50 ~ 75 years. Mean follow-up was 6.4 ± l.t years. Causes of
death were extracted from the medical records and classified according to ICD-9.
III IXS of 194 deceased the causes of death could he retrieved: for 98 subjects the
cause of death was cardiovascular (lCD-9 codes 390-459 or 798 (sudden death).
Relative risks (RR) for cardiovascular mortality were estimated by Cox
proportional hazards models for quintiles of HbA 1c Compared to those in the
lowest 11I1Ak-quintite. subjects in thehighest quinti!ewere significantly older(63.6
versus 59.7 years). more often hypertensive (38.0 versus 26.4 9'l,'). more often
cigarette smokers ( 45.0 (Yr' versus 20.9 lfro) and had relatively more abdominal fat
(waist-to-hip ratio 0.92 versus O.R7). The lipid profile was also more adverse
(cholesterol (un versus 6.46 11111101/1 and Hlj l.ccholcstcrol 1.22 versus 1.41
mmnl/l]. The age- andsex-adjusted RRfor CVD mortalitywas 3.43(95% CI 1.44
X.IX) for the highest relative to the lowest IIhA k-quintile. After additional
adjustment for hypertension. waist-to-hip ratio. cigarette smoking. total- and IIDL
cholesterol level. the RR remained statistically significant: 2.43 (950(, ClI.O 1
5.R7). When I IX subjects with plasma glucose values in the diabetic range were
excluded. the age- and sex- adjusted RR for cardiovascular mortality was 2.91 (95

('I 1.19-7.10) for the highest relative to the lowest I-IhAh:.-quintile After
additional adjustment for eYD risk factors. the RR was no longer significant (RR ""
2.10. 9Y;;' CI (I.H5-5.l X). probably due to small numbers of Cvlr-cascs. These
results indicate lhal 1-II1A 1< is an independent cardiovascular risk indicator in
subjects without diabetes.
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WAIST-TO-HEIGHT RATIO IS AN IMPORTANT

PREDICTOR OF DIABETES AND HYPERTENSION
M. A. Sayeed', M. G. Kibriya', P. A. Khanam', A Banu',

andA. K. AzadKhan'. Dhaka, Bangladesh
1-BIRDEM, Dhaka; 2-INFS, University ofDhaka, Bangladesh

Waist-to-hip ratio (WHR), body mass index (BMI: wt in kglht In m'), skinfold thickness and
waist-to-thigh ratio areused to relate diabetes and cardiovascuiar risk. Short stature also
relates these disease events. However, there was no report on anthropometric measure,
waist-to-helght ratio (WHTR), relating adult height with thecentral obesity. We investigated
2361 (MIF: 1479/882) randomly seiected SUbjects of age ,,20yr forheight, weight, waist and
hipCircumference, blood pressure (BP) and blood glucose. WHO diagnostic criteria were used
for non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM). Systolic (sHTN) and diastolic (dHTN)
hypertension were defined assystolic (SBP) and diastolic (DBP) blood pressure" 140 and"
90mmHg, respectively. Age- and sex-adjusted comparison between subjects with and without
disease events (NIDDM vsnon-NIDDM, sHTN vsnon-sHTN and dHTN vsnon-dHTN) showed
that the mean ± SO values of WHR (p<0.01) and WHTR (p<0.01), in either sex, were
significantly and consistently higher among those with disease events than those without. The
values for BMI, though inconsistent, were also higher in the former. Pearson's correlation
coefficients also showed that SBP, DBP and 2h post-load blood glucose (2hBG) had
significant association with WHR (p<0.001 for all) and WHTR (p<0.001 for all); whereas for
BMI, these were inconsistent. Chi sq trend tests for the prevalence of disease events in Ihe
lowest through highest quintiles of BMI, WHR and WHTR showed that thehighest prevalence
of NIDDM, sHTN and dHTN were observed in thehighest quintile of WHTR compared with
that of BMI and WHR. In mUltiple regression analysis taking 2hBG, SBP and DBP as the
dependent variables in each individual model, adjusted forsex, area and social class, when
WHR and WHTR were entered WHTR was proved tobemore Important predictor forSBP and
DBP than WHR; whereas for2hBG, both WHR and WHTR were equally important. Thus, this
stUdy revealed thatthewaist-lo-height ratio Is asimportant asWHR for diabetes and even
more important predictor forhypertension, at least, in thedeveloping communities. Moreover,
this anthropometric measure is simple and yields least error.
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HYPERHOMOCYSTEINAEMIA INCREASESRISK OF 5-YEAR
MORTALITY, ESPECIALLY IN DIABETES:THE HOORN STUDY
E.K. Hoogeveen', P.]. Kostense', R.]. Heine'r, F. deVegr', C Iakobs', ].M.
Dekker', G. Nijpels', L.M. Bouter' and CD.A. Stehouwer'v.llnstitute for
Research in Extramural Medicine,'DepartmentofInternal Medicine and
"Clinical Chemistry, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
Hyperhomocysteinaemia is an important risk factor for cardiovascular
diseaseand mortality. The aim of the present study was to investigate
the predictive value of hyperhomocysteinaemia for mortality in
relation to diabetes. We used a case-cohort approach. During 5-year
follow-up of a 50-75 year old general Caucasian population-based
cohort (n=2484) there were 171 cases of mortality. An age-, sex- and
glucose tolerance-stratified random sample (n=715) served as source
of controls. Glucose tolerance was assessed by means of two oral
glucose tolerance tests, except in subjects with diabetes mellitus who
were treated with insulin and/or hypoglycaemic agents. Diabetes was
present in 184 subjects. Information on death was obtained by the
municipal population registry office. Hyperhomocysteinaemia was
defined as serum total homocysteine>14 umol/l, After stratification
by diabetes, we performed a logistic regression analysis to calculate 5
year mortality risks. After adjustment for age, sex, hypertension,
current smoking, hypercholesterolaemia and serum albumin (a
biochemical marker of health), the odds ratio (95% CI) for 5-year
mortality for hyperhomocysteinaemia was 1.34 (0.87-2.06) in non
diabetic and 2.51 (1.07-5.91) in diabetic subjects. We conclude that
hyperhomocysteinaemia is a stronger (1.9-fold) risk factor for
mortality in diabetic than in non-diabetic subjects, independent of
classical risk factors.
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6-YEAR CHANGESIN GLUCOSE TOLERANCE,ASSESSEDBY
DUPLICATEORAL GLUCOSE TOLERANCETESTS.THE HOORN STUDY.
G. Nijpels, M. Oudega, A. Jager, JM Dekker, C.D.A. Stehouwer,L.M. Bouter,
R.J. Heine. Institutefor Research in ExtramuralMedicine,Vrije Universiteit
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Little is known about the natural historyof glucose tolerance in the general
popUlation. In the Hoorn Study,we assessedthe conversionrates during 6
year follow-up. In 1990,2484 men and women aged 50-75 years, completed
an oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT). An age, sex,and glucose tolerance
stratified random sample of 631 subjects had a second OGTI. Subjectswere
classifiedaccordingto the WHO-85 criteria,basedon the mean fasting and 2
hour glucose values of the two OGTIs. Subjectstreated with oral medication
or insulindid not perform an OGTT and are denoted as DM-med. In 1996
1997 all subjects were invitedfor a follow-up medical examination,including
two OGGTs.A total of 407 subjects participated,with a mean follow-up
duration of6,4 years. Of the remaining224, 76 had deceased, 39 had moved,
and 109 did not participate.For 3 subjects data on use of medication,and for 2
fastingglucose values were missing.The Table showschanges between
glucose tolerance categories.
Table: Glucose tolerance according to the means offasting and 2-hour
glucose levels of duplicate OGTI in 1990-1991and in 1996-1997.

1996-1997 Normal IGT DM DM-med Total
1990-1991
Normal 157 30 5 192
IGT 31 41 26 12 110
DM 18 4 19 25 66
DM-med 34 34
Total 206 75 50 71 402
The results show that a large proportionof SUbjects who were classifiedas IGT
or DM at baseline returnedto normal glucose tolerance in a period of 6 years.
It tS not yet clear whether this is due to life style changes or to normal biological
variation.However,these results indicatethat abnormal glucose tolerance
may not be a stable condition.Theclinical relevanceof this unstabilityremains
to be established.
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THE PREVALENCE BUT NOT THE INCIDENCE OF DIABETES IS
INCREASING

B Berger " G Stenstrom', and G Sundkvist '. Depts. of Medicine, Skovde
Central Hospital' and Kungalv Hospital " and Dept. of Endocrinology,
Malmo University Hospital, Malmo', Sweden.

An increased prevalence of diabetes may be due to an increased incidence
and/or a prolonged survival. The aim of this study was to clarify these
issues using the Skaraborg Diabetes Registry (SDR). Since 1991, SDR
prospectively follows the incidence, prevalence, and mortality of diabetes in
the entire population (280 000 inhabitants) of a Swedish county. According
to SDR, and as expected, the age related incidence of diabetes increased with
advancing age (from 22 per 100 000 per year for those 0-4 year old to 1 340
per 100 000 per year for those 80-84 year old). The overall incidence rate
was, however, constant during the years (343 ± 54 per 100 000 per year).
Nevertheless, the prevalence of diabetes significantly increased during the
observation period (from 2.65% 1992 to 3.45% 1997; 0.16% per year; P =
0.03). The survival was clearly dependent on the age at diagnosis of diabetes.
While 40 patients have died since 1991, only 5 out of 638 patients diagnosed
before the age of 15 years had survived to the age of 65 years; On the other
hand, patients diagnosed after the age of 60 years seemed to have a survival
similar to the background population. Conclusion: The prevalence but not
the incidence rate of diabetes is increasing. Although there is a high
mortality in patients with an early diagnosis of diabetes, most likely a
prolonged survival explains the increasing prevalence of diabetes in the
county of Skaraborg.
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HDL SUBFRACTIONS AND INCIDENCE OF TYPE 2 DIABETES: OPPOSITE
EFFECTS IN MEN AND WOMEN.
A Fagot-Campagna, W Knowler, V Narayan, J Saaddine, M Goldschmid, G Beckles,
E Gregg and B Howard. DDT, CDC, Atlanta GA. NIDDK, NIH, Phoenix AZ.
Medlantic Research Institute, Washington DC, USA.

The relationship between HDL subfractions (measured by ultracentrifugation,
HDL2b being the largest and lightest) and type 2 diabetes incidence was assessed
among Pima Indians (mean age 42 years). During a mean follow-up of 10 years, 25 of
50 men and 54 of 123 women developed diabetes. In proportional hazards models
controlled for age, body mass index, 2hr glucose and systolic blood pressure at
baseline, high levels of total HDL, HDL2a and HDL3 but not HDL2b were protective
of diabetes in women, whereas a high level ofHDL3 was predictive in men (table).

Men (n~50l Women (n~123)

GM* HRR** GM* HRR**
HDLtotal 1.14 3.1 [0.91-11] 1.17 0.29 [0.13-0.63]
HDL2b 0.11 1.2 [0.25-6.2] 0.15 0.48 [0.20-1.2]
HDL2a 0.20 2.6 [0.64-IOJ 0.25 0.29 [0.14-0.59]
HDL3 0.81 3.8 [1.2-131 0.74 0.48 [0.25-0.90]
* Geometric means, except for HDL3 (mean), in rnmol/I. **Hazard rate ratios and 95
% confidence intervals comparing the 90th with the 10th percentile.

In models controlled for fasting insulin, a risk factor for diabetes in women only,
high levels of HDL and HDL2a were slightly weaker protectors but a high level of
HDL3 was a stronger protector of diabetes in women. Results were unchanged in men.
In models controlled for alcohol consumption, a risk factor for diabetes in men only,
results were unchanged in women, but a high level of HDL3 was not a significant risk
factor in men (HRR~2.9 ; 95% CI [0.69-12]). These findings suggest that: I) high
HDL3 level in men may be predictive of diabetes because it is influenced by alcohol
consumption. 2) high levels ofHDL, HDL2a and HDL3 in women remained protective
of diabetes afteraccounting foralcoholconsumption andestimated insulin resistance.
The sex differences in the effects of HDL subfractions may be due to sex hormones.

466
OBESITY INCREASES THE INCIDENCE OF HYPERINSULINEMIA:
A FOUR-YEAR FOLLOW-UP STUDY IN MIDDLE-AGED MEN
H.-M. Lakka, T.A. Lakka and J.T. Salonen. Research Institute of Public Health,
University of Kuopio, Kuopio, Finland

Hyperinsulinemia has consistently been associated with obesity in cross-sectional
studies. However,on the basis of prospective studies, the time order of the relationship
is unclear and the association seems to be population specific. Therefore, we
investigatedthe association of obesity with the incidenceof hyperinsulinemia and vice
versa in a population-based four-year follow-up study of middle-aged men from
eastern Finland. Out of 978 men who had no diabetes, 879 men were defined
normoinsulinemic at baseline (nine lowest deciles of fasting serum insulin). Eighty
seven men developed hyperinsulinemia (fasting serum insulin in the highest decile,:::
12.2 mUll) during the follow-up. In logistic regression model adjusting for other risk
factors, the odds ratios (ORs) for incident hyperinsulinemia in men with body mass
index (BMI) of 24.2-25.9, 26.0-27.9 and :::28.0 kg/rn?(three highest quartiles) were
1.20(95% CI 0.31-4.58), 3.21 (1.03-9.99, p~0.045) and 12.96 (4.48-37.50, p<O.OOI),
respectively, compared to men with BMI of <24.2 (lowest quartile). After further
adjustment for waist-to-hipcircumference ratio (WHR), the respective ORs were 1.04
(0.69-4.11),2.71 (0.83-10.25, p~0.098) and 10.19 (3.18-32.60, p<O.OOI). The ORs for
incident hyperinsulinemia in men who gained weight 0-2.3, 2.4-4.6 and ::: 4.7 kg
(three highest quartiles) were 1.40 (0.53-3.72), 2.86 (1.25-6.54, p~0.O(3) and 5.92
(2.76-12.73, p<O.OOI), compared to men who lost their weight (lowest quartile),
adjusting for other risk factors including baseline weight. The ORs for incident
hyperinsulinemiain men with WHR of 0.89-0.92, 0.93-0.96 and :::0.97(three highest
quartiles) were 1.13 (0.38-3.35),2.76 (1.07-7.14, p~0.036) and 5.53 (2.23-13.71,
p<O.OOI), compared to men with WHR of <0.89 (lowest quartile). This association
disappeared after further adjustment for BM!. Baseline hyperinsulinemia was not
associated with weight gain during the follow-up. These data in nondiabetic men
suggest that obesity and weight gain are independent risk factors for hyperinsulinemia,
whereas hyperinsulinemia does not predict weight gain.

468
THE CAUSE OF DEATH IN JAPANESE NIDDM PATIENTS
A HOSPITAL-BASED STUDY 1976-1995
T. Nakagami", R Kawahara", T. Satov, N. Iwasaki", and Y.
Iwamoto" "Diabetes Center, "Department of Hygiene and Public
Health, Tokyo Women's MedicalCollege Tokyo Japan
To determine the characteristics of the cause of death in Japanese
diabetics, we examined the principal causes of death in 1256
NIDDM patients from 1976-1995. Standardized proportional
mortality ratios (SPMRs) were used to compare the number of dead
patients with death occurring concurrently among the general
population in Japan. The most frequent cause of death was vascular
disease (34.4%), including coronary heart disease (CHD)(l6.3%),
cerebrovascular disease (CVD)(l3.3%) and diabetic nephropathy
(DN)(4.8%), the next frequent was malignant neoplasms(22.3%),
and then other heart disease(l4. 3%). The ratio of CHD increased
from 10.9% in the 1970's to 19.0% in the 1990's, that of CVD
decreased from 14.4% in the 1970's to 12.1% in the 1990's, and
that ofDN decreased from 6.5% in the 1970's to 2.9% in the 1990's.
Compared with the number of deaths among the general population
in the same period, NIDDM patients died more frequently from
diabetes, CHD, other heart disease and infection
(SPMR=3.60,2.65,2.35,1.37), but less frequently from CVD and
malignant neoplasms (SPMR=0.41,0.62). The SPMRs of CHD
increased from 1.60 in the 1970's to 3.38 in the 1990's.
In conclusion, the number of death from CHD among Japanese
NIDDM patients increased gradually during the 20-year observation
period.
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SCREENING FOR DIABETES WITH THE NEW DIAGNOSTIC
CRITERIA AND PROPOSED SCREENING METHODS.
A. De Bellis, E. Mannucci, C.M. Rotella, M, Velussi", and the DIAINF
Study Group, Section of Metabolis Diseases and Diabetology, Dept. of
Clinical Pathophysiology, University of Florence; ·Section of
Diabetology, Civil Hospital, Monfaicone; and DIAINF Study Group,
Florence, Italy. Via della Mattonaia 17, 1-50137 Firenze, Italy,

This study is aimed at the evaluation of the effect of the application of
the diagnostic criteria and screening methods proposed by the American
Diabetes Association (ADA) in groups of patients at high risk for
diabetes, Using the DIAINF computerised network, which contains
clinical data of over 300,000 patients from more than 100 Outpatient
Clinics all over Italy, high-risk individuals who had undergone a OGTT
for the screening of diabetes between 1994 and 1997 in one of 12
Diabetes Care Units were identified. The sample was composed of
5,720 patients (2,167 M; 3,553 F), with a mean (±sd) age of 47,9±16.5
years and BMI 28,2±4.8 kg/m', who had undergone OGTT for obesity,
previous gestational diabetes, transient hyperglycaemia, or other high
risk conditions. Of those, 25.7% were affected by diabetes, 15.1 by
IGT, and 5.5 by IFG (ADA criteria), Fasting Plasma Glucose (FPG) and
2-hr glucose during OGTT (2hrPG) showed a good correlation (FO.56;
FO.72 in those aged>70 years). However, of those with FPG<126
mg/dl, 9.2% had 2hrPG>200 mg/dl and were therefore classified as
diabetic; among patients with FPG between 110 and 126 mg/dl, those
with diabetes were 30.2%; 4.9% of subjects with FPG<IOO mg/dl were
also diabetic, In conclusion, FPG could be insufficient for the screening
of diabetes in high-risk subjects, particularly in those<70 years old, The
OGrr should be retained as a useful tool for the screening of diabetes
in selected individuals.

Odds: baselinecognitive impairment Odds: Cognitive Decline
Test Diabetes Status Diabetes Status

No Yes No Yes
Digit Symbol 1.0 2.13 (1.65, 2.74) 1.0 1.52 (1.12, 2.08)
TrailsB 1.0 1.56(1.20, 2.03) 1.0 I. 94 (1.34, 2.66)
MMSE 1.0 1.09 (0.89, 1.33) 1.0 1.03 (0.74, 1.43)

..

TYPE II DIABETES IS ASSOCIATED WITH COGNITIVE IMPAIRMENT
AND COGNITIVE DECLINE AMONG OLDER WOMEN
E.W. Gregg; K. Yaffe; 1.A. Cauley; G. Beckles and K.M.V. Narayan.
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; Atlanta, GA; University of
California, San Francisco; CA, University of Pittsburgh, PA, USA.

We examined the relationship of diabetes to cognitive impairment and
cognitive decline among 7425 Caucasian women aged "= 65 years participating
in the Study of Osteoporotic Fractures. Self-reported diabetes and 3 tests of
cognitive function (Digit Symbol, Trails B, and modified Mini-mental State
Exam (MMSE)) were administered at a baseline visit and again after 4 to 6
years. Cognitive function was measured by mean test scores; Clinically
relevant cognitive impairment and cognitive decline were defined according to
the worst 10m percentile baseline and change scores, respectively. Compared to
women without diabetes, those with diabetes (n=495, 7%) had significantly
increased odds of baseline cognitive impairment on Digit Symbol and Trails B,
but not MMSE (see Table), adjusted for age, education, visual impairment,
estrogen use, and stroke. Women with diabetes had significantly worse change
scores on all 3 tests (p<0.05) and increased odds of cognitive decline on Digit
Symbol and Trails B adjusted for potential confounders

DIsease duration was also related to cognitrvedecline (p trend - 0.01). Odds
ratios of decline on any test for women with diabetes < 5 years, 5 to 14, and "= 15
years were 1.36 (0.95 - 1.95), 1.48 (1.05 - 2.07), and 1.53 (1.01 - 2.33),
respectively, compared to non-diabetic women. These findings suggest diabetes
is associated with an accelerated cognitive decline among older women.

471 472
TYPE II DIABETES AND IMPAIRED GLUCOSE TOLERANCE IN
A POPULATION STUDY: 10 YEARS OF FOLLOW UP.
J.A.Vazquez , J.Bayo, V.Elorza, K.Latorre and
S.Gaztambide. Department of Endocrinology . Hospital de
Cruces. Bilbao. SPAIN.

INCIDENCE OF TYPE 2 DIABETES MELLITUS AND ITS RISK FACTORS
IN SOUTH AFRICAN INDIANS: A 10-YEAR FOLLOW·UP STUDY
A.A Molala, F.J Pirie, M.A.K Omar, A Amod and E Gouws' Diabetes Unit,
Department of Medicine, University of Natal and Medical Research Council',
Durban, South Africa.

The aim of the study was to establish the incidence of type II diabetes mellitus
( DM ) and impaired glucose tolerance ( lOT) in a population followed up for a 10·
year period. It is a prospective study in a randomized selected population older than
30 years, stratified by age and sex, conducted in 1985 . The selected population was
invited to participate again in 1995. An oral glucose tolerance test ( OOTT ) was
performed following the OMS criteria. Height, weight and blood pressure were
registred.OOTT was performed in 862 (87.2% of the selected people) in 1985 and
in 538 ( 77% of the selected people) in 1995 (47 were deceased· 6%, 8% and
25.8% belonged to the normal, lOT and DM gorup respectively " 86 moved to
other cities and 196 refused to collaborate). In 1995, 330 ont of 438 people (76%
) with a normal glucose tolerance test in 1985 persisted with a normal test, 85
( 19% ) had an lOT and 23 ( 5.2% ) had DM. Twenty eight out of 58 with IGT in
1985 normalized the test (48% ) , 19 (32.7% ) persisted WiUllGTand 11 ( 18.9% )
had DM.. That means a cummulative annual incidence of 1.9%. Thirty one people
were diagnosed of DM by OOTT in 1985, 8 of them (25.8% ) were dead and 3 of
them refused the test in 1995; 17 out of the other 20 ( 85%) persisted with DM, 2
(10% ) had lOT and one had normal glucose tolerance. BMI of tile group with a
normal glucose tolerance in 1985 increased 4.9% (4%, 6.8% and 10.8%
respectively for those with normal, lOT and DM in 1995 ). BMI of the group WWI
lOT in 1995 increased 5% ( 3.8%, 4.5% and 8.8% respectively for those with
normal, lOT and DM in 1995 ). In summary: I) Mortality was higher in the
diabetic group; 2) The cummulative incidence of DM ( 1.9% ) from the lOT group
were lower than expected; 3) Incidenceof lOT and DM have increasedbetween 1985
and 1995 from 10.4% and 3.8% to 19% and 5.2% respectively, associated to an
increment in weight and age.

Globally, several cross-sectional epidemiology studies have examined the
prevalence of type 2 [non-insulin dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM)J in
different populations but there are few longitudinal population studies. A
prospective community study was undertaken to determine the Incidence of
type 2 diabetes mellitus and the risk factors associated with its developments
in a cohort of South African Indians who had been studied 10 years
previously (yr a/baseline). In the baseline survey, 2479 subjects (> 15 yr)
were studied; using WHO criteria for glucose tolerance based on 75g oral
glucose tolerance tests (OGTT) , the crude prevalence of diabetes mellitus
(Diabetes) was 9.8% and of impaired glucose tolerance (IGT) 5.8% (age and
sex adjusted prevalence, 13% and 6.9%, respectively). At the 10-yr follow
up study, 563 of the subjects who could be traced had repeat OGIT; of
these, 91 (16.2%) were classified as Diabetes and 41 (7.3%) as IGT, Of the
subjects who did not have diabetes at baseline (n=517), 49 (9.5%)
progressed to diabetes (PTD) and 40 (7.7%) had IGT; the crude incidence of
diabetes was 0.95% per annum (9.5/1000 person years). Examination of
risk factors predictive of subsequent progression to N100M (PTO) was
undertaken by analysis of baseline (yr 0) age, gender, anthropometric and
metabolic characteristics in the 517 SUbjects. In the multivariate analysis the
significant predictive risk factors for diabetes devetoprneat included obesity
(p 0.01 OR 4.6,95% CI 1.4-14.7) body mass index (8MI) (p 0.006, OR 1.1,
95% CI 1.0-1.3) and 2-hr postload plasma glucose (p 0.0001, OR 1.7, 95%
CI 1.4-2.1). This lonq-term study has shown that in South African Indians,
there is an increased incidence of type 2 diabetes and that significant risk
factors for its development include 8MI, obesity prevalence and 2-hr plasma
glucose.
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IMPACT OF THE NEW DIAGNOSTIC CRITERIA FOR DIABETES ON THE
NUMBER OF AFFECTED SUBJECTS
H. Pardini, V.C. Pardini and G. Velho. Endocrinology Research Center
(CEPEN), Belo Horizonts, Brazil; INSERM U342, Pans, France.

New diagnostic criteria for diabetes mellitus (DM) have been
proposed by the American Diabetes Association (ADA), essentially a
decrease from 7.8 to 7.0 mM of the fasting plasma glucose (FPG)
cutpoint defining DM. We evaluated the impact of the new criteria on
the glycemic status of a group of 8517 Brazilian subjects (aged 35±15
years, m±SD; 76% of women) without previously known diabetes
who underwent an oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT) for diagnostic
purposes. The frequencies of DM, impaired glucose tolerance (IGT)
and normal glucose tolerance (NGT) according to the WHO/1980
criteria were 6.15%, 11.68% et 82.17%, respectively. The new
glycemic status would be: 6.61% DM, 11.31% IGT, 0,61% impaired
fasting glucose (IFG), and 81.47% NGT. In the 2728 subjects older
than 40 years (53±20 years), the glycemic status by the WHO/1980
criteria was: 16.24% DM, 22.80% IGT and 60.96% NGT. The new
glycemic status would be: 17.12% DM, 22.03% IGT, 1.36% IFG and
59.49% NGT. The ADA does not recommend the routine clinical use of
OGTT as a tool for diabetes diagnosis. However, only 20.61% of the
subjects with DM ascertained by the WHO/1980 criteria had FPG >7.8
mM, and only 41.56% of the subjects ascertained by the ADA/1997
criteria had FPG >7.0 mM. In conclusion, the new diagnostic criteria of
diabetes lead to an increase of 0.70% in the number of
"hyperglycemic" subjects (0.12% to 1.74% in different classes of
age), with an increase of 0.46% (0.08% a 0.88%) in the number of
diabetic subjects in this population without previously known
diabetes. Although FPG sensitivity doubles with the new criteria, it
remains a poor discriminator of diabetes defined as OGTT 2-hour
plasma glucose >11.1 mM.

475
SCREENING FOR NON-INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES

IN LUXEMBURG.

G. Michel, A. Giuliani, M. Keipes, S. Steil and D. Hansen, Direction de la
Sante and Association Luxembourgeoise du Diabete, Luxemburg.

In April 1997, the Health Authorities of Luxemburg and the national patient
association (ALD) started a national screening campaign for non-insulin
dependent diabetes, as a part of the Saint-Vincent Declaration program.
During 6 months, persons (<: 40 years old) and with one of the following risk
factors for NIDDM (symptoms of diabetes, obesity, positive family history for
diabetes, at least one macrosomial child, dislipidemia and hypertension)
were invited by a publicity campaign through media to visit their doctor for a
screening of diabetes. All the general practitioners and internists (n=350)
were informed about this action. They were invited to fill out a questionnaire
for each person. 57 physicians showed a positive interest. ~. The
forms of 109 persons (68 female) screened were sent back. Of these 109
persons, 16 (15%) went to their doctor for symptoms of diabetes, 86 (79%)
for obesity, 45 (41%) for a positive family history, 66 (60%) for hypertension
or dislipidemia and 14 women for a macrosomiaI child. According to the
usual criteria, 29 of 109 (27%) had NIDDM and 39 (36%) had IGT. Of the 29
people with NIDDM, 24 (83%) were obese, 10 had a positive family history
for diabetes, 19 had hypertension or dislipidemia (66%). Mean glucose level
of the whole group was 7.44 mmol!1 (11.36 ± 4.93 mmol!1 for diabetics) and
cholesterol level was 6.02 mmol!1 and mean triglyceride level was 1.90
mmol!1 (2.77 ± 1.96 mmol!1 for diabetics). None of the diabetics had a
complication, but 4 persons with IGT had a vascular complication (foot ulcer,
stroke, heart failure). Applying the new criteria proposed by the ADA, 37
persons of 109 would have had NIDDM. Conclusions: 1!ln this screened
population, 27% had NIDDM, whereas the overall prevalence of diabetes is
2% and obesity, hypertension and dislipidemia were mostly found as risk
factors. 2! Considering the poor response rate, the perception of diabetes in
the general population should be improved.

474
IMPACT OF THE AMERICAN DIABETES ASSOCIATION-1997
DiAGNOSIS CRITERIA ON IDGH-RISK SPANiSH POPULATION.
B. Costa, J. Franch, A. Donado, J. Morat6, F. Martin, J. Daniel and IGT
Research Group. CatalanInstitute of Health, Tarragona-Barcelona, SPAIN.

To research into the impactof the new ADA-97 classification and diagnosis
criteriaon the high-risk Spanishpopulation a multicentric survey was carried
out in primary healthcare.Individuals aged>40 yearswithanyone of these4
major risk factors: obesity, a first degree relative with OM, oral
hiperglycaemic drugs and previous abnormality of glucose tolerance were
included and diagnosed startingfrom FPG test and OGTT,according to the
OMS-85 rules.A totalof 970 individuals wereevaluated, 453 males(46.7%),
mean age 58 year-old and BMI=30.5kg.m-2

• OMS-85 diagnoses were: 376
(38.8%) normal [95% CI=35-4I%]; 200 (20.6%) IGT [18-23%] and 394
(40.6%)OM [37-43%]. In 265 cases (27%)OGTTwasnot required and 178
(18.4%) individuals [16-21%] fitted to IFG interval (6.1-6.9 mM). After
OGTT 65 (36.5%) were displaced to the IGT group and 54 (30.3%)to the
OM group.Furthermore, 379(39%)showedFPGlevels >=7.0mM.A total of
114 (II.8%) of them [10-13%] were included in the new direct diagnostic
interval of OM (7.0-7.7mM). OGTTconcordance wereobserved in 49 cases
(43%). However, 34 (29.8%) subjects evidenced ITG (3,5%) whereas 31
(27.2%) presented a normal oral tolerance (3.2%) after OGTT. ADA-97
diagnoses were:286(29.5%)normaltolerance [26-32%]; 59(6.1%)IFG [4.6
7.7%]; 166 (17.1%) IGT [15-19%] and 459 (47.3%) OM [44-50%]. The
application of the new criteria meant a 6.7% increase of OM and a 3.5%
reduction ofIGT. IFG initially concerned nearly18.4%but only 1/3remained
the same, as the rest (2/3) associated impaired oral tolerance. Thus, there is
clear evidence that although the new interval of direct diagnostic of OM
would have saved a 12% OGTT, a 3.2% of individuals with normal oral
tolerance wouldhavebeendiagnosed of diabetes.

476
MEASURES OF FETAL GROWTH AND GLUCOSEMETABOLISM AMONG
20 TO 68-YEAR-OLD FINNISH SUBJECTS
K. Ylonen', M. Pekkalal

, L. Groop', S.M. Virtanen', and the Botnia Research
Group. Division of Nutrition. Univ of Helsinki, Finland'; Dept of Endocrinology,
Lund University,Malmo, Sweden': School of PublicHealth,Unit of Epidemiology,
Univ of Tampere, Finland:'.
Relationships between measures of fetal growth and glucose metabolism were
studied among Finnish subjects with non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus
(NIDDM), their relatives, and spouses without family history of diabetes, born
between 1925-72. Birth datawerefoundin archives for 295 subjects (71% of those
invited). Birth variables used werebirth weight, birth length,birth weight to birth
length ratio, ponderal index (birth weight divided by birth length''), head
circumference, andhead circumference to birth lengthratio. The age of menwas48
± 11 years, and that of women 46 ± 12 years. Subjects participated in a standard
oral glucose tolerance test with measurements of glucose and insulin concentrations.

According to the WHO criteria, 81 men and III women had normal glucose
tolerance (NGT), 21 menand43 women impaired glucose tolerance (IGT), and22
men and 16 women NIDDM. There were no differences in the birth variables
between subjects with NGT, IGT andNIDDM. In linearregression models, adjusting
for age, body mass index, waist to hip ratio, lengthof education, physicalactivity,
smoking, and in men also for alcohol, a low ponderal index, reflecting thinness at
birth, was associated with high serum fastingglucose (p=O.03) in men. In women,
headcircumference was inversely associated with serum fasting (p=O.02) and 2-h
insulin (p=O.02), and incremental insulin area (p=O.OO7). However, a high head
circumference to birth length ratio, proposed to reflect an asymmetrical pattern of

development, wasalso inversely associated with serum 2-h insulin (p=0.006) and
incremental insulin area (p=O.04). The relationships were independent of duration of
gestation. The observations support the idea that impaired fetal growth, whatever the

causes are, should be taken into account when searching for factors predisposing to
disorders of glucose metabolism.
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PREVALENCE OF DIABETES MELLITUS AND OF IMPAIRED GLUCOSE
TOLERANCEIN A CANARIANPOPULATION:CLASSIC AND NEW CRITERIA
P. Pablos, F. Rodriguez', 1 Martinez,P. Murado, , A Macias, V Sanchez,I. Garcia
and C. Santana.Endocrinologyand 'Preventive Dpts; H. del Pino, Las Palmas, Spain

PREVALENCE OF DIABETES MELLITUS (DM) AND IMPAIRED
GLUCOSE INTOLERANCE (IGn IN OBESE WOMEN.
LMB Araujo, M Cardeal , M Britto, J Pousada and T Cruz. Hospital
unlversitanc Prof Edgard Santos, Bahia Federal University, Salvador,
Bahia, Brazil.

:~~~;~~~~~~~~n=30 ::~ ~:~~ l~:~ :l~:ll ~,~003
We conclude that In obese women the association between obesity and DM
was higher in older individuals and not related to the degree of obesity.
In contrast, the association between obesity and IGT was higher in heavier
individuals and it was independent of age.
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The frequence of DM in obese individuals has been referred as higher than
in non obese. We investigated the prevalence of DM and IGT in obese
women adjusted for age (age ~ 40 and >40 years) and degree of obesity
(BMI~ 40 kg/m' or > 40 kg/m'). Three hundred thirty six obese women from
an out patient unit of obesity were studied. None of them had previous
diagnosis of DM. The mean age (;! DP) was 35.1 ± 9.2 years (ranged from
15 to 63 years) and mean BMI (;! DP) was 40.6 ± 6.9 kg/m' (ranged from
30.3 to 71 kg/m2). They were submitted to an oral glucose tolerance test
(75g) and plasma glucose was determined by glucose-oxidase method. The
criteria for DM was fasting glucose ~ 126mg% or glucose level some time
after glucose administration ~ 200 mg% and IGT was fasting glucose ~ 140
mg% and 2h after glucose> 140 and < 200 mg%. The Epi info, v. 6.0,
software was apllied for statistical analysis. Crude prevalence of DM was
104% and IGT was 9,7% and stratified analysis showed

Confidence
interval rC196%

In order to establish the prevalence of diabetes mellitus (OM) and impaired glucose
tolerance (IGT) in our population, we have performed a study in which 585 people

have been randomly selected amongthe populationover 30 years old in the council of

Santa Maria de Guia (northern Gran Canaria island). A standard OGTT (75 gr of

glucose) was performed in the fasting state to all subjects, excepting those whose

fasting glycemia was> 7.8 mMlL. According to the classic W.H.O. criteria for fasting

glycemia, 365 subjects (62%) had normal glucose tolerance, 104 (18%) had impaired

glucose tolerance (IGT) and 116 (20%) had DM. Of these, only 60% were aware of

their diagnosis. The highest prevalence of DM was found in women over 60 years old

(36%; 68% of them aware), and the highest prevalence oflGT was found in women

between 50 and 60 years (34%). When applying the new AD. A criteria for the

diagnosis ofDM (i.e., those subjectswith confirmed fasting glucose> 7 mMILinstead

of 78 mMIL should be classified as having DM, without the need for an OGTT), 6

more subjects had DM (1.02%): 2 previouslyclassified as normal (0.34% of the total,
055% of the normal subjects); and 4 previously classified as having IGT (0.68% of

the total, 3.84% of those with IGT). Besides, 2 subjects (0.34% of the total) were

classified as having DM by OGTT, though their fasting glycemia was normal, and

without the OGTT would have been considered normal by both criteria. We conclude

that both the prevalence of DM and IGT are high in our population (especially
postmenopausal women), and that a large proportion of the diabetic subjects is

unaware of their condition. The successive modes oflGT and OM confirm that in our

populationDM is precededby IGT. Applyingthe new fasting criteria for the diagnosis

of DM will slightly increase the number of subjects classified as having DM,

especiallyamongthose previouslyclassified as having IGT.
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PREDICTORS OF A LETHAL OUTCOME OF MYOCARDIAL
INFARCTIONS IN PATIENTS WITH TYPE 2-D1ABETES MELLITUS
M.M. Heimesaat,A Klamann,P. Sarfert, W.H. Schmiegel,and M.A. Nauck.
MedizinischeUniversitatsklinik, Knappschaftskrankenhaus, Bochum-Langendreer,
Germany.

DIABETES AND RISK FOR PERIPHERAL ARTERIAL OCCLUSIVE
DISEASE
A. Planas, A. Clara, A Gasol, A Maner, C. Contreras, R. Hernandez, R.
Concustell, M.A. Ortiz, 1M. Pou.ABS Pubilla Casas and Hospital de Sant
Pau, Barcelona, Spain.

After a myocardialinfarction,survivalrates of Type 2-diabetic patients are distinctly
lower in comparisonwith metabolicallyhealthysubjects. The aim of the presentstudy
was to elucidate factors correlated with in-hospital mortality after myocardial
infarctionsin Type 2-diabetic patients.Therefore,patients with myocardial infarctions
treated in our intensivecare unit between01.01.91 and 30.06.97 were studied
retrospectively. The study groups of survivingand deceased patients with Type 2
diabetes mellitus were compared by univariate analyses (continuous variables: t-test;
categoricvariables:chi-square-test)and by multipleregressionanalysis (significance:
p<O.05). Of601 patientswithmyocardial infarctions,244 (40.6%) were Type 2
diabetic patients of which 170 (69.7%) survivedand 74 (30.3%) died. Deceased
diabetic patientswere significantlyolder than diabetic survivors (p~0.037), had had
more often previous infarctions(47 vs. 28%; p~O.0076), more often complainedabout
angina pectoris (p~O.O13), and more frequentlyhad been treated with nitrates
·(p=0.023)and digitalis (p=0.044), respectively.Regarding laboratorydata, deceased
diabetic patients had significantlyhigher potassium(p~0.0006), creatinine (p<O.OOOI)
and CKMB (p~0.0081) levelsas well as lowertotal cholesterol (p~0.0006) and LDL
cholesterol (p~0.028) levels.There were no significantdifferences in BMI, smoking,
duration of diabetes, infarct localization,treatmentwith thrombolytic agents,
sulfonylureas,biguanides,insulin,B-blockers, molsidomin,calcium antagonists,ACE
inhibitors,and diuretics,as well as HDL cholesterol,HbA" and total CK levels. In the
multivariateanalysis,however,only previousmyocardial infarctionswere positively
associated with in-hospitalmortality(p~0.041). In the light of these findings, previous
myocardial infarctionsare an importantpredictorof a lethal outcome or myocardial
infarctions in Type 2-diabetic patients.

It was estimated the risk for peripheral arterial occlusivedisease (PAOD)
in patients with type 2 diabetes and its relation to metabolic control, and
in glucose tolerance impairment. A cross-sectionalstudywas performed in
a representative sample from general population of 1.054 men aged 55 to
74 years. Diabetes, impairment glucose tolerance (IGn (OMS criteria)
and, other cardiovascular risk factors were analyzed in all subjects. PAOO
was screened by rest anklelbraquial pressure index (ABPI) and, it was
considered pathological when ABPI was <0.9. Prevalence data was:
diabetes: 19.1%, IGT: 6.1%. PAOD was 13.1% in general population and
24.8 % in diabetics. Odd ratio (OR) was adjusted for risk factors
associated to PAOD (diabetes, IGT, age, tobacco, hypertension, waist-to
hip ratio >0.95, tryglicerides, cholesterol and HDL-c ): 2.4 for diabetes
(CI95% 1.4-4.1) and only overcomeby tobacco exposure and age over 70
years (OR:38.9 and 3.5 respectivelly). IGT was only associated to PAOD
when microalbuminuria was present (p<O.OOI). PAOD was associated to
diabetes control (Glycated hemoglobin. HbAlc) and to microalbuminuria
but, no relationship was found to diabetes duration and insulin therapy.
AdjustedOR for PAOD was: 3.2 (CI95% 1.2-8.8)for HbAlc >8% and 4.1
(CI95% 1.7-10.3) for microalbuminuria. HbAlc > 7 % was still associated
to PAOD (OR 2.4, C195% 1-5.8) Therefore diabetes was the third risk
factor associated to PAOO in adult-old men. The HbAlc > 7 % and
microalbuminuria were also risk factors in diabetic men. IGT was only
PAOD risk factor when it is associatedto microalbuminuria.
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OBESITY RELATED RISK FOR HYPERTENSION AND
CORONARY HEART DISEASE IN NIDDM SUBJECTS

ABanu', M. A. Sayeed',M. A. Malek', M. G.Kibriya', P.A.Khanam' and
A.K.Azad Khan'. 1- INFS, University ofDhaka, 2-BIRDEM, Dhaka, Bangladesh

To assess the prevalence of hypertension and coronary heartdisease (CHD) in a diabetic
population ofBangladesh from a totai of3,583 newly detected NIDDM subjects, 693(M=295,
F=398) were selected randomly for investigation. The subjects were 30-60 yearsold. The
diagnosis of CHD was based on cardiogram or exercise tolerance test or both when
equivocal. Compared with non-CHD group thesubjects with CHD hadsignificantly higher age
(p<0.001), higher waist-to-hip ratio (WHR, p<0.01), higher systolic and diastolic blood
pressure (SBP and DBP, p<O.001) and higher fasting plasma glucose (FPG, p<O.05). There
was no difference of CHD prevalence between menand women. Compared with the male
subjects thefemaie hadsignificantly higher body massindex (BMI, kglht m', p<O.001), higher
SBP (p=O.OO1) and total plasma cholesterol (CHOL p<O.001); whereas, the male had
significantly higher WHR (p=O.001) and DBP (p=O.051). Adjusting forage, sex and obesity,
glycemia showed no association with WHR, SBP, DBP and CHOL; whereas, it showed
significant negative correlation with BMI (p<O.001). In contrast, BMI showed significant
positive correlation with SBP (p<O.001) and DBP (p<O.01). The CHD prevalence showed
significant association with increasing age (p<O.0001), increasing BMI (p<O.05), higher waist
girth (p<O.05, higher WHR (p<O.01). Increased level oftriglycerides (TG) anddecreased level
of high-density-lipoprotein (HDL) were also significantly related to CHD. Taking BMI, WHR,
SBP, DBP, FPG, 2-hPG, chol and family history of diabetes or hypertension as the
independent risk variables and CHD as a dependent one,further analysis bystepwise logistic
regression showed that increased age, high WHR, high DBP, increased TG anddecreased
HDL werethe risks for CHD. Very strong risk for CHD was chollHDL ratio. Using different
models of logistic regression, itappearsthatthe highest level of risk forCHD werechol/HDL
ratio, high DBP, increasing age, increased TG, anddecreased HDL, and moderate risk with
high WHR. Advanced age, higher BMI and lower HDL-chol were the independent risks for
both sHTN anddHTN. High chol/HDL ratio wasthemostimportant andsignificant biochemical
risk factors for all these disease events in the newly detected diabetic population of
Bangladesh.
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TYPEII (NON-INSULIN-DEPENDENT) ARE SHORTER THAN
TYPEI (INSULIN-DEPENDENT) DIABETICPATIENTS
R.E.J. Ryder, R.J. Ryder, N. Kong, F.L. Game, S.L. Jones and K.G.
Taylor. City Hospital, Dudley Rd., Birmingham, UK

Studies have suggested that smaller babies at birth are more likely
to develop Type II diabetes in adult life. No such relationship exists
for Type I diabetes. We aimed to investigate the hypothesis that as
a result of smaller babies becoming shorter adults, Type II patients
are shorter than Type I's. 1402 consecutive diabetic adults (145
Type 1, 85 males; 1256 Type 2, 672 males) having height and
weight measured at a hospital, diabetic annual review clinic were
studied. The mean +/- SEM height of the Type I patients (167.97 +/
0.81 cm) was 4 em greater than that of Type II's (164.00 +/- 0.27
cm; p=1.6 x 10-6). By contrast the Type l's (74.87 +/- 1.13 kg)
weighed, on average, 4.5 kg less than Type II's (79.35 +/- 0.44 kg;
p=1.1 x 10"). The height and weight data combined to give a 2.86
kglm 2 difference in mean body mass index between Type I (26.60
+/- 0.39 kg/m2

) and Type II (29.46 +/- 0.15 kg/m2
; p=5.3 x 10-12

)

patients. The differences were maintained when the sexes were
analysed separately. Type I v Type II height - males: 173.64 +/- 0.77
v 170.08 +/- 0.28 cm, p=8 x 10-7; females: 159.95 +/- 0.89 v 157.0
+/- 0.29 cm, p=7.7 x 10". These data suggest that Type 2 diabetic
patients are not only more obese than Type I, but also are shorter 
men, on average, about 3.5 cm shorter, and women about 3 cm
shorter, than their Type I counterparts. This observation does not
seem to have been made before.
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MORTALITY IN INSULINTREATED DIABETES MELLITUS 1993-1996.
NT Raymond, JL Botha, AC Burden, R Gregory, PG McNally,M Davies, PGF
Swift and H Blackledge. Department of Epidemiology and Public Health,
University of Leicester. Diabetes Departments, Leicester General Hospital,
LeicesterRoyal Infirmary.LeicesterChildren's Hospital,Leicester,UK.
Estimating diabetes associated mortality is complicated by the inadequacy of
official published data; diabetes is not always the underlyingcause of death, and
may not feature 00 the death certificate at all. The aim of this study was to
determineexcess mortality in the populationaged 15 years and older with insulin
treated diabetesand to examinecauses of death. Using a populationbased register
of people with diabetes and Office of National Statistics (ONS) mortality data,
record linkage using AutoMatch software was undertakento determine mortality
observed during the years 1993 to 1996 inclusive. After computerised matching
recordswere reviewedto maximisethe accuracyof linkage.Standardisedmortality
ratios (SMR) and 95% confidence intervals (95% ci) were estimated using
confidence interval analysis software. The England and Wales population and
death rates for 1995 were used as the standard.The population with insulin treated
diabetes numbered 5358 aged 15 years and older in mid 1995. A total of 706
deaths were identified distributed evenly over the 4 years; 167 in 1993, 173 in
1994,190 in 1995 and 176 in 1996. There were 321 (46%)femalesand 385 (55%)
males. The median age at death was 71 years, range 19 to 95 years. The overall
SMRs (95% ci) for the 4 years were significantly raised for females, 173 (155 to
194) and for males, 158 (142 to 174). Ischaemicheartdisease,ICD9codes 410-414
accounted for 281 (40%) deaths, and the SMRs for females340 (284 to 403) and
males 223 (188 to 261) were significantly raised. 43 (6%) deaths were due to
cerebrovascular disease, ICD9 codes 430-438 with SMRs 116 (76 to 170) for
females and 83 (48 to 133 ) for males. The males SMR for all neoplasms was
significantly lowered 74 (55 to 99). Despite ongoing improvements in the
management of diabetes, significant excess mortality in both males and females
with insulintreateddiabeteswas observedin this study.
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EPIDEMIOLOGICAL DATA OF THE OVERWEIGHT POPULATION OF
DEBRECEN. ESPECIALLY THE OTHERCARDIOVASCULAR RISKFACTORS
E.Katona,P. Polgar,D. Pall,Z. Jenei,Zs. Karanyiand Gy. Kakuk. I" Departmentof
Medicine, University MedicalSchoolofDebrecen, Debrecen,HUNGARY.

The aim of the study was to gain data about the frequency of obesity, and about
further cardiovascular risk factors of overweight individuals. We surveyed the
cardiovascular risk factors of 20000 voluntaryinhabitants of Debrecen(7567 males,
12322females), betweenthe age of 30-65. Their averagebodymassindex(BMI) was
23.4 kg/m'. Only 63.2% proved to have normal body weight (W!!ll..-A: BMI<27
kg/m'').Overweight was measured in 30.6% (grQypJ!: 27kglm'<BMI<33kg/m') and
obesity in 6.2%~: BMI>33 kg/rrr'). 10 the frequency and degree of
overweight there was no significant difference between males and females. Women
after menopause (4760) showed a higher number of overweight: group B: 35.5%,
group C: 8.3% (p<O.ool). There were more overweight persons among those with
lower education: overweight 37.4% and obesity 9.2% (p<O.OOI). Among those
performing physical activity on a weekly basis 22.9"10 showed overweight and 3%
obesity, as opposed to those not: 32.1%, and 6.8% (p<O.ool). The average BMI of
the currently smokers was lower (p<O.OOI), group B: 24.6% and group C: 4.1%.
Former smokers had a higher number of overweight (35.1%) and obesity 8.8%
(p<O.OOI). 36.4% of personsconsuming fat food regularly had overweight and 8.8 %
had obesity(p<0.00J). There was a clear correlationbetweenblood pressureand the
frequency of high BMI: 8.9% of normal BMI, 20.5% of group B and 33.3% of
obesityhad recognized hypertension (p<O.OOI). The percentageratio of the frequency
of obesityhas increased parallel with aging. In caseof normalBMI 5.3 %, overweight
8.9 % and obesity 9 % of persons had slightly elevatedblood glucose level in the
previous history. High blood glucose level was noticed in 2.2%, 4.2% and 4.9%.
Family history of heart attack in group A-B-C in relevance to brother-sister3.3%
4.8%-5.7% (p<O.OOI), to mother 5.6%-6%-7.1% (p<O.OOI). The positive family
historyof fathers' heartattack did not differin the three groups.Diabetesmellitus was
presentin group A-B-C: 1.5%-3.9%-7.4% (p<O.OOI). Overweight personshave more
other cardiovascular risk factors (e.g. diabetesmellitus), thus we have taken care of
these individuals, and provided them with life-style and diet advice. At least their
follow-up seemsto be necessary, whichwe are carryingon currently.
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Diabetes Complications in Asia.

TheDCDCP (Diabcare - Asia) Study Group

Diabetes complications suchas retinopathy, blindness,nephropathy, neuropathy,
amputation, cerebrovascular diseaseand coronary heartdiseaseare resultingin
increasingdisability and mortality. Whileseveralreportsfor studiesof diabetes
complications weredocumented in westerncountries,relatively fewstudies
examiningdiabetescomplications in Asiahavebeencarried out. In the firstphase
of the DiabetesCare Data Collection Project(DCDCP, 1997),we aimedto provide
an overview of the complication status in the Asiandiabetespopulation. A total of
about26, 500 patients,with meanageof 58.3± 12.0yearsold were recruited from
154participatingdiabetescentresin 6 participatingcountries(China. Indonesia,
Malaysia, Philippines, Thailandand Vietnam). Theywereassessed for knownrisk
factorsassociated with occurrence of diabetescomplications, eye.feetand severe
late complications usingwelldocumented medicalcriteriaand tests. Satisfactory
compliance was achievedin majority of the patients in termsof bodyweight. blood
pressure, smokingand alcoholintake. However, controlof serumlipids levelswas
poorin about20-30%of the patients- 30% had serumtriglycerides > 2.2 mmol/l,
20% had total cholesterol> 6.5 mmol/land 18%had HDL<0.9 mmol/l. Screening
for micro- or macroalbumuria was very rare (7%) compared to proteinuria
monitoring (45%). Similarly, screeningfor eye (photocoagulation, cataract,
retinopathy and advanced eyediseases) and feet (footpulse,healedulcer,acute
ulcer,neuropathy, amputation and angioplasty) complications were relatively
infrequent(about30%). The averageprevalence of cataract,retinopathy,
neuropathy, myocardiac infarctionand cerebralstrokewas44,33,39,5 and 6
percentrespectively. Hencethe incidence of patientswithcataractand neuropathy
was relatively high in the 6 countriesstudied. In conclusion, our data showthat
regular screening for microalburninuria, eye and feet complications was not
performed or at least not recorded. Asearlydetection of eyeand feetcomplications
as well as renal impairment can provide direction for preventive strategies, the
DCDCPstudycall for vigorons effortsaimedat improving awareness amonghealth
professionals of the potentialof reducingmajorlong-term diabetescomplications in
Asia
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URINARY MYO-/CHIRO-INOSITOL RATIOIS INCREASED IN NON-
DIABETIC FIRSTDEGREERELATIVES OF TYPE2 DIABETES PATIENTS

B. Greuer.H.G. Wahl,R Werner, A. Volk.E. Maerker,K. Ret!,RM. Schmiilling
and HU. Haring. Medizinische Universitatsklinik Abt. IV. Tiibingen. Germany

Chiro- and myoinositol are components of inositolglycans and phosphatidylinosi
tolglycans, which may be involved in insulin-sensitive phospholipid signalling
pathways, and they have been proposed to exhibit various insulin-mimetic activities
in different cell types. It has been shown, that the urinary excretion pattern of
inositolisomersis altered for type2 diabetespatients. Differentstudieshaveshown
lower chiroinositol and higher myoinositol urinary excretion in diabetic patients
comparedto normal subjects. Urinarychiroinositol excretionhas also been claimed
to be an index marker for insulin sensitivity. We therefore examined the urinary
excretionpattern of inositol isomersof type 2 diabetespatients, non-diabetic first
degree relatives and controls. Quantification of inositol isomers was done by Gas
Chromatography Mass Spectrometry. Insulin sensitivity was determined as meta
bolic clearance rate (MCR) by cuglycernic-hyperinsulinemic glucose clamp. For
this first part of the study data from 30 type 2 diabetes patients (age 50.9 ± 9.2
years,BMI 30.2 ± 2.6 kg/m), 31 offsprings (age 34.2 ± 1.5 years, BMI 26.0 ± 0.8
kg/m") and 25 controls(age 29.8 ± 1.8years,BMI 22.4 ± 0.9 kg/m') wasanalyzed.
In the type 2 diabetesgroupthere was a lowerchiroinositol and higher myoinositol
excretion than in the control group. The first degree relatives showed the same
alterationsonly in a more moderate way. Asa more sensitiveparameter, independ
ent from the urine collection periodand the patient'scompliance we used the rnyo
/chiroinositol ratio:

Mean ± SEM Myoinositol Chiroinositol Myo/chiro
[mg/L] rmWLl

Control (n-25) 67.7 ± I I.7 11.2± 3.5 20,0 ± 7,3
Offspring (n-31) 78.4± 10.7 3.4 ± 1.3 78,1 ± 11.3

tvne 2 diabetes (n- 30) 127.5 ± 220 1.9± 0.6 193,9± 37,2

Type 2 diabetes is associated with increased urinary myo/chiroinositol ratio and this
abnormality seemsto be presentin offsprings beforethe manifestation of diabetes.
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PREDICTORSOF INSULIN SENSITIVITY IN NON-INSULIN-DEPENDENT
DIABETES.
M. Alberiche, C. Targher, RC. Bonadonna, M. Muggeo and E. Bonora,
Division of Endocrinology and Metabolic Diseases, University of Verona,
Verona, Italy.
Reduced insulin sensitivity is an hallmark of non-insulin-dependent diabetes
(NJDDM). However, insulin resistance is associated with several clinical
conditions which are often encountered in subjects with NIDDM:
overweight, central fat distribution, dyslipidemia, hypertension and
microalbuminuria. Also hyperglycemia and cigarette smoking adversely
affect insulin sensitivity. Aim of the present study was i) to identify the
independent predictors of insulin sensitivity in NJDDM, and ii) to establish
whether isolated NJDDM is a condition of insulin resistance. We examined
45 subjects with non-insulin-treated NlDDM (37 men, 8 women; age 44-67
yrs; BMI 20-29) undergoing a 4-h euglycemic hyperinsulinemic clamp (20
mU/m2·min) combined with [3Hl-3-g1ucose infusion. Total glucose disposal
(TCD) during insulin clamp was independently and negatively associated
with hypertension (multiple regression standardized coefficient -0,34,
p<O.01),glycated haemoglobin (-0.30, p<O.OI), plasma triglycerides (-0,25,
p<0.05) and smoking (-0.22,p<0.05). The overall variance of TCD explained
by these 4 variables was 69.4%.Smoking NJDDM subjects with overweight
(BMI 25-29), central fat distribution, hypertension (>160/95), high
triglycerides (>200 mg/dl) and poor metabolic control (Hb Aj, ~7%) had
TCD Significantly lower than non smoking, lean (BMI<25) NJDDM subjects,
with normal blood pressure and triglycerides, and good metabolic control
(16 ± 2 vs 31 ±4 mg/min·kg lean body mass, p<o.on. Nevertheless, the latter
still had insulin resistance when compared to sex- and age-matched
nondiabetic subjects in good health (31 ± 4 vs 54 ± 5 mg/min-kg lean body
mass, p<O.OI), We conclude that hypertension, hypertriglyceridemia,
smoking and poor metabolic control are strong predictors of insulin
resistance in NJDDM. However, reduced insulin sensitivity can be found
also when NJDDM is isolated and well controlled.
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FOLLOW·UP OFWOMEN WITH GESTATIONAL DIABETES, INCIDENCE AND FACTORS
ASSOCIATED WITH LATER DEVELOPMENT OFABNORMAL GLUCOSE TOLERANCE.
L. Herranz; M. T.Garcia-Ingelmo; P. Martin-Vaquero; C.Grande'; M. Janez"; L. F.Pallardo.
Dept. of Endocrinology, Biochemistry' and Gynaecology". Hospital Universitario La Paz.
Madrid. Spain.
Women with geslational diabetes (GD) have an increased risk for later development of
diabetes mellitus. Theaim ofthestudy wastodetermine the6 yearcumulalive incidence of
abnormal glucose tolerance(AGT)(diabetes mellitus and glucose intolerance), to identify
factors which may predict future development of AGT and to evaluate the relationship of
AGT toother components ofthemetabolic syndrome. METHODS: 276women diagnosed as
having GD between 1991-95 were prospectively followed with annual oral glucose (75g.)
tolerance tests(OGTT) andassessment ofvariables related tolhe metabolic syndrome. The
actuarial method was used 10 determine the cumulative incidence of AGT. Differences in
survival experience for predictive factors were determined by log-rank test. Therelation of
theareaunder thecurve for OGTT at theendofthestudy with components ofthemetabolic
syndrome was analysed using correlation coefficients. RESULTS: The 6-year cumulative
incidence ofAGTwas 59.1% (39.6% for diabetes mellitus). Predictive factors for AGTwere:
prepregnancy body mass index, fasting glucose during pregnancy and insulin trealment
during pregnancy (p <0.001); geslational age at diagnosis of GD, postprandial glucose and
HbA1c during pregnancy and waist-to-hip ratio after pregnancy (p<0.01); and number of
abnormal values in the 3-hour OGTT (100 g.) during pregnancy (p<0.05). The degree of
glucose tolerance (areaunder thecurve for OGTT) at theendofthestudy wassignificantly
related to: waist circumference (r =0.441), waist-lo-hip ratio (r =0.378), body mass index (r
=0.353), systolic (r =0.270) and diastolic blood pressure (r =0.258) (p<0.001); and
lriglyceride levels (r=0.201; p<0.01). CONCLUSIONS: GD isassociated with a considerably
increased risk of developing AGT laterin life. The severity of glucose intolerance during
pregnancy, prepregnancy obesity and abdominal fat distribution predicrthe occurrence 01
AGT. AGT in women with previous GD is related to other components of the metabolic
syndrome, therefore GD should be considered as an early indicator of the metabolic
syndrome.
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OBESITY TREATMENT WITH ORLISTAT (XENICAL"') HELPS TO
PREVENT DETERIORATION IN GLUCOSE TOLERANCE

J.P.H. Wilding, University of Liverpool, UK; B. Stolshek, Roche
Pharmaceuticals, Nutley, USA.

Orlistat is a novel anti-obesity drug which acts within the lumen of the bowel
to inhibit the hydrolysis of dietary fats. Data from 5 phase III studies were
pooled to analyse the effect of orlistat on diabetic status. A total of 1629 obese
patients were recruited to the studies and, following 4-week lead-in periods
with placebo treatment and a mildly hypocaloric diet (600 kcal deficit, 30%
calories as fat), subjects were stratified according to initial diet-induced weight
loss and randomised to treatment with orlistat 120 mg tid or placebo. After 52
weeks the diet was adjusted such that patients losing 23 kg had their diet
increased by 200-300 kcallday. Mean percent weight loss in the orlistat group
was 9.2% vs 5.8% in the placebo group (p<0.05). The shift from baseline
diabetic status for patients with normal glucose tolerance «7.8 nunollL [<140
mg/dL] 2 hrs post challenge), impaired tolerance (27.8 nunollL but <11.1
nunollL [200 mg/dL] at 2 hrs) or diabetic glucose tolerance (211.1 nunollL at
2 hrs) was determined at 52 and 104 weeks. At 52 weeks, 25.0% of diabetic
patients had atrained 'normal' status (vs placebo 15.4%;) and at 104 weeks
18.5% remained 'normal' (placebo 11.1%). A further 43.8% improved to
'impaired' status at 52 weeks (placebo 15.4%) and 43.8% at 104 weeks
(placebo 11.1%). There was a significant difference between orlistat and
placebo for 'diabetic' patients at 52 weeks (X' p=0.019) and nearly so at 104
weeks (p~0.053). Of the 'impaired' patients at baseline, 72.2% improved to
'normal' at 52 weeks (placebo 45.8%, p~0.006) and 71.7% at 104 weeks (vs
47.5%); differences that were significant at 52 weeks (p~0.006) and almost so
at 104 weeks (p=0.054). There was no significant difference in the proportion
remaining 'normal' at 52 weeks (92.9% vs 91.4%; p~0.677), but at 104 weeks
the difference was significant (93.8% vs 86.1%; p=0.005). Orlistat treatment of
obesity may delay the onset of type 2 diabetes in high-risk obese patients.

491
CLUSTERING OF HYPERTENSION, MICROALBUMINURIA, INSULIN RES
ISTANCE ANDHYPERLIPIDEMIA INNIDDM FAMILIES.
AEPonliroli, LDMonti, A Pizzini andPMPiatti, H SanRaffaele, Milano, Italy
Insulin resistance (IR),arterial hypertension (AH), hyperlipidemia [high triglyc
erides (fG) and low-HDL (cholesterol)], and microalbuminuria (~A) are found
in first degree relatives (FOR) of NIDDM patients. Our aimwas to check the
hypothesis of a familyclusterof theseabnormalities. In the studySPIDER (an
italian acronyme for regional study for prevention of diabetes), we evaluated
86 families that included: 1) at leastone NIDDM patient (in 10 families with
morethanone NIDDM patient, the proband is the patientwith the longestdu
ration of NIDDM, the othersareconsidered as FOR); brothers/sisters, FOR; 3)
spouses without familyhistory of NIDDM, withsimilar eating and physical hab
its. 103 NIDDM patients, 130 FOR and 60 spouses were studied. FOR and
spouses were similar as to age, body weight, diet and physical activity, and
frequency of AH. IR was assessed by the HOMA model [fasting glucose
(mmol) x true insulin (~U/ml)/ 22.5]. At OGTT (75 g), 24 FOR were classified
NIDDM, 31 impaired glucose tolerant (IG1) and 75 normal glucose tolerant
(NGT), 47 spouses NGT,13spouses IGT(p<.01 vs FOR). AH was present in
17/34families in whichthe proband hadAH, as opposed to 11/48 families in
which the proband was negative (X2=5.34, p<.05); low-HDL was present in
23/41 families in whichthe proband had low-HDL, as opposed to 10/41 famii
ies with a negative proband (X2=7.30, p<.01); 8/23 families with a positive
proband for ~A had ~A, as opposed to 1/45 families with a negative proband
(X2=11.36, p<.001); 49/99FORof probands shOWing IR had IR,as opposed
to 9/38FORof probands without IR (X2=6.47, p<.02). HighTGand waisVhip
(W/H) ratiodidnot show family cluster. IR,low-HDL, and high WIH ratio were
morefrequent in FORthanin spouses, while only FOR belonging to families
positive for AH or ~A showed a greaterfrequency of AH or ~A than spouses.
Clusters disappeared whenFORwithNGTwereexcluded. These data indica
te thatAH,~A, IRandlowHDL-cholesterol clusterin NIDDM families.
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THE PREVALENCE OF IMPAIRED GLUCOSE TOLERANCE IN WOMEN AGED 50-59
YEARS IN RELATION TO MEDICAL RISK INDICATORS.
J. Lidfeldt, CoD. Agardh, L.Lindholm, C. Nerbrand, G. Samsioe and B. Schersien.
Department ofCommunity Health Sciences, Lund University, Lund, Sweden.
The aim of the study was to investigate the prevalence of impaired glucose tolerance
(IGT) in ageographically defined population of middle-aged women in relation to
medical and psychosocial riskindicators. To that end, aliSO-59 year oldwomen living
in the Lund area in Southern Sweden were invited to a medical and psychosocial
examination in atwo-step screening procedure. The population comprises 10B70
subjects and the results of the 3000 firstexamined are presented. The report includes
an analysis ofquestionnaires and laboratory screening of biological variables. Women
with (n=1227) one ormore pathological variables atthe primary screening were
referred to adiagnostic follow-up 75g oral glucose tolerance test (OGTI). Data on
numbers and means±SD are presented and Wilcoxon's rank sum test as well as chi
squared test were performed in order to evaluate any relationship between blood
glucose levels and origin, family history ofdiabetes, hypertension orcardiovascular
diseases and different biological variables. The results show, that outofthe 3000
examined women, 569 (18.9%) were overweight (BMI~28 kglm2) and 342 (11.4%)
obese (BMI~30 kglm2). The random capillary whole blood glucose was ~8.0 mmol/L
in 234 (7.8%) and ~10.0 mmol/L in 50(1.7%) subjects. Afasting OGTIwas performed
in 1227 subjects with apositive screening, outofwhom 202 (6.7%) had IGT and 39
(1.3%) had diabetes. There was an association between the 2 hr glucose value during
the OGTI and BMI (p=0.0001), systolic blood pressure (p=0.0001) and smoking
(p=0.0016), irrespective ofethnic origin (multiple regression analysis). However, there
was noassociation between the 2 hrglucose value and family history of diabetes. In
conclusion, this study shows ahigh prevalence of IGT in middle-aged women, and that
the glucose intolerance is associated with factors. like BMI and smoking, which if
eliminated, may prevent the development of IGT to diabetes mellitus. Furthermore,
these factors seem to be more important than afamily history ofdiabetes, indicating
that lifestyle factors contribute more to the increasing prevalence of diabetes.
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ORLISTAT (XENICALOl

) REDUCES CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE
RISK FACTORS IN OBESE PATlENTS WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES

P. Hollander, Baylor University Medical Centre, Dallas, Texas, USA.,
CLucas and K. R. Segal, Roche Laboratories, Nutley, NJ., USA.

Type 2 diabetes mellitus and obesity are linked frequently with hypertension
and hyperlipidaemia as the key components of insulin resistance syndrome, a
condition which predisposes to major cardiovascular risk. To determine the
independent effect of weight loss and orlistat (a lipase-inhibitor which blocks
about 30% of dietary fat absorption) on risk factors, 321 obese diabetic
patients treated with sulphonylureas, were randomised to a mildly hypocaloric
diet plus orlistat (Orl)120 mg tid or placebo (Pla) in a l-year, double-blind,
multicenter study. Weight loss at I year was significantly greater in the Orl vs
Pia group (6.2% vs 4.3%; p<0.05). Changes in risk factors were calculated for
3 categories: weight loss <5%, 5-10% or >10% initial body weight. Total
cholesterol was reduced in Orl patients (-0.31, -0.38 and -0.71 mmollL,
respectively) and in Pia was elevated over baseline (+0.01, +0.31 and +0.18
mmollL, respectively; p<0.05), indicating an independent beneficial effect of
Orl treatment. HbA1c showed progressive decrease across the weight
categories from -O.tO to -2.29% in both Orl and Pia (p<0.05) with no additive
drug effect. Likewise, systolic blood pressure decreased progressively by -2, -3
and -15 mmHg across the weight loss categories in both Orl and Pia (p<0.05).
Gastrointestinal adverse events such as fatty/oily stools, oily spotting and
faecal urgency were mild and transient, and only 10% of Orl patients had
more than 2 episodes of GI AEs. The drop-out rate for ORL was only 15%
compared to PLA 28%. The results of the study show that ORL is an effective
adjunct to diet, has an independent beneficial effect on lipid profile, leads to
improved glycemia and blood pressure as related to weight loss and is well
tolerated in obese patients with type 2 diabetes.
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TREATING IMPAIRED GLUCOSE TOLERANCE.

LONG-TERM RESULTS
A.B. Hreidarsson, I.Arnardottir and T. Helgason. Diabetic Clinic, National
University Hospital, Reykjavik, Iceland.
Thisstudydescribesour resultsto preventor postponefurther deterioration of
glucose utilization in patientswith IGT. 180 non-pregnant individuals mean
age, 56.2yrstreatedfor IGT at ourclinic were identified. Ofthese 28followed
for< 9 months wereexcluded. 89 (51 males,38 females) wereobese or
overweight (>10%above Kemsley standard)and treatedwith weight reducing
diet. Mean follow-up 7.7yrs. Mean weight at initial visit was85.4±1.2(SEM kg)
, meanlowest 74.3±1.2kgand at lastvisit 79.7 ±1.4kg. Formalesthiswas
88.9 ±1.2kg,77.2±1.2 kgand 82.4 ±1.4kgand forfemales78.6±2.0 kg,
70.3±2.1 kgand 76.0±2.6kg. Weight reduction from initial to lastvisit was
significant forthe whole group - formales7.3%(p<O.OOl) forfemales3.3%
(p=0.02). 29 (33%) had achieved normal weight, losing on average lOA kg, 24
(27%) had lostsome weight, 8.7 kg, but35 (40%) had failed to loseweight or
gainedweight. Ofthose whohad lostweight 2 (4%) progressedto diabetes
compared to 4 (11.5%) dietfailures. Glucose tolerance normalized in59%of
those whoachieved normal weight, in38%with some weight loss and in18%
ofdietfailures (p<O.OOl). 63 (32males,31 females) wereof normal weight. 49
weretreatedwith a small dose ofsulphonylurea and 14 werenot. All were
advisedto keeptheirweight steady and avoid concentrated carbohydrates.
Mean follow-up 6.7 years.Glucose tolerance normalized in37%ofthe cases
treated with sulphonylurea and in25%ofthose on dietonly. Forindividuals
treated with sulphonylurea glucosetoleranceimproved significantly (p<0.05).
Conclusion: Long-term weight reduction was achievedin60% of obese
individuals with IGT. Weight reduction improved glucosetolerance
significantly. Males had moresuccess with weight reduction thanfemales.
Also, long- termtreatment with sulphonylurea had a beneficial effecton
glucoseutilization in normal weight subjectswith IGT.

495
PERFORMANCE OF A TYPE 2 DIABETES SCREENING QUESTIONNAIRE:
COMPARING WHQ-S5 AND ADA-97 CRITERIA
A.M.W. Spijkerman, J.B. Ruige, 1M. Dekker, G.Nijpels, C.DA Stehouwer, L.M.
Bouter andR.l Heine. Vrije Universiteit, EMGO Institute, vanderBoechorststraat
7, 10SIBT Amsterdam. theNetherlands.

Type 2 diabetes screening questionnaires have been developed to identify subjects
with possibly type 2 diabetes, in whom thediagnosis is tobe confirmed later using
anoral glucose tolerance test(OGTT) inkeeping with theWHQ-85 criteria. It isnot
yetknown how such screening instnnnents perform when using thefasting criteria
established by the ADA in 1997. We evaluated the performance of the Symptom
Risk Questionnaire (SR-Q), previously validated by lB. Ruige (Diabetes Care 1997:
20(4): 491-496), using both the WHQ-85 and the ADA-97 criteria. Sensitivity,
specificity andpositive predictive values (with 95% Cis) were calculated forvarious
cutoff values of the questionnaire. A random population sample of 786 Caucasian
subjects, aged 45-74 years andnotknown to have diabetes, completed the SR-Q.
Subjects with a fasting whole blood glucose> 4.9mmoIll underwent anoral glucose
tolerance test(OGTT). 32Subjects were diagnosed as having type 2 diabetes using
theWHQ-85 diagnostic criteria. Applying theADA-97 criteria, 40diabetic subjects
were identified; 22 subjects were classified as having type 2 diabetes according to
both criteria. Thecutoff value of>6yielded thebest testcharacteristics ofthe SR-Q
(high specificity with comparatively high sensitivity) for both criteria. Sensitivity
was 63% (46-SI), specificity was 69%(65-72) andthepositive predictive value was
7.9"10 (4.5-11.4) when theWHQ-S5 criteria were applied Making useofthe ADA
97 criteria the SR-Q (at cutoff value >6) had a sensitivity of 69% (55-S4), a
specificity of 70% (66-73) and a positive predictive value of 11.2% (7.2-15.6).
Overall performance of the SR-Q showed considerable resemblance between the
WHQ-S5 and the ADA-97 criteria. This correspondence was also shown by the
ROC curves that were fairly close to each other, although the ROC curve of the
ADA-97 was a bit more favourable. We conclude that the SR-Q has a similar
accuracy for identifying persons with an elevated risk of having diabetes, diagnosed
byeither theWHQ-S5 ortheADA-97 criteria.
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THE STOP-NIDDM TRIAL. Study to prevent type 2 diabetes.

l-L. Chiasson', R. Gomis', M. Hanefeld', R.G. Jesse", A. Karasik', M.
Laaks06 and The STOP-NIDDM Trial Research Group. [Montreal
~Canada), 2Barcelone(Spain), 3Dresden (Germany), "Toronto (Canada),
Jerusalem (Israel), "Kuopio(Finland).

The STOP-NIDDM Trial is an international study on the efficacy of an
a-glucosidase inhibitor, acarbose, to prevent or delay the development
of type 2 diabetes mellitus in an IGT population. Subjects with IGT
according to the WHO criteria and a fasting plasma glucose
~5.6 mmol/L have been randomised in a double-blind fashion to
acarbose 100 mg TID or placebo for a mean follow-up of 4 years.
Sample size calculation was done using a 2-tailed a of 0.05 and a I-~

of 90% assuming: I) a conversion rate of 7% per year; 2) a 36% risk
reduction; 3) a 10% drop-out rate. It was calculated that at least 600
subjects needed to be randomised per treatment group. The primary
outcome is the development of type 2 diabetes according to the new
criteria using a 75 g OGTT. The secondary outcomes are changes in
blood pressure, lipid profile, insulin sensitivity, cardiovascular events
and anthropometric profile. Screening was completed on February 28,
1998. A total of 1418 subjects have been enrolled. The mean age is
53.6 ± 8.4 years with a mean BMI ?:27kg/rrr' in 73.3% of the subjects.
A family history of diabetes was known in 85.1% of the subjects and
36.2% had known hypertension and 35% dyslipidemia. Of the women
participating, 23.1% had a history of gestational diabetes. The subjects
have now been followed for a mean of I year. The drop-out rate is
8.5% mostly for gastrointestinal side effects. Seventy-seven subjects
(5.8%) have converted to diabetes. In conclusion, The STOP-NIDDM
Trial has completed recruiting, is now in its second year follow-up, and
should provide us with a definite answer as whether acarbose can
prevent or delay the progression of IGT to type 2 diabetes mellitus by
the year 200I.

496
FRUCTOSAMINE IN EARLY STAGES OF DIABETES
MELLITUS
E. Volkova, E. Gasparian and V. Slobodskoy. Department of
Endocrinology, Medical Academy of Postgraduate studies,
St. Petersburg, Russia.
Glycosylated proteins are usually used for the determination of the
state of metabolism in diabetic patients. However, the role of
glycosylated proteins for the prognosis or diagnosis of early
stages of DM still remains disputable.We have investigated
fasting serum fiuctosamine level in 25 control healthy
subjects with normal weight, without a family history of
DM, and in 82 subjects with normal glucose tolerance test
(GTT) as well as with various degrees of impaired glucose
tolerance ( IGT) with a family history. In all subjects we have
estimated the level of IRI and C-peptide - fasting and in response
to glucose. The changes of insulin secretion typical for the
diabetic state were found in all offsprings of both IDDM and of
both NIDDM parents. We assigned 25 offsprings of both
IDDM and of both NIDDM parents with normal GTT as
subjects with «prediabetes». It was found that the level of
fructosamine depended on the degree of disturbances of
carbohydrate metabolism, enhancing with progressive
deterioration of glucose tolerance Even patients with
«prediabetes» showed significantly higher fiuctosamine level
compared with the findings in healthy subjects ( 2.25 nmoVl).
These data suggest that fructosamine level can be used as a
marker for diagnosis of «prediabetes» in subjects with
fructosamine level of 2,5-2,9 nmoVl. lOT can be predicted in
subjects with fructosamine level of more than 3,0 nmoVl.
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INCREASING CARDIOVASCULAR CO-MORBIDITY AMONG DIABETIC SUBJECfS.

CA Baan, J.J.Barendregr andL. Bonneux, Department of Public Health,
Erasmus University, PO-Box1738, 3000 DR Rotterdam, theNetherlands

In the pastdecades a marked improvement in cardiovascular disease (CVD)
survival hasbeenshown. Since diabetes is associated withCVD,animproved
CVDsurvival willhavean effect on the diabetes prevalence andcomorbidity. We
quantitatively examine the impact of thesechanges.
Weuseda multi-state lifetableincluding threedisease processes: coronary heart
disease, cerebrovasculair disease anddiabetes, whicharemodeled ascontinuous
timemarkovprocesses. Thechanges in CHD mortality andsurvival between
1980-83 and 1990-93 in the Netherlands areusedto estimate the impact on
diabetes prevalence of the decline in mortality selection. Relative risksfor total
andcardiovascular mortality andsurvival fordiabetics werebasedon community
andpopulation studies.
Preliminary results showthatthe improved CVD survival between 1980-1983 and
1990-1993 resulted in an agerelated increase of diabetes prevalence with a
maximum of about10% (when prevalence is expressed in numbers) and2%
(rates) for menathighages. Theimpact on diabetes prevalence among womenis
muchsmaller. Thecomorbidity ofCVDdisease anddiabetes showsage-related
increases that reach50to 70%at higher ages (bothsexes). A notable difference
between menandwomen isthat the latteralsoshowa considerable increase for
ages under65,while for the former the increase in that agegroup is morelimited.
The changes in cardiovascular mortality andsurvival areunlikely to bea major
causeof increasing diabetes prevalence, but theyarelikely to cause a sizable
increase in the comorbidity of cardiovascular disease anddiabetes.

PS 10
~-Cell Development, Replication
and Insulin Gene Expression
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ROLE OF PDX-I THREONINE PHOSPHORYLATION IN
GLUCOSE RESPONSIDLE INSULIN GENE EXPRESSION
N. Furukawa, T. Shirotani, H. Kishikawa, K. Kaneko, E. Araki, and
M. Shichiri, Department of Metabolic Medicine, Kumamoto
University School of Medicine, Kumamoto, Japan

To elucidate the mechanism of the glucose responsive expression of
human insulin gene, we analyzed the role of pancreatic and duodenal
homeobox gene-I (PDX-I) using a beta cell line MIN6 cells. Previously
we reported that PDX-I bound to A3 element of human insulin gene in a
glucose dependent manner. In this study, we evaluated the quantitative
and qualitative changes of PDX-I induced by high glucose. Western
blot analysis employing anti-PDX-I antibody revealed that the amount
ofPDX-1 in nucleus ofMIN6 was not affected by glucose. However,
the binding activity ofPDX-1 significantly reduced by potato acid
phosphatase treatment, suggesting that DNA binding activity of PDX-I
was affected by its phosphorylation status. Western blot analysis using
anti-phosphopeptide antibodies demonstrated that phosphorylation of
threonine, but not tyrosine or serine, in PDX-I was increased with high
glucose. We further tried to identify the protein kinase which
phosphorylate PDX-l. In in vitroexperiment, PDX-I was
phosphorylated by protein kinase C (PKC) but not by cyclic-AMP
dependent protein kinase (PKA) or mitogen-activated protein kinase
(MAPK). In conclusion, it was suggested that high glucose increased
phosphorylation of some threonine residues of PDX-I through PKC was
followed by the increase of the DNA binding activity ofPDX-1 to A3
element, resulting finally in the increase of insulin gene expression.

498
BIRTHWEIGHT AND ANALYTIC DATA IN BLOOD OF UMBILICAL
CORD: A POSSIBLE ASSOCIATION WITH NIDDM IN ADULT LIFE.
A. Becerra, J.M. Arroyo, D. de Luis, G. Piedrola, J.E. Campillo and
M.D. Torres. Dept. of Endocrinology, Ram6n y Cajal Hospital,
Madrid, and Fac. Med., UEX, Badajoz. Spain.
According to the hypothesis of "thrifty phenotype" a low birthweight
and a reduced growth in fetal life is associated to the appearance of
non-insulin-dependent diabetes (NIODM), as well as of other clinical
correlates of the insulin resistance syndrome (IRS) in adult life. The
aim of this study was to investigate the association between
anthropometric parameters of the mothers and their newborn
children and analytic data in blood of umbilical cord. We performed
a cross-sectional study of 96 non-diabetic mothers, aged 28.2±4.4
years (range 16-40), and their 96 newborn children. Birthweight
(BW) was 3151.9±370.8 g (range 2054-3840). We analyzed in
mothers: gestational age (GA) and prepregnancy body mass index
(BMI); in newborn babies: weight, height, BMI, cephalic (CP) and
thoracic (TP) perimeters, and in blood of umbilical cord: glucose,
total colesterol (TC), HOL-colesterol and triglycerides (TG) levels.
We did not find significant differences between parameters studied
in 9/96 babies with low BW (";2500) and those of normal BW
(>2500). However, GA was correlated (Pearson's correlation
coefficient) with BW (r=0.28, p=0.005) and with TG (r=0.32,
p=0.001); BW was correlated with TC (r=-0.28, p=O.006), with CP
(r=0.23, p=0.02) and with TP (r=0.21,p=0.04); and TG was
correlated with CP (r=0.23, p=0.02) and with TP (r=0.21, p=0.04). In
conclusion, the association between anthropometric parameters and
some analytic correlates of the IRS in blood of umbilical cord
suggests that not only the BW but also the gestational age could
have some influence on the IRS in adult life.

500
PDX-l TIJRNS FROM AN ACTIVATOR TO A REPRESSOR OF INSULIN
PROMOTER IN A DOSE DEPENDENT MANNER IN RIN-38 & HIT-Tt5 CELLS,
S. Ferber, Y. Cohen, A. Karasik and R. Seijffers. Endocrinology Institute, Sheba
Medical Ctr.Tel-Hashomer. Israel.
The aim of the present study was to analyze whether the functional deterioration
process which occurs in RIN-38 cellswith increase in passage, is reflected in and
can be explained by alteration in p-eell specific transcription factors. We
demonstrate that decrease in insulin production in RIN-38 cells that occurs with
timein culture is associated with50±3%(passage 30, p. 30) and 75±2%(po 40)
decrease in basalrat insulin promoter (RIP) activity compared to the samecells at
passage 20 (p. 20),andwith lossofglucose regulation of this activity (p. 40).This
was associated withdecrease in the insulin genetransactivators, BETA2 and E47
protein levels, andwith paradoxically increased POX-I levels (67±4% increase inp.
40 vs. p. 20). That increased POX-I expression is relatedto the fall in insulin
expression was clearly established by our finding that overexpression of the
transcription factor using recombinant adenovirus technology, suppressed
insulin promoteractivityin a dose dependent fashion in both RIN-38 and HIT
Tl5 cells to 10-20%of its maximal activity, without altering the endogenous
BETA2 and E47 nuclear proteins levels (as established by western blot
analysis). Interestingly, treatingHIT-Tl5 cells,as opposedto RIN·38 cells, by
I and 2 multiplicity of infection (moi) of recombinant adenovirus carrying
POX-I expression, in spite of inducing comparable POX-I protein levels in
both cell lines, increased insulinpromoteractivity in the first cells by 45±3%,
but IOand 20 moisuppressed RIP activityin HIT-Tl5 cellsas well.
We conclude that that POX-I dosage is a critical factor affecting insulin
promoter activity. Moreover, the balance among the relative quantities of
cooperating insulingenetransactivators, may playa crucialrole in insulingene
levelof expression and may be differently perturbed in different cell lines and
states of islet cell dysfunction. The mechanism by which POX-I turns from a
transactivator of the insulin promoter to its repressor in a dosedependent manner,
andthephysiological relevance ofthephenomenon, willbe discussed,
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ISLET CELL TRANSCRIPTION FACTOR EXPRESSION IN AR42J
CELLS.
J. Palgi, E. Stumpf and T. Otonkoski
Haartman Institute, University of Helsinki

The clonal pancreatic acinar AR42J cells have been reported to
differentiate towards an endocrine phenotype by treatment with growth
factors, such as Activin A, betacellulin and HGF. In our hands, growth
factor treatment of the clone AR42J·B13 resulted in growth inhibition
and morphological differentiation towards a neuroendocrine phenotype,
but no insulin gene transcripts could be detected. We have investigated
the expression levels of various transcription factors in this model by
Northern analysis. A high expression level of the islet-associated
transcription factors pdx-t , ist-t, Nkx6.1, BETA2, IA·1, Pax4 and Pax6
was found in the control insulinoma cell lines INS·1 and RINm5F. In
AR42J cells, pdx-1 BETA2 and IA-1 mRNAs were readily detectatle.
Pax4 and Pax6 transcripts were found at a very low level, but Pax4
expression was upregulated by Activin A plus HGF. Nkx6.1 and isl-1
were not transcribed in AR42J cells even under growth factor
treatment. In addition to these factors known to be involved in islet
differentiation, we also investigated the expression of the zinc-finger
factors GATA-4 and GATA-6. Both of these were highly expressed in
all of the cell lines, and GATA-6 mRNA levei increased markedly during
differentiation induced by Actlvin A plus HGF. Based on these results,
the transcription factors Nkx6.1 and isl-1 could be critical for the
induction of insulin expression in AR42J cells. Furthermore, GATA-4
and GATA-6 may also be involved in pancreatic ~·cells differentiation.

503.

HYPOXIA INCREASES INSULIN mRNA LEVELS BY STIMULATING
BINDING OF A PROTEIN TO A HYPOXIA ELEMENT IN RAT INSULIN
mRNA

L. Tillmar, C. Westling, C. Carlsson and N. Welsh. Department of Medical
Cell Biology, Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden

The 3'-untranslated region of rodent insulin mRNA contains a sequence
highly homologous to the previously characterized hypoxia-inducible
protein binding site of tyrosine hydroxylase mRNA. Therefore, the aim of
this study was to investigate the putative role of hypoxia in the control of
insulin gene expression. 16 h of hypoxia (10 or 5% 02) induced a dose

dependent increase in insulin mRNA levels. This effect was not additive to
the glucose-induced increase in insulin mRNA. Hornogenates from isolated
rat islets were used for gel shift analysis using a 25 bp 32P-labelled RNA
oligo with sequence 5'-UCCACCACUCCCCGCCCACCCCUCU, (3'-end of
rat insulin I mRNA). Specific binding to this oligonucleotide was observed
and the binding was stimulated in vitro by reducing agents and spermine.
Cross-linking experiments revealed that the molecular weight of the
hypoxia element binding protein was 50 kDa. A one hour exposure to 5% 02

increased binding activity in the absence of reducing agents. Glucose did not
affect binding activity when added for 1 h. However, a 3 h exposure to
glucose moderately increased binding activity. The sequence of the wild
type hypoxia element or two mutants were introduced into a pCR™3-CAT
vector downstream of the coding sequence of the CAT reporter gene. The
constructs were transfected into rat islet cells and reporter gene mRNA
levels were determined using RT-PCR. It was found that a substitution of a
cytidine to an adenosine in the core binding site resulted in a decreased
mRNA level, whereas a mutation outside the core binding site had little
effect. It is concluded that hypoxia increases insulin mRNA contents via
stabilization of the messenger. We also speculate that glucose stimulated
insulin gene expression may involve hypoxia-activated mechanisms.
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TIJNGSTATE PROMOTES BETA CELL REPLICATION AND NEOGENESIS
IN NEONATAL STREPTOZOTOCIN RATS.
Lfemandez-Alvarez, B.Nadal, A.Truc and R.Gomis. Endocrinology and Diabetes
Department. IDIBAPSlHospital Clinic. Villarroel 170, 08036 Barcelona, Spain.
In an animal model of NIDDM, the neonatally streptozotocin-injected diabetic rats
(nSTZ), administration of tungstate (Tg) normalise glycemia with concomitant
increase in insulin-secretion and insulin content. Moreover, tungstate treatment
increase the f3-<:e1l mass in the pancreas. Aim: To investigate whether this increase
in f3-<:e1l mass is accompanied by an augmentation in f3-<:ellular proliferation .
Methods: The animals treated with Tg were. given a solution of 2 mglml of
sodium Tg in distilled water during I month. The insulin blood levels was
measured by RIA method. Morphometric studies were made using indirect
immunofluorescence and stained with anti-insulin antibodies. The number of beta
-cell was determinate by image analysis. Beta-cell replication rate was estimated
from "in vivo" incorporation of 5-bromo-2'-«oxyuridina (BrdU) in f3-<:e1l and
double immunofluorescence with anti-BrdU and anti-insulin antibodies. The
neogenesis was determined by double immunofluorescence with anti-cytokeratine
20 and anti-insulin and anti-glucagon antibodies. Results: Tg normalised
glycemia in treated diabetic treated animals (4.8±O.1mmoIlI v.s. 8.3±I.2 mmoIlI,
p<0.05) and this normalisation in glycemia was correlated with and increase in
blood insulin levels (18.8±6.7 ~U/m1 v.S. 6O.0±5.I ~UlmI; p< 0.005).
Concomitantly a recovery in the number of f3-<:e1l in the pancreas was observed
(0.77±O.07%v.S. 1.67±O.04%;p<0.001). Studies of cellular replication showed an
increase in the number of beta-cell inside islets (2.01±0.OI% v.s. 1.26±O.01%;
p<0.001) and outside islets (0.69±O.01% v.S. 0.55±O.01; p<0.05). In treated
diabetic animals this increase in beta-cell proliferation was correlated with an
increase in the number and presence of positive cells for cytokeratine 20.
Conclusion: The normalisation of metabolic status , in tungstate treated nSTZ
animals, could be associated to an increase in cellular proliferation mechanisms
described in pancreatic islets, beta cell replication and neogenesis (precursor cells)

504
GLUCOSE AND GLP-l SYNERGIZE TO INDUCE IMMEDIATE-EARLY
RESPONSE GENES IN THE PANCREATIC B-CELLLINES INS-I AND HC9.
S. Susini', E. Roche', 1. Buteau',W. Schlegel' and M. Prentkf
'University of Geneva, Switzerland and 'University of Montreal, Canada

To link glucose signaling to its long term pleiotropic effects in pancreatic f3-cells, we
have investigated whether glucose regulates immediate-early response genes (lEGs)
coding for transcription factors implicated in cell proliferation and differentiation.
Glucose causes a coordinated transcriptional activation of the lEGs c-fos, c-jun,junB,
zif-268 and nur-77 in the pancreatic f3-cell line INS-I. This activation is entirely
dependent on the presence of the cell permeant cAMP analog chlorophenylthio-cAMP
which has only a modest effect by itself. The accumulation ofc-jos,junB and nur-77
mRNA occurs at physiological concentrations of glucose (3 to II mM), requires a 1-2
hour time period and is mimicked by other nutrient stimuli including mannose,
leucine plus glutamine, and pyruvate. Glucose is synergistic with the glucoincretin
peptides GLP-l and PACAP-38, whereas these neurohormonal agents have no effect
at low (3 mM) glucose. Mechanistically, the synergy between glucose and the
glucoincretins is not based on cAMP alone as glucose does not further increase
intracellular cAMP in response to GLP-I and PACAP-38. A role for Ca' signaling is
inferred as the L-type Ca" channel blocker nifedipine markedly reduces the induction
of c-fos and nur-77 by glucose and GLP-l. The induction of lEGs by glucose and
chlorophenylthio-cAMP or GLP-l and the inhibitory effect of nifedipine are also
observed in the cell line ~HC9. Finally, both glucose and GLP-I markedly stimulates
DNA synthesis as indicated by measurements of the incorporation of ['H)-thymidine
in INS-l cells. The results indicate that GLP-I and PACAP-38 act as competence
factors for the action of glucose on c-fos, junB and nur-77. It is suggested that the
synergistic effect of glucose and glucoincretins on the studied lEGs and
protooncogenes plays a role in the adaptive processes of the f3-cell to hyperglycemia
and the control of B-cell growth.
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Mechanisms underlying the short-term control of insulin gene transcrip
tion
I.B. Leibiger, B. Leibiger, T. Moede, P.O. Berggren.
The Rolf Luft Center for Diabetes Research, Dept. Molecular Medicine.
Karolinska Institute. S-I 71 76 Stockholm, Sweden
The maintenance of glucose homeostasis by insulin requires, in addition to the
stimulus-secretion coupling, a highly dynamic control of insulin biosynthesis.
Since pancreatic p-cells are exposed to elevated glucose levels for minutes
rather than hours we hypothesised the existence of a short-term transcriptional
control. By performing RNA analysis and on-line monitoring of insulin gene
expression we were able to provide evidence that insulin gene transcription is
affected by glucose within minutes and thus is as dynamically regulated as
translation and secretion. Using this strategy and employing inhibitors of
protein kinases we found that insulin secreted by the pancreatic p-cell serves
as a major stimulator of the transcription of its own gene via the PI-3 ki
nase/p70s6k and CaM kinase pathways. Exposure of pancreatic islets, islet
cells and HIT-Tl5 cells to 16.7 mM glucose for only 15 min resulted in a 2-4
fold elevation in (prepro)insulin mRNA levels and led to an enhanced insulin
promoter-driven GFP expression in single insulin-producing cells. A similar
effect was obtained when p-cells were stimulated for 5 min with either 50
mM KCl, I IlM tolbutamide or with physiological concentrations of insulin.
Blocking insulin secretion with nifedipine or insulin signalling via receptor
tyrosine kinases with HNMPA-(AM), abolished up-regulation of insulin gene
transcription in response to stimulation with either secretagogues or exoge
nous insulin. Whereas treatment with inhibitors of PKA, PKC, CaM kinases,
p70s6k or PI-3 kinase abolished the glucose-stimulated insulin gene tran
scription, only inhibition of PI-3 kinase, p70s6k and CaM kinases affected the
insulin-stimulated insulin gene transcription. In both cases treatment with
MAP kinase inhibitors PD98059 or SB203580 had no effect.

507
SPECIES SPECIFIC TRANSCRIPTION PATTERN AND ACTIVITY
OF Na/Ca EXCHANGE ISOFORMS IN PANCREATIC PCELLS.
F. Van Eylen', V. Duquesne', A. Bollen2 and A. Herchuelz

1

'Laboratory of Pharmacology and 2Laboratory of Applied Genetics,
Brussels University School of Medicine, Bat. GE, 808 route de Lennik,
B-1070, Brussels, Belgium.

In the rat pancreatic P cell, Na/Ca exchange, displays a quite high
capacity. The cell is equipped with 2 alternatively spliced NCXI
isoforms, NaCa3 and NaCa7. The aim of the study was (i) to examine
the possible functional differences between these 2 isoforms compared
to the heart isoform NaCaland (ii) to measure Na/Ca exchange activity
and transcription pattern of NCX I isoforms in pancreatic p cells from
rat, mouse, hamster and guinea pig. NaCal, NaCa3 and NaCa7 were
cloned from human heart or insulinoma, and expressed in HEK293 and
CHO cells. In both expression systems and at equal level of expression,
the cell transfected with NaCal displayed a 50% lower Na/Ca
exchange activity than NaCa3- and NaCa7-transfected cells. Different
levels of expression of NaCa3 and NaCa7 were found in the 4 rodent
species. Three additional isoforms were found, NaCa9 and NaCal3 in
guinea pig and NaCa2 in hamster and mouse, again in different
proportions. In addition, Na/Ca exchange activity was about 50% lower
in the mouse, the hamster and the guinea pig than in the rat. Our data
demonstrate the existence of a difference in intrinsic activity between
NCXI isoforms. It also shows the existence of a differential and
species specific transcription pattern of NaCa exchange isoforms in the
p cell that may explain in part the interspecies difference in Na/Ca
exchange activity.

506
PALMITATE AND OLEATE INDUCETHE IMMEDIATE-EARLY RESPONSE
GENES C-FOS AND NUR-77 IN THE PANCREATIC B-CELL LINE INS-l
E. Roche", 1.Buteau'[. I. Aniento'[,B. Soria" and M. Prentki'[.(") Instituto de
Bioingenieria,UniversidadMiguel Hernandez,Elche, Alicante (Spain). (~)
Molecular Nutrition Unit, Universityof Montreal (Canada).
Long term exposure of B-cells to fatty acids impairs the secretory response to
glucose and may cause cell growth or apoptosis depending on the experimental
condition. The mechanism whereby these nutrients exert these effects is not
known. These alterations are likely related to changes in the expression level of
genes which must be identified. We have investigatedthe effect of palmitate and
oleate on the expression of immediate early-response genes (lEGs) coding for
transcription factors implicated in cell growth, differentiation and apoptosis.
Two lEGs have been studied. First, the proto-oncogene c-fos which associates
with JUN proteins to form the so-called AP-I transcription factor, a main
regulator of many target genes. Second, nur-77, a member of the hormone
nuclear receptor superfamily, whose expression increases during lymphocyte
apoptosis. Palmitate and oleate cause a pronounced accumulation of c-fos and
nur-77 transcripts in INS cells. Nuclear run-on transcription assays supported a
transcriptional mechanism. The activation displays a bell-shape kinetics with a
maximal inductionat Ih. The effect of the fatty acids is dose dependent between
0.1 and 0.4 mM. Myristate is also effective, whereas polyunsaturated, non
metabolizable and short chain fatty acids barely change the expresion of c-fos
and nur-Tl . The C-kinase transduction system is apparently implicated in the
action of fatty acids since the effect of palmitate and oleate is almost abolished in
protein kinase C-down-regulatedcells. Finally, palmitateand oleate increase AP
I activity and the incorporation of ['Hl-thymidine into INS cells. The results
indicate that fatty acids induce in B-(INS)cells master genes implicated in the
control of cell proliferation and apoptosis. These observations possibly have
implications for the understandingof obesity associateddiabetes mellitus and the
link between fatty acids and tumorigenesis.

508
MOLECULARCHARACTERIZATION OF THE 70 kDa POLYPEPTIDEOF THE
NalCaEXCHANGER

R. SABA, A. Van Praet, and A. HERCHUELZ. Laboratory of Pharmacology,
Brussels University School of Medicine, Brussels,Belgium.
In pancreatic P-ce1ls, NalCa exchange plays an important role in cytosolic Ca'+
concentration regulation and insulin release. The transcription pattern and potential
activity of NalCa exchanger in p-cells present similarities to the cardiac one. The
exchanger is associated with a 160, 120, and 70 kDa polypeptide which nature is
poorly understood. We have purified and characterized the Na/Ca exchanger from
bovine cardiac sarcolemmal vesicles (slv) using a combination of alkaline
extraction, DEAE-Sepharoseand WGA-affmity chromatography. The final WGA
chromatography eluted fraction, enriched in the exchanger, was reconstituted into
asolectin liposomes (10:1 w/w lipid.protein ratio) which showed Na/Ca exchange
activity. Under nonreducing conditions, SDS-PAGE showed a single 70 kDa
polypeptide that was further characterized by immunoblots using different purified
antibodies raised against specific epitopes in the amino acid sequence of cloned
bovine cardiac exchanger : "SWant", polyclonal, raised against the purified
exchanger protein; "NH2", polyc1onal, amino acid sequence (aa) 1-21; "NCXI",
polyclonal, aa sequence 393-406; "Exon F", polyclonal, aa sequence 622-644.
Immunoblots done under reducing gel conditions using "SWant", "NH2", and
"NCXI" showed 3 bands migrating at 160, 120, and 70 kDa for slv preparations,
while "Exon F" reacted only with the 160 and 120 kDa ones. Under none reducing
conditions, immunoblots carried out using purified reconstituted NalCa exchanger
showed a single band at 70 kDa that reacted with "SWant", "NH2", and "NCXI",
but not with "Exon F" antibody. We conclude that the 70 kDa protein is associated
with NalCa exchange activity, that it has the same NH2-terminal sequence as the
cloned bovine cardiacexchanger.and that its amino acid sequence is reducedby at
least 35 % from its COOH-terminal portion, compared to that of the cloned
exchanger. Accordingly, our preparation may represent a good model for further
study of NalCa exchange activity regulation in different cell types.
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BIOENGINEERING OF GLUCOSE·RESPONSIVE INSULIN·
SECRETING SURROGATE CELLS

M. Elsner, M. Tiedge, N.H. McClenaghan and S. Lenzen, Institute of
Clinical Biochemistry, Hannover Medical School, D-30623 Hannover,
Germany

Physiological glucose responsiveness is the crucial requirement of a

surrogate pancreatic B cell for insulin replacement therapy in insulin
dependent diabetes. A novel insulin-secreting cell with physiological
glucose responsiveness was generated from an early passage glucose
unresponsive RINm5F cell clone through overexpression of glucokinase.
This surrogate cell had a physiological glucokinase/hexokinase ratio and
showed molecular and metabolic characteristics comparable to those of
the normal pancreatic B cell. Glucokinase overexpressing RINm5F cells
exhibited lower basal insulin release and significant responsiveness to
millimolar glucose concentrations, with a 2.6 fold increase over basal of
insulin release at 5 and 10 mM glucose. Implantation of glucose
responsive glucokinase overexpressing surrogate cells abolished the
diabetic metabolic state of rats made diabetic through injection of
streptozotocin. The expression level of the overexpressed glucokinase
gene remained stable after implantation as well as the gene expression
level of GLUT2 and insulin. In contrast to nontransfected RINm5F control
cells, RINm5F-GK cells induced a gradual progressive blood glucose
normalisation over a period of 14 days, resulting in blood glucose values
in the normal range. This study demonstrates the usefulness of
bioengineered glucose-responsive insulin-producing surrogate cells for
insulin replacement therapy in IDDM.

511
ENHANCED FUNCTION OF ELECTROFUSION·DERIVED
SURROGATE B-CELLS IMPLANTED IN DIABETIC NUDE MICE

Y.H.A. Abdel-Wahabs. E.L. Daviesb,C.J. Baileyb and P.R. Flau".
"School of Biomedical Sciences, University of Ulster,Coleraine, UK.
bSchool of Life and Health Sciences, Aston University, Birmingham, UK.

The present study aimed to evaluate the insulinotropic activity of
electrofusion-derived BRIN-BDll cells following implantation in
streptozotocin-diabetic nude (nu/nu) mice (glycaemia >24 mmol/I).
Intraperitoneal implantation of 5x106 BRIN-BDll cells reduced
glycaemia so that insulin injections were ceased by 5-16 days «17
mmol/I) and normoglycaemia «9 mmol/I) was achieved by 7-20 days.
Acute incubation of BRIN-BDll cells reestablished in culture 9-20 days
after tumour removal, revealed that 16.7 mmol/I glucose-stimulated
insulin release was enhanced by 121% (p<O.OOl) compared to non
implanted (control) cells (5.1 ± 0.7 and 5.1 ± 0.5 vs 2.3 ± 0.2 ng/ 106
cells/20 min, n=6). Responses to 10-9 mol/I GLP-1, 10-8 mol/I CCK-8 or 10
mmol/I L-alanine (at 5.6 mmol/I glucose) were similarly increased by
31-53%, 32-43% and 37-68% (p<0.05-0.01, n=6). Insulin content of
preimplanted cells was increased (p<O.OO1; 321.4 ± 31.2 vs 129.3 ± 11.84
ng/ 106 cells, n=6), but basal insulin release (5.6 mmol/I glucose) was not
changed (0.8-0.9 ng/l06cells/20min) by any of the experimental
manipulations. After 40 days in culture, insulin content declined to 88.6 ±
4.2 ng/ 106 cells, p<O.Ol, n=6) and the secretory responses to 16.7 mmol/I
glucose, 10-9 mol/I GLP-1, 10-8 mol/I CCK-8 or 10 mM L-alanine were
decreased by 70%, 47-54%, 42-47% and 69-73%, respectively (p<0.05
0.01) to achieve values not significantly different from non-implanted B
cells. The significant functional enhancement of electrofusion-derived
surrogate B-cells following implantation and restoration of
normoglycaemia indicates that in vivo environment can greatly assist B
cell engineering in approaches leading to gene therapy of diabetes.
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CHARACTERISATION OF AN ENGINEERED INSULIN-SECRETING
HEPATOCYTE CELL LINE

HM. Docherty, E.M. Davies", AW. Hart, c.J Bailey", K Docherty, and KI. J
Shennan. Department of Molecular and Cell Biology, University of Aberdeen,
Institute of Medical sciences, Aberdeen, and "Department of Pharmaceutical
Sciences, Aston University, Birmingham UK

The aim of this study was to engineer insulin secreting liver cells for use in the
treatment of IDDM and NIDDM. Co-transfection of a human hepatoma cell line,
HepG2, with a mutant insulin gene construct, Ins 4, and the human furin gene, gave
rise to a stable cell line, HepG2ins4F.159, which secreted a high level (up to
O.05~glI06 cells/24 hours) of mature, biologically active human insulin. The Ins4 gene
construct encodes a mutant proinsulin in which both cleavage sites (at the B chain I C
peptide junction and the C peptide I A chain junction) have been engineered to
consensus furin cleavage sites. The constitutive release of insulin by HepG2ins4F.159
cells was not altered by changes of the glucose concentration in the medium, within
and above the normal physiological range. However, insulin release was increased by
20mM arginine (by 22%), lmg/ml forskolin (by 52%) and 5mM IBMX (by 32%)
Intraperitoneal implantation of 1.5 x 10' HepG2ins4F.159 cells into insulin-dependent
streptozotocin-diabetic nude mice did not eliminate the dependency of the mice on
exogenous insulin injections. However, after 28 days, when exogenous insulin was
withheld for 18 hours, plasma human insulin concentrations were in the range 1
10ng/m! Autopsy of mice implanted with HepG2ins4F.159 cells revealed many
vascularised aggregations of cells attached to the diaphragm and mesenteries. These
results demonstrate the feasibility of engineering non-neuroendocrine cells to secrete
high levels of biologically active human insulin, capable of generating approximately
normal circulating insulin concentrations when implanted into streptozotocin-diabetic
nude mice.

512
DETERMINANTS OF THE EFFECT OF LONG-TERM GROWTH HORMONE
INCUBATION ON INSULIN SECRETION FROM HUMAN FETAL ISLETS
P.B.Djordjevie, N.M.Lalit. AJotic. l.Paunovic, N'Raketic, SPetkovic. M.Zamaklar.
K Lalic, Z. Dragojlovic, N. Rajkovic, Lj. Lukic and 1. Markovic, Institute for
Endocrinology, Belgrade. Yugoslavia
We have previously shown that long-term (15 day) incubation with growth hormone
(GH) has a beneficial effect of preventing the decline of insulin secretion from
human fetal islets during cultivation in vitro. Therefore. the aim of this study was to
evaluate the following determinants of the effect of 15 day incubation with GH
(Genotropin, Kabi Pharmacia, 1000 ug/l) on insulin secretion from islets: (a)
gestational age of the donor fetuses (16.18,20,22 and 24wk), (b) type of procedure
for obtaining fetal tissue (spontaneous vs prostaglandin-induced abortion): (c)
glucose concentration in the culture media (5, II, 16 or 22 nunolll). The islets were
isolated by collagenase digestion and cultured in vitro (10% fetal calf serum, 17"C.
5%C02). Thc insulin secretion capacity was evaluated by determining insulin levels
in culture media after I hr incubation sequentially with 1.67mmoVI glucose and
16.7mmolll glucose+5mmol/1 theophyllin and expressed as the percentage of the
increase in insulin levels after the high-glucose+theophyllin stimulation. We found.
first, that the insulin response remained stable after incubation with GH when thc
islets originated from 16, 18 and 20wk old fetuses (days I vs 15, p~NS). while it
declined in the islets from 22 and 24 wk old fetuses (days I vs 15; 22wk: 736.5+1
61.6%. vs 478.9+1-39.4%, p<0.05: 24wk: 731.4+1-53.4% vs 422.5+1-47.3%, p<0.05)
In the second part of the study, we detected that insulin secretion remained
unchanged during the 15 day incubation period (p=NS) in the islets from spontaneous
abortion while the secretion declined in those from prostaglandin-induced abortion
(gestational age 16 - 20wk) (days I vs 15 739.2+/-67.3% vs 498+1-42.1%: p<0.05)
Finally, we detected similar insulin secretion of the islets (gcstatioaal age 16 - 20 wk.
spontaneous abortion) incubated in 5 and II nunolll glucose (days I vs 15. p=NS).
while it decreased in islets incubated with 22 mmolll (days I vs 15 :712.3+/-5X.4%
vs 187.8+1-21.3%, p<0.05). Our results have demonstrated that the beneficial effect
of the long-term incubation with GH was strongly dependent on gestational age of
the isolated islets. type of procedure for obtaining fetal tissue and ambiental glucose
concentration which might be of clinical relevance during preparation for human
fetal islet transplantation in Type I diabetes patients.
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TOWARDS SYNGENEIC GENE THERAPY FOR DIABETES:
INSULIN EXPRESSION IN ADULT RAT FIBROBLASTS
JAM. Shaw', M.1. Delday'', A. Hart', H.M. Docherty', C.A. Maltin"
and K. Docherty'. 'Department ofMolecular and Cell Biology,
Institute of Medical Sciences, University of Aberdeen, and bRowett
Research Institute, Aberdeen, U.K.

Transfection of fibroblasts derived from a diabetic individual with an
insulin gene construct and subsequent reimplantation is a novel
approach to diabetic gene therapy circumventing immune rejection.
The objectives of this study were to establish adult rat dermal
fibroblasts in primary culture, determine optimal conditions for
transfection and assess insulin secretory dynamics in transfected cells.
Dermal fibroblasts were derived from 150g Rowett-Hooded-Lister rats.

Cells were transfected with a wild type insulin gene construct (pIRES
hppIl) and a mutant construct (PIRES_hppI4J'uTR) in which the PC2

and PC3 cleavage sites were altered by site-directed mutagenesis to
enable proinsulin to insulin processing by furin. Transfection was
assessed by radio-immuno-assay (RIA) and immunofluorescence.
Transient transfection with Lipofectamine resulted in secretion of
(pro)insulin into the medium peaking 24 hours after transfection
(pIRES-hppIl 4.0ng ml"; pIRES_hppI43

'
uTR O.23ng ml") and

continuing for 7 days. Insulin-specific RIA demonstrated 22%
proinsulin to insul~ ffocessing with pIRES-hppI I vs 90% processing
with pIRES-hppI43

U . In conclusion, constitutive proinsulin secretion
has been attained following transfection of adult rat primary dermal
fibroblasts with insulin gene constructs, transduction with a mutant
construct resulting in significant proinsulin to insulin processing.

515
PHARMACOLOGICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF A CELL LINE STABLY
EXPRESSING THE HUMAN PANCREATIC P-CELL KATP COMPLEX

M. Dabrowskil, P. WahO, J. Fuhlendorff- and W.E. Holrnes-i. Dept. Of
lMolecular Pharmacology, 2Diabetes Biology, 3Molecular Biology, Novo
Nordisk A/S, Novo Nordisk Park, DK-2760 Maaloev, Denmark.
HEK293 cells have been stably transfected with the human SURI receptor
and the human inward rectifying K+-channel Kir6.2. These subunits con
stitute the ATP sensitive Kr-channel complex (KATP) of the human pan
creatic [3-cell. We have investigated the ATP sensitive K+-currents in this
cell line to determine if the expressed KATP-channel can be used as a
model for the human [3-cell KATp. All experiments were performed at 23°C
using the whole cell patch-clamp technique. The minimal receptor density
estimated from whole cell currents obtained in cells dialyzed with OJ mM
MgATP and OJ mM MgADP is 387 ± 39 channels/pF. Tolbutamide was
found to block 83 ± 4% of the whole cell KATP-current: IC50 = 4.7 ± 0.2
~M in cells dialyzed with OJ mM MgADP and OJ MgATP. The new oral
antidiabetic compound repaglinide (Novoblorml") is a very potent [3-cell
KATP-channel blocker. In cells dialyzed with OJ mM MgATP, 30 nM
repaglinide blocked 95.5 ± 1.4% of the whole cell K+-current. There is a
significant difference in the timecourse of KATP-channel inhibition pro
duced by 100 11M tolbutamide and 30 nM repaglinide (both maximal inhi
bition concentrations). Tolbutamide fully inhibits the current in -30 s,
whereas full effect of repaglinide is obtained after 3-4 minutes. Diazoxide
activated the KATP-current: EC50 = 33 ± 3 ~M in cells dialyzed with 5 mM
MgATP and 0.3 mM MgADP. Other KATP-channel openers tested were
minoxidil and pinacidil, which activates the K+-current with lower affinity
and efficacy than diazoxide. The pharmacological properties tested suggests
that the expressed KATP-channel mimic the properties of the native [3-cell

KATP-channel.

514
M1N6 PSEUDOISLETS: DEVELOPMENT OF ANEXPERlMENTAL MODEL
FOR ISLETSOF LANGERHANS.

A.C. Hauge-Evans. SJ. Persaud and P.M. Jones; Cellular and Molecular
Endocrinology Group, Biomedical Sciences Division, King's College London,
London W8 7AH.

Immortalised pancreatic p-cell lines are widely used as research models in the
studyof insulin secretion.Here we report that MIN6 p-cells, which normallygrow
as a monolayer, formed islet-likestructures (pseudoislets) when grown on gelatin
coated tissue culture plastic. After 7-9 daysin culture the pseudoislets reached a
size and morphology similar to isolated primary rat islets maintained in culture.
Westernblotting studies using antisera against the gap junction protein connexin
43 and the cell adhesion moleculeE-eAD (80 and 120 kDa isoforms)showedthat
both moleculeswere expressedin pseudoisletsand in MIN6 monolayercells. The
80 kDa isoformof E-eAD was expressed to a similar extent in the two forms of
MIN6cells, whereaspseudoisletscontained more of the 120kDa isoformthan did
monolayer cells. The insulin content of pseudoislets did not differ significantly
from the content of monolayer cells (pseudoislets: 9.5±O.8 ng/ug protein, n=6,
monolayers: 9.3±O.7 ng/~g protein, n=6, P>O.2) and was approximately 15 % of
the insulin content found in primary rat islets (66.5±19.9 ng/ug, n=7).
Pseudoisletscontained 741.6±37.0 ng protein/islet while primary rat islets were
found to contain 594±28.5 ng protein/islet. Both nutrient and non-nutrient
secretagogues stimulated insulin secretion from pseudoislets. The secretion was
measured after I hour incubation with nutrients (2 roM glucose: 143±52.5
pg/islet/h; 20 roM glucose: 352.5±58.1; 10 roM glyceraldehyde: 1347±204.9;
mean ± SEM, n=9) and PMA, an activator of protein kinase C (20 roM glucose+
500 11M PMA: 832.5±137.3pg/isletJh). Since the pseudoisletscan be handled like
primary rodent islets and can be made available in virtually limitless quantities,
these results suggest that they may serve as an alternative research model
replacingthe use of primary rat islets in certain experiments.
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THE SRC-FAMILY PROTEIN BSK INHIBITS CELL
REPLICATION IN INSULIN PRODUCING CELLS.
C. Anneren and M. Welsh. Depart. of Med. Cellbiology, Uppsala
University, Box 571, Biomedicum, 571 23 Uppsala, SWEDEN

Bsk is a tyrosine kinase of the Src-family expressed in the islets of
Langerhans. It has recently been identified and cloned by us from the
mouse PTC-l cell line and might have importance for different
cellular processes such as growth, differentiation and survival. Two
tyrosine residues in the C-terminal tail (tyr-497 and tyr-504) are
putatively homologous to tyr-527 in Src, a negative regulator of Src
activity which renders Src continiously active when mutated. We
have shown that NIH3T3 cells expressing double mutated
(Y497F/504F) Bsk display a decreased growth rate and have a larger
fraction of cells in Gl-phase compared to control cells. The aim of the
study was to investigate cell growth in RINm5F cells expressing wild
type or mutated Bsk as well as studying the contents of different cell
cycle proteins in NIH3T3 cells expressing double mutated Bsk. The
proliferation of RINm5F cells was determined by cell countings for
five days. It was shown that RINm5F cells expressing Y504F-mutated
and Y497/504F-mutated Bsk display a significantly decreased growth
rate compared to the control cells (p<0.0005, ANOVAl. Expression
levels of different cell cycle proteins mb2, p27/Kipl, cdk2, cdk4,
cyklin D3 and E2Fl) were determined by immunoblotting. It was
found that Rb2 expression is higher in NIH3T3 cells expressing
double-mutated Bsk/Iyk compared with the control' cells. High
p27/Kipl-levels accompanied with low cdk2 levels compared to the
control cells was seen in one of the three double-mutant Bsk
expressing cell lines. We have also studied levels of expressions of
cdk4, cyklin D3 and E2Fl and detected no differences between the Bsk
transfected clones and the controls. Preliminary results suggest an
increase in p27/Kipl-expression in Y504F-mutated as well as
Y497/504F-mutated Bsk/Iyk transfected RINm5F cells compared to
control cells. These results (cell counting accompanied with
immunoblottings) suggest that Bsk may serve a role in inhibiting cell
replication in insulin producing cells.
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AGING AND CHANGES IN BETA CELL REPLICATION, SIZE AND MASS
IN LEWIS RATS.
V. Nacher, M. Biarnes, M. Raurell, M. Perez-Maraver, J. Soler and E. Montanya.
Laboratory of Diabetes and Endocrine Unit. CSUB-H. Bellvitge. Barcelona.

The replicative rate of beta cells decreases with age but it is not known
whether it is eventually reduced to zero and how it contributes to the dynamics of
beta cell mass. The aim of the study was to determine the evolution of beta cell
replication and mass throughout the postweaning life of Lewis rats. Six groups of 6
Lewis rats were studied I, 3, 7, 10, 15 and 20 months after birth. Pancreas sections
were double stained with immunoperoxidase for 5-bromo-2'deoxyuridine (BrdU),
and for beta cells or for the endocrine non-beta cells of the islets. Replication was
expressed as percentage of beta cell nuclei positive for BrdU; individual beta cell
area was determined by planimetry and beta cell mass by point counting
morphometry. Differences among groups were determined by ANOVA and Fisher
PLSD method. All animals remained normoglycemic until the end of the study.
Beta cell replication was progressively reduced in the first months of life (month 1:
1.27±0.09%, month 3: 0.24±0.04%, month 7: O.l2±0.02%, p< 0.01), but remained
stable thereafter (month 10: 0.14±0.02%, month 15: O.lO±0.03%, month 20:
0.13±0.03%). Individual beta cell area increased initially (month 1 : 122 ±4 um',
month 3: 167 ±IO j.Un' , p< 0.05) and at the end of life (month 20: 210±11 j.Un',

p< 0.05 vs month 3). Beta cell mass increased progressively: month 1: 2.25±0.52
mg; month 3: 5.92±0.88 mg; month 7: 10.22±1.04 mg; month 10: 10.97±0.34
mg; month 15: 13.61±3.21mg; month 20: 15.48±2.32 mg (p< 0.01). In contrast,
exocrine and endocrine non-beta cell mass did not change significantly after month
7. The beta cell mass/body weight ratio remained stable throughout the entire life;
in contrast, non-beta cell mass/body weight ration was reduced after month 7. In
summary, beta cell replication was progressively reduced in the first 7 months of
life, but remained constant thereafter. Both hyperplasia and hypertrophy
contributed to increase beta cell mass in the first months, whereas hypertrophy
played a major role in late periods of life. The specific and constant adaptation of
beta cell mass to body weight may be essential to maintain normoglycemia.
Limitations in beta cell replication could disrupt the adaptative capacity of beta cell
mass, and contribute to the development of diabetes.

PS 11
Signal Transduction in ~-Cells
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DUAL EFFECTS OF DIADENOSINE POLYPHOSPHATES ON INS-l CELLS

E. 1. Verspohl and B. Johannwille. Institute of Pharmaceutical Chemistry, Dep. of

Pharmacology, University of Miinster, Hittorfstr. 58-62,48149 Miinster, Germany

Recently a role of diadenosine polyphosphates as 2nd messengers was suggested for

insulin secreting cells. In this study we investigated whether receptors for these

compounds exist in insulin secreting cells (INS- I) and how these extracellular
compounds contribute to insulin release. Binding of ['RjAp4A to INS-I cell

homogenates was time dependent and saturable (one-half maximal after 4 min,

maximal at 30 min., 12 % bound of total radioactivity). The rank order of

diadenosine polyphosphates displacing ['RjAP4A from binding sites was Ap4A =

Ap,A > Ap,A = Ap,A. Adenosine, ATP, UTP, Cl,p-meATP, p,y-meATP, ADP-PS,

2-MeSATP, and PPADS also displaced ['RjAP4A from binding sites whereas

suramin, a compound not structurally related to Ap4A. had no displacement activity.

Insulin release (RIA) wasinhibited dose dependently (max. by 45 %) by either of the

four diadenosine polyphosphates (Ap.A. n= 3-6) in the presence of 8.3 mM glucose

during a 90 min. (long term) incubation. However, a stimulation of glucose-induced

insulin release was observed during perifusion experiments (short term incubation).

Due to these contradictory results the stability of ['RjAp4A wastested. ['RjAp4A was

degraded in the extracellular medium to ATP, ADP, AMP, inosine and mainly

adenosine (80 % after 90 min) with a half-life of about 20 min. During incubation of

INS-I cells with ['RjAP4A an uptake of radiolabeled compounds occurred. The

uptake was inhibited by NaCN and concanavalin A indicating a specific uptake

mechartism. However, only small amounts of ['RjAP4A can be detected in INS-I

cells whereas major amounts consist of ['RjATP. This data indicates that

diadenosine polyphosphates increase insulin release via binding sites; quickly

emerging extracellular degradation products such as adenosine inhibit insulin

release. The binding sites involved may be diadenosine polyphosphate receptors

albeit others, such as PI or P, receptors cannot be ruled out.

519
DIADENOSINE TETRAPHOSPHATE STIMULATES INSULIN AND

GLUCAGON SECRETION IN THE PERFUSED RAT PANCREAS.

R.A. Silvestre, J. Rodriguez-Gallardo, P. Garcia, E. Gutierrez and J.
Marco. Clinica Puerta de Hierro, and Dept. Physiology, Universidad

Aut6noma de Madrid, Madrid, Spain.

Intracellular diadenosine polyphosphates are considered signal molecules

that alert the cell to metabolic stress conditions. It has been recently

shown that, in the B-cell, glucose induces an increase in the intracellular

levels of these compounds which are effective inhibitors of the ATP

regulated K' channels. We have studied the effect of diadenosine

tetraphosphate (AP4A) on insulin and glucagon secretion by the perfused

rat pancreas. Perfusate consisted of Krebs-Henseleit buffer

supplemented with albumin (0.5%), dextran T-70 (4%) and glucose (5.5

mM). Hormones were analysed by RIA. 100~M AP4A induced a prompt,

short-lived insulin response (peak at 2 min: 18.8±3.7, Mean±SEM, ng/min

vs. basal value: 3.7±0.5 ng/min;p<0.01). This stimulatory effect of AP4A

was abolished (p<0.01) by known inhibitors of insulin release such as

somatostatin (10 nM) and diazoxide (300 ~M). AP4A, at a lower

concentration (15 ~M), similar to that found in glucose-stimulated B cells,

evoked a two-fold increase in insulin release (peak at 2 min: 9.8±1.6

ng/min vs. basal value: 4.2±0.4 ng/min; p<0.05). In pancreases perfused

with a constant glucose concentration, addition of 100 ~M AP4A to the

perfusate was followed by a rapid increase in glucagon release (peak at

3-min: 440±86 pg/min vs. basal value: 99±36 pg/min;p<0.025). This

glucagon response to AP4A was abolished by 10 nM somatostatin

(p<0.01). The stimulatory effect of AP4A on insulin and glucagon release

favours the concept of this adenosine polyphosphate as being implicated

in the triggering mechanism of both A- and B-cell secretion.
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INTRACELLULAR DIADENOSINE POLVPHOSPHATES: A NOVEL
SECONDMESSENGERIN THE STIMULUS-SECRETION COUPLING

Bernat Soria', Jesus Pinter', Juan M. Rovira', Cristina Ripoll', M. Teresa Miras
Portugal! and Franz Martini. Departments of Physiology', Science and
Technologyi and Institute of Bioengineering", Campus de San Juan, Miguel
Hernandez University, Alicante. Department of Biochemistry!' School of
Veterinary, ComplutenseUniversity, Madrid, Spain.

In pancreatic ~-ceUs, stimulatory glucose concentrations increase cytosolic
diadenosine polyphosphates levels ([Ap,Al,) to values sufficient to block ATP
sensitive K' (KATP) channels. To study the metabolic pathways by which

pancreatic ~-ceUs synthesize Ap,A and the mechanism through which Ap,A
inhibit KATP channels, high performance liquid chromatographyand patch-clamp
techniques were used. APnA show a glucose- and time-dependent cytosolic
concentration increase, paraUel to changes observed in adenine nucleotides,
though 30- to 50-fold higher. Other fuel secretagogues, leucine and 2
ketoisocaproate, rise [Ap,Al, to the same level as 22 mM glucose. Blockade of

glycolysis or Krebs cycle decreases glucose-induced [Ap,Ali . No significant
increase in cytosolic Ap,A levels are induced by non-nutrient secretagoguesor
non-metabolizable nutrient secretagogues, Inorganic pyrophosphatase inhibition
with sodium fluoride blocks 22 mM glucose-induced [Ap,AJ; APnA inhibitionof
KATP channel resembles that induced by ATP in efficacy, but shows clear
functional differences with it Ap,A does not restore channel activity after run
down. Besides,both compoundsdo not competewith each other for the same site.
We conclude that nutrient metabolization through pyrophosphatase activation is
necessary to induce APnA synthesis, which, in turn, constitutes a new, ATP
independent,metabolicregulationofK ATP channelactivity.

522
RT-PCR IDENTIACATION OF GaOLF AND CALCIUM
REGULATED ADENYLYL CYCLASES IN RAT BETA CELLS
ISOLA TED BY FLOW CYTOMErRY.
S, Frayon, M, Pessah, C, Boissard, D, Mercan, W.l Malaisse and
lM, Garel. INSERM U,482, Hopital Saint-Antoine, Paris, France and
Lab, Exp. Med. Brussels Free University, Brussels, Belgium,

Molecular diversity of heterotrimeric G proteins and adenylyl
cyclases for islet cells were already reported, but quantitative expression
for such molecules in B cells and non-B cells are lacking, I t was shown
previously that Gaolf which share 88% homology with Gas is
expressed in the endocrine pancreas, Islet Band non-B cells were
separated by flow cytometry of dispersed cells from adult female rats
labelledwith thecalcium-sensitive fluorochrome fluo-3. The expression
of Gaolf and adenylyl cyclases (Ae) of types II, III, V and VI was
evaluatedby reverse-transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR)
using specific rat primers and compared to a GAPDH control probe.
Southern blot of amplicons generated with specific primers of Gaolf
revealedthe presence of a specific 540 bp band only in B cells, AC II,
AC III, AC V and AC VI were expressed both in Band non-B cells as
shown by RT-PCR amplicons. However, AC III was clearly more
abundant in non-B cells than in B cells. Moreover, in Bcells, the
expression of AC VI was higher than that of AC V; whereas similar
levels of AC V and AC VI were found in non-B cells. We
unequivocally demonstratethe presence of mRNA for Gaolf in B cells.
Since AC III is known to be stimulated by the calcium-calmodulin
complex and that AC V and AC VI are known to be inhibited by
calcium, the expression of these adenylyl cyclases in B cells, where
cellular ionized calcium concentrations are of importance in the control
of insulin release, may havephysiological relevance.

521
CHARACTERISATION AND FUNCTIONAL ROLE OF CYCLIC
AMP PHOSPHODIESTERASES IN CLONAL ~.CELLS

P,R, Flatte, Y.H,A. Abdel-Wahabs, M. Ahmadb, N.J, Pyneb,and BL Furmanb.
aSchoolof BiomedicalSciences,Universityof Ulster,Coleraine,UK.
bDept of Physiology& Pharmacology, Universityof Strathcylde,Glasgow,UK,

Effects of type selective inhibitors of cyclic AMP phosphodiesterase
(cAMP-POE) were examined using a glucose-responsive clonal ~-cell line
(BRIN-BOll) generated by electrofusion. Org 9935 (0,02-5 umol/I) a
potent and selective POE3 inhibitor, inhibited cAMP-POE activity by a
maximum of 39 ± 2% (control 495 pmol/min/ml) in the pellet but not in
the supernatant (IC500,2 umol/l), A high concentration of zaprinast (50
umol/I) inhibited cAMP-POE by 29% (IC504 umol/I), suggesting the
presence of POE1 (CaZ+-calmodulin activated), Rolipram (0,05-10
umol/I), a POE4 inhibitor, decreased cAMP-POE activity concentration
dependently in the soluble fraction, with maximum inhibition of around
30%. In acute incubations with stimulatory 16.7 mmol/I glucose (1.6 ± 0.1
compared with 0.7 ± 0,1 ng/ 106 cells/20 min for 1.1 mmol/I glucose;
P<O,OOl; n=8), 1-50 umol/! Org 9935 and another POE3-selective
inhibitor, SK&F 94836, induced 52-66% and 40-95% dose-dependent
increases of insulin release (p<O.Ol). Rolipram (1-50 umol/I) similarly
increased insulin secretion by 52-60% (p<O,Ol)but POE1 inhibition with
zaprinast (1-50 umol/I) was without effect. At 5,6 mmol/I glucose, 10-9
mol/I GLP-1 and 1 umol/I forskolin induced 2.1 fold increases (p<O,OOl)
of insulin secretion (Ll ± 0.1 ng/ 106cells/20 min at 5.6 mmol/I glucose),
The stimulatory actions of both agents were enhanced 1,3-2.6 fold by 1-10
umol/I Org 9935 or SK&F 94836 and 1,7-2.2 fold by rolipram (p<O.Ol
0,001). These data demonstrate functional roles of POE3 and POE4 in
insulin secretion from clonal pancreatic ~-cells and highlight these
enzymes as possible targets for new antidiabetic drugs.

523
EXPRESSION OF FUNCTIONAL ADENYLYlCYCLASE-COUPlED
G-PROTEINS INMOUSEFETUS
H,H.Phan, I.Godin', K. Regnauld, S, Emami, A. Astesano, C. Boissard and
G. Rosselin. INSERM U 482, Paris, FRANCE and 'Institut d'Embryologie
Cellulaire et Moleculaire UPR9064, 94736 Nogent-sur-Marne, FRANCE.

We have previously demonstrated by immunolo\lical SDS
PAGE analysis the presence of G-protein subunit ao~ In different
pancreatic s-een types using antibodies directed against different
sequences of this molecule, To determine the possible operational
capacity of the adenylylcyclase (AC)-coupled G proteins signaling
system in the early developing pancreas we studied the presence and
activator properties of the Gas and Gao~ which transduce the signal to
the AC, in the fetal endocrine pancreas. The embryonic 14,5-day (E
14.5) Balb C mouse pancreas was chosen as a model to explore the
presence of Ac-coupled G proteins. At this stage, as shown by
immunohistochemistry, the glucagon cells were prevalent upon the
insulin cells, the Gas was clearly present, and the Gaolf scarcely
detectable, We prepared a subcellular fraction of ten E-14.5
pancreases (120,000 x g for 60 min). Fifteen IJQ of subcellular fradion
proteins were ADP-ribosylated in presence of activated cholera toxin
and ["'PJNAD, We obtained using SDS-PAGE analysis and
autoradiography a radioactive band in the range of 45 kDa, related to
the funclionallabeling of the AC-couRled G proteins. The presence of
Gao~ was thereafter detected after ["'PJ decay as an unique 45-kDa
band, using the antibody K-19 (against Gcoft; Gramsh) and an ECl kIT
(Amersham).Since only those G proteins which are in the trimencjorm
are able to be ADP ribosylated, it can be concluded that functional G
proteins are present as soon as in E-14.5 rrouse pancreas and could
be coupled to the AC.
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EXPRESSION OF GaOLF AND TYPES II AND III OF ADENYLYL
CYCLASES IN THE RAT PANCREAS DURING DEVELOPMENT
M. Pessah, N. Ferrand, S. Frayon, T. Demongeot, J. Marais, G. Rosselin
and J.-M. Garel. INSERM U.482, Hopital Saint-Antoine, 75571 Paris
Cedex 12, France.

Originally Golf was described as an heterotrimeric G protein
specifically expressed in the olfactory neuroepithelium and coupled to
type III of adenylyl cyclase (AC). Subsequently, it appeared that other
tissues may express Gaolf. In our laboratory, immunocytochemical and
Western-blot analyses have already revealed the presence of Gaolf in
the B cells of pancreatic islets. Since changes in the expression of Gaolf
for islet cells were not reported, we have analysed mRNA and protein
expressions in rat pancreases before and after birth (fetuses at 15, 18 and
21.5 days of gestation, and rats at 0, 3, 14, 21, 30 days after birth).
Olfactory bulbs were used as a tissue control for mRNA and protein
expressions. By Northern hybridization, low levels of Gaolf mRNA were
detected in fetuses at 21.5 days of gestation when compared with the
high levels observed in olfactory bulbs. Large changes in Gaolf mRNA
occurred during development for olfactory bulbs with maximal values at
14 days; two majors transcripts were observed after short exposure, and
two additional minor mRNA after a long exposure. In the pancreas during
development, Gai2, Gai3, and Gas were more expressed than Gaolf.By
RT-PCR, the expression of Gaolf was observed in fetal pancreases at 15
days of gestation. Western-blot using the K19 antibody from Santa-Cruz
also detected the protein in pancreases of 21.5-day-old fetuses, and this
expression was observed until weaning. mRNA for AC II and AC III were
identified by RT-PCR as early as 15 days in fetal pancreases. In summary,
mRNAs for Gaolf were expressed early in the rat fetus, but at a low level.
Since in adults Gaolf is present in B islet cells, it may be possible that
such expression occurred in the same cell type during development.
Moreover, the presence of this G protein isotype is associated, at each
stage studied, with the expression of AC II and AC III.

526
CELLULAR SPECIFICITYOF ADENYLYL CYCLASE COUPLED

SIGNALING SYSTEM IN PANCREATIC A & B CEllS
K. Regnauld, A. Astcsano, C. Ccspach. C. Rosselin and S. Emami. INSERM
U-482 St-Antoine Hospital 75012 Paris, France.
Recent data suggest the involvement of genetic and functional alterations of
several signalmg pathways coupled to the AC signaling system in
diabetes. The characteristic of this system was therefore analyzed by
immunocytochemistry and Western blot in adult as well as in pancreatic
primordium of fetal mice at 14 days of gestation (FMI4l. Our data were
compared: 1) to mouse pancreatic A and B cell lines aTC-I and pTC-3, and
2) to the cellular distribution of various couvcrtascs (PC) implicated in the
maturation of pancreatic hormones. In adult mouse pancreatic sections, as
expected, PC! /PC3 were detected only in B cells. PC2 was predominantly
expressed in the periphery of islets while PC5/6 expression was widely
spread in all islet cells. There was a clear-cut difference in the distribution
of signaling molecules within islet cells, with predominant expression of
tGlP-l-R, Caolf, and Calcium-dependent ACIII isoform in B cells. High
expression of PACAP-R and ACII isororrn was observed in A cells. VIP-I-R
expression was scattered in both A and B cells whereas Gas was further
distributed in islet and acinar cells. In FM14, PACAP-R, Gas and ACII
proteins were accumulated. while the' mouse adult B cell markers PC1/PC3,
tGlP-I-R, VIP-R, Gaolf and ACIII were barely detectable, indicating the
predominance of a glucagon-like cell phenotype at this stJge of mouse
development. Due to the cellular heterogeneity of pancreatic mouse cell
lines the specificity of the Signaling system was not completely comparable
with that of normal mouse. The presence of tGLP-l-R at least in its
immature form and of VIP-R was detected in both cells lines. AC isoforrns I,
11, III, IV, V, VI were detectable in both cell lines at the expected
molecular weight. Accordingly, ACII was predominant In aTC-l cells. The
cellular specificity at the slgn<.lling system localizod here 111 adult mice
accounts for the differences observed in the cyclic-AMP-dependent
stimulation of insl~lin or glucagon release by B and A cells.. Furthermore the
functional role or AC In the FMl4 pancreatic endocrine cells is also
suggested, since hetcrotrimcric C proteins arc Iunctional at this point. The
precise action of Cuolf on insulin secretion is currently under investigation
m our laboratory. utter transfcction of the corresponding eDNA wild type
and activated forms in [jTC-3 cells and USll1g the CC/.Olt knockout mOUSlI.
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BETA CELL SPECIFICITY OF THE EFFECTS OF GLUCOSE ON
ADENINE NUCLEOTIDES
P. Detimary, S. Dejonghe, Z. Ling, D. Pipeleers, F. Schuit and
J.C. Henquin, Unite d'Endocrinologie et Metabolisme UCL, and Diabetes

Research Center VUB, Brussels. Belgium,

The increase in the ATP/ADP ratio that glucose causes in mouse islets is
compatible with a role of adenine nucleotides as second messengers in ~

cells. e.g. as regulators of ATP-sensitive K+ channels. The present study
examined whether this effect is specific for ~ cells and whether it also occurs

in other species. Adenine nucleotides were measured by a luminometric
method in dissociated or purified rat islet cells. after incubation at glucose
concentrations between I and 10 rnmol/l. In dissociated cells, glucose
produced concentration-dependent increase in ATP and decrease in ADP
levels. which resulted in an increase in the ATP/ADP ratio from 4 to 12. In
purified ~ cells. the ratio increased from 3 to IS. In non-B cells. the basal
ATP/ADP ratio was higher (6) and increased only to 10, This small change
might be explained by contaminant ~ cells (-10%). Thus, in purified a cells.
the ATP/ADP ratio remained stable around 8 from I to 10 mmol/1 glucose.
On the other hand. glucose oxidation increased in both ~ cells (8-fold) and

non-B cells (4-fold). In human islet cells. 10 mmol/1 glucose almost doubled
the ATPIADP ratio. However, the true change is underestimated because the
preparations contain 30-45% duct cells in which glucose did not affect
adenine nucleotides. In conclusion, glucose stimulation increases the
ATP/ADP ratio in ~ cells and not in a cells. This specificity and the

similarity of the changes occurring in three species reinforce the suggestion
that the ATP/ ADP ratio serves as a second messenger in glucose-induced
insulin secretion.

527
INVOLVEMENT OF ENDOGENOUS GLUTAMATE IN THE FIRST
PHASE OF GLUCOSE-INDUCED INSULIN SECRETION
G. Bertrand, M. Ravier, R. Puech and J. Bockaert. CNRS UPR9023; Montpellicr,
France.

We have previously shown in vitro and in vivo that exogenous
glutamate stimulates insulin release via a-amino-3-hydroxy-5
methyl-isoxazole-4-propionic acid (AMPA) receptors. Here we
explore a role of endogenous glutamate in the glucose-induced
insulin secretion in perfused rat pancreas. The low first phase
(5 min) of insulin response to the glucose increase from 4.2 to
8.3 mmol/I was potentiated when glutamate (400 umol/l) was
added simultaneously with the rise of glucose (+290%, p<0.001).
In the same experiments, after a 15 min pretreatment with
glutamate, no glutamate potentiation was observed. However, a
blocker of the AMPA receptor desensitization, cyclothiazide
(tOurncl/l), ineffective per se, suppressed the inhibitory effect of
the pretreatment with glutamate (p<0.001), indicating a
desensitization of AMPA receptors by glutamate. We used this
desensitization property of glutamate and the specific antagonist
of AMPA receptors (LY303070) to demonstrate that the high first
phase of insulin response to the glucose increase from 4.2 to
16.7 mmol/I included an AMPA receptor component (inhibition of
31 and 28%, respectively; p<0.01). This was also demonstrated
by a potentiating effect of cyclothiazide on the first phase of
insulin response to the glucose rise (+45%, p<0.001) and its
blockade by LY303070. The results show that pancreatic AMPA
receptors mediate desensitizing insulin responses and suggest
that endogenous glutamate could be an amplifier of the first
phase of glucose-induced insulin secretion.
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INHIBITION OF PROTEIN-TYROSINE PHOSPHATASES RESTORES
INSULIN RESPONSE TO GLUCOSE IN DIABETIC GK RATS
CoG. Ostenson, C. Rondinone, S.Gogg,A-C. Sandberg Nordqvist, U. Smith,
andS. Efendic,Dept ofMolecular Medicine,KarolinskaHospital, Stockholm,
andDept ofInternal Medicine,Sahigrenska Hospital, Goteborg, Sweden.
The role of protein-tyrosine phosphatases (PTPs) in the B-cell stimulus
secretion coupling for glucose hasbeen studied in isletsof GK rats, a genetic
model of type 2 diabetes, and control Wistar (W) rats. For that purpose, a
stable and potent inhibitor of PTPs, bisperoxopicolinato-oxovanadate,
bpV(pic), was used. Insulin release at 3.3 mM glucose was similar in GK and
W islets, and stimulated by 16.7 mM glucose to 7.4 ± 0.9 and 24.4 ± 3.7
flU/isletlh, respectively (p<O.OOI). At 3.3 mM glucose, addition of 10-5_10-3

M bpV(pic) augmented insulin release dose-dependently in both GK and W
islets,reaching the rates of 28.4 ± 4.2 and 18.6± 2.6 ul.l/islct/h, respectively,
at 10-3 M bpV(pic). At 16.7mM glucose, 10-3 M bpV(pic) induced a similar
insulin release in GK andW islets(20.9 ± 3.2 and29.2± 5.4 flU/isletlh, n.s.).
To studyeffectsofPTP inhibition on B-cell exocytosis, isletsweredepolarized
by 30 mM KCI in the presence of 0.25 mM diazoxide to keep KA1P-channels

open. In depolarized islets,bpV(pic) (10-4_10-3 M) enhanced insulin secretion
at 3.3 mM glucose about 4-fold in GK rat islets,but only about 2-fold in W
rat islets BpV(pic) did not affect glucose utilization, measured as production
of 3H20 from 5-3H-glucose, in GK or W rat islets. Immunoprecipitation of
islet homogenates exposed to bpV(pic) revealed a massive increase in tyrosine
phosphorylated proteins. In situ hybridization, using probes to ll cloned rat
PTPs, showed enhanced expression of the PTP NE-3 in liver and islets of the
GK rat. In conclusion, impairedglucose-induced insulin release in the GK rat
is restored by bpV(pic). This action is not mediated by affecting islet glucose
metabolism, but is likely to involve tyrosine phosphorylation of exocytotic
proteins. Increased expression of PTP NE-3 may be of pathogenetic
significance in this context.

530
Carbachol restores insulin release in spontaneously diabetic GK (Goto
Kakizaki) rat islets by a mechanism largely involving rapid hydrolysis of
diacylglycerol to arachidonic acid

Amel Guenifi,Samy M.Abdel-Halim, MichaelR. Jirousek*and Suad Efendi6
Departmentof MolecularMedicine, Karolinska Institute, Stockholm, Sweden.
* Lilly Research Laboratories, Indianapolis, USA

The spontaneously diabeticGK (Goto-Kakizakl) rat presentsa markedly
impairedglucose-induced insulinrelease. The currentstudyreportson insulin
responses to the phospholipase-C (PLC)stimulatorcarbachol (50 jJM) in
normaland diabeticGK rats. In the isolatedperfused pancreas, carbachol
inducedexaggerated responses at 3.3 mM glucosel[10668± 2355 in GK vs
2158 ± 445 JJU/min In controls, p<0.02]and fully normalised responseat 16.7
mM glucose.Similarly stronginsulinotropic effectsof carbachol were obtained
in isolatedislets.Exaggerated carbacholresponses in GK pancreata were
also obtainedunderconditions in which the KATP channels were inactivated by
diazoxideand membranes depolarized by high KCI,indicating that signals
directlycoupledto exocytosis of insulinare mediating the carbacoleffects In
endocrinepancreas. Selectivemetabolicinhibitorsof PLC(10 jJM U73122),
PKC (300 nM LY-333531 or 20 jJM LY-315864) and PLA, (50 jJM ACA)did
not affectcarbacholeffects in normalor GK islets.The impactof rapid
hydrolysisof DAGto arachidonic acid was assessed usingRHC-80267, a
specificdiacylglycerol (DAG) lipaseinhibitor. In normalislets,35 jJM RHC
significantly inhibited carbachol-induced insulin releaseat 3.3 mM (p<0.02)or
16.7mM glucose(p<0.001). In GK islets, RHChad no effecton the already
impairedgluocse-induced insulin releasebut significantly decreasedthe
effectsof carbacholat 3.3 mM glucose(26.6± 3.9 vs 158 ± 1.5 JJU/islet,
p<0.02)or 16.7mM glucose(115.3± 7.2 vs 33.8± 5.7 JJU/islet, p<0.001).
Hence,the restorative effectsof carbacholon impaired insulinreleasein GK
islets is coupledto exocytosisand dependenton a pathway largely involvinq
rapid hydrolysis of DAGto arachidonicacid.

529
ASSESSMENT OF PANCREATIC B-CELL FUNCTION IN THE

GK RAT MODEL OF NIDDM DURING THE PREDIABETIC PERIOD

M.-H. GIROIX, M.-N. GANGNERAU, J. MOVASSAT, D. BAILBE, B. PORTHA
Lab. Physiopathology ofNutrition, CNRS ESA 7059, University PARIS 7, France
In the GK rat model of NIDDM, a reduced B-cell mass is considered as a
primary feature in the pathological sequence leading to overt diabetes. We
have now quantified the insulin secretion in vivo and in vitro during the
prediabetic period which spans from birth to 5 weeks. During the 7-21 day
after birth period, the GK neonates exhibited normal or only moderately
elevated basal plasma glucose despite low basal plasma insulin. The rise of
their plasma insulin in response to hyperglycemia (IPGTT; Ig glucose/kg
body weight) was very modest (LlI at 14 days: 1±0.01 ng/ml.min) at
variance with that of the Wistar (W) control neonates (Ll! at 14 days: 10±2
ng/ml.min). Insulin release by the neonatal islets was studiedin vitro over 90
min batch-type incubation. During the 7-21 day-period, GK rat islets
released significantly less (p<O.OOl) insulin at basal (2.8mM) glucose
concentration, when compared to age-related W rat islets. Contrasting with
the in vivo pattern, the islets isolated from GK neonates amplify their insulin
release in response to 16 mM glucose, 10 mM leucine associated or not to
10 mM glutamine, or the combination of 2 mM Ba2+ and 1.4 mM
theophylline in the absence of extracellular Ca2+. to the same extent as the
age-related W neonatalislets. When testedat 35 days (l week after weaning)
GK rats exhibited severe basal hyperglycemia together with a 2-fold
decreased plasma insulin/glucose ratio. However, their isolated islets were
still able to amplify their insulin release in response to glucose to the same
extent that W rat islets. The insulin response of GK rat islets to leucine was
significantly decreased at this age. In conclusion, our in vivo and in vitro
results suggest that in the GK rat, the lack of pancreatic B-cell reactivity to
glucoseas seen in vivo during the post-natal period I) is a very early event
in the prediabetes sequence, 2) is not due to an intrinsic B-cell dysfunction,
3) is unrelated to hyperglycemia.

531
Glucose enhances adenylyl cyclase responses in normal but not
diabetic GK rat islets

Samy M. Abdel-Halim, Amel Guenifi, and Suad Efendi6

Departmentof MolecularMedicine, Karolinska Institute, Stockholm, Sweden

In diabeticGK rat islets,forskolinrestoresthe impaired glucose-induced
Insulinreleaseat 16.7mM glucosethroughenhanced cAMPgeneration. The
currentstudyaims to determinethe roleof prevalentglucoseconcentration
on adenylylcyclase(AC) responses to forskolinstimulation. For that
purpose, insulinreleaseand cAMPgeneration in response to 5 jJM forskolin
with 3.3 or 16.7 mM glucosewere studiedin isletsculturedfor 48 nr in 5.5 or
11 mM glucose.Insulinreleasewas impairedin GK rat islets, irrespectiveof
culturecondition, in response to 3.3 mM and 16.7 mMglucoseand was fully
restoredby forskolinthroughexaggerated insulinresponses. Forskolin
eliciteddifferentcAMPresponses depending on glucoseconcentration of
the culture medium. In normalisletsculturedat 11 mM glucose,forskolin
increasedcAMP levels6-fold at 3.3 mMglucose[24.0± 1.6 vs 147.9± 13.8
fmol/islet, p<0.0001] and 5-foldat 16.7 mMglucose[18.1 ± 0.8 vs 84.9 ± 9.8,
p<0.0001]. In contrast, normalisletsculturedat 5.5 mM glucose, forskolin
increasedcAMP levelsonly 2-foldat 3.3 mMglucose[30.8 ± 3.0 vs 60 ± 15
fmol/islet] or 16.7mM glucose[27.3± 3.1 vs 56.8 ± 9.9 fmol/islet, p<0.01].
Forskolin, however, eliciteda consistently exaggerated approximately 8-fold
increasein cAMPgeneration in GK islets (p<0.0001) irrespective of glucose
concentration in culturemedium. In conclusion, culturingisletsat
hyperglycaemic level (11 mM glucose)primesand markedly enhances
cAMPgeneration in normalislets in response to forskotin. This enhancing
effectof glucose is lost in GK islets,The latter findingcan be ascribedto our
recentobservation of AC-1I1 enhancement due to mutational changesin AC
III gene promoterin the GK rat islets.
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1.01tO.06
1.47tO.09*
0.57tO.05*
0.97tO.1O
0.79tO.06*

500nM TPA
0.96tO.06
1.1tOOR

0.S2tO.06
0.91tO.11
1.17+0.08

Glucose 16.SmM
mx17 0.33tO.04

PKCaWT 0.53tO.07*
PKCaKD 0.3ltO.04
PKCbWT O.4StO.OS
PKC8KD 0.49+0.07

*=P<0.05 vs mxl7 conlrol. n=IO-IS

PKC a AND 8 MEDIATE PHORBOL ESTER BUT NOT GLUCOSE
STIMULATED INSULIN SECRETION FROM RAT PANCREATIC ISLETS
L. Carpenter, E. Kerr, and T.J. Biden. Garvan Institute afMedical Research,
384 Victoria St, Darlinghurst, Sydney, Australia 2010.
Protein Kinase C (PKC) has been suggested 10 piay a crucial role in insulin
secretion from islets in response to various stimuli but its involvement in glucose
stimulated secretion remains controversial. The aim of this project was to determine
the specific role of PKC isozymes a and 8 in glucose and phorbol ester stimulated
insulin secretion from rat pancreatic islets using adenovirus technology. PKC a and 8
wild type (WT) and kinase dead (KD) mutants were prepared using standard molecular
biological techniques and recombined with human adenovirus (Ad5) 10 generate
recombinant Ad5 PKC constructs. Adenovirus was shown to give infection
efficiencies exceeding 50% in whole islets, as determined by immuno-histochemistry
and FACS anaiysis of over-expressed PKC 0.. Insulin secretion was measured 3 days
post-infection in response to 2.SmM or 16.SmM glucose or 500nM 12-0
Tetradecanoylphorbol J3-acetate (TPA). Insulin secretion (measured by radio-immuno
assay) from islets infected with control adenovirus (Ad5 mx17) was shown to be
stimulated in response to glucose and TPA and comparable to the uninfected control
islets. Whereas islets infected with Ad5 PKC a and 8 WT constructs were shown to
have a glucose response similar to the rnx17 control, the TPA response which was
significantly elevated (see Table below). Conversely the Ad5 PKC a and 8 KD
mutants did not significantly decrease glucose stimulated secretion, but inhibited the
TPA response by 46 and 22% respectively. These results show that activation of PKC
a and 8 are necessary for phorbol ester, but not glucose-stimulated insulin secretion.

Insulin secretion ng/m::::..I·",'I:;:is:::le::,t'_'..."..".......,...,_--:::::-_..,..,,...,,.-:-:-_-::::-::-:-:-=..,.-_
Ad5 construct Glucose 2.SmM

Glucagon-like Peptide 1 Midaglizole
ug/kg Insulin" ~% Glucose" Li% mg/kg Insulinv" 6% Glucoses" 6.%

0.4 49.2 ± 10.3 +38 not tested 1.2 77.6±14.6 +4 3401 ± 276 +5
Veh. 35.7±2.8 Veh. 74.4 ± 14 3250 ± 364
0.8 41.7±5.6a +60 2883±388 -8 5.6 143±19, +66 3410±300 -13

Veh. 26.0 ± 3.7 3130±198 Veh 86±8.2 3936 ±425
1.3 69.6 ± 7.0 a +116 1242±219, -60 10.6 86.7±11.2, +69 2563±233a -18

Veh. 32.2 ±4.3 3t26± 351 Veh 51.2 ±7.4 3118±287
11.3 76.7 ± 12.ta +136 t572± 326, -52 28.9 104±13.8a +89 17t9±205a -34
Veh. 32.5 ± 5.0 3307 ± 341 Veh 55.3 ±6.3 2607±305

EFFECTS OF GLP-1 ANDMIDAGLIZOLE AT EU-AND HYPERGLYCEMIA INA
MODIFIED IVGLUCOSETOLERANCE TEST INANESTHETIZED RATS

A.Raap,J. Schloos, B.Steckel-Hamann and H.-J. Mest
Dept. ofPharmacology, Beiersdorf-L1l1y GmbH, 20253Hamburg, Germany

We compared glucagon-like peptide 1 (GLP-1) and the imidazoline midaglizole
on their effects on insulin and glucose at eu - and hyperglycemia in
anesthetized rats. The test agents were administered to fasted male wistar rats
(300-350g) using an iv loading dose followed by a 30 min infusion. An iv
glucose challenge followed 15 min after infusion start. This allows to examine
the effects of the compounds under both basal and elevated blood glucose
levels. The whole experiment was performed under pentobarbitone anesthesia.
Blood samples were drawn via the carotid artery before, during the infusion at
5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 min as well as after infusion at 35, 45 and 55 min to
determine plasma insulin and plasma glucose. Statistically significant increases
of insulin prior to iv glucose were observed with both compounds at doses of
1.3 and 11.3 ~g/kg GLP-1 and 5.6 -28.9 mg/kg midaglizole, respectively.
However, GLP-1 exhibited a transient increase of insulin which peaked at 10
min and decreased again at 15 min shortly before iv glucose as demonstrated
previously by other groups.

Tab.: Dose dependent effects on insulinand glucose after an ivglucose challenge

AUG from peak post IV glucoseup to the end of drug infusion (30 min), doses (30mln infuslon),
"AUG from peakto theend at the 55 min; data are means± SEM (n=6-8), a denotes p<0.05

In conclusion, in this modified iv glucose tolerance test the effects of GLp·1 and
midaglizole can be differentiated at basal as well as elevated glucose.
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PHOSPHOLIPASE A,-MEDIATED ISLET ACTIONS OF CHOLECYSTOKININ ARE CALCIUM·

INDEPENDENT AND INTERACT WITH PROTEIN KtNASE A AND DIGLYCERtDE LIPASE

E. Simonsson, S. Karlsson and B. Ahren. Dept. Med., Malmo, Lund Univ., Sweden

Cholecystokinin (CCK) induces insulin secretion through activation of phospholipase
C (PLC) and, as we recently have shown, phospholipase A, (PLA,). In this study we
characterised CCK-induced PLA, activation in rat islets with regard to Ca" -inde
pendency and interplay with protein kinase A (PKA) and diglyceride lipase. We
found that CCK (CCK-8; 100 oM; 5.6 mM glucose) induces lysophosphatidylcholine
accumulation from ['H]palmitate-prelabelled islets (by 170±39%; p=0.003), and
arachidonic acid (AA) efflux from ['H]AA-prelabelled islets (190±13%; p<O.OOI),
which both are methods reflecting PLA, activity, and that PLA, inhibition by p
amylcinnamoylantranilic acid (ACA; 50 ~M) reduces CCK-induced AA efflux
(52±1l%; p=O.OOI) and insulin secretion (67±16%; p<O.OOI). Also after removal of
extracellular Ca", CCK increased AA efflux (4S±14%; p=0.006) and insulin
secretion (105±46%; p=0.025). In contrast, carbachol (100 ~M)-stimulated AA efflux
and insulin secretion were absent when Ca2

+ was omitted. Accordingly, in a Ca2
+ -defi

cient environment, ACA reduced CCK-induced AA efflux (55±20%; p=0.020) to the
same level as in the presence ofCa2

+ . Since other islet forms ofPLA2 require Ca2
+ for

their activation, the action of ACA under these conditions reflects inhibition of Ca"
independent PLA,. Furthermore, we found that the cAMP-PKA signalling pathway
interacts with CCK-induced PLA, stimulation, since adenylate cyclase activation by
forskolin (I ~M) reduced CCK-mediated AA efflux (41±19%; p=0.030). Moreover,
we found that the diglyceride lipase pathway contributes to CCK-stimulated AA
formation, since diglyceride lipase inhibition by RHC S0267 (1,6-biscyclohexylid
eneaminooxycarbonylamino-hexane; 35 ~M) diminished CCK-induced AA efflux to
the same extent as ACA, both in the presence (51±17%; p=0.014) and in the absence
of Ca" (5S±25%; p~O.04I). When combining RHC S0267 with ACA, the effects of
CCK were almost abolished (90±lS%; p=O,OOI, and 90±21%; p~0.002, respectively).
In conclusion, this study shows that CCK activates Ca" -independent PLA, in islets,
and that the CCK-mediated PLA, action interacts with PKA and diglyceride lipase.

INOSITOL HEXAKISPHOSPHATE STIMULATES CALCINEURIN-MEDIATED
ENDOCYTOSIS AND PKA·DEPENDENT EXOCYTOSIS IN MOUSE B-CELLS

M. Hoy and 1. Gromada. Dept. Islet Cell Physiology, Novo Nordisk NS,
Symbion, Fruebjergvej 3, DK-2100 Copenhagen, Denmark.

Inositol polyphosphates are important for the control of fundamental cellular
processes. Here we have explored the effects of inositol hexakisphosphate
(InsP,) on Ca

2+-induced
endocytosis and exocytosis in single mouse pancreatic B

cells using the standard whole-cell configuration ofthe patch-clamp technique and
high-resolution measurements of cell capacitance. The rate of increases in cell
capacitance, elicited by intracellular dialysis with a Ca'+-EGTA buffer with a

free intracellular Ca
2+

concentration ([Ca'l,) ofO.S flM, amounted to 20 t 4 fF/s.

Inclusion of InsP, (100 IJM) in the pipette solution inhibited the increase in cell

capacitance by 60%. This effect of InsP6 was concentration-dependent (K, 13 flM)
and mimicked by inositol tetra- and penta-kisphosphates but not inositol
trisphosphates. In experiments where increases in cell capacitance were elicited by
500 ms voltage-clamp depolarisations from -70 to 0 mY, !nsP, inhibited
exocytosis to the same extent without affecting the whole-cell Ca'+-current. The

inhibitory action of InsP6 is likely to reflect the simultaneous operation of two
opposite directed processes. In the presence of low and non-exocytotic [Ca'l, (30
nM), !nsP, stimulated endocytosis via activation of the protein phosphatase
calcineurin (PP2B). Following inhibition of endocytosis by cyclosporin A or

deltamethrin, InsP, potentiated [Ca'1, (0.8 flM)-evoked exocytosis 2-fold. This

stimulatory action of InsP6 was antagonised by the protein kinase A (PKA)
inhibitor Rp~AMPS but was not affected by protein kinase C inhibition with
staurosporine Inhibition of PP I, PP2A and PP3 protein phosphateses by okadaic
acid was without effect on InsP,-induced inhibition of exocytosis These data
suggest that InsP6 exerts a dual action on insulin secretion by simultaneous
stimulation ofcalcineurin-<lependent endocytosis and PKA-mediated exocytosis.
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P38 MITOGEN-ACTIVATED PROTEIN KINASE IS NOT REQUIRED FOR
INSULIN SECRETION FROM ISLETS OF LANGERHANS.
C.J. Burns, Sol. Howell, P.M. Jones and S.J. Persaud. Cellular and
Molecular Endocrinology, King's College London, Campden Hill Road,
London, U.K.
The activation of members of the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK)
family of enzymes is known to be important in the transduction of
extracellular signals into cellular responses. Here we have investigated the
possible role of the p38 isoform of MAPK in the regulation of insulin
secretion. Westem blotting studies using a specific antibody demonstrated
that pancreatic p-cell lines (MIN6, RINm5F, pTC3 and PTC6) and isolated
rat islets of Langerhans expressed p38 MAPK. Enzyme activity was
assessed by [32p] incorporation into a substrate peptide of mitogen-activated
protein kinase-activated protein kinase 2 (a downstream target of p38
MAPK). p38 MAPK was activated in islets by glucose (20mM glucose:
150±11% basal activity, n=4, P<O.Ol) and in islets and MIN6 p-cells by
cellular stress and by phosphatase inhibitors [lmM arsenite: 149±12% basal
activity (MIN6), 190±2% (islets); 0.5M sorbitol: 142±6% (MIN6), 254±1%
(islets); 100f'M pervanadate: 212±16% (MIN6), 268±6% (islets); 2f'M
okadaic acid: 131±5% (MIN6), n=4, P<0.005 in all treatments]. Neither
cellular stress nor phosphatase inhibitors significantly stimulated insulin
secretion from islets (P>0.5, n=7). In addition, pre-exposure of islets to a
range of concentrations (2.5-80f'M) of SB203580 (SB), an inhibitor of p38
MAPK, had no significant effect on glucose(G)-induced insulin secretion
(2mM G:0.49±0.11ng/isleUh; 20mM G:3.14±O.7; +2.5f'M SB: 3.07±0.52;
+80f'M SB: 2.82±0.52; n=8-9, P>0.5 by ANOVA), nor did SB(40f'M) have a
significant effect on PMA- or forskolin-potentiated insulin secretion from
islets (20mM G: 2.76±0.21ng/isleUh; + 500nM PMA: 7.29±O.92;+ 500nM
PMA+SB: 7.09±O.68, P>0.8; + 10f'M forskolin: 6±O.47; + 1Of'M
forskolin+SB:6.1±0.55, P>0.8, n=7-8). These results suggest that p-cells
express p38 MAPK but pharmacological activation of this. kinase is not
sufficient to stimulate insulin secretion and signalling through this pathway is
not essential for insulin secretion in response to glucose, nor to activators of
protein kinases A and C.
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SUR1A2 AND SUR1B, TWO NOVEL FORMS OF THE RAT
SULFONYLUREA RECEPTOR.
P. Blache, K. Peyrollier, L. Gros and D. Bataille.lnstitut National de IaSante et
de Ia Recherche Medicale INSERM U376, CHU Arnaud-de-villeneuve,
34295 Montpellier Cedex, France.
ATP-sensitive potassium (KATP) channels play an important role in various
cellular responses by linking the cell metabolic activity to its membrane
potential and are an important step in controlling insulin secretion or
excitability of various muscle cells. The KAT? channel of B-cells is constituted
of the SUlfonylurea-binding protein, SUR1, and the inwardly rectifying K'
channel subunit Kir6.2. Several allelic variants of the human SURl have
been described and some of them were found to be associated with non
insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus. By RT-PCR analysis of cDNAs to SURl
gene transcripts from RINm5F insuiin-secreting cell line, two cDNAs were
obtained which differed by their length. The two novel isoforms, which differ
by their size, display significant differences in both the nucleotide and the
aminoacid sequences with the originally cloned rat SUR1, all within the
nucleotide-binding fold 1 domain. The short isotorrn shows a 114-nucleotide
(38-aminoacids) deletion in a region which codes for two potential
transmembrane-spanning helices, leading to a protein with a different
membrane topology. These fidings lead us to propose a new terminology for
rat SUR molecules: we suggest to call "SUR1A1" the original SUR1 gene
transcript, "SUR1A2" the novel isoform and the shortest form SUR1B. RT
PCR was used to determine tissue distribution of both SUR1Al and
SUR1A2 and SUR1B mRNAs, respectively. SUR1Al and SUR1A2 were
expressed in pancreas, hypothalamus, medulla oblongata, heart, adrenal and
spleen, whereas SURl B was ubiquitously distributed. In addition, SURl A1,
SURl A2 and SURl B are expressed in the rat insulin-secreting cell line
RINm5F, in the mouse glucose-responsive insulin-secreting cell line MIN 6
and in the rat somatostatin-secreting cell line RIN T3.
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L-ARGININE STIMULATION OF GLUCOSE-INDUCED lNSUilll SECRETION
lHROUGHMEMBRANEDEPOLARlZATION ANDINDEPENDENT OFNITRIC OXIDE.

P. Thams and K. Capito. Department of Medical Biochemistry & Genetics,
Biochemistry Laboratory A, University of Copenhagen, Denmark.

The mechanism of L-arginine stimulation of glucose-induced insulin secretion
from mouse pancreatic isletswasstudied. At 16.7rnmoVL glucose, L-arginiue(10
mmol/L) potentiated bothphase I and2 of glucose-iuduced insulinsecretion. This
potentiation of glucose-induced insulinsecretion wasmimickedby the membrane
depolarizing agent tetraethylanunonium (1EA, 20mmol/L), whichat 16.7rnmollL
glucose obliterated L-arginine(10 rnmoVL) modulation of insulin secretion. Thus
duringphase 2,L-arginine (10rnmoVL) stimulated glucose (16.7rnmoVL)-induced
insulinsecretion from 3.44± 0.98(5) to 7.00± 1.32(5) ngiminilOO islets(p<O.OOI)
in the absence aod from 6.61 ± 1.10(5) to 7.51 ± 1.14(5) ngiminilOO islets
(p>0.05)in thepresence of lEA (20mmol/L). At 3.3mrnoVL glucose, L-arginine
(10 rnmoVL) failed to stimulate insuliu secretion. In accordance with membrane
depolarization by theintracellular accumulation of L-arginine, however, L-arginine
(10 rnmoVL) stimulation of insulin secretion was induced by the K+ channel
inhibitor lEA (20mmol/L), whichmaypotentiate membrane depolarization by L
arginine. Furthermore, L-arginine (10mmol/L) stimulation of insulinsecretion was
induced by forskolin (10 ~oVL) or tetradecanoylphorbol 13-acetate (0.16
umol/l.), whichbyactivation of proteinkinase A andC, respectively maysensitize
theexocytotic machinery to L-arginiue-induced ea'+ influx. L-argininestimulation
of glucose-induced insulinsecretion wasmimickedby theconstitutive nitric oxide
synthase inhibitor N"-nitro-L-arginine methyl ester (10 mmol/l.), altogether
suggesting that Larginine-denved nitric oxide neither inhibits nor stimulates
insulin secretion in L-arginine-induced insulin secretion. In conclusion, it is
suggested thatL-arginine potentiatiou of glucose-induced insulin secretion occurs
independent of nitric oxide,but is mediated by membrane depolarization, which
stimulates insulinsecretion through protein kinase A andC-sensitive mechanisms.
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HUMAN a ENDOSULFINE, A POSSIBLE REGULATOR OF

SULPHONYLUREA-SENSITIVE KATP CHANNEL
L. Heron', A. Virsolvy", K. Peyrollier", F. M. Gribblet, A. Le Cam', F.

M. Aschcroftt and D. Bataille*. *INSERM U376, Montpellier, France.

tUniversity Laboratory of Physiology, Oxford, United Kingdom.

Sulphonylureas, commonly used in the management of non-insulin
dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM), exert their therapeutic action
primarily by inhibiting ATP-sensitive potassium (KATP) channels in
the plasma membrane of pancreatic f5-cells and thereby stimulating
insulin release. A key question concerns the existence of an
endogenous regulator for the KATP channel which is able to mimic the
effects of sulphonylureas. We describe here the biological properties of
human a endosulfine, a 13 kDa peptide which is a putative candidate
for such a role. a endosulfine is expressed in a wide range of tissues
including muscle, brain and endocrine tissues. After molecular cloning
of the cDNA encoding human a endosulfine, we carried out the
expression of the human recombinant protein to determine its
biological features. The recombinant a endosulfine displaces binding
of the sulphonylurea 3H-glibenclamide to f5-cell membranes in a dose
dependent manner with an ED50 of 1 ~M. a endosulfine inhibits
cloned KATP channels and stimulates insulin secretion from f5-cells in
culture, in the same range of concentration. We propose that a
endosulfine may act as an endogenous regulator of f5-cell K ATP
channel, which has a key role in the 'control of insulin release and,
more generally, which couples cell metabolism to electrical activity.
Finally, the availability of the human a endosulfine cDNA sequence
will enable to evaluate the role of this peptide in some pathological
states, such as non-insulin-dependent diabetes.
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Activation of a CaH-activated K'-conduclance terminates the hurst of action
potentials in insulin-secreting pancreatic B-cells
Sven Gopel", Patrik Rorsman., Department of Physiology and Neuroscience, Lund
University, Solvegatan 19, S-223 62 Lund ('presenting author)
The pancreatic B-cell generates a characteristic pattern of electrical activity when
exposed to glucose and other stimulators of insulin secretion. This electrical activity
consists of oscillations in membrane potential between depolarized plateaus (lasting
5-10 s) on which Ca"-dependent action potentials are superimposed, and repolarized
electrically silent intervals.The underlying mechanism(s) remain(s) unestablished.
Dispersed islet cells maintained in tissue culture exhibit an atypical electrical activity
thus precluding the experimental investigation of the processes involved. We have
applied patch-clamp recordings to freshly isolated intact pancreatic islets. A large
fraction (30-40%) of the superficial cells generated the characteristic pattern of B-cell
electrical activity in the presence of glucose. Once the identity of the cells had thus
been established, the glucose concentration was lowered to 5 mM to suppress
spontaneous electrical activity, the amplifier switched into the voltage-clamp mode
and trains of voltage-clamp pulses applied to simulate electrical activity. During the
train, an outward current developed reacbing an amplitude of typically 20-30 pA
(measured at -40 mY). Upon cessation of stimulation, the current gradually decayed
towards the baseline. The time required for complete deactivation varied between 5
and IS s in different cells. The current was carried by K' and the reversal potential
changed =40 mY for a 4.2-fold increase in the external K'<concentration. The K'
channel blockers apamin (I ~M), charybdotoxin (50 nM) and tolbutamide (0.1 mM)
were all ineffective but the current was inhibited by nifedipine (10 ~M).Thapsigargin

(I ~M; an inhibitor of the intracellular Ca"-ATPase) reduced the amplitude and
slowed the deactivation of the current. The latter effects were associated with the
appearance of uninterrupted firing of action potentials. We propose that the
termination of the burst of action potentials in the B-cell results from the activation
of Ca"-activated K·-channels. The current depends on influx of external Ca" which
feeds forward into mobilization of Ca" from intracellular stores culminating in the
activation of K'-channels. The latter linding combined with the "negative
pharmacology" (lack of effects of the K'-channel inhibitors) raise the possibility that
the current is identical to that the IP.,-dependent low-conductance «I pS) Ca"
activated K'-current we have previously described in dispersed cultured B-cells.
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Stevioside stimulates insulin secretion and npregnlates insulin n mRNA in
pancreatic ll-cells independent of cAMP and KATP""channel activity.
P. B. Jeppesen, S. Gregersen, C. R.Poulsen' and K. Hermansen,Dept. ofEndocrinology
and Metabolism, Aarhus University Hospital, Aarhus and 'Islet Cell Physiology, Novo
Nordisk AlS, Copenhagen, Denmark.

The diterpene glucoside stevioside has, as a constituent of the plant Stevia Rebaudiana
Bertoni, been used for many years in the treatment of non-insulin dependent diabetes in
South America. Recently, we showed that stevioside is a potent, glucose-dependent,
insulinotropic substance in vitro. The underlying mechanisms of action are, however
presently unknown. The aims of the study were to explore whether stevioside acts
directly on the tl-cell to release insulin and if so - to study changes in the insulin II
mRNA levels. In addition, the effect of slevioside on ATP-sensitiveK'-channel activity
and cytoplasmic cAMP levels were examined. We found that stevioside potentiated
glucose-(l6.7 mM)-stimulated insulin release during 60 minincubations of INS-I cells
at all concentrations studied (10.3 to 10.9 M; p<O.05). This was associated with a
approximately 20 % increase in the insulin II mRNA content of the mouse islets after
24 h of stimulation with 16.7 mM glucose in the presence of! mM stevioside (p<O.05).
In addition to the acute action on tl-cell, stevioside also has a more long-term impact on
the mouse islet. It is well known that closure ofKATP'channelsplays an important role
for tl-cell depolarization and stimulation of Ca'+-dependent insulin secretion. To
examine the possibility that stevioside induces insulin secretion by closure of KATP
channels wc studied changes in whole-cell KATP-currents in normal mouse tl-cells using
the standard whole-cell patch-clamp technique. At 5 mM glucose the KATP-channel
activity was unaltered by I mM stevioside. Cyclic AMP is an important second
messager in the ll-cell. Stevioside (0, I mM) did not affect cAMP levels in freshly
isolated mouse islet, exposed for 20 minto this glucoside, whereas ferskolin produced
a 400 % stimulation. In conclusion, stevioside has the capability to acutely stimulate
insulin secretion from the ll-cells. It also has actions that could retlect a stimulatorylong
term effect on insulin secretion. Notably. and in contrast to the well known
sulfonylureas, stevioside does not interact with the KATP-channels. Stevioside, or
analogues here of, may prove a role as a potential new drug for use in non-insulin
dependent diabetes mellitus.
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EFFECT OF ANTIDIABETIC AGENT, NATEGLINIDE, ON KAT> CHANNEL
IN ll-CELLS: COMPARISON TO GLYBURIDE AND REPAGLINIDE.
S. Hu and S. Wang; Research Department, Novartis Pharmaceuticals
Corporation, Summit, NJ 07901, USA

Nateglinide (NAT, also known as A-4166) is an insulinotrophic agent which
is chemically and pharmacologically distinct from glyburide (GLY) and
repaglinide (REP). Although each agent is known to stimulate insulin
release via the signaling cascade initiated by closure of KATP channels, the
pharmacological actions of NAT are more rapid in onset, shorter in duration,
and more sensitive to ambient glucose levels. The aim of the present study
was to elucidate the mechanisms underlying the different mode of insulin
stimulating actions of these agents through profiling the KATP channel
blocking activities of NAT, GLY and REP in rat pancreatic tl-cells using the
patch-clamp technique in whole-cell configuration. Approximately 85% of
the cells examined were responsive to glucose: the amplitude of the whole
cell KATP current decreased e-fold with every 3.7 mM increase of
extracellular glucose. NAT, GLY and REP each produced a concentration
dependent inhibition of diazoxide-induced activation of KATP current in the
presence of 5 mM glucose, with ICsos of 7.4 ~M, 16.6 nM and 5.0 nM,
respectively. At elevated glucose (16 mM) the ICso of NAT was reduced by
3-fold (to 2.5 ~M, p=0.05) whereas the ICsoS of GLY (18.9 nM) and REP (7.4
nM) were slightly increased (NS). Thus, glucose sensitized the !<ATP
channels in tl-cells to NAT while the effects of GLY and REP were glucose
insensitive. The time courses of the effects of the agents on KATP current
were also compared. When tested at 2x the IC50, the time to half-maximal
inhibition was similar for NAT and GLY (4.1±0.3 and 4.2±0.5 min,
respectively) but longer for REP (12.2±2.4 min). The recovery from
maximal inhibition was considerably more rapid foltowinq removal of NAT
(t1l2 = 34.8±3.8 min) than of GLY and REP (68.1 ±4.0 and 175.0±1.0 min,
respectively, p<0.001). These findings provide a mechanistic explanation
for observations that nateglinide (but not the other agents) sensitizes tl-cells
to glucose and has a much shorter duration of action. The more rapid onset
of insulin-stimulation observed with NAT than GLY in vivo iikely reflects
pharmacokinetic differences.
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A4166, BUT NOT REPAGLINIDE, STIMULATE CA2'-EVOKED, KATP-CHANNEL

INDEPENDENT, SECRETION IN RAT PANCREATIC a- AND ~-CELLS

K. Bokvist, M. H0)', C. R. Poulsen, K. Buschard" and J. Gromada. Islet
Cell Physiology, Novo Nordisk A1S and 'Bartholin Institutet,
Kommunehospitalet, Copenhagen, Denmark.

The aim of this study was to investigate the cellular mechanisms
targeted by the novel compounds repaglinide and A4166 in the stimulus
secretion coupling of pancreatic a- and ~-cells. We have used the patch
clamp technique to record membrane potentials, ionic currents and
exocytosis (measured as changes in membrane capacitance) from single
rat a- and ~-cells. The a-cell generates action potentials at low glucose
levels, a condition associated with glucagon release. This electrical
activity is inhibited by high glucose concentrations which is the opposite
to what is observed in the ~-cell. Both cell types contained ATP
regulated K' channels (KAT?) sensitive to the ATP/ADP ratio.
Repaglinide and A4166 blocked these KATP channels with IC,o-values of
22±14 nM and 41O±220 nM in the a-cell and 8±2 nM and 200±70 nM
in the ~-cell. Both compounds were able to initiate electrical activity in
a- or ~-cells under otherwise non-stimulatory conditions. Exocytosis
was measured in cells infused with the test substance and a fixed (low)
cytosolic calcium level (170 nM) in order to study the direct effects of
these compounds on the exocytotic machinery. A4166 and the well
known sulphonylurea, tolbutamide, enhanced Ca2+-induced exocytosis
by 260-450% in both cell types. Interestingly, repaglinide has no such
effects on exocytosis in either cell type. Tolbutamide potentiated Ca'+
induced exocytosis even in the presence of repaglinide. Our data suggest
that (I) both rat a- and ~-cells contain KATP channels, (2) a-cells exhibit
a glucose dependence which is the opposite to that in the ~-cell and (3)
A4166 and sulphonylureas enhance exocytosis in both cell types by
binding to an intracellular site not recognised by repaglinide.
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HOW DOES GLUCOSE INCREASE INSULIN SECRETION BY THE K+-ATP
CHANNEL-INDEPENDENT PATHWAY?

Y. Sato, M. Nenquin and J.e. Henquin. Unite d'Endocrinologie et
Metabolisme, University ofLouvain, Brussels, Belgium.
By closing K+-ATP channels, glucose promotes depolarization-dependent
Ca2+ entry and Ca2+ rise in .~ cells. Ca2+-dependent exocytosis of insulin
granules is then potentiated by a K+-ATP channel-independent action of
glucose. The underlying mechanisms are still unclear. They were studied by
the method of islet incubation in the presence of diazoxide to open K+-ATP
channels, and 30 mmol/I K+ to restore Ca2+ entry. Long-ehain acyl CoAs,
which are potentially important mediators of the glucose effect, can be
increased in ~ cells byincubation with fatty acids. Inlow glucose (3 mmol/l)
palmitate, stearate, and oleate did not influence K+-induced insulin secretion
even in the presence ofbromopalmitate, an inhibitor of fatty acid oxidation.
Bromopalmitate alone had no effect, but itdecreased the potentiation that the
fatty acids produced in high glucose (20 mmol/l). The possible role of
phospholipase A2 (PLA2) was then evaluated. Exogenous arachidonic acid
(AA) did not mimic oraugment glucose effects on insulin secretion inhigh K+.
Inhibitors ofPLA2 antagonized the effect ofglucose, but their action' was not
reversed by AA and was associated with a fall in islet ATP. In contrast to
acetylcholine, glucose did not induce AA release from high K+ stimulated
islets. Inhibitors of PI-3 kinase were also found not to impair· the action of
glucose. Incontrast, formycin A, an adenosine analogue that is converted to
formycin A-triphosphate in islets, increased K+-induced insulin secretion in0
and 3 mmol/l glucose. In conclusion, long-chain acyl CoAs, PLA2 and PI-3
kinase do not seem to be implicated in the K+-ATP channel-independent
action of glucose. Further support is provided for a role of adenine
nucleotides.
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PRESENCE OF THE CALCIUM-SENSING RECEPTOR IN ISLET B-eELLS.
J. Rasschaert, Y. Deng and W.J. Malaisse. Laboratory of Experirnenta
Medicine, Brussels Free University, Brussels, Belgium.
In 1993, an extracellular calcium-sensing receptor (CaSR) was cloned from
bovine parathyroid tissue. The presence ofthe receptor was further documented
in several tissues involved or not in the control of calcium homeostasis such as
kidney and thyroidal C~lls or brain, antral gastrin cells and lens epithelial
cells. In parathyroid, activation of the CaSR by increasing extracellular
calcium concentration leads to inhibition of parathyroid hormone secretion
through a phospholipase C-dependent increase in intracellular calcium. In
pancreatic islets, it is well established that a rise in intracellular calcium plays
a key role in initiating the process of insulin secretion. In the present study,
therefore, we examined whether the calcium-sensing receptor is expressed in
pancreatic islet cells. A specific fragment of the CaSR gene was amplified by
PCR in islets from normal and GK rats, purified Bscells and two Bcell lines.
The PCR products were subcloned and sequenced. A specific cDNA probe was
labelled by the digoxigenin method and used to determine the expression of the
CaSR by Northern hybridization. Our results showed that, after PCR
amplification, a specific fragment of the CaSR was obtained in kidney (used as
positive control), pancreatic islets, purified Bcells, RINrn5F and BRIN-BDlI
cells. The sequence of the CaSR fragment obtained from purified Bcells was
comparable to that reported for the rat kidney CaSR. We also identified
specific transcripts of the CaSR gene by Northern blot of total RNA from
kidney, islets and RINrn5F cells. Our results clearly demonstrate that
pancreatic Bcells are a site of calcium-sensing receptor gene expression.
Further studies are now in progress to examine whether calcium, in addition to
serving its role as a key intracellular second messenger for insulin secretion,
could also act as an extracellular first messenger through its G protein-eoupled
cell surface receptor.
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METABOLIC AND K+-ATP CHANNEL-INDEPENDENT SECRETORY
ACTIONS OF GLUCOSE AND Z-IfETO ACIDS IN CLONAL !3-CELLS

N.H. McClenaghan and P.R. Flatt. School of Biomedical Sciences,
University of Ulster, Coleraine, BT52 ISA, N. Ireland, ux

Effects of glucose and the 2-keto acids, 2-ketoisocaproate (KIC), 2-ketoiso
3-methylvalerate (KMV) and 3-phenylpyruvate (PP) were examined in the
clonal glucose-responsive BRIN-BDll cell line. In acute 20 min incubations
(n=6), 10 mmo1/1 of KIC, KMV and PP initiated 1.5-1.7-fold insulin
secretory responses (p<O.OI)at non-stimulatory (1.1 mmo1/l) glucose (2.26 ±
0.02 ng/106 cells/20 min, mean ± SEM). Increasing the glucose concentration
to 16.7 mmol/I evoked a 1.7-fold insulin-secretory response (3.74 ± 0.33
ng/l06 cells/20 min, p<O.OOI) and potentiated (1.7-2.2-fold) the effects of 10
mmol/I of each 2-keto acid tested (p<O.OOI). The responses to glucose, KIC,
KMV or PP were significantly reduced by 5 mmol/I of sodium azide (38-61%;
p<0.OOI),5 mmol/I sodium cyanide (45-72%, p<O.OOI), 10 mmol/I 2-cyano-3
hydroxycinnamate (40-63%, p<O.OOI), 10 mmol/I 2-cyano-4 hydroxy
cinnamate (52-67%, p<O.OOI) or 15 mmol/I mannoheptulose (53-67%,
p<O.OOI), emphasizing the critical role of mitochondrial metabolism in
their actions. Under depolarizing conditions (25 mmol/I KCl; 14.38 ± 0.78
ng/106 cells/20 min), 16.7 mmol/I glucose induced a 1.2-fold increase
(p<0.05) in insulin release. Addition of 10 mmol/I of KIC, KMV or PP
induced a further 1.2-fold increase in insulin output (p<0.05) over that
observed in the absence of 2-keto acid (16.70 ± 0.51 ng/l0 6 cells/20 min).
Voltage-dependent Ca 2+-channel blockade with 20 umol/I verapamil, or
removal of extracellular Ca 2+ abolished both glucose- and 2-keto acid
induced insulin release, clearly establishing the central role of intracellular
Ca2+ in these secretory effects. Collectively, these results indicate that
KIC, KMV and PP, like glucose, can initiate insulin secretion at least
partially independently of K+-ATP channel activity, both through their
mitochondrial metabolism and regulation of Ca2+ influx.
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DIFFERENTIAL PATIERN OF GLUCOSE-INDUCED ELEClRlCAL ACTIVITY

ANDINTRACELULAR CALCIUMRISESIN RATANDMOUSEISLETS
C.M. Antunes', AP. Salgado', L.M. RoSllrio1

•
2 and R.M. Santos':". 1 Centre for

Neuroscience of Coimbra; 2 Dept. of Biochemistry, Fac. of Sciences and
Technology,University of Coimbra,Portugal.
Isolated rat islets have been extensively used as an important source of biological
material for biochemical and insulin secretion studies. However. in contrast to
mouse, microdissected rat islets have not been found amenable to the intracellular
recording of electrical activity, a key event in insulin response coupling. We have
now undertaken a comparative study of glucose-inducedelectrical activity (recorded
via high-resistance microelectrodes) and rises in cytosolic free calcium
concentration ([Ca2

"] " recorded via fura-2 microfluorometry) using single
collagenase-isolated islets from normal Wistar rats and albino mice. Average
resting membrane potential in 2 ruM glucose was -50 and -60 mV in rat and mouse
~-cells, respectively. Challenging rat islets with llruM glucose evoked rapid (~ I
min.) depolarizations to a plateau at ~ -30 mV which were accompanied by the
firing of low amplitude (~ 4 mV) action potentials. In contrast. mouse ~-cells

displayed a typical bursting pattern of electrical activity consisting of alternating
hyperpolarized (silent) and depolarized phases at ~ -40 mV with superimposed
action potentials (amplitude ~ 10 mV). A step-wise rise in glucose concentration
from 2 to 22 ruM induced a dose-dependent depolarization of the rat ~-eell

membrane (EC" = 6.1 mM) and a dose-dependent increase in fractional active
phase duration in mouse ~-cells (EC" = 1l.0 mM), with no detectable changes in
burst plateau potential. Consistent with the electrophysiological recordings. raising
glucose concentration from 2 to II ruM evoked pronounced [Ca'''], rises in rat
islets. Fast [Ca'''], transients were occasionally observed throughout the ascending
phase of these responses. Moreover, in contrast to mouse islets. a step-wise rise in
glucose concentration from 2 to 22 ruM evokeda dose-dependent increase in [Ca2

"] ,

(EC" = 7.5 mM) with no detectable oscillations at the steady state. This study
provides evidence for important inter-species differences in the pattern of glucose
induced electrical activityand [Ca2+], responses.
This work was supportedby FCT.
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GLIBENCLAMIDE IMPAIRMENT OF ~ CELL FUNCTION INVOLVES
ALTERATIONS OF CYTOPLASMIC CA2+REGULATION.

M. Anello, P. Gilon and J.e. Henquin. Unite d'Endocrinologie et
Metabolisme, University of Louvain, Brussels, Belgium.

Chronic treatment with glibenclamide alters the ~ cell response to various
insulin secretagogues. The possible mechanisms have been studied with
islets cultured for ISh in the presence of 10 mmo1/! glucose, with (test) or
without (control) a therapeutical concentration of glibenclamide (10 nmol/l),
Acute responses of the islets were then determined in the absence of
glibenclamide. Insulin release from test islets was unaffected by
sulphonylureas or diazoxide because the drugs failed to increase and
decrease [Ca2+]i that was already elevated in the absence of any stimulus.
The responsiveness to glucose was preserved but modified in several
respects. As compared with controls, insulin release by test islets was
increased in the absence of glucose, and mainly stimulated between 0-10
instead of 7-20 mmol/l glucose. The maximum response was halved, but
this difference disappeared after correction for the decrease in insulin
content. The first phase of glucose-induced insulin secretion was abrogated
because of a paradoxical decrease of the high basal [Ca2+h in ~ cells. The
second phase was preserved but occurred with little rise of [Ca2+h. These
abnormalities did not result from alterations of glucose metabolism
(NADPH fluorescence). In islets cultured with tolbutamide, glucose-induced
[Ca2+]i and insulin changes were normal, except for a lower maximal
secretion rate due to the fall in insulin content. These islets, however,
behaved like those cultured with glibenclamide if tolbutamide remained
present during the acute functional tests. In conclusion, treatment with a low
glibenclamide concentration perturbs ~ cell function by permanently
blocking K+-ATP channels and raising [Ca2+h. Glucose' stimulation of
insulin secretion occurs at lower concentrations, is delayed and is largely
mediated by a modulation of Ca2+action on exocytosis.
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ENGINEERED PEPTIDES FROM THE H3 DOMAlN OF SYNTAXIN iNHIBIT
INSULIN RELEASE IN !NTACT MOUSE PANCREATIC Jl CELLS

F. Martin', E. Salinas, 1. Vazquez", B. Soria: and 1. A. Reig" Departments of
'Sciences and Technology, 'Neurochemistry, Physiology and Institute of
Bioengineering. University of Miguel Hernandez, Campus de San Juan, 03550
Alicante; "Center of Molecular Biology, School of Sciences, University Autonoma of
Madrid, Cantoblanco, 28049 Madrid, Spain.

Recent studies show that syntaxin-I is implicated in the calcium-dependent secretory
pathway in pancreatic endocrine Jl-cells. Moreover, the functional role of two 23~

segments (Syn A and SynB) of the H3 domain of syntaxin-I have been demonstrated
In the present study, we have stablished in intact Jl-cells a minimal functional active
zone of 17 residues of the H3 domain of syntaxin-I, as the very effective uncoupling
element of Syn A segment. 13~ peptides (Syn-I to Syn-c) from peptides Syn A, Syn I
and one additional peptide, with the same amino acid composition than Syn I but in
random sequence to be used as controls (Syn U were synthesized by t-boc
chemistries using an authomated solid-phase peptide synthesizer Peptides were
purified by RP-HPLC. The second portion of 13" peptides Syn I and Syn " were
subjected to myristoylation. After deprotection of the amino tertninus of the peptides,
myristic acid was activated "in situ" with BOP. Functional experiments were carried
out in digitonin-permeabilized and intact cells incubated for 10 and 30 min
respectively, in the presence of the different synthetic peptides. Insulin was
detertnined by RIA. Basal or stimulated secretion were measured in media containing
5 mmol/l EGTA, 10 ummol/l Ca'" or 22 mmol/l glucose. 200 urnol/l of peptides Syn
2, Syn-3 and Syn-4 inhibited Ca'+-dependent insulin release (p< 00001, n= 6) in
permeabilized cells. No additive effects were observed when Syn-2 to Syn-4 were
incubated together (n= 4). myr-Syn I provoked a dose-dependent inhibition of 22
mrnol/l glucose-induced insulin release (IC" - 23 mmol/l) in intact cells (n= 4). rnyr
Syn I, had not inhibitory effect at 300 ummol/l (n= 4) These data demonstrated for
the first time, that nutrient-induced secretory process can be uncoupled in intact Jl
cells by using specific peptides and support previous studies concerning the direct role
of specific regions of syntaxin-I in the insulin exocytotic process
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AMINO ACID TRANSFORMATION OF OSCILLATORY Ca2+ SIGNALS IN
MOUSE PANCREATIC B·CELLS AND INTACT ISLETS

M, Ahmed1, L. AIi1, E, Grapengiesser2 and B. Hellman2. lBIRDEM, Dhaka,
Bangladesh and 2Department of Medical Cell Biology, University of Uppsala,
Uppsala, Sweden

Glucose-induced increase of cytoplasmic Ca2+ in pancreatic B-cells is usually
manifested as slow oscillations from the basal level. The significance of this
rhythmicity for maintaining normal B-cell function with periodic variations of
circulating insuiin made it of interest toinvestigate how the oscillatory Ca2+ signal
was affected by various amino acids. Cytoplasmic Ca2+ was measured in
individual B-cells and islets from oblob mice using dual wavelength
microfluorometry and the indicator fura-2. The individual B-cells were very
sensitive to aianine, glycine and arginine. When added atconcentrations aslow
as0.1 mM and 0,5 mM, each of these amino acids transformed the oscillations
into sustained elevation ofcytoplasmic Ca2+ in30 and 60%respectively ofthe B
cells, Stimulation of the entry of Ca2+, obtained either byraising the extracellular
concentration or by prolonging the open state of the voitage-dependent Ca2

+

channels with BAY K 8644, resulted in reappearance of the rhythmic activity,
Oscillatory Ca2+ signals in intact islets were more resistant to transformation by
amino acids than those of individual B-cells. Even at10 mM ofglycine, alanine or
arginine sustained eievation was observed in only about 55% of the islets. It is
suggested that signals from the adjacent cells make it possible for B-cells
situated in islets to overcome a suppression of the oscillatory activity otherwise
seen inthe presence ofamino acids,
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COUPLING OF THE a.-LATROTOXIN RECEPTOR LATROPHILIN

TO INSULIN EXOCYTOSIS IN CLONAL ~-CELLS

J. Lanl!,.C. B. Wollheim1
, M. Pescatori',

R. A. Fisher', A. Grasso' and Y. Ushkaryov5

'Div. de Biochimie Clinique, Dep. de Medecine Interne, CMU, Geneve,
Switzerland; 2 Universita di Roma, Roma, Italy, 3 Dep. of Pharmacology,
University of Iowa, Iowa City, USA, 4 Istituto di Biologia Cellulare, CNR,
Roma, Italy; and 5 Dep. of Biochemistry, Imperial College, London, UK

The black-widow spider venom component o-latrotoxin (a.-LTX) induces
massive exocytosis in neurons and evokes exocytotic insulin release in primary
~-cells as well as in the clonal cell lines MIN6 and INS-I, but not in HIT-TIS
or RJNm5F cells. The effect of a.-LTX in insulin secreting cells is mediated by
latrophilin (LPH), a class II G-protein coupled receptor.

We have investigated the coupling of latrophilin to exocytosis in HIT-TIS
cells. Transient transfection of full-length cDNA coding for LPH induced dose
dependent insulin release with an ECso of 0.5 nM for its agonist a.-LTX LPH
was targeted to discrete areas of the plasma membrane as evidenced by
confocal immunocytochemistry. The agonist dependent insulin release is of
vesicular origin as it was blocked by co-expression of the light chains of the
botulinum neurotoxins ClorE known to cleave syntaxin and SNAP-25,
respectively. Coupling of LPH to insulin release was specifically reproduced in
streptolysin-O permcabilized cells by a receptor-mimetic peptide
corresponding to an intracellular loop of LPH. Therefore it involves most likely
heterotrimeric G-proteins. However, the effect of ee-LTX was insensitive to
pertussis toxin. Moreover, the effect of a.-LTX on insulin release was not
altered by concomitant overexpression of the Regulators of g-protein
Signalling RGS3 and RGS3-t, which impeded stimulation of hormone
secretion by carbachol and PACAP.

We conclude that latrophilin is capable of mediating the effects of a.-LTX
on insulin exocytosis and induces vesicular release of insulin by coupling to a
heterotrimenc G-protein distinct from G,", G«, or Ga.q.
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CYSTEINE-STRING PROTEINS REGULATE INSULIN EXOCYTOSIS:

DEFINITION OF FUNCTIONAL DOMAINS
H. Zhang, W. L. Kelly', L. H. Chamberlain",
R. Bourgoyne",C.B. Wollheimand 1. Lang

Div. ofClinical Biochemistry and • Dep. 0/Medical Biochemistry, CMU, U 0/
Geneva, Switzerland; & Physiological Laboratory, U ofLiverpool, UK.
Cysteine-string proteins (Csps) are synaptic vesicle proteins which have

been implicated in neurotransmitter release in Drosophila and may interact
with presynaptic Ca2

+-channels. All Csps studied to date contain at least four
domains: an NsterminalJ-domainwhich shares homology with the DnaJ family
of proteins and which directs interactions with the Hsc70 chaperone, an
adjacent highly conservedlinker region, the defining cysteinericli domain, and
a variableC-tenninus.

In endocrine insulin-secretingpancreatic ~-cells we found Csps on secretory
granules and synaptic-like microvesicles. Vesicle membrane attachinent was
independent of the palmitoylation of the cysteine-rich "string" region but
required the first 82 amino acids, which comprise the J-domain. Csps are
necessary for insulin exocytosis as transient reduction of the amount of
endogenous Csps by antisense eDNA inhibited Ca2+-induced insulin release.
Mutational analysis revealedmarked differencesbetweenthe action of Csps in
insulin exocytosis and the ability of purified Csps to stimulate Hsc70 ATPase.
Point mutations within the highly conserved HPD motif of the J-domain
abolishedactivationof Hsc70,also underscoringthe general role of this motif in
mammalian J-domain contaiuing proteins. However, these same mutations
altered regulation of exocytosis only after additional truncation of ·the C
terminus as found in the Csp splice variant Csp2. Furthermore, the strikingly
conservedlinker region adjacent to the J-domain was found to be an important
domain for Csp function in exocytosis, but not for the activation of Hsc70
ATPase. Since the effects of Csps on exocytosis were still 'observed in
streptolysin-O permeabilisedcells, Csps also regulate secretion independent of
the modulationof ion fluxes.

These observations establish the requirement for Csps in exocytosis and
define functionaldomains necessaryfor this process.
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Ca'+~NDUCED LOSS OF Ca2+ICALMODULIN-DEPENDENT PROTEIN
KINASE II ACTNITY IN PERMEABILIZED RAT ISLETS OF LANGERHANS
T.E. Harris, S.J. Persaud and P.M. Jones. Cellular and Molecular
Endocrinology, King'sCollege London,Campden Hill Road, London, U.K.
An elevation in cytosolic Ca2+ is a pivotal step in the stimulation of insulin
secretion from pancreatic ~-cells, an event thought to be mediated via the
activation of the Ca2+/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II (CaMKII). We
have shown previously that Ca2+-induced insulin secretion from electrically
permeabilized islets is transient and that Ca2+-induced phosphorylation of
endogenous islet proteins is greatly reduced when permeabilized islets are
exposed to 1O~M Ca2+ for up to 30min. We have now used Ca2+-treated
permeabilized islets to investigate whether [i] immunoreactive CaMKII
protein is decreased and [ii) whether Ca2+/calmodulin-induced CaMKII
enzyme activity is reduced. Electrically permeabilized rat islets were
incubated in zero (O~M) or high (10~M) Ca2

, buffer for up to 30min and
extracts were prepared for immunoblolling and enzyme assays. CaMKII
immunoreactivitywas detected as a protein of 58kDa in extracts of normal
rat islets. Electrical permeabilisation of rat islets did not reduce CaMKII
immunoreactivity. Incubation of permeabilized islets in 10~ Ca2+ for up to
30min did not cause any reduction in this 58 kDa protein compared to zero
Ca2

' controls as determined by densitometric scannin~ (5min. 85% control;
15min. 106%; 30min, 113%). However, when Ca +/calmodulin-induced
CaMKII enzyme activitywas measured in similar extracts, a large reduction
was observed in extracts of islets incubated in high Ca2

' buffer (tmin,
93.6±4.6 fmol/isleVmin; 5min. 81.4±2; 15min, 31.8±15.5; 30min, 28.7±1.5;
p<O.OOl by ANOVA. mean±SEM. n=4). In contrast. there was no decrease
in activity in extracts of permeabilized islets incubated in zero Ca2

' buffer
for the same periods of time (tmin, 118.6±12.4fmoliisleVmin; 30min.
115.5±10.8; p>O.8 by ANOVA. mean±SEM. n=4). These results suggest that
the desensitiZliltion of Ca2+-induced insulin secretion from permeabilized
islets reflects a loss of CaMK II activity rather than CaMKII protein.
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GRANULE MOVEMENT AND EXOCYTOSIS IN ~HC9 CELLS
Sarnira Daniel, Mitsuhiko Noda and Geoffrey W.G. Sharp. Dept.
of Pharmacology, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853-6401

Exocytosis in the pancreatic l3-Cell involves a coordinated sequence
of granule movement to the plasma membrane, i.e., translocation,
docking, priming and fusion, that are highly conserved from yeast
to higher mammals. The SNAREs synaptotagmin, syntaxin,
SNAP-25 and synaptobrevin arepresent in the particulate fraction of
the ~HC9 cell-line as expected from their location in granules and the
plasma membrane. We have identified the SNARE complex
associated with docked granules by co-immunoprecipitation of the
granule SNARE synaptobrevin by an antibody against the plasma
membrane protein syntaxin. We find that stimulation of insulin
release by glucose, KCIor mastoparan results in the disassembly of
the complex due to exocytosis. The a,-adrenergic agonist,
norepinephrine, which inhibits exocytosis, prevents this
disassembly of the core complex. Yohimbine, a competitive
inhibitor of norepinephrine, can, in turn, block the inhibitory effect
of norepinephrine on exocytosis. Importantly, in association with
perifusion studies, we can determine the size of the readily
releasable pool of granules and the rate at which granules from the
reserve pool are mobilised to the plasma membrane under different
physiological conditions. Thus, the first phase of glucose
stimulated insulin secretion (-5-10 min) is associated with the
discharge of the docked pool. During the second phase (10-60
min), the pool of docked granules is restored so that the rate of
translocation of granules from the reserve pool to the docked pool
exceeds the rate of granule release. Therefore, glucose stimulates
both the discharge and re-filling of the docked granule population in
the ~HC9 cell.
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DIFFERENTIAL LOCALISATION AND PHOSPHORYLATION
OF MYOSIN IIA AND IIB IN Ca2+·DEPENDENT INSULIN
SECRETION.
J.R.Wilson*. Rvl.Ludowjke and T.J.Biden. Garvan
Institute ofMedical Research, Sydney, AUSTRAliA
Activation of protein lcinases by nutrient stimuli plays an important role in
Ca2+-dependentinsulinsecretion.Substratesfor these kinasesand their roles in
the latterstagesof insulinsecretionare poorlydefined.We have recentlyshown
thatea2+-dependentinsulinsecretionfromboth rat pancreatic islets and clonal
RINm5FceUsis associatedwith increasedphosphorylation of myosinII heavy
chain (MHC) on serine (ser) and threonine (thr) residues (2 fold and 6 fold
respectively). The aim of the current study was to further define the role of
MIlC by examiningthe subcellularlocalisation and differentialphosphorylation
of the myosinIIA and lIB isozymesduringea2+-dependentinsulinsecretion.In
fmetionation experimentsRINm5Fcelllysates wereseparatedinto tritonsoluble
(cytosolicand membrane) and tritoninsoluble(cytoskeletalassociated)fractions
and proteins were separated by 7.5% SDS-PAGE. Myosin and thr/ser
phosphorylation were detected by immunoblottirig. Using isoform specific
antibodies we found that myosin IIA and lIB displayed subtle differences in
subcellular localisation.Myosin IIA appears to be predominantly in the triton
soluble fraction (900 vs 10±2%) whereas myosin lIB is more evenly
distributed between the triton solubleand triton insoluble fractions (64±4.6 vs
36±4.6%). This correlated well with the findings that myosin IIA appears to
undergoa greaterincreasein thr phosphorylation than myosin lIB in response to
agents increasingthe cytosolicfreeCa2+concentrationand that the majorityof
phosphorylated myosin is found in the triton soluble fraction. Preliminary
confocalmicroscopyprovidesfurtberevidenceindicatingdifferencesin isoform
subcellularlocalisationsand also suggeststhat these locationsmay change upon
stimulationof the cell The resultssuggestthat MIlC IIA and liB exertdifferent
cellular functions,and that there is a myosinsubpool (probablyMHC IIA) that
is regulated by thr phosphorylation. As myosinhas been shown to be involved
in a numberof cellular functionsincludingexocytoticprocesses, these findings
mi~ht suggest an important and specific role of myosin in the mediation of
ea+-dependent insulinsecretion.
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MULTIPLE PLASMA MEMBRANE Ca

2+-ATPase
ISOFORMS

EXPRESSED IN RAT PANCREATIC ~ CELLS.

A. Kamagate, F. Van Eylen and A. Herchuelz. Laboratory of

Pharmacology, Brussels University School of Medicine, Brussels,

Belgium.
The plasma membrane Ca'+-ATPase (PMCA) is thought to be important for
Ca'+ homeostasis in the pancreatic ~-cell. Up to now, the isofonns present in
the ~-cell have been studied at only I of the 3 alternative splicing sites (site C).
Alternative splicing options of transcripts of the four currently known rat
PMCA (rPMCA) genes were analyzed at sites A, B, and C in insulin producing
cells by RT-PCR using primers flanking the alternative splicing sites A and B
+ C. Data obtained indicate that ~-cells, RINm5F, and islets of Langerhans
express at site A PMCA Ix, 2y, 2w, 3z, 4x whereas islets of Langerhans
contained PMCA4z in addition. Two B-site splicing products were observed
for rPMCAI in islets of Langerhans, generating 2 transcripts Ih and Ik, the
latter lacking the exon coding for the 10th transmembrane domain. For both
sites Band C, we identified PMCA lhb, Ifb, 2hb, 3ha, 3hc, 4hb in ~-cells,

RlNm5F and islets of Langerhans, in addition to PMCA4ha expressed by the
latter. We suggest the existence of rPMCAlxhb, rPMCA2yhb, rPMCA2whb,
rPMCA3zha, rPMCA3zhc and rPMCA4xhb in rat pancreatic ~-cells, RINm5F
cells and islets, plus 2 additional isofonns (rPMCAlxkb, rPMCA4zha) in islets
of Langerhans. Our data show that there are 2 different sites of alternative
splicing operating in all four PMCA genes: sites Band C for rPMCA 1, and
sites A and C for rPMCA2, rPMCA3 and rPMCA4. Hence, Ca'+-ATPase
isofonns expressed in rat pancreatic ~-cells have multiple splice sites,
corresponding to protein domains having regulatory role: regulation by acidic
phospholipids at site A, regulation by calmodulin and protein kinases at site C
and no B spliced out isofonn that may be inactive. This provides a full range of
Ca'+-ATPases for cytosolic free Ca'+ regulation in the ~-cell.
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BOTH a-D·GLUCOSE AND ~·L·GLUCOSE PENTAACETATES POTENTIATES
ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY AND CYTOSOLIC Ca2'IN MOUSE PANCREATIC ISLETS

A.B. Ropero, R. Pomares, J.V. Sanchez-Andres, A. Nadal, B. Soria and W.J.
Malaisse".
Department of Physiology, Institute of Bioengineering, School of Medicine,
Miguel Hernandez University. Aptdo. 18, E-03550 San Juan de Alicante,
Spain.• Laboratory of Experimental Medicine, Brussels Free University. 808
Route de Lennik, B-1070 Brussels, Belgium.

Electrical activity of ~-eells and cytosolic Ca'+ concentration
([Ca'''],) were monitored in mouse pancreatic islets exposed to the
pentaacetate esters of a-D-glucose, ~-D-galactose and ~-L-glucose, all
tested at 1.7 mM concentration. The electrical activity of ~-cel1s was
recorded from microdissected islets of Langerhans, and [Ca'+), was
monitored using Indo- I fluorescence from islets of Langerhans, both
obtained from albino mice. In the presence of 5 mM D-glucose, o;-D-glucose
pentaacetate induced electrical activity (n=6) and increased rCa',,]; (n=4)
whilst ~-D-galactose pentaacetate failed to do so (n=4 and 6). The electrical
and cationic response to the D-glucose ester occurred with a delay between 5
and 10 min., the ester-induced increase in rCa',,]; being suppressed in the
absence of extracellular Ca'+ (n=2). As a rule, ~-L glucose pentaacetate also
failed to evoke biophysical responses in the islets exposed to 5 mM D
glucose. However, in the presence of 10 mM L-leucine the L-glucose ester
induced electrical activity (n=3). In the presence of the amino-acid, a-D
glucose pentaacetate produced an increase in the electrical activity in 5 of 6
cells tested. In these conditions, when t\-D-galactose pentaacetate was tested,
not only did not potentiate L·!eucine-elicited electrical activity but it
abolished L-Ieucine effect. These findings, which parallel the insulinotropic
action of selected hexose pentaacetates suggest a dual mode of action linked
to both the metabolism of their carbohydrate moiety and a direct effect of the
ester itself upon a yet unidentified receptor system.
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ACETYLCHOLINE STIMULATES EXOCYTOSIS BY ACCELERATION

OF GRANULA MOBILISATION IN MOUSE PANCREATIC B-eELLS

1. Gromada, M. Hey, E. Renstrom', K. Bokvist, L. Eliassen', S. Gobel', P.

Rorsman' Novo Nordisk, Copenhagen, Denmark and 'Lund University,

Sweden.

Capacitance measurements of exocytosis were used in combination with digital

Ca'+ imagingto investigate how acetylcholine (ACh) stimulates Ca'+-induced

insulin secretion in single mouse pancreatic Bscells. ACh increased exocytotic

responses elicited by voltage-clamp depolarisations 2.3-fold. This effect was

mediated by activation of muscarinic receptors and dependent on elevation of the

cytoplasmic Ca2'-eoncentration ([Ca'];), by mobilisation of Ca'+ from

thapsigargin-sensitivc intracellular stores, localised to the secretory pole of the B

cell. Interplay between intracellular Ca'+-stores and exocytosis is facilitated by the

organisation of the Bcell and electron microscopy revealed that endoplasmic

reticulum and the secretory granules frequently juxtapose. The ACh-induced

elevation of [Ca'l; accelerated the refilling of the readily releasable pool of

granules and its size increased 4-fold in the presence of the neurotransmitter. ACh

also interfered with buffering of rCa']; following depolarisation-induced Ca 2
. _

entry and the duration of the associated transients increased 5-fold Thus, Ca'+

following a burst of action potentials waspresent at concentrations sufficient to

stimulate pool refilling (K, = 0.2 JJM) for much longer periods in the presence

than in the absence of the neurotransmitter. The stimulation of granule

mobilisation reflected activation of CaM-kinase II and myosin light chain kinase

suggesting that Ca'+ and ACh control the exocytotic capacity of the Bcell by

regulating the interactions between the cytoskeleton and the secretory granules.
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ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY AND CYTOPLASMIC CA2 +

OSCILLATIONS IN GLUCOSE-STIMULATED ~·CELLS

S. Dryselius, E. Grapengiesser, B. Hellman and E. Gylfe.
Department ofMedical Cell Biology, Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden.

The role of voltage-dependent Ca2+ entry for glucose generation
of slow oscillations of the cytoplasmic Ca2+ concentration
([Ca 2+1;) was evaluated in individual mouse pancreatic ~-cells.

Like depolarization with K+, a rise of the glucose concentration
resulted in an enhanced influx of Mn2+ , which was inhibited by
nifedipine. This antagonist of L-type Ca2+ channels also blocked
the slow oscillations of [Ca2+1i induced by glucose. Parallel
measurements of [Ca2+] ; and electrical activity revealed that
the slow oscillations occur in perfect synchrony with bursts of
action potentials, the elevation of [Ca2+] ; being proportional to
the frequency of the action potentials. A similar relationship
was obtained when Ca2+ was replaced with 5r2+, which was
removed from the cytoplasm at only 40 % of the rate found
for Ca2+. In some experiments the slow [Ca2+] ; oscillations were
superimposed with pronounced spikes temporarily arresting the
action potentials. It is concluded that the glucose-induced slow
oscillations of [Ca2+1i are caused by periodic depolarization
with an influx of Ca2+ through L-type channels. Ca2+ spiking, due
to intracellular mobilization, may be important for chopping the
slow oscillations of [Ca2+]; into shorter ones characterizing
~-cells situated in pancreatic islets.
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THE INFLUENCE OF CELL NUMBER ON CA2+ OSCILIATIONS IN
CLUSTERS OF ~ CELLS

F.e. Jonkers, P. 0110n and J.e. Henquin. Unite d'Endocrtnologte et
Metabolrsme, University of Louvaln, Brussels, Belgium.

During continuous stJrnulation with glucose, Intact Islets display
regular oscillations of cytosolic ICa2+II' whereas the oscillations are
Inconsistent and variable In single ~ cells. Here, we tested the
hypothesis that a rnlnlrnum number of ~ cells must be coupled for
appearance of regular oscillations. Normal mouse islets were
dispersed Into single cells and clusters of different sizes, and
cultured for 1-4 days. [Ca2+li was then measured by the fura-2
technique during continuous stJrnulation with 15 mmol/I glucose.
One third of single cells were unresponsive. In responsive cells,
[Ca2+h oscUlations had a mean frequency of 0.16/rnln, and were
variable In amplitude and duration. 90% of cell doublets showed
oscillations of greater regularity but still low frequency (0.20/rnln).
In small (3-5 cells) or large (up to 50 cells) clusters, alI cells showed
[Ca2+h responses, usually charactertzed by regular osctllattons,
However, the frequency plateaued at -0.25/rnln. Mean [<:;a2+11 did
not Increase with the cluster size. Extending the culture from 1 to 4
days did not affect the characteristics of the response In single cells,
but caused appearance of sustained rises In [Ca2+h In 20% of the
clusters. In cell doublets, both regular and Irregular osctllations of
[Ca2+h were synchronous In the two cells. In larger clusters, both
adjacent and non-adjacent cells displayed synchronous [Ca2+h
changes. In no cluster could an Irregular or sustained elevation of
[Ca2+h be ascribed to asynchronous responses In dlfferent cells. In
conclusion, the heterogeneity of glucose-Induced ICa2+h changes In
single ~ cells disappears when the cells form small clusters.
However, an Increase In cluster size hardly affects the frequency of
the oscillations, which Is similar to that of the slow oscillations
present In Intact islets.
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PARTIAL INHIBITION OF THE Na/K PUMP UNMASKS Na+
OSCILLATIONS IN GLUCOSE-STIMULATEDPANCREATIC!3-CELLS
E. Grapengiesser. Department of Medical Cell Biology, Uppsala
University, Sweden.

The importance of the Na/K pump for the cytoplasmic con
centration of Na" ([Na+],) in glucose-stimulated mouse ~-cells was
analyzed using dual-wavelength microfluorometry and the indicator
SBFI. Under conditions known to induce large-amplitude oscilla
tions of cytoplasmic Ca2+ (11 mmol/I glucose) [Na" ], usually

remained low and stable at 10-14 mmol/1. Partial suppression of
the Na/K pump with 50 umol/I ouabain resulted in oscillations of
[Na"], in 65% of the cells (frequency 0.13 ± 0.01 min -I; amplitudes

4.4 ±0.3 mmo1/1 ). The oscillations were unaffected by the presence
of tetrodotoxin but disappeared when the medium was depleted of

Ca2+ or supplemented with methoxyverapamil. The analysis of the
ouabain effect was facilitated by replacing extracellular Ca2+ with 5
mmo1/1 Sr2+. In the Sr2+-containing medium oscillations of [Na '],

were seen in > 70 % of the ~-cells exposed to 11 mmol/l glucose.
Ouabain (50 umol /I) modified these oscillations by increasing their

amplitudes almost threefold and reducing the frequency from once
every 3 min to once every 10 min. A relationship between oscilla
tions of cytoplasmic Sr2+ and Na" was apparent both from obser

vations of similar frequencies and for the modifications obtained
with ouabain. It is concluded that the glucose-induced oscillations

of cytoplasmic Ca2+ result in a rhythmic entry of Na + usually
balanced by the Na/K pump.
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PROTEIN KINASE A AS DETERMINANT FOR SLOW AND FAST
Ca2+ OSCILLATIONS IN fl-CELLS AND PANCREATIC ISLETS

E. Gylfe and Y.]. Liu. Dept. of MedicalCell Biology, UppsalaUniversity,
Sweden

Pancreatic ~-cell and islets of Langerhans commonly respond to 11 mM
glucose with slow oscillations (0.3-0.9 min-I) of the cytoplasmic Ca2+

concentration ([Ca2+li). In islets a regular fast pattern (2-7 min -I) is
often superimposed on the slow oscillations. Agents increasing cAMP
promote the fast islet pattern and also induce less regular fast [Ca2+]i

oscillations and pronounced [Ca2+L spiking in the individual ~-cells.

We have now tested the effect of the protein kinase A inhibitor Rj
cAMPs on oscillatory Ca 2+ signalling. Rp-cAMPs was found to inhibit
the fast oscillations in islets transforming the mixed oscillatory pattern
into a slow one. However, at high concentrations Rp-cAMPs also
suppressed the slow oscillations. Since such an effect may be due loss
of cell coordination after inhibition of gap-junctional coupling we tested

the effects of Rp-cAMPs on individual ~-cells. It was found that the

individual ~-cells sometimes reacted to high concentrations of
Rp-eAMPs with attenuation of the slow oscillations. The data indicate
that the disappearance of the fast oscillatory signalling in islets is due to
inhibition of intracellular Ca 2+ release after desensitization of inositol
1,4,5-trisphosphate receptors. Further studies will have to clarify if the
attenuation of the slow oscillations in individual cells represents an
effect on the voltage-dependent Ca2+ channels per se or on determinants
of the membrane potential.

563
ROLE OF VOLTAGE-DEPENDENT Na+ CHANNELS FOR RHYTHMIC
Ca2+ SIGNALLING IN GLUCOSE-STIMULATED PANCREATIC P-CELLS.

M. Eberhardson, E. Grapengiesser. Dept. of Medical Cell Biology,
Uppsala University, Sweden

The role of voltage-dependent Na" channels for glucose induction of
rhythmic Ca2+ signalling was studied in mouse pancreatic ~-cells using
dual wavelength fluorometry and the indicator fura-2. A rise of glucose
from 3 to 11 mmo1/l induced slow oscillations (0.2-0.5 min-I) of the
cytoplasmic Ca2+ concentration ([Ca2+],), which persisted when adding
the Na +channel blocker tetrodotoxin. However, in the presence of the
Na ' channel agonist veratridine (1-10 umol/l), the glucose-induced
oscillations were replaced by repetitive and pronounced transients of
[Ca2+], (1.7-3.5 min-I) arising from the basal level. This effect of
veratridine was reversed by tetrodotoxin. The [Ca2+li transients
obtained in the presence of veratridine were amplified by increasing
extracellular Ca2+ and disappeared in Ca2+-deficient medium or when
blocking the voltage-dependent Ca2+ channels by methoxyverapamil.
The intracellular Ca2+-ATPase inhibitor thapsigargin caused a slight
amplification of the transients. When the ~-ce][s were depolarized with
100 umol/I tolbutamide or 10 mmol/l ketoisocaproate, veratridine
induced transients of [Ca2+li similar to those obtained in glucose
stimulated cells but failed to do so in ~-cells depolarized with 100
umol/I quinine or 30 mmol/I K+. The results indicate that the Ca2+

oscillations normally observed in glucose-stimulated ~-cells occur
without involvement of voltage-dependent Na" channels. However, the
activation of such channels might represent a useful approach in the
development of drugs promoting insulin secretion.
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REGULATION OF PANCREATIC fl CELL GLUCOKINASE
ACTIVITY BY A GLUCOSE-SENSITIVE PROTEIN FACTOR

M. Tiedge, M. Elsner and S. Lenzen, Institute of Clinical Biochemistry,
Hannover Medical School, 0-30623 Hannover, Germany

Regulation of glucose-induced insulin secretion is crucially dependent upon
glucokinase function in pancreatic 13 cells. It was the aim of this study (I) to
determine if the stimulation of glucokinase (GK) in rat pancreatic islets is
regulated by glucose or by 13 cell metabolism and (2) if glucose regulates
intracellular binding and activity of GK in insulin-secreting cells. Islets
were incubated for 24 h with glucose, o-ketcisocaproic acid (KIC) or
mannoheptulose (MH) and thereafter characterised for GK mRNA, protein
and enzyme activity. Glucose (10 mM) as well as KIC (10 mM) induced
GK mRNA but not GK protein expression. In contrast only glucose was
effective to induce GK enzyme activity. MH decreased intrinsic glucokinase
activity below the activity level observed at 2 mM glucose. Thus in fl cells
glucokinase mRNA is regulated by metabolism whereas GK enzyme
activity was exclusively regulated by glucose. Permeabilization experiments
on bioengineered GK overexpressing RINm5F insulinoma cells were
performed to characterise intracellular GK binding and activity states. A
diffusible GK fraction with high specific activity after permeabilization with
digitonin could be distinguished from a matrix-bound fraction after
extraction with Triton X-100. The low GK activity of the matrix-bound
fraction was due to a hitherto unknown protein factor which was inactivated
through proteolytic digestion or heat inactivation. Glucose (10 mM) induced
a significant long-term increase of the diffusible high activity GK fraction
Our results provide evidence that a protein factor regulates the intracellular
activity state of GK in insulin-secreting cells in dependence upon the
nutrient state, which may function as a regulatory protein in the 13 cell.

566
EFFECT OF D-GLUCOSE UPON D-FRUCTOSE METABOLISM IN RAT
PANCREATIC ISLETS
O. Scruel, A. Sener and W.J. Malaise. Laboratory of Experimental Medicine,
Brussels Free University, Brussels, Belgium
It was recently observed that D-glucose confers to glucokinase positive
cooperativity towards D-fructose. This could conceivably result in an
enhancing action of the aldohexose upon the ketohexose phosphorylation in
pancreatic islet B-cells. The major aim of the present study was to investigate
the latter hypothesis. The influence of D-glucose (10 mmol/l) upon the
metabolism of D-fructose (also 10 mmol/l) was examined in rat pancreatic
islets. The aldohexose decreased D-[5-'H]fructose utilization by 14.2 ± 3.7
%. It doubled, however, the oxidation of D-[UYC]glucose, indicating that the
aldohexose stimulates preferentially the oxidative, as distinct from anaerobic,
modality of glycolysis. The glucose-induced increment in D-[U-"C]fructose
oxidation was grossly proportional to the concentration of the aldohexose up
to 10 mmol/l, and progressively declined at higher concentrations of the latter
sugar. D-glucose also augmented the oxidation of D-[2-14C]fructose, D-[3,4
"Clfructose and D-[6-14C]glucose to respectively 131.3 ± 7.8 %,175.3 ± 4.7
% and 132.5 ± 6.9 % of control value, but failed to affect the oxidation of D
[1-14C]fructose which averaged 98.1 ± 4.4 % of its control value. Thus, D
glucose decreased the fractional contribution of the pentose shunt to the
generation of CO, and D-glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate from the ketohexose.
As judged from the paired ratio between 14CO, output and D-[5-3H]glucose

utilization, the aldohexose slightly increased the inflow into the Krebs cycle
of dicarboxylic metabolites derived from endogenous nutrients relative to that
of fructose-derived acetyl-CoA. At the same concentrations of the two sugars,
no significant effect of D-fructose upon D-[5-3Hjglucose utilization or D-[U
14C]glucose oxidation was detected. It is proposed that the glucose-induced
remodeling of D-fructose metabolism may coordinate and optimize the B-cell
secretory response to the two hexoses, e.g, following food intake.
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Secreted insulin stimulates glucokinase gene transcription in pancreatic
B-cells
B. Leibiger, T. Moede, I.B. Leibiger, P.O. Berggren.
The Rolf Luft Center for Diabetes Research, Dept. Molecular Medicine,
Karolinska Institute, S-I71 76Stockholm, Sweden
Control of the pancreatic B-cell transcription unit of the glucokinase gene
(BGK) has been suggested to be regulated by similar mechanisms as the insu
lin gene. Recently we were able to show that insulin, secreted in response to
glucose stimulation, up-regulates the transcription of its own gene via the PI-3
kinase/p70s6 kinase and CaM kinase pathways. The aim of the present study
was to evaluate whether insulin, secreted in response to glucose stimulation,
activates BGKtranscription and if so whether the same signalling pathways as
involved in insulin gene transcriptional control are involved. By employing
nuclear run-off analysis we were able to show that stimulation of insulin
producing RIT-Tl5 cells with 5 mU insulin/ml for 5 min led to an 4-fold in
crease in BGK transcription initiation 30 min following start of stimulation.
On line monitoring of BGK promoter-driven GFP expression showed en
hanced expression following stimulation with either 16.7 mM glucose for 15
min or 5 mU insulin/ml at substimulatory glucose concentrations in trans
fected primary B-cellsor HIT cells. This elevation was abolished when insulin
secretion was prevented with L-type Ca'+ channel blockers and when blocking
insulin signalling with the receptor tyrosine kinase inhibitor HNMPA-(AM)"
and was more pronounced following overexpression of insulin receptors.
Combining insulin stimulation with the protein kinase inhibitor treatment
showed that BGK promoter driven transcription was sensitive to CaM kinase
inhibitors but not to inhibitors of PI-3 kinase or p70s6k, the latter kinases be
ing involved in the control of insulin gene transcription. Therefore, our data
show that BGK transcriptional control does not employ signalling pathways
identical to those of insulin gene transcription.

567
OVER-EXPRESSION OF LACTATE DEHYDROGENASE A INHIBITS
GLUCOSE-INDUCED INSULIN SECRETION IN MIN6l}-CELLS.
C. Zhao and G.A. Rutter. Department of Biochemistry, University
Medical School, Bristol BS8 lTD, U.K.

Islet l}-cells express very low levels of L-lactate dehydrogenase activity.
In order to determine whether this is important for glucose-stimulated
insulin secretion we have prepared MIN6 cell lines stably overexpressing
lactate dehydrogenase A (LDRA) under cytomegalovirus immediate-early
gene promoter control. eDNA encoding LDRA, subcloned into the
mammalian expression vector pCDNA3, was introduced into MIN6l}-cells
(passage #18) by lipopolyamine-mediated tranfection. Stable clones were
selected after 3 weeks, and expanded in the presence of 500 ug.ml" G418.
In mock-transfected cells, incorporating only the empty ~CDNA3

backbone, LDR activity was 14.2 ± 7.3 nmol.min.mg.protein' (n = 4
separate cultures, mean ± S.E.M). In these cells, elevated glucose
concentrations (30 vs 3 mM) stimulated secretion by 10.4 ± l.6-fold. By
contrast, in two clones expressing LDR activity at 100 ± 52.0, and 91 ± 37
nmol.min.mg protein", insulin secretion was stimulated by glucose by 2.7
± 0.2, and 2.1 ± O.4-fold (n = 6 separate cultures), respectively. By
contrast, the extent of stimulation of insulin secretion by high K+(56 mM)
was not significantly different in each cell line whereas the effect of 10
mM leucine was slightly enhanced in LDRA-expressing cell lines. Each
cell line displayed closely similar activities of hexokinase, glucokinase,
and malate dehydrogenase. Low levels of LDR activity would therefore
appear important to ensure correct sensing of extracellular glucose by islet
l}-cells, possibly by ensuring high flux of glucose carbon towards
mitochondrial oxidation. Changes in LDR activity may therefore
contribute to loss of l}-cell glucose responsiveness in some forms of non
insulin dependent diabetes mellitus.
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THE IMPACT OF CIS AND TRANS FATTY AICDS ON INSULIN RELEASE
AND FATTY ACID OXIDATION IN INS-l CELLS
K.K AIstrup, B.Brock andK.Hermansen, Department ofEndocrinology andMetabolism,
Aarhus University Hospital, Tage-Hansen gade2,DK-8000 Aarhus C,Denmark.
Both invitro andinvivostudies inanimals haverevealed thatelevated levels offreefatty

acids (FFA) induce impaired ~-cell functions corresponding to the abnormalities being
present inNlDDM. Inaddition to thelevel offatty acids alsothechainlength anddegree of
unsaturation ofimportance. However, it isnotknown howthespatial configuration (cis/trans
form) offatty acids influences ~-cell function. Theaimofthepresent study wasto elucidate
theinfluence ofthe transandcisforms ofC18:I fatty acids oninsulin release andfatty acid
oxidation intheglucose sensitive ~ -celllineINS-I.INS-Icellswerecultured for3 days in
a modified RPM! medium containing different amounts ofcisandtransfatty acids. After
culture, insulin secretion during one hour at high glucose (glucose stimulated insulin
secretion (GSIS)) andat lowglucose (basal insulin secretion) aswellasfatty acidoxidation
were determined. Insulin was measured by RIA; fatty acidoxidation wasestimated as
production of I'C02 from [IJl'C ]Palmitic acidduring 2 hours. ANOVA followed by
Newman-Keuls testwasused forcomparison. INS-Icellscultured for3 days inincreasing
concentrations (0.05-0.4mM) offattyacids bound to0.5%BSAinthepresence of5.0 mM
glucose showed anincreased basalinsulin secretion foralltested fatty acids. However, 0.2
0.4mMcisvaccenic acid (cis C18: 1oil) caused a higher basalinsulin secretion compared
tocells cultured with trans vaccenic acid(trans C 18:I 611) (p<O.05). When oleic acid(cis
C 18:1 69) andelaidic acid (trans C 18:I 69) wastested a similar tendency could notbe
demonstrated. GSIS in cellscultured in increasing concentrations ofoleicacid(0.05-0.4
mM) wasnotaltered. Incontrast, GSIS wasstimulated dosedependently withincreasing
concentrations ofelaidic acid(0.05-0.4 mM). Neither cisnortransvaccenic aciddidalter
GSIS. Fatty acidoxidation inthepresence ofJ.3, 8.3and16.7mM glucose wasincreased
forallfatty acids tested (p<O.05). Incellscultured with0.4mMelaidic acidthefatty acid
oxidation at8.3and16.7mM glucose wassignificantly higher thanin thepresence of0.4
mMoleic acid. AIso 0.4mM transvaccenic acidtended to increase thefatty acidoxidation
compared to cisvaccenic acid atall glucose concentrations tested. In conclusion: Wehave
demonstrated, thata differential effect on insulin release from Ins-I cellsafterlongterm
exposure toisomeric cisand transfatty acids. Thedifferential effect cannotbedescribed to
changes in fatty acid oxidation.

570
FArrY ACID-REGULATION OF THE EXPRESSION OF
UNCOUPLING PROTEIN-2 IN INSULIN-PRODUCINGCELLS.
N. Lameloise', O. Bossi, W-F. Pralong", M. Prentki', J-P.
Giacobino' and F. Assimacopoulos-Jeannet'.
I University of Geneva, 'Modex Therapeutiques Incl.,
Lausanne, Switzerland, 'University of Montreal, Canada.

Uncoupling protein-2 (UCP2) is expressed in a wide variety of tissues in
rodents and humans. Its expression in yeast has been shown to partly
uncouple respiration from ATP synthesis. In endothelial cells, the protein
has been reported to decrease the production of free radicals. An increase in
the cytosolic ATP/ADP ratio is one of the signals by which glucose
stimulates insulin secretion. The presence of UCP2 in pancreatic J3-cells
could, by uncoupling the mitochondria, decrease ATP production in
response to glucose and thereby decrease glucose-stimulated insulin
secretion without any change in glucose metabolism.The expression of the
protein was therefore studied in rat islets and in the J3-eell line INS-IE. In
INS-IE cells, UCP2 mRNA is increased 2 fold after 16h exposure to 0.4
mM palmitate or oleate but remains unchangedby high glucose or leptin. In
contrast, agents which increase cAMP, like forskolin, decrease UCP2
mRNA by 50%. In INS-IE cells, analysis of the mitochondrial potential,
using flow cytometry, shows a 12% decrease after long term (48h) but not
short term exposure to fatty acids. Measurements of UCP2 by Western
blotting show equal amounts of UCP2 in INS-IE cells and in isolated rat
islets, where it is mostly expressed in the J3-eell.
Altogether, the data indicate that the protein is present and its expression
regulated by fatty acids in insulin-producingcells. The precise role of UCP2
in the mitochondria of J3-eells (uncoupling, free radical generation, others)
remains to be determined.

569
ALTERED LIPID RATHER mAN GLUCOSE METABOLISM CONTRIBUTES
TO ELEVATED BASAL INSULIN SECRETION IN B(INS) CELLS
CHRONICALLY EXPOSED TOFATTY ACIDS
F. Assimacopoulos-Jeannet', L. Segall',E. Roche', N. Lameloise', B. Corkey'and
M. Prentkf
I University of Geneva, Switzerland, 'University of Montreal, Canadaand 'Boston
University, USA
Long term exposure of pancreatic islets or B(lNS)-cells to free fatty acids (FFA)
causes high basal secretion and impairs glucose induced insulinrelease. To better
understand the mechanism(s) whereby FFA cause these effects we sought to
determine whether changes in glucose and/orlipidmetabolism byFFA mayexplain
these two alterations of insulinsecretion. B(INS)-cells wereexposed for 3 days to
0.4 mM oleateboundto 0.5%BSAand weresubsequently incubated for 30 min at
low (5 mM) or high (20 mM) glucose, afterwhich various metabolites and
parameters of cell activation were measured. With respect to glucose metabolism,
glucose usage (assessed with '[H] glucose), glycogen, glucose-6-phosphate and
citrate contents and the activity of pyruvate dehydrogenase were unaffected by
oleate. Nonetheless, the fatty acid caused a modest (25%) reduction in glucose
oxidation at both glucose concentrations. With respect to fatty acid metabolism,
oleatecauseda marked deposition of triglycerides, increased fattyacidoxidation by
twofold and reduced the basal concentration of malonyl-CoA (the physiological
regulator of fat oxidation). 0, determinations and fluorimetric measurements of
NAD(p)H indicated that a 3 dayexposure of INScellsto oleate resulted in elevated
basalrespiration and redoxstateand a dampening of the glucose response for both
respiration and NAD(p)H. In addition the maximum rate of respiration of INS
cells, assessed in the presence of FCCP, was markedly increased. The data
demonstrate that FFA alter the energy metabolism of B(INS)-cells. We conclude
that the mainresponse of INScellsto longtermexposure to FFA is to increase the
mitochondrial capacity to oxidize fatty acids, an event which may contribute to
cause high basal insulin secretion via increased reducing equivalents and ATP
production. By contrast, glucose metabolism remains largely unaffected by fatty
acidsand consequently changes in glucose metabolism cannotexplain the altered
secretory properties ofcellschronically exposed tofattyacids.

571
TEMPORAL RELATIONSHIPS IN THE INITIATION OF NUTRIENT
INDUCED INSULIN RELEASE IN MOUSE PANCREATIC B-CELLS
G. Larsson-Nyren and J. Sehlin, Department of Histology and Cell
Biology, Umea University, Urnea, Sweden.
Glucose-induced insulin secretion in isolated islets is characterized by a
silent lag-period of about 1-2 min before the first-phase of insulin
release. The mechanisms behind this lag-period are still unclear. The aim
of the present study was to investigate the underlying mechanisms by
studying the effects on lag-period of glucose concentration and nutrient
secretagogues bypassing glycolysis, i.e. L-leucine and 2
ketoisocaproate (KIC). We were using islet perifusion with high time
resolution - the perifusate was fractionated at 15 s intervals. Increase in
glucose concentration from 3 to 7 mM glucose elicited a significant
stimulation of insulin secretion above baseline after 135 s (P<0.05 for
the 135-150 s period). An increase in glucose concentration from 3 to 20
mM shortened the lag-time to 60 s (P<0.005 for the 60-75 s period).
With a glucose concentration of 7 mM during the preperifusion and a
subsequent stimulation of the B-cells at 20 mM glucose, a further
reduction in the lag-time to 30 s (P<O.02 for the 30-45 s period) was
observed.We also investigated the effects of the amino acid L-Ieucine
and its deamination product, 2-ketoisocaproate (KIC) on the early
insulin release dynamics. These nutrient stimuli of insulin secretion
bypass the metabolic flux through the glycolytic pathway. Onset of the
secretory response from 17 mM L-Ieucine was elicited after 30 s
(P<O.OO5 for the 30-45 s period). An even shorter lag-period was
observed for 17 mM KIC, i.e. 15 s (p<0.OO5for the 15-30 s period).
The results suggest that the lag-period observed when abruptly
stimulating resting B-cells with a maximal glucose challenge may be
partly due to the glycolysis. As it has previously been shown that B-cell
ATP levels are initially lowered at such stimulation, it is suggested that
the lag-period is due to the balance between ATP consumption and
production initially counteracting an elevation of the B-cell ATP level.
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TIME RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RISES IN REDUCED PYRIDINE
NUCLEOTIDES AND INSULIN RELEASE
P. Lindstrom. Department of Histology and Cell Biology, Umea
University, Sweden
Abnormalities in first phase insulin release isanearly indicator offaulty isletfunction
inboth Type I andType IIdiabetes. Toevaluate possible coupling ofevents forthe
initiation of insulin release, I have dissected temporal relationships ofcomponents of
ratpancreatic isletstimulus-secretion coupling. Isolated ratpancreatic islets were
perifused under a microscope equipped formicrofluorometry. Insulin release.
NAD(P)HINAD(P) ratios, andcytoplasmic calcium were studied inparallel. Therise
ininsulin release started laterin experiments with mannose (60·75 s, p<O.05 Mann
Whitney u test) wben compared with glucose. Insulin release started earlier in
overnight cultured islets stimulated with 20mmolll glucose (60s,P<0.05) or 3
mmol/l glucose + 17mmolll mannose (75·90 s, P<0.05) when compared with freshly
prepared islets. Theprotein kinase Cactivator 100 nmolll phorbol-Iz-mynstate-Ij
acetate shortened thelagtime (60·75 s, P<O.OI). There was nodifference between 12,
20.or 30mmolll glucose with regard to timing ofonset of insulin release or risein
NAD(P)H fluorescence. Thetiming ofriseinNAD(P)H was thesame inexperiments
with mannose when compared with equimolar concentrations ofglucose butthe
maximum effect ofmannose was lower than thatofglucose at allconcentrations tested
(upto30mmolll). After 4 days'culture therise inNAD(P)H fluorescence started
slightly earlier (15s, P<O.OI) then infreshly prepared islets. Increasing mitochondrial
metabolism by20mmolll ketoisocaproate iuduced anearlier riseinNAD(P)H
fluorescence audinsulin secretion when compared with stimulatory glucose. Thetime
ofriseincytoplasmic calcium was thesame forglucose andmannose. Conclusion:
It isprobably notthetime ofonset ofincreased hexose metabolic flux ordifferences in
theinitial amount ofglycolytic signal(s) forexocytosis thatgovern thetiming of
onset ofexocytosis. Instead, mitocbondrial metabolism (probably ATPproduction).
degree ofprotein phosphorylation at latesteps intheexocytotic process, andkinetic
properties of the rateofgenerating cellmessages may be important.

574
A TOXIN·RESISTANT SNAP-25 FOR STUDYING THE

ROLE OF SNAP-25 IN REGULATED INSULIN SECRETION

C. Gonelle·Gispert. P. A.Halban and K. Sadoul.Laboratoires Louis Jeantet,
CMU. 1. rue Michel·Servet. 1211 Geneva4. Switzerland

The tSNARE SNAp·25 is expressed in pancreatic B-eells and its cleavage
by botulinum neurotoxin E (BoNT/E) abolishes stimulated secretion of
insulin. Using RT-PGR we havedetected bothSNAp·25isoforms a and b in
primary pancreatic B-eells as well as in an insulin secreting cell line. For
furtherstudies on the role ofSNAP·25 and its isoforms in insulin secretion,
we wishedto generate a SNAp·25 mutant resistantto cleavage by BoNT/E.
When insulin secreting cellsare treated with BoNT/E the toxin inactivates
endogenous SNAp·25therebyinhibiting stimulated insulin secretion. II the
mutantSNAp·25is expressed itwill notbe inactivated by toxin and its ability
to restore insulin secretion can thus be tested. To this end we have
generated and characterised a SNAp·25 molecule in whichthe sequence
around the BoNT/E cleavage site (R176QIDRIM182) has been changed to
p176QIKRIT182. This is the sequence of the equivalent region of human
SNAp·23 (p187_T194) which has been shown to be resistant to BoNT/E.
The mutantSNAp·25wasresistant to BoNT/E invitro even after treatment
with 50 nM toxin for3h at 37°G. whereas half maximal cleavage of wild type
SNAP·25 occurred afteronly 10 min with a toxin concentration of 10 nM.
Mutant SNAp·25was alsotoxin resistant in vivo when expressed (transient
transfection) in toxin treated HIT cells in which endogenous SNAP-25 is
cleaved. In such cells. mutant but not native SNAp·25b fully restored
stimulated insulin secretion. Inconclusion the SNAp·25 mutant has been
shown tu be completely resistant against toxin cleavage both in vitro and in
vivo and to be functionally active inregulated insulin secretion. It will now be
possible to determinewhether the two isoforms can reconstitute regulated
insulin release toa similar extent and. by introducing additional mutations in
the toxin-resistant form, screen SNAP-25 domains for their functional
importancein the exocytotic process.
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THEORETICAL STUDY OF THE ROLE OF Na/Ca EXCHANGE IN

bHE
G~l~UtA~~~~~~T~e~~~;e~;lE~JT~C:;k~~~IVf[~b. de

Pharmacodynamie, Service de Chimie Physique, Universite Libre
de Bruxelles, Brussels, Belgium and lIslet Cell Physiology, Novo
Nordisk AIS, Copenhagen, Denmark.

Glucose-stimulated insulin secretion from pancreatic p cells is
associated with the generation of electrical activity which consists
in groups of action potentials superimposed on a plateau potential
(bursts) interceded by silent more repolarized intervals. The burst
duration is influenced by glucose concentration but the mechanisms
involved remain the subject of much debate. The role of a Na/Ca
exchange current in the regulation of the electrical activity of the
mouse pancreatic p cell was investigated by combining the patch
clamp technique and mathematical modeling. We have recorded
electrical activity from freshly isolated islets in the presence of II
mM glucose before, during and after reducing extracellular Na+
concentration from 140 mM to 30 mM. This partial removal of
extracellular Na+ results in a transient shortening of the plateau
phase (during which action potentials are generated) and a slight (5
mV) hyperpolarization. Moreover, we have extended existing
mathematical models of the pancreatic p cell to include the Na/Ca
exchange current. Our numerical simulations of p-cell electrical
activity reproduce the observed effects of Na+·removal.
Furthermore, the model predicts that the activity of the exchanger is
influenced by glucose-induced changes in the cytoplasmic Na+·
concentration and that this could contribute to the effects of the
secretagogue on p-cell electrical activity. We have also extended
the model to a cluster of heterogeneous cells with gap-junctional
coupling. Our results show that the exc~anger plays a substantial
role in the regulation of cytosolic free Ca +inside the islet.

575
HIERARCHY OF TIlE SIGNALS DRIVING PULSATILE INSULIN
SECRETION

M.A. Ravier, P. Gilon and J.C. Henquin. Unite d'Endocrinologie et
Metabolisme, University of Louvain, Brussels, Belgium.

Three types of signalsoccurring in pcells have beenproposedto triggerthe
oscillations of insulin secretion induced by glucose: oscillations of
metabolism, cytoplasmic [Ca2+h and proteinkinaseactivity.This study was
an attempt to establish the hierarchy between these three mechanisms. We
followed the standardprocedure of repetitive and sustained depolarizations
of mouse islets with high [Klo in the presence of diazoxide. In a medium
containing 10 mM glucose, repetitive increases of [KJo induced rises in
[Ca2+h and pulses of insulin secretion. Continuous stimulation of PKA by
dibutyryl cAMP (or forskolin) or PKC by a phorbol ester (PMA) did not
dissociate the [Ca2+h and insulin responses from the [KJo rises. However,
the amplitudeof the insulinpuiseswas consistently increased, while that of
the Ca2+ pulses was either increased (pKA activation) or decreased (PKC
activation). Receptor-mediated (acetylcholine + GLp·I) activation of both
kinases increased the secretory response withoutaltering the pacingimposed
by the [Ca2+Ji oscillations. When [Ca2+Ji was steadily elevated by a
sustained rise of [Klo' insulin secretion was stable. Under these conditions.
oscillations of metabolism imposed by periodic variations in the glucose
concentration resulted in damped oscillations of secretion, much smaller
than those occurring when [Ca2+Ji fluctuates and metabolism is stable.
These results indicatethat oscillations of [Ca2+Ji exert a greatercontrol on
the oscillationsof insulin secretion than do Ca2+-independent variations of
protein kinase activity or of other metabolic signals. That oscillations of
metabolism entrain [Ca2+Ji oscillations remains possible.
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PULSATILE INSULIN RELEASE FROM METABOLICALLY
INHIBITED ISOLATED MOUSE ISLETS

J. Westerlund. J.M. Lin, E. Mortberg and P. Bergsten, Department of
Medical Cell Biology, Uppsala university, Uppsala, Sweden.

Insulin release from islets is pulsatile, which is decisive for the
appearance of plasma insulin oscillations. Type 2 diabetic~ have a. .
deranged plasma insulin pattern. Although the causeof this alteration IS
not known disturbances in the B-cellmetabolism are implicated m the
pathogenesis of the disease. We have studied ~ow the d~namics of
insulin release are affected by metabolic inhibition. Insulm release from
individual islets was measured with a sensitive ELISA in the presence of
antimycin A (AA) or dinitrophenol (DNP). When 10 lJ,M AA was added
to the perifusion medium insulin release decreased from 226 ± 70 to 6 ±
I pmol*g-I*s-I within 1 min in the presence of 11 mMglucose. The
persisting secretory activity was oscillatory without change in frequency
(0.24 ±0.03 osc/min) and was not further affected by prolonged .
exposure (30 min) to AA. When metabolism was lowered by reducmg.
the glucose concentration to 3 mMglucose or omittmg the sugar, insulin
release was 2 ± 1 pmol*g-'*s-I and oscillatory (0.27 ±0.03 osc/min),
sintilar to what was found in the presence of 11 mMglucose and 10 liM
AA. Insulin secretion in the presence of 3 mMglucose or m the absence
of glucose was not further reduced when 10 or 100 liM AA or 250 liM
DNP was added to the perifusion medium. On the contrary, after .
prolonged (30 ntin) exposure of the islets to the inhibitors, a gradual nse
in secretion was observed, possibly related to mcrease m cytoplasmic
Ca2+ concentration. The amplitude of glucose-stimulated pulses of insulin
release was effectively reduced by metabolic inhibition without affecting
the frequency of the insulin pulses. The remaining secretory acttvity,
comparable to that obtained at ~ow glu:ose concentrations, may represe~t

a ntinimal secretory rate of the Islet which cannot be reduced by metabolic
inhibition. The deranged plasma insulin pattern in Type 2 diabetics may
in part be due to reduction in insulin pulse amplitude from the Islets.

578
DESENSITIZATION OF MITOCHONDRIAL ca" AND INSULIN
SECRETION IN THE P-CELL WITH PRESERVED ATP RESPONSE.
P. Maechler, E.D. Kennedy, H.Wang, and C.B.Wollheim. Div. de
Biochimie Clinique. University Medical Centre,Geneva,Switzerland.

The role of the mitochondria in the desensitization of insulin
secretion to repeated stimuli was investigated. In rat pancreatic islet
cells, insulin secretion stimulated by the mitochondrial substrate
methyl-succinate was associated with a rise in mitochondrial [Ca'1
([Ca'1m)' Both secretion and [Ca'1m were markedly blunted during a
second pulse of the stimulus. In the p-cell line INS-1 similar results
were observed when a 5min interval separated two 5min pulses. In
contrast,ATP generation monitored in INS-1 cellsexpressingcytosolic
luciferase rose to the same extent during both exposures to methyl
succinate. Succinateactivatesthe electron transportchainat complex
II, as does a-glycerophosphate. As a consequence, the mitochondrial
membrane hyperpolarizes, promoting ATP synthesis and Ca2

• influx
intothe mitochondria through the Ca'· uniporter. Desensitization was
further studied in Staphylococcus a-toxin permeabilized INS-1 cells.
Increasing extramitochondrial [Ca'·] from 100nmol/L to 500nmol/L
enhanced succinate oxidation 4 fold. At 500nmol/L Ca'·, 1mmollL
succinatecaused a blunted [Ca21m rise uponthe second, comparedto
the first, stimulation. These effects were mimicked by a
glycerophosphate and there was cross desensitization between the
two compounds. The rise in [Ca'1m was not attenuated when
succinate was added at 500nmol/L Ca2• following its application at
100nmol/L Ca'" a condition inwhich no [Ca'1m increase occurs. This
suggests that the uniporter itself, rather than the respiratory chain, is
desensitized since the mitochondrial membrane was always
hyperpolarized by succinate. Furthermore, succinate hyperpolarized
the mitochondrial membraneboth during first and second stimulation.
These results emphasize the key role of the mitochondria not only in
the stimulation of insulin secretion,butalso initsdesensitization.

577
ALLELIC VARlATION AT THE INS VNTR LOCUS IS ASSOCIATED
WITH CHANGES IN THE PATTERN OF PULSATILE INSULIN RELEASE
S.Ahmed', S.T. Bennette, S.1. Huxtable-, J.A. Todd2,D.R. Matthews! and S.C.L. Gough"
!Radcliffe infirmary, Oxford: 2University ofOxford and The Wellcome Trust Centre for
Human Genetics, Oxford: 'University ofBirmingham, Birmingham Heartlands Hospital.
Allelic variation at the insulin gene (INS) VNTR (variable number of tandem
repeats) locus onchromosome Ilp15.5is associated with type I diabetes, polycystic
oval)' syndrome and perhaps type 2 diabetes and hyperinsulinaemia. The INS
VNTR has been shown to regulate INS expression although its effect on insulin
secretion remains unclear. Theaimof this study was to determine whether allelic
variation at theINS VNTR locus is associated withdifferences in insulin secretion
in healthy adult subjects. Thirty-one individuals with a normal OGrr underwent an
intravenous glucose tolerance testwith one-minute sampling, seventeen homozygote
for the shorter class I VNTR allele and fourteen for the longer class III allele
(matched for age and sex). Because of reported differences in class I allele
transmission in type I diabetic families class I homozygotes had specific length
class I alleles, sized accurately by fluorescence-based PCR and electrophoresis
detection using ASI(373A) DNA sequencer. Nosignificant differences were found
in total insnlin secretion (p= 0.30), first-phase insulin response (p- 0.68) or in beta
cell function (HOMA) (p= 0.75) between the two groups. There were however
differences in thepattern ofbasal pulsatile insulin secretion. Homozygotes forclass
I alleles hadtwo dominant oscillatory cycles onewith 9-minule oscillations, andthe
otherwith cycles of 13-minute periodicity. The class III homozygotes showed a
single dominant peak corresponding tooscillations with a 14-minute periodicity. In
addition, thepeak afier-load plasma glucose concentration was higher in those with
class I alleles ( 15.29 vs l3.01 mmol/l, p~ 0.03). It is possible that basal insulin
pulsatility affects glucose handling. Allhough major differences in the overall
amount and rate of insulin secretion were similar in the two groups, there were
differences in the pattern of secretion. The significance of this needs further
evaluation.

579
ALlERATIONS OF CYTOPLASMIC CAZ+ REGULATION IN MOUSE
ISLETSUNRESPONSIVE TO GLP-l
P. Gilon, D. Flamez, A. Van Breuseghem, L. Schrocchi, D.J. Drucker,
J.e. Henquin and F. Schuit. United'Endocrinologie et Metabolisme UCL,
and Diabetes Research Centre VUB, Brussels, Belgium, and Banting and
BestDiabetesCentre,Toronto, Canada.

It has beensuggestedthat regularexposure to GLP-l is importantfor Pcells
10 maintainnormalresponsiveness 10 glucose. Mice with a null mutationfor
the GLP-I receptor(GLP-I R -l-) displayabnormalities of pcell functionin
vivo and in vitro. Becauseof the critical role of Ca2+ in the regulation of
insulin secretion, we compared the changes in cytoplasmic Ca2+([Ca2+]j) in
islets isolatedfrom controland (GLP-l R -f-) mice. The islets werecultured
for 2 days before being loaded with fura-PE3 for [Ca2+h measurement by
microspecIrofluorimetry. Increasing the glucoseconcentration from 3 to 15
mmol/l produced a biphasic rise in [Ca2+h, with oscillations during the
secondphase in controlislets.In (GLP-l R -f-) islets, the rise in [Ca2+]i was
larger and without oscillations. Whereas most control islets did not show
[Ca2+]j changes, (GLP-l R -f-) islets usually displayed [Ca2+]i oscillations
in response to 7 mmol/l glucose. This greater sensitivity of (GLP-I R -f-)
islets to glucosecannot be ascribed 10 changesin K+-ATP or Ca2+ channels
because tolbutamide and high K+ did not produce larger [Ca2+h rises in
(GLP-I R -f-) islets than in controls. In contrast to GLP-l, that was
ineffective in (GLP-l R -f-) islets, other cAMP-raising agents (forskolin,
GIP) similarly increased [Ca2+hin control and (GLP-l R -l-) islets. Image
analysis revealed that the glucose-induced [ca2+h changes were less well
synchronized betweendifferentregions in the (GLP-I R -f-) than in control
islets. In conclusion, disruption of the GLP-I receptorappears to increase
the ability of pcells to raise [Ca2+h but decreases the synchrony of these
changes within the islet. These abnormalities may contribute to alterations
of insulinsecretion.
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FUNCTIONAL HETEROGENEITY OF PANCREATIC ISLETS.
T. Aizawa, T. Kaneko, M. Komatsu, H. Yajima, M. Nagai, K.
Yamauchi, and K. Hashizume. Shinshu University, Matsumoto, Japan.

Insulin secretion by freshly isolated rat single islets was systematically
analyzed at 37'C in KRB buffer. Islet size was individually measured
with a microscope and small, medium and large were defined as the
diameter being <100 !lm, >:100and<150 !lm, and >:150ur«, respectively.
In perifusion, 32 islets (14 small, 10 medium, and 8 large) were singly
placed into a mini-column, and perifused with a flow rate of 180 !lVmin:
glucose concentration was raised from 3 to 16.7 mM and effluent
collected at 1-5 min intervals for 30 min. In incubation experiments, 60
islets (23 small, 22 medium, 15 large) were singly incubated in 0.22 ml
buffer, and sequentially exposed to 3, 8.5, 14.2, and 20 mM glucose for
30 min respectively: buffer was aspirated at the end of each 30 min
incubation for insulin RIA. In peri fusion, 16.7 mM glucose elicited a
biphasic insulin release in all of large and in 9 medium islets. Whereas, it
produced a gradually increasing 'monophasic' insulin release without the
initial peak in 11 out of 14 small islets. Nevertheless, the release by the
small islets was dependent on Ca2+ influx through the L-type voltage
dependent Ca2+ channels because it was obliterated by nifedipine. In
incubation, i) all islets but 3 small ones showed a concentration-dependent
response to glucose, ii) the larger the islet, the lower the ECso, and iii)
both basal and the maximum insulin output correlated well with the islet
insulin content. Islet size and insulin content were positively correlated as
well. In conclusion, 1) glucose-induced first phase insulin release
consists of secretion predominantly from the larger islets, 2) high glucose
elicits a concentration-dependent, not all or none, insulin release from
each islet, and 3) the larger the islets, the more insulin content and output.
Change in islet subpopulation may well be an etiologic factor for
physiological and pathophysiological alteration in insulin secretion.

582
Oscillatory insulinsecretion afterl.v, glucose stimulus in
controlsand newlydiagnosed type2 diabeticpatients

H.J. LUddeke, R. RennerandK.D.Hepp
Krankenhaus MOnchen Bogenhausen, Diabeteszentrum III.Med.Abt.
81925 MOnchen Englschalkingerstr. 77,Gennany

Basaloscillatory insulinsecretion is well documented whereas little is known
aboutthe pulsatile characteristics of insulinsecretion afterLv.glucose
stimulation. Patients: 6 newlydiagnosed maletype2 diabeticpatients, 6
malecontrols. Age 55±9(4H7), BMI27,Hl,3 (24,8±1,0) HbAlc 7,HO,8
(5,l±O.3). Methods: modified IVGTI (0,3 g glucose/kg i.v. in 30 sec. Insulin
andglucoseat -30, -10,-5, thensimuttaneously in periods of 1 minutefrom
oto 30 min,40,50,60,90,120,150,180 min.Insulinwithdoubleantibody
Elisa,proinsulin free (Abbot), Glucose With GOD-method (Beckman
analyzer). Results: Individual andmean secretion profiles in diabetic
patients andcontrolsdemonstrate an oscillatory timecourse. Duringa 30 ..
min period 3 groundwaves( including the first insulin peak)canbe detected.
Thefirst peakin controls anddiabetics wasmeasured afteran average time
periodof 4 (4-5)min afterinjection. Areaunderthe curveof this peakfor the
diabeticpatients is abou1 40%of the controls. Themaximumof the second
peakin controls is at 10 (9-11) min, in patients at 14 (14-15) min.The third
peakreaches its maximum in controls at 22 (21-24) minandvariesbetween
20-24 min in patients. Inthe course of thesesecretion peaksthe oscillatory
amplttude decreases in the controls and increases in patients. Conclusion;
Poststimulatory insulin secretion ist pulsatile in controls andevenmore
pronounced so in patierns. Thelime periodbetween the first two peaksis
shorter, the periodbetween the second andthird peaknearly equals the
oscillation periodin the basalstate.Apparently the maximum secretion in
type2 diabeticpatients is reached by meansof cycles with increasing
amplttudes.

581
IN VIVO EFFECTS OF HYPERGLYCAEMIA ON PANCREATIC D CELL
MASS AND PLASMA SOMATOSTATIN CONCENTRATION IN RATS
C. Magnan, V. Parent, J. Philippe', and A. Ktorza. Universite Paris 7,
CNRS ESA 7059, Paris, France, • Centre Medical Universitaire, Ceneve,
Suisse
Glucose not only stimulates insulin secretion and synthesis but also
increases the pancreatic B cell mass. Glucose is also a potent stimulator
of somatostatin release by the pancreatic D cell. However its effect on
the D cell mass is poorly documented. We investigated the effect of a 48h
glucose infusion in unrestrained normal rats on pancreatic D cell mass and
plasma somatostatin concentration. Plasma glucose was maintained at
about 25 mM throughout the infusion. This resulted in a fivefold increase
in plasma insulin concentration. These rats were named HG-HI rats.
Control rats were infused with saline (C rats). Using morphometric
investigations, we observed a dramatic increase in D cell mass in HG-HI
rats compared to controls (C: 14±4 ~g, n ~ 4; HG-HI: 66±7 ug. n ~ 4,
p<O.OOl). Plasma somatostatin levels were significantly increased during
the first 6h of glucose infusion (from 26±1 to 37±3pg/ml, n ~ 8, p<O.Ol)but
dropped thereafter to basal values until 48h. Because this situation could
be related to an interplay between hyperglycaemia and
hyperinsulinaemia, 48h euglycaemic I hyperinsulinaemic clamps were
performed in unrestrained rats by simultaneous infusion of glucose and
insulin which induced a rise in the plasma insulin level similar to that
observed in HG-HI, whereas glycaemia remained similar to those of HG
HI rats (EG-HI rats). In EG-HI rats, D cell mass was unchanged compared
to controls (C: 14±4 ~g, n ~ 4: EG-HI rats: 13±3 ~g, n ~ 4, NS). Plasma
somatostatin was not modified by insulin under euglycaemic conditions. In
conclusion, a 48h increase in plasma glucose but not in plasma insulin
concentration has a potent trophic effect on pancreatic D cell mass. This
effect is paralleled by an increase in D cell function in the first 6h of
glucose infusion, which can be thereafter counterbalanced by the
inhibitory effect of insulin. These inhibitory effects seems require high
plasma glucose concentration as reported by Gerber and coworkers
(Endocrinology, 1981, 109).

583
INDUCTIONor RAPm PULSATILE INSULIN SECRETION IN HEALTHY HUMANS BY PERIODIC

GLUCOSE INFUSION.

N. P0RKSEN, C. ]UHL.T. GR0FTE. M. HOLLINGDAL,J. STURIS,J D.YELDHUIS AND O.
SCffi"mz' Arhusand Copenhagen, Denmark, andCharlottesville, YA, USA.
The release of insulin is coordinated as common secretory bursts. This pattern is
quantitatively dominant as at least 75 (Vo of overall insulin release and is important for
optimal insulin action on liver, muscle and adipose tissues. An intrapancreatic
(neuronal) pacemaker has been hypothesized as coordinating mechanism, since the
pattern is preserved in the isolated perfused pancreas. In contrast, ultraradian pulses
may be entrained by oscillatory glucose infusion. The possible influence of glucose
concentration changes to induce insulin secretory bursts is not known. Therefore the
purpose of the present study was to examine if pulsatile insulin secretion may be
induced by small changes in the circulating glucose concentrations. To examine this,
we studied 13 healthysubjectfollowing overnight fast,by minutely bloodcollection
from a peripheral vein for analysis of insulin and glucose concentration time series. 6
subjects were studied with glucose infusion of 6 mg/kg/min for I minute every 10
minutes from 10 to 90 minutes. In a matched control group (n=7) no glucose was
infused. The concentration time series were analyzed for significant periodicities and
timelycorrelation by autocorrelation and cross correlation analysis. Insulin concentra
tion time series were deconvolved for analysis of secretory patterns allowing estimates
of mean puise interval, mass amplitude, duration and for basal (time-invariant)
secretion, Wefound that infusion of glucoseat (, rug/kg/min causedoscillations in the
glucose concentrations of-5 % (.,()25±O05 mM),resulting iu OSCIllations of'->l OO± 15
% in insulin concentrations with similar periodicities at a lag time of 2 minutes.
Deconvolution analysis revealed(0.0I<p<O 00001) highersecretory burst mass (47
±10 vs 16 ±3 pmollL/pulse) and interval(9.8 ±OJ vs 6.1 ±0.5 min/pulse) with less
vanabilityin interval (CY 8 ±2 vs 29 ±3 %) andveryhighdegreeof coordination of
release into common bursts at glucose induction. Breakthrough pulsatile release
between induced pulses was not observed. We conclude that the in vivo pulsatile
Insulinrelease pattern may be induced by discrete episodic glucose infusion, resulting
tn small glucosechangesand large'insulinoscillations. We believethat this novel
method may he important in assessing beta cell sensitivity to glucose at disease,
predisease and conditions of pathological metabolism
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584
DISORDERL Y INSULIN RELEASE PROCESSING IN NIDDM ASSESSED BY APPROXIMATE

ENTROPY

O.SchmiIz, N.Porksen, C. JOOI, J.D.Veldhuis, Pc. Butler,andS.M Pincus. Aarhus,
Denmark; Charlottesville, VA,USA;Edinburgh, Scotland; and Guilford, CT,USA
In vivo insulin release:is characterized by a pulsatile secretory pattern. reflected as
quantifiable oscillations of peripheral insulin concentrations. Individual ~-cell

secretion is likely resulting from serial metabolic events including cyclic glycolysis,
depolarization, influx ofcalcium andexocytosis. NIDDMis characterized by impaired
insulin secretion includingdisturbed pulsatile insulin release. The latter may signify
defect steps involved in the cyclic release pattern. Approximate Entropy (ApEn), a
scale independent method for quantification of data regularity, has proven useful in
detection ofpathophysiological pituitary, adrenal and islethormonal releasepatterns,
assessed as increased disorderliness (increased ApEn values) Aplin measures
logarithmic likelihood that runs of patterns reproduce on next incremental comparison.
For insulin increased disorderliness evidence defects in the cyclic release proces or
dyscoordinate release from islet population. To assess if insulin release is disorderly
in NIDDMwe studied14NIDDMpatients(D) and 10 healthy control(C) subjects
(tasting plasma glucose 8.7±O.5 vs 5.2 ±O.I mM) Following an overnight fasthlood
(I cc) was collected minutely for 75 minutes, and serum analyzed for insulin in
triplicate by ELISA (intraassay CV < 3 %, and interassay CV < 5 %) Insulin
concentration time series were analyzed by spectral analysis, and for regularity by
ApEn. Insulin concentrations tended tobehigher in D (42 ±5 VS 34 ±6 Pm). Spectral
analvsisdensity was lowerin D (0 15±O.03 vs 026 ±0.04,p<O.05) Furthermore.
data regularity was significantly reduced III D (ApEn0.80 ±ODI vs 0.75 ±0.008,
p~0.006) andApEn values correlated to fasting glucose (p~O.02, r~0.61) Increasing
glucose concentration in C by glucose infusion did not affect ApEn values, indicating
that the detected disorderliness in D was not due to acute hyperglycemia. We conclude
that the insulin release processing in NIDOM is characterized by significant
disorderliness. This may reflect impairment of steps involved in the cyclic p-ceU
metabolic processess or dyscoordination

PS13
Modulation of Insulin Secretion
585
INSULINOTROPIC ACTION OF THE POLY ACETATE ESTER OF NON
NUTRIENT MONOSACCHARIDES
W,J, Malaisse, A. Laghmich, L.E. Flores and M,M. Kadiata. Laboratory of
Experimental Medicine, Brussels Free University, Brussels, Belgium
The pentaacetate ester of B-L-glucose was recently reported to stimulate
insulin release, albeit to a lesser extent than c- or B-D-glucose pentaacetate. It
was now observed that other polyacetate esters of non-nutrient
monosaccharides also display positive insulinotropic action. For instance, the
anomers of 2-deoxy-D-glucose tetraacetate, whilst inhibiting insulin release
evoked by D-glucose (8,3 and 16,7 mrnolll) when tested at a 10.0 mmol/I
concentration, augment insulin output from islets exposed to D-glucose (8.3
mmol/I), L-leucine (10,0 rnmolll) or succinic acid dimethyl ester (SAD; 10,0
rnmol/l) when tested at concentrations in the 0.2 to 1.7 mmolll range. Both
the negative and positive insulinotropic effects of 2-deoxy-D-glucose
tetraacetate are more pronounced in the case of the u- than B-anomer.
Likewise, D-mannoheptulose hexaacetate (1.7 mmolll), which inhibits both
the metabolism and secretory response to D-glucose, enhances insulin release
from islets exposed to SAD (l0,0 mmolll). Under suitable experimental
conditions, Lglucose pentaacetate, 2-deoxy-D-glucose tetraacetate and D
mannoheptulose hexaacetate (all 1.7 mmol/I) alsoaugments insulin secretion
in islets from diabetic Goto-Kakizaki rats. Relative to the paired reference
value recorded in the absence of these or other monosaccharide esters, their
enhancing action upon insulin release is often more marked in the diabetic rats
than in control animals. For instance, such is the case for the increases in
insulin output evoked by u-D-glucose pentaacetate in the presence of L
leucine, 2-deoxy-D-glucose tetraacetate in the presence of D-glucose, and
either B-D-glucose pentaacetate or D-mannoheptulose hexaacetate in the
presence of SAD. The anomeric preference may be perturbed, however, in the
diabetic rats, These findings raise the idea that selected esters of non-nutrient
carbohydrates could be used as insulinotropic tools in NIDDM.

586
STIMULATION OF INSULIN SECRETION BY SEMICYCLIC
AMIDINES

S, Ullrich', S. Hartmann' and A.W, Frahm', Institute of Physiology (') and
Departmentof Pharmacy ('), Albert-Ludwigs-Unlversity, Hermann-Herder-Str. 7(')
and 9 ('), D - 79104 Freiburg, Germany.

Semicyclic amidines are known to stimulate insulin secretion, The aim of
the present study was to investigate whether (R,R)-/(S,S)-enantiomers of
these amidines exert distinct effects on insulin secreting cells, Therefore,
two series of enantiomerically pure (97-99 %) cis-2-substituted (Isopropyl-,
Phenyl-, Cyclohexyl-, Benzyl-, Cyclopentyl- and Cyclohexylmethyl-) N
cyclopentaneamidines have been synthesized, At the highest concentration
tested (100 /Lmol/I) the amidines had no toxic effects on insulin-secreting
INS-I cells, All 24 compounds elevated insulin release between 44 % and
376 % at 10 /Lmol/I, whereby effectiveness increased with increasing steric
hindrance of the u-carbon atom attached to the lactamidine function.
Surprisingly, the most hydrophobic 2-cis-cyclohexylmethyl-substituted
semicyclic amidine, which stimulated insulin release 3.5 ± 0.3 -fold (n =

12) at 10 umol/l, abolished secretion at higher concentrations (100 !Lmol/l),
Enantiomer discrimination (between 20 % and 60 %) was observed in some
cases such as 2-cis-cyclohexyl- and -cyclopentyl-substituted compounds,
To investigate the underlying mechanism effects on membrane voltage.
membrane conductance and [CaH

] ; have been studied, Semicyclic amidines
depolarized INS-I cells and generated action potentials, This was
accompanied by a decrease of membrane conductance from 20.7 ± 3,7 nS to
4.9 ± 1.4 nS (n = 7). At the same time, [CaH

] ; and [CaH
] ; -oscillations

increased. At high concentrations, where inhibition of secretion has been
observed, [CaH ] ; still rose upon application of the amidine. This indicates an
additional inhibitory pathway downstream to the elevation of [CaH

) ;. In
conclusion, semicyclic amidines stimulate insulin secretion by
depolarisation-induced increases of [CaH

) ;,
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Stimulation of insulin release by a new compound 5-22068.
Evidence for a novel imidazoline binding site in 15 cells
L. Le Brigand1,A.Virsolvyl.D. Manechez-,J.J. Godfroid3, B.Cuardiola-Lernaitre-,
F. M. Gribble'l, F. M. Ashcroft4 and D. Bataille1. l lnserm U376, Montpellier,
2I.R.I.S, Courbevoie.el.aboretoire de Pharmacologie Moleculaire, Paris, France,

4University Laboratory of Physiology, Oxford, United Kingdom.

We investigated the mechanism of action of 5-22068, a new drug with an
imidazoline structure displaying interesting features for treatment of type
II diabetes. Its effect on insulin 'release and on calcium fluxes in the MIN6
15 cell line was compared to that of other secretagogues such as glucose,
sulfonylureas or classical imidazolines, We show that 5-22068 stimulates
insulin release via an increase in the intracellular calcium concentration.
5-22068-stimulated insulin release was totally suppressed by inhibitors of
voltage-dependent calcium channels and by activators of ATP-dependent
potassium (KATP) channels. This mechanism of action resembles that of
sulfonylureas, although 5-22068 did not interact with the sulfonylurea
receptor. Using patch-clamp experiments on Xenopus laevis oocytes
injected with cloned Kir6.2, we observed that 5-22068 acts directly on this
KATP channel subunit, similarly to other imidazolines. On the other
hand, 5-22068 stimulated insulin release even at non-stimulatory glucose
concentrations, in contrast to efaroxan, an imidazoline whose activity is
strictly dependent upon glucose stimulation. This discrepancy suggests
that the new drug acts through a novel type of binding site, a hypothesis
confirmed by the observation that efaroxan, RX821002and phentolamine,
three imidazoline compounds which stimulate insulin release, inhibited
the specific binding of 3H-RX821002 to the low affinity imidazoline
binding site, whereas 5-22068 did not. In conclusion, 5-22068 stimulates
insulin release via its interaction with the Kir6.2 subunit of KATP
channels through a novel binding site and might be the basis for a new
pharmacological approach to the management of type II diabetes.

589
THE IMIDAZOLINE RX871024 INDUCES PROSTGLANDINSYNTHESIS
AND INHIBITS INSULIN SECRETION FROM FRESHLY ISOLATED RAT
ISLETS

M. Mourtada, S.A.Smith* and N.G. Morgan. Department of Biological
Sciences, Keele University, Staffs, UK and *Department of Vascular
Biology, Smith Kline Beecham Phanmaceuticals, Harlow, Essex, UK.

Imidazoline derivatives have attracted attention as possible insulin
secretagogues for use in type II diabetes and recently one such
compound, RX871024, was reported to stimulate insulin secretion from
cultured islets. We have studied the effects of this agent in freshly
isolated and cultured rat islets and have observed that it exerts opposite
effects on insulin secretion under these two conditions. In islets cultured
for 18h in RPMI-1640, RX871024 induced a concentration-dependent
increase in insulin secretion induced by 20mM glucose (ECso - 30J.lM)
whereas, in fresh islets, it caused a marked inhibition of glucose-induced
insulin secretion (20mM glucose: 6.0 ± 0.38 ng/isletlh: 20mM glucose +
100J.lM RX871024: 3.4 ± 0.41; p<O.OOl; ECso - 15J.lM). The inhibitory
response to RX871024 was not altered by co-incubation with Ct,
antagonists confinming that it was not mediated by any Ct,-agonist activity
of the compound. By contrast, the inhibitory effect of RX871024 was
prevented by inclusion of either indomethacin or f1urbiprofen to inhibit
islet cyclo-oxygenase activity (20mM glucose: 4.7 ± 0.34 ng/isletlh;
20mM glucose + 100J.lM RX871024: 2.4 ± 0.39; 20mM glucose +
RX871024 + 50J.lM indomethacin: 4.8 ± 0.3*; 20mM glucose + RX871024
+ 50J.lM flurbiprofen: 4.4 ± 0.22*; *p<O.OOl relative to RX871024). In
support of this, inhibition of insulin secretion by RX871024 correlated with
an increase in islet prostaglandin E, production (20mM glucose: 47.3 ±
4.4 pg/30islets; 20mM glucose + 100J.lM RX871024: 75.7 ± 8.5; P<O.OOl).
Overall, these results suggest that RX871024 can induce an increase in
islet prostaglandin production which then causes inhibition of glucose
induced insulin release. These findings cast doubt on the therapeutic
potential of RX871024 as an insulin secretagogue.
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SENSITIZATION OF ISLETS TO GLUCOSE - A NEW ACTION FOR
IMIDAZOLINE INSULIN SECRETAGOGUES
S.L.F. Chan, D. Manechez* and N.G. Morgan. Cellular Pharmacology
Group, Keele University, U.K. and *Institut de Recherches Internationales
Servier, Courbevoie, France.
Prior short term exposure of pancreatic [l-cells to a variety of compounds,
including high glucose, increases their insulin secretory response to
subsequent re-stimulation: a phenomenom known as "priming" or
"sensitization". In this study, we have investigated whether imidazoline
compounds, a recently-characterised class of insulin secretagogues, are also
able to prime the insulin secretory response of rat islets to a glucose challenge.

Efaroxan (IOOlJM) caused a marked monophasic and reversible increase in
insulin release in islets perifused at 5mM glucose (mean secretion rate over
exposure period, 1.39 ± 0.08 pg/ islet! min versus control, 0.43 ± 0.01;
p<O.OOI). When the glucose concentration was subsequently increased to
10mM, these efaroxan-pretreated islets responded with a significantly
enhanced rate of insulin release (1.43 ± 0.06 pg/ islet! min versus 0.89 ± 0.04;

p<O.OOI). By contrast, 100J.lM idazoxan (an imidazoline which does not
potentiate insulin release), was not able to sensitize islets to glucose. The
priming response was not, however, unique to efaroxan since both antazoline
and a newly-synthesized imidazoline, S22068, also sensitized rat islets to
glucose. Thus, S22068 (lOOlJM) caused a significant increase of the secretion
rate at 5mM glucose (0.98 ± 0.1 I pg/ islet! minversus 0.42 ± 0.02; p<O.OOI),
which was readily reversible upon removal of the drug. A subsequent increase
in glucose concentration (from 5mM to 10mM) was accompanied by a marked
enhancement of secretion from these S22068-pretreated islets (1.39 ± 0.07 pg/
islet! min versus 0.74 ± 0.03; p<O.OOI). These results provide the first
evidence that imidazoline insulin secretagogues can sensitize islets to glucose
and support the proposal that this new class of drugs may be useful adjuncts
for use in the management of type II diabetes.

590
4-HYDROXY-2-NONENAL INHIBITS GLUCOSE-INDUCED

INSULIN SECRETION
I. Miwa, S. Taniguchi, and N, Ichimura, Meijo University, Nagoya,

Japan
Oxidative stress is elevated in diabetes mellitus, resulting

in the acceleration of lipid peroxidation. The effect of 4-hydroxy
2-nonenal (HNE), one of the major aldehydic products of lipid
peroxidation, on the ability of isolated rat pancreatic islets to
secrete insulin was examined in this study. HNE concentration
and time-dependently inhibited insulin secretion induced by
glucose: insulin secretion was inhibited by 50% when measured
after incubation of islets with 100 umcu, HNE for 1 h. HNE at
100 urnol/l., however, did not inhibit insulin secretion induced by
leucine, but rather stimulated it. Insulin secretion induced by

glyceraldehyde was inhibited by only 15% by 100 ~mol/L HNE.
On the other hand, insulin secretion induced by glyceraldehyde

+ glucose was inhibited by 60% by 100 umol/l, HNE. Effect of

HNE on lactate production and some enzyme activities in islets
revealed that the glycolytic pathway, the mitochondrial
catabolism of pyruvate, the glycerol phosphate shuttle, and the

pyruvate malate shuttle are not the site of action of HNE. We

conclude that HNE, at concentrations likely to occur in tissues,
preferentially inhibits glucose-induced insulin secretion,
although the target of the aldehyde is not yet known.
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591
INHIBITION OF INSULIN SECRETION FROM PANCREATIC Jl-CELLS
BY BUTANEDIONE MONOXIME

G.-D. Li and R.B. Luo. National University Medical Institutes, National
Universityof Singapore,Singapore

The effect of 2,3-butanedione monoxime (BOM), a chemical phosphatase that
interfereswith actin-myosininteractionvia inhibitingmyosin kinases,on insulin
secretion was investigated in transformed Jl-cells (HIT-TIS). Pre-treatment of
cells with BOM for 30 min inhibited insulin secretion from intact cells both at
resting (glucose-free medium)and upon stimulationby secretagogues in a dose
dependent manner. Insulin release induced by KCl (40 mM), which depolarizes
membrane potential resulting in opening voltage-sensitive Ca" channels, was
reduced maximallyby 74% over 30 min by 50 mM BOM, with an IC" of -20
mM. No BOM effect occurred below 3 mM. Resting insulin secretion was
diminishedby 48% with 50 mM BOM. Activation protein kinase A (PKA) by
raisingcyclic AMP with forskolindid not relief the inhibitoryeffect of BOM on
insulin secretion,since it also decreased insulin releasedue to glucose (10 mM)
plus forskolin (I ~M), with a similar dose-response pattern to that seen in high
K' stimulation. Insulin secretion during both acute phase (0-15 min) and later
phase (16-35 min) of stimulationwas affected, albeit a tendency of more potent
inhibition on the later phase. In contrast to intact cells, 30 mM BOM failed to
alter either basal insulin release(at 0.1 ~M Ca") or exocytoticsecretiontriggered
by Ca" (2-20 ~M) from digitonin-permeabilized cells over 8-min stimulation.
Therefore,the effect of BOM on cytosolic free Ca" concentrations ([Ca"];) was
also examined. [Ca"], rises evoked by 10 mM glucose or 40 mM K' were
inhibited by BOM higher than 10 mM and the dose-response relationship was
similar to its inhibitionof insulin secretion in intact cells. This BOM effect was
observedeither after pre-exposureto the compoundor when it was added during
elevationof [Ca"], These results suggest that BOM inhibits insulin release from
Jl-cells mainly via blocking voltage-operated Ca' conductance, probably by
modulatingnon-PKA-mediated phosphorylation status of the Ca' channels.
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MINIGLUCAGON (GLUCAGON 19-29)INHIBITS, IN THE pM RANGE,

INSULIN RELEASE THROUGH A CA2+-DEPENDENTPATHWAY

S. Daile, P. Blache, F. Bergeron, D. Le-Nguyen and D. Bataille, INSERM
U 376, CHU Arnaud-de-Villeneuve, 34295Montpellier, France.

Miniglucagon, the C-terminal (19-29) fragment of glucagon, is processed

from the mother-molecule and modulates its action. The islets A-cells

contain miniglucagon (3-5 % of the glucagon content). We addressed the

possibility of a control of insulin release by miniglucagon which,

accordingly, might act as a local regulator of the islet physiology. Using

the MIN-6 cells which respond to glucose in the physiological range as a

cellular model, we show that miniglucagon, at concentrations ranging from

0.01 to 1000 pM, dose-dependently inhibited insulin release whatever the

secretagogue used for stimulation (glucose, glucagon, tGLP-1 or

sulfonylurea) with half-maximal inhibition close to 1 pM. At 1nM,

miniglucagon almost completely reversed the secretagogue action. While

miniglucagon did not introduce any change in the basal, glucagon or tGLP

I-stimulated cyclic AMP levels, calcium influx was reduced in parallel

with inhibition of insulin release. When opening voltage-sensitive

calcium channels using Bay K-8644 or KCl as a depolarising agent,

miniglucagon blocked insulin release and calcium uptake in the same

picomolar range, strongly suggesting that the miniglucagon action involves

closure of that channels. The miniglucagon action was totally abolished
after pre-treatment of the cells with pertussis toxin (PTX). It is concluded

that miniglucagon is a good candidate for being a novel local regulator of

islet physiology. Its mode of action is independent from cyclic AMP and

appears to imply the closure of the beta cell voltage-sensitive calcium

channels via a PTX-sensitive G-Protein.
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EXPRESSION OF MULTIPLE SOMATOSTATIN RECEPTOR SUB
TYPES IN ZUCKER RAT ISLETS AND FUNCTIONAL TYPING OF
THE SOMATOSTATIN INDUCED INHIBITION OF INSULIN
SECRETION
A.L. Pallett', V. Emilsson', D. Cor, J. Taylor', CoW Woon3 and M.A.
Cawthorne I Clore Laboratory, University of Buckingham, UK (1),
University of Tulane, New Orleans, Lo, USA (2) and Biomeasure Inc.,
Milford, Ma, USA (3)
Somatostatin receptor (SSTR) sub-types are characterised by different
analogue specificities and distinct but often overlapping specificity of
tissue distribution. In the present study we have examined the expression
of the 5 SSTR in rat islets and determined which receptor sub-type
mediates inhibition of insulin secretion. We find mRNA expression of all
five receptor sub-types occurs in isolated pancreatic islets of lean Zucker
rats but in age-matched obese fa/fa rats, receptor expression is reduced.
The mean fold reduction is SSTR-l, 2.6; SSTR-2, 2.3; SSTR-3, 2.2;
SSTR-4, 3.0 and SSTR-5, 2.0-fold. A series of analogues designed to
have selectivity for particular sub-types, particularly SSTR-5 and SSTR
2, have been synthesised and their sub-type selectivity evaluated using
ligand binding and microphysiometer studies in CHO cells expressing the
individual cloned rodent and human SSTR sub-types. Inhibition of
glucose-stimulated insulin secretion was determined using isolated
pancreatic islets from Wistar rats. Analogues of somatostatin that are
selective for the type 5 SSTR such as BIM 23268, BIM 23295 and BIM
23052 are potent inhibitors of insulin secretion, whereas SSTR-2 agonists
were essentially inactive. BIM 23268 inhibits glucose-stimulated insulin
secretion with an EC50 of 0.43nM. BIM 23268 is also selective for the
human SSTR-5 receptor. These studies suggest that BIM 23268 is a
potential inhibitor of inappropriate insulin secretion in man.
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GLUCAGON RECEPTORS ON HUMAN ISLET-CELLS CONTRIBUTE TO
GLUCOSE COMPETENCE OFINSULIN RELEASE
P. Huypens, Z. Ling, D. Pipeleers and F. Schuit.
Diabetes Research Center, Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Brussels,
Belgium.

Glucose-induced insulin release from pancreatic B-cells is controlled
by a synergistic interaction of signals derived from glucose
metabolism and cAMP which is produced after receptor stimulation
by peptides of the secretin family. The role of glucagon-like
peptide-l (7-36)amide and glucose-dependent insulinotropic
polypeptide as gut hormones amplifying glucose-induced insulin
release has been well documented in rodents and in man. However,
the participation of pancreatic glucagon in this regulating process is
still controversial. The present study has investigated expression
and activity of glucagon receptors in human islet cell preparations,
containing at least 45 percent insulin-positive B-cells. Analysis of
human islet cell RNA revealed the presence of glucagon receptor
mRNA with a partial (689 bp) sequence that is identical to the
previously published human liver glucagon receptor mRNA.
Incubation of human islet cells with 1 IlM of the glucagon-receptor
specific antagonist des-Hisl-Klluvl-glucagon-amidc abrogated 55±7
% of the glucose-induced insulin release from these cells
(mean±SEM; n=5; P<O.05). This antagonist also suppressed the
insulin secretory response to glucagon, glucagon-like peptide-l (7
36)amide and glucose-dependent insulinotropic polypeptide by
approximately 55%. In conclusion, these data document the
presence of glucagon receptors in human islets and illustrate their
functional role in B-cells. They are consistent with the occurrence of
type II diabetes in individuals with mutations in the glucagon
receptor gene.
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THE INSULINOTROPIC EFFECT OF ENDOTHELIN-I IS
MEDIATED INDIRECTLY VIA THE ISLET a-CELLS: EVIDEN
CE FROM LIGAND BINDING AND SECRETORY STUDIES.
Gregersen', S., Brock', B., Kofod2,H., and Hermansen', K.
'Dept, of Endocrinology and Metabolism', Aarhus University
Hospital, 2NovoNordisk, Bagsvaerd, Denmark.
The endothelium derived peptide endothelin-I (ET-I) is present in
elevated circulating concentrations in diabetes and hypertension.
The peptide has potent insulinotropic actions in vivo and in vitro
and these effects ofET-I were originally thought to be direct p-cell
effects. We have, however, not been able to a show direct insuli
notropic action of ET-I nor evidence for ET-receptors on B-cells.
Instead our recent data suggests that the islet a-cells may play an
important role for the ET-I-induced insulin release. To further
explore this possibilitywe have performed ligand-binding studies on
a-TCI.9 cells.wI-ET-I was used as tracer and BQI23 (ETA-receptor
antagonist) and BQ788 (ETB-receptor antagonist) for displacement
studies. Interestingly, a specific binding of U5I-ET-I was found on
the a-cells (k. approximately 10 nM). Tbe binding of U5I-ET-1 could
be displaced by BQI23 whereas BQ788 was unable to displace.
Thus, the ETA-receptor subtype is present on the a-cells. Subsequ
ently, we wanted to see if this receptor is functional and carried out
incubation experiments on a-TCI.9 cellswith and without ET-I (100
nM). We found a slight, but significant (p<0.05) increase in the ET
I-induced glucagon secretion. In conclusion: specific ETAreceptors
existon the a-cells and ET-1 stimulation leads to glucagon secretion.
We suggest that the a-cells plays a crucial role for the insulinotropic
action of ET-1. The intraislet action of ET-1 therefore seems to be of
a unique paracrine nature.
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EFFECT OF PROLONGED EXPOSURE TO HIGH GLUCOSE ON THE
RELEASE OF INSULIN AND PROINSULIN BY HUMAN B CELLS.
K. Hostens, Z. Ling, D. Pipeleers and C. Van Schravendijk. Diabetes Research
Center, Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Laarbeeklaan 103, B-I090 Brussels, Belgium.

Diabetes is often associated with a discordance in circulating
levels of proinsulin and insulin, which is responsible for an increased
proinsulin over insulin ratio. The present study investigates whether such
discordance can occur as a result of prolonged exposure to elevated
glucoseconcentrations. Human islets preparations (n=6) were cultured
for 10 to 13 days at either 6 (control) or 20mmollliter (high) glucose.
High glucose culture led to a 5-fold lower cellular insulin content
(p<O.05 versus control) but did not affect the proinsulin content so that
the cellular ratio in proinsulin over insulin was markedly increased (10
percentversus2.6 in control). Glucose-induced insulin release from high
glucosecultured cells was, in absolute terms,2-fold lower thanin control
preparations; whencorrectedfor their lower cellular insulin content, these
cells exhibited the same secretory activity ascontrol cells, confirming that
lower amountsof released insulin in type 2 diabetes do not necessarily
reflect an impaired glucoseregulationof release. Furthermore, proinsulin
release from high glucoseculturedcells wassignificantly elevated both in
relative and in absolute terms, a finding which also correlates with in
vivo observations in type 2 diabetes. The underlying mechanisms for this
increased proinsulin release have not yet been fully identified. The
observed changes in proinsulin and insulin release result in 7- and 11
fold (p<O.05) higher proinsulin over insulin ratios in the medium
collected after, respectively, 5 and 20mmollliter glucose pulses. It is
concluded that prolonged exposure of human B cells to high glucose
levels leads to a lower glucose-induced insulin release and higher
proinsulin release. This secretory pattern is caused by the sustained state
of activation in the majority of B cells, and includes a depletion in the
cellular contentof insulin but not proinsulin.
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Involvement of adrenergic receptors in the regulation of insulin release
in transgenic mice with overexpressed R-cell glucocorticoid receptors

Zong-Chao Ling, Behrous Davani, Claes-Goran Ostenson, Sam Okret, Suad
Efendic, andAkhtar Khan

Dept. of Molecular Medicine, Karolinska Hospital andDept. of Medical
Nutrition, Huddinge Hospital, Karolinska Institute, Stockholm, Sweden.

Transgenic mice(TG)withoverexpressed glucocorticoid receptors in the
betacelldemonstrate the inhibition of glucose-induced insulin release both
in vivoandin isolated islets. Isletglucose-6-phosphatase activity and
glucose cycling (glucose -<:_ "!'glucose-6-P) wasalsoincreased in these
islets. In thepresent workwestudied theeffect ofa-2 adrenergic blocker,
benextramine (10~M) onglucose-induced insulin release aswellas the
activity of glucose-6-phosphatase in islets from TGandnormal mice.
Glucose-6-phosphatase activty wasdetermined in sonicated islets by
measuring thehydrolysis of [C-"] glucose-6-P to [C-'4]glucose. As expected
islets fromTG micesecreted lessinsulin (uU/isleUh) thancontrol isletsat
16.7mMglucose [120.6 ±7.9 vs 166.6 ± 9.6; p<0.001, (n =12)].
Benextramin completely normalized insulin release (n= 5) in TGmiceislets
(167.7 ± 9.9vs 113.1 ± 3.6in untreated islets) butdidnotinfluence insulin
release in control islets. In parallel, benextramine significantly decreased
glucose-6-phosphatase activity (pmollisleUh) (n= 5) inTGmiceislets(6.10
± 0.5vs 3.3± 0.2 ;p<0.01) andhadnoeffect on control islets (2.9± 0.2vs
2.6± 0.3). These findings suggest thatglucocorticoid mediated inhibition of
insulin release involves a-adrenergic receptors which in turnaugments
glucose-6-phosphatase activity anddecreases insulin release.
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RATE OF CHANGE OF GLUCOSE CONCENTRATION HAS LITTLE IMPACT ON
HUMAN INSULIN SECRETION RATES.
J. Sturis, C. Juhl, T. Gr01te, O. Schmitz and N. P0rksen, Scienttlic Computing, Novo
Nordisk AlS, Bagsvcerd, Denmark, and Medical Department M, Aarhus University
Hospital, Aarhus, Denmark.
The secretion of insulin is dependent onmany variables and presumably primarily on
concentrations of circulating glucose. A physiologically relevant control mechanism
would invoive detection of changes inthe glucose concentration to adjust for rapidiy
increasing ordecreasing glucose concentrations. Arate-sensor (for rapidly increasing
glucose concentration) has been reported inthe isolated perfused ratpancreas. We
aimed to assess the role of increasing and decreasing glucose concentrations on
overall insulin release rate. Six heatthy non-obese volunteers were studied onthree
separate occasions after a 10-hr overnight fast, after which insulin, C-peptide and
glucose concentrations were measured every 5 min: 1) following 60 min of glucose
infusion (10 mglkglmin) the infusion was stopped and samples collected until glucose
was normalized, 2)following 60min atbasal conditions, the glucose infusion rate was
stepwise increased every 40min to 2,4,and 8 mg/kglmin and 3) following 60min of
glucose infusion at 8 mglkglmin, this infusion was stepwise decreased to 4, 2, and 0
mglkglmin. Insulin secretion rates were calculated from C-peptide concentrations by
deconvolution analysis using standard kinetic parameters. A linear regression model
with glucose concentration and delta glucose (defined as the change in glucose
concentration between successive sampling points) as the independent variables and
with insulin secretion rate asthedependent variable was used on allthe data pooled. A
good model fit was observed (r=0.75), and not surprisingly, the calculated insulin
secretion rates were highly influenced by the prevailing glucose concentrations
(p<0.0001), whereas the rate ofchange inthe glucose concentration did notcontribute
significantly (p=0.17). Our study suggests that in healthy, non-obese humans, insulin
release ispredominantly influenced byoverall glucose concentration, whereas we did
not find a significant Impact ofthe glucose concentration change. This finding may be
dependent onthe relatively slow changes inglucose concentration inourstudy.
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Mechanism and Location of the Distal Inhibitory Effect 0 f
Norepinephrine and Somatostatin on Insulin Secretion.
Geoffrey W.G. Sharp, Samira Daniel, Mitsuhiko Noda, Linming Shen,
and Susanne G. Straub. Department of Pharmacology, Cornell
University, Ithaca, NY, USA.
In the ~HC-9 and HIT cell lines, we have shown that norepinephrine and
somatostatin inhibit insulin secretion at a "distal" site in stimulus
secretion coupling. This was demonstrated in two ways. First, by the
inhibition of Ca2+-stimulated insulin secretion in ~HC-9 cells
permeabilized with a-toxin, so that the intracellular compartment is
clamped and unaffected by inhibitor action on ion channels. Secondly,
by depolarization of HIT cells and simultaneous Ca2+ and capacitance
measurements under patch clamp conditions. To determine the location
of the site at which this distal inhibition occurs, we identified the docked
granule pool in the ~HC-9 cell. This was done by immunoprecipitation
of the core complex of docked granules. We co-imrnunoprecipitated the
granule SNARE protein synaptobrevin by antibodies against syntaxin,
and co-imrnunoprecipitated the plasma membrane SNARE protein
syntaxin by antibodies against synaptobrevin. We then showed that the
core complex was associated with the a-subunits of Gi and Go, the
heterotrimeric G-protein mediators of inhibitor action. Subsequently, we
measured the core complex associated with the docked granule pool after
stimulation of the cells with glucose or KCl, in the presence or absence
of norepinephrine. Stimulation of release (exocytosis) by glucose or
KCl resulted in discharge of the docked granules. In the presence of
norepinephrine, insulin secretion was blocked and neither glucose nor
KCl discharged the docked granules. Thus, the site of the distal
inhibitory action is at a point after granule docking and prior to the
exocytotic fusion step in stimulus-secretion coupling. In additional
studies, we tested the hypothesis that protein phosphatase 2B
(calcineurin) is a mediator of the distal inhibitory effect. Inhibition of
insulin release was unaffected by the protein phosphatase 2B antagonists
cyclosporin A or deltamethrin. Thus, calcineurin appears not to be
involved in the mechanisms of inhibition of insulin release.
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INSULIN AND GLUCAGON RELEASE OF ISLETS PREPARED FROM A
TYPE I DIABETICPATIENT
P. Marchetti,R. Lupi, S. Del Guerra, F. Dotta, C. Lencioni,E. Anastasi, L. Marselli,
M. Cannellini, R. Navalesi.Dip. Endocrinologiae Metabolismo,Pisa, Italy

In Type I diabetes (DM) insulin release (IR) is reduced or absent, and glucagon
secretion (GS) in response to glucose and/or aminoacids is altered. A direct in-vitro
characterization of the function of islets (lsls) from DM patients has never been
performed.We report on IR and GS of Isls isolated from a 14 yr-old DM girl (HLA
DR3 positive; ICA, anti-GAD and anti-IA2 positive) who died accidentally shortly
after diagnosis. Insulin content (IC) of freshly prepared DM Isls ranged 2.1 to 4.9
ng/islet (about 25% of control Isis, Ctrl). IR during static incubation (/lU/isletl45
min, mean±sd) from DM Isis was 0.8±O.1 at 3.3 mM glucose (3.3G) and increased
significantlyat 3.3G plus 20 mM arginine (Arg, 1.5±O.6), 16.7 mM glucose (l6.7G,
1.6±O.7), and 16.7G plus I mM IBMX (2.0 ± 0.2). These figures were consistently
lower than the respective values from Ctr!. Perifusion studies showed that the
reductionoccurred with both the Ist and 2nd phase IR. When normalizedfor IC, the
differences between DM Isis and Ctrl remained significant at 16.7G (1.6 ± 0.3 vs
2.6 ± 0.6%) and 16.7G plus IBMX (1.9 ± 0.2 vs 3.0 ± 0.2%). After 3 weeks of
culture, IC of both DM Isls and Ctrl decreased of 50-60%. IR was still lower from
DM Isis when expressed as /lUlislet/45 min, but not when normalized for IC (DM
Isis vs Ctrl: 3.8 ± 2.4 vs 3.0 ± 0.7% at 3.3G, 9.7 ± 3.4 vs 6.5 ± 2.2% at 3.3G plus
Arg, and 7.8 ± 1.2 vs 6.5 ± 0.5% at 16.7G.Following exposure for 24h to either 50
Ulml IL-I beta, or a combination of IL-I beta, gamma interferon (1,000 U/ml)
and TNF alpha (1,000 U/ml), IR changes from the cultured TyDM islets were more
severe than from non-diabetic islets, including no significant increase of IR at
16.7G vs 3.3G with the single cytokine and paradoxical reduction of IR at 16.7G
with the cytokine mixture. GR (pg/ml) from DM Isis during static incubation was
similar at 3.3G (20.3 ± 1.1) as 16.7G (20.9 ± 1.8), and the defect of suppression by
high glucose (suppression that was normally observed with Ctrl), did not change
upon culture.The addition of 20 mM Arg to 3.3G caused a similar, significant
increase of GR from both DM Isis (24.4 ± 1.9) and Ctrl (27.6 ± 1.8). Thus, IR
from the Isis of this DM patient showed defects that were mainly quantitative;
however,the improvementsof IR after a period of culture suggests that some of the
alterationswere due at least in part to the native islet environment.GR from DM Isis
showedloss of suppressionby high glucose (that remained unchangedupon culture),
and a maintainedsensitivityto arginine.
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ABNORMAL ISLET GLUCOSE SENSING INDUCED BY CHRONIC MICROINFUSION OF
NOREPINEPHRINE ANDSEROTONININ VENTROMEDIAL HYPOTHALAMUS OF HAMSTER.

Y. Liang,S.Q..Luo,Hsheng, andA.HCincotta. Ergoscience, Boston, USA

Important roles for hypothalamic neuroendocrine regulation of
metabolism in the pathogenesis of diabetes are becoming increasingly evident.
For example, the ventromedial hypothalamus (VMH) plays an important role
in the regulation of insulin release. Furthermore, a significant increase in
VMH monoamine (norepinephrine and serotonin) level has been observed in
type II diabetic animal models. The aim of this study was to investigate
whether chronic infusion of norepinephrine (N, 0.6 umol/day) and serotonin
(S, 60 nmol/day) into the VMH could disrupt normal islet glucose (G)
sensing. Hamsters receiving a 5-week infusion ofN/S became insulin resistant
and G intolerant compared with controls receiving vehicle (V). Using isolated
islets and static incubation, we found that the dose-dependent curve of G
stimulated insulin release was markedly shifted to the left in islets from the
N/S group compared with islets from V group. There was a 4-fold increase in
insulin release at 5 mM G (19.9±3.7 vs. 5.l±1.0 frnol/ng DNA/h, respectively,
P< 0.01) and 1.7-fold increase at 7.5 mM G (42.7±5.6 vs. 25.8±5.6 frnol/ng
DNA/h, respectively, P<0.05). At higher G concentrations (10-20 mM), no
significant difference in insulin release was observed between N/S and V
groups. Islet perifusion with 15 mM G showed similar kinetics of bi-phasic
insulin release between N/S and V groups. Microinfusion of N or S alone had
no such significant effect on islet glucose sensing. Neither islet cAMP content
(basal or after IS min exposure to 5 or 15 mM G) nor islet tissue PKC-a and
PKC-E contents (tested by immunoblotting) differed between N/S and V
groups. However, islet insulin-release responses to neurotransmitters (111M
norepinephrine or 10 11M acetylcholine) added to the incubation buffer were
lost in the N/S group compared with that in the V group. Our results suggest
that abnormal islet glucose sensing induced by N/S micro infusion into the
VMH may be partly the consequence of changes in autonomic nervous system
control of the endocrine pancreas.
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GROWTHFACTOREFFECTSON FAS-MEDIATED APOPTOSIS OF
CYTOKINE-TREATEDNEONATALRAT ISLETSOF LANGERHANS
M.Harrison., I.C. Green. Biochemistry Laboratory, University of
Sussex, Department of Pharmacy, University of Brighton, E.
Sussex, U.K.

We have previously shown that cytokines induce cell death in islets
by apoptotic and non-apoptotic processes. We have found that
exposure to cytokines induces expression of the apoptotic cell
death mediating receptor, Fas. The aim of this study was to
determine if pre-treatment of neonatal rat islets with the growth
factors, IGF, TGFB, or insulin would protect them from cytokine
induced, Fas-mediated, apoptosis. Neonatal rat islets were
obtained through collagenase digestion of pancreata and pre
treated, groups of 200 islets were treated with either TGFB (3.3 x
10-11M), IGF( 1O-8M) or insulin (25ng/ml) for 24h. Islets were then
treated with the combined cytokines, IL-IB (50pM), TNFa
(50pM) and IFNy (5Uml-1) for a further 24 hours and made into
single cells. These single cells were incubated (37°C) with or
without a cytolytic anti-Fas antibody and cell counts were carried
out at timed intervals to determine Fas-mediated cell loss. Even
without the addition of the cytolytic anti-Fas antibody, cytokine
treated islets had 32.7%±2.6 less cells than control islets. One
hour after trypsinisation, the cytokine treated cells were reduced in
number by 50%±10.6 vs. 25%±5.6 for control islet cells. Growth
factor pre-treatment resulted in improved cell survival-IGF had
13% more cells, TGFB 21% and insulin 10.3% and after 60min,
IGF 19.8%, TGFB 18.5%, insulin 9.6% (although the insulin
effect was not significant). No change in this reversal of cell loss
was observed for cells incubated with the cytolytic anti-Fas
antibody. We conclude that growth factors do protect against
cytokine-induced cell death but not via the Fas-mediated
programmed cell death pathway.
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PROMOTER POLYMORPHISMS IN THE INOS GENE AND STRAIN-DEPENDENT
DIFFERENCE IN SENSITIVITY OFISLETS OFLANGERHANS TO IL-1 ~
J, Johannesen, F, Pociot, AE. Karlsen, T, Mandrup-Poulsen, J. Nerup, Steno Diabetes
Center, Gentofte, Denmark
Nitric oxide (NO) may be a necessary but not sufficient mediator of cytokine mediated
selective ~-cell destruction, Previously, wehave described a NO correlated difference ofIL-l ~
sensitivity in vivo and in vitro of islets from two ratstrains, Brown Norway (BN) being more
resistant than Wistar Kyoto (WK) , Theaim ofthestudy wasto i)examine thetime-response of
IL-l ~ effects onisolated islets from both strains andii) sequence the iNOS promoter region of
these ratstrains for polymorphisms, Me1hods: 150islets from 5-7day-old ratsofboth strains
were incubated in300~1 RPMI1640 +0,5% HS with 0-150 pgIL-l~/ml (dose-response) for 2
48 hours (time-response), The incubation media were examined for insulin and nitrite
accumulation, Semi-quantitative iNOS mRNA analysis wasperformed andthe iNOS promoter
region from both strains cloned and sequenced, Results: Dose-response experiments (24
hours IL-l ~ exposure) showed that insulin and nitrite responses were dose and strain
dependent (all p<0,02, 2 way ANOVA), At 15pgIL-1P1ml higher nitrite accumulation wasseen
for WK vsBN (370168,1 vs284±102 %ofctr., p<0,05), Time-response experiments (15pglL
1~/ml): Insulin andnitrite responses correlated significantly with time andstrain (all p<0,03, 2
way ANOVA), After 12 hrs of IL-1 ~ incubation nitrite was only released from WK islets
(p<0,02), The iNOS mRNA content, expressed relative to a house-keeping mRNA (~

glycoronidase), wasdetermined after 4,12 and24hours ofIL-l ~ incubation with a peakvalue
at 12 hrs for both strains, iNOS mRNA response significantly correlated to time and strain
(p;0,0002 and0,01, resp, 2 way ANOVA), Polymorphism screening: 2042 bpofthe promoter
region andexon 1were cloned from BN andWK, Inthe5'endofthecloned promoter region a
deletion of10bp(WI<) anda 'T' (BN) -> 'C'(WK) substitution were identified inthesameGT
repeatstructure, Finally, a 'A' (BN) -> 'G'(WK) polymorphism wasseen inexon 1 (the 5'UTR
ofthe iNOS gene), Conclusion: BN andWK respond with different sensitivities to IL-l ~ in-vitro
bydose-response andtime-response and invivo, Thedifferences, especially inthe5' endof
theiNOS promoter, may have functional implications,
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REGULATION OF THE INDUCIBLE FORM OF NITRIC OXIDE SYNTHASE
PROMOTER IN INSULIN-PRODUCING CELLS,
M,1. Darvilleand DL Eizirik,DiabetesResearch Center,Vrije Universiteit Brussel,
Laarbeeklaan 103,B-1090Brussels, Belgium.

Cytokinesmaycontribute to beta-cell damagein type I diabetesmellitus, The radical
nitric oxide, generated by the inducible form of nitric oxide synthase (iNOS), is a
potential mediator of cytokine-induced beta-cell dysfunction. In rat pancreatic islets
and insulin-producing cell lines interfeukin-lB (IL-IB) inducesexpressionof iNOS
mRNAand increasesNO production, an effectpotentiated by interferon-y (IFN-yJ. In
human islets both IL-IB and IFN-yare required for iNOS expression, We have
previouslyshown that both the transcription factors nuclearfactor-xu (NF-KB) and
interferon regulatory factor-I (IRF-l) are activated by cytokines in rodentand human
islets, but there are no direct information on the iNOS promoter regulation in insulin
producing cells, We presently investigated the iNOS transcriptional regulation by
cytokinesin both rat insulin-producing RINm5Fcells and in primaryFACS-purified
rat beta-cells, For this purpose, the 1.5-kbrat iNOSpromoterregionand 5' deletants
of it were cloned upstream of the luciferase reporter gene and the activity regulation by
cytokines of these constructs was studied in transient transfection experiments. We
observed that the region extending up to -1002 bp, and containing a distal and a
proximal NF-KB bindingsites, a y-interferon activatedsite (GAS)and two adjacent
IFN-stimulated responseelements(ISRE),is requiredfor a 12-foldIL-IB (30 U/ml)
induction(P<O,OI vs control; n=6) and a 4-foldpotentiation by IFN-y (1000U/ml)
(P<O,Ol vs IL-IB;n=6) of promoteractivityin RINm5F cells, Site-mutation analysis
showedthat both the distal and proximalNF-KB sitesand GAS are necessary for IL
IB-induced iNOSexpression (P<O,OI vs wild-type promoter; n;6), The distal NF-KB
site, GAS and ISRE are necessary for IFN-ypotentiation, In primary beta-cells, the
promoter region extending up to -1002 bp was also required for a 10-fold IL-IB
induction (P<O,OI vs controf; n=4) and site-mutation analysis confirmeda role for
both the distal and proximat NF-KB sites (P<0.05 vs wild-type promoter: n=3), In
thesecells, IFN-yneither increased IL-IB-indueed iNOS promoter activity nor iNOS
mRNAexpressionas analyzedby RT-PCR, and site-mutation in the GAS and ISRE
did not prevent IL-IB +/- IFN-y-induced iNOS promoter activity, The present data
indicate that in tumoralRINmSF cells bothNF-KB sites,GASand IRF-I-binding site
are important for iNOS expression. On the other hand, in primary rat beta-cells NF
KB is the main responsible for iNOS expression.
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604
REGULATION OF RAT AND HUMAN ISLET NITRIC OXIDE SYNTHASE BY
GLUCAGONAND EFFECTS ON INSULIN SECRETION
V, D, Belin, J, G, Mabley, R, F, L. Jomes'", S, M, Swifta, H, Cloyton? and
I. C. Green, Biochemistry Department, University of Sussex and
Pharmacy Department, University of Brighton, Brighton U,K,
°Department of Surgery, University of Leicester, Leicester, U,K,
Cytokines induce nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) in rat and human islets
of Langerhans and in the insulin secreting cell line RIN5F, The
subsequent nitric oxide formation inhibits insulin secretion, We have
previously found that glucagon (0,1, 1lJmolll) decreases iNOS activity
and expression induced by IL-1B (lOpmolll) in RIN5F cells, The aim of
this study was to investigate the effect of glucagon and cyclic AMP
(forskolin) on cytokine induction of nitric oxide synthase and cytokine
action, in rat and human islets, The insulin secretory response was
assessed by radioimmunoassay and iNOS expression was determined
by Western blotting, IL-1 B (100pmolll) decreased glucose-induced
insulin secretion of rat islets, from 2,0 to O.4ng insulin/islet (p<O.OOl),
Glucagon (0,01, 0,1, 1lJmolll) partially reversed interleukin-1 B's
inhibitory effect from 0.4 to 1,1, 1,2 and 0,9ng insulin/islet
respectively (p<0.05), Treatment of human islets with a combination
of cytokines (IL-1 B 100pmolll, TNFa 100pmolll, IFNy 500U/ml), for
48h, stimulated glucose-induced insulin secretion from 6,1 to 17,3ng
insulin/islet (p<O,OOl), Pretreatment with glucagon (llJmolll), for 1h,
partially reversed the cytokine stimulatory effect on human islets'
insulin secretion, from 17,3 to lO.4ng insulin/islet (p<O,Ol), Glucagon
(llJmolll) or forskolin (lOlJmolll) decreased iNOS expression induced
by cytokines in rat and human islets as shown by Western blotting, In
conclusion, we demonstrated that glucagon regulates cytokine
induction of nitric oxide synthase and decreases cytokine effects on
insulin secretion in rat and human islets of Lonqerhons,

606
INVOLVEMENT OF PI-3 KINASE IN IL-l~ INDUCED
ACTIVAnON OF NFKB IN ~-CELLS,

A,K, Andersson and S, Sandler, Department of Medical Cell Biology,
Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden,
Exposure of rodent pancreatic islets to IL, I~ suppresses ~-cell function,
Activation of the transcription factor NFKB, expression of the gene for
inducible nitric oxide synthase activation and subsequent nitric oxide
(NO) formation is suggested to mediate IL-l~ induced ~-cell damage,
The aim of this study was to elucidate the role of phosphatidylinositol 3
kinase (PI-3 kinase) in IL-l~ mediated nuclear translocation of NFKB in
~-cells. Interaction of PI-3 kinase with the type 1 IL-l receptor might be
an early event in IL-I ~ stimulated ~-cells, Wortmannin, a fungal
metabolite, has been shown to be a potent irreversible inhibitor of PI-3
kinase without affecting the upstream signaling events, In the present
study we wanted to test if blocking of early IL-I receptor signaling
events by wortmannin affects NFKB translocation in ~-cells, For this
purpose RINm5F cells were pretreated with 500 nM or 100 oM
wortmannin for 45 min and then exposed to IL-I ~ (25 U/ml) from 20
min up to 6 h. Nuclear protein exctracts were prepared and tested for
NFKB content by binding to a [a-"PjdATP labeled oligonucleotide
probe representing the NFKBconsensus sequence and then separated on
a polyacrylamide gel (electrophoretic mobility gel shift assay), Nuclear
extracts from untreated cells and cells treated with IL-I ~ or wortmann in
alone were used as controls, Wortmannin at both concentrations
inhibited NFKB translocation effectively after 20 min exposure to IL-l~,

Since wortmannin is unstable in aquous solutions the inhibitory effect
decreased with time, Preliminary results from messurements of nitrite
accumulation in medium from isolated normal rat islets exposed for IL
l ~ show that wortmannin may also counteract NO formation, In
conclusion our findings suggest that PI-3 kinase is involved in IL-I ~

mediated translocation of NFKB in ~-cells,
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607
BLOCKING OF THE PI3-KINASE PATHWAY INDUCES ISLET CELL
APOPTOSIS IN SERUM-FREE CONDITIONS, WHEREAS MAP
KINASE INHIBITION HASNOSUCH EFFECT.
S.Rasilainen, J.Ustinov and T. Otonkoski. Haartman Institute, University
of Helsinki
We investigated the significance of Pl3-kinase and MAP-kinase
pathways in the differentiationand apoptosis of fetal porcine pancreatic
cells. The cells were incubated with specific Pl3-kinase andlor MAP
kinase inhibitors, LY294002 (LY) and PD098059 (PD), respectively, in
serum-free medium and in the presence of 10% human serum.
Samples were collected at various time points for measurement of DNA
and insulin content and at 2 weeks cells were fixed on cytocentrifuge
slides for the measurement of cell-specific apoptosis using TUNEL
combined with insulin immunocytochemistry. In serum-free conditions,
LY progressively decreased the DNA content (and cell number) and
simultaneously increased the insulin content per DNA up to 8-fold. The
loss of cells was apparently due to an increased rate of apoptosis (in
beta cells: contr. 0%, LY 3.7% , in other cells: contr. 0.7%, LY 7.1% ) .
PD did not induce apoptosis and neither changed the insulin content.
However, the increased apoptosis induced by LY was blocked by PD.
In the presence of serum, LY increased the insulin content less
effectively and no apoptotic cells were present. Nicotinamide
appeared to potentiate both the apoptotic and differentiation-inducing
effects of LY. PD had a negative effect on the insulin content in serum
containing medium. In conclusion, inhibitionof the Pl3-kinase pathway
in serum-free conditions induces both differentiation and apoptosis of
fetal porcine B-cells, whereas MAP-kinase inhibition has an opposite
effect. Serum contains factors protecting the cells against apoptosis.

609
PROTEASOME INHIBITORS PROTECT ISLETS
AGAINST IL-I8 INDUCED SUPPRESSION
J. Stemesjo and S. Sandler, Department of Medical Cell Biology,
Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden.
The aim of this study was to examine the role of the proteasome in
IL-W induced suppression of rat islets. The proteasome inhibitor
MG 115 (N-carbobenzoxyl-Ieu-Ieu-norvalinal) and the two calpain
inhibitors al1MET (N-acetyl-Ieu-Ieu-methional) and norLEU (N
acetyl-Ieu-leu-norieucinal) were used for this purpose. Rat islets
were cultured in medium RPMI 1640 + 10% fetal calf serum and
exposed for 48 h to 25 Vlml IL-IB with the inhibitors (I, 10 and 100
f.IM) added 30 min before IL-IB. The islet glucose metabolism, as
measured by the glucose oxidation rate (pmol/1O islets x 90 min),
was 380 ±57 in the control group and 115 ± 17 (p<O.OOl) in the IL
IB treated group. Pretreatment with MGII5 (10 f.IM) and norLEU
(100 J.lM) resulted in an oxidation rate of 253 ± 38 and 262 ± 23
(p<O.OOI compared to IL-IB), thus counteracting IL-IB induced
suppression. The calpain inhibitor allMET did not have this effect.
Nitric oxide formation, as measured by nitrite production (pmol/islet
x h), was 0.23 ± 0.07 in control islets and 0.59 ± 0.05 (p<O.OOl) in
the IL-I B treated group. IL-W induced nitrite formation was blocked
by MGll5 (10 f.IM) and norLEU (100 f.IM) while al1MET was
without effect. To further elucidate the effects of MGII5 a time
study was performed. When adding the inhibitor 30 min before and
I h after IL-IB islets were protected, while addition 3 and 6 h after
the cytokine did not influence IL-IB induced suppression of glucose
oxidation. This was paralleled in nitrite production, where a nadir
was reached in the group with the inhibitor added after 1 h. After this
time point, nitrite production started to rise and adding the inhibitor 6
h after the cytokine resulted in nitrite levels comparable to IL-IB
alone. We conclude that these data indicate that the proteasome has a
role in IL-IB induced suppression of islet function.

608
CO-INDUCTION OF ARGINASE AND NITRIC OXIDE
SYNTHASE IN THE INSULIN-SECRETING CELL LINE RIN5F
P. Stickings, A.J. Bone and J.M. Cunningham. Department of
Pharmacy, UniversityofBrighton, Brighton, East Sussex, UK.
The aim of this study was to determine the effect of cytokine treatment
on the activities of arginase and nitric oxide synthase (NOS) in the
insulin-secreting cell line RIN5F. In pancreatic beta cells nitric oxide is a
mediator ofpro-inflammatory cytokine-induced cytotoxicity. The rate of
NOS-catalysed generation of NO is determined by both the availability
of the substrate arginine and the activity of other arginine-utilizing
enzymes such as arginase. Cells were cultured ± cytokines (interleukin
III 100Ulmi plus interferon gamma 6 U/ml) for 18h. Cytosols were
incubated with U-14C-L-arginine (20IlM) for Ih at 3TC ± an inhibitor of
arginase (valine, 50mM) or NOS (Nenethyl-arginine, ImM). Samples
were applied to Dowex cation-exchange columns and water-eluted
radioactivity was quantified to determine formation of the arginase
product urea and the NOS product citrulline. Cytokine treatment
increased synthesis of citrulline (control 1.44 ± 0.05 pmol/IO'' cells
seeded/h, cytokine-treated 23.88 ± 0.76 pmol/Iu'' cells/h) (P<O.OI) and
generation of medium nitrite (control <0.4 nmol/Iov cells/l Sh, cytokine
treated 10.68 ± 1.78 nmolllQ6 cellsIl8h). This was accompanied by a
significant increase in urea formation (control 21.34 ± 6.16 pmol/106
cells/h, cytokine-treated 59.15 ± 4.69 pmol/Ius cells/h) (P<O.OI) (n=3
experiments). Additional preliminary data suggest that the increase in
arginase-catalysed urea formation is due primarily to the effects of
interleukin III rather than interferon gamma. These results provide
evidence for expression and induction of arginase in RIN5F cells. Agents
which selectively induce beta-cell arginase may offer a means to control
cytokine-stimulated, NO-mediated beta-cell cytotoxicity.

610
CELLULAR SPECIFICITY OF IL-1B INDUCED MITOGEN ACTIVATED PROTEIN KINASE

ACTIVITY IN ISLETS OF LANGERHANS.

N. Aa. Andersen', D. Pavlovic', D. Eizirik' and T. Mandrup-Poulsen". "Stene
Diabetes Center, Gentofte, Denmark; 'Diabetes Research Center, Vrije
Universiteit, Brussel,Belgium.
lL-ll! has been demonstrated to activate mitogen activated protein kinases
(MAPKs) (ERKl/2 and p38) in isolated islets of Langerhans from neonatal rats.
The aim witb this study was to investigate the cellular specificity of cytokine
induced MAPK activity. Isolated islets from rats were dispersed and sorted by
FACS based on autoflourescence. The sorted cells were left to reaggregate into
pseudo-islets. The two cell populationsconsisting of purifiedbeta cells and non
beta cells were incubatedfor 20 min with or witbout60 U/mI rhIL-ll!, 1000U/mI
rrIFNyor botb after which tbe cells were lysed. The lysateswere investigatedfor
the phosphorylation of the substrates Elk-I, ATF-2 and HSP25 by 32p
incorporation in tbe substrateproteins.The transcriptionfactorsElk-l and ATF-2
are mainlyphosphorylated by the MAPKsERKI/2, and by JNK, ERKl/2 and p38
respectively, wheras HSP25 is phosphorylated by p38 via a downstream kinase
MAPKAPK-2. The phosphorylated proteins were separated by SDS-PAGE and
visualizedby autoradiography. IFNyalone did not increasephosphorylation of the
substrates in either beta or non-beta cell populations. !L-ll! alone increased the
phosphorylation of all three substrates in both cell populations. The
phosphorylation of Elk-I was increasedabout 10-foldin both cell populations. The
phosphorylation of ATF-2was increasedabout6-foldin non-betacells and I2-fold
in bela cell populations(P<0.05). HSP-25phosphorylation was increased3-fold in
the non-betacells and I6-fold in the beta cells (P<0.05). IFNyfailed to potentiate
lL-ll! induced phosphorylation in either cell population. These data suggest that
!L-ll! induced p38 activityis much more pronounced in beta than non-betacells,
suggestingthat attenuated signallingby p38 MAPK maycontributeto the lack of
cytokineinducediNOSexpressionin non-betacells.



611
ALTERATIONS OF INSULIN RESPONSE TO GLUCOSE AND ARGININE
BY NITRIC OXIDE SYNTHASE BLOCKADE: INVOLVEMENT OF
CYTOCHROME C REDUCTASE ACTIVITY

A. Lajoix l, M. Roye l , V. Bourginel , T. Chardes ' , S. Roux l , D. Hillaire
Buys2, P. Masiello-', G. Ribesl , R. Grossl. IUMR 9921 du CNRS et 2UPRES
EA 1677, Univ. Montpellier I, France, 31st. Patol. Gen. Univ. Pisa, Italy.

We could previously show that decreased NO production accounts only
partly or not for the alterations of respectively glucose and arginine
insulinotropic effects induced by Nitric Oxide Synthase (NOSc) blockade
with L-Nw-Nitro-L-Arginine Methyl Ester (L-NAME). Since, NOSc, in
addition to NO production is also able to exert cytochrome c reductase
activity, we investigated whether changes in the latter could be involved in the
effect of L-NAME, an inhibitor of NO production, devoid of effect on
cytochrome c reductase activity. Therefore, we studied in the isolated
perfused rat pancreas, the effects of L-NAME (5 mmol/I) on glucose (II
mmol/I) and arginine (5 mmol/l) induced insulin secretion in the presence or
absence of miconazole, a selective inhibitor of NOSc cytochrome c reductase
activity. Miconazole (10 umol/l) was ineffective on insulin secretion induced
by either KCI (5 mmol/I) or tolbutamide (100 mg/l) in the presence of 5 mM
glucose and only slightly reduced mean integrated insulin response to a 20
min increase in glucose concentration to II mmol/l (respectively 178.6 ± 13.9
and 154.6 ± 15.9 ng x 20 min in the absence and the presence ofmiconazole).
However, the strong increase of glucose effect due to NOSc blockade with L
NAME was drastically reduced from 796.8 ± 50.0 to 177.0 ± 10.6ng x 20 min
(p < 0.001) in the presence ofmiconazole (10 umol/l). Likewise, miconazole
was able to brought back the strong potentiation of arginine effect by L
NAME from 954.9 ± 35.1 ng x 20 min to 269.0 ± 15.8 ng x 20 min (p <
0.001). Our data show that L-NAME induced alterations of glucose and
arginine insulinotropic effects result mainly, from an increased cytochrome c
reductase activity ofNOSc.

613
DYNAMIC CHANGES IN PROTEIN EXPRESSION IN SYNGENEIC ISLET TRANSPLANTS
DURING 100M DEVELOPMENT IN DP-BB RATS.
T.Sparre, U. B.Christensen, P. Mose Larsen', S. J. Fey',A. E. Karlsen, F. Pociot, C. Gotlred
sen#, B. Richter#, T. Mandrup-Poulsen and J. Nerup. Steno Diabetes Center, Gentoffe, Den
mark, • Center forProteome Analysis, Odense, Denmark, # Novo Nordisk, Bagsvaerd, Denmark
Interleukin-1 Binduces impaired B-cell function anddestruction invitro, andhas beenproposed
to be involved inthe pathogenesis of100M. IL·1 Binduced B-cell impairment isdependent upon
protein synthesis. Wehavepreviously demonstrated thattransplantation of200syngeneic neo
natal islets to30daysoldDP-BB ratsdonotchange incidence ortime ofonsetofdiabetes. The
pattern ofcellular infiltrate seen intransplants mirror the pattern seen in islets insnu.Byhigh
resolution 2-dimensional gelelectrophoresis itis possible to separateapproximately 2200pro
teinsaccording to molecular weight andpI.IL-IB has beenshown to induce statistically signifi
cantchangesinexpression level of82 proteins inDP-BB ratislets in vitro. Aim: Tostudy ifthe
82 IL-1 Binduced changes inislet protein expression levels invitro canbe re-identified insynge·
neically transplanted Dp·BB ratislets during spontaneously developing 100M invivo. Methods:
200neonatal DP-BB ratislets were transplanted under thekidney capsule of30daysoldDP-BB
ratsand excised at day7, 12,23 or37 after transplantation or at onsetofdiabetes. Thetrans

plants, IL-t Bstimulated Dp·BB islets andnormal islets were labelled with [35SJ-methionine and
prepared fortwo dimensional gelelectrophoresis. Thefluorographs of the gelswereanalysed
on a Biolmage computer programme. Insitu hybridization for IL-1 BmRNA wasperlormed on
transplants from day7. Expression levels were compared with non stimulated islets. Results:
Ofthe 82 proteins found to change expression levels in DP-BB islets stimulated with IL-1 B81
proteins could be re-identified inthetransplants. Theexpression levels of65 ofthe82 proteins
were significantly changed intransplants compared to normal islets (p<O.OI). Changes inex
pression of28 proteins were consistent during allprediabetic time points. 3 proteins wereonly
changed at onsetofdiabetes. Presence of IL·1B intransplants from day7 prior to cellular infil·
tratewasdemonstrable bymRNA insituhybridization. Conclusion: Changes inprotein expres
sion induced by IL-1B in vitro are also seen during 100M development in DP-BB syngeneic
transplants in vivo. The presence of IL-1 B early on in syngeneic transplants and identical
changesin expression levels of islet proteins in vitro and in vivo are compatible with the hy
pothesis thatIL·1 Bis involved inthepathogenesis of100M intheDP-BB rat.
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612
INTERLEUKIN-I~ STIMULATES JUNN-TERMINAL ANDP38
KINASE ACTIVITIES IN INSULIN SECRETING ~-CELLS.

C.D. Majorand B. A. Wolf.Universityof Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA.

IL-I~ has been implicated as an immunological effector molecule that inhibits
insulin biosynthesisand secretion,oxidativemetabolism, and mediates ~-cell death.
Mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK)cascades have been reported to mediate
cytokine signaling in a variety of cell types. To test the hypothesis that MAPKs
mediate IL-I ~ signaling in ~-cells, the effect of IL-l ~ on two cytokine-activated
members of the MAPK family, the Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK) and p38. was
assessed using the insulin-secreting ~-TC3 and RINm5F cell lines. ~TC3 and
RINm5Fcells were culturedin completeRPMI-1640 mediasupplemented with 10%
fetal bovine serum. Expressionof ERK, JNK, and p38 MAPKs was confirmed by
immunoblotting in ~-celliines as well as in isolatedrat islets.To determinewhether
IL-I ~ inducedMAPKactivation,~-cells were stimulatedwith 100U/ml ofIL-I~ or
vehicle for 0-20 minutes. Cells were lysed and MAPKs were immunoprecipitated
using antibodies selective for JNKI or p38. Antibodycomplexeswere subjected to
an in vitro kinase reaction in the presence of [y_J2p]ATP using c-jun or ATF-2 as
substrates for JNKI and p38, respectively. Reaction products were separated hy
SDS-PAGE and MAPK activation measured as 32p incorporation into
phosphorylated substrates via autoradiography. Results indicate that after 20
minutes, IL-l ~ caused an increase in JNK activity in both ~TC3 and RINm5F cells
comparedto controls (10.5± 2.6 fold, and 9.2 ± 3.1 fold respectively, n=5, p<0.05).
Similarly, IL-I~ increased p38 activity over controls (~TC3: 4.5 ± 1.1 fold,
RINm5F: 22.1 ± 0.9 fold, n=2). The effect of IL-I~ was time-dependent for both
MAPKs. Activity was observed within 5 min, peaked at 10 min, and returned to
basal levelswithin 2 hours. Further, the activityof both JNK and p38 was selective
for IL-I~ as TNF-a (1000 U/ml) and IFN-y (500 Vlml) were without effect. In
summary, IL-l ~ selectively activates the stress-activated protein kinases JNK and
p38 in ~·cells in a time-dependent manner.These resultssupportthe hypothesis that
JNKand p38 mediateIL-l~ induced ~-cells death.

614
BSP 70 EXPRESSION IN ISLETS OF DIABETES-PRONE BB RATS
DURING RECOVERY FROM EXPOSURE TO INTERLEUKIN-IBETA
G. Wachlin, B. Kuttler, D. Schroder, I. Kloting and S. Schmidt, Institute of
Pathophysiology of the Universityof Greifswald, Karlsburg,Germany

Interleukin-Ibeta (IL-I~) has been demonstrated to be involved in the
destruction of pancreatic islet beta-cells. It was the aim of the study to
investigate the IL-I ~ induced stress responseof pancreatic islets from diabetes
prone BB rats and the ability of such islets to recover from injury. Isolated
pancreatic islets were precultured for 3d and than exposed to IL-I~ (10 U/ml)
for 24h or remaineduntreated (control).Groupsof cytokine-exposed and control
islets were then used for functional tests or were cultured without IL-I~ for
further 6d (recovery). Immediately after cytokine treatment insulin content,
glucose-stimulated insulin release and total protein biosynthesis were
significantly diminished compared to control islets while no membrane
alterations were detectable in cytokine-pretreated islets as measured by
spontaneous "Cr-retease. Surface antigen expression was measured on single
islet cells by FACS analysis using OX 18 (MHCclass I), OX 6 (MHC class II),
ICAM-I (adhesionsmolecule) and KI4DIO (beta-cellreactive). The addition of
lL-I~ to the culture medium caused a reduction of beta-cell number (p<O,OI)
and an increase ofiCAM-I+ beta-cells (p<0.001) while the expression ofMHC
class I and class II was hardly diminished. Islet proteinswere separatedby SDS
PAGE followedby immunoblotting. Synthesisofheat shockprotein 70 (HSP70)
was detectableup to 4d during recovery of islets after exposureto IL-I~. Though
6d after cytokine-treatment insulin storage was comparable with controls and
islets were able to respond on high glucose challange with increased insulin
release, but there was still a significant difference (p<O.OOI) to control islets.
Our results suggest that in response to IL-I~ protective mechanisms including
expressionof HSP 70 are activatedfor up to 4d in pancreatic islet beta-cellsof
BB rats, however, the essential beta-cell function of glucose responsiveness
remained impaired even after 6d of culturewithoutIL-l~.
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615
CYTOKINE-INDUCED ACTIVATION OF THE TRANSCRIPTION
FACTORS STAT! AND NF-Kll IN INS-I CELLS
N. Sekine, T. Ishikawa, T. Okazaki, M. Hayashi and T. Fuiita, Fourth
Department ofInternal Medicine, University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan.
Interferon-y (IFN-y), in combination with tumor necrosis factor-a
(TNF-a), exerts deleterious effects in pancreatic ~-cells, possibly through
the induction of nitric oxide synthase (iNOS). The present study was
conducted to investigate signalling mechanisms mediating the effects of
these cytokines using a differentiated insulin-secreting cell line, INS- I,
with special reference to the activation of cytokine-inducible
transcription factors STAT I and NF-KB. Proliferation of INS- I cells was
affected neither hy 100 U/ml IFN-y nor by 50 ng/ml TNF-a, whereas the
combination ofthe two cytokines elicited severe cytotoxicity. Similarly,
expression ofiNOSmRNA wasinduced by IFN-y plus TNF-a, but not by

either cytokine alone. At variance with previous reports, IFN-y failed to
phosphorylate JAK2 tyrosine kinase in INS-I cells, but tyrosine
phosphorylated SfAT I. Electrophoretic mobility shift assay was
performed to examine DNA-binding activities of SfAT I and NF-KB in
INS- I cells exposed to the cytokines. IFN-y stimulated DNA-binding of
nuclear proteins to the IFN-y-activated sequence in the promoter of the
iNOS gene as well as that of the interferon regnlatory factor-I (IRF-I)
gene. TNF-adidnot affect DNA binding ofSTAT!, but stimulated NF-KB
binding, which was further increased by the addition of IFN-y. In
conclusion, IFN-y activates SfAT I via a mechanism that appears to be
JAK2-independent, and potentiates TNF-a-induced NF-KB activation in
INS-I cells. Since the promoter of the iNOS gene contains binding sites
of SfAT I, IRF-I and NF-KB, activation of these factors by IFN-y may
contribute to the synergistic induction of iNOS, and eventnaIIy to ~-cell

destruction, by the combination of IFN-y and TNF-a.

617
DNA ADDUCT FORMATION AND INDUCTION OF THE DNA REPAIR
PROTEIN AP ENDONUCLEASE IN RAT AND HUMAN PANCREATIC
ISLETS FOLLOWING EXPOSURE TO GENOTOXIC AGENTS
C.A. Delaney'r-': N. Springer', A. Claus', G.E. Kisby' and D.L. Eizirik':'. 'Dept of
Medical Cell Biology, Uppsala University, Sweden, 'Center for Research on
Occupational and Environmental Toxicology,Oregon,USA,JCancerResearchUnit,
University of Newcastle upon Tyne, UK, "Diabetes Research Center, Vrije
UniversiteitBrussel,Belgium.

Exposure to environmental genotoxins may contribute to beta cell dysfunction and
destructionin diabetesmellitus.The damagingeffectsof these agents may be due at
least in part to the formationof DNA adducts and the reduced activity of the DNA
repair protein apurinic/apyrimidinic endonuclease (APE). In this study, we further
explored the mechanisms by which streptozotocin (STZ), nitric oxide (NO),
peroxynitrite (ONOO) and methylazoxymethanol acetate (MAMOAc) lead to beta
cell damage in human and rat pancreatic islets. By using immuno slot blotting
together with antibodiesdirected against lesions within the DNA, we measured the
levels of 2 major alkylation products, i.e O'methylguanine (O'MeGua) and
N'methylguanine (N7MeGua) adducts. APE activity was assessed in parallel by a
novel method based upon the repair of a depurinated plasmid. There were no
detectableDNA adducts in control rat islets and in islets exposedto NO or ONOO.
However,therewas an increasedamountof DNAadducts(fmol/ugDNA)in rat islet
cells following12 h exposureto STZ (ImM; 21303± 7783 for O'MeGua and 15394
± 6569 N7MeGua) or MAMOAc (0.05 mM; 5736 ± 3737 Q'MeGua and 5963 ±
2127 N7MeGua) (n~3). In rat islets APE activitywas significantly reduced (P<0.05
vs controls;n=4-5) following 12 h exposureto STZ (I mM), NO (0.5 mM), ONOO
(0.2 mM) and MAMOAc(0.05 mM). In hwnan islets exposure to STZ (6 mM) for
12 h also decreased APE activity (P<0.05 vs controls; n-S). In conclusion, the
alkylating agents STZ and MAMOAc may contribute to beta cell death by both
inducingDNA adductsand reducingactivityof the DNArepair proteinAPE. On the
other hand, the radical NO reduces APE activity without inducing detectable
O'MeGua and N7MeGua DNA adducts, suggesting that these two events may be
dissociatedfollowingradical-induced damage.

616
MECHANISMS FOR IMPAIRED TNF-a AND IL-Ib RELEASE IN
MACROPHAGES FROM DIABETIC (DBIDB) MICE.
S.N.lykova, M'Berdal, R.Seljelid and T.GJenssen. Institute of Clinical
Medicine, University of Tromse, Norway
Impaired function of immune cells may be one of the possible causes of the
susceptibility to infection and delayed wound healing in diabetes mellitus.
This can be due to either a genetic defect related to diabetes, or, metabolic
factors, or both. Macrophages have a crucial role for the immune defense as
well as the production of extracellular matrix. The aim of the present study
was to compare the cytokine release from cultured peritoneal macrophages
in a murine NlDDM model (strain C57BLlKs-db/db) with macrophages
from heterozygous phenotypically normal mice of the same strain. The
number of animals in each group was 10-12. All results are presented as
mean±s.e.m.. Cultured diabetic macrophages differed from control cells
morphologically: they showed relative inability to stretch when attached to
the plastic surface and had a tendency to cluster. Cytokine release from
LPS-stimulated macrophages cultured in medium with 5 mmol/l glucose
were lower in diabetic mice compared to controls (TNF-a: 719.05±60.18 vs.
2466.50±70.23 pg/ml, IL-Ib: 323.62±8.69 vs. 553.65±20.l9 pg/ml, p<0.05
for both). Elevation of glucose up to 10 mmolll inhibited LPS-stimulated
TNF-a (328.58±42.65 vs. 978,18±25.33 pglml) and IL-lb (205.37±9.53 vs.
307.56±10.64 pg/ml) release, which was still significantly lower in cells
from diabetic animals compared to lean controls (p<0.05). Elevation of
glucose up to 20 mmolll did not cause further inhibition of either TNF-a
(290±50.11 vs. 898±34 pg/ml) or IL-lb (196.91±15.95 vs, 271.01±32.51
pg/ml) release in diabetic and control cells. We conclude that incubation of
diabetic macrophages in medium with normal glucose concentration does
not restore diminished TNF-a and IL-lb release. Glucose in elevated
concentrations also inhibits cytokine release from both diabetic and normal
macrophages in vitro. IL-Ib and TNF-a release is impaired in diabetic mice
both due to elevated glucose concentrations and an intrinsic cellular defect.

618
PEROXYNITRITE CAUSES STIMULATION OF INSULIN
SECRETION AND DNA DAMAGE IN IDT-T15 CELLS.
SvTh o m as l-", Sv.l.Dunmore ', and I.C.Green1,2, lBiochemistry
de~artment,University of Sussex, UK, 2Pharmacy department,
University of Bnghton, UK and 3Health Sciences, University of
Wolverhampton, UK.

In autoimmune diabetes beta-cells may be exposed to free radicals
exogenously, from activated immune cells, and endogenously via
cytokine induction. Nitric oxide and superoxide from either source
can r~act with each other to form peroxynitrite (ONOO-). This study
examines the acute effects of peroxynitrite (0-1.0 mmol/l), made from
the ozonatio~ .of azide, on insulin secretion and DNA damage in
insulin-containing HIT -Tl5 cells. To test for effects on insulin
secretion HIT-Tl5 cells were challenged with glucose ± peroxynitrite
for l h. To assess the DNA-damaging effects of peroxynitrite the
Comet assay, in which DNA damage can be determined in single cells,
was used. Chemically synthesised peroxynitrite, when applied
exogenously, dose-dependently enhanced glucose-induced insulin
secretion from I. 7±0.2ng insulin per 10' cells to 3.2±OAng at 0.5
mmolll peroxynitrite [5 experiments; P<O.OI]. Glutathione (I mmol/l),
a known scavenger of peroxynitrite, reversed the potentiating effect of
peroxynitrite (0.5 mmolll) on insulin secretion to 1.9±0.3ng [5
expenments]. Peroxynitrite (0.25 mmol/l) caused extensive DNA
damage in HIT-Tl5 after a 15 min treatment period. This DNA
damage was not uniform but arose from the point of application of
peroxynitrite to the slide and was not repairable after 48h. Inactivated
peroxynitrite had no effect on insulin secretion or DNA damage. We
conclude that peroxynitrite enhances insulin secretion but causes DNA
damage and that the latter effect may contribute to beta-cell
dysfunction.



619
ENHANCING EFFECT OF PERTUSSIS TOXIN ON APOPTOSIS
INDUCED BY S-NITROSOGLUTATHIONE OR INTERLEUKIN-1P IN
RINm5F CELLS.

J. Elliott and N.G. Morgan. Department of Biological Sciences, Keele
University, Staffs, UK.

It has been demonstrated previously that sodium fluoride can induce
apoptosis in RINm5F cells and that pretreatment with pertussis toxin
(Ptx) which prevents the activation of members of the Gilo family of G
proteins, results in an enhancement of this response. In the present
study, the effect of Ptx pretreatment on apoptosis induced by a nitric
oxide donor [S-nitrosoglutathione (GSNO)j, or by interteukin-1p (IL-1 p;
which upregulates inducible nitric oxide synthase leading to increased
NO production) was investigated. RINm5F cells were treated with 400j.lM
GSNO in the absence or presence of 0.2j.lg/ml Ptx for 24 hours or with
200pg/ml IL-1 p in the absence or presence of 0.2j.lg/ml Ptx for 48 hours.
The extent of cell death was quantified with trypan blue and apoptosis
was confirmed by acridine orange staining. PIx did not directly induce
cell death but pretreatment of RIN cells with Ptx resulted in a significant
enhancement of GSNO induced cell death (Control: 4927+1-378 dead
cells/ml; PIx: 4904+1-489; GSNO: 16862+/-3521; GSNO plus Ptx:
35212+/-3148; p<O.01 vs GSNO alone). Pix pretreatment also
significantly enhanced IL-1 p induced cell death (Control: 3346+1-402;
Pix: 3741+/-522; IL-1P:6120+1-650; IL-1P plus PIx: 12084+/-733;
p<0.001 vs IL-1Palone). In the case of IL-1P, the enhancing effect of Pix
was evident at all concentrations of the cytokine between 100 and
400pg/ml. These results provide the first evidence that one or more Ptx
sensitive G-proteins Is involved in a protective mechanism which
reduces the pancreatic beta cell sensitivity to apoptosis induced by
chemical NO donors or IL-1 p.

621
PROTECTION OF RINm5F CELLS AGAINST NO TOXICITY
THROUGH OVEREXPRESSION OF ANTIOXIDANT ENZYMES

S. Lortz, M. Tiedge, and S. Lenzen, Institute of Clinical Biochemistry,
Hannover Medical School, 0-30623 Hannover, Germany

The generation of NO is crucial for beta cell destruction in autoimmune
diabetes. It was the aim of this study to investigate the synergistic action of
reactive oxygen species in the toxicity of chemically-generated NO. We
therefore exposed bioengineered RINm5F insulin-secreting cells
overexpressing different patterns of thc antioxidant enzymes catalase
(CAT), glutathione peroxidase (GPX) and superoxide dismutase (SOD) to
the NO releasing compounds sodium nitroprusside (SNP), S-nitroso-N
acetyl-D,L-penicillamine (SNAP) and 3-morpholinosydnonimine (SIN-I).
The resistance of these cells against the NO donors was quantified by the
MTT assay. Overexpression of antioxidant enzymes provided significant
protection against toxicity of all NO donors with an individual specificity
related to their chemical properties. In particular the GPX overexpressing
cells showed a significantly higher resistance against SNP and SNAP
induced toxicity, whereas CAT overexpressing cells provided protection
against SIN-I. SOD overexpression protected against SNAP and SNP with
lower efficacy than GPX overexpression but was more effective against
SIN-I toxicity. The synergistic toxic effect of NO and reactive oxygen
species could be demonstrated through a combined exposure of RINm5F
cells towards H,O, or hypoxanthinelxanthine oxidase and SNAP or SIN-I.
The moderate toxic effect of NO donors at sublytic concentrations was
increased by sub lytle concentrations of free oxygen radical donors in an
overadditive manner. Our results indicate that in particular the
overexpression of GPX and SOD with efficient transfer vectors may be a
therapeutic concept to prevent NO radical-mediated toxicity in autoimmune
diabetes.
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ALLOXAN EFFECTS ON HUMAN AND MOUSE ISLET INSULIN
SECRETORY PATTERN DURING GLUCOSE PERIFUSION
B. Tyrberg and L.A.H. Borg. Department of Medical Cell Biology, Uppsala

University,Uppsala,Sweden.

Alloxan is a selective ~-cell cytotoxic substance. Experiments in vitro have,

however,indicated that the sensitivityof humanislets to alloxandiffers tram that of

rodent islets. The present study is a discriminative characterization of the insulin

secretory pattern of human and mouse islets after exposure to alloxan in vitro.

Approximately equal volumes of human (5 organ donors, p-cell Transplant,

Brussels) and mouse (NMRI) islets were perifused in small chambers under a
constant flow of I mllmin at 37'C. During the perifusions, an initial stabilization

phase of 20 min without glucose was followed by 5 min with or without addition
of 2 mM alloxan, 5 min with 2.8 mM glucose, 40 min with 28 mM glucose and

thereafter 20 min with 2.8 mM glucose. Medium was continuously sampled for

insulin measurements (RIA). Both the human and mouse islets showed a biphasic
secretory pattern in control experiments. The human islets were not affected in any

of the secretory phases by alloxan exposure(96-120% insulin secreted vs. control,

0=10). However, mouse islets increased their secretion dramatically when exposed to

alloxan (329±70%vs. control, n=lO, p<O.OOlj, but were not able to respondto the

following glucose stimulus (first phase: 22±5% vs. control, p<O.OI; secondphase:

28±6% vs. control, p<O.OOI) and, finally, increased their secretionafter withdrawal
of the glucose stimulus (301±85% vs. control, p<0.05). The present study
demonstrates that human islets have a biphasic glucose stimulated insulin secretory

pattern in vitro. which is not affected by alloxan in any phase. On the contrary,

mouse islets loose their biphasic response pattern after alloxan exposure.

Furthermore, the initial stimulation of insulin secretion during alloxan- exposure of

mouse islets, probably caused by rapid redox potential alterations, is not observed
during exposure of human islets to alloxan.

622
DNA DAMAGE AND INSULIN SECRETION OF RAT AND HUMAN
ISLETS EXPOSED TO FREE RADICAL AND CYTOKINE TREATMENTS
V. Hadjivassiliou, R.F.l. James*, S.M. Swift*, H. Clayton*, M.H.l.
Green and I.C. Green Biochemistry Department, University of Sussex
and Pharmacy Department, University of Brighton, East Sussex, UK
*Department of Surgery, University of Leicester, Leicester, UK

The aim of this study was to compare rat and human islet responses
to damaging treatments. Effects on nuclear DNA integrity and insulin
secretory responsiveness were determined. Islets were exposed for
48h to nitric oxide (S-nitrosoglutathione 500pmol/l). peroxynitrite
(1mrnol/l), applied in glucose and serum free medium, or a
combination of cytokines (IL- 11l 1OOpmol/l, TNF-tx 100pmol/I and rat
IFN-y 2U/ml or human IFN-y 500U/ml). There was significant DNA
damage in human islets as indicated by an increase in nucleus plus
comet length (!Jm)from control 37.5±1.8 (N=13) to 54.2±1.7 (N=5)
p<O.OOl for nitric oxide, 55.0±6.8 (N=4) p<O.Ol for peroxynitrite
and 53.1 ±5.3 (N=5) p<O.Ol for cytokine treatments. Rat islets
showed extensive and very similar DNA strand breakage induced by
all treatments. Rat islet insulin secretory responsiveness to glucose
(20mmol/l), expressed as a % of islet insulin content (3.5%, N=5
expts) was inhibited following nitric oxide or cytokine treatments (to
2.2%, N=3 or 1.0%, N=3 p<0.05 respectively). Human islet insulin
secretion was maintained following nitric oxide treatment (from 5.5%,
N=8 to 5.6%, N=7). but was increased after peroxynitrite or cytokine
treatments (13.2%, N=6 p<O.Ol). The results are consistent with
cytokine effects in both species being free radical mediated. We
conclude that rat and human insulin secretion is differentially affected
by 48h cytokine treatments. DNA in islets of both species is equally
susceptible to damage by free radical and cytokine treatments.
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623
EFFECTS OF TROGLITAZONE ON INTERLEUKIN la-INDUCED a CELL

CYTOTOXICITY

A. Dunger,S. Berg and U. Fischer", GerhardtKatschInstitute of Diabetes
Karlsburg, " Inselklinik Heringsdorf, Germany
Interleukin IB (ILl)-induced Bcell cytotoxicity which is partly mediated by nitric
oxide (NO) is suggested to be implicated intheautoimmune destruction of IDDM.
The insulin sensitizing compound troglitazone (TGZ) hasbeen shown to influence
islet NOproduction. Therefore, thisstudy aimed at elucidating (I) theefficacy of
TGZ in reducing cytokine-induced NOgeneration and(2) whether TGZ-mediated
reduction ofNOgeneration may prevent Bcelldysfunction andDNA damage. Rat
islets were treated for20h with human ILl (10V/ml) or TGZ (10umol/l) alone or
incombination. Also, islets were exposed inarginine-free medium to ILl orTGZ in
thepresence of N-nitro-L-arginine methylester (NAME, I mmol/I), a competitive
inhibitor ofNOsynthase. Control islets remained untreated or were cultured in the
presence of DMSO thesolvent forTGZ. Results: TGZ andNAME prevented ILl
induced islet NO production (measured as nitrite accumulation in the culture
medium) (ILl: 6.80±SEM0.46, TGZ+lLl: 3.39±0.50, NAME+ILl: 2.40±0.12
pmol/islet p<O.O I). ILl reduced islet insulin release by50 % (p<0.0 I) while TGZ
onitsown hada stimulatory effect oninsulin output compared tocontrol islets, and
completely counteracted the ILl-induced inhibition. NAME+ILI-treated islets
released as much insulin as control islets did. However, post-culture glucose
stimulation of insulin secretion in the absence of either compound revealed a
significant inhibition ofBcellfunction both in ILI- andin TGZ+ILI-treated islets,
while the response of NAME+ILl-pretreated islets was comparable to that of
control islets. TGZ did not alter islet cell viability (trypan blue, ethidium
bromide/acridine orange-technique), but prevented ILl-induced viability loss. The
abundance of cytoplasmic histone-associated DNA fragments (HADF) was
assessed by means of a sandwich ELISA was increased by 50 % in ILl-treated
islets as compared to controls (p<O.O I). HADF were not influenced by NAME,
TGZ or by DMSO alone. TGZ completely prevented theILl-mediated increase in
HADF which was also significantly reduced but not completely normalized by
NAME. In conclusion, TGZ reduces theNOgeneration of islets which in turn may
prevent their structural andfunctional damage. TGZ does, however, notprotect the
islets from long-lasting functional impairment. The observed effect of TGZ may
partly beexplained byitscompetition fora common binding sitewith ILl.

625
OVEREXPRESSION OFMHC CLASS 1AND RAPID LOSS OF IA2/1CA-51 2
AND INSULIN INDUCED BY MULTIPLE LOW-DOSE STREPTOZOTOCIN
Z.C.Li. L.J.Zhao, F.A.Karlsson and S.Sandler. Departments of Medicine
and Medical Cell Biology, Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden

The expression of MHC class 1, IA2/ICA-512 protein tyrosine
phosphatase and insulin, all key molecules in human autoimmune
diabetes. were examined in the multiple low-dose streptozotocin
(MD-STZ) mouse, an experimental model of type 1 diabetes.
C57BUKs mice were injected i.p. day 1-5 with 40 mg/kg STZdaily.
Blood glucose was determined and pancreata were sampled for
morphometric analysis on days 3. 10, 14, 21 and 28. Immuno
fluorescence staining was performed for MHC class 1 and IA2/1CA
512 on cryostat sections. Insulitis was observed on sections stained
with hernatoxylm-eosln, IA2/ICA-512 density was determined by
confocal microscopy. MD-STZ treatment caused hyperglycaemia from
day 7 and onwards in parallel with a fall in the number of insulin
containing cells. A rapid reduction of IA2/ICA-512 was detectable at
day 3, and reached the lowest level on day 7 (mean of optical density
124±12 day 0; 80±13 at day 3;.41±6 day 7; 43±7 day 10; 35±2
day 14; 51±8 day 21; 39±4 day 28). MHC class 1 staining was very
weak in control pancreatic islets. In contrast, the MD·STZ model
displayed strong signals day 7-28 with maximum on day 10. An
infiltration of lymphocytes was observed with the highest insulitis
score on day 14. Thus, the recruitment of lymphocytes seems to
follow upon an overexpression of MHC 1 molecules brought about by
the streptozotocin treatment. The rapid reductions of the lA2/1CA
512 and insulin prior to maximal MHC class 1 expression indicates
that the major fraction of the lymphocytes are recruited into the islet
area by non-antigen specific mechanisms.

624
PIOGLITAZONE PREVENTS MICE FROM MULTIPLE LOW·DOSE

STREPTOZOTOCIN·INDUCED INSULITIS AND DIABETES
H. Ando, T. Takamura, Y. Nagai, H. Yamashita and K. Kobayashi.
First Department of Internal Medicine, School of Medicine, Kanazawa
University, Ishikawa, Japan
Macrophage infiltration into pancreatic islets is thought to be an initial
event inducing insulitis in the development of type I diabetes. Activated
macrophages produce not only nitric oxide (NO) by itself, but also
cytokines to induce NO synthase (iNOS) in ~ cells to degenerate ~ cells.
An insulin sensitizing agent, thiazolidinedione is a direct ligand for
peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor (PPAR)-y,recently reported to
inhibit macrophage activation including cytokine production and iNOS
expression. To test a hypothesis that PPAR-y activation by
thiazolidinediones could block insulitis development in the course of type
I diabetes by inhibiting macrophage activation, we evaluate the effect of
pioglitazone, a thiazolidinedione compound, on the development of
multiple low-dose streptozotocin (MD-STZ)-induced autoimmune
diabetes in mice. CD-l mice (l71±8 mg/dl) intraperitoneally injected
with 5 daily subdiabetogenic doses of STZ (40 mg/kg body wt)

developed mononuclear cell infiltration in and around islets followed by
hyperglycemia 2-4 weeks after STZ-injection (479±46 mg/dl at Day 28,
p<O.OI vs control). Oral administration of pioglitazone (0.01% food
admixture) from 7 days before STZ treatment prevented CD-l mice from
development of diabetes induced by MD-STZ (254±49 mg/dl at day 28.
p<0.02). Histologically, pioglitazone blocked the infiltration of
mononuclear cells into islets in MD-STZ mice. Our results lighten the
novel therapeutic aspect of thiazolidinedione to prevent autoimmune
disease including type I diabetes. Mechanisms underlying the preventive
effects of pioglitazone will be discussed.

626
DIAZOXIDE MODIFIES STREPTOZOTOCIN INDUCED BETA-CELL DAMAGE
M. Kullin, Z.e. u, E. Bjork, S. Sandler and FA Karlsson.
Departments of Medicine and Medical Cell Biology, Uppsala
University, Uppsala, Sweden

The beta-cell sensitivity to damage is likely to be influenced by their
functional activity. We have investigated a putative protective effect
of diazoxide, an inhibitor of insulin release acting at the level of the
ATP dependent potassium channel. on beta-cell damage induced by
streptozotocin (STZ). Islets were isolated from male Sprague-Dawley
rats and precultured for 3 days in medium RPM I 1640 + 10% fetal
calf serum, and then incubated for 30 minutes with diazoxide and
subjected to O.S mM or 1 mM STZ treatment for another 30 minutes
in the presence of diazoxide. Insulin secretory capacity. insulin
content and islet morphologywere studied directly or after 24 hours
of recovery in culture. STZ treatment alone reduced insulin secretion
and insulin content to 54 % (p=0.001) and 56 % (p=O.OOO7)
respectively, after 24 hours compared to control islets. Islets
pretreated with 0.5 mM diazoxide had partially preserved secretory
capacity and insulin contents and differed from the STZ group
(p=0.0083 and p=0.012). STZ reduced the number of insulin
positive cells, whereas their shape and number were partially
preserved in the diazoxide treated islets. These results demonstrate a
protective effect in vitro of diazoxide on islets exposed to STZ, which
may be related to the activity'Ofthe ATP dependent potassium channel
in the beta-cell.



627
INTERLEUKIN-9 (IL-9) REDUCES T CELL-MEDIATED INSULITIS IN
AUTOIMMUNE PRONE NONOBESE DIABETIC (NOD) MICE.

M-e. Many, I.M. Colin, D. Au, J-F Denef, and" J-C Renauld. Histology and

"Experimental Units, Catholic University of Louvain, and Ludwig Institute
for Cancer Research, Brussels Belgium.
The understanding of IDDM has been greatly facilitated by the availability
of animal models such as NOD mice that develop insulitis at 4-6 weeks (w)
of age, leading to overt diabetes in animals of this strain after 30 w.
Increasing evidence suggests at least in part that autoimmune insulitis
observed in NOD results from an excessive activation of Th1 cells, and!or a
defective control by Th2 cells. In the present study, we analyze whether
treatment of NOD mice with IL-9 (lllg!day), a Th2 cytokine, could prevent
or at least reduce the progression of insulitis.
Four different experimental groups of 9 weeks old NOD mice (N=5) were
used: (1) animals received a single injection of IL-9 and were sacrificed 6
days later; (2) animals received 1 injection!day for 6 days and were
sacrificed the next day; (3) animals received the same treatment as in (2) but
were sacrificed 8 weeks later and (4) animals received 6 daily injections + 3
weekly injections until sacrifice. For each group, age-paired untreated
animals were used as controls. After sacrifice, the pancreas was removed,
and processed for a morphological quantification on 5-llm thick serial
sections. The percentage of islets showing signs of insulitis was then
quantified.
In control animals of groups 1 and 2, the percentage of Langherhans islets
being infiltrated by inflammatory cells was 42.7 ± 2.5 % (mean ± SEM). It
was not changed in treated animals of group 1 and was reduced to 12 ± 0.7
% (p < 0.05) in group 2. At 18 weeks of age (groups 3 and 4), nearly all islets
(93.2 ± 6.8 %) were infiltrated in control animals. However, in treated
animals, the percentage was reduced to 47.9 ± 6.3 % (p < 0.05) in group 3
and to 20.9 ± 3.8 % (p < 0.05) in group 4.
In conclusion, our data show that IL-9 significantly reduces the degree of
insulitis in NOD mice and suggest therefore that this Th2 cytokine could
prevent or delay the onset of the diabetes.

629
TOXIN-BASED SELECTION OF KIN CELLS WITH IMPROVED
REGULATION OF INSULIN SECRETION
K.Bloch and P.Vardi.The Institute of Endocrinologyand Diabetes, SCMCI,
Petah Tikva & Felsenstein Medical Research Center, Tel-Aviv University, Israel

We previouslydemonstrated that repeated exposure ofRINm cells to a
high dose ofstreptozotocin (STZ) induces not only selection ofSTZ-resistant
but also of a insnlin-enriched cell subpopnlation.The aim of this study was to
select a toxin resistant cell subpopulation by alloxan (AL) treatment and to
compare regulation of insnlin secretion from these cells to those selectedby
STZ and to untreated cells. The selectionof resistant cells was performedby
repeated exposure ofRINm cells to a high dose of STZ (10 mM) or AL (20
mM). Cell resistance was evaluated by the MTT method and by 'H thymidine
incorporation. Established resistant cell strains and naive RINm cells at the
same passagewere analyzed by determination of intracellnlar insnlin content,
insulin concentration in the cnIture medium and sensitivity to glucose and
cAMP-dependentsecretagogues(ffiMX and forskolin). Our data indicate that
both STZ and AL select cell subpopulationswith higher resistance to both
toxins, probablydue to a lower expression of GLUT-2 as indicated by
3..()..methyl-glucose competitiveassay. Intracellnlar insnlin contents and insulin
concentrations in the culture medium (II mM glucose) were 2-fold higher for
AL selectedand 5- and 3- fold higher for STZ selectedcells when compated to
naive RINm cells, respectively(p<0.001). Incubation of cells with increasing
glucose concentrations (0,3 and 15 mM) showed some insnlin response in
resistant strains, but had no effect in naive RINm cells. Adenylate cyclase
activator (forskolin, 1pM) and phosphodiesteraseinhibitor (ffiMX, O.lmM)
potentiated insnlin secretion approximately2-fold for AL selected and 4-fold
for STZ selectedcells at 5mM glucose (p<0.00I), but had very little or no effect
on insnlin secretion in naive RINm cells. In conclusion: our results suggest that
diabetogenic toxins (STZ and AL) can be used in order to select toxin-resistant
strains of RIN cells with improved regulation of insnlin secretion.
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KINASE INHIBITOR EFFECTS ON SPONTANEOUS AND CYTOKINE
INDUCED APOPTOSIS IN HIT-Tl5 CELLS AND NEONATAL RAT ISLETS

N.E. John, V.D. Belin, MJ. Harrison, N. Aabenhus Andersen'", T.

Mandrup-Poulsena and I.C. Green. Biochemistry Lab., Univ. of Sussex

ond Pharmacy Dept., Univ. af Brighton, UK; aSteno Diabetes Center,
Gentofte, Denmark

Mitogen-activated and stress-activated protein kinase (MAPK/SAPK)
activation has been observed in neonatal rat islets following exposure
ta IL-1B. The aim of this study was to investigate how specific
inhibitors of MAPK/SAPK pathways affect spontaneous or cytokine
induced apoptosis. HIT-T15 cells (2 x 105) and groups of 150 islets
from 8 day old rats were treated in 300pl RPMI for up to 48h with
PD98059 (10 and 100pmol/lj, a MEK inhibitor, or SB203580 (10 and
50pmol/l), a p38 inhibitor. Apoptosis and lysis were determined using
acridine orange cytochemistry and Hoechst 33342/propidium iodide
staining. Combined cytokines (IL-1B, TNFa and IFNy) increased
apoptosis in HIT-T15 cells from 0.45% to 2.56% (p<0.005). Apoptosis
wos also increased in response to 48h treotment with SB(10pmol/l)
and PD (100pmol/l) [control, 0.45%; SB, 1.8%; PD 3.4 p<O.Ol). Levels
of cytokine-induced apoptosis remained high when either of the
kinase inhibitors was added. Similarly, when islets were exposed to a
combination of SB(10pmol/l) and PD(10pmol/I), an increase in
apoptosis was seen [control, 0.46%; PD+SB, 1.35%, p<0.05) and these
levels of apoptosis remained high in the presence of IL-1B. We
conclude that inhibition of MAPK/SAPK pathways using specific
inhibitors promotes spontaneous apoptosis in both HIT-T15 cells and
neonatal rat islets, although the magnitude of this effect is greater in
HIT-T15 cells. These inhibitors were incapable of lowering cylokine
induced apoptosis in either HIT-Tl5 cells or neonatal rat islets.

630
POLYAMINES MAYINDUCE PROLIFERATION AND APOPTOSIS OF
ISLET CELLS IN A DOSE DEPENDENT MANNER
Ch. Laue, A. Neumeyer, J. Schrezenmeir. Institute of Physiology and
Biachemistry of Nutrition, Federal Research Center, Kiel. Germany

NIDDM is associated with reduced insulin sensitivity and hyperinsulinemia
which is later followed by a decline in insulin secretion. The pathogenesis is
based on a genetic disposition, but particularly nutritional factors also playa
crucial role. Spermidine, a palyamine which is present in a number of foods
from animal sources, is known to be invoived in several processes of cell
proliferation and differentiation. Therefore neonatal rat islets were cultured for
14 days in RPMI containing different concentrations (10·'2 to 10.3 Mol) of
Spermidine. Proliferation was determined by a BrdU-cell-ELISA. BrdU
incorporatian significantly 1p,<0.01) increased from 95±5% p~oliferat.ionlislet

(mean±SEM.n=80) with 10' 2 to 130±9% With 10 5 Mol spermidine. This effect
was cambined with a marked increase of the basal (at 5,5mM glucose) and
glucase stimulated (at 16,6mM glucose) insulin secretion (basal insulin: 45±4
at 10,'2 Mol spermidine and 69±14IJU/24h/islet at 10,6 Mol, stimulated
insulin:73±7 at 10"2 Mol and 113±14IJU/24h1islet at 10'6 Mal (mean±SEM,
n=40, p<0.03). Hawever with higher spermidine dases, proliferation
decreased significantly ta 48±9% (10'3 Mol, p<0.01). This rebound was
associated with an increase in apoptosis as assessed by an ELISA for the
determination of cytoplasmatic histone-associated DNA fragments (mono
and oligonucleosomes). Concentrations of spermidine abave 10'5 enhanced
apoptosis significantly to 218±17% (10'4 Mol) e.g. 341±38% (10'3 Mol)
(mean±SEM,n=48, p<0.01 e.g. 0.001). Insulin secretion reflected this
phenomenon by a lacking stimulatory response to glucose with 10'4 and 10'3
Mol spermidine. In conclusion factors inducing islet cell proliferation induce
higher insulin secretion which may be due to an increased islet cellularity and
may explain hyperinsulinemia in the early stage af NIDDM. The induction of
apoptosis by the same factors at higher doses may explain the secondary
failure of islets at later stages of the disease. Polyamines may act according
to this dual key model as indicated by these results.
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631
DEMONSTRATION OF O-CELL APOPTOSIS IN AN
ACCELERATED MODEL OF AUTOIMMUNE DIABETES

P. Augstein, 1. A. Stephens", J. Allison", A. G. Elefanty", M.
Ekberg", T. W. H. Kay· and 1. C. Harrison";
Institute of Diabetes "Gerhardt Katsch" Karlsburg e.V., Germany;
The Walter and Eliza Hall Institute for Medical Research, Australia"

In the spontaneously-diabetic non-obese diabetic (NOD) mouse it has
been difficult to demonstrate B-cell apoptosis in vivo due to the long
period over which B-cell destruction occurs. In this study, NOD.scid
mice were crossed with transgenic mice expressing the co-stimulatory
molecule B7-1 (CD80) on their B cells (RIP-B7-1 NOD.scid mice).
The adoptive transfer of splenic T cells from diabetic NOD mice into
RIP-B7-1 NOD.scidrecipients (n=16) resulted in an accelerated onset
of diabetes (mean ± SD: 15 ± 1.7 days), which occurred in all
recipient mice within a very narrow time frame (12-16 days). In
comparison, diabetes onset in the non-transgenic NOD.scid
littermates (n=9) occurred significantly later (mean ± SD: 29 ± 6.2
days; p<O.OOI), and the time at which individual mice developed
diabetes was far less predictable. Insulitis and the percentage of islets
positive for apoptosis as detected by the TUNEL-technique were
significantly greater in B7-1 NOD.scid mice. Confocal microscopy
after double labelling of TUNEL+ cells with both B7-1 and insulin
confirmed that the cells undergoing apoptosis were B cells. This study
in an accelerated model of diabetes provides clear evidence in vivo
that Bcells in the autoimmune lesion undergo death by apoptosis.

633
THE PANCREATIC ISLET BLOOD FLOW IN PREDIABETIC
FEMALE NOD MICE IS INCREASED
S. Sandler, L. Jansson and P.-O. Carlsson. Department of
Medical Cell Biology, Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden.
Presently we tested the hypothesis that changes in pancreatic
islet blood flow correlate with the difference in diabetes
incidence between male and female non-obese diabetic
(NOD) mice. Blood flows were determined by a microsphere
technique. In animals aged 10 (P<O.05) and 14 wks
(P<O.001), the islet blood perfusion was threefold higher in
female NOD mice, both when compared with age-matched
male NOD mice and age- and sex-matched control ICR mice.
At 5 wks of age islet blood flow was similar in all groups.
Administration of a bolus dose of aminoguanidine (AG; a
blocker of inducible nitric oxide synthase) to 10 wks old
animals selectively and markedly decreased islet blood flow in
female NOD mice (P<O.01), whereas islet blood flow in ICR
mice and in male NOD mice remained unaffected. AG neither
affected mean arterial blood pressure nor whole pancreatic
blood flow in any of the groups. These combined findings
suggest that the diabetes-prone female NOD mice have an
increased islet blood flow, which is mediated by an excessive
production of nitric oxide formed by inducible nitric oxide
synthase. The islet blood hyperperfusion may augment
homing to the pancreatic islets of inflammatory cells and
soluble factors involved in ~-cell destruction during the
development of Type 1 diabetes in this animal model. The
observed gender difference in the blood flow response could
therefore, at least partially, explain why female NOD mice are
more prone to develop hyperglycemia than the males.
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GENERATION OF AN ASSAY TO STUDY ISLET DESTRUCTION IN THE
NON OBESE DIABETIC (NOD) MOUSE MODEL.
Mette Ejrnes, Laura Bowie, Anne Cooke, and Birgitte Michelsen. Hagedorn Research
Institute, Niels Steensens Vej 6. 2820 Gentofte, Denmark
Insulin dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM) results from the autoimmune mediated
process in which the insulin-producing pancreatic ~ cells are being destroyed. This
process involves CD4+ and CDS+ lymphocytes homing to and infiltrating the islets.
Eventually, the CDS+T cells are believed to be the cells responsible for the final ~ cell
destruction and seems to be associated with a response towards an islet cell
autoantigen. Several islet specific autoantigens have been discovered. One of these
being glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD) against which autoreactive T cells and
autoantibodies have been discovered, both in man and in an animal model of IDDM.
the nonobese diabetic mouse (NOD). Aim: In order to test the role of islet
autoantigens in the islet destructive phase of diabetes we have generated a cytotoxicity
assay whereby T cell mediated islet destruction can be measured in vitro. Method:
Islet single cells are labelled with triaminopentaacetate (TDA). Upon effector cell
mediated lysis of the target cell TDA is released to the medium. In an europium
solution released TDA will form a complex which becomes fluorescent when pulsed
with excitation light. Results: We have shown that a GAD specific CDS+clone can
lyse NOD islet single cells presenting GAD67 peptide at 40-45 % and BALB/c islet
single cells at 23-27 % for effector:target ratios 3: I and 6: I, respectively. Islet single
cells from C57BU6 mice presenting GAD67 peptide were lysed at 3-4 %. Incubating
islets from the three mouse strains without peptide and with the GAD67 specific CDS+
clone, lysis percentages of 15 and 17 % were observed from NOD islets compared to
BALB/c and C57BU6 islets which were lysed close to zero. This could reflect two
things: First. a relatively higher spontaneous GAD67 expression on NOD islets
compared to BALB/c and C57BU6. Secondly the NOD islets being' more sensitive to
effector cells and cytokines produced by these. We are now in position to compare the
~ cell toxicity of various immune effector cells and cytokines using islet cells as
targets.
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INFECTION OF ISOLATED HUMAN PANCREATIC ISLETS WITH
VARIOUS STRAINS OF COXSACKIE VIRUS B4: EFFECTS ON THE
INSULIN RELEASE AND ISLET MORPHOLOGY

G. Frisk, K. Jansson, D. L. Eizirik, H. Diderholm, and C. Hellerstrom
Dept of Women and Child Health, Dept of Clinical Virology, Dept of Medical
Cell Biology, Uppsela, Sweden, and Dept of Metabolism and Endocrinology,
Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Brussels, Belgium
The aim of the present study was to characterize the interactions hetween
different strains of Coxsackie virus B4 (CBV-4) and human islet cells. For this
purpose isolated human pancreatic islets were maintained in tissue culture
(medium RPMI 1640; 5.5mM glucose) and infected with the following strains of
CBV-4: VD 292 I, V89 4557, V345 and]VB (10 3-104 TCID SO/well)followed by

an additional 48h culture period. Infected and uninfected (control) islets were
then cultured for 24h in medium containing either 5.5 or 16.5 mM glucose
followed by a fmal24h culture period at5.5 mM glucose. Virus replication and
changes in islet morphology were assessed after I, 24, 48, 72 and 96 h in
culture. VD 2921, V89 4557 and JVB replicated well, whereas the remaining
strain, V345 had a slower replication in the human islet cells. All strains,
except VD 2921, caused islet cells lysis within the 96h period. The morphology
of the islets infected with VD 2921 did not differ from that of the control islets.
Control islets showed a strong (9.6:1. 9-fold; n-28) insulin response to high
glucose, whereas islets exposed to V89 4557 and JVB responded significantly
less (2.5:0.6-fold: n·7; P<O.OI and 1.4:0.9-fold: n-S: P<O.OI). The insulin
release in response to glucose of the VD 292 I and V345 infected islets was lower
than that of the controls (7.5:2.9-fold; n.7; P>0.05 and 5.4:3.4-fold;n-5)
although the difference was not significant (p >0.05). The results suggest that
some strains or CBV-4 replicate well in human pancreatic islets in vitro
although this may not always be associated with lysis of the islet cells. The
present observations support the view that certain strains of CBV-4 are
cytotropic to human islet cells including the protoype strain of CBV-4 (JVB),
which was previously considered not to he diabetogenic in mice. Lusting CBV-4
infection without islet cell lysis may predispose to progressive autoimmune islet
cell damage and diabetes. (Supported by grants from the European
Community, the Juvenile Diabetes Foundation International, The National
Institutes of Health and the Swedish Medical Research Council).
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TARGETTED EXPRESSION OF GREEN FLUORESCENT
PROTEIN AS THE BASIS FOR SORTING HUMAN ~·CELLS.

P.A. Halban, K. Meyer, Larry G. Moss', Una Moitoso de Vargas', J.
Oberholzer', P. Morel' and J.-G. Irminger. Jeantet Research Laboratories
and 'Department of Surgery, University of Geneva, Switzerland and 'Tufts
University School of Medlcinel New England Medical Genter, Boston, USA.

Since routine methods for sorting rat islet cells based on autofluorescence
and cell size are not readily applicable to human cells, we have developed a
new technique for sorting ~-cells based upon targetted expression of green
fluorescent protein (GFP). Islet cells are infected with recombinant
(replication deficient) adenovirus expressing GFP under the control of the
insulin promoter (Adeno.RIP-GFP). Whereas both 13- and non-p-eens are
infected by the virus, only I3-cells should express GFP, allowing for their
sorting by fluorescence activated flow cytometry (FACS). To confirm this,
human islets were obtained by collagenase digestion and dispersed into
single cells by treatment with enzyme-free dissociation buffer. Gells were
incubated with Adeno.RIP-GFP at 10' pfu (plaque forming units)/ml for 1 h.
After 2 days of culture to allow for maximal expression of GFP, cells were
fixed for immunofluorescence with preserved GFP fluorescence, incubated
with either anti-insulin or anti-glucagon serum followed by rhodamine
labelled second antibody and examined by fluorescence microscopy. Of the
total population, 54% and 14% were positive for insulin or glucagon
respectively. Of the insulin-containing cells, 93% were also GFP-positive
whereas none of the glucagon-positive cells co-expressed GFP. All of the
GFP-positive cells were also found to express insulin. By FAGS, infection
with Adeno.RIP-GFP led to appearance of a new population of cells with
fluorescence 10-50 times higher than controls, allowing for efficient sorting
based on this parameter alone. In conclusion, this method allows for highly
selective expression of GFP in human ~-cells which can in turn be used as
the basis for sorting human ~-cells from non-p-eons by FAGS.
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LONG TERM TREATMENT WITH DIAZOXIDE IMPROVES B-CELL
FUNCTIONS OF ISLETS TRANSPLANTED TO A DIABETIC ENVIRONMENT
S.Hiramatsu and V.Grill Department of Molecular Medicine. Endocrine and
Diabetes Unit, Karolinska Hospital, Stockholm,Sweden andDepartmentof Internal
Medicine, Sectionof Endocrinology, University of Trondheim, Trondheim, Norway
We tested whether long term stimulation by hyperglycemia impairs B-cell functions
to a major part by chronically excessive stimulation. To this end effects of diazoxide
treatment were investigated. Islets from inbred Wistar-F rats were transplanted to
recipients with streptozocine-induced diabetes. Recipients received grafts of 200
and 20 islets under left kidney capsules and were then treatedwith diazoxide (0.2%
in food) for 8 weeks.Average blood glucoselevels of treatedand control rats were
31.6 ± 1.3 and 34.0 ± 0.9 mM respectively(n.s.). Levels werehigher in treatedrats
one week after transplantation but not later. After 8 weeks, graft bearing kidneys
were perfused. Insulin responses to arginine were higher in diazoxide treated rats, as
werecontents of insulin andinsulin mRNA (table).

insulin secretion (fmol/min) insulin content
27.8mM glucose lOmM arginine (ng/islet)

control 0.7 ± 0.5 26.8±13.5 5.9±0.7 79.8±14.7
,l-"'.~ 8.0 ± 6.5 ... 135.1±38.2* 23.4+3.4** 145.1+30.2

* P <0.01 ,** P<0.05 vs. control
In a second series of experiments, diazoxide was given for 2 weeks after
transplantation, followed by 6 weeks without treatment. There was no effect on
insulin secretion but a tendency for increased insulin contents(6.6±1.l vs. 9.1±1.3,
p=0.14) and a significant increase in mRNA (89.2±18.3 vs. 134.8±6.0, p=0.04).
Long term treatmentwith diazoxide improves B-cell functions of islets transplanted
into hyperglycemicconditions. Results indicate that excessive stimulation of B-cell
is a major cause of impairmentboth early andlateafter transplantation.
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EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE CULTURE ON HLA DR mRNA
EXPRESSION IN HUMAN PANCREATIC ISLET PREPARATIONS.
DesaI1101ld R, PauouF, Kerr-Come J, Gmyr V, Proye C. Lefebvre 1.
Department or Endocrinology, Endocrine Surgery and Cell Culture. University
Hospital or Lillo. France.
In rodents, culture pretreatment especially at low temperature appears beneficial
to islet allograft survival presumably due 10 the depletion of antigen presenting
cells or reduction of MHC class II antigens. Even though islets are ofLencullurcd
before clinical allotransplantation, effects or culture on the expression of MHC II
antigens in human islets remain unknown. The aim of the study was to examine
the effects or culture on the expression or HLA DR mRNA in human islet
preparations. Human pancreatic glands (n~7) were obtained from adult heart
beating organ donors. Arter isolation and purification following the standard
semi-automated technique. islets preparations were cultured for seven days either
at '27°C Of at 37°C. We used medium containing either 10% fetal calf serum
(FCS) or 2'1i UltroscrG (US) a serum substitute. Influence of culture on HLA
DR mRNA expression (chain PS'rcgion) was evaluated using semi-quantitative
RT-PCR. HLA DR mRNA expression was indexed to actin's, Antigen
expression at the surface level was assessed with immunocytochemistry. Before
culture, index of HLA DR mRNA expression was0.49±0.12 (mean±sem). Alter
culture at 27'C, Index was O.50±0.13 with medium containing FCS and
O.46±O.13 With medium containing serum substitute ('27°C culture vs before
culture p=:O.3). In contrast, after culture at 37°C, index was O.84±O.09* with
medium containing FCS and O,76±O,09* with medium containing serum
substitute (*: 37°C culture vs basal p<O,()I). Immunocytochemical study of
cultured islets localised HLA DR antigens mostly on nonendocrinc
contaminating tissue. Enhancement of HLA DR mRNA expression was
concomiuant to a phenotypic switch from acinar tov....ard ductal cells. HLA DR
mRNA expression IS enhanced during culture at 37°C and not modified with
culture at 27°C. Our results question the potential benefit of culture before
human islets transplantation. When culture is requisite, temperature of 27°C
shouldbe preferred.
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EFFECT OF ANTIFffiROTIC COMPOUND HOE 077 ON THE FffiROTIC

OVERGROWTH AROUND BARIUM ALGINATE MICROCAPSULES

W Zhang', Ch. Laue', A. Hyder', G. Kl6ppeJ', M.Bickel' and J. Schrezenmeir',
'Institute a/Physiology and Biochemistry, Federal Research Center, Kie/; 2Institute
a/Pathology, University ofKiel; 'Hoechst Marion Roussel Deutschland, Frankfurt,
Germany.

Microencapsulation of pancreatic islets has been proposed as an alternative
method to prevent graft rejection in allo- and xenotransplantation without
immunosuppression. One of the most important factors affecting long-term
viability of encapsulated islets is the cellular adherence and the pericapsular
fibrotic infiltration (PCI). The antifibrotic compound HOE 077 was found to
be effective in the inhibition of hepatic fibrogenesis in the rat. The goal of this
study is to investigate the effect of HOE 077 on the fibrotic overgrowth
around the microcapsules. Porcine islet cells were encapsulated in barium
alginate beads, and implanted beneath the liver capsules of male
normoglycaemic Balb/c mice. HOE 077 was given orally, dissolved in the
drinking water in a concentration of 1.5 mglmI (n= 10); the controls received
only water (n;10). After four weeks, the microcapsules were retrieved for
histological examination. The severity of reaction to the capsules was
determined by measuring the thickness of the pericapsular fibrotic overgrowth.
The viability (%) of the porcine islet cells was assessed with a score
quantifying the grade of damage. Within the observation period, the alginate
capsules ofthe control group were surrounded with cell-rich, growing fibrotic
tissue. The thickness of the PCI was 62.12±3.84 J.Im and the viability was
15.I6±2.32% (mean±SEM). In contrast, only a slight fibrotic reaction can be
detected in the treated group; the thickness of the PCI was 41.44±2.45 J.Im and
the viability was 23.08±2.45%. Compared to the group without HOE 077 the
use of this drug resulted in a thinner pericapsular fibrotic layer (p<O.OOOI)
and higher viability of the encapsulated islets (p<0.05). Our data suggest that
administration of the antifibrotic compound HOE 077 could be a new
approach for the prevention of the PCI that impedes graft survival.
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* P<0.05 vs. control
Furthermore, there was more B-cells mass in DSG group. In
conclusion, DSG can protect the islet graft from nonspecific,
macrophage-mediated injury.

PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF 15-DEOXYSPERGUALIN ON
TRANSPLANTED ISLETS.
CoHo Kuo, J-H. Juang and B.R-S. Hsu. Division of
Endocrinology and Metabolism, Chang Gung Memorial
Hospital, Taipei, Taiwan, R.O.C.

Nonspecific inflammation is an important factor in primary
graft failure. In the present study, we examined the protective
effect of 15-deoxyspergualin (DSG), a macrophage
immunomodulatory agent, on the transplanted islets. An
insufficient number of islets (150 islets) were syngeneically
transplanted under kidney capsule of streptozotocin-diabetic
C57BU6 mice. Twelve recipients received daily intraperitoneal
injection of DSG, 0.625 mg/kg, for 4 weeks after
transplantation. Twenty-one recipients without DSG treatment
were used as control. At 4 weeks, the recipients' blood glucose
(BG), body weight (BW), 30 min BG during intraperitoneal
glucose tolerance test (30 min BG) and glycosylated
hemoglobin (HbA1C), as well as the insulin content (IC) of the
graft are shown in Table.

BG (mg/dl)
BW(g)
30 min BG (mg/dl)
HbA1C(%)
IC (fL9)

DSG
225±37*

21.8±0.5
282±19*
5.1±0.4*

3.41+1.13*

control
327±25

22.3±0.5
378±23
7.6±0.4

0.60±0.22

LOCAL TH1 CYTOKINE mRNA EXPRESSION AFTER ALLO
GENEIC ISLET TRANSPLANTATION IS INFLUENCED BY PRE
TRANSPLANT ISLET CULTURE.

A. EI-Ouaghlidi, H. Jahr, G. Pfeiffer, and R. G. Bretzel.Third Medical
Department, Universityof Giessen, Germany.

The aim of this study was to characterize the inflammatory and im
munological response to allogeneic transplanted rat islets by meas
uring cytokine mRNA expression locally at the transplantation site.
For this purpose we transplanted freshly preparedor cultured (1 day
3rC in TCM-199 medium) Lewis rat islets under the kidney capsula
of Wistar Furth rats. The graft was retrieved three days post trans
plantation by nephrectomy, total RNA was extracted, and cytokine
expression was evaluated using semiquantitative RT-PCR and in
dexed to a housekeeping gene (~-actin) expression. The macro
phage derived proinflammatory cytokines IL-1 ~ and TNFa as well as
the Th1 cytokines IFNy and IL-2, and the Th2 cytokines IL-4, IL-10,
and TGF~1 were measured. The expression of proinflammatory/Th1
cytokine transcripts was enhanced in islet grafts from one day cul
tured vs. freshly prepared islets (IL-2: 0.029 ± 0.03 vs 0.000 ± 0.000,
IFNy:0.091 ± 0,016 vs 0.026 ± 0.008, TNFa: 1.733 ± 0.724 vs 0.742
± 0.309). No significantdifferencewas found for Th2 cytokineand IL
1~ mRNAs (IL-4: 0.940 ± 0.281 vs 1.217 ± 0.356, IL-10: 0.272 ±
0.022 vs 0.354 ± 0.177, TGF~1: 0.000 ± 0.000 vs 0.000 ± 0.000,
IL1~: 0.885 ± 0.381 vs 0.685 ± 0.033) for preculturedvs. fresh islets,
respectively. These results show, that the early engraftment of islets
will be determined by the balance of the magnitude of the inflamma
tory attack (higher after transplantation of cultivated islets) and the
susceptibility of islets to this attack (higher in freshly prepared or
22°C cultivated islets).
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LYMPHOKINE RELEASE FROM LYMPHOMONOCYTES OR LYMPHOCYTES IN
RESPONSE TO FRESHOR CULTURED HUMANANDBOVINEISLETS.
L. Marselli, C. Tellini, R. Giannarelli, C. Lencioni, M. Ferdeghini, S. Del Guerra, R.
Lupi, F. Scatena, S. Guida, R. Navalesi, and P. Marchetti. Dipartimento di
Endocrinologia e Metabolismo, Sezione Metabolismo, University of Pisa, Italy

The present study evaluated the release of several Iymphokines (LK) from human
lymphomononuclear cells (LMC) or lymphocytes (LC) in response to allo- or xeno
islets, and the role of islet culture. Human LMC were prepared from healthy
volunteers. LMC aliquots Were cultured at 37°C on plastic for 60 min, to allow the
monocyte-macrophages to adhere, and the floating cells (LC) were then harvested.
Purified human (HI) or bovine (BI) islets (fresh or 3-4 week cultured) were co-cultured

for 3 days with IxlO6/ml of either LMC or LC. Then, y-interferon (IFN, Dlml)
interleukin-2 (IL-2, Dlml), -6 (IL-6. pglml) and -10 (IL-IO, pglml), and a-tumor
necrosis factor (TNF, pg/ml) were measured. Compared to LMC without islets (LMC
Ctrl), IFN, IL-2 and IL-6 release was significantly and similarly higher with fresh HI
(respectively 1.17±O.07, 1.17±O.12 and 3848±1537) or BI (respectively 1.66±O.59,
1.45±O.20 and 9567±2270). !L-IO production was higher with fresh BI (39.32±4.13)
than HI (l3.47±5.20), and TNF release did not increase significantly neither with allo
(l69.15±23.47) nor xeno-islets (l20.0±18.21) compared to LMC-Ctrl (l14.18±18.6).
Culturing the islets significantly decreased the release of IFN and IL-2 with both HI
and BI and the release of !L-IO with BI, did not affect IL-6 levels, and caused an
increase ofTNF production with both HI (458±65) and BI (406±121). After removal of
the monocyte-macrophage cells, the production of IFN and IL-2 was similar as from
LMC, with no difference between fresh HI (respectively 1.76 ± 0.30 and 1.56 ± 0.20)
and BI (respectively 2.02 ± 0.36 and 1.67 ± 0.27). The release of !L-6, IL-IO and TNF
in response to fresh HI was also similar from LC (respectively 4958 ± 2969, 11.21 ±
6.36, and 143 ± 32) as from LMC. However, in response to BI the release of these
latter cytokines from LC (respectively 910 ± 474,5.94 ± 1.37, and 71.83 ± 11.04) was
significantly lower than from LMC. Culturing the islets caused a significant decrease
of IFN, IL-2 and !L-6 production from LC challenged with BI. These results show that
HI and BI cause a similar increase of the release of IFN and IL-2 from human LMC,
whereas BI have a more marked effect on IL-IO production. Removal of monocyte
macrophage cells causes a marked reduction of IL-6, IL-IO and TNF production in
response to xeno-islets. Culturing the islets alters the pattern of LK release, with
possible positive effects (reduction of IFN, IL-2 and !L-6), but also with potentially
negative changes (increase ofTNF).
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DETECTION OF PORCINE RETROVIRUS·RELATED SEQUENCES
AND REVERSE TRANSCRIPTASE ACTIVITY TO ASSESS THE
RETROVIRAL RISK DURING XE.NOTRANSPLANTATION

L. Martignat, B. Clemencean, A. Jestin, P. Sal Immuno-Endocrinology,
UniversitylINRA, ENYN. Adanpole, BP 40706, 44307 Nantes cedex 03,
France.

One difficulty to be solved before xenotransplantation of porcine islets during
type I diabetes is the risk of transmitting infectious agents, particularly
retroviruses. We have developed two sensitive complementary PCR-derived
detection tests to assess this risk. The first is designedto detect a novel porcine
retrovirus-like sequence related to a recendy described human endogenous
retrovirus (HERV-L). Primers for the species-specific detection of this porcine
endogenous sequence were designed and tested. The second test is a product
enhanced reverse transcriptase assay (PERT assay) optintized for the detection of
porcine reverse transcriptase activity. As the use of specific pathogen free (SPF)
porcine tissues could minimize the risk of transmitting conventional infectious
agents, we used the latter test to detect reverse transcriptase activity in the
culture supernatants from certain SPF pig cells. Additionally, PCR primers for
detection of a different type C porcine retrovirus, able to infect some human
cells in vitro, have been reponed by another group. Using these tests, we
developed an experimental in vitro infection assay of human immortalized
lymphocytes with porcine retroviruses. This model is useful to study the risk
of.transmitting porcine retroviruses to human cells in the immunogenetic and
immunosupression context of pig islet xenotransplantation during diabetes.
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IN VITRO XENORECOGNITIONOF ADULT PIG PANCREATIC ISLET CELLS
BY SPLENOCYTES FROM NON-OBESE DIABETIC OR NON-DIABETES
PRONE MICE
A.S. Rivereau, S. You, S. Lalain, E. Gouin, P. Sal. Immuno-Endocrinology,
University/INRA, ENVN, Atlanpole, BP 40706,44307 Nantes cedex03, France.

In vitro studies were conducted in the NOD mouse to investigate the mechanisms
possibly Involved in cell-mediatedrejection of pig islet xenografts in the NOD mouse.
Mouse splenocytes responded in vitro to pig islet cells (PIC) since primary
proliferations were detected in non-diabetes-prone Balblc (p<0.04) or NOD (p<0.001)
mice. Moreover, NOD mice displayed a higher (p<0.003) splenocyte response to PIC
lSI: 5.8±0.7] than did Balblc mice (SI: 2.3±O.3), whereas responses to pig stimulator
splenocytes were similar in both strains. The proliferation of NOD splenocytes to PIC
was lower (p<O.oooI) than allogeneic response to Balblc islet cells, but similar to
syngeneic proliferation to NOD islet cells. In both NOD and Balblc mice, splenocyte
proliferation to PIC was abolished (p<0.01) when CD: cells were blocked with
antibodies, whereas the blocking of CD,+ cells gave a non-significant effect. The rnarn
T-splenocyte subsets involved were restricted to mouse MHC Class II as they did not
proliferate in the presence of MoAbs directed at I-A molecules. NOD and Balblc
splenocyte proliferation to PIC was abolished after removal of plastic-adherent APC,
indicating that the major activation pathway was indirect. Purified CD: or CD, cells
alone did not proliferate in response to PIC but recovereda proliferative ability when
mixed with APC. CD; cells, alone or in the presence of APC, did not respond to PIC.
Both Thl and Th2 splenocytes were involved in response to PIC since IFNy and ILA
productions increased significantly (300-fold and l l-fold, respectively, p<0.02 for
both), whereas the increase in IL-lO was only l.5-fold. The IFNy lILA and IFNyIILlO
ratios stimulated by PIC were not different with NOD and Balblc splenocytes. In
conclusion, mouse cell-mediated reaction against adult PIC mainly involves Class 11
restrictedCD: T lymphocytes of Thl and Th2 subtypes, with indirect pathway for the
recognition. Although of low intensity, this cell-mediated reaction constitues an
obstacle to pig islet engraftment in the mouse, though not necessarily more
insurmountable than alloreactivity. The peculiarity of NOD mouse splenocytes, in
terms of proliferation against pig islets, suggests that the study of islet xenograft
rejection should take the immunogenetic context of diabetes into account.
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PERIFUSION ANALYSIS OF INSULIN SECRETION FROM SPECIFIC
PATHOGEN·FREE LARGE·WHITE PIG ISLETS SHOWS SATISFACTORY
FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR XENOGRAFTS IN HUMANS
E Gouin"', A-S Rivereau", V Duvivier', S Darquy', E Larher", S You", A Jestinl, G
Reach', P Sa'i", • Immuno-Endocrinology, UniversityliNRA/ENVN, Nantes;
'Zoopole and iMolecular Biology, P1oufragan;'INSERM U341, Paris; France
Though the pig appears to be the islet donor of choice for grafts, there may be a risk of
transmission of infectious agents to humans. In this context, we adopted a strategy of
islet isolation from pigs raised andkilled in specific pathogen-free (SPF) conditions.
The present study investigated the function of SPF pig islets to determine whether
they reactqualitatively and quantitatively to nutriments, hormones andneuromediators
with which they would be confronted in man. B cells from 20 Large-White SPF pigs
were functionally intact after 7 days in culture. Insulin stimulation indexes (Sf) of 3.1
± 0.2, 2.2 ± 0.1, and 4.4 ± 0.3 were found respectively for 30 mmolll K+, 100 pmolll
tolbutamide and 10 mmol/l theophylline. Basal insulin secretion (72.2 ± 7,6 pU/min)
had alreadyincreasedsignificantly (p< 0,001) with 5.5 mmolll glucose (184.2 ± 25.5
pU/min, SI: 2.5 ± 0,6), indicating that the threshold stimulatory concentration was
comparable to that of human islets. Insulin secretion increased in a glucose dose
dependent manner (pc 0.001) with 11.0 mmolll and 22.0 mmolll glucose. The
phenomenon of 'glucose memory" was apparent in these pig islets. Arginine
stimulated (p<O.OOI) insulin secretion dose-dependently with 5 mmolll and 10
mmolli. The ketone body B-hydroxybutyrate (10 mmol/l) also induced insulin
secretion. Insulin release was stimulated by 4 pmol/l gastric inhibitory peptide,
revealing sensitivity to the hormonal enteroinsular axis, and by 2 pmol/l glucagon.
Parasympathetic cholinergic influence was studied using 500 pmolll carbarnylcholine,
which increased insulin secretion. The influence of orthosyrnpathetic control and of
stress situations was also studied, As in human islet response, epinephrine andthe <12
agonist clonidine (50 pmol/l) inhibited insulin secretion. Finally pre-culture of islets
may be beneficial for graft outcome, provided that no deterioration in islet function
occurs. A prolonged 21·day culture of pig islets showed no decrease in insulin response
to glucose, arginine andK+, even with an uualtered threshold stimulatory glucose
concentration. Thus, Large-White SPF pigs and the application of our isolation
procedure provided islets with characteristics reproducibly compatible with potential
utilisation for regulation of glycaemia under physiologic and physiopathologic
situations in humans,
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SPLEEN CELLS OF NON·OBESE DIABETIC MICE FED WITH PIG
SPLENOCYTES DISPLAY MODIFIED PROLIFERATION AND REDUCED
AGGRESSIVENESS IN VITRO AGAINST PIG ISLET CELLS

S. You, E. Gouin, P. sar, Immuno-Endocrinology, University/lNRA, ENVN,
Atlanpole, BP 40706, 44307 Nantes cedex 03, France.

A new possibility for modifying xenogeneic reaction to pig islet cells, which involves
pre-feedingswith pig spleen cells, was investigated in the NOD mouse. Compared to
controls, mice fed pig spleen cells displayed much higher splenocyte proliferation in
response to pig spleen and islet cells (p< 0.0001). This enhanced proliferation was
specific for the species providing the fed cells. Positive relationships (p< 0.01) were
found between increased splenocyte proliferation in response to pig cells and the
number of cells per feeding or the number of daily feedings. Concomitantly, while
coincubation with splenocytes from control mice led to inhibition of both basaJ and
stimulated insulin releases from pig islet cells (p< 0.001), this aggressiveness was
abolished (pc 0.001) after coculture with splenocytes from mice fed with pig spleen
cells. The proliferative responses of splenocytes from fed or control mice to pig islet
or spleen cells were abolished after removal of plastic-adherent cells, indicating that the
major indirect pathway of T-cell activation was unchanged by pig spleen cell feeding.
The main T-splenocyte subsets involved were restricted to MHC Class II as they did
not proliferate in the presence of MoAhs directed at I·A molecules. In fed or control
mice, the blocking of CD4+ T cells with MaAhs led to abolition of proliferation
(p<0.002), while the blocking of CDs+ led to a less marked effect. However, an
increase in the blocking effect of anti-CDS MoAhs was noted in mice fedpig cells (pc
0.02). In control mice, the main splenocyte subset involved during proliferation in
response to pig islet cells was Th l , since IFNy increased significantly (p<O.OI) while
IL-IO increased only slightly. The main change observed in mice fed pig cells was a
marked increase in basaJ IL-lO production (p< 0.01) and basaJ IL-IOIIFNy ratio
(p<0.001). It seems likely that feeding with pig spleen cells shifted the Thlrrh2
balance towards a dominance of Th2 Class If-restrictedCD4+ T-cells, which may have
been conducive to activating CD8+ suppressor T cells. In any event, oral
administration of pig cells modified xenogeneic cellular response, which may have
implications for xenografts of pig islets. In a more general sense, physiological
feeding of cells from xenogeneic species appear to have effects on the immune system.
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AUTOANTmODIES IN ISLET GRAFfED IDDM PATIENTS:
PREVALENCE AND CORRELATION WITH GRAFf FUNCTION

C. Jaeger, M.D. Brendel, M. Eckhard, E. Hatziagelaki, B.J. Hering and R.G.
Bretze!. Third Medical Department, University of Giessen, Germany

For islet cell antibodies (ICA) and GAD 65 antibodies we have shown that
both types of autoantibodies can persist or occur after clinical islet
transplantation despite sustained immunosuppression. The purpose of the
present study was to add the new antibody specificity IA·2 to this antibody
panel and to investigate the autoantibody prevalences in relation to the islet
graft function in 23 islet transplanted IODM patients. Intraportal infusion of
allogeneic islets was performed in 23 C-peptide negative IODM patients and
complete islet graft failure was defined as reappearance of permanent C
peptide negativity «0.2 ng/ml) in the serum. ICA, GAD 65 antibodies and
IA·2 antibodies were monitored prior to islet transplantation and regularly
afterwards. IA-2 antibodies were found positive in 4 out of 23 (17%) patients,
GAD 65 antibodies were positive in 11 out of 23 (47%) and islet cell
antibodies were positive in 5 out of 23 (21 %) individuals. Interestingly, none
of the patients was exclusively positive only for IA-2 antibodies. Looking at
all three antibodies together we observed generation of autoantibodies either
pre- and/or posttransplantation in II out of 23 islet transplanted IODM
patients. Most important, we revealed a significant (Kaplan Meier estimate,
p<0.05) difference in the individual transplant survival times of those
individuals presenting with one or more autoantibodies compared to the group
of autoantibody negative IODM recipients of an intrahepatic islet allograft
Taken together, IA-2 antibodies did not identify additional individuals being
negative for GAD 65 antibodies or ICA. Furthermore, the results of the
present study suggest recurrent autoimmunity directed to transplanted B-cells
to be a relevant mechanism in islet graft failure despite standard
immunosuppressive therapy The detection of autoantibodies may help to
identify individuals at high risk for recurrent autoimmunity.
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COUNTERREGULATION AFTERPANCREAS TRANSPLANTATION

C.Dieterie I, RScheuer I, J.Mojto I, AWeigel 1
, W.D.llIner' and W.Land 2

and R.Landgraf I . IDepartmentof InternalMedicine,K1inikum Innenstadt,
Munich. 'Division of TransplantSurgery, K1inikum Grosshadern, Munich
Abnormalities in secretionof counterregulatory hormones,partiallyas a result
of autonomicneuropathy, is a commonphenomenonin longlastingdiabetes.
Aim of this study was to find out whetherpancreastransplantation(PTX) is
able to normalizeor ameliorate counterregulation. Insulin-induced
hypoglycaemiatest was performedin 61 type I diabeticsafter succesful
pancreasgrafting. 14patientsreceived a duct-occludedsegmentalpancreas
graft (SPTX),47 a bladder-drainedwholepancreas (WPTX). Eight healthy
volunteersserved as a controlgroup (CG). Before and afterintravenous
injectionof 0.075 IUlkginsulin,blood wascollectedfor measurements of
glucose,C-peptide,glucagon,growthhormone,prolactin,epinephrine, nor
epinephrineand cortisol.Basalglucoselevels weresignificantlyhigherin CG.
The fall in blood glucosewas slower in PTX with a nadir after 30 min in
comparisonto 20 min in CG. C-peptidesecretionwas suppressedin both
groups,howeverC-peptidelevels werebefore and afterinsulininjection
significantlyhigherin PTX. Secretionof cateeholamines, glucagon,cortisoland
growthhormone wasstimulatedin PTX and CG. However,the peak value of
each counterregulatory hormonewas significantlyhigher in CG. Glucagon
levels,basal and stimulated,were significantly higherin graft recipientswith
WPTX.Otherdifferences in secretionof counterregulatory hormonesbetween
SPTX and WPTX were not found.Pancreas graft recipients,with a normal
glucosetolerancein an OGTTperformedat the same time,displayed
significanthigherpeak valuesfor cortisol,epinephrineand norepinephrine.
Despiteof successfulPTX disturbancesin counterregulation were still found.
The size of the transplantedpancreasas well as the grade of normalization of
glucosemetabolisminfluencethe secretionof counterreguIatory hormones.
Prospectivestudieswill investigatethe longtermeffectofPTX on autonomic
neuropathyand counterregulation.
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GLIPIZIDE ADMINISTRATION LEADS TO AMYLOIDOSISIN A CAT
MODELOF TYPE 2 DIABETES
M. Hoenig' and T.D. 0'Brien2 'Department ofPharmacologz, Universityof
Georgia College of Veterinary Medicine, Athens, GA. Department of
Veterinary Diagnostic Medicine, Universityof Minnesota,St. Paul, MN.

The objective was to evaluate the effect of insulin and glipizidetreatment on
islet amyloid formation in cats with type 2 diabetes.
Eight castrated male purpose-bredDomestic Shorthaircats were used in this
study. After a partial pancreatectomy which was followed by a 4 week
recoveryperiod,diabeteswas inducedwith daily injectionsof growthhormone
and oral administration of dexamethasone. AIIcats were stable diabetics after
4 months following this induction regimen indicated by glycosylated
hemoglobin(gHb) levelsof3%, fasting glucose concentrationsof362 mg/dl,
and k-valuesof 0.45 (mean)whichwere significantlydifferentfrom 1.5%, 88
mg/dl, and 1.22,respectively, at entry of study (p<O.OOOI for all three). Four
of the cats werethen treatedwith insulin(HumulinN) and 4 were treated with
5 mg glipizidethree times daily.Glucosewas measuredweeklyat insulinpeak
action time. In addition, intravenous glucose tolerance tests were performed
beforeand in 4 week intervalsduringthe treatmentperiodwith measurements
of gHb, insulin,glucose,and lAPP. The cats were euthanatized after 18 month
of diabetes management. AII cats on glipizide treatment had significantly
higher amylin concentrationsthan the insulin treated cats (p<O.OO 1) and a1l4
glipizide treated cats had islet amyloid deposits with scores of I+ (minimal;
n=I), 2+ (mild; n=l) and 3+ (moderate; n=2), while only one of the insulin
treated cats had a I+ amyloid score.
This study shows a. that the diabetic cat is an excellent model for type 2
diabetes,b. that glipizideincreaseslAPP secretionfrom the islets of cats with
induced diabetes mellitus, and c. that glipizide therapy is associated with
greaterdepositionoflAPP-derived amyloid in the pancreatic islets compared
to insulin therapy.
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EFFECTS OF ISLET AMYLOID POLYPEPTIDE ON IGF-I
INDUCED GLUCOSE DISPOSAL IN SKELETAL MUSCLE
Dimitriadis', E. crowna', A. Clark2 and D. B. Dunger'. Department
of Paediatrics' and Diabetes Research Laboratory", Oxford UK.
Islet amyloid polypeptide (lAPP) reduces rates of insulin-induced
glucose disposal in skeletal muscle but the mechanisms are
unclear. Insulin-like growth factor I (IGF-I) and insulin regulate
glucose disposal in skeletal muscle acting through different
receptors. To determine if the effects of IGF-I are modulated by
lAPP, glucose uptake and disposal was examined in rat soleus
muscle strips. Rates of glucose transport (GT, 3-0
methyl[3H]glucose), glycogen synthesis (GS, [U'4C]-glucose) and
glycolysis (GL, lactate formation) were examined in the presence
of IGF-I (0.04, 0.4 and 4nM) or insulin (0.07, 0.7 and 7nM) and
lAPP (10nM). lAPP decreased IGF-I-stimulated GT (3.4,±0.1*,
4.1.±0.1*and 4.5.±0.2*vs 4.2.±0.1, 5.0,±0.3 and 4.8.±0.2~mol/h/g,

*p<0.01) and GS (0.9,±0.1+, 1.1.±O.1+ and 2.1.±0.1+ vs 2.4.±0.2,
3.6.±0.2 and 5.8.±0.7~mol/h/g, +p<0.001) but did not decrease
GL (10.7.±0.7, 11.9.±1.1 and 12.5,!1.1 vs 10.4.±0.5,11.9.±0.6and
12.01,±0.8~mol/h/g). lAPP also decreased insulin-stimulated GT
(3.9,!0.2, 4.3.±0.2*and 6.0.±0.3 vs 3.9,±O.1, 5.0.±0.3 and 6.5.±0.3,
*p<0.05) and GS (1.0,!0.2+, 1.9.±0.3+ and 3.6.±0.2+ vs 2.0,±0.3,
4.3.±0.5 and 7.6.±0.6~mol/h/g, +p<0.01), while GL was not
affected. Conclusions: 1. lAPP reduces both IGF-I and insulin
induced glucose metabolism in skeletal muscle and its effects
are selective: lAPP decreases the sensitivity of GT and GS to
IGF-I or insulin but does not affect GL. 2. lAPP actions are likely
to be mediated by post-receptor or other mechanisms since IGF-I
and insulin act via different receptors in skeletal muscle.
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EVIDENCE FOR MODULATION OF POSTPRANDIAL
GLUCAGON SECRETION BY ENDOGENOUS AMYLIN IN MAN

B. Ludvik, K. Thomaseth, M. Clodi, 1. Nolan, R. Prager, G. Pacini,
and J. Olefsky. San Diego, USA, Vienna, Austria, and Padova, Italy

Amylin is cosecreted with insulin and is assumed to modulate gastric
emtpying and post-prandial glucagon secretion. To directly evaluate
the secretion of glucagon, amylin and insulin in humans, we performed
hepatic vein catheterization experiments (HVC) in 6 lean, healthy
controls (C, 45±4 yrs., BMI: 26.5±0.9 kg/m-'), 6 obese, insulin
resistant subjects (0, 45±2 yrs., BM!: 35.3±1.2 kg/m-') and 6 patients
with NIDDM (D, 51±5 yrs., 8MI: 30.8±1.1 kg/m2). Splanchnic blood
flow was assessed by infusion of indocyanine green dye. Following
glucose administration (75 gms) the respective peptides and glucose
were measured every 15 min over a period of 240 min. A circulatory
model ws used to calculate mass balance through the liver. Assuming
a 25% hepatic extraction of glucagon, the total amount of portally
released glucagon was 21±2 jlg/LAh in C, 27.±5 in 0 and 28±5 in D
(ns by ANOVA). Compared to the fasting profile, glucagon secretion
was unchanged in C (variation: -3.5±14%), reduced in 0 (-25±12% ),
increased in D (36±21%, p=0.OO51). During OGTT insulin increased
by 55±5 nmol/LAh in C, I34±3 I in 0, 16±6 in D (p=O.OOI). Amylin
was increased by 0.61±0.12 nmol/LAh in C, 1.07±0.29 in 0, and only
by 0.06±0.09 in 0 (p<0.01) depicting the relative hyposecretion in D.
Glucagon secretion correlated inversly with amylin increase (r=-0.6,
p<O.OI), however not with insulin increase (r=-0.2, p=OA). In
conclusion, we directly demonstrated postprandial hyposecretion of
amylin and hypersecretion of glucagon in patients with NIDDM. The
inverse correlation between amylin and glucagon secretion supports
the contention that amyl in might act as a modulator of postprandial
glucagon secretion.
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TRANSGENIC CORRECTION OF INSULIN RELEASE AND GLUCOSE
CLEARANCE DEFECTS IN ISLET AMYLOID POLYPEPTIDE NULL MICE.

S. Gebre-Medhinl , H. Mulder2,3, G. Westerrnark-'. P. Westermark-, F. Sundler-',

B. AhrenS and C. Betsholtz 1 Departments of IMedical Biochemistry. Goteborg

University: 2Cell and Molecular Biology, 3Physiology and Neuroscience,

4Medicine at Malmo University Hospital. Lund University; 5Pathology, Linkoping
University; Sweden.
The proposed inhibitory action of islet amyloid polypeptide (lAPP or amylin) on
insulin release and blood glucose clearance has gained support by the finding that

lAPP null mutant (IAPP-I-) male mice display potentiated insulin release and
improved glucose tolerance in oral and iv glucose tolerance tests (GTI). The aim of
the present investigation was to study the glucoregulatory impact of a rat insulin-I

promoter-human lAPP transgene (rip-hIAPP) when present in IAPP-I- or wild-type

(IAPp+I+) genetic backgrounds. Male mice with the genotypes IAPP· I., IAPP+I+,
IAPP·I-rip-hIAPP or IAPP+I+rip-hIAPP were subjected to ivGTT with

measurements of circulating insulin and blood glucose. IAPP-I-rip.hIAPP mice and

IAPP+I+ controls displayed nearly identical insulin responses. The insulin response

in IAPP+I+ or IAPP-I-rip-hIAPP mice was significantly lower than in mice with

the IAPP-I- genotype alone (at 5 minutes after glucose infusion: 82H269 or
1073±261 vs 1941±692 pmolll, respectively. P<0.05). Blood glucose levels in

IAPP+I+ controls and IAPP·I·rip-hIAPP were comparable. However, glucose levels

in IAPP+I+ or IAPP·I·rip-hIAPP mice were significantly higher than in mice with

the IAPP-I- genotype alone (at 30 minutes after glucose infusion: 13,9±0.7 or
14.3± I, I vs 10,7± 1,1 mmolll, respectively, P<0.05). Finally. although blood

glucose levels did not differ between IAPP+I+rip-hIAPP mice and IAPP+I+

controls, IAPP+I+rip-hIAPP mice displayed significantly lower second phase

insulin responses than IAPP+/+ controls (at 20 minutes after glucose infusion:
470±30 vs 786±120 pmolll, respectively, P<0.05). These results provide a causal

link between the IAPP-I- genotype and phenotype. and imply that endogenous lAPP
acts to inhibit glucose-stimulated insulin release and blood glucose clearance in the
mouse.
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AMYLIN tS SECRETED tNAPULSATILE PATTERN tNHEALTHY HUMANS.

C. Juhl, N. Parksen, 1. Ve1dbuis, S. Pincus and O. Schmitz, Aarhus, Denmark,

Charlottesville, VA . and Guilford, CT.

Amylin is stored in the beta-cell granules and co-secreted with insulin in response to

nutrient stimuli. Amylin circulates in a non-glycosylated and different glycosylated

forms. The aim of the present study was to elucidate the pattern of stimulated

amylin secretion with respect to heigh frequency pulses. Seven healthy subjects (3

male, 4 female, age 27.8±5. J. BMI 2I.5±2.5kg/m') with no family history of

diabetes mellitus were infused with glucose at a constant rate (2.0 mglkg/min.) for

180 min. From time 90 to 180 min. blood was collected every minute and analyzed

in triplicate for non glycosylated amylin, total amylin and insulin. All time series

were detrended by subtraction of 7·point moving average and no smoothing was

performed prior to mathematical analysis. Mean plasma concentration of amylin,
amylin like peptide, insulin and glucose were 2.77±I.2IpM, 7.60±I.73pM,

50.4±17.5pM and 105.4±5.9mg/dl respectively. A method of random shuffle

spectral analysis was developed, and spectral density peak values were tested for

being significantly different from random shuffle values. 90 minute time series of
amylin, amylin like polypeptide and insulin were analyzed for periodicity and

regularity. By spectral analysis 6/7, 6/7 and 5/7 showed significant spectral density

peaks. Autocorrelation analysis revealed significant pulsatility in 5/7. 7/7 and 4/7

respectively. The dominant frequencies of oscillations were determined by spectral

analysis of pooled data from all seven subjects to be 4.7, 4.2 and 5.6 minutes

respectively. This was in good accordance with frequencies obtained by

autocorrelation analysis performed on pooled data. Regularity of oscillations was

evaluated by the recently introduced scale- and model-independent statistic

approximate entropy (ApEn). ApEn was found to be significantly different from

random ApEn in 6/7 subjects indicating a high degree of regularity. In conclusion

circulating amylin concentrations equivalent to other hormones show oscillations

resembling a regular pulsatile secretory pattern of non-glycosylated as well as

glycosylared amy lin.
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THE HUMAN AMYLIN ANALOGUE PRAMLINTIDE SUPPRESSED
GLUCAGON SECRETION IN PATIENTS WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES
M.S. Fineman, K. Organ, and O.G. Kolterman. CA, USA

People with diabetes have an exaggerated glucagon response to the ingestion of protein.
This glucagon response can contribute to hyperglycemia by increasing hepatic glucose
output via increased glycogenolysis and gluconeogenesis. The synthetic human amy lin
analogue, prarnlintide, has been shown to suppresses plasma glucagon in amylin
deficient people with type I diabetes during hyperglycemia but not during
hypoglycemia. Patients with type 2 diabetes have a blunted and delayed amyl in response
to nutrients and pramlintide therapy may suppress the increase in glucagon observed in
those patients. To test this hypothesis, we measured plasma glucagon in patients with
type 2 diabetes who were treated with an infusion of pramlintide. The study utilized a
randomized, placebo controlled, single-blind, 2-visit crossover design in which 12
patients on insulin therapy (INS) and 12 patients controlled by diet or oral agents but not
insulin (DIG) received a 4 hour intravenous infusion of pramlintide at 100 ug/hr
(PRAM) or placebo (PBO). Patients started the infusion at T~O and received their
normal morning therapy (insulin or oral agents) at T~30 mins. At T~60 mins, patients
were given a 7 kcal/kg body weight standardized liquid meal challenge (Sustacal®).
Plasma glucagon concentrations were measured by RIA (Lince Researchlnc.) and
plasma pramlintideconcentrations were measured by lEMA. The mean maximal plasma
pramlintide concentration was 592 ± 25 pM. Plasma glucagon concentrations 30
minutes post Sustacal® increased significantly (P<0.02) during PBO infusion compared
to PRAM infusion. For INS glucagon increased 12.6±3.3 pglml on PBO compared to
1.9±1.5 pg/mlon PRAM. For D/O plasma glucagon increased 15:2 ± 3.2 pg/ml on PBO
compared to 4.1±2.3 pg/ml on PRAM. Total glucagon secretion from Sustacal®
administration to the end of the infusion (60-240 mins) was also significantly reduced in
both groups when on PRAM compared to PBO. The mean ± SEM plasma glucagon
AUC6o.24o on PBO was 9200±580 pg*min/m! compared to 8096±58! pg*min/ml on

PRAM (p~0.005) for INS. For D/O, AUC'O_240 was 8483±487 pg*minimi on PBO
compared to 7450±429 pg*min/ml on PRAM (p~0.01) We conclude that the

administration of the hnman amyl in analogue, pramlintide, significantly reduced the
elevated postprandial plasma glucagon concentrations observed in patients with Type 2
diabetes. This mechanism may contribute to the lowering of the postprandial plasma
glucose concentrationsthat has been reported in previous studies.
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CONCENTRATION·RESPONSE FOR GLUCAGONOSTATIC EFFECT
OF PRAMLINTIDE IN RATS
K. Beaumont, B. Gedulin, C. Jodka, R. Lawler and A. Young. Amylin
Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 9373 Towne Centre Dr., San Diego, CA 92121
USA '

Pancreatic glucagon secretion is inhibited by insulin and by the 37
amino acid peptide hormone, amylin, which is also secreted from
pancreatic B-cells. Insulin and amylin are both deficient in type 1 and
insulin-requiring type 2 diabetic individuals, and their absence may be
Implicated In the hyperglucagonemia and exaggerated glucagon
response to amino acids often seen in those conditions. In the present
study we examined the effect of pramlintide, a synthetic human amylin
analogue, on amino acid-stimulated glucagon secretion. Changes in
arginine-stimulated glucagon secretion were measured in anesthetized
male Harlan Sprague Dawley rats infused intravenously with
pramlintide (0, 0.1,1, or 10lJg/h; n= 7,7,6,7 respectively) from 30 min
before until 120 min after arginine (2 mmol infused over 10 min). To
equalize the effects of glucose and insulin upon glucagon secretion,
plasma glucose was clamped at 5.8mM following a primed/ continuous
insulin infusion (12mU + 5mUlkg/min), beginning 60 min before the
arginine infusion. Pramlintide infusion inhibited the plasma glucagon
response to arginine (measured as the 60 min increment in area
under-the-curve above the pre-arginine baseline) by a maximum of
56±5.3% (P <0.01vs saline controls). Analysis of glucagon response as
a function of calculated steady-state plasma pramlintide concentration
revealed an ECsoof 30ApM ± 0.38 log units. These data indicate a
glucagonostatic potency of pramlintide that could prove beneficial for
therapy with this agent in type 1 and insulin-requiring type 2 diabetic
patients.

656
INSULINAND POLYIONICSULPHONATES MODIFYHUMANISLET
AMYLOIDPOLYPEPTIDE FIBRILAGGREGATION IN VITRO

'D.S. Powell, '""E.TAS. Jaikaran, 2B.Laube, 2D.L.A. MacArthur, 3p E Fraser
vr»: Szarek, and '""A. Clark.' Diabetes Research Laboratories, 2Dpt. of '
Human Anatomy, Oxford UK,3 CNDR, University of Toronto, Canada, 4Dptof
Chemistry, Queens University, Kingston, Canada

Human isletamyloid polypeptide (hIAPP) forms amyloid fibrilsin type2
diabetes by unknown mechanisms. Isletamyloidosis is associated with
deterioration of insulin secretion. To identify mechanisms of fibrilaggregation
andpotential therapeutic inhibitors of amyloid formation, biological and
biochemical systems havebeendeveloped; techniques included an ELISA
assay for immunodetection of non-aggregated hlAPP, cultured isletsisolated
fromhlAPPtransgenic miceandelectron microscopy (em). Fibrilformation
andaggregation of synthetic hlAPP(24JlM) incubated for24hat rltwas
determined by ELISA assay of fibrilsupematants. After24h,hlAPP in the
supernatant wasreduced by75.7± 2.7%( t.hIAPP,,) indicating time
dependent formation of precipitated fibrils. t.hIAPP24wasinhibited by61.6±
7.2% at pH3.0andreduced by polyvinyl sulphonate (PVS, OAmM) and
insulin (2.4JlM) butnotbyheparin sulphate (40mM)calcium (5mM), proinsulin
(2.4JlM) or somatostatin (2.4JlM). Ultrastructure of synthetic hlAPPfibrils(em)
wasmodified by insulin which wasshown to bebound to thefibrils by

Iimmuno-em. Isletsisolated fromhlAPPtransgenic micewerec.ultured in
RPMI1640, plus16mM glucose,PVS (10JlM) for 6 days. Isletamyloid formed
in hlAPPmouse isletswasdetermined byquantitative morphometry of em
images andwasnotchanged by PVS.
Conclusion; Interaction of lAPP and insulin occuring in secretory granules
could stabilise bothpeptides in vivo. PVS-related compounds mayprovide
datafordesign of therapeutic inhibitors of amyloid formation in diabetes.

655
CYTOTOXICITY OF HUMAN ISLET AMYLOID POLYPEPTIDE TO ~-TC
CELLS IS MEDIATED VIA APOPTOSIS AND NECROSIS
'C.E. Higham, 'M.Lewis, 'J.F. Morris and r.zand A. Clark. 'Department of Human
Anatomy and 'Diabetes Research Laboratories, Oxford UK

Islet amyloidosis is accompanied by progressive reduction of ~-cells in type 2
diabetes. Amyloid fibrils are toxic to endocrine and neuronal cells in vitro by an
unknown mechanism, possibly related to the conformation of the amyloidogenic
peptide. To investigate toxicity of islet amyloid fibrils, the structural properties and
toxic effects of synthetic hlAPP obtained from three different commercial sources
was determined. Peptide purity was determined using HPLC and mass spectrometry.
~-TC cells and mouse islets were cultured in media containing synthetic hIAPP,."
(l2j.iM) for up to 48 hours. Cell viability and mode of death was examined by
fluorescence and electron microscopy. The vital dyes calcein-AM (detects intact
cytoplasm) and propidium iodide, (PI) (binds to DNA when membrane integrity is
compromised) were used together with annexin V (binds phosphatidylserine on its
exposure during apoptosis). Terminal UTP nick end labelling (TUNEL),
fluorescently labels DNA strand breaks identified apoptosis. ~TC cells, but not islets,
were susceptible to hIAPP fibrils in a time dependent manner. hlAPP (Bachem),
incubated with cells for 24 h, induced 40% cell death (Pl-sve), 12% annexin V +ve
cells and 25% TUNEL +ve cells (n=3, p<O.OIfor all labels). hlAPP from 3
commercial sources caused different degrees of cytotoxicity over 24h; Pl--ve cells,
12%, Advanced Biotechnology, < 5 %, Peninsula. lAPP from the 3 sources were
pure as determined by mass spectrometry and HPLC; Bachem lAPP by HPLC
contained a dimerised form.
Conelusion: hlAPP fibrils are toxic in a time dependent manner to ~ cells but not
islets; both apoptosis and necrosis are involved in this toxic process
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SYNTHETIC HUMAN PRO-ISLET AMYLOID POLYPEPTIDE FORMS
AMYLOID-LIKE FIBRILS IN VITRO.
, R.L. Hull, 'ETA.S. Jaikaran, a L.c. Serpell, s P.E. Fraser, , A. Clark and' M.
Landon.' School of Biomedical Sciences, University of Nottingham, UK; 'Diabetes
Rese;rrch Laboratories and Department of Human Anatomy, University of Oxford,
UK; CRND, University of Toronto, Canada.

Human islet amyloid polypeptide (lAPP, amylin) is derived from a 67 amino acid
precursor, prolAPP, by post-translational proteolysis in the secretory granules of islet
~-cells and is the principal component of islet amyloid found in the pancreatic islets
of over 90% of type 2 (non-insulin dependent) diabetic subjects. The factors
influencing fibrillogenesis of human lAPP are unknown but could be related to
abnormal processing of proIAPP. To determine the fibrillogenic properties of this
precursor peptide, synthetic human prolAPP was produced by solid state synthesis
and the intra-molecular disulphide bond formed following purification. The
secondary structure of prolAPP in water was determined by circular dichroism to be
predominantly random coil; addition of heparin at a 20: 1 w/w ratio with proIAPP
produced an immediate shift toward ~-structure. Amyloid-like fibrils were detected

in preparations of prolAPP (12-l20JlM) by electron microscopy: fibril formation was
both concentration and time dependent (I hour- 10 days). Heparin (20:1 w/w)
accelerated fibril formation and influenced fibril morphology. Immunogold labelling
of synthetic fibrils using antibodies raised against different epitopes of human
prolAPP demonstrated immunoreactivity and confirmed that the fibrils were formed
from intact prolAPP.
Conelusions: Synthetic prolAPP forms amyloid-like fibrils in vitro. Abnormal
proteolysis of prolAPP in type 2 diabetes could result in the production of
iotracellular or extracellular prolAPP fibrils contributing to islet amyloid deposition.
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ELEVATED PROINSULIN BUT NOT ISLET AMYLOID POLYPEPTIDE
ACCOMPANIES DECLINING ~-CELL FUNCTION IN TYPE 2 DIABETES.
C.M. McNamara, A. Clark and R.C. Turner. Diabetes Research Laboratories,
Oxford, UK
Islet amyloid formation could result from raised secretionof islet amyloid polypeptide
(lAPP) and contribute to declining ~-cell functionleadingto insulin therapy in type 2
diabetes. Raised proinsulin (PI) concentrationshave been detected in subjects before
onset of diabetes. The aims of this study were to determine if plasma lAPP and PI
concentrationsareelevated in patients with glucose intoleranceor with diabetes. One
hour infusionof glucose test (180mglm'lmin) was used in 19 non-diabeticsubjects,
58 non-diabetic lst-degree relatives of type 2 diabetics and 39 type 2 diabetic
subjects; blood samples were collected at time zero and at l-hour, The nondiabetic
and control subjects (NO) were stratified in three groups based on fasting glucose;
Normal (N); fpg<5.5mmolll,n=52, Intermediateglucose (IG); fpg>5.5<6.1 mmolll,
n=14, Impaired Fasting Glucose (!FG); fpg> 6.1 mmolll, n=11.There was no
significantdifferences in gender or BMI in the ND groups but the !FG subjects were
significantly older (N,48y; IG,46y, IFG,59y,p<O.05). The diabetics (D) were
stratified according to treatment with insulin treated group being older than diet or
oral treatment (p<O.05). C-peptide (CP), lAPP and PI concentrationswere increased
in !FG group compared to N (p<O.05). PIICP%and IAPP/CP%were not different in
ND groups, indicatingproportionalchanges with increased fpg. In the diet and oral
treated 0, fasting CP and lAPP weresimilar to those in !FG but were lower
(p<O.OOOI) in insulin treated group. However, fasting PI was elevated in all groups of
diabetics (p<O.OOI) and PIICP% was elevated in insulin treated group (p<O.OOI).
Conclusions: lAPP and PI secretion rises significantlyand in proportionto CP with
deterioratingglucose tolerance in nondiabeticsubjects; there was no evidence of
disproportionately increasedlAPP productionat any stage. Disproportionately
increased PI occurred in diabetic subjects in contrast to a decline in CP and lAPP
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ROSIGLITAZONE INCREASES PANCREATIC ISLET AREA, NUMBER
AND INSULIN CONTENT, BUT NOT INSULIN GENE EXPRESSION

c.A. Lister, D. Boam l, D. Bretherton-Watt l, M. A. Cawthorne-, G. Moore,
S. Loughborough, J. Warrack, M. Wilkinson and S.A. Smith. SmithKline
Beecham Pharmaceuticals, Harlow, UK, 1University of Manchester, UK
and 2University ofBuckingham, UK.

Treatment of C57BlIKsJ db/db diabetic mice with the potent PPARy
agonist insulin sensitiser, rosiglitazone (RSG; BRL-49653), normalises
hyperglycemia and pancreatic p-cell insulin content. We have determined
the temporal relationship between changes in blood glucose and pancreatic
insulin of db/db mice during a IO-day treatment with RSG (30 urnol/kg of
diet). Blood glucose was lower than pre-dose values (19.5 ± 4.7 mM; mean
± SD, n=5) after 3 days treatment (13.4 ± 3.3 mM, n=5, p<0.05), and was
normalised after 6 days. Pancreatic insulin content was increased after 6,
but not 3 days therapy. Quantitative image analysis of pancreatic sections
immunostained for insulin revealed that islet area was increased by 50 
65% (p<0.05) after 6 or 10 days treatment. In contrast, islet density
(islets/mm2 pancreas) was increased 2-fold after 3 days and was
characterised by the appearance of many small clusters of cells intensely
stained for insulin, suggesting enhanced islet neogenesis. The effects of
RSG on islet hormone and mRNA expression profiles after correction of
hyperglycemia were also determined. Islet insulin of control db/db mice
was reduced by 70% relative to non-diabetic lean littermates whereas
amylin was unchanged. RSG increased insulin content 3.2-fold and amylin
2.2-fold, but had no effect on glucagon. Insulin and amylin mRNAs were
signiticantly lower in control db/db mice than in leans, but unlike the
increases in hormone content, RSG had no effect on insulin or amylin gene
expression. RSG-induced expansion of islet area, density and hormone
content are probably consequences of reduced secretory pressure on the p
cell following normalisation of glycemia. This suggests that RSG may have
p-cell sparing or protective actions.
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ROSIGLITAZONE REDUCES OVEREXPRESSION OF INSULIN
AND AMYLIN mRNA IN HYPERTROPHIED PANCREATIC ISLETS

S.A. Smith, D. Boam I, M.A. Cawthorne-, 1. Sidawayl , M. Newman, M.
Wilkinson, S. Dunmore- and CA. Lister. SmithKline Beecham
Pharmaceuticals, Harlow, UK, 1University ofManchester, UK and
2University of Buckingham, UK.

Insulin resistance and hyperinsulinemia in the Zucker fatty rat are
accompanied by pancreatic islet hypertrophy and increased p-cell insulin
content. Oral administration of rosiglitazone (RSG; BRL-49653), a potent
PPARy agonist insulin sensitiser, normalises impaired glucose tolerance and
reduces hyperinsulinemia in the Zucker rat. Here, we determined islet
hormone and mRNA expression profiles in male Zucker lean and fatty rats
(9-11 weeks old), treated with RSG (3 umol/kg/day, orally) for 21 days.
Plasma insulin and amylin concentrations of control fatty rats were 20- and
26-fold greater than those of lean rats. RSG significantly reduced (p<O.OOI)
plasma insulin by 56% and amylin by 70% in fatty rats but not in lean rats.
Pancreatic content of insulin and amylin (acid-ethanol extraction and
radioimmunoassay), was increased in control fatty rats versus leans (3-fold
and 2-fold, respectively), but unlike the reduction in plasma concentrations,
RSG had no effect on fatty rat islet insulin or amylin content. Insulin and
amylin mRNA levels (northern blot analysis) were elevated 4- to 5-fold in
control obese rats versus leans, and RSG significantly reduced (p<O.OOI)
expression of both mRNA's by about 50%. RSG had no effect on insulin or
amylin gene expression in lean rats. Hypersecretion of insulin from isolated
perfused pancreata, observed under both basal (2.8mM glucose) and glucose
stimulated (16.7mM) conditions was unaffected by 21 day treatment of fatty
rats with RSG. These results demonstrate that RSG selectively reduces
insulin (and amylin) gene expression in Zucker fatty rats, without affecting
islet hormone content. These changes likely result from a reduced
requirement for insulin gene transcription as a secondary consequence of
enhanced peripheral insulin sensitivity and suggests that RSG may have a
therapeutically relevant p-ceH sparing or protective effect.
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P-CELL FUNCTION IN NONDIABETIC OFFSPRING OF PATIENTS WITH
LATE ONSET AUTOIMMUNE DIABETES IN ADULTS(LADA)
Authors: l. Vauhkonen',L. Niskanen', J. Karjalainen',T. Tuomi', M. Uusitupa' and
M. Laakso'; Departments of Medicine', Kuopio University Hospital, Kuopio,
Finland; Department of Pediatrics', University of Oulu, Oulu, Finland; Diabetes
and Endocrine Research', Malmo University Hospital, Malmo, Sweden
There are no studies that have evaluated first phase and maximal insulin secretion
capacityand insulin sensitivity in the offspring of non-insulin dependent diabetic
probands (NIDDM) with ICA and/or GAD positivity. Therefore, we evaluated
insulin secretion capacity with oral and intravenous glucose tolerance tests and
hyperglycemic clamp, and the rates of whole body glucose uptake with the
euglycemic clamp in 36 offspringofNIDDM patientswho were ICA- and/or GAD
positiveduringthe 10-yearfollow-up from the diagnosis(Fh-LADA-group) and 19
healthy control subjects without a family history of diabetes mellitus. The acute
insulin responseduringthe first 10 min of an intravenous glucosetolerancetest was
lower in the Fh-LADA-group than in the control group (incremental plasma insulin
area under the curve: 2097 ± 206 and 3428 ± 512 pmol/l-min for the Fh-LADA
group and for the controlgroup, respectively; P < 0.0 I). Maximal insulinsecretion
capacity was lower in the Fh-LADA-group (2097 ± 206 pmol/l-min) than in the
controlgroup (3428 ± 512 prnol/lmin; P < 0.01). The rates of whole body glucose
uptakewere similarbetweenthe groups (86.2 ± 6.2 and 83.7 ± 4.3 Ilmol/LBM/min
for the Fh-LADA-group and for the controlgroup,respectvely) and no differences in
oxidativeand nonoxidative glucose disposalwere found. We concludethat the first
phase and maximal insulin secretioncapacity are reduced in the middle-aged non
diabetic offspring of patients with LADA. Genetic defect(s) leading to impaired
insulinsecretionin NIDDM is likelyto be involvedin the pathogenesis of LADA.

663
LADAIS CHARACTERIZED BY DECREASED INSULINSECRETION BUT
SIMILARDEGREEOF INSULIN RESISTANCE AS NIDDM
ALCarlsson,L Groop,G Sundkvist, T Tuomi,Dept.Endocrinology, Malmo
University Hospital,Swedenand the BotniaResearchGroup,Finland.
GADab+ patients diagnosed with NIDDM (LADA) are shown to develop insulin
deficiencyduringthe courseof the disease,but it is not knownwhetherthis is primary
(present at diagnosis) or develops as a consequence of chronic hyperglycemia or
represents an adaption to a high insulin senstivity. To address these questions we
compared II newly diagnosed LADA patients with I I GADab- NIDDM patients
matchedfor sex, age (55± II vs. 57 ± 9 yr), duration(1.7 ± 1.2 vs. 3.2 ± 1.2 yr), and
BMI (27.3 ± 4.2 vs. 26.2 ± 2.7 kg/m'), The groups had similar fB-glucose (9.6 ± 4.3
vs. 8.6 ± 2.2 mrnol/L) and HbAl, (7.7 ± 2.3 vs. 6.3 ± 1.0 %) levels. The insulin
response (0 intravenous arginine (5g) was studied at three B-glucoselevels (fasting,
14 and 2X mmollL). The insulin response to increasing glucose (AIRgluc) and
arginine-glucose (AIRarg) concentrations were significantly lower in LADA

comparedwithGADab-NIDDMat all glucose levels (both p:>0.04).

AIR. glue ~
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Glucose disposal rate measured during a euglycemic hyperinsulinemic clamp was
siuular in 13 LADA patientsand 13 matchedGADab-NIDDMpatients(3.1±2.2 vs.
3.2±3.0mg/kg/min).
Conclusions: LADA is characterized by decreased beta-cell capacity and marked
insulin resistance early in the course of the disease. The finding that LADA is
metabolically differentfrom NIDDMpointsat a differentetiopathogenic back ground
for the disease.

662
LESS EVIDENCE OF THE METABOLIC SYNDROME IN LADA
THAN IN COMMON NIDDM.
B.Isomaa, M.Henricsson, T. Tuomi, L. Sarelin, L. Groop and the Botnia
Research Group. Jakobstad Hospital (Finland), Helsingborg Hospital
(Sweden), University of Lund (Sweden).
LADA (latent autoimmune diabetes in adults) is defined as GAD ab
positive diabetes with age at onset after 35 years. The aim was to compare
the presence of chronic diabetic complications between 63 (MIF 30/33)
LADA patients ( age 70.3 ±10.9 , duration 14.0 ± 7.1 and HbA" 8.4 ±
1.4%) and 63 (MIF 30/33) GAD-ab negative NIDDM patients (age 68.9
±10.5 , duration 12.1±6.5 and AbAt, 8.2 ±1.4 %) participating in the
Botnia Study. Moderate and severe retinopathy (Wisconsin scale) was seen
in 15% and 10% of LADA and in 16% and 5% of NIDDM (NS). Clinical
neuropathy was seen in 30% of LADA vs 27% of NIDDM (NS).and
microalbuminuria (> 20 ug/min) in 27% vs 24% (NS). The prevalence of
cardiovascular disease did not differ between LADA and NIDDM (55% vs.
59%). However, LADA patientshad lower prevalence of hypertension ( 55
% vs. 75%; p= 0.03 ), lower BMI ( 27.5±4.9 vs. 29.6 ±5.3; p= 0,02), lower
WH ratio (0.92 ±O.08 vs. 0.96±O.08 ; p= 0.006), higher HDL2-cholesterol
( 0.49±0.26 vs 0.36± 0.13 mmol/l; p= 0.003) vs NIDDM. In a logistic
regression analysis performed in the LADA patients HbA" (RR 2.0; p=
0.02) and duration (RR 1.2; p=O.OI) predicted retinopathy, age (RR 1.2;
p= 0.004) predicted neuropathy whereas HbA" (RR 1.7; p 0.02) predicted
coronary heart disease (CHD). In conclusion, LADA can be distinguished
from common NIDDM by less features of the metabolic syndrome. In
patients without other risk factors for cardiovascular disease poor glycemic
control is associated with an increased risk of CHD.

664
PREVALENCE A,;'iD CHAR.ACTERISTICS OF LATENT AlJTOIMMlTNE
DIABETES IN A CUBAN TYPE2 DIABETES COHORT

E Cabrera-Rode',0 Diez-Horta',A Rendon', G Molina', LR Suarez'. P Perich', M
Licea', C Arranz', Rt..l Gonzalez', A Seuc', C Tiberti", U Dimario', A de Leiva', M
Puig-Domingo'

Institutode Endocrinologia, La Habana. Cuba'; University of Rome "La Sapienza".
Italy'; HospitaldeSantPau,Barcelona,Spain'

Identification of late onset type I diabetesalso calledlatent autoimmunediabetes of
the adult (LADA) may have therapeutic implications either because of the necessity
of early insulin treatmentand for the potential of immune interventiontrials in this
subgroup. LADA has been reported to be as prevalent as 20% among individuals
initially diagnosed as type 2 diabetics. The aim of our work was to evaluate the
prevalenceofI.ADA in a cohort of 1005type 2 cuban diabetics (age 56.4±11) by
meansofICA, GAD and IA2 abs detection.ICA were found in 2.8% (20 11005) of
type 2 patients in contrastto 85% ofa group of typeI diabetes(85/100) and 0.5%of
control population (1/200). GADab were found in 89% (26/29)of LADA, in 72%
mIIOO) oftype1 and in 0.5%of controls (11200), while IA2ab were present in 20%
(6/29) of LADA, 65% (65/100) of typel and 0 in controls. LADA group
distinguished tor havingno family history of typeI diabetes, a lower fatuityhistory
of type 2 diabetes,a lower weight (BMI24±3.9vs 27.3±5.5,J)"'O.04), earlierdiabetes
diagnosisand durationof disease(5.8±8.5vs 9.6±8.9yr,p=0.018) and were younger
(527±1l vs 57.3±10 YT,p=0.012), in comparison to ICA negative type 2 group.
Among LADA, 50% showed a low basal C-peptide and were treated with insulin.
We concludethat LADAshows a low prevalence among this large cohort of cuban
type 2 diabeticpatients;the immunologic and cliniccharacteristics of these patients
clearly suggest a slow progressing form of autoimmune Bvcell destruction with
therapeutic implications.
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Insulin Action: Signal Transduction
and Insulin Resistance
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CELLULAR PROCESSING ANDACTIVITIES OF INSULIN AND
INSULIN ANALOGUES

W.C.Duckworth, J. Fawcett, R.G. Bennett, and F. G. Hamel, VA
Medical Centerand University of Nebraska Medical Center, Omaha,
Nebraska USA

Insulinanalogues mayhaveproperties whichdo not correlate
with acceptedmechanisms of insulinactions,e.g. receptorbinding.
Thusstudiesof the propertiesof variousanaloguesmayprovidenew
insightsinto insulinactionw~h bothbasicand clinicalimplications. We
havecompared selected insulinanalogues (lyss 28, proB29 -insulin(
lispro), aspS10 -insulin(B1 0), and glu", glnsl . , phes17-insulin(EQF) with
insulinin termsof receptorbinding,cellularprocessing, and effectson
variouscellularpathways affectedby insulin. Bindingand processing
of insulinand Iisprowereequivalent in hepatocytes whereasbinding
of EQFwasdecreased and B10 increased. Cellularprocessing of
B10wasslowedrelativeto insulin. Thecellularhall lifeof insulinand
lisprowas25 minwhereas B10was75 min. Biological effectsof
analogueson DNAsynthesis(thymidine incorporation) were not
significantly differentfor insulin(EC50=5.8 nM), Iispro(1.8 nM)and
EQF(0.86nM)but wasfor B10 0.64nM (p<0.01). Maximal effectsof
810 werealso greaterthan insulinshowinga correlation between
mitogenesis and cellularprocessing. Effectson proteindegradation
in liverandmusclewerealso examined. Insulininhibitedprotein
degradation in liverby 29%w~h an EC50=37 nM. B10was not
differentbut lisprowassignificantly different(4.5nM). In myocytes
insulin(EC50=2.5 nM), lispro(6.3nM)x EQF(15 nM) inhib~ed protein
degradation equallywith B10 (66 nM) havingincreased effects.
Theseresultsshowthat insulinanalogues havevariableinsulinlike
effectsdepending on the activ~y and the tissue studied. Differences
in cellularprocessing mayhelpexplainthe differentactivities.

667
DIFFERENTIAL ROLE OF IRS-I AND IRS-2 IN L6 MUSCLE
CELLS EXPRESSING THE ARG1152">GLN INSULIN RECEPTOR.
C. Miele, M. Caruso, P. Formisano, V. Calleja, R. Auricchio, F.
Andreozzi, F. Oriente, E. Van Obberghen and F. Beguinot. DBPCM &
CEOS - CNR, Federico II University of Naples, Italy and INSERM
U145, Nice, France.
We have analyzed insulin signal in L6 skeletal muscle cells expressing
the constitutively active ArgIl 52->Gln insulin receptor (IRl 152) , which
transduces proliferative but not metabolic insulin responses. Basal
tyrosine phosphorylation of IRS-I in IRI 152 expressing cells (Mut) was
only slightly increased. Exposure to insulin increased IRS-I
phosphorylation by IO-foldin both the Mutand the wild-type cells (Wt).
Grb-2 association to IRS-I, MAP kinase activity and thymidine
incorporation were similarly induced by insulin in Mut and Wt cells..In
contrast to IRS-I, IRS-2 was constitutively phosphorylated on tyrosine
in the Mut cells and its phosphorylation was not further stimulated upon
insulin addition. Grb-2 and PI 3-kinase association to this substrate and
glycogen synthase activity were maximal in Mutcells under basal
conditions and showed no change In response to Insulin. Pre-treatment
with the PI 3-kinase inhibitor Wortmannin inhibited both the constitutive
activity of glycogen synthase in Mut cells and its insulin-stimulated
activity in the Wt, while having no effect on thymidine mcorporation by
the two cell lines. At variance with the Wt receptor, the IRl l52 mutant did
not phosphorylate Shc or stimulate its association to Grb-2 in L6 cells,
either in the absence or in the presence of Insulin. Thus, MAP kinase
activation and mitogenic signalling reflect IRS-I phosphorylation in L6
cells expressing the constitutively active IRIl 52 mutant. In contrast,
metabolic signals from IRll52 receptors appear to be mediated by IRS-2,
which is constitutively phosphorylated in mutant expressing cells. These
data suggest an important role of IRS-2 in insulin regulation of glucose
storage in skeletal muscle, at least in part, mediatedvia PI 3-kinase.

666
PATHOGENIC ROLE OF MUTATIONS IN INSULIN AND IGF-J
RECEPTORS AND IRS-J GENES IN INSULIN RESISTANCE.

C. Lautier, F. Macari, S. Ait EI Mkadem, E. Renard, D. Rokiki, J.
Bringer, C Jaffiol, R. Smith and F. Grigorescu. IURC,
Montpellier, France and Joslin Diabetes Center, Boston, USA.

To understand the role of gene defects in insulin action in the
pathogenesis of insulin resistance we investigated the prevalence of
mutations in receptors for insulin (IR) and IGF-I, as well as the
IRS-I substrate in patients with various degrees of insulin resistance
and acanthosis nigricans (AN). Sequencing of PCR products was
performed on an ABI373A automatic DNA sequencer. In the IR gene
Cys524->Stop[OPALj and ArglO92->Trp mutations were found in a
leprechaun patient. Homozygous Tyr646->Cys and compound
heterozygote Asp59->Gly and Leu62->Pro were f~lUnd in 2 TypeA
patients. No IR mutations were found I~ patients (n=l~) with
polycystic ovary (PCO) and AN displaying less severe insulin
resistance (basal insulin 28.8±7 fl U/ml) and obesity
(BMI=33.8±1.5). Despite alterations in IGF-I binding and/or
receptor autophosphorylation in some severe insulin resistant
patients, no mutations were found in the IGF-I receptor gene,
except for 8 silent polymorphisms. Investigation ?fIRS-I revealed
one new mutation His834->Tyr. The Gly972->Arg vanant of IRS-I was
found either in association with IR mutations in some Type A
patients and relative carriers or as a unique genetic alteration in
35.7% of patients with PCO and AN, inc1udi~g one homozygous
carrier. The Gly972-tArg variant was found m only 5% of PCO
patients (n=35) without insulin resistance (basal insulin = 7.65±0.4
ul.J/ml), who presented mixed lean and obese phenotypes. We
conclude that the severity of insulin resistance correlates with
cumulative gene defects in insulin action, which may act in an
epistatic manner in the pathogenesisof insulin resistance.
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CYCLIC NUCLEOTIDE PHOSPHODIESTERASE 3 INHIBITORS:

DETERMINATION OFPDE3A OR3B ISOFORM-SPECIFICITY
T Shirakawa', *TNagaoka":", VC Manganiello', GGao', KKobayashi', Y
Fujita-Yamaguchi', 'Dept ofMolecular Biology, BRI, City ofHope,
Duarte CA, USA, 'FirstDept ofInternal Medicine, Kanazawa Univ Medical
School. Kanazawa, Japan, ]NHLBl, NIH. Bethesda MD, USA

Cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterase 3 (PDE3), one ofseven related
PDE gene families, catalyzes hydrolysis ofboth cAMP and cGMP (I).

The availability offamily-specific inhibitors has facilitated understanding
physiological functions ofindividual PDE families. Inhibition ofPDE3.
for example, has been shown to result in stimulation of cardiac contractility,
inhibition of platelet aggregation, relaxation of vascular and airway smooth

muscle, inhibition of the anti lipolytic action ofinsulin in adipocytes, and

stimulation of insulin secretion in pancreatic b cells. Molecular cloning

revealed the presence of two PDE3 isoforms, 3Aand 3B. Since ourtissue
specific expression studies demonstrated differential regulation ofPDE3A
and 3B in rodent models ofdiabetes (2), we examined isoform-specificity of
existing PDE3 iuhibitors. Human PDE3A and 3B were expressed in Sf9
cells using recombiuaut baculovirus. Crude homogenates ofthose Sf9cells
expressed either PDE3A or3B ascoufirmed byimmuuoblotting with
isoform-specific antibodies. PDE3A or3B activity was measured ata
substrate concentration of0.05 mM cAMP in the absence orpresence of
differing concentrations ofPDE3 inhibitors including cGMP. milrinone,
cilostamide, trequinsin, and three structurally-related "KF" compounds,
from which IC50s were determined. The results indicated that PDE3
inhibitors thus far examined hardly distinguish PDE3A from 3B except that
PDE3A was x 2.5more sensitive 10 inhibition bycGMP than PDE3B.
This study suggested similar inhibition spectra for two PDE3 isoforms
byreadily-available PDE3 inhibitors, which obliges further screening to
identify PDE3 isoform specific inhibitors. (1) Dcgcnnan et a1. J. Biol.
Chern. 272(1997) 6823 (2)Nagaoka et a1. Diabetes (1998) in press.
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Differential Regnlation of Hormone Sensitive Lipase in

Macrophages and Adipocytes : Potential Implications for
Atherosclerosis

L.O'Rourke and P.R. Shepherd.
Dept. of Biochemistry, University College London,UK.

The mechanisms by which NlDDM dramatically increases atherosclerotic risk
remains poorly understood. Accumulation of cholesterol esters in macrophage foam
cells is an imporant early event in atherosclerosis. The neutral cholesterol esterase,
controlling cholesterol ester breakdown in macrophages, is identical to hormone
sensitive lipase (HSL) in adipocytes. In adipocytes insulin decreases HSL activity
suggesting insulin may also regulate cholesterol ester homeostasis in
macrophages. Therefore we are investigating the regulation of HSL in
maerophages. We find that components of the signalling pathway by which insulin
decreasesHSL activity in adipocytesare also in macrophages, these include the a,
j:land I) isoforms of c1assla PI 3-kinases and PDE3B. The a and j:l isoforms arc
recruited by insulin into tyrosine phosphorylated complexes. Western blots far
HSL show two bands at 80 and 8SkD in both 3T3L-1 adipocytes and J774.2
macrophages. Chronic exposure to insulin results in an increase in the level of
both the 80 and 8SkD proteins in adipocytes whereas the levels of HSL do not
change in macrophages, HSL activity was imrnunoprecipitated from both cell
types and macrophages contained 62.5% of the activity measured in adipocytes.
Insulin acutely decreases HSL activity in macrophages and adipocytes. In
adipocytes this inhibition persists but in macrophages it is only observed in the
first 10 minutes following insulin stimulation. We find no evidence that agents
that raise cAMP levels stimulate HSL activity in macrophages, which contrasts
with the situation in adipocytes. These results suggest that the HSL protein is
identical in adipocytes and macrophages but that there are differences in the
regulation by insulin. Studies are ongoing to determine the effects of insulin on
HSL In macrophages and whether disruption of insulin signalling pathways could
block changes in HSL activity thus contributing to cholesterol ester accumulation
in these cells.

INSULIN REGULATES THE EXPRESION OF DNA REPAIR ENZYMES
R. Perfetti. Division of Endocrinology and Metabolism, Cedars-Sinai Medical
Center and University of California Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA 90048.
Diabetes is characterized by premature cellular aging. Accumulation of products of
oxidative damage into DNA has been proven deleterious to cells, contributing to fhe
development of the microangiopathic complications of the disease. Herein, we
demonstrated that insulin regulates the expression of genes involved in the nuclear
excision repair pathway, a fundamental mechanism to remove DNA lesions
preserve DNA integrity, and ultimately prevent cell deafh. '
We evaluated the effect of receptor-linked tyrosine kinase activation in the
expression of fhe XPD gene. XPD has intrinsic helicase activity and plays a dual
role in both transcription and nucleotide repair. Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells
transfected with the human insulin receptor (CHOIHIRc) showed a 3-fold increase
in XPD mRNA levels when compared to control CHO/neo cells (p<0.01).
However, cells overexpressing a mutant insulin receptor known to have impaired
kinase-related signaling (CHOIYF3) had XPD mRNA levels similar to control
CHO/neo cells. The addition of insulin to serum-starved cells led to an increase in
XPD mRNA levels in both CHO/neo and CHOIHIRc cells. Half-maximum insulin
stimulation was obtained wifh 12.5 ng/ml of insulin in the culture medium. Peak
insulin-stimulated XPD expression occurred in 2-4h (>40%) in CHO/neo cells and
in 1-2h in CHOIHIRc (>220%). Insulin acted primarily, but not exclusively, at fhe
transcription level of XPD. Moreover, inhibition of protein synthesis by
cycloexamide induced a marked decrease of XPD mRNA levels in insulin treated
cells, suggesting that fhe turnover rates of the messenger RNA coding for XPD vary
according to the state of insulin receptor activation. We demonstrated an increased
resistance to UV-induced DNA damage in cells transfected with normal insulin
receptors but not in cells expressing a kinase-deficient insulin receptor, indicating
that stimulation of fhe insulin receptor phosphorylation was responsible for the
effect observed. Finally, internucleosomal DNA fragmentation, a marker of pre
apoptosis, was significantly inhibited in cells transfected with the human insulin
receptor compared to control cell lines, and fhe addition of insulin to the culture
medium further protected against DNA fragmentation. These data suggest the
increase in XPD expression by activation of membrane associated tyrosine kinase is
likely to play an important role in the cellular response leading to repair of damaged
DNA.
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Statistical significance as compared to healthy ~ects. 'p<O.OOI, p<O.05.
No difference was observed in calculated variables between non-obese Type 2
diabetic patients and healthy controls except metabolic clearance rate of glucose.
An inverse relationship was found between BMI and insulin sensitivity index Mil
in a total cohort of 53 persons (r=-0.68.p<0.001). Insulin receptor characteristics on
erythrocytes showed slightly decreased receptor number in obese Type 2 diabetic
patients (p<O.05) as compared with non-obese controls. We conclude that BMI is
the strongest predictor of insulin sensitivity which may influence insulin action
mainly on postreceptor level whereas well controlled diabetes has a small effect.

OBESITY INFLUENCES INSULIN ACTION MORE THAN TYPE 2 DIABETES
MELLITUS
G.Sindelka, lSkrha, and J.Hilgertova. Dept.of Internal Medicine 3, Faculty of
Medicine I, Charles University, Prague, Czech Republic
Insulin resistance was found as in Type 2 diabetes mellitus as in obese non-diabetic
subjects. The aim of this study was to compare the insulin action in monstrose
obesity with and wifhout diabetes and in Type 2 diabetic patients with different
degree of obesity. Total number of 36 Type 2 diabetic patients was subdivided
according to body mass index (EMI) into those with monstrose obesity (MODM,
BMI>40,n=6), with medium obesity (MEODM, BMI 31-40, n;16), with mild
overweight (MIODM, BMI 26-30, n~9) and without obesity (NODM, BMI 21
26,n;5). A group of monstrose obese non-diabetic persons (MONDM, BMI>40,
n~5) and 12 non-obese healthy persons were used as the controls. Patients in all
groups were of comparable age and of diabetes control (HbA,,,was 7.I±O.5%).
Isoglycemic hyperinsulinemic clamps on Biostator were performed with the insulin
infusion rate Imtl.kg" min" during 120 min. Basal glucose concentration (Go,
mmol.l"), glucose disposal rate (M, umol.kgl.min"), insulin sensitivity index
(Mil, umol.kg'l.min" per mU.r1xloo) and metabolic clearance rate of glucose
(MCR, ml.ka" .min" were calculated in all s iects, Results are means±SEM.

MONDM MODM MEODM MIODM NODM C
BMI 53.1±3.8 48.0±2.9 33.4±2.9 28.6±0.8 24.9±0.7 23.9±0.8
G, 5.I±O.5 9.5'±2.0 1O.3'±1.2 8.I'±1.4 8.I'±O.9 4.I±O.3
M 16.1'±2.6 22.5'±4.4 25.6'±1.9 34,7±4.3 36.8±4.3 37.5±3.0
Mil 8.2'±1.4 l2.9'±3.0 21.6'±1.8 29.6 ±2.6 47.5±9.5 48.9±5.0
MCR, 2.9'±O.5 2.S'±O.S 3.0'±O.4 5.3b±O.6 S.4b±l.O 8.6±1.l

e.

IN VIVO INSULIN INCREASES TIlE Ka OF GLUCOSE 6
PHOSPHA1E FOR GLYCOGEN SYNlHASE IN CALORIE
RESTRlCIED MONKEYS.
HK Ortmeyer, L Huang, J Lamer and BC Hansen. Univ of Maryland,
Baltimore, MD and Univ of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA USA

In skeletal muscle (sm) of nonnal subjects, the concentration of
glucose 6-phosphate (G6P) where the activity of glycogen synthase
(GS) is half maximal (Ka) is decreased by in vivo insulin, and the
fractional activity (fv) of GS is increased without change in GS
maximal activity (Vmax). We have previously shown that chronic
calorie restriction (CR) resulted in the prevention of obesity and type 2
diabetes, and that in a subgroup of CR monkeys, insulin during a
euglycemic hyperinsuJinemic clamp caused an unexpected decrease in
sm GSfv. These same monkeys had the lowest whole-body glucose
disposal rate (M), the greatest increase in sm G6P content and the
greatest increase in sm glycogen phosphorylase activity during a clamp
compared to the CR monkeys with normal insulin action. To determine
whether this highly unusual decrease in GSfv with insulin was due to
increased phosphorylation (increased Ka), we measured the activity of
sm GS at 9 different G6P concentrations before and during a clamp in
6 CR monkeys. Ka increased (n=4) and Vmax decreased (n=5) during
the clamp. Basal Ka was inversely related to basal GSfv (r=-O,94,
p<o.OO2). Ka and sm G6P content were positively related under
insulin-stimulated conditions (r=O.93, p<O.OO5). The change in Ka
(insulin-stimu1atedminus basal) was inversely related to M (r=-O.94,
p<O.OO2) and positively related to the change in sm G6P content
(r=O.93, p<O.OO5). We conclude that moderate CR results in an
increase in phosphorylation of GS and a decrease in Vmax of GS in the
presence of insulin during a euglycemic hyperinsuJinemic clamp
indicating a reversal of normal insulin action at skeletal muscle.
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INTERACTIONS OF HEMIPANCREATECTOMY AND SYSTEMIC
DIVERSION OF PANCREATIC VEINS IN INSULIN SENSITIVITY
J. Radziuk,P. Barron, J. Davies, and S. Pye, OttawaCivic Hospital, Ottawa,
Canada
Chronic peripheral insulin entry decreases systemic insulin sensitivity. Both
peripheral entry and decreased f1 cell mass can contribute to a decrease in
glucose tolerance. The interactionof these two factors on peripheral insulin
sensitivitywas therefore studied in four groups of dogs: (i) D - pancreatic
venousdrainagedivertedfrom the portal vein to the inferior vena cava (n=8)
(ii) S - sham operation with reanastomosis of veins to the portal vein (n= 8)
(iii) H - hemipancreatectomy with resectionof the tail of the pancreas (n= 7)
(iv) HD - both resection and diversion (n= 8). Following recovery from
surgery, each animalunderwenta hyperinsulinemic euglycemic clampduring
an insulin infusionat 0.8mU/kg-min. A concurrentinfusionof [6-'H] glucose
was used to measure the metabolic clearanceof glucose (MCR,), and insulin
sensitivity(S,) was quantitatedas the ratioof MCR,to circulatinginsulin.The
results demonstrated a decrease (meanj sem) in S, from 0.38±0.04 to
0.20±0.03 (p<0.02) for Sand D respectively and a parallel decrease from
0.39±0.03 to 0.23±0.04 (p<0.05) for H and HD. Similar patterns were
present under basal conditions.The decrease in S, in D was primarily due to
a fall in MCR, (from 1O.0±0.3 to 6.7±0.3ml/kg-min, p<0.05). In HD the
decrease in S, resultedfrom a fall in MCRof insulinand therefore an increase
in insulin concentrations (26± I vs 4O±4/LU/ml for Hand HD resp,
p< 0.02). Since the secretory capacityof the resected pancreas is reduced,
these data suggest that hyperinsulinemia is not the only cause of the insulin
resistancewhich results from the diversion of pancreaticvenous drainage to
the periphery, although it is likely to aggravate it.
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EFFECTS OF EXERCISE TRAINING AND ACE INHIBITION ON
INSULIN ACTION IN INSULIN·RESISTANT RAT MUSCLE.
E. J. Henriksen, M. S. Steen, K. R. Foianini, E. B. Youngblood, and T.
R. Kinnick. University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721-0093 U.S.A.

The purpose of this investigation was to determine the interactions
of endurance exercise training and chronic angiotensin-converting
enzyme (ACE) inhibition (trandolapril, T) on glucose tolerance, insulin
action on muscle glucose transport activity, and lipidemia in the
insulin-resistant, dyslipidemic obese (fa/fa) Zucker rat. Four groups of
obese animals were studied: sedentary controls, T-treated (I mglkg
body wt/day by gavage for 6 weeks), exercise-trained (treadmill
running at 24-30 m/min, 8% grade, 90 min/day for 6 weeks), or
combined T-treated and exercise-trained. Exercise training, alone or in
combination with T, significantly (p<0.05) increased peak oxygen
uptake by 31-34%. Similar decreases in fasting plasma insulin (34%)
and free fatty acids (31%) were achieved with exercise training alone or
in combination with T treatment. Compared to control, exercise
training or T treatment individually caused smaller areas under the
curve (AUC) for the glucose (12-14%) and insulin (28-33%) responses
to an oral glucose tolerance test. The largest decreases in the glucose
AUC (40%) and insulin AUC (53%) were observed in the combined
treatment group. Similarly, whereas exercise training alone or T
treatment alone improved insulin-stimulated (2 mU/ml) glucose
transport in epitrochlearis (26-34%) or soleus (39-41%) muscles, the
greatest improvements in insulin action in these muscles (67% and
107%, respectively) were demonstrated in the combined treatment
group. Collectively, these results indicate that endurance exercise
training and chronic T treatment in combination improve oral glucose
tolerance and insulin-stimulated glucose transport in insulin-resistant
skeletal muscle to a greater extent than either intervention individually.
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CHRONIC BRADYKININ TREATMENT ENHANCES INSULIN
ACTION IN THE INSULIN·RESISTANT OBESE ZUCKER RAT,
E. B. Youngblood, S. Jacob, D. L.Fogt, D. B. Dal Ponte, G. J. Dietze,
and E. 1. Henriksen. The University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721
0093 U.S.A.; and Max-Grundig-Klinik, 77815 Buhlerhohe, Germany.

Bradykinin (BK) may mediate the beneficial effect of angiotensin
converting enzyme inhibitors on insulin-stimulated glucose transport in
insulin-resistant skeletal muscle. Therefore, the effects of chronic BK
treatment of insulin-resistant obese Zucker rats on glucose tolerance
and muscle glucose transport stimulated by insulin or contractions were
investigated. BK was administered subcutaneously (twice daily at 40
ug/kg body weight) for 14 days. Compared to a saline-treated obese
group, the BK-treated obese animals had significantly (p<0.05) lower
fasting plasma levels of insulin (20%) and free fatty acids (26%), while
plasma glucose was not different. During an oral glucose tolerance
test, the glucose and insulin responses (areas under the curve, AUq
were 21% and 29% lower, respectively, in the BK-treated obese group.
The glucose-insulin index, the product of the glucose and insulin AUCs
and an indirect index of peripheral insulin action, was 52% lower in the
BK-treated obese group compared to the obese control group.
Moreover, glucose transport activity (assessed using I mM 2
deoxyglucose uptake) in the isolated epitrochlearis muscle stimulated
by a maximally-effective dose of insulin (2 mUlml) was 52% greater in
the BK-treated obese group. Contraction-stimulated (10 electrically
stimulated tetani) glucose transport activity was also enhanced by 35%
as a result of the BK treatment. In conclusion, these findings indicate
that in the severely insulin-resistant obese Zucker rat, chronic in vivo
treatment with BK can significantly improve whole-body glucose
tolerance, possibly as a result of the enhanced insulin-stimulated
skeletal muscle glucose transport activity observed in these animals.
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INSULIN-INDUCED VASODILATION: NITRIC OXIDEOR ADENOSINE?
C.H.A. de Haan, A.J.H.M. Houben,P.W. de Leeuw, B.H.R. Wolffenbuttel, P. Smits, N.C.
Schaper. Dept. of Internal Medicine, UniversityHospitalMaastrichtand "University Hospital
Nijrnegen.

The mechanism of insulin-induced vasodilation is still unclear. We studied whether release of
nitric oxide (NO) and adenosine(ADN)is involvedand if their releasedependsupon stimulation
of glucosemetabolism. Methods:21 bealthymen, age 22 (19-23)yrs (median+interq. ranges),
BMI 22.8 (20.5-23.7) kg/m', were studied. Insulin (7 mUlmin), with or withoutconcomitant
glucose5% (regionalglucose 15mmol/l), was infusedinto the brachialartery on two occasions
(INS and INS/GLYC). Forearm blood flow (FBF) was measured using pletbysmography. To
determinethe role of NO, in 12men L-NMMA 1-2-8I'mollmin was infused i.a. before insulin
and after 225 min. To study the role of ADN, in 9 men draflazine (DRAF, adenosine uptake
blocker) 100-250-500-1000 ng/min/dIforearm was infusedafter 180min insulin infusion. In a
controlexperiment onlydraflazine was infused. Flowdataare expressedas index(infused/contra
lateral arm). Results: Mean regionalinsulinlevelswere 90 mUll on all days, systemicglucose
levelsdid not cbange. INS: FBF index increasedby 44% (30-77)at t=180 (Wilcoxon,p<O.OI
vs t=O). tNS/GLYC: FBFindexroseby 75% (35-117) at t=l80 (p<0.02 vs t=O), indicating more
vasodilation than with tNS (p=0.05). During INS and INS/GLYC both L-NMMA-induced
vasoconstriction as well as DRAF-induced vasodilation increasedrelativelyto baseline.L-NMMA:

EC30 (cone. inducing 30% constriction) decreasedfrom 83 to 26 nmollmlduring tNS, and from
105 to 25 nmollml during INS/GLYC (both p<0.03), without any differencesbetween INS and
INS/GLYC. DRAF: EC30 on the control day was 74 ng/ml, 45 ng/ml during tNS and 20 ng/ml
during INS/GLYC (INS and tNS/GLYC bothp<0.05 vs. control day), with no differencesbetween
INS and INS/GLYC. Conclusions: Concomitant hyperglycemia duringhyperinsulinemia augments
insulin-induced vasodilation. The decreasein EC30of DRAPand L-NMMA during tNS indicates that
insulin stimulates the release of NO and ADN but no further stimulation was found during
INS/GLYC, although the vasodilationwas markedly augmented. These data indicate that, apart
from a glucose independentstimulationof both NO and ADN, insulin also inducesvasodilation
througha glucosedependentmechanism.
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THE ROLE OF ADENOSINE IN THE VASODILATOR RESPONSE
TO INSULIN
EJ.Zandbergen, G.Yervoort, CJJ.Tack, NC.Schaper, LA.Lutterman and P.
Smits. Depts. of Medicine and Pharmacology, UniversityHospital Nijmegen
and' Maastricht.The Netherlands.
Hyperinsulinemia induces vasodilation in human skeletal muscle. This
vasodilation is impaired in insulin-resistant conditions. The mechanism
mediating the vasodilation has not yet been completely clarified. Based on
animal data, we hypothesised that stimulation of the adenosine receptor in
vascular smooth muscle cells is involved in insulin-induced vasodilation. A
hyperinsulinemic euglycemic clamp was performed in 24 healthy subjects to
investigate the vasodilator response to insulin in the forearm. The subjects were
randomly assigned to three groups. In group 1, placebo was infused into the
left brachial artery (experimental arm). Draflazine (an adenosine uptake
blocker, 250 ng/min/dl) and theofylline (an adenosine receptor antagonist, 50
mg/minldl) were infused in group 2 and 3. Forearm blood flow (FBF) was
measured by plethysmography. The FBF-ratio (FBF experimental annIFBF
control arm) was used to test our hypothesis. Data are expressed as means ±
SE. Statistical analysis was performed by ANOYA. Hyperinsulinemia induced
vasodilation; FBF in the control arm increased from 1.8±0.2 to 2.3±0.3
mllminldl (p<O.OOI). In the placebo group FBF-ratio decreased by 18.2±9.4%
(p<O.OI). The change in FBF-ratio in the draflazine-group was significantly
less prominent than in the placebo group (-1.6±13.1 vs 18.2±9.4%, p=O.OI).
The decrease in FBF-ratio was more pronounced in the theophylline group
(30.9±5.2 vs 18.2±9.4%, p<O.OI). These results demonstrate that the insulin
induced increase in blood flow is augmented during adenosine uptake blockade
by infusion of draflazine, whereas this was diminished during adenosine
receptor antagonism by theophylline. These results are in agreement with our
hypothesis that insulin-induced vasodilation is, at least partly, mediated by the
release of adenosine.
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SYSTEMIC, RENAL AND OCULAR HEMODYNAMIC EFFECTS OF L
ARGININE AND INSULIN
L. Schrnetterer, S. Dallinger, O. Findl, R. Hitsch and M. Wolzt. Department
of Clinical Pharmacology, Institute of Medical Physics, Department of
Ophthalmology, University of Vienna, Wahringer Giirtel 18-20, A-1090
Vienna, Austria
Larginine, the precursor of nitric oxide, induces systemic hypotension when
intravenously infused in healthy subjects. The mechanism behind this
vasodilator effect has not yet been completely elucidated. There is, however,
evidence that the vasodilator action of L-arginine is at least partially
mediated by endogenous insulin. The aim of the present study was to
investigate the hemodynamic effect of intravenous L-arginine (I glmin over
30 min) during a high dose insulin clamp (6 mU/kg/min) or during placebo
infusion. The study was performed in a randomised three-way cross over
design in 12 healthy male subjects using D-arginine as a control substance (I
g/min over 30 min). Mean arterial pressure was measured non-invasively,
Renal plasma flow and pulsatile choroidal blood flow were assessed by PAH
clearance technique and laser interferometric measurement of fundus
pulsation amplitude, respectively. Whereas Dsarginine did not influence any
parameter under study, L-arginine significantly decreased mean arterial
pressure (- 8 %, p < 0.006) and increased renal plasma flow (+ 8 %, p <
0.001) and fundus pulsation amplitude (+ 10 %, P < 0.001). Insulin alone did
not affect mean arterial pressure, but significantly increased renal plasma
flow (+16 %, P < 0.001) and fundus pulsation amplitude (+ 8 %, P < 0.001).
The effect of co-administration of insulin and L-arginine on renal plasma
flow (+ 34 %) and fundus pulsation amplitude (+ 28 %) was markedly higher
than the sum of the effects exerted by the two drugs alone. This study
supports the concept that the stereospecific vasodilatory effect of L-arginine
is at least partially independent of endogenous insulin release.
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Contribution of vascular endothelial cells to the regulation of
transcaplllary insulin-transport
T.e. Wascher, F. Brunner*. Dept. Internal Medicine and *Inst. of
Pharmacology and Toxicology, University of Graz, Austria
Capillary endothelial cells are believed to limit the transport of
insulin from the vascular to the interstitial space, thus limiting
hormonal action at target sites. This study examined the contribution
of the endothelium to the regulation of transcapillary insulin
transport (TIT) in rat hearts in vitro.
Hearts were perfused with a protein-free buffer which results in
increased generation of interstitial fluid that was collected at the
surface of ventricles. Insulin (0.1-1 VII) was added to the perfusate,
and its transfer kinetics to and clearance from the interstitium were
analysed from insulin measurements in transudate of hearts with
intact or collagenase-disrupted endothelium. In endothelium-intact
hearts (n=5-8), steady-state insulin in transudate was 30±2 %, 53±1
%, 103±6 % and 97±4 % of perfusate concentrations at 0.1, 0.2, 0.5,
and I V insulinll, respectively. The corresponding apparent rate
constants for transport, kin, increased from 0.11 to -0.27/min,
indicating a non-saturable transport. In endothelium-disrupted hearts
(n=3-5), kin values were -2-fold higher, and the same concentration
ratios were observed, suggesting a contribution of reabsorption
processes back into the vascular space in the generation of the
gradient. Finally, inhibition of endothelial nitric oxide (NO)
formation by NG-nitro-L-arginine (200 umol/l) affected neither kin
nor the extent of TIT.
We conclude that (i) insulin is transported by a bi-directional
convective transport rather than by a receptor-mediated mechanism;
(ii) capillary endothelial cells affect TIT by slowing the transfer to
the interstitium and (iii) endothelium-derived NO is without effect on
TIT in this model.
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INSULIN'S EFFECTS ONSKELETALMUSCLE MEANFLOW,FLOW
HETEROGENEITY AND MUSCLE BLOOD VOLUME IN PATIENTS
WITHESSENTIAL HYPERTENSION
H. Laine, J. Knuuti, U. Ruotsalainen, T. Utriainen, V. Oikonen, M. Raita
kari, P. Vicini, C. Cobelli, P. Nuutila and H. Yki-Jarvinen. Turku and
Helsinki, Finland; Padova, Italy.
To determine whetherthe integrity of insulin's effectson muscleblood
flowandblood volume arealtered in essential hypertension we studied
11newly-diagnosed untreated mildly hypertensive men(age35±1 years,
8MI 25.2±0.4 kg/m2, blood pressure 141±4/96±2 mmHg) and 11
matched normotensive men. Positron emission tomography (PET)
combined with[,sOIHP, ['SOjCO wasemployed for directmeasurement
of skeletal muscle bloodflow andvolume. Wholebodyglucoseuptake
was measured using euglycemic clamp technique (5 mU/kg/min). In the
basal state both meanskeletal blood flow (1.7±O.2 vs 2.7±0.4 ml/O.1
kg'min, hypertensive vs normotensive, p<O.05) and biood volume
(3.0±O.2 vs 3.5±O.2 ml/O.1 kg, p<O.05) were significantly lower in the
hypertensive thanthenormal subjects. During insulin stimulation mean
skeletalmuscle bloodflow (2.3±O.2 vs 4.2±O.8 ml/O.1 kg'min, p<O.05),
the flow response (p<O.05), volume (3.1±O.2 vs 4.0±O.2 ml/O.1 kg
muscle, p<O.05) andthevolume response (p<O.05) aswell as the whole
body glucose uptake (41±4 vs 59±4 I-lmol/kg 'min, p<O.005) were
significantly lowerin thehypertensive patients. Trueflow heterogeneity,
as judged from the coefficients of variation (relative dispersion) was
comparable between the groupsbasally and duringhyperinsulinemia,
while insulin stimulation increased absolute dispersion of blood flow
significantly morein the normal thanthehypertensive subjects (p<O.05).
We conclude thatmeanflow, its absolute dispersion and bloodvolume
exhibitinsulinresistance in patients with essential hypertension.
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ACUTE EFFECT OF INSULIN ON THE COAGULATION AND
FIBRINOLYSIS PATHWAY IN PATIENTS WITH NIDDM
K. Takanashi, T. Inukai, I. Kurihara and Y. Takernura, Department of
Medicine, Koshigaya Hospital, Dokkyo University School of Medicine,
Koshigaya 343-0845, Japan

It has been accepted that chronic hyperglycemia leads to
accelerate the coagulation pathway and simultaneously to suppress the
fibrinolysis pathway, however the role of insulin on the pathogenesis
remains to be unclarified. We therefore tried to solve the problem in
patients with non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM), using
the euglycemic insulin clamp (GC) method by an artificial endocrine
pancreas. Studies were conducted in 20 NIDDM patients (12 males and
8 females, 57.6 ± 10.1 yrs). We adopted the GC-method suggested by
DeFronz et al. and considered glucose infusion rate (GIR) as the insulin
resistance. Blood was taken in each patient before and after the GC
method, and then various plasma factors associated with the coagulation
and fibrinolysis pathway were immediately measured. Body mass index
and serum IRI showed significant positive correlations with GlR in
NIDDM patients (P<0.05). A marked decrease in blood glucose (the
end point: 100 mg/dl) and a rapid increase in serum IRI were observed
after the GC-method. Plasma levels of plasminogen activator inhibitor 1
(PAl-I) and thrombomodulin (TM) decreased significantly after the
GC-method, respectively (PAl-I; before: IOJ ± 5.2 ng/rnl, after 6.5 ±
2.5 ng/ml, P<0.05, TM; before: 22.0 ± 4.8 ng/ml, after 19.7 ± 4.5 ng/
ml, P<O.OOJ). Other plasma factors including PT, fibrinogen, plasmin,
TAT, t·PA and protein C did not exhibit significant alterations.
Conclusions: We demonstrated remakable decreases in PAI-I and TM
associated with thrombosis after the GC'method in NIDDM patients,
which provides an evidence that insulin itself plays an important role in
those alterations.
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INSULIN INCREASES LEFT VENTRICULAR EJECTION FRACTION
AND MAXIMALWORKLOADDURINGEXERCISEIN HEALTYMEN
F. C. Sasso, T. Salvatore, D. Cozzolino, G. Sessa, D. Capobianco', L.
Mansi', S. Gentile, M. Persico, S. Turco and R. Torella. Unit of Internal
Medicine'Unit of Nuclear Medicine SecondUniversity of Naples, Italy.

The insulin is known as a vasoactive peptide that is able to influencethe
behaviour of the cardiovascularsystem. We have investigated the role of ~

cell hormoneon left ventricularfunctionat rest and during a physical stress
in healthy men. The effects of normal saline (test A) and insulin-glucose
(insulin=!.7 mU·kg·1·min-l; glucose= 6 mg'kg"I'min-1

) (test B) infusion on
left ventricularejectionfraction(LEVF),left ventricularend-diastolic volume
(LVEDV), and mean blood pressure (MBP) at rest and during dynamic
exercise were examined by radionuclide ventriculography. The workload,
performed by bicycle ergometer, was increased by steps of 25 watts until
maximal exercise. Nine healthy men (age 28.4±3.4 yrs, M±SD, BMI 23.1±
1.3 kg/m2

) were enrolled. Coronaryartery disease and others cardiovascular
diseasesas well as diabeteswere preliminary excluded. Only subjects without
risk factors for coronaryartery diseasewereselected. Statisticalanalysis was
made by using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). When differences
were significant by ANOVA test, Student's t test for paired data was
performed. Rest- and stress-LVEF were significantly higher during test B
thantest A (70.6±1.9 vs 66J±2J %; p<0.05, and 80.7±2.2 vs 70.2±2.1 %;
p<O.00I). At rest and in dynamicconditions no significantdifferences there
were both in LVEDVand in MBP betweentest A and test B. During exercise
a higber maximal workload (max systolic blood pressure x max heart rate)
was achieved in test B tban test A (27,650±1,250 vs 29,570±1,630 ; p<
0.05). In conclusion it may be speculated that in healthy men: I) insulin
directly influences left ventricular contractility, as indicated by increased
LEVF without variations in pre- and post-load;2) insulin increases maximal
workloadduringexercise.
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EFFECT OF [NSULIN ON BLOOD PRESSURE IN ESSENTIAL
HYPERTENSION
T. Heise. L. Heinemann. M. Stoffels. U. Schaden, and P. T. Sawicki, Clinic of
Metabolic Diseases and Nutrition, Heinrich-Heine-University DUsseldorf, Ger
many

There is a close link between insulin resistance, hyperinsulinemia and essential
hypertension. The aimof this studywas to investigate the effectof two weeksof
insulin administration on blood pressure in patients with essential hypertension.
ln a prospective. randomized, double-blind, cross-over study 23 hypertensive,
non-diabetic patients (19 male. age 40±I I years (mean±SD), BMI31±5 kg/m')
without antihypertensive medication. injected either NPH-insulin (OJ IE/kg
body weight/day) or placebo subculaneously for a period of two weeks, sepa
rated by a wash-out period of 14days. Bodyweight, 24-hourbloodpressure and
office blood pressure values were recorded at the beginning and at the end of
each treatment phase. Concomitantly, serum insulin, C-peptide, fructosamine,
and insulin sensitivity were determined.
Following insulin administration. serum insulin concentrations and the insu
lin/C-peptide-ratio weresignificantly higherwhencompared to placebo(insulin:
168±178 YS. [31±122 prnol/I, insulin/Cvpcptide ratio: 16±7YS. I I±4 pmol/nmol,
p<O.05), whereas fructosamine concentrations were lower (239±20 vs. 245±18
umol/I, p<O.05). Mean office blood pressure values decreased during insulin
administration from 130.7±12.710 128.3±12.4 mm Hg and remained unchanged
in the placebo group: 131.8±13J and 131.9±13. I mm Hg, p=0.02for insulin vs.
placebo. Insulin decreased mean24-hourbloodpressure valuesby -4.7±9.0mm
Hg. while placebo had no intluence (+O.2±6.3 mm Hg, p=0.03). There were no
significant differences in weight, 8M! and insulin sensitivity within or between

insulin and placebo. These data argue against the postulated pressor action of
insulin in essential hypertension. In obese, insulin resistant, hypertensive pa
tients subcutaneous insulin administration exerts a small blood pressure lower
ing effect.
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Pathophysiology of hypertension in diabetes is not clearly defined. In
particular, the effect of insulin on vascular tone, and the role of
hyperglycaemia on endothelial function is under discussion in literature.
To investigate the relationship among hypertension, glucose (mgldl) and
free insulin (F IRI uU /rnl), a cohort of 67 IDDM hypertensive patients
with ESRF were studied. 2 months after kidney and pancreas
transplantation 24 of them were hypertensive (group H) and 23
normotensive (group N). During the same period, glucose levels and F IRI
secretion was studied by the 24 hours metabolic profile, OGTT and IVGTT.
The Index of insulin secretion (~AUC) and insulin sensitivity (SIGalvin)
were evaluated on IVGTT, according Galvin mathematical model. During
the 24 hours metabolic profile, postprandial glucose levels were higher in
H thanN group(H vsN glucosemg/dl13 pm: 173vs 143 p=.03;14 pm: 172 vs
130 p= .008; 17 pm: 131 vs 113 p=.03; 21 pm 127 vs 104 p=.038), while no
differences were observed in terms of F IRI levels. After OGTT, a delayed F
IRI secretion and higher glucose levels were observed in group H than in
group N (H vs N glucose: 30 min : 139 vs 120 P = .02;60 min: 156 vs 128 p=
.02; 90 min: 156 vs 123 p= .008; 120': 149 vs 127 p= .09). IVGTT analysis
showed a first phase of insulin secretion higher in N than in H group (H vs
N ~AUC 0-10 min: 437.1 5vs 655.02 p=.02). No statistical differences were
observed in terms of insulin sensivity (H vs N - F IRI rnl/uU- SIGalvin: 1.
297E-05 vs 1.43E-OS). In conclusion the association between hypertension,
lower blood glucose levels and higher insulin secretion in kidney and
pancreas transplanted patients, suggests a key role of glucose and insulin on
haemodinamic of peripheral vascular system and on hypertension
pathophysiology.

EFFECTS OF GLYCOMETABOLIC CONTROL ON HYPERTENSION IN
KIDNEY AND PANCREAS TRANSPLANTED PATIENTS
E. La Rocca,!. Baragetti, A. Caumo, P. Fiorina.V. Di Carlo, G. Pozza and
A. Secchi. Scientific Institute San Raffaele Milan Italy
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DIMINISHED WAVE REFLECTION IN THE AORTA:
A NOVEL PHYSIOLOGICAL ACTION OF INSULIN
J. Westerbacka, 1. Wilkinson, T. Utriainen, S. Vehkavaara, J Cockcroft and H. Yki
Jarvinen. Helsinki, Finland; Cardiff and Edinburgh, u.K.
We determined whether insulin has direct effects on large arteries in vivo. Ten
normal men were studied on two occasions, once during a 360 min infusion of
saline (0), and once during maintenance of nonnoglycemic hyperinsulinemia
(stepwise insulin infusionsof I, 2 and 5 mUlkg.min each for 120 min for a total
of 360 min, .). Central aortic pressure waves were synthetized from those
recorded in the periphery using applanation tonometry and a reverse transfer
functionevery 30 minutes.This allowed determination of the augmentation index
(the pressuredifferencebetweenthe first and second systolicpeaks expressedas a
percentageof pulse pressure),which is known to be regulatedby nitric oxide as

AUGMENTATION INOEX well as by the sympathetic nervous system.
~ 0 o.~~ 00 0 0 During the first 120 min, insulin changed
a- '1 0~ neither heart rate, systolic or diastolic blood

pressure, peripheral (forearm) blood flow or
-e • • • , l! , vascular resistance. Augmentation (mmHg) as

~. • 11. .11. well as the augmentation index decreased,
'--'---'--'-~~'-"~"-" however, significantly by insulin but not saline

PERIPHERAL RESISTANCE within 60 min (Figure). These changes were
further accentuated by insulin over the entire
study period. These data provide the first
evidence of a direct physiological effect of
insulin on large arteries. The decrease in
augmentation reflectseitheran increasein large

120 240 360 vessel compliance or vasodilatation of large
TIME (min) arteries. Resistance to this action of insulin

could explain the association of insulin
resistanceand hypertension.
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EXENDIN-4 IS MORE POTENT THAN GLP-1 IN LOWERING
PLASMA GLUCOSE IN DIABETIC MICE.
A.A. Young,S.P. Bhavsar, R LaChappelland J.J. Watkins. Amylin
Pharmaceuticals Inc, 9373 Towne Centre Drive,San Diego,CA,
92121, USA

Exendin-4, a 39 amino acid peptidefrom Gila monster(Heloderma
suspectum) venomwith 52% sequencesimilarityto glucagon-like
peptide-1 (GLP-1), is reportedto bind and activateGLP-1 receptors.
In this study,we comparedthe effects of exendin-4and GLP-1, on
plasmaglucoseconcentrations in diabeticC57BU6J-m+l+ Lep!""
(db/db)mice. Animalswere deprivedof food for 2 hours, injected
intraperitoneally with either saline, exendin-4(0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1 and
10 IJg/mouse) or GLP-1 (0.1, 1, 10, 100 and 1000IJg/mouse).
Plasmaglucosewas measuredjust before and 1 hour after injections.
Exendin-4 injections dose-dependently reducedplasmaglucose by up
to 39% from 505±18to 307±11 mg/dL (P<0.0001) with an EDso of
0.011 IJglmouse ± 0.12 log units. In separatekineticstudies, this
0.011 IJg intraperitoneal dose of exendin-4was calculated to result in
a plasmaconcentration of 10pMin db/db mice 1 hour after injection.
In the same diabeticmodel,GLP-1 injections dosedependently
reduced glucoseby a similar amount (37 %, from 505±18to 318±16
mg/dL;P<0.0001) but GLP-1 was 880-fold less potent (EDso 9.74
IJg/mouse ± 0.33 log; P<0.0001 vs. ExendinEDso). In summary,
intraperitoneal injections of exendin-4or GLP-1 each loweredplasma
glucosein diabeticdb/db mice, but exendin-4was -3 ordersof
magnitude more potent than GLP-1.

ACTIVATION OF ENDOTHELIAL NITRIC OXIDE SYNTHASE
(eNOS) BY C-PEPTIDE.
T. Kunt', T. Forst', E.Closs', T. Wallerath', U. Foerstermann', R.
Lehmann', A. Pfuetzner', O. Harzer', M. Engelbach' and J. Beyer',
Dept. of Endocrinology' and Inst. of Pharmacology a University of
Mainz, Germany
Recent studies have demonstrated that C-peptide reveals biological
functions like increased glucose uptake in muscle cells, improvement
of renal and nerval function and particularly of capillary blood flow.
The aim of this study was to characterize the effect of C-peptide on
endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS). The measurement of eNOS
activation was performed by means of a reporter cell assay (increase
of cGMP production in RLF-6 cells) using the supernatant of C
peptide (6.6 nM) treated bovine aortic endothelial cells (BAEC),
human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC) and the endothelial
cell line EaRy. Calcium influx was shown by Fluo.I/Furaked
technique. Stimulation of BAEC with 6.6 nM C-peptide increased the
cGMP production to 186.3+1- 11.2 % (p<O.OI) after 2 minutes and to
120.4 +1- 14.7 % (n.s.) after 30 minutes versus untreated cells.
BUVEC and EaRy failed to activate eNOS. Production of cGMP in
BAEC and activation of eNOS respectively were able to be
suppressed completely by inhibition with nitro-arginin and were also
not detectable in calcium-free media (108.3+1-18.6 % after 2 and
111.4+/-6.0 % after 30 minutes; all n.s.). Therefore, intracellular
calcium transients were measured showing a significant increase of
Fluo.l/Furaked-ratio of 28.3 +1- 4.3 % (p<0.001). The presented data
show that C-peptide is able to increase calcium influx with
subsequent activation of eNOS in aortic endothelial cells. This may
explain the vasodilating effect of C-peptide of recent in vivo studies.
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ENHANCEMENTOF INSULIN RECEPTORACTIVITY BY C-PEPTIDE

AAF Sima, PR Scrinivas, S Kommaraju,S Verma, *J Wahren,
G Grunberger; Wayne State University, Detroit, MI U.s.A.,
*Karolinska Institute, Stockholm,Sweden

There is no known biological function attributed to C-peptide apart from
facilitating folding of proinsulin chains. Cleavage of proinsulin results in
the release of equimolar amounts of insulin and C-peptide. The kidney is
the main target of C-peptide uptake, where it is excreted into urine.
Previous studies however demonstrate that short term infusion of C-peptide
improve glucose utilization and reduce glomerular hyperfilteration in type I
diabetes. The molecular mechanisms or targets involved in mediating these
actions of C-peptide have not been described. In the present study, we
examined whether C-peptide could exert its action via the insulin receptor.
We demonstrate that C-peptide (1.0 nM) enhances the insulin-stimulated
tyrosine kinase activity of partially purified human insulin receptors by
almost 1.5 fold. A parallel increase was observed in the
autophosphorylation activity of the insulin receptor at the same
concentrations. When rat I fibroblasts expressing the human insulin
receptor (HIRcB) were incubated with C-peptide for a period of 30 min
prior to insulin stimulation, a marked increase in tyrosine phosphorylation
of the l3-subunit of the insulin receptor was observed confirming our results
on isolated receptors. C-peptide stimulated aminoacid uptake and revealed
a 2-fold increase in uptake of [14C]-aminoisobutyric acid in HlRcB cells.
Binding studies revealed that C-peptide does not compete with insulin for
binding on the insulin receptor a-chain at concentrations that enhance
insulin-induced tyrosine kinase activity. These results demonstrate for the
first time that C-peptide may actually possess a biological function in
enhancing insulin signaling. Further investigations of the biological role of
C-peptide could lead to therapeutic applications in diabetes.

690
TESTOSTERONE REPLACEMENT, INSULIN SENSITIVITY ANDSERUM LEPTIN

LEVELS IN HYPOGONADIC ANDIN TYPE 2 DIABETIC PATIENTS
I. Sinay,O. Levalle,M. Gurlinkiel, A. Nagelberg. and P.ArIas - Centro
de Endocrlnologia, Hospital Frances. LaRioja951, B.AIres,Argentina

Alms: to study the effect of testosterone (To) replacement on insulin
sensitivity (IS) and serum leptin (Le) levels in patients with
hypogonadism (HG) and in type 2 diabetic subjects (02) with
normal/low circulating To levels. Subjects: eight patients with HG
(aged 27.9±4.9 v.. 8MI 24.6±1.5 kg/m 2, basal To levels l.l±O.4 ng/ml:
means ± SEM), 7 patients with 02 (64.3±2.1 v.. 8MI 27.3±1.7kg/m2• basal
To levels 3.5 ± 0.5 ng/ml. in good metabolic control), and 8 healthy
controls (CON) (38.5±9.1 v., 8MI 24.8±1.2 kg/m2, basal To 5.2±0.5ng/ml).
Methods: we measured weight. height. waist/hip ratio, blood pressure.
serum lipids, fructosamine. total To, fasting insulin and glucose levels,
as well as Le concentrations. ISwas evaluated by means of the short
i.v. insulin tolerance test. and expressed by the Km-value. After initial
testing, patients received 3 To enanthate injections (Testoviron
OepotC!!>, 250 mg i.m, every 10days). Evaluations were repeated 5 days
after the last injection. Statistics: Wilcoxon's test for paired data. or
one-way ANaYA followed by Iukev' s test. Results: 02 patients showed
clearly elevated plasma glucose and fructosamine levels. and a lower
IS. as compared to HG and CON subjects [Km: 2.3±0.4, 4.4±O.3 and
5.3±O.2, respectively: p<0.05). After replacement. serum To levels rose
markedly in 02 and HG patients to 9.0±0.8and 10.0±1.l ng/ml (p<O.Ol
vs. basal): in 02 patients, ISincreased (Km: 3.1 ± 0.4: p<0.02 vs. basal),
fructosamine levels decreased (P<0.05 vs. basal), and Le
concentrations remained unchanged. To treatment did not alter ISin
HG patients, and lowered Le levels (7.8±1.4 vs. 4.9±1.3ng/ml: p<O.Ol).
The remaining physical and biochemical parameters showed no
modifications. Conclusions: the induced increase in To levels led to a
significant amelioration of IS and metabolic control in 02 patients,
leaving Le concentrations unchanged. Conversely, in HG subjects
hormonal replacement did not modify IS, and diminished serum Le
levels. Thus. changes in IS and Le concentrations observed after
intensive To replacement in our patients seem not to be correlated.
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IS IGFBP- I OF IMPORTANCE TO THE BLOOD-GLUCOSE REGULATION IN PUBERTAL
DIABETIC BOYS?
I.Zacbrisson, K.Brismar, G.Dahlquist andM.Wallensteen Department of Paediatrics,
Danderyd Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden.
Wehaverecently shown thatbloodglucose variability is correlated to growth ratein
pubertal diabetic children. Tofurther study whether growth factors haveanyimpact
on bloodglucose levels, weanalysed therelations between B-Glucose, insulin, GH,
IGF-IandIGFBP-I indiabetic boysduring andafterpuberty.~We have, in 5
diabetic boysinTanner stage3 and6 inTanner 5, during 24 hours, continuously
collected
bloodsamples every30 min. Eachsample wasanalysed forB-Glucose, S-Insulin, S
GH,S-IGF-I andS-IGFBP-I.~Wefound a positive correlation between B
Glucose andIGFBP- I anda negative correlation between B-Glucose andinsulin in the
same timepoint. Nocorrelation was found between B-Glucose andGH.(Table below).

Lo IGFBP-l Insulin 10 GH

TannerJ -0,52
Tanner 5 0,74 <0,001 -0,52 0,007 0,08 0,68

In a multiple regression analysis wehavestandardised for theeffectof insulin,
demonstrating an independent effectof IGFBP· I on theB-Glucose level (Table below,
B-Glucose is thedependent variable).

Tanner 3 TAnner 5
Total model R =0,25 p<O,Ol R 0,63 p<O,Ol

r p r p
logIGFBP-l 0,29 0,30 0,64 <0,001

Insulin -0,29 0,31 -0,29 0,04
10gGH Nosignificant effect Nosignificant effect

Conclusions' TheB-Glucose level indiabetic boysco-variates withIGFBP-I
independently ofthe insulin level. Insulin suppresses IGFBP-I, which isan important
regulator of freeIGF-I. In animal studies IGF-Ihasbeenfound to activate, to a
significant extent, theglucose transport inmuscles, viathe sameintracellular pathway
as insulin. Thus, the level of IGFBP- I seems to be a factorof importance forthe
regulation ofthe B-Glucose levelin pubertal boyswithdiabetes.

691
EFFECTS OF OBESITY ON REGULATION OF P450AROMATASE ACTIVITY
BYINSULIN AND GLUCOCORTICOID INHUMAN ADIPOSE TISSUE.
PGMcTernan, A Anwar, M Eggo,AHBarnett, PM Stewart, and S Kumar. Deptof
Medicine, University of Birmingham, Birmingham, England.
P450 aromatase activity in adipose tissue is important for oestrogen production
whichmayhavea paracrine role in promoting pre-adipocyte proliferation and thus
contribute to adiposity. Our aim was to investigate the hormonal of aromatase in
mature human adipocytes (Ad)and pre-adipocyte cells. P450aromatase activity was
assessed in adipocytes from abdominal subcutaneous (sc) fat tissue isolated from
obese (BMI>25) and non-obese (BMI<25) females undergoing elective surgery. Ad
werecultured in serum-free medium for 3 dayswitheithercortisol (lO·'M)or insulin
(500nM) or a combination of both. Aromatase activity wasexpressed as fmol/mg/h
mean+/- SEM. In non-obese control subjects sc Ad (n=4) basal activity (217+/-50
fmol/mg/h) was stimulated bY cortisol (F) (491+/-78 fmol ;p<0.05) and F+insulin
(2187+/-371 fmol; p<0.0005) but not insulinalone (pN.s). Aromatase activity was
higher in Ad treated with F+insulin compared to F or insulin alone (p<O.05). In
obese sc Ad (n=5)basal activity (293+/-25 fmol/mglh) was stimulated bY F (556+/
7Ofmol/mgih;p<O.005) and F+insulin (711+/-64 fmoVmg/h; p<O.0005), but not
insulinalone(366+/-86 fmol/mg/h; p=N.S). In obese sc Ad nosignificant differences
in aromatase activity weredemonstrated whenF+insulin wascompared to F (p=N.S)
however comparison of F+insulinwith insulinalone showed significance (P<O.05).
Comparison of treatments between obese and non-obese Ad indicated that F+insulin
stimulated aromatase activity higher in non-obese than obese females. Pre-adipocyte
cell data showed a similar trend. In conclusion: (I) aromatase from non-obese
individuals is regulated by insulin acting synergistically with cortisol; (2) Ad from
non-obese individuals treatedwith insulin-cortisol demonstrate greatersensitivity in
aromatase activity compared to obese individuals; (3) aromatase activity is
hormonally regulated, however as adiposity increases thereis lossof synergy between
insulin+cortisol whichmayhaveramifications for the insulinresistant state.
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EFFECTS OF LONG TERM GH-TREATMENT ON INSULIN SENSITIVITY,
GLUCOSE EFFECTIVENESS, AND ~-CELL SENSITIVITY IN PUBERTAL
AND PREPUBERTALGH-DEFICIENT PATIENTS.
L.Guazzarotti1,G.ToffoI02, C.Sgattoni1, C.Cobelli2 and E.Bartolotta1
1Divisione di Pediatria, Ospedale S.Lucia, Recanati (MC), 2Dipartimento di
Elettronica ed Informatica, Universita di Padova, Italy

An increase of Growth Hormone (GH) within the physiologic range can cause
insulin resistance in manTo evaluate the effect of a long term GH treatment
on glucose metabolism in pubertal (P) and prepubertal (PP) state, we studied
7P and 3PP SUbjects with partial GH-deficiency (5Fand5M,age=12±3.3, Mean±
SD), treated with GH for a minimum of 2 to a maximum of 9 years (5.6±2.4)(GH
dose=O.66±O.06U/Kglw).Four P and 3 PP normal subjects (4Fand3M,age=11.2±
1.2yrs) without metabolic and hormonal disorders, were used as controls.AII
patients had a normal glucose tolerance after an OGTI and a normal body
weight. Insulin sensitivity SI (inin-1 IlU.1mlxl04) and glucose effectiveness SG
(min-1xl02) was evaluated from a frequently sampled iv glucose tolerance test
(dose=0.3 gr/Kg 50% dex1rose)by using the minimal model method.An index of
/3-cell sensitivity, AIR (IlU ml-l min), was calculated as the incremental area
under the insulin curve between 0 and 10 min after glucose injection.In the
group of PP SUbjects SI was significantly lower in patients than in controls (6.2±
1.3vs18.1±7.5;P<0.05) while SG was significantly higher (2.8±0.2vs2.2±
0.3;P<O.04). In the group of P subjects SI and SG did not show a significant
difference in patients (SI:5.5±2.7;SG:3.3±2.6) in comparison to controls (SI:4.3±
1.7;SG:2.1±0.1). AIR was significantly higher in PP patients in comparison to
controls (560±83 vs235±30;P<0.003),but it was similar in the group of P
subjects (681±133vs 563±182). Also basal plasma insulin was significantly
higher in PP patients in comparison to controls (6.0±1.Ovs2.7±0.6 11
U/ml;P<O.OO7), but it was similar in the group of P subjects (8.4±4.0vs7.5±
3.4).ln conclusion: a)GH treatment decreases SI and increases ~-{;ell sensitivity
in PP SUbjects, but these effects are not evident in P subjects; b)the differences
between P and PP subjects does not seem to be due to the GH treatment
duration; c)our results suggest that the decrease of SI and increase of /3-{;811
sensitivity, linked to puberty, probably mask the GH treatment diabetogenic
effects in P patients.

694
NORMOGLICAEMIC ACROMEGALY AS A MODEL OF EARLY INSULIN
RESISTANCE
D.Piniewska, Z.Lewandowski, W.Bonicki and A.CzyZyk. The Medical
Universityof Warsaw, Poland
Hypothesis: Can acromegaly with normal glucose tolerance (NGT) simulate
an earlystage of effects of insulin resistance? The answer to this question is
important for prospective studies in the development of NIDDM. The aim of
the study was to refer the hormonal state of people with acquired insulin
resistance during NGT stage (acromegalies, group A, n=16) to healthy
humans (group H, n=43) and to humans with impaired glucose tolerance
(group HIGT, n=12). We estimated fasting serum insulin (INS), C-peptide
(CP), growth hormone (GH), insulin-like growth factor-I (IGF-I), prolactin
(PL), plasma glucagon (GG) concentrations, and the area under the
glycaemic curve (AUC) in OGTI. The Spearman correlation coefficient and
ANOVA were used in the statistical analysis. Using the previously presented
index=(CP/GG) I (INS/CP) based on interrelations among fasting molar
hormone concentrations, we distinguished, in A group, people with higher
blood glucose levels (Bgl) of OGTI (p<0.05) still remaining within normal
limits according to the WHO criteria. The particular Bgi of OGTI in A group
with index<518 were 5.35, 8.46, 8.71, 7.18, 5.26 (mmolll) but with
index>518 were 4.52,7.41,6.58,5.54,4.84. The similarity beteen groups A
and H was expressed through the significant correlation between AUC and
particular Bgi of OGTI, whereas the analogy between A and HIGT by lack
of correlations between fasting PL or IGF-I concentrations and the particular
Bgi of OGTI. Such significant, but negative correlations were, however,
observed in group H. Conclusion: The metabolism in acromegaly with NGT
appears to rest between that of a healthy subjects and humans with IGT.
We propose acromegaly with NGT be employed as a model in prospective
studies of initial effects of exposure to insulin resistance due to the easier
determining the time period of insulin resistance in such subjects.

693
CHANGES IN EXPRESSION OF Ga ISOTYPES AND ADENYLYL
CYCLASES ISOFORMS AFTER DEXAMETHASONE TREAT-MENT IN
RINm5F BETA CELLS.
N. Ferrand, M. Pessah, J. Marais, S. Frayon and J.-M. Gare!' INSERM
U.482, H6pitaI Saint-Antoine, 75571 Paris-Cedex 12,France

Others have already shown that dexamethasone decrease insulin
secretion in the RINm5F beta pancreatic cell line and that transfection of
the glucocorticoid receptor was associated with a reduction in insulin
release. Sinceit is known that inhibition of insulin secretion by galanin in
RIN m5F involved the GU heterotrimeric protein, we have investigated
the effects of dexamethasone 00 the expression of different Ga isotypes
and adenylyl cyclase isoforms (AC). RINm5F cells were treated for 1 to 5
days with dosesof dexamethasoneranging from 0.1nM to 1 J.lM. Decreases
in GaU mRNA were observed under 10nM to 1 J.lM dexamethasone for 3
days; no effect was seen at 0.1 nM. Treatment with IJ.lM dexamethasone
during 3 days elicited marked morphological changes leading to cell
detachment. Under theseconditions, the mRNA level of GaiZ evaluated
by northern hybridization was sharply reduced. Gai3 mRNA was
decreased, however, a similar reduction was observed for the control
cyclophilin mRNA probe. When compared to the control probe, the
mRNA level for Gas was increased. Western blotting of GaiZ revealed no
change in the amount of protein after dexamethasone treatment. This
finding may suggest a rapid fall in the half-life of GaU mRNA without
change in the tum-over of the protein under dexamethasone treatment.
RT-PCR determination of the amount of AC II and AC III showed no
change after glucocorticoid treatment, however, amounts of proteins
detected by Western-blot were decreased.Thus, a translationnal effect of
dexamethasone 00 AC II and AC III synthesis could not be excluded. In
summary, the inhibition of insulin secretion induced by dexamethasone
could be partly due to a decrease in the expression of ACII and AC III.

695
THE BENEFICIAL EFFECT OF ESTROGEN IS WEAKENED BY
DIABETES: A STUDY ON AORTA FROM DIABETIC RATS
C. Bolego, A. Cignarella, V.Zancan, C. Pinna, R. Zanardo and L.Puglisi
Institute of Pharmacological Sciences, Via Balzaretti, 9, 20129 Milan, Italy.

Estrogens are known to exert a protective effect against cardiovascular
disease. However, women with diabetes have three times the cardiovascular
rtsk as compared with age-matched non-diabetic women. Our previous study
on aortic rings of ovariectomized (OVX) female rats treated with 17-B-estradiol
(E2) demonstrated that the beneficial effect of estrogen may be related to an
enhanced basal release of nitric oxide (NO) from endothelial cells. In the
present study, in order to understand why estrogen protection is abolished in
diabetes, we evaluated vascular responses in OVX, streptozotocin-diabetic
female rats receiving or not E2 replacement. Concentration-response curves
to norepinephrine (NE) showed attenuation of the contractile response in
diabetic, with respect to non-diabetic preparations, which was further impaired
in diabetic, E2 deprived rats (ANOVA, p<0.001). The basal release of NO, as
evaluated by responses to superoxide dismutase and NG-methyl-L-arginine
(L-NMA) in NE precontractedaortic rings, was found to be impaired in diabetic
tissues, no further effect being induced by E2 deprivation (L-NMA: Emex

183.5±8.7 VS 149.8±6.7, p<O.05). The endothelium-dependent relaxation
produced by carbachol did not change between the three groups, whereas
the relaxation produced by histamine was enhanced by diabetes, with no
further effect elicited by E2 deprivation (ANOVA, p<O.OOl). Finally, the
relaxation induced by sodium nitroprusside, an endothelium-independent
relaxant agent, was comparable between groups. These results suggest that
the lack of protective effect of estrogen in diabetes may be mainly ascribed to
the failure of estrogen to affect the basal release of NO, which is impaired in
the aorta of diabetic rats. This finding may have implications for the
understanding of the interplay between estrogen protection and diabetes in
women.
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MAPPING OF THE SECOND RECEPTOR BINDING DOMAIN ON THE
INSULIN MOLECULEBY ALANINESCANNINGMUTAGENESIS
P. De Meyts, C. Kristensen, P. Holst, L. Larse, T. Kjeldsen, L. Schaffer, A. S.
Andersen and R. M. Shymko, Hagedorn Research Instituteand Diabetes Research,
Novo Nordisk, 2820 Gentofte and 2880 Bagsverd, Denmark.
Alanine scanning mutagenesis (i.e. replacementof key amino acids by alanine) in
either the ligand or the receptor has proved to be a powerful tool in investigating
the structure-activity relationships in ligand-receptor interactions. Recent work has
suggested that insulin binding to its receptor (IR) involves two distinct binding
surfaces, one made of residues that partially overlap with the insulin surface
involved in dimerization, and a second one that comprises residues (including Leu
AI3 and Leu B17) involved in insulin hexamerization. A study of 19 new insulin
analogues with alanine substitutions on both surfaces of the insulin molecule using
a low affinity purified, soluble, extracellular IR domain (siR) has confirmed the
importance of residues on the dimer forming surface of insulin (A2, A3, A19, B6,
B8, B23, B24) for IR binding, but did not provide conclusive evidence regarding
the putative second binding surface also involved in hexamer formation. We are
now studying the potency of these analogues for insulin binding to the intact IR in
the membrane of IM-9 lymphocytes or cells overexpressingthe IR eDNA, as well
as their potency in stimulating lipogenesis in isolated rat adipocytes and thymidine
incorporation in cells overexpressing the IR. The direct interaction of the insulin
analogues with the purified extracellular domain (siR) has also been studied using
surface plasmon resonance on the BIAcore instrument (BIAcore AB, Uppsala),
where the siR behaves in a manner more similar to the intact IR. These assays
have confirmed a role of residues in the hexarner forming surface of insulin in
high affinity binding and biological potency. For example, mutation of Leu at
AI3 and BI7 to Ala results in a decrease in lipogenic potency correlated with a
decrease in the rate of association of the analogues to the siR on the BIAcorc. The
combination of these assays should allow a complete mapping of the residues
involved in insulin ~IR interaction.

698
HYBRID INSUUN1NSUUN-IlKE GROWTH FACfCR-I RECFPKRS ARE

NOfINCREASEDIN SKElETALMUSOECFOOESEAND NlIXMPA11ENTS.
D.Spampinao°, G.Pandinio, S.Gracio, A.Iuppa*, F.Fullone*, V.Trischittas,
R.Vigneri° and L.Frittittao.olnstit Int Med and *Depart of Surgery, Univ of
Catania; §Div End, Scient Instit CSS S. G. Rotondo; Italy.

Hybrid receptors (HR), constituted by one a-~ insulin receptor (IR)
moiety and one a-~ insulin-like growth factor type-I receptor (IGF-I-R)
moiety, have been reported to be increased in skeletal muscle of NIDDM
patients. These findings suggest a possible role of HR in insulin
resistance by sequestrating typical IR for a different ligand. In those
studies, HR have been measured by an indirect assay based on ligand
binding. Aim: To directly quantify the alteration of HR content in insulin
resistant subjects. Methods: We first developed a specific (less than 5%
cross reactivity with IR and IGF-I-R), sensitive (125 pg the lowest HR
amount measurable) and reproducible (intra and inter-assay variation
coefficient <10%) ELISA for HR. HR were first immunocaptured by a

bound solid phase anti-IR antibody and then specifically quantified by a

biotynilated anti- IGF-I-R antibody. HR content was measured in skeletal

muscle specimens from 9 obese subjects (Ob, BMI>27 Kg/rn-), 6

untreated non-obese NIDDM patients (fasting plasma glucose
8.7t1.3nMII, BMI 28t2.9, meantS.E.M.) and 9 age and sex matched

controls (C, BMI 24.7tO.8). Results: Muscle HR content was similar in

Ob, NIDDM and C (4.96tO.34, 5.35tO.9, 7.17tO.6 ng/mg protein,
respectively, p-n.s.). Moreover, when all 24 specimens were considered

together, HR content tended to be negatively correlated with basal insulin

levels, a marker of insulin resistance (r=-0.40, p=0.056). Conclusion:
These data indicate that HR content increase in skeletal muscle is not a
consistent feature in obese and NIDDM patients and, therefore, it is not a
relevant factor in detennining insulin resistance in these patients.
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THE EXSPRESSION AND ROLE OF THE INSULIN-LIKE GROWTH
FACTOR I RECEPTOR IN MALIGNANT HEMANGIOPERICYTOMAS
T.Cabrijan',IZ P Payelicl, V.Zjacic', V.Goldoni', t.Cabrijan', V.Altabas':
s.kastetan: and K.Paveli63. 'Department of Internal Medicine, Clinical
Hospital "Sestre Milosrdnice", 'Department of Internal Medicine, Clinical
Hospital "Dubrava", 'Division of Molecular Medicine, Ruder Boskovic
Institute, HR-10000 Zagreb, Croatia.
Hemangiopericytomas (HPC) are rare soft tissue tumors originating from
contractile pericapillary cells-pericytes, very often associaled with severe
hypoglycemia. The aim of the study was to analyse the insulin-like growth
factors (IGFs) in 19 tumors collected from our human tumor bank
network. Seven of them were associated with severe hypoglycemia. Six
of these were retroperitoneal and one was located in the leg. To address
this issue we were using tissue specimens by routine histology and
immunohistochemistry, RNA extraction, reverse transcriptase-polymerase
chain reaction (PCR), IGF I binding and cultivalion of HPC cells. 11 of 19
tumors were positive for IGF II mRNA (57,9%). Almost 90% of HPC-s
expressed IGF I receptor mRNA (17 out of 19). All of 19 HPC-s examined
were IGF IR positive with regard to specific receptor binding. The
potential role of IGF IR as a growth promoting factor in malignant HPC
was studied using antisense oligonucleotides and monoclonal antibody
cdR3 that specifically inhibit IGF IR synthesis or activity. Ten JLM IGF IR
antisense oligonucleotides significantly inhibited the growth of HPC cells
in culture by -50%. Monoclonal antibody against IGF IR (aIR3) also
significantly inhibited HPC proliferation. Taken together, our results
clearly show that IGF IR is expressed in almost all hemangiopericytomas
examined and that inhibition of receptor activity can impede tumor
proliferation in vitro. The data suggest that IGF IR may play an important
role in the genesis and progression of malignant hemangiopericytomas.
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THE ADRENERGIC REGULATION OF LIPOLYSIS AND BLOOD
FLOW IN HUMAN SKELETAL MUSCLE IN VIVO
E. Hagstrom-Toft, S. Enoksson', E. Moberg, J. Bolinder and P. Arner,
Department of Medicine and the Research Center, 'Department of
Vascular Surgery, Huddinge Hospital, Karolinska Institute, S-141 86
Huddinge, Sweden.
A marked lipolytic activity in human skeletal muscle, which can be
stimulated in vivo by catecholamines, has recently been demonstrated,
but little is known about its regulation. Therefore, adrenergic regulation
of lipolysis and blood flow was investigated in healthy, normal weight
subjects in vivo, using microdialysis of the gastrocnemius muscle. First,
the muscle was locally perfused with beta-adrenoceptor blocking agents
during a hypoglycaemic, hyperinsulinaemic clamp, which induces a
lipolytic response (increased glycerol levels) in skeletal muscle tissue,
due to an increase in circulating catecholamines. Perfusion with non
selecti~e (propranolol) and beta,-selective (lCI 118,551)blocking agents,
respectIvely, counteracted the hypoglycaemia-induced lipolysis (p<O.O I
for both drugs), whereas perfusion with metoprolol (beta-blocker) did
not affect the glycerol response. Secondly, selective beta-adrenoceptor
agonists were perfused in situ into skeletal muscle during resting
conditions. Beta,-adrenoceptor stimulation with terbutaline induced a
concentration-dependentincrease in skeletal muscle glycerol levels and in
nssue blood flow (ethanol clearance), whereas perfusion with beta,- or
beta-adrenocepror agonists (dobutamine or CGP 12,177) did not
influence the glycerol concentration or blood flow. Local perfusion with
the alpha,-adrenoceptor blocker yohimbine did not affect adrenaline
induced increase in dialysate glycerol levels but attenuated adrenaline
mediated vasoconstriction (p<O.OI). In conclusion, in skeletal muscle
tissue only the beta,-subtype is of importance among beta-adrenoceptors
for regulation of lipolysis and blood flow. This is in contrast to adipose
nssue, where beta,- and beta-adrenoceptors are also involved. Alpha,
adrenoceptors seem to be of importance mainly for blood flow regulation.

702
HIGH GLUCOSE MODULATES NUCLEOTIDE RECEPTOR-ACTIVATED
RESPONSES INHUMAN SKIN FIBROBLASTS.
A.Solini, P. Chiozzis, R. Fellin and F. Di Virgilio", Departments ofInternal
Medicine IIandGeneral Pathology", University of Ferrara, Ferrara, Italy
The physiological role of purinergic receptors (PR) of the P2Y and P2X
subtypes is stillunknown, although theirinvolvement in many cellular functions
(proliferation, cytokine secretion, insulin secretion, cell death) has been
proposed. Theyareexpressed and have beencharacterized in neuronal cells and
tumor lines, while little information is available about their presence in human
primary cells. Aim of this study was a) to characterize PR in human skin
fibroblasts (HF), thatshare several features with smooth and striated muscle cells
and aredirectly involved in chronic degenerative diseases such as atherosclerosis,
andb)to explore the potential role ofdiJferent glucose concentrations (GluC) in
modulating their activity. InHF from forearm skin biopsies grown at 5.5and 22
mM GluC, weevaluated: a) immunoreactivity by Western blot with a specific
anti P2X7 antiserum; b) stimulation of plasma membrane depolarization by
benzoyl-benzoyl-ATP (BzATP); andc) activation ofea" influx by intracellular
trapping ofFura2-AM. Wefound that HF express an atypical P2X7 receptor,
since stimulation with ATP or BzATP caused a slow but relevant uptake ci
lucifer yellow and no significant cytotoxicity (LDH release <3% in 6 hours).
BzATP also induced a striking increase in cytoplasmic microvesicle formation
thatdid not appear to be dueto increased pinocytosis and was folly reversible
upon nucleotide removal. The pharmacological sequence forplasma membrane
depolarization was BzATP >CTP >ATP =ATPy S =2MeATP (100 >52»11
~12 =12%). Oxidised·ATP and, to lesser extent PPADS, were inhibitors.
Depolarization triggered by CTP, in contrast to that caused by BzATP was
fully inhibited by removal ofextracellular ea". Cells alsoexpressed a yet'to be
characterized G-protein-coupled P2Y receptor, as shown by the fast release ci
stored ea". The pharmacological sequence for ea" release was: ATP ~CTP
»BzATP =GTP =UTP =ATPyS (278 ~240 »160 =163 =170 =152 nM).
ADP, 2MeS-ATP and a~Me.ATP were inactive. HF at 22mM Glu, even in
absence ofchanges in protein expression, showed a striking enhancement ofall
nucleotide~ndent changes (ATP depolarization: +50% respectto 5.5 mM
glucose; ea release: 419nM). Wesuggest thatHF express a P2Y receptor and
anatypical P2X7 ATP-gated channel andthathighglucose modulates fuuctional
responses mediated byPRo
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FUNCTIONAL ACTIVITIES OF THE MURINE AND RAT PROXIMAL
PROMOTER REGIONS OF THE GLUCAGON RECEPTOR GENE IN A
RAT MEDULLARY THYROID CARCINOMA CELLLINE.
A. Geiger, G. Salazar and A. Kervran. INSERM U376. CHU A. de
Villeneuve. Rue Doyen G. Giraud. 34295 Montpellier Cedex 5. France.

The rat hepatoma (FAa, FT02B) and the insulinoma (RINm5F,
RINT3) cell lines, which deri~e. from tissues expressing the glucagon
receptor, have lost their sensitrvrty to glucagon. The CA-77 cell line,
derived from a rat medullary carcinoma of the thyroid, expresses this
receptor and has been used to determine the transcriptional activities of
murine and rat upstream regions of the glucagon receptor gene. Using
RT-PCR, glucagon receptor mRNA was observed in CA-77 cells and
was undetectable in hepatoma and insulinoma cells. Primer extension
assay indicated that a major transcription start site (TSS) was located 174
base pairs upstreamfrom the ATG in the rat gene. Transient transfection
in CA-77 cells of different length constructs (spanning region -799 bp to
+16 bp from TSS) of the rat 5' -flanking region in front of luciferase gene
indicated that a sequence extending 35 bp upstream from TSS was
sufficient for maximal trancription activity. Using mouse proximal
promoter constructs (-571 bp to -I bp from TSS), the maximal activity
was reached with a region extending 63 bp upstream from TSS. A
sequenceof 20 bp, in the mouse proximal promoter region, was able to
Increase In a copy-dependent manner the activity of the heterologous
minimal thymidine kinase promoter. In conclusion, these data point out a
dramatic decrease in glucagon receptor mRNA expression in rat
hepatoma and insulinoma cells. In CA-77 cells, transfection of a limited
region of the proximal murine and rat glucagon receptor promoters were
sufficient for maximal expression of the reporter gene constructs. In the
murine promoter, a 20 bp sequence might be the target of transcription
factors that regulate positively the glucagon receptor gene.
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INSULIN AND IGF-! REGULA nON OF GLUCOSE METABOLISM IN ADULT
SKELETAL MUSCLE CELLS EXPRESSING EPITOPE-TAGGED GLUT4
A.B. Bentz, R.M. Shymko, P. De Meyts and C. Reynet, Hagedorn Research
Institute, Gentofte, Denmark
Insulin is a major physiological stimulus of glucose transport in skeletal muscle, and
acts mainly by translocaling GLUT4 glucose transporters from intracellular vesicles
to the plasma membrane. Insulin-like growth factor type I (lGF-I) appears also to be
important in several aspects of muscle cell metabolism. We examined the acute
effect of insulin and IGF-I on glucose uptake, GLUT4 translocation and glycogen
synthesis in C2CI2 myoblasts stably expressing GLUT4 tagged with a myc-epitope
in the first exofacial loop of the transporter. We measured in parallel the rate of 2
deoxyglucose (2-DG) uptake and cell surface GLUT4myc content (by myc-antibody
binding) in intact cells upon 20 min incubation with increasing concentrations of
insulin or IGF-I. Both insulin and !GF-I stimulated 2-DG uptake and cell surface
GLUT4myc content in a dose-dependent manner with a direct correlation between
the increase in 2-DG uptake and in GLUT4 translocation (R2~0.94 and 0.92 upon
insulin and IGF-I stimuli, respectively). In both assays, maximal stimulation with
insulin and !GF-! were 2- and 2.2-fold above basal respectively, but IGF-I was
approximately 10-times more potent than insulin in increasing 2-DG uptake (EDso-2
nM for insulin, EDso-o.2 nM for IGF-I) and GLUT4 translocation (EDso-7 nM for
insulin, EDso-1 nM for !GF-I). We then assayed the rate of glycogen synthesis after
l hour incubation with insulin or IGF-I. Both ligands stimulated glycogen synthesis
in a dose-dependent manner with similar maximum effects (1.9-fold and 2-fold
above basal respectively, basal value~59.3 ±6.6 pmol glucose/min/mg protein), and
interestingly insulin and IGF-I seemed equally potent in increasing glycogen
synthesis (EDso-0.2nM). Furthermore, we compared the binding of insulin, high
affinity insulin analog X92, IGF-! and des(J-3)!GF-I on cell monolayers at
equilibrium. Competitive binding data, analyzed by fitting to a one-site binding
model, showed the presence of 30 to 40-times more IGF-I than insulin receptors at
the cell surface. In conclusion, lGF-! appears not only to stimulate metabolic
signaling through the insulin receptor, as usually believed, but clearly in these cells
through its own receptor, although both ligands may also stimulate their
heterologous receptors and possibly insulin/IGF-I hybrids receptors.

705
INYOLYEMENT OF BRADYKININ IN EXERCISE INDUCED
INCREASE OF GLUCOSE UPTAKE IN RAT SKELETAL MUSCLE
T. Taguchi, M. Uehara, K. Kaneko, T. Yano, E. Araki, H. Kishikawa,
and M. Shichiri, Department of Metabolic Medicine, Kumamoto
University School of Medicine, Kumamoto, Japan

We have previously demonstrated that bradykinin (BK) could
potentiate insulin induced glucose uptake in dog skeletal muscle and rat
L6 myocytes. In this study, we evaluated whether BK was involved in
exercise induced glucose uptake in rat skeletal muscle. Saline or HOE
140 (bradykinin B2 antagonist; 500 ug/kg/day) was subcutaneously
infused in male Wister rats for 5 days using osmotic minipump. Three
groups of rats were prepared asfollows: 1) Sedentarywith saline injection
(S), 2) Exercise with saline injection (E; swimming for lh), and 3)
Exercise with HOE-140 injection (E-H). Before and after exercise,
their blood glucose levels were measured. Blood glucose levels decreased
significantly after exercise in E group (from 84±3 to 78±2 mg/dl ; p<O.05),
while increased significantly from 85±2 to 107±13 mg/dl in E-H group
(p<0.05). Furthermore, to estimate glucose metabolism in vitro,
2-deoxyglucose uptake and GLUT4 translocation were evaluated using
isolated skeletal muscle from theserats. E group and E-H group showed
significant (p<0.05) increasein 2-deoxyglucose uptake in purified plasma
membrane as compared with S group (190%,171%, and 100% in E, E
H, and S group, respectively). Although there was no significant
difference in the total GLUT4 contents of the muscle homogenate among
three groups, GLUT4 translocation in plasma membrane was significantly
(p<0.05) higher in E group (194%) than inS group andE-H group (100%
and 152%, respectively). In conclusion, BK may be involved in the
modulation of the exercise induced GLUT4 translocation in rat skeletal
muscle, resulting in the decrease of blood glucose during exercise.
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN GLUCOSE TRANSPORTER 4 (GLUT4)AND
FIBERTYPE IN HUMANMUSCLE.

M.Gaster', P.Poulsen", A.Handberg·, H.D.Schr0der' and H. Beck-Nielsen".
Dept.Of Pathology',Dept. Of MedicalEndocrinology", Odense University
Hospital, Odense.Dept.Of MedicalPhysiology', University of Copenhagen,
Copenhagen,Denmark.

Insulin stimulated glucose uptake is positively correlated with the
percentageof slow-oxidativefibres in skeletalmuscle in man, suggesting
that GLUT4 is expressed more abundantly in oxidative than in glucolytic
musclefibres.Our aim was to investigate the distribution patternof GLUT4
in slow vs. fast fibres in sectionsof skeletal musclebiopsiesfrom healthy
fasting volunteers and after a 2 h. hyperinsulinemic, euglycemic clamp
(40mU/m2/min.). GLUT4 immunoreactivity was visualised by an
immunoperoxidase reaction and the fibretypesby an immunophosphatase
reaction(slow= WB-MHCs, fast = my 32)andanalysed bystereology. Only
GLUT4immunoreactivity sitesassociated with the plasmamembranewere
counted. The fibertype area in each fieldwas estimated by pointcount. The
expression of GLUT4 in the two fiber types was estimatedby dividing the
numberof GLUT4-immunoreactive sitesin eachfibertype by its area. (n=4,
8 biopsier). We foundthat GLUT4expression in slowfibresobtainedin the
basal condition was 3.01 (2.83 - 3.23) comparedto 2.33 (2.01 - 2.92) in
fast fibres(mean,range)(p<0.025, studentst-test).After insulinstimulation
GLUT4expression were 3.43(3.00- 380) vs. 2.16 (1.91 - 2.28) in slow vs.
fast fibres (p<0.02). Insulinstimulation did not significantly change GLUT4
expression in slow nor in fast fibres. Thus, by measuring GLUT4
immunoreactivity in individual fibres of human skeletal muscle, we were
able to demonstrate that GLUT4 is more abundantly expressed in slow
comparedto fast fibres.Theseresultscouldpartiallyexplain the variations
found in insulin stimulated glucose uptake among healthy subjects by
variations in fiber type composition.
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GLUCOSE UPTAKE IN ADIPOCYTES CANBE STIMULATED
BY Ca++-RELEASE ANDBY NITROGEN OXIDE
A.R. serensen, S. Rasmussen, G.M. Danielsen, and P. Kurtzhals,
Novo Nordisk AlS, Novo Aile, 2880 Bagsvaerd,Denmark
Glucose uptake in both muscle and fat is stimulated by insulin.
In muscle, both contraction and nitrogen oxide (NO) also
stimulate glucose transport by distinct pathways which are
independent of both insulin and PI3 kinase. To examine
whether similar pathways exist in fat, we have here studied the
effect of chemical stimulation mimicking the contraction- and
NO-stimulation in muscle on 2-deoxyglucose (2-DG) uptake in
primary adipocytes from mice. Sodium nitroprusside (SNP)
served as NO donor, and N-(6-aminohexyl)-5-chloro-1
naphtalenesulfonamide (W7) as Ca++-releasing agent. The
inhibitors dantrolene (DAN) and NG-monomethyl-L-arginine (L
NMMA) for Ca++-release and NO synthase, respectively, were
included in the study. These inhibitors did not alone change
the glucose uptake. SNP (10 mM) and W7 (100 IJM) increased
2-DG uptake 2.3 ±0.3 fold and 1.6 ±0.1 fold, respectively. The
maximal stimulation with insulin was 6.6 ±1.3 fold. DAN and L
NMMA had no effect on SNP and W7 stimulated 2-DG uptake.
In contrast, the PI3 kinase inhibitor LY294002 reduced the
stimulation of 2-DG uptake by both insulin, SNP and W7 in a
concentration dependent manner. We conclude that glucose
uptake in adipocytes can be stimulated by Ca++-release and by
NO as in muscle, though to a smaller degree, and that in
adipocytes the pathways through which these stimuli increase
glucose uptake are Pl3-kinase dependent.
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RESPECTIVE MOLECUIAR EFFECTS OFINSULIN AND METFORMIN ONGLUCOSE

UPTAKE USING THE XENOPUS OOCYJ'E MODEL AS EXPRESSION SYSTEM.
D.Detaillel, P. Devos' andN. Wiernsperger2 IUniversity ofNamur, Belgium. 2Lipha, Lyon, France.

TIle goal ofthis study was tobetter define, inmolecular terms, therole ofmetformin on
glucose transport and transporters since a failure atthis level characterizes diabetes inthe
target cells ofinsulin. The experimental approach consisted ininjecting Xenopus oocytes
with theinvitro synthesized RNA encoding themuscle transporter GLUT4.TIle uptake of
2·deoxy·D·glucose byboth uninjected andinjected oocytes were then carried outunder
conditions ofinitial velocity toallow for thedetermination ofkinetic constants. Studies
achieved with uninjected cells clearly indicate that lOfLM metformin, when combined with
2fLM insulin, has noeffect ontheapparent Km for hexose (2.4 vs 2.1 mmol/l) butelicites a
further increase in theVrnax (63.5 vs45.4 pmol oocyte'! min·I). Ontheotherhand,
oocytes expressing theprotein GLUT4 show a markedly enhanced hexose transport
activity. Kinetic analysis however reveals thattheresponse to insulin was similar to that
observed for theendogenous oocyte carrier. Indeed, OOC)1es transferred with GLUT4 and
then exposed toinsulin show only a twofold increase intheir capacity totake up2·deoxy·
D·glucose (107.1±23.4 vs56.1±13.9 pmol oocyte' I min· l , n=4).Moreover, in the
presence ofmetformin, wemainly observed a decrease intheKm for hexose transport
(3.3 vs2.4 rnmol/l), theVmax being weakly affected. These findings areconsistent with
thenotion that, in transformed oocytes, insulin contributes to therecruitment ofnew
transporters to theoocyte cell surface whereas thedrug induces thefunctional activation
of the protein GLUT4. This hypothesis hasbeenpartly explored bymeasuring the
transport activity after aprior treatment ofoocytes with parathyroid hormone (PTH), a
substance known to impair theintrinsic activity ofGLUT4 inadipocytes.Interestingly, we
observe that 100 nglml PTH eliminates the full stimulatory action ofmetformin on
glucose uptake whereas theinsulin effect isonly partially prevented. Thewhole data
strongly support theidea thatmetformin improves theglucose homeostasis byaltering
profoundly theintrinsic properties ofpre-existing ornewly synthesized glucose carriers.
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INTRAPORTAL GLP-1 ADMINISTRATION AUGMENTS THE INSULIN

RESPONSE TO PORTAL GLUCOSE VIA NON·MUSCARINIC NERVES
B. Balkan andX. Li. Novartis Pharmaceuticals Corp., Summit, NJ

The incretin glucagon-like peptide 1 7-36 amide (GLP-1) is an important
factor in prandial glucose homeostasis. Besides the prominent
augmentation of insulin release to glucose, several tissues have been
suggested as direct targets. The liver is the first organ to be
encountered by endogenously released GLP-1 and absorbed nutrients.
Hepatocytes have been reported to increase glycogen synthesis upon
stimulation with GLP-1. We therefore studied whether GLP-1 in the
portal vein (PV) would alter the disposition of a PV glucose load. PV
GLP-1 has been shown to increase the firing rate of hepatic vagal
afferent .nerves. We therefore also determined whether any effects of
PV GLP-1 could be prevented by nervous blockade. Studies were
performed in conscious, chronically catheterized, ovemight fasted rats.
PV GLP-1 (10pmol/kg, n=9) augmented the integrated insulin response
(area under the curve, AUC in IJUlml*10min) to an PV glucose bolus
(500mg/kg) by 47% (2108t243 vs 1162t119, p<O.01). This effect was
reversed by pre-treatment with the ganglionic blocker chlorisondamine
HCI (3mg/kg, iv, AUC:1298t142), but was not affected by peripheral
muscarinic blockade (O.5mglkg methyl-atropine, iv, n=7, AUC:
2039t316). PV injection of GLP-1 markedly improved the glucose
disposal rate (Kg5-10min, all in %/min) after PV glucose (Kg:3.5tO.2, n=9
vs 2.7tO.3 in controls, n=7, p<O.05). Ganglionic blockade again
reversed the effects of the GLP-1 injection (Kg:2.8tO.3, n=5). It is
concluded that PV GLP-1 greatly affects handling of a PV glucose load.
This effect appears to be mediated by augmented insulin release.
However, the data suggest that r..-cell stimulation is evoked via a neural
reflex that may be triggered in the liver and is non-muscarinic in nature.
Since absorbed nutrients and GLP-1 first appear in the portal system
this mechanism may constitute a major pathway of GLP-1 action during
meals.
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INCREASED GLUCOSE OPTAKE IN SOLEUS MUSCLE OF
HYPOINSULINEMIC EUGLYCEMICMICE

1M Ruiz', F Martin" and B Soria' Departments of Physiology' and Science and
Tecnology' and Institute of Bioengineery'<, Campus of San Juan. Universidad
MiguelHernandez,03550 San Juan, AJicante, Spain.

The mainaim of the study was to investigatethe effectsmechanisms of adaptationto
a reduction of about 50% in serum insulin levels with maintenance of euglycemia in
an animal model. We studied 8-12 week old male Swisss mice in which a 60%
pancreatectomycauses a decrease of serum insulinof about 50% from controls with
maintenance of euglycemia. We studied 3 groups: Px: 60% pancreatectomized mice;
Ps: "sham" pancreatectomized mice, and Ctl. control mice. 15 days after
pancreatectomythe soleus muscles were surgicallyremoved for studies. Studies of
glucose uptake were made with the method of dilution of 'H-2-DOG, by incubating
the muscles with insulin0 nmolll (basal) and 1.25 nmolll (insulin estimulated). For
calculationof GLUT-4 Km and Vmax we used GLUT-4 enrichedmuscle membrane
vesicles obtained after muscle digestion with collagenase and KCI. GLUT-4 was
measured by Western blot using a monoclonal antibody. Basal glucose uptake was
not significantly differentin Ctl (13.87 ± 1.11 nmol/g; n~7); Ps (12.91 ± 1.85 nmol/g;
n=4), and Px (10.36 ± 1,49 nmol/g; n=6) (p>0.05). Insulin estimulated glucose
uptake was not significantly differentin Ctl (57.81 ± 6.54 nrnol/g;n=7) and Ps (79.25
± 19,46nmol/g; n=4) (p>0.05) but it was significantly greater in Px (152.89 ± 15,46
nmollg; n=4) than Ctl (p<O.OOOI) and Ps (p<O.OI). GLUT-4 Km was not
significantly different in Ctl (16.5 ± 0.5 mM; n=3) and Px (18,4 ± 2.1 mM; n~5)

GLUT-4 Vmax was significantly different in Px (0.242 ± 0.017 pmol/ug/300s; n=4)
from Ctl (0.041 ± 0.002 pmol/ug/300s; n=4) (p<O.OOI). Basal GLUT-4 was not
different in Ctl group (0.8 ± 0 1 OD; n=4) and Px (0.9 ± 0.07 OD; n=4) (p>0.05).
Insulin (125 nmolll) increased GLUT-4 in both Ctl (1.72 ± 0.09 OD, n=4) and Px
(1.84 ± 0.12 OD; n=4) (p<0.05). We conclude that in this animalmodel there is an
adaptation to hypoinsulinemia consistingof a doublingof insulinestimulatedglucose
uptake that is, at least in part, dependenton a changein GLUT-4 Vmaxbut not in the
total numberof GLUT-4 recruitedto the plasmamembrane.
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GLP-l INCREASES SECRETORY BURST MASS OF PULSATILE INSULIN SECRETION IN

PATIENTS WITH IMPAIRED GLUCOSE TOLERANCE AND TYPE 2 DIABETES

R. RitzelI, M. Schulte', M. Nauck2
, W. Mar.', N. P,;rksen', W. Schmieiel' and

M.A. Nauck', 'Med. Univ-Klinik, Knappschafts-Kll, Bochum,Germany, Clinical
Chemistry, Freiburg, Germany,'Dep. of Endocrinologyand Metabolism,Aarhus,
Denmark

The gut hormoneGLP-I increasedsecretory burst mass and amplitudeof
pulsatile insulin secretion in healthy volunteers, whereas burst frequency was not
affected. The influenceof GLP-I on parametersof pulsatile insulin secretion in
patients with impaired glucosetolerance (IGT) and Type 2 diabetes has not yet been
studied. Therefore eight Type 2 diabetic patients (64 t 9 years, BMI 28.9 t 7.2
kg/m', HhA" 7.9 ± 1.4 %) and eight patients with impairedglucose tolerance (63 ±
10 years, BMI 31.7± 6.4 kg/m', HbA" 5.7 ± 0.5) were studied in the fasting state
after I during i.v. GLP-l (Saxon Biochemicals,Hannover,FRG, 1.2 pmolkglmin",
started at 10:00p.m. in the evening before) or placebo and compared to eight
healthy volunteers (62 ± 7 years, BMI 27.7 t4.8 kg/m', HbA" 5.4 ± 0.5). Blood
was sampled continuouslyover 60 min (roller-pump)in I-minute fractions for the
measurementof plasma glucose and insulin. The detectionand quantificationof
pulsatile insulin secretion was performedby deconvolutionanalysis. Statistics:
ANOVA, t-Tests (significance:p < 0.05). GLP-I normalisedplasma glucose con
centrations (6.4 ± 2.1 mmolll vs. placebo 9.8 t 4.1 mmolll) in Type 2 diabetic pa
tients. GLP-I significantlyincreased insulinburst mass (Type 2 diabetes: placebo
26.3 ± 4.7. GLP-I 44.2 ± 6.8 pmolll'pulse', p =0.007; IGT: placebo 31.0 ±5.6.
GLp·145.1 t 8.3 pmol'L''pulse",p =0.019) and burst amplitude (Type 2 diabetes:
placebo 11.1t 1.8,GLP-I 17.6± 2.7 pmol'll'min", p = 0.006; IGT: placebo 13.3 t
2.1, GLP-I 18.4± 3,2 pmol'll'min". p =0.02). Insulinsecretory burst frequency was
not affected by GLP-I (Type 2 diabetes: placebo 9.5 ±0.9, GLP-l 10.9±0.8
pulseslhour,p = 0.15; IGT: placebo 10.4± 0.8, GLP-I 10.1t 0.6 pulseslbour,p =
0.76). In conclusion, intravenousGLP-l normalisesplasma glucose in Type 2 dia
betic patients and increasesoscillationsof basal insulin secretion by selective ampli
fication of insulin secretory burst mass.
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LONG-LASTING ANTIDIABETIC EFFECT OF A DIPEPTIDYL PEPTIDASE
IV-RESISTANT ANALOGUE OF GLP-l.

B. Thorens, W. Dolci and R Burcelin. Institut of Pharmacology and
Toxicology, Lausanne, Switzerland.
Glucagon like peptide one (GLP-I) stimulates insulin secretion in
a glucose dependent manner. Its insulinotropic activity is
preserved in non-insulin-dependent diabetic patients and allows a
complete correction of diabetic hyperglycemia. The therapeutic
use of this peptide is however limited by its short half-life due to
rapid in vivo degradation by dipeptidylpeptidase IV (DPPIV). To
overcome this draw back we report that replacing alanine at
position S of the peptide by glycine made the peptide (GLP-I
GlyS) resistant to proteolysis by DPPIV as monitored by HPLC
and a biological assay. This change slightly decreased the affinity
of the peptide for its receptor (IC50 0.4±0.1 and 1.4±0.6nM for
GLP-I and GLP-I-GlyS, respectively) but did not change the
efficiency to stimulate accumulation of intracellular cAMP (EC50
0.25±0.5 and 0.36±0.06nM for GLP-I and GLP-I-GlyS,
respectively). To determine the in vivoeffects of GLP-I-GlyS, we
generated glucose intolerant C57Bl/6J mice by feeding them a
high-fat, sugar-free, diet. An acute intraperitoneal injection of
GLP-I-GlyS could efficiently normalize glucose tolerance and
fasting hyperglycemia even when injected up to 4 hours before
initiation of glucose tolerance tests whereas the effect of GLP-I
was lost even when injected 10 minutes before glucose challenge.
The effect of GLP-I-GlyS correlated with a persistant increase in
insulin and decrease in glucagon levels. In conclusion, GLP-I
GlyS has very significantly improved therapeutic capabilities as
compared to that of the GLP-l. GLP-I-GlyS represents a more
promissing peptide than GLP-I for the treatment of NIDDM since
it could be used at much lower doses and with a more flexible
schedule of administration.

GLYCATED GASTRIC INHIBITORY POLYPEPTIDE EXHIBITS AMINO

PEPTIDASE RESISTANCE AND ENHANCED INSULINOTROPIC ACTIVITY.

F.P.M. O'Harte, M. Mooney and P.R. Flatt. School of Biomedical Sciences,

University of Ulster, Coleraine, N. Ireland, UK.

Gastric inhibitory polypeptide (GIP) is an important element of the enteroinsu\ar axis
which enhances postprandial glucose-stimulated insulin release. This study examined
the degradation of GIP and glycated GIP in plasma and effects upon insulin release
and glucose homeostasis in rats. Monoglycated GIP (identified by mass spectrometry
M, 5147.2) was prepared under hyperglycaemic conditions in the presence of sodium

cyanoborohydride and purified by RP-HPLC. GIP or glycated GIP (I Oug) were

incubated for various times (0-4 h at 3TC) with human plasma (20~1) in 50 mmolll
triethanolamine/HCI buffer (pH 7.8, final volume 0.5 ml). The reaction was
terminated by acidification and the products separated by HPLC. After 4 h incubation
71% of GIP and 99% of glycated GIP remained intact. The breakdown to GIP(3-42)
was almost completely abolished in the presence of diprotin A (5 mU) an inhibitor of

dipeptidyl-peptidase IV (DPP-IV). Acute effects of GIP and glycated GIP were tested
in Wistar rats (250-300g, n=6) following combined i.p. injection of peptide (50
ug/kg) with glucose (18 mmol/kg). Glucose administration alone (control) resulted
in peak plasma concentrations of (mean ± SEM) 2IA±IA mmolll for glucose and
16.3±1.7 ng/ml for insulin after 15 min. However, following GIP and glycated GIP
these plasma parameters rose to 13.9±0.9 and 1O.7±0.6 mmol/I for glucose and
22.9:t3.0 and 21.0±1.5 ng/ml for insulin, respectively. The area under the curve
(AUC) for glucose from 0 to 90 min following i.p. GIP (311.2±25.2 mmoill/h) was

significantly lower (p<O.OOI) than for glucose controls (565.3±43Al. Furthermore.
the AUC for glucose after i.p. glycated GIP (210.7±31.1) was lower compared to
AUC for controls (p<O.OOI) and GIP (p<0.05). Significantly higher AUC for plasma
insulin concentrations were recorded for both GIP (479.7±22.9 ng/ml/h) and glycated
GIP (503.3±2Y.7) compared to controls (p<0.01, 337.0±19.3). In conclusion N

terminally glycated GIP is resistant to degradation by plasma DPP-IV activity and
has enhanced insulinotropic and antihyperglycacmic actions in vivo.
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LY315902: ENHANCING THE ACTIVITY AND TIME ACTION OF
GLUCAGON-LIKE PEPTIDE- I (GLP-I) IN VIVO.
S.R. Myers, J.E. Baker, C.L. Broderick, M,D. Clephane, V.K. Williams, and RK.
Workman. Lilly Reasearch Laboratories, Indianapolis, IN, USA.
While clinical studies have demonstrated efficacy of the intestinal hormone GLP-I
in patients with type 2 diabetes, its rapid inactivation by dipeptidylpeptidase IV and
its rapid plasma clearance limit the use of native GLP-I as a pharmaceutical entity.
LY315902 (IP7,R26,K34(C8) GLP-I), a protease-protected, fatty-acid-acylated
analog ofGLP-I, was designed to overcome these defects. To examine LY315902
in vivo, 3-hour euglycemic and hyperglycemic (8.3 mmolll) clamp studies were
conducted in chronically cannulated, overnight-fasted dogs. Sixty minutes after
initiation of the clamp, a subcutaneous bolus (3 nmol/kg) of GLP-I(7-37)OH or
LY315902 was administered, and the activity (insulin change area under the curve;
ICAUC) and time action of the peptides were compared. Combining both fatty acid
acylation of GLP- I with protease protection (LY315902) more than doubled the
activity and time action of the compound without compromising the glucose
dependence of the peptide (see table). These data: I) suggest that protecting GLP-I
from protease inactivation and decreasing its plasma clearance can lead to a more
pharmaceutically relevant form of GLP-I and 2) support the development of

_I:n.I1~!..'!..£2tential treat~ype 2 diabetes.._.. .. _

__. . ...!'.._._..lCAUc:..cnmolll.mi'.'L ..Time.~ction (minL
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GLP-l
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Hyperglycemic clamp
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GLP-I

The insulinotropic action of the gut hormone glucagon-like peptide-l(7-36)amide
(tGLP-I) is well established. This study examined the degradation of tGLP-\ and
glycated tGLP-1 in plasma and effects on insulin release and glucose homeostasis in
vivo. Amino-terminally glycated tGLP-I (identified by mass spectrometry M,

3463.8) was prepared under hyperglycaemic reducing conditions and purified by
reversed-phase HPLC. tGLP-1 or glycated tGLP-1 (lOl1g) were incubated for various
times (0-4 h at 3TC) with human plasma (20l1l) in 50 mmol/I triethanolamine/HCI
buffer (pH 7.8, final volume 0.5 ml) and reaction mixtures separated on HPLC. After
4 h incubation 54% of tGLP-1 remained intact and the remainder was converted to
GLP-l (9-36)amide. Breakdown of tGLP-1 was substantially reduced (85% intact) by
diprotin A (5 mU) an inhibitor of dipeptidyl-peptidase IV. In contrast, glycated tGLP
1 was completely resistant to in vitro degradation in plasma up to 4 h. Acute effects
were tested in vivo in Wi star rats (250-300g, 0=6) following i.p. injection of each
peptide (40 l1g/kg) with glucose (18 mmol/kg). Glucose administration alone
(control) resulted in peak plasma concentrations of (mean ± SEM) 21.4±IA mmol/I

for glucose and 16.3±1.7 ng/ml for insulin after 15 min. However, following tGLP
I and glycated tGLP-1 peak glucose concentrations (15 min) were 14.2±1.5 and

15.1±0.6 mmol/I and insulin concentrations 26.0±1.8 and 24.8±2.9 ng/m\,
respectively. The area under the curve (AUC) for glucose from 0 to 90 min following
tGLP-I (358.1±36.5 mmol/l/h) or glycated tGLP-I (27 1.2±27. I) were significantly
lower (p<O.OI) than after glucose alone (565.3±43A). Significantly higher AUC for
plasma insulin concentrations were recorded for both tGLP-l (666.3±27.9 ng/ml/h)
and glycated tGLP-\ (643.1±24.3) compared to controls (p<O.OOI, 337.0±19.3). No
significant differences were found between the AUC for tGLP-I and glycatcd tGLP-I.
In conclusion N-terminally glycated tGLP-I is resistant to aminopeptidase
degradation and retains its insulinotropic and antihypcrglycaemic activities.

AMINOPEPTIDASE RESISTANT GL YCATED GLUCAGON-LIKE PEPTIDE

I[7-36]AMIDE SHOWS POTENT INSULINOTROPIC ACTION IN VIVO.

M. Mooney, C.M.N. Kelly, P.R. FIatt and F.P.M. O'Harte. School of Biomedical
Sciences, University of Ulster, Coleraine, N. Ireland, UK.
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IMPAIRED POSTPRANDIAL RELEASE OF GLUCAGON-LIKE PEPTIDE
I IN PATIENTS WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES
J. Lindqvist, J. Pigon, U. Holst and S. Efendic. Dept. of Endocrinology and
Diabetology, Karolinska Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden

GLP-I is released from intestinal endocrine L-cells in response to orally
administered nutrients, especially carbohydrates and fat. The aim of the present
study wasto characterise the effect of a standardised 621 kcal mixed meal on the
release of glucose, insulin, C-peptide, glucagon, glucose-dependent insulin
releasing polypeptide (GIP) and GLP-I in terms of totalArea under Curve (AUC)
during 3h after the meal. In the study participated 20 well-matched normalweight
(EM! 20-26) subjects; 7 healthy control subjects, and 13 patients with type 2
diabetes of whom 6 patients hadan acceptable metabolic control on diettreatment
alone and 7 patients experienced secondary failure on oral sulphonylurea (SU).
Highly specific radioimmunoassays, determining only biologically active hormone,
were usedfor the investigation. Logatithrnically transformed data were compared
using Dunnett's test for multiple compatison of means. Asexpected, postprandial
glucose levels were significantly elevated in bothdiabetes groups during the entire
investigation. Insulin levels proved lower in the SU failure group as compared to
controls only during the first 90 minutes of the investigation (13,993 vs. 32,001,
p<O.OI), as did C-peptide levels in both diabetes groups (102 and 127 vs. 202,
p<O.OI and p<0.05, respectively). Glucagon, however slightly elevated in the
diabetes groups (totaJ area7,390 and 6,184 vs. 4,699), and GlP(total area 9,284
and 9,873 vs. 10,392) were insignificantly different from controls. The GLP-l
response during the last 90 minutes. and the total 180 minutes was markedly
decreased anddelayed in theSUfailure group (area 90-180 minutes 960 vs. 1,511;
total area 1,856 vs. 2,826, p<0.05), while the diet-treated group displayed an
intermediary release of GLP-l. Thisalteration in GLP-I response may' playa role
in the pathogenesis of glucose intolerance, and specifically the decreased insulin
andenhanced glucagon secretion characterising thisdisease.

717
INITIATION OF PANCREATIC BETA CELL PROLIFERATION IN
YOUNG MICE
A. Edvell and P. Lindstrom. Department of Histology and Cell
Biology, Umea University, Sweden
Compensatory beta cell proliferation in response to increased metabolic
demand has been observed in several animal models. The aim of this
study was to identify factors related to increased food intake and
increased insulin release, thaI can initiate such compensatory growth.
To do this, we have studied islet cell BrdU- and 'H-thymidine-Iabeling
index in young obese-hyperglycemic mice (Umell ob/ob) and their lean
littermates. Double staining with insulin antibodies show that islet cell
proliferation is largely confined to beta cells. We find that ob/ob mice
show an elevated beta cell proliferation rate at 20 days of age, and thaI
the rise in blood glucose starts at day 22. 20 days old lean
normoglycemic mice were used to study factors that can initiate beta
cell proliferation. Islet cell labeling index was enhanced from
1.6±O.17 % (n=18) to 3.3±O.4% (n=13, P<O.OI) when 40 nmoVkg
GLP-l was injected subcutaneously for two days, and to 3.l±O.5%
(n=l2, P<O.02) when 5.4 nmoVkg human C-peptide was injected. L
5-Hydroxytryptophan, 375 umol/kg inhibited the proliferation. After
culture islet cell proliferation rate was the same in lean and obese
mouse islets also when cultured with 10 % serum from the obese
littermates. When cultured in RPMI medium containing 27.61lm01ll
C-peptide an enhanced islet cell labeling index was observed (3.2±O.6
% vs 1.4±O.3% for controls, n=8, P<0.02). We conclude that beta
cell proliferation in response to metabolic demand can be triggered by
substances involved in the physiological regulation of insulin release
other than glucose, such as GLP-I. C-peptide may function as a
mediator of such responses.

716
GLUCAGON-LIKE PEPTIDE-I STIMULATES INSULIN SECRE
TION AND GLUCOSE EFFECTIVENESS IN MICE.
G Pacini and B Ahren, LADSEB-CNR, Padova, Italy and Dept Medicine,
Lund University, Malmo, Sweden

Glucagon-like peptide-I (GLP-I) has been proposedas a new treatmentmo
dality for diabetesdue to its potent insulinotropic activity.WhetherGLP-I in
addition affects glucoseuptakeis still subjectof debate.We thereforeevalu
ated its effect on glucosedisposal in normalmice. Non-fastedfemale NMRI
mice were injectediv with glucose(l g/kg)with or withoutsynthetichuman
GLP-l at doses ranging from 10 pmollkgto 100nmollkg.Seven blood sam
ples (75 Ill) were taken within 50 min, and glucose and insulin data were
analysed with the minimal model technique. GLP-l markedly and dose-de
pendently increased insulin secretion with a maximal effect obtained at 30
nmollkg (AUCinmlin 188±29(n=26)vs. 51±6 nmol/Imin in controls (n=34),
p<O.OOl). Concomitantly, the iv glucose tolerance index was markedly in
creased by GLP-I (Ko; 5.2±0.3 vs 2.8±0.2 %/min, p<O.OOI). Also glucose
effectiveness (So) was increased by the peptide (0.053±O.006 vs.
0.036±O.003 min·',p<O.OI2), due to increased glucose effectiveness at zero
insulin (GEZI; 0.048±0.006 vs. 0.015±0.004 min", p<O.OOl), whereasbasal
insulin effectiveness was reduced by GLP-l (0.005±O.OOI vs. 0.02\±0.003
min", p<O.OOI). In contrast, the insulinsensitivityindex (S,) was reducedby
GLP-I (0.14±0.02 vs. O.58±0.08 10.4 minl/pmol/l, p<O.OOI). The GLP-I
receptor antagonist, exendin9.J9' inhibited the actions of GLP-l. We
conclude that GLP-I is a potent insulinotropic agent which stimulates
glucose eliminationand glucoseeffectiveness, but inhibitsboth.dynamicand
basal insulinsensitivityin mice.The markedpotentiationof insulinsecretion
and the exaggeration of glucose elimination verify that GLP-I might be
useful in the treatmentof diabetes.The inhibitionof insulinsensitivitymight
counteract its antidiabetogenic action, but may also be of advantage to
protectagainsthypoglycemia when GLP-I is givenat high doses.

718
GASTROINTESTINAL EFFECTS OF PRAMLINTIDE
M. Denaro,B. Gedulin, C. Jodka and A. Young. Amylin Phannaceuticals, Inc.,
9373TowneCentre, San Diego, CA, 92121, USA

Pramlintide is a syntheticanalogue of human amylin, a peptidehonnone
cosecreted with insulin frompancreatic -cells in response to nutrient stimuli.
Amylin regulatesgastric acid secretion,gastric emptying, exocrinepancreatic
secretionand postprandial glucagonsecretion.To investigatethe effectof
pramlintide on gastrointestinal function, we examined its effects on
pentagastrin-stimulated acid secretionand on cholecystokinin octapeptide
(CCK-8) stimulatedsecretionof lipase and amylase. Tostudy acid secretion,
rats chronically implanted with gastriccannulae were injecteds.c. with
125~g/kg pentagastrinand 40 minlater with s.c. saline orwithpramlintide (0.1,
1, 1O~g/rat; n=9, 7, 3, 6). Gastriccontents obtained byflushing the cannulae
every 10 minwere titratedto measure acid production and the aggregate acid
secreted over the next 60 minmeasured. Pramlintide suppressed gastric acid
secretion by up to 93.8±1.4% (P<O.OOl) with an EDsoofO.0061~g ± 0.43 log
units(at least as potentas amylin, forwhich this is a physiological effect).To
study exocrinepancreaticsecretion, halothane-anesthetized Sprague Dawley
rats were cannulatedvia commonbileand pancreaticducts so that bileflow
drained intothe duodenumwhile exocrinepancreaticsecretionwas collected.
Pancreaticjuicewas collected every 15 minfromt=-30to t=+90minafter
subcutaneous injection of 1~g CCK-8. Totalsecreted lipase and amylase
activity was measured every 15 min.Pramlintide injecteds.c. five minbefore
CCK-8 injection at doses 0.01, 0.03, 0.1 and 0.3~g (n=2, 5, 5, 14) in
comparison with saline injections (n=13) suppressed CCK-8 stimulated
pancreaticamylase activity respectively by38%, 34%,42% and 25% (P<0.05,
0.01, 0.01 and 0.01,respectively) and lipase activity by55%,49%, 51% and
34%, (P<O.Ol, 0.02, 0.01 and 0.006, respectively) without affecting basal
enzyme secretion.These doses are calculatedfromseparate kineticstudies
to result in plasma pramlintide concentrations ranging from-5 to -30 pM.
Thus, inaddition to its reportedeffectsto slowgastricemptying and inhibit
postprandial glucagonsecretion, pramlintide also inhibits, with similarpotency,
pentagastrin-stimulated gastricacid secretion and CCK-stimulated secretion of
lipase and amylase fromthe exocrinepancreas in the rat. We propose that
through this spectrum of effects, pramlintide may coordinately regulatethe
rate of nutrientappearance in plasma.
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MODY3 MUTATIONS AFFECT TRANSCRIPTIONAL ACTIVITY OF
HEPATOCYTE NUCLEAR FACTOR I ALPHA(HNFla).
M. Vaxillairel,2, A. Abderrahmanil , P. Boutin l , B. Bailleull, M. Yaniv2, P.
Froguel! and M. Pontoglio-'. IInstitut de Biologiede Lille, CNRS EPIO, Institut
Pasteur,Lille and 2Unit"des VirusOncogenes, CNRSURA 1644, Institut Pasteur,
Paris, France.

Hepatocyte nuclear factor I alpha (HNFla) is an atypical dimeric
homeodomain-containing protein that is expressed in liver, intestine, stomach,
kidney and pancreas. Mutations in the HNFla gene are associated with an
autosomal dominant form of non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus called
maturity-onset diabetesof the young (MODY3). More than 60 differentmutations
have been so far identified spanningthe functional domains of HNFIa, many of
which involve highly conserved amino acid residues among vertebrates. The present
work aimed to investigatethe molecularmechanisms by whichMODY3 mutations
could affect HNFla function. For this purpose, we generated eleven mutants
resultingfromaminoacid substitutions or proteintruncation, and characterized their
transcriptional activationcapacity,nuclearIDealization, proteinstability and DNA
binding. We show that all these mutations decrease or abolish transcriptional
activity of HNFla in transient transfection assays. MODY3 mutants can be
classified into three different groups: decreased transactivation (Class I), loss of
transactivation (Class II) and loss of transactivation with a dominant negative effect
on the wild type protein (Class III). The functional defects are caused either by
decreased protein stability, defective DNA binding or impaired intrinsic
transactivation. These data suggest that MODY3 couldbe elicitedby two different
mechanisms: loss of function mutation resulting in haploinsufficiency, and
formation of a dominant negative protein. Moreover, our analysis sheds new light
on the structureof a homeoprotein playinga keyrole in pancreatic ~ cell function.

Chronic Exposure of HIT-TIS Cells to Supraphysiologic
glucose Concentrations Decreases Activity of the
Hepatocyte Nuclear Factor one Response Element.

A. Abderrahmani, M. Vaxillaire*, C. Rouault*, M.
Pontoglio*, G. Reach*, M. Yaniv*, P. Froguel, B. Bailleul
and V. Poitout*, LiIle and Paris *, France.

Binding activity of the HNF-I (Hepatocyte Nuclear
Factor one) is decreased in hepatocytes from diabetic rats,
and is recovered upon normalization of blood glucose.
This study was designed to investigate the effects of
prolonged exposure of insulin-secreting cells to elevated
glucose concentration on HNF-I activity. HIT-TIS cells
were chronically cultured in 0.8 or ILl mM glucose for 35
passages. Electromobility shift assays failed to
demonstrate any differences in the binding activity of
nuclear proteins extracted from both conditions to a
nucleotide probe containing an HNF-I binding site. Late
passage HIT-TIS cells were transfected with
chloramphenicol acetyl transferase reporter genes
controled either by the S'-regulatory regien of the human
insulin gene (INSCAT), or by a multimerized HNF-I
response element (B28CAT). As expected, relative
expression of INSCAT / RSVLUC was 2D-fold lower in
cells chronically cultured in high glucose (5.1± 0.4 vs. 100
± IS, n=3, p<O.OI). In addition, relative expression of
828CAT / RSVLUC was lO-fold lower in cells chronically
cultured in high glucose than in cells chronically cultured
in low glucose (II ± 8 vs. 100± 37, n=3, p<O.OS). We
conclude that chronic exposure of insulin-secreting HIT
TIS cells to elevated glucose concentrations markedly
decreases the activity of the HNF-I response element, with
no change in the binding activity of cognate factors.

PS24
Insulin Resistance: Tissue
and Cellular Level
721 722

FFA
(mM)

o22±0.10

0.65±0.11
0.43±0.07

0.15±O.04
0.04±0.01

0.11±0.04

2A±0.3
1.9±0.2

OA±0.2

EGP
(mg/kg/min)

Basal
WithGH
NoGH

Increment
due to GH

Hyperinsulinemia
WithGH 1.0±0.5
No GH 0.5±OA

Increment 05+04
due to GH . - .

PHYSIOLOGICAL GROWTH HORMONE REPLACEMENT CAUSES
LIVER INSULIN RESISTANCE ASSOCIATED WITH LIPOLYSIS
S. D. Mittelman and R. N. Bergman, University of Southern California,
Los Angeles, CA, United States

It is known that elevation of growth hormone levels can cause insulin
resistance in vivo. Since we have previously shown that the majority of
insulin action to suppress endogenous glucose production (EGP) is
mediated via insulin suppression of lipolysis, the present study was
performed to test A) whether physiologic growth hormone (GH) levels can
cause liver insulin resistance, and B) whether these changes may be due to
GH stimulation of lipolysis. The effects of GH on EGP and lipolysis were
examined under both basal and hyperinsulinemic conditions. Euglycemic
clamps were performed on conscious dogs (n~6), with somatostatin (I
ug/kg/min). Insulin (0.3 mU/kg/min) and glucagon (1.0 rig/kg/min) were
replaced portally throughout the basal period (-150 to 0 min). Canine
growth hormone was infused at either a "replacement" dose (hGH, 15
rig/kg/min), or saline was given as a control. At t~O, the portal insulin
infusion rate was increased to 1.5 mUIkg/min. Both FFA and EGP were

higher with GH infusion
at each insulin dose (see
Table). This stndy shows
that physiological levels
of growth hormone can
cause insulin resistance of
both the liver and the
adipocyte. These results
are consistent with the
hypothesis that insulin
acts indirectly to suppress
EGP via suppression of
FFA levels.

RESISTANCE OF GLUCONEOGENESIS TO SHORT-TERM REGULATION
BY INSULIN IN CULTURED OBESE (fa/fa) RAT HEPATOCYTES.
J.J. Carrillo. M.C.G. Lechuga, A. Esteban-Gamboa and J.E. Fellu.
Departamento de Bioqufmica, Facultad de Medicina, Universidad
Aut6noma de Madrid. Spain.
We have previously reported that the impaired short-term regulation of
liver glucose production by insulin in the obese Zucker (fa/fa) rat is due,
at least in part, to the increase in the hepatic content of fructose 2,6
bisphosphate (F26P) and to changes in key regulatory enzyme activities
of the glycolytic/gluconeogenic pathway in response to the chronic
hyperinsulinemia present in these animals. The aim of the present study
was to investigate the short-term modulation of gluconeogenesis (GNGI
by insulin in primary cultures of obese (fa/fal and lean (Fa/-) rat
hepatocytes, maintained in the absence of insulin. Cells were cultured
for 24 hours in M-199 with 10 mM glucose, T3 (1 pmol/II and
dexamethasone (1 pmolfl). Glucokinase, 6-phosphofructo 1-kinase,
pyruvate kinase and 6-phosphofructo 2-kinase a (PFK2al activities, as
well as the concentration of F26P, were significantly higher in obese
than in lean rat hepatocytes, while the phosphoenolpyruvate
carboxykinase activity was lower. In good agreement with these
findings, GNG (lactate/pyruvate, 10/1 mmol/II was decreased in obese
rat hepatocvtes (11.1 ± 1.8 vs 26.2 ± 1.5 nmol glucose/mg protein x
30 min, respectively, for obese and lean rat cells). In cultured lean rat
hepatocvtes, insulin caused a dose-dependent inhibition of GNG,
together with a significant increase in both PFK2a activity and F26P
concentration (maximal effects: 25%, 23% and 20% vs the basal
values, at 10 nmol/I insulin, respectively). In contrast, in obese rat
hepatocytes, insulin did not significantly modify any of these metabolic
parameters. In conclusion, our results show that primary cultures of
obese (fa/fa) rat hepatocytes maintain -for at least 24 hours- the
glycolytic/gluconeogenic phenotype characteristic of the liver of adult
obese (fa/fa) rats, together with a marked resistance of GNG to short
term modulation by insulin.
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ACUTE EFFECTS OF SPECIFIC FATTY ACIDS ON INSULIN-MEDIATED
GLUCOSE METABOLISM IN ISOLATED SOLEUS MUSCLE.
A.L. Thompson, M.Y.C. Lim-Fraser, E.W. Kraegen and GJ. Cooney.
Garvan Institute of Medical Research, Darlinghurst, NSW Australia 2010

Skeletal muscle insulin resistance is associated with increased triglyceride
storage and increased intramuscular long chain acyl CoAs, but the
mechanism by which lipids influence insulin action is unclear. To
investigate any direct interaction between specific lipid species and insulin
action in skeletal muscle, the effects of fatty acids on insulin-mediated
glucose metabolism were determined in vitro. Soleus muscle strips from
Wistar rats were prcincubated, for up to 6 hours, at 3TC in the presence of
5.5mM glucose and fatty acid. Control muscles were preincubated in the
absence of fatty acid for the same length of time. After preincubation,
muscles were transferred to 3ml of similar medium (without fatty acid) that
also contained radioactive tracers and insulin (10 (basal) or 300 (stimulated)
u.Uzrnl) to assess glucose uptake (GU) and glycogen synthesis (GS). Insulin
stimulated GS was decreased to 51% of control (p=0.005) in a time-

Insulin Time with 2mM Palmitate (h) Palmitate concentration (rnM)

U/ml) 0 2 4 6 0 0.5 I 2
GU 300 376 323 2.9 2.51 282 2.94 2.72 2.89

iOAO iOAI iO.25 iO.II iO.27 i029 iO.31 iO.34
GS 300 139 081 069 0.71 162 143 1.16 100

iO.23 iO.15 iO.08 iO.07 iO.16 iO.20 iO.09 iO.08
MeaniSEM expressed as umol/h/g wet wt; n=6-9

dependent manner. There was a small decrease in basal (p=0.048) and
insulin-stimulated (p=0.049) GU. Preincubation for 4h with 0- 2mM
palmitate decreased insulin-stimulated GS dose-dependently (p<0.02).
Oleate (lmM) also decreased insulin-stimulated GS (control 1.88±0.14;
oleate 1.24±0.13; p<0.02) whilst ImM Iinoleate decreased GS (control
1.88±0.14; lin oleate 0.91±0.07; p<O.OOI) and GU (control 3.60±0.14;
linoleate 2.67±0.35; p<O.OI). The results indicate that fatty acids may affect
glucose transport/phosphorylation and glycogen synthesis differentially.
The effects of different fatty acids support a hypothesis that specific lipid
metabolites may contribute to the induction of insulin resistance in muscle.

725
TROGLITAZONE DIRECTLY AND ACUTELY INHIBITS PALMITATE
OXIDATION IN RATSKELETALMUSCLE.
C.FOmsinn, S.Neschen, B.Brunmair, M.Roden, P.Nowotny and WWaldhausl
Dept.Med.llI, Div.EndocrinoI.Metab., Univers~y ofVienna, Austria.
Troglitazone is a potentinsulin sensitizer when orallyadministered for
several weeks. We have previously shown that troglitazone acutely
stimulates skeletal muscle glucosemetabolism in vitro in a non-insulin
likecatabolic fashion (Br J Pharmacol122, 1367-1374, 1997). We now
investigated theeffects of short-term (90 min) troglitazone exposure on
palmitate oxidation by isolated rat soleus muscle. The drug exerted a
very distinctinhibitory effecton insulin stimulated (30 nmolll)palmitate
oxidation with the maximal effect reached at 20 (Jmolll troglitazone
(relative change V5. intraindividual control: 5(Jmol/l, -17±5%, p<0.01;
10(Jmolll -14±5%, p<0.025; 20(Jmolll, -52±2%, p<0.0001; 40(Jmolll,
-44±4%, p<0.001; 80(Jmol/l, +7±11%, ns). The effect was obviously
insulin-independent, because similar results were obtained in the
absence of the hormone (5(Jmol/l, -13±7%, ns; 10(Jmol/l, -15±4%,
p<0.02; 20~molll, -36±5%, p<0.0001; 40(Jmolll, -20±7%, p<0.05;
80(Jmol/l, -3±5%, ns). Inhibition of palmitate oxidation was
accompanied by unchanged ratesofglucose oxidation (relative change
VS. intraindividual control at 20 1JIT1011l troglitazone: basal conditions:
-7±8%, ns; insulin-stimulated conditions: -17±1 0%,ns), increased rates
of lactate release (basal conditions: +53±7%, p<0.0001; insulin
stimulated conditions: +46±5, p<0.0001), and decreased rates of
glycogen synthesis (basal conditions: -11±9%, ns; insulin-stimulated
conditions: -30±6%, p<0.001). In conclusion, acute troglitazone
exposure markedly inhibits palmitate oxidation as accompanied by
increased anaerobic glycolysis in isolated skeletal muscle. It remains to
be elucidated in what way acute and direct inhibition of fatty acid
oxidation contributes to troglitazone's insulin sensitizing and
antidiabetic action invivo.

724
THETHIAZOLIDINEDIONE BM13.1258INSULIN·INDEPENDENTLY
INCREASES MUSCLEGLUCOSE OXIDATION IN OBESERATS.
S.Neschen, B.Brunmair, M.Roden, WWaldhausl, andC.FOrnsinn
Dept.Med.lII, Div.EndocrinoI.Metab., University of Vienna, Austria.
BM13.1258 is --new thiazolidinedione compound with distinct
antidiabetic efficacy. In thepresentstudy, we investigated the effects of
BM13.1258 on skelatal muscle glucose metabolism. Soleus muscles
prepared from insulin-resistant obese Zuckerrats (falfa) treated or not
with BM13.1258 for ten days (2 mgld)were incubated in the absence
or presence of 10 nmol/I insulin. BM13.1258 induced distinct insulin
sensitization as reflected by an increase in insulin-stimulated glycogen
synthesis (glucose incorporation intoglycogen, (Jmol/g/h: control, 3.02±
0.18 V5. BM13.1258, 4.26±0.28; p<0.002), but unchanged basal rates
of glycogen synthesis (control, 1.82±O.22 V5. BM13.1258, 1.76±O.16;
ns), what represents a more than doubled insulin-induced increment
overbasal (control, +1.19±O.28 V5. BM13.1258, +2.50±O.20; p<0.002).
Insulin sensitization was accompanied by marked increases in the
ratesof glucoseoxidation, whichwere of similarextentin the absence
of insulin (C02 produced from nmol glucose/g/h: control, 421±27 V5.

BM13.1258, 806±90; p<0.001) and in the presence of insulin (control,
513i52 V5. BM13.1258, 938±58; p<0.0001). Glucose transport showed
a BM13.1258-dependent increase in basal rates (cpm 3H-2-deoxy
glucose transportlmg/h: control, 254±14 V5. BM13.1258, 313±12;
p<0.01) and a more pronounced increase under insulin-stimulation
(control, 501±24 V5. BM13.1258, 655±33; p<0.002) hencereflecting the
sumof increased substrate requirements associated withglycolytic and
glycogenic flux. In conclusion, BM13.1258 affects muscle glucose
metabolism not only by insulin sensitization, but also by eliciting a
distinctincrease in glucose oxidation, whichrevealed not to depend on
thepresence of insulin.

726
MUSCLE TRIGLYCERIDE AND GLYCOGEN CONCENTRATIONS IN
MONOZYGOTIC AND DIZYGOTIC TWINS
M.Lehtovirta', E.Laurila", J.Kapriom and L.Groop". Dpts of Medicine' and of Public
Health'", University of Helsinki, Finland and Dpt of Endocrinology", University of
Lund, Malmo, Sweden.
Increased intramuscular triglyceride (mTg) concentrations have been reported in
insulin-resistant NIDDM subjects. It is, however, not known whether this represents a
primary, genetic, feature or develops secondary to increased fat mass. To address this
question we correlated mTG with measures of energy metabolism and body
composition and estimated intra-twinpair correlation coefficients in 22 monozygotic
(MZ) (age 61.3±4.3yrs, BMI 26.6±3.7kglm', WHR 0.91±O.08, fat percent 23.6±6.9%)
and 20 dizygotic (DZ) (63.5±2.3yrs, 26.5±3.0kglm', 0.93±O. II, 24.6±6.2%)
nondiabetic twins, who participated in 3 studies each; I) 75 g OGTI, 2) euglycemic
hyperinsulinernic (45 mU/m') clamp in combination with indirect calorimetry and 3)
basal biopsy from the vastus Iateralis muscle for the study of mTG and glycogen (G)
concentrations. Results: There was no difference in mTG (50.6±21.6 vs 53.6±30.0
mmol/kg dry weight) or G (360±101 vs 327±90 mmol/kg dryweight) between MZ and
DZ twins. mTG correlated with body fat mass (0-0.44; p=0.0007), basal FFA (0-0.39;
p=0.003) and glucose area during OGn (0-0.37; p=0.005). G correlated with fasting
glucose (0-0.44; 0.0008), FFM (0- 0.32; 0.Ol5), fasting insulin (0-0.32; p=0.016) and
body weight (0-0.26; p=0.05). No associations were observed between mTG or G and
insulinsensitivity or metabolic rate.
The intraclass correlation coefficients: MZ P DZ P
Weight 0.68 <0.0001 043 0.023
WHR 0.88 <0.0001 0.64 0.001
Fat percentage 0.78 <0.0001 0.32 0.078
Glucose uptake 0.51 0.006 -O.Og 0.64
Non-oxidative glucose metabolism 046 0.012 0.23 0.16
mTG 046 0.04 0.25 0.20
G 0.16 0.10 0.05 043
Conclusion: Both genetic (intrapair correlation in MZ twins) and environmental
(correlation with fat mass) factors seem to contribute to mTG in man. Elevated mTG
cannot explain skeletal muscle insulin resistance in these subjects.
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EICOSAPENTAENOIC ACID AMELIORATES INSULIN RESISTANCE,
BUT INCREASES MUSCLE TRIGLYCERIDE, IN OLETF RATS

M. Kusunoki', T. Hara', T. Nakamura', H. Ogawa', F. Sakakaibara', M.
Yazima',K. Asai', K. Usui', A. Iriyama', K. Yamanouchi', S. Kakurnu',
and L. Storlierr', 'First Department of Internal Medicine, Aichi Medical
University, Japan; 'Laboratory of Biomedical Control, Hokkaido University,
Japan and 'Metabolic Research Centre, University ofWollongong, Australia

Fish oils containing omega-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids (n-3 PUFAs) have
been shown to be beneficial in rodents models of insulin resistance. The aim
was to investigate the effects of eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA, 20:5 n-3) on
insulin action in the obese and insulin resistant Otsuka Long Evans
Tokushima Fatty (OLETF) rat. Eleven month old male OLETF rats were
divided into 3 groups (n=6 for all measures) fed either lab Chow or Chow
supplemented with sufficient EPA to provide either 0.3 or 1.0 grams/kg
body weight/day. At the end of 10 weeks feeding hyperinsulinemic,
euglycemic clamps were used to assess insulin action and soleus muscle was
freeze-clamped for measurement of triglyceride (TG) and glycogen levels.
EPA improved insulin action in a dose-dependent manner. glucose infusion
rate to maintain euglycemia was: Chow 14.7±3.9Ilmol.min·'.kg·'; 0.3 EPA
group 19.5±3.8, and 1.0 EPA group 32.1±5.5, p<O.OI vs. the other
groups. Weight gain did not differ between groups. Circulating TG was
decreased by EPA (Chow 2.7±0.2 mM; 0.3 EPA group 2.4±0.2; 1.0 EPA
group 1.5±O.l, p<O.OI vs. the other groups). In contrast, muscle TG
increased in the EPA-treated groups (Chow 29.9±3.4 mg/g wet weight;
38.7±6.5 in the 0.3 EPA group; and 42.0±2.5 in the 1.0 EPA group,
p<0.05 vs the Chow group).Muscle glycogen did not differ between
groups. In summary, EPA, a long-chain n-3 PUFA, improved insulin action
in the aged OLETF rat even though it increased muscle TG levels. The
positive effects of EPA may then relate either to increased incorporation of
PUFAs into muscle membranes or to effects solely at the liver. In
conclusion, dietary EPA has a beneficial effect on insulin action in the
OLETF rat but the mechanism is not decreased muscle TG levels.

729
RAPID OSCILLATIONS IN OMENTAL LIPOLYSIS.
L. Getty, M. Dea, S. D. Mittelman, M. Ader, R. N. Bergman, University
of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA, USA.

It has been shown that in the basal state, plasma insulin oscillates with a
period of 8-14 min. Recently, we have shown that free fatty acids (FFA)
also oscillate rapidly in plasma. This study was performed to further
investigate the presence of rapid FFA oscillations and their association
with insulin. Blood samples were drawn from 24h-fastect,conscious dogs
at I min intervals for I hour (n=4). Samples for measurement of FFA,
glycerol, and insulin were taken simultaneously from the carotid artery
and portal vein. The oscillatory frequency of each metabolite was
determined by spectral analysis. Both arterial and portal insulin showed a
rapid oscillation with a mean period of 9 min (5.5-11 min). Arterial FFA
and glycerol showed a rapid oscillation with a mean period of 5.8 min
(5.0-6.2 min). In all dogs, the FFA and glycerol concentrations were
significantly higher in the portal vein than the carotid artery (FFA:
0.70:l:.0ImM arterial vs. 0.76:1:.01 mM portal, p<O.OOI for each dog;
glycerol: 1.37:1:.26 mg/dl arterial vs. 1.78:1:.36 mg/dl portal, p<O.OOl for
each dog). Calculation of the portal-arterial difference for either FFA or
glycerol allows for a direct measurement of omental lipolysis. The portal
arterial gradient for both FFA and glycerol showed an oscillatory profile,
suggesting that there is pulsatile lipolysis from the omentum. Spectral
analysis showed that this pulsatile release is at a mean frequency of 5.5
min (4.4-8 min for both FFA and glycerol). It is possible that the pulsatile
release of FFA from the omentum is driven by the rapid arterial insulin
oscillation. However, for each dog the arterial insulin frequency did not
correspond with the omental FFA or glycerol frequency. It is also
possible that the oscillatory release of FFA from the omentum is
controlled by a neural signal.

728
MUSCLE GLYCOGEN REGULATION IN THE EVOLUTION OF
HUMAN OBESITY TO DIABETES
A. Golay, R. Munger, F. Assimacopoulos, E. Bobbioni, E. Jequier
and J.P. Felber. University Hospital Geneva and Institute of
Physiology, Lausanne, Switzerland.

The purpose of the work was to study changes in muscle glycogen
regulation in the evolution of obesity towards diabetes. A group of 33
obese patients was subdivided into 3 groups according to their degree
of glucose intolerance: 12 with normal glucose tolerance (NGT), 7
with impaired glucose tolerance (IGT) and 14 with diabetes (D). They
were compared to II nonobese subjects (N). They were submitted to
a euglycemic, hyperinsulinemic clamp associated with indirect
calorimetry. Muscle needle biopsies were taken before and at the end
of the 2-hour clamp for measurements of glycogen synthase (GS) and
phosphorylase (GP) activity and glycogen concentration [gly]. This
study confirms the gradual increase in plasma NEFA and decrease in
glucose oxidation and storage in the evolution of obesity towards
diabetes. In NGT, a negative correlation between [gly] and GS
activity is observed (r = 0.837; P = 0.003) and a positive correlation
between [gly] and GP activity. In IGT, the negative correlation

between Iglyl and GS does not exist anymore as well as in the
diabetic group; whereas the positive relationship between [gly] and
GP is still significant (r = 0.917; P = 0.001). In the diabetic group, the
glycogen regulation does not exist anymore with no correlation
between GS and GP. The endogenous regulation of glycogen
concentration between [gly] and both GS and GP activity is
progressively lost. The loss of this regulation is confirmed by the
diminution of the sensitivity of GS to G-6-P and could be one
explanation for the evolution from obesity towards diabetes.

730
DIRECT MEASUREMENT OF THE LUMPED CONSTANT FOR t
[
14CI -2-DEOXY-GLUCOSE/N VIVO IN HUMAN SKELETAL MUSCLE
T. Utriainen, S. t.ovisetti, S. Makimattila, A. Bertoldo, R.
Bonadonna, S. Weintraub, R. DeFronzo, C. Cobelli and H. Yki
Jarvinen. University ofHelsinki, Finland; Universities of Padova and
Verona, Italy; University of Texas HSC at San Antonio, USA.

The lumped constant (LCI is used to convert clearance rates of 2
deoxy-D-glucose to those of glucose. There are currently no data to
validate the widely used assumption of an LC of 1.0 for human
skeletal muscle in positron emission tomography -studies. We
determined the LC for 1-['4CI-2-deoxy-glucose(2-DG) in 18 normal
male subjects (age 29 ± 2 vis. 8MI 24.8 ± 0.8 kg/m') under fasting,
physiological (1 rnlf/kqrnin insulin infusion for 180 min) and
supraphysiological (5 mu/kq-rnm) hyperinsulinemic conditions.
Normoglycemia was maintained using the euglycemic clamp
technique. The LC was directly measured using a new triple tracer
technique. 3-[3Hlglucose, 2-DG and "C-mannitol were injected as
an intrabrachial artery bolus at 165 min. The concentration of 3H_
glucose and 14C-DG (dpm/ml plasma) and of "C-mannitol (pmol/l,
by gas chromatography mass spectroscopy) were determined in 50
blood samples withdrawn from the ipsilateral deep forearm vein
over 15 minutes after the bolus injection. The clearance rate (clr)

of each tracer was determined from the area under the washout
curve divided by the dose. The LC was calculated from the
equation 12-DG",~Mand') I I'H~Glu".-Man",), The LC averaged
1.26±0.08 (range 1.06-1.43), 1.15±0.05 (0.99~1.39) and
1.18 ± 0.05 (0.97~1.371under fasting conditions and during the 1
and 5 mU/kg'min insulin infusions INS between the different insulin
concentrations, mean LC 1.2. P <0.01 vs 1.01. In conclusion. the
LC for 2-DG in human skeletal muscle is constant over a wide
range of insulin concentrations and averages 1.2.
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731
NO REGIONAL DIFFERENCES IN THE SENSITIVITY OF THE SUBCUTA
NEOUS ADIPOSE TISSUE TO THE ANTI-LIPOLYTIC EFFECT OF INSULIN IN
OBESE, DIABETIC AND NON-DIABETIC WOMEN.
1. R. Katz', C. Weyer', K. Rave', S. W. Coppack' and J. Yudkin'. ' Center for
Diabetes and Cardiovascular Risk, Whittington Hospital, UCLMS, Archway Road,
London NI9 3UA, UK and 2 Dept Metabolic Diseases and Nutrition, University of
Duesseldorf, Moorenstr. 5,40225 Duesseldorf, Germany

Regional differences in subcutaneous adipose tissue (SAT) lipolysis may playa role
in the disposition to predominately abdominal (abd) or femoro-gluteal (fern) fat ac
cumulation. Local differences between both SAT sites were found in their sensitivity
to the lipolytic effect of exercise. In the present study we aimed to investigate whether
the sensitivity of SAT to the anti-lipolytic effect of insulin is a) different between the
abd and fern region and b) related to whole body insulin action on glucose disposal.
Eleven obese women [age 48±9 yrs, BMI 42.5±9.8 kg/m! (mean±SD), diabetic/non
diabetic 417] underwent a 2-step-euglycemic glucose clamp [90 min baseline, 120
min step I (insulin infusion rate (lIR): 0.25 mUIkg/min) and 120 min step 2 (lIR:
0.50 mUIkg!min)]. Interstitial glycerol concentrations ('lipolysis index') were
measured at baseline (B-GLY) and at the end of step I (CI-GLY) and step 2 (C2
GLY) of the clamp at abd and fern SAT sites by microdialysis (CMA/60, 0.3 ul/min),
Regional SAT blood flow was determined by lJJXe wash-out. Stimulated glucose
uptake [M, (mg! kgFFM/min)] was measured during the last 30 min of the clamp. B
GLY was similar in both SAT regions [322±79 (abd) vs. 370± 119 (fern) umol/l, n.s.].
During the clamp, CI-GLY was suppressed by 22% (abd, n.s.) and 27% (fern, n.s.)
and C2-GLY was suppressed by 41% (abd, p<0.05) and 43% (fern, p<0.05) as
compared to B-GLY. Abd and fern suppression of glycerol (SUP-GL Y) were closely
related (r=0.89, p<O.OOI) without regional differences. M was positively correlated
with SUP-GLY [r=0.75 (abd), r=0.78 (fern), p<O.OI], but not with B-GLY. There was
no relationship between either B-GLY or SUP-GL Y and the waist-to-hip ratio.
Diabetic subjects showed a lower M [2.7±0.6 vs. 4.4±1.3, p<0.05] and a trend towards
a lower SUP-GLY (31±15 vs. 49±14%, p~0.09) as compared to non-diabetic subjects.
These findings suggest that a) there are no regional differences in the anti-lipolytic
effect of insulin between the abdominal and the femorogluteal SAT site in obese
women and b) the sensitivity of the SAT to the anti-lipolytic effect of insulin is
related to whole body insulin action on glucose disposal.

PS25
Insulin Resistance: Intracellular
733
PHYSIOLOGICAL CHARACTERIZATION AND MUTATIONAL
ANALYSIS OF THE INSULIN RECEPTOR GENE IN A PATIENT
WITH SEVERELY INSULIN RESIST ANT DIABETES
MELLITUS.
H. Vestergaard, L. Hansen, S. Jessing, S. G. Larsen, O. Pedersen.
Steno Diabetes Center and Hagedorn Research Institute, Gentofte.
Dept of Endocrinology, Herlev University Hospital, Copenhagen,
Denmark.
A 14 year old girl with 3 years of known diabetes was referred to
Steno Diabetes Center. She presented with acanthosis nigricans,
fasting hyperglycemia (14.4 mmol/1), fasting hyperinsulinemia (3982
pmol/l, ref. Interval: 5-69pmol/l), and elevated HbA" (14.4%, ref.
Interval: 4.1-6.4%) and non-esterified fatty acids (1.22 mmol/1 vs. 0.56
± 0.15 mmol/l in 6 healthy non-diabetic women). During
hyperinsulinemic and euglycemic clamp conditions her total glucose
disposal rate was one-fifth of the total glucose disposal rate compared
to 6 non-diabetic women (85 vs. 436 ± 31 mg/m'/min) and one-third
compared to 6 diabetic women (85 vs. 278 ± 14). Because of the
severe insulin resistance and acanthosis nigricans which occasionally
is associated with structural changes in the insulin receptor, we studied
the insulin receptor gene for mutations. The coding sequence of the 22
exons, including the signal peptide, was analyzed by PCR-SSCP
heteroduplex scanning in 29 segments, and in exon 2 we found a
previously unreported Tl841 amino acid substitution. This mutation
was inherited from her mother who is slightly insulin resistant (fasting
serum insulin, 200 pmolll vs. 39 ± 20 pmol/1 in 80 non-diabetic
women) but otherwise normal. We conclude that the novel Tl84I
variant of the insulin receptor confers insulin resistance and if not
directly pathognomonic it may well be an important factor in the
pathogenesis of acanthosis nigricans.

732
ARACmooNIC ACID AND BRL-49653 ENHANCE GLUCOSE

UPTAKE IN 3T3 L1 ADIPOCYTES

C.Baker, I.B.Prins, C.L.Loizou and S.O'Rahilly. Departments of

Clinical Biochemistry and Medicine, Cambridge University,

Addenbrookes Hospital, Hills Road, Cambridge CB2 2QR

Dietary fatty acids have been shown to modulate insulin sensitivity,

although the mechanism whereby this occurs is unknown.

Thiazolidinediones are potent insulin sensitising agents which act via

the nuclear hormone receptor PPARy. The endogenous ligand for this

receptor is thought to be a member of the prostanoid family. We

hypothesised that fatty acid composition may modulate insulin

sensitivity by influencing production of endogenous activators of

PPARy. 3T3 L1 adipocytes were incubated with various fatty acids or

the thiazolidinedione BRL-49653 for 48h. Of the ten fatty acids

studied, arachidonic acid showed the most marked enhancement of

basal and insulin-stimulated glucose uptake (3.8 fold and 1.9 fold

respectively compared with vehicle control; all p<O.OOI). A similar

effect was observed for BRL-49653 ( 2.5 fold and 1.6 fold

respectively, all p<O.OOI). In a time course experiment arachidonic

acid enhanced basal and insulin-stimulated glucose uptake after Ih of

supplementation whereas BRL-49653 had no effect up to 48h. Thus

arachidonic acid, a known precursor of intracellular prostanoids, has

effects on basal and insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in 3T3 L I

adipocytes which closely resemble those induced by

thiazolidinediones. However, the time course of action of these two

compounds differ which suggests possible differences in their precise

modes of action.

734
NOVELMUTANTALLELESOF THE INSULINRECEPTOR GENE.
S. Rique, N. Potau, D. Mauricio, S. Ferragut, V. Marcos, L. Ibanez, C. Nogues
and A. Carrascosa. Hospital Universitari Materno-Infantil Vall d'Hebron.
Barcelona. Spain.
Insulin resistance of genetic syndromes has been well characterized as having
mutations in the insulin receptor gene. We have studied the structure of insulin
receptor gene in four patients with extreme insulin resistance. A 27 year old boy
with Rabson-MendenhaI1 syndrome (RM), and three girls with Type A insulin
resistance. Two of them were sisters (AI and AZ) with different phenotype, and
the other girl (A3) had acanthosis nigricans, polycystic ovary pattern, high
androgen levels and fasting hyperinsulinemia (350 flU/ml). A 75g oral glucose
test wasnormal. The boy was diabetic and treated with high insulin doses, and the
girls had hyperinsulinemia with normal fasting glucose levels. Amplification of
the 22 exons by PCR showed no structural aberrations. The single strand
conformation polymorphism (SSCP) revealed abnormal patterns in some exons.
Automatic sequencing of the insulin receptor gene demonstrated that the insulin
receptor gene of patient RM presented a missense mutation in the maternal allele
substituting Lys (AAA) for Asn (AAe) at codon 15 in exon 2 and a nonsense
mutation at codon 1000 changing an Arg (CGA) into a Stop (TGA) in the
paternal allele. Patient Al presented a missense mutation substituting Leu (TIG)
for Val (GTG) in heterozygous state at codon 140 in exon 2 and a mutation in
heterozygous state in the acceptor splice site of intron 21 which changes the
consensus sequence AG into AA. This second mutation was present in the insulin
receptor gene of her sister (AZ). Patient A3 presented a missense mutation
substituting Val (GTG) for Ala (GCG) in heterozygous state at codon 1028 in
exon 17. The relationship between genotype and phenotype in our patients seems
to be coincident, but patient A3 had an heterozygous mutation with a severe
phenotype. To our knowledge Leu'40. Val"l28 and the mutation in the acceptor
splice site of the intron 21 have not been previously described.We can conclude
that the severe insulin resistance state of these patients is due to these mutations in
the insulin receptor gene.
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METFORMIN POTENTIATES PHOSPHATIDYLINOSITOL-3'
KINASE BY IRS-2 RECRUTMENT IN RAT HEPATIC TISSUE.

F. Grigorescu, P. Poucheret, O. Bouix, C. Lautier, E. Renard, F.
Macari, J. Bringer, G. Cros, N. Wiensperger and J.1. Serrano.
IURC and Pharmacology Dept., Montpellier and Lipha
International, Lyon, France.

In order to understand the molecular mechanism of action of
metformin, a biguanide commonly used in treatment of NIDDM, we
have investigated its invivoeffects on insulin signaling in rat hepatic
tissue. Intraportal bolus injection of insulin (1.5 IU) was performed
in Wistar rats at fast, 90 min after oral administration of 4-400
mg/kg metformin. Hepatic tissue was excised at I, 5 and 10 min,
solubilized and submitted to immunoprecipitation with antibodies
against insulin receptor, IRS-I and 2 and p85cx subunit of PtdIns 3'
kinase. Proteins were resolved in SDS-PAGE and submitted to
immunoblotting. PtdIns 3' kinase activity was measured by thin
layer chromatography. Tyrosine phosphorylation of the insulin
receptor revealed by antiphosphotyrosine antibodies was maximun
at I min after insulin stimulation and slowly decreased by 5 and 10
min. Metformin at maximal dose stimulated by 2 fold the
phosphorylation and the association of the insulin receptor with
IRS-2 at 5 and 10 min but not those of IRS-I. Similarly, metformin
stimulated by 3 fold the PtdIns 3'kinase activity in
immunoprecipitates of IRS-2 but not in IRS-I precipitates. These
data, combined with our previous results indicating the potentiation
in vitro of insulin receptor kinase after both acute and chronic
treatment of metformin, suggest that this drug may act in the early
steps of insulin transduction, preferentially implicating IRS-2
substrate in rat hepatic tissue. Specific action of metformin in hepatic
tissues may give a new insight in mechanisms involved in
therapeutic correction of transduction defects associated with insulin
resistance.

737
MOLECULAR ALTERATION OF THE INSULINSIGNALTRANS
DUCTION PATHWAY IN IMMORTALIZED LYMPHOBLASTS
FROMPATIENTS WITH ESSENTIAL HYPERTENSION
J. Niggemann, M. Koenen andJ. Eckel, Molecular Cardiology,
Diabetes Research Institute, Dilsseldorf, Germany
The association of essential hypertension and insulin resistance is well esta
blished, however, the molecular basis of this interaction has remained comple
tely unknown. Epstein-Barr virus immortalized Iymphoblasts from patients with
essential hypertension have now been used to study the components of the in
sulin signal transduction pathway in order to identify primary defects free of
systemically-induced alterations. Cell lines obtained from four normotensive
(NT) and four hypertensive (HT) patients were kept in a continuous culture in
the presence of 10% FCS and were transferred to a serum-free buffer before
stimulation with insulin (10" M, 10 min). Immunoprecipitation (IP) of the insulin
receptor (IR) indicated an enhanced autophosphorylation of the IR beta
subunit (2 fold) in HT patients with an unaltered protein expression of the IR.
Propagation of insulin signaling was then analyzed at the level of IRS-1 and
IRS-2. Stimulation with insulin produced a marked increase in the tyrosine
phosphorylation of IRS-1 in cells from NT patients. This effect was reduced by
49 ± 13% (n=4) in HT patients. This was paralleled by a profound reduction in
the protein expression of IRS-1 in HT cells (89 ± 8% in IRS-1 IP and 62 ± 17%
in cell Iysates). Protein expression of IRS-2 was also reduced, but to a lesser
extent (about 60% in IP and 42% in ceillysates). Downstream insulin signaling
was then analyzed at the level of PI 3-kinase. In control cells insulin produced
a four fold increase in p85-associated PI 3-kinase activity with no difference
between NT and HT cells. Further, expression of the p85 adapter subunit was
not different between the two groups. In conclusion, our data show a profound
alteration of the insulin signaling cascade at the level of IRS protein expres
sion in cells from HT patients. This defect is compensated by an increase in
the IR tyrosine kinase activity and enables an unaltered downstream signaling
to PI 3-kinase. We conclude that the downregulation of IRS-1 and -2 must be
genetically fixed and may render HT cells more susceptible to exogenous fac
tors finally leading to the manifestation of insulin resistance in these patients.
(Supported by DFG SFB 351, C2 and EU COST 85)
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DIVERGENT EFFECTS OF ALTERED GLYCEMIA ON EARLY AND
INTERMEDIATE SIGNALING EVENTS IN GOTO-KAKIZAKI (GK) RATS

Y. Kawano, X.M. Song, A. Krook, S. Efendic, R.A. Roth, H. Wallberg-Henriksson
and lR. Zierath. Stockholm,Swedenand Stanford,CA, USA.

Hyperglycemiamay directly contribute to the developmentof insulin resistance in
NIDDM through alterationsin insulin signalingin peripheraltissues. To explore the
role of hyperglycemiaon insulin signaling in skeletalmuscle, OK diabetic rats were
treated with phlorizin (PHL) or vehicle (VHL) for 4 wks. Thereafter, key
componentsof the insulin-signaling cascadewere assessed in glycolytic (EDL) and
oxidative (soleus) skeletal muscle. Normalization of blood glucose in the OK
diabetic rat by PHL-treatmentimproved,but did not fully restore glucose tolerance
(p<0.05 vs VHL-treated-OK rats). PHL-treatment increased maximal insulin
stimulated glucose transport in soleus by 38% (p<0.05; vs VHL-treated) and fully
restored insulin sensitivity in EDL muscle. Insulin-stimulated IRS-l tyrosine
phosphorylationwas reduced by 43% (p<O.Ol) in OK soleus compared to controls,
with no apparent defect noted in EDL. Similarly, IRS-I-associated PI-3 kinase
activity was reduced by 51% (p<O.Ol) in GK soleus compared to controls, with no
in EDL. Despite reduced PI 3-kinase activity in OK soleus, protein expression of
the p85 subunit of P13-kinase was not altered. Defects in IRS-l tyrosine
phosphorylationand IRS-l associatedPI-3 kinase activityin soleusmuscle were not
improved in PHL-treated OK rats. Activity of the serine/threonine kinase Akt, a
major target of PI 3-kinase generatedsignals, was also assessed. Insulin-stimulated
Akt activity was reduced by 65% in OK soleus (p<O.OI; vs non-diabetic),whereas,
insulin was withouteffect on Akt in OK EDL muscle.Restorationof glycemia with
PHL-treatmentcompletelynormalizedAkt activity in both soleus and EDL muscle
to non-diabeticlevels. In conclusion,improvedglucosetolerance in diabetic OK rat
by PHL-treatmentfully restores the downstreamresponse of PI 3-k"inase, including
Akt activity and glucose transport, despite a persistent defect in early insulin
signaling elements. Thus, in diabetic skeletal muscle, distal rather than proximal
steps to PI 3-kinaseappear to be sensitiveto changesin glycemia.

738
CIRCULATING SOLUBLE TNF-a RECEPTOR 2 LEVELS ARE
ASSOCIATED WITII INSULIN RESISTANCE
JM Feruandez-geal, M Broch"', J. Vendrell", C. Gutierrez"'. R Casamitjana+, C.
Richart" and W. Ricart. University Hospital of Girona and Tarragona".
+Hospital Clinic of Barcelona, SPAIN

Recent studies have shown that the tumor necrosisfactor ([NF) system
is implicatedin the insulin resistanceof human obesity.The purposeofthis study
was to explorewhetheractivation of the TNF system, as measuredby the levelsof
circulating tumor necrosis factor receptors I and 2 (sTNFRI and sTNFR2) and
TNF-a, is associated with insulin resistance. Nineteen men (mean age 35.4 ± 2;
8MI 27.8± 1.2,range 22.2-35.7) and 17 women(age 33.9± 1.4;8MI 28.4± 0.8,
range 19-37.9)] were studied. sTNFR2 levels correlated with BMI (r=0.50,
p~0.002), fat-free mass (r=0.61, p<O.OOOI) and waist-to-hip ratio (WHR)
(r=0.39, p=0.02),basal glucose levels (r=0.45, p=0.007)and with area under the
curve for glucose (AUCglucose) after OOTT (r=0.42, p=0.013). sTNFR2 also
correlated negativelywith insulin sensitivity(SI), evaluated using the frequently
sampled intravenous glucose tolerance test with minimal model analysis (r=
0.38, p=0.02), and with SI derived from the oral glucose tolerance test
(OGTI)(r=-0.56, p~O.OOI). Plasma sTNFRI and TNF-a. levels were not
associatedwith any of these variables. As WHRinfluencedboth SI and sTNFR2
levels, we constructeda MultipleLinearRegression to predict S, with WHR and
sTNFR2 as independent variables. In this model, both WHR (p=O.0078) and
sTNFR2levels(p=O.025) contributed to 47% of the variancein SI. However, after
controlling for fat-free mass, all the correlationsbetween Sr, SI from the OGTI
and sTNFR2 levels disappeared, indicating that fat-free mass was significantly
influencing these associations. In swnmary, plasma sTNFR2 levels, but not
sTNFRI, wereproportional to bodymass index,waist-to-hip ratio,fat-freemass (a
well-known confounder in the evaluation of insulinsensitivity), basal and postioad
glucoselevels.and insulin resistance. These findings supportTNF-a as a system
regulating insulinactionin humanobesity.
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CO-TRANSFEcrION OF INSULIN RECEPTOR AND PKq2 IN HEK 293
CELLS: EFFEcr OF SERINE TO ALANINEEXCHANGES IN TIIE INSULIN
RECEPTOR

v. Strack, A.M Hennige, .B. Bossenmaier, M. Kellerer and au. Haring.
UniversitatTubingea, Innere Medizin N, Otfried-Miiller-Str. 10,72076 Tilbingen,
Gennany. ·Boehringer Mannbeim GmbH, Abt. Molekularbiologie, 68305 Mann
heirn, Germany,

We have previouslyshown that co-transfectionof insulin receptor (IDR) wildtype
and protein kinase C (pKC) ~ I and ~2 inhibits insulin stimulated autophos
phorylation of HIR after stimulation with TPA. The underlying mechanism how
PKC inhibits HIR auto-phosphorylation is unclear, one potential mechanism
involves phosphorylationof serine residues in the insulin receptor ~-subnnit. In
order to identify potential regulatorydomains we exchange serine to alanine at 16
candidate positions. To determine whether one of these serine residues is essential
for the inhibitory effect of PKq on insulin receptor signalling we co-transfected
HIR mutants with PKC~2 in HEK 293 cells. Cells were stimulatedwith TPA (10-6
M, 30 min) and insulin (10.7 M, 5 min). HIR autophosphorylation was determined
by pTyr antibodies, expression of HIR mutants andPKC~ was monitored by the
respectiveantobodies. We found that all HIR mutants could be inhibited by TPA
stimulated PKq2, however there were quantitative differences in the inhibitory
effect. The inhibition was less pronounced in HIR-994, HIR-1023/25 and HIR
exchanges in the C-terminus(HIR-1258, HIR-1293/94,HIR-1308/09). As described
earlier, serine to alanine exchanges in these domains lead to increased HIR
autophosphorylation. It is therefore difficult to decide whether these domains are
indeed specifically required for the inhibitory effect of PKQ2 on HIR or whether
the reduced ability of PKC~2 to inhibit these HIR constructs reflects the activity
state of these receptormutants.

741
CIRCULATING TUMOR NECROSIS FACTOR u <rNFu)
CONCENTRATIONS ARE ELEVATED IN TYPE 2 DIABETES
AND RELATE TO THE DEGREE OF GLYCEMIA
C Tsigos" F. Giardina", I Kyrou', P. Tsiotra,' A. Mitrakou2and S.
Raptis", 'Hellenic National Diabetes Center and 22nd Department
of Internal Medicine, Research Institute and Diabetes Center,
University of Athens, Evangelismos Hospital, Athens, Greece.

The expression of the cytokine tumor necrosis factor u
(TNFu) is elevated in obesity in both adipose and muscle tissue
and is thought to play a critical role as mediator of peripheral
insulin resistance. To examine whether circulating TNFu levels
are elevated in type 2 diabetes and whether they relate to
glycemia level, we compared the plasma levels of TNFu and of
the other main endocrine cytokine, interleukin-6 (IL-6), (both
measured by Elisa) in 12 type 2 male diabetic patients (treated
with diet only) and 11 non diabetic controls, who were matched for
age and body mass index (8MI) (49 ± 2 vs 47 ± 3 years and 29.1
± 1.2 vs 31.6± 1.9, respectively) and gave no history of recent or
active infection. Glucose and insulin levels were measured at 0, 1
and 2 hours after a 75 gr oral glucose load. No differences were
observed in plasma IL-6 levels between the two groups. In
contrast, TNFu levels were significantly elevated in the diabetic
patients compared to the control subjects (5.48 ± 0.72 vs. 3,41±
0.57 pg/ml, p<0.02) and correlated significantly with basal and 2
hour post-OGIT glucose levels (r=0.80, p<0.01). TNFu levels did
not correlate, however, to 8MI or weight-to-hip ratio (WHR). In
conclusion, circulating TNFu levels are elevated in type 2
diabetes mellitus, independently of the presence of obesity, and
appear to relate the degree of both fasting and post-prandial
glycemia.
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EXI'RESSIO"I OF PC-I IN LI'/SECT CELLS AND CHARACTERIZATION

OF ITS ANTI·INSULIN RECEPTOR KINASE ACTIVITY.
S. Tokita. M. Ito. Y. Takeuchi.and M. Ihara. TsukubaResearch Institute. Banyu
Pharmaceutical Co.. Ltd.. Ibaraki, Japan.
PC-I is a membraneglycoproteinexpressedin a form ofhomodimer. PC-l has its
enzymaticactivity as an ccto-phosphodiesterase(PDE)/pyrophosphatase(pPase). It
has recently been suggested that, in insulin resistant subjects, expression of PC-1 is
elevated in association with a decrease in the activity of insulin receptor tyrosine
kinase (lR-TK). suggestinga close linkage betweenPC·I expressionand insulin
resistance.The purposeof tbis study is to investigatethe anti-IR-TKactivity of PC
I and [0 elucidate its inhibitorymechanism.Methods: Baculovirallyexpressed
human PC-l(rhPC-1) was partiallypurified by lectin-affinity chromatography. The
hydrolyticactivity of rhPC-1 wasmeasured usingp-NPP(p-nitrophenylphenyl
phosphonate) as a substrate. lR-TK. purified from IM9cells. wasestimated for
insulin (0.1' 10~M) -stimulatedautophosphorylation in the presenceof rhPC-1.
Results: (l)Homodimeric rhPC-1 was indeed expressedin the insect cells. as
estimated at Mr-220 KDa by an immunoblotanalysis.The hydrolyticactivity of
rhPC-I was comparable to that of native PC-I (Km for p-NPP: rhPC·l/nPC-1 =
240/210~M).(2) The rhPC-I inhibited IR-TKactivity in a dose dependent manner
(EC"O= -80 VIm!) and exerted little effect on human EGF receptorTK activity. (3)
J-091.122and orthovanadatewere found to inhibit the hydrolyticactivity of the
rhPC-I(lOO = 0.2-10 ~M). Someof them also suppressedthe rhPC-1inhibitionof
IR-TKactivity (lC"O=OSIO ~M). whereasthe others did not show the significant
effects (100 > -100 ~M ).(4) The rhPC-l inhibitedIR-TKactivity more potently
(>100 folds) than did bovine intestine PDE-I.despiteof the revealedconsiderable
homology at active sites or the two diesterases. Conclusions: These results suggest
that anti-Ik activity of PC-I is not simply explainedby ATPdepletion throughthe
hydrolyticactivity of PC-I. Chemicals we discoveredmay be usctol to investigate
the mechanismof PC-I action over IR.
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CHRONIC HYPERINSULINAEMIA DOES NOT REGULATE PC-I GENE
EXPRESSION AND PROTEIN CONTENT.
B. Costanzo", P. Sbraccia", M. D'Adamo*, G. Tamburrano", V. Trischitta§
and L. Frittitta". °Insfit Int Med, Univ of Catania; *Div End 3 Univ "La
Sapienza", Roma; § Div End, Scient Instit CSS, S. G. Rotondo; Italy.
Glycoprotein PC-I, a plasma membrane ectoenzyme and an inhibitor of
insulin receptor tyrosine-kinase, is increased in skeletal muscle and adipose
tissue of healthy, insulin resistant, hyperinsulinaemic subjects. It is not
known whether PC-l content increase is secondary to hyperinsulinaemia.
Aim: To verify whether hyperinsulinemia may modulate PC-I gene
expression and protein content. ~: PC-I gene expression (by
competitive PCR) and PC-I protein content (by ELISA) was measured in
skeletal muscle of 8 patients with Insulinoma (I), a natural model of
chronic hyperinsulinaernia which is not secondary to insulin resistance.
Data were compared to those obtained in 8 control subjects (C) matched
for sex (4M/4F vs 4M/4F), age (40t6.8 yrs vs 47.7t4.3), BMI (27.7tl.3
kg/m 2 vs 25.5tIA) and whole body insulin sensitivity as assessed by
euglycaemic clamp (M=6.ltO.7mg/kg'min vs 5.8±O.7).~: First, the
PC-l protein content was significantly correlated to the PC-I gene
expression (r=0.8, p<0.05) indicating that no difference in PC-I transcript
processing and post translational events occurs in the presence of
hyperinsulinaemia. Second, both PC-I content (23.lt2.9 vs 27.lt5 ng/mg
protein) and gene expression (728t77 vs 804t258 cDNA copy/40ng RNA)
were similar in muscle tissue specimens from I and C. Moreover, no
correlation was observed between fasting plasma insulin concentration and
PC-I protein content. Conclusions: These data indicate that chronic
hyperinsulinaemia does not regulate PC-! gene expression and protein
content in human skeletal muscle and suggest that the increased PC-I
protein content reported in skeletal muscle of insulin resistant subjects is
not secondary to hyperinsulinaemia.
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LONG-TERM MODULATION BY INSULIN OF KEY REGULATORY
ENZYMES OF GLUCOSE METABOLISM IN CULTURED OBESE (fa/fal
RAT HEPATOCYTES.
A. Esteban-Gamboa, M.C.G. Lechuga, J.J. Carrillo and J.E. Fellu.
Departamento de Bioquirnica, Facultad de Medicina, Universidad
Aut6noma de Madrid. Spain.
In obese (fa/fa) Zucker rats, glucose metabolism in liver and peripheral
tissues is resistant to short-term modulation by insulin. Nevertheless,
the rise in the key glycolytic enzyme activities in the liver, together with
the reduction of the key gluconeogenic enzymes, suggest a possible
long-term adaptation of the glycolytic/gluconeogenic pathway to the
chronic hyperinsulinemia present in these animals. The aim of the
present study was to investigate the long-term modulation by insulin of
glucokinase (GKl, pyruvate kinase (PK) and phosphoenolpyruvate
carboxykinase (PEPCK) activities, as well as the expression of GK and
PEPCK mRNAs, in primary cultures of hepatocvtes from obese (fa/fa)
and lean (Fa/-) rats. Hepatocytes were isolated from 48-hour fasted
animals and cultured for 24 hours in M-199 in the presence of 10 mM
glucose, 13 11 pmolfl) and dexamethasone 11 pmolfl). Insulin 10.1, 1
and 10 nmolfl) or saline were added 4 hours after plating. In cultured
lean rat hepatocytes, insulin caused a statistically significant and dose
dependent increase in GK and PK activities, as well as a diminution of
PEPCK activity 133%, 20% and 42%, respectively, vs the
corresponding saline values, at 1 nmolll insulin}. In good agreement
with these findings, insulin raised the expression of GK mRNA and
reduced that of PEPCK mRNA (100% and 35% vs the saline values,
respectively, at 10 nmolll insulin). In contrast, in cultured obese rat
heoatocvtes, insulin did not modify GK or PK activities, or alter GK
mRNA levels; however, this hormone caused a significant decrease in
both the activity and mRNA expression of PEPCK. Our results indicate
that primary cultures of obese (fa/fa) rat hepatocytes present resistance
to the long-term positive modulation of GK by insulin, while the
negative control of PEPCK by this hormone is maintained.

PS26
Insulin Resistance: Cardiovascular
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INSULIN-MEDIATED VASODILATION AND GLUCOSE
UPTAKE ARE FUNCTIONALLY RELATED IN MAN.
SJ. Cleland, S. Ueda, J.R. Petrie, H.L. Elliott and J.M.C. Connell.
Department of Medicine & Therapeutics, University of Glasgow,
Glasgow, UK.

There is a positive relationship between insulin sensitivity and basal
endothelial nitric oxide production in healthy volunteers; furthermore,
insulin-mediated vasodilation has been shown to be endothelium
dependent. We hypothesised, therefore, that insulin-mediated
vasodilation and insulin sensitivity should also be directly related.
Eighteen healthy, normotensive male volunteers (age 26±5,4 years)
attended on two occasions for measurement of whole-body insulin
sensitivity using the hyperinsulinaemic euglycaemic clamp, and
forearm vasodilation in response to an intra-arterial infusion of insulin
by bilateral venous occlusion plethysmography. Insulin-mediated
glucose uptake (M) for the group (mean±S.D.) was 10.0±2.2 mg kg"
min", while the percentage change in forearm blood flow ratio
(%FBFR) for the group (median, interquartile range) was 28.2% (13.6,
48.6). In univariate analysis, M was significantly correlated with
%FBFR (r, = 0.60, p < 0.05), but not with BMI (r, = -0,42), age (r = 
0.39) or MAP (r = 0.13). In multiple regression analysis, %FBFR
remained a significant independent predictor ofM (R

2
(adj) = 0,48, t =

3.23, p < 0.01) in a model involving BMI, age and blood pressure.
From these data, we conclude that (I) insulin-mediated vasodilation
may be an important determinant of insulin-mediated glucose uptake,
and (2) glucose uptake modulates the vascular response to insulin,
possibly at an endothelial level.
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A NEW ISOPRENYLSYNTHASE,WHICH IS OVER-EXPRESSED IN
OBESITYAND INDUCEDBY ADIPOGENESIS,SYNTHESIZESTHE
PRENYLMOIETYUSED IN G-PROTEIN PRENYLATION.
D. Vicent, E. Maratos-Flier,and C.R. Kahn. Joslin Diabetes Center,
Boston,MA 02215, USA;

In order to identify molecules that contribute to insulin resistance we have
studiedgene expression in muscle of the oblobmouse, a genetic model of
obesity and extreme insulin resistanceby using the mRNA differential
display method.One of the over-expressedmRNAs encoded a 300 amino
acids protein that was identifiedas the mousegeranylgeranylpyrophosphate
synthase(GGPP synthase) by its homologywithproteins cloned from yeast
and fungus. Two mRNAs of 4.3 and 1.7 kb were detected in Northern blot
analysis. Westernblot analysis of tissuehomogenatesusing specific anti
peptide antibodiesrevealed a single band of 34.8 ill which expression level
in different tissues correlates with the 4.3 kb mRNA.The mRNA expression
was increased in skeletal muscle, liver and fat of the oblobmouse between
5- and 20-fold by Northern blot analysis. Westernblots also showed a 2-fold
over-expressionof the protein in muscle and fat, but not in liver where the
dominant isoform is encoded by the 1.7 kb mRNA. Differentiationof 3T3
L1 fibroblasts into adipocytes inducedGGPP synthaseexpression more than
20-fold. Using the inununoprecipitatedprotein, we found that mammalian
GGPP synthasenot only synthesizesGGPP but also its metabolicprecursor,
farnesylpyrophosphate(FPP). FPP and GGPPare used for protein
isoprenylationin animal cells. This modificationis required for the function
of Ras related small GTPases and trimeric G proteins involved in G protein
coupled receptors signaling.These results suggest that the expression of
GGPP synthase, a key regulator of protein isoprenylation,is regulated in
multipletissues in obesity and adipogenesis.Altered regulation of G
proteins isoprenylationmight be a major factor determiningthe ability of the
cells in responding insulinstimulationin obesity.

746
INSULIN RESISTANCE AND INDICES OF ENDOTHELIAL
FUNCTION: THE BARILLA STUDY
I. Zavaroni, , L. Monti, P. Massironi, A. Zuccarelli, P. Gasparini, A.
Barilli, Valsecchi G, Phan VC, Pontiroli AE and PM. Platti .Institute of
Medical Clinic Parma University and Scientific Institute H.San
Raffaele, Milano University

Altered endothelial function documented by low levels of nitric oxide
(NO) and high levels of endothelin-I (ET-I) has been found in diabetic,
in hypertensive and in patients with CHD disease. Since all these
conditions are associated with insulin resistance it has been hypothesized
that abnormalities of endothelial function are present in insulin resistant
subjects. To test this hypothesis 421 healthy subjects, factory workers,
have been examined and divided into 4 quartiles on the basis of their
insulin area after OOTT, as index of insulin resistance. Subjects with
diabetes, hypertension and CHD disease have been excluded. The
comparison (mean±S.E.) has been done between the subjects in the 4th
quartile, the most insulin resistant and in the 1st quartile, the most insulin
sensitive. matched for age, BMI and gender. Fasting nitric oxide,
endothelin-l and selectin E levels have been measured and compared in
the two groups. Results :the insulin resistant subjects (quartile 4; n=49;
age 52±1 years, BMI 26.7±0.3 Kg/m2) compared to the insulin sensitive
subjects (quartile I; n=49; age 52±0.9 years; BMI 26.3±0.3 Kg/m 2).
show significantly higher levels of plasma insulin, plasma glucose,
triglycerides, lower levels of HDL cholesterol, higher blood pressure.
The indices of endothelial function were: NO 24.9±I.7 vs 18.I±I.O
mmol/1 (p<O.OOl); ET-I 6.1±0.6 vs 7.0±0,4 ng/rnl (NS); Selectin E
6I.2±5.0 vs 52.1±3.9 ng/ml (NS) in the 4th and 1st quartile respectively.
A significant correlation was found between plasma NO levels and
fasting insulin (r=0.34; p<O.OOl), Ih insulin (r=0.32; p<O.Ol). 2h
insulin (r=0.22; p<0.05), triglyceride (r=0,45; p<O.OOI), uric acid
(r=O.22; p<0.05).The multiple regression analysis shows that NO is
independently related to triglycerides and insulin area .Conclusion: the
results indicate that plasma NO metabolites are higher, not lower in
hyperinsulinemic , insulin resistant subjects. This unexpected relationship
in individuals at increased risk for CHD requires further evaluation.
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VASCULAR INSULINRESISTANCE IN SMALL ARTERIES OF ZUCKER
OBESERATSANDAGEINGZUCKERLEANRATS.
T.B.BOdvarsd6ttir, H.C.M.Boonen,B. Vossand, RD. Carr. Departmentof Dia
betesPharmacology, NovoNordiskAlS,Bagsvaerd, Denmark.
It has been suggestedthat one of the factors contributingto peripheral insulin re
sistance in diabetes, is an observed change in haemodynamic responsesto insulin.
Insulin-induced vasodilatation may contribute to increasing nutritive blood flow
and hence glucosedisposalfrom the blood. Resistance arterial function may thus
contributesignificantlyto peripheral insulin resistance. We tested whetherage, pe
ripheral insulin resistance,or both, affect insulin-induced changes in small artery
reactivity. Femoral (FrA) and mesenteric(MrA) resistancesized arteries were iso
latedfrom 12 and 30 week (WK) old insulin resistantZuckerobese(Ob)and insu
lin-sensitive lean (Ln) rats. The vesselswere mountedin a wire myograph at their
individual optimal lumen diameter for recording of isometric force development.
Vesselswereincubatedfor one hour in the presenceor absenceof O.lmUlmlinsulin
(INS),after which cumulativeconcentration- responsecurveswere constructed for
phenylephrine (pHE) and serotonin (5lIT). In Ln rats, INS, as comparedto con
trol, significantly reduced maximal force development in FrA from 12WK rats
(EMAX in roN/rom) to PHE by 36% (3.9±O.2 vs 2.5±O.6) and 5Hf by 38%
(3.9±O.4vs 2.4±O.5) (p<0.05).Furthermore, In Ln rats, INStendedto increaseEMAJ(
in 30WKrats to PHE by 19%(3.3±O.5 vs 3.9±O.4) and to 5Hf by 18%(3.5±O.5 vs
4.1±O.4) (NS), respectively. In Ob rats, INS, as compared to control, did not
change EMAJ( to PRE (3.0±O.5 vs 2.6±O.4) and 5Hf (2.2±O.6 vs 2.7±O.4) in FrA
from 12WKrats and 30WKrats (4.7±O.6 vs 4.4±O.7) and (5.1±O.6 vs 4.7±O.8), re
spectively. Sensitivities to PHE and 5Hf were unaffected by INS. In MrA of both
Ln and Ob, EMAJ( and sensitivities to PHE and 5Hf wereunaffected by INS. These
resultsindicatethat insulin i) reducessmall artery reactivityin vitro, dependingon
the anatomicallocationof the artery, ii) Ibis effectappearsage dependentand iii) it
is impairedin an animal modelof peripheralinsulin resistance. The significance of
the regionality and lack of vascular insulin responsiveness in the develop
ment/maintenance of peripheralinsulin resistancehas to be further established.

749
FETALGROWTH IS ASSOCIATED WITHGLUCOSE UPTAKE ANDBLOOD
PRESSURE BUT NOTWITHPLASMALIPIDS
L. Byberg,P. McKeigue'andH. Lithel!. Department of PublicHealthandCaring
SciencesI Geriatrics Unit,UppsalaUniversity, Uppsala, Sweden, and"Epidemiology
Unit,LondonSchoolof Hygiene & TropicalMedicine. London,UK.

Reduced size at birthhas beenrelatedto diseaseoutcome in adultlife.Theaimof this
study was to investigate the strength of potential relations between components of the
insulinresistance syndrome (IRS)and birthweight. In 1970-73,a metabolic
investigation of all 50-year-old men livingin Uppsala, Sweden, included 1268men
withrecorded birthweights. A follow-up investigation wasperformed at age70
(n=737). IRSat age50 wasdefinedif [hypertension] and[diabetes or elevated levelsof
fasting glucose or insulin] and[elevated levelsof serumtriglycerides or reduced HDL
cholesterol] werepresentsimultaneously. Height,weightand BMIwerepositively
relatedto birthweight. At age50, systolicbloodpressure, fastinginsulinand glucose,
and truncal fat (subscapular to triceps skinfold ratio)wereinversely relatedto
birthweight. At age 70, insulinsensitivity increased andPAI-I activity decreased with

, increasing birthweight, regardless of BMI(slope(95% confidence interval) for I SD
increasein the variable and I kg increasein birthweight: .18(.06to .31)and-.25(-.40
to -.10), respectively). Therewerenosignificant relationships between birthweight
and serumtriglycerides (slopeat age50:-.06(-.14 to .03))or HDLcholesterol (slope
at age 50: .0I(-.11 to .12))measured at eitherinvestigation. The prevalence of IRSat
age 50 washigherwithlowerbirthweight, a trendstrengthened by restricting the
analysisto termbirths (2:38 weeksgestation). In the lowestbirthweight group«3.25
kg) 19.1 % men had IRSand in the highest(2:4.25 kg) 6.2%had IRS (p for trend:
0.008).A I kg decrease in birthweight was relatedto an increased riskof havingthe
IRSat age 50 of 2.97.Weconclude, on the basisof thesetwo cross-sectional
investigations, that birth weight is inversely related only to some of the components
of the IRS in men,namely bloodpressure,glucose, insulin,insulinresistance, and
PAI-I levels,andnot to serumtriglycerides and HDLcholesterol. Thus,the suggested
"small-baby syndrome" is notequivalent to the IRS.
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POST-EXERCISE ~-ADRENERGIC STIMULATION OF ADIPOSE TISSUE L1PO
LYSIS AND BLOOD FLOW IS UNALTERED IN OBESE INSULIN RESISTANT MEN.
E. Blilrsheim', P. Lonnroth, S. Knardahl', and P.-A. Jansson. 'The Norwegian
University of Sport and Physical Education, National Institute of Occupational
Health, Oslo, Norway, and The Lundberg Laboratory for Diabetes Research,
SahlgrenskaUniversity Hospital, Gothenburg, Sweden.

The aim of this study was to determine if an exercise bout increases the lipolytic
response to B-adrenoceptor stimulation, and to characterize adipose tissue blood
flow (ATBF) post-exercise. Eight lean (L; BMI:23.6±2.1 kg,m-2(Mean±SD); plasma
insulin: 5.6±1.5 mu- 1-1; heart rate:49±6 beats, min1) and eight obese men
(0; BMI:29.0±1.9 kg , m-2, p<0.001 vs. L; insulin: 11.5±4.6 mU ' 1-1, p=0.004 vs. L;
heart rate: 65±11 beals· rnn', p=0.004 vs. L)were investigated in the postabsorp
tive state with abdominal subcutaneous microdialysis and 133Xe clearance. A
stepwise in situ infusion of the non-selective B-adrenoceptor agonist isoprenaline
(10-a, 10-7 and 10-6mol·I·1) was giventwohoursbeforeand twohours after exercise
(90 minat 50% of maximal 02 uptake). Nodifference in lipolysis was found neither
between groups nor between response to pre- and post-exercise isoprenaline
infusion. However, when the vasodilating agent hydralazine (0.125g -F') was
infused together with isoprenaline to control blood flow, there was a reduced
maximum lipolytic response in both groups post-exercise: (L:251±42 IJmol . 1-1

(Mean±SE); O:288±77 umol .1-') vs. pre-exercise (L:352±62 umol . 1-1, p=0.045 vs.
post; 0:380±94 umol . 1-1, p=0.021 vs. post). Pre-exercise ATBF was similarin the
twogroups (L:4.0±0.4 ml. 100g-l . min-1, 0:3.3±0.9 ml . 100 g.l . min', p=0.50)
and doubledduring 3.5 h post-exercise. However, the increase inATBF was delayed
inthe obese subjects (p=0.032).
Inconclusion, the results indicate that adipose tissue lipolysis responsiveness to B
sfimulaton is not altered post-exercise. Lipolytic response is not altered in obese
subjects despite significantly higher insulin levels, indicating that the antilipolytic
effect of insulin is reduced. In the recovery period, ATBF is delayed in insulin
resistantobese vs. lean subjects.
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SKELETAL MUSCLE CAPILLARY PERMEABILITY OF INSULIN IS
INDEPENDENT OF BLOOD FLOW.
S. Gudbj6rnsd6ttir, J. Wahren* and P. Lonnroth. Lundberg Laboratory for
Diabetes Research, Sahlgrenska University Hospital, and ·Dep. of Clinical
Physiology, Karolinska Hospital, Sweden.

Interstitial concentrations of insulin and glucose in skeletal muscle are markedly
lower than in plasma, suggesting that capillary delivery of insulin to interstitial
fluid is rate limiting for the insulin effect. It has been suggested that insulin
deliveryto muscle interstitial fluid is mediated both by passivediffusionand active
transendothelial receptor-mediated transport and that plasma flow rate regulates
insulintranscapillary transport. To evaluate this, permeability surface area product
(PS) for insulinand glucose were measuredusing the forearm model, arterial and
deep venous catheterization, intramuscular microdialysis and a two-step
euglycemic hyperinsulinemic insulin clamp in ten healthy young males (age
26.5± 1.3, BMI 2H2.8, (mean±SE».

Insulininfusionrate Insulininfusionrate P-value
120mUlmin 240mUlmin

PlasmainsulinmUll 230±68 573±58 <0.0001
Plasmaglucosemmol/l 6.02±0.1 6.1±0.2 ns
Glucoseinfusionrate mg/kg/min 11.2±0.5 13.1±0.8 <0.0001
Interstitiallarterial insulinratio 0.36±0.1 0.48±0.1 ns
Interstitial/arterial glucose ratio 0.45±0.04 0.45±0.04 ns
Bloodflow mllmin/lOOml 4.4±0.7 6.2 ±0.8 p<0.05
PS insulinml/minllOOmg 0.6±0.2 0.4 ±O.I ns
PS glucoseml/min/lOOg 2.2±0.8 4.5±1.6 ns
Conclusions: PS for insulin was similar or somewhat lower than that previously
described for inulin and considerably lower than for glucose. Furthermore, the
interstitial arterial concentration ratio for insulin did not change at increased
plasma insulinlevels. PS for insulinand glucosedid not increasesignificantly with
insulin-induced increase in blood flow. The results suggest that insulin-induced
increase of plasma flow is not accompanied by significantly augmented capillary
recruitment and that non-saturable diffusion is the most important transcapillary
route for insulin.
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FLOW-MEDIATED IMPAIRMENTIN THE ABILITY OF EXERCISE TO
STIMULATEGLUCOSEUPTAKEINOBESITYAS MEASURED USING
r SO]-H

20, r50]-02, r 8F]-FDG AND PET
Pirjo Nuutila, Kirsti Larmola,Vesa Oikonen,PauliinaPeltoniemi, Teemu
Takala, Jukka Kemppainen, Hanna laine, Ulla Ruotsalainen, Juhani
Knuuti, HanneleYki-Jiirvinen. Departments of Medicine, Universityof
Turku and Helsinki, and Turku PET Centre, Finland.

We compared the ability of insulin and exercise to stimulate muscle
bloodflowand glucoseuptakein 8 obesesubjects (8MI 36±2kg/m2

) and
10 nonobese age matched subjects (8MI 22±1 kg/m2

) duringeuglycemic
hyperinsulinemic conditions (serum insulin - 70 mUll) and isometric
exercise in one leg (rectusfemorismuscle). Muscleblood flow, oxygen
consumption andglucoseuptake were measured simultaneously in both
femoral regions using ['SOj-labeled water, ['SOj-02' ['8Fj-FDG and
positronemissiontomography (PEn. Muscleoxygenconsumption was
-15-fold higher in the exercising muscle compared to the resting
contralateral muscle and similar in both groups during exercise (30
ml/kg muscle·min). The obese subjects exhibited resistance to both
insulinstimulation of glucoseuptakein the restingleg muscles(26±8vs
43±5 IJmol/kg muscle-min, p<0.05, for obese vs. nonobese) and to
exercise stimulated glucose uptake (100±18 vs 149±15 IJmol/kg
muscle-min, p<0.05,respectively). The latterdefect could be attributed
to impaired abilityof exerciseto stimulatebloodflow in the obese (13±9
vs 22±3 mllkg muscle-min, p<0.01, for obese vs. nonobese). We
concludethat obesesubjects exhibitinsulinresistance of glucoseuptake
at restand a defect in the abilityof exerciseto stimulateboth blood flow
and glucose uptake. The defect in exercise induced increase in blood
flow could impair the ability of physical training to improve glucose
homeostasisin the obese.
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Impairment of glucose tolerance in survivors of myocardial
infarction (MI)and in their first degree relatives (FOR)

H-DKlimm, S Jacob, S Schlageter, D Schmitt-Keppler, MWeber, S Scherer, A Volk, K
Rett, WRenn, H Keller, G Weismann, H-J Augustin, W Marzand H-UHaring, MI-Kid
Centres, Univ. of Heidelberg, Mannheim, Freiburg and TUbingen, Germany

Type 2 Diabetes (DM) and impaired glucose tolerance (iGT)are important risk factors
for coronary heart disease (CHD). However,only few studies specifically looked at the
presence of disorders of GT in MI-patients. Furthermore, as children of these patients
are at higher cardiovascular (cv) risk, early detection and interventionseems important.
The aim of the study is to explore the cv risk factors in MI and in their asymptomatic
offspring(FDR). So far we examined 50 MI patients, an age-and body-mass-index
(=BMI)-matched control group [C, i.e. 50subjects (63.5vs 63,2yrs, and 26,8vs 26,7kglm2)]
with no history of CHDor DM, and 78 FDR. All, except for the known diabetics, under
went an oral glucose tolerance test (oGTT,75g DEXTRO-OGT-BM®) with simultaneous
determination of insulin.Accordingto the 2hr plasma glucose post oGTT (WHO),they
were subdivided in 3 groups, N:<7,8mMIL, iGT:<11,1mMIL and DM:>11,1mMIL In MI
38% were DM and 26% were iGT, while in C 17% were found to have an impairment

A e 8MI N IGT OM of GT In FDR25% were either diabetic or iGT
MI 635 268 36% 26% 38% Hyperinsulinemia was present in 64% of MI.
FOR 36,7y 25,6 75% 13% 12% 28% of C and 45% of FDR of those with N.

This study finds a high prevalence of iGTand DMin MI. As usually this was assessed
only by a history of the disease and not by an oGTT, all MI with an unknown DMor iGT
were not detected. Thus, the relevance of DM and iGTin MI might have been underes
timated. Moreover,the FDR showed a high frequency of iGT or DMindicatingthat
this young, asymptomatic group is at higher metabolic risk. Furthermore in all groups,
a substantial proportionof N had hyperinsulinemia.Thus an impairment of GT is not
only very frequent in MI. it is already present to a considerable degree in their asymp
tomatic FDR. These findings are currentlysubstantiated by a larger sample size
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ANTI-PLATELET AGENT, CILOSTAZOL, IMPROVES METABOLIC

DERANGEMENT OF GLUCOSE IN OBESE NIDDM MODEL RATS

I. Nakahara. Y Shiba, M. Matsuhisa, T. Tomita, M. lida, M. Ikeda, M, Kubota. Y

Yamasaki, and M. Hori.. First Department of Medicine, Osaka University School of

Medicine, Osaka, Japan

The aim of this study was to examine the relationship between muscular blood flow

(MBF) and insulin sensitivity (IS) in an obese NIDDM model, Otsuka Long-Evans

Tokushima Fatty (OL) rats. and whether an anti-platelet agent, Cilostazol (CILO,

Otsuka Pharmaceutical. Japan), which has a vasodilator action, affect the metabolic

derangement of glucose in these rats. [Methods) Ten OL rats were divided into 2

groups. a group of CILO-treated from 24- to 32-week-age (CILO (+), 26.1 ± 0.6

mg/day) and a group of the diabetic control (eILO (-»). Those 2 groups of OL and

the normal control, Long-Evans Tokushima Otsuka (LE) rats were studied (n=5 in

each study group). Hind-limb MBF was assessed by using a laser-Doppler

flowmeter at 24- and 32-week-age, and IS was assessed as the metabolic clearance

rate of glucose using a euglycernic hyperinsulinemic clamp at 32-week-age in each

group. [Results] At 24-week-age, MBF in OL (56 ± 1.4 ml/min/IOO g, mean ±
SD) was significantly lower than LE (6.5 ± 0.6 ml/min/IOO g). At 32-week-age,

MBF in CILO (+) was significantly increased to a similar level (7.4 ± 2.0

ml/min/IOOg) with LE (67 ± 0.7 ml/min/IOOg), and was significantly higher than

CILO (-) (5.2 ± 0.8 mi/min/IOOg). At 32-week-age, fasting plasma glucose level in

CILO (+) (67 ± 0.5 mmol/I) was comparable with LE (6.8 ± 0.5 mmol/l) and was

significantly lower than CILO (-) (83 ± 0.7 mmol/l) IS in CILO (+) (216 ± 3.0

ml/kg/min) was significantly higher than CILO (-) (14.6 ± 4.8 ml/kg/min), but was

significantly lower than LE (36.9 ± 4.5 ml/kglmin).

These findings suggest that the decrement of MBF contributes to the

development of insulin resistance. and the amelioration of' this defect by

vasodilative therapy may improve metabolic derangement of glucose in obese

diabetic rats.

754
INSULIN DEPENDENT AND INDEPENDENT MYOCARDIAL
GLUCOSE UPTAKE IN DIABETIC DOGS

A.LKhomazjuk, A.P. Nescheret, LV Gonchar and N.V. Okhrimenko. Institute
of Endocrinology & Metabolism, Vyshgorodska 69, Kyiv, Ukraine.
There is an ongoing controversy regarding the existence of insulin (I) resis

tance to heart muscle in diabetes. The aim of this study was to elucidate the
influence of I on myocardial glucose (G) uptake. Experiments were per
formed on 12 dogs with overt untreated diabetes (0; fasting G 15.4 ±I.2
mmolJl after 6 weeks of 75 mg/kg alloxan injection, i.v.) and 12 control dogs
(C; fasting G 4.0±1.2 mmolJl). Catheterization and extracorporal
progrannrned autoperfusion of left coronary artery, catheterization of heart
and continuous drainage of coronary sinus were used under chloralose
anaesthesia. Myocardial G, lactate, pyruvate, NEF A, glycerol and 02 uptake
(MU) were determined by calculation of coronary arteriovenous difference
(AVO) at constant perfusion flow and controlled cardiohaemodynamic. There
were no significant difference in MU 0 and C (AVO 0.42±0.05 and
0.40±0.04 mmolll, resp.) but extraction ratio (ER) was diminished in 0 (0.03
and 0.10, resp.) At the nadir of hypoglycaernia (G 2.6±0.3 mmolll) on 30 th

min of! injection (1,0 IUlkg, i.v.) AVO and ER ofG were 0.42±0.04 mmolll

and 0.16, resp. in C but in 0 arterial G decreased only to I 1.3± I. 8 mmol/I,

AYO and ER increased to 0.72±0.08 mmolJl and 0.06, resp. On the 60th min
after I injection 0 was still hyperglycaemic (9.41±l.3 mmolll), AYO and

ER were 0.60±0.11 mmolJl and 0.06, resp. We have recently demonstrated

that MU of lactate, pyruvate and NEF A during I induced hypoglicaemia were
attenuated due to adrenergic activation of glycolysis and lypolysis. But inter

action of substrates, insulin and counterregulatory hormones in myocardial

metabolism in vivo needs in further investigation. We conclude from our data
that in basal state in 0 there is no deficiency in G to heart muscle due to
hyperglicaernia but I stimulated MU of G is attenuated and its time course is
slowed.
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Insulin Resistance: Whole Body
755 756

*p < O.I;**P < O.OI;***P < 0.0001 compared to controls
Insulin sensitivity index (M/I) was positively correlatedto type I fibers (r=0.27 
0.49; P < 0.05) and negativelycorrelated with type lIB fibers (r=-0.32 - -0.51; P<
0.01) in all groups even after the adjusting for obesity (r=-0.36; P < 0.05), which
strongly contributes to the increase in type liB fibers. Thus, insulin resistancewas
accompanied by decreased numberof insulin-sensitivetype I fibers, increased
number of type lIB fibers and capillaryrarefaction in the skeletal muscle in the
patients with impaired insulin sensitivity.This was more pronouncedin patients
with NIDDM than in subjectswith IGT.

CHANGES IN MUSCLE MORPHOLOGY IN SUBJECTS WITH
IMPAIRED GLUCOSE TOLERANCE AND TYPE II DIABETES
Anu Hedman and Hans Lithell, Dpt. of Public Health and Caring Sciences/Geriatrics
Unit, Uppsala University,Uppsala, Sweden.
Skeletal muscle accounts for up to 85% of the glucose that is metabolizedfollowing
a glucose load. Peripheral insulinsensitivity has been associated with the alterations
in the fiber type distributionand capillarysupply in the muscle. In a cohort of 70
year-old men in Uppsala, a muscle biopsy from vastus lateralis muscle was
performed in order to investigatethe differences in muscle morphologybetweenthe
groups with different degree of insulin sensitivity.The different types of muscle
fibers were detectedby myofibrillarATPase method and capillaries (per mm")were
visualizedwith Amylase-PASmethod. Insulin sensitivity was investigatedby
hyperinsulinemiceuglycemicclamp procedure. Comparisonof64 IGTsubjects, 71
subjects with NIDDM and 177healthy untreated controls was made. Comparedto
controls, the subjectswith IGT and NIDDM had a higher number of glycolytic type
lIB fibers and a decreasednumber of oxidative type I fibers, which was statistically
significanteven independentof obesity in the NIDDM group. The subjects with
NIDDM, but not with IGT, had a significantly lower capillary densitycompared to
healthy controls.

Controls lGT
% of type I fibers 51.3 47.7*
% of type liB fibers 18.7 21.8*
Capillary density in mm' 324 317
MIl 6.06 4.22***

NIDDM
45.1**
24.3**
302*
3.22***

INCREASED MUSCLE TRIGLYCERIDES CONTENT IN YOUNG,
NON-OBESE FIRST DEGREE RELATIVES OF NIDDM PARENTS

A 'H-NMR ASSESSMENT. G. Perseghin, P. Scifo, F. De Cobelli, A.
Vanzulli, A. Del Maschio, G. Pozza and L. Luzi. Istituto Scientifico H

San Raffaele Milan, Italy.
Insulin resistance is the best predictor for the development of NIDDM and it has been
suggested that intramuscular triglycerides store is a pathogenetic factor for its
development.To test this hypothesis 14young, non-obese offspring ofNIDDM parents
(7MI7F, age=30±1 ys, BMI=22±1 kg/m', Ideal Body Weight=104±3%, W
Hratio=0.85±0.03) and 14 normal healthy subjects matched for age, gender,
antropomorphic parameters, physical activity and life habits, underwent localized
proton nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy CH-NMR) of the soleus (fiber type
I, slow twich, insulin sensitive) and of the tibialis anterioris (fiber type II, fast twitch,
insulin resistant). IH-NMR has been recently validated for the assessment of
intramyocellular lipids. Measurements of intramyocellular lipids in Arbitrary Units
(AU) were obtained using a phantom of triglycerides solution as external standard.
Offspring of NIDDM parents were characterized for slightly increased fasting plasma
insulin (9.8±I.6 vs 7.7±0.9~U/ml; p=0.05), glucose (93±4vs 84±3 mg/dl; p=O.OI) and
triglycerides (l15±28 vs 80±9 rng/dl: p=NS). Intramyocellular triglycerides content in
the soleus muscle was increased in offspring ofNlDDM parents (1047±40 vs 636±53
AU; p<O.OOI) but not in the tibialis anterioris (493±52 vs 395±52 AU; p=0.15). A
subgroup of 10 suhjects (5 offspring and 5 normals) underwent a euglycemic (90
mg/dlj-hyperinsulinemic (85 utl/ml) clamp to assess insulin sensitivity and simple
regression analysis between the M-value and the intramyccellular triglycerides in the
soleus showed a significant relationship (adjusted R'=0.25; p=O.OI). In summary
offspring of NIDDM parents showed increased intramyocelluar triglycerides
concentration in the most insulin sensitive muscle fibers. This finding suggests that
intramyocellular accumulation of triglycerides may piny a primary role in the
development of insulin resistance and thal might be considered a valuable index of risk
to develop diabetes in the future. Further studies need to be perfornred to assess the
qualitative composition in free fatty acids of the intramyocellular triglyccridcs.

757
EVIDENCE OF DAY-NIGHT CHANGES IN INSULIN SENSITIVITY

IN TYPE 2 DIABETES MELLITUS.
G. Perriello, W. Pimenta, S. Pampanelli, F. Porcellati, M. Lepore, P. Lucidi,
M.C. Cordoni, P. Brunetti and G. B. Bolli', DIMISEM Perugia, Italy

Day-time changes in insulin sensitivity in patients with type 2

diabetes mellitus have long been suspeted. Previous studies failed to
demostrate diurnal variation in insulin sensitivity and their effects on

glycemic control. To assess the clinical relevance and mechanisms of day
night variability in glucose metabolism, we studied 7 diet-treated type 2
diabetics (5M, 2F; Age 56 ± I; BMI 27.6 ± 0.9) during a 3-hour
isoglycemic-hyperinsulinemic (10 mUlm'lmin) clamp using a combination

of isotopic (6,6·2H,-glucose) and balance (forearm) techniques. All patients

were studied on two occasions, a week apart, between 0500 and 0800 h

(Study AM) and between 1700 and 2000 h (Study PM), after the same

interval of fasting (9 hours), Before starting experiments, plasma glucose

was greater in the morning (6.6 ± 0.3 mmolll) than in the afternoon (5.1 ±
0.2 mmol/l, (p<0.05). During steady-state (150-180 min) plasma glucose

(5.2:!:0.2 and 5.1 ± 0.2 mmolll, AM and PM; p=NS) and insulin (202 ± 21

and 198 ± 18 pmol/l, AM and PM, p=NS) levels of clamp experiments, the

amount of exogenous glucose needed to maintain euglycemia resulted

lower in study AM than in PM (2.68 ± 1.11 vs 6.87 ± 0.81 umol/kg/min,

p<0.05). Systemic glucose production was higher in study AM than in PM

(6.47 ± 0.53 vs 1.98 ± 0.32 urnol/kg/min, p<0.05), whereas neither

systemic (9.15+0.51 and 8.85+0.49 umol/kg/min) nor muscle glucose

utilisation (162 ± 16 and 160 ±11 umol/min, p=NS) were different. In

conclusion, during physiological hyperinsulinemia Type 2 diabetic patients

exhibit important changes in day-night insulin sensitivity, due to variations

in systemic glucose production.

758
INSULIN DEFICIENCY OR RESISTANCE AS THE INITIATING FACTOR

OF GLUCOSE INTOLERANCE IN JAPANESE MIGRANTS?
S.R.G. Ferreira, S.G.A. Gimeno, L.J. Franco, M. Iunes and JBDSG.
Federal University of SAo Paulo. Rna Botucatu, 740 - 04023-062 - SAo
Paulo, SP, Brazil

Hyperglycemia results from an unbalance between insulin secretion and
peripheral sensitivity in subjects with type 2 diabetes (DM). Although
Japanese migrants present high prevalence of DM, its classic phenotype
including obesity, is not seen among them. The aim of this study was to
evaluate if insulin deficiency or resistance is the underlying mechanism
initiating glucose intolerance in Japanese migrants living in Brazil. Estimates

of ~-cell function and insulin resistance were obtained by the homeostasis
model assessment (HOM A), according to the mathematical formulae
described by Matthews (1985). The values of fasting glucose and insulin were
derived from an oral glucose tolerance test, used to classify the subjects
according to WHO criteria. In the population sample (n=530), 349 subjects
had normal (NGT) and 90 impaired glucose tolerance (IGT), and the 91

diabetics were excluded from the analysis. HOMA estimates of I3-cell
function and resistance were compared among 3 groups of subjects: NGT,
with and without family history of DM, and !GT. Their mean ages and
male/female ratios were similar. Higher body mass index, mean blood
pressure, fasting and 2-hr insulin and proinsulin levels and lower HDL
cholesterol were found in the IGT group as compared to the others. While

HOMA estimates of ~-cell function did not differ among the groups (medians,
25.0, 30.9 and 44.6, for NGT with and without family history, and IGT,
respectively), HOMA estimates of resistance were higher in the IGT group
(median, 1.06) as compared to the NTG groups (medians, 0.51 and 0.60, with
and without family history) (p<O.OOI). Our data favor the hypothesis that
insulin resistance rather than insulin deficiency may represent the underlying
mechanism of glucose metabolism disturbance in Japanese-Brazilians.
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LOW-DOSE ANGIOTENSIN CONVERTING ENZYME INHIBITOR
THERAPY DOES NOT IMPROVE INSULIN SENSITIVITY IN
NORMOTENSIVE TYPE 2-DIABETIC PATIENTS
H. Tillit, C. von Boxberg, F. Buschkotte, J. Kobberling, Dept. of Medicine,
Ferdinand Sauerbruch-Klinikum Elberfeld, Klinikum Wuppertal, Teaching
Hospital of the Heinrich Heine University of DUsseldorf

Short term captoprit therapy has been described to improve glucose
metabolism by increasing insulin sensitivity in hypertensive type 2-diabetic
patients. Aim of the study: It should be investigated whether this effect can
also be observed in normotensive type 2-diabetic patients independently of a
reduction in blood pressure. Patients and methods: Insulin sensitivity was
measured by the eugiycemic hyperinsulinemic glucose clamp technique in
20 normotensive type 2-diabetic patients without insulin treatment (4/16
F/M, age 55.2±6.5 years, BMI 27.5±4.4 kg/m') before and after a 4-week
randomized placebo controlled doubleblind therapy with ramipril 2.5 mg/day
(meanjSfr), Results: After a 4-week therapy mean 24-h blood pressure did
not change significantly in the ramipril (systolic: 129±11 mm Hg before vs
127±9 mm Hg after therapy, p=0.58; diastolic: 73.5±5 vs 76±3 mm Hg,
p=0.22) nor in the placebo group (systolic: 135±12 vs 135±10 mm Hg,
p=0.92; diastolic: 80±5 vs 78±6 mm Hg, p=0.23). There was no significant
change of insulin sensitivity (M-value) in the ramipril nor in the placebo
group (ramipril: 3.9±2.4 vs 3.7±2.1 mg/kg.min, p=0.6I; placebo: 4.0±2.3 vs
4.3±2.6 mg/kg.min, p=O.lO). HbAIo did not change significantly in the
ramipril group (7.6±!.0 vs 7.5±!.1 %, p=0.37) nor in the placebo group
(7.7±1.3 vs 7.4±!.6 %, p=0.28). Summary and conclusion: A 4-week
therapy with a low dose of ramipril had no effect on the blood pressure and
did not improve insulin sensitivity in normotensive type 2-diabetic patients.
The effect of ramipril therapy on insulin sensitivity needs to be investigated
in hypertensive type 2-diabetic patients.

761
Normal Glucose Induced Suppression of Production But Impaired Stimulation of
Disposal in Type 2 Diabetes: Evidence for a Concentration-Dependent Defect in
Uptake.
Michael F. Nielsen, Rita Basu, Steven Wise, Andrea Caumo, Claudio Cobelli
and Robert A Rizza.
Rochester, MN;Milan, Italy; Aarhns, Denmark.
To determine whether people with type 2 diabetes are resistant to the effects of
glucose, ninediabetic and tennondiabetic subjects werestndied on threeoccasions.
Endogenous hormone secretion was inhibited with somatostatin and insulin
concentrations were kept constant at individually determined "basal" insulin
concentrations (defined as that necessary to maintain glucose at -5 mM) from0 to
180minutes thenincreased to - 200pmollL from 181to 360minutes (high insulin
infusion). Glucose wasclamped at either95, 130or 165mgldlon eachoccasion. In
the presence of basal insulin concentrations, a progressive increase in glucose
concentration from95 to 130to 165mgldlwasaccompanied by a comparable and
progressive decrease (p<0.01) in EGP(measured by [6.3H] glucose), totalglucose
output(measured by [2-3H] glucose) and incorporation of 14C02 into glucose (a
qualitative indexof gluconeogenesis) indicating normal hepatic (andprobably also
renal) response to glucose. In the nondiabetic subjects, an increase in glucose
concentration from 95 to 130 to 165 mgldl resulted in a progressive increase in
glucose disappearance during both the low (P<0.01) and high (p<O.OI) insulin
concentrations. In contrast, in the diabetic subjects, whereas an increase in glucose
from95 to 130mgldl resulted in an increase in glucose disappearance during both
the low (p<O.OI) and high (p<0.01) insulin concentration, a further increase in
glucose concentration to 165mgldlbad no further effecton glucose disappearance
at either low or high insulinconcentration (p>0.38). We therefore conclude that
whereas glucose induced stimulation of its own uptake is abnormal in type 2
diabetes, glucose induced suppression of endogenous glucose production and
outputis not. The abnormality in uptake occurs in the presence of both low and
high insulinconcentrations and is evident at glucose concentrations abovebut not
below130mgldl implyiug a defectin a glucose responsive step.
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FIVE·YEAR PROGRESSION OF THE METABOLIC SYNDROME IN
RELATIVES OF TYPE 2 DIABETIC PATIENTS.
S.M.A.Bennett, P.A.Shearing, A.Littlefield, M.D.Brown, L.A.Ashworth,
MW.Stewart and MWalker. Department of Medicine, University of
Newcastle, Newcastle upon Tyne, UK

AIMS: to examine the progression over five years of the Metabolic
Syndrome in relatives of type 2 diabetic patients. BACKGROUND:
relatives of type 2 diabetic patients are at increased risk of cardio
vascular disease and diabetes. We have previously reported that first
degree relatives have more features of the Metabolic Syndrome than
control subjects with no family history of diabetes. METHODS: 97
relatives (42 males, 55 females), age (mean ±SO) 45.0 ±9.5 years,
underwent a 75g OGTI, assessment of fasting lipids and insulin, and
anthropometric measurements at baseline and after five years.
Changes were compared by paired t-tests. RESULTS: using baseline
data we identified two groups of relatives: those with no features
(n=30), and those with three or more features (n=16) of the Metabolic
Syndrome (obesity, hypertension, dyslipidaemia, abnormal glucose
tolerance and hyperinsulinaemia). The relatives with no features
showed significant increases (means [SO differences]) over five years
in BMI (23.9, 25.5 [2.4] kgm·2, p=0.001), triglycerides (0.84,1.05
[0.41] mmoll', p=0.008) and insulin resistance [HOMA IR] (0.87,1.64
[0.97], p<0.001). There was no further progression in those with three
or more features, although they showed decreased HOMA I3-cell
function. CONCLUSION: relatives of type 2 diabetic patients who do
not have the Metabolic Syndrome show a progressive development of
an adverse cardiovascular risk profile, whilst those in whom the
Metabolic Syndrome is established show little further in,crease in their
risk over five years.

762
INSULIN ACTION AND SECRETIONIN OFFSPRING OF PATIENTS WITH
TYPE2 DIABETES.
A. Volk,W.Renn, E. Maerker, B. Dahl,M.Hoop, H.U. Haring andK. Rett
Medizinische Klinik, Abtl. IV.UniversitatTtibingen
Offspring of patients withtype2 diabetes (FDR) areat increased riskfor type2 diabetes
(DM2). It is a matter of controversy, whether insulin action or secretion -or both-are
disturbed in FDR. In 154young (mean 33ys, range 18-50ys), glucose tolerant FDRwe
directly assess both insulin sensitivity [glucose metabolic clearance rate (MCR)] and
insulin secretion.154age-, sex-andweight-matched subjects without known family history
of DM2 serve as controls (CL). MCRis determined byeuglycaemic-hyperinsulinaemic
glucose-clamp. Insulin secretion and clearance during an oralglucose load(oGTT;40g
glucose/m') areestimated by deconvolution techniques applied to stimulated serum C
peptide usingthekinetics published byPolonsky et aI..MCRis scattered across a wide
range in bothFDR andCL (1.9-16.5 ml/kg/min), Average MCRin FDRis 10%lower
(p<0,05). Prevalence of insulin resistance (lR) is44%in FDRvs.26%inCL.According
to MCR 44%of theFDRareclassified as insulin resistant (IRFDR) and34%as insulin
sensitive (ISFDR). MCRand insulin clearance arecorrelated in FDR(r~O,4; p<0,05).
Secretion curve is significantly elevated inIRFDR compared to ISFDR andtotalinsulin
response (AUe)ishigher in IRFDR (72±8 vs.29±2nmol/l*I 20min; p<O,OI). In IRFDR
secretion progressively risesuntil60 minwhereas in ISFDR secretion peaks at 30 min.
When secretion is expressed as fold increase above basal, early phase (0-30 min) is
significantly lower in IRFDR (5,3±0,4 vs.7,3±O,5; p<O,OI) whereas latephase secretion
(60-120min) oflSFDRandIRFDR areidentical. Absolute hyperinsulinaemia butdelayed
and reduced relative secretion in IRFDR is dependent on the presence of overweight
(ow;BMI>25 kg/rn'). Secretory response of lean (L)andow ISFDR and L IRFDR are
similar andsignificantly different from owIRFDR. Finally, degree andprevalence of lR is
higher in FDRthan CL. IR in FDR is associated with reduced insulin clearance. In
presence ofowIR is characterized bydelayed andreduced relative earlyphasesecretion
and absolute hyperinsulinaemia.
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INADEQUACY OF HOMA TO DETECT BETA CELL DYSFUNCTION IN
INDIVIDUALS WITH IMPAIRED GLUCOSE TOLERANCE
AMitrakou, D.Platanisiotis, X Orfanos, F. Giardina and S.A.Raptis
2ND Dept of Intemal Medicine Research Institute and Diabetes Center
Athens University Evangelismos Hospital
Homeostasis Model Assessment (HOMA) is a widely used
method to assess beta cell function and insulin sensitivity.
Abnormal beta cell function and insulin resistance have been
determined to play important role in the deterioration of
individuals from normal glucose tolerance to impaired glucose,
Therefore to detemnine whether HOMA could be used as a
sensitive method to assess alterations in beta cell function and
insulin sensitivity in people with impaired glucose tolerance, we
compared HOMA derived values for beta cell function and insulin
sensitivity in 200 individuals with impaired glucose tolerance
(IGT)and 463 individuals with normal glucose tolerance classified
using the WHO criteria. The increment in the 30 min plasma
insulin concentration (30m in PI) was used as an independent
measurement of beta cell function because it has been shown to
predict development of IGT and lor diabetes. We found that
HOMA derived values of insulin resistance were greater in IGTs
than NGTs (2.16 ± 0.1 vs 2.94 ± 0.2, p<0.001) . However
estimates of beta cell function using the HOMA was quite similar
in IGTs and NGTs (129 ± 8.7 vs 137± 7.5 p=0.5). In contrast the
30 min PI was significantly reduced in IGTs compared to NGTs
(293 ± 9 vs 226 ±10 pmol/L, p<0.001) Furthermore there was no
correlation between beta cell function as assessed by HOMA and
the 30min PI (r=0.095, p=0.032 ) We therefore conclude that
while HOMA may detect changes in insulin sensitivity between
individuals with IGT and NGT , it is inadequate to detect
differences in beta cell function

765
PC-I CIRCULATES IN HUMAN PLASMA: RELATIONSHIP WITH
INSULIN RESISTANCE AND ASSOCIATED ABNORMALITIES.
L. Frittitta*, A. Natali", R. Baratta", S. Graci", ID. Goldfine§, R. vigneri-. E.
Ferrannini? and V. Trischitta'v'. "'Instil Int Med, Univ of Catania; °Instit Clio
Physiol, CNR Pisa; ADiv End, Scient Instit CSS, SG Rotondo; Italy. §Diab Res
Lab, Univ of CA, S Francisco; USA.
Membrane glycoprotein PC-I is overexpressed in both skeletal muscle and
subcutaneous adipose tissue of healthy non diabetic subjects with a reduced whole
body insulin sensitivity and it is associated to a diminished insulin receptor tyrosine
kinase activity. PC-I, therefore, may play an important role in the development of
insulin resistance(IR) and related diseases. The aim of the present study was to verify
whether soluble PC-I is present in human plasma and whether circulating PC-I, as
muscle PC-I content. is related to the subject insulin sensitivity. Fifty normotensive
subjects, 25 insulin sensitive (S) with a M value at euglycaernic clamp=6.9±0.3
rug/kg-min (mean±SE) and 25 insulin resistant (R), M value=4.3±O.2 and 20
hypertensive subjects (Ht) with a mean blood pressure (MBP) > I07 mmHg and M
value=4.9±004 were studied. BMI was significantly (p<0.05) higher in R (2804±I.I)
and Ht (27.2±0.7) than in S (25.1±0.7). At Western blot, by immunoprecipitation
and blotting with different anti-PC-I antibodies, 3 bands were identified in human
plasma at 130,90 and 80 KDa. Plasma PC-I content (measured by a specificELISA)
ranged 2-82 ng/rnl and was significantly higher in S than in Rand Ht (36.7±4.5 vs
22.7±3.0 vs 18.3±4.3 respectively, p<0.005 by I wayANOVA test). When all 70
subjects were considered altogether, PC-I content was significantly correlated with
the waist/hip ratio (r=-0046, p<O.OOOl), MBP (r=-0.32, p<O.OI), and HDLltotal
cholesterolratio (r=O.24, p<0.05).Since these data were different from expectedones,
we also measured PC-I content in the skeletal muscle of additional 20 subjects. Data
indicated an inverse correlation between plasma and muscle PC-l content (0=20, r=M
0.5, p<0.05). In conclusion: I) soluble PC-I is present in human plasma; 2) PC-)
concentration in plasma is inversely related to skeletal muscle PC-l content; 3) a low
plasma PC-I content is associated with reduced insulin sensitivity, abdominal fat
accumulation.high blood pressure and dyslipidaemia; 4) these findings may suggest
the use of plasma pe-I measurement as a possible marker in prospective studies
aimed to understand the role of PC-I in the development of insulin resistance and
relateddiseases.

764
CORONARY ARTERY DISEASE RISKS PREDICTED BY INSULIN
RESISTANCE, LIPIDS AND HYPERTENSION IN NONDIABETIC
INDIVIDUALS
WHH Sheu, CY Jeng, MS Young, YA Ding and Y-T Chen Taichung and
Taipei, Taiwan, ROC

Although insulin resistance, plasma lipids concentrations and hypertension
are frequently associated with coronary artery disease (CAD), their relative
contributions and predictive power were still unclear particularly in those of
nondiabetic subjects, We examined these risk factors in 96 nondiabetic
patients with angiographically documented CAD and 96 age, sex, BMI
matched controls. Patients with CAD had significantly higher fasting
cholesterol (C); LDL-C and triglyceride while lower HDL-C concentrations
as compared with controls (p<0,02-0.001). In response to a 75 g oral
glucose tolerant test, glucose (area 3 I.6+0.8 vs 21,0+0.3 mmol/I.h, p<O.OOI)
and insulin (I866:!:126 vs 1272:!:78 pmol/l.h, p<O.oq responses were also
higher in patients with CAD when compared to those of controls. Degree
of insulin resistance as measured by insulin suppression test were higher in
patients with CAD (steady state plasma glucose (SSPG) values 12.2+0.4 vs
8.I:!:004 mmol/I, p<O.OOI) than nonCAD. If one considers HDL-C <0.9
mmol/I, LDL-C >4.1 mmol/I, triglyceride >2.3 mmol/l, SSPG >10.5 mmol/l
and history of hypertension as separate risk factors for CAD; individuals
displaying 3 or more risk factors were found 10 times more frequently in
patients with CAD than in controls. By logistic regression analysis, SSPG
values was the strongest risk followed by lower HDL-C, triglyceride, LDL
C and hypertension, all of which account for 35.7% of CAD in these
subjects. In conclusion, I). nondiabetic CAD patients were glucose
intolerant, hyperinsulinemic and insulin resistant 2) insulin resistance,
plasma lipids values and hypertension together accounted. for one third of
the development of CAD while insulin resistance was the strongest predictor
in nondiabetic individuals.
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BROMOCRIPTINE PLUS METFORMIN AMELIORATES SEVERE
GLUCOSE INTOLORANCE AND INSULIN RESISTANCE INDUCED BY
A HIGH FAT DIET IN HAMSTERS.
A H. CINCOTTA'I", P. SCISLOWSKI], JOSLIN2

, R. PREVELIGE
S. PHANEUF2

, and S. R. CINCOTTA2
, Charlestown, MA

Polypharrnacia for the treatment of diabetes is founded on the principle that two
compounds which reduce hyperglycemia by independent mechanisms may be
combined to produce additive effects on glycemic controL Bromocriptine (Be)
and metfonnin (MET) may be two such compounds; bromocriptine altering central
regulation of metabolism and metfonnin reducing hepatic glucose production. The
present stody investigated the additive effects of bromocriptine and metfonnin on
reducing body weight, glucose intolerance, and hyperinsulinemia in hamsters fed a
high fat diet. Male Syrian hamsters, held on 14-hr daily photoperiods, were fed a
high energy (404 kcal/g) 49% fat, 35% carbohydrate, 15% protein (by energy
contribution), vitamin supplemented diet for 3 weeks, Animals (ave. BW= 1909)
were then divided into 4 groups and treated with either bromocriptine (4 mg/kg) at
light onset, metfonnin (200 mg/kg) at light offset, both BC plus MET, or vehicle
at both times of day for 3 weeks while held on the high fat diet. Glucose tolerance
tests (GTf) (3g glucose/kg) were perfonned 24-hr following the termination of
treatment. A six week treatment with the high fat diet produced severe glucose
intolerance (glucose = 270mg/dl and insulin = 49811U/ml at 120 min after glucose
administration). Neither BC nor MET affected the GTT area under the glucose
curve while BC plus MET reduced it by 36% (P<0.05), Be and BC plus MET but
not MET alone reduced the GTT area under the insulin curve (by 67% relative to
control; P<O.OI). Furthermore, BC but not MET reduced basal hyperinsulinemia
(60%, from 279±69 to 112±1611U/ml; P<0,05) which was further reduced to
65±lllIU/ml by BC plus MET treatment (P<0.01 relative to control and BC
groups). Be and MET reduced body weight by 12g and I Ig, respectively, but BC
plus MET reduced body weight by 26g (P<O.O I relative to control and P<0.05
relative to BC and MET groups). These results indicate that BC and MET can be
combined to produce additive and robust improvements in the obese-insulin
resistant condition in animals maintained on a high fat diet. Further studies
indicate that this interactive drug effect on carbohydrate metabolism is associated
with an increased capacity for skeletal muscle fatty acid oxidation as assessed by
palmitate oxidation in vitro.
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EXENDIN-4 DOSE·DEPENDENTLY DECREASES HEMOGLOBIN AteAND
IMPROVES INSULIN SENSITIVITY IN DIABETIC FATTYZUCKER RATS
B. Gedulin, C. Jodka, J. Hoyt and A. Young. Amylin Pharmaceuticals, Inc.,
9373 Towne Centre Dr., San Diego, CA 92121, USA

Exendin-4, a 39 amino acid peptide from the venom of the Gila Monster
(Helodermasuspec/um)with some structural similarity to glucagon-like
peptide-1 (GLP-1), acutely decreases plasma glucose in diabetic db/db mice
and diabetic rhesus monkeys (Macaca mUla/a). Here we examined the
peptide's potential antidiabetic properties in Diabetic Fatty Zucker (DFZ) rats
in 2 separate studies. In the first, DFZ rats were injected twice daily with
either saline (n=6) or 100~g exendin-4 (n=6). Change in Hemoglobin At,
(~HbA,c) over S weeks was greater in exendin-treated than in saline-treated
rats (-2.8S±0.17 units; P<0.0001 vs pretreatment; P<0.01 vs saline controls 
1.26±0.33 units at S weeks). ~HbA,c in lean rats treated with exendin or
saline was -0.21±0.07 and ·0.67±0.06 units, respectively, a lesser effect than
in hyperglycemic animals. Insulin sensitivity, measured as glucose infusion
rate per measured insulin concentration (Mil) in a hyperinsulinemic
euglycemic clamp 22 hours after the last exendin/saline injection, was
increased 107.8±12.8% (P<0.01). In a second dose-response study, DFZ
rats (n=3-S/group) were injected twice daily with saline or exendin-4 in doses
of 0.1, 1, 10 or 1OO~g for S weeks. In contrast to the first study, saline-treated
DFZ rats increased their HbA,c with time (~HbA'c=1.30±0.17 units; P<0.001
vs pretreatment) but exendin·4 dose-dependently retarded this rise (EDso
0.28~g ±0.33 log units; P<0.01 ANOVA). Exendin-4 treatment dose
dependently increased glucose infusion rate measured during 60-180 min of
the clamps from 8.6±0.4S (control) to 12.61±0.96 mg/kglmin in the high dose
group (P<O.OOS) (EDso 3.S~g ±0.26 log). In summary, S weeks treatment of
Diabetic Fatty Zucker rats with exendin-4 was associated with a reduction in
HbA,c and an improvement in insulin sensitivity.

769
CHRONIC INFUSION OF SEROTONIN INTO THE VENTROMEDIAL
HYPOTHALAMUS INDUCES GLUCOSE INTOLERANCE IN HAMSTERS.
S. Luo, Y. Liang, 1. Joslin, S. Hodge, 1. Luo and A.H. Cincotta. Ergo Sci.
Corp., Charlestown, MA 02129, USA

Alterations of brain serotonergic activities have been described in
both diabetic patients and animal models of diabetes. We have shown
increased serotonergic activity in the VMH of glucose intolerant hamsters.
Since the VMH is known to have a major neural regulatory role in peripheral
metabolic activities, we examined whether chronic increases in the local
concentration of serotonin within the VMH playa role in the pathogenesis of
diabetes. Vehicle, or different doses of serotonin (6,12 or 60 nrnol/day) were
infused continuously into the right VMH of male Syrian hamsters through
osmotic minipumps placed subcutaneously. Glucose tolerance tests (GTT)(1.5
g glucose/kg bw, iv) were conducted after 5 weeks of infusion. Serotonin
infusion dose dependently induced glucose intolerance (F=3.713, p<0.03).
Serotonin at 60 nmol/day produced a substantial increase of the GTT glucose
total area under the curve by 35% (p<0.05) and 33% (p<0.05), compared to
vehicle and serotonin at 6 nmol/day respectively. Food intake measured at
the fourth week of infusion and body weight gain were not significantly
different among groups, although there was a trend towards serotonin infused
hamsters gaining more weight. Pancreatic endocrine function was also
examined using isolated islets and static incubation technique. Compared
with islets from vehicle treated animals, islets from hamsters receiving 60
nmol/day serotonin infusion showed a 2-fold increase of insulin release at 5
mM glucose (2.8±0.5 vs. 5.1±0.4 fmol/ug DNAIh, P<O.OI) and a dramatic
decrease at 15 mM glucose (33.5±1.8 vs. 21.6±3.0 fmol/ug DNAIh, P<O.OI).
Contrariwise, glucose-induced insulin release in islets from hamster
receiving 6 or 12 nmol/day serotonin showed no significant difference
compared with that from vehicle group. The present findings that sustained
increases in VMH serotonin alters pancreatic endocrine function and induces
glucose intolerance strongly suggest that altered VMH serotonergic activity
can contribute to the pathogenesis of diabetes.
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VENTROMEDIAL HYPOTHALAMIC LESIONS IN OBESE, INSULIN
RESISTANT RODENTS ATTENUATES SYMPTOMS OF DIABETES.
K. G. Bina, J. Li, and A. H. Cincotta, ErgoScience Corp., 100 First Ave.,
Charlestown, MA 02129, USA.

In lean rodents, damage to the ventromedial hypothalamus (VMH)
results in hyperphagia, insulin-resistance (lR) and subsequent obesity
suggesting that the activity in VMH is required to maintain the lean/insulin
sensitive state. However, increased noradrenergic levels and activity within
the VMH is also associated with obesity and IR. We used two rodent obese
lR models, namely the genetically obese ob/ob mouse and the seasonally
obese Syrian hamster, to test the hypothesis that the VMH is also required to
maintain the obese/IR condition. Therefore, VMH lesions of obese-IR
animals may improve their condition. We performed radiofrequency lesions
of the VMH in female ob/ob mice (BW 30g; n=20) and obese male hamsters
(BW 1909; n=5). Sham operated mice (n=28) and hamsters (n=16) served as
controls. Lesion sites were verified at the end of the study. Unlike VMH
lesions in lean rodents, by two weeks VMH-Iesioned ob/ob mice showed a
significant decrease (p<O.OOl) in food consumption and body weight
compared to sham controls. Elevated blood glucose and FFA levels also
decreasedby 28% (p<O.OOOI) and 29% (p<O.OOOI) respectively in lesioned
mice compared to sham controls. Syrian hamsters also showed a significant
reduction in food consumption and body weight by three weeks after VMH
lesions. In addition, the intravenous glucose tolerance test in lesioned
hamsters revealed significantly lower glucose (15%) and insulin (46%) levels
compared to controls. FFA levels were also reduced by 32% following VMH
lesions. Thus, VMH lesion in genetically and seasonally obese-IR rodents
alleviate symptoms of diabetes and obesity. Our results taken together with
lesion studies in lean rodents suggest that the VMH can support both the
lean/insulin-sensitive or obese/insulin resistant states as a function of its
internal organization.

770
THE ROLE OF INSULN SECRETION AND RESISTANCE IN

THE PATHOGENESIS OF TYPE 2 DIABETES IN CHINESE

W.P. Jia, KS. Xiang , J.X. Lu,Y.M. Zheng and J.L. Tang, Dept. of

Endocrinology and Metablism, Shanghai Sixth People Hospital,

Shanghai 200233,P.R.China

To investigate the impact of insulin secretion and insulin resistance on the
development of glucose intolerance in Chinese. Given 75-gram standard oral
glucose tolerance challenge.467 Chinesesubjects who had been in Shanghai for
more than 10 years (279 nonobese,188 obese) were divided into three groups:
normal glucose tolerance (NGT group). and impaired glucose tolerance/impaired
fasting glucose(lGT/IFG group), as well as type2 diabetes(OM group) according
to American Diabetes Association (ADA) criteria which was issued in 1997.
Homeostasis modelassessment(HOMA)was appliedto assess the statusof insulin
secretion and insulin resistance,while insulinogenic index (the ratio of the
increment of insulin to that of plasma glucose 30 min after a glucose load,
~ "o/Giii) was applied to a55e55 the early phase insulin secretion. Adjusted with
age and body mass index (Blvllj.ourdata indicated that HOMA insulin resistance
index (HOMAIR) increased significantly not only in IGT/IFG group compared
with NGT group (in nonobesesubjects: 2.96± 1.62vs 1.89± 1.36,P~O.OOI and in
obese subjects: 4.16± 0.34 vs 2.79± O. I6, P~0.005, respectively) but also in OM
group compared with IGT/IFG group (in nonobese subjects: 3.82± 0.26 vs
2.69± 1.62.P~0.002). Also insulinogenic index(a lin/Gill) decreasedsignificantly
in OM group compared with IGT/IFG grcup (in obese subjects: 12.15± 8.16 vs
46.16± 7.15. P=0.05). Whetherobese or not .there was no significant change of
a JIO/G,o between IGT/IFG group and NGT group. Our conclusion comes to that
both insulin secretion and insulin resistance may contribute to the pathogenesis of
type 2 diabetes in Chinese.and insulinresistance mayplaya more importantrole.
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GLUCOSE EFFECTIVENESS COMPENSATES FOR INSULIN
RESISTANCE AND INADEQUATE INSULIN SECRETION IN
OLD RATS. M. Ader, J.M. Richey, and R.N. Bergman, University
of Southern California. Los Angeles, CA.

Aging is characterized by glucose intolerance associated with
insulin resistance. Although insulin secretion may partially
compensate for resistance, the role of glucose effectiveness (GE)
in aging is less clear. We calculated GE and insulin sensitivity (5,)
in young (6 mos) and old (28 mos) rats. 5, was assessed from
hyperinsulinemic (1 mU/min per kg) euglycemic clamps (n=2 at
each age), as [glucose infusion/(t.insulin )( glucose)]. GE and its
components of glucose-mediated stimulation of glucose uptake
and suppression of glucose production were estimated by previ
ously validated two compartment modeling of the combined
injection of cold and labeled glucose (0.3 g/kg. 20 flCi/kg) during
somatostatin (n=5 and n=3 for young and old rats). Old rats were
insulin resistant (1.78 vs 3.68 )( 10-4 dl/min kg per flU/ml) and
exhibited a compensatory doubling of fasting insulin (21±8 vs
10±O.4 flU/ml; p<0.05). Similarly, glucose effectiveness was
increased in old rats, also compensating for insulin resistance.
GE was 0.089±O.034 min" in old rats. nearly 2-fold higher than in
young rats (0.047±O.008 min"; p<0.05). This increase was largely
due to a >200% increase in the production component of GE
(0.042±O.02 vs 0.014±0.007 min" for old and young rats). These
data suggest that glucose effectiveness may compensate for
impaired insulin action in the aging rat model when insulin
secretion is inadequate. Understanding the mechanisms by which
glucose effectiveness is increased in resistant states is critical to
elucidating the pathogenesis of impaired glucose tolerance.

480±20*
SA±0.2"
487±S9'

339±7*
6.7±0.3*
563±77'

341±S'
6.7±0.2'
424±40'

499±16*
6.8±OA'
56S±81*

230±73
S.O±O.l
16±7

313±8
SA±0.2
S2±17

DIAZOXIDE IMPROVES INSULIN SENSITIVITY INZUCKER OBESE RATS
R.D. Carr. S. Gronemann. B. Hansen. K.F. Press, J. Sturis and C.L. Brand.
Diabetes Pharmacology I. Novo NordiskAlS. DK-2880 Bagsvaerd, Denmark.
The glucose lowering and insulinsensitising effects of chronic diazoxide (DZ.
SO mg/kg bid for 7-9 wks) were investigated in male Zucker Obese (ZO) rats
(9-10 weeks old at study start). Rats were allocated. with matched fasting
plasma glucose (FPG). to receive either DZ or vehicle (C). lean male litter
mates (Zl) received C. Rats were not dosed 2-S days prior to tests. All tests
were conducted in 18 hr fasting rats. Pre-instumented. conscious rats under
went euglycaemic. hyperinsulinaemic (S mU kg" min") clamp during which
hepatic glucose production(HGP) and glucose disappearance (Ro) rates were
measured using the isotope dilu1ion method. Results are mean±SEM; n=4-10;
ANOVA or t-test: 'p<O.OS vs Zl-C; "p<O.OSvs ZO-C; ND: not determined;
GIR:glucose infusionrate. ZL-C ZO-C ZO·DZ
Pre-treatment variables

bodyweight (g)
plasma glucose (mM)
plasma insulin(pM)

Post-treatment variables
body weight(g)
plasma glucose (mM)
plasma insulin(pM)

Clampvariables:
plasma glucose (mM) ND 6.6±0.2 6.9±0.2
plasma insulin(pM) ND 1348±206 1371±146
GIR(mg kg" min") ND 7.2±0.8 12.7±0.6"
HGP (% inhibition) ND -46±8 -78±S"
R, (% stimulation) ND 64±10 116±6"

In conclusion. DZ reduced FPG presumably by improvingperipheral and he
patic insulinsensitivityin the ZO rat.
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DELAYED OCCURRENCE OF INSULIN RESISTANCE IN A NEW
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL OF NIDDM

M. Taouis', C. Broca', P. Masiello'! M. Roye', M. Mante,ghetti',
M. Derouet', R. Gross' and G. Ribes'. SRA, INRA, Nouzilly. - UMR
9921 CNRS and UPRES 1677, Montpellier I France. '1st. Patol. Generale,
Pisa,Italia.

We have previously reported that adult rats treated with streptozotocin
(STZ) (65 mglkg. IV) plus nicotinamide at the dose of 230 mg/kg (NA
230) show a relative deficiency in glucose induced insulin secretion due to
a decrease in pancreatic insulin stores reaching about 40% of normal ones.
The aim of the present study was to explore whether peripheral insulin
resistance could also develop in this new experimental NIDDM model. For
this purpose, in Wistar rats STZ + NA 230 administered, glucose-induced
insulin response and insulin binding to peripheral tissues were
simultaneously evaluated at day 7, IS, 30, 60 after diabetes induction.
Insulin response to glucose was studied in the isolated rat pancreas by
increasing glucose concentration (5 to II mmolll) and 1251 porcine insulin
binding was tested using rat crude liver membranes. Our results revealed
that glucose-induced insulin response was significantly reduced as early as
day 7 after diabetes induction. Areas under the curve for glucose
stimulation/20 min (AUC/20 min) were 227 ± 13 ng versus 696 ± 53 ng in
normal animals (p < 0.01). Similar reductions were observed at day 15,30,
60 (AUC/20 min: 229 ± 18, 182 ± 30 and 170 ± 23 ng, respectively; p <
0.01). Insulin binding to liver membrane progressively decreased from day
IS to reach a significant difference at day 60 (-25%, P < 0.05) with respect
to controls. Thus in this new experimental model of NIDDM induced by
NA + STZ and characterized by a defective insulin responsiveness to
glucose, a secondary insulin resistance develops, both effects mimicking,
at least in part, the major features of human NIDDM.

AMARANTH OIL AMELIORATES DEXAMETHASONE·
INDUCED GLUCOSE INTOLERANCE IN AGING RATS
M.Gorshunska, N.Gorbenko, O.Ivanova and IT.Gopcziy. Ukrainian
Scientific Research Institute of Endocrine Diseases Pharmacotherapy,
Kharkov, Ukraine. 'Agricultural University, Kharkov, Ukraine
Amaranth oil (AD) possesses free radicals scavenger activity and it is
widely used as anti-inflammatory agent. The imbalance between pro- and
antioxidants in diabetes and possible link of oxidative stress and insulin
resistance provide justification for antioxidant treatment, especially in old
patients. To elucidate AD antidiabetic potential its ability to correct
dexamethasone (D)- induced alterations of glycaemic pattern in aging
rats was investigated. Male Wistar rats (l8-mo-old) were injected D
(0.125 mglkg/die s.c. for 13 days). Control rats (C) were given vehicle
alone. One group of D-treated rats received AD (5 mllkg/die per os)
starting 4 days after first Dvinjection. At the end of the study fasted rats
were subjected to a glucose tolerance test (GTT, 2 g/kg i.p.). D
treatment induced a significant rise in basal plasma insulin (p<0.02) and
glucose levels (7.0±0.9 mmollI vs 4.6±0.3 mmollI, p<0.02) compared to
C. Moreover, glucose tolerance was impaired after D-administration
(integral glycaemia over GTT was 67.0±8.9 mmollI vs 29.6±0.8 mmol/l,
p<O.OI) in comparison with non-treated controls. Administration of AD
prevented development of D-induced hyperglycaemia (4.5±0.3 mmolll
vs 7.0±0.3 mmollI, p<0.02) and improved glucose tolerance reducing
integral glycaemia over GTT 1.5 fold (p<O.02) in comparison with D
treated rats. The basal and glucose induced plasma insulin levels were
significantly decreased (p<0.05) after AD treatment. The results allow
the conclusion that AD is able to prevent D-induced hyperglycaemia and
improved glucose tolerance in aging rats. We suggest the use of AD in
diet may have potential therapeutic benefit in the NIDDM treatment.
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OIlJ: YEAR GROWTH HOIiQlOIlJ: TRBA!HBN': UOCT ON INSOLIN
SENSITIVITY STATUS AND GENlI: ZlCPRlI:SSION
Y Khalfallah*l 2 3, H Vidall , M Laville l 2 , N Vegal r P
Vallierl , JP Riou12 , G Sassolas3. lINSERM U449, 2Human
Nutrition Research Center and 3Nuclear Medecine Center,
Faculty RTH Laennec, rue G Paradin, 69372 Lyon Cedex 08,
France.

Growth hormone (GH) may control metabolic pathways
by acting on the activity of key enzymes and/or by
changing their expression levels. The aim of our study
was to characterize the in vivo effect of GH on insulin
sensitivity and rnRNA levels of key genes involved in
metabolic pathways and insulin action. Six secondary GH
deficient adults were studied before and one year after
GH substitution dose-treatment. Insulin sensitivity was
determined before and during GH treatment using a 3 hour
euglycernic hyperinsulinic clamp (12 pmol/kg/min). Muscle
and abdominal subcutaneous adipose tissue biopsies were
taken before and at the end of the clamps. Levels of
insulin receptor, PI-3 kinase (PI3K), glut4, glycogene
synthase, PFK-l and LPL rnRNA were determined by RT
competitive-PCR. The results showed that, in spite of a
significant IGFl increase (158 ± 17 vs 77±9 ng/ml),
endogenous glucose production (10. 9±0. 6 v s 11. 3±0 .4
J.1rnol/kg/min) and insulin stimulated glucose disposal
(40±3 vs 47±3 J.1rnol/kg/min) were not significantly
modified by GH treatment. Treatment increased
significantly LPL rnRNA in muscle (70±7 vs 38±2 amoles/~

total RNA, p<0,05) and adipose tissue (4860±880 v s
2490±260 amoles/l1g total RNA, p<0.05), but did not
change the basal levels of other rnRNAs. Before GH,
insulin was not able to modify the levels of the
measured rnRNAs while after treatment, it induced a
significant increase in muscle qlut4 gene expression
(~~30 vs 7 amoles/l1g total RNA, p<O.05).
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In summary, 2CMM yields an index of glucose effectiveness which is lowerthan
thatprovided by MM(-45% in dogsand-35%andhumans) andan index of insulin
sensitivity which is higherthan thatprovided by MM(+90% in dogsand +33% in
humans). We conclude that the bayesiao identification of 2CMM corrects the MM
overestimation of glucose effectiveness and underestimation of insulin sensitivity.

BAYESIAN IDENTIFICAnON OF A NEWTWO-COMPARTMENT MINIMAL
MODEL CORRECTS SGOVERESTIMATION AND SI UNDERESTIMATION.
A. Caumo aodC. Cobelli. San Ralfaele Scientific Institute, Milano, andDepartment
of Electronics aodInformatics,University ofPadova,Padova, Italy.
The minimal model (MM) indices of glucose effectiveness, SG, and insulin
sensitivity, Sj, are widely used to characterize glucose tolerance. Recent reports,
however, indicate that SG is overestimated and SI underestimated. The use of a
single- instead of a two-compartment description of glucose kinetics has been
indicated asamajorsource oferror. Aimof thisstudy wasto develop a new approach
to SGandSI estimation basedon the bayesian identification of a two-compartment
minimal model (2CMM). A standard IVGTT (0.3 g/kg BW) was performed in 6
normal dogsaod 14normal humaos. Glucose aodinsulin datawereinterpreted with
bothMMaod 2CMM. 2CMM had the samestructure of MM(irreversible glucose
loss and insulin actionin the accessible pool) exceptfor the presence of a second
nonaccessible pool. It was identified in each study by using a physiological
constraint on the exchangerateparameters betweenthe glucose pools anda bayesian
parameter estimation technique. SinceMM and2CMM fractional indices SGandSI
referto different volumes, theyweremultiplied by their respective accessible pool
volumes,V aodVI, where the former is theMMvolume of glucose distribution and
the lauer is the accessible pool volume of 2CMM. Results (Mean± SEM) are
reported below.

Dogs 0.099±O.OI4 8.6±2.0
(n;(i)

Humans 0.046±0.OO5 8.0±2.5
(n=14)

0.030±0.003* 10.6±2.4*
(' p<O.05 vs. MM )

SIZE OF THE INTRAVENOUS GLUCOSE LOAD AND MINIMAL
MODEL-DERIVED S, AND So: APPLICATION TO OBESITY.
M.R. Letiexhe, AJ. Scheen and PJ. Lefebvre PJ. Division of Diabetes,
Nutrition & Metabolic Disorders, CHU Sart Tilman, Liege, Belgium.

Intravenous glucose tolerance test (lVGIT) has been used to assess insulin
secretion and action in obesity. As the glucose load is usually adjusted to body
weight (BW), obese subjects receive a much higher glucose dose than lean
controls. In order to avoid a possible bias, minimal model-derived indices of
insulin sensitivity S, and glucose effectiveness So, coefficient of glucose
assimilation <Ko), and insulin secretion rate (lSR, estimated by deconvolution
of plasma C-peptide levels) were calculated during IVGTIs : I) using 0,3 g
glucose/kg BW in to obese non-diabetic subjects (5F/5M; age: 24.5±2.0
years; BW: 114.3±3.5 kg; BMI: 39.5± 1.6 kg/m>; average glucose load of
34.3 ± 1.1 g); and 2) using 0.3 and 0.5 g glucose/kg BW (at 2 week-intervals)
in 10 lean controls (5F/5M; age: 24.1±0.7 years; BW: 64.8±2.0 kg; BMI:
21.6±0.4 kg/m"; average glucose load of 19.4±0.6 g and 32.4± 1.0 g
respectively). ISR/180 min was higher in obese subjects (81.3± 10.6 nmol),
whatever the glucose dose used in controls (29.8±3.1 nmol with 0.3 g/kg,
p<0.0002, and 4O.1±3.6 nmol with 0.5 g/kg, p<0.OO2). Ka was
significantly lower in obese subjects (I.36±0.17 min") when compared to that
of controls after 0.5 g/kg (1.94±0.14 min-I, p<0.02) but not after 0.3 g
glucose/kg (1.65±0.16 min-I, NS). S, (10-' min'ipmolv.L) was significantly
decreased in obese subjects (4.01±0.96), whatever the glucose load used in
controls (p< 0.0025 and p< 0.0015 respectively); however, S,of controls was
slightly lower after 0.5 g glucose/kg (9.61 ± 1.26) than after 0.3 g/kg
(14.28±2.55, p<0.05). So was similar in obese and lean subjects, whatever
the glucose load. In conclusion, even if the size of the glucose load may
slightly affect the results, severely obese non-diabetic subjects showed
decreased S" higher ISR and similar So indices as compared to those of lean
controls, whatever the intravenous glucose load injected in the latter.

16.3±2.8*

[SlY1J2c
(l0-4dllkgmin

per j.1U/ml)

[SaV1J2c
(dllkg min)

0.054±O.016*

SIV
. (l0-4dllkgmin

perj.1U/ml)

SaV
(dllkg min)
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ESTIMATE OF INSULIN SENSITIVITY WITH THE HOMEOSTASIS
MODEL ASSESSMENT. VALIDA TION STUDIES AGAINST THE
GLUCOSE CLAMP.
G. Targher, M. Alberiche, M. Zenere, F. Saggiani, R. Bonadonna, M. Muggeo
and E. Bonora. Division of Endocrinology and Metabolic Diseases,
University of Verona, Italy.
Several investigators used the homeostasis model assessment (HOMAl as a
surrogate measure of in vivo insulin sensitivity in man. This method,
however, has not been sufficiently validated against the glucose clamp,
which is unanimously regarded as the reference technique for the
measurement of insulin sensitivity. In the present study we have compared
the measurement of insulin sensitivity obtained by a 4 hour euglycemic (-5
mmol/I) hyperinsulinemic (-300 pmol/l) clamp with that estimated by the
HOMA in 115 subjects with various degrees of glucose tolerance and insulin
sensitivity. We have found a strong correlation between clamp-measured
(total glucose disposal, TGD) and HOMA-estimated insulin sensitivity (r=
0.820, p<O.OOl), without any substantial difference in men (r=-0.800) and
women (r=-0.796) as well as in younger (r=-0.811) and older (r=-0.897), in
nonobese (r=-0.817) and obese (r=-0.786), in nondiabetic (r=-0.754) and
diabetic (r=-0.695), and in normotensive (r=-0.786) and hypertensive (r=
0.762) subjects. After stratification of subjects into quartiles of HOM A values
and TGD values, the coefficient of agreement in the categorization of
individuals for insulin sensitivity was good (weight k=0.65).
We conclude that the HOMA is a reliable method to estimate in vivo insulin
sensitivity in man. Since the HOMA is simple, straightforward and cheap, it
can be used in large scale or epidemiological studies in which only a single
fasting blood sample is available.
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THE EFFECTS OF EXERC1SE ON GLUCOSE METABOLISM IN SKELETAL
MUSCLECAN BE REPRODUCED BY NITRIC OXIDE
M.E. Young and B. Leighton. Universityof Oxford,U.K.

It is hypothesised that nitric oxide (NO) and cGMP are mediators of
contraction-stimulated glucose utilization in skeletal muscle. Immediately after
erercise or contraction,the rates of glucose transport and metabolismremain elevated
in skeletal muscle, thus enabling glycogen repletion. The aim of this study was to
investigatethe role of NO/cGMPin glycogen re-synthesis. Isolated rat soleus muscle
preparations were incubated for 30 minutes with the NO donor sodium nitroprusside
(SNP; 15mM), washed (incubation for 15 minutes without SNP), followed by
incubation (without SNP) for various times in fresh medium. Prior NO exposure
increased rates of both lactate release (control, 6.17 ± 0.77, versus SNP, 9.04 ± 0.68
umol/h/g wet wt.; P<O.Ol) and glycogen synthesis (control, 0.89 ± 0.12, versus SNP,
2.20 ± 0.31 umol/h/g wet wt.; P<O.OOI), even 80 minutes after the wash stage. In
addition, cGMP levels remained elevated within skeletal muscles pre-exposed to NO
when compared to control muscles (5-fold higher, even 50 minutes post-SNP
exposure; P<O.OOI). Nitric oxide synthase (NOS) activity is higher in muscles
primarily composed of type II fibres. The fibre type composition, in order of
decreasingtype II fibres, in various skeletal muscles is white gastrocnemius(84%) >
EDL (56%) > red gastrocnemius(8%) > soleus (0%). We found the descendingorder
of sensitivity of soluble guanylate cyclase (sGC) to activation by lO~M SNP (a sub
maximal concentration) in skeletal muscle extracts (shown as percentage of maximal
sGC activity) to be white gastrocnemius (69 ± 3 %) > EDL (23 ± 3 %) > red
gastrocnemius(9 ± I %) > soleus (3 ± I %). In addition,prior incubationof muscle
preparationswith SNP (15mM) causes a marked increase in the sensitivityof sGC to
NO (2-fold increase;P<O.OI). We propose that the sustainedelevatedcGMP contents
in skeletal muscles previously incubated with SNP are caused by the increased
sensitivityof sGC to endogenouslyproduced NO. We also hypothesisethat sustained
elevated cGMP levels are responsible for the increasedrates of glucose transport and
glycogensynthesisobservedin skeletalmuscle after exerciseor contraction.

780
INCREASED GLYCOGEN FROM GLUCONEOGENESIS WITH
PROLONGED FASTING IN HUMANS REFED WITH GLUCOSE.
A. Lteif and W. F. Schwenk, Department of Pediatrics and Adolescent
Medicine, Rochester, MN
We have previously shown in fasted dogs refed with glucose that fasting
significantly increases intrahepatic UDP-glucose flux (an estimation of the
rate of glycogen synthesis) and the amount of UDP-glucose formed via the
indirect pathway. To assess the importance of the indirect pathway after
different periods of fasting in humans and to determine whether fasting
followed by refeeding also affects the rate of glycogen synthesis, five
normal volunteers received a six hour infusion of glucose at 20 !!
mol/kg/min, along with [3-3HJ glucose (to assess direct hepatic uptake of
glucose), [U-14C]lactate (to label UDP-glucose via the indirect pathway)
and [1-l3C] galactose (to estimate UDP-glucose flux), after fasting
overnight or for 2.5 days. With two additional days of fasting, UDP
glucose flux during refeeding was not significantly increased (9.24 ± 1.35
vis 10.69 ± 1.22 umol/kg/min). UDP-glucose formed via direct uptake of
glucose was similar on the 2 study days (6 OO± 0.8 vis 5.04 ± 1.19 !!
mol/kg/min), while the amount of UDP-glucose formed via the indirect
pathway was increased (3.24 ± 0.73 vis 5.65 ± 0.62 umol/kg/min, p<0.05).
Similarly, endogenous glucose production was higher after 2.5 days of
fasting (3.37 ±0.56 vis 4.67 ±0.44 umol/kg/min, p<0.05). These changes
reflecting increased gluconeogenesis occurred despite higher insulin levels
after 2.5 days of fasting (130.22 ± 18.24 vis 252.57 ± 55.7 pmol/l,
p<0.05). We conclude that with increased fasting in humans,
gluconeogenesis is an increasingly important pathway not- only for
subsequent glycogen repletion but also for persistent endogenous glucose
production.
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SUBCELLULAR LOCALISATION OF KEY ENZYMES OF GLYCOGEN
SYNTHESIS. A NOVEL CONTROL MECHANISM OF GLYCOGEN
METABOLISM.

Ie. Ferrer, S. Baque, E. Cid, R.R. Gomis and II Guinovart. Departament de
Bioquimica i Biologia Molecular. Universitat de Barcelona, 08028 Barcelona,
Spain.

The accepted model of glycogen synthesis involves three different steps:
initiation by glycogenin, a self-glucosylating enzyme, the elongation step,
catalysed by glycogen synthase, and the ramification of the polysaccharide by
the branching enzyme. Glycogen synthase, whose activity is highly regulated by
covalent modification as well as by allosteric effectors, is believed to be the key
enzyme in the control of the overall process. Glycogen synthesis, the main
pathway of non-oxidative glucose metabolism, is active in most mammalian
tissues. However, this polysaccharide accumulates to a largest extent in the liver
and the skeletal muscle, and these tissues are therefore extremely important in
maintainingblood glucose homeostasis. Our studies show that glycogen synthase
changes its localisation in the cell in response to glucose. The liver isoform is
uniformly distributed throughout the cytosol of the hepatic cell in the absence of
glucose and moves towards the periphery in response to glucose and insulin
Alternatively, the form of glycogen synthase found in muscle is localised to the
nucleus and exits this cellular compartment when glucose is present. We have
also shown that the form of glycogenin prevalent in muscle binds to actin
microfilaments through a common actin-binding motif, which is present in its
primary sequence but is absent in the sequence of the glycogenin isoform
characteristic of liver. These facts delineate differences between the hepatic and
the muscular metabolism of glycogen. The interaction of these enzymes with
different subcellular structures and their movement in response to glucose may
represent a novel regulatory mechanism of glycogen metabolism. This model
opens up a new area of study: from the molecular mechanisms controlling the
intracellular distribution of these enzymes to the alterations that they may suffer
in diabetes.

783
ETHNIC DIfFERENCES IN GLUCOSE AND LIPID
MErABOLISM IN OBESE SOUTH AFRICAN WOMEN.
C Punyadeera, NJ Crowther, M-T van der Merwe*, AR Immelman
and IP Gray. Department of Chemical Pathology, South African
Institute for Medical Research and *Department of Medicine, Faculty
of Health Sciences, University of the Witwatersrand, York Road,
Parktown 2193, Johannesburg.
Studies in South Africa have shown that black obese women have
higher serum FFA levels and are more insulin resistant (IR) than their
white counterparts. The aim of our study was to determine whether the
higher IR observed in the black group was due to the inhibitory effect
of elevated FFA levels on glucose uptake and metabolism. Glucose
metabolism was measured in 8 black and 8 white obese females using
measurement of "CO, levels in breath following the ingestion of a 75g
glucose load containing O.5g I-I'C-labelled glucose. Breath and blood
samples were taken over a 7 hour period during which C-peptide and
glucose levels were similar but proinsulin (I.9±0.6 pM vs 4.6±0.9;
6.1±I.3 vs 1I.8±I.9; 1I.9±I.9 vs 24.9±5.6; 6.8±0.7 vs I7.0±4.6
at 0, 30, 120 and ISO mins; p < 0.05 for all) and 13CO,breath levels
(4.7±0.7o/oo vs 7.7±I.I; 19.1±I.4 vs 25.1±2.4 at 60 and ISO mins
respectively; p < 0.05 for both) were lower and insulin higher
(621±144 vs 288±40 pM at 120 mins; p < 0.05) in the black subjects.
FFA levels were higher in the black subjects at 30 and 360 mins
(677±80 14M vs 202±78; 696±39 vs 490±48 respectively; p < 0.005
for both). We conclude that lower glucose metabolism in the black
obese subjects is a result of higher FFA levels which may in tum
decrease hepatic extraction of insulin. Furthermore, conversion of
proinsulin to insulin is increased in the black subjects possibly as a
result of a B-cell attempt to maintain euglycaemia in the face of high
insulin resistance.
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GLYCOGEN STORAGE IN L6 CELLS ARE INCREASED BY OVEREX
PRESSION OF GLYCOGENIN
B.F. Hansen', P. Jensen' and F. Barbell!'. 'Diabetes Biology, Novo
Nordisk AlS, DK-2880 Denmark and 'Mol Pat Diabetes Unit, HS Raffaele
Scientific Institute, Milan, 20132, Italy.
Glycogenin is the protein core which upon the glycogen molecule is built.
Hypothetically, the maximal attainable glycogen concentration in cells are
limited by the expression of glycogenin, since no free (non-glucosylated)
glycogenin is found in cells. In order to test this idea we transfected L6
myoblasts with glycogenin or empty vector as control. Three stable clones
were isolated, two overexpressing glycogenin and one expressing the
control vector Maximal glycogen storage capacity was evaluated by ex
posing cells to high insulin (100 nM) and glucose (25 mM) concentrations
for 5h. Glycogen concentration in cells was measured by the hexokinase
method after acid hydrolysis. The glycogen concentration increased rap
idly (-3 fold) during the first 2h in both cells overexpressing glycogenin
and the control line; after 2h no further increase was seen. Notably, the
glycogen concentrations were found to be significantly (ANOVA, p<0.001)
higher overall during the 5h in cells overexpressing glycogenin compared
to control cells. Glycogen synthesis was also measured as incorporation
of "C-glucose into glycogen during the 5h. The two first hours of incuba
tion glycogen synthesis was identical, however from 2h and onwards a
significant effect of overexpressing glycogenin was seen (ANOVA,
p<0.001). Since glycogen synthesis continues to increase after 2h incu
bation, despite constant total glycogen concentrations, recycling of glu
cose in the giycogen molecule must take place. The same phenomenon
was observed in parental (non-transfected) cells. In conclusion, glyco
genin overexpression in a skeletal muscle-like cell line is able to augment
the total glycogen concentration and glycogenin might therefore playa
role in determining maximal glycogen storage capacity.

784
GLUCOSE AND LACTATE LOWERING BY DICHLOROACETATE IN DIABETIC
RATS IS CORRELATED WITH TISSUE PYRUVATE DEHYDROGENASE ACTIVITY
J. Gao, X. Liu, E. Kaplan and W. Mann. Diabetes Pharmacology, Novartis
Pharmaceuticals Corp., 556 Morris Ave., Summit, NJ 07901, USA
The pyruvate dehydrogenase (PDH) complex catalyzes the first irreversible
reaction in the mitochondrial oxidation of glucose. PDH activity is decreased in
tissues of diabetic humans and diabetic animals. The purpose of the study was to
determine if an activation of tissue PDH is correlated with an improvement of
glycemia and lactalaemia in diabetic animals. Male Sprague-Dawley rats were
rendered diabetic with dexamethasone (2.5 mg, s.c.). Plasma glucose and laclate
concentrations were matched for the groups (n~6/group), which were then orally
treated with dosing vehicle (control) or dichloroacelate (DCA, a known PDH
activator) at 250, 500 and 1,000 umol/kg/day for 4 days. On day 5 (24 h after the
last treatment) a blood sample was collected and the tibialis anterior muscle (TA),
liver and heart were taken for the measurement of PDH activity. Plasma glucose
and laclate levels and tissue PDH activities after the treatment are shown in the
table below (* indicating P<0.05 vs. the control group):
Group Glucose Lactate PDH (mU/mg protein)

(mg/dl) (roM) TA Liver Heart
Control 388±24 5.4±0.Z 0.1±0.0 O.I±O.O I.5±0.6
DCA250 438±22 4.9±0.Z 0.2±0.0 0.1±0.0 O.6±O.Z
DCA500 294±46 3.3±0.3* 0.3±0.0* 0.2±0.0 4.0±1.4*
DCAI,OOO 244±45* 3.3±0.Z* I.5±0.3* I.l±O.Z* 12.1±2.8*
There is a highly adverse correlation between the tissue PDH activity and plasma
glucose and lactate levels after the treatment for TA (F-0.68, P<O.OOI; F-0.50,
P<O.OI), liver (F-0.65, P<O.OOI; r=-0.38, P=0.07) and heart (F-0.79, P<O.OOI; F
0.54, P<O.OI). In conclusion, (I) glucose and lactate lowering and PDH activation
by DCA are dose-dependent; and (Z) tissue PDH activity is adversely correlated
with plasma glucose and lactate levels. Thus, PDH activation may have caused the
improvement of glycemia and lactataemia in these diabetic animals.
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SPLANCHNIC GLUCOSE UPTAKE (SGU) FOLLOWING
DIFFERENT AMOUNTS OF ORAL GLUOSE IN MAN

A. Kautzky-Willer, Th. Aigmiiller, W. Waldhausl, A. Hofer, and B.
Ludvik, Vienna, Austria

The magnitude of SGU in human subjects following different
amounts of orally administered glucose has not yet been evaluated
lacking a method to repeatedly measure SGU. We have recently
developed and validated a non-invasive technique (OG-CLAMP) to
measure glucose disposal rate (GDR), SGU and time required for
glucose absorption. This method combines an euglycemic,
hyperinsulinemic clamp (120 mUlm 2/min) and an oral zlucose load
(OGL) during steady-state of glucose disposal. To studythe effect of
different OGLs on the extent of SGU we perfomed three OG
CLAMPs on different days in 7 healthy male subjects (age= 24±2 yrs,
BMI= 23A±1.3 kg/m2) employing OGLs with 25, 75, and 100 gms,
respectively. Mean GDR was 11.3±0.7 mg/kg/min. SGA was
2.3±1.4%, l304±3.I%, and 23±3.5% following 25, 75, and 100 gms
glucose. SGU was significantly lower following the 25 gms compared
with the 75 (p<0.05) and 100 gms OGL(p<O.OI, 75 vs. 100 gms
p<0.05). The time required for absorption of the OGL was 70±2A
min for 25 gms, 131±504 min for 75 gms (p<0.001 vs. 25 gms) and
l51±7.~ min for 10.0 gms (p<O.OI vs. 75, p<O.OOI vs. 25 gm~). In
conclusion, mcreasmg the amount of orally administered glucose
enhances SGU and the time required for resorption of an OGL in
healt.hy humans. The~e results support the importance of the portal
artenal glucose gradient as a modulator of the magnitude of SGA
following oral glucose administration.
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EFFEcrs OF AGE, GENDER AND BODY WEIGHT ON RENAL AND
HEPATIC GLUCOSE RELEASE IN POSTABSORPTIVE HUMANS
C Meyer, M. Stumvoll, 1. Dostou, M. Mitrakou and 1. Gerich, University of
Rochester, Rochester, NY, USA

In postabsorptive humans, liver and kidney account for about 75 % and 25 % of
overall glucose release (OGR), respectively. However, it is well established that
aging reduces renal mass and renal function. One might therefore anticipate
decreased renal glucose release (RGR) with aging. To test this hypothesis, we
assessed the effect of age (as well as gender and body weight) on RGR and
hepatic glucose release (HGR) in 58 normal postabsorptive humans (32 male,
26 female) ranging from 20-65 years of age and from 44-116 kg body weight.

RGR wasdetermined using the standard combination of isotopic (6-3H glucose)
and organ balance (renal vein catheterization) techniques, and HGR was
calculated as the difference between OGR and RGR. RGR and HGR were
significantly lower in women (140 ± 11 and 593 ± 28 umol/min, respectively)

than in men (220 ± t4 and 685 ± 21 umol/min, p <0.001 and 0.012,
respectively); RGR, but not HGR, wasalso significantly lower in the oldest (136

± 23 umol/min) than in the youngest quartile (201 ± 9 umol/min, p = 0.016)

However, analysis of covariance indicated that gender did not affect either RGR

or HGR whereas body weight wasan independent determinant of both RGR (r =

0.690, P < O.OOt) and HGR (r = 0.886, P < 0001), and age wasan independent
determinant ofRGR (r ~ -0.274, P ~ 0.039) but not ofHGR (r = -0.163, P =

0.224). Thus, an increase in body weight from 50 kg to 100 kg increased RGR

150 % and HGR - 100 %. In contrast, an increase in age from 20 to 60 years
decreased RGR by - 50 % but decreased HGR only by - 12 %. Age and body
weight accounted for 83 % of the variation in RGR and 97 % of the variation in
HGR. We conclude that body weight is the most important determinant of both
renal glucose release and hepatic glucose release and that with aging hepatic
glucose release becomes relatively more important than renal glucose release for
glucose homeostasis.

786
INSULIN-LIKE EFFECTS OF TUNGSTATE IN CULTURED HUMAN
MUSCLE FIBRES.

S. Baque and 1.1. Guinovart. Departament de Bioquimica i Biologia Molecular.
Universitat de Barcelona, 08028 Barcelona, Spain.

The insulin-like effects of sodium tungstate in two diabetic animal models have
recently been described on our laboratory. We have shown that this compound,
when administered orally, is able to normalise glycaemia as well as the hepatic
metabolic parameters of treated animals. However, the action of tungstate in
muscle tissue has not been studied. Muscle is the major site of insulin-stimulated
glucose disposal, either through the accumulation of glycogen, or through the
glycolytic pathway, contributing to the maintenance of blood glucose
homeostasis. In order to elucidate the effects of tungstate in muscle tissue, an in
vitro model consisting of primary cultured muscle from human biopsies has
been established. Differentiated muscle fibres were incubated in the presence of
100 oM insulin, sodium tungstate (ranging from 0.01 to I mM), or the
combination of both, and different metabolic parameters were analysed. Insulin
elicited a more than two-fold increase in glucose 6-phosphate levels, and a 60 %
increase in glycogen deposition. Although 0.1 roM sodium tungstate raised
glucose 6-phosphate levels in the muscle fibres to the same extent as insulin, it
was unable to increase total glycogen content. Tungstate and insulin showed a
synergistic effect on the deposition of glycogen, which correlated with the
activation state of glycogen synthase. The glycolytic flux was also stimulated
by 0.1 roM tungstate as assessed by lactate production measurements. The
hexokinase and pyruvate kinase activities were not modified by incubation of
the fibres with insulin and/or tungstate, but a significant increase was observed
in the 6-phosphofructo I-kinase activity. Furthermore, tungstate largely
potentiated the increase in 6-phosphofructo I-kinase produced by insulin. Our
results show that in cultured human muscle, tungstate exerts insulin-like actions
and acts synergistically with insulin stimulating the two main pathways of
glucose disposal, glycogen synthesis and glycolysis.
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SPLANCHNIC AND RENAL GLUCOSE PRODUCTION IN THE
POSTABSORPTIVE STATE IN HEALTHY HUMANS
K Ekberg, BR Landau, A Wajngot, V Chandramouli, S Efendic, H
Brunengraber, and J Wahren. Depts of Clinical Physiology and
Endocrinology, Karolinska Hospital Stockholm, Sweden and Depts of
Medicine and Nutrition, Case Western Reserve Univ., Cleveland, Ohio
The aim of the study was to evaluate simultaneously A-V net exchange
of glucose across kidney and liver and the uptake of glucose to the
splanchnic and renal tissues. Seventeen healthy subjects, age 27±l yrs,
BMI 22.6±0.6 kg/m', were studied in the postabsorptive state by
arterial, hepatic and renal venous catheterization and given a primed,
constant infusion of either (6-'H)glucose (n= 10; 20 ~Ci, 10 ~CiIh for
3 h) or (U-13C6)glucose (n=7; 30 umol/kg, 0.5 umol/kg/min for 5 h).
Net exchange was determined from regional blood flow and arterial and
regional venous glucose concentrations. Uptake of glucose to the
sp,lanchnic and renal tissues were measured from the 'H-activity or
1 C-enrichment (M+6) in arterial and regional venous plasma, regional
blood flow and arterial and regional venous glucose concentrations.
Results:

Glucose (6}H)glucose (U-13C
6)glucose

Ra I I.4±0.7 l3.6±0.6 umol/kg/min
Spl uptake 1.9±0.2 2.3±0.5 umol/kg/min
Spl Net Exch. -9.6±1.4 -9.9±1.0 umol/kg/rnin
Renal uptake -0.5±0.3 0.8±OA umcl/kg/min
Renal Net Exch. -0.3+004 0.2+0.2 ~moIlkglmin

Net splanchnic exchange of glucose and splanchnic glucose uptake
together accounted for 90-100% of glucose Ra. Neither a significant
renal net exchange nor a renal uptake of glucose were found. Calculated
from the 13C-enrichments in arterial and hepatic and renal venous
plasma the renal contribution to whole body glucose production was
5±2% (p<0.05). It is concluded that the liver is the predominant site of
glucose production in the postabsorptive state and that the renal
contribution to whole body glucose turnover is small, if any.
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INHIBITION OF HEPATIC GLUCOSE PRODUCTION BY INTERFERENCE
WITHTHEHEPATIC GLUCOSE-6-PHOSPHATASE SYSTEM
AW. Herling, H.-J. Burger, H. Hemmerle, G. Schubert, and D. Schwab
HOECHST MARION ROUSSEL Deutschland GmbH, Frankfurt, Germany

Reduction of hepatic glucose production (HGP) is a significant approach for
developing drugs for treatment of Type II diabetes mellitus (NIDDM). Glu
cose-6-Phosphatase (G6Pase) catalyzes the terminal step of HGP. G6P
translocase (T1) facilitates access of G6P to the catalytic site and exerts a
significant control on G6P hydrolysis. Synthetic derivatives of chlorogenic
acid (CHL) are potent inhibitors of T1. Two new CHL derivatives, S 3483 and
S 4048, inhibited G6P hydrolysis in intact, but not in disrupted rat liver micro
somes with IC5, values of 100 and 2 nmolll, respectively. We investigated the
effect of these compounds on fructose-stimulated gluconeogenesis in iso
lated perfused livers of starved rats, and on glycogenolysis using livers from
fed rats for perfusion. Both compounds concentration-dependentiy inhibited
HGP in the same concentration range for both experimental conditions. In
starved rats, euglycemia is maintained by gluconeogenesis. 2 hrs infusion
with S 3483 (60 mg/kg/h i.v.), reduced HGP from 7.6 mg/kg/min to 2.8
mg/kg/min. Both compounds caused dose dependent hypoglycemia likely
due to the reduction of gluconeogenesis driven HGP in starved rats. In fed
rats, glycogenolysis was induced by l.v. injection of glucagon resulting in a
transient hyperglycemia. Infusion of CHL derivatives abolished this hyper
glycemic peak. Inhibition of either gluconeogenesis (starved rats) or glyco
genolysis (fed rats + glucagon) was accompanied by dose dependent in
creases of hepatic glycogen and G6P as determined at the end of the ex
periments, after 5 hours of infusion. In conclusion, the compound induced
effects on HGP, blood glucose, and metabolite concentrations demonstrate
that the hepatic G6Pase system is the locus of pharmacological interference
of CHL derivatives. Supplementary studies will determine if CHL derivatives
will become useful to reduce HGP and lower blood glucose in NIDDM
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INHIBTION OF HEPATIC GLUCOSE PRODUCTION BY LIPOIC ACID IS
ASSOCIATED WITH INCREASED ACYL-CARNITINE PRODUCTION

M. Khamaisi". A. Gutman#, A. Rudich*, R. Potashnik", Hl.Tritschler", and N.

Bashan *. *Clinical Biochemistry, Ben-Gurion University, Beer-Sheva, #Hadassah

Medical Center, Jerusalem, Israel, and'ASTA Medica, Frankfurt, Germany.

Lipoic acid (LA) is a unique antioxidant which increases peripheral glucose
utilization in diabetic patients. This study was conducted to investigate whether
inhibition of hepatic glucose production (HGP) could be an additional mechanism
for LA's hypoglycemic action. Intravenous injection of 100 mg/kg LA to fasting
non diabetic or streptozotocin-induced diabetic rats caused a rapid reduction in blood
glucose. with no effect on circulating insulin levels. In vivo conversion of fructose
to glucose was not inhibited by LA, whereas gluconeogenesis flux from alanine was
completely prevented, as assessed by loading tests. A reduction in acetyl CoA
concentration (80±1O% in non diabetic and 60±8% reduction in diabetic rats) was
observed following LA, suggesting reduced in-vivo activity of pyruvate carboxylase
(PC). To investigate the mechanism for reduced acetyl CoA, FFA, ketone bodies,
carnitine and acyl carnitine levels were determined. Plasma FFA and bound carnitine
levels were increased following LA by -2 fold in both non diabetic and diabetic rats.
In accordance, free carnitine levels were reduced following LA treatment (l3±0.2 to
7±0.3 in non diabetic, 12±0.4 to 9.6±O.4 in diabetic, P<O.05), with no elevation in
plasma ketone bodies. Mass spectroscopy reviled that increased plasma levels of
C16, C18, C18:1 and C18:2 -carnitines, but not Iipoyl-carnitine could account for
the increase in bound carnitine levels, in both non diabetic and diabetic rats. While
direct sequestration of carnitine by LA was excluded, these results suggests an
inhibition of mitochondrial long chain fatty acid poxidation, which in turn result in
reduced liver acetyl CoA and hence PC activity. These provide mechanism for
inhibition of liver gluconeogenesis by acute, high dosage of LA.

GLUCOSE PER SE CONTROL ON ENDOGENOUS GLUCOSE
PRODUCTION AND CLEARANCE RATE ALSO ORIGINATES FROM A
PLASMA-DELAYED S[GNAL.
M. Srrneom. ;\, Caumo. A, Basu. R. i\. RiU<land C. Cohelli. Padnva and Milano.
Italy: Ruchester, MN. t'SA
Glucose clfcrt pCI' .Ie on endogetWllS glucDse production (ECP) and plusruu
clearance r.ue(peR) play,'s an important role in glucose tolerance, However, little is
known about the timing of glucose control on EGl' and Pt'R. To clarify this issue,
we investigated the dynamic relationship between the time courses of glucose. EC3P.
and Pt.'R when gIUl"{)SL' exhibited a prandial-like profile with insulin maintained at
the basal level with a <ouuuovtmin infusion. Eiglu nondiabetic subjects were
studied. Exogenous gfucose was administered in such a way to mimic glucose
plasma profile after a meal. ;\ glucose tracer ([6-'Hjglucose) was added to
exogenous glucose (Hot-Ginf), thus allowing us La accurately assess EGP, We
found that. whereas ~llIcose peaked at 90 min and was back to basal at 30{) min.
EGP reached ILs nadir later. .u Il)) 11l11l, and was far below its basal level hy the end
uf the xtudv. Kinetic Ill(ldellin~ Dr glucose and EGP profiles revealed rhu: EC;P IS
controlled hy hoth plaxtun and plasma-delayed glucose Signals. The pre-once 01 <I

glucose-mediated inlubirion of PC'R was demonstrated hy comparing: the measured
profile of [6- 'Hjglucosc concentration with that predicted by Rudziuk's tW()
compartment model of glucose kinetics assuming a constant PCR ti.c.
kOI::::co1lSlant). The model well described the tracer data during: the first 30 min 01

lhe study hut markedly ovcrcstuuated them thereafter, thus indicating Ihut Pr..R \),"l.\

not constant hut was pru~ressi\'ejy inhibited, The time course of peR inhihnion was
calculated from the same model by allowing for a time-varying frac.ional
disappearance rate. kOI(t), Model analysis of the time course of kOI(t) VS, glucose

concentration revealed thin Pf'R is inhibited not directly by glucose in plasma hUI

by glucose in a remote compartment. In conclusion, glucose exerts its effects on
EGP and PtR via both plasl11d and plasma-delayed signals. We speculate that these
results should help til single out the individual effects or glucose and insulin on EC;P
and PCR when glucose and insulin vary log-ether. e.g. during a meal.
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LIVER GLUCOKINASE GENE TRANSFER INTO RAT SKELETAL

MUSCLE IN VIVO: METABOLIC IMPACT AND CONTROL OF
GLUCOSE HOMEOSTASIS

J.e. Jimenez-Chillaren, S. Chico, S. Arias and A.M. Gomez-Foix.
Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, University of
Barcelona, 08028. Spain.
Glucose utilization in skeletal muscle is limited by transport and/or glucose
phosphorylation. To evaluate the role of glucose phosphorylation in limiting its
rate of utilization, we have delivered to skeletal muscle the rat liver glucokinase,
wich in contrast to hexokinase II is not inhibited by glucose 6-phosphate.
Previous experiments bave showed that expression of glucokinase, by means of
recombinant adenovirus-mediated gene transfer (AdCMV-LGK), in cultured
human fibers, leads to the acute stimulation of glucose uptake and conswnption
by cells (unpublished results, Baque eral.). We have tested the potential utility of
this genetic engineering for enhancing muscle glucose disposal in vivo. Delivery
of transgenes was accomplished by intramuscular injection (i.m.) to newborn
Wistar rats (2-3 days) in the right hind leg with either control adenovirus
(AdCMV-lacZ) or AdCMV-LGK viruses. AdCMV-lacZ served as a negative
control for metabolic effects due to viral protein expression, and was also used to
evaluate the proportion of muscle fibers expressing the trans gene. The
expression of glucokinase was detected by western blot and by determination of
glucose phosphorylating activity at high glucose concentration. Immunoblotting
of total cell homogenates from muscle tissue showed glucokinase expression in
muscles injected with AdCMV-LGK, 15 days to 2 months after adenovirus
manipulation. The glucokinase expression varied over a wide range as may be
expected from differences in the efficiency of delivery. The presence of
glucokinase was correlated with an increase in the muscle glucose
phosphorylating capacity. To evaluate the changes in glucose homeostasis, one
month injected animals were subjected to an intraperitoneal (i.p.) glucose
tolerance test. Rats expressing glucokinase cleared glucose faster than controls
although the effect was only manifested during the raise in glucose. Fed and
fasted basal blood glucose was also decreased in glucokinase expressing animals.
Therefore, glucokinase delivery to muscle may contribute to increase muscle
glucose disposal and improve glycemic control and it may represent a potential
therapeutic strategy for diabetes.
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REGULATION OF GLYCOGENESIS BY PORTAL-ARTERIAL
GLUCOSE GRADIENTS IN PERFUSED RAT LIVER

O.Mokuda, and Y.Sakamoto
Teikyo Univepsity, Ichihapa, Japan

To study effects of poptal(P)-aptepial(A)
glucose gpadients on the hepatic glycogenesis,
the livep of fasted pats was pepfused. 35 ml of
KRB buffep with 2 mM glucose, 3 mM lactate, 20
pg/l insulin, and (1-14C)-glucose op (U-14C)
lactate was pecipculated at flow pates of 14 ml
/min via P poute and 7 ml/min via A poute.
Glucose was infused at a pate of 27.75 pmol/min
into the P poute (P-expepiment) op the A poute
(A-expepiment), pesulting the P-A glucose
gpadients of +1.98 op -3.96 mM. Incoppopation
of 14C fpom 14C-glucose into glycogen was
highep in the P-expepiment than in the A
expepiment (0.25 ± 0.02 vs 0.18 ± 0.02 % fop 20
min, P<O.Ol), and not influenced by insulin.
Incoppopation of 14C fpom 14c-lactate into
glycogen was not diffepent between the P- and
A-expepiments in the absence of insulin. This
activity was mope stpongly stimulated by
insulin in the P-expepiment than in the A
expepiment (0.49 ± 0.03 vs 0.40 ± 0.03 % fop 20
min, P<0.05). It is suggested that the P-A
glucose diffepence has an impoptant pole in the
pegulation of hepatic glycogen synthesis fpom
exogenous glucose and gluconeogenesis.
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COMBINED INSULIN RESISTANCE OF GLUCOSE AND PROTEIN
METABOLISM IN ACROMEGALY.
A.Battezzati, M.Loss,S. Benedini, L. PiceniSereni, A. Fallorini, P. Mortini and L.
Luzi. Islituto Scientifico H. San Raffaele, Milano, Italy.
Growth hormone (GH) counteracts insulin aelion on glucose metabolism
frequently causing glucose intolerance and diabetes in acromegalic patients
(ACRO). However, both hormones promote proteinaccretion,and it is unclear
whetherinsulin resistanceinacromegalyalso involves protein metabolism. Since
insulin suppresses proteolysis in vivo, we studied whether ACROimpairs the
antiproteolytic effect of insulin. Seven non-diabetic ACRO(GH5.7-81.1 ng/ml,
IGF 1286-1107 ngimO and 6 healthycontrols (CON, GH0.6-1.2ng/ml)matched
for sex, age and bodyweightunderwent an infusion of [6,6-'H,)glucoseand [1
"Clleucine duringan euglycemic insulin clamp (1mUlkg/min) to assess insulin
sensitivity ofglucoseand endogenous leucine flux (ELF), an indexof proteolysis.
Postabsorptively,ACROand CON had a comparable p- glucose (96.5±1.4vs
91.5±2.5 mg/dl), glucose flux (2.60±0.11 vs 2.19±0.19 mglkg/min), p-Ieucine
(120±12 vs 114±14 ~mollL) and KIC (44.3±5.3vs 45.6±3.0 ~mollL) and ELF
(105.2±2.7vs 1075±1.5 ~mollkglh). During insulin, the suppression ofglucose
production was impairedinACRO(0.45±0.10vs O.OHO.Ol mglkg/min, p<0.05),
and the stimulation of glucose uptake was markedly reduced (2.69±O.07 vs
5.93±0.30mg/kg/min, p<0.01). Inaddition, the insulin suppression of p-Ieucine
(-23.5±3.7% V5 41.3±4.0%, p<o.oS) and KIC (-21.9±7.4% vs -50.1±5.3%p<0.05)
was defective. Finally, insulinsuppression of ELF(-8.9±1.6% vs -19.3±1.4%
p<O.Ol) was impaired. Pooling all subjects, GH and ELFsuppression were
inversely related (p<0.05). Two ACRO were studied again 6 months after
succesful adenectomy and showed a near normalization in insulin sensitivity of
glucose fluxesand a modest improvementin insulin sensitivity of proteolysis.
In summary, the insulin stimulation of glucose uptake and the suppression of
glucose productionand proteolysisare all impairedin non-diabetic ACRO. In
conclusion, ACROare severely insulin resistant for both glucose and protein
metabolism, indicating a generalizeddefect!n insulin signaling. A reduced insulin
anabolic effect may in part reduce the stimulation of protein accretion byGH in
acromegalic patients.
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MUSCLE PROTEINANABOLISM DURINGMEALABSORPTION IS IMPAIRED IN THEELDERLY

DUETO INSULINRESIST,\NCE ATTHEPROTEINMETABOLISM LEVEL

E.Volpi. B. Mittendorfer and RR. Wolfe. University of Texas Medical Branch.
SoonersHospital, 815MarketSt., Galveston, TX77550, USA.
The reduction of muscle massthat takesplacewithaging is possibly due to an in
appropriate response of muscle proteinanabolism to the meal. However, we have
recently shownthat muscle proteinanabolism is stimulated by exogenous amino
acidsalonein the elderly as in the young. Thus,we hypothesized that if the lossof
muscle in the elderly is due to an alteredresponse to mealthis couldbe due to an
impairment in the response to the physiologic hyperinsulinemia occurring during
mealintake.We measuredleg muscle proteinkinetics by the means of femoral ar
terio-venous catheterization and stableisotope (L-[ring-2Hs]phenylalanine) infusion
in 5 healthy young(30B, BM!25±l kg/m2

) and 4 healthyelderly (72±l yrs, BM!
26±l kg/m2

) volunteers, withnormal glucose tolerance, in the post-absorptive state
(PA) and during the administration of a 3 hour amino acid-glucose meal (AG),
givenin smallboluses every10minutes in orderto maintain the plasmaaminoacid
concentrations at steadystate.Mealintakeinduced a significant increase in arterial
phenylalanine delivery to the leg (young: 236B7 vs 663±l32; elderly: 248±54 vs
474±118; nmollmin-'·lOO ml leg"; PAvs AG,p<O.OI) withno differences between
the groups. However, the meal-induced increase in pbenylalanine net balance
(young: -31±9vs 7l±l6; elderly: -18±4 vs 35±5; nmollmin-'.IOO ml leg"; PA vs
AG,p<O.OOI) and rate ofdisappearance (young 35±l2 vs 115±22;elderly 41±6vs
72±16nmollntin-'·IOO ml leg"; PAvs AG, p<O.OOI) across the legwereblunted in
the elderly (time by group interaction: p<O.05). During the meal leg bloodflow
increased in the youngwhereas it decreased in the elderly (young: 3.54iQ.60 vs
4.31±O.79; elderly: 3.82iQ.75 vs 3.22iQ.63; PA vs AG,time by groupinteraction:
p<O.05). Sincein the elderly the response of muscle proteinanabolism to amino
acidsaloneis normal, weconclude that the observed impairment of muscle protein
anabolism during amino acids plus glucose is likely due to alterations in insulin
sensitivity at the muscle proteinmetabolism level.
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Title: Insulin deprivation inhibits mucosal protein synthesis in type I diabetes
mellitus. Michael R. Charlton MD and K. Sreekumaran Nair MD. Endocrine
Research Unit, Mayo Clinic and Foundation, Rochester, MN. USA.

Background: Although insulin deficiency is associated with net protein
catabolism in patients with type I diabetes mellitus, whole body protein synthesis
increases during insulin deficiency. Regional protein turnover studies have
demonstrated that the increase in whole body protein synthesis during insulin
deprivation in patients with type I diabetes mellitus occurs in the splanchnic
region while mixed muscle protein and myosin heavy chain synthesis is
unchanged. We hypothesized that an increased rate of protein synthesis occurs in
mucosal proteins in patients with type I diabetes mellitus during insulin
deficiency. Methods: We determined gut mucosal protein synthesis in six patients
with type I diabetes mellitus during insulin deprivation using a primed continuous
infusions of L-[1-l3C] leucine. Results were compared with six patients with type I
diabetes mellitus during insulin treatment, and six non-diabetic healthy controls.
Mucosal tissue samples were obtained endoscopically. Results: The fractional
synthesis rates (FSR) of mixed mucosal proteins in the three groups are shown
below:
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Non-diabetic controls

Free insulin (pmol) 32 + 3

Type I DM-insulin
dependent

86 + 13

FSR (%/h) 2.5 + 0.1 I.7 + 0.2t 24 + 0.2

Free insulin levels were measured in pmol/L. FSR ~ fractional synthesis rate of
mixed mucosal proteins. t indicates that the FSR of mixed mucosal proteins was
significantly lower in insulin deprived type I diabetic subjects than ill either non
diabetic healthy controls (P~0.04) or type I diabetic subjects during insulin
treatment (P~O.O I). Conclusions: Insulin deficiency is associated with decreased
fractional synthesis of mucosal proteins in subjects with type I diabetes mellitus.
Insulin treatment reverses this effect. The increase in splanchnic protein synthesis
that occurs during insulin deficiency must occur at a site other than mucosal
proteins, such as among the hepatically synthesized plasma proteins.
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n-3 FATTY ACIDS INCREASE FATTY ACID OXIDATION IN DIETARY
INDUCED INSULIN RESISTANCE AND HYPERTRIGLYCERIDEMIA
E. Sebokova-, E. Bergeneab, L. Madsens, 1. Ukropecs, B. Liska', E. Dyroeys, A. C.
Rustanb, I. Klimess and R. K. Berge', 'Institute of Experimental Endocrinology,
Slovak Academy of Sciences, Slovak Republic, bSchool of Pharmacy, University of
Oslo, Norway, -Department of Clinical Biology, Division of Biochemistry,
University of Bergen, Norway
Hypertriglyceridemia and high levels of plasma free fatty acids (FFA) are associated
with atherosclerosis, type 2 diabetes (NIDDM) and insulin resistance (IR). We have
previously shown that treatment of rats with n-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids (n-3
PUFA) causes a reduction in the plasma levels of these lipids and an improvement of
insulin action. This study was undertaken to assess the role of fatty acid oxidation in
liver, heart and skeletal muscle for lowering of plasma lipids, and thus for
improvement of IR. Male albino rats (Wistar) were fed for 3 weeks either basal (BD)
or high (63 cal%) sucrose (HS) diets containing ca. 20 cal% saturated fat. The fat in
the HS diet was replaced with fish oil-derived n-3 fatty acids (Triomar, Pronova,
Norway) (FO), the average intake of n-3 PUFA being 3.4 glkglday. Fatty acid
oxidation was assessed by measuring the enzyme activities of carnitine
paimitoyltransferase (CPT) I and II in post-nuclear fractions from freeze clamped
tissues. All data are presented as mean±SEM, p<0.05 unless otherwise stated.
Feeding the animals HS diet led to a 2-fold increase in plasma postprandial
triglyceride (Tg) [BD: 2.4±0.2; HS: 5.1±0.3 mmol.l'] levels, whereas fasted plasma
FFA [BD: 0.65±O.03, HS: 0.56±0.02 mmol.l'] and ketone bodies (p
hydroxybutyrate) [BD: 1I.4±I.7, HS: 1O.4±O.8 mg/dl] remained unchanged.
Supplementation with n-3 PUFA to the HS diet led to a 5-fold decrease in
postprandial Tg [HS+FO: 0.95±0.09 mmol.l:'] and a 2-fold decrease in fasted FFA
[HS+FO: 0.29±O.02 mmol.l"]. While the fasted level of ketone bodies remained
unchanged [HS+FO: 9.7±I.4 mg/dl], the ratio of ketone bodies to FFA was increased
I.8-fold [H8: 18.6, HS+FO: 33.2]. Hepatic CPT I activity was slightly increased
after n-3 PUFA [HS: 2.6±O.I, HS+FO: 3.2±0.09 mol.min', mgprotcin]. On the
other hand, the CPT II activity was induced more than 3-fold in comparison to the
HS diet [5.9±O.5, HS+FO 19.4±2.0 nmol.mirrl.mg'' protein). We conclude from
these data that an increased hepatic fatty acid oxidation may contribute to the
decrease in plasma lipids after treatment with n-3 PUFA in dietary induced
hypertriglyceridemia and insulin resistance.
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A RE-APPRAISAL OF THE ROLES OF MUSCLE AND ADIPOSE
TISSUE FOR GLYCEROL AND LACTATE RELEASE IN MAN
J. Bolinder, E. Hagstrom-Toft, D. Kerckhoffs, E. Moberg and P.
Arner. Dept of Medicine, Huddinge Hospital, Karolinska Institute,
S-141 86 Huddinge, Sweden.
Glycerol production (lipolysis index) and lactate release were
quantitatively assessed in muscle and adipose tissue in vivo, using
microdiaJysis measurements of interstitial glycerol and lactate
concentrations in combination with determination of local blood flow
(133Xeclearance technique) in the two tissues (gastrocnemius muscle
and abdominal subcutaneous adipose tissue). The experiments were
carried out in 12 healthy, normal-weight subjects in the fasting state
and during 240 min following a 75 g oral glucose load. At baseline,
blood flow was similar in adipose tissue and muscle; following
glucose ingestion adipose tissue blood flow was almost doubled
whereas muscle blood flow remained unchanged. In the fasting state,
the estimated glycerol and lactate production rates were 4 times higher
and 50% lower, respecively, in adipose tissue than in muscle
(p<O.OI). After glucose ingestion glycerol production in adipose
tissue was transienIly reduced by about 30% (p<0.02); in muscle a
similar but more protracted decrease in glycerol release was registered
(p<O.OI). However, glycerol release remained 3-4 times higher in
adipose tissue than in muscle after the oral glucose load. I
n response to glucose ingestion, the release of lactate was increased 2
fold in adipose tissue, whereas in muscle the corresponding increase
was only 25%. It is concluded that adipose tissue is the main source of
glycerol, in the fasting state as well as after glucose ingestion. A
significant proportion of the glycerol release, however, apparently
originates from muscle. In the basal state the production of lactate is
higher in muscle than in adipose tissue, whereas after carbohydrate
intake the increase in lactate release predominantly occurs in adipose
tissue.
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EFFECTOF HYPERGLYCAEMIAAND HYPERTRIGLYCERIDAEMIA ON
LOW-DENSITY LIPOPROTEIN OXIDISABILITY IN HEALTHYMEN.
T. Pelikanova, L. Kazdova, P. Wohl, A. Zakand V. Novakova. Institute for
Clinical and Experimental Medicine and 1st Medical Faculty ofCharles
University, Prague, Czech Republic.
Increasedoxidative modification of low-density lipoproteins (LOL) has been
implicated as independentriskfactorforatherosclerosis. LDL oxidation in
vitro is stimulated byglucoseitself. The aimof ourstudywas to evaluatethe
effectofacutely-induced hyperglycaemia and hypertriglyceridaemia on LDL
oxidisability in13 healthy subjects.The susceptibility of LOL to co" induced
oxidative modification, and plasmaconcentrations of a- (aT)and B+y
tocopherol (B+yT)were underfollowing conditions lasting 4 hours:
a) hyperglycaemic clamp(12 mmol/l; HG), b) hyperglycaemic clampwith
infusion of somatostatin inorder to decrease the insulin production (HGS),
c) infusion of Intralipid (0.15g of fat.kg".h"; I), and d) a time-controlled study
with saline infusion (C). Conjugated diene production didnotchange during
HG and HGScomparedto C ( HG: 564± 75 vs 560± 76 mmoVmg of LDL
protein; HGS: 564± 70 vs 582± 72 mmol/mg of LDL protein;C: 443± 85 vs
450± 70 mmoll mgof LOL protein), while itsignificantly decreased during I
(589± 100vs 524± 87 mmoll mg of LDL protein; p < 0.05 ). Nosignificant
changes inthe lag timeofdiene production (HG: 74.8±20.0vs 76.8± 26.7
min; HGS: 66.9± 9.4 vs 69.2± 15.7 min, I:69.0± 22.3 vs 86.8± 18.3 min,
C: 71.15± 15.0vs 78.5± 20.1 min), inthiobarbituric acid reactivesubstances
concentration and in oxidative modification of protein moiety measured by
the emissionfluorescence spectra were found. Decrease indiene production
during Intralipid infusion was accompaniedby increase inaT (22.2± 3.4vs
24.0 ± 3.5 umol/l; p < 0.001)and B+yT (2.3± 1.4 vs 16.9± 7.6 umol/l ; p <
0.001). The results suggest that 4 hour invivo induced hyperglycaemia is not
able to increase the LDL oxidisability. Infusion of Intralipid even decreases
LDL susceptibility to oxidative modification probably due to high tocopherol
content in lipid emulsion. The acute invivo experimentsdo notexcludethe
opposite long-term effects. (Supported byIGA MZ CR, No. 4903-3)
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RELATIONSHIP OF INSULIN SENSITIVITY WITH ABDOMINAL
FAT AND MUSCLE LONG CHAIN ACYL COA's (LCACs) IN MEN

OJ. Chisholm, AM. Poynten, B.A. Ellis, S.M. Furler, AJ. Lowy,
E.W. Kraegen, L.V. Campbell and GJ. Cooney. Garvan Institute of
Medical Research, St Vincent's Hospital, Sydney, NSW, Australia

We and others have demonstrated a strong inverse relationship between
central abdominal fat and insulin sensitivity in humans and between
muscle triglyceride content and insulin sensitivity in animals. Therefore
a large abdominal fat depot may provide an excess systemic supply of
fatty acids which accumulate in muscle and generate insulin resistance.
We propose that muscle LCAC content is a better indicator of lipid
availability than triglyceride in human muscle biopsies. Estimation of
triglyceride content from muscle biopsies may be confounded by very
small amounts of contaminating fat; however LCAC content (by
HPLC) of adipose tissue is 20% that of muscle. We have therefore
determined LCAC content of vastus lateralis muscle, as an indicator of
muscle fatty acid availability, in 9 males (age 57-75, BMI 25-38)
undergoing knee surgery. Results were correlated with insulin
sensitivity by euglycemic clamp (insulin level approximately
70 mUlL), serum triglycerides and abdominal fat (by dual x-ray
absorptiometry). Muscle LCAC ranged from 3.25 to 5.25 nmol/g
tissue, abdominal fat ranged from 0.9 to 3.2 kg and insulin sensitivity
(glucose infusion rate) from I to 10.5 mg/minlkg fat free mass. Insulin
sensitivity (glucose infusion rate/fat free mass) correlated negatively
with abdominal fat (Kg), r'=0.49, p< .03 and with total muscle
LCAC's, r'=0.46 p< .05, but the relationship between abdominal fat
and LCAC's did not reach statistical significance. Serum triglycerides
did not show a significant relationship to either insulin sensitivity or
abdominal fat. This data supports the imponance of muscle fatty acid
availability, as well as abdominal fat, in the generation of insulin
resistance in man.
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PROTEIN RESTRICTION ALTERS THE REGULATION OF TRIACYLGLYCEROL
TURNOVER BY INSULIN DURING PREGNANCY
M.J. Holness and M.C. Sugden, Depattment of Biochemistry, Facuity of Basic Medical
Sciences, SI. Batthofomew's and the Royal London Schooi of Medicine andDentistry,
Queen Mary andWestfield College, London, u.K.
Moderate protein restriction throughout gestation, which leads tofoetal growth retardation,
is associated with impaired suppression of plasma triacylglycerol (TAG) levels by
hyperinsulinemia. The study investigated the molecular basis for this impaired action of
insulin through examining theimpact ofmoderate protein restriction (providing anisocaloric
8% vs. 20% protein diet) during pregnancy on the liporegulatory actions of insulin to
suppress hepatic TAG secretion (estimated using Triton WR 1339) and enhance TAG
utilisation. Protein restriction did not affect maternal energy intake orbody weight gain, but
liver weight at day 19was reduced. Postabsorptive plasma TAG concentrations were 1.9
fold higher intheprotein-restricted (PR) group. Rates ofTAG accumulation after Triton WR
1339 administration were 1.6 fold higher (P<0.0.5) in the PR group (4.53 ± 0.36
~molesJmllh) than in the control (C) group (2.92 ± 0.33 ~moles/mllh). Increased post
absorptive TAG production as a consequence ofmild protein restriction during pregnancy
may therefore underlie post-absorpfive hypertriglyceridemia. Plasma TAG concentrations
declined inresponse to2 h ofinsulin infusion (4.2 mUIkg/min), with an overall decline of
33% (P<0.0.5) in the C group and 48% (P<0.0.5) in the PR group. Although TAG
concentrations after 1 h of insulin infusion remained 1.7fold higher (P<0.05) in the PR
group, the continued infusion of insulin for a further hour attenuated the differences
between the groups. Hyperinsulinemia suppressed TAG secretion by42% (P<0.05) and
51% (P<0.01) respectively in the C and PR groups. Nevertheless, TAG secretion rates
during steady-state hyperinsulinemia remained 1.3fold higher inthePRgroup. Since TAG
concentrations decline at a greater rate, while at the same time, TAG secretion is
enhanced, theresults demonstrate more rapid TAG utilisation during hyp~rinsulinaemia as
a consequence ofprotein restriction. Higher rates ofTAG tumover during hyperinsulinemia
may be viewed as part ofa homeostatic strategy to reduce the maternal requirement for
gluconeogenesis from available amino acids, optimising thefetal protein supply.
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RELATIONSIDP BETWEEN HYPERTRIGLYCERIDEMIA AND
INSULIN SENSITIVITY: AN EUGLYCEMIC CLAMP STUDY
A Patzak, S. Fischer, B. Kindel, C. Kirch, K. Fucker, M. Hanefeld.
Institute and Policlinics of Clinical Metabolic Research, Medical Faculty,
Teclmical University Dresden, Germany,
Although disturbances of glucosemetabolism are frequently associatedwith
elevated levels of triglycerides, it has been difficult to define the order in
which these derangements appear and how they relate to each other.
Thereforewe investigated insulinsensitivity in 21 malehypertriglyceridemic
patients without diabetesmellitus (no lipid lowering therapy for at least 6
weeks) in comparison to 18 male healthy subjects (HS) by means of
euglycemic hyperinsulinemic clamp teclmique according to DeFronzo. In a
75 g oral glucose tolerance test 14 of the hypertriglyceridemic patients
showeda normal (HTG) and 7 an impairedglucosetolerance (HTG-IGT).
The following parameters significantly differed between the groups (HTG
IGT vs. HTG vs. HS): age (49.0 ± 10.7vs. 40.5 ±9.7 vs. 25.7 ±1.8 years),
body mass index (30.1 ± 3.6 vs. 25.9 ± 3.3 vs. 22.6 ± 1.8 kglm2) . Fasting
glucosewas significantly higherin the HTG-IGT(5.4 ± 0.4 vs. 4.5 ± 0.5 vs,
4.6 ± 0.4 mmol/l). The following parameters significantly differedbetween
the HTG-IGT and the HTG, respectively, and the HS triglycerides (3.2 ±
1.0 vs. 4.8 ± 3.1 and 0.8 ± 0.4 mmol/l), fasting insulin (123.2 ± 80.6 vs.
182.4±98.5 and 35.8 ± 18.1pmol/l),insulinsensitivity (2.5 ±1.7 vs. 4.3 ±
2.0 and 14.1 ±4.1 mg x kg body weight" x min" x insulin"). Triglyceride
levelscorrelatewith insulinsenitivity independently of age (p = 0.004). The
hypertriglyceridemic patients with nonmal glucose tolerance (HTG) nearly
were of normal weight and showed the highest triglyceride and fasting
insulinlevels,normal fastingglucose,and decreased insulinsensitivity. Our
data strongly suggestthat hypertriglyceridemia per se is associated with a
reduced insulin sensitivity that further deteriorates in overweight
hypertriglyceridemic patientswithan impairedglucosetolerance.
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INTRAPERITONEAL INSULIN AND SUBCAPSULAR HEPATIC
STEATOSIS IN DIABETIC PATIENTS ON CAPD
J. Lahtela, P. Nevalainen, T. Kallio, J. Mustonen and A. Pasternack.
Medical School, University of Tampere, Tampere, Finland.
Continuous ambulatory peritoneal dialysis (CAPO) is a common
replacement therapy of end-stage renal disease in diabetic patients.
Intraperitoneal insulin (IP) administration, considered theoretically the
most physiologic insulin replacement modality, is readily available. This
therapy results in equal or better glycemic control and improved insulin
sensitivity than the use of subcutaneous (SC) insulin but may induce lower
HOL-cholesterol and higher LDL-cholesterol levels. This longitudinal
study was done to evaluate the effects of IP insulin on peritoneal
membrane permeability (peritoneal equilibration test, PET), serum lipids
and glycemic control. In a cross-sectional manner an ultrasound of the
liver was done. The data on insulin treatment, doses, dialysis, episodes of
peritonitis, serum albumin and liver enzymes were recorded. Pearson
correlation coefficient was used to test covariation. A total of 13 patients
with type I diabetes participated, 5 women and 8 men. The mean age was
42.9±7.3 (SO) years, the duration of diabetes 27.8±6.6 years and the
duration of CAPO 21.5±18.4 months. Four patients used SC insulin
throughout and 9 were on IP insulin. Seven patients with IP insulin
showed subcapsular liver steatosis (6.4-12.0 mm). In 4 patients with SC
insulin no liver steatosis was seen. The thickness of the subcapsular
steatosis correlated with three measures of PET: l O-minute (r=0.79,
p=0.008) and 2-hour (r=0.63, p=0.032) dialysate creatinine and 2-hour
dialysate glucose (r=0.79, p=0.OO7). In patients using IP insulin plasma
HOL-cholesterol correlated with PET results: 2-hour (r=0.66, p=0.OO8)
and 4-hour (r=0.48, p=0.049) dialysate creatinine. Thus we confirmed
that high IP concentrations of glucose together with insulin induce
subcapsular liver steatosis. Direct correlation of PET to the degree of
hepatic steatosis suggests the role of insulin in the increased permeability
of peritoneal membranes. Decrease in plasma HOL-cholesterol may be, at
least partly, the result of increased peritoneal permeability and leakage to
the peritoneal fluid during IP insulin treatment.
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EVALUATION OF PARINARIC ACID AS A PROBE TO MONITOR LDL IN
VITRO OXIDATION IN TYPE 2 DIABETES
T. Teerlink, E.E. Musch, S.J.L. Bakker, R.J. Heine and P.G. Scheffer. Departments
of Clinical Chemistry and Endocrinology. Research Institute for Endocrinology,
Reproduction and Metabolism, Academic Hospital Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam,
The Netherlands.

We have used the fluorescent, oxidation-sensitive probe parinaric acid (PnA) to
determine the resistance of LDL against copper-induced oxidation in 48 Type 2
diabeticpatients (HbAlc 6.2± 1.0%). The main aim of the study was to compare an
early stage of LDL oxidationas measuredby PnA oxidation with a later stage of the
oxidationprocess characterizedby formationof conjugateddienes (CD), with respect
to several determinants of LDL oxidation. After its incorporation into LDL, PnA
oxidation was measured by monitoring fluorescence decay after addition of copper.
CD formation was measured by monitoring absorbance at 234 mn. PnA-Iagtimes
correlated significantly with CD-Iagtintes(r=0.82, P<O.OOI), but were considerably
shorter (20.7±4.3 vs 49.6±6.6 min, P<O.OOI). PnA-Iagtintes and CD-Iagtimeswere
both significantly associated with LDL size: r=0.30, P=0.038 and r=0.33,
P=0.022, respectively. With respect to LDL lipid composition, PnA-Iagtimes and
CD-lagtintescorrelated significantly with free cholesterolcontent (r=0.43, P=0.OO3
and r=0.31, P=0.033, respectively) and with triglyceridecontent (r=0.36, P=0.012
and r=0.40, P=0.OO5, respectively). Regarding the antioxidant content of LDL, no
associationwith vitamin E was observed, whereas only PnA-Iagtime was associated
with the coenzyme QIO content (r=0.30, P=0.036). CD-lagtime, but not PnA
lagtime, showed a significant negative association with plasma lipid peroxides
measuredas malondialdehyde (r=-o.4I, P=O.OO4). In conclusion, both methods are
related with LDL size and composition. The two methodsmonitor different stages of
the oxidation process, as reflected by the difference in average lagtimes observed.
PnA oxidationis particularly suitableto studyrelationswith LDL antioxidants that are
consumedearly in the oxidationprocess, whereas CD formationreflects the formation
of lipid peroxides.
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THE DENSE LDL PHENOTYPE AND NIDDM. ASSOCIATION WITH
LIPOPROTEIN LEVELS AND VISCERAL OBESITY.
L. Van Gaal", M. Wauters', 1. Mertens', F. Peiffer', 1. De Leeuw" and J.-P.
Despres". 'Dept. of Endocrinology, University Hospital Antwerp, Belgium and
"Lipid Research Center, CHUL Research Center, Quebec, Canada.

The objective of this study was to investigate the potential relationship between
visceral obesity and the small dense LDL phenotype in type 2 diabetics. Visceral fat
(VAT), measured by CTscan at level L4-L5, dense LDL particles and lipid
parameters were evaluated in 105 NIDDM subjects (69 men and 36 women; mean
age 59 ± 10 years and mean BMI 27.8 ± 4.2), not treated with insulin or
hypolipidemic agents. The oxidizability of the non-HDL lipid fraction was evaluated
by measuring TBARS. LDL peak particle size was estimated by nondenaturating 2
16% gradient gel electrophoresis. The LDL particle score, reflecting the proportion
of small dense LDL particles, correlated strongest with triglycerides (r=0.73;
p<O.OOI), and negatively with HDL cholesterol (r=-0.59; p<O.OOI). While LDL
cholesterol levels showed no association at all with the small dense LDL particle
score, ApoB showed a good correlation (r=0.39; p<O.OOI) with it, and the ratio of
ApoB/LDL even better (r=0.59; p<O.OOI). TBARS formation after 3 hours
correlated significantly with LDL particle score (r=0.51; p<O.OO I). Comparing
lowest «22.4) and highest (>23.0) tertiles for LDL particle score, significant
(p<O.OOl) differences were found for all these parameters. Metabolic control of
diabetes, measured as HbAlc, was associated with the LDL particle score (r=0.26;
p=0.004). HbAlc was significantly lower in the lowest (7.8±1.9) compared to the
highest (8.8±1.6; p=0.03) tertile of particle score, as well as fasting glucose and
glucose 2h after a glucose load. VAT showed a significant correlation with the LDL
particle score (r=0.29; p=0.005). A clear difference was also seen for VAT between
lowest and highest tertiles (p<O.OO I) of particle score. However, using multiple
regression analysis, VAT was no independent determinant of the small dense
phenotype since triglycerides and HDL were the most important parameters
(explaining up to 60 % of the variance, p<O.OOI). For men and women separately.
similar results were found. We conclude from these results that the high triglycerides
- low HDL cholesterol profile, frequently found in NIDDM with visceral fat accumu
lation, is a strong determinant of the very atherogenic small dense LDL phenotype.
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DIENE PRODUCTION KINETICS DURING IN VITRO LDL OXIDATION
ARE ASSOCIATED WITH INSULIN SENSITIVITY IN TYPE 2 DIABETES
S.IL Bakker, P.G. Scheffer, E.E. Musch, T. Teerlink, R.I. Heine. Research
Institute for Endocrinology, Reproduction and Metabolism, Acadeutic Hospital
Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

Insulin resistance is alleged to play an important role in the excessive
atherosclerosis in type 2 diabetes mellitus. The key phenomenon in the
development of atherosclerosis is thought to be subendothelial oxidation of low
density lipoprotein (LDL) particles. The aim of this study was to evaluate the
association between measured insulin sensitivity and in vitro LDL oxidizability in
subjects with type 2 diabetes. Patients and methods: 12 males and 14 females,
treated with diet or oral hypoglycaeutic tablets, age 61±7.8 years, BMI 3I.O±6.3
kg/m2

, HbAlc 6.I±I.2 % (range 4.1-8.3%) were studied. Insulin sensitivity was
measured as insulin-mediated glucose disposal (M-value) during an euglycaeutic
hyperinsulinaeuticclamp. In vitro susceptibility to oxidation of LDL was evaluated
following the kinetics of conjugated diene formation in the presence of Cu++ ions,
resulting in a time to start of oxidation (lag-time), maximal speed of diene
production (max-rate), and the quantitiy of dienes produced (diene-prod). Contents
of anti-oxidants such as vitautin E (vit-E), co-enzyme QIO and B-carotene (BC)
were measured in isolated LDL particles. Results: The M-value correlated
significantly with max-rate (r =0.57, P=0.OO2) and diene-prod (r =0.51, P=O.OO8).
The M-value also correlated with vit-E (r =0.61, P=O.OOI) and BC (r = 0.50,
P=O.OO9). There was no significant correlation of the M-value with lag-time.
Conclusion: Insulin sensitivity in subjects with type 2 diabetes mellitus is
associated with kinetics of diene production during in vitro copper-induced LDL
oxidation, and these kinetics are associated with the vitautine E and B-carotene
content of the LDL particles. Although most studies on LDL oxidizability only
include the lag-time, it seems prudent also to include the kinetics of diene
production after this lag-phase in future studies.

808
METABOLIC BASIS OF LOW HIGH DENSITY LIPOPROTEIN IN
SUBJECTS WITH IMPAIRED GLUCOSE TOLERANCE
J. Pietzsch, U. Julius, S. Nitzsche, and M. Hanefeld. Institute & Policlinic of
Clinical Metabolic Research, Technical University Dresden, Germany
The in vivo kinetics of HDL apolipoproteins A-I and A-II (apoA-I, apoA-II)
were studied in six subjects with impaired glucose tolerance (IGT) and six
controls with normal glucose tolerance (NGT) using a stable isotope
approach. During a 12-h primed, constant infusion of L-[13C

6]-phenylalanine

tracer enrichment was determined in HDL apoA-I and apoA-II. Rates of
protein synthesis and catabolism were estimated using one-compartmental
models. Triglycerides were higher in IGT (J.33±0.21 vs 0.84±0.27 mmol/L,
p<0.05), but in the normal range. HDL cholesterol and apoA-1 levels were
significantly lower in IGT (J.07±O.l5 vs 1.36±0.14 mmol/L, p<0.05;
0.94±0.1O vs 1.34±0.07 gIL, p<O.OI). Cholesteryl ester transfer protein
(CETP) activity was significantly higher in IGT (34.l±5.5 vs 25.4±53

nmol/ml x h· l
, p<0.05). The mean fractional catabolic rate (FCR) of HDL

apoA-I was significantly higher in IGT (034±0.05 vs 0.26 ± 0.03 d· l
, p<0.05)

while the HDL apoA-I production rate (PR) as well as the PR and FCR of
HDL apoA-II showed no differences between the two groups. There were
significant correlations between HDL apoA-I FCR and the following
parameters: HDL apoA-I (r= -.902, p~O.OOO), plasma triglycerides (r= .743,
p<O.OI), HDL triglycerides (r= .696, p<O.OI), insulin (r= .765, p<O.OI),
pro insulin (r= .797, p<O.OI), and CETP activity (r= .646, p<0.05). These data
support the hypothesis that the decrease in HDL cholesterol and apoA-I
levels in IGT is exclusively the result of an enhanced apoA-1 catabolism.
Increased CETP activity appears to be the most important modulator of HDL
catabolism in these patients. Our results seem to be an early metabolic
finding under insulin resistant conditions even when other lipid parameters,
especially plasma triglycerides, still appear to be not or only weakly affected.

807
IS LDL SUBFRACTION PROFILE MODIFIED IN NIDDM BY DIFFERENT
DIABETES TREATMENT AT SIMILAR LEVEL OF GLUCOSE CONTROL?
L. Patti, G. Romano, F. Innelli, L. Di Marino, G. Annuzzi, G. Riccardi, and A.A.
Rivellese. Department of Clinical and Experimental Medicine, Federico II University
Medical School, Naples, Italy.
LDL subfraction profile, particularly the prevalence of small dense LDL is considered
an important cardiovascular risk factor. Since an increase in small dense LDL has
been reported in NIDDM patients, the aim of this study was to evaluate the effect of
subcutaneous insulin (INS) and sulphonylurea (SUL) therapy, at similar levels of
blood glucose control (BGC), on this very important lipid parameter. Nine
normolipidemic NIDDM men (S6t3 yrs, BMI 26.StO.9 Kg/rrr') (MtSEM) after a 3
week wash-out period, were randomly assigned to INS or SUL for 2 months and then
shifted to the other treatment. Both treatments were changed only during the first
month and then kept constant when a good BGC was reached. At the end of the two
treatments, BCG, plasma lipids, LDL subfraction profile (LDLI d~1.02S-1.032,
LDL2 d~1.032-1.040, LDL3 d~1.040-1.060 g/ml, isolated by density gradient
ultracentrifugation), plasma post heparin lipoprotein and hepatic lipase (LPL, HL)
activities were evaluated. Although BGC was similar at the end of both periods
(HbA,c 7.4tO.3 vs 7.0tO.2%) (INS vs SUL), INS compared to SUL therapy reduced
significantly plasma TG (0.9±0.1 vs 1.l±0.1 mmol/l, p<O.OS) and, despite no change
in LDL concentration, it induced: I) a significant increase in LDLI both for absolute
(44.St3.6 vs 36.St3.7 mg/dl, p<0.02) and relative lipid amount (2S.3t2.3 vs
20.7t2.l %, p<0.03); 2) no change in LDL2 neither in absolute (80.4t9.4 vs 76.4±11.3
mg/dl) nor relative amount (43.S±2.0 vs 41.1t2.7 %); 3) a decrease in LDL3 for both
absolute (S9.0t9.8 vs 76.1±16.8 mg/dl, ns) and relative amount (31.2t3.0 vs
38.3±3.8%, p<0.03).; 4) a significant decrease in HL (247.2±22.3 vs 263.S±22.6
mU/ml,p<O.OS). The % decrease in HL after INS was inversely related to the %
increase in LDLI (F-0.79,p<0.02) and directly to % decrease in LDL3 (FO.69,
p<O.OS). In conclusion, INS therapy vs sulphonylureas has a positive, antiatherogenic
effect on LDL subfractions in NIDDM patients, inducing an increase in larger, less
dense LDL particles. This change in LDL distribution profile is related to a decrease in
HL activity.

809
TROGLITAlONE REDUCES THE RATE OF VLDL SYNTHESIS AND POOL SIZE
INPATIENTS WITH NIDDM.
Robinson AC,J.\Gray R.G., Bannisler P.A., Gallagher J.J., Robinson S" Johnston
D.G., Venkatesan S,
Unit ofMetabolic Medicine, Sl Mary's Hospital Medical School, Norfolk Place,
Paddington, London W2 1PG and 'Bishop Auckland Hospital, Cockton Hill Road,
Bishop Auckland, County Durham, DL146AD.

Troglitazone (TGZ) reduces plasma triglyceride levels byupto30% inpatients with
NIDDM. Toinvestigate this effect further wehave conducted a placebo-controlled,
double-blind study in 24diet treated diabetic subjects randomised to receive TGZ
600 mg daily, TGZ 200 mg daily or placebo for 8 weeks. Secretion of very low
density lipoprotein apolipoprotein B100 (VLDL apoB) was measured directly using a
primed, constant intravenous infusion of 1-[13C]-leucine, monitoring isotopic
enrichment bygas chromatography-mass spectrometry. There were nosignificant
changes inplasma triglyceride, total cholesterol or HDL cholesterol in the individual
treatment groups, although patients did not have severe hypertriglyceridaemia
before treatment. Analysis of all subjects who received TGZ revealed a 22%
reduction in plasma triglyceride when compared to baseline, geometric mean 161
mg/dl {range 79 to 327 mgIdl} vs, 124 mgIdl {61 to 252 mg/dl} p=O,018; 1.8{0.9
3.7mmolll} vs1.4{0.7-2.8mmol/l}. TGZ 600 mg once daily reduced VLDL apoB pool
size by33% compared tobaseline, (2.45 mg/kg {tOO to5.63 mgIdl} vs. 1.65 mg/kg
{0.62 to4.42 mg/dl} p=0.014} and reduced the absolute synthetic rate ofVLDL apoB
by 58% (0.94 rng/kg/hr {0.41 to 2,15 mg/kg/hr} vs. 0.40 mg/kg/hr {O.14 to 1.13
mg/kg/hr}, p=O.020}. No significant changes were seen in the placebo or TGZ 200
rng od,groups. We conclude that TGZ (6OOmg daily) markedly reduces the absolute
secretion rate ofVLDL particles. We suggest that this isthe mechanism ofthe drug's
triglyceride lowering effect.
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EFFECTSOF QUANTITATIVE TRAITLOCIFOR LIPID
PHENOTYPES IN THE RATAREINFLUENCED BY AGE.
1.vandenBrandt,P. Kovacsand 1.Kloting, Department of Laboratory
Animal Science at the Instituteof Pathophysiology University of Greifswald,
0·17495 Karlsburg, Germany
Theanalysisof geneticfactors involved in lipidregulation mightshedlighton
genetic mechanisms underlying features of the coronary heart disease,
hypertension, non-insulin-dependent diabetes and obesity which are major
causesof ill healthin industrialsocieties. Our previousstudyonthe backcross
hybrids derived from a cross of the spontaneously hypertensive rat
(SHRlMol) and the spontaneously diabetic BB/OK rat demonstrated the
existence of quantitative trait loci (QTL) affecting lipid phenotypes on
chromosome 4 and suggestive linkageof lipid phenotypes with markers on
chromosome 1. Since the previous study was performed with backcross
hybridsat 12 weeksof age, and it is knownthat lipid phenotypes can show
age-related differences, in this study the effectof QTLs (chromosome I and
4) on serumtriglycerides and cholesterol was analysedat 20, 28 and 32 weeks
of age of backcross hybrids.The resultsof this studyshowedthat the effectof
QTL on chromosome 4 (between 11-6 and D4Mit9) for serum triglycerides
was maximal at 20 weeksof age, but disappeared at 32 weeksof age. Onthe
other hand the effect of QTL on serum total cholesterol on chromosome 4
(Npy-Spr) was maximalat 32 weeksof age. In contrastto the first study (12
weeks), the longitudinal investigation showed significant linkage of D1Mit14
marker with lipid phenotypes on chromosome 1. Our Findings indicate the
necessity of considering the important role of age in QTL analysis of
phenotypes showing temporalchanges.

PS34
Free Fatty Acids
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PLASMA FATIY ACID UTILIZATION AND FATIV ACID BINDING PROTEIN
CONTENT ARE DIMINISHED IN SKELETAL MUSCLE OF TYPE 2 DIABETIC
SUBJECTS
E.E.Blaak, A.J.M. Wagenmakers, J.F.C. Glatz, B.H.R. Wolffenbuttel, G.J.
Kemerink, C.J.M. Langenberg, GAK. Heidendal, and W.H.M. Saris. Dept
Human Biology, NUTRIM, Maastricht University, The Netherlands.

Impairments in muscle fatty acid (NEFA) metabolism were studied in patients
with type 2 diabetes. 8 obese patients with mild type 2 diabetes (50.6±2.4 y,
body fat: 33.8±2.1, HbA1c: 6.4±0.3) and 8 non-obese controls (CON:
51.8±2.4 y, body fat: 16.8±1.9%) were studied using the forearm balance
technique and indirect calorimetry during infusion of the stable isotope
tracer U-13C-palmitate after an overnight fast and during infusion of the non
selective B-agonist isoprenaline (ISO, 20 ng/kg'LBM ·1. min· ' ). Addtionally,
markers of skeletal muscle oxidative, glycolytic, and fatty acid transport
capacity were determined in biopsies from the vastus lateralis muscle. Both
during fasting as well as ISO·infusion, muscle NEFA uptake (CON vs type 2;
fast: 449±69 vs 258±42, and ISO: 715±129 vs 398±70 nmol·100 ml tissue
1.min-1, P<0.05), and release were lower in type 2 diabetes as compared to
CON. Also, muscle plasma NEFA oxidation during ISO-infusion was blunted
in type 2 diabetes (CON vs type 2; ISO: 446±274 vs 16±70 nmol·100 ml
tlssueJ.rntrr l, P<0.05). The diminished skeletal muscle fat utilization in
type 2 diabetes was accompanied by a lowered cytosolic content of fatty acid
binding protein (CON vs type 2; 1.19±O.20vs O.50±O.12 mglg total protein,
P<O.01), a lowered activity of 3-hydroxyacyl-CoA dehydrogenase (CON vs
type 2: 58±9 vs 29±7 Ulg total protein, P<0.05) and a tendency towards a
lowered citrate synthase activity (CON vs type 2: 105±19 vs 63±11 Ulg total
protein). In summary, there is a pronounced reduction in skeietal muscle
NEFA uptake and oxidation of type 2 diabetic subjects both during
overnight fasted and ISO-stimulated conditions. The diminished fat
utilization was accompanied by a lowered cytosolic FABP content and a
lowered oxidative capacity, indicating that a lowered cytosolic transport
capacity is involved in disturbances in fat utilization.
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MEASUREMENT OF NON-ESTERIFIED FATTY ACIDS IN INTER
STITIAL FLUID OF SUBCUTANEOUS ADIPOSE AND MUSCLE TISSUE

'A. Wutte, 'G. Sendlhofer, r. 'M. Ellmerer, 'L Schaupp, 'G.A. Brunner and 'T.R.
Pieber, 'Department of Internal Medicine, Diabetes and Metabolism, University
Graz, 'Institute of Electro- and Biomedical Engineering, Department of Biophysics,
University of Technology Graz, Austria

Non-esterified fatty acids (NEFA) playa potential role in the pathogenesis of insulin
resistance and type 2 diabetes. Aim of this study was to develop a method for direct
access to extracellular fluid of the subcutaneous adipose and muscle tissue. Method:
The novel method of open flow microperfusion is based on a macroscopic
perforated double lumen catheter perfused by a sterile Krebs Ringer solution. The
macroscopic perforations of the outer lumen of the catheter enable a free exchange
of molecules independent of their size between the interstitial fluid of the
surrounding tissue and the perfusate solution. The partially equilibrated fluid was
transported to the collecting vial by a high precision roller pump at a flow rate of 1.0
ul/rnin. In basic evaluation studies, zero flow rate protocols showed a flow
dependent recovery of NEFA, albumin, urea, and glucose. We measured albumin
and NEFA in 5 healthy male volunteers [age (mean±SD 23±2 years, BMI 22,5±1.2
m'/kg] after overnight fast. Interstitial fluid was sampled in intervals of 30 min,
corresponding plasma samples were obtained. NEFA were measured using NEFA-C
(WAKO Chemicals, Germany). Results: In the fasting state NEFA concentration in
the sampled fluid of muscle was (mean±SEM) 0.33±0.128 mmol/I and significantly
higher compared to subcutaneous adipose tissue (0.10±0.01 mmol/I, p=0,008).
NEFA levels in the corresponding plasma samples were OA4±0.098 mmol/l,
Discussion: Open flow microperfusion allows direct measurement of NEFA
concentrations in subcutaneous adipose and muscle tissue. In the fasting state NEFA
levels in muscle are considerably higher compared to adipose tissue. This novel
technique will provide valuable insight into human lipid and carbohydrate
metabolism.
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CARDIAC AND FEMORAL MUSCLE FFA UPTAKE IN PATIENTS WITH IGT
OR NIDDM AS STUDIED WITH 14(R, S)-[18F]FLUORO-6-THIA
HEPTADECANOIC ACID AND PET
AK Turpeinen, TO Takala, P Nuutlla, M Luotolahti, M Haaparanta, J Bergman,
H Harnalalnen, MIJ Uusitupa and J Knuuti; Turku PET Centre, University of
Turku, and Departments of Medicine and Clinical Nutrition, University of
Kuopio, Finland
Impaired glucose tolerance (IGT) and non-insuiin-dependent diabetes mellitus
(NIDDM) are associated with multiple abnormalities in plasma and cellular lipid
metabolism, which may play a fundamental role in the pathophysiology of
these diseases. To investigate free fatty acid (FFA) metabolism in the heart
and skeletal muscle, we studied 8 men either with IGT or mild NIDDM
(glucose-intolerant group; age 49 .:': 1 years, body mass index 29 .:': 1 kg/m')
and 8 healthy men (control group; 48 .:': 1 years, 25 .:': 1 kg/m', mean j SEM).
Cardiac and femoral muscle FFA uptake rates were measured in the fasting
state with positron emission tomography (PET) and 14(R, S)- [16F]fiuoro-6-thia

heptadecanoic acid ([16F]FTHA), a fatty acid tracer trapped into the cell after
undergoing initial steps of beta-oxidation. Serum glucose and insulin
concentrations were higher in the glucose-intolerant group during the PET
study, but serum FFA levels were comparable in the two groups. No differen
ces were observed in myocardial FTHA uptake between the glucose-intolerant
and control groups (5.6.:': 1.0 vs. 5.2.:': 1.0 pmoll100g/min, glucose-intolerant
vs. control, p = NS). Interestingly, femoral muscle FTHA uptake (0.31 .:': 0.01
vs. 0.41 .:': 0.01 pmol/100g/min, p = 0.02) was lower in the glucose-intolerant
group. In conclusion, in the fasting state, subjects with IGT or NIDDM showed
a normal myocardial but reduced femoral muscle FFA uptake as compared to
control subjects. These data argue against the hypothesis that increased
oxidation of serum FFA, via the competition of glucose and FFA as fuel
sources, is the primary cause for impaired peripheral glucose utilization and
insulin resistance commonly observed in IGT and NIDDM.

INITIAL EFFECTS OF FREE FATTY ACIDS ON GLUCOSE-TRANSPORT /
PHOSPHORYLATION IN SKELETAL MUSCLE IN MAN

M. Krssak, H. StingI, S. Gruber, A. Hofer, W. Waldhausl, and M. Roden, Vienna,
Austria

In isolated rat muscle, tree fatty acids (FFA) induce insulin resistance by decreas
ing glucose oxidation with subsequent intracellular accumulation of glucose-6
phosphate (Glu-6-P). Recently, evidence has been provided for an additional inhi
bition by FFA of glucose uptake. To test this hypothesis we studied 6 healthy men
(2S±1 yrs; 22.1±1.3 kg/m-) during euglycemic-hyperinsulinemic clamp tests in the
presence of (i) elevated (HIGH; lA8±0.18 mM, p<O.OOOO 1 vs CON), (ii) fasting
(FAST; OAO±O.OS mM, p<O.O I vs CON) FFA concentrations induced by iv infu
sion of Intralipid (20%, I.S ml/min) +/-heparin [0.2 IU/(kg'min)], and (iii) sup
pressed FFA levels (CON; <0.01 mM). Concentrations of Glu-6-P, anorganic
phosphate (P;), and phospho-creatine (PCr) in calf muscle were measured noninva
sively every 3.2 min for 180 min by using 31p_NMR spectroscopy. Whole-body
glucose uptake increased similarly in all studies until 140 min, then it dropped
only in the presence of high FFA levels [160-180 min; HIGH: 7.3±O.6
mg/tkg'min) vs CON: 9A±0.7 mg/(kg'min), p<O.OOJ; FAST: 7.9±O.6mg/tkgrnin),
ns]. The insulin-induced increase of intramuscular Glu-6-P was blunted during
lipid infusion from 60 min (t.Glu-6-P: HIGH: 0.091±0.002 mM, p~0.033, FAST:
0.J4S±0.006mM, ns vs CON: 0.13S±0.002 mM) unti/180 min (0.090±0.002 mM,
p~0.013, 0.106±0.002 mM, p~0.032 vs CON: 0.IS7±0.002 mM). Muscular P; in
creased in all groups until 68 min (t.P;; HIGH: 0.36±0.02 mM, FAST: 0.39±0.OS
mM, CON: 0.34±O.06 mM), but then slowly declined until 180 min (t.P;;
O.12±0.OS mM, 0.19±0.OS mM, and 0.31±0.06 mM). PCr concentrations continu
ously decreased in all groups (t.PCr; 160-180 min: -0.S9±0.0I mM, -O.6S±0.I0
mM, -0.54±0.14 mM), Conclusion: the early decline of muscle Glu-6-P concen
trations indicates that FFA primarily cause a defect of glucose trans
port/phosphorylation in man.
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THE USE OF BROMOPALMITATE AS A TRACER TO STUDY FATTY
ACID UPTAKE IN INDIVIDUAL TISSUES OF CONSCIOUS RATS
S. Furler, N. Oakes", G. Cooney, M. Lim-Fraser, B. Ljung* and E. Kraegen
Garvan Institute of Medical Research, Sydney, Australia
"Astra-Hassle. Molndal, Sweden

ASSESSMENT OF TISSUE-SPECIFIC LIPID METABOLISM IN VIVO USING
A NOVEL FATTY ACID TRACER TECHNIQUE
N. Oakes, A. Kjellstedt, T. Clementz, S. Furler', E, Kraegen*, M, Olwegard
Halvarsson, A Jenkins" and B. Ljung. Astra-Hassle, Miilndal, Sweden;
'Garvan Inst. Med. Research and "University of Wollongong, NSW, Australia,

Following resolution of [9,10-'HHR,S)-2-bromopalmitate, one of the purified
isomers ('H-BrP) was used as a partially metabolisable analogue to trace free
fatty acid (FFA) transport and initial metabolism, but not ~-oxidation, In most
tissues, the resulting 'H-products are effectively trapped, In contrast, [U-"C]
palmitate e'C-p), following transport and initial metabolism, is either stored or
undergoes oxidation. We define indices of total FFA utilisation (FAU), and
incorporation into storage products (FAS), based on tissue 'H and "c activities
respectively, 16min following the start of a 4min intravenous infusion of a'H
BrP and "C-P mixture. Experiments were performed in anaesthetised 350g
male Wistar rats. Unilateral hindlimb muscle contraction was induced by sciatic
nerve stimulation. The relationship between 'H-BrP and "C-P uptake was
studied by comparing a control group (CON) to a group given etomoxir (ETX),
a ~-oxidation inhibitor, Plasma clearance rate of 'H-BrP was lower (by 39%)
than "C-P, Correspondingly, slower'H-BrP metabolism was indicated in all
tissues examined: FAU (as % FAS) were in ETX group; skeletal muscle (SM)
37%, white adipose tissue (WAT) 38%. Thus, FAU could be used as a relative,
but not as an absolute measure of fatty acid utilisation rate. Of the non
contracting hindlimb SMs, FAU and FAS were higher in red than white
muscles. In the CON group, sciatic nerve stimulation induced substantial
increases in FAU (but not FAS) in red gastrocnemius (by 111%), white
gastrocnemius (by 241%) and EDL (by 285%), compared to the contralateral
non-stimulated leg (P<O.01). The contraction-induced increases in 'FAU were
abolished by etomoxir. Taken together our findings show that'H-BrP
metabolism (tissue 'H retention) traces local total fatty acid utilisation. In
conclusion, our method employing the simultaneous use of'H-BrP and "C-P
tracers provides a new useful tool for in vivo studies of tissue-specific free fatty
acid transport, utilisation and metabolic fate (oxidative vs non-oxidative).

Because bromopalmitate (BrP) is not oxidised in the mitochondria, it has
been proposed as a suitable analog for the study of tissue free fatty acid
(FFA) uptake. We administered BrP to chronically-cannulated overnight
fasted conscious male Wistar rats (-300g) to examine the effect of acute
administration of a IS-oxidation blocker (etomoxir: l Sumol Zkg]. A single
purified isomer of [9,1O-3H]-bromopalmitate eH-BrP) and [l_14C]
palmitate (14C_P) were infused into the jugular vein for 4 min. After a
further 12 min rats were killed and tissues excised. Labelled FFAs were
extracted from carotid-artery plasma samples. Whole-body clearance of
tracer was estimated from tracer plasma dynamics. Tissue clearance rates

lid I dl cer

P<O.OOS

In analyses including additional rats (total n=20), wah a range of
nutritional states, whole-body clearance of 3H-BrP and 14C_P correlated
well (R=0.63, P=0.003). In etomoxir-treated rats (n=9) similar correlations
(all P<O.OS) existed for clearance estimates in heart (R=0.82) , diaphragm
(R=O.72) and fat (R=0.68). To~ether, these results confirm, in conscious
animals, the functionality of H-BrP to trace FFA uptake. The 4-fold
reduction in muscle 3H-BrP clearance induced by etomoxir suggests that
early steps of FFA uptake are closely regulated by its rate of oxidation.

were ca eu ate as tissue tracer content integrate L Plasma tra

concentration. control (n=6) etomoxir (n=4)

Plasma FFA(mM) 0.S3±0.04 1.07±0.13*

3H_BrP Clearance (ul.min! g-I)
Whole-body 48±1 14±2*
Heart 22S±24 3S±6*
Diaphragm 66±S 23±3*
Epididymal fat 12±1 12±2 *
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MALONYL COAACUTELY REGULATES FATTY ACIDOXIDATION IN RAT
MUSCLE IN VIVO.
D. Dean, D. Chien, A. Saha, D. Vavvas, J.P. Flatt, and N. Ruderman. Boston and
Worcester, MA.

Malonyl CoA acutely regulates fatty acid oxidation in liver by inhibiting
carnitine palmitoyltransferase I (CPTI). Whether malonyl CoAplaysa similarrole in
skeletal muscle is less clear. While in vitro experiments suggest a inverse
relationship between malonyl CoA and fatty acid oxidation, the concentrations of
malonyl CoA found in whole muscle (1-5pM) appear to be sufficiently high to
totallyinhibitthe muscleisofonnof CPTI(Ki=0.03,....M). The aimof this studywas
to examine this conundrum in rats fasted for 48 hours and allowed ad libitum
refeeding for various durations up to 24 hours. The amount of O

2
consumed and

CO
2

produced in individual rats at various times allowed for in vivo respiratory
quotient(RQ) analysis. Muscle and liver malonyl CoA and LCFA-carnitine levels
were measured using standard biochemical procedures. Other parameters were
measured using commercially available kits or standard biochemical techniques.
Refeeding produced the expected increases in plasma insulin (5-fold; p<0.05)and
decreases in plasma FFA (-70%; p<0.05) within 3 hours. RQ values were 0.82 at
baseline and increased to 0.93 , \.0, \.05, and \.08 after I, 3, 12, and 18 hours of
refeeding, respectively, indicating inhibition of fat oxidation. In soleus and
gastrocnemius muscles, the increases in RQ at each time point correlated closely

(r'=0.94;p<0.05)with the progressive (50-250%) increases in malonyl CoA.LCFA
carnitine was also diminished suggesting a concurrent inhibition of CPT\. Hepatic
changeswere similar, although in contrastto muscle, malonyl CoA levelspeakedat
3 hoursand then decreased. Additionally, refeeding had a moderate effecton muscle
acetyl CoA carboxylase (ACC) activity, whereas hepatic ACC activity was
increased. The results stronglysuggestrefeeding following a 48 hour fast leads to
changes in malonylCoA in muscle that occurrapidly, inhibitCPT! and thus playa
majorrole in in the inhibition of fattyacid oxidation. Theyalsosuggestthat,malonyl
CoAlevelsin liverandmuscle areregulated by different mechanisms.
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ALTERNAnONS IN LIPIDMETABOLISM OFob/ob MICETREATED
WITH DOPAMINERGIC AGONISTS.
P.W.D. Scislowski, Y. Zhang,R. Prevelige, S.PhaneufandA.H.Cincotta
Ergoscience Corp.Charlestown, MA,U.S.A.
Wehavepreviously shownthata twoweektreatment of ob/ob micewithdopamine
receptoragonists bromocriptine (BC)andSKF38393(SKF)normalized hyper
glycemia andhyperlipidemia. The aimof presentstudywasto identify thesequence
of metabolic events ameliorating diabetes/obese conditions in ob/ob mice.
Female ob/ob mice36 ±3 g wereinjectedi.p.at IHALO(hoursafter lightonset)with
vehicle (control group)or BC/SKF both 10mglkg Bw(treatedgroup). Animals were
sacrificed at4 HALOafter 1,3and7 daysof treatment. Onedayof treatment resulted
in a decrease of plasma FFAfrom0.81±O.06 to 0.6±0.04 mMandTGfrom 194±30
to 155±16 mg/dl,p<0.05anda modestdecrease by (50 mgldl)bloodglucose.
Isoprenaline (10-7 M)stimualted lipolysis by 50%in adipocytes isolated from
controlmicevs. 25%in treatedgroup.Although oxidation of I-C" pahniticacid
by heartand liver homogenates wasnot significantly different betweentwo
groups, the heartoxidation of palimtate in thepresence of a-glycerophosphate(a-GP)
of treatedmicewas 12%higher(p<O.OI) thanin controlgroupindicating a decrease
of TG formation. In the liver thedecrease of esterification of a-GP wasassocia
ted withthe reduction inplasmalevelof B-hydroxybutyrate 105±5 vs 172±20 I'M
(p<0.05) indicating a lowerhepaticFFAflux.Threedaystreatment resulted in
significant reduction of adipocyte size0.89±O.07 vs. I.15±0.04ug lipid/cell and
diminution of adipose lipoprotein lipaseactivity35±4vs.64±7I'ffiolfattyacidlhllO'.
After7 daysof treatment bloodglucose was reduced by 260mgldl(p<O.OI), plasma
TG levelwasfurtherreduced to 130±8 mgldl,while FFAconcentration did not
differfrom the valueafter I dayof treatment. Therateofbasal lipolysis wassimilar
to valuefromday I of treatmentO.72± 0.08pmolesglycerollhllO' cells,however
isoprenaline (l0-7 M)failed to stimulate lipolysis in adipocytes from treatedmice.
Takentogether our resultsrevealed thattheamelioration of hyperglycemia and
hyperlipidemia in ob/obmicetreatedwithBC/SKF is achieved by densensitization
of lipolysis to adrenergic stimuliand decrease of TGformation in liverandheart.
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DYSREGULATION OF INSULIN'S ANTI-LIPOLYTIC ACTION ASACONSEQUENCE OF
PROTEIN RESTRICTION DURING PREGNANCY
M.C. Sugden, M.J. Holness and L.G.D. Fryer Department ofBiochemistry, Faculty ofBasic
Medical Sciences, St. Bartholomew's & the Royal London School ofMedicine & Dentistry,
Queen Mary & Westfield College, London, UK
Impaired suppression of plasma non-esterified fatty acid (NEFA) concentrations during
hyperinsulinemia is revealed when pregnant rats are maintained on a protein-restricted
diet. Weexamined whether this is due to dysregulation ofadipocyte lipolysis by insulin or
counter-regulatory hormones. Lipolysis (assessedfrom glycerol release) was examined in
mesenteric and parametrial adipocytes prepared from late (19-20 day) pregnanl rats.
Moderate protein restriction (provision ofan isocaloric dietcontaining 8%vs. 20%protein)
throughout pregnancy didnotinfluence basal ratesof Iipoiysis. Prolein restriction modified
the lipolytic response to noradrenaline ina depot-specific manner: although the pattern or
magnitude of the lipolytic response to noradrenaline was not modified with mesenteric
adipocytes, maximal rates of noradrenaline-stimulated glycerol release from parametrial
adipocytes were significantly higher (by 40%; P <0.05) in cells prepared from protein
restricted (PR) rats compared with control (C) rats. In the C group, half-maximal anti
lipolytic effects ofinsulin wereobserved at = 8 and=10I1U/ml insulin with parametrial and
mesenteric adipocytes. Protein restriction resulted in= 2 fold increases in apparent IC50
values for inhibition of lipolysis (half-maximal effects of insulin at ~17 l1U1ml and = 21
I1U/ml with parametrial andmesenteric adipocytes), with a negligible anti-lipolytic action of
insulin at <15 I1U/ml. Insulin's anli-lipolytic action at a physiologically high concentration
(75 I1U/ml) was unimpaired. The study demonstrates a significant enhancement of
noradrenaline-stimulated lipolysis at low insulin concentrations by moderate protein
restriction during pregnancy. The results are consistent with increased post-absorptive FA
production as a consequence of a persistent effect of mild protein restriction to suppress
the adipocyte's anti-lipolytic response to insulin. By the provision of alternative energy
substrates, amino acidsthatmight otherwise be usedas precursors forglucose production
viagluconeogenesis are "spared" foruse bythe fetus. Inaddition, glycerol, produced as a
result ofadipose-tissue lipid breakdown, canbe usedas a gluconeogenic precursor.
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WAIST/HIP RATIO IN TYPE 1 (INSULINDEPENDENT) AND TYPE 2
(NON-INSULINDEPENDENT) DIABETIC SUBJECTS
R.Lichiardopol and C.Dumitrescu, "N.Malaxa" Hospital,
Bucharest, Romania.
As part of the insulin r~sistance syndrome, abdominal fat
accumulation is frequently associated with type 2
diabetes. We do not know a similar association in type 1
diabetic subjects. objective,to evaluate the relationship
of central fat distribution with age, BMI, blood pressure
and fasting serum lipids in type 1 and type 2 diabetic
subjects. 134 diabetic subjects,61 type 1 127 males, 34
females) and 73 type 2 (33 males, 40 females) were inves
tigated. Type 2 subjects had greater mean I± SD) values
(analysis of variance) for waist/hip (WHR) ratio (0.984±
0.07 vs 0.B39±0.06; p<O.OOl), BMI (29.6±4.7 vs 23.6±4.1;

IP<O.OOl), age (54.1±8.7 vs 43.0±15.3 ys; p<O.OOl), serum
triglycerides (2.34±0.67 vs 1. 77±0.50 mmol/L ; p<O.OOl),
sistolic 1152. 03±23. 03 vs 125. 78±21. 60 mm Hg; p<O.OOl)
and diastolic IB4.12±13.65 vs 72.67±10.19 mm Hg; p<O.OOl)
blood pressure and lower mean HDL-cholesterol levels
(1.38±0.26 vs 1.60±0.27 mmol/L; p<O.OOl). Insulin
sensitivity, assessed as glucose disappearance rate
(KITT), after iv bolus insulin injection (0.1 U/Kg) was
correlated with WHR only in type 2 diabetic subjects
(r=-0.57; n=20; p<O.Ol) .Moreover, it was no correlation
between WHR and mean daily insulin dose (U/Kg) in type 1
diabetic subjects. WHR was correlated with serum
triglycerides levels (r=0.47;n=55; p<O.OOl), sistolic and
diastolic blood pressure (r=0.32; n=73; p<O.~l) in type 2
diabetic subjects, but only with age (r=0.40;n=61;p<0.01)
in type 1 diabetic subjects. Our data suggests that
abdominal fat accumulation is produced by different
mechanisms, being associated with aging in type 1, and
with insulin resistance syndrome in type 2 diabetic
subjects.

822
LIPID ABNORMALITIES IN TYPE 2 DIABETIC SUBJECTS: EFFECT OF
OBESITY ANDBODYFAT DISTRIBUTION
M.Boemi, F.Romagnoli and P.Fumelli. DiabetoIogy Unit, I.N.R.CA, Ancona (Italy)

Aim of the present study was toevaluate the frequency of abnonnalilies of ilidprofile in
relation to bodyfli lllCCeSS andtocer1ra1 obesity. Acohortof 553\l87v.anen and266
men, mean age 66.0 ±8.5years) consecuwe type 2 diabetic olJpatients were studied.

Only subjects with a kJ1OV,m duration of diabetes longerthan 2 years were enroled.
Crieria for exdusion were: active ipid-lo'Nefing therapy, hypahyroidism, sexual
hOnTIones repIacemert treatmert, andrenal failure. Patients were grouped according to
BMI(<24 for v.anen and25 for men = normal, >24125 < 30, overweigtt, >30 obese), to
VIII-R (> 0.85eentraI obesity) and toWAISTdlW11ference « 80or94 norrnal, >80< 88
or> 94 < 102mild, > 88 or> 102an severevisceral adiposity in women and men
respectively). Measures were repeated at 2 and 4 monthS afterbaseline. The same
timing was used todetermine t<tal, LDL , HDL cholesterol and trwicelide conoentration
andHbA1c. Hype!dloIeslero (HCh) was defined ascholesterol <XlI1Ct!f1II3io >200
rrvd andlor LDL >13511ll1d; hypertrigiceridemia (HTg) astlg¥;eride coocerif'lltion >
200IIllIdi andlowHDL(lHd) asHDL <35inmen or<42mgtd inwomen. The mean of
the 3 determinations was used. Diet was not modified during the study. HCh frequency
was sinilar in noonal, overweight and obese subjects (46.5%, 46.9% and 44.6%
respectively); frequencies of HTg andL.Hdl were higher lllt not significarlly inaeased in
overweight andobese paIienIsromparedtononnaI ones \l8.7% and32.4% VS20.9% ;
24.0% and23.9% vs14.0%). CeJtraI obesity was associated with notsignifiCandy higher
frequency of HTg andLHdI asevaluated tnh bylMiR(30.4% and23.5 vs19.4% and
15.3% innonnailMiR indMduals). Among subjects with severe visceral adiposity the
frequency of LHdI was s1ighUy increased rompared to nannal and mid subgroups (
25.1% vs19.6% and 18.5%). As concerns to HbA1c% values, al the cited subgroups
were omogeneous. There was a weak association beIween obesity and visceral
adiposity and hyper-<lyslipidemia in oursamjje. The increased cardkNascular risk in
obese type 2 diabetic patients is probably due to qualiative rather than quantitalwe
tipoprotein modfication.

821
FAT DISTRIBUTION AND METABOLIC CONTROL IN
PATIENTS WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES IN ITALY.
E. Pierazzuoli, S. Turco*, E. Mannucci, A. Marsilii**, and the D1AINF
Study Group. Sect. Diabetology, Endocrinology, Univ. of Florence;
*Intemal Medicine, Federico II Univ. of Naples; **Sect. Diabetology,
Gerontology, Univ. of Florence; D1AINF Study Group, Florence. Via
della Mattonaia 17, 50137 Firenze, Italy.

Aim of this study is the assessment of body fat distribution in type 2
diabetic patients in Italy and its relationship with metabolic control. The
data were collected using the D1AINF computerised network, which
contains clinical data of over 300,000 patients. Waist-Hip Ratio (WHR)
was measured in a consecutive series of 6,647 (3,664 F, 2,983 M)
patients with type 2 diabetes, aged (m±sd) 65.2±16.1 years, with BMI
29.4±5.1 kg/nr', and HbAlc 7.2±1.9%, from 30 Diabetes Care Units all
over the country. In females, WHR was 0.87±0.08 (0.91±0.08 in the
North; 0.89±0.08 in the Centre; 0.87±0.09 in the South; 0.84±0.07 in
the Islands; p<O.OOI). In males, WHR was 0.95±0.06 (0.98±0.07 in the
North, 0.95±0.07 in the Centre, 0.93±0.09 in the South, and 0.95±0.06
in the Islands; p<O.OOI). At multivariate analysis, HbAjc showed a
significant inverse correlation with BMI (adj.r=0.27), both in males
(adj.r=0.27) and in females (adj.r=0.28). After adjustment for BMI, sex,
age, and duration of diabetes, no significant correlation of WHR with
HbA1c was observed (adj.r=0.04). In conclusion, the android-type fat
distribution appears to be a common feature of patients with type 2
diabetes in Italy, particularly in the North of the country. Central
distribution of fat mass cannot be considered a predictor of metabolic
control, after adjustment for other potentially confounding variables.

823
HYPERGLYCAEMIC SIBUNGSOF TYPE2 DiABETICPATIENTSHAVEGREATER

CENTRALOBESITYTHANTHBR NORMOGLYCAEMIC SIBUNGSBUTSIMIlAR PHYSICAL
ACTIVITYINDICES

OM Herlihy, BA Barrow, JC Levy, NJWareham1 and RCTurner.
Diabetes ResearchLaboratories, Radcliffe Infirmary, Oxford, UK and
,Department of Community Medicine, University ofCambridge, UK
Familiality ofobesity and insulin resistancehavebeendemonstrated in
siblings oftype2 diabetic patients. The factors thatdetermine glycaemia
between siblings within familes havenotbeen determined. Obesity and
physical inactivity are potential candidates.
Tenage andgendermatchedsibling pairs,discordant forfasting plasma
glucose(FPG); i.e.one sibling with impaired fasting glucose(IFG: FPG
>6.0mmolll) and onewith normal fasting glucose(NFG: FPG<6.0 mmolft):
4M:6F, age mean±$D55.6±10 and 54.5±8.4 yrs (IFG and NFG,
respectively), werestudied to evaluate anthropometry, HOMA derived
insulin resistance(%$)and beta-cellfunction (%~), and physical activity
index (PAQ; the ratiooftolalenergyexpenditure (EE)to basalmetabolic
rate,using 5 daycontinuous heartrate monitoring, with individual
calibration ofthe relationship between EEand heartrate.
IFGvs.NFG sibs had similar BMI (27.7+4.0 vs 25.8+4. t kgm-2,p=0.18),
greaterwaistcircumference (96±14 vs87±7em,p=0.002), reduced%$ (55
(38-81)vs 78 (53-115), p<o.005), similar %~ (83±25 vs 96±22, p=O.17).
PAl did notdiffer between the groups(geometric mean (1 SO range): 1.43
(t.24-1.65)vs 1.52(1.20-1.94), respectively, p=O.56) inthe IFG and NFG
groups. Nodifferences weredetectedinblood pressureor lipid profiles.
Weconclude thatdifferences inglucosetolerance between siblings of
type2 diabetic subjeCts wereassociatedwith differences incentral
adiposity and insulin resistance, butnotinphysical activity.



824
RAPID WEIGHT GAIN AND INSULIN RESISTANCE IN
SEVEN-YEAR-OLD SOlITH AFRICAN CHILDREN.
N.J. Crowther, N. Cameron* ,J. Trusler and J.P. Gray. Department
of Chemical Pathology, South African Institute for Medical Research
and *Departmentof AnatomicalSciences, Faculty of Health Sciences,
University of the Witwatersrand, York Road, Parktown 2193,
Johannesburg.
A number of studies have demonstrated that glucose tolerance falls
with decreasing birth weight and that people with low birth weight
and high body mass index (8MI) as adults are those at greatest risk of
developing non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM). The
aim of our study was to investigate the relationship between glucose
tolerance and birth weight in a population of 7-year-old black South
Africans for whom longitudinal anthropometric data were available.
Oral glucose tolerance tests (OGTTs) were performed on 152 subjects
and significant inverse correlations were found between birth weight
and the totalamount of insulin secreted during the first 30 minutes (r
=-0.19, P =0.04) and last 90 minutes (r =-0.19, P =0.04) of the
OGTT and also between birth weight and the 30 minute glucose
levels (r = -0.20, P = 0.02). Children who hadhigh weight velocities
between hirth and 7 had high levels of adiposity as measured by
skinfold thickness and 8MJ. There was also a significant positive
correlation between weight velocity and insulin resistance (r =0.18, P
= 0.04) as measured using homeostasis model assessment (HOMA).
Thus, low birth weight in conjunction with rapid childhood gains in
both weight and subcutaneous fat, produces poor glucose tolerance in
7-year-old children and may make these individuals susceptible to the
development of NIDDM later in life.

826
INCREASED ADIPOSE MASS IN TRANSGENIC MICE OVEREXPRESSING
THE P-ENOLPYRUVATE CARBOXYKINASE GENE
S. Franckhauser-Vogel, A. Pujol, B. Su, J. Visa, A. Arbos, A. Case lias and
F. Bosch, Dept. Biochemistry and Mol. Biology, Fac. Veterinaria,
Univ. Autonoma Barcelona, 08193-Bellaterra, Spain

In the western world there has been a marked increase in the
prevalence of obesity in recent decades. It is now well established that
obesity is a risk factor for type 2 diabetes. In our laboratory we aim to
study the mechanisms that lead to type 2 diabetes, particularly the
relationship with obesity. Several animal models of obesity and diabetes
are available that show alterations in the expression of genes for
transcription factors, hormones or receptors. Nevertheless, to study the
role of alterations in key steps in the metabolic pathways leading to
triglyceride formation, we have developed transgenic mice
overexpressing the P-enolpyruvate carboxykinase (PEPCK) gene in
adipose tissue. PEPCK supplies glycerol for triglyceride synthesis. This
pathway, termed glyceroneogenesis, is required for re-esterification of
free fatty acids. We have obtained five lines of transgenic mice that
overexpress PEPCK under the control of the aP2 promoter
(aP2/PEPCK chimeric gene). Analysis by Northern blot has shown that
transgenic animals expressed higher levels (about 2- to 5-fold) of
PEPCK mRNA than control mice. PEPCK activity was also increased
(about 2-fold) specifically in adipose tissue of transgenic mice.
Preliminary results indicated that 3-month-old transgenic mice
increased lipid accumulation. Histological studies showed hypertroph ia
and hyperplasia of adipocytes. Thus, this animal model may provide
new insights into the mechanisms leading to the development of obesity
and type 2 diabetes.
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GLUCOCORTICOIDS STIMULA1E PAI-l GENE EXPRESSION AND
PRODUCTION IN HUMAN VISCERAL ADIPOSETISSUE
C.M. Halleux, B.A. Reul, PJ. Declerck and S.M. Bricbard. Unite
d'Endocrinologie et Metabolisme UCL Brussels and Farmaceutische Biologie en
Fytofarmacologie KUL Leuven, Belgium.

Enhanced production of type-I plasminogen activator inhibitor (pAl-I) by visceral
fat could partly be responsible for the development of cardiovascular diseases in
central obesity. The mechanisms underlying the overproduction of PAl-I are still
unclear. The direct contribution of hormones has never been addressed in human
visceral adipose tissue. Because omental, but not subcutaneous, fat may generate
active cortisol, we particularly focused on the effects of glucocorticoids. We also
examined the role of cAMP. Visceral adipose tissue was obtained from patients
undergoing elective abdominal surgery (age: 48 ± 3 yr, BMI : 30 ± 2 kg/m2 :

mean ± SEM),and explants were cultured in MEM. Dexamethasone added for 24
h to the medium increased the secretion of PAl-I by adipose tissue in a
concentration-dependent manner with a threshold at 10 nM, a half-stimulation at 
30 nM and a maximal effect at I I!M. I J.lM dexamethasone increased PAl-I
production from 980 ± 160 (basal) to 1870± 280 ng/I!g tissue DNA after 24 h (n =
8, p< 0.01). This was preceded by a 2-fold rise in PAI·I mRNA levels between 4
8 h of culture, an effect which was specific as glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate
dehydrogenase gene expression was unaffected by the hormone. Besides the
positive control by glucocorticoids, PAl-I gene expression was negatively
regulated by cAMP. Thus, the addition of cAMP for 24 h to the medium decreased
PAl-I mRNA abundance by 85 % under basal conditions and 45 % in the presence
of dexamethasone. In conclusion, we provide evidence for a reciprocal regulation
of PAI-I by dexamethasone (positive effector) and cAMP (negative effector) in
cultured human visceral adipose tissue. This regulation operates at the
pretranslational level. The stimulation by glucocorticoids could contribute to the
enhanced production of PAl-I levels associated with central obesity and, thereby,
be a link between accumulation of visceral fat and cardiovascular diseases.
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THE EFFECT OF ESTROGEN THERAPY (ET) ON CENTRAL FAT,
LIPIDS AND VASCULAR DISTENSIBILITY IN TYPE 2 DIABETES.
K. Samaras', C.S. Hayward', D. Sullivan', R. Kelly' and L.V.
Campbell'.
1 Garvan Institute of Medical Research; 2 St Vincent's Hospital; 3 Royal
Prince Alfred Hospital, Sydney, Australia.
The major increase in heart disease in women with Type 2 diabetes is
predominantly attributed to disturbed lipid and glucose metabolism,
central obesity and vascular dysfunction. While ET in non-diabetic
women reduces heart disease risk by 50%, whether such cardioprotection
occurs in women with diabetes is unclear. The effects of ET on lipid
metabolism, glycaemic control, body composition and vascular
parameters in postmenopausal females with Type 2 diabetes were
examined (n=14, mean±SD age 58±6 yrs, BMI 29.5±4.8 kg/m').
Subjects randomly received conjugated equine estrogen (0.625mg daily)
or no treatment for 6 months, then crossed over. Fasting glucose, total
and HDL cholesterol, triglycerides, LDL size, NEFA, HbAIC and
SHBG, resting energy expenditure, total and central abdominal fat (by
dual energy x-ray absorptiometry), 24 hr blood pressure (BP) and
vascular distensibility (by applanation tonometry) were measured. ET
resulted in significant reductions in HbAIC (-0.3±0.2 vs 0.6±0.4%,
p=0.04), total cholesterol (-0.63±0.12 vs 0.17 ± 0.19 mrnol/L, p=O.OOl)
and central abdominal fat (-175 ± 51 vs -24 ± 56g, p=0.05), compared to
no treatment. There were increases in SHBG (42.1±5.6 vs -10.3±5.1
nmol/L, p=O.OOOI) and energy expenditure (33±23 vs -38±23 kIlday,
p=0.04) and a greater decrease in LDL size with ET (-0.32±0.22 nm vs
-0.16±0.22, NS). Total body fat, glucose, triglycerides, NEFAs, 24
hour BP control and vascular distensibility were unchanged. We
conclude that postmenopausal ET in overweight females with Type 2
diabetes improves major predictors of heart disease. Whether these
translate to diminished morbidity and mortality as observed in non
diabetic women awaits further study.

829
GLUCAGON-LIKE PEPTIDE 1 INCREASES SATIETY AND REDUCES FOOD

INTAKE IN OBESE PEOPLE.
E. Naslund, B. Barkeling, M.K.Gumiak, U. Holst S. Rossner and P.M. Hellstrom.
Division of Surgery, Danderyd Hospital, Karolinska Institute, Obesity Unit, Huddinge
University Hospital, Multidisciplinary Pain Center Kronan, Karolinska Institute, Dept.
of Medical Physiology, PANUM Institute, Copenhagen, Denmark, Dept. of Hepatology
and Gastroenterology, Karolinska Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden,

The present study was designed to investigate the effect of a short acting (4 hours) and
long acting (8 hours) infusion of 0.75 pmollkglmin Glucagon-Like Peptide I (GLP-l)

in 14 morbidly obese patients (BMI 40.55 ±5.2) on gastric emptying, food intake and
hunger. In the first experiment series, intravenous infusion of GLP-I started at the
beginning of breakfast and continued during the following 4 hours. Oral paracetamol
(1.5 g) was given at the start of meals as a marker for gastric emptying. In the second

seriesof experiments, theinfusion was continued for8 hours. Lunch anddinner were
served after 4 and 8 hours respectively. Hunger, satiety and food choice were assessed

with VAS and food choice questionnaires before and after the meals. GLP-I reduced
postprandial glucose concentrations but no subject recorded hypoglycemia. Insulin and

glucagon concentrations were unchanged. However, the insulinogenic indices were

increased. Gastric emptying was significantly retarded after breakfast and lunch,

p<O.OOI. Food intake at breakfast was not changed, but when GLP-I infusion was

prolonged, a reduction of a daily energy intake by 24% (206±61 Kcal, p<0.008) was

observed. Eating rate was significantly lower at lunch and dinner. In both experiments

GLP-I reduced feelings of hunger, desire to eat and prospective consumption after a

meal. In conclusion, infusion of GLP-l in massively obese patients resulted in
decreased hunger and increased fullness postprandially. Food intake was decreased and

gastric emptying delayed suggesting an influence of GLP-I on signals from the

stomach.

828
CENTRAL AND PERIPHERAL ADMINISTRATION OF EXENDlN-4
REDUCES FOOD INTAKE IN RATS.
S.P. Bhavsar, J.J. Watkins and A.A. Young. Amylin Pharmaceuticals

Inc, 9373 Towne Centre Drive, San Diego, CA, 92121, USA

Exendin-4, a 39 amino acid peptide from Gila monster (He/oderma
suspectum) venom with 52% sequence similarity to glucagon-like peptide-1
(GLP-1), is reported to bind and activate GLP-1 receptors. In rats,
intracerebroventricular (but not intraperitoneal) GLP-1 is reported to inhibit
food intake. We investigated the effect of intraperitoneal (IP) or
intracerebroventricular (ICV) administration of exendin-4 on food intake in
Spra9ue Dawley Rats (weight 300-350 g) in which lateral ventricular guide
cannulae had been implanted. At least ten days after implantation, rats were
injected just before the onset of the dark cycle with 0-10 IJg of exendin-4 via
lCV route (21J1/dose, N<:4rats/dose) or with 0-100 IJg of exendin-4 via IP route
(n<:8 rats/dose). Similar experiments were performed using GLP-1. Food
intake was measured by the difference in food weight 2 hours after
presenting it to the rats. Exendin-4, given ICV, inhibited food intake by up to
94% (at3lJg and 10IJg doses) with an ED50 of 0.161Jg ± 0.08 log. GLP-1,
injected lCV was at least 72-fold less potent than lCV exendin-4 (apparent
ED50 11.61Jg ± 0.06 log) and inhibited food intake by a maximum of 50% with
a 10IJg lCV dose. IP exendin-4 inhibited food intake by a similar magnitude as
ICV administration, but was 68-fold less potent via this route (ED" 11IJg ±
0.58 log). In contrast to the actions of exendin-4, GLP-1 injected IP had no
effect on food intake at any dose up to 10001Jg/ral. In summary, the greater
potency on inhibition of food intake with lCV vs lP routes of exendin-4
administration is consistent with a central site for this action. The enhanced
potency of lCV and lP exendin-4 over GLP-1 for inhibition of food intake
indicates a possible utility of exendin-4 in appetite control

830
POSITIVE EFFECTS ON BODY WEIGHT RESULTING FROM
PRAMLINTIDE THERAPY IN TYPE 1 AND TYPE 2 DIABETES
O. Kolterman, F. Whitehouse, R. Ratner, J. Rosenstock, S. Schoenfeld, S. Jeffcoate.
San Diego CA; Detroit M/; Washington DC; and Dallas rx, USA.

In diabetes, there is a deficiency of both insulin and amylin resulting from loss of
p-cell function. The deficiency is absolute in type I; postprandial responses are
deficient in type 2 diabetes. The effects of SQ insulin and pramlintide (PRAM), a
synthetic analog of human amylin, on body weight were evaluated in two
randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trials, one each in type I and 2. Type
I subjects received insulin with 30 or 60 ug PRAM or placebo QID for 52 weeks.
PRAM-treated subjects exhibited significant improvements in HbA" (-0.39% vs
-0.09% for placebo, p<0.004) with no increase in the frequency or severity of
hypoglycemic events. With improvements in HbA,,, in patients with weight recorded
at all visits (n~317), significant decrease in body weight in PRAM-treated subjects
(-1.3 kg vs placebo, p~O.OI) was observed at 52 weeks. By baseline BMI, weight
was maintained (+0.1 kg) among lean subjects (BMI < 27; n=llO) and substantial
weight loss (-1.8 kg from baseline) observed in PRAM-treated subjects BM! <:27
(n=53). This contrasts with DCCT, where after 1 year, subjects in both groups had
weight gain (+204 kg for conventional therapy, mean 6 HbA" +0.2%; +5.1 kg for
intensive therapy, mean 6 HbA" -2.0%). Type 2 subjects received insulin with 30,
75, or 150 ~g PRAM or placebo TID for 52 weeks. For those with values at each
visit, HbA,< was reduced (-0.30%, -0047%, -0.64% for 30, 75, 150 ~g, respectively
vs -0.20% for placebo, NS) at 52 weeks with no increase in the frequency or severity
of hypoglycemic events. In patients with weight recorded at all visits (n=345),
differences from baseline at week 52 for PRAM-treated subjects were -1.6, -lA, -2.7
kg for 30, 75, 150 ug, respectively. vs placebo (all doses p<0.05). Both BMI<27 and
<:27showed significant weight loss. In both studies, the initiation of PRAM therapy
was associated with mild, transient nausea that dissipated by 4 weeks but significant
weight loss occurred even in those patients that did not report Gl symptoms. Thus,
compared with placebo, PRAM was found to have beneficial effects on body weight
while improving HbA" values in both type I and type 2 diabetes.
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ROSIGLIT AZONE ENHANCEMENT OF UNCOUPLING PROTEIN-I
EXPRESSION IN BROWN ADIPOCYTES IS BLOCKED BY WY 14643

T.Teruel and S.A.Smith. SmithKline BeechamPharmaceuticals,
Harlow, Essex, UK.

Rosiglitazone (RSG, BRL-49653), a PPARy (peroxisomal proliferator
activated receptor) agonist insulin sensitiser, promotes differentiation of
rodent brown fat pre-adipocytes and increases expression of UCP-I
(uncoupling protein-I). UCP-l is expressed only in brown fat and
mediates the unique thermogenic activity of this tissue by uncoupling
substrate oxidation from ATP generation. Brown adipocytes express both
a and y isoforms of PPAR and the presence of a putative PPAR response
element in the 5'-flanking region of UCP-l suggests that PPARs may
control transcription of this gene. The involvement of PPAR subtypes in
regulation of UCP-l expression was assessed directly by measuring OCP
1 mRNA levels in cultured fetal rat brown adipocytes treated with the
PPARy-selective agonist, rosiglitazone, or the PPARa-selective agonist
hypolipidemic agent, Wy 14643. Brown adipocytes were prepared from
20 day old rat fetuses by collagenase digestion. Isolated adipocytes were
cultured in Eagle's Minimal Essential Medium supplemented with 10%
Fetal Calf Serum for 4 hr, followed by incubation in serum-free medium
for 20 hr. Cells were then exposed to compounds for up to 48 hr before
quantitation of UCP-l mRNA. RSG (10 nM-1O uM) increased OCP-I
expression in a concentration- (BC" = 30 nM, max increase 4- fold) and
time-dependent manner (ty, = 12 hr). Increases in OCP-l mRNA were
accompanied by parallel increases in UCP-l protein, determined by
western blot analysis. In contrast, Wy 14643 alone (10-100 uM) had no
significant effect on UCP-l expression but blocked the RSG-stimulated
OCP-I expression. 11Jis study is the first to demonstrate that the
transcriptional activity of PPARy can be negatively modulated by PPARa
ligands. These data suggest that the expression of OCP-l and hence
thermogenic capacity of brown adipose tissue can be directly regulated by
RSG, which may impact on whole body energy balance.

SIBUTRAMINEINDUCES WEIGHf LOSS AND IMPROVESGLYCEMIC
CONTROLIN OBESE PATIENTS WITH TYPE 2 DIABETESMELLITUS.
K. Fujioka', S.P. Weinstein', E. Rowe', and P. Raskin'; 'Scripps Clinic, San Diego,
CA; 'Knoll Pharmaceutical Co, Mt. Olive, NJ; JUTSWMed Ctr, Dallas, TX.

Sibutramine (Sib; MERIDIA'"; Reducti!), a novel serotonin and norepinephrine
reuptake inhibitor, was recently approved in the US for managing obesity.This
24-wk, randomized, double-blind, placebo (Pcbj-controlled,parallel-group study
evaluated the effectof Sib (20 mg/d) on weight loss and glycemic control in obese
patients with type 2 diabetes uncontrolled by diet or oral antidiabetic therapy. After
a 5-wk run-in period (all receivedPcb), patients were randomized to Sib or Pcb; Sib
patients started with 5 mg and were titrated up by 5 mg every 2 wk through wk 6.
Sib patients received 20 mg in wk 6-24. Analysesfor completers and categorical
data were performed using the Kruskal-Wallis test (·indicates P<.05vs Pcb). Of
175 patients (93 M, 82 F) randomized (89 Sib, 86 Pcb; mean characteristics: age,
54.2 yrs; weight, 99 kg; BMI, 34 kg/nr'; fasting plasma glucose, 182 mg/dL; HbA",
8.34%),60 Sib (67%) and 61 Pcb (71%) patients completed the study. For 24-wk
completers, mean actual and percent changes from baseline weight for Sib and Pcb
patients, respectively,were -4.3 kg· and -4.5%·, and -0.3 kg and -0.4%. The
proportion of patients achieving ;,5% and ;,10% weight loss in Sib and Pcb groups,
respectively,were 33%· and 8.3%·, and 0% and 0%. Mean changes in BMI were
-1.5 kg/m'· for Sib vs -0.1 kg/m' for Pcb. Sib produced larger mean reductions in
waist circumference than Pcb (-3.4 cm vs -2.0 cm). Weight loss (;'5%) with Sib was
associated with improvements in glycemiccontrol; mean changes from baseline in
HbA" and fasting plasma glucose (mg/dL) for Sib (;,5% weight responders)vs all
Pcb patients. respectively,were -0.28 and -8.2· vs +0.25 and +15.8. Sib was well
tolerated. The type, incidence, and severityof reported adverse events were
comparable between Sib and Pcb. Quality of life assessments showed significant"
improvementswith Sib in general health, social functioning, and bodily pain scales.
Conclusion: Sibutramine at 20 mg/d is safe and produces significant weight loss
associated with improved glycemic control in obese patients with type 2 diabetes.
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DYSREGULATION OF NEUROPEPTIDES NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR
THE DEVELOPMENT OF OBESITY IN PSAMMOMYS OBESUS.
G. Morton, P. Zlmmet,l and G.R. CoIller,
Metabolic Research Unit, Deakin University, Geelong 3216, Australia;
lInternational Diabetes Institute, Melbourne 3162, Australia.

OVERFEEDING, LEPTIN AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF NIDDM AND
OBESITY IN PSAMMOMYS OBESUS.
A. de Silva, M. Coughlan, P. Zimmer' and G.R. Collier. Metabolic Research Unit,
School of Nutrition and Public Health, Deakin University,Geelong, Australia 3216,
'International Diabetes Institute, Melbourne 3162, Australia.

Psammomys obesus (Israeli saod rat) is a polygenic model of obesity ani
NIDDM which naturallydevelops a spectrumof metaboliccharacteristics when fed a
relatively energy-dense diet of laboratory chow, Sucrose-feeding is an established
method of promoting obesity in laboratory rodents and the aim of the present study
was to examine the interaction between leptin, the leptin receptor Ob-Rb, ani
overfeeding in Psammomys obesus, Animals were categorized into tIuee distinct
groups, group A: lean, normoinsulinemic, and normoglycemic, group B: obese,
hyperinsulinemic, nonnoglycemic aod hyperleptinemic and group C: obese,
hyperinsulinemic,hyperglycemicand hyperleptinentic.Treatedanimals were allowed
ad lib. access to a 5% sucrose solution. Comparative RT-PCR was utilised to
examine changes in the level of Ob-Rb gene expression in the liver, hypothalamus,
and suprascapularfat, and Ob geneexpressionin suprascapularfat., Sucrose feeding
increasedthe rate of body weight gain in all groups, however only the increase in
groups A aodB was significant (p=O.003 aod p--o.Ol, respectively). The percent
body fat also tended to be higher in the sucrose-fed animals, although only group A
animals showed a significant difference (p=O.04). Group B animals developed
hyperglycemic (p<0.05). Interestingly, sucrose-feeding resulted in a significantly
lower ratio of leptin-to-percent body fat when compared to control animals
(p=O.OO6). HypothalamicOb-Rb gene expressionwas increasedin sucrose-fed A ani
C animals only (p=0.02), while there was no difference in the level of Ob-Rb
mRNA expression in either the liver or adipose tissue of sucrose-fed animals. In
conclusion, sucrose feeding resulted in increased energy intake aod increased body
weight. This change in body weightwas accompaniedby decreased leptin levels ani
increasedhypothalamic leptin receptor gene expression. These results suggest that
sucrose feeding may have a direct effect on circulating leptin concentrations,
resulting in an increased energy consumption, therebyallowing animals to overeat.

comparative R -P in the three groups of Psammomys 0 esus.
Group Body weight NPYI MCHI POMCI MC4-RJ

(01 B-ACTIN B-ACTIN B-ACTIN B-ACTIN
A (n=IOl 188 ± 3 1.85± 0.13 1.12 + 0.08 0.85 + 0.08 1.12 ± om
B (0=10) 226 ± 8 1.89 ± 0.28 0.90 ±D.ll 0.91 + 0.04 1.13 ± 0.02
C (0=10) 242±3 1.96± 0.22 0.99 + 0.12 1.00 ± 0.09 1.21 ± 0.13

mere was no difference in gene expression in any 01 the hypothalami

Leptin is an important regulator of energy balance and thought to act on
the hypothalamus to reduce food intake and increase energy expenditure.
Although leptin's exact mode of action is unknown, there are several
possible mediators including neuropeptide Y (NPY), melanin concentrating
hormone (MCH), pro-opiomelanocortin (POMC) and the melanocortin-4
receptor (MC4-R). Central administration of NPY or MCH causes
hyperphagia, however subsequent studies have demonstrated that NPY
knockout mice have normal food intake and body weight, suggesting NPY
may not be essential for certain feeding responses. The melanocortin
system featuring POMC and the MC4-R is also implicated in energy
homeostasis, with agonists of the MC4-R reducing food intake and
disruption of the MC4-R resulting in obesity. To examine these
neuropeptides, we have utilized Psammomys obesus, a polygenic animal
model of obesity which naturally develops a range of metabolic and
physical characteristics. Psammomys obesus were categorized into three
distinct groups, Group A : lean, normoinsulinemic, norrnoglycemic and
normoleptinemic; Group B : obese, hyperinsulinemic, normoglycemic and
hyperleptinemic and Group C : obese, hyperinsulinemic, hyperglycemic
and hyperleptinemic. The aim of this study was to investigate differences
in hypothalamic NPY, MCH, POMC, MC4-R mRNA gene expression by

T ~ b

c
neuropeptides examined. In conclusion, dysregulation of NPY, MCH,
POMC and MC4-R gene expression is unlikely to be involved in the
development of obesity in Psammomys obesus.
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HEPATIC LIPOTOXICITY IS ASSOCIATED WITH THE
DEVELOPMENT OF NIDDM IN PSAMMOMYSOBESUS.
P. Lewandowski, D. Cameron-Smith, A. Sanigorski and G.R. Collier.
Metabolic Research Unit, School of Nutrition & Public Health, Deakin
University, Geelong, Australia.

Excessive cytosolic lipid accumulation is thought to have a toxic effect
and has been associated with the development of NIDDM. In this study we
examined the underlying mechanism which may lead to excessive hepatic
fat accumulation in a polygenic model of obesity and diabetes.
Psammomys obesus (the Israeli sand rat) naturally develops a range of
metabolic and physical characteristics associated with obesity and NIDDM.
Animals were classified and into three groups, group A (normoglycemic
normoinsulinemic), group B (normoglycemic-hyperinsulinemic) and
group C (hyperglycemic-hyperinsulinemic). Animals were studied in the
fed state and following a 24hr fast. Hepatic CPT enzyme activity was
measured in isolated mitochondrial extracts and mRNA level of key
regulatory enzymes of fat metabolism were expressed as a ratio to ~-actin

mRNA, following semi-quantitative Rt-PCR. The development of
hyperglycemia in the diabetic C animals was associated with excessive liver
TG accumulation, an increase in mRNA levels of cytosolic fatty acid
binding protein (L-FABP), acetyl-CoA carboxylase (ACC) and glycerol
phosphate acyltransferase (GPAT). The expression of lipoprotein lipase
(LPL) and uncoupling protein 2 (UCP-2) was decreased, whereas
apolipoprotein BlOO (Apo-B) mRNA and CPT activity was unchanged.
Fasting corrected the hyperinsulinemia present in group B&C, reduced the
hyperglycemia previously found in group C, but did not alter liver TG
levels. In fasted animals group C had increased L-FABP and GPAY
expression. LPL mRNA and CPT activity were decreased in fasted group C
animals, while ACC, UCP-2 and Apo-B expression was not changed. These
findings suggest with the onset of NIDDM less fat is entering the
hepatocyte however endogenous lipid production increases, the hepatocyte
does not increase uncoupled or ~ oxidation of this cytosolic lipid nor does
it increase VLDL synthesis. Thus cytosolic lipid continues to accumulate
within the hepatocyte where it may have toxic effects via increasing levels
of long chain fatty acyl-CoA esters leading to impaired insulin sensitivity
or altered hepatic glucose production.

837
Prolonged diet-induced hyperglycemia in Psammomys obesus leads
to ~-cell apoptosis and irreversibility of the diabetic syndrome
E. Ziv, R. Ben-Sasson, H.Bar-On and E. Shafrir Diabetes Unit & Dept.
of Biochemistry, HU-HadassahMedical Center, Jerusalem, Israel
The desert rodent Psammomys progresses into full fledged diabetes on
high energy diet from stage A of normoglycemia and normoinsulinemia
trough stages B (hyperisulinemia), C (hyperglycemia+hyperinsulin
emia) and D (peak hyperglycemia, loss of plasma and ~-cell insulin).
The continuous glucose elevation is driven by remarkable insulin
resistance until ~-cell collapse. However, stage C fully reverts to A by
placing the animals on a low energy diet for 2 wk (glucose l4.l~4.5

mmol/l, insulin 268~45 mull, n=IO). At stage D no reversal was
possible (glucose 24.0~13.7 mmol/l, insulin 22~28 mull, n=6). To
study this lack of reversal we stained the islets of Psammomys at
stages A-D for insulin with biotylinated peroxidase-linked anti-insulin
and for apoptosis by terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase biotin-dUTP
nick end labeling (TUNEL), visualising the DNA cleavage sites with 3
aminoethylcarbazole. Psammomys at stage A, had ample, insulin laden,
apoptosis negative ~-cells. At stage B hypertrophy and hyperplasia of
~-cells was seen (160% of A by morphometry), with partial insulin
depletion, due to secretion overstimulation, but without apoptosis. At
stage C, ~-cell mass in islets decreased to that of A, insulin content was
reduced, but the TUNEL staining was still almost negative. At stage D,
~-cells became virtually devoid of insulin, their mass only 50% that of
A, showing a strong TUNEL reaction. These findings indicate that the
apoptotic nuclear fragmentation coincides with the inability to recover
from the hyperglycemia-induced secretory overtaxation, causing an
irreversible damage to the insulin secretion apparatus.

836
INSULIN SECRETORY DEFECTS IN DIABETES-PRONE AND -RESISTANT
LINES OF PSAMMOMYS OSESUS: EFFECT OF NUTRITIONAL STATE.
R. Nesher, D.J. Gross, E. Cerasi, N. Kaiser. Dept. of Endocrinology and
Metabolism, HebrewUniversity- Hadassah MedicalCenter, Jerusalem, IL
Insulinsecretory response to glucose was assessed in islets of Psammomys
obesus, a model of Type 2 OM, exhibiting predispositionfor nutrition-evoked
diabetes, obesity and insulin resistance associated with reduced pancreatic
insulinstores. Islets of diabetes-resistant (OR)Psammomys exhibited normal
glucose-insulin dose-response curve (Km 7-8 mM), whereas islets from
diabetes-prone (OP) Psammomys, either in the pre-diabeticstate [lowenergy
(LE)diet]or withovert diabetes [highenergy (HE) diet]exhibiteda shift to the
left (Km4-5 mM). HE-induced hyperglycemia lead to 90% depletion in Islet
insulin stores in OP but not in OR Psammomys; 18 hr fast resulted in 50%
reduction of plasma glucose and 4,5 foid increase in stored insulin. Islets of
DR Psammomys displayed strong insulinresponse to glucose comparable to
rat islets whilehyperglycemic DP Psammomys showed reduced early insulin
response, and delayed and attenuated late insulin response to glucose.
Regardless of diet and diabetic predisposition,Psammomys islets exhibiteda
significantdelay In insulinrelease 'turn-oil' following cessation of the glucose
stimulus. No significantdifferences were observed between islets of OP and
ORPsammomys intheirsensitivity to calcium-free medium (+EGTA), dlazoxide
(100 11M), or epinephrine (10 11M). To assess the mechanism underlying the
differential response to glucose, islet hexokinase and glucokinase activities
were assayed. Isletsof DP Psammomys on HEdiet exhibited4.5 foldincrease
in their capacity to phosphorylate glucose as compared to islets of the OR
line, resulting from an increase in Vmax of both enzymes, while the Km
values remained unaltered. OP Psammomys maintainedon LErnet exhibited
2 foldincrease incapacityto phosphorylate glucose.Conciusion: The increased
capacity to phosphorylate giucose in the OP Psammomys, is affected by both
diet and the genetic makeup; it may be responsible for the left shift of the
glucose-insulin dose-response curve and contribute t6 the prevailing
hyperinsulinemia and accelerated pancreatic insulin depletion observed in
this animal modelof Type 2 OM.
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EFFECTS OF STORAGE, ANTICOAGULANTS AND FREEZE
THAW CYCLES ON STABILITY OF IL-6, TNF-a.AND LEPTIN

FLOWER CL, AHUIA RH, YUDKIN IS, COPPACK SW, MOHAMED
ALI V, UCLMS,LONDON,UK

Levels of IL-6, TNF-a and leptin are raised in obesity, cardiovascular
disease and NIDDM, but results are conflicting.Discrepanciesmay be due
to effects of storage, anticoagulants, or previous freeze-thaw cycles of
samples. These parameters were investigated in 20 non-diabetic subjects
(sex IOM:IOF; age median {IQR} 25{22-34}yrs; BMI 22 {21-27}kg.m").
Methods: (a) blood samples were allowedto stand for 1, 2, 4 and 6 hours
at RT prior to separation and freezing at -70'C; (b) blood samples were
separated and the plasma allowed to stand at +4'C for 1, 2, 4 and 6 hours
prior to freezing; (c) blood was taken into tubes with lithium heparin,
sodium citrate, EDTA or no anticoagulant and immediatelyseparated and
frozen; (d) plasma samples were repeatedlyfrozen and thawed for up to 6
cycles. Results: (a) TNF-a levels increased significantlyafter 6 hours (up
to 12%) compared to baseline (=separatedand stored within 30 minutes of
collection); IL-6 levels decreased by 8% within 1 hour (p=0.03) and by
15% after 2 (p=0.004), 4 and 6 hours (p<O.OOI). Leptin levels did not
.change;(b) while there appeared to be a decrease in levels of TNF-a, IL-6
and leptin, none were significantly altered for up to 6 hours; (c) leptin
levels were not affected by the anticoagulant, whereas TNF-a and IL-6
were stable in EDTA and serum but less so with lithium heparin and
sodium citrate; (d) Ieptin was stable for up to 3 freeze-thaw cycles, being
reduced after this but both IL-6 and TNF-a decreased significantly after
one cycle. Conclusions: The method of storage had opposing effects on
IL-6 and TNF-«. Leptin remained unchanged. Anticoagulants affected
TNF-a and IL-6 levelsbut not those of leptin, as did the number of freeze
thaw cycles. Opposing effectsof storage on levels of cytokines could have
major implications to study outcome.

840
ADIPOSE TISSUE TNF-a EXPRESSION IS INCREASED IN OBESE
MALES AND ITS CORRELATION WITH BMI IS GENDER SPECIFIC.
RA. Koistinen', J.P. Bastard " P. Ebeling" E. Dusserre", B. Hainque'', P.
Vallier', S. Perchc', M. Laville', VA Koivisto" and R Vidae. 'Helsinki
University Central Hospital, Helsinki, Finland; 'Hopital la Salpetriere, Paris,
and 'INSERM U449, Lyon, France.

The expression of tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-a in adipose tissue is increased
in obesity. Whether this is equal in both genders is not known. We examined
the expression of subcutaneous adipose tissue TNF-a expression (competitive
RT-PCR assay) in 80 nondiabetic subjects with both genders and a wide range
of obesity (mean BMI 33A±L1 kg/m', (mean±SE), range 17.8 to 62 kg/nr'),
The expression of TNF-a was 2.2-fold higher in 30 obese males (BMI
35.7±1.8 kg/m') than in 8 lean men (BMI 23.1±0A kg/nr') (OAO±O.06 vs
0.18±0.02 amol TNF-a mRNNl-lg total RNA, P=0.051). However, the TNF-a
expression was not different in 32 obese females (BMI 37.5±1.4 kg/m") than
in 10 lean females (BMI 21.9±0.6 kg/nr') (0.33±0.03 vs 0.27±0.04 aniol TNF
a mRNNl-lg total RNA, P=0.391). The expression of TNF-a in all subjects
correlated positively with BMI (r=OA1, P<O.OOI). This was due to the
correlation in males (r=0.65, P<O.OOI), whereas this association was not
observed in females (r=0.042, NS). A 240 min euglycemic hyperinsulinemia
(120-150 mUll) did not change the expression of TNF-a in a subgroup of 7
lean males (BMI 23A±OA kg/m', glucose disposal rate 1M) 64.7±2.7
I-lffiol/kg/min), or in 10 age-matched obese insulin resistant males (BMI
30.5±l.O kg/m', M 36.2±2.8 umol/kg/min). There was no correlation between
M and TNF-a expresssion in these subgroups. In conclusion, subcutaneous
adipose tissue TNF-a mRNA expression: I) is increased in obese males, 2)
correlates with obesity in males but not in females, 3) is not regulated by acute
hyperinsulinemia. Thus, while adipose tissue TNF-a expression is increased
in obese males, there is a gender difference in its regulation particularly in
extreme obesity.

839
TUMOR NECROSIS FACTOR 0: AND ITS RECEPTOR IN
IDENTICAL TWINS DISCORDANT FOR OBESITY
T. Ronnemaa and K. Pulkki. Departments of Medicine and Clinical
Chemistry, University of Turku, Finland
Tumor necrosis factor 0: is expressed in adipose tissue and may be
involved in the pathophysiology of insulin resistance. Information
about serum levels of TNF-o: and TNF-o:-receptors in human
obesity are limited. Therefore, we studied the effects of genetic
background and obesity on circulating TNF-o: and soluble TNFo:
receptor concentrations in man by examining their serum levels in
23 identical twin pairs (9 male, 14 female) who had on average 18
kg intra-pair difference in body weight. Mean±SD fasting serum
TNF-o: concentration was 44.1±34.4 ng/l in obese and 34.2±21.7
ng/l in lean cotwins (p = 0.051). The respective soluble TNF-o:
receptor concentrations were 1989±335 ngll and 1840±305 ngll (p
= 0.004). The intra-pair difference in TNF-o:-receptor level was
independent of body fat distribution determined as visceral fat area
by MR!. The intra-pair difference in soluble TNF-o:-receptor
concentration correlated positively with the difference in percent
body fat (r = 0.57, P = 0.004). The variation in TNFo: level
between the pairs was 1.35-fold higher than the variation within the
pairs. The variation in soluble TNF-a-receptor level between the
pairs was 1.86-fold higher than the variation within the pairs. Our
results show that serum soluble TNF-o:-receptor concentration is
associated with obesity independent of genetic factors but genetic
factors also contribute markedly to its circulating levels. The results
are compatible with findings that the expression of TNF-o: is
increased in obesity.
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OBESITY AND LEPTIN LEVELS DISTRIBUTION IN TWO ABORIGINAL
POPULATIONS FROM CHILE: MAPUCHE AND AYMARA NATIVES.
F. Perez.Bravo, JL. Santos, C. Alba/a, M. Calvillan, D. Montalvo, G. Larenas, E.
Carrasco. Molecular Biology and Epidemiology Units. !NTA; Diabetes Unit. San
Juan de Dios Hospital. University of Chile. University of Tarapaca (Arica, Chile) and
University La Frontera (Temuco, Chile). (Supported by FONDECYT 1960395 and
Bristol Myers/SquibbIMead/Jonhson Unrestricted Grant).

Leptin may play an important role in the regulation of body weight by influencing
energy intake and expenditure. Several studies have suggested that there are both
gender and ethnic differences in serum leptin levels. Population based studies are
useful in examining the importance of leptin in human obesity and type 2 diabetes.
We examined the relationship of leptin regarding to obesity in two native
populations with very low prevalence of type 2 diabetes. METHODS: Leptin levels
were determined by RIA and correlated with BM!, sex and ethnic background; 208
mapuche natives from Temuco (63 males and 145 females, mean age 46.5 ± 15.5
years) and 164 aymara natives from Arica (64 males and \00 females, mean age 46.4
± 18.1years ) were included in this study. RESULTS: Both populations have a very
low prevalence of type 2 diabetes 1.65 (0.45-4.17) in mapuche and 1.23 (0.26-3.56)
in aymara natives. Obesity status (BM!>27.5 kim') was more prevalent between
mapuche natives (48 %) than aymara natives (31 %) (BM! 27.6 ± 4.4 vs 26.4 ± 4.8;
p<0.05). The leptin levels were increased in the mapuche groups compared with
aymara natives (14.8 ± 19.1 ngfml vs \0.2 ± 13.8 ngfml ;p<0.01) Leptin
concentrations in obese subjects were significantly increased in both 'ethnic groups in
relation to lean status: 21.4 ± 20.3 ngfml and 19.8 ± 19.3 ngfml (NS) (mapuches
and aymaras respectively) vs 9.1 ± 12.8 ngfml and 5.8 ± 7.1 ngfml (NS) in lean
status (mapuches and aymaras respectively). When we compared the Ieptin
distribution by sex, similar values were found between the mapuche and aymara men
(5.1 ± 9.3 ngfml vs 4.2 ± 5.9 ng/ml; NS). In contrast, in the women group, we found
higher levels of leptin with a slight differences by ethnic background between
mapuche and aymara natives (19.1 ± 21.7 ngfml vs 14.2 ± 15.9
ngfml;p<0.05).CONCLUSIONS:Higher leptin concentrations are associated with
obesity in both ethnic groups. However the leptin levels in the aymara natives were
significantly decreased compared to mapuche subjects.

843
SERUM LEPTIN, INSULIN RESISTANCE AND BLOOD PRESSURE IN

ADOLESCENTS AND MIDDLE-AGED MEN
H. Hirose, I. Saito, H. Kawabe, M. Tsujoka, H. Maruyama, and T. Saruta
Health Center and Intemal Medicine, Keio University School of Medicine,
35 Shinanomachi, Shinjuku-ku, Toky0160-8582, Japan

The obese gene product leplin, secreted from a::Hpocyles, was
discovered to serve as a satiety factor and to play an important role in
regUlating body weight. Senum leplin level reportedly increase with the
degree of obesity. There is, however, dispute as to leptin-induced insulin

resistance. The present study was designed to clarify the relationship
between blood pressure and BMI, plasma glucose, senum msunn and
leptin levels in 290 Japanese male adolescents (15-16 years old) and 167
middle-aged men. In adolescents, BMI in hypertensive group was higher

than normotensives (22.4±3.6 vs 20.2±2.0, P<001), as well as leplin

(3.8±2.0 vs 2.5±1.3 ng/ml, P<0.05) and insulin resistance by homeostasis
model assessment (1.35±0.41 vs 1.0±0.48, P<0.05). Simple linear

correlation revealed that mean blood pressure (MBP) correlated with BMI

(r=0.24), log [Ieplin] (r=0.14), insulin (log, r=O 16) and insulin resistance

(log, r=0.17) (P<0.02 for all). After adjustment for age and BMI, MBP
correlated with neither leplin (r=0.01) nor insulin (r=0.1 0). In middle-aged
men, BMIin hypertensive group was higher than the normals (24.0±2.5 vs

22.7±2.7, P<0.05), as well as leptin (3.7±1.9 vs 2.9±15 ng/ml, P<0.05).
Simple linear correlation revealed that MBP correlated with BMI (r=0.27),

leplin (r=0.22) and insulin resistance (r=0.18) (P<0.03 for all). After
adjustment for age and BMI, MBP correlated with neither leptin (r=0.10)

nor insulin resistance (r=0.14). These results indicate that senum leplin
levels are associated with blood pressure in both adolescents and middle
aged men. However, these associations were considered not to be
mediated through insulin resistance, but through obesity itself.

842
PLASMA LEPTIN CORRELATES WITH INSULIN RESISTANCE IN
DYSLIPIDEMIC HYPERTENSIVE PATIENTS
K.H. Malminiemi. 0.1. Malminiemi and J.T. Lahtela
Tampere University Hospital, POB 2000, Tampere. Finland.

The anorexigenic and thermogenic hormone, leptin, may have
independent clinical value in determination of metabolic syndrome. The
associations between fasting plasma leptin and the variables related to
insulin sensitivity were evaluated. An oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT,
glucose dose 1.2 g/kg) was performed 3 times at 6-month intervals with
187 non-diabetic. dyslipidemic (LDL > 4 mM or HDL-ratio < 0.2) patients
on anti-hypertensive monotherapy. Insulin sensitivity index (lSII was
approximated using a formula validated with euglycemic clamp test. 105
men and 64 women with the mean age of 50 years (range 32 - 65) and
body mass index (BMII of 28.4 kg/m2 completed the study. All measured
data were included in linear correlation and regression analyses (n = 543).

All insulin variables in OGTT were highly significantly (p < 1D")
associated with fasting plasma leptin. The linear correlation coefficients
between lSI and leptin were r = -0.648 in men and r = -0.604 in women.
Parallelly. insulin secretory response in OGTT. area under the curve (AUe
0.2 h), correlated also with leptin: r = 0.543 in men and r = 0.531 in
women. Glucose variables in OGTT correlated only weakly with leptin;
incremental AUC: r = 0.272 in men and r = 0.126 in women. From the
fasting serum lipids and lipoproteins, only triglycerides lp < 0.01) and
apoB (p < 0.05) showed statistically significant association with leptin in
both genders. The linear correlation coefficients between BMI and leptin
were 0.546 in men and 0.627 in women. Although the average body
weight decreased only 0.8 kg during the one-year follow-up, its change
was the most predictive indicator for the change of fasting plasma leptin.
Leptin did not associate statistically significantly with serum cholesterol,
fasting glucose levels. age, apoE phenotype, fibrinogen, urate, smoking,
ethanol consumption or treated blood pressure.

In conclusion. fasting plasma leptin is associated "'fith insulin sensitivity
and hyperinsulinemia in dyslipidemic hypertension.

844
EFFECTS OF ACUTE OR PROLONGED EXPOSURE TO LEPTIN ON
ISOLATED HUMAN ISLET FUNCTION.
R. Lupi, S. Del Guerra, M. Maffei, A. Bertacca, L. Marselli, C. Lencioni, C. Tellini,
M. Carmellini, F. Mosca, R. Navalesi, P. Marchetti. Dipartimento di Endocrinologia e
Metabolismo, Sezione Metabolismo, via Paradisa 2, Ospedale Cisanello, Pisa, Italy.

To investigate whether leptin has a direct effect on insulin secretion (IS, hereby
expressed as ~Ulml, mean ± SD of at least 8 replicates of any given experimental
condition) from human islets (HI), we prepared HI from four pancreata by
collagenase digestion and denstity gradient purification, and exposed them to varying
concentrations of recombinant human leptin (HL). In a first set of experiments, HI
were acutely challenged for 45 min with 3.3 (3.3G) or 16.7 (16.7G) mmolll glucose,
without or with the addition of I, 5, 20, 50 or 500 ng/ml HL. The effect on IS of 20
and 500 ngfmlleptin was evaluated also at 3.3G plus 20 mmolll arginine (arg). In a
second set of experiments, HI were cultured for 24h at 5.5 mmolll glucose, without or
with 20 or 500 ng/ml HL in the medium. Then, the islets were challenged with either
3.3G, 3.3G plus arg, or 16.7G. In the HL acute experiments, IS from control islets
was 11.8 ±4.2 at 3.3G, 36.8 ± 12.8 at 3.3G plus arg (p < om vs 3.3G) and 23.0 ±7.4
at 16.7G (p < om vs 3.30). No acute effect of I to 50 ng/ml HL on IS was observed.
In the presence of 500 ngfml HL a significant (p < 0.01) decrease of IS at 3.3G (6.7
±2.2) and 16.7G (7.5 ± 1.6), but not at 3.3G plus arg (27.9 ± 10.2) was found. After
24h exposure to HL, a significant (p < 0.01) reduction of glucose stimulated IS from
HI was observed: IS at 3.3G was 5.4 ± 1.2 and 2.9 ± 0.9 from the islets pre-cultured
with 20 or SOO nglml HL, respectively, and the release of insulin at 16.7G was 8.2 ±
3.3 and 5.6 ± 2.0 from HI previously cultured with the low or high HL concentration,
respectively. However, IS in response to 3.3G plus arg was again preserved from the
islets exposed either to 20 (IS: 31.8 ± 9.1) or 500 (IS: 49.8 ± 13.8) ng/ml HL. These
secretory results were confirmed when IS was expressed as percent of islet insulin
content. The present study shows that an acute inhibition of IS from HI by HL
occurred only at pharmacological concentration of HL and that a prolonged exposure
of HI to both physiological and pharmacological HL levels caused a significant
reduction of glucose, but not arginine stimulated insulin release.
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THE EFFECTS OF REPEATED COLD-WATER EXPOSURE ON PLASMA
LEPTIN CONCENTRATION IN HUMANS
A. Zeyl,J.M. Regan, M.J.Patterson, N.A.STaylor, A.B. Jenkins, Department
of Biomedical Science, University of Wollongong, NSWAustralia 2522
Leptin secreted from adipocytes appears to act as a signal feeding back
energy store status to mechanisms regulating energy expenditure and
appetite. Howeveradiposetissue has functions other than energy storage,
in particular subcutaneous fat has a thermalinsulating role. We are therefore
iinvestigating a potential role for general and local body temperatures in the
regulation of circulating leptin and implications this may have for the
regulation of total and regional adiposity. This study investigated the effects
of repeated cold exposure on circulating leptin levels. Seven lean male
subjects (Bwt 73.1 ± 2.5 (sem) kg, BMI = 23.7±0.2 kg/m2

) underwent 15
dayscold acclimation consisting of daily chest-deep immersion (12-1.30pm)
in 18°Cwater.On days 1, 8 and 15bloodsamples weretakenbefore(to, after
stabilisation in 20°C air) and after 60 minutes of immersion and body
composition was estimated from total body water (TBW) determined by 'H20

diiution. Body core temperature (Tc,3 sites) and skin temperature (Tsk, 8
sites) were monitored continuously before and during immersion. Serum
leptin wasassayed by homologous RIA. Data were analysed by ANCOVA.
Theacclimation led to a significant increase in serumleptin (20±9%, p<0.05)
which is unlikely to be accounted for by the calcuiated 5% (NS) increase in
bodyfat. Tc was not significantly attected by acclimation, but Tsk showed a
patternof increasesimilarto that of leptin,risngfrom 24.8±0.6°C (to, day 1) to
27.2±0.5«to, day 15, p<0.05). We concludethat cold acclimation increases
serum leptinin a waymoreclosely related 10skin temperatures than to body
core temperature. Our pilot studies in other subjects demonstrate
substantial variations in the temperature of subcutaneous fat (29-34°C) at an
ambient temperature of 23°C. We suggest that these low temperatures of
insulating subcutaneous fat may reduce leptin secretion and hence make
insulating fat less visible to central mechanisms regulating appetite and
energy expenditure. Interindividual variations in thermal adaptions could
thereforecontributeto inter-individual variations in adiposity.

847
EFFECT OF CATECHOLAMINES ON LEPTIN SECRETION
M. Stumvoll, A. Fritsche, E. Metzinger, O. Tschritter, M. Kellerer, H.U.
Haring, Med. Klinik IV, Universitat Tiibingen, Germany.
While insulin is an important stimulator of leptin secretion, in vitro data sug
gest that catecholamines inhibit leptin secretion. In the present studies we
have examined the effect of endogenous catecholamines during 3 hours hy
poglycemic hyperinsulinemic clamp in 10 (4 F) normal subjects and 10 (3 F)
type I diabetic subjects on leptin secretion. Furthermore, we examined the ef
fect of exogenous catecholamines (4 hours of isoproterenol infusion 30
ng/kg/min in 6 (3 F) normal subjects) on leptin secretion whereby free fatty
acids (FFA) were suppressed by acipimox. Euglycemic hyperinsulinemic
control experiments showed an increase in serum leptin in type I diabetic pa
tients (6.2±1.4 to 7.S±I.S ng/d!, p<0.05) as well as in normal subjects (6.l±
0.9 to 7.2±1.l ng/dl, p<0.05). During hypoglycemic hyperinsulinemic clamp
epinephrine increased from 4.S±0.7 to 40.1±6.7 ng/d! in control and from
7.1±2.6 to 16.7±5.0 ng/dl in diabetic subjects. In type I diabetic subjects,lep
tin increased from 5.6±1.l to 7.6±1.7 ng/dl (p<0.05) but remained unaltered

in normal subjects (5.5±0.7 to 5.7±0.9 ng/dl). Moreover, the increase in serum
leptin was negatively correlated with the increase in plasma epinephrine
(r=0.5, p=0.02) indicating a suppressive effect on leptin secretion. During hy
poglycemic hyperinsulinemic clamp, plasma FFA levels in normal subjects

(0.45±0.04 mM) were double that in type I diabetic subjects (0.25±0.05,
p=O.OOS). The increase in leptin was also correlated with the decrease in
plasma FFA levels (r=0.6S, p=O.OO I). During isoproterenol infusion with

suppressed FFAs (0.09±0.02 mM) leptin levels did not change (baseline: 5.0±
1.2, 120 min: 4.4±1.l, 240 min: 5.l±1.5 ng/d!). We conclude that under hy
perinsulinemic conditions in humans increased plasma epinephrine seems to
suppress leptin secretion. Since exogenous elevation of catecholamines with
simultaneously suppressed FFAs had no short-term effect on leptin secretion,
the effect of catecholamines on leptin secretion may be mediated by FFAs.
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EVIDENCE FOR LEPTIN REGULATION OF FOOD INTAKE IN HUMANS
H. Larsson, S. Elmstahl", G. Berglund and B. Ahren, Dept. of Medicine and *Dept.
of Community Medicine, Lund University, Malmo, Sweden

Obesity is an important contributor to the metabolic syndrome and type 2 diabetes,
and in obese humans, plasma leptin levels are high. Leptin is known to inhibit food
intake in mice. It is not known, however, whether leptin regulates food intake and
thus affects the development of obesity in humans. Therefore, our aim was to study
whether serum leptin levels are related to habitual dietary intake in 64 healthy women
with normal glucose tolerance. Dietary habits were assessed with a modified diet
history method. Body fat content was measured using bioelectrical impedance. In the
64 women aged (mean±SD) 58.6±0.4 yr., serum Ieptin was 19.3±I2.7 nglml, BMI
25.0±3.5 kg/m', body fat content 31.6±4.3 %, fasting glucose 4.6±O.5 mM and fast
ing insulin 56±2I pM. Leptin levels were negativelycorrelated to total energy intake
(r~-O.34, p~O.006), carbohydrate intake (F-0.36, p=O.004)and total (F-O.27,
p~O.034) as well as saturated fat intake (F-O.3!, p=O.014). Leptin was correlated to
the absolute but not to the percentual intake of these nutrients. When normalized for
body fat content, the correlations remained significant.Comparingthe quartiles with
the lowest (LL, 7.0±!.7 nglml, n~16) and the highest (HL, 38.2±8.0 nglml, n=16)
leptin levels, the HL group had a higher body weight, BMI and body fat content but
similar waist to hip ratio compared to the LL group. Despite the higher body weight,
the HL group had a lower energy intake (l838±424 vs. 2311±669 kcal/day,
p=O.023),lower carbohydrate (l99±46 vs. 259±77 glday, p=O.013)and saturated fat
intake (30±11 vs. 42±!7 glday, p~O.031) than the LL group. In contrast, the differ
ences in total fat (HL 76±26 vs. LL 96±35 glday, p=O.082)and protein intake (74±15
vs. 85±19 glday, p=O.068)were not significant.There were no differences between
the LL and HL groups in percentual intake of the different nutrients. To summarize,
we found that serum leptin is negatively associated with the absolute dietary intake of
energy, carbohydrate and fat, but not to the percentual amount of the nutrients. Thus,
the study shows that leptin is related to the quantity rather than to the quality of ha
bitual food intake in humans.

848
PLASMA LEPTIN AND TUMOR NECROSIS FACTOR ALPHA
IN TYPE I DIABETES MELLITUS
M.Lechleitner, T. Koch, W. Sturm, C. Gotsch, H.Hoppichler,
J.R. Patsch
Internal Medicine, University of Innsbruck, Austria
The complex interactions between leptin, the gene product
of the obesity gene, and insulin make it difficult to evaluate
the influence of leptin alone on metabolic control parameters
and cardiovascular risk factors. Because type I diabetes is
defined by the absence of endogenous insulin secretion we
have determined the correlation of leptin, and tumor necrosis
factor alpha, to BMI, blood pressure, duration of diabetes,
glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c), plasma lipid levels and flow
mediated dilatation (FMD) in 44 patients with type I diabetes.
Plasma leptin was measured by a radioimmunoassay kit,
Pearson's correlations were calculated to determine relations
between variables. Mean plasma leptin levels were 3.1±1.9
ng/mL in men and 11,8±9.7 ng/mL in women (p<0.005). Leptin
levels showed a strong positive correlation to BMI in all of our
normal-weight diabetics (0.75; p<0.003). A strong positive
correlation between leptin and insulin was present in diabetic
women (0.73; p<0.003). but not in men. In diabetic men leptin
correlated with blood pressure and triglyceride values.
TNFalpha showed a significant positve correlation to leptin,
insulin and BMI in women, but not in men. Plasma leptin
levels thus revealed in diabetic patients, in accordance to
the results in non-diabetic persons, a strong correlation to BMI
and were significantly higher in women than in men,
A significant correlation of leptin to triglycerides and blood
pressure, parameters of insulin resistance, was only found
in men.
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FREE AND SPECIFICALLY BOUND LEPTIN AND INSULIN
SECRETION IN IMPAIRED GLUCOSE TOLERANCE (IGT)
W. Leonhardt, R. Horn", G. Brabant", M. Breidert, Th.
Temelkova-Kurktschiew, K. Fucker and M. Hanefeld, Institute
and Policlinic of Clinical Metabolic Research, Technical
University Dresden, ·Department of Clinical Endocrinology,
Medizinische Hochschule Hannover, Germany
Only very limited data are available concerning the interaction
between leptin and insulin in impaired glucose tolerance (IGT).
This relation may be further influenced by the fact that a part of
circulating leptin is bound to a specific binding protein.
Therefore, we studied free and bound leptin in 136 patients (77
males, 59 females) with IGT, in connection with the course of
glucose, insulin, proinsulin and C-peptide during an oral
glucose tolerance test (oGTT). A newly developed
radioimmunoassay for free and bound leptin was used in which
concentration and percent of free leptin showed similar
relationships. Leptin concentrations increased with body mass
index (BMI) and were higher in females than in males. In three
tertiles of leptin (16 - 58, 60 - 160, and 169 - 932 pmolll) mean
fasting insulin levels were 65, 93, and 100 pmolli. The
increase was significant also after correction for BMI and
gender. Insulin concentrations and responses during the oGTT
increased with the leptin level, too. The relationship was also
significant in multiple regression analysis with BMI and gender
as covariates. Similar relationships to the leptin level were
observed also for the concentrations of HbA1c and C peptide
but not of glucose and proinsulin. Our data strongly suggest
that there is a regulatory relationship between leptin and insulin
secretion in impaired glucose tolerance.

851
LEPTIN-STIMULATED JANUS KINASE-2 (JAK-2)
PHOSPHORYLATES IRS-2 IN HEK 293 CELLS.
·M. Kellerer , •J. Mushack , ·E. SetTer, +A. Ullrich,
·H.U. Hliring
'Eberhard-Karls-Universitiit, Tiibingen, "Max-Planck
Insitut fiir Biochemie, Martinsried

We have previously shown that leptin stimulation ofC2C 12

myotubes induces PI3-kinase activation. This appears to
involve JAK-2- and IRS-2-dependent pathways. In the pre
sent study we used transient transfection in HEK 293 cells
with JAK-2, insulin receptor (HIR), insulin receptor sub
strate-I (IRS-I) and IRS-2 as well as the tyrosine phos
phatase PTPI C to analyzefurther the interaction of insulin
and leptin-dependent signalingpathways. Leptin (10 ng/m1)
stimulates the autophosphorylation of JAK-2 significantly
(p<O.OOl, n=4). This effect is suppressed when cells are
cotransfected with HIR or PTPIC. Cotransfection of JAK
2 and IRS-2 revealed a strong leptin-dependent phosphory
lation ofIRS-2 at 10 ng/m1 while IRS-l showed only minor
phosphorylation at 10 ng/m1 leptin. The data suggest that
1) HIR-dependent signals seem to antagonize leptin effects
on JAK-2 phosphorylation. 2) PTPIC suppresses JAK-2
dependent phosphorylation. 3) Leptin-stimulated JAK-2
phosphorylates preferentially IRS-2, not IRS-l at low
leptin concentrations in HEK 293 cells.

850
LEPTIN ATTENUATES DECREASES OF GLUCOSE, INSULIN, AND
GLUCAGON DURING FASTING INMICEVIASYMPATHETIC NERVES
B Ahren and PJ Havel, DeptMedicine, Lund University, Malmo, Sweden and
DeptNutrition, University ofCalifornia, Davis, Ca, USA

Decreases of circulating leptin might contribute to the neuroendocrine response
to starvation, sinceleptin inhibits the increase of glucocorticoids andthe reduc
tion of thyroid and reproductive hormones which accompany starvation. We
examined whether decreases of leptin might also contribute to changes of glu
cosemetabolism accompanying fasting in normal mice. Recombinant human or
mouse leptin (300I!glmouse) or saline wasadministered ip priorto andafter 12
h of fasting in female NMRImice. Blood samples were takenbefore and after
24 h of fasting. Fasting in saline-treated mice (n=24) reduced bodyweight from
27.3±0.9 to 25.l±0.6 g (!1=-2.2±OA g), plasma glucose from 8.0±0.3 to
4.3±0.3 mmol/l (!1=-3.6±OA mmol/l), plasma insulin from 214±39 to 76±16
pmol/l (!1=-137±35 pmol/l), plasma glucagon from 63±7 to 31±4 pg/ml (!1=
-32±7pg/ml) and plasmaleptin from to 4.I±OJ to 2.0±0.2 ng/ml (!1=-2.l±0.2
ng/ml; all p<O.OO1).Treatment withhuman leptin (n=24) during the fasting did
not affect the reduction in bodyweight (!1=-2J±OJ g) but attenuated the re
duction in plasmaglucose (by 33%; !1=-2.2±OJ mmol/l, p=0.038 vs. saline)
and plasma insulin (by 74%; !1=-36±12 pmolll, p=O.OIO), and abolished the
reduction in plasmaglucagon (!1=-1±7 pg/ml, p<O.OOI). The sameattenuation
of the reduction in glucose (by 25%, p=0.036), insulin (by 56%,p=0.023) and
glucagon (by 82%, p=O.018) was seen after administration of mouse leptin
(n=12). Leptin administration did not attenuate fasting-induced reductions of
circulating glucose, insulin or glucagon in mice after chemical sympathectomy
with 6-hydroxydopamine (40 mg/kg iv 48 h prior to fasting; n=12 in both
groups). Therefore, leptin attenuates the reductions of circulating glucose, insu
lin and glucagon during 24 h fasting in mice by a mechanism requiring intact
sympathetic innervation. Hence, leptin seems to contribute to the adaptive
response inglucose metabolism to fasting andstarvation.

852
EFFECTS OF METFORMIN AND VANADIUM ON LEPTIN
SECRETION FROM CULTURED RAT ADIPOCYTES.
Peter J. Havel, Wendy M. Mueller, Kimber L. Stanhope, and Francine
Gregoire, Dept. ofNutrition, Univ. of California, Davis, CA, U.S.A.

Leptin is involved in the regulationof energy balance.We have reported
that glucose utilization regulates leptin expression and secretion from
isolated rat adipocytes. Since the antidiabetic drugs, vanadium and
metformin act to increase glucose uptake by peripheral tissues, we
examined leptin secretion, glucose uptake, and lactate production from
primary cultures of isolated rat adipocytes incubated for 96 hours with
metformin or vanadium. Adipocytes (100 f.ll packed cells per well) were
anchored in a defined matrix of basement membrane components
(Matrigel)with media containing 5.0 mM glucose. Metformin (n = 6-19
per dose) at concentrations from 0.25 to 1 mM increased glucose uptake
in the presence of 0.16 oM insulin by 14 ± 7% (p< 0.05) to 70 ± 15%
(p< 0.0001) over insulin alone. Concentrations higher than 5.0 mM
inhibitedglucose uptake. Metforminfrom 0.5 to 5.0 mM increasedlactate
production by 65 ± 31% (p< 0.05) to 155 ± 45% (p< 0.0025). At
concentrations from l.0 to 100 mM, metformininhibited leptin secretion
by 38 ± 7% to 86 ± 4% (all p< 0.0001). From 0-5.0 mM, leptin
secretionwas inversely relatedto the percentof glucose releasedas lactate
(r = -0.64; p< 0.0001). Vanadium at concentrationsfrom 5-20 f.lM (n =
6-14) increased glucose uptake by 23 ± 6% (p< 0.0025) to 44 ± 12%
(p< 0.01) and increased lactateproductionfrom 18 ± 8% (p< 0.05) to 63
± 21% (p< 0.02). Leptinsecretionwas inhibitedby 38 ± 6% to 67 ± 8%
(all p< 0.0001). Similar to metformin, leptin secretion was inversely
relatedto the conversion of glucose to lactate(r= -0.65; p< 0.0001). We
conclude that both metformin and vanadate increase glucose uptake and
inhibit leptin secretion for cultured adipocytes. The inhibition of leptin
secretion is related to an increase in the conversionof glucose to lactate.



853
LEPTIN INHIBITS POTENTIATION OF INSULIN SECRETION IN
MOUSE ISLETS WITHOUT ALTERINO CYTOSOLIC Ca2+ LEVELS
V. Poi tout, C. Rouault, J-c. Marie, M. Ouerre-Millo, and O. Reach
INSERM U341, H6tel-Dieu, CNRS ESA 7059, Universite Paris 7, and
INSERM U465, Institut Biomedical des Cordeliers, Paris, France.
Different effects of leptin on insulin secretion have been reported in
several studies. We have recently demonstrated that physiological
concentrations of leptin had no effect on glucose-induced insulin
secretion (OSIS) in normal rodent islets. In contrast, leptin was shown to
inhibit OSIS potentiated by IBMX, a phosphodiesterase inhibitor known
to increase intracelIular cAMP levels. This study was designed to further
characterize the mechanisms by which physiological concentrations of
leptin could modulate insulin secretion in normal mouse islets. Isolated
islets were incubated for 60 min in the presence of either 2.8 or 16.7 mM
glucose and various secretagogues, with or without 10 ng/ml
recombinant murin leptin. The results indicated that: 1) In normal COl
mouse islets, leptin had no effect on OSIS (n=6, NS), but inhibited
IBMX-potentiated OSIS by 31 ± 4 % (413 ± 86 vs. 519 ± 79 }lU/islet,
n=7, p<0.05), and carbachol-potentiated OSIS by 25 ± 8 % (340 ± 79
vs. 427 ± 68, n=9, p<O.05). 2) In contrast to the above results, leptin
had no effect on either IBMX- or carbachol-potentiated OSIS in islets
from dbPAS/dlJPAS mice, bearing a mutation affecting alI isoforms of the
leptin receptor. Further, COl mouse islets were loaded with the fura-2
probe and analysed for their concentrations of cytosolic free calcium
[Ci+]j by microfluorometry during peri fusion studies. The islets were
peri fused with a buffer containing 2.8mM glucose (basal) and then with
16.7 mM glucose + 0.1 mM IBMX. This resulted in a sharp increase of
[Cil i over basal levels which reached a plateau. Thereafter, the addition
of 10 (n=4) or 100 (n=4) ng/mlleptin to the perifusate did not alter the
initiated [Ci+li response. These results indicate that, in normal mouse
islets, physiological concentrations of leptin can inhibit potentiation of
insulin secretion at a site distal to increased calcium levels, through a
direct effect mediated by the leptin receptor.

855
In Zucker DiabeticFatty rats plasma leptin correlates with plasma insulin rather
tban with body weight

S.WJ. Janssen'",GJ.M. Martens', I. vanderHeijden"', H.A.Ross',C.GJ. Sweep',and
A.R.M.M. Hennus'. 'Dept. of Animal Physiology, Faculty of Science; 'Dept. of
Endocrinology and 3Dept. of Chemical Endocrinology, Facultyof MedicalSciences,
University ofNijmegen, The Netherlands.

The obese (ob) gene product leptin is secreted from adiposetissue and acts in the
hypothalamus to regulate body energy stores. In vitro experiments have shown that
insulin increases both leptin mRNA expression and leptin secretion, while in vivo the
insulin effect has been shown only on the mRNA level. Here, we have investigated the
relationship between plasmainsulin and leptin in vivo. InZuckerDiabetic Fatty(ZDF)
rats,aaanimalmodelforNIDDM, bodyweight, plasmainsulin, andplasmaIeptin were
measured longitudinally from10to 25 weeks of age. In ZDFcontrolrats, bodyweight
andplasmalevelsofleptin and insulinincreased graduallyto - 350 g, -5.5 nglmland
-1.5 ng/ml,respectively, at week25. In the ZDFcontrolrats,plasmaleptinlevelsand
bodyweightweresignificantly correlated (malesFO,91;females FO.90,bothp<O.O I),
Body weightsof maleZDF rats did not significantly changewith age,whereasbody
weights of female ZDFratsincreased significantly duringthewholeperiod. In 10-week
oldmaleZDFrats,plasmainsulin levels were19.7±2.1 nglmlanddecreased to 1.6±0.2
ng/mlat week25 (p<0.05). Plasma leptinlevelswere 19A±0.6 nglmlat 10weeksand
decreased to 4.6±OA nglml at 25 weeks(p<0,05), In 10-week old femaleZDF rats,
plasmainsulinlevels were Il.3±1.8 ng/mlandincreased to 24.0±4A nglmlat 13weeks
(p<O.OI) and subsequently decreased to 4.3±I.l nglmlat 25 weeks(p<0.05). Plasma
leptin levelsof 10-weekold ZDF femalerats were34.5±1.9ng/mland increased to
44,9±3.6 ng/mlat 13 weeks(p<O.Ol). Thereafter, these levelsdecreased to 22.9±1.0
nglmlat 25 weeks(p<0.05). In bothmaleandfemale ZDFrats,significant correlations
were found between plasma leptinand insulin(males r~0.98; females FO,8], both
p<O.OJ) but not betweenplasmaleptinand body weight. Our results indicatethat in
ZDF rats plasmaleptincorrelates with plasmainsulinrather than with body weight,
suggesting an importantrole for insulinin the modulation of leptinsecretion.
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LEPTIN ALTERS lAPP SECRETION IN MOUSE PANCREATIC

ISLETS

E. Karlsson, M. Stridsberg and S. Sandler, Depts. of Medical Cell

Biology and Medical Science, Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden

Leptin receptors are expressed in pancreatic ~-cells. However, leptin's
role in islet hormone secretion is essentially unknown. In the present
study we aimed to elucidate leptin's effect on isolated pancreatic
NMRI mouse islets, by examining islet amyloid polypeptide (lAPP)
and insulin secretion in acute experiments and after 48 h exposure to
leptin (1-100 nM). For the latter purpose islets were cultured in
medium RPMI 1640 + 10% fetal calf serum. Leptin's effects on islet
cell replication, islet glucose metabolism and islet hormone content
was also examined. Glucose-stimulated lAPP and insulin secretions
were measured at different glucose concentrations in the presence or
absence of leptin. Leptin reduced lAPP secretion both acutely (103 ±
12 versus 129 ± 13 fmol/lO islets x h) at 10 nM leptin and after 48 h
exposure of 10 nM and 100 nM leptin (50 ± 8 and 48 ± 7 versus 69 ±
11 fmol/l0 islets x h), whereas only minor effects were found on
insulin release i.e. an inhibition in islets cultured with 1 nM leptin (6.2
± 1.4 versus 8.2 ± 2.0 pmol/lO islets x h), P<0.05, Student's paired 1
test. Islet glucose oxidation rate was enhanced to 135 % of the control
by 1 nM leptin, but decreased to 55 % at higher concentrations of
leptin in acute experiments, P<0.05, Student's paired r-test. In
contrast, glucose metabolism was not affected in long-term
experiments. Moreover, leptin did not influence islet (pro)insulin
synthesis or cell replication rate. In conclusion, we show that leptin
affects islet lAPP release more than insulin release. Furthermore, the
regulation of hormone secretion appears to be dissociated from
glucose metabolism, an effect previously described in islets after
exposure to certain cytokines.

856
FAILURE OF LEPTIN TODIRECTLY AFFECT GLUCOSE
METABOLISM OF RATSKELETALMUSCLE IN VITRO.
B,Brunmair, R.FurtmOller, M.Roden, M.Nemecz, W.waldhiiusl, C.FOmsinn
Dept.Med.llI, Div.Endocrinol.Metab., Universityof Vienna, Austria.
Studies on different isolated tissues provided evidence that leptin may directly
modulate cellular glucose handling. The present study was pertormed to
elucidate leptin's action on basal and insulin-stimulated glucose metabolism
of native muscle tissue, which under physiological circumstances is the
quantitatively most important target tissue of insulin. Isolated rat soleus
muscle strips were incubated for 1 h in the absence or presence of leptin (0,
1, 10, or 100 nmolll)under basal or insulin-stimulatedconditions. No effects of
leptin were found on the rates of 3H-2-deoxy-glucosetransport (basal: control,
314±14: 1 nmorl leptin, 320±17; 10 nmolilleptin, 314±13; 100 nmol/lleptin,
322±16: insulin-stimulated:control, 690±33; 1 nmol~ leptin,691±29; 10 nmolll
leptin, 665±26; 100 nmolll leptin, 664±27; cpm/mglh; n.s. vs. respective
control) and on net glucose incorporation into glycogen (basal: control,
1.75±0.18; 1 nmol~ ieptin, 2.01±0.13; 10 nmol/lleptin, 1.92±0.11; 100 nmol/l
leptin, 1.81±0.13; insulin-stimulated: control, 5.98±0.40; 1 nmol~ leptin,
5.93±0.30; 10 nmol/lleptin, 5.46±0.25; 100 nmol/lleptin, 5.85±0.30; ",mol/g/h;
n.s. vs. respective control). Likewise, prolonged leptin treatment of muscle
specimen for 6 h failed to affect 3H-2-deoxy-glucose transport (basal: control,
437±21; 50 nmol~ leptin, 421±17; insulin-stimulated: control, 611±47; 50
nmol/l leptin, 570±46; cpm/mg/h; n.s. vs. respective control) and on net
glucose incorporation into glycogen (basal: control, 0.48±0.02; 50 nmol/l
leptin, 0.44±0.03; insulin-stimulated: control, 3.05±0.48; 50 nmol/1 leptin,
3,52±0,37; ~mol/glh; n.s, vs, respective control), In parallel, lepfin'did neither
modulate muscle glycogen content nor the rates of aerobic and anaerobic
glycolysis. Further experiments revealed that the inabil~y of leptin to directly
affect muscle glucose handling prevailed independent of muscle fiber type
(parallel experiments in epitrochlearis muscle) as well as of ambient insulin
concentration (0-30 nmol/1). Thus, our findings fail to support speculations on
a physiological role of direct insulin-mimetic or insulin-desensitizing leptin
effects on skeletal muscle.
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CORRELAnON BETWEEN RANDOM PLASMA GLUCOSE (RPG)
AND HBAIC, IMPLICATIONS FOR FOLLOW-UP AND DIAGNOSIS
FWF Hanna, BG Issa, ETK Obuobie and JR Peters, University Hospital of
Wales, Cardiff, UK
Introduction: Incidence of micro- and macrovascular complications of OM
have been shown to rise sharply with HbAlc exceeds 7% . HbAlc is the
measurement of choice for monitoring OM and implementing changes in
therapy. HbAlc:? 7% was also found to imply the need for pharmacological
intervention, arguing for its use as a diagnostic test for treatment-requiring
OM . On the other hand RPG > 11.1 mmollL is diagnostic of OM. Aim
& Methods: To investigate the correlation coefficient (r) of HbAIC to RPG
in a diabetic clinic [1777 Follow-up (FU) and 285 new (N) referrals, from
January 1995 onwards]. The following correlations were made, a) an overall
correlation between RPG and HbAlc, b) RPG and HhAlc above and below
7%, c) HbAlc and RPG above and below 11.1 mmollL. Results:

No. r r r
Overall HbAlc HbAlc RPG

<7% 7% <11.1
Type 10M, FU 557 0.12 0.01 0.11 0.06
Type 2 OM, FU 1220 0.12 0.04 0.07 0.2
Type 10M, N 82 0.06 0.68 -0.04 0.09
Type 2 OM, N 203 0.27 0.21 0.17 0.23

None of these values reached a statistical significance. Discussion:
These results indicate a poor correlation between HbAlc and RPG. RPG is a
poor indicator of glycaemic control, merely reflecting instantaneous
glycaemic state. Its routine use in the diabetic outpatient clinic should be
abandoned. The poor correlation of RPG >11.1 and HbAlc argues against
the suggestion that the latter is a good diagnostic test for treatment-requiring
diabetes
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In type I diabetic patients witb a sbort dnration of disease injection of
insulin and meal intake does not intluence muscle tissue oxygen tensions.
D. Luft, C. Maisch, T. Luithle, E. Stopper, V. Hofinann-Kriick, 'N. Benda
4th Department oflntemal Medicine and 'Department of Medical Biometry,
University ofTiibingen, Tubingen, Germany
Background: In type I diabetic patients, both insulin injection and meal
intake have been shown to increase muscular blood tlow. Whether this leads
to changes ofsubstrate concentration amd consequently metabolic changes
is unknown. Substrate concentrations measured directly within the muscular
tissue may have more impact on metabolism than microcirculatory changes.
We, therefore, polarographically evaluated muscle tissue oxygen tensions
before and after both the injection of insulin and the intake ofbreakfast in
type 1 diabetic patients and normal control subjects.
Metbods: Ten type I diabetic patients (mean age 30±8 yrs, diabetes duration
4.1±2.5 yrs, HbAlc 7.6±1.3 %, normal results of standard autonomic
cardiovascular retlex testing), treated with an intensified conventional insulin
therapy, and 13 bealthy control subjects with comparable age, sex distribution,
weight, and physical fitness were investigated. Oxygen tension histograms
each containing 200 single measurements, were sampled in the right anterior
tibial muscle before and 70-80 minutes after the injection ofNPH-insulin
(14.5 ±5.0 IE) and normal insulin (11.3±5.3 IE), i.e. 50 min. after the intake
of breakfast (48 g carbohydrate, 16 g fat, 8 g protein).
Results: In diabetic patients, blood glucose concentrations increased
significantly from 163 ±73 to 199±61 mg/dl (in normals from 79±5 to
95±19 mg/dl), insulin concentrations from 125 ±92 to 263±137 pmoVl(in
normals from 80±32 to 184±115 pmoVl), heart rate increased significantly in
both groups, blood pressures did not change. Muscular p02 before insulin
injection was 27.2±7.9 mmHg in diabetics and 26.7±8.1 mmHg (n.s.) in
normals. In both groups, there was no significant change ofoxygen tensions
after insulin injections and breakfast: 28.3±10.4 vs. 28.6±4.9 (d.m. vs.
normals, n.s.).
Conclusion: Neither in type I diabetic patients nor in normal controls,
physiological increases of both insulin and blood glucose concentrations
induced increases of muscular oxygen tensions. Reported changes of
microcirculation may have no metabolic impact in daily practice.
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ESTIMATION OF GLYCOLATED HEMOGLOBIN FROM BLOOD
GLUCOSE MEASUREMENT DATA
M. Miikipiiii 1, P. Ebeling», P. Heinonen- and E. Oja1• 'Helsinki University
of Technology, Espoo; 'Helsinki University Hospital, Helsinki; 3Nokia
Mobile Phones, Espoo, Finland
It is generally difficult to assess the HbA" level based on the average
blood glucose level for a population of patients. The goal of the study is to
develop methods for patient specific estimation of the HbA" level based
on the self-monitoring blood glucose data. 21 IDDM patients participated
in an open study for nine months. The mean age (±SD) was 35.6±7.0
years, diabetes duration 14.5±7.1 years and BMI 23.5±2.3 kg/ms. Blood
glucose values were collected on average 3.2 times a day (min lA, max
5.6) using a blood glucose meter. HbAl' levels were determined in a
central laboratory approximately once a month using a HPLC method,
for a total of 190 measurements. A parametric density estimate was
fitted using a maximum-likelihood procedure to blood glucose
measurements in a certain range of days before each HbA"
measurement. The parameters were then used to find the patient specific
dependency between the blood glucose data and HbA" level. The
estimate for HbA" was found as trimmed mean of estimates given by
models with different ranges of days (40,50, ..,90). Leave-one-out type
cross-validation was used to provide a realistic assessment of the
estimation accuracy. The model was found to give a significantly better
estimate of the HbA" level in terms of absolute estimation error than
was given by using only the other HbAl' values from the patient, either
the previous HbAl' measurement, the mean of previous measurements or
a linear trend fitted to the measurements (for each, P<O.OOl). Also, the
estimate was found more accurate than was the 60-day average of the
blood glucose values (p<O.Oon The 60-day average was found best for
this group. The correlation between the blood glucose average and HbAl'
level using the average, 0.61 (95% CI 0.51-0.69) was improved to 0.89
(0.85-0.92) using the model. Median absolute estimation error was 0.23
HbA,,%. In conclusion, the utilization of a patient specific blood glucose
based models for HbA" estimation gives an increased estimation
accuracy and promises to make possible new tools for determining the
patient's level of control from self-monitoring data in the future.

860
BODY COMPOSITION DURING THE FIRST YEAR AFTER DIAGNOSIS
AND TREATMENT OF INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS.
AM Rosenfalck, T Almdal, J Hilsted and S Madsbad. Hvidovre University Hospital,
Copenhagen, Denmark,
Insulin deficiency is associated with a negative nitrogen balance, protein catabolism
and loss of muscle mass. Thus insulin dependent diabetes mellitus (lODM) is a
potential catabolic disease with weight loss as a classical symptom at onset. The
dimensions and the composition of the weight loss bas only partly been described. The
aim of the present study was to describe body composition in patients with newly
onset insulin dependent diabetes mellitus from onset and during the first year after
initiation of insulin therapy.
Body composition and total bodywater were estimated in 10 (80"and 2 ~) newly onset
100M patients, age 31,S ± 3,2(SD) years, by means of a DXA whole body scan and
'H,O at onset and after I, 3, 6 and 12 months. The reported weight loss was6,3 ± 2,5
kg, range (1,5-10,0 kg), which was in agreement with a body weight 6,2 kg lower
than expected as compared to a reference population (Metropolitan). BM! was 20,8
± 1,6 (19,2 - 23,4) kg/m'. The weight loss represented a significant reduced fat mass
25% or -0,9 SD lower than an age and sex matched reference population, whereas the
lean body soft tissue mass was within normal range, only reduced corresponding to
an initial reduction in the total body water volume. The regional fat distribution
showed a uniform reduction in fat mass. During the first year HbAlc gradually
decreased from 1I,8± 1.8"1010 7.9± 1,5% (p< 0.002), while the insulin dose increased
from 0,36 ± 0,2 til 0,44 ± 0,2 IU/kg (NS). Body weight increased 4,3 kg (p<004),
however still around 2 kg below normal weight. The fat mass increased from 12,0 ±
4,2 to 13,6 ± 4,1 kg (p<0.05) and the lean mass from 51,3 ± 9,1 to 53,8 ± 8,6 kg
(p<0.006). Total body water increased from 41,6 ± 5,91 to 42,8 ± 6,41 (NS) during
the first month and remained thereafter stable.
In Conclusion: Patients with newly onset lODM are characterized by a 10 % weight
reduction primarily as a reduction of the fat mass whereas the lean bodysoft tissue
mass surprisingly seems to be normal.
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MICROVASCULARVASODILATORYRESERVE IN NON-DIABETIC
OFFSPRING OF TWO NIDDM PARENTS
B.C. Lee, lM. Humphreys,A.C. Shore,AT Hattersleyand lE. Tooke.
Departmentof Vascular Medicine,Postgraduate Medical School,University
of Exeter, Exeter, UK.
The microvascular vasodilatory response to local heatingis decreased in subjects
with fasting hyperglycaemia who are at risk of developing NIDDM. Such
microvascu1ar abnormalities may be involved in the pathogenesis of diabetic
microangiopathy. It is currently unclear whether impaired microvascular
vasodilatory reserve is a consequence of insulinresistance and/orits associates in
the prediabetic state or is a primaryabnormality that precedes the emergence of
insulin resistance. This study aimed to investigate microvascular vasodilatory
reserve in non-diabetic offspring of twoNIDDM parents. Theseindividuals have
previously been shown to have metabolic abnormalities and have a high risk of
NIDDM. Using laser Doppler fluximetry we assessed maximum microvascular
hyperaemic response to localheatingof the skinin 21 non-obese, glucose-tolerant
offspring of twoNIDDM parents(10M, age 40.5 [19-54) yrs, medianand range),
and 21 ageand sex matched controls. All had fastingbloodglucose <5.5mmolll
and normal OGTT. Maximum hyperaemic response did not differbetween the
twogroups, (1.53 [0.84-2.55) V vs 1.56[0.86-2.19) V controls). Baseline fasting
insulinlevelwas67.9 [10.0-103.7) pmolllin offspring and 40.5[10.0-93.91 pmolll
in control subjects respectively. Theareaunderglucose curveduringOGTT in the
offspring wassignificantly highercompared to controls (13.6[10.8-17.4] mmol/l h
vs 12.0 [9.1-15.1) mmolll h, p=O.OOI Mann-Whitney). Thesedata suggest that
microvascular hyperaemia appears normal in glucose-tolerant, normoglycaemic
offspring of two NIDDM parents even in the presence of relative
hyperinsulinaemia and reduced glncose clearance. These findings provide no
support forthe concept thata defectin microvascular vasodilatory reserve precedes
the development of diabetes or its metabolic precursors although specific
endothelial dependent mechanisms remaintobe determined.

863
FASTING AND IN VIVO HUMAN INSULIN RELEASE PROCESSES.

T. Grefte, N. Perksen, C. Juhl, J. D. Veldhuis,S. M. Pincus, and O. Schmitz.
Aarhus, Denmark.; Charlottesville, VA, 22908, USA; Guilford, CT, 06437
Insulin is releasedas secretory bursts superimposedon basal release. Overall
contribution of secretory bursts is recently quantitated as at least 75 %, and
main regulation of insulin secretion is through perturbation of mass and
frequency of these secretory bursts. The mode of deliveryof insulin into the
circulation seems important for insulin action, and therefore physiological
conditions that alter the pattern of insulin relase may affect insulin action
through this mechanism. In order to assess the mechanismsby which fasting
changes the mass, frequency, amplitude and overall contribution of pulsatile
insulin secretion as well as to investigate the orderliness and insulin glucose
interplay at fasting we used a recently validated deconvolution model and the
novel Approximate Entropy and Cross Approximate Entropy to examine the
above during 10 and 58 hours of fasting in 7 healthy subjects. The subjects
were studied for 40 minutes before (0-40) and 40 minutes during (70-110) a
glucose infusion (2.5 mg/kg/m). We found that the pulsatile insulin release
pattern was preserved, and that at fasting, overall insulin release is adusted to
needs by reduced mass (10.1 ±1.7 vs 16.0 ±3.2, p<0.05), but similar
frequency (6.3 ±0.4 vs 6.1 ±0.4 minlpulse) of the bursts. In both states
glucose infusion caused increased (p<0.05) mass (100-200 %) and frequency
(-20 %). The orderliness of the insulin release process (likely reflecting the
tightness of the cyclic metabolic processess that drive oscillatory insulin
release) was improvedat long term fasting (0.98 ±0.07 vs 1.17 ±0.03, ApEn
arbitrary units, p<O.OI). Furthermore, the orderliness of insulin to glucose
changes may reflect the ability of insulin to control glucose concentrations
and hence reflect insulin sensitivity. This insulin-glucoseinterplay evaluated
by croos Approximate Entropy was significantly impaired at the matched
glucose in the fasting (insulin resistant) state, suggesting a novel application
ofthis mathematicalapproach to evaluate physiologyand pathophysiology.
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A new family with autosomal dominant hyperinsulinism: intersubject
variation in insulin secretion
K. Hoogenberg', C. Rouwe/, R.P.F. Dullaart' , Departments of
Endocrinology' and Pedriatic Endocrinology' , UniversityHospital
Groningen, The Netherlands
Familial autosomal dominant hyperinsulinism has been reported in only a
few families thus far. Hyperinsulinemic(fasting plasma insulin25 IV/I, C
peptide 0.374 nmol/l) hypogycemia (fasting blood glucose(BG) 2.1 mmol/l)
was diagnosed in a 4 yrs old boy evaluated for convulsions.He was then
successfullytreated with diazoxide (9 mg/kg/day). The motherand grand
mother had occasional convulsions and the deceased great-grandfather suf
fered from attacks of inappropriate behaviour that were relievedby eating. In
the mother, BG was 1.6 mmol/l after a 40 h fast with an insulin level of 28
lU/1 and a C-peptide level of 0.424 nmol/l. The grandmotherhad a BG of 1.8
mmol/l after a 62 h fast with an insulin level of only 3 lU/1 and a C-peptide
level of 0.165 nmol/1. A hyperglycemicclamp (BG clampedat 8 and 32
mmol/I,both for 2 h) demonstrated a 2.75-fold elevated insulin level (491
lUll at the end of the clamp) compared to controls (mean (SD) 180±45IV/I)
with a preserved first phase insulin secretion. In the grandmother, plasma
insulin at the end of the clamp (233 IV/I) was not different from controls. A
C-peptide suppression test revealed a moderatelyelevatedC-peptide level
(0.212 nmol/l, ref. <0.080 nmol/l) and a blunted counterregulatory hormonal
response in the grandmother. Pedigree analysis did not show consanguinity
and suggested that 4 other children of the deceased great-grandfather and 2
aunts of the propositus also had hypoglycemia.It is concludedthat this
family has autosomal dominant hyperinsulinism.Excessive insulin secretion
appears to vary considerably among cases. Impairedcounterregulatory
response, consequently to repeated hypoglycemia,may contributeto
hypoglycemiawhen insulin secretion is only slightly increased.The genetic
defect in this family is currently under study.

864
SEASONAL VARIATION OF HbAlc IN IDDM CHILDREN.
A POPULATION STUDY 1994-1996.
Nordfeldt S, Ludvigsson J, Div of Pediatrics, Dept of Health and
Environment, University Hospital, Linkoping, Sweden
Seasonal variation of HbAlc has been demonstrated in
conventionally treated IDDM subjects. Such variation may have
both clinical and scientific implications. Does multiple insulin
therapy with active self-control prevent seasonal variation of
HbAlc?
Patients and Methods: A geographic population of 120 IDDM
patients aged 3.0-18.9 years (median 15.0), with age at onset 0.5
15.6 years (median 6.6) and duration 2.0-16.6 years (median 5.3)
registered their HbAlc at visits every 2-4 months during 1994-96,
altogether 918 determinations during 277 patient years.
Results: HbAlc decreased in springtime and increased in autumn.

no. of samples HbAlc mean ±SD range
Feb-April 228 7.5 ± 1.2 4.7 - 11.9
May-Aug 255 7.3 ± 1.1 4.6 - 11.1
Oct-Dec 262 7.6 ± 1.2 4.7 - 12.3

DIfferences were significant between Feb-April and May-Aug
(p=0.020) as well as between May-Aug and Oct-Dec (p=0.002)
using Mann-Whitney U-test. Lowest values were seen in May and
August months, and the highest in March.
Conclusion: A seasonal variation of HbAlc can be detected on a
population level also in intensively treated IDDM children. This
should be considered in short-term studies of metabolic control.
The tendency to decreasing HbAlc in spring season, when young
subjects increase outdoor physical activity, needs attention with
regard to increased risk for severe hypoglycemia.
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ORDERLINESS OF INSULIN SECRETION IS ENHANCED IN NON INSULIN
DIABETES MELLITUS (NIDDM) FOLLOWING OVERNIGHT BETA CELL
REST.
L.L. Kjems', T. Laedtke', N. Perkserr', O. Schmitz', J.D. Veldhuis' and P.e. Butler'.
University of Edinburgh, Scotland'; University of Aarhus, Denmark' and University of
Virginia Charlottesville', USA
Insulin secretion is abnormal in patients with NIDDM. One of the earliest measurable
abnormalities of insulin secretion is increased disorderliness of insulin concentration
profiles with time. The orderliness of hormone concentrations in plasma depend in part
on intact feedback mechanisms between hormone secretion and action. Since both
insulin secretion and insulin action are abnormal in patients with NIDDM, it is not
surprising that a highly specific and sensitive statistical measure of orderliness,
approximate entropy (ApEn), detects abnormal and highly disordered insulin
concentration profiles during modest hyperglycemia in first degree relatives of patients
with NIDDM. One possible cause of disordered insulin secretion in NIDDM is
chronically increased stimulation of ~ cells. To address this, we measured orderliness
of insulin secretion in NIDDM before and after ~ cell rest and in matched controls
before and after ~ cell stimulation. II NIDDM patients were studied, once after
overnight hyperglycemia (8 mmolll) achieved by a glucose and 0.9% NaCl infusion
(SAL) and on a second occasion after concurrent overnight hyperglycemia and ~ cell
rest achieved with somatostatin (SMS) and hormone replacement which were
discontinued shortly before study (7:00 am). Blood was then sampled at I minutes
intervals for 60 minutes for insulin assay while plasma glucose was clamped at 8
mmolll during both SAL and SMS. 6 controls were similarly studied, once at 4 mmolll
and on a second occasion at 8 mmolli. The resulting insulin concentration profiles were
subject to analysis for approximate entropy. Results: Disorderliness decreased in
NIDDM patients after overnight ~ cell rest (ApEn 1.42±0.01 vs 1.377±O.04, p<0.05).
In contrast, disorderliness increased in control subjects during ~ cell stimulation by
hyperglycaemia (8 10100111), with the consequence that stimulated ~ cells in control
subjects secreted insulin with a comparable degree of disorderliness to that observed 10

patients with NIDDM (8 mmolll) prior to ~ cell rest (1.42±0.01 vs 1.42±0.01. NS).
Conclusions: We conclude that the increased disorderliness of insulin secretion in
patients with NIDDM is, at least in part, a function of the chronic stimulation of ~

cells.
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Jl-CELL REST IN TYPE 2 DIABETES - EFFECTS ON INSULIN-SECRETION
AFTER DIAZOXIDE AND INSULIN

M. Guldstrand, U. Adamson, P.-E. Litts and V. Grill*' Division of Internal
Medicin Danderyd Hospital and Department of Endocrinology and Diabetology,
*Karolinska Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden
In type 2 diabetes the first-phase glucose-induced insulin secretion is low while
the second-phase usually is exaggerated.The latter is probably explained by a
potentiating effect by chronic hyperglycemia. Our aim of this study was to inhibit
insulin secretion to test the hypothesis if pancreatic rest could influence the
insulin secretory capacity. Eight patients (4 men), age 53 (48-59) years, BM! 33.2

kg/m' (28.2-41.9), HbAlc 8.9% (8.2-9.5, ref.<5.2%) with a diabetes duration of
13.2 (8-23) years were included in an open randomised cross-over study. Oral
antidiabetic therapy was discontinued temporarily two days before study stall.
Jl-cell rest was induced in two ways I) by long-time (90 hours) euglycemic clamp
alone and 2) by additional diazoxide treatment 100 mg x 3 for 3 days. Insulin
response was studied day 1 and 5 after intravenous arginine at start (pulse I) and
after glucosinfusion at min 90 (pulse 2) raising the blood glucose about 10
mmoll1. Baseline c-peptide levels were reduced after insulin alone and after
iusulin+diazoxide (1.00±0.1l,vs 0.48±0.27 nmol/I, p<O.OOI and 0.92±0.24,vs
0.57±O.28 nmoll1, p<0,009, respectively; mean±SD). Baseline glucagon levels
were also reduced (187±88, vs 128±24 nmoll1, p<0.04 and 155±63, vs 113±68
nmol/l, p<0.02, respectively; mean± SD). Insulin release after arginine (pulsel)
was reduced after insulin (-56%;p=O.02) as well as after insulin + (-47%;p=O.10).
First-phase insulin (pulse 2) was slightly decreased after insulin (-8%;p=O,99) but
increased (+44% p=O.04) after insulin+diazoxide. There were improvements in
insulin release after insulin+diazoxide from day I pulse I to pulse 2 day 5(+40%
p=O.03), and after insulin alone (+25% p=O.IO).The second-phase insulin
secretion was increased after insulininfusion but after insulin+diazoxide there
was a tendency to reduction.We conclude that after diazoxide given in addition to
insulin therapy frrst-phase insulin secretion capacity appears to be improved.This
pilot study encourages further and extended trials exploring long term effects
after Jl-cell rest on metabolic control in type 2 diabetes.

866
QUANTITATIVE INDICES OF BETA-CELL FUNCTION DURING
GRADED GLUCOSE INFUSION
G. Toffolo, AM. K. Cavaghan, AK.S. Polonsky and C. Cobelli. Department of
Electronics and Informatics, University of Padova, Italy and ADepartment of
Medicine, The University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois, USA.
Availability of quantitative indices of insulin secretion io an individual is
important to monitor ~-cell function over time and to compare different groups
with impaired glucose tolerance. They are currently evaluated from the C
peptide minimal model from i.v, glucose tolerance test (IVGTT) data, i.e
during a gross glucose perturbation. However, the response of ~-cells to a more
physiological slowly increasing/decreasing stimulus may uncover novel features
of ~-cell function. Here, plasma C-peptide and glucose concentrations from a
low-dose graded glucose infusion protocol (seven 40min periods: 0-4-8-16-8-4-0
mg kg" min") in 7 normal subjects (age=27±4yr, body weight=68±lOkg) were
analysed. A model of insulin secretion assuming a linear control of glucose, used
in conjunction with a two compattment model of C-peptide kinetics, failed to
describe the data. A model also including a control of the rate at which glucose
increases performed satisfactorily. The model provided pancreatic insulin
secretion (ISR) in each individual, and three indices of pancreatic sensitivity to
glucose: cj)., cj),and cj)b which quantify respectively the control exerted on ISR by
the above-basal glucose level (static control), by the rate at which glucose
increases (dynamic control), and by basal glucose. The insulin sensitivity index S,
was also estimated from glucose and insulin data of this protocol by using the
glucose minimal model. Indices were (Mean±SD): cj),=17.5±4.9(10' rnin'); cj),
=319±220 (10'); cj)b=4.6±1.3 (10' min"); S,=5.3±4.3 (10' mm? (~Umr'».

In conclusion, a novel approach to quantify ~-cell function has been proposed.
Since insulin sensitivity can be estimated from the same protocol, it also allows
an easy and straightforward normalization of ~-cell function indices to insulio
sensitivity. This normalization appears mandatory in assessing ~-cell function in
pathophysiological and drug therapy studies.

868
PREVALENCE OF HEPATITIS C VIRUS ANTIBODIES IN PATIENTS
WITH DIABETES MELLITUS: RELATION TO NOSOCOMIAL
TRANSMISSION.
IM. PETIT, m. BOUR, S. AHO, A. CASTANEDA, S. RUDONI, C.
DAMATTE, G. VAILLANT, B. VERGES, IM. BRUN. Hopital
universitaire, Dijon, France.
The association of diabetes mellitus (DM) and hepatitis C (HCV) has been
recently described. In several reports, prevalence of DM in patients with
HCV was around 20% and significantly higher compared with other types of
chronic liver disease. One study found a higher prevalence of HCV (11.5%)
in diabetic patients in comparison with blood donors. Moreover, outbreaks of
hepatitis virus attribuable to fmger stick devices for capillary blood sampling
have been reported. The possibility of patient-to-patient HCV transmission
during hospital admissions in diabetic units must be evaluated. The objective
of this study is to evaluate the prevalence of HCV infection in diabetic
population and to investigate the influence of nosocomial transmission. We
investigate hepatitis C virus markers in 248 patients with diabetes mellitus in
comparison with 14100 blood donors. HCV was detected in 8 diabetic
patients (3.2%). A higher prevalence of HCV infection was observed in
diabetic patients in comparison with blood donors (3.2 %vs 0.04%, p<O.OI).
Most of anti-HCV positive patients (7 of 8, or 87.5%) presented a main risk
factor of HCV transmission with a previous blood transfusion (3), a previous
major surgical procedure (3) or a professional transmission (I). In this study
none of the patients had an intravenous drug addiction. Previous hospital
admissions in diabetologia departement, or used of finger stick devices for
capillary blood sampling was not associated with a increased prevalence of
HCV infection. In conclusion: We find a increased prevalence of HCV
antibodies in patients with diabetes mellitus. A screening of HCV antibodies
in diabetic population with prior blood transfusion or previous major surgical
procedure could be recommended. This study was unable to demonstrate a
responsability of the use of fmger stick devices for capillary blood sampling
for the higher prevalence of HCV infection in diabetic population.
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ISLET CELL AND AUTOANTmODIES PREVALENCE AND
CHANGES IN RESPONSE TO INTERFERON II IN PATIENTS WITH
CHRONIC VIRAL HEPATITIS.

S. Piqoer', C.Hernandez 2. 1. Ennquez', A. ROSsi, 1.Genesca', E. Bonifacio"
R. Sim6 " M. Puig-Dommgo'.
1.Hospitalde Sant Pau. Barcelona (Spain); 2. Hospital Vall d'Hebr6n.
Barcelona (Spain); 3. Istituto Scientifico San Raffaele.Milan (Italy).

We have previously reported a higher than expected prevalence of virus C
chronic hepatitis (HVC) infection in diabetic patients than in blood donors
matched by recognized risk factor to acqnire HYC infection (15% vs 2.5%
control population). Furthermore other autors have demonstrated a high
prevalence of diabetes mellitus among HYc. Also type I diabetes has been
reported to develop in patients treated with interferon ll. The aim of our work
was to explore the possible involvement of autoimmune p cell damage in a
large cohort of HYc. We studied the prevalence of islet cell autoantibodies in
231 non diabetic HYC and 273 sex and age matched controls. GADab were
positive in 4/231 in HYC patients and one control while IA2ab were negative
in all of them. Forty-six HYC patients were treated for 24 weeks with
interferon and islet autoantibodiesmeasured at the end and 6 months after the
treatment; either GAD and IA2 abs remained negative at both time points in
all patients while thyroid abs became positive in 5/46 (9.5%). Additionally, in
a group of unselected HYC diabetic patients (mean age at diagnosis 45 ± 5 )
only 1/26 showed low titre islet cell abs. We conclude that islet cell
autoimmunity is not associated to HYC, nor to interferon alfa treatment in this
large group of patients. It is suggested that the excess of prevalence of diabetes
mellitus among HYC patients is probably related to an impaired insulin
action/secretionassociated to a chronic infectionby virus C hepatitis.

871
CLINICAL AND GENETIC FINDINGS IN THE WOLFRAM
(DIDMOAD) SYNDROME.
D. Cucinotta and F. De Lues on behalf of the Italian Study Group on the
Wolfram Syndrome, University ofMessina Medical School,Messina,ltaly

The Wolfram Syndrome (WS) or DIDMOAD is a genetic disorder in which
diabetes mellitus (DM) is associated with diabetes insipidus (DI), optic
atrophy (OA), deafuess (0) and, less frequently, with urinary tract
abnormalities, gonadal atrophy and neurological fmdings. It has been
suggested that mitochondrial DNA alterations can be involved in the
aetiology of this syndrome, but data are controversial. We abstracted and
reviewed the medical records from 18 patients (I I femaIes,mean age 19.8±7
years) with at least 2 of the 4 most salient WS clinical features, recruited from
10 Italian clinics. Mitochondrial DNA from the patients' blood was
examined for the 3243 tRNA-Leu point mutation and the 7.6 and 8.5 Kb
deletions, which have been previously reported in some WS patients. An
insulin-requiring OM was the first-appearing clinical manifestation of the
disease in all the patients but one,with a mean age at diagnosis of l3.5±4.7
years. It was also the most frequent one (IOO%),followed by OA (89%), D
(83%), DI (55%) and urinary tract dilatation (50%). Other less common
clinical features were primary hypogonadism (II%), megaloblastic anemia
(5%) and epilepsy (5%). The 4 cardinal features of WS were present at the
same time in 9 patients (50%),while in other 5 patients (28%) 3 major
components ofWS were observed. The mitochondrial DNA 3243 tRNA-Leu
mutation and 7.6 or 8.5 Kb deletions were not detected in the blood of any
patient. These data demonstrate that I) WS has a variable clinical
expressivity,with a constant feature represented by DM; 2) due to their
frequency, urinary tract abnormalities should be included among the main
clinical findings of the syndrome and 3) mitochondrial DNA alterations do
not seem primarily involved in the aetiology of the disease.
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POST-TRANSPLANTATION DIABETES IN KIDNEY TRANSPLANT
RECIPIENTS
Bastos M, Baptista C, Rodrigues D, Ruas L, Alves R, Freitas L, Bastos C,
Carvalheiro M, Mota A, Furtado L and Ruas M Departments of Endocrinology and
Diabetes, Urology and Transplantation. Nephrology and Dialysis. University
Hospital. Coimbra. PORTUGAL
Post-transplantation diabetes is known since Starzl 1964. Steroids, ciclosporine and
genetic are the main causes. Aim: to evaluate the prevalence of post-transplantation
diabetes in transplanted kidney recipients and their evolution. Patients and
Methods: 725 kidney transplants (1980-Octl997). Excluded 32 diabetics. Studied
693 patients. Diagnosis (OMS/ADA): two fasting plasma glucose (FPG);::140mg/dl
or an 2 H OGrr glucose::::2oomg/d1 or requiring insnlin treatroent. All patients
received a cadaver kidney (Tx), triple immunossupression: azathioprine
(AZA)+cyciosporine (CyA)+steroids (ST); Glucagon Test (lmglIV);Statistic
mean±2SD, Actuarial survival Wilcoxon.Results:68post-transplant diabetic patients
9,8%, mean age at Tx 49,2±2,7y, mean FPG preTX 98,3±4,3mg/dl; ESDR etiology:
unknown 41,2%, Glomerulonephritis 17,6%, Policystic D. 16,2%,Pyelonephritis C
13,2%, Nephrosclerosis 8,8%, others 3%. Diabetes in the fantily in 33,8%. Mean
time of dialysis 47,7±1I,9 months (m), mean time Tx to diagnosis 14,1±6,3m. A!
diagnosis: FPG 224,5±31,3 mg/dl; !MC 28,4±1,6; serum creatinine 1,5±O,2mg/dl;
Total steroids dose 7,2±2,3gr; Total AZA dose 22,5±1O,9gr; CyA dose
4,8±O,6mglkg/day; Glucagon Test: PepC 0' 3,3±O,7 ng/mI at 6' 5,2±1 ng/ml.
Treatroent: 72,1% started insulin and 100% diet and blood glucose monitoring. Now
56 patients are followed with functioning graft (mortality 11,8%, graft lost 17,6%).
On insulin 57,1%, diet and blood glucose monitoring 100% with a HbAlc 7±O,4%;
mean serum creatinine 1,4±O,2mg/d1; Steroid dose 6,7±O,9 mg/d; Cya 3,1±12,3
mg/kh/d; mean diabetes duration 43,1±12,3m. Complications: background
retinophathy 3, vascular 13, infection 19, neoplasia 5, rejection 25, urological 14.
Actuarial patient survival a) Non diah.: IY 94,75%, 5thY 86,46% and 10thY 76,15%
b) Post-t. diab.: IstY 95,49%, 5thY 93,27%, IOthY68,3%(p~O,183). Actuarial graft
survival a) Non diab. IstY 90,39%, 5thY 76,2% and lOth y 60,34% b) Post-t. Diab.
IstY 94,3%, 5thY 85,2% and IOthY62,26%(p=0,193). Conclusions: prevalence of
post-transplantation diabetes was 9,8% in our Center. Good resnlts needs a
multidisciplinary team.
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A THREE-MONTH, MULTICENTER CLINICAL TRIALOF THERAPY
WITHINHALED HUMANINSULININ TYPE2 DIABETES MELLITUS.
W.T. Cefalu, R.A . Gelfand, and I.A. Kourides for the Inhaled Insulin Phase
II Study Group. Winston-Salem NC, Groton CT, and San Carlos CA, USA.
A new dry powder insulin (I) formulation and aerosol delivery system
allow reproducible dosing of rapid-acting I by inhalation. Therapeutic
quantities of! are delivered to the systemic circulation with 1-2
inhalations per dose. To compare the efficacy and safety of an inhaled I
(INH) with a conventional injection regimen (Sf'), 51 patients with
type 2 diabetes from 10 study sites were randomly assigned, after a
I-mo run-in, to INH or SC treatment for 3 mo. INH patients received
pre-meal INH plus bedtime injected U1tralente I; SC patients continued
their pre-study I (2-3 injections daily). Baseline HbA l o was 8.7 ±IA% in

INH and 7.8 ±0.9% in SC. QID home monitoring was reviewed weekly for
all patients and I adjusted to target pre-meal glucose of 100-160 mg/dl.
Glycemic control, evaluated by the 3-mo decrement in HbAlo> was the
same in INH (-0.7±0.7%) and SC (-0.7±0.7%) patients. Weight gain in
the 3-mo study was less for INH (-004 ±3.0 kg) than for SC (1.1 ±1.8 kg)
(p=0.04). Mild-moderate, but not severe, hypoglycemia occurred in both
groups (0.8 episodes per subject-month in INH and 1.0 in SC). Results of a
patient satisfaction questionnaire significantly favored INH, and 92% of
patients treated with INH chose to continue in a l-yr extension of INH
treatment. Pulmonary function tests (spirometry, lung volumes, and
diffusion capacity) were unchanged after 3 mo ofINH therapy. In
conclusion, I treatment with INH was well tolerated with little hypo
glycemia and no weight gain, well liked by patients, and as efficacious
as SC I in managing type 2 diabetes .

874
PRLIMINARY STUDY OF ORAL POLYLACTIDE MICROCAPSULATED

INSULININ VITRO ANDIN VIVO.

Ma Xue Yi,Pan Guo Min, Lu Ze et at Beijing304 hospital of PLA; Institute of

chemistry, the Chinese Academy of Science, Beijing, China.

Abstract:[Aim):Oral insulin(ins) administration is the ideal delivery way for

all ins-injected DM patients.But it will be quickly denatured and degraded in

gut. We prepared polylacted(PLA) to microencapsulate the regular ins(Rl) to

prevent above destroyed procedure.[Method):PLA was synthesized from L

lactid hy ring-opening polymerization. Pork RI was used for

microencapsulation.30 STZ-DM rats were gavagely fed hy oral capsulated RI

of doses of 33u,50u, 600, SOu respectively.Their BGs were measured at 15,30

min and per hour until 10h after gavage. Uncapsulated RI was fed in 5 DM

rats as controI.[Results):The average capsulated rates for RI were 82%,93%

and 44% when average diameter of microcapsulated ins were 1.2-2 J1 m, 2-5 J1

m and 10-20 J1m respectively. In vitro microcapsulated RI comulative release

were 38%,58%,65% and 74% respectively in 2,6,8,10h. The average BG were

reduced by 28±7.7%, 36±17%, 54±14% and 78±21.2% in 30 DM-rats

with dose of JOu,5Ou,60u and 8Ou. The peak time of capsulated ins releasing

was at 6-7h in vitro,but in vivo it was at 7-8h. [Discussion):PLA

microcapsulated ins sustained release Ins in vitro and in vivo.The effects for

BG decrease were as high as 78±21.2% during 8h.PLA microcapsulated ins

may preveut ins from denature and degrade by enzyme in gut. It may be a

hopeful oral ins preparation.

873
ADD-ON THERAPY WITH INHALED HUMAN INSULININTYPE 2 DIABETIC
PATIENTS FAILING ORAL AGENTS: PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF A
MULTICENTERTRIAL. 'S Berger, MH Davidson, I Kourides, WH landschulz
and RA Gelfand for the INHALED INSULIN PHASE II STUDY GROUP, Chi
cago Il, Groton CT, San Carlos CA.

A new dry powder aerosol delivery system has been developed that allows
reproducible inhalation dosing of regular human insulin (I), To examine
whether this short-acting I delivery system can offer therapeutic benefit in a
no-injection regimen, we investigated whether type 2 diabetics failing oral
agent (OA) therapy can improve glycemic control by adding pre-meal inhaled
insulin (INH) to their usual OA. Eligibility required HbA,c > 8.0% despite
therapeutic doses of a sulfonlurea (e.g., ;0, 5mg/d glyburide) andlor metformin
(;0,1.5 g/d). After a 1-mo run-in, 60 subjects from 10 sites were randomized to
a 3mo treatment period of either continued usual OA alone or usual OA plus
INH, 1-2 puffs pre-prandially TID. INH doses were titrated based on OlD glu
cose testing. Interim HbA,c results are shown for the first 22 patients to com-
plete 8 wks of randomized therapy:
Therapy Baseline Wk8 AWk8 Wk12 AWk12

INH Mean % 10.2 8.3 -2.0 7.2 -2.6
plus OA SEM N 0.4 [10] 0.3 [10J 0.4 [10] 0.3 [5] 0.8 [5]

OA Mean % 10.1 9.6 -0.4 9.8 +0.2

Alone SEM Nl 0.5 [12] 0.4 [12] 0.3 [12] 0.5 [10] 0.2 [10]
Starting With comparable, suboptimal baseline glycemiC control, patients on
OA alone showed little change in HbA,c after 8-12 wk, while those receiving
INH add-on therapy showed a marked (-2%) improvement in HbA,c (p<.05).
INH has been very well tolerated. There have been no episodes of severe
hypoglycemia. These early results suggest that in patients with type 2 diabe
tes failing oral agents, adjunctive therapy with INH markedly improves glyce
mic control with low risk of hypoglycemia. Data from the complete study will
be presented.

875
BETTER LONG TERM GLYCEMIC CONTROL I'iITH CONTINUOUS
SUBCUTANEOUS INSULIN INFUSION.
D. Bell and F. Ovalle. The University of Alabama
at Birmingham, Alabama. USA
Intensive-insulin therapy with achievement of
near normoglycemia has been proven to decrease
microvascular complications in type 1 diabetes.
So far there have been no long term studies com
paring long term glycemic control by means of in
sulin pump therapy (CSII) with multiple daily in
j ections (MDI) in routine clinical practice. 1'le
performed a retrospective analysis on all active
patients (n=90) on CSII of one of the authors.
The primary end point of the study was to compare
the average glycemic control (as documented by
frequent measurements of glycated Hgb) , during
the three year period prior to initiation of CSII
vs the average glycemic control during the 3 year
period following the first year of CSII. We in
cluded all patients for whom we had data on for
at least one year of each of those periods (pre
and post CSII) and only those patients who had
been on a MDI prior to CSII (n=58). Alc's for
the year of initiation of CSII were not included.
The mean Hgb Alc for the 3 year period prior to
CSII (on MDI) was 8.4% (+/-O.lSEM) vs a mean Hgb
Alc of 7.7 (+/-O.lSEM) for the 3 year period fol
lowing the first year of CSII. This 0.7% improve
ment in Alc is statistically significant (p=O.OOl)
We conclude that intensive insulin therapy with
CSII improves glycemic control even in patients
that are already utilizing MDI.
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mean+s at ase me an en o eac treatment peno are shown.

Baseline Lispro Reaular p.

FBG 8.0+3.0 8.7+4.5 8.0+4.0 0.299
I hrPP 13.2+3.8 11.1+4.3' 13.2+4.7 0.012
2hrPP 12.1+4.2 9.6+4.1 b 12.5+4.6 0.001

HbAI,% 7.74+.97 7.41+.97' 7.65+.85 0.004

• .' =Ltspro vs Regular, p 0.012 vs baseline, p < 0.001 vs basehne
The number of patients reporting severe hypoglycemia (SH) was similar
between treatments (LP=4; HI=3), for a total SH rate of 241100 patient years.
The rate of tubing occlusion did not differ between the treatments. A
questionnaire at study end revealed that 82% ofpatients preferred LP, 11%
preferred HI, and 8% had no preference. We conclude that insulin lispro is
safe and effective in CSIl therapy, and that insulin lispro significantly lowers
HbA I, and 1- and 2-hr PP glucose levels compared with regular insulin.

COMPARISON OF INSULIN LISPRO AND REGULAR INSULIN IN
CONTINUOUS INSULIN INFUSION PUMP THERAPY.
l.H. Holcombe, S. Zalarti, H. Hoen and C. Harris. Eli Lilly and Company,
Indianapolis, IN, USA.

Insulin lispro (Humalog®) (LP) is a phosphate-buffered insulin analog with
quicker onset and shorter duration than regular human insulin (ill). These
properties suggest that LP may be useful in treating diabetes patients who use
insulin pumps. In this open-label, randomized, cross-over study, we
compared glucose control between LP and buffered regular insulin

(HI)(Velosulin BR®) in 58 patients (ages 14-58 yrs) receiving CSIl
(MiniMed). After a 2 week lead-in period of treatment with HI, patients were
randomized to either continue ill or to switch to LP for 12 weeks. At that
point, patients switched to the alternate insulin for another 12 weeks. Bolus
and basal insulin doses were adjusted to optimize control for each patient.
Bolus insulin doses were given directly before meals. Test meals (Sustacal®
360 cal) were done at 0, 12, and 24 weeks, during which fasting and
postprandial (PP) glucose values were measured. Glucose levels (mmol/l.,

d) b li d d f h . d

ARE INSULIN KINETICS REPRODUCIBLE AFTER LONG-TERM INTRA
PERITONEAL INSULIN TREATMENT IN PATIENTS WITH TYPE I DIABETES
V. IASSMANN-VAGUF..C. ALESSIS. Ph. VAGUEand P. BELlCAR. UniversityTimone
Hospital - Marseille - FRANCE
Insulin bioavailability after subcutaneous injection is not very reproducible and this
accounts at least partly for difficulties in tight-control diabetes. In order to assess
reproducibility of IP infused insulin kinetics. we studied on two occasions II patients
(age: 46.3 ±9 years (m ±SD) ). with type I diabetes (mean duration: 21 ± 6 years).
treated by an implantable programmable pump (Minimed MIP 200 I) infusing 21 PH
Hoechst" insulin intraperitoneally. Insulin kinetics were studied by measuring free
plasma insulin levels every 30 minutes (after the meals) or 60 minutes. on two
separateddays, with an interval varying from 6 to 60 months. Insulin doses ( basal
rate and boluses) were similar on the two days. Results were compared using
Student's test and ANOVA for paired values. Nocturnal and fasting free insulin
levels were not different (mean ± sern: 8 ± 0.9 versus 7.3 ± 0.5 ml l/L), After the
bolus. time to peak and retum to basal level were not significantly different.
Conversely, magnitude of the peak was significantly lower on the second day of
testing (mean ± sem : 16 ± 5.4 versus 29.5 ± 8 rnl.l/L), as were post-bolus AUC
(mean ±sem: 20 versus 30 mUIL l

) andtotal AUC (mean ± sem : 58.2 versus 84.3
mU/L l

) . Intrapatient coefficient of variation was 32.4 % for the peak, and 25.6 % for
post-bolus AUe. Many factors could explain these differences: increased insulin
antibody levels, position of the catheter tip, underdeliveryof insulin due to backflow
or peritoneal tissue overgrowth, None of them was the only responsible. To
eliminate the possible role of insulin antibodies andcauses of underdelivery,we tested
twice 5 newly implanted patients at one month interval.The plasma free insulin peak
and post-bolns AUC were not significantly different during the 2 procedures (
respectively 36.4 ±7 vs 28 ±8 mUlL and 35 ± 14 vs 30.5 ± 13 mUhL l

( I" vs 200
day of testing) ). Intrapatient coefficient of variation was 19.6 % for the peak and 26
% for post-bolus AUe. So in diabetic patients treated by IP infused insulin with
implantable pumps, insulin kinetics are reproducible. Bnt the magnitude of the peak
following the bolus can be alteredon a long-term basis. Specific factors related to the
technique as the anti-insulin antibody levels and insulin underdelivery by the pump
could account for this result.
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MULTIFLE DAILY INJECTION VS. INSULIN PUMP: A CRITICAL ANALYSIS
IN IDDM BY MEANS OF CONTINUOUS TISSUE GLUCOSE MONITORING

M.!. Salgado, F. Sternberg, U. Hoss, R. Gessler and R Fussganger. Institute of
Diabetes Technology at the Urtiversity of Ulm, Ulm Germany

Intensified insulin therapy (lIT) may be performed either by multiple daily injection
(MDI) regime or by means of an insnlin pump (continuous subcutaneous insulin
infusioniCSII). Different studies show the benefits of the laller when compared to
MDr. However, no study has been yet based on complete glucose profiles to
evaluate the metabolic state of both therapy modalities. We designed a study, in
order to establish whether if there are any differences between the glucose
metabolic state of type I diabetic patients undergoing MDI and CSII by means of
continuous tissue glucose mortitoring (CTGIv/). We performed a 24h CTGM in 10
MDI and 10 CSII patients. No statistical difference was observed between the
studied groups regarding age, diabetes duration. BIvIIand HbAl , . The CTGM was
carried out with a self developed glucosensor based on the enzymatic-amperometric
glucose measurement combined with the microdialysis techrtique. Patients were
asked to perform their usual treattnent during CTGM. Additionally. capillary
glucose values were obtained as reference. The following results based on the
minutely glucose profile provided by the CTGM were obtained for MDI and CSII,
respectively: glucose range: 352-29mgldl and 387-57mgldl; mean tissue glucose:
127±22mgldl, and 154±29mgldl; mean amplitude of glucose excursion:
206±77mgldI and 248±66mgldl. The hypoglycemia frequency (glucose <70mgldl)
was 1.1 events/patient/day and 0.9 events/patient/day while a dawn phenomenon
was observed in every second patient/day in both MDI and CSII patients. Our study
showed that the MDI group presented a better metabolic state than the CSII group
when evaluated by CTGM. These results contradict the actual literature, and could
be explained by the "passive" attitude adopted by the CSII patients regarding the
insulin pump efficacy. Further studies should be performed to confirm the
presented hypothesis.

Definition of Insulin requirement in type I diabetes by continuous subcutaneous
infusion of insulin (Insulin Requirement Assessment - IRA method): follow-up
after twelve months.
Maghenzani G, Dani F, Grassi G, Monge L, Petraroli G, Pinach S, Benaduee E,
Carta Q. - U.O.A. Diabetologia - Azienda Ospedaliera S. Giovanni Battista della
citta di Torino; Italy.
The insulin requirement of out-patients receiving intensive insulin therapy must be
checked regularly. For this purpose, we have devised a method for assessing insulin
requirement by means of insulin treattnent with continuous subcutaneous infusion.
Twenty-one individuals with type I diabetes (12F and 9M, C-peptide-negative, aged
42±17 yrs, duration of diabetes 18±8 yrs, BMI 24±3. on four daily insulin injections
with bedtime intermediate insulin) were subjected to the IRA method while
hospitalized in our Division, after which they were followed as out-patients for a year
to establish (i) the long-term efficacy in improving glycemic control and (ii) its
usefulness in re-setting insulin treatment.
With respect to pre-hospitalization values (HbAlc 9.17±1.3%), plasma glucose
control had improved sigrtificantly at the two-month stage (8.5±1%, p<.OOI)and was
maintained after six (8.39±1.2%, p<.OOOO) and twelve months (8.5±1.I%. p<.0004).
The 24h insulin requirements (0.60±0.1UIKg). which had decreased significantly at
the time of discharge, was found to increase in the following twelve months but
remained lower than pre-admission values (0.66±O.B vs 0.6I±O.15UlKg p<.025).
Adjustment of the insulin doses according to the daily eating habits led to a slight
decrease in the doses prescribed at discharge for breakfast and lunch while the
dinner dose progressively increased (0. I80±O.05UlKg vs 0.19I±O.05UlKg p<.0008).
The substantial decrease in the intermediate bedtime dose was confirmed after twelve
months; the requirement for intermediate insulin proved to be 21.6% of the total
insulin dose. The BMI was sinificantly increased at twelve months (24. B±2.7 vs
25.14±2.8, p<.0004). During the follow-up period, no patient suffered major
episodes of hypoglycemia or ketosis.
These data confirm the validity of the IRA method for the long-term maintenance of
glycemic control, despite the decrease in insulin dose, thanks to the re-assessment of
the insnlin dose and the relationship between regular and intermediate insulin. Our
data highlight a decidedly lower bedtime dose of intermediate insulin than that
utilized in intensive treatment schedules.
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RELIABILITY OF INTERSTITIAL GLUCOSE MEASUREMENTS BY
SUBCUTANEOUS GLUCOSE SENSORS IN HUMANS
K. Rebrin, G.M. Steil*, W.P. Van Antwerp and U. Mastrototaro
MiniMed Inc, Sylmar, CA, *Joslin Diabetes Center, Boston, MA, USA
The accuracy of continuous glucose measurements using subcutaneous (sc)
glucose sensors depends on the in vivo calibration of the sensor. For sensors
to achieve wide spread use, the calibration must be performed by patients
using home blood glucose meters. In the present study, conducted in a hotel
setting, blood and sensor glucose data were analyzed from 11 diabetic
patients on intensive insulin therapy. The sensor was placed sc in the
abdominal area for between 72 and 96 hours. The patients calibrated the
sensor daily and blood glucose was measured with their glucose meter and
YSI at least hourly during daytime. Sensor glucose values were stored every
5 min. Agreement between the glucose sensor (GS) and blood glucose (GB)
was assessed as percent difference (%D = 100[GB-GS)/GB). The mean %D
based on patient calibration was less than 2% (1.7±4.2'7'0; not different from
0, p>.05) indicating that the sensor accurately reflects average blood glucose.
Further, the Standard Deviation (STD) of the %D was calculated for each

subject, sensor and blood values were within 26.3±2.6'7'0. Note, in addition
to errors in the sensor glucose signal, the STD measure includes a variance

component due to the blood meter (estimated to be up to ±15%) as well as an
unknown error term due to differences between blood and sc glucose
dynamics. Finally, to determine if calibrations as performed by the patient
could be improved upon, theoretical calibrations of the sensor data based on
the best fit linear regression of all the data over a given day were calculated
retrospectively. The mean (-5.3 ± .8%) and STD (25.4:!:2.0%) of the %D for
these theoretical calibrations were not significantly different from those
obtained by the patients (p>.05 for both). Thus, the subcutaneous glucose
sensor operated with daily patient derived calibrations accurately reflects
blood glucose values continuously up to four days and provides much more
information about glucose dynamics than occasional glucose monitoring.

882
BLOOD GLUCOSE MONITORING AND METABOLIC CONTROL
IN TYPE I DIABETES
AD Morris, DIR Boyle, SA Greene, TM MacDonald and RW Newton
for the DARTSIMEMO Collaboration.
University of Dundee, Scotland.
The intensive treated cohort of the DCCT performed self-monitoring of
blood glucose at least four times daily but the relationship between blood
glucose monitoring and metabolic control is controversial. Using the
DARTSIMEMO database we evaluated (i) the extent of home glucose
monitoring in the community; and (ii) the relationship between glucose
monitoring use and metabolic control. We used all prescriptions (1993 to
1994) obtained from all pharmacy outlets to evaluate the relationships
between glucose monitoring equipment obtained (number of strips), age,
duration of diabetes, BMI and glycaemic control (HbAlc) in an
unselected patient group similar to the DCCT cohort. One hundred and

eleven patients aged 17±5 (mean ± S.D; range 10-25 years) years,
diabetes duration 7.6±5.5 years, HbAlc 8.8±1.9% were studied. Fifty
eight (52%) obtained no strips at all over the study period. In the

remainder, the mean number of strips obtained was 278±243 per annum
(range 50-850). There was a significant inverse relationship between
strips obtained and HbAlc which remained when adjusted for all other

covariates (p=O.035). In summary; (i) the majority of young patients with
IDDM perform no home glucose monitoring; (ii) the majority of those
who do encash prescriptions obtain insufficient strips to perform one
glucose measurement per day; and, (iii) no patient encashed sufficient to
perform four tests per day, and (iv) there is an association
between strips obtained and metabolic control. This must be regarded as
a crucial issue in assessing any intensive monitoring regimen.
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DOES EXPOSURE AT 3,000 m AFFECT PERFORMANCE OF
GLUCOSE METERS?
O'Pecchio", C.Rossi, M.Migliardi, MDeandrea, A.Grassi, D. Fonzo and
M.Veglio. Italian Alpine Club Medical Commission', Dpt of
Endocrinology, Ospedale.Mauriziano,Torino, Italy
Self blood glucose (BG) monitoring is mandatory for insulin-dependent
diabetic patients who perform exercise at high altitudes where BG meters
(BGM) could be not reliable because of changes in temperature, humidity,
barometric and partial 02 pressure. The present study aimed at evaluating
the in field performance of 2 reflectance meters at 3000 m altitude.
METHODS: the Lifescan One Touch II (Ortho Diagnostics)(OT) and the
GlucometerElite II (Bayer) (GE) reflectancemeters were tested at sea level
(SL) and at 3000 m altitude (AL) on 6 type 1 diabetic patients. BG was
simultaneously assessed on a total of 30 capillary samples both at AL and
at SL with OT and GE. A venous blood sample was simultaneouslydrawn
from the contralateral antecubital vein in a sodium fluoride tube,
centrifuged and stored at _20'; BG was assayed with a glucose oxidase
(GO) method within 3 days. This last assessment was taken as reference
method. The blood samples were drawn from 7 a.m. till I p.m. in fasting,
resting, exercise and post-prandial conditions in order to test reliability at
different BG levels. Measurement linearity was tested using Pearson's
correlation coefficient; the mean of the differences between BGM and GO
results represented the bias between the methods while the accuracy was
expressed as percent error (PE). RESULTS: AIlinIlk; GE vs GO; r =
0.981, bias- 4.9 ± 21.6 mg/dl, PE 8.1%; OT vs GO; r =0.985, bias 13.3 ±
22.7 mg/dl, PE 6.4%.~; GE vs GO; r ~ 0.960, bias 5.2 ± 26.5
mg/dl, PE 4.1%; OT vs GO: r = 0.946, bias 5.6 ± 30.1 mg/dl, PE 0.5%.
CONCLUSIONS: BGM performanceis similar and good at sea level. At a
moderate high altitude, similar to that usually attained for winter skiing or
summer walking a trend to underestimate BG for GE and to overestimate
for OT was observed. However the bias is not clinically meaningful with
both BGMs.
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COMPARATIVE STUDY OF SMALL SAMPLE VOLUME EFFECTS WITH
BLOOD GLUCOSEMETERS FOR SELF MONITORING
H.·J. Verlohren, T. Ziegler and Th. Nitsche, local diabetes specialistLeipzig

Reliable systems for blood glucose self monitoring are essential for diabetics to
achieve normoglycemic metabolic levels. During ambulant or stationary
instruction of blood glucose measurement the patients have to be informed about
the relevant safety parameters, especially the glucose value deviations due to
blood volume errors. The necessary blood volume (BV) is indicated as the
nominal volume or admissible volume by the manufacturer of the meter. The
most frequent and misguiding volume error is the use of small sample volumes
leading to drastic underestimationsof the actual glucose levels.
The blood glucose test systems Accutrend alpha [Aa] I Accutrend Sensor [AS]
(Boehringer, Mannheim), Glucometer Elite 2000 [E2] I Glucometer DEX [DE)
(Bayer), One Touch II [O'T] I Gluco Touch [GT] (Lifescan), and Precision QID
[QI] I Precision G [PG] (MediSense) were compared. Different sample volumes
of 1.5, 2, 3.5, 5, 7, 9,15, 25 ~I with sodium fluoride stabilised venous blood in
the concentration range 8.7 - 11.3 mmol glucose II were examined in 10-fold
replicates. The sample volumes were applied to the different glucose meters with
a microliter pipette.
All the evaluated systems delivered reproducible results (CVs of 1.4 - 4.2%)
when applying the nominal volume. When small sample volumes were applied
incorrect readings occured - particularly too low results or error readings. The
range of the sample volumes used was -10 to -90% less than those
recommended, and this varied according to the type of instrument. Only QI, PG
and GT did not deliver false blood glucose results. When a small sample volume
was used in the case of QI and PG the measurement did not start, due to the
specially electrode setup. In the case of GT an error message was produced.
The evident risks of underestimation of glucose levels by patients due to small
sample errors should be taken into account by all manufactures.
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Rapid Blood Glucose Meters for Newborn Babies
F. Webrhoff, H.H. Gunter, B. Schneider, F. Dresss!er and F. Degenhardt,
Oststadtkrankenhaus Hannover, Podbielskistr.380, D·30659Hannover
Measuring the blood glucose in newborn babies is an important diagnostic means
of monitoring the neonatal metabolism. Since severe hypoglycaemic episodes
can lead to neurological damage, blood glucose determinations in the newborn
must be reliable, particularly in the region of 1.1-4.4 mmol/l,
Eight rapid blood-glucose instruments were compared (One Touch basic, One
Touch II: Lifescan - Johnson & Johnson; Precision Q.I.D.: Abbott; Glucometer
Elite: Bayer Diagnostics; Accutrend Sensor, Reflolux S, Glucotrend: Boebringer
Mannheim; and Hemocue-B-Glucose: Mallinckrodt Medical) in respect of their
suitability for blood glucose control in newborn babies. To determine the validity
situation, comparative measurements were carried out on 390 samples of
capillary blood from 55 newborn babies of mothers with gestational diabetes,
using the eight rapid-test meters and the glucose dehydrogenase laboratory
method (COBAS MIRA S, Hoffmann-La Roche). The coefficients of
determination were between 45 and 88% and the standard error of the methods
was between 0.4 and 0.8 mmol/I. The number of measurements outside the range
of 0.8 mmolll was between 5.1 and 35%. The coefficients of variation for in
series precision were between 6.3 and 23.4% and the standard deviations were
0.2-0.6 mmol/l, The measured sensitivities and specificities at 2.2 rnmol/l, the
limiting value for neonatal hypoglycaemia, were respectively between 44 and
98% and between 85 and 100%. The mean deviation of the methods was
between 3.5 and 23.8%. None of the instruments examined satisfied in full the
strict measurement accuracy requirements, but there is no doubt about the need
for a rapid-test meter to supplement laboratory determinations if optimal
monitoring of the newborn is to be ensured. Glucotrend came closest to fulfilling
the requirements, giving the closest approximation to the laboratory result.
Glucotrend also has the advantage of needing a very small sample volume (3 ul)
and of the possibility of coating the test strips separately with blood.
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NEW APPROACHES TO INSULIN PEN DEVELOPMENT ENSURE
BENEFITS TO PATIENTS AND HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONALS
J.A. Llewelyn, J.K. Malone, J.M. Martin and J. Mailhot, Erl Wood Manor, UK
The aim of this study was to assess whether a new approach to insulin pen
development would result in benefits to patients and healthcare professionals
(HCP). The approach included a number of unique process steps to ensure that
important product features were incorporated into the final design of a new 3.0
mL reusable pen. The acceptability and functionality of the pen was tested in a
clinical trial. The 5 to 7 week study in 25 centres in Australia, Canada and the
Netherlands, involved 289 type I (45%) and type 2 (55%) patients with diabetes.
All patients had been administering insulin for a minimum of 3 months using
either syringes (25%), Novopen 3 devices (73%) or both (2%). Mean patient age
was 45 yrs (range: 13-74 yrs) and mean duration of diabetes was 8.4 yrs (range:
0.3-52.0 yrs). Acceptability of the new device (HumaPen) was assessed by a
questionnaire developed using input from a consultative panel of patients and
HCPs. At study entry 89% of device users (DU) and 81% of syringe users (SU)
were satisfied with their current method of insulin administration. At study
completion HumaPen features rated most highly were ease of correcting the
insulin dose (95% DU, 97% SU), reading the dose (97% DU, 95% SU ), ease of
learning (91% DU, 95% SU), ease of changing cartridges (81% DU, 87% SU),
and ease of priming (73% DU, 89% SU). Previous DU thought that HumaPen was
easier to correct the dose (85%), read the dose number (75%), and change
cartridges (58%) compared to Novopen 3. The Novopen 3 was ranked as a better
size by 50% of DU, however, HumaPen was considered to have a better weight
(62%) and be more comfortable to hold (51 %). HCPs (n=38) ranked the following
features of HumaPen as important when recommending it to patients: can dial
back easily without wasting insulin (79%), easy to read numbers in dose window
(71 %) and easy to learn (52%). Although most patients entered the study
"satisfied" with their existing device, more than half (53%) chose to stay on
HumaPen after experiencing its features and benefits. This study supports the
hypothesis that a development process focused from the onset on tangible patient
and HCP benefits can produce a preferred insulin pen device.
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Abdominal injections were more painful than thigh injections (ANOVA

p=0.0099). Bleedings were less common with the 029 needle than with the
028 needle (Friedman p=0.028). The frequency of intracutaneous injec
tions was 1.2-5.0% (Friedman p-en.s.). Leakage of insulin was found in 9

18% of abdominal and 19-29% of thigh injections (Friedman pen.s.). The

VAS pain score when taking a blood glucose test was 1.5 ± 1.7. In conclu

sion we found low pain perceptions with all 3 needles with no difference
between the needle types.

PAIN PERCEPTION AND BLEEDING IN DIABETIC CHILDREN WHEN
USING DIFFERENT SIZES OF INJECTION NEEDLES

R. Hanas', L. Lytzen', I Franzen', E. Johansson', AS. Karttunen' and J.
Ludvigsson'. Department of Pediatrics, Uddevalla' and Linkoping', Swe

den and Novo-Nordisk NS', Denmark.

In this double-blind, randomized, controlled study the aim was to compare
pain and bleeding when using different needles. 40 children and adoles
cents with IDDM aged 8-20 years (mean 15.9) with a diabetes duration of
0-16 years (mean 6.8) participated. The test products were B-D Micro

Fine+ 029 (12.7 x 0.33mm) and NovoFine 030 (8 x 0.30 mm). NovoFine

028 (12 x 0.36mm) and a placebo (without needle) were used as reference.
The patients received 6 injections (I in thigh and I in abdomen of each
needle type) with test media and 2 dummy injections at 2 separate study
visits. Pain was recorded on a 10 em visual analogue scale (VAS) with
faces. We found no statistically significant difference in pain perception

between the needles but all were clearly separated from placebo (ANOVA

p=O.OOOI). Pain perception, VAS score em (mean ± SD):

B-D 31 GAUGE Smm PEN NEEDLE IS SAFE AND EFFECTIVE IN CHILDREN

J. L. Parkes', J. McGonigle', B. Ginsberg', M. Tan'. R. Jamal', 'Becton Dickinson
and Co., Franklin Lakes, New Jersey, USA., 'Nutri-fit Canada

Shorter, thinner pen needles are being developed for less traumatic insulin
injections. To evaluate efficacy, the new Becton Dickinson (B-D) 31 gauge 5mm
pen needle, compatible with all B-D and Novo insulin pens, was tested in 55
patients, 5- t6 years otd. The study commenced with a 3-week period with all
subjects using the B-D 30 gauge 8mm needle followed by two, 3-week random
crossover segments using these needles or the B-D 31 gauge 5mm investigational
needles. Subjects injected regular, NPH, or premixed insulin with their own B-D or
Novo insulin pen. Patients "pinched-up" for those injections using 8mm needles and
did not "pinch-up" when using the 5mm needles. Glucose control was evaluated via
fructosamine measurements and daily self-monitoring of blood glucose (SMBG).
There was no significant difference in fructosamine values from baseline for the
5mm vs 8mm needles (mean = 369!iM, 366~M, respectively: p = 0.43). Pairwise
95% confidence intervals for percentage of 5MBG values falling within, above and
below target values showed no significant differences. There was no significant
difference in number of unexplained hypoglycemic or hyperglycemic episodes
during use of the 5 vs 8mm needles and no difference in irritation at the injection
site. A significantly greater number of subjects reported leakage from the injection
site when using the 5mm needle (85%) than when using the 8mm needle (67%; p ~

0.03), however blood glucose control was not affected. There was no significant
difference in plunger depression pressure between the two needles (p = 0.06) or in
the perceived pain of injection (rated on a 1-5 scale) between the two needle types
(p-value = 0.53). Fifty-two percent (52%) of the children preferred using the 5mm
needle, 35% preferred using the 8mm, and 13% indicated no preference. The B-D
31 gauge 5mm pen needle has been shown to be a medically equivalent alternative
for children with diabetes, especially for those fearful of injections, and may be a
better choice for those who do not "pinch-up".

Needle 028

Abdomen 2.7 ± 2.1

Thigh 2.3 ± 1.7

029

2.6 ± 1.8

2.1 ± 1.8

030

2.8 ± 1.7

2.1±1.6

Placebo

0.3 ± 0.6

0.4 ± 0.6
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EFFECT OF SODIUM TUNGSTATE ON INSULIN AND GLUCAGON

SECRETION. STUDY IN THE PERFUSED RAT PANCREAS.

J. Rodriguez-Gallardo, E. Gutierrez, P. Garcia, R.A. Silvestre and J. Marco.

Cllnica Puerta de Hierro, and Dept. Physiology, Universidad Aut6noma de

Madrid, Madrid, Spain.

It has recently been reported that, in diabetic rats, oral treatment with

tungstate salts normalises glycaemia and hepatic glucose metabolism. We

have investigated the effect of sodium tungstate on insulin and glucagon

secretion in the perfused pancreas isolated from normal fed rats. Perfusate

consisted of Krebs-Henseleit buffer supplemented with albumin (0.5%),

dextran T-70 (4%) and glucose (5.5 mM). Hormones were analysed by RIA.

Tungstate infusion (5 mM) markedly stimulated insulin secretion

(F15,45=11.3;p<0.01). This insuiin response was short-lived and resembled

the typical first phase of glucose-induced insulin release. Direct infusion of

tungstate into the pancreas does not seem to be toxic to the B-cell since it

did not alter the insulin response to a subsequent glucose stimulus

(incremental area: 29±11, Mean±SEM, ng/10 min vs. 29±6.8 ng/10 min in

control experiments). Infusion of 5 mM tungstate did not significantly

modify glucagon release (F10,30=1.9; NS). Oral tungstate treatment (50

mg/day for eight days) did not significantly modify food or water intake

(food' 19.9±0.9 vs. 20.7±0.4 g/day in control experiments; water: 26.8±0.7

vs. 27.9±0.5 ml/day); body weight gain was reduced (values at day 8 of

treatment: 195±6 g vs. 217±4 g in control rats; p<0.01). Pancreases

obtained from tungstate treated rats showed a greater insulin response to an

increase in perfusate glucose levels (from 5.5 to 9 mM) than controls

(incremental areas: 60±6 ng/5 min, and 20±6 ng/5 min, respectively;

p<0.01). It is concluded that the reduction of glycaemia caused by sodium

tungstate may be, at least in part, due to its insulinotropic effect.

~3-ADRENERGIC AGONISTS STIMULATE SKELETAL MUSCLE GLUCOSE
UPTAKE IN ASSOCIATION TO AN INCREASE IN GLUTI GENE EXPRESSION.
L. Forga, F.I. Milagro and l.A. Martinez. Dpto. Fisiologfa y Nutrici6n, Universidad de
Navarra, y Secci6n de Endocrinologfa, Hospital de Navarra, 31008 Pamplona, SPAIN.
~3-adrenergic receptors are involved in the regolation of glucose homeostasis. Thus,
some ~,-adrenergic agonists have shown a hypoglycemic effect owing to an increase
in periphetal tissue glucose uptake; however, the mechanisms involved are yet unclear.
In this context, Trecadrine", a molecule with affinity for ~3-adreoOCeptors, produced a
potent effect in an alloxan-diabetes model in rats after 4 days of administration (1.0
mglkg.day), where hyperglycemia decreased from 289±39 to 149±32 mg/dl (p<0.05)
with no modifications in plasma insulinlevels. The aim of this study is to assess the
effects of Trecadine" on in vitro glncose uptake in skeletal muscle (gastrocnemius,
soleusand extensor digitorum longusfrom both the two hindlimb legs of Wistar rats).
Each muscle was incubated at 37"C in Krebs-Henseleit buffer, pH 7.4, with 0.1%
bovine seroalbumin and 1 mM 2-deoxy-D-glucose. From each rat, muscles from one
leg were incubated with Trecadnne" 10" M, and those from the other leg without it.
After 30 minutes of incubation with0.03 "Ci/ml of [l'C]2-deoxy-D-glucose and 0.03
"Ci/ml of ['H]mannitol, radioactivity inside the cells was measured in a liquid
scintillation counter. Trecadrine" significantly eohanced e'C]2-deoxy-D-glucose
uptake in these muscles from 8.1±IA to 11.2±2.1umol/ml of intracellular waterxmin
(p<0.05). On the other hand, facilitative glucose carrier GLUT4 and GLUT! mRNA
was quantified by RT-PCR in gastrocnemius after Trecadrine" (1.0 mglkg.day) was
orally administered for 4 days to alloxan-diabetic Wistar rats. GLUT1 geoe expression
significantly increased in Trecadme"-treated rats as compared to that of GLUT4. Thus,
the ratio GLUT4:GLUTI mRNA in non-treated rats was O.70±O.07, bnt it decreased to
OA9±O.05 in Trecadine"-treated rats (p<0.05). As a conclusion, Trecadine" appears to
eohance glucose uptake in skeletal muscle through a mechauism that is non-insulin
dependent. A stimulation of GLUTl gene expression instead of that of GLUT4 occurs,
suggesting that an eohancement in cell membrane GLUTI is involved in the ~J

adreoergic agouist-induced glucose uptake.
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BL pi 30mg 60mg 120mg 180 mg

HbA, (%) 8.4 +0.07 -0.20 -0.38' -0.55'" -0.56'"

FPG (mmol/L) 10.1 +0.22 -0.42 -0.46' -0.92" -0.56'

Fruclosamine ("moIIL 352 +6.6 -1.8 -18.1'" -23.7'" -27.6'"

AUC..... insulin (hr.mU/L) 105 +6.0 +19.0 +35.5." +49.0'" +47.0'"

AUC..... glucose (hr.mmol/L) 48.5 +3.2 -3.6" ·8.0**· ·8.5*" -8.1'"
.. .. ...Changes vs placebo (ANOVA model). p<0.05, p<0.01, p<0.001

All doses of nateglinide were well tolerated; no treatment emergent adverse
events were observed vs pi, except an increase of signs and symptoms
suggestive of hypoglycemia (H). H was confirmed by a home blood glucose
~.8 mmol/L in 4 (1.8%) subjects. Allepisodes of H were of mild nature, except
one considered as moderate and another as severe. No subject discontinued
because of H. No clinically relevant hematological or biochemical laboratory
changes were observed. Conclusions: nateglinide improved glycemic control
in a dose-dependent manner in the tested dose-range by reducing fasting and
post-prandial hyperglycemia through improved prandial insulin secretion. All
tested doses were well tolerated.

NATEGLINIDE (A-4166) CONTROLS GLYCEMIA IN DIET-TREATED TYPE 2
DIABETIC PATIENTS
J.J.M Deijns, K.P Bouter. Bosch Medicentre, Den Bosch, NL; M. Hanefeld,
University Dresden, 0; Ch. Guitard, Novartis Pharma, Basel, CH.
Main obJective: to evaluate the effects on glycemic control of 4 dose levels of
nateglinide and placebo (pi) administered before main meals. Method: double
blind, randomized, 12-week parallel group study with a Sustacal® challenge
(liquid meal, 250 kcal). Subjects: 289 patients were randomized. The mean
age was 56.4 ± 10.2 years; female/male ratio 33167 and 93% were Caucasian.
The mean BMI was 28.5 ± 3.4 kglm2. Results: At baseline (BL) there were no
clinically relevant differences between the 5 groups. Mean HbA,c. FPG,
fruclosamine, total insulin AUC.... and total glucose AUC.... at BL and changes
from BL at week 12 or with the last value carried forward were'

INFLUENCE OF ACARBOSE ON POSTPRANDIAL INSULIN
REQUIREMENTS IN PATIENTS WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES
L. JUNTTI-BERGGREN,a J. PIGON, a J.J. HOLST,b S. EFENDICa

aKarolinska Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden and bUniversity of Copenhagen,
Denmark

The primary objective of this double-blind, placebo-controlled, randomized,
cross-over study was to investigate of the influence of acarbose on insulin
requirementsin type 1 diabetic patients following a standard meal. The
secondary objective was to investigate the effect of acarbose on postprandial
triglycerides and gastrointestinal peptides. The effect of acarbose on
oxidative glucose metabolism was also assessed, using indirect calorimetry.
Ten patients with type 1 diabetes were evaluated on two occasions using an

artificial pancreas (BiostatorR). After normalisation of blood glucose,
patients received a standardised meal, together with acarbose (100 mg) or
placebo. The insulin required for maintenance of normoglycaemia was
assessed over 180 minutes; blood samples were taken every 15-30 minutes. A
double-blind, randomized, cross-over design ensured that all patients
received both acarbose and placebo (separated by 10±3 days). The primary
efficacy parameter was Isoglycaemic Meal-related Insulin Requirement
(IMIR). Acarbose induced a statistically significant beneficial decrease in
mean IMIR, compared with placebo (acarbose: 5171.7 ± (SO) 2282.6 mU vs,
placebo: 8074.5 ± (SO) 3045.4 mU; p=0.003). For GIP, there was a statistically
significant reduction using acarbose compared with placebo in terms of both
AUC (p=0.006) and Cmax (p=0.022), but not for tmax (p>0.05). There were no
statistically significant differences between acarbose and placebo with
regard to GLP-l, postprandial triglycerides, carbohydrate oxidation, or fat
oxidation (all p>0.05). These results indicate that acarbose reduces
postprandial insulin requirement in patients with type 1 diabetes.
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EFFECTS OFTROGLITAZONE ON FATIY LIVER AND HEPATIC INSULIN

CLEARANCE IN PATIENTSWITH NIDDM

S. Katoh2, J. Yokoyama1, N. Tajima 1, Y. Ikeda1 and K. Ikeda2.

1 Jikei Univ. Sch. of Med. Tokyo, 2 Kawaguchi Municipal Medical

Center, Saitama, Japan

We examined effects of troglitazone on fatty liver, hepatic insulin

clearance and fat distribution in 22 patients with NIDDM. Patients

were divided into troglitazone-treated (T) group (n=9) or control

(C) group (n= 13) and followed for 24 weeks. Fatty liver was

evaluated by mean hounsfield unit of liver (LmHU). Visceral fat

area (V) and subcutaneous fat area (S) were measured by the

abdominal CT. The hepatic insulin clearance was calculated from

serum C-peptide/insulin ratio (CPR/IRI) in fasting state. In C

group, the body mass index after the treatment significantly

decreased compared with that before the treatment, but did not

significantly change in T group. In T group, LmHU (Sl.S±8.3)

and CPR/IRI (0,28±0.07l after the treatment significantly

(p<O.Ol) increased compared with LmHU (36.4±12.4) and

CPR/IRI (0.19 ±O.OS) before the treatment, In T group, HbA1c,

fasting IRI and glucose after the treatment significantly decreased

compared with those before the treatment. In C group, LmHU,

CPR/IRI, HbA1c, fasting IRI and glucose did not significantly

change. V, 5 and V/5 ratio did not significantly change in both

group. In conclusion, fatty liver may. contribute to

hyperinsulinemia and troglitazone treatment improves fatty liver,

hepatic insulin clearance and hyperinsulinemia.
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EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF ACARBOSE INPATIENTS WITH TYPE 2DIABETES
INADEOUATELYCONTROLLED WITH INSULIN THERAPY
T,Taylor, J. Magner, A.Krol, and D.E.Kelley West Haven, CTand Pittsburgh, PA
The efficacy, safety and tolerability ofacarbose ascompared toplacebo was examined in
patients with type 2diabetes inadequately controlled with diet and insulin inamUlticenter,
double-blind, placebo-controlled comparison study, Atotal of195 patients were randomized
inthe study, which consisted ofa2-week screening period followed bya24-week treatment
period. Acarbose was forced titrated from 25mg tid to50mg tid after 4weeks, and then
titrated to100 mgtidafter 12weeks based on efficacy. The daily dose ofinsulin was tobe
held constant throughout the study, The primary criterion ofefficacy was the change from
baseline inHbA" atendpoint. Secondary efficacy criteria included changes from baseline in
fasting and postprandial glucose and triglyceride levels. Safety was assessed byevaluating
vital signs, laboratory values and adverse events. Seventy-three placebo and 72acarbose
treated patients were valid forefficacy analysis, Atendpoint, placebo patients had amean
increase inHbA" of0.11% while acarbose patients had amean decrease inHbA" of0,58%,
forastatistically significant placebo-subfracted mean decrease of0,69% (p=0.0001).
Aearbose-treated patients had significanUy lower postprandial plasma glucose values at60
(p=0,0178), 90(p=0.0004) and 120 (p=0.0001) minutes compared toplacebo patients. There
was atrend tolower fasting glucose values inthe acarbose-freaied group, Acarbose
significanUy reduced serum triglyceride levels 90(p=0,005) and 120 (p=0.0133) minutes after
ameal compared toplacebo. For patients valid forsafety analysis, sixpatients (6%) taking
placebo and 19patients (20%) taking acarbose discontinued from the study prematurely due
toadverse events, The most common adverse events inthe acarbose group were
gastrointestinal. There was nosignificant difference inhypoglycemic events between groups,
and nohepatic transaminase elevations greater than 1,8 times the upper limit ofnormal, This
study demonstrates that acarbose issafe and effective inimproving glycemic control in
patients with type 2diabetes who are inadequately controlled with insulin therapy.
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LONG·TERM OBSERVATION OF REMISSION IN SECONDARY FAILURE
OF ORAL DRUGS INNON·INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETIC PATIENTS.
J.Ruxer, J.Loba, W.Torzecka and J.Drzewoski. Metabolic Diseases and
Gastroenterology Department, MedicalUniversityof t6di, t6di, Poland,

Secondary failure of oral drugs (SFOD) has not had, up to date, any widely
accepted management schemes, It is well established that the strict
glycaemic control with insulin in non-insulin-dependent diabetic (NIDDM)
patients restoressensitivityto sulfonylureas. However, there are few long-term
studies of SFOD remission duration following insulin therapy. The aim of this
study was to evaluatethe effectiveness of short-term intensive insulin therapy
with intravenous pump (IVII) as a method of sulfonylureas sensitivity
restoration. The material consists of 35 NIDDM patients with real SFOD,
aqed s 65 yrs, treated with giibenclamide (15 mg/d) and metformin (1500
mg/d). Patients included into the study were subject to IVII for 3 to 5 days,
until near normoglycaemia was achieved. Subsequently, all patients returned
to previous oral therapy, The metabolic control of each patient was checked
everv six months.The resultsof the studyare shown in the table:

Cumulative No of patients Patientswith SFOD-remission
observation time under

[months] observation n [%1
6 35 16 45.7
12 35 12 34.3
24 33 7 21.2
36 32 5 15.6
48 31 4 12.9

The longest period of SFOD remission observed In one patient lasted 71
months. Conclusion: 1. IVII seems to be an effective method of oral drugs
sensitivity restoration. 2. Although the number of patients with SFOD
remission decreased in time, it was possible to maintain remission over 48
months in some cases.
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EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF ACARBOSE INPATIENTS WITH TYPE 2DiABETES
INADEOUATELYCONTROLLED WITH METFORMIN
J. Magner, T.Taylor, A.Krol and J,Rosenstock W. Haven, CT and Dallas, TX
The efficacy, safety and tolerability ofacarbose ascompared toplacebo was examined in
patients with type 2diabetes inadequately controlled with diet and metformin inamulticenter,
double-blind, placebo-controlled comparison study, Atotal of168 patients were randomized in
the study, which consisted ofa t-week screening period followed bya6·week, single-blind
placebo pretreatment period and a24-week double·blind treatment period, Acarbose was
forced titrated from 25mg tidto50mg tidafter 4weeks, and then titrated to100 mg tidafter
12weeks based on efficacy. Astable dose (2000 mg/day or2500 mg/day) ofmetformin was
tobemaintained, The primary criterion ofefficacy was the change from baseline inHbA" at
endpoint. Secondary efficacy criteria included changes from baseline infasting and
postprandial plasma glucose, serum insulin and triglyceride levels. Seventy-four patients in
each group were valid forefficacy analysis. An analysis ofcovariance model was used to
adjust mean HbA" values toacommon baseline of8.33%, Atendpoint, placebo patients had
amean increase inHbA" of0.08% while acarbose patients had amean decrease inHbA" of
0,57%, forasignificant placeoo-subtractec mean decrease of0,65% (p=0,0001), Placebo
patients had an increase of1.8 mg/dL inmean fasting glucose while acarbose patients had a
decrease of12.7 mg/dL (p=0,0213). Acarbose patients had significantly lower postprandial
glucose values at60(p=0,0001), 90(p=0.0001) and 120 (p=0,0001) minutes compared to
placebo patients. Acarbose lowered fasting and postprandial serum insulin levels and
postprandial triglyceride levels. For patients valid forsafety analysis, three patients (4%)
taking placebo and 10patients (12%) taking acarbose discontinued from the study
prematurely due toadverse events. The most common adverse events inthe acarbose group
were gastrointestinal, Acarbose didnotsignificantly increase hepatic transaminases when
added tometformin therapy. This study demonstrates the safety and efficacy ofacarbose in
improving glycemic control inpatients with type 2diabetes who are inadequately controlled
with metformin therapy,
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AY-4166 m::REl\SES TIlE SENSITIVITY OF INSULIN SEOlETICfi TO GLUCCISE
IN lSOLlmID RA!r Pl\I!OlEl\S

Y. sakanr>t:o, s. It:>ri:llDt:o and o. !t>kuda

Teik}oo university SChool of Medicine, Ichihara Japan

To study the effect of AY-4166(AY), a new antidiabetic agent 00 the
glucose-stimJ1atedinsulinsecretiooinisolatdperfusedratpancreas.
This drug is a D-phenylalanine derivative that is a ncn-sulfooylurea
oral hypoglycemic agent. Stabilizatioo perfusial with 5 11M glUCClll6
was canied rot for 10min, andthen insulin secretioo wasstiDulated
by 5,7.5,10and1511MglUCClll6 inthevarioos coocentratioo ofAY (0,3,10
and301JM).In the presence of 511M glucose, AY did not affect insulin
secretioo at coocentratials be1.cM 101JM and significantly increased
at 301JM (IRI release was 83,87,177 and2411JU during 20111:inperfusial
with 0,3,10 and 301JM AY,zespecti.vet.y).In the dependency of insulin
secretioo 00 the glUCClll6coocentratioo at 5, 7.5,10 and 1511MglUCClll6,
AY(31JM) did not affect the basal insulinsecretioo at 511Mglucose,and
no stiDulat:ing effect of the drug was foond 00 the maximally
glucose-stiDulatedinsulinsecretioo.lIaie1Ier,wecoold findootallDSt
significant potency in the close-respoose curve, Le., the close

respoose curveof the insulin secretioo to glucosewas shifted to the
left side parallel by AY. '1tlese results suggest that AY is not a
stimllator releasing insulin independently of glucosecoocentratioos ,
but a potentiator of insulin.AY is a unique oral antidisbetic agent
that increases insulin release in the stateof hyperglycaiua, but d::les

not stinulate insulin secretioo ateuglycemic level in anoptimal ckJse.
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TRIGLYCERIDE-LOWERING ACTION OF CILOSTAZOL IN RELATION TO ITS
EFFECT ON INSULIN RESISTANCE
T. GOTO, T.HINATA, and T. SUDA, Third Department of Internal
Medicine, Hirosaki University School of Medicine, 5 Zaifu-cho,
Hirosaki, 036-8562 Japan

Cilostazol (CSZ), a potent phophodiesterase (PDE) III inhibitor,
has a triglyceride (TG)-loweringactton, As csz potentiates blood
supply ana could improve insul in resistance, its effect on plasma
TG levels in relation to its effect on insulin resistance were
investigated in consecutive 15 subjects (9 men and 6 women, mean
age of 55 yr mean 8Ml of 27 kg/ m) wi th hypertrig1ycer i demi a
(TG>150 mg7d1) and hyperinsu1inemia (II~ plasma IRI level 2 hr
after oral glucose load (OG) > 50 ,uU/ml) but without fasting
hyperg1ycem1a (FPG<14011l9/dl). Eug1ycemic clamp (EC), intravenous
fat tolerance test (IVFTT) and OG werejlerformed on separate days
before and following administration of daily 200 mQ.of CSZ for 8
weeks. Following CSZ treatment~ TG and I, levels declined signif
icantly (TG:228 ±73 ~ 148 ± 03 mg{d1, mean ± SD; 1,96 ± 64
~ 54£25 llU/m1, p<O.01), while 8M and plasmaglucose levels at
2 hr after OG showea no significant change. Glu90se infusion rate
(GIR) in EC revealed significant improvement (3.9±1.6~4.9±2.1
mg/kg/min, p<O.01).In addition, there was a negative correlation
between the depress in TG andthe increase in GI R(r =-0.61/ p< 0.01 ) .
The decreased IRI levels during OG was attributable not only to
improvement in i nsu1i n resi stance but to increased i nsu1in
clearance, as the insulin clearance during EC increased signif
icantly (497±75~562±94m1(m2Jmin p<0.02).In addition,
antilipolytic action of insul in, eva1uated by FFA decay during EC,
was not impaired, des(:lite the possible effect of the PDE 111
inhibitory action of CSZ to accelerate lipolysis. The exponential
decay of the incremental TG level in the IVFTT improved (0.7±
0.3~ 0.9±0.5 %min, p< O.ll. However, we failed to demonstrate
any correlation between the decrease in TG level and the increase
in TG clearance after CSZ administration. In conclusion, CSZ
simultaneously lowered TG levels and insulin resistance, In
addition, TG clearance improved, however, the lack of significant
corre1atlon with the decrease 1n TG level may indicate that
mechanisms other than TG clearance, such as decreased hepatic TG
production would be involved in the TG-10wering action of CSZ.
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PHENSUCCINAL ATTENUATES THE DEVELOPMENT OF
MULTIPLE LOW-DOSE STREPTOZOTOCIN-INDUCED DIABETES

N. Gorbenko, V. PoItorack, A. Gladkih and O. Ivanova. Ukrainian Sci
entific Research Institute of Endocrine Diseases Pharmacotherapy,
Kharkov, Ukraine
The low-toxic succinatederivative phensuccinal (Ph) is a novel antioxi
dant which is currentlyin clinical trialsfor the preventionof late diabetic
complications. The aim of the study was to determine whether Ph
treatment would protect from the diabetogenic effects of multiple low
dose ofstreptozotocin (STZ). Male C57B16/J mice were given STZ (50
mg/kg/diei.p. for 5 consecutive days). One group of animals was treated
with Ph (25 mg/kg per os) for a week prior to the first STZ-injection and
for the further two weeks. Control diabetic and intact mice have been
includedin the study. Plasmasamples were analyzed for glucose and in
sulin at the day 15 from the diabetes induction. Lipid peroxidation in
tensity was assessed in liver homogenate by determination of malonic
dialdehyde (MDA)content. Allpancreatawere graded for insulitis calcu
lated as percentage of infiltrated islets multiplied by the degree of infil
tration (score). At the end of the experiment plasmaglucose level was
significantly lower in Ph-treated group (13.7 il.O vs 30.2i3.7 mmol/l,
p<O.OI) and plasmainsulincontent was increasedby 40 % (p<0.05) in
comparison with non-treated diabetic controls. Moreover, Ph
supplementation suppressed STZ-induced oxidative stress reducing he
patic MDA content by 50 % (p<O.OI) compared to control diabetic
group. Histological examination of pancreata revealed that administra
tion of Ph diminished insulitis scores (35 % vs 77 % , p<0.05) in com
parison with non-treateddiabetic controls. These resultssuggest that an
tioxidant Ph attenuates the development of multiple low-dose SIZ
induced diabetes in mice, reducingbasal hyperglycemia and suppressing
lymphocyte infiltration into pancreaticislets.
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Effect of A-4166 on postprandial hyperglycemia in GK rats
Y. Kitahara. M. Akiyoshi, Y. Tsuchiya, S. Fuj~ani, T.Ikenoue, K. Okaza<i and N.
Kondo. Central Research Labs. Ajinomoto. Co.,Inc. Yokohama, Japan

A-4166 is a new oral hypoglycemic agent that suppresses the postprandial
hyperglycemia To clarify the importance of suppression of the postprandial
hyperglycemia in NIDDM, we compared the effectof A-4166 on the glucose
and lipid metabolism with thatofglibenclamide(OB) inGoto-Kakizaki (OK) rats.
50mg/kg of A-4166 or 1mg/kg of OB were administered to OK rats by oral
gavagebeforemeal twice a dayfor18 weeks.A-4166 treatment significantly
lowered blood glucose level at 1hr after meal at week 3 (A-4166,
192.2±9.1 mg/dl VB. OB, 244.2±11.5mg/dl; p<0.05) and itseffect persisted
throughout the experimental period. Oral glucosetolerance test at week t8
showedthe lower blood glucoselevels at30min afterglucoseload inA-4166
treated rats (A-4166, 231.6±8.4mg/dl vs, OB, 260.2±7.3mg/dl; p<0.05).
Pa1creatic insulin contents inA-4166 treated rats after18-weeks treatment
showed a trend to be higher than that in GB-treated rats (A-4166,
124.57±7.46119/g pancreas; OB, 102.26±7.39119/g pancreas). These results
ofglucosetolerance test a1d pancreatic insulin contents might contribute to
the improvement ofinsulin secretion in responseto glucose.After 18-weeks
treatment with A-4166, HbA1c level didnotdeteriorate (Week 0, 5.56±0.24%
vs. Week 18, 6.03:!:0.13%, p=O.07), while HbA1c in OB-treated rats was
signfficantly increased (Week 0, 5.46±0.21 % vs, Week 18, 6.21±O.14%,
p<0.001). NEFA at week 18 in A-4 t 66 treated rats was also low level
cornpaed with that in OB-treated rats (A-4166, O.31±O.02mEq/l; OB,
0.42±O.04mEqll). These results suggest that strict control of postprandial
glucose concenlration by A-4166 is a beneficial approach for improving
glucoseandlipid metabolism inNIDDM.
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ADDITION OF GLIMEPIRIDE SIGNIFICANTLY IMPROVES GLYCAEMIC CONTROL
INTYPE2 DIABETIC PATIENTS INSUFFICIENTLY CONTROLLED ON METFORMIN
G. Charpentier', I. Eugene-Jolchine/ and M. Kabil. 'Department of Internal
Medicine andDiabetology,Corbeil Hospital and'HMR, Paris,France

Extreme metforrnin-induced lacticacidosis successfully treated
withbicarbonate haemodialysis
ARNO J. SOOMERS, CEES J TACK. Medical Center Alkmaar, The Netherlands and
Clinical Neuroscience Branch,NIH, Bethesda, USA

Glimepiride is a new long-acting sulfonylurea given once daily. The aim of this
multicentre, randomised, doubleblind and doubledummy trial was to compare the
efficacy and safety of glimepiride (G) given in combination with metformin (M)
against either drug given as monotherapy in type 2 diabetic patients not well
controlled on M alone.Patients under Malone (850 mg t.i.d.) for 4 weeksat least
were randomised in three parallel groups to either M, G or G+M. G was titrated
through a 12-week period (initial dose: I mg q.d., maximum dose: 6 mg q.d.)
followed by an 8-week maintenance phase. The M dose(850 mg t.i.d.) was kept
constant throughout the study. The primary endpoint was HbAlc at 20 weeks. A
total of 372 patients(mean± SD : age56 ± 8 years, diabetes duration 8 ± 6 years,
BMI29.4 ± 4.1 kg/m") with baseline values of 6.5 ± 1.1 % for HbAlc (normal
range3.7 - 4.4 %) and 190± 30 mg/dl for fastingblood glucose (FBG) weretreated.
G+M significantly (p<O.OOI) improved glycaemic control as compared to both
monotherapy groups [HbAlc (%) change: + 0.07 ± 1.20(M), + 0.27 ± 1.10 (G),
- 0.74 ± 0.96 (G+M) ; FBG (mg/dl) change: + 15 ± 64 (M), + 13 ± 56 (G),
- 32 ± 39 (G+M)]. Postprandial blood glucose was also significantly (p<O.OOl)
lower with G+M [change: + 0.19 ± 1.06 (M), - 0.02 ± 0.91 (G), - 0.45 ± 0.71
(G+M)]. The frequencyof symtomatichypoglycaemia was similar in monotherapy
(M: 12 %, G: 13 %) and higher for the combination (G+M: 22 %). Severe
episodes were reported in three patients in each of G and G+M groups. The
percentage of patients with adverse events was 52.0 % (M), 46.0 % (G) and
49.7 % (G+M), with a slightly higher incidence of gastrointestinal events in the
M group (M : 13.3 %, G : 6.7 %, G+M: 9.5 %). In conclusion, addition of
glimepiride to metformin in type 2 patients insufficiently controlledwith metformin
alone provided a significant improvement in glycaemic control and was well
tolerated.

Metformin, a representative of the classof biguanide oral hypoglycaemic agents,
is in use since 1957 but was only recently (in 1995) introduced in the US. As a
result, there may be a tendency to a more frequent use in general, and in elderly
populations in particular. Its rare but potentially lethal side-effect lactic acidosis,
occursespeciallyin patientswith known risk factorslike renal failure. We recently
treated a 75 year old female with a history of type 2 diabetes treated with
glibenclamide (5mg tid) and metformin (850 mg tid). Two months before
admission, serum creatinin level was 91 umol/L. Immediately after admission for
abdominal pain, leucocytosis, renal failure (serumcreatinin 713 umol/L) and lactic
acidosis (serum lactate level 18 mmollL, normal <2), she underwent emergency
laparotomy that was negative. Post- operatively, a few hours after admission,
circulatory shock developed and shewas diagnosed as metformin-associated lactic
acidosis, and treated with vasopressive drugs and acute intermittent bicarbonate
haemcdialysis. Metformin level before the first dialysis was 61.3 mgIL, afterwards
23.4 mgIL (MerckILipha, France;therapeutic zone<5 mgIL). The extremeacidosis
(minimal arterial pH 6.73!) normalisedduring bicarbonate dialysis, blood pressure
recovered and after two days she was extubated successfully. She refused further
renal replacement therapyand died after 5 moredays.
This case illustrates that severe metformin-associated lactic acidosiscan occur in
older patients with previously "normal" creatinin levels, as plasma levels may not
be a good indicator of renal function. Furthermore, even extreme metformin
induced lactic acidosis can be successfully treated with acute bicarbonate
haemodialysis.
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Contraindications To Metformin Therapy Are Generally Disregarded
D. Nahrwold, E. - H. Egberts and A. Holstein.
Medizinische Klinik I, Klinikum Lippe - Detmold, Detmold, Germany
Metformin is well established in the therapy of NIDDM due to its
anihyperglycaemic effect and its positive influence on insulin resistance.
Nevertheless, the application of the substance is limited due to the known
contraindications ( CI ), especially renal impairment and tissue hypoxia. In
a cross section analysis, we evaluated, if metformin therapy in practice
was critically proceeded and sufficiently monitored. 221 consecutive
NIDDM patie~ts ( 111 female, 110 male: age 66 ± 11,5 yrs; 8MI 29
± 5,6 kg / m ; HbA1c 9,3 ± 5,6%; daily dosage 1200 ± 540 mg ) pre 
treated with metformin were examined on CI of biguanide administration.
All patients were hospitalized between January 1995 and December 1997
in a general district hospital due to acute medical problem or for
improvement of diabetic treatment. A medical history, a complete physical
examination, ECG and an elaborate laboratory profile were done and 30%
underwent coronary angiography. This examination revealed the definite CI
of renal impairment in 21% of all patients ( creatinine > 1,2 mg / dl or
creatinine clearance < 60 ml/ min ); 24% had cardiac failure (NYHA 11
IV 0). 23% showed coronary heart disease with the immediate need of
intervention ( lysis, PTCA, stent or ACVB ). 6% had respiratory and 2%
hepatic insufficiency; arterial occlusion IV 0, chronic alcohol abuse and
pregnancy were present in another 6%. During the therapy with metformin,
14% of all diabetics developed cerebral ischaemia, in 6% an acute
malignant tumor was diagnosed. Moreover in only 22% of all patients no CI
were present. 52% of the diabetics exceeded the age of 65. The CI of
biguanides were generally neglected in the presented cohort; furthermore,
co - morbidity and old age of NIDDM patients were regarded insufficiently.
Conclusions: Many patients were at risk for obtaining a lactic acidosis due
to metformin therapy. Further education for physicians is needed for the
treatment of patients with NIDDM.

- 0-4h

PI 30 mg 60 mg 120 mg 180mg

Insulin BL (flU/ml) 17.3 15.8 18.3 22.5 15.5

Insulin 15 min (flU/ml) 28.1 34.1 43.3 46.6 32.4

Insulin 1 h (flU/ml) 39.1 53.5 56.2 64.9 58.3

Insulin 4 h (flU/ml) 16.7 17.3 18.7 18.7 20.2

AUCo-4' insulin (hr.mU/L) +6.2 +16.8 +25.5 +32.6' +39.5"

Glucose BL (mmol/L) 10.4 10.2 9.6 9.8 9.9

Glucose 1h (mmol/L) 14.9 13.5 12.4 12.7 13.1

Glucose 2h (mmol/L) 12.7 11.1 9.9 9.8 10.4

Glucose 4 h (mmol/L) 9.4 8.5 7.6 7.0 7.4

AUCo-4h glucose (hr.mmol/I) +0.6 -2.7' -6.4*** -5.0*** -6.4***
., " '"

NATEGLINIDE (A-4166), A NEW INSULINOTROPHIC AGENT, CONTROLS
PRANDIAL HYPERGLYCEMIA IN TYPE 2 DIABETIC PATIENTS
K.P Bouter, J.J.M Deijns. Bosch Medicentre, Den Bosch, NL; M. Hanefeld,
University Dresden, D; Ch. Guitard, Novartis Pharma, Basel, CH.
Main objective: to evaluate the prandial effects of 4 dose levels of nateglinide
and placebo (pi) administered before main meals. Method: double-blind,
randomized, 12-week, parallel group study. A Sustacal® challenge (liquid
meal, 250 kcal) was performed at week 0, 4 and 12. Blood samples were
obtained at baseline (BL), 15 min, 30 min, 1 hr, 2 hr and 4 hr after the
challenge. Subjects: 243 subjects were tested at week 12. Results: The mean
glucose and insulin levels at selected time points, and the area under the curve
for 0 4 hours (AUC ) adjusted for insulin/glucose at baseline were

Changes vs placebo (ANOVA model). p<0.05, p<0.01, p<0.001
A rapid, dose-dependent increase in insulin secretion was observed 15 min
post-challenge with a return to baseline values 4 hr post-chalienge.This rapid
prandial increase of insulin induced a significant reduction of post-prandial
glucose excursions in a dose-dependent manner. Conclusions: nateglinide
exerts its blood glucose lowering effect by restoring early prandial insulin
secretion and diminishing meal-related glucose fluctuations.
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INFLUENCE OF ACARBOSE AND GLIBENCLAMIDE ON INSULIN
SENSITIVITY IN TYPE 2 DIABETES: RESULTS OF A CLAMP-STUDY
S. Fischer, M. Hanefeld, H. Rietzsch, A. Patzak, U. Schwanebeck,J. Wildbrett,
K. Flicker.Medical Faculty ofthe Technical University Dresden, Germany.
Insulin resistance is the dominant metabolic defect in type 2 diabetes. The aim of this
double blind study was to compare the effect of acarbose and glibenclamide on
glucose disposal rate during euglycaemic hyperinsulinaemicclamp. 77 type 2 diabetic
patients (mean age 58,7 years, mean BMI 27,3 kg/m'), insufficiently treated with diet
alone, were randomized to 3 different treatment regimen for 16 weeks: 3 x 100 mg
acarbose (n~25) or 3 x I mg glibenclamide (n~27) or 3 x I placebo (n=25). Measure
ments of fasting plasma glucose, plasma glucose I hour after breakfast, HbA,e, fasting
insulin and euglycaemichyperinsulinemicclamp investigationaccording to De Fronzo
were performed before and after the 16 weekly treatment period under metabolic ward
conditions. After therapy BMI was significantly diminished in the acarbose and
placebo group, but significantly increased in the glibenclamide group. Fasting plasma
glucose was reduced after acarbose (10,6 vs. 9,7 DUDoVl, n.s.) and glibenelamide (11,6
vs. 8,2, p<0,05) and non significantly enhanced after placebo (11,1 vs. 11,7), plasma
glucose postprandial decreased after acarbose (13,8 vs. 11,4, p<0,05) and glibencla
mide (14,6 vs. 11,4, p<0,05) and was unchanged after placebo (13,8 vs. 13,7) HbA,e
remained unchanged in the acarbose group, decreased significantly after glibenlamide
and rose significantly after placebo. No significant changes were observed in fasting
insulin in the 3 treatment groups. Neither acarbose nor glibenclamide influenced
significantly insulin sensitivity (Me). Insulin sensitivity raised non significantly in the
acarbose and smaller in the placebo group, whereas there was no change after
glibenclamide (acarbose: Me before treatment 2.3 mg-tkg body weight-min-insulin)'
vs after treatment 3.2; placebo: Me before 2.6 vs after 3.0; glibenclamide: Me before
2.2 vs after 2.1). Our results show, that glibenclamide improves glycemic control more
than acarbose, but improvement of glycemic control by glibenclamide was not
associated with increase of insulin sensitivity. Obviously improved postprandial
glucose control after acarbose led to increased insulin sensitivity.
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TROGLITAZONE DOES NOT ADVERSLY EFFECT CARDIAC MASS OR
FUNCTION IN TYPE 2 DIABETICS
W Prince', M Feher', R Underwood', D.N Firmin', S Forbat', R.H Mohiaddin', L
Squassante",E.A Foot', M.M.R Young' and W.D.H Carey' Addresses: 'Chelsea and
Westminster Hospital, London, 'Magnetic Resonance Unit, Royal Brompton
Hospital, London, UK., 'G)axo Wellcome Research & Development, UK
Troglitazone, a thiazolidinedione, is a novel drug for Type 2 diabetes. Animal
studies have shown that compounds of this class may be associated with reversible
increases in cardiac mass. However, such changes have not been observed with
troglitazone in man using echocardiography nor in the present study, which using
magnetic resonance imaging to assess cardiac mass and function. In this
randomised, open, parallel-group design, 34 type 2 diabetic subjects, stable on
sulphonylurea therapy (glibenclamide or gliclazide) either continued on pre-existing
SU treatment (n ~ 18) or switched to troglitazone 600mg once daily (n ~ 16) for one
year. Randomisation and cardiac assessments were performed blind at baseline, 2, 6
and 12 month. Results (adjusted mean and p-values) for left ventricular mass index
(LVMI), right ventricular thickness (RVT) and left ejection fraction (LVEF) after 12
months are shown below:

Parameter Troglitazone Sulphonylurea p
(rr- l l ) (n=12)

LVMI (g/m') 87.6 81.8 0.123
RVT in diastole (mm) 4.69 4.20 0.085
RVT in systole (mm) 9.26 8.07 0.057
LVEF (%) 62.4 58.5 0.146

None of the above differences were considered clinically significant. Neither were
any clinically significant differences observed in the other parameters measured
including left ventricular end systolic and diastolic volumes, left ventricular stroke
volume, peak E velocity and peak left ventricular fill rate. Subjects were well
controlled in terms of glycaemie control. Conclusion: Troglitazone had no adverse
effects on cardiac mass or function in type 2 diabetic subjects and was well tolerated
during the study.
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TROGLITAZONE AS LONG TERM THERAPY IS SUPERIOR TO
GLIBENCLAMIDE.
M.Gliese', J.Saltevo', J.Schulze', S.Kench4 and L.Frith4. 'Glostrup, Denmark,
'Jyvaskyla, Finland, 'Dresden, Genmany, 4Glaxo Wellcome Research &
Development, UK.
Troglitazone(T.) targets insulin resistance improving the diabetic state in terms of
glycaemic control and multiple cardiovascular risk markers. In this multicentre study
the efficacy, safety and tolerability of T. 100mg, 200mg and 600mg in type 2
diabetics, was compared with that of optimally titrated glibenclamide (Glib). 785
patients with FCBG < 12mmoVLwere randomised to one of the above treatment
arms for one year. Analysis was perfonmedon log transfonmeddata using analysis of
covariance allowing for effects due to baseline, country and treatment. Results are
presented as adjusted geometric mean at 12 months.

T100mg T200mg T600mg Glib
HbAle(%) 7.7b 7.7b 7.2 7.3
FSG(mmoI/L) 10.5b 9.9 8.8' 9.5
Specific insulin(~IU/mL) 89' 8.3' 7.3' 11.2
HDL,C (mmoIlL) 1.00 1.00 1.07' 0.99
Triglycerides (mmoIlL) 2.04 1.98 1.71' 1.93
The table below shows analysis of responders. HbA'e responders were elassified as
patient with a ~ 1% decrease from baseline and FSG responders with a ~1.67mmoVL
decrease from baseline.

T1OOmg T200mg T600mg
HbAle(%) 48(25%)b 40(21%)b 73(39%)
FSG(mmoI/L) 47(25%) 59(31%) 93(51%)'
(. p<0.05 andsuperior to Glib, bp<0.05 andsuperior totroglitazone)
T. 600mg is as effective as optimally titrated Glib. in reducing HbA'e and more
effective in reducing and maintaining levels ofFSG over 12 months of treatment. T.
also shows improvements in important cardiovascular risk markers compared to
Glib. Overall incidence of adverse events during treatment with T. were similar to
Glib. Hypoglycaemic events were higher in the Glib group (7% vs 1%). Three to six
percent of patients on T. had ALT > 3 x ULN compared with 2% on Glib, which all
resolved. Conclusion: T. 600mg significantly improves and maintains glycaemic
control and reduces cardiovascular risk markers (HDL-C and TGs).
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THE IN VIVO EFFECT OF THE NEW ORAL HYPOGLYCEMIC AGENT
(AY-4166) ON GLUCOSE TURNOVER IN THE HIGH FED DIET
INDUCED OR IN HEREDITARY INSULIN RESISTANCE OF RATS
I. Klimes, B. Liska, D. Gasperikova, J. Ukropec, E. Bergene, E. Sebokova,
Inst. Exp. Endocrinology, Slovak Acad. Sci., Bratislava, Slovak Republic

AY·4166, a phenylalanine derivative [i.e, N-[(trans-4-iso-l'ropyl
cyclohexyl)-carbonyl]-D-phenylalanine) is a hypoglycemic agent, which has
been shown to improve blood glucose levels in some models of type 2
diabetes and insulin resistance. This is mainly due to the rapid and short term
lasting stimulation of insulin release. A possible extrapancreatic action of
AY-4166 has not yet been inve~tigatep.Therefore, in5J!lin action (euglycemic
hyperinsulinemic /6.4 mtl.kg .min / clamp plus H-2-deoxyglucose /50
mCii tracer administration) was studied after 3 weeks on either standard
laboratory animal (BD) diet or high (70 cal%) fat (HF) diet in normal control
(C) or in hereditary insulin resistant (hHTg) rats which were given a single
dose of AY-4166 (10 mg per kg BW, i.v.) 60 min after clamp
commencement. HF feeding (F) reduced the glucose infusion rate (GlR)
required to maintain e~glyceptia to about 50 % of C (C-BD: 28.4±5.8 vs C
HFF: 15.2±O.4 mg.kg' .min' ; 1'<0.(01). In hHTg rats, HFF did not further
pronounce the pre-existing decrease (hHTg-BD: 20.2±O.4) of GlR of hHTg
animals fed BD. AY-4166 changed GIR neither in C, nor in the hHTg group.
fstimfted glucose disposal (Rd) (C-BD:32.3±I.9 vs C-HF:25.5±I.9 mg.kg
.min , 1'<0.(01) and glucose metabolic index (Rg', from accumulation of

phosphorylated deoxyglucose) in skeletal muscles (e.g. Q. femoris: C-
BD:25.6±1.5 vs C-HF:12.3±I.I mmoVlOO g.min/, p<O.OOI) were reduced by
HFF in C rats and did not restore by concomitant AY-4166 bolus.
Nevertheless, a single dose of AY-4 I66 to HF fed hHTG rats brought back
their Rd (hHTg-HF:23.5±I.3 vs hHTg-HF plus AY-4166: 3I.0±3.5 1'<0.03)
and Rg' (e.g. Soleus m.: hHTg-HF: 29.2±3.2 vs hHTg-HF plus AY-4166:
4I.3±4.0 to values of the control group on BD. In summary, a) a single bolus
administration of AY-4166 to control or to the insulin resistant hHTg rats,
fed either a control or the HF diets, did not abolish the reduction of GIR
required to maintain euglycemia during hyperinsulinemic clamps; b)
nevertheless, AY-4 I66 caused a significant increase of the estimated plasma
glucose disposal (Rd) and skeletal muscle glucose metabolic index (Rg') of
hHTG rats fed the HF diet; c) we suggest that A·4166 may have an
extrapancreatic action but this needs be proven using a long-term
administration plan of A-4166.
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LONG-TERM EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF REPAGLINIDE IN COMPARISON
WITH GLiBENCLAMIDE IN SUBJECTS WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES
B.H.R. Wolffenbuttel and R. Landgraf, on behalf of the Dutch and German
Repaglinide Study Group, Dept. of Endocrinology, Univ Hosp Maastricht,
The Netherlands, and Diabetes Centre, Univ of Munich, Germany
Repaglinide IRepa) is a newly-developed oral antihyperglycaemic agent
(aHA). which exerts its effect by stimulating insulin secretion. We
compared the efficacy and safety of this drug with Glibenclamide IGlib) in
a 1-year, multicentre, randomized double-blind study. A total of 424
subjects, age 61 ± 9 yrs, duration of diabetes 8 Irange 0.5-35) yrs, 154
women, 270 men, body mass index 28.3 ± 3.5 kg/m2, HbA" 7.1 ± 1.4%,
and fasting plasma glucose IFPG) 10.8±3.1 mM participated, The
majority of them was previously treated with sulfonylurea, alone or in
combination with metformin. The patients were randomized to a 2: 1 ratio
of Repa 10.5-4 mg tid) and Glib 11.75-10.5 mg daily) treatment, and after
a 6-8 week titration period they were followed for 1 year. The trial was
completed by 320 subjects, 211 174%) in the Repa and 109178%1 in the
Glib group. HbA" initially decreased in both groups, and then increased
during the second half year of the maintenance period, to a similar extent
in Repa 10.58% vs. at screening) and Glib-treated 10.45%1 subjects, In
aHA-naive subjects, a sustained improvement of metabolic control could
be observed with both drugs, which was slightly better with Glib ItlHbA"

-2.4% vs. -1.0%, p<0.05). The same trends were seen with FPG. Serum
lipids did not change. 15% of Repa-treated and 13% of Glib-treated
subjects withdrew from the study due to adverse events, mostly
hyperglycaemia. No difference in adverse events between both drugs
were reported. The incidence of hypoglycaemias was also not different
between both treatments. We conclude that Repaglinide is a safe and
effective oral blood-glucose lowering agent. Its rapid onset of action and
hepatic clearance allows meal-related administration, also in subjects with
impaired kidney function,
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A RANDOMIZED, PLACEBO-CONTROLLED, DOUBLE-BLIND,
FIXED-DOSE STUDY OF REPAGLINIDE.
W. W. CHEATHAM and P, STRANGE. Princeton, NJ for the
REPAGLINIDE STUDY GROUP
The safety and efficacy of repaglinide (REP) at 2 dose levels vs placebo
was assessed in a multicenter, randomized, double-blind study. Eligible
patients with type 2 diabetes were randomized to I of 3 groups: REP I-mg
(n=140), REP 4-mg (n=146), or placebo (n=75) Study medications were
administered preprandially (with 3 meals) for 24 weeks, Both REP doses
were well tolerated, Adverse events (AEs) possibly or probably related to
study drug were reported for 24% of placebo patients and 21% of all REP
patients The most frequent AE was dizziness, occurring in 4% of placebo
patients, and in I% and 5% of the 1- and 4-mg REP patients, respectively.
Hypoglycemic episodes increased with increasing doses of REP: II % in
the placebo group, 27% in the REP I-mg group, and 36% in the REP 4-mg
group. Most events were mild; none were severe. This frequency of
hypoglycemic episodes is expected in a fixed-dose clinical trial, and is
normally lower in clinical practice. For OHA-naive patients, mean
decreases in the proportion of total HbA[, for both REP groups from
baseline (I-mg: 0,093; 4-mg: 0,092) to end of treatment (I-mg: 0.076; 4
mg: 0074) were observed (change from baseline: 0.013 and 0.019); vs an
increase from 0.085 to 0,092 for the placebo group (change from baseline:
0.01) For previously treated patients, mean decreases in the proportion of
total HbA lc from 0.087 and 0.085 for REP 1- and 4-mg, respectively, to
0.082 were noted (change from baseline: 0.004 and 0.002); vs an increase
from 0.087 to 0 I for the placebo group (change from baseline (014)
REP was safe and effective in reducing HbA,. vs placebo by the end of the
study
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REPAGLINIDE: A DOUBLE-BLIND, RANDOMIZED, DOSE
RESPONSE STUDY.
T G. HEDBERG, W-e. HUANG. NovcNordisk, 100 Overlook Center.
Princeton. NJ 08540
This randomized, placebo-controlled, double-blind, crossover study with a 7 x
7 Latin square design monitored 24-hour serum glucose concentrations to
assess the pharmacokinetics and dose response relationships of repaglinide
(REP) in patients with type 2 diabetes. After a l2-day washout period, 26
patients received each of the following treatments for 5 consecutive days:
placebo, or REP at dosages of either 0.125 rng, 0.25 mg. 0.5 mg, 1.0 mg, 2.0
mg. and 4.0 mg preprandially (3 meals/day), There was no washout between
treatments. On day 5 of each treatment a 30-point glucose and REP sampling
was performed over 24 hours. Dose-response relationships were observed for
all doses of REP. At increasing REP doses. glucose levels decreased. Over
the 24 hour period studied, AVC serum glucose was significantly lower than
placebo lor all REP doses; and serum levels showed dose-proportionality
Mean slopes for all REP dose profiles were negative in the elimination phase,
indicating no accumulation. Overall, dose appears to correlate positively with
both serum drug levels and glycemic control.

Serum Glucose- MeanAUCO·24 (mwdL,hr\ 1% difference fromolacebo\
Placebo 0,125 rnq 0.25 me 0,5 rna 1,0 ma 2.0 rno 4,0 mo
6131.61 5590.89' 5340.96' 502031' 4874,93' 4842.49' 471151'

1-9%l 1-13%l 1,18%) 1-20%l 1-21%l 1-23%)

Serum Reoaalinide - Meanof LoaTransformed Pharmacokinetic Variables
0125 rnq 0.25 me Ofimo 1,0 ma 2,0 rna 4,0 ma

AUC020 3.22 3.96 4.43 5.33 6.16 6.89
Cmax O.20 217 2.95 3.35 4,22 4.87 5.55
psO.05comparedWith placebo
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REPAGLINIDE PHARMACOKINETICS IN PATIENTS WITH RENAL
IMPAIRMENT VERSUS HEALTHY VOLUNTEERS.
1. L. RUCKLEl and V. HATORP', [Tacoma, WA, 2Bagsvaerd, DK
This study compared the pharmacokinetics of single and multiply dosed
repaglinide (REP) between healthy subjects and those with various degrees of
renal impairment. Subjects (aged 18-64 years) were stratified by mild, moderate,
and severe renal impairment (determined by creatinine clearance for 2 consecutive
24-hour periods). On day I. non-hemodialysis and healthy subjects received a
single 2-mg dose of REP. On day 2 they began preprandial multiple dosing (3
meals/day) tor 5 days, and received a final 2-mg dose on day 7, Hemodialysis
subjects received a single 2-mg dose on 2 occasions separated by a washout
period of 7 to 14 days. AUC, C",,", Tmax, and T" were obtained after the single
dose regimen (day 1) for all subject groups (24- and 48-lir) and (2) after the
multiple-dose regimen (day 7) for non-hemodialysis and healthy subjects. A
significant increase (pSO.OS) appeared from day I to day 7 in AUC between
healthy and mild to moderate renally impaired subjects (+120,8%). TIllS was more
pronounced in severely impaired subjects (+199.7%), Baseline AUC was similar
for all rcnally impaired subjects, After multiple doses, Cm M was essentially
unchanged for healthy subjects but iucreased for both the renally impaired and
hemodialysis subjects, Overall, T". and Tmax were similar between subject groups
despite multiple dosing. REP binding ranged from 95.1% to 97.5% for all
treatment groups. Hypoglycemia, dizziness, tremor. and sweating were the most
frequeut adverse events. Hypoglycemic frequency did not differ between healthy
and renally impaired subjects; and no hemodialysis subjects experienced
hypoglycemia. REP dose adjustment does not appear necessary for renally
impaired subjects, but initial doses should bc increased gradually.
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A COMPARISON OF THE PHARMACOKINETICS OF REPAGLlNlDE IN HEALTHY
Sl:BJECTS WITH THAT INSUBJECTS WITH CHRONIC LIVER DISEASE
tHatorp' and G. Haug-Pihale'. 'Novo Nordisk AlS, Bagsvaerd, DK;
APEX, Muuich, Germany
Repaglinide (REP) is a prandial glucose regulator (PGR) with a unique

physiological insulin release profile. This single centre, single-dose, open-label
study, compared the pharmacokinetics of REP in healthy subjects (n ~ 12,53.2 ±
5.6 years) with those in subjects (n ~ 12, 52.9 ± 7.3 years) with chronic liver
disease (CLD). CLD was defined as a Child Pugh Grade of B or C and a caffeine
clearance below 0.8 ml/min·kg. Following a 10 h overnight fast, subjects
received a single REP 4 mg dose. From individual 20-point, 48 h, concentration
time profiles obtained prior to dosing until the morning of day 3, pharmacokinetic
parameters were calculated. Subjects with CLD had significantly higher and more
prolonged serum levels of both total and unbound REP: AVC, P<O.OI; Cmax,
P<O.O 1 compared with the healthy subjects. For CLD subjects AVC was
correlated (r = -0.7) with caffeine clearance (P ~ 0.017). TI/, was in the range 0.6
to 14.7 h for the CLD group. Protein binding of REP was similar for both subject
groups (97%). There were no serious adverse events or withdrawals during the
trial. A total of 36 and 29 adverse events were reported by 12 CLD and II healthy
subjects, respectively. In both groups, 24 hypoglycaemic events were reported by
10 subjects. In conclusion, higher and more prolonged REP serum concentrations
in CLD subjects did not result in an increased incidence of hypoglycaemic
episodes compared to healthv subiects,

AUC Cm.. (ng/ml) MRT(h) tm.. (h)
(n~/ml*h)

CLD group 368.9,233.4 105.4, 31.6 5.9,4.4 0.8,0.5
(mean, SD)

Healthy group 91.6,67.0 46.7,24.3 1.2,0.4 0.8,0.5
(mean, SD)

914
REPAGLINIDE COMPARED TOGLIPIZIDE IN THE TREATMENT
OF TYPE 2 DIABETIC PATIENTS
A. Oejgaard" S. Madsbad2, B. Kilhovd3

, I. Lager" and P. Musta
jokis. 'Novo Nordisk AlS, Bagsvlllrd, OK; 2Hvidovre Hosital,
Copenhagen; 3Aker Sykehus, Oslo, N; 4Centralsjukhuset, Kris
tianstad, S; SPeijaksen Sairaala, Vantaa, SF
Repaglinide (rep) is a prandial glucose regulator (PGR), the first of a
new class of oral antidiabectic agents (carbamoylmethylbenzoic acid
derivative (CMBA».
It is metabolised in the liver and has a short T-1/2 of 1 hour. Accord
ingly it is administered at main meals like insulin is administered as
bolus in Type 1 diabetic patients. In a randomised , multicenter, dou
ble-blind parallel-group design 250 tablet- or diet treated Type 2 pa
tients were treated for 12 months with either Repaglinide 0,5 - 4 mg at
each meal or Glipizide 5-15 mg daily (B.D.). There was no statistical
difference between the two groups at entry as regards age, sex,
weight, Body Mass Index, HBA1c, fasting blood glucose or C-peptide.
In an intention to treat analysis Repaglinide showed superiority over
Glipizide in mean change of HBA1c (0,6 %,p<0.05) and fasting blood
glucose (0,9 mmol , p<0,05) during the 12 months. Furthemnore pa
tients treated with Glipizide had a higher (non-significant) frequency
of hypoglycaemic reaction. No changes were seen in lipid metabolism
in either treatment group during the trial.
It can be concluded that Repaglinide with its novel dose regimen is an
efficacious and safe treatment of Type-2 diabetic patients.

913
REPAGLINIDE CAN BE GIVEN IN A FLEXIBLE PREPRANDIAL
DOSING REGIMEN IN PATIENTS WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES.
T.C. Marbury', V. Hatorp', P. Damsbo'and P. G. MUller'. 'OCRC,
Orlando, Florida, USA; 'Novo Nordisk A/S, Bagsvaerd, DK; 'Novo Nordisk
Inc., Princeton New Jersey, USA
Repaglinide (REP) is a novel fast-acting prandial glucose regulator (PGR) with a
short duration of action. This in-patient 28 day study was conducted to compare
the efficacy of I mg repaglinide (therapeutic dose range: 0.5-4.0 mg), given
preprandially, in maintaining glycaemic control in type 2 diabetic patients who
either miss or have an extra meal (mixed regimen), with those who have three
regular meals (fixed regimen) a day. After a 1 week "in-patient diet" stabilisation
period, 25 patients (18 men and 7 women) were randomised to either a fixed
regimen of three meals/day or one of two mixed regimens consisting of repeating
patterns of two, three or four meals/day over a 20-day period. On the 21st day,
every patient received the 3 meals/day regimen. Mean fructosamine
concentrations within the two meal regimens decreased significantly (3.10 to 2.68
mmol/I- fixed-meal; 3.37 to 2.85 mmol/I- mixed-meal; P<0.05), but there was no
significant difference between the regimens. Fasting blood glucose levels and
serum glucose profiles during the study, were not significantly altered after
stabilisation by the number of meals consumed. Based on 37-point blood glucose
profiles, AVC over 24 hours was not significantly different between both meal
regimens. When lunch was omitted, blood glucose levels remained stable until the
next meal. Repaglinide was well tolerated and no hypoglycaemic events were
reported. In conclusion, preprandial (meal time) treatment with repaglinide is
effective in maintaining glycaemic control irrespective of the number of meals
consumed in a day.

915
EFFECTS OF TUNGSTATE ADMINISTRATION TO ZUCKER
DIABETIC FATrY RATS

A. Barbera, M.e. Munoz and J..J. Guinovart. Departarnent de Bioquimica i
Biologia Molecular. Universitat de Barcelona, 08028 Barcelona, Spain.

Sodium tungstate is an insulin-like agent whose effects have recently been
characterised in two experimental models of diabetes, S'I'Z-diabetic rats and
nSTZ-diabetic rats. Here we study the effects of the oral administration of
tungstate to Zucker Diabetic Fatty rats (ZDF), an animal model of NIDDM. In
these animals, hyperglycaemia appears when they are seven weeks old, and the
blood glucose concentration reaches 25 mM at the 11th week. The ZDF rats
show insulin resistance associated with a decrease in GLUT4 transporters in the
skeletal muscle. Healthy (ZLC) and diabetic (ZDF) rats were treated orally with
a 2 mg/ml sodium tungstate solution for two months. When this compound was
administered to 13-week-old diabetic rats, a 30 % decrease in blood glucose
concentration and a lower level of triglyceridemia were observed. However,
tungstate treatment did not restore the lower levels of glucokinase activity or
glucose 6-phosphate found in the diabetic animals. When younger animals, 7.5
weeks old (at the beginning of hyperglycaemia) or 4.5 weeks old
(norrnoglycaemic), were treated with tungstate, the appearance of
hyperglycaemia was delayed. Moreover, after one month of treatment the
animals had a glycemia about 11 mM, significantly lower than the values found
in the untreated diabetic animals (25 mM). When the hepatic metabolism was
analysed in treated ZDF rats, glucokinase and pyruvate kinase activities
increased after the treatment. Furthermore, glucose 6-phosphate values were
quite similar to those found in control animals. The administration of tungstate
to pre-diabetic animals stimulated hepatic glucose utilisation by increasing in
the activity of the glycolytic enzymes, thus leading to a significant decrease in
hyperglycaemia.
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GLiCLAZIDE STIMULATES GLUCOSE TRANSPORT IN
SKELETAL MUSCLE THROUGH PI 3-KINASE ACTIVATION.
E. Rodriguez, N. PUlido, S. Terol, R. Romero, B. Casanova, F. J.
Arrieta and A. Rovira. Fundaci6n Jimenez Diaz (U. A. M.). Madrid.
Spain.
We have previously shown that gliclazide directly stimulates
glucose uptake in perfused rat hindquarters. The aim of this work
was to determine the possible mechanism of action of gliclazide
on glucose transport in soleus muscle. Paired experiments were
performed with the two soleus of each rar clamped and isolated
from Wistar rats (180-200 g) and incubated in KHB buffer, pH 7A.
3H-deoxi-glucose uptake was measured in basal conditions and
after addition of gliclazide 300 ~g/ml (70 min of incubation).
Gliclazide produced a significant increase on glucose transport
over the basal value (3.84±004 vs 2.7±0.3 nmol/g.min,
mean±SEM, n=11, p<0.05). To know whether the stimulatory
effect of gliclazide is produced through the PI-3 kinase activity, we
measured the glucose transport in soleus muscle incubated in the
absence or the presence of gliclazide or insulin 10.9 M with 1 ~M

wortmannin (a potent inhibitor of PI 3-kinase'l activity). Wortmannin
blocked the stimulatory effect on basal glucose uptake of both
gliclazide (93% of basal) and insulin (109% of basal). In a second
series of assays, clamped muscles were incubated with gliclazide
or insulin in the absence or presence of wortmannin. The
stimulatory effect of gliclazide on glucose transport was inhibited
by wortmannin (3.8±0.3 vs 2043±0.5, p<0.05), and wortmannin
also inhibited the insulin-stimulated glucose transport (6.9±0.5 vs
3.3±0.6, p<0.05). In conclusion, the acute effect of gliclazide on
glucose transport seems to be produced through the activation of
PI 3-kinase enzyme.

918
INHIBITION OF RAT DISACCHARIDASE BY AN ANTIHYPERGLYCEMIC PLANT EXTRACT
O. Faruque" R.A. Bethe', J.M.A. Hannan', B. Rokeya" L. All" N. Nahar', M.
Mosihuzzaman' and A.K. Azad Khan' 'Dept. of Pharmacology, BIRDEM; 'Dept of
Chemistry, University ofDhaka, Dhaka, Bangladesh

Delaying ofcarbohydrate digestion and absorption isarecognized therapeutic approach inthe
management of diabetes mellitus. Although few drugs relying on this approach are already
availabie improved agents in this group with better potency and less side effects are still
required. Extracts of few of the plants have previously been shown to flatten the glucose
tolerance curves both in nondiabetic and NIDDM model rats. Inthe present study hot water
extract (ME02) of one of those plants were investigated for its mechanism of action by
exploring the effect of the extract on disaccharidase activity and on serum fructosamine and
insulin levels of nondiabetic and NIDDM model rats. Two different doses of the extract, 0.5
g/kg (EO.5) and 1.0 glkg (E1.0), were fed daily tothe rats for4 weeks. The control rats (EO)
were fed only with water. The last feeding was given after 20 hours fasting of the rats which
were then sacrificed. The small intestine between the part just below the duodenum and the
part just above the cecum were cut longitudinally, rinsed with ice cold saline and
homogenized. The homogenate (20~1) was incubated with 40mmoln sucrose at 370C for1
hour and glucose, converted from sucrose by disaccharidase, was measured by glucose
oxidase method. The protein in the homogenate was determined by using a sensitive
spectrophotometric kit (Bia-Rad, USA) and disaccharidase activity was calculated by the
concentration of glucose converted from sucrose as ~moi glucose/mg protein/h. Serum
fructosamine was measured by using spectrophotometric method (Boehringer Mannheim,
Germany) and insulin bymicroeiisa technique (Crystal Chemical, USA). Serum fructosamine
levels were decreased both in normal and NIDDM rats in a dose-dependent manner (S
Fructosamine, mmoi/I, M~SD, Nondiabetic: 86.6~35.8, 80.1~5, 77.8~4.8 and NIDOM:
91.1~7.2, 71.9~6.35, 62.4~10.7 in EO, EO.5 & E1.0 Groups respectively). Difference in
fructosamine levels, by ANOVA (Bonferroni at 5% level of significance), was significant
between EO·E1.0 in nondiabetic, and EO and ED-EO.5 and ED-E1.0 in NIDDM rats. The
levels of fructosamine were paralleled by the levels of enzyme activity (~mol glucose/mg
protein/h, Nondiabetic: 2.3~0.1, 1.8~0.2, 1.6~0.1 and NiODM: 2.8~0.3, 1.9~0.2, 1.7~0.4 inEO,
EO.5 &E1.0 Groups respectively). The enzyme inhibitory activity inboth dosage groups were
significantly higher than the control group (p<0.05) in normal aswell as NIDDM rats. The
insulin levels remained unchanged inallthe groups. The result suggest that extract ME02 has
nostimuiating action onBcells and Itsantihyperglycemic effect is related tothe inhibition of
disaccharidase activity inthe gut.
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EFFECTS OF METFORMIN ON FUNCTIONAL CAPILLARY
DENSITY IN DIABETIC HAMSTERS
E. Bouskela, F.Z.G.A. Cyrino and N. Wiemsperger'. Laboratorio de
Pesquisas em Microcirculacao, State University of Rio de Janeiro, RJ,
Brazil and lDiabetic Microangiopathy Research Unit, LiphaiInserm,
Villeurbanne, France

The aims of our study were to determine, using the hamster cheek pouch
preparation, the effects of metformin (N-N'-dimethylbiguanide) on
functional capillary density [(FCD), number of red-cell-perfused capillaries
per observation field] in (1) control conditions (before ischemia) and (2)
during reperfusion after 90 min ischemia [(IIR) obtained with a cuff placed
around the neck of the everted pouch] in moderately (glycemia between
160 and 240 mg/dl) and severely (glycemia > 240 mg/dl) diabetic
hamsters. Diabetes was induced by 2 (moderate) or 3 (severe) i.p.
injections of streptozotocin (50 mg/kg/day) given in 2 or 3 days,
respectively. The animals were divided in 4 groups: moderately (placebo
and metformin-treated) and severely (placebo and metformin-treated)
diabetic. The animals were treated for 30 days after the onset of diabetes
with either vehicle or 20 mglkg/day metformin, once a day. The cheek
pouch was placed under an intravital microscope coupled to a closed
circuit TV system to determine FCD. FCD in moderately and severely
diabetic hamsters (I) in control conditions tented to be higher in
metformin-treated animals (moderately - placebo: 89.7±3.7and metformin:
114.0±3.5 and severely - placebo: 80.5±2.7and metformin: 90.8±2.4) and
(2) at the onset of reperfusion was significantly higher in metformin
treated groups (moderately - placebo: 54.7±3.4 and metformin: 96.5±2.9
and severely - placebo: 56.8±4.1 and metformin: 73.7±4.8. Our results
show that metformin is able to improve FCD which is an important
determinant of tissue oxygenation.

919
RETARDATION OF INTESTINAL CARBOHYDRATE DIGESTION AND ABSORPTION BY
AN ANTIHYPERGLYCEMIC PLANT MATERIAL EXTRACT

B.Rokeya" JMA Hannan" S.Haque" L.Ali',N.Nahar', M.Mosihuzzaman' and A.K. Azad
Khan'. 'BIRDEM, 'Dept ofChemistry, Universffy ofDhaka, Dhaka, Bangladesh

Ahot water extract (M001) from a tropical plant material has previously been shown toflatten
the postprandial rise of blood glucose in both 100M and NIDDM model rats. In the present
study the effects ofthe extract on carbohydrate digestion and absorption and on serum insulin
levels in normal and NIDDM model rats were investigated both in acute and 4·week chronic
studies with different dosages (0.5 glkg and 1g Ikg). Carbohydrate digestion was evaluated by
measuring the amount ofsucrose remaining in6different parts ofthe gastrointestinal tract after
feeding ofsucrose. Sucrose solution (2.5 g/kg body weight) was fed to20hrs fasted rats with
or without extract (500 mg/kg body weight). Insulin level (by microelisa technique) was
estimated atdifferent timings (fasting, 30, 60, 120 and 240 min) after sucrose load. The GITs of
rats, sacrificed at 30, 60, 120 and 240 min, were removed and washed with ice-cold normal
saline. The wash-out fluid, acidified byH,S04 and neutralized byNaOH, was analyzed for its
glucose content (by enzymatic-colorimetric methods) liberated from sucrose and the remaining
sucrose in the gut was estimated byback calculation ofglucose. inthe NIDDM Control Group
(CG) sucrose loading led to a rapid increase of blood glucose (mmol/l, M~SD, fasting
4.45~0.65, 30min 17.l7~1.50, 60min 16.79~1.82, 120 min 9.10~0.75 and 240 min 4.21~0.52)

whereas in the Extract Group (EG) the blood glucose response was considerably flattened
(fasting 5.31~0.39, 30min 12.26~1.39, 60min 10.40~0.93, 120 min 7.72~0.58 and 240 min
6.29~0.26). The change in the blood glucose were inversely related by the residual
gastrointestinal sucrose content ofthe 2groups ofrats (Table).

Gut 30 min 60min 120 min 240 min
segment CG EG CG EG CG EG CG EG
Stomaeh 37.3 120.7 8.1 24.3 3.6 6.1 0.6±.1 2.0•.3
SIU 20 em 14<3 9.3 2.0•.4 4.h.6 1.h.3 1.9•.3 0.6•.1 1.3•.1
Middle 8.2 7.2 0.7•.1 3.2•.4 1.2•.3 2.5•.6 0.6•.2 2.9•.6
SIL 20 em 2<1 h.3 0.6•.1 1.8+.3 0.4•.1 2.h.3 0.7•.1 3.3•.2
Cecum h.5 2.1 0.8•.1 1.1•.1 0.6•.1 19•.2 0.3•.1 2.h.2
LI 1•.4 1•.6 0.3•.1 0.8•.2 0.5•.1 0.9•.2 0.2•.1 0.6•.1

SIU. Smallmtestlne upper, SIL. Smallintesline lower, 1I. Large intestine, Mean.SD, result mmg
The serum insulin ievels were unchanged both in acute and chronic studies. The results
indicate that the reported antihyperglycemic activity of the extract is related to the delaying of
carbohydrate digestion and absorption from the gut.
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LONG-TERM TREATMENT WITH SULFONYLUREAS ENHANCES

THE EXHAUSTION OF INSULIN SECRETION IN NIDDM PATIENTS.

K.Ueda, K.Tatsumi, T.Nakagawa, Y.Shimajiri, E.Matsumoto, T.Sanke, and

K.Nanjo. The First Department of Medicine, Wakayama University of

Medical Science, Wakayama, Japan

The aim of this study was to investigate whether long-term treatment with

Sulfonylureas (SO) may enhance the exhaustion of insulin secretion of

NIDDM patients. The capacity of insulin secretion was evaluated using

glucagon test (bCPR5') in 13 NIDDM patients treated with SU (SUgroup)

and 6 NIDDM patients treated with insulin (INS group) during 5 to 10

years-follow-up. At the baseline, b CPR5', age, OM duration and body

mass index were matched between two groups. b CPR5' of SU group

significantly decreased in time-dependent manner as compared with INS

group [dbcPR5'(ng!mIIyr): -0.112 ± 0.022 vs -0.019 ± 0.018. p<0.05

(mean ± SE)] . In SU group, b CPR5' of poorly controlled (HbAlc il;

8.5%) patients or patients with family history ofNIDDM showed relatively

marked decreasing tendency. In particular, b CPR5' of poorly controlled

patients with family history of NIDDM was obviously less than that of

other patient. (dbCPR5' : -0.202 ± 0.014 va -0.072 ± 0.041). These data

suggest that long-term treatment with SU enhances the exhaustion of

insulin secretion in poorly controlled NIDDM patients with family history

ofNIDDM.

EFFECT OF METFORMIN ON GLUCOSE METABOLISM
IN TYPE 2 DIABETES MELLITUS

H.G. Wahl, D. Overkamp,M. Stumvoll,A. Fritsche, H.D Haring and R.M.
Schrnulling. MedizinischeUniversitatsklinik Abt. IV, Tiibingen, Germany.

Metformin has been shown in many studies to lower plasma glucose levels in
patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus. The aim of our study was to investigate the
effect of metformin on glucose metabolism in type 2 diabetes patients by stable
isctope methodology. U-13C glucose (7mglkg) was used to asses total glucose
oxidation in addition to endogenous glucose production. 3-13C glucose (300 mg)
was used in a second experiment to asses more specific the effects of metformin
on the pyruvatedehydrogenasecomplex involvedin the oxidativedecarboxylation
of pyruvate to Acetyl-Cox. Glucose oxidation was determined by indirect
calorimetry (VCO,) and mass spectrometry (13CO,). Lactate kinetics were
calculatedby analysis ofU-13C lactate derived from U-13C glucose.Patients were
admitted to the clinic the night before the first experiment and stayed for three
days until the end of the second tracer experiment. After 10 weeks of metforrnin
treatment this experimental setup was repeated. The initial dose of 850 mg of
metfonnin was increased every second week up to a final dose of 2550 mg unless
the patient had a fasting plasma glucose (FPG) below 120 rng/dl., which did not
happen in this first six patients (age 42 ± 7 years, duration of diabetes 5 ± I
years). The effect of metformin on metabolic profile is shown in the following

bl SEM Ch C

Metformin reduces endogenous glucose production significantly from 2.3±O.1 to
2.0±0.1 mglkg/min with no change in glucose clearance of jJ±O.1 ml/kg/min.
Based on the U-13C lactate kinetics there seems to exist a group of patients with
accelerated generation of lactate from U-l3C glucose. There was an increase in
glucose oxidation based on 3-13C glucose as tracer in contrast to no significant
change of U-13C glucose oxidation which points to the pyruvate dehydrogenase
complexas one possiblesite of metfonnin action.

ta e.(Mean ± ol-cholestcrol. TG=tri lyceride.FFA=freeatty~ci~s)
HbAlc FPG Insulin Lactate BMI Chol TG FFA 1

1%1 lme/dl.l lomollLl fll11110liLI lke/rn-l lme/dl.l lme/dl.l . ImmollLl i

before 8.6±O5 175+11 187+45 13±OI 40±4 216+9 254±52 1.3±O2 !
after ?5±O..l 148±13 180±34 U±OJ 39±4 181±6 2Q1ot36 o20tQ I.....!..
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ROSIGLITAZONE (BRIA9653) MONOTHERAPY HAS SIGNIFICANT
GLUCOSE EFFECT IN TYPE 2 DIABETIC PAmNTS
RE. Lebovitz,J Patel, J Dole and R Patwardhan.New YorkNY, Collegeville PA
Rosiglitazone (RSG) is the most potent member of the thiazolidineclione class in
clinical development. In a multi-centre, placebo-controlled trial, 493 patients with a
fasting glucose between 140and 300 mg/dL, were randomly assignedto treatment
with placebo,RSG 4 mg or RSG 8 mgperday administered as a twice dailyregimen
for 26 wks, following a 4 wk placebo run-in period. The ITT efficacyresults are
summarized below:

These resultsdemonstratethat RSG had a clinically and highlystatistically significant
glucose lowering effect compared to placebo and baseline. The change from
baseline in HbAlc in the subset of patients who had previously failed to be
controlledon dietary therapy alone demonstrated a greater change from baselinein
the RSG treated groups:

HbAlc(%) (diet failure subset)
n~ 45 44 45
baseline 8.54 8.75 8.51
mean Afrom baseline (SD) 0.47 (1.14) -0.83 (0.93) -0.91 (1.04)

Similarproportionsof patientsin each treatment group reportedadverse
experiences. There were no seriousadverseexperiencesrelatedto the liveror
hypoglycemia. In conclusion, rosiglitazonemonotberapyhas beendemonstratedto
be welltolerated and effectivein loweringFPG and HbAlc in Type2 diabetic
patients.

HbAlc(%)-baseline
mean a from baseline (SD)
comparison with placebos
95%CI

FPG(mgldL) - baseline
mean A from baseline (SD)
comparison with plaoebo#
95%CI
(II adjusted mean difference

Placebo(n~158)
9.04

0.92(1.21)

228.8
18.9(64.5)

• ·p<O.OOOl)

RSG4mg(n~166)

9.02
-0.28 (1.27)

-1.21"
(-152, -0.89)

226.9
-38.4 (524)

·57.7*"
(-70.9, -446)

RSG8mg (n-169)
8.75
-0.56 (1.38)
al.54**

(-1.85,-1.22)

219.7
.54.0 (51.4)

a76u

(-89.2, -629)

ACARBOSE COMBINED WITH METFORMIN IMPROVES THE
GLYCEMIC CONTROL IN NIDDM PATIENTS WITH OVERWEIGHT

S. Halimi, M.A Le Berre and V. Grange. CHU Grenoble, 38043 Grenoble,
France.

Acarbose, tile first alpha-glucosidase inhibitor, is known to improve glycemic
control in patients with non-insulin dependant diabetes mellitus (NIDDM)
managed with diet alone. However, it is controversial whether this drug is
effective when combined in patients treated with biguanide. Method: the
objective of this study was to test tile efficacy of acarbose in combination with
metformin. This double blind randomized study consisted in adding acarbose or
placebo in patients previouslytreated with metformin, for at least 2 months, for a
treatment period of 6 months. During the first 2 months, 50 mg of acarbose or
placebo where given three times per day respectively. After two months, a non
forced titration to 100mg three times per day was possible. Patients: 129 patients
completed the study (acarbose:59, placebo:70)and were selected for the intention
to treat analysis. There was no statisticallysignificant difference between the two
groups conceming the demographic characteristics. Patients had a diabetes
history (median) 7 years and 8 months for the acarbose group and 5 years and 6
months for tile placebogroup (p<0.05). The mean BMI was respectively 30.13 ±
3.46 kg/m' (acarbose)and 29.4 ± 3.89 kg/m' (placebo).Results: In the analysis of
covariance,the baseline value was included as covariate. This analysis showed a
significant differencebetween tile treatments groups for HbAlc (p<0.01), and for
fasting serum glucose(p<0.0I).

Fasting Fasting
HbAIc HbAlc glycemia glycemia

acarbose Placebo acarbose placebo

Baseline 8.58 ± I.l3 8.54 ± I.l2 10.57 ± 3.06 10.48± 2.64
End point 7.88 ± 1.50 8.77 ± 1.53 9.58 ± 3.11 11.73 ± 3.72

Conclusion: in NIDDM patients with overweight not controlled by metformin
alone, combinationwith acarbose is effectivein improvingglycemiccontrol.
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, p<0.004, statistically significant difference from placebo
Improvements in glucose control were achieved without an increase in the

frequency of severe hypoglycemic events. With this improved control, subjects
treated with pramlintide achieved an average reduction in body weight of 1.3 kg
compared with placebo (p~O.Ol) and an average increase in serum HDLlLDL
cholesterol ratio of 8.6% compared with placebo (p~0.0008). The most common
drug-related side effect was mild nausea, which generally dissipated during the
initial 4 weeks of therapy. In conclusion, compared with insulin alone, the addition
of pramlintide in type 1 diabetes resulted in metabolic benefits including significant
improvements in glucose control, body weight, and HDLlLDL ratio without an
increase in the incidence of severe hypoglycemic events.

ose more than 20% during t e studv.
Pramlintide 30 or 60 ug Placebo

Patientswith HbA" at all visits -0.39%' -0.09%
(including baseline < 8%) (n~171) (n-Io l )
Baseline HbA le ~ 8% and insulin -0.83% (NS) -0.16%
variability< 20% (n~40) (n~33)

RESULTS OF I-YEAR STUDY WITH PRAMLINTIDE THERAPY IN TYPE
I DIABETES: EFFECT ON METABOLIC CONTROL AND SAFETY
PROFILE
J. Rosenstock, F. Whitehouse, S. Schoenfeld, S. Jeffcoate, and O. Kolterman for the
Pramlintide Type 1 Study Group. DallasTX;DetroitMI;San DiegoCA, USA

In type I diabetes, achieving and maintaining target metabolic control remains a
major challenge, especially if postprandial hyperglycemia, weight gain, and the
potential for hypoglycemic events are to be avoided. Pramlintide is a synthetic
analog of the human p-cell hormone amylin, which is deficient in type 1 diabetes.
The aim of this 52-week, multicenter, double-blind, placebo-controlled study was to
evaluate the effects of pramlintide therapy on metabolic control in people with type
I diabetes. 477 subjects were treated subcutaneously with insulin and either
pramlintide (30 or 60 ug) or placebo QID. Mean age was -40 yrs, mean duration of
diabetes was -17 yrs and mean baseline HbA" was -8.8%. Effects of pramlintide
on HbA" (change from baseline at 52 weeks) are shown in the table for all subjects
completing the study and for those with baseline HbAI , ~ 8 who did not vary insulin
d h

ROSIGLITAZONETHERAPEUTICINDEX: SEPARATIONOF EFFICACYAND
HAEMODILUTION

L.Pickavance, P.S. Widdowson, R.E. Buckingham' and J.P.H. Wilding. Dept. of
Medicine, Liverpool University, U.K. & SmiihKline Beecham Pharmaceuticals',
Harlow, U.K.

In rodent models of insulin resistance and in Type 2 diabetic human subjects,
thiazolidinedione (TZD) insulin-sensitising agents improve glucose metabolism but
cause haemodilution. To date, the therapeutic ratio of TZDs for glucose lowering
and haemodilution has not been determined. Rosiglitazone (RSG), the only
aminopyridyl glitazone and a 2nd generation PPARr activator, is the most potent
member of the class and we have determined a therapeutic ratio for this agent in
dietary obese, insulin-resistant rats. Thirty-six male Wistar rats (-200g) were fed a
highly palatable, high-fat/high-sugar diet for 8 weeks to induce mild obesity (313 ±
6 g vs 293 ± 7 g in age-matched chow-fed controls; p<0.05). Obese rats (6/group)
then received daily treatment for 21 days by gavage with control vehicle or RSG
(OJ, I, 3, 10 or 30 mg/kg body weight). At the end of treatment, efficacy of RSG
was assessed by incorporating values of fasting plasma glucose and insulin into the
Homeostasis Model Assessment equation. Dose-dependent improvements in insulin
sensitivity were observed, with a threshold of Img/kg (4.63 ± 0.50 vs 6.23 ± 0.76
in obese controls; p<0.05). Two further indices of drug action, fasting plasma free
fatty acids (FFAs) and epididymal fat pad mass, were also significantly altered by
the drug, though at a lower threshold dose. Thus at OJ mg/kg, RSG evoked a fall in
FFAs (0.42 ± 0.06 vs 0.67 ± 0.08mM in controls; p<O.OI) and an increase in
epididymal fat pad mass (16.25 ± 1.53 vs 12.56 ± 1.40g in controls; p<0.05). By
contrast, the threshold dose of RSG for eliciting haemodilution (packed cell volume:
45.5 ± 0.5 vs 47.2 ± 0.3% in controls; p<0.05) and concomitant cardiac hypertrophy
(2.19 ± 0.06 vs 1.93 ± 0.06g; p<O.OOl) was 10 mg/kg. These results indicate that for
RSG, using insulin sensitivity as the index of efficacy, the therapeutic index in the
dietary obese male Wistar rat, is >3 and ,,10. In conclusion, our data demonstrate
that RSG's therapeutic activity is separable from its effects on haemodilution.

926
4-HYDROXYISOLEUCINE IMPROVES GLUCOSE TOLERANCE
IN NORMAL AND NIDDM ANIMALS

C. Broca', R. Grassl, P. Petit l
, Y. Sauvaire, M. Manteghetti', P. Masiello',

R. Gomis' and G. Ribes'. I Lab. Pharmacal. Fac. Med. (UMR 9921 CNRS
and UPRES 1677).2 Lab. Rech, Subst. Nat Veget, (UPRES 1677)
Montpellier France. 1 Istit, Patol. Gen. Pisa !talia. ' Diabetes Unit Hosp.
Clin. Barcelona Spain.

We have previously shown that 4-hydroxyisoleucine (4-0H-Ile) extracted
from Trigonella foenum graecum L seeds is a novel amino acid potentiator
of insulin secretion, both in rat and human isolated islets. The present study
was designed to investigate whether 4-0H-Ile could have antidiabetic
properties in vivo. For this purpose, intravenous (IVGTT) or oral (OGTT)
glucose tolerance tests were performed in normal rats, normal dogs and
NIDDM rats made diabetic by injections of nicotinamide (230 mg/kg i.p.) 15
min before streptozotocin (65 mg/kg i.v.). Our results show that: 1°) during
IVGTT in anesthetized fed normal rats, 4-0H-Ile (18 mg/kg i.v.) enhanced
glucose induced insulin secretion (+125%) and thus improved glucose
tolerance: area under the curve for 30 min (AUC/30min) was 542 J ± 125 mg
versus 6459 ± 67 mg in controls, p < 0.01. 2°) a similar effect was obtained
with 4-0H-Ile during OaTT in conscious normal dogs (AUC/45min:
5027 ± 107 mg versus 6290 ± 140 mg in controls, p < 0.01).3°) in NIDDM
rats, an acute administration of 4-0H-lie (50 mg/kg i.v.) restored glucose
induced insulin response (AUC/30min: 116 ± 14 ng versus 87 ± 7 ng in
NIDDM control rats, p < 0.05).4°) in NIDDM rats a daily administration of
4·0H-lle (50 mg/kg i.p.) for 6 days provoked a significant increase in
glucose induced insulin response but also a significant effect on glucose
tolerance (AUC/30min: 6569 ± 101 mg versus 7841 ± 72 mg in NJDDM
controls, p < 0.05). In conclusion 4-hydroxyisoleucine clearly improves in
vivo the insulin response to glucose in normal and NIDDM animals. This
new insulinotropic agent may be considered with potential interest for the

treatment ofNIDDM.
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929
DECREASE INTHENEUROENDOCRINE RESPONSE TO HYPO
GLYCEMIA DURING THE FIRST YEAR OFTYPE1 DIABETES IN
MAN

J.HiIsted andM.B.Damholt, DeptofEndocrinology, Hvidovre Hospital, Denmark.

The aim of the studywas to describe peripheral somatic and autonomic nerve
function in diabetic patients during the first year after the diagnosis of type I
diabetes. Methods: Allpatients withnewly diagnosed type I diabetes submitted to
our department during two years were invited to the study. The patients were
evaluated withinI monthand3, 6 and 12months afterthe diagnosis. At eachvisit
the evaluation comprised history; clinical examination;blood tests;
electrophysiology, biothesiometry, tests of heart rate variability and insulin
induced hypoglycemia (method: amodum Bolliand White) duringwhichblood
for hormone analysis was drawn. Results: Eight of eleven patients accepted to
participate. Five patients completed the study. Median HbAIC was
120/0(10.0,12.8)(25% and 75%fractiles) at baseline. Afteroneyearmedian HBAI ,

had decreased to 7.9%(7.3,8.8). In onecasehypoglycemia couldnotbe achieved
at baseline. Results of the 3- andthe 12months evaluation are therefore compared.
The maximal p-epinephrine concentration during hypoglycemia decreased
significantly at 12months (p<0.05). Furtherinsignificant decrease in the maximal
p-norepinephrine concentration (p ~ 0.14)and in the maximal incremental p-PP
concentration during hypoglycemia (p = 0.08) was found. The latter has been
suggested to bea markerofvagalfunction. Therewasnosignificant differences in
the lowest bloodglucose concentration achieved (p>O.14). No significant changes
in somatic peripheral nervefunction, orthostatic testsor heartratevariability tests
could be detected. Conclusion: Our data suggest that a decrease in the
neuroendocrine response to hypoglycemia, whichmay predispose to hypoglycemia
associated autonomic dysfunction, is detectable as early as within the first year
afterdiagnosis of type I diabetes. The present results support the hypothesis that
hypoglycemia associated autonomic dysfunction is not attributable to classical
autonomic neuropathy.

928
GENDER DIFFERENCES IN COUNTERREGULATION DURING
HYPOGLYCAEMIA IN TYPE I DIABETICPATIENTS.
A. MARAN,C. CREPALDI,E. lORI, C. MARESCOTTI, A. AVOGARO, S.
DEL PRATO and A. TIENGO. Department of Clinical and Experimental
Medicine, Universityof Padova, Italy.

It has been previously demonstrated that during insulin-induced
hypoglycaemiacountrerregulatoryresponsesare brisker in males than females
non-diabetic subjects. To test the hypothesis that these differences are
maintained in diabetic individuals,we have studied 14 Type I diabetic patients
(7 M and 7 F, age 37±2 vs 33±3 yrs, diabetes duration 14±1 vs 13±1 yrs,
HbAIc 8.7±0.2 vs 8.6±0.2%, all p= N.S.) without loss of awareness of
hypoglycaemia during a stepwise hypoglycemic clamp study (blood glucose
maintained at euglycaemia for 40 minutes then reduced stepwise to 3.6, 2.8,
2.4 mmolll; insulin infusion 1.5 mUlkglmin). Plasma counterregulatory
hormones, symptomatic responses and cognitive function (4-choice reaction
time test) were measured at euglycemia and throughout the hypoglycemic
clamp. Adrenaline response was significantly lower in females (peak 1.6±0.7
vs 0.74±0.3 prnol/ml, p=0.02) starting at lower blood glucose (3.5±0.2 vs
2.7±0.2 mmolll, p=O.Ol). Autonomic symptoms (i.e. sweating, warmness,
anxiety, shakiness) started at a similar glucoses in both sexes (2.8±0.1 vs
2.6±0.1 mmol/l, p=0.2), while neuroglycopenic symptoms (i.e, confusion,
dizziness, lack of concentration, blurred vision) were experienced in females
at lower blood glucose (3.1±0.l vs 2.3±0.1 mmolll, p=0.001). Cognitive
dysfunction occurred earlier in males than females (loss of accuracy: 3.1±0.2
vs 2.4±0.2 rnmol/l, p=0.02, speed deterioration: 3.2±0.2 vs 2.6±0.2 mmol/l,
p=0.02). In conclusion, in Type I diabetic patients without hystory of
hypoglycaemia unawareness the glucose threshold for counterregulatory
responsesand cognitive dysfunction are higher in females than in males. This
must be taken into account whenever the counterregulatory responses to
insulin-induced hypoglycemia are investigated or interpreted, not only in
normal subjects but also in 100M patients.

930
THEOPHYLLINE AND GLUCOSE RECOVERY AFTER
HYPOGLYCAEMIAIN PATIENTS WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES
A. Hvidberg Hellebek, A. Rosenfalck, N.J. Christensen and J. Hilsted
Departments of Internal Medicine and Endocrinology, Hvidovre
Hospital and HerlevHospital, Copenhagen, Denmark.
We tested the hypothesis that long term administration of
theophylline augments glucose recovery after insulin induced
hypoglycaemia. Eleven healthy subjects (mean(95%confidence
interval) 8MI 23 (22-24), age 28 (26-31) y) and eight insulin
dependent diabetes patients (8MI 24 (21-26) age 31 (26-35) y,
duration of diabetes 3 (1-5) y, hemoglobin A1c 8.2 (6.8-9.6)) were
made hypoglycaemic by60 min insulin infusion (40 mU!m2

) after two
weeks' oral therapywith Euphyllin Retard (theophylline). The dose of
Theophylline (350 mg bid)was adjusted to maintain serum levels of
55-85microM. Plasma glucose nadir was 2.54 (2.31-2.77) mmol!1
after Euphyllin Retard and 2.27 (2.05-2.48) mmol!1 after placebo
(mean difference 0.26(0.05-0.58) mmol!l, p~0.0949) for healthy
control subjects and 2.56 (2.07-3.04) mmolll and 2.19 (1.37-2.65)
mmol!1 (mean difference 0.38(0.12-0.63) mmol!l, p~O.0112),

respectively, for diabetic patients. We found an increase in glucose
area under the curve after theophylline treatment for healthy control
subjects (p~0.0292) and for diabetic patients (p~00241). There were
no concomitant significant increases in plasma c-AMP (p~0.60 and
p~0.32, respectively), or in glucose production rate rate (p~0.16 and
p~0.71, respectively). In conclusion the study demonstrated a small
significant increase in glucose recovery. The mechanism is uncertain
since plasma c-AMP and glucose production rate did not increase.
Whether the increase in glucose recovery is large enough to be of
biological significance in the clinical prevention of insulin induced
hypoglycaemia remains to be settled.
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GENDER DIFFERENCE IN THE COUNTER-REGULATORY RESPONSE
TO CENTRAL NEUROGLYCOPENIA IN MICE
S. Karlsson A. Scheurink, A. Steffens and B. Ahren, Dept Medicine, Lund
University, Malmo, Sweden, Dept Animal Pysiol, Groningen, Netherlands
The counter-regulatory response to neuroglycopenia involves
autonomic nervous activation and changes in islet hormone secretion.
We studied whether the acute autonomic and islet hormone responses to
neuroglycopenia exhibit gender differences. The glucose analogue, 2
deoxy-D-glucose (2DG; 50-500 mglkg), which induces central
neuroglycopenia, or saline (controls) was injected iv. to non-fasted
mice. Blood was sampled after 10 min and analysed for its content of

insulin, glucagon, glucose, adrenaline or noradrenaline. Basal plasma
levels of glucose (l0.3±0.3 vs. 8.7±0.5 mmol/I; P<0.05) and insulin
(372±72 vs.168±18 pmol/I; P<0.05) were higher in male (M) vs. in
female (F) mice. Basal glucagon levels were lower in M (74±10 pg/ml)
versus in F (126±13 pg/ml; P<O.OI, n=IO). 2DG (500 mglkg) increased
plasma glucagon levels by 818±106 pglml in F vs. bY'323±49 pg/ml in
M (P<O.OI). Plasma insulin, glucose and noradrenaline levels after 2DG
did not differ between genders. 2DG (500 mglkg) increased plasma
adrenaline levels to the same extent in both genders (by 5.5±0.6 ng/ml

in F vs. by 4.8±1 ng/ml in M; n.s.) indicating similar degreee of
autonomic activation by 2-DG in M and F. The secretory glucagon

response (2 min) to iv. carbachol (muscarinic agonst; 30 ug/kg) was
451±84 pg/ml in F vs. 91±21 pg/ml in M (P<O.OOI; n=16). Similarly,

cionidine (uradrenergic agonist; 13 ug/kg) increased glucagon levels
by 152±17 pg/ml in F vs. 43±13 pg/ml in M (P<O.OOI; n=18). It is
concluded that, whereas the degreee of autonomic activation to central
neuroglycopenia by 2DG does not differ between genders, the glucagon
response is lower in M due to a lower sensitivity of the glucagon
producing cells to cholinergic and adrenergic activation.

932
SEVERE HYPOGLYCAEMIA IN AN UNSELECTED
POPULAnON WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES
M.van de Laak, E.ter Braak, A.Appelman, R.Stolk and W.Erkelens,

Department of Internal Medicine and Julius Center for Patient

Oriented Research, Utrecht University Hospital, The Netherlands.
The price to pay for good glycaemic control is an increase in severe
hypoglycaemia(SH). Many efforts are being made in this field, including both
basic research and intervention strategies. The aim of this study was to
explore the magnitude of the problem, investigating the incidence of SH,
potential predictors for SH and the burden of the problem for individual
patients in an unselected population, after implementation of the results of
the DCCT. 195/211(92%) consecutive out-patients filled out a questionnaire
on the spot. Additional data were obtained from their files. Subjects who
reported at least I SH (assistance required) over the past 12 months were
identified as cases (40,5%); the others were employed as controls. Nearly half
of the cases had at least I SH complicated by a coma or insult(CSH). The
incidence of SH and of CSH respectively had been at least 1,5 and 0,4
episodes per pat/yr. The majority of cases and controls was on intensive
insulin treatment (84% vs 81%, ns). They had similar age (mean-Sf):
41±14), sex (MlF:45/55), HbAlc (7.8±1.2%), insulin dose (0 74±024
U/kglday). Duration ofDM was 22±11 years for cases vs 19±13 for controls
(p~0.08). No significant differences were detected regarding excercising
habits, alcohol consumption, smoking, caffeine use, frequency of 5MBG,
blood glucose targets or co-medication. SH was significantly related to
retinopathy (Odds Ratio(95% CI»):2.3 (13-4.1) and nefropathy2J(U-5.0).
Fear of hypoglycaemia (HFS worry scale) was much higher in cases (scores:
17±9 vs 12±9, p<O.OOl). We conclude that in this well controlled unselected
population SH is a very common complication that causes serious distress.
Subjects with microvascular complications seem to be more at risk.
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Does the brain become tolerant to sustained caffeine use? Implications for
treatment hypoglycaemia unawareness
J.M Watson, M. J, Weiss, M.J. Lunt, D. A. Cavan and D. Kerr, Royal
Bournemouth Hospital, Bournemouth, UK.
Caffeineaugmentsthe symptomsand signs of hypoglycaemia and is a potential therapy
for hypoglycaemia unawareness. The aim of this study was to determine whether
individuals become tolerant to the acute effects of caffeine ingestion. 12 healthy
volunteers(6 women,aged 25-36 years, all left-hemisphere dominant)consumed,using
a double-blind, randomised controlled design either 200 mg of caffeine (C-replete)
twice daily or placebo (C-naive) for one week, including the morning of a study.
Following baseline measurements, the perception of and physiological responses to
acute caffeine ingestion (200mg) were examined over the subsequent 120 min. Blood
glucosewas not allowed to fall below4.0 mmolll

Base-meantSE Max change
Middle cerebral artery velocity (cmls)
C-replete 61.4t2.7
C-naive 64.9±3.0
Systolic Blood pressure (mmHg)
C-replete 116.5t4.7
C-na'ive 113.5t3.5
Diastolic Blood pressure (mmHg)
C-replete 64.9t2.4
C-naive 63.2t1.36
4-Choice Reaction Time (sec)
C-replete O.5I±O.OI 0.49±O.01* 0.02(0.01,0.04)
C-na'ive 0.5I±O.01 0.49±O.01* 0.02(0.00,0.03)
# = p<O.O I C-replete vs. C-naive: *= p<0.05.**= p<0.005Basevs. Max change
Baselinefeelingsof tensionand pleasure were significantly worsein the caffeine replete
state (p<0.05). However. following caffeine ingestion energetic aspects of mood
improved only when the subject was caffeine-naive (p<0.5). Overall these results
suggest that people do not become completely tolerant central effects of caffeine. If
these effects are identical during hypoglycaemia, caffeine could prove to be a useful
agent in improvinghypoglycaemia awareness,albeit with pressoreffects.

DOES INSULINLISPROPRESERVETHE PHYSIOLOGICAL DEFENCESTO
HYPOGLYCAEMIADURINGINTENSIVEINSULINTHERAPY?

S.RHeller, S.A.Amiel, LA.Macdonald and R.B.Tattersall. Northern General
Hospital, Sheffield, Kings College Hospital, London, Queen's Medical Centre,
Nottingham,UK
We and others have shown that lispro in a basal/bolus regimen during intensive
insulin therapy (lIT) produces equally good glycaemic control but reduces the
frequency of hypoglycaemia. We tested the hypothesis that reduced
hypoglycaemic events could result in improved physiological and symptomatic
defencesto hypoglycaemia in tightly controlledpatients using insulin lispro when
comparedto the use of conventioualinsulins. Ten patients with IDDM (4 female,
mean age 33±3y, duration of diabetes 12±2y) underwent lIT in an open,
randomised cross-over study, with a 2 month run-in and 4 month treatment
periods using either lispro (lp) or human soluble insulin (hs) before meals and
human NPH at night. Total reported hypoglycaemic episodes (lp vs hs, 123 vs
128, P=ns) and HbA!o (6.I±O.2vs 6.6±O.3%,P=0.08) were similar at the end of 4
months. At the end of each 4 month period, we measured symptomatic,
counterregulatoryand cognitiveresponses(4-choicereaction time) and glycaemic
thresholds during hypoglycaemia induced with a slow fall hyperinsulinaemic
clamp (plateaus of 5, 4.5, 3.5 and 2.5 mmolll). We found similar overall
responses of adreualine (AVC, 105±19 vs 96±29nmol. min.l", P=0.6), cortisol
(59t5vs70(12±mol.min.r!, P=0.4), growth hormone (4045t939 vs
4027±157liu.min.r!, P=0.8) and total symptom score 4170t316 vs 4006±270,
P=0.5). Glycaemicthresholds for rises in adreualine (3.1±O.2 vs 3.1±O.2mmolll,
P=1), cortisol (2.2±O.1 vs 2.2±O.lmmolll,P--o.6), growth hormone (3.3±O.15 vs
2.9±O.2mmolll, P=0.053), symptoms (3.2±O.2 vs 3.3±O.lmmolll, P=0.8) and
impaired cognitive function (3.0±O.2 vs 3.0±O.2 mmolll, P=1) were also similar.
We conclude that intensive treatment with insulin lispro results in equivalent
physiologicaldefences to hypoglycaemia as those obtained using human soluble
insulin, perhaps because in these patients, counterregulatory and symptomatic
responseswere not impairedon solubleinsulin.
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PREMIXED FORMULATIONS OF INSULIN LISPRO: ACTIVITY
PROFILES IN TYPE 1 DIABETIC PATIENTS
L. HEINEMANN, K. RAVE, C. WEYER, L. PAUL, U. GUDAT', P.
ROACH', J. WOODWORTH', T. HEISE; Department of Metabolic Dis.,
Heinrich-Heine-University, Diisseldorf, Germany; *EIi Lilly, USA
NPL-insulin, a novel protamine-retarded formulation of insulin lispro (LP), allows
formulation of stable insulin mixtures. In an open randomised crossover study we
investigated the bloodglucose lowering effectof two different mixtures: MidMixture
(MM; LPINPL 1:1) and Low Mixture (LM; 1:3) in 6 type I diabetic patients (age
36±5years,BMI24.4±2.0 kg/m', diabetes duration15±3 years(mean±SD)). Duringa
baseline periodof 3 h bloodglucose was adjustedto 5.0 mmol/lby meansof an i.v,
insulin infusion. One hour after s.c. injection of 0.3 Ulkg of one of the two
preparations by meansofa syringein the abdominal region the i.v. insulin infusion
was stopped. The experiments ended either after 1140 min or when blood glucose
increased above 11.0 mmol/l. With this experimental set-up glucose infusion rates
(GIR)necessary to keepglycaemia at 5.0 mmol/I reflectchanges in insulin actionover
time,whereas duration of insulin actionis indicated by an increase in glycaemia. The
maximal metabolic activity(GIRm,,) is higher with a greater LP content(MM>LM;
5.8±1.2 vs. 3.8±1.8 mglkg/min; p=0.017). The time to maximal metabolic activity
(1m,,) was comparable (l13±8 vs. 123±20 min, NS). MM induced a highermaximal
activity (AUeo.36o mi,) within the first 6 h after injection (1.34±0.22 vs. 0.91±0.34
glkg/360 min, p=0.025). Bloodglucose increased fromthe glucose clamptarget level
of 5.0 mmolllto values>7.0 mmol/lmorerapidlywith MM (lowercontentof NPL
insulin) than with LM (865±127 vs, 988±134 min; p=0.031). Glycaemia increased
furtherto values> 11.0rnmol/l in 4 patientswith MM, but !n one patient only with
LM. In conclusion, this study shows, that the two formulations studied have a
maximal pharmacodynamic effect2 h after injection and allowbloodglucosecontrol
for up to 15 h. With higher LP content maximal metabolic effect rises whereas
durationof action decreases. These time-action profilesof MM and LM obtained in
type I diabetic patients are in accordance withpublished data fromhealthy volunteers.

937
PHARMACOKINETICS OF INSULIN LISPRO MIDMIXTURE
COMPARED TO HUMULIN 50/50
F. Holleman, J.w. Vermeijden, JR. Woodworth*, E.M. Kuck, P.
Roach* and J.B.L. Hoekstra. Diakonessenhuis, Utrecht, The
Netherlands and *EIi Ully, Indianapolis, USA.

The pharmacokinetics of Humulin 50/50 (H) and insulin lispro
MidMixture (MM), a 50/50 mixture of insulin lispro and NPL, were
studied in 9 100M patients participating in a randomized 2*3 month
crossover trial, at two study days before and after the crossover visit.
The patients had indiVidually standardized meals at 08.00, 11.00,
12.00, and 15.30 hrs; physical exercise was identical and limited on
both study days; Insulin dose was individually standardized but H
was injected 30 minutes before breakfast, and MM was injected
immediately before breakfast.
Patients had an age of 31.2 ± 8.1 years, a duration of diabetes of
11.2 ± 8.1 years, HbA1c of 7.3 ± 1.4% and BMI of 24.7 ± 2.4 kg/m2

.

Pharmacokinetic data were as follows D-values from paired T-tests :
Lispro MM Humulin 50/50 p-value

Cmax (ngll) 4021 ±2020 2378 ± 1178 0.002

Time to Cmax (min.) 52+8 137 + 59 0.001

AUC 0-630 min. 711 + 247 600 ± 251 0.007

AUC 0-240 min. 506 +196 382 ± 180 0.004

AUC 240-630 min. 205 +89 218+113 ns

Inrlial glucose was 10.8 ± 4.1 mmol/I for MM and 10.3 ± 3.9 mmol/I
for H. Glucose values reached a nadir of 6.2 ± 3.6 mmol/I at 210 ± 37
min. after breakfast with MM and a nadir of 5.3 ± 2.5 mmol/I at 203 ±
25 min. after breakfast with H.. While the rapid onset of action of
insulin Iispro is retained in the MidMixture, this did not result in
improved postprandial glycemia in this study setting.

936
ANTIOXIDANT DEFENSES ARE REDUCED DURING MEAL
IN INSULIN-REQUIRING TYPE-2 DIABETICS THE EFFECT
OF INSULIN LISPRO
C. Taboga, N. Bortolotti, L. Tonutti, S. Lizzio, A Russo, D.
Santoro, A. CerieIlo. University of Udine and Udine General
Hospital, Eli Lilly ltalia, Italy
The mechanism by which hypergiycaemia causes or impacts chronic
complications of diabetes mellitus is unknown. One potential link is
the hypergiycaemic contribution to the generation of free radicals,
which may alter antioxidant defenses.Total plasma radical-trapping
parameter (TRAP) evaluates plasma antioxidant capacity due to
known and unknown antioxidants present in the plasma as well as
their mutual cooperation. In this study two standard meals (372
Kcal, 49% as carbohydrates, mainly as complex carbohydrates,
40% as fat, and 11% as protein) were administered to 17 insulin
requiring type-2 diabetic patients. Glycaemia was mantained
between 7.2 and 8.3 mmol/l before the start of each study. The meal
started 30 min after regular insulin [I] (0.15 U/Kg) or 10 min after
insulin Lispro [L] (0.15 U/Kg) administration. Glycaemia and
TRAP were measured from 0 to 120 min. Basal glycaemia was not
different at the start of the two tests (L:9.3±0.7, 1:9.5±O.5 mmolll;
M±SE), while the increase of post-prandial glycaemia was more
relevant during I administration than during L (p<O.OOI). TRAP
was significantly reduced during meals (p<O.02 vs basal). The % of
TRAP vs basal was significantly lower during I than L at 90 and
120 min (90 min: 103.2±3.3 vs 92.1±1.6%, p<0.02; 120 min:
lOO.4±3.2 vs 94.7±1.6%, p< 0.05). This finding suggests that
during meal free radicals are produced and that this effect is
convincingly linked to the level of post-prandial hyperglycaemia. L
treatment may significantly contribute to preserve TRAP from meal
induced reduction in diabetes.

938
LISPRO INSULIN FOR TREATING IDDM-PATIENTS.
THE LISPRO IN HUNGARY STUDY
G. Jermendy*, G. Tamas, G. Winkler and the Lispro In Hungary
Study Group. *Bajcsy-Zsilinszky Hospital, Budapest, Hungary.
In order to assess the safety and the efficacy of lispro insulin 123 IDOM
patients (63 men, 60 women; age: 34.9±9.3 years; duration of diabetes
1l.7±8.2 years; duration of intensive conservative insulin therapy 4.8±4.0
years; x±SD) were investigated in an open, 16 week-long, multicenter (25
centres) study in Hungary. Safety of the treatment with lispro insulin was
evaluated by registration of adverse events and numbers of hypoglycaemie
episodes (blood glucose <2.5 mmol/l) while efficacy was assessed by
measuring HbA,ovalues and blood glucose home monitoring. Following the
recruitment period, IDDM-patients were treated for 4 weeks with human
unmodified regular insulin given 30 min before meals (3 times daily) and
basal insulin twice daily. Subsequently, patients were switched to lispro
insulin given immediately before meals with unchanged basal insulin
supplementation for 12 weeks. Only one, obviously unrelated adverse event
was reported during lispro treatment-period. The number of hypoglycaemic
episodes did not differ significantly (p=0.6J) during human unmodified
regular insulin period (170 episodes in 4 weeks = 0.34 episode/week/patient)
compared to that of lispro insulin period (565 episodes in 12 weeks ~ 0.38
episode/week/patient). The postprandial (90 min after breakfast) blood
glucose values were significantly (p=0.0026) lower (81±2.4 mmolll) during
lispro treatment compared to those during human unmodified regular insulin
therapy (88±2.2 mmol/l). The HbA,o values were significantly (p=0.031)
lower at the end (7.59±1.38 %) than at the beginning (7.77±149%) of
treatment with lispro insulin. According to the patients' questionnaires, more
flexible lifestyle was the most common declared benefit related to the use of
lispro insulin. Thus, the safety as well as the efficacy of Iispro insulin
treatment in IDDM-patients were confirmed in Hungary.
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EFFECT OF LISPRO vs HUMAN REGULAR INSULIN ON LONG
TERM BLOOD GLUCOSE CONTROL IN IDDM: IMPORTANCE OF
TIME-INTERVAL BETWEEN INSULIN INJECTION AND MEAL.
£. Torlone, P. Del Sindaco, C. Lalli, M. Ciofetta, P. Brunetti and G. B.
Bolli*, DIMISEM Perugia, Italy

In previous studies in which Lispro (+variable NPH) was given as

s.c. injections at meals, HbAlc decreased by -0.3% vs human regular
insulin (Hum-R) injected 10-40 min prior to meal. However, in reality
many IDDM patients inject Hum-R strictly at meal-time. To establish the
effect of Lispro on HbAlc in IDDM patients who are used to inject Hum-R
strictly at mealtime, 28 IDDM patients were divided into two groups (01,
n=14, GIl, n=14). Each group was studied for 6 months (two periods of 3
months each, open, crossover design). GI patients were randomized to
either Lispro(+variable NPH) or Hum-R injected strictly at mealtime. GIl
patients were randomized to Hum-R given either at mealtime or 10-40 min
prior to meals. Bedtime NPH was continued in both groups. In 01, total

insulin daily dose was similar with the two treatments, but -27% more

NPH and -25% less short-acting insulin was needed in the; Lispro vs Hum
R treatment. Hypoglycemia (capillary blood glucose <4.0 mmol/l) was less

frequent with Lispro vs Hum-R (5.l±0.6 vs 8.9±0.9 episodes/patient

month). HbAlc was 6.23±0.19 with Lispro and 6.89±O.l3% with Hum-R
(p<0.05). In GIl, hypoglycemia was more frequent with Hum-R at

mealtime than 10-40 min before meals (8.5±0.8 vs 4.7±0.5

episodes/patient-month) and HbAlc greater (6.86±0.11 vs 6.51±0.10%)
(p<0.05). Conclusions. The classic rule of eating the meal 10-40 min after

injection of Hum-R itself decreases HbAlc by 0.25±O.04%. Use of Lispro
is especially beneficial to %HbA Ic and frequency of hypoglycemia of
patients who commonly inject Hum-R and immediately eat.

941
LISPRO INSULIN COMPARED wrra REGULAR INSULIN IN
CIRRHOTIC PATIENTS WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES MELLITUS
S. Gentile, F. C. Sasso, S. Turco*. Department of Geriatrics, 2nd University of
Naples, and * Departments of Clinical and Experimental Medicine, Federico 2nd

University of Naples, Italy

The treatment protocol of patients with type 2 diabetes (DMZ) and liver cirrhosis
(LC) is based on the administration of regular insulin before meals. However,
frequent after-meal hyperglycemic spikes and late hypoglycemic episodes (HY)
arefrequent in such patients. Aim: to compare the effect of short-acting insulin
Iispro (Humalog", Eli Lilly ltalia) (HMO) with that of regular insulin (Humulin
R") (HUI). Patients: 47 subjects with DMZ and well compensed LC, 29F and
18M,age range 45-67y, mean age 58±6y, diabetes duration 12±5y, BMI 27.3±4,
previous insulin treatment alleast for 12months (range 1-4y).Protocol: pts were
educated to self-monitor glycemia and then were randomly assigned to two
sequential 2-months treatments: a) HUO immediately before each meal, and b)
HUI 20 min before each meal; insulin doses ID (U/day) were adjusted according
to the g1ycemiascollected at home every week before and 2h after each meal,
and at 03.00 AM. A quality-of-life questionnaire (Q) was administered after each
treatment. The mean number of HY (defined as glycemia <2.8 mmolll with or
without symptoms)perpatient per treatment period and HbAlc (%, HPLC) were
recorded. Mean g1ycemias (±SD) (before the 3 meals [MBe] and 2h after the 3
meals [MAll) were calculated Results are reported in Table. We observed in
pts under HUO,compared to HUI: I) a significant reduction of HY; 2) a more
stable glycemic level both before and after meals (p<0.01): 3) a Q score
significantly higher. Conclusion: the results encourage the use of short-acting
insulin Iispro in pts with DMZ and LC, especially those affected with hepatic
encefalopathy, in which HY can be particularlymisleading or complicating.

BWt ID IDIkg HY MBe MAr HbA"
HUMULINR 78±7 35±7 0.46±6 7±3 131±24 I 97±76 7J± i.i
HUMALOG 75±6 33±5 0.40±6 2±3* 139±16 133±34* 7.0±0.9

*p<O. OIl's HumulinR
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FAILURE OF RAT ANDDOG MODELS TO PREDICT SUBCUTANEOUS
ABSORPTION OF INSULIN ASPARTIN MAN
Plum, A, Andersen, Land Agerso, H. Novo Nordisk AlS, MiUov,DK
Insulin aspart (IA) [B28Asp human insulin] a novel short acting insulin analogue was
developed to resemble human insulin (HI) in all biological aspects, but with an earlier
onset of action and a shorter duration of effect. IIIvivo screening was performedin
normal pigs, the preferred animal model for the development of s.c. administered
insulin preparations. However, the pharmacokinetics of IA were determined in rats
and dogs, as part of the toxicity program. This phannacokinetic program was
designed as single dose studies via the s.c, and i.v. route, and as repeated s.c. studies
(over I week), with all administrations at 3 dose levels in order 10 investigate the
degree of accumulation. As expected, similar pharmacokinetic parameters following
i.v. administration oflA and HI were obtained in rats, dogs, pigs and humans.
However, although differences were predicted in the s.c. pharmacokinetics of fA and
HI in dogs and rats, neither of the two species illustrated Ihe expecled faster onset of
action or faster s.c. absorption of lA, although the pharmacokinetics did show a faster
elimination of IA after i.v, administration compared to s.c. administration. This
predicted difference could only be shown in pigs and later in man. The main
explanation seems to be the structural differences of the subcutis, which in dogs and
rats is of a more loose structure, consisting of less lipid than in pig and man. This
difference results in generally faster kinetics after s.c. absorption, making it difficult
to differentiate between compounds such IA and HI in rats or dogs, where the main
difference seen is the reduction of dissociation time as part of the rate-limiting s.c.
absorption.

Conclusion: only the pig model predicts s.c, absorption of insulin aspart in man.

Species! man pig dog rat
dose(U/kg) (0.10) (0.125) (1.0) (6.0)

IA HI IA HI IA HI IA HI

t"(min) 76 122 77 121 67 57 22 23
Cm,,(pM)' 246 102 204 122 3146 2871 1.7x10 1.8xl0
tm,,(min) 52 145 73 99 46 60 15 15
CL" 0.019 0021 0055 0.048 0.044 0.058
(I' min/kg)
Doses for man and pig were comparable Withrespect to effect, but cannot be directly
compared to dog and rat, due to deviating sensitivity to hypoglycaemia in dogs.

** Calculated based on intravenous data.

942
THE CHEMICAL STABILITY OF INSULIN LISPRO PROTAMINE
SUSPENSION AND INSULIN LISPRO MIXTURES
K. S. Looney, M. R. DeFelippis, J. D. Hofer, and B. H. Frank. Eli Lilly
and Company, Lilly Research Laboratories, Indianapolis, USA
The rapid acting monomeric insulin analog, insulin lispro, has been
cocrystallized with the basic protein protamine to form an intermediate
acting suspension formulation, insulin lispro protamine suspension
(NPL). NPL is formulated with soluble insulin lispro in ratios of 25:75
(Insulin Lispro Low Mixture, LM) and 50:50 (Insulin Lispro Mid
Mixture, MM) to provide mixtures with the benefits of the rapid time
action of insulin lispro combined with the basal activity of NPL. The
aim of the present study was to assess the chemical stability of NPL,
LM and MM at 5°C for 24 months. Insulin lispro potency as
determined by reversed phase HPLC decreased 1.4±O.2 U/mL for NPL,
LM and MM formulations, and the immediately available insulin lispro
decreased 3.6±O.3 U/mL for LM and 2.0±0.7 UlmL for MM. High
molecular weight proteins as determined by the proposed Ph. Eur.
HPLC method increased 0.79±0.14%, 0.87±O.06% and 0.67±O.03% for
NPL, LM and MM, respectively. The related substances as determined
by reversed phase HPLC increased 0.87±0.06%. The purity was also
evaluated by a complementary reversed phase HPLC method that
determined the aspartyl and isoaspartyl B3 desarnidos, showing an
increase of O.lO±O.Ol%, 0.13±0.03% and O.l9±O.02% for the aspartyl
B3 desamido and 0.08±O.Ol%, 0.11±0.02% and 0.29±0.02% for the
isoaspartyl B3 desamido for NPL, LM and MM, respectively. The
supernatant insulin lispro in NPL, A21-desamido insulin lispro, m
cresol, phenol and pH also were evaluated during the stability testing
and did not exhibit significant change from the initial values. NPL, LM
and MM preparations demonstrate excellent chemical stability for 24
months at SOc.
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943
IMPROVED POSTPRANDIAL GLYCEMIA DURING TREATMENT WITH A
LISPRO/INTERMEDIATE-ACTING INSULIN MIXTURE, MIX25
P. Roach, M.E. Trautmann, J.H. Anderson, and the Mix25 Study Group, Indianapolis,
Indiana
Mix25 is an insulin mixture containing 25% lispro and 75% NPL, a sustained-release
lispro-protarnine formulation. Mix25 was compared to human 30nO (30% regular
insulin, 70% NPH) in 87 individuals with type 2 diabetes in a 6-month randomized
crossover study. Mix25 was injected 6 minutes before and 30nO was injected 25
minutes before breakfast and dinner (mean reported injection times). Self-monitored
blood glucose (BG) data collected at 2 and 3 months were combined to provide mean
on-therapy results. Mix25 resulted in smaller mean postprandial BG excursions (2h
postprandial minus preprandial BG) after breakfast and dinner while providing similar

Ivcemic control at other time points.

(mean data) LM 30-70 o-value

Fasting BG 8.68 8.56 NS
2h ppBG 9.03 9.91 .011.005

2h Excursion 0.47 1.35 .002

Pre-lunch BG 6.94 6.90 NS
2h ppBG 10.12 9.69 NS

2h Excursion 3.27 2.83 NS

Pre-dinner BG 9.50 9.44 NS

2h pp BG 9.61 10.21 NS

2h Excursion 0.11 0.77 <.001

Bedtime BG 9.06 9.61 NS

3AMBG 7.98 7.77 NS

Mean insulin doses were similar for both treatments at both 2 and 3 months (AM:
0.36-0.37 Ulkg; PM: 0.26-0.28 Ulkg), as were 30-day hypoglycemia rates. HbA,c
levels were not different at endpoint (Mix25: 7.82%; 30nO: 8.05%, p=.4I). Mix25
provided the convenience of immediate pre-meal injection, similar overall glycemic
control, and better postprandial BG control compared to human 30nO.

945
THE COMB INATlON OF LlSPRO INSULIN WITH NPH IMPROVES
OVERALL BLOOD GLUCOSE CONTROL IN IDDM PATIENTS.
G. Annuzzi, L. Benzi, C. Coscelli, S. Del Prato, D. Fedele, A. Galluzzo, R.
Giorgino and D. Santoro. (Naples, Pisa, Parma, Padova, Palermo, Bari, Florence)
Italy.
While insulin Lispro has been reported to improve post-prandial blood glucose
(PPBG), less consistent effects on overall blood glucose control in IDDM patients
as measured by glycated haemoglobin levels have been shown. This might be due
to Lispro short time action profile that would be not long enough to cover till next
meal, especially when dietary habits are characterized by long time intervals
between meals. Therefore, the aim of this study was to define the most appropriate
strategy for Lispro therapy. Eightysix IDDM patients (age 32±7 yrs, BMI 23±3
kg/m', diabetes duration 12±7 yrs, M±SD) were studied in a multicenter
randomized comparative (vs Regular) crossover (3 month) study in which
intermediate acting insulin (NPH), in addition to the dinner or bed-time injection,
was also added if necessary at breakfast and lunch. The number of daily injections
(inj) was kept constant during the study (43% and 57% of patients received 3 and 4
inj/day, respectively). Total daily insulin dose before the study (41±11 IU) did not
change during the two study periods. At either breakfast and lunch NPH was more
often associated to Lispro than to Regular insulin (41% vs 17%, respectively,
p<O.OOI). On average the LisprolNPH ratio was 70/30 at breakfast and lunch, and
40/60 at dinner. Fasting and pre-prandial blood glucose were similar, while PPBG
improved after Lispro compared to Regular insulin (breakfast: 149±43 vs 167±49
mg/dl; lunch: 150±48 vs 163±48 mg/dl, dinner: 145±49 vs 167±44 mg/dl,
ANOV A: p=0.003). HbA Ie was also significantly improved after Lispro: 8.1±0.9
vs 8.3±0.8 %, p=0.046. Rate of hypoglycemia was instead not different between the
two treatments. In conclusion, Lispro improves overall blood glucose control in
IDDM patients without increasing insulin dose, daily insulin injections and
incidence of hypoglycemic episodes. This can be achieved by an optimal
combination of insulin Lispro and intermediate acting insulin (NPH) when the time
intervals between meals are too long.

944
COMPARATION OF INTENSIVE THERAPHY WITH MIXED
LISPROINPH VERSUS REGULARINPH INSULIN IN TYPE 2 DM.
J.A. Pini~s, E. Ugarte, J. Alonso, R, Bilbao, and I. Goicolea.
Servicio de Endocrinologia del Hospital de C rue e s •
Baracaldo.VIzcaya. Espafta.
Introduction. Clinical trial experience with intensified insulin regimenes in type 2
diabetes is limited. Implantable insulin pupm therapy and multiple daily insulin
injections have been shown to be secure and effective in controlling type 2 diabetes.
ObJetlves. The present study was designed to determined whether multiple daily
insulin injections with Lispro injected in combination with NPH insulin improve
glucose control and offers any specific advantages over Regular insulin in
combination with NPH insulin in type 2 diabetic patients. Material and methos:
Sixty five type 2 diabetic patients, most of them in conventional insulin theraphy,
without severe cronic complications attending the outpatient's clinic of Cruces
Hospital were randomized divided in two groups. Group I (n=33) was treated with 3
daily insulin injections with Lispro in combination whit NPH insulin and group 2
(n=32) was treated with Regnlar insulin injected in combination with NPH insulin
before the 3 main meals during 7 months. Initially. no differences in sex, age, years
of diabetes evolution. BM!. dose of insulin, cronic complications, glycemic control,
lipid profile and HbAlc between the groups were found. C- peptide response after
glucagon was higher in group 2 versus group I (p=O,027) (10 of 33 patients in group
I had positive GAD antibodies and 7 of these had C- Peptide after glucagon <0,19
nmolll versus 3 of 32 positive GAD antibodies in group 2 with C-peptide after
glucagon> 0,67nmolll). Results. Initial HbAlc was 8,2 and 7,8% in group I and
2 and improved during the study (p<O,005 and p<O,051 respectively) . Results at the
end of the study are expresed in the next table:

Insulin Weight HbAlc 6 HDLc TA Severe
(UllKg) gain (Kg) (%) reducction hypogly.

Group I 0.95 2±4 6,7 yes yes I
Group 2 0.92 1,8±3 6,7 no yes 5

m m m m m m
In the last month of treatment, HbAlc continued decreasing significantly only in the
group I. There were no differences in mild hypoglycemias between the 2 groups.
Conclusions. I. Intensive insulin theraphy with mixed Lispro/NPH and
regular/NPN is effective and secure in controlling type 2 diabetes improving HbAlc.
2. No significant advantages were found betwenn the two regimenes of intensive
insulin theraphy in this study.

946
EFFECTS OF MULTIPLE INJECTION THERAPY WITH LISPRO HIGH MIX
INSULIN ON THE CATECHOLAMINE RESPONSE TO HYPOGLYCAEMIA
M.MJ. Janssen, N. Masurel, R.P.L.M. Hoogma", M. Seubert, W. Deville, C. Popp
Snijders, R.J.Heine. Research Institute for Endocrinology, Reproduction and'
Metabolism. Vrije Universiteit. P.O. Box 7057,1007 MB Amsterdam. ·Dep.oflnternal
Medicine, Groene Hart Hospital, Gouda, The Netherlands.
Several studies have demonstrated the importance of optimal basal insulin replacement
during treatment with lispro insulin in insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM)
patients. Optimal basal insulin replacement and patient convenience is offered by basal
bolus therapy with a premixture of 75% insulin lispro and 25% neutral protamine lispro
(NPL) before meals (lispro high mix) and NPL at bedtime. We tested the effect of this
regimen on counterregulatory responses to hypoglycaemia. The study had an open,
randomized, parallel design. We studied 19 IDDM patients (15 men, 4 women, age
(average) 30.4 (SD: 6.4) years, diabetes duration 12.8 (7.2) years, HbAlc 7.2 (0.6) %).
During the 8-10 week control period patients used regular insulin before meals and
NPH at bedtime. After this period patients were randomized to regular insulin before
meals and NPH at bedtime or lispro high mix before meals and NPL at bedtime for 12
to 14 weeks. At the end of each period a hypoglycaemic clamp was performed during
which blood glucose was lowered from 4 mmollL to 3.5, 3.0 and 2.5 mmollL over 300
minutes by means of constant intravenous infusion of regular insulin and a variable
infusion of a glucose 20% solution. Differences in magnitude and threshold of
catecholantine responses between regular and lispro high mix treatment were tested in a
multiple linear regression analysis corrected for baseline values and for HbAlc at the
start of the fmal clamp. Magnitude of response was defined as the incremental area
under the curve (AUC), and threshold as the time at which a sustained increase above
the average plus two standard deviations of hormone concentrations at 4 mmollL was
reached. No statistically significant differences between lispro high mix and regular
were detected for AUC noradrenalin, threshold noradrenalin or threshold adrenalin.
The AUC adrenalin was significantly lower for lispro high mix than for regular: 31.7
(2.5-171.8) versus 36.9 (13-453.6) nmollL.min, median (range), p=0.005. The clinical
relevance of this finding remains to be established.



'p<.05
As shownabove,lispro insulin was able to significantly lowerglucoselevel after
meal test at the 180minpoint.Of interest is that treatmentwith lispro insulin resulted
in a lower60min insulinand C-peptidelevels,perhapsreflectingbiologicalresponse
that's not reflectedby statistics. In conclusion insulin lispro improvespostprandial
glucoseconcettationand thus maybe consideredas the optimaltreatmentin GDM

O. 179U/kll. of either regularinsulin (at -30 min) or with lisoroinsulin (at-
Tune 1P.BinIt oomin Immin 1111lnin
PLASMAGlAXXIiE (DDrl/L

USffiO 14.33±Q78 5.56±Q71 14.94±l22 13.89±0.94"
ROOULAR 14.44±Q56 6.Il±O.83 15.50± 1.22 14.78±l23

Sl!RUMINSUlJN(mD'L)

USffiO 11ll6H35.76 543.66±I44.18" I371.761140.40 I17&lIll55.92
ROOULAR IIOlMl59.46 78llll±l88.10 1354.3O±13l881236.40<83.76

C-PI!J'I'IDEt'Jmi'L)
usso I12BoW.54 23.U4.74* 12O.70m40 115.43101200
REGUAR 11Q44!5.34 43.lIl±ll.40 130.42J4.86 126.1619.84

Sl!RUMIB'ROu:vJ!IS t'Jmi'L)
usso 10 15.~64 I I1.70J5.34 16.1213.18
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TREATMENT OF DIABETIC CIRRHOTIC PATIENTS WITH
LISPRO ANALOGUE.
D. Bruttomesso, M. Zanon, P. Angeli, C. Girardi, E.lori, M.C. Marescotti, D.
Santoro, A. Tiengo , S. Del Prato. University of Padova, italy.
Liver disease associated with diabetes (LD+DM) is characterized by severe
insulin resistance accounting for large doses of exogenous insulin though
satisfactory metabolic control is seldom achieved. Since liver
underinsulinization may account for poor control, we tested whether the quick
rise in plasma insulin attainable with s.c.Lispro injection vs regular insulin
(HR) may provide an advantage. 14 LD+DM (4F/lOM; 57,4±8J yrs old;
20.0±4.0 kg/m'; 51±3 U/day; Child AlB class: AST=47±9 UI; ALT=58±16
VI; Albumin=43±1 gr/l; PT=75±5%) were recruited. A 3 or more
injection/day regimen (HR at meals plus evening Humulin I) was ensured in
all patients during a 4 wk run-in. Patients were then randomly maintained in
the same treatment or switched to Lispro. After 2 mos, treatments were
crossed-over and patients followed up for 2 more mos. At the beginning and
end of each arm, patients received a standard meal preceded by s.c. Lispro (
5min=11.4±l.O U) or HR (-30min=11.6±1.2 U). Daily insulin did not change
(52±4 vs 51±3 U/die), but pre-meal plasma glucose was lower after HR
(l3.8±O.9 vs. 11,4±O.9mmol/l). With Lispro, plasma insulin reached a higher
(+3.1±OA vs 2.2±OJ ng/ml) and earlier peak (U±O.I vs 1.9±O.1 hr; both
p<O.05) but similar AUC (I2,4±1.3 vs 11.7±1.2 ng-hr/ml). Plasma glucose
excursion (+4.7±1.4 vs 3.7±1.l mmol/l), 2hr plasma glucose (I8J±1.2 vs
14J±O.8) and glucose tolerance (t> AUC=14.8±3.0 vs 6.2±2J mmol-hr/l)
were improved (p<O.05). This improvement was associated with less
endogenous insulin secretion (AUC C-peptide= 43J±14,4 vs 15.6±7.8 ng
hr/ml; p<O.05). In conclusion, Lispro in LD+DM patients improves post
prandial glucose profile and reduces stimulation of residual l3-cell function.
However, a certain degree of pre-meal hyperglycemia is apparent. Therefore,
Lispro provides an advantage in LD+DM, but adjustments of long-acting
insulin administration may be necessary.

949
THE ABSORPTION OF HOE 901IN HEALTHY SUBJECTS.
D. Owens, S. Luzio,J.Tinbergen' and R. Kurzhals".Diabetes ResearchUnit,
Llangdough Hospital, Penarth, UK, and 'Hoechst Marion Roussel,
Frankfurt, Germany.

The absorption characteristics of 1125 labelled HOE 901 were studied in 2
studies in healthy subjects. Study A compared the absorption of two
formulations of HOE 901 (15 or 80 ug/ml zinc content) and NPH insulin.
The insulins were administered as a single dose of 0.15 U/kg S.c. in the
abdominal wall. Study B compared HOE 901 (30 ug/ml zinc) following an
injection of 0.2 U/kg into the abdomen, arm or leg. Both studies were
randomised, three way cross-over design. Twelve subjects were studied in
eachstudy. The absorption rate was determined by external gammacounting
at the injection site for 24 hours. Blood samples were taken for plasma
glucose,C-peptide, and insulin.
All HOE 901formulations had similar absorption patterns, while NPH had
a faster absorption rate. The mean disappearance time of 25% radioactivity
(T75%) for both trials is summarisedin the following table.

Study A Study B
NPH HOE HOE HOE HOE HOE

901[15] 901[80] 901[30] 901[30] 901[30]
Ini. site abdomen abdomen abdomen abdomen arm lee
T75%" 3.21** 8.75 11.00 13.20 11.90 15.30
'. hours, ** p<0.001

The exogenous plasma insulin profile (C-peptide corrected immunoreactive
insulin) showed a peak for NPH at 3-5hours, whereas the HOE 901 profile
was peak!ess. HOE 901 showed reduced variation between injection sites,
indicating its freedom from injection site-dependency. In view of its
prolongedand peakless absorption characteristicsHOE 901 may be a suitable
basal insulin for diabetic patients requiring insulin.
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A NEW LONG-ACTING INSULIN (HOE90I) DEMONSTRATES LESS
NOCTURNAL HYPOGLYCAEMIA WHEN COMPARED WITH PROTAMINE
INSULININ A CLINICAL TRIAL.

D.R. Matthewsl and C. Pfeiffer2 for the Multicentre HOE901 Research Group,
Oxford,UK· lRadcliffeInfirmary, Oxford: 2 HoechstAG, Frankfurt.

We report the results of a 4 week multicentre, multinational, parallel three-group
study of HOE90I which is a novel human insulin analogue manufactured using
recombinant DNA methodology 21AGly-30Ba-L-Arg-30Bb-L-Arg-human insulin.
HOE90I is less soluble at physiological pH than native human insulin, and thus
precipitates locally in the skin after subcutaneous injection. This delays its
absorption and prolongs its duration of action. The trial used one of two
formulations of HOE90I or protamine insulin (NPH) as an adjunct to therapy in
NIDDMpatients who had moderateglycaemic controlon oral agents. 204 NIDDM
patients were recruited. Inclusion criteria were HbAlc > 7.0%, age 40-80 years,
BMI 21-35. Patients were currently taking sulphonylurea or sulphonylurea plus
metforminor acarbose. Aftera two weekscreeningphase they were randomisedto
three treatment groups - two different formulations of HOE901 (n=64; n=72) or
NPH insulin (n=68). Median age was 59 years, median duration of NIDDM 9
years; median BMI 27.4. There were no statistical differencesbetween glycaemic
controlon either of the HOE901 formulations or NPHinsulin. The HbAlc reduced
in all groups by 0.8% (p<0.0001) from baseline. However, there were significantly
less hypoglycaemic episodeson HOE901 (7.3%HOE901 vs. 19.1%NPH;p<0.037).
In conclusion, HOE 90I is an effective long-actinginsulin which was characterised
in this trial against protamine insulin by less overnight symptomatic
hypoglycaemia.

950
INSULINLISPROAND REGULAR INSULIN: POSTPRANDIAL GLUCOSE AND
INSULININ GESTATIONAL DIABETESMELLITUS (GDM).
L. Jovanovic, S. Die,D. Pettitt,M Gutierrez,and E.l Bastyr ill Sansum Medical
ResearchInstitute,22I9 Bath street, SantaBarbara, CA.
Elevatedpostprandialglucosein pregnancyincreasesrisk of macrosomia Thus the
treatmentstrategyshouldbe designedto lowerthose levels.It has been shown in
nonpregnantdiabeticpatientsthat insulin lisprolowerspostprandialglucoselevels,
Thereforewe designedthe studyto compareinsulin lisprowith regular humaninsulin
for the following: plasmaglucose,seruminsulinand C-peptideconcentrations before,
and 60, 120,and 180min after a standardizedmeal test.Thirty-five womanwith
GDM(14-32weeksof gestation)whofailedon dietwere randomizedto receiveeither
lisproor regular insulinbeforethe meal test. At baseline,a meal test (30kacllkg;40%
carbohydrate, 2oo!o protein,40%fat) was givenalongwith a subcutaneous injectionof

5 min).
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PLASMA ALBUMIN BINDING RETARDS APPEARANCE OF
ACYLATED INSULIN IN INTERSTITIAL FLUID.
M.K. Dea, M. Hamilton-Wessler, M. Ader, D.M. Moore, J. Markussen',
and R.N. Bergman. U. of Southern California School of Medicine,
Los Angeles, CA, USA and 'Insulin Research, Novo Nordisk AlS, DK
2880 Bagsvaerd, Denmark,

LysB29-tetradecanoyl des(B30) human insulin (NN304) is designed
to improve insulin therapy due to protracted action. The main aim of
this study was to determine the transendothelial transport (TEl) and
clearance rates of NN304 in comparison to native insulin. Euglycemic
clamps were performed in anesthetized dogs. NN304 was infused at
3.6 (n=6), 10.2 (n=6), or 18 (n=6) pmol/min/kg for 320 min, then
stopped for 340 min. Porcine insulin was infused into controls (n=4)
at 10.2 pmol/min/kg for 180 min, then stopped for 180 min. Arterial
plasma and hindlimb lymph, representative of interstitial fluid (ISF),
were sampled, and compartmental models describing the
transendothelial transport rates and clearance of NN304 and insulin
were developed. These models assume that only the unbound
NN304 is available for TET or clearance. 5 parameters were
identified for NN304: TET, plasma clearance, ISF clearance, plasma
volume, and rate of unbinding from albumin. For insulin, only 4
parameters were identified, as the rate of unbinding from albumin
does not apply. None of the parameters differed between the three
doses of NN304 (p>0.29). Based on the binding constant of the
analog for albumin, 1.7% and 3.3% of NN304are unbound in plasma
and lymph, respectively. Transendothelial transport rates were 10 fold
higher for NN304 vs. controls (p=0.020). Fractional clearance of the
unbound NN304 pool was 4.0 fold (p=0.008) and 2..6 fold (p<0.001)
higher for plasma and interstitialfluid, respectively. Despite the faster
transport rates for NN304, the effective transport rates are slower for
NN304 because albumin sequesters more than 96.7% of the NN304,
making it unavailable for transport across the endothelium or for
clearance. Thus, this study concludes that the extended action of
NN304 is due to reduced clearance secondary to albumin binding.
The delayed onset of glucose uptake is due to slower appearance in
interstitialfluid, also secondary to albumin binding.
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LISPRO MIX25 REDUCES POSTRANDIAL GLUCOSE COMPARED TO
HUMAN INSULIN 30/70 AND NPH IN NIDDM PATIENTS
VA. Koivisto, l.A. Tuominen, and P. Ebeling. Helsinki University Hospital,
Helsinki, Finland
Mixtures of short- and long-acting insulins are increasingly being used,
particularly for the treatment of NlDDM patients. Lispro Mix25 represents a
new formulation of insulin lispro (25%) and insulin lispro protamine
suspension (NPL 75%). We compared the premeal use of Mix25, human
insulin 30/70 (Mixtard) and NPH (Protaphan) in 22 insulin-treated NlDDM
patients (12 MIlO F, age 62±1 yrs (mean±SE), BMI 30±1 kg/m", duration of
diabetes 15±2 yrs and of insulin therapy 6±1 yrs, insulin dose 65±6 U/d,
HbA" 7.9±0.2%, C-peptide 0.58±0.06 nmol/l). Each patient was studied 3
times at 1 week intervals in a double blind, randomized fashion. After an
overnight (10-12 h) fast patients received 36±4 U nf test insulin S.c. in the
abdominal wall. Ten minutes after insulin injection they ingested a breakfast
meal (500 kcal, 60% carbohydrate, 20% fat, 20% protein), identical in all
studies. Blood samples were taken before and at 10-30 min intervals for 240
min after the breakfastmeal. Fasting serum glucose levels were similar before
the Mix25, 30/70 and NPH studies (9.9±0.4, 9.5±0.3 and 9.6±0.3 mrnol/l,
respectively). Ten healthy individuals (6 M/4 F, age 56±1 yrs, BMI 28±1
kglm2) were studied using a similar breakfast meal. After Mix25
administration in NlDDM patients, the area under serum glucose curve was
larger than in healthy subjects, but 36% smaller than after 30/70 (p=O.OOS),
and 56% smaller than after NPH (p=0.003). The difference in glucose
response emerged at 30 min and was consistent thereafter. The peak rise in
serum glucose was also smaller (p<0.01) after Mix25 (4.2±0.4 mmol/l) than
after 30/70 (5.2±0.3 mmolll) or NPH (6.3±0.2 mmolll).
In conclusion: after the injection of Mix25 the rise in postprandial serum
glucose in NIDDM patients: 1) is less than after human 30/70 or NPH
insulins, and 2) is closer to a physiologic postprandial glucose response than
with the other two insulins,
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ELEVATION IN FREE FAm ACIDS INFLUENCES ALBUMIN·BINDING BUT
NOT METABOLIC EFFECTS OF FAm ACID ACYLATED INSULIN, NN304.
M. Hamilton-Wessler, J. Markussen', and R.N. Bergman. Dept. of
Physiology&Biophysics, U. of Southern Califomia School of Medicine, Los Angeles,
CA, USA and'Insulin Research, Novo Nordisk AlS, Bagsvaerd, Denmark.
Binding of the myristic acid acylated insulin, NN304, to albumin at fatty
acid binding sites results in prolongation of NN304 action. This study
examined the influence of elevated free fatty acids (FFA) on NN304
action. Liposyn II (L) was infused i.v, at three doses (L1-3: 0, 0.5 or
1.5mllmin) throughout euglycemic clamps (somatostatin, and
0.6mU/min/kg i.v. human insulin (HI) or NN304 infusion for 320 min in
normaldogs; N=6, with 6 expslanimal). Basal FFAwas 0.68±0.15mM, and
levels for L1-3 were 0.22±0.02,0.83±O.04 and 2.95±O.19mM, respectively.
Plasma steady-state(SS) HI was 212±40pM (P>0.50 across doses). SS

total NN304 (albumin-bound plus free)
declined from2750±98at L1 to 2351±200and
1774±128pM at L2and L3 (P<0.05), reflecting
an increase in NN304 clearance of 20±7 and
58±10%, due to displacement from albumin
by elevated FFA. Yet, effects on SS glucose
production (EGP) and. utilization (Rd) were
similar between HI and NN304 (P>0.10). SS
EGP (Fig.A) fell from basal at L1 and rose
significantly at L2 and L3 (P<0.01 vs, L1). SS
Rd (Fig.B) increased from basal at L1, and fell
slightly at L2 and L3 (P<0.05 vs, L1).
Conclusions: 1) These findings are consistent
with competition between FFA and NN304 for
binding sites on albumin when FFA are

markedly elevated; 2) Acute elevations in FFA have similar effects on
native insulin and NN304 action to increase EGP and reduce Rd,
counteracting potentially negative outcomes of displacement of NN304
from albumin.
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TOPICAL TREATMENT WITH MILD OXIDANTS FACILITATES
TRANS-DERMAL DELIVERY OFINSULIN
U. Wormser and A. Sintov, The Institutes for Applied Research, ED.
Bergmann Campus, Ben-Gurion University of theNegev, Beer-Sheva, Israel
Parenteral administration of insulin is associated with serious clinical
problems including inappropriate maintenance ofblood levels of insulin and
glucose, resulting in a variety of complications. Theobjective of the present
study wasto develop an effective system for transdermal delivery of insulin.
The following assay systems were employed. The abdominal skin of
anesthetized rats was treated with povidone-iodine ointment (10%) for 3
hours. After washing, regular human insulin solution (Humulin R 50 IV/0.5
ml in a non-leaky open cylinder or in a patch) wasapplied. At selected time
intervals, tail bleeding was carried out for glucose determination. Franz
diffusion cells were used for in vitro penetration studies of insulin. Our
findings showed a time-dependent reduction of plasma glucose levels (80%
decrease after 4 hours) with povidone iodine pretreatment whereas no
hypoglycemic effect wasobtained without suchpretreatment. Other oxidants
such as silver protein andpotassium permanganate hadsimilar effect to that
of povidone iodine. In glucose tolerance tests, when subcutaneous injection
of D-glucose (4M, 0.8ml) was carried out 30 minutes after insulin patch
application, a significant suppression of plasma glucose elevation was
observed. Interestingly, in the in vitro system insulin penetrated the
abdominal skin of rat, hairless mouse and human without an oxidant
pretreatment while the permeated hormone retained its biological activity.
However, in the skinflapsystem of the living animal the penetrated insulin
wasunable to cause hypoglycemic effect when injected intofasted animals.
It is concluded that insulin is inactivated during theskinpermeation process
in the living animal and that a topical pretreatment by mild oxidants may
inhibit these inactivating mechanism(s). Thissystem may be employed as a
new approach fortransdermal delivery ofinsulin.
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INSULIN PRODUCTION BY ENGINEERED MUSCLE CELLS

L. Gros, E. Riu, L. Montoliu, M. Ontiveros, L. Lebrigand and F. Bosch.
Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, School of Veterinary
Medecine,UniversitatAutonomade Barcelona,08193-Bellaterra, Spain.

Type I diabetic patients dependdramatically on insulin replacement therapy,
which involves the administration of intermediate- or long-acting insulin,
together with short-acting insulin to mimic physiological insulin profiles.
However, the delayed-action preparations available are not generally able to
produce smooth background levels of insulin, resulting either in hyperglycemia
or hypoglycemia. Muscle cells were tested for long-term delivery of active
human insulin as an approach to achieve a constant basal level of insulin. Thus,
C,C\, mouse myoblast cells were stably transfected with a chimeric gene
obtained by linking the myosin-light chain I (MLCI) promoter to the buman
proinsulin gene, containing genetically engineered furin endoprotease cleavage
sites (MLCIllnsm). When differentiated, C,C\,lnsm myotube cells expressed
high levels of insulin mRNA and protein, while no insulin was detected in
myoblast cells. HPLC fractionation of culture medium and cell extracts from
differentiated C,C12lnsm cells revealed that about 90 % of the proinsulin was
processedto mature insulin. In addition, these cells released significant levels
(about 100 l!U/106cellslh) of mature insulin to the medium. The hormone was
biologically active since an increase (about 2.5-fold) in glucose uptake by the
differentiated C,C\,lnsm cells was observed. Furthermore, insulin produced by
C,C\,Insm cells was able to block the expression of the endogenous p,
enolpyruvatecarboxykinase(PEPCK) gene in FTO-2Brat hepatoma cells. Thus,
our results indicated that genetically engineered differentiated C,C\,Insm cells
synthesized, processed and secretedactive insulin, and they were also able to
remove glucose very efficiently. This suggests that the use of engineered
myotube cells continuously secreting a defined level of insulin might be a useful
approach to improve the efficacy of insulin injection treatment.
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REDUCTION OF THE RISK OF INTRAMUSCULAR INSULIN
INJECTION WITH THE 8 MM LENGTH NEEDLES IN THIN

DIABETIC CHILDREN
N. Tubiana-Rufi, N. Belarbi* , L. Du Pasquier ,M. Polak, G. Licha-Munz,

C. Delcroix, M. Hassan* and P. Czernichow.
Departments of Pediatric Diabetology and * Radiology.

Hopltal Robert Debre, Paris. France
The technique of insulin injection varies among different centers or countries.
Direct methods of evaluation of the intramuscular (1M) vs subcutaneous (SC)
location of the insulin deposit, according to the injection technique, in well
defined populations, are needed. We have shown previously, by the mean of a
non invasive method (ultrasonography: US), that the frequency of 1M insulin
injections with the 12.7 mm needles was high in diabetic children, even with a
skinfold, and inversely related to their body mass index (8MI).~: to
assess whether the 8 mm length needles are able to reduce the frequency of 1M
injections in thin diabetic children.~: comparison of the 12.7 mm and 8
mm length needles on the occurrence of 1M injections, localized by US, in
children whose 8MI was :S6Oth percentile for age and sex. Each patient was
his/her own control: 2 standardized insulin injections (12.7 vs 8 mrn, in a
randomized order) were performed by a nurse into a two-finger pinch. Two
consecutive studies were performed in 2 groups of 25 children, on 2 injection
sites: arms and thighs.~ : in the 50 children (mean age=1 1.5 ±3.5yrs,
mean 8MI=38±18th percentile), the 1M injection frequency was 86% with the
12,7 mm needles and 38% with the 8 mm. The Mac Nemar and Prescott tests
showed a significant reduction of the 1M frequency with the 8 mm needles in
arms (p<O.OI) and thighs (p<O.OI). The efficiency of the 8 mm (IM1l2.7mm
and SC/8mm) was found for half of the children whose injection was
performed in the arms and for the 2/3rd of the children who injected in the
thighs. The distance measured by US from the skin surface to muscular fascia
(DSM), with a skintold, was significantly higher in the group where the 8 mm
were efficient (n=24) than in those where they were not efficent (n=19) :
respectively, 9.8±2.2 vs 6.8±2.lmm, p<O,OOOI. The efficiency of the 8mm was
not significantly related to age, sex, percentile of 8MI, injection device or site.
For a DSM threshold at 8mm at the injection site, the sensibility and specificity
of the method to predict the efficiency of the 8 mm were calculated at 79%.
In conclusion: the 8mm length needles allowed to significantly, but not totally,
reduce the risk of intramuscular insulin injection in thin diabetic children.
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REGULAR INSULIN IN THE TREATMENT OF OBESE
TYPE 2 DIABETICS
Ch. Koenen, D. Weise, T. Witton, P. de Faber, C. Hasslacher
St. Joseph Hospital ,Heidelberg, Germany
The most widely used insulin treatment in type 2 diabetics is the
injection of an intermediate-acting insulin once or twice per day,
sometimes in combination with oral agents. In obese type 2
diabetics this is often combined with a weight gain, an increase in
insulin resistance, and episodes of hypoglycemia. The goal of this
study was to determine whether these disadvantages could be
avoided by using regular insulin without deteriorating metabolic
control. Twenty-one obese type 2 diabetics (BMI>26) were treated
for one year with injections of regular insulin prior to every meal.
After a year, body weight, HbA1c, triglycerides, and cholesterol
were measured. This data was compared to a group of 36 type 2
diabetics that were treated with conventional insulin therapy over
the same time. Both groups were comparable in age, body
weight, diabetes duration, and gender. Both groups underwent the
same patient education program prior to initiation of the
treatment. The patients treated with regular insulin gained, on
average, less weight (1.2 kg vs. 4.0 kg) and had no episodes of
hypoglycemia. The conventional insulin therapy group reported a
total of three episodes of severe hypoglycemia. In both groups
metabolic control was improved( HbA1c -1.4% and -1.6%).
Additionally, cholesterol (-64 mg% and -56 mg%) and triglycerides
(-19 mg% and -21 mg%) levels were reduced. Using regular
insulin prior to every meal did improve metabolic control without a
significant weight gain. Quality of life could be improved by
reducing weight gain and episodes of hypoglycemia.
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SUSTAINED IMPROVEMENT OF GLYCAEMIC CONTROL BY INSULIN
TREATMENT IN PATIENTS WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES
T. Lindstrom, Department of Endocrinology and Diabetes, The University Hospital,
S-581 85 Linkoping, Sweden
Objective. To evaluate the long-term efficacy of insulin treatment of patients with
Type 2 diabetes and secondary failure to oral hypoglycaemic agents. Research
D.'ign and Methods. We have previously reported results on glycemic control and
other metabolic variables in 21 patients after insulin treatment for a median of 27
months (T. Lindstrom et al. Diabetes Care 17; 719-21, 1994). The patients had
initially taken part in 2 short-term trials but then received usual care. Six of these
patients have died by cardiovascular diseases. The remaining 15 patients were
reevaluated after a median of 110 (range 92-131) months of insulin treatment.

Before 27 months 110 prob. 0-110
insulin months months

HbAlc (%) 8.9±0.2 <0.0001 6.8±0.4 7.3±0.3 <0.001
fasting blood glucose I J.9±0.8 <0.05 7.4±0.8 7.9±1.l <0.01
glucose after breakfast 17.2±J.0 <0.001 I J.6±0.9 10.5±0.9 <0.0001
body weight 71.2±3.2 <0.0001 77.9±3.2 78.8±3.2 <0.0001
Body mass index 24.4±0.8 26.7±0.8
insulin dose (4 weeks) 51.3±5.2 45.5±7.2 79.5±10 <0.001
fasting insulin 6.1±0.8 <0.01 11.7±J.6 12.3±2.0 <0.01
insulin after breakfast 16.4±2.0 <0.001 42.7±4.5 48.0±7.1 <0.0001

Plasma total cholesterol concentration was 5.33 ± 0.38 mmol/I during treatment with
oral agents and 5.64 ± 0.28 at the 110 months evaluation (ns); total triglycerides 1.99
± 0.45 and 1.56 ± 0.25 mmol/l respectively (ns). There were non-significant decreases
of plasma VLDL cholesterol and triglycerides and a non-significant rise of plasma
HDL cholesterol concentration at the 110 months evaluation. Conclusion. Insulin
treatment gives long-term improvement of glycaemic control and might therefore
improve the prognosis of patients with Type 2 diabetes and normal or moderate
overweight when failing on oral agents. In spite of weight gain there is no adverse
effect on plasma lipoprotein concentrations.

IS NORMOGLYCEMIA ACHIEVED BY INTENSIFIED INSULIN THERAPY?
6-DAY CONTINUOUSTISSUE GLUCOSEMONITORINGIN IDDM

F. Sternberg, MJ. Salgado, U. Hoss, R. Gessler and R. Fussganger. Institute of
Diabetes Technology at the University ofUlm, Ulm, Germany

Normoglycemia is a primary goal in diabetes care. Intensified insulin therapy (IIn
delays the onset and slows the progression of diabetic late complications while
decreasing the HbAI , . However, does lIT actnally lead to normoglycemia? We
developed a glucosensor which on-line and continuously monitors the subcutaneous
glucose. The system is based on the enzyrnatic-amperometric glucose measurement
in combination with the microdialysis teclmique. We designed a study, in order to
evaluate the ability of lIT to achieve normoglycemia in 6 type I diabetic patients
(2W:4M, age: 42±9 years, BMI: 23.8±2.3kg/m', HbAIo : 6.5±O.7%,diabetes duration:
22±17 years) by means of 3 series of 48h continuous tissue glucose monitoring
(CTGM) in each patient. During CTGM, patients remained on the ward, went to
work or spent their normal life. They were asked to control their capillary glucose at
least 5 times/day. We did not interfere with the patients therapy decisions, which
remained always unchanged. By means of the CTGM we calculated the fasting
glucose, mean glucose, mean amplitude of glucose excursion (MAGE),
hypoglycemia frequency (glucose <70mg/d1)and dawn phenomenon. Altogether we
obtained 6 days of CTGM in each of our patients. 70% of the fasting glucose values
were hyperglycemic, while I I% were hypoglycemicand 19% normoglycemic. Mean
glucose was 120±30mg/d1 (mean range: 294±88-38±I3mg/dl). Glucose fluctuated
between 440 and 24mg/dl and MAGE was 256±95mg/dl. The hypoglycemia
frequency was of 2.3 events/patient/day, while a dawn phenomenon was present in
56% of the cases. The sensor signal correlated significantly with the capillary
glucose. Despite the acceptable HbAI , values, only one patient presented relatively
good glucose values resembling near normoglycemia. In the other patients, lIT by far
did not achieve normoglycemia. Even though the mean glucose values were close to
normoglycemia, these by no way represent the daily glucose profile. A glucose
controlled insulin delivery system may achieve normoglycemia.
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sl~n1ficant differences of s.c. vs. i.m. SI, s.c. SI vs. s.c. L1, r.m. SI vs. s.c.
L1, s.c. SI vs. i.rn, L1, and I§l i.rn, SI VS. i.rn. L1. Mean±SD.

SI s.c. SILm. LIs.c. LI i.rn.

IGIRmax(mglkg/min) 7.8±2.3 #§ 9.7±2.3 11.1±2.3 10.4±2.7

~IR early t50% (min) 50±14 56±13 ~I§l 44±15 43±10

plR tmax(min) 179±34 o#§ 138±29 116±26 120±28

plR AUC""2omin (gJ1<g·120 min) 0.50±0.15 j§ 0.60±0.18'1§l 0.81±0.26 0.78±0.25

plR AUC"'420mln (gJ1<g"420mln) 2.55±0.70 2.54±0.74 2.81±0.70 2.78±0.89

IN Imax (min) 156±52 o#§ 127±47 ' 78±24 91±29

IN Cms, (pmO") 182±51 o#§ 244±52 229±65 236±42

INAUCo-120 min (nmol/l*120 min) 13.2±3.4 o#§ 19.1±6.0 20.6±5.4 209±5.5
, . 11'

METABOLIC EFFECTS OF I.M. VS. S.C. INJECTION OF SOLUBLE INSULIN
AND INSULIN L1SPRO IN HEALTHYSUBJECTS
J. Hermberger, T, Heise, K. Rave, R. Bender, S. Hirschberger', L.
Heinemann; Department of Metabolic Diseases and Nutrition, Heinrich
Heine-University, Diisseldorf, Germany; 'Novo Nordisk, Germany
The aim of the study was to compare the glucodynamic and pharmacokinetic
effects elicited by subcutaneous (s.c.) and intramuscular (i.rn.) injection of
soluble insulin (SI) and insulin lispro (L1). Twelve healthy subjects (27±2 years;
BMI 23±2 kg/m'; mean±SD) participated in this euglycaemic glucose clamp
study (blood glucose 5.0 mmol/l; basal t.v. insulin infusion 0.3 mU/kg/min). On
four different study days Si (Actrapid HM, NOVO NORDISK) and LI (Insulin
Lispro, ELI LILLY) were injected either s.c. or i.rn. (0.2 U/kg; U100; 14.6±2.4U)
into the thigh. Glucose infusion rates (GIR) and serum insulin concentrations
(iN) were determined for 420 min after injection. Parameters calculated are
shown in the table. In conclusion, the clinically known, more rapid effect of i.rn,
applied SI in comparison to s.c. injected SI was quantified in this study for the
first time. The time action profile of i.rn, administered SI was between s.c.
injected SI and s.c. and l.m. applied L1. The later exhibited a similar metabolic
profile irrespective whether injected into subcutis or muscle.

The comparison ofboth groups (A vs, B) showed a major weight reduction in group
A (-2.91 vs. +0.79 kg, p=0.004) but a greater diminution of HbAI , in group B
(-0.51 vs. -1.87%, p=0.05). Reduction of insulin doses had a positive correlation
with the magnitude of weight decrease (r=0.43, p=0.02) and a negative correlation
with the reduction of HbAI , (r= -0.44, p=O.OI). We conclude that the addition of
metformin to previous insulin treatment improves glycaemic control and lowers
insulin dose. Combined treatment with metformin and insulin prevents weight gain
and may induce significant weight loss when previous insulin doses are reduced.

COMBINED TREATMENT WITII METFORMIN AFTER UN
SUCCESSFUL INSULIN TIIERAPY IN OBESE TYPE 2 DIABETIC
PATIENTS
S. Tenes, F.l Ampudia-Blasco, J.T. Real, M. Civera, R Carmena, Diabetes
Reference Unit, Endocrinology Dep., Clinic University Hospital Valencia, Spain.
Some obese type 2 diabetic patients had difficulties to reach treatment objectives
althongh elevated insulin doses are employed. The purpose of this study was to
evaluate the effects of metformin addition (1700 mg/day) to a previous
unsatisfactory insulin treatment. Twenty-eight obese type 2 diabetic patients
selected from the outpatient clinic (21 women (75%), age 58.1±8.8 y (mean±SD),
BMI 33.8±4.7 kg/nr', diabetes duration 15.2±8.5 y, insulin treatment since 6.4±6.2
y, with 0.8ItO.34 U/kg/day) were allocated to two treatment modalities: (A, n= 17)
insulin bedtime+metformin, with reduction of insulin doses and (B, n= II) insulin
b.i.d+metformin, without reduction of insulin doses. Fasting blood glucose (FBG),
HbAI " insulin dose and weight were collected from the initial and the most recent
visit. Results from the whole cohort of patients after 4.6±1.8 months (2-9) were:

FBG HbA,. insulin dose weight BMI
(mg/dI) (%) (U/kg/d) (kg) (kg/m')

pre-metformin 228±69 9.1±1.9 0.8ItO.34 84.5±11.2 33.8±4.7
post-metformin I88±8I 8.1±1.4 0.62tO.36 83.1±1l.l 33.3±4.7
p value 0.009 0.0009 0.003 0.31 0.34



Glucagonstimulated
C-peptid, nmolJl
0,77 ± 0,19
1,28 ± 0,19"
1,20 ± 0,26"
1,17 ± 0,18"
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IMPROVEMENT OF B-CELL FUNCTION BY INTENSIVE INSULIN
TREATMENT IS RAPIDLY INDUCED AND RAPIDLY LOST
L Karvestedt, G Andersson, S Efendic, P Clauson and V Grill, Clinic of
Geriatrics Sabbatsbergs Hospital and Dept. of Endocrinology Karolinska
Hospital, Stockholm

Intensive insulin treatment (11) may improve insulin secretion in NIDDM.
Whether duration of IT is important for induction and persistence of improvement
is unclear. Therefore we measured parameters of B-cell function in NIDDM
patients (HbAIC >7% and previously on SU tablets) at different time points
before, during and after a 9 weeks of IT, consisting of 4 daily insulin injections. IT
was followed by combination therapy (C1) consisting of SU + bedtime insulin. A
decrease in proinsulinfmsulin ratio (PII) and an increase in glucagon-stimulated C
peptide was noted 3 days after initiating IT. These effects rentained stable (P1l)or
slightly improved (C-peptide) during 9 weeks of IT but were lost (P1l)or
attenuated (C-peptide) 3 days after IT cessation (Table). Attenuated C-peptide did
not differ from a control group, n=IO, which, in parallel to the IT group, started
and then continuously upheld CT.

Fasting blood Proinsulinflnsulin
glueos mM ratio

Before IT 12,4 ± 0,9 0,43 ± 0,09
3 days after initiation II,S ± 0,6 0,29 ± 0,05 "
9 weeks after initiation 10,5 ± 0,5 0,27 ± 0,05
3 days post IT 9,5 ± 0,6 " 0,40 ± 0,09
Values are Mean± SEM, n=IO," p<O,050rless

Nine weeks of IT reduced HbAIC more than CT (-2,0 % ±O,5vs -1,4% ± 0,2).
This effect was completely lost 8 weeks after SWItching IT to CT. Contrariwise, an
extra gain in BMI (0,9 kglm' ±O,2vs 0,5 kglm' ± 0,1 in the continously CT group)
persisted 8 weeks after switching IT to CT. In conclusion: I)IT for 9 weeks
reduces HbAlc more effectively than CT, 2) extra weight gain during IT persists
after cessation of IT, 3) improvement ofB-eell function by IT is mostly gained
initially, 4) a lasting effect is not produced.
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INTENSIVE OR CONVENTIONAL INSULIN THERAPY IN TYPE 2 DIABETES
A Kademann, R. Schiel, U.A. MOiler, University of Jena Medical School,
Department of Internal Medicine II, Jena, Germany
Up to the present there is controvery about intensive or conventional insulin
therapy in type 2 diabetic patients. In a cross-sectional sfudy 90% (n=117) of
all insulin treated type 2 diabetic patients aged 16 to 60 years and living in a
large city (100,247 inhabitants) were examined. Of the total of 117 patients, 40
(34%) had an intensive (ICT, ;,2 injections of normal and ;,1 injection of NPH
Imixed-insulin/d, ;,1 Iinsulin-dose adjustment/week, ;,2 blood-glucose self
tests/d) and 77 patients (66%) a conventional insulin therapy (CIT). Patients
with ICT had a higher insulin dosage/d (O.71±0.32 vs 0.47±0.2 IU.lkg body
wtld, p<0.001), were younger (50.5±6.7 vs 54.0±5.9 years, p=0.004) and had a
tendency to a better HbA1c (8.7±2.2 vs 9.2±20%, p=0.23, HPLC, Diamat®,
normal range 4.4-5.9%). There was a negative correlation between HbA1c and
the frequency of blood-glucose self-tests/week (r=-0.23, p=0.019) and the
number of insulin-dose adjustments/week (r=-0.33, p<0.001). There were no
differences between the groups of patients with ICT and CIT as regards body
mass index (29.7±4.9 vs 28.0±4.5kg/m', p=0.06), diabetes duration since
diagnosis (12.3±6.9 vs 12.2±7.5 years, p=0.96), duration of insulin therapy
(4.2±3.5 vs 4.5±4.8 years, p=0.67), incidence of acute complications
(hypoglycaemia, comata), prevalence of diabetes long-term complications and
educational level Quality of life was assessed using a standardized
questionnaire according to Bradley et al. There were also no differences
between the groups: ICT 48.5±8.9 vs CIT 51.1±11.4, p=0.25). 2.7±19 years
prior the cross-sectional study in 20 of the 40 patients with ICT, successive
attending our clinic, an intervention was started: As lack of good quality of
diabetes control and/or need for more fleXibility these patients changed from
CIT to ICT: The change lead to an improvement of HbA1c from 9.7±1.9'10 to
8.8±2.5% (p=0.21). Up to date, in elderly patients with type 2 diabetes an ICT is
indicated in "problem"-patients with lack of good quality of diabetes control
under CIT and/or need for more flexibility. In other patients, there is no
evidence for benefit of ICT over CIT.

963
HIGHER INSULIN REQUIREMENT IN GIRLS COMPARED TO BOYS:
REMISSION PHASE IN 878 PEDIATRIC PATIENTS WITH 100M
R,W, Holl, W, Hecker, M, Grabert, B, Bartus, E. Heinze, A. Thon and M.
Holder. Department of Pediatrics, University of Ulm and Children's
Hospital, Stuttgart, Germany
The remission phase following diagnosis and initial treatment of diabetes is
characterized by good metabolic control despite low insulin requirement.
Partial remission is defined by an insulin requirement of less than 0.5 U per
kg of body weight. Using a computer documentation system specifically
designed for diabetes mellitus, patients from 2 adjacent diabetes centers were
evaluated. Mean daily dose of insulin was related to duration of diabetes, age
at diagnosis and gender. A total of 878 pediatric patients with type-I diahetes
were evaluated (439 boys, 439 girls, mean age at diagnosis 8.1 ± 0.1 years).
During the first 3 months after diagnosis, the average insulin dose was 0.49 ±
0.01 U/kg, 54 % of patients fulfilled the criterion of partial remission. After I
year of diabetes, the insulin dose increased to 0.65 ± 0.01 U/kg (27 % in
remission), and after 2 years the respective numbers were 0.78 ± 0.01 U/kg
(10.4 % of patients in remission). After 3 years, only 5 % of patients still
fulfilled the criterion of partial remission. Insulin requirement during the
first years of diabetes was not different between children with a prepubertal
« II years, n ~ 633) or pubertal (n = 245) onset of diabetes. However, 36
patients with a diabetes onset beyond 15 years of age tended to require less
insulin compared to children with a younger age at onset. When boys and
girls were compared, a striking difference was present: The insulin
requirement was significantly higher in girls compared to boys during the
first 4 years of diabetes: After I year, 32 % of boys, but only 23 % of girls
were in partial remission (p < 0.0005). After 2 years, the respective numbers
were 12.2 % for boys and 8.3 % for girls (p<O.OOI). This gender difference
was present both in children with a prepubertal and in children with a
pubertal onset of diabetes. In conclusion, partial remission as defined by an
insulin requirement of less than 0.5 U/kg can be present for up to 3 years.
Remission is significantly more pronounced and lasts longer in boys
compared to girls. As this effect is present in both prepubertal and pubertal
children, sex steroids cannot be the major cause of this phenomenon.

965
CORRECTION OF INCIDENTAL HYPERGLYCEMIA IN HOSPITALIZED
DIABETIC PATIENTS

J.B.L. Hoekstra, F. Holleman, E.M. Kuck, I. van der Tweel and DW.
Erkelens. Diakonessenhuis, Utrecht, The Netherlands.

An insulin dosing nomogram for rapid and safe correction of incidental
hyperglycemia in hospitalized patients was studied. Participants were
screened for glucose levels > 14 mmol/l at 9 p.m. on five consecutive days.
Aiming for a glucose of 6 mmoVI, the insulin dose necessary to correct
hyperglycemia was calculated as follows: (rounded glucose value - 6) •
8MI '0.04 IU. Patients were randomized to double-blind correction with
regular insulin (R) or insulin lispro (L), Up to three corrections per patient
were allowed. Glucose samples were taken at t = 0, 120, 180 and 240
minutes, Adequate glycemia was defined as glucose between 3 and 10
mmoVI. Several co-variables known to influence glucose concentrations
were registered.
Sixty-four corrections were performed in 37 NIDDM patients (9 men) with
median age of 74 years (range, 40-91), duration of diabetes of 9 years (0
40) and BMI of 25.9 ± 3.7 kg/m'. For L, 16 of 29 corrections resulted in
adequate glycemia after 120 min and 19 of 29 after 240 minutes; 3
corrections resulted in hypoglycemia. For R, these figures were 7 of 35, 23
of 35 and 2. Thus, only 42 of 64 corrections resulted in adequate glycemia,
The difference between Land R at 120 min, was significant (Pearson x', p
=0.008). Average glucose fell from 15,8 ± 2,9 to 7,6 ± 3.8 mmoi/i.
Unfortunately, no correlation existed between the administered dose and the
fall in glucose, A multiple regression analysis (which used only the first
complete data set of each patient) revealed that the presence of fever was
associated with a decreased fall, and physical activity was associated with
an increased fall in glucose concentration. The use of L was associated with
an increased fall in glucose concentration at t=120 minutes.
Insulin Iispro resulted in a more rapid correction that makes ear1y re
intervention possible. However, due to the heterogeneity of the population, it
is not possible to use this nomogram to correct incidental hyperglycemia.
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966
Glimepiride and Insulin Multicenter Study in NIDDM (GIM Study):

hypoglycaemic events and perceived barriers to good glycaemic control.
M.HA Stehouwer', JAE. Lumeij', H.J. Ader', F.J. Snoek" and RJ. Heine'.
'Research Institute for Endocrinology, Reproduction and Metabolism,
'Department of Medical Psychology and 'Department of Biostatistics and
Epidemiology. Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
In this multicenter study we compared the efficacy and incidence rate of hypogly
caemic episodes between 3 treatment regimens in 243 obese type 2 diabetic patients,
aged 39-75 year, with secondary failure to sulfonylurea and metformin. During the
run-in phase patients were treated with glimepiride and metformin. After 3 months
patients with HbAlc > 7.0% were randomized to: A) glimepiride-NPH insulin at
bedtime, B) NPH insulin twice daily and C) 30170 mixture of shortacting and NPH
insulin twice daily. Therapeutic aim was HbAlc levelss 6.5%. During 9 months of
treatment number and severity of hypoglycaemic episodes, HbA Ic and weight
change were assessed. Mean HbAlc achieved at 9 months was significantly higher
in group A: 8.9 % versus 8.3% and 8.4 % in groups Band C (P<0.05). No serious
hypoglycaemic events (coma,seizure) were observed. The number of mild hypo
glycaemic events in group A was significantly lower than in group Band C: 54
versus 107 and 102 (odds-ratio 2.12; 95% CI 1.49-3.02). Mean weight gain was
comparable in all 3 groups: 3.9, 5.1 and 4.7 kg, respectively (NS). As the target
HbAlc of6.5% was achieved in only a minority of patients a questionnaire was
developed with 17 statements concerning possible causes, of which the perceived
importance was indicated by the 24 diabetologists on a scale from I to 10. Of the
insulin therapy-related statements severe co-morbidity and the patients fear of
hypoglycaemia were ranked the highest: 108.4 and 106.6 on a scale of 0 to 240.
Significant correlations at P=0.01 level were found between statements with presu
med adverse effects of a high insulin dose ('Insulin is atherogenic') and patient
related statements as for example 'Lack of motivation' and 'Patient refuses insulin
therapy'. In conclusion, in the glimepiride+NPH insulin treated group the incidence
rate of hypoglycaemic episodes was significantly lower but at a higher HbAlc level.
Goodglycaemic control was achieved only in the minority of patients. The main
barriers to achieve target glycaemia as perceived by the treating physicians were
risks associated with insuJin therapy and tight glycaemic control.

PS46
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968
SUCCESSFUL INTRODUCTION OF AN ANNUAL HEALTH CHECK FOR
PEOPLEWITH DIABETESTO DETECTDIABETICCOMPLICATIONS
M. GruBer', P. Hartmann', K. Hoftstadt', M. Spraul" and V. Jljrgens"
'Central Research Institute for Ambulatory Health Care in Germany, Cologne,
'Volkswagen Health Insurance, Woffsburg, Germany, "Heinrich-Heine
University of Dusseldorf, Department for Metabolic Diseases
There should be an annual health check for all people with diabetes to ensure
early detection of diabetic complications in primary health care. The quality of
documentation of these examinations in primary care is known to be very
poor. Therefore in a model project an annual check for diabetic complications
was introduced into ambulatory care in a city of 128.000 inhabitants where 50
% of the population were insured by one compulsary health insurance. The
project began in November 1997 and will continue for 3 years. Primary care
physicians are remunerated for the documentation of screening for diabetic
complications, focusing on a detailed examination of patients' feet.
Ophthalmologists are remunerated for the documentation of screening for
diabetic eye disease. One copy of the results is handed out to the patients.
Compiete documentation is the prerequisite for remuneration of the
physicians (£ 24 for general practitioners, £ 7 for ophthalmologists).
Within the first 6 weeks of the project 65 % of the primary care physicians and
100 % of the ophthalmologists had participated in the project. 666 patients
were examined by primary care physicians and 503 by ophthalmologists. First
results: age 64 ! 12 years, 54 % female, diabetes diagnosed since 9 + 8
years, insulin treated 33 % of patients since 7 ! 8 years. Plantar ulcera were
diagnosed in 3 %: the number of amputations was 14 (2 due to accidents). In
17 % the examination with a Semmes-Weinstein-Monofilament (10 g) was
pathologic. 38 % of the patients had plantar hyperkeratosis. In patients having
started insulin therapy below the age of 40 years (n= 49) mean HbA1c was
81 ! 2.3 %, in these probably type 1 diabetic patients the Monofilament test
was pathoiogic in 10 %. The results will permit the provision of shared care
programmes based upon the actual requirements of the patients (e. g. referal
for specialised foot care for high risk patients).

967
TREATMENT OF THE DAWN PHENOMENON IN IDDM ADOLESCENTS
WITH AMORPHOUS ZINC INSULIN (SEMILENTE") AT BEDTIME.
L. Barkai', A. S06s' and L. Madacsy', II. Dept. of Paediatrics, Imre Haynal
Univ, of Health Sciences, Miskolc' and I. Dept. of Paediatrics, Semmelweis
Univ., Budapest', Hungary.
Early morning hyperglycaemia without nocturnal hypoglycaemia (dawn
phenomenon) is a common finding in adolescents with insulin-dependent
diabetes mellitus (IDDM) and contributes to the deterioration of metabolic
control during puberty. The aim of this study was to examine whether
Semilente, an amorphons zinc insulin with kinetics different from NPH insulin,
is better suited to alleviate the dawn phenomenon in adolescent patients. This
prospective study included 26 IDDM adolescents (age: 14.9±2.0 yrs; diabetes
duration: 7.8±3.6 yrs) treated with multiple insnlin therapy. All patients
suffered from profound dawn phenomenon which could not be satisfactorily
suppressed by a bedtime injection of NPH insulin. Bedtime insulin was
switched to Semilente insulin and patients were followed up for 15.9±1O.1
months. Change in metabolic control (fasting and mean daily blood glucose of 1
month and 3-monthly measured HbA., of 1 year before and after switch,
respectively), insulin requirement, BMI and rate of hypoglycaemia was
assessed to estimate the effect of therapentic modification. As a result of change
in therapy, fasting [median (95% Cl): 13.05 (12.35-14.50) vs 9.20 (8.07-9.92)
mmolll; p<o.OOOI) and mean daily blood glucose [10.70.(10.23-11.45) vs 9.20
(8.50-9.56) mmol/l; p<O.OOOI) values and HbA" levels [10.30 (9.06-10.79) vs
8.80 (8.11-9.20) %: p~1.00241 decreased significantly, meanwhiie a diminution
in bedtime [0.32 (0.28-0.41) vs 0.25 (0.20-0.34) Ulkg/day: p=O.0078) and total
daily insulin requirement [1.14 (1.00-1.32) vs 1.02 (0.98-1.11) Vikg/day;
p=O.0117] was observed. Neither the rate of hypoglycaemia nor the BMI
changed significantly in response to change in therapy. It is concluded that
Semilente insulin given at bedtime is effective to suppress dawn phenomenon
and to improve long term metabolic control in adolescents with IDDM.

969
DIABETES NIGHT CLINIC (DNe) MEDICAL QUALITY APPROVAL
PROCEDURE ACCORDING TO ASD CRITERIA.
B. Lacner', K. Bergmann', H. Forster', H.P. FiIz', H. Burkhard' and G. Giani'
I Bethesda Hospital Essen, , Luisen Hospital Lindenfels, 'Diabetes Research Institute,
Dep. Biometrie and Epidemiology, University Dilsseldorf - Germany
Problem: Equal opportunity and the improvement of quality of live (aims of the St.
Vincent Declaration), will be made possible below DNC conditions through retention
of the social and professional integrity during a structured trainingafter the guidelines
of the German Diabetes Society (Doo). Method: Examined were the data of those
type I diabetics which were structural trained 1194-12196in the DNC. 96% of the
patients were capable of performing work. The ASD criteria were determined at the
trainingelate as well as 12-15 months later: HbA,,, number ofhypoglycemias (with
externalaid), frequency ofthe ketoacidoses (with hospital reception), number of days
in hospital - referring to the last 12 months each. The 2-times Wilcoxon-sign-rank
test for the patient individual differences between the event frequencies was carried
out. Stay in hospital was subjected besides to the McNemar symmetry test. ResuJts:
Follow-up examination: 64 of75 type I diabetics could be examined (85%). Average
age 38,7f12,O years (range 17-73 years). Diabetes duration 11,1±l0,6 years (range
0.5-45 years). The patients registered in the drop-out-analysis were significantly
younger. Age: 28,1±7,6 years (range 16-38 years), p<O,05; Diabetes duration
7,0±5,8 years (range 0,5-18 years). One year after the training the HbA I, (normal:
4,4-6,4%) dropped of 8,2fl,8% (range 5,5-13,6%) to 6,9±I,I% (range 5,0-10,0%)
~average reduction of 1.3fl.8% (t-test P<O,05%). The number of the hypoglycemias
dropped to 0,30 from 1,03 per patient year and appeared significantly itself in a
reduced manner (p=O,02). The incidence of the ketoacidoses found itself in a not
significant decreased manner (p=O,l3) with reduction from 0,06 to 0,00 per patient
year. The number of the hospital days per patient year did not sink significantly to
3,83 (p=O,50) from 4,95. The McNemar symmetry test did not show significantly
(p=O,44) to itself: 16 patients hadbeen treated in-patient before the DNC, II patients
had been treated in-patient after the DNC training. Conclusion: The quality of the
metabolism adjustment according to ASD criteria in the DNC is identically with
results achieved by a hospital stay. The model is farther of an important economical
importance by lowering the primary and secondary costs.



970
ATTENTION TO INJECTION TECHNIQUE IS ASSOCIATED WITH A
LOWER FREQUENCY OF L1POHYPERTROPHY IN INSULIN TREATED
TYPE 2 DIABETIC PATIENTS
B. B. Nielsen, L. Museaus and P. Gaade, Steno Diabetes Center, Gentofte,
Copenhagen, Denmark.
Aim: To evaluate the effect of intensified patient education and care on the
frequency of Iipohypertrophy in insulin treated type 2 diabetic patients. Meth
ods: 160 type 2 diabetic patients with microalbuminuria were randomized to a
group receiving stepwise intensified, multifactorial treatment of several risk
factors for the outcome of type 2 diabetes over a 4 yr period (n=80) and a
group receiving standard treatment. The insulin treated patients in the inten
sive group received intensified education and care with frequent training of
injection technique and palpation of injection sites with visits every 8 week
while the control group received standard education and care in a routine
outpatient clinic. Lipohypertrophy was defined as a palpable subcutanous
swelling larger than 0,5 x 0,5 cm in one or more injection sites not used for
24h. Results: 40 patients (29 6) in the intensive group and 31 patients (15 6)
in the control group were treated with insulin. HbAj o at the start of insulin tre
atment was the same in both groups (mean (SO) (9,6 (1,1) in the intensive
group vs 10,5 (1,1)%), while the known duration of diabetes was longer in the
control group (11,8 (5,9) vs. 14,7 (6,6) yr, p=0,05 (Mann-Whitney)). 8 (20%)
patients In the intensive group and 17 (55%) patients in the control group
developed Iipohypertrophy, p=0,01 (logistic regression)). In multiple logistic
regression with group allocation, sex, age, known duration of diabetes, HbAj o

at start of insulin treatment, duration of insulin treatment, present insuiin do
se, number of daily injections, needle length and circulating levels of insulin
antibodies as covariates the only significant variable was group allocation.
Conclusion: Intensified education and care are associated with a smaller
proportion of patients with lipohypertrophy in insulin treated type 2 diabetic
patients with microalbuminuria as compared to standard education and care.

972
THERAPEUTIC GROUP EDUCATION FOR THE FOLLOW-UP OF
PATIENTS WITH NON INSULIN·DEPENDENT DIABETES.
M Trento, P Passera, M Tomalino, F Pagnozzi, P Vaccari, M Bajardi, OM
Molinatti and M Porta. Department of Internal Medicine, University of Turin,
Torino, Italy.
Aims: The clinical effectiveness of therapeutic group education, compared to
individual consultations with a specialist, as the main form of follow-up for
patients with non insulin treated non insulin-dependent diabetes was tested in
the course of a randomized controlled clinical trial. Design: Fifty-five patients
were enrolled in a structured course of group education sessions held every 3
months, whereas 57 controls continued to be seen by a doctor in the clinic
with the same time intervals. Results: After I year the patients receiving
group education had improved their general knowledge of diabetes, assessed
by a validated questionnaire (mean scores, 19.4 vs 15.3, p<O.OOI) and their
score answering a questionnaire designed to explore their choice of conduct in
situations of potential risk for people with diabetes (14.7 ± 2.7 SO vs. 11.2 ±
3.0, p<O.OOI).They had also reduced their body weight (77.5, range 57-117,
vs 76.0, range 53-109, p<0.005) and body mass index (29.7 ± 4.4 vs 29.0 ±
4.3, p<0.005), whereas no significant changes had occurred in the control
group. In the test patients, the difference between levels of glycated
haemogobin (HbAk ) before (7.21 ± 1.34) and at the end (7.12 ± 1.29) of the
trial year showed a trend to improved metabolic control in the patients who
had received group education compared to the controls (p<0.05) and
correlated negatively with the final score of the conducts questionnaire (r=-31,
p<O.005). Among these patients, the decrease in HbA tc correlated with its
levels at the beginning of the study (r=-0.44, p<0.005). No changes in quality
of life were observed using a validated modification of the DQOL
questionnaire. Conclusions: Although the long-term outcome needs further
evaluation, these results suggest that, in busy clinics, structured group
education may be a valid alternative to formal consultations for the follow-up
of patients with non insulin treated, non insulin-dependent diabetes.
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971
LEARNING GOOD EATlNG HABITS PLAYING COMPUTER GAMES AT
SCHOOL: A 2000 CHILDREN EXPERIMENTA TlON
M.C. Tuminl , O. Couvaras-, B. Jouret-', M.T. Tauber-, C. Bolzonella-Penel,
O. Bourgeois l , D. Fabrel , A. Rouzaud3 and J.P. Tauberl l. Service de
Diabetologie-Nutrition, 2. Service d'Endocrinologie Pediatrique, 3. Service de
Gastro-Enterologie-Nutrition Pedlatrique, CHU-Toulouse,France.
Computer games for nutritional education, developed by nutritionists and
pediatricians, were evaluatedin 1997with 2000 primary school children with the
support of the Ministry of Education.Two groupsof children were constitutedby
randomization of 16 schools located in a french South-Westtown. Both groups
(games group and control group) were given nutritional teaching by their
teachers. In addition, the children in the "games"group played computergames in
pairs, two hours a week for five weeks.This was a case-control study comparing
the results of the two groupsby dietetic knowledgetestsand dietary recordsafter
the completion of nutritional education. The meanageof the children was 9 years
(7-12 years). BMI valueswere> 90th percentile for 23.7% of children and> 97th
percentile for 11.1%.Dietary knowledgetestsresultsarebetter in the games group
(p < 0.000I). The children in the games group had a significantly better balanced
diet for a caloric intake of about 1900 kilocalories: more carbohydrate (46.4 ±
0.2% vs 45.7 ± 0.2%, P < 0.05), less fat (37.1 ± 0.1% vs 37.6 ± 0.2%, p <
0.05), less protein (16.5 ± 0.1% vs 16.7 ± 0.1%, P < 0.05), less saccharose
(11.5± 0.1% vs 12.2 ± 0.2%, P < 0.001), more calcium (p < 0.001) and more
fiber (p < 0.01). The gamesgroup had a better snackat 10a.m., a less copious
lunch and a less important picking (p < 0.0001). The "games" group children
developed a greater interest concerning diet. They discussed more about diet at
home. In conclusion, it is possible for children to learn good eating habits by
playing computergames!
Study supported by a Clinical Research Hospital Program from the French
Ministry of Health.

973
THE IMPACT OF CONTINUOUS EDUCATION ON LIFE STYLE IN TYPE
2 DIABETIC PATIENTS WITH MICROALBUMINURIA
Results from a 4 year intervention study
M. Beck, P. Gaade, J. Obel, S. Kohlwes, B. Nielsen, P. Vedel and O. Peder
sen, Steno Diabetes Center, Copenhagen, Denmark.
Aim: To assess the effect of continuous education in life style (diet, exercise
and smoking) as part of an intensified multifactorial intervention over a 4
year period in type 2 diabetic patients with microalbuminuria. Protocol: 160
patients, age 45-65 yrs were randomly assigned either to an intensive group
focusing on change of habits as well as polypharmacological treatment or to
a control group receiving conventional treatment. The overall educational
approach in the intensive group was the empowerment model using the pa
tients psychosocial skills to bring changes in their personal behaviour and
the transtheoretical stages of a change model based on integrating the sta
ges and processes of behaviour alterations. Diet intervention focused on di
etary fat and carbohydrate. Total diet intake was estimated by dietary histo
ry interviews and calculation from food tables. Exercise and smoking habits
were evaluated by interviews. Patients in the intensive group were offered
smoking cessation courses and received nicotine substitution for free. Re
sults after 4 yrs: Diet (energy composition): 34% vs. 38% fat (intensive vs.
control) (p=0.001) and 42% vs. 39% carbohydrate (p=0.003). Smoking ha
bits: 6 patients in the intensive group (p=O.01) and 5 patients in the control
group (p=0.02) maintained smoking cessation after 4 years (p=ns between
groups). The exercise time pr week increased within the intensive group
(mean (SO)) (163 (23) to 215 (23) minutes, p=0.04), however compared to
the change in the control group (174 (24) to 202 (24)) minutes, p=0.3) this
change was not statistically significant. Conclusion: Continuous education of
type 2 diabetic patients over a 4 yr period was associated with life style
changes considered to reduce the risk of macrovascular complications.
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974
PROGNOSTIC FACTORS OF OUTCOME IN HYPEROSMOLAR
NONKETOTIC DIABETIC COMA
S.Balic, N.Vucic, V.Pilas and A.Bilic
Division of Endocrinology and Intensive Care Unit,Dept.
of Internal medicine. GH Sveti Duh, Zagreb, Croatia
Hyperosmolar nonketotic diabetic coma (HNDC) is an acute
complication of predominantly NIDDM. It is associated
with high mortality rate ranging from 30-50%. The aim of
this study was to assess the prognostic value of invasive
hemodynamic variables on the outcome. Thirty one patient
with HNDC underwent right heart catheterization with the
purpose of pressure-guided fluid replacement. The cathe
terization was performed to avoid frequent complications
of fluid overload or insufficient fluid repletion, both
of which occur if this condition is managed empirically
or by central venous pressure. The decision to insert
catheter was made if patient was hemodynamically unsta
ble. The hemodynamic data were collected upon catheteri
zation and 24 hours later. The overall mortality rate at
the seventh day upon admission was 35%. The receiver-ope
rating characteristic curve was constructed for each
hemodynamic finding regarding outcome of disease. Log
rank analysis was performed for each cut-off point to
see whether it may separate significantly survivors from
fatalities. The best prognostic indicator was the ratio
of left ventricular stroke work index and pulmonary
capillary wedge pressure after 24 hours of catheter inse
rtion. Its value;;.4 was associated with the survival rate
of 84%, while only 2~~ patients with this index<:4 survi
ved (p<:O.0001). This index is considered as one of the
best parameters of myocardial function in the critically
ill patients. Our data allow conclusion that myocardial
dysfunction has a significant role in determining the
outcome of disease.

976
DUTCH DIABETES CARE: LESSONS FORTHE 21THCENTURY
Prof.Dr G.E.H.M.Rutten, General Practitioner, Professor of Diabetology in
General Practice. Department of Family Medicine, University of Utrecht, Nether
lands.

National guidelines on Type2 Diabetes care werepublished by the DutchCollege
of General Practitioners in 1989. In the autumn of 1998the updated guidelines
will be published. These incorpurate both the experiences with the implementation
of the former guidelines and the newest insightson -evidence based' diabetes
management. This studyaims at fonnulating an implementation-strategy of the
updated guidelines. For this purpuse, the resultsof an implementation study
among 73 GP's and 998 patientsin three regions in the Netherlands will be discus
sed. The levelof implementation was assessed by scrutinizing all patients' files
withregardto sevenguide1ines. An "implementation-score' 0-7 was assessed per
GP. Factorsthat explainthe implementation weregathered during a senti-structu
red interview witheachGP. A postalquestionnaire (to 599 patients, response rate
84%)wasused to measure patient's reasons for non-compliance. The recorded
performance during at leastone of two yearswas 58% for three monthly blood
glucose measurement, 84% for annually bloodpressure measurement, 49% for
annually creatinin measurement, 13% for footexamiDation and 37% for fundusco
py. The meanimplementation scorewas 1.9 A multiple regression analysis revea
led that takingpart in a diabetes servicesystem, recentpostgraduate diabetes
education, a broadconception of the GP's task and a busy surgery were the most
important factors explaining the ·implementation-score'. If the GPs' wereasked
aboutthe reasons for non-adherence to the guidelines, it becameclear that medical
arguments and the compliance of patients were mostoftenmentioned. About70%
of the patients reported problems in keeping their diet. Otherdiabetes related
activities weretroublesome for 10-20% of the patients. From the patient'sperspec
tive, lackof feedback and socialsupport were most frequently mentioned as an
explanation for non-compliance. The implementation of the new set of guidelines
on diabetes type 2 should110t only focus on knowledge-improvement of the general
practitioners, but alsoon their attitudes towards practice-organisation and patient
education.

975
BASIC CARE OF DIABETIC PATIENTS THROUGH SELF·SUSTAINING APPROACH:
ABANGLADESH EXPERIENCE

l.Jshrat', F.Mahtab1, B.Majumder' and L. Ali'. 'Diabetic Association ofBangladesh,
'BIRDEM, Dhaka, Bangladesh

Care of diabetic patients requires substantial and continuous flow of resources posing great
challenge tohealth careservices all over theworld. This is a special problem for a developing
country like Bangladesh duetodetection ofmore and more oftheexisting patients andalso due
to a rapid increase. inthe number ofpatients resulting from industrialization and urbanization.
Diabetic Association of Bangladesh has created a unique example byproViding basic health
care to a large number of diabetic patients (around 250000 registered patients in all of its
projects) free ofcost. However, thecapital costandabout 30% oftherecurrent costofsuch care
have, so far, been supported bythe public fund (government, charity, community participation
etc). This dependence onextra-organizationalfund may create some uncertainty regarding the
sustainability andfinancial viability ofitsprojects especially inthecontext oftherapid increase in
the number of patients. From mid-1996 DAB initiated a special project - National Diagnostic
Network (NDN) which aims to provide basic health care to diabetic patients with totally self
generated resources. With 7 Out-patient Centers in various areas of Dhaka and a Central
Laboratory the Network provides basic health careand advanced diagnostic facilities to both
diabetic and non-diabetic patients. The income generated byselling services tothenon-diabetic
patients and also tothediabetic patients for extra-diabetic problems isdiverted tothefree basic
health careofdiabetic patients. The present study has investigated thefinancial performance of
the project during the last 1.5 years in the context of Its major objectives. The financial
transactions ofall NDN components, from thevery beginning, were analyzed and themcome
expenditures were ciassified indifferent heads. The datashows that thetotal capital costfor
NDN, up to the present time, is 1.14 m US$ (Medical equipment 0.98, electrical & other
supporting equipment 0.08, furniture 0.06, initial running capital 0.02). The Network hasso far
registered 4261 patients andthey have been provided with basic health careservices including
health and nutrition education. The total number ofpatient visits is79195. For both non-diabetic
and diabetic patients theactual cash outflow is0.77 mUS$ incontrast tothetotal inflow of0.40
mUS$ which shows a recovery rate of52%. The costofthefree care(60% oftheusual setting
rate) hasfound tobe0.289 mUS$ andifitisadded, therecovery rate becomes about 91 %. The
information shows that with a modest investment itispossibie tocreate and organization even in
a developing country for providing quality health care to diabetic patients through a selt
sustained approach.

977
Current Managementof Diabetes in Asia
TheOCDCP (Diancare- Asia)StudyGroup

TheDiabetes CareDataCollection Project(DCDCP, 1997), a collaboration between
NovoNordisk andnational diabetes associations of6 participating countries (China,
Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Thailand andViemam), wasoneof the largest
studies conducted in Asia.It wastargeted to provide anoverview ofdiabetes
management andlatecomplication statusin Asiaanda assessment toolfor local
interventions so as to improve diabetes carestandards in eachof theparticipating
country. In thisstudy, 154participating diabetes centres, selected bythe DCDCP
localcommittee in eachparticipating country torepresent thevarious regions within
thecountryandthecountry itself,wereinvolved. Datafroma cohortofabout26,500
patients withmorethan 12months of diabetes management werecollected. Of all the
patients recruited, 95%werediagnosed as type2 diabetes witha meanage (± SO)of
58.3± 12.0yearsandmeanduration of diabetes of 8.2± 6.7 years. ThemeanBMI
was24.4± 5.5 kglm' and64%of the patients had BMI<25kglm'. Theuseof
glycated haemoglobin (HbA1,)asassessment of metabolic control was underutilised
(19%of all patients) compared to fasting plasmaglucose (FPG) assessment (91%).
Although theaccessibility to HbAI, measurement variedconsiderably amongthe6
countries, it waslacking in 80%ofall patients. Of all therespondents, only18%had
HbAlc withinthenormal range(HbAlc< 6.5%)while 61%showed poorglycemic
control (HbAIc> 7.5%). ThemeanHbAlc levelfor type 1diabetes (9.2± 2.7%)
washigherthan thetype2 diabetes (8.5± 2.4%). In addition, FPGmeasurements
alsocorroborates thatmajority (60%) of thepatients hadpoorglycemic control (FPG
> 7.8mmol/l). MeanFPGlevelfortypeI diabetes (10.3± 5.1 mmol/l) wasalso
higherthanthe type2 diabetes (9.4± 3.8mmol/l). Self-monitoring data indicates
thattheproportion of patients practising bloodor urineglucose monitoring wasvery
low,which coulddueto onlya smallproportion of patients beingeducated on self
monitoring intervention. Majority (82%)of thepatients weretreated withoral
hypoglycemic agents(OHAs), 17%withinsulinand 7%withinsulinandOHA
combination therapy. In conclusion, the resultpresented indicates thatthemajority
of thepatients involved in thisstudyhadpoorglycemic controlandcallsfora neec
in improving theglycemic statusof thepatients as safelyas possible.
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ASSESSMENT OF TREATMENT SATISFACTION AND UNDERSTANDING
OF DIABETES IN DIABETES CARE IN POLAND.
T. Fischer " J. Taton ", B. Lyholm "', F. Pletraszek"?" .• Quality of Life Co
ordinator, Novo Nordisk. "Medical Teams. Department of Internal Medicine
and Diabetology, Warsaw Medical School, Poland. "'Statistical Teams, Dis
ease Management Systems, Novo Nordisk .r": Katowice Medical University.
Diabetes care in Poland, was monitored using an adapted DiabCare BIS. 2
validated questions from the WHO DTSQ were used to assess treatment sat
isfaction and understanding of diabetes. 4077 diabetes patients were included
in the national population based study. 45% were type I while 55% were type
11.48% of the patients were recruited from tertiary care, 35% from secondary
care, and 17% from primary care. 55% of the patients were female while 45%
were male. The level of treatment satisfaction was analysed using a stepwise
linear regression model. HbA1c(p<0.0001), diabetestype(p<0.01), and age
(p<0.01) related negatively to satisfaction levels, while the use of pen
(p<0.0001), educationin selfmonitoring(p<0.0001), and durationof diabetes
(p<0.0001) seemedto affect treatment satisfaction positively. Levelof care,
gender, hypoglyceamic eventsand educationon healthyeatingdid not con
tribute significantly (p>0.05) to the regression model. It was further found that
higher levels of HbA1c related to lower understanding of diabetes(p<0.0001).
Understanding varied significantly between levelsof care: Patients in tertiary
care rated higher understanding (p<0.005) than patients in secondary care,
who again rated their understanding higher than patients in primary care. Use
of pen (p<0.0001), degree of selfmonitoring (p<0.0001), and frequency of hy
perg/ycaemic events(p<0.05) related positively. Diabetes type, hypoglycaemic
events, gender, duration, age and the provided education did not enter the
model. In conclusion, these results suggest that treatment satisfaction and un
derstanding of diabetes improve along improved metabolic control (lower
HbA1c). Moreover, understanding of diabetes is related to level of care, leav
ing room for improvement primarily in primary and secondary care.

DlABETES CARE IN GENERAL PRACTICE MAIN RESULTS FROM A
NATIONALINTERVENTIONSTUDY
N.de FineOlivarius' . A.H. Andreasen'? H. Beck-NIelsen'.M. Hordcr".and PA
PedersenI 'Central Research Unit of General Practice. 'Department of
Biostatistics. Copenhagen University. 'Medical Dpt. M andClinical Chemical
DpL Odense UniversityHospital, Denmark.
OUfaim has been to examine in a randomizedcontrolled trial whethera broadlv
defined patient-centred intervention in order to optimize quality of diabetes care
supplied to non-insulin-dependentdiabetic patients results in reduced morbidity
and mortality. The study is belsed mainly on optimized utilization of existing
resources with the general practitioner as co-ordinator of diabetes care for each
individual diabetic patient. In 1989-91 487 general practitioners included all
newly diagnosed diabetic patients aged 240 years on their practice list. 649/614
patients were included in the intervention/controlgroup. Interventions Regular
follow-up and screening for diabetic complications and proposing and pursuing
one of three categoriesof qualityof diabetescare with well-definedgoals for each
individual patient for bloodglucose.HhAlc, diastolicbloodpressure (DBP). total
cholestcrols (CHOL). fasting triglycerides (TRIG) and body weight (BW). Onlv
standard therapies arc employed. These efforts are supported by educational
initiatives as e.g. folders and annual seminars for the general practitioners and
reports 011 individualpatients at least once a year. A major follow-up examination
has been performed in both groups in 1995-97 Hb!'de~X.5/90o;;, (normal range:
54-74'1.,). p~O.OOO I (medians. irucrvcntion/control group. Wilcoxon test):
DBP~80/84 mmHg, p~0.17: TRIG~I77I1X9mllloIlL p~0.15: CHOL~6()j().1

mmol/l. p~0.15; BW~80.0/80.7 kgs. p~0.41 urinar, atbumin/creatinine
ratio~148/1.691l1g/mmoL p~06 L overallmortalitl'~22.5%/2:;9%. p~0.54, log
rank test. Data arc currently further scrutinized. We conclude that the
intervcntional modelseemsfit for implementing into the clinical setting in general
practice
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The incrementalcosts ofT2DM accounted for 52-63Yo of total per-person medical
costs, and average excess cost of$2448. Despite availabletherapy, or perhaps
because of it, annualexcess costs were substantialfrom the momentof diagnosis,
althoughthey dropped slightlyas a percent of total costs. After year five, incremental
costs began to accelerate.The accelerationof diabetes-relatedcosts coincidedin this
populationwith failureto maintaingood glycemiccontrol on sulphonylurea
treatment, initiationof insulin, and progressionof diabeticcomplications.

GROWTH IN MEDICAL CARE COSTS AFTER DIAGNOSIS OF TYPE 2
DIABETES
H.S. Glauber, lB. Brown, GA. Nichols,and A.W.Bakst; KaiserPermanente
Northwest, PortlandOR, SmiihKline BeechamPharmaceuticals, Collegeville PA
It is widelyassumedthat improveddiabetescare willdecrease future medicalcare
expenditures.However, cost growth in diabeteshas neverbeen described.We
identified-wand matched to non-DMs--aJl membersof KaiserPennanente Northwest
Region, a nonprofitHMO, who were diagnosedwith Type 2 diabetes (T2DM) in
1988 through 1995.We calculatedtotal (per person) medicalcare costs and the
excess costs caused by T2DM, in constant 1993dollarsfor 8 years following
diagnosis.
Per Person Medical Care Costs by Year Since Diagnosis ofT2DM

#of Post-DX Total T2DM- RatioofDM- % Change in
Cases Year Costs Caused Caused Costs T2DM-Caused

Costs to Total Costs Costs
8685 I $4007 $2504 0.6 -----
6743 2 3862 2292 0.59 -8.5%
5097 3 3911 2264 0.58 -1.2%
3738 4 4082 2319 0.57 +2.4%
2703 5 4329 2248 0.52 -3.1%
1833 6 4259 2319 0.55 +3.2%
1076 7 4364 2566 0.59 +10.7%
502 8 4984 3072 0.62 +19.7%

0

LATE COMPLICATIONS MEASURED IN THE NATIONAL DIABETES
QUALITY ASSESSMENT PROGRAMME IN POLAND.
B Lyholm " J. Taton ••.• Statistical teams. Disease Management Systems,
Novo Nordisk .•• Medical teams. Department of Internal Medicine and Diabe
tology, Warsaw Medical School, Poland.
As an integrate part of the national network for monitoring diabetes care in
Poland, we assessed the prevalence of late complications and risk factors us
ing an adapted version of the DiabCare BIS. The programme has now been
working for 2 years and the first preliminary longitudinal comparisons can be
made. In this work we compared the St Vincent targets among 1817 IDDM
patients from 1997 to the 1271 IDDM patients included in the 1996 study. Pa
tients in 1997 were distributed between 3 levels of care, while all patients in
1996 were recruited only from tertiary care. In the assessment programme
1996 we reported a prevalence of blindness to be 3.2% while the 1997 figures
has increased slightly to 3.3%. The measured prevalence of myocardial infarc
tion increased from 1.5% in 1996 to 2.1% in 1997 while prevalence of cerebral
stroke increased from 0.3% to 0.9% in 1997. The prevalence of ESRD in
creased slightly from 0.6% to 1.0%. Amputations above ankle was stable at
0.7% while the prevalence of amputations below ankle changed from 0.1%
in1996 to 0.6% in 1997. Improvements in the data collection strategy in 1997
enables us to analyse differences in prevaience rates between tertiary, secon
dary and primary care. The figures are listed as prevalence rates in
(tertiary/secondary/primary care ). In 1997 we found the following distribution
of the prevalence of blindness (2.4/4.5/5.7), stroke (0.7/1.1/2.9), myocardial
infarction (1.5/2.5/12.1), ESRD (0.5/2.1/0.0), amputations above ankle
(0.6/0.9/0.0), amputations below ankle (0.6/0.4/2.9). We conclude that the
prevalence of late complications within tertiary care is stable, while prevalence
rates between levels of care is very heterogeneous. The challenges in the
Polish diabetes care structure will be to adapt structure and develop expertise
so that it suits different groups of patients.
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Conclusion: Renal and cardiovascularcosts rise dramatically as these complications
worsen, eventuallygreatlyexceedingthe costs associated with complicationfree Type
2 patients.

COSTS OF CARDIOVASCULAR AND RENAL COMPLICAnONS IN
TYPE 2 DIABETES BY STAGE OF DISEASE
J.B. Brown, K.L. Pedula,H.S. Glauber,and A.W. Bakst KaiserPermanente
Northwest, PortlandOR; SmithKline BeechamPharmaceuricals, Collegeville PA

The costs causedby the complicationsin patients with Type 2 diabetes (T2DM) have
neverbeen directlyestimatedby stage of progression.We identified allmembersof
KaiserPermanenteNorthwest Region, a nonprofitHMO, who were diagnosedwith
T2DM from 1988through 1995. Usingelectronic data, we identifiedand staged their
cardiovascular(CVD) and renal complications. CVD stages ranged from preventive
drug therapy to events requiringhospitalization (cardiovascular, cerebrovascularor
peripheralvascular).Renal stages ranged from rnicroalbuminuria through advanced
renal impairment (chronicallyelevated serum creatinine,impairedcreatinineclearance
or diagnosisof chronicrenal disease)to end-stage renal disease(dialysisor
transplantation). We then used ordinaryleast squares to regress the total cost per
personwith T2DM on age, sex,and stage of complications.

Annual Added Medical Care Costs of Complications of Type 2 Diabetes By Stage
Complication Prevalence Added Cumulative

Cost Cost
Per Stage By Stage

7% $1,362 $3,382
39"10 $1,033 $3,053
29"10 $7,346 $9,366

12% $1,357 $3,377
10% $ 3,990 $6,010

1% $15,685 $17,705

No CVD or Renal Disease (intercept)
Cardiovascnlar Disease

I. BPllipiddrugs only
2. Other CVD drugs or cardiologistvisit
3. AdvancedCVD events

Renal Disease
I. Tested, abnormalresult
2. Advancedrenal impairment

3. Chronicdialysisor transplantation

23% $2,020 $2,020

DlADOQ: AN ELECTRONIC MEDICAL RECORD SYSTEM - EVALUATION
BY DIABETES SPECIALISTSIN PRACTICES
G. Kohler', T. Koschinsky', B. Haastert', W.' Moser', T. Diedrich', G. MUller',
R. Engelbrecht', F.A. Gries' and the DlADOQ-Group. ' Diabetes Forschungsinstitut
an der Heinrich-Heine-Universitat DUsseldorf, 2 GSF - Forschungszentrum fur
Urnwelt und Gesundheit Neuherberg, J Institut fur Medizinische Informatik und
Biometrie Dresden
The DlADOQ project aims at improving the quality of care for diabetic patients by
providing decision support within diagnosis, therapy planning, and monitoring of
diabetes. A problem-oriented medical record system for diabetes specialists in
outpatient clinics, based on structured data entry has been developed. The data set is
based on EURODIABETA, DiabCare and the Diabetes Passport. Two knowledge
bases are integrated. - To assess the acceptance in general practice the system was
demonstrated to 33 diabetes practioners and the concept of computer-assisted
diabetes management was introduced by a standardized evaluation procedure. This
included biographical data, involvement in diabetes care, routine handling of
computers, attitude towards electronic medical records, and more specific groups of
questions with regard to DlADOQ e.g.: attitude towards its application in the clinical
setting, satisfaction with the content of the system, user friendliness, expected effects
on quality of care, perceived usefulness and a total assessment scale. The rating was
positive for all groups of questions: the satisfaction with the content of the system
was positive in 100%, user friendliness in 79%, expected improvement of quality of
care in 94%, perceived usefulness in 71% and a positive total assessment scale in
89%. 91% of the practioners predicted that the medical staff of their practice would
work with the system. 78% were interested in a computer-basedmedical record, 61%
would test DlADOQ, while 59% would implement the system at its present state for
routine work. The most frequent arguments in support were expected improvement
of quality of medical records and diabetes care. Frequent arguments to refuse routine
implementation were complexity, waste of time and missing integration into the
particular docters office systems. The effect on quality of care was estimated most
positively by practices of 1000-1500 patients, perceived usefullness was greatest in
practices with ,;; 30% diabetic subjects. The results of this pilot study suggest that
DlADOQ is quite well accepted by diabetes practioners, and it should be integrated
into existing docters office systems for routine work.

984
DIASCARE Q-NET: IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS
D. Westphal,K. Piwemetz, M.R. Gallego, F. Storms, M. Massi-Benedetti, R.
Landgraf, A. de Leiva, L. Kleinebreil,K. Steehr-Johansen, M. Porta, S. Skeie, M.
Fahlen and E. Hardt-Stremayr;DIABCARE Office, Munich, Germany and
DIABCARE Consortium.
The Quality Development Cycle of DIABCARE Q-Net is now implemented in pilot
regions within Europe: France, Portugal, Spain, Netherlands, Germany, Italy,
Norway, Austria and Sweden. Initiatives are started in U.K. and Greece. The
implementation is based on the data collection using the DIABCARE Diabetes Data
Set, which contains those data items necessary to monitor the quality of care of an
individual diabetes patient. More than 50,000 DIABCARE Diabetes Data Sets are
collected all over Europe so far: >20,000 from 150hospitals and 70 diabetologists in
France, >12,000 from 258 General Practitioners (GP's) and 4 hospitals in Portugal,
3,000 from diabetologists and other specialists in Netherlands, 15,000 from 80
centres (80% hospitals, GP's, Diabetes Centres) in Germany, 1,500 from 16 centres
in Spain, >1,500 from 49 Diabetes Centres in Italy, 150 from I hospital and 5 GP's
in Norway. Depending on the situation in each country different tools for data
collection are used, e.g. the software program DIABCARE Data for Windows in
Spain and Netherlands or the DIABCARE Fax System in Italy and Germany
(Bavaria). Other tools are the paper version of the BIS, the EPI-INFO program from
WHO or data export from other software programs.
This presentation will give an overview of the state-of-the-art situation of the
implementationprocess. All countries are now in the process of setting up national
networks by linking regional servers or clients.
International benchmarking using a European network and server are also
implemented and in use. The benefit of this network must result in a continuous
quality development system for diabetes care across Europe. This target will be
achieved by strengthening the national implementation processes under their
responsibilities and individual solutions. The umbrella of these national
implementations is the St. Vincent Declaration. The European network was
developed in the project DIABCARE Quality Network in Europe from the
TELEMATICS APPLICATION Programme (1994-1998), European Commission
DG XlII.
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WELL-BEING AND SYMPTOMS IN RELATION TO INITIATION OF
INSULIN THERAPY IN NIDDM.
JJJ de Sonnaville, FJ Snoek, LP Colly, W Deville, D Wijkel, RJ Heine. Research
Centre Primary/Secondary Health Care, AmsterdamThrombosisService and Labora
tory for General Practitioners, Institute for Endocrinology, Reproductionand Metabo
lism, Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam,The Netherlands.
A descriptive, prospective 2-years cohort study was performed to determine
the influence of insulin therapy on well-being and treatment satisfaction in
NIODM patients. The study population consisted of 272 NIODM patients of
Dutch origin, >40 years of age, with known diabetes duration > 3 months,
and treated with diet and/or oral hypoglycaernic agents, participiting a regional
shared care project. Dependent variables in the logistic regression analysis
were scores on the Type II Diabetes Symptom Checklist, the Profile of Mood
States, and questions regarding general well-being and treatment satisfaction.
Potential determinants under study were age, sex, known diabetes duration,
insulin dose and duration of insulin therapy, comorbidity, baseline and change
of metabolic parameters and cardiovascular risk factors. Of 157 patients (58 %)
a baseline and 2 years questionaire was available. During 2-years of follow-up,
39 of them (24.8%) were treated with insulin. Initiation of insulin therapy was
significantly associated with improved glycaernic control (mean HbAlc
8.2±sd 1.4 to 7.4±0.9%, p=O.OOI) and weight gain (BMI 27.1±3.9 to
28.6±4.3 kg/m", p=O.OOO). Of all symptom and well-being scores only
feelings of emotional fatigue worsened significantly, but modestly (0.4 to 1.7
on a scale of 0.0 (best) - 10.0 (worst), p=0.02). Although diabetes mana
gement with insulin was experienced as more demanding (p=O.04), treatment
satisfaction score was not adversely influenced (2.5 to 1.9, p=0.39). High
insulin doses were significantly and independently associated high symptom
scores (total score, hypoglycemic score), and with low mood (displeasure
score, anger, tension, emotional fatigue) and perceived state of health. In
conclusion, initiation of insulin therapy in NIODM improves glycaernic
control effectively, has little influence on physical and psychological well
being dimensions, and does not affect treatment satisfaction.

987
FACTOR STRUCTURE AND FACTOR STABILITY OF

THE (BRADLEY) WELL-BEING QUESTIONNAIRE.

F. Pouwer', F.J. Snoek', H.J. Ader', H.M. van der Ploeg! and R.J. Heine'.
I Department of Medical Psychology 2 Department of Biostatistics and
Epidemiology ) Department of Endocrinology. Institute for Endocrinology,
ReproductionandMetabolism,VrijeUniversiteit,Amsterdam,the Netherlands.

Background: The literature suggests that psychological problems such
as depression and anxiety are underdiagnosed by non-psychiatric
practitioners from 50% to 70% of the time. In St Vincent Declaration
Action Programme for Diabetes it is advised to monitor the
psychological well-being of diabetic patients by means of Bradley's
Well-being Questionnaire (W-BQ). The detection-rate of patients with
low psychological well-being can probably be improved by the
systematic use of this instrument in diabetes care. However, research on
the psychometric properties of the W-BQ is still scarce and results are
inconsistent. Aim: To investigate the factor structure and the factor
stability of the Dutch adaptation of the W-BQ. Methods: Confirmatory
factor analyses were used to test the fit of two factor solutions described
by the designer of the scale. A random sample of members of the Dutch
Diabetic Organisation (n=765) filled out the W-BQ. This sample was
randomly divided into group A (n=385) and B (n=380). Results:
Confirmatory factor analyses in group A showed that a three factor
solution with 12 items provided the best fit to the data. The stability of
this three factor model was tested in group B in subsamples of IODM
(n= 196) and NIODM patients (n= 184). A stable three factor solution
emerged. Conclusion: The best description of the latent structure of the
W-BQ can be given by three reliable factors, measuring Positive Well
being (4 items), Negative Well-being (4 items) and Energy (4 items).
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USE AND METABOLIC EFFECTS OF TRICYCLIC ANTIDEPRESSANT
DRUGS IN DIABETIC PATIENTS. W.A. Davis and T.M.Eo Davis, University
Department of Medicine, Fremantle Hospital, Fremantle, Australia.
Tricyclicantidepressantdrugs (TCA) may worsen glucosetolerance. Althoughthere
are few data on the epidemiology and treatment of depressive illness in diabetes,
patients with cbronic disease have an increased risk of depression that may itself
influence glycaemia.The aim of the present studywas to investigate the prevalence
of TCA treatment in diabetic patients and the impact of this group of drugs on
metaboliccontrol. 1426subjects(mean age 62 years;48.5% males; 91% with type 2
diabetes)were recruited to the FremantieDiabetesStudy (FDS; a community-based
prospective study of care, control and complications) between 1993 and 1996,
representing63% of all diabetic patients identified in a populationbase of 120,097.
A comprehensive FDS database has details of annual clinical and biochemical
assessments. Each of those taking TCA at recruitment was identified and matched
with two others not taking antidepressantmedicationin a retrospectivecase-control
design. Matchingvariableswere age, gender. diabetes type and treatment, and body
mass index. Out of the total FDS cohort, 91 patients (6.4%) were taking
antidepressant therapy. Of these, 75 patients (82%) were on TCA. Compared with
the 150 controls, the odds of those on TCA having a fasting plasma glucose <: 8.0
mmoIJL was 0.85 (95% confidence interval (Cl) 0.49 to 1.49) and for a HbAI , <:
8.0% was 0.82 (95% CI 0.47 to 1.45). Serum lipid profiles were also similar in the
two groups (P>O.I). 88% of those on TCA claimed to monitor their blood glucose
compared to 82% of controls (1'=0.3). There were no significant differences in the
frequency of general practitioner, specialist or clinic visits in relation to diabetes
between the two groups (P>0.2). These data showthat one in 16 diabetic patients in
a community-based sample of diabetic patients were treated for depression, the
majority taking TCA. The use of self-monitoringand supervised care by those on
TCA was similar to those of matched control subjects,and there were no differences
in glycaemic control. TCA remain a common form of treatment for depression in
diabetesand do not appear to have significantadverse metaboliceffects.

988
IMPACTOF THE SWITCH FROM REGULAR HUMAN INSULIN TO INSULIN
L1SPRO ON THE QUALITY OF LIFE - THE GERMAN QOL STUDY
P. Herschbach, U. Lindner, M. Trautmann, G. Duran, and A. PfUtzner,
Munchen, Bad Homburg, and Mainz, Germany

Improvements in the overall glycemic control may also positively influence
the quality of life of diabetic patients, in particular if practical therapeutic
changes lead to regimens that are more convenient for the patient. In
comparison to treatment with regular human insulin (HI), the time action
profile of the rapid acting insulin analog lispro (LP) allows patients to omit
the injection to meal interval and to skip snacking. In order to investigate the
QOL impact of a switch from HI to LP in intensive insulin treatment, a
prospektive, open-labeled, uncontrolled study was perfonned using the
QSD-R and the DTSQ questionnaires to assess changes in quamy of life
and treatment satisfaction. In the QSD-R, eight major topics of daily diabetic
life are reflected in 45 items: leisure time, depression, hypoglycemia, diet,
sickness, work, partnership, and patient-doctor relation. 2216 patients (1011
female, 1205 male, mean age (±STD): 41.3±13.3 years, 1793 type 1
patients, 423 type 2 patients, duration of diabetes: 13.1±10.0 years) at 254
study sites participated into the trial. The questionnaires were answered at
baseline and at endpoint after 3 months of treatment. Other observation
parameters were hemoglobin Ale, body weight and adverse events. The
questionnaires were analyzed calculating overall ranking scores for DTSQ
and QSD and subscores for the major topics of QSD.
The switch from HI to LP lead to significant improvements in HbA1c
(7.81±0.3% to 7.66±O.3%, p<O.OOl), increase in treatment satisfaction
(DTSQ-score: 26.4±6.3 to 29.9±6.0, p<0.001) and decrease in the stress
due to diabetes (overall QSD score: 1.06±O.04 to 0.88±O.04). Significanl
reductions were also seen in each of the subscores of QSD with major
improvements concerning leisure time, diet, and hypoglycemia.
Due 10 the study design, it is not possible to estimate the impact of LP per
se on the outcome results of the study. However, it can be concluded that
the overall circumstances of a switch from HIto insulin lispro may result in a
general improvement of the quality of life of diabetic patients.
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VALIDATION OF A DIABETES QUALITY-OF-LIFE MEASURE FOR
NIDDM PATIENTS
K. Lohr, U. Bolt and S. Ebrahim. Clinic of Metabolic Diseases and Nutrition,
Heinrich-Heine-University DUsseldorf, Germany

Quality-of-life scales are usually applied to different types of diabetes, although
lODM and NIODM patients suffer from different diabetes related restrictions and
burdens. Aim of the study was the validation of a new questionnaire, specifically
designed to measure quality-of-life and treatment satisfaction in NIODM patients.
Item development based on semi-structured interviews with 28 NIODM patients,
which revealed 66 items: treatment goals (9 items), treatment satisfaction (9),
physical complaints (7), fear of hypoglycaemia (10), worries about futurellate
complications (6), social restrictions (8), daily hassles (7), diet restrictions (10).
Validation was performed in a pilot sample of92 NIODM patients> 50 years old:
48% women, age 68 ± 8 years, diabetes duration 10 ±10 years, insulin therapy
40%, oral agents 51%; mean ± SD). The product of patients' ratings of preferred
treatment goals and treatment satisfaction provided a preference-weighted treat
ment satisfaction score (PWTSS). The remaining subscales were subjected to
factor analysis which guided the elimination of 5 items to improve homogeneity
(items, Cronbach's a): physical complaints (6, 0.89), fear of hypoglycaemia (10,
0.94), worries about future/late complications (6, 0.88), social restrictions (5,
0.84), daily hassles (7, 0.89), diet restrictions (9, 0.91). All subscales and the
PWTSS were significantly correlated with the physiscal health and mental health
scales of a validated generic measure (SF-12). With increasing age diabetes
specific burdens regarding physical complaints (.23), worries about future (.32),
diet restrictions (.29) and social restrictions (.26) decreased. A longer diabetes
duration was associated with more physical complaints (-.26) and worries about
future (-.22). Patients with a higher body mass index perceived stronger diet
restrictions (-.27). Insulin-treated patients had poorer quality-of-life scores on any
subscale. After adjustment for age, diabetes duration, HbA 1c and co-morbidity in
regression analyses 3 subscales (physical complaints, fear of hypoglycaemia,
daily hassles) revealed still significant differences (p < 0.05). Patients with signs
of peripheral neuropathy achieved poorer scores on the physical complaints (p <
0.01) and worries about future subscales (p < 0.05).
The questionnaire is a reliable and valid measure of diabetes quality-of-life in
NIODM and appears particularly useful to compare different treatment regimen.
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POOR GLYCAEMIC CONTROL IN EARLY PREGNANCY IN TYPE I
DIABETES IS NOT ASSOCIATED WITH FETAL MACROSOMIA

R.C. Temple', V.J. Aldridge', P.J. Heyburn', M.J. Sampson',
R.H. Greenwood', K.P. Stanley', M.B. Kelly' 'Bertram Diabetes Centre and
• Department of Obstetrics, Norfolk and Norwich Health Care NHS Trust,
Norwich, UK

It is believed that good glycaemic control in pregnancy in Type 1 diabetes
reduces the risk of congenital malformation and macrosomia. Recent studies
suggest that poor control in early rather than late pregnancy bas a greater
influence on birthweight. The aim of this study was to investigate the
relationship between hyperglycaemia, as measured by HbAlc and
fructosamine, and birthweight in pregestational Type 1 diabetics. All
pregestational Type 1 diabetics who delivered between 1990 and 1995 were
included in the study. HbAlc (normal range < 5.8) was measured monthly
during pregnancy, and from 1991, fructosamine (normal range < 285 JLIIIoVL)
was measured fortnightly. Macrosomia was defined as hirthweight above the
90th centile. We report the results of 120 live births, 47 (39%) of infants
were macrosomic. There was no significant difference in g1ycaemiccontrol
between macrosomic pregnancies and non-macrosomic pregnancies at
booking (HbAlc 6.5 ± 1.5 vs 6.3 ± 1.7% NS, fructosamine 337 ± 59 vs 322 ± 70
JLIIIoVL, NS), at 12 weeks (HbAlc 5.8 ± 0.9 vs 5.7 ± 1.5% NS, fructosamine
297 ± 41 vs 287 ± 56 JLIIIoVL NS), at 24 weeks (HbAlc 5.2 ± 1.0 vs 5.2 ± 1.3%
NS, fructosamine 263 ± 26 vs 254 ± 42 JLIIIoVL NS) and at 34 weeks (HbAlc
5.4 ± 0.9 vs 5.2 ± 1.3% NS, fructosamine 228 ± 26 vs 233 ± 38 JLIIIolIL NS). 37
(79%) of macrosomic babies and 32 (44%) of non-macrosomic babies were
delivered by Caesarean section. In conclusion, poor glycaemic control, as
measured by HbAlc or fructosamine, is not a predictor for macrosomia in
Type 1 diabetes.

991
PREGESTATIONAL OVERWEIGHT AND OUTCOME OF PREGNANCY
M. Mancone, R Fresa. F Carlino, G. Russo, M. Torella, S. Carbone and S.
Sgambato, Dept. of Gerontology and Metabolic diseases, II"d University of Naples
Obesity is one of the 1110St important risk factor for gestational diabetes mellitus
(GDM). We followed 138 pregnant woman screened for GDM up to delivery to
evaluate weather is a relationship between obesity and perinatal or maternal
complications. We studied 4 groups: 1)36 normal weight non diabetic patients (mean
age 25.5±3.9; mean pregestational BMI 22.7± 1.7; mean weight gain (wg)
13.06±6.05 at 37 weeks of gestation); 11)34 overweight non diabetic patients (mean
age 26.6±4.8; mean progestational BMI 26.64±4.0; mean wg 14.0±6.3 at 37 weeks);
111)25 normal weight GDM patients (mean age 25.16±5.43; mean pregestational BMI
24.02±1.2; mean wg 12.0±L8 at 37 weeks; mean time of diagnosis of GDM
23.92±6.2 weeks); IV)43 overweight GDM patients (mean age 29.43±6.97; mean
pregestational BMI 29.84±3.86; mean wg 12.15±5.4 at 37 weeks; mean time of
diagnosis of GDM 25.2±6.54). We considered a pregestational BMI>25 as abnormal
and we used Carpenter and Coustan criteria for screening and diagnosis of GDM.
Student's and X' test are used for statistic analysis. Statistic analysis showed
significant statistic difference of perinatal and maternal complication rate between II
and I1I group and no significant difference of number of LGA or macrosomia in the
same groups. In conclusion, our data show that obesity alone can influence both
intrauterine fetal growth and birth weight but not perinatal or maternal
complications. "I vs III, p<0.01; °Il vs lIT, p<0.05; J.I vs 1II, p<O.OOI; All vs III,
p<0.005; §11 vs IV, p<O.OOI

I II 1II IV
Time of delivery 39.8±1.2 392±1.7 39.7±O.8 38.7±1.5
Birthweight (kg) 3.418±O506 3.497±O.534 3.38I±O.289 3.573±O.435
LGA 2.7% (1/36) 205% (7/34) 16% (4/25) 18.6% (8/43)
Macrosomia 8.3% (3/36) 11.7% (4/34) 0 11.6% (5/43)
Perinatal compl, 13.8% (5/36)" 17.6% (6/34)° 40% (10/25) 27.9% (12/43)
Maternal compl. 2.7% (1/36)" 2.9% (1/34)A 28% (7/25).1 32.5% (l4/43)§
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PROGNOSTIC VALUESOF BLOOD FLOW VELOCITY IN PREGNANCY
COMPLICATED BY DIABETES.
J.Wilczyt\ski, P.Hincz,K.Szaflikand P.Pawlowicz; Research Institute Polish
Mother'sMemorial Hospital, t6di, Poland
The aim of our study was evaluation of blood flow velocityused in assessment of
fetal welfare. Material and methods: We included 110 pregnant womenwith type
1 and 2 diabetes, hospitalized and followed-up in PMMH in 1992-1997. All the
women were classified according to White. Good metabolic control (mean blood
glucose level <IOOmgldl) was achieved in 37 patients- group I and remaining 73
patients with poorly controlled diabetes constitute group II. We assessed selected
blood flow velocityparameters in the umbilical artery, the middle cerebral artery
and the fetal descendingaorta. The softwareof the sonograph(Acuson 128 XP/lO)
allowedan evaluationof the systolic/diastolic ratio (SID),the resistance index (RJ)
and the pulsatility index (PI). All the newbornswere estimated according to the I
and 5 minute Apgar scorecomparedwith umbilicalbloodpH values. The statistical
analysis assessed the following parameters of the applied biophysical methods:
accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, the positive and the negative predictive values.
Results: In the group I in comparisonwith the 5th minute Apgar score the highest
sensitivitywas establishedfor RJ in fetal descendingaorta (100%) with specificity
32,I% and positive and negative predictivevalue consecutively 32,1% and 100%.
The highest specificity had RJ in the middle cerebral artery - 88,9%, with
sensitivity, positiveand negative predictivevaluesconsecutively 17,9%,83,3% and
25,8%. SID in the middle cerebral artery and SID and RJ in fetal descendingaorta
had the highest accuracy(48,6%) among the assessedparameters. In the group II
the highest sensitivitywas also set up for RI in fetal descendingaorta (76,5%), but
the specificityfor all evaluatedparametersdid not exceed50% (range 25,6-38,5%).
Conclusions: l.The highest sensitivity in both groups was found for RJ in fetal
descending aorta; 2.Estimation of blood flow velocity is valuable method for
assessmentof fetal well-beingin pregnancycomplicatedbydiabetestype I and 2.

994
MATERNAL BIRTH WEIGHT AND INSULIN RESISTANCE IN
NON-DIABETIC MOTHERS: A FURTHER CONFIRMATION FOR
THE THRIFTY PHENOTYPE HYPOTHESIS? G. Sellhieri, S. Sani,
M.e. Breschi, R. Anichini, and L. Alviggi. Dpt. of Internal Medicine,
Hospital of Viareggio, and Diabetes Unit, Spedali Riuniti, Pistoi&, Italy.
According to the 'thriftyphenotype'hypothesis a low birth weight is associated
to appearance of non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus, as well as of other
clinical correlates of the insulin resistance syndromeduring the adult life. Whether
the correlates of insulin sensitivity in a physiological insulin resistance status such
as pregnancy, as well as the neonatal weight can be in some way predicted by the
maternal birth weight is the question raised by this study. Both glucose and
insulin plasma levels were evaluated basely, at 60 min and at 120 min after an
oral 100 g-glucose load in a group of 190 non-diabetic pregnant women, tested
between the 24'" and the 28'" gestational week. Offspring's neonatal weight was,
on average, significantly higher in the group of the highest quartile of maternal
birth weight even after lII\iusting for gestational age, neonatal sex, maternal height
or maternal caloric intake (p=O.OOI). While no significant differences were
observed in maternal glucose area under the curve across the quartiles of maternal
birth weight, insulin area as well as the ratio (insulin arealglucose area) were
inversely related to maternal birth weight, both of them being significantlyhigher
in the first quartile of maternal birth weight than in the fourth, also after adjusting
for pregestationalbodymass index, bodyweight increase during pregnancy, parity
and time of oral test (44.I±l.68(SD) vs 30.9±3.7nmol r' 2h and respectively
54±I. 7 vs 36.8±1.8 nmol/mol; p<0.05 for both). In conclusion these results
demonstrate that a higher maternal birth weight predicts the delivery of faller
babies, being, moreover, associated with a lower insulin response to a
standardisedoral load of glucose. AIl this could suggest that 'physiologic' insulin
resistance during pregnancy is higher in mothers with a low birth weight,
providingfurther evidence to support the thrifty phenotypehypothesis.
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PROGNOSTIC VALUEOF BIOPHYSICAL METHODS IN PREGNANCY
COMPLICATED BY DIABETES.
P.Hincz,J.Wilczyt\ski, P.Pawlowicz and K.Szaflik;Research InstitutePolish
Mother'sMemorial Hospital, Lodz, Poland
The aim of our study was evaluation of biophysicalmethods used in assessmentof
fetal welfare. Material and methods: Our study included 110 pregnant women
with type 1 and 2 diabetes, hospitalizedand followed-up in PMMH in 1992-1997.
Biophysical monitoring of fetal well-being included fetal movement count (FMC),
non-stresstest (NST), biophysical profileoffetus (BPF), amniotic fluid index (AFI)
and blood flow velocimetry in the umbilical artery and fetal vessels (middle
cerebral artery and descending aorta). All the newbornswere estimated according
to the I" and 5th minute Apgar score «7 and 8-10). Results: The comparison of
NST with the Apgar scorerevealedthe highest predictivevaluesof the test: positive
83,3% and negative74,3% with sensitivityand specificityconsecutively 61,2% and
90,2%. FMC had also high positive and negative predictive values: 69,2% and
69,0% consecutively with sensitivityand specificity55,1% and 80,3%. Analysis of
BPF revealedalso its high positivepredictivevalue - 80,0% (negative 72,0%) with
sensitivityand specificity57,1% and 88,5%. Diagnosticaccuracyof these tests were
above 70% (range 70,1-77,3%). In blood flow velocimetry parameters the highest
sensitivitywas establishedfor RJ in fetal descending aorta (100''10) with specificity
32,1% and positive and negative predictive value consecutively32,1% and 100%.
The highest specificity had RJ in the middle cerebral artery - 88,9%, with
sensitivity, positiveand negative predictivevaluesconsecutively 17,9%, 83,3% and
25,8%. SID in the middle cerebral artery and SID and RJ in fetal descending aorta
had the highest accuracy (48,6%) among the assessed parameters. Conclusions:
I.The highest positivepredictivevaluefor fetal well-beingwas set up for non-stress
test (NST), biophysical profile (BPF) and fetal movementcount (FMC); 2.Analysis
of bloodflow velocimetry parameters revealedthe highest sensitivityfor resistance
index(RJ) in fetal descendingaorta.

995
Predicting the risk of macrosomia (LGA) in pregnancies of type I diabetic
women: usefulness of a precise method HbA], in 3" trimester
R. Linkeschova, R. Kimmerle, W. Klockenbusch*, and M. Berger Dep. of
Metabolic Diseases and Nutrition, Dep. of Gynecology", Heinrich-Heine
University, Dusseldorf
The level of hyperglycemia that accelerates fetal growth can be subtle and
difficult to assess based on ambulatory blood glucose profiles. The usefulness
of HbAIe-values in 3" trimester for prediction of LGA (birth weight (BW)
>90 th percentile) in type I diabetic pregnancies has been questioned. Methods:
All singelton pregnancies of type I diabetic women cared for at our diabetes
clinic from 1987-95 (170 newborns. perinatal mortality 0) excluding White F
and> 1 pregnancy per woman were analysed for associations of maternal 3"
trim HbA" (HPLC, normal 4.2-6.1 %, normal pregnant 3.7-5.4 %) with LGA
yes/no and birth weight ratio (~multiple of median reference BW) adjusting for
prepregnancy weight and weight gain. Results: 29 LGA (BW 4373 (314) g)
and 100 non-LGA infants (BW 3202 (626) g) fulfilled the inclusion criteria.
Maternal age (29 (4) vs. 28 (5) yrs), duration of diabetes (13 (6) vs. 13 (8)
yrs), primiparity (62 vs. 71 %) and gestational wk at delivery (39 (2) vs 39
(1)) were comparable between the two groups. Maternal HbA], in 3'd trim. and
prepregnancy weight was higher in LGA than in non-LGA-infants (6.0 (0.8)
vs. 5.5 (07) %, p~OOOI; 66.4 (9.5) vs. 62.8 (8.1) kg); p~0.04. The odds of
LGA increased with HbA Ie in 3" trim. (2.2 (95% CI 12-4.0), p~O.OI;multiple
regression). LGA-risk was normalized (~IO%) at HbA], of 46 (95 % CI 3.6
56) %. High HbA Ie (~ 5.6 %) poorly predicted LGA (predictive value 36 (95
% CI 24-51) %). However. low HbAIe (:> 5.5 %) had a high negative
predictive value for LGA (88 ( 95% CI 75-94) %) The BW-ratio of the whole
group (n> 129) was significantly associated with HbA Ic in 3" trim (p~0004)

and with preprcgnancy weight (p~0.002). Conclusion: To achieve normal
rates of LGA in infants of type I diabetic mothers HbA lc in 3" trim. should bc
within I SO of the normal non-pregnant mcan. HbA],-values within this range
measured by a precise method can be useful in negatively predicting LGA.
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GESTATIONAL DIABETES IS ASSOCIATED WITH INCREASED
RISK OF ADVERSEMATERNAL-FETALOUTCOMES.
D.M. Jensen, B. Serensen, J.G. Westergaard and H. Beck-Nielsen, Odense
University Hospital, Denmark.

Aim: To investigate the influence of Gestational Diabetes Mellitus(GDM)on
maternal-fetal outcome. Study design: 143 GDM pregnancies and 143
controlswith similarrisk profilesbut normal 75 g oral glucosetolerance test
(OGTT) were investigated retrospectively. The two groups were matched on
the basis of age, parityand pre-pregnancy body mass index (BMI). Data was
collectedfromobstetric recordsand birth records. Results: Baselinevariables:
The GDM group had a significantly higher frequency of the following risk
factors: glucosuria (32,2%vs 13,3%), GDM in previouspregnancy (16,1%vs
2,2%), family historyof diabetesmellitus (48,3%vs 34,2%)and non-caucasian
ethnic origin(\5,4% vs 1,4%). No significant difference was found regarding
smoking and previous delivery of a macrosomic or stillborn child. Maternal
outcomes: the frequency of pregnancy-induced hypertension (24,5% vs.
12,6%)and cesareandelivery(32,9%vs 21,0%)was significantly higherin the
GDM group than in the control group. Fetal outcomes: children of GDM
mothers had a significantly higher incidence of macrosomia (birth weight ~
4500 g) and neonatal hypoglycemia compared to controls (20% vs 9% and
10,5%vs 0% resp.).The minimum blood glucosevalue measured in the new
born during the first 48 hours was significantly lower in the GDM group
(2,57±0,89vs. 3,64±0,91 mmol/l). Therewasno difference between the groups
in apgar scores, length and birth weight, but whenthe latterwas correctedfor
gestational age, the GDM babies were significantly heavier (3744,65±646,98
vs 3593,65±577,97 g). Conclnsion: Pregnancies complicated byGDM,despite
intensive treatment, carryan increased risk of pregnancy-induced hypertension,
infant macrosomia and neonatal hypoglycemia compared to matched control
pregnancies withan otherwise similarrisk profile.

998
GESTATIONAL DIABETES PROGRAMME: SIMILAR OBSTETRIC AND
NEONATAL RESULTS TO THE GENERAL PREGNANT POPULATION.
E. Ballestar, E. Pizarro,A.Palaudaries,C.Monfort ',J.Sole' 'and E.Genover."

Diabetes & Endocrinology Unit. DiabeticEducation'. ObstetricUnit' ,
Hospital del Consorci sanltan de Matarn (CSM), Barcelona.Catalonia.Spain
The Gestational Diabetes Mellitus (GDM)Community Programme, comprises
11 municipalities (190.000 inhabitants) attended by Primary and Women's
Care Centers with our hospital (CSM) as the reference center. Aims: to
determine the incidence of GDM and by ethnia (native-Caucasian, Moroccan
and Central African) and to evaluate clinical, obstetric, neonatal and
postpartum glucose tolerance testing (PPGTT) results during 1994-97.
Method: four years of universal screening with 50 g oral glucose at the
beginning of gestation and/or between 24-30 weeks.GDM being diagnosed by
NDDG and ADA criteria.Diet was isocaloric and home glucose monitoring
(HGM):1 fasting and 3 postprandial-1hour (4-readingslday) was required.
Optimum control: fasting < 95 mg /dl and postprandial <130 mg/dl. If HGM
were higher 2 0 more times in a week, insulin treatment was initiated. PPGTT
with 75g (WHO criteria) were administered. Results: of the 3.757 pregnant,
323 had GDM with a global incidence of 8.60%.By ethnic group: 9.07% for
native-Caucasian, 7.39% for Moroccans and 1.60% for Central Africans.The
average age of the GDM was 31.36 ± 4.58 years, without diferences by
ethnic groups. In non-GDMwas 28.68 ± 4.83 years with a significant lower age
for Moroccan and Centro African.lnsulin was necessary in 27.2% of GDM,
mostly in multiple doses.Ponderal increment during gestation was similar for
GDMwith and without insulin( 9.36 Kg vs. 9.02 Kg ).No statistically significant
differences were found between non-GDM and GDM for: weeks gestation at
delivery (39.16 ± 1.55 wks vs 39.11 ± 1.42 wks),delivery mode, birth weigh
(3230g vs. 3248g), percentage of macrosomia> 3999g ( 5.11% vs. 6.23%),
5-minutes Apgar score ~ 6 (3.49%0 vs. 3.26%0) and mortality (5.79 %0 vs.
3.11 %o).Only neonatal hipoglycemia < 40mg/dl at2 hours in GDMwas higher
than in non-GDM (8.8% vs. 4.5%). PPGTT results : 5.26% had impaired
glucose tolerance and 1.05%,diabetes mellitus.Conclusion: this programme
of detection and treatment attain similars results in gestational diabetes
women to compare as general pregnant population.The programme achieve
the target of 5t Vincent Declaration about pregnancies outcomes.

997
The outcome of diabetic pregnancy in a centralised system of diabetes care

A Hodeanu, R Hera, D. Hudita and C. Ioneseu-Tirgoviste, Clinic of Diabetes and
Clinic of Obstetricsand Gynecology,!. CantacuzinoHospital,Bucharest,Romania

This study is a retrospective analysis of births amongst diabetic women over a
lour year period - 1994-1998 who were registered in the Obstetrics Clinic of
the I. Cantacuzino Hospital catering to almost all pregnant diabetics in
Bucharest where 45000 diabetics exist for a population of 2.3 million. In this
period, there were a total of 9775 births (2290 - 1994; 2496 - 1995; 2542 
1996 and 2447 - 1997) of which there were 67 (0.6%) births in patients with
diabetes mellitus. Of these, 58 cases (86.5%) were type I diabetics, 2 cases
(2.98%) type 2 diabetics and 7 cases (10.4%) were gestational diabetics. The
age of these patients were between 20-25 yrs. in 26 cases (38.8%), 26-35yrs.
in 23 cases (34.3%) and greater than 35 yrs. in 10 cases (14.9%). With the
exception of the cases of gestational diabetes, the duration of diabetes varied
between 3 months and 20 yrs. The average value of HbAlc was 8.4 ± 0.9%.
Three patients presented with more than background retinopathy and one case
was associated with nephropathy. 111e average gestational age at birth was 3-6
weeks ranging between 2941 weeks. Caesarean birth occurred in 48 cases
(71.6%) and 2 cases Bracht method of assisted delivery (2.98%). Spontaneous
births occurred in only 17 cases (25.3%). Birth weights varied between 1000 g
and 4400 g of which: <2500g were 12 cases (17.9%), between 2500 - 4000 g
44 cases (65.6%) and> 4000g in 4 cases (13.8%). Sex distribution was 42 F
(62.6%) and 25 M (37.3%). Complications of pregnancy were: 3 pre
eclampsia, 2 cases of abruptio placentae, and I cases of placenta previa. Fetal
complications were: 9 still births (13.4%), 4 premature (10.4%), 3 acute
hydramnious - 4.4% and I fetal malformations (1.4%). Conclusions: I. the
incidence of diabetic pregnancy of 38/100000/yr. is one of the lowest in
Europe; 2. deaths and malformations comprised 14.8% (10 cases); 3.
spontaneous births comprised only 1.4% of cases. 4. a special programme
directed at eliminating or reducing these negative outcomes is urgently
required.

999
THE CONTRmUTION OF MATERNAL GLUCOSE AND INSULIN
LEVELS ON BIRTH WEIGHT IN NORMAL PREGNANCY.
O. Giampietro, P. Bay*, F. Piazza and E. Matteucci. Clinica Medica II,
Clinica Ostetrica*, Pisa, Italy.
The relationship of fetal growth and maternal glucose tolerance has long
been sought. We studied SO healthy pregnant women (age 28±5 years)
both at 24±2 and 33±1 weeks of gestation as for glucose tolerance by
performing both 50-g 2-hour glucose challenge test, GCT, and 100-g 3
hour oral glucose tolerance test, OGTT (areas under glycemic and
insulinemic curves, AUGC and AUIC, were geometrically calculated).
No pregnancy was complicated by gestational diabetes or hypertension.
The mean gestational age of the infants was 39±2 weeks. By dividing
pregnant women according to neonatal weight (after excluding four
cases with birth weight<2.5 kg and lower gestational age, 36±1 wk), 65
of them delivered normal-weight babies (NGA, 3.3±O.3 kg, 39±1 wk)
while II large babies >3.9 kg (LGA, 4.6±1 kg, 39±1 wk). LGA mothers
were older than NGA (31±5 vs 2S±4 yr, p<0.05); in addition, they had
higher prepregnancy BMI (25±5 vs 22±3 kg/m2, p<0.05), AUIC at 2nd
trimester GCT (3.4±1.5 vs 2.5±1.3 mU min/ml, p<0.05) and fasting
glycemia at 3rd trimester (SS±S vs 79±S mg/dl, p<O.OS). The presence
of a single abnormal glycemia (l-h GCT value>130 mg/dl or OGTT
criteria of Carpenter and Coustan exceeded) divided pregnant women
into 19 who had at least one abnormal value (RG) and 61 who did not
(NG). HG pregnants had similar age (29±S vs 2S±5 yr) and
prepregnancy BMI (23±3 vs 23±4 klm2) than NG, but higher neonatal
(3.S±1.2 vs 3.3±O.6 kg, p<O.OS), higher AUGCs during GCT and OGTT
at 2nd (p<O.OI) and 3rd (p<O.OOI) trimesters, yet similar AUICs.
Neonatal weight was positively correlated (multiple R 0.42, p<O.OI)
with maternal age and fasting insulinemia at 2nd trimester. We conclude
that I) birth weight pregressively increases, just in the normal range,
with increasing maternal glycemia, even if maternal tolerance remains
normal; 2) the risk of out-of-range birth weights significantly increases
with increasing maternal age, basal BMI and post-load insulinemia.
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MATERNAL LIPIDMETABOLISM AND FETALMACROSOMIA
M Jolly, R Amin, V Aoyaoku, J Soares, K Murphy, T.G Teoh, D Jolmston and S
Robinson. Sectionof Endocrinology & MetabolicMedicine and, ImperialCollege
Schoolof Medicine,St Mary's Hospital,London.

Maternalobesity,even in the absenceof hyperglycaemia, is a major risk factor for
fetal macrosomia. We therefore aimed to test the hypothesis that abnormal
maternalfatty acid metabolismassociatedwith insulin insensitivity in non-diabetic
mothers was associated with fetal macrosomia. Twelve obese pregnant women
were comparedwith 7 lean pregnant women and 9 non-pregnant controls. Insulin
sensitivity and NEFA suppression were assessed with the frequent-sampling
intravenous glucose tolerance test. Specific Insulin was used for modelling
purposes. Maternalbody mass indexwas highest in the obesepregnantwomen(n-p
25.0i4.9, obese-preg34.5±5.3,lean-preg25.1±2.l kg/m"), Fastingplasmaglucose
was significantly higher in the obese pregnant women (n-p 4.9iO.5, obese-preg
5.2iI.0, lean-preg 4.4iO.8 mmolll, p<0.05) although glucose tolerance was not
significantly different in tltis group (n-p 2.liO.7, obese-preg l.7iO.8, lean-preg
2.0iO.7 %, NS). Insulin sensitivity was decreased in pregnancy and non
significantly furtherdecreasedin the obesepregnantwomen(n-p 18.5±l7.I, obese
preg 3.0±1.7,lcan-preg4.0i3.8 1O,4min,I per pM.rl

, p<0.01,n-p v either pregnant
group). Fasting insulin (n-p 3.4±3.0, obese-preg 20.4±31, lean-preg 10.5iI2.2
pM,) and first phase insulin (n-p 104.0iI12.4, obese-preg425.4i473.0, lean-preg
271.8±2l6.0 pM,) were increased in pregnancy, but not significantly further
increasedin obesepregnantwomen. Dataon 6 macrosomicand II non-macrosomic
infants are available. NEFA nadir was higher in women who had a macrosomic
comparedto a non-macrosomic felns (mac 1l9il02 v non-mac 100i56, p<O.OI) as
was LDL-cholesterol (mac 3.4iO.7 v non-mac 2.5il.l, p<0.05). In conclusion,
insulin resistance is increased in normal pregnancy although not significantly
further increased in obese compared to lean pregnant women. Lipid and glucose
metabolism mayplaya role in fetal macrosomia for non-diabetic mothers.

1002
MATERNAL HYPERGLYCEMIA IS NOTTHEONLY CAUSEOF MACROSOMIA:
LESSONS LEARNED FROMA COHORT OF 2028 GESTATIONS.
W Ricart , C Bach, JM Fernandez-Real, J Biarnes, J Vidal, D Cabrero and J
Sabria. Hospital Universilario Doctor Josep Trueta. Girona. SPAIN
Maternal hyperglycemia has been implicated as the major cause of neonatal
macrosomia. We examined the predictive value of maternal age (MA) , ethnic
group (EG), maternal pregestational body mass index (BMI), maternal weight
increase, serum glucose after a 50 g glucose overload test (SG50), glucose
tolerance status -normal (85%), glucose intolerance (3.9%) or gestational
diabetes (11%)-, and gestational duration (GD) on birthweight (BW)and LGA
in 2028 consecutive gestations. HbA1 was evaluated inthe gestational diabetic
subgroup. BWwas expressesd as a % of the 50th percentile adjusted bysex and
gestational age obtained from a 12000 births. LGAwas defined as BW above
90th percentile for sex and gestational age. In a subgroup of 298 patients with
chromosomal risk, amnioticfluidglucose (AFG)and insulin(AFI), and maternal
serum glucose (MSG) and insulin (MSI) concentrations at 14-16 weeks of
gestation were measured. BW was classified in quartiles. In tne univariate
analysis a difference of MA (p=0.02), GD (p=O.OO7), SG50 (p=0.03), EG
(p=O.OOOO) and for BMI (p=0.0000)between the higherand lower BWquartilwas
demostrated. Aslight difference forglucose tolerance status (p=0.08) and AFG
(p=0.06)was found. Ina muilivariate analysis onlyBMI and SG50 were predictive
for BW. In the analysis of the gestational diabetic subgroup BMI and slightly
HbA1 (p=0.08) had a predictivevalue. No differences in the prevalence of LGA
between non-gestational diabetic and gestational diabetic subqroups were found.
Differences in BMI (p=0.00001) and EG (p=0.001) were demonstrated in the
analysis between normal BWand LGAgroups. The multivariate analysis showed
that onlyBMI, both inall the cohort and inthe gestational diabetic subgroup, were
predicilve for macrosomia. In conclusion, maternal glucose metabolism, but
specially the pregravid overweight, independent from hyperglycemia, are
associated withincreased birthweightin our population.
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fS THERE RELATION BETWEEN TRIGLYCERIDE LEVELS AND
MACROSOMIA IN GESTATIONAL DIABETES?
P Fontaine':', A Vamberguc':', 0 Verier-Mine', J Lefebvre', M Cordonnier', MC
Nuttens"', I Service d'endocrinologie, 2 Departement d'Infonnation Medicale,
CHRU, 59037Lille Ccdex,France,, DIAGESTgroup.
Intensivetreatment of gestationaldiabetes (GD) often normalizesplasma glucose
levels. Does it also improve triglyceride(TG) levels? Does TG levels influence
rate of macrosomia? In a multicentricprospectivestudy. we diagnosed 221 GD
(Carpenterand Coustancriteria). Fasting and post-prandialTG were measuredin
197GD at each diabetologic visit All had intensivedietetic counsellingand self
monitored blood glucose 4 times a day. Insulin was added if weekly venous
glycemia"as fasting z 5.3 and/or 2 hours post-prandialz 6.6 mmol II. «Good
control»group (n~125) achievedmean venousglycemiafasting s 4.9 and 2 hours
post- prandial :5 6.6 mmol/l, «Not-good-control » group (n=72) did not « Good
control» vs « not-good-control » were younger (29.1 (5.6) vs 32.3 (5.9) years,
p<O.OOI) and leaner before pregnancy (prepregnancy BMI . 24.7 (4.9) vs 27.9
(5.8) ; p<O.OO I). Insulinotherapy was given to 36.0% of « good-control» and
64.3% of « not-goodcontrol». During treatment, the means of fasting and post
prandial TG levels were lower in « good-control» (Fasting: 2.19 (1.52) vs 2.47
(1.65) mmol/l, p<O,05; post prandial :2.33 (1.52) vs 2.63 (1.64) mmol/l, p<0.05)
Mean fasting and mean post-prandialTG were correlatedwith mean fasting and
mean post-prandial glycemia. These differences and correlations persisted after
adjustment on prepregnancyBMI and gestationalage. There were no association
betweenpregnancyhypertensionand TG. Large for gestationalage infants (LGA)
were less frequent in «good-control» (16,1 'Yo vs 34,7% . p<O.OI). After
adjustment on 35 years old, prepregnancy BMI, parity, and educational level.
LGA was still less frequent among «good-control» (OR=OAI , 95% Cl [0,28
0.601), Fasting and post-prandialTG levels did not influence the rate of LGA in
« good-control » and « not-good-control ». The normalizationof plasma glucose
level may contribute to lower fasting and post-prandialTG levels, This decrease
does not seem to influencethe rate of LGA.

1003
PRE-PREGNANCY MICROALBUMINURIA PREDICTS
PREECLAMPSIA IN INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETES.
P Ekbom, E Stage, K Norgard, A Svenningsen, P Clausen, U Feldt-Rasmussen,
B Feldt-Rasmussen, L Nielsen, L Melsted-Pedersen, P Damm and ER
Mathiesen. Obstetrisk Clinic and dept. of Medical Endocrinology and
Nephrology, Steno Diabetes Center and Rigshospitalet, Copenhagen, Denmark.
Our aim was to determine whether presence of microalbuminuria prior to
pregnancy can predict development of preeclampsia in women with insulin
dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM) A prospective cohort study including all
pregnant Caucasian women with lDDM admitted to our obstetric clinic prior to
17 weeks of gestation with a living foetus, from January 1996 to May 1997 was
performed. Women with diabetic nephropathy (urinary albumin excretion> 300
mg/24h, n=5) or a history of hypertension (n=l) were excluded. Values of 24 h
urinarv albumin excretion (UAE), blood pressure and haemoglobin Ale within 2
years 'prior to pregnancy were obtained from local records and presence of
microalbuminuria was defined as UAE 30-300 mg/24h (geometric mean of 2-4
consecutive urine samples), During pregnancy UAE, office blood pressure and
24h blood pressure were recorded, Preeclampsia was defined as office blood
pressure> 140190 rnmHg and UAE >300 mg/24h. Seventy-four consecutive
pregnancies resulted in 68 deliveries later than 24 weeks of gestation. Mean age
of the 68 women was 30 (SD 5) years, duration of diabetes 13(9) years, pre
pregnancy UAE 11 (range 1-265) mg/24h (n=64, 94%), blood pressure 118/75
(11/7) mmHg and HbA lc 7,9 (1,3) % Six (60%) out of 10 women with pre
pregnancy microalbuminuria developed preeclampsia compared to 2 (4%) out
of 54 women with normal UAE (p< 0,00 I). Using multiple logisitic regression
analysis pre-pregnancy microalbuminuria was the best predictor for
development of preeclampsia The relative risk of developing preeclampsia in
women with pre-excisting microaibuminuria was 16 (95% confidence interval
4-69) compared to women without microalbuminuria. Conclusion: Pre-existing
microalbuminuria predicts preeclampsia in women with IDDM.
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1004
NON SUPPRESSIBILITY OF GLUCAGON IN LATE PREGNANCY

AND IN PREVIOUS GESTATIONAL DIABETIC WOMEN
C. Beis, E. Anastasiou, M. Alevizaki, S.1. Grigorakis, G. Philippou and A.
Souvatzoglou. 1st Endocrine Section and Diabetes Centre, ALEXANDRA
University Hospital, 11528 Athens.

Absence of glucagon suppressibility after OGTI has been reported in
subjects with IGT and NIDDM. We investigated this possible abnormality in
previous gestational diabetic women (ex-GDM) with normal OGTI.
Furthermore we studied fasting (0') and post glucose glucagon levels in
normal and GDM pregnancy, as available data is somewhat conflicting. We
examined, 2-4 months postpartum, 17 ex-GDM women with normal OGTI
(WHO criteria) age 38±5 years and BMI 27.2±5.2 and 17 controls matched
for age and BMI. In addition we investigated 20 GDM women (NDDG
criteria) aged 32.2±5.1 years with pre-pregnancy BMI 26.7±4.2, and 26
normal pregnant women (Npregn) matched for age and BMI, in the 281"_32"'

pregnancy weeks. Glucose, insulin and giucagon levels were measured
during a 75g or 100g OGTI respectively. Glucagon (gluc) levels were
suppressed at 90' and 120' in controls; percent difference (t.%) of glucagon
at 90 and 120 minutes minus glucagon 0' was as follows: t.gluc 90'=-10±
15%, p=0.02, t.gluc 120'=-10±-11%, p=0.001, one sample t test. In ex-GDM
women glucagon levels were not suppressed, but were even increased:
t.gluc30'=14±13%, p<0.OC1 and t.gluc60'=10±14, p=0.007. During
pregnancy glucagon levels at 0' and at 180' were significantly higher in GDM
compared to Npregn: 62.3±11.5 vs 53.1±11.8 pmo/L, p<0.005 and
63.7±16.1 vs 53.4±16.9, p<0.005 respectively. There was no glucagon
suppression at any time during OGTI in GDM or in Npregn. We suggest
that: (a). Absence of the suppressibility of glucagon in ex-GDM women with
normal OGTI might be involved in the natural history towards glucose
intolerance. (b). No suppression of glucagon in normai late pregnancy as
well as in pregnancy complicated by GDM may be due to "physiological"
insulin resistance during this period.

1006
INTENSIVE INSULIN TREATMENT OF PREGNANT DIABETIC WOMEN
SUPPORTEDBY TELEMATIC SYSTEM.RESULTSFROM 2 YEARS STUDY

J.Wojcicki, P.LadyZj'nski, J.Krzymien*, E.J6iwicka*, J.Blachowicz,
E.Janczewska**, K.Czajkowski**and W. Karnafel*. Inst.Bioc.z; Biom.Eng PAS,
Clin.Gastr. & Me\.Dis. MA*, I & II Clin.Obs\. & Gynaec.MA**,Warsaw,Poland

In order to assess effectivenessof the telematic system on glycaemic control of the
pregnant diabetic women two randomized groups of patients (15 persons each),
selected according to established protocol of the study, will be evaluated. One with
routine clinical control every 3 weeks and other with telematic transmission of the
data allowing on daily examination of the patient state and if necessary
intervention by the physician. Both groups are trained using the same educational
program during 3 days of hospitalization. Designed and developedsystem consists:
central clinical control system with originally designed software system "Diapret"
allowing for visualization of the long-term metabolic control and patient's
teletransmission modules with Bayer Glucometer M+, modem and dial-up or
cellular phone. Till now 17 patients (9 in control group and 8 in study group) with
average for each patient l43.9±6 days of monitoring in control and 160.3±6.5days
in study group have been evaluated. Both groups were very similar at the start
point of the study regarding to glycaemic control (MBG=8.6±2.2vs8.5±1.3
mmolll) duration of the diabetes (7.7±5.7 vs 1O.6±3.2 years) end level of
intelligence (l03±11 vs 103±13pts). Obtained results indicated that an application
of the telematic system leads especially to: (a) significantly higher stability of the
blood glucose data represented by much lower variability of MBG (c.v.=
5.8%vsI4.4%, p<O.OI), J-index (c.v.=15.8% vs 31.2%,p<O.05), (b) significant
difference between glycaemia courses during last 10 weeks of the study due to
better glycaemic control in the study group (6MBG=O.6±O.5 nunol/l, M=6.4±4.8,

p<O.OOI). It seems that an application of the developedand studied system, which
allows on daily examination of the metabolic control of the patient leads to
significant improvement of the intensive insulin treatment. Final conclusion will
be made after termination of the projectwhich is scheduledon the end of this year.

1005
THE BIRTH OF A DIABETES IN PREGNANCY CENTER IN GEORGIA

N.Asatiani, A.EIphick*, R.Kurashvili, M,Natsvlishvili, T.Chanturia**,
M.Iashvili, E.Shelestova and M.Hod***. Diabetes Center, **Maternity Home
2, Thillsi, Georgia, ***Dept. of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Rabin Medical
Center, Tel-Aviv,Israel; *NovoNordisk AlS, Copenhagen, Denmark.

Georgian Diabetes in Pregnancy Program was initiated in cooperation with the
Rabin Medical Center and the Israel Diabetes ASSllCiation (IDA), resulting from
au IDF twinning partnership between the IDA and Georgian Diabetes
Federation. The aim of this study is to compare pregnancy outcome before and
after bnplementation of the Program. Participants were sixtheen women with
lDDM. Fourteen of them had oue or more prior pregnancies complicated by
Diabetes Mellitus (1991-1995). None had received qualified medical care, and
13 of the 38 pregnancies (34.2%) ended in neonatal deaths, 10 (26 %) in
spontaueous abortious and 10 (26,3%) in induced abortions. Only in 5 cases
(13.1%) overweight infants were born. Patients' mean age was 27±6 years, and
diabetes duration 10±6 years. Under the Program, that commencedin October
1996, patients reported 3 month before conception for pregnancy care. By the
end of this period HbAlc levels dropped to 7.6±0.5% (P<O,OOl) and insnlin
doses decreased to 0,5±0,06 lUlkg (P<O.Ol), After conception, the women were
supervised by a mnltidisciplinary team. At the end of the third trimester, the
mean HbAlc levelwas 7.2±0.2% (P<0.05) and insnlin requirement, compared to
the first trimester, increased to 0.9±0.08 lUlkg (P<O.OOI). There were no severe
maternal compUcations thronghont pregnancy. All 16 women gave birth to
Uvebomoffsprings between the 36 th and 39 th weeks of gestation (6 cesarean
sections, 10 vaginal deliveries],Fetal birth weight ranged from 2.3 to 4.1 kg,
These preliminary resnlts indicate that our Program has significantly reduced
the high pre-program levels of neonatal mortaUty, and morbidity, as well as the
incidenceof maternal compUcations. We hope to continue patient e4ucation, and
intensive pre- and postnatal care in wider groups of women with Diabetes
MelUtus, tbus providingan equal opportunity for motherhood to all women.

1007
QUALITY OF CARE PROVIDED TO GESTATIONAL DIABETIC WOMEN:
A BASIC INFORMATIONSHEETFOR DIABETESANDPREGNANCY.
Gy. Tamas, A. Gy. Tabak, P. Turbucz, T. Hidvegi, l.Foldcsi and Zs.
Kerenyi, Depts. of Med., Budapest, Gyiir, Szeutes, Huugary

Quality assurance is of utmost importauce in all levels of bealth care. As
part of an on-goiug continuous quality improvemeut project, we evaluated
diagnostic measures and outcomes of care for 134 gestational diabetic
women (mean age: 28.9±6.Il±SD; range:16-43]yrs; GDM: n=117;
Gestational-Impaired Glucose Tolerance; G-IGT (75g oGTT; WHO):n=I7;
5 twins) by level of service delivery using a newly developed standardized
Basic Information Sheet for Diabetes and Pregnancy (BIS-DP; WHO
IDF/Euro). BIS-DP contained process (documentation [history, diagnosis,
booking), monitoring, intervention) and outcome (intermediate: metabolic
parameters, risk factors, progress of complicatious; true: perinatal
morbidity, mortality, congenital malformation [CM], stillbirth, maternal
hypertension, discharge) indicators and data on reclassification. Diabetes
centres (C) were responsible for the care of 47 patients. Diabetes units (U)
cared for 117 women. No significant differences were observed between C
and U with respect to mean maternal age, time of booking, birth weight,
perinatal morbidity and mortality. CM (n=4) were found in U group only.
No data in U, however, 011 booking/third trimester DbAlc (C: 6.5% [4.8
9.5; range] - 4.9% [3.4-6.8]; performed in 12 and 24/47 cases),
microalbuminuria (C: 7/47 investigated) and hypertension (10 cases of
chronic/pregnancy induced in C) were marked. C women had a higher
section rate (33 vs 6%; P<o.OOI); 7/47 used self monitOring compared to
none in U. Fifteen/47 C women (lDDM: 2; IGT: 2; healthy: 11) and 6/117 U
cases (NIDDM: 2; IGT:l; healthy: 3) were reclassified shortly after
delivery (C vs U P<O.OOI).In conclusion, BIS-DP as a tool in quality
improvement strategies proved a wide gap between recommended
international standards for GDM care aud the care actually received even
at tertiary level (C). Standardized, structured data sets may have the
potential to influence organizational factors in health care delivery and to
improve care of GDM women.
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1008
IMPAIRED ENDOTHELIUM-DEPENDENT RELAXATION IN
PREGNANT OFFSPRING OF DIABETIC RATS
R.T. Gerber, Kllolemans', F.A. Van Assche' and L.Poston. Fetal
Health Research Group, Departments of Obstetrics and Gynaecology,
St Thomas' Hospital, London SEI 7EH and lKatholieke Universiteit
Leuven, 3000 Leuven, Belgium.
Offspring of streptozotocin-induced diabetic rats (OD) are insulin
resistant in adult life and develop hyperglycaemia and insulin
resistance in pregnancy (Holemans K et al. J Endocrinol 199;
131:387-393). Gestational diabetes in women is associated with an
increased incidence of vascular disorders, particularly pre-eclampsia.
The aim of this study was to assess vascular function in pregnant OD
rats (POD). Using a myograph relaxation to acetylcholine (ACh) was
assessed in small mesenteric arteries from pregnant control and POD.
Arteries were preconstricted with 5 11M noradrenaline ± indomethacin
(10-5 M). Max relaxation to ACh was significantly impaired in arteries
from POD (% of noradrenaline induced tone; POD: 94.30 % ± 1.34, n
= 10 vs pregnant control: 98.43 % ±0.60, n = 9; p<O.OI).
Indomethacin abolished any differences in ACh relaxation, suggesting
a defect in prostacyclin synthesis or increased constrictor prostanoid
production in POD. Relaxation to sodium nitroprusside was not
different between the groups. Fetuses (20d gestation) from POD were
significantly heavier than those of pregnant controls (POD: 2.08 ±
0.04 g, n = 79 vs pregnant control: 1.86 ± 0.02 g, n = 56; p<O.OI). In
conclusion pregnant offspring of diabetic (POD) have a reduction in
endothelium-dependent relaxation. These observations are comparable
to human gestational diabetes which is associated with endothelial
dysfunction and macrosomia. Pregnant offspring of diabetic rats may
be a good model for human gestational diabetes.

1010
LOW-PROfEIN DIET DURING GESTATION AND LACTATION

DID NOT MODULATE INSULIN RESISTANCE IN SHR

K. TANIGAWA, T. MIURA and E. ISHIHARA Department of

Clinical Nutrition, Suzuka University of Medical Science, Mie, Japan

The effect of a low-protein diet (LPD) during gestation and lactation on

insulin resistance and hypertension was examined in spontaneously

hypertensive rats (SHR). Offspring born to LPD-fed rats (8% protein)

had significantly lower body weights than the controls. Their weight

failed to catch up to control levels until 12-weeks of age, despite

feeding with the control diet after weaning. Blood pressure at 12

weeks old did not differ depending on whether the rats were fed with

or without LPD. Euglycemic insulin clamp (6 mUlkg/min) was also

performed, but there was no difference in glucose infusion rate

between the two groups. An intravenous glucose tolerance test (0.5

glkg bw) revealed that glucose tolerance was unimpaired in the

offspring of rats fed the LPD, but their plasma insulin levels were

significantly (p<0.05) lower at 5 and 15 min after a glucose load.

Although the protein content of the pancreas was lower (p<0.05) in the

rats fed the LPD, pancreatic insulin stores did not differ between the

two groups. Therefore, growth retardation due to LPD did not

modulate insulin resistance or blood pressure in SHR, but insulin

secretory activity may be influenced by LPD during gestation and

lactation.
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1009
EFFECT OF SOCIAL STRESS AND GESTATIONAL INSULIN
DEFICIENCY ON GLUCOSE TOLERANCE IN RATS OFFSPRING
N.Krasova, V.Poltorak, A.Gladkih, L.Sergienko, G.Brizgalova. Ukraini
an Institute ofEndocrine Diseases Pharmacotherapy, Kharkov, Ukraine.
The aim of the study was to investigate the impact of maternal social
stress (MSS) against the background of gestational insulin deficiency
(Gill) on glucose tolerance in male and female Wistar rats offspring (0)
For MSS creation rats were transferred daily from one rats association to
another within 2nd_8 th day of pregnancy, Gill was rendered by STZ
injection (45 mg/kg, i.p.) on the second day of pregnancy. The maternal
cohort consisted of 50 pregnant rats exposed MSS, Gill, MSS+Gill
and controls. An i.p. GTT (3 g glucose/kg) was performed in 0 (n=32)
at 45 days of age. Disturbances in glycemic pattern during GTT were
revealed in MSS male 0: plasma glucose levels did not return at 120 min
to basal value (respectively, 7.6±0.4 and 4.9±0.6 mmol/l, p<O.OI, vs
5.3±0.3 and 4.9±0.3 mmol/l, NS, in controls). GID impaired glucose
tolerance in 0 independently from gender: integral glycemia levels over
GTT were 31.3±2.0 and 31.2±2.2 mmol/l, respectively, in male and
female 0 in comparison with 25.4±1.1 and 24.2±1.2 mmol/I in controls
(p<0.05). MSS+GID also induced glucose intolerance in both gender 0:
glycemia didn't return to basal value at 120 min after glucose load and
formed 9.3±2.1 vs 4.7±0.6 mmol/l (p<0.05) in male and 7.3±0.8 vs
4.4±0.2 mmol/l (p<0.05) in female compared to 5.2±05 vs 5.2±0.4
mmol/l (NS) for control female. MSS enhanced GID-induced glucose
tolerance disturbances in male 0: integral glycemia was 40.7±2.4 vs
31.3±2.0 mmol/l (p<0.02), respectively, in MSS+Gill and Gill 0 in
comparison with 25.4±1.5 mmol/l (p<O.OOI) in MSS offspring. Thus
maternal social stress strengthened gestational insulin deficiency-induced
glucose intolerance in rats male offspring at puberty and did not change
it in female offspring

1011
TISSULAR LIPOPROTEIN LIPASE ACTIVITY AND mRNA
EXPRESSION IN STREPTOZOTOCIN DIABETIC PREGNANTRATS

E. Herrera, L. Blanco, and A. MartIn-Hidalgo, UniversidadSan Pabl()-CEU
and DepartamentoInvestigaci6n, HospitalRam6nYCajal, Madrid, Spain

Hypertriglyceridemia is a common feature both in normal pregnancy and in
diabetes, and usually becomes exagerated when both conditions coincide.
Since a decreased clearance of circulating triglyceride-rich lipoproteins
causedby decreasedadiposelipoproteinlipase(LPL)activitycould contribute
to such change, the present work was addressed to study both LPL activity
and mRNA expressionin different tissues of virgin (V) and 20 day pregnant
rats (P) made diabetic (D) with 40 mg i.v, streptozotocinJkg body weight
given before mating. Control rats (C) receiving the buffer were studied in
parallel. PC rats had higher plasma triglyceride (TG) levels than YC, and
although 0 enhancedTG in both groups, values in PO remained higher than
in YD. Plasma insulin levels were higher in PC than in YC, whereas the
decreasecausedby 0 wasgreater in P than in Y, disappearingthe differences
between both groups. Adipose tissue LPL activity and mRNA expression
were lower in PC than in YC, and the effect of 0 decreasing both variables
was greater in Y than in P rats. Mammary gland LPL activity and mRNA
expressionwerehigher in PC than in YC, but the effectof 0 decreasingboth
variableswas greater in P than in Y. LPL activityand mRNA expression in
red fiber skeletal muscle were slightly lower in PC and YC, and 0 hardly
enhanced these variables in P rats. Parallel changes in LPL activity and
mRNA indicate that long term control by insulin of LPL activity is tissue
specificand is made at the transcriptional level, and it is suggestedthat the
differentresponsiveness detectedamong the tissues to either P or 0 depends
011 their respective insulin sensitivity in late pregnancy, which also affects
plasma TG levels.
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1012
PLASMA PANCREASTATIN-LIKE AND CATECHOLAMINE LEVELS
IN GESTATIONALDIABETES.
JA Lobon Hernandez, V Sanchez-Margalet*, Gonzalez Jimenez A,
Fernandez SOlo ML, Goberna R* and Escobar-Jimenez F. Department of
Endocrinology,Univ. Hospital, Granada, *Depart of Clinical Biochemistry,
Investigation Unit, Univ. Hospital Virgen Macarena, Seville, Spain.
Pancreastatin (PST) effects raised the hypothesis of these peptide being a
general autocrine, paracrine and endocrine inhibitor. Since we had
prevously demonstrated the counterregulatory effect of PST on insulin
action, and other study had show tha PST levels seem to increased in the
third trimester of pregnancy: whether PST may be involved in the
pathophysiologyof Gestational Diabetes Mellitus (GDM)? The AIM of the
present study was to evaluate plasma levels of glucose and hormones
involved in glucose metabolism in lean subjects with GDM compared with
those in lean subjects with normal pregnancy. PATIENTS AND
METHODS: 23 non-obese (BMI<27 kg/mz) pregnant subjects were
employedfor the study. 12 subjects had previouslybeen diagnosed of GDM
and I I were control pregnant subjects. Selection criteria for GDM were
those recommended by National Diabetes Data Group. Fasting blood
samples were obtanined at late pregnancy (30 I weeks). Plasma glucose,
insulin, glucagon, PST, epinephrine (E) and norepinephrine (EN) were
measured. Valnes are means SEM. Student's t test was used for
comparisons, with differencies bieng considered significant at P<0.05.
RESULTS: Gestational diabetic subjects had significantly higher insulin
levels than control pregnant subjects (18 I versus 15 I mU/mI), whereas
glucose and glucagon levels where comparable in both groups. However,
increased catecholamines levels (E and NE) were found in the GDM. We
also found increased PST levels in these patients, compared with control
pregnant group (46 2 versus 30 2 mol/l), Actually, PST levels positively
correlated witn both E (r=0.34) and EN (r=0.80) levels. CONCLUSIONS:
Catecholamine and PST levels were found elevaed in GDM. These
counterregulatory hormones may play a role in the insulin resistance
syndromeof GDM.

1014
GESTATIONAL GLUCOSE INTOLERANCE AND MATERNAL SOCIAL
STRESS DEPRESS SEXUAL BEHAVIOUR IN MALE OFFSPRING
G.Brizgalova, L.Sergienko, V.Poltorack, T.Bondarenko and
N.Karpenko. Ukranian Research Institute of Endocrine Diseases
Pharmacotherapy,Kharkov, Ukraine
The aim of the study was to evaluate the combined influence of
gestational glucose intolerance (GGI) and social stress (SS) during
early pregnancy on sexual behaviour in male offspring. In Wistar rats
GGI was induced by a single dose of streptozotocin (45 mg/kg i.p.)
on day 2 of pregnancy, then rats were exposed SS by change of
rat's association until the 9th day of pregnancy. In 3-month-old
offspring the sexual behaviour was examined. Frequency and
latency of mountings, intromissions, ejaculations and postejaculation
refractory period (PRP) were recorded during 15 min test.
Behavioural studies have shown that GGI increased latency of
mountings and intromissions by 2.3 and 3.0 fold respectively
(p<0.001 vs controls), suggesting a low activity of sexual motivation
in offspring. Only tendency to decrease of ejaculation frequency was
noted. SS depressed copulative phase in offspring decreasing the
ejaculation frequency (p<0.05 vs controls) and lengthened PRP
(389.2±15.4 s vs 304.2±28.3 s in controls, p<0.05). GGI combined
with SS increased the latency of mountings, intromissions and
ejaculations by 2.3, 2.6 and 1.4 fold respectively (p<0.001 vs
controls). PRP was significantly lengthened (420.6±20.1 s vs
304.2±28.2 s in controls, p<0.01). As a result only 50% offspring had
the 2nd ejaculation within test. We conclude that both GGI and S8
disturb sexual behaviour suppressing different phases of sexual
cycle. GGI and 88 supplement the effects of each other when
combined, weakening both sexual motivation and copulative activity
in male offspring.

1013
FASTING TRIGLYCERIDE LEVEL MODULATES INSULIN RESPONSE
IN GESTATIONAL DIABETES
FJ. Ampudia-Blasco, IF. Ascaso, A. Rodrigo, R. Carmena. Diabetes Reference
Unit, EndocrinologyDep., Clinic University Hospital Valencia, Spain.
Basal hypertriglyceridaemia, which is frequently found in normal and pathologic
pregnancies, has been associated with insulin resistance in other conditions. The
aim of this study was the evaluation of insulin response in gestational diabetes in
relation to fasting triglyceride (TG) level. A cohort of 89 patients who had an oral
glucose tolerance test (OGTT, 100 g glucose) and a complete lipid profile in the
26th to 36th week of gestation were selected. Patients were classified according to
the level ofTG in 2 groups: group I with TG<200 mg/dl (n=44, mean±SD, 159±27
mg/dl) and group 2 with TG;,200 mg/dl (n:"45, 292±101 mg/dl). Insulin secretion
was evaluated by means of the insulin and C-peptide profiles during OGTT. Both
groups (group I vs. 2) were comparable in age (31.9±4.2 vs. 32.6±4.9 y), BMI
before pregnancy (25.7±4.6 vs. 25.1±3.5 kg/nr'), weight gain (8.3±4.9 vs. 8.6±3.7
kg), previous pregnancies (1.22±1.55 vs. 1.24±1.49) and mean HbA1, (4.5±0.3 vs.
4.4±O.4 %). Samples were obtained at 31.9±1.9 (group I) and 32.7±2.2 weeks
(group 2, NS). As well as TG, total cholesterol levels were also increased in group
2 (group I vs. 2, 216±35 vs. 255±44 mg/dl, p< 0.05), bnt HDL (69±16 vs. 64±13
mg/dl) and LDL cholesterol fractions (l24±30 vs. 135±42 mg/dl) were similar. The
basaI-, peak- and area under the curve (AUC) values from insulin and C-peptide
profiles were:

TG<200 mgldl TG;,200 mgldl p value
basal insulin (I!glml) l6.0±6.5 17.5±9.2 0.4
peak insulin (l!glmI) 191.4±1I5.4 258.0±147.1 0.02
AUC-insulin (I!glml *180 min) 22l89±12136 29807±16914 0.Q2
basal C-peptide (nglml) 2.15±1.26 2.69±l.42 0.08
peak C-peptide (nglml) 13.83±5.39 20.01±13.57 0.01
AUC C-peptide (nglml *180 min) 1758±635 2420±1236 0.004

In conclusion, fasting hypertriglyceridaemia was related with an increased insulin
response in pregnant women with gestational diabetes. Hyperinsulinism with
increased TG may indicate indirectly a greater level of peripheral insulin resistance
in these subgroup of patients with gestational diabetes.
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STIMULATION OF RAT MUSCLE GLUmSE UPTAKE BY 5
AMOOIMIDAZOLE4oCARBOXAMIDE RmCSIDE.
R. Bergeron, R.R. Rus",11 III, L.H. Yourg, I.M. Ren, A. Lee, and G.I. Shulman.
Yale University School of Medi::ine, Depatment of Intanal Medcine, 333 Ceda
Street. P.OBox 20S020, NewHaven, CT 06520-8020, U.S.A.
AMP-ectivaled pro1ein kinase (AMPK) is stimJlated by execise and can incease
glucoseuptekein the perlised IlII musde preparation The objective of the present
study was to detemine the role of AMPK in skeletal musde glucose transport in
vivo. Awal<e Spragie-Dawey IlIIs were studied under basa futing insulin
concentracns (somaostatin 1.0 I!g.kg·"min·'; andbasa insulin replacement 0.1
mU.kg·'.min·'). Anitmls were eitler infilsed with saline or 5-aminoimidawle4
carlJoxamide riboside (AICAR: 40 mg-kg bolus and7.5 mg.kg·'.min·' consent
infilsion), an analogue of AMP known to activate AMPK Glucose transport rates
werecalaJIated fi'om 2-[1,2-'Hj-dx>xyg!umse-6-rhosphae upnke. To courteract the
hypoglycemic e1iI:t ofAlCAR,exogenous glucosewas infused at a llIIe of 49.7±3.2
umolskgvmin (mem±sem)whidJmaiItaineda plasna glucoseconrentlllli:ln of 5
mM. The basal plasmalactate concentration progn:ssivdy inceased fmm0.64±0.03
to 6.22±0.35 mM (P<0.001) iJlhwing 75 min of AICAR iniJsion wheeas it
remaned stable in the saline groq>. The glucose-e-ptosphae concentrarons were
sigrificantly elevated (P<0.005)in both lat<ral (LG)andmedial gastrocnemius (MG)
of AICAR infuslrl animals compared to animals receiving saline (respectivdy;
1.03±0.23vs 0.15±0.02; and 1.591:0.35 vs 0.32±0.OSl!molog·') AICAR induced
morethantwoDid inceases in musde glucoseuptli<e in the soleus and both the LG
and MG compared to saline iniJsed animals (respectively IS.5±2.4 vs 7.S±2.3:
P=0.OO6 ; 1O.2±1.2 vs 4.S±0.5: P=0.OOO6; and 12.91:2.6 vs 5.6±0.9: P=0.03
I!ffiolokg"omin·'). CONCLUSION: These data demonstlllle that theactivationof the
AMPK pathway inoeases skeletal muscle glucose uptace and suggest that this
pathway maybe important in theexecise-irduced ineease in glucosetransport.

1017
SELECTIVE EFFECT OF PRIOR EXERCISE IN ENHANCING INSULIN
ACTION IN DIFFERENT MUSCLES AND LIVER
S. Pye, L. Matchett, and J. Radziuk, Ottawa Civic Hospital, Ottawa, Canada

Exercise acutely increases sensitivity to insulin in some but not all studies. To
examine the basis for this effect, 4 groups (n= 6 each) of untrained Sprague
Dawley rats (200-230g) underwent (i) a 4hr swim followed by a 3h recovery,
SR (ii) a 4h swim followed by a 3hr insulin infusion (29pmol/kg-min) SI, (iii)
4h rest + 3h "recovery" (RR) and (iv) 4h rest + 3h insulin infusion (Rl).
Glucose was clamped at basal during insulin infusions and [6-'H]glucose was
infused throughout the study. Plasma levels of tracer and glucose were
measured during the 3h recovery or insulin infusion period. After the final
blood sample, the rats were sacrificed and the soleus (Sol), white (WG) and
red (RG) gastrocnemii, and liver (L) were freeze-clamped. Total and labelled
glycogen were determined in all samples. New synthesis (by direct pathways)
was calculated from the [6-'H]glucose content of the glycogen divided by the
mean specific activity of glucose during the recovery (± insulin) period. Total
glycogen rose or remained unchanged (relative to RR) in all muscles except
in SR where it decreased. New glycogen synthesis was minimal in RR
(0.9±0.1, O.HO.I, 0.1 ±O.lmg/kg and O.l5±0.05 in Sol, RG, WG and L)
and changed to 0.9±0.3, l.HO.5, l.0±0.3 and 0.4±0. Img/kg for Sol, RG,
WG and L in SR and to 3.5±0.5, 3.8±0.6, 0.9±0.2 and 0.8±0.3mg/kg in
RI. When insulin infusion followed exercise (SI), new glycogen synthesis was
additive (SR+RI), 4.7±0.5mg/kg for Sol and supra-additive for the
remaining muscle groups and liver: 1l.9± 1.5, 5.3± 1.3 and 2.8±O.7mg/kg
for RG, WG and L (p<0.05). These data indicate that new glycogen
synthesis is enhanced synergistically by insulin and prior exercise but only in
those muscle groups (RG, WG) where exercise alone increases glycogen
synthesis and in liver (SI). Thus the differential effect of exercise on insulin
action in various tissues could decrease the systemic detectability of the effect.
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EFFECTS OF EXERCISE ON METABOLIC AND MITOGENIC
SIGNALING PATHWAYSIN HUMANSKELETAL MUSCLE.

M. Bjornholm", U. Widegren", X.J. Jiang'', A. Krook'', M. Tally', R.A. Roth', l
Henriksson', H. Wallberg-Hennksson'', and lR. Zierath§ §Dept. of Clinical
Physiology& 'Molecular Medicine,Karolinska Hospital, 'Dept. of Physiologyand
Pharmacology, KarolinskaInstitute,Stockholm, Swedenand the tDept. of Molecular
Pharmacology, StanfordUniv.Schoolof Med., Stanford,CA,USA.

The molecular signaling mechanisms by which muscle contractions leads to changes
in glucose metabolism and gene expression remain largely undefmed. We assessed
whether exercise activates MAP kinase proteins (ERKI/2, SEKI and p38 MAP
kinase), as well as Akt and PYK2 in skeletal muscle from healthy volunteers
obtained during and followingone-leg cycle ergometry at -70% VO, max. Insulin
levels decreasedfrom 98.6±IS to 35.9±4.2pM following 60 min of exercise.IGF-I
levels increasedslightly from 245±17 to 270±IS ~g/I following 60 min of exercise.
Exercise led to a 31±8-fold increase in ERKI/2 phosphorylation, with a maximal
effect noted after 30 min of exercise. Upon recovery, ERKI/2 phosphorylation
rapidly decreasedto resting levels. Exercise increasedphosphorylation of SEKI by
2.5±0.4-foldand p38 MAP kinaseby 2.2±0.7-fold. In contrastto ERKII2 and SEK!,
p38 MAP kinase phosphorylation was increased in non-exercised muscle upon
cessationof exercise.Repeatedbiopsysamplinghad no effecton ERK112, SEKI and
p38 MAP kinase phosphorylation. Interestingly, phosphorylation of the transcription
factor CREB was increased in non-exercised muscle upon cessation of exercise.
Exercise did not increase Akt kinase activity or increase tyrosine phosphorylation of
PYK2. However insulin led to a 5-fold increase in Akt activity in isolated human
skeletal muscle. Furthermore, hyperosmosis led to a 2.S-fold increase in tyrosine
phosphorylation of PYK2in rat soleusmuscle. In conclusion, our data do not support
a role of Akt or PYK2 in exercise/contraction induced signaling in human skeletal
muscle. Importantly, we show exercisehas divergenteffectson parallel MAP kinase
pathways. The extent to which these different pathways are activated by physical
exercise may influence transcriptional events in skeletal muscle.

1018
EXERCISE-INDUCED INCREASE IN PLASMA LACTATE DOES
NOT SUBSTITUTE FOR BRAIN GLUCOSE DURING
HYPOGL YCEMIA.
P. Bottini, C. Lalli, A. Baccarelli, S. Pampanelli, M. Lepore, M. Ciofetta, P. Del
Sindaco,F. Santeusanioand G.B. Bolli", DIMISEMPerugia, Italy

To establish if increased plasma lactate (Lact) during exercise (Ex)
substitutes for glucose as brain fuel during hypoglycemia (Hypo), 7
nondiabetics (N) and 6 IDDM patients (D) were studied. Adrenaline (A),
noradrenaline (NA), autonomic (AS) and neuroglycopenic (NS) symptoms were
measured during Ex (Study I, SI), or Hypo (Study 2, S2), or Ex+Hypo (Study
3, S3). Steady state Ex (cycloergometer, 80 min at 110 watts) was performed in
Sl and S3. whereas in S2 subjects remained seated. Insulin (2 mUlKg/min) +
variable glucose were infused i.v. from 20 to 80 min to induce Hypo in S2 and
S3 (plasma glucose 2.8 mmolll between 60-80 min) or to maintain euglycemia
(plasma glucose S mmolll) in S I

Ex(S1) Hypo (S2) Ex+Hypo (83)
(min 0 60-80 0 60·80 0 60-80

IN ~ct(mM) l.3±0.1 2.9±0.1* 1.2±0.1 1.5±O.! 1.1±0.1 3J±0.2*
l'.(oM) OJ±O.! 0.6±0.'* 0.2±0.1 2.6±0.4* OJ±O.I 6.9±O.6*
"A (oM) l.7±O.2 5.5±O.5* l.7±0.2 2.2±0.2* 2J±02 7J±0.4*
l'.S score 1.6±O.8 S.2±111 !±OJ S.5±I*~ 1.5±0.4 8±0.7*
"S score 0.2±0.1 3±0.1* 0.4±0.2 4.9±1.2* 0.6±O.2 7±0.9*

) act(mM) l.7±OJ 3.8±0.5* 1.1±0.! 1.5±0.2* 1.5±0.4 3.6±OJ*
(oM) OJ±O.! 0.8±0.1* OJ±O.! 1.9±O.4*t OJ±O.! 3J±0.7*t
A(nM) I.9±OJ 5.2±OJ* l.7±O.2 2.2±O.!* 2±OJ 6.S±0.S*
S score 1.5±0.2 6.9±O.4* 0.3±O.! 5.6±2.3* 0.8±0.1 7.7±O.9*
S score 1.8±0.! 5.4±0.4* O.4±O.l 6±1.5* 0.5±0.1 7±1.3*

*p<0.05vs 0 , tp<O.OS vs N , ~p<O.05 vs S3
Thus, Ex-induced increase in Lact does not substitute for glucose as brain fuel
during hypo. In IDOM, the physiological Ex+Hypo induced potentiation of A
and symptoms observed in non-diabetics, is reduced independently of plasma
lactate.
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DAILY PROFILES OF INSULIN DOSE EQUIVALENTS OF EXERCISE
tIDE) IN DIABETIC CHILDREN ON BASAL-BOLUS REGIMES
U. Fischer, C. Ramirez, G. Weigl, H. Boltz, and E. SaIzsieder;Kinder Reha-Zentrum
Putbus, Inselklinik Heringsdorf and Gerhardt Katsch Institute of Diabetes Karlsburg,
Germany
Hypoglycaemia in otherwise healthy type-I diabetic patients is frequently caused by
difficulties in adapting s.c. insulin doses (scID) to exercise activities. In hypoglycae
mia prevention of adult patients, we have previously validated a nomogram relating
IDE of a work load to the steady state heart rate (SSHR). This studywasdesigned to
relate under well-controlled conditions the 24 h HR profile to IDE of varying daily
activities. 30 children of either sex (9-16 years old, diabetes duration 1-11 years,
HbA" 5.9-11.2%), intensively treated according to the basal (NPH, Semilente") 
bolus (regular insulin) principle, were studied during a summer camp: (a) bicycle er
gometer tests were performed to identify the individual SSHR vs. work load (25-125
W) function after breakfast, lunch or supper; (b) HR (Polar Vantage) and physical
activities were monitored over 24 h and were related to blood glucose, scID, and
meals. The 8-grade physical activity score comprised sleeping, sedentary activi
ties/meals, house keeping/shopping, walking, hiking/swimming, outdoor sports,
biking/ jogging/ dancing, and romping/football; (c) Using the results of test (a), HR
profileswere modelled in terms of work load (W) at 15 min intervals, which - using
the mentioned nomogram - were transformed into IDE profiles. Results: Above
grade-2 activities, and except transient states such as rising or hygiene, there were
clear-cut individual IDE profiles which could be related to blood glucose profiles un
der consideration of scID. Onthe average, the daily sum of IDE amounted to 8-20 %
of applied doses of regular insulin. The results did not depend neither on daytime nor
on HbA". But they were significantly related to the individual training conditions as
characterised by means of work-related increase in SSHR and lactate concentration
during test (a) in that IDE varying between 0.004 and 0.1 ill of regular insulin per
W·h, was higher in well-trained patients (P<0.01). - These findings facilitate individ
ual recommendationson the reduction of scID before planned exercise activities.

1021
THE EFFECT OF EXERCISE TRAINING ON MUSCLE LIPID
METABOLISM IN A RAT MODEL OF TYPE 2 DIABETES
M.Str'lczkowski, I.Kowalska, LKinalska and J.Gorski' Department of
Endocrinology and 'Department of Physiology, Medical School,
Bialystok, Poland

The aim of the present study was to estimate the influence of exercise
training on glucose tolerance and muscle lipid metabolism in a rat model of
type 2 diabetes. Four groups of rats were examined: I - control group 
vehicle at 2 days of age and standard diet; II - low dose of streptozotocin
(STZ - 45 mg/kg) at 2 days of age and standard diet; III - vehicle and high
fat diet (HFD - 59% calories as fat) from 8 to II weeks of age; IV - STZ +
HFD - model of type 2 diabetes. An intravenous glucose tolerance test with
the determination of basal and post load insulin was performed before the
final experiments. In all groups the glycogen and triglycerides (TG)
contents were measured in white and red part of the gastrocnemius muscle
and in the liver in basal conditions and after 4 weeks of exercise training
on a treadmill. HFD rats developed hyperinsulinemia and STZlHFD 
hyperglycemia. Both groups which received STZ showed impaired first
phase insulin secretion. Exercise training did not improve glucose
tolerance in the STZ/HFD and insulin response in the HFD group. Muscle
and liver TG content was markedly higher in the studied groups in
comparison to control. We observed a significant positive correlation
between the red gastrocnemius TG content and fasting insulin and
insulin/glucose index in the control and HFD group. Exercise training
increased TG content in the control group in all examined tissues, did not
affect tissue TG in the HFD group and decreased liver TG in the STZ and
STZ/HFD groups. After exercise training there were still markedly higher
white and red gastrocnemius TG contents in HFD and STZlHFD groups vs
control. We conclude that exercise training did not completely reverse
metabolic disturbances in that model of type 2 diabetes.

1020
NO EFFECT OF LONG-TERM PHYSICAL EXERCISE ON THE GLYCEMIC
CONTROL IN TYPE 1 DIABETES PATIENTS; A CROSS-SECTIONAL
STUDY
P.C. Ligtenberg', M.C.A. Blans', I. van der TweeP, J.BL Hoekstra, and D.W.
Erkelens'. 'Dept. of Internal Medicine, University Hospnal Utrecht, P.O.Box
85500, 3508 GA Utrecht; 'Centre for Biostatistics, Utrecht University;'Dept. of
Internal Medicine, Diakonessen Hospital, Utrecht, The Netherlands
Physical activity was shown to be inversily related to mortality risk in type 1
diabetes patients. It is not clear whether the reduced death rate was due to
an ameliorated glycemic control or occurred from reduction of other risk
factors. In the present study, the relation between levels of physical activity
and glycemic control was evaluated in a cross-sectional observation. Medical
and demographic data besides blood samples for glycated hemoglobin and
lipid profile were collected in consecutive type 1 diabetes patients between 18
and 45 years of age wnhout late complications. A self-reported questionnaire
was used to determine the degree of physical activity. Additonal information
on insulin therapy, and the self measurement of blood glucose levels (SMBG)
was obtained. Correlation coefficients and analysis of variance were used for
statistical analyses. Three hundred and sixty three type 1 diabetes patients
were screened. Data of 221 patients were analyzed. No correlation was
observed between the different levels of physical actiVity and glycemic control
or lipid profile. Females showed a significantly higher total physical activity
index than males (p = 0.004), mostly due to the leisure-time activity index.
More active patients used a lower amount of insulin (r = -0.20, P = 0.002) than
less active patients. 5MBG at least once a day was associated with a

significantly lower glyHb. HDL- cholesterol was inversily correlated wnh the
total number unns of insulin per day (males: r =-0.27, P =0.003, females: r =
-0.21, p = 0.04).
Glycemic control and lipid profile were not found to be associated wnh long
term physical exercise in type 1 diabetes patients. However, a higher physical
activity level was related to a lower insulin dosage, which may be of benefit.
Exercise apparently did not negatively affect long-term glycemic control, so n
can be safely advised to people with type 1 diabetes on the condition that
metabolic balance is maintained.

1022
EFFECTS OF2·WEEKPROGRAM OF PHYSICAL ACTIVITY ON INSULIN
RESISTANCE IN OBESE INSUliN-INDEPENDENT DIABETICS
M. Cizmie. R. Dragojevic and S. Zivanie.Clinicof Endocrinologyand
Institute for Medical Researches MMA, Belgrade, Yugoslavia

This paper discusses influence of the programmed physical activity (PA) on
the insulin resistance (Mil) and biochemical indicators of atherogenesis in
obese NIDDM. Twelve subjects 42-52 years old, with BMI 26-30 kgfm' and
the history of NIDDM>lyear, were divided at random into 2 groups. During2
weeks, 5 subjects (group C)were on 1600 kcai diet. Inthe group E (n=7), with
the same diet, there was applied PA program (35-min sessions of walking on
treadmill, intensity of 60-65% (VO,)max, frequency 5/wk). At the beginning
and at the end of the 2-week period, the following was measured in both
groups: (VO,)max from progressive test of loading on ergocycle, Mil by the
method of hyperinsulin euglycemic clamp and biochemical parameters. In
the group E, together with increase of (VO,)max (31.1O±5.45 vs 26.79±4.48
rnt/kg/min: p<O.OOl), there was achieved a significant decrease of: insulin
resistance (M/I=2.34±O.7 vs 1.08±0.46 rng/kg/rnln/mu; p<O.OOl), PAI-1
activity (3.40±0.72 vs 5.09±1.74 U/ml;p<O.05). coagulation X-factor, TG,
lDl. ApoB, glycemia on an empty stomach and HbA1C (p<0.05). No differ
ences were found in 8MI(28,10±1.65 vs 28.68±1.65 kglm'), VII and VIII fac
tors of coagulation, totai and HDl cholesterol and ApoA1. In the group C, no
differences were found in (VO,)max (26.65±5.58 vs 25.15±4.55
ml/kg/mtn), 8MI 27.11±2.73 vs 27.16±3.01 kglm'), Mil (1.03±O.64 vs
O.93±O.25 rng/kg/rnin/rnll], or in other variables. The research has shown
that the increase of (VO,)max achieved in 2-week program, has effects on
decrease of Mil and suppression of atherogenesis in obese NIDDM.



1023
MECHANISM OF EXERCISED INDUCED HYPOGLYCEMIA DURING
SULFONYLUREA TREATMENT IN TYPE 2 DIABETIC PATIENTS.
Jens Jern Larsen, Flemming Dela, Sten Madsbad and Henrik Galbo. The
Copenhagen Muscle Research Centre, National University Hospital, and
Department of Medica! Physiology, University of Copenhagen, Denmark

The primary rationale for sulfonylurea treatment in type 2 diabetic patients is related
to the major pharmacological effect of sulfonylureas to stimulate insulin secretion
and thereby lower plasma glucose concentrations. Acute exercise of moderate
intensity also decreases plasma glucose concentrations in type 2 diabetic patients
and the risk might exist that the glucose lowering effect of both exercise and
sulfonylurea in the fasting patient could increase the probability of hypoglycaemic
incidents. We therefore studied 8 postabsorptive type 2 diabetic patients after oral
administration of sulfonylurea (7 mg Daonil, glibenclarnide) (day S); during 60 min

of ergometer bicycle exercise at 55 ± 3 % of V01-max (day E) and during a

combination of these conditions (day S+E). During exercise on both day E and day
S+E a comparable rate of decrease in insulin concentration was observed throughout
the exercise period (-{).22±O.10 pmol/l/min versus -0.28± 0.052 pmol/l/min, day E
and day S+E (p>0.05) ). However, throughout the exercise period absolute
concentrations of insulin were lower on day E compared to day S+E (47.38±5.45
and 34.5± 4.71, pmol/l (p<0.05) due to oral administration of sulfonylurea during
protocol S+E. Glucose concentrations were comparable between all three days of
investigation just before start of exercise. However, the decreases of plasma glucose
concentrations during exercise was on day S+E higher when compared to both day S
and day E (-0.0348± 0.0093 versus -0.0215± 0.0045 and -0.0160± 0.0022
rnrnol/l/min, S+E versus E and S, respectively (p<0.05). Consequently, glucose
reached a lower nadir at the end of exercise than during both protocol S and E (6.72

±1.l2mmoVI versus 8.06±0.86mmol/l and 7.63±0.96 mmol/l, respectively, p<0.05).
Hepatic glucose output (HGO) was decreased on day S+E when compared to day E
(2.3±0.3 versus 3.l±0.3 mglminlkg). In conclusion, the hypoglycemic action of
orally administered glibenclarnide is enhanced by exercise in type 2 diabetic patients
due to increased absolute concentrations of insulin resulting in an enhanced drop in
plasma glucose. We therefore suggest that type 2 diabetic patients should be advised
to reduce the dose of this drug before endurance exercise.
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GLYCAEMIC EQUIVALENTS: A NEW BASIS FOR
FOOD EXCHANGE IN DIABETES
J.C. BrandMiller,S. Colagiuri, V. Swan, M. Colagiuri andP. Petocz
HumanNutrition Unit,Department of Biochemistry, University of Sydney 2006
and Princeof WalesHospital, Randwick, NSW, Australia

The current exchange system based on 10 or 15 g carbohydrate portions,
assumes that the same amount of carbohydrate will produce a similar
glycemic response irrespective of the food. A scientifically based
exchange system must consider both the quantity and type (glycaemic
mdex) of carbohydrate. Using the published or and carbohydrate
contents of foods, we calculated the amount of any particular food that
would be the theoretical 'glycaemic equivalent' (GE) of one slice of white
bread. One GE was equivalent to 16 g low amylose rice (raw weight), 33
g spaghetti (raw weight), 15 g cornflakes (with 100 mL milk), 155 g
fruit yogurt, 85 g for banana, 220 mL for orange juice, 130 g for baked
beans and 14 g for jelly beans. Our aim was to confirm that the
theoretical GEs of 20 conunon foods were equivalent in practice. In
addition, the 'dose-response' effect of I, 2, 3, 4 or 6 GEs in one meal
was also determined in a sub-set of foods. Groups of healthy (n= I0) and
NIDDM (n=8) subjects were studied after an overnight fast. As
predicted, the observed mean ± SEM areas under the plasma glucose
curve (AUe) were similar (p>0.05), differing by less than ±20%.
Insulin responses were more variable with significant differences among
the foods (P<0.05). The dose-response relationship between number of
GEs eaten in one meal and the AUe for glucose and insulin was highly
significant (p = 0.000). Thus the GE approach accurately predicts the
same degree of postprandial glycaemia although not necessarily
equivalent msulm demand. The end product of these studies will be a
validated exchange list of quantities of foods which are equivalent in their
glycaemic impact that may ultimately lead to improvements in long term
glycaemic control.
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MECHANISMS OF THE HYPOGLYCEMIC EFFECT OF WATER SOLUBLE
FIBER IN NON INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETIC PATIENTS
R. Giacco, G.Clemente, M. Mancini", A. D'Avanzo", G.MansuetoO, F.BrighentiA,G.
Lasorella, AM. Rivieccio", A.A. Rivellese" and G. Riccardi", I.S.A. CNR, Avellino;
°Dep. of Clinical and Experimental Medicine, - "Federico II" University, Naples;
·S.G.Moscati Hospital-Avellino; ADlSTAM,Milan University, Italy.

The hypoglycemic effect of water soluble fiber has been attributed to: t) viscosity; 2)
colonic fermentation; 3) physical structure of food. To evaluate the role of each of
these mechanisms, 10 NID diabetic patients with a mean age of 54±7 years (M±SD),
BMI 26±4 kg/m', diabetes duration 5±4 years and in therapy with diet or diet plus
glibenclamide, participated in the study. The patients consumed, in random order and
at I week interval, 4 isoenergetic diets (CHO 55%, fat 30%, protein 15%) different
only in water-soluble fiber content: a) control diet (fiber 12 g); b) control diet + 15 g
of guar (fiber 27 g), which is viscous; c) control diet + t 5 g of hydrolyzed guar (fiber
27 g), which is not viscous and induces colonic fermentation and d) naturally fiber
rich diet (fiber 28 g), which is rich in viscous fiber, ferments and reduces the
accessibility of starch to arnylolitic enzymes. For each diet we measured for 24-hour
plasma glucose, insulin, triglyceride, gastric emptying time and colonic fermentation
(Breath H,). The guar rich diet compared to the control diet did not increase colonic
fermentation but significantly delayed gastric emptying (l5.8±6.6 vs 29.5±11.3 mllh;
p<0.002); conversely the hydrolyzed guar diet compared to the control diet did not
delay gastric emptying but increased significantly Breath H, (+52%; p<0.005). The
naturally fiber-rich diet delayed gastric emptying (14.6±7.8 vs 29.5±11.3 mllh;
p<0.05) and increased breath H, by about 51% (p<0.005). Of the three test diets only
the naturally fiber-rich one decreased postprandial plasma glucose (-63%, p<0.03),
insulin (-31%; p<O.OI) and triglyceride incremental areas (-66%; p<0.04) in
comparison with the control diet. In conclusion: 1) only the diet made up of naturally
fiber-rich foods improves plasma glucose and lipid metabolism; 2) neither delayed
gastric emptying nor colonic fermentation represent the main hypoglycemic
mechanisms of water soluble fiber; conversely physical structure of food might play,
at least in acute conditions, a more important role.
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Influence of a O-glucan enriched bedtime snack on nocturnal blood
glucose levels in diabetic children
Schober E, Rami B,Zidek Th.
Department ofPediatrics, University ofVienna, Austria

Nocturnal hypoglycaemia is a frequent problem for diabetic children and an
important factor limiting attempts to achieve normoglycaemia. To reduce or
avoid nocturnal hypoglycaemia in children withdiabetes in many countries a
bedtime snack is included in theregular dietary prescriptions.
Theaimofourstudy wasto compare theglycaemic effect ofa bedtime snack ll
glucan enriched (Nestle) withtheglycaemic effect ofa conventional equicaloric
bedtime snack in 38normally active diabetic children during 12nights. During
the study period 1823 BG values could be evaluated. 11.1 % of all
measurements (n = 203) were below 3.3 mmolll, 7.0 % (n=128) below 2.8
mmolll and3.1% (n=56) below 2.2mmolll. Nosevere hypoglycaemia occurred
during the observation period. There was no significant difference in the
frequency of hypoglycaemic values between boys andgirlsandnodifference in
the prevalence of lowBG levels between children with a HbA Ic below and
above 8 % . Forthedifferences in BGlevels between 18.00 and22.00 and22.00
and 02.00 a siguificant influence of the type of bedtime snack could be
observed.(p<0.05 ). During the nights with conventional snacks blood glucose
increased from 7.8±4.4mmolll to9.4± 5.3mmolll andsubsequently fellto6.0
± 3.6mmolll while in the nights withll-glucan euriched snacks blood glucose
increase wasonly from 8.4± 4.9 mmolll to8.6± 5.2mmolll between 18.00 and
22.00 falling to6.4± 4.2 mmol/l until 02.00. However themean BGvalues and
the frequency of hypoglycaemic BG values (arbitrarily defined as BG < 3.3
mmolll) did not differ significantly between the two types of bedtime snacks.
Our investigation showed thatlow BGlevels during thenight are very common
and that a fiber enriched bedtime snack reduced the postabsortive BG
fluctuation butdid not reduce the frequency of nocturnal hypoglycaemia. Other
therapeutic strategies are needed to minimize the risk of nocturnal
hypoglycaemia in diabetic children.

1028
LONG-TERM IMPACT OF VITAMIN E ON GLYCAEMIC
PATTERN AND LIPID PEROXIDATION IN DIABETIC RABBITS

O.Ivanova, V. Poltorack, N. Gorbenko and A. Gladkih. Ukrainian
Scientific Research Institute of Endocrine Diseases Pharmacotherapy.
Kharkov, Ukraine
There is increasing evidence that diabetes is associated with oxidative
damages resulting from disturbed equilibrium between pro- and antioxi
dations. The aim of the study was to determine effect of long-term
supplementation with vitamin E (E) on metabolic control and oxidative
status in rabbits with absolute insulin insufficiency. Male chinchilla rab
bits were made diabetic by i.v. injection of dithizone (35 mg/kg b.w.).
Control rabbits (C) were given vehicle alone. In a week after diabetes
induction animals were randomized into two group: one group was
untreated to act as diabetic control (D) and the other group received E
(50 mglkg/die) in the diet for 6 months. At the end of the study fasted
rabbits were subjected to a glucose tolerance test (GTT, 2 g glucose/kg
per os). Diabetes was associated with basal hyperglycaemia, impaired
glucose tolerance and reduced basal plasma insulin levels.
Administration of E decreased basal hyperglycaemia (8.8±03 vs
D:l8.5±23, p<005, C: 4.2±0.3 mmolll), improved glucose tolerance
(integral glycaemia over GTT was 58.6±2.7 vs D: 111.3±63, p<0.02,
C: 24.9±0.8 mmolll) and increased basal plasma insulin by 32 % in
comparison with non-treated diabetic control. Supplementation with E
suppressed lipid peroxidation reducing malonic dialdehyde. MDA con
tents (0 10±0.01 vs D: 024±002, p<0.02, C: 0.18±0.02 umol/mg pro
tein) compared to both intact and diabetic controls. These results sug
gest that long-term supplementation with E can improve metabolic pa
rameters including suppression of lipid peroxidation intensity in rabbits
with dithizone-induced diabetes. Thus, the use of vitamin E in diet may
have potential therapeutic benefit in the diabetes treatment.

1027
W-J POLYUNSATURATED FATTY ACIDS INDUCED ALTERATIONS IN
PLATELET AND THE ERYTHROCYTE METABOLISM IN NIDDM PATIENTS
AASerlnyenko, AMUrhnto>ich, ME.KordOOl. v.o.Serhiyenko, Lv.Gorbachevska,
T.Y.qjus andL.MSerhiyenko. Department ofEnoo:rillOlogy, LvivMedical University, Lviv,
Ukraine
Dietary supplementation with fish oil. a source ofhighlypolyunsaturnted w-3 fatty acidshas
been proposed as an antithrombotic and atherosclerotic tllCllll'Y. High dietary intake of
ci<:osapenlaenoic acid (EPA) anddoco5ahexaenoic acid (DHA) is ofspecial interest in the
possibilny ofinfluencing themetaboliSl11 oflipids and synthesis ofeicosanoids. The aim oftins
studywas to assess thelong tenn effectofEPA andDHAonthe activities ofprotein-kinase C
(PK-C),Na+, K"-ATPase, Ca".Mg"-ATPase, levels ofphospholipids and fatty acids in the
membranes ofel)'lhrocytesandthe Ievels ofthe l25l~oproslaglandin Fla(6-keloPGFlJ and
1~;l-throl11boxane B, (TXB,) in tire blood plasma acti,ities ofsuperoxide dismutase(SOD).
g1utllation peroxidase in theRBCs', lipid peroxidation ofRBCs'. concentration ofconjugated
dienes (ml, total plasma antioxidative C3(:0City (TPAC) in N1DDM panents It has been
discovered that tile progress ofdiabetic micro-and macrovesse! disorders isaccompanied bya
decrease of theactivities ofl'K'£, Na+, 1('- ATPase and Ca".Mg."'-ATPase in theRBC's
membranes, SOD, g1uthation peroxidase in the RBC's and TPAC. There is a considerable
increase in tile TXB, level. erythrocyte lipid peroxidation, level ofm and a decrease insenun
6-keto-PGFl~ phospholipids and polyunsaturated fatty acids in the RBCs' membranes. We
have carried Old an analysis of fish oil effects ontheabove indices in N1DDM patients. 53
pIlients (58±6 years, 26m127t) were allocated intotwotreatmentgroups. The 1stgroup (IF27)
was receivingcapsules offish oil everyday (1,75 gEPA 1,75 g DHAand0.1% a-tocoplrerol
acetate) andtile 2ndgroup(n=26) was receiving placebo capsules ofolive oil. Allpatients were
ontbc samediet. After2 1110mhs of treanueut there was a decrease inTXB, level (p<O,ool),
level ofm (p<O,OI) with simultaneous increases in EPA level. EPNarachidOinc acid ratio,
activities of I'K'£ (22,49±3,13 pmol 32P/mg protein per I min, p<O.OOI), Na+. K"-ATPase
(p<O.OOI), Ca",Mg"-ATPase andg1uthation peroxidase (p<O.ool) and theconcentration of
6-keloPGFla in tile first group. Therefore it seems that a 3,5 g fish oil treatI1lent during
following 2 I110ntllS result thetendency ofnormalizing thestate ofprostacyclin I,-thromboxane
A, system, activeness ofnerubrane-bound enzymes, some indexes of the oxidative stress.In
conclusion, EPA andDHAatmoderate doses mayexert annthrombceffects and maybeused
for prophylaxis audtresnnera ofdiabetic angiopetbies,

1029
EFFECT OF AGING ON 8-CELL MASS AND GLUCOSE TOLERANCE IN
ADULT RATS SUBMITTED TO PERINATAL MALNUTRITION

B. BREANT, A. GAROFANO and P. CZERNICHOW. INSERM U457,
Hospital Robert Debre, Paris, F.

We have recently shown that maternal food restriction during late
pregnancy in rats decreased B-cell mass in the offspring at birth.
Prolonged maternal undernutrition until weaning (day 21) leads to 66%
reduction in B-cell mass and number at that age, although B-cel1
proliferation remains normal. The consequences of malnutrition on B
cel1 status and glucose tolerance at adulthood were studied. Beta-cell
fraction (insulin-positive) and proliferative capacity were determined by
quantitative morphometry both in the head and in the tail of pancreas
after in vivo incorporation of BrdU, in 3 month- and 12 month-old male
animals, fed ad libitum from weaning. Glucose tolerance was studied by
means of OGIT at both ages. At 3 months of age, previously
malnourished (R) animals demonstrated 35% decreased B-cell fraction,
with a 50% decrease in the head of the pancreas whereby B-cell
proliferation was similar to that of controls. In the tail part, B-cel1
fraction was only slightly impaired but B-cel1 proliferation was increased
by 37% (0.63±0.07%), as compared to controls (0.46±0.06%,
pSO.OI), however insufficient to fully restore B-cel1 mass. While total B
cel1mass continued to increase until 12 months of age in control animals
(9.O±L8mg) it stopped in R animals (4.5±O.7mg, p<O.OOI). Moreover,
aging led to a loss of insulin response to oral glucose in R animals, 80%
of which developed glucose intolerance at 12 months of age. In
conclusion, perinatal undernutrition strongly and durably impairs B-cel1
development. Subsequent renutrition is followed by a period of
increased B-cellproliferation, however insufficient to fully restore B-cell
mass. In such animals with decreased B-cell mass the increased insulin
demand of aging leads to B-cel1 exhaustion and precipitates the animals
in glucose intolerance.
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MODIFIED INSULIN SECRETION IN RESPONSE TO
NEUROTRANSMITTERS IN ISLETS FROM MALNOURISHED RATS
T. Leon-Quinto', A. Nadall , B. Portha 2 and B. Soria'

JDepartment of Physiology and Institute of Bioengineering. Miguel Hernandez
University. 03550 San Juan(Alicanle). Spain
'Lab. Physiopathologie de la Nutrition CNRS ESA 7059, Universite Paris 7, Paris,
France

We have recently reported that rats submitted to protein-energy malnutrition
(65 % energy and 5 % protein) for 4 weeks after weaning, exhibited decreased basal
plasma insulin and glucose levels as well as increased plasma levels of epinephrineand
norepinephrine. Moreover, the plasma catecholamine increase is likely attributable to
an increase in sympathetic nervous activity since we have demostrated that
malnourished rats presented a simpathetic hyperactivity and weak parasympathetic
activity. Our study was designed to investigate the effects of this chronic anomalies
observed in vivo on insulin secretion. Insulin secretory responses were studied in
isolated islets by static incubation. Islets from malnourished rats presented a
desensitization to glucose and acetylcholine (ACh). In order to determine wheter this
lack of response to ACh was correlated with a lack of increment in intracellular free
calcium, we measured the intracellular free calcium with indo-I fluorescence in the
presence of carbachol. However, we have not found any differences between islets
from control and malnourished rats in the fluorescence ratio (AR), being ~R= 0.83 ±
0.10 and 0.95 ± 0.06 (arbitrary units), respectively.

On the other hand, islets from malnourished rats were hypersensitive to
norepinephrine, a characteristic observed also in islets from STZ rats. Thus, in the
presence of stimulatory glucose concentrations, the decrease in insulin secretion was
significantlylarger that in control islets. This hypersensitizationto norepinephrinewas
corroborated by using simultaneously norepinephrine and yohimbine, since the
reactivation of the insulin secretory response was larger in islets from malnourished
rats.

Our findings suggest an impaired neural control of insulin release in islets
from malnourishedrats
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HYPERlNSULINAEMIA MODIFIES GASTROINTESTINAL MOTOR
REFLEXES
Th. Lingenfelser, W. Renn, R. Kadow, W. M. Sun, T. Hinrichs, H. G Wahl, J.
Dent and V. Gross. Department of Gastroenterology, Klinikum Amberg,
Germany, and Gastrointestinal Medicine, Royal Adelaide Hospital, South
Australia.
In healthy subjects physiological hyperglycaemia (-10 mM) modifies
gastrointestinal motor function. Subsequent hyperinsulinaemia due to
hyperglycaemia may mediate this phenomenon. We investigated the effect of
physiological hyperinsulinaemia on antropyloroduodenal motility in 10 healthy
volunteers. Blood samples were taken during normoinsulinaemia (50 pM) and
mild hyperinsulinaemia (300 pM) in randomized order and cross-over fashion,
i.e, hyperinsulinaemia-normoinsulinaemia (HIN) vs. norrnoinsulinaemia
hyperinsulinaemia (NIH). Antropyloroduodenal motor responses were
evaluated after repetitive proximal duodenal distension with a non-compliant
ultrathin bag during phase I activity. Intrabag volumes increased by 4 mL at
each distension step (from 12 to 48 mL) of2.s min duration (10 min intervals).
A manometric sleeve-sidehole assembly recorded number and amplitude of
antral, pyloric and duodenal contractions, tonic and phasic activity of isolated
pyloric pressure waves (IPPW), and intraduodenal pressure. Proximal duodenal
distension induced IPPW and duodenal pressure waves, and raised basal pyloric
and intraduodenal pressure. In both studies, hyperinsulinaemia increased these
motor responses at each distension step (e.g. at 48 mL): number of IPPW
(1.9±0.6/2.0±0.8,NIH vs. 2.5±0.8/2.0±0.6,HIN, p<O.Os), amplitude ofIPPW
(32.s±0.8177.0±6.9, NIH vs. 58.s±1.1/38.8±2.s,HIN, p<O.o.s), basal pyloric
pressure (7.3±1.l/9.0±J.3, NIH vs. 8.2±1.717.1±1.2, HIN, p<O.Os), and
intraduodenal pressure (8.3±1.1112.6±l.s, NIH vs. 12.9±1.2/11.2±J.3, HIN,
p<O.Os). Insulin per se has a major impact on gastrointestinal motor reflexes
after duodenal distension in healthy subjects.

1032
CUTANEOUS ELECTROGASTROGRAPHY IN EVALUATION
OF TYPE 1 DIABETES MELLITUS GASTRIC NEUROPATHY.
H. Mayaudon, B. Cariou, B. Ceccaldi, O. Dupuy, B. Bauduceau, O. Farret
and C. Molinie, HOpital d'instruction des Arrnees Begin, 69 avenue de
Paris. 94160 samt-Manoe. France.

The aim of this study was to assess gastric neuropathy in type 1 diabetes
mellitus and its relationships with cardiac autonomic neuropathy.
Methods: 54 type 1 diabetes mellitus asymptomatic patients, aged
43±12 years, and 15 healthy SUbjects participated in the study. None
received medical treatment apart from insulin. Cutaneous
electrogastrography (EGG) was recorded for 4 hours before, during and 4
hours after the ingestion of a standard meal. The electrogastrography
dominant frequency was divided into three bands: bradygastria « 2 cycles
per minute cpm), normal (2-4 cpm) and tachygastria (4-10 cprn), The
assessment of diabetic autonomic neuropathy was based on the five
Ewing tests, time domain indexes (SDNN/5 mn, RMSSD, pNN50) and
frequency domain indexes (total power, high-frequency power, low
frequency power LFP) which were analyzed from 24 hours continuous
ECG record.~: Tachygastria is significantly more common during
the entire period of recording (38±5 vs 23±11 ,8%, p<0,001), before (37±6
vs 26,5±8,9%, p<0,001), during (41±7,8 vs 23±10,5%, p<0,001) and after
the meal (37 vs 29 %, p<O,01) in diabetic patients than in controls. The
percentage of dominant electrical frequency in normal range is significantly
lower in diabetic palients than in controls (49±6 vs 63,3±11,1 %, p<0,001).
Tachygastria is correlated with duration of diabetes (r=0,234, p<0,05) but
not with giycemic control. Abnormalities In gastric myoelectrical activity are
not correlated with Ewing tests, time domain and frequency domain
indexes. Conclusions: EGG is a relevant technique for the detection of
gastric dysrythmias which are present in diabetic patients without
gastrointestinall symptoms. There is no association between cardiac
autonomic neuropathy and gastric myoelectrical activitiy.
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1033
AUTONOMIC NEUROPATHY AND HELICOBACTER PYLORI IN
DYSPEPTIC PATIENTS WITH TYPE2 DIABETES MELLITUS
S. Turco, B. Oliviero, F.C. Sasso, R. ToreUa and S. Gentile. ." and 2""
Univenity of Naples, Scboolof Medicine, Naples,Italy

A high prevalence of uppergastrointestinal (GI) symptoms bas beenreported in
patients witb diabetes' mellitus (DM). Autonomic neuropatity (AN) and
Helicobacter pylori (Hp) infection baybe considered as risk factorsfor dyspepsia
(DY) in pts witb type 2 DM (DM2). Nevertheless, a systbematic evaluation of
tbese parameters bas been never performed in DM2 pts. Aim: to evaluate tbe
frequency of Hp infection in a huge seriesof DM2 pis witb DY in comparison
witbN-DMpts, and to correlate tbe endoscopic diagnoses with botb AN and Hp
infection. Patients: all patients and control subjects were selected after
administration of a questionnaire on upper gastrointestinal symptoms (pis tbat
have previously undergone to a gastroscopy and a gastrectomy or taking drugs
activeon tbe upper GI tract or antibiotics were not included): tbey were 164
consecutive DM2 pts, 86M and 78F, witb mean age 52±8 SD (range 45-61),
diabetes duration 14.6±8y, HbAlc8.3±1.4% (HPLC), BMI 29.7±1.5 kg'm'; 164
N-DMcontrols werecomparable for socioeconomic statusand matcbed for sex,
age,bodyweight±5. Metbods: aU pts underwent: I) an upperendoscpy (EGDS),
2) multiple biopsies of antralmucosa addressed to histological diagnosis andto tbe
searcbof Hp,3) a complete setof 5 cardiovascular tests (as previously described:
DiabResClinInvest 1996, J1:87).Results: 20.1%and 29.3%of DM2andN-DM
ptsbadpepticulcer, respectively (p n.s.);chronic gastritis wasfoundin 35.4% and
50%(P<001),and DY witbout ulcerand gastritis in 44.5%and 20.7% (p<0.01).
The prevalence of AN was higher in DM2 pts titan in N-DM(74.4% vs 50%,
respectively; p<O.OI) for aUtbe endocsopic diagnoses. Theprevalence of AN was
higher in tbe Hp positive DM2 groups tban in tbe negative (83.6% vs 11.9%;
p<0.901). Conclusion: data clearly demonstrate: I) a significant higherfreqoency
of Hpinfection in DM2patients titan in nondiabetic subjects, and 2) a significant
association of Hp infection witb tbe atonomic neuropatby. Motility alterations due
to AN could explain tbe more frequent infection in diabetics, even though a
generical predisposition to infections maybe non excluded. Therefore. DM2 pts
witbDYandANareunderhighriskforHp infection.
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN GASTRIC EMPTYING AND H
PYLORIININSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETIC PATIENTS
DA. de Lnis, D Boixeda, J M Cordero, C Caballero, A Becerra. and
H de la CalIe, If' Ram6ny Cajal, Madrid,Spain.

Alterations in gastric emptying (GE) were observed in diabetic
patients, due to different etiologies sucb as autonomic neuropatby.
He/icobacter pylori (Hp) infection can alter tbe GE in non-diabetic
population. The aim of this study is to determine a possible
relationship between Hp infection and gastricemptying in insulin
dependent diabetes mellitus patients (IDDM). Thirteen IDDM
patientswitb gastritis associated to Hp infection were studied. A
scintigrapby (DTPA-""Tc) studyof tbe stomach wasmadeafterof a
standard meal Gastric inflammatory markers such as gastrin,
pepsinogen I, and pepsinogen II levels were measured. After tbe
initial study, a Hp-eradicating treatment was made and after three
montbs tbe same studies were performed. After eradicating
treatment, uo gastritis findings wereoberved in 5 patients (group I),
persistent gastritis findings wereobserved in 8 patients (group
II). In group I tbe balf time of GE was (32.l± 1O.6min.vs
58.3±16min; p<0.05), beforeand after treatment, respectively. No
differences in GE were observed in group II (30 ±9.8 min. vs.
37.8±21.5 min.; n.s). The levels of gastrin (62±9pg'm1 vs
56.9±16.4 pg/ml.ns), pepsinogen I (74±38.9 ng/ml vs 51.2±25.9
ng/ml ;p<0.05) and pepsinogen II (10.9±4.8 ng/m1 vs 5.4±2.6
ng'm1;p<0.OO5) in tbe group I decreased after treatment, tbe ratio
ppgl/Il increased. No changes werefound in groupII. Therewasa
correlation between balf time emptyig and gastrin levels
(r-0,5;p<0,05). Thedelayof GE aftereradication of Hp-gastritis in
IDDM patients could be related witb tbe improvement in tbe
inflanunatory markers secondary to tbe gastritis. Hp infection could
be anotherpatologic factor in tbe alterations of gastric emptying
presentin IDDM.

1036
PROGNOSIS OF DIABETIC GASTROPARESIS
M-F Kong, M Horowitz, KL Jones, J Wishart, and P Harding
Depanment of Medicine, Royal Adelaide Hospital, Adelaide,
South Australia, 5000

The application of scintigraphic techniques has established that
gastric emptying is delayed in about 50% of outpatients with
longstanding diabetes mellitus. This observation challenges the
assumption that diabetic gastroparesis is associated with a poor
prognosis. Between 1984 and 1989, 86 outpatients with diabetes
(66 type I, 20 type 2, 40 male, 46 female) underwent
assessments of solid and liquid gastric emptying (scintigraphy),
diabetic complications (retinopathy, nephropathy), autonomic
nerve function (cardiovascular reflex tests) and glycaemic
control (glycated haemoglobin). Of these 86 patients solid
emptying (% retention at 100 min) was delayed in 57% and
liquid emptying (Tso) in 28%. At follow-up in 1998,61 patients
were known to be alive, 19 had died (mainly from
cardiovascular or renal disease) and 6 were lost to follow-up.
Results are shown in the table (mean values):

Age at baseline (years)
Solid retention at 100min (%)
Liquid 50% emptying time (min)
Autonomic nerve dysfunction (score)
Retinopathy (score)
Glycated haemoglobin (%)
Serum creatinine (rnmol/l)

Alive
(61)
46
55
30
1.97
0.84
9.4
0.10

Deceased
(19)

52
58
36

3.0
1.42
9.9
0.15

p

NS
NS
NS

0.047
0.013

NS
NS

LONG-TERM EFFECTOF CISAPRIDEON GASTRICEMPTYING AND
GLUCOSECONTROLINDIABETICS WITHGASTROPARESIS
R.A. Honegger', W.Schwizer, R. Lehmann', P. Kunz2,C. Feinle2,M.Fried2

and G.A.Spinas ' . Divisions 01 'Endocrinologyand Diabetes and
2Gastroenterology,University HospitalZurich,Switzerland
Impaired gastric emptying is a major reason lor brittle diabetes. Short-term
application 01 cisapride effectively improves gastric emptying. However, its
efficacy il administered on a long-term basis and in particular its effect on
glucose control has not yet been shown. The present study investigates the
eflect 01 cisapride on gastric emptying and glucose control during long-term
administration. Eight insulin-treated patients with diabetes (mean diabetes
duration 24.6 years) and severe autonomic neuropathy with delayed gastric
emptying, as determined by radioopaque marker emptying, were randomly
treated in a double-blind, cross-over design with cisapride 20 mg b.i.d and
placebo, lor 3 months each. Glycemic control was assessed by daily
measurements 014- 7 capillary glucose levels, and HbA1c was determined
every 3 months. Gastric emptying 01 a mixed solid standard meal was
measured by scintigraphy at the beginning 01the study, alter 3 and 6 months,
respectively. Chronic administration 01 cisapride resulted in a significant
improvement 01gastric emptying 01solids (t,,,, = 104 min (95% CI 77-158) in
the cisapride vs 126 min (95% CI 92-199) in the placebo group (n.s.), being
signilicant in 2 out 01 8 patients. Glycemic control (mean±SD; n=6660
measurements) was not different on cisapride 9.2 ± 1.6 mmol/l as compared
to placebo 8.9 ± 1.7 mmol/l (n.s). During both treatment periods there was a
reduction in HbA1c (8.0% ± 1.3 to 7.8% ± 1.1 on cisapride vs 8.0% ± 1.1 to
7.6% ± 1.0 on placebo; n.s.). Long-term administration 01 cisapride has no
effect on gastric emptying in the majority01patients withsevere gastroparesis
and, does not improve overall glycemiccontrol. In these patients tachyphylaxis
to chronic cisapride treatment may be a possible explanation lor the loss 01
efficacy,in contrast to the wellestablished benelit 01 short-term use.

In the group who had died there was an increased prevalence of auto
nomic neuropathy and retinopathy, but no difference in gastric
emptying. Thus, in this large cohort of patients there is no evidence that
delayed gastric emptying, per se, is associated with a poor prognosis.
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HYPERINSULINEMIA DECREASES ERYTHROMYCIN-INDUCED
GALLBLADDER EMPIYING BUT NOT GASTRIC MOTILITY IN
NORMALSUBJECTS.
L. Scionti,E. Distrutti*,C. Marino,R. Bosso*, C. Verrnigli, E. Puxeddu,
P. Bottini, S. Fiorucci* and F. Santeusanio. Dipartimento di Medicina
Intema e Scienze Endocrine e Metaboliche and *Istituto di
Gastroenterologia ed Endoscopia Digestiva,University of Perugia, Italy
To study whether hyperinsulinemia (HI) affects erythromycIn-Induced
gallbladder emptying and gastric motility, 5 normal subjects underwent a
3-hour euglycemic hyperinsulinemic (-100 !LU/ml) clamp.
Erythromycin (I mg/kg) was infused after 2 hours of HI and gallbladder
volume (GV) and gastric motility,expressed as motility index (MI), were
measured every 10 minutes over the last hour of HI. GV and MI were
measured by sonography using a 3.5 MHz convex transducers
according to the methods of Dodds and Bolondi, respectively. In a
separate day, E was infused after 2 hours of saline infusion (SAL).
Results are expressed as mean±SEM and are shown in the table:
min 0 IO 20 30 40 50 60
Gallbladder volume (% of basal)
SAL 100 68±4* 68±1* 86±9 84±6 87±9 80±13
HI 100 86±7 95±8 96±ll 106±13 112±6 106±1O
-G~WcWlotilitylndei(~O~---------------------------

SAL 0.3±0 26±4# 10±1# 4±2# 0.6±0 2±1 2±2
HI 0.4±0 23±5# 11±2# 5±2# 2±2 0.9±0 0.8±0
*p<0.05 vs time 0; #p<O.OOI vs time O.
Two-way ANOVA showed that the time course of GV after E was
significantly (p<O.OOOI) different between SAL and HI, whereas no
differences were found in gastric MI. In conclusion, HI reduces the
erythromycin-induced gallbladder emptying In normal subjects without
affecting gastric motility. The inhibitory effect of HI could playa role in
the pathogenesis of gallstones in type 2 hyperinsulinemic diabetic
patients.

1039
GALLBLADDER MOTILITY DYSFUNCTION AND GUT
HORMONES SECRETION IN DIABETICS; A ROLE OF
AUTONOMIC NEUROPATHY
J. Loba, L. Czupryniak, M. Saryusz-Wolska and K. Kukulski, Diabetology
Dept,NuclearMedicineDept, MedicalUniversity, Lodz, Poland

Gallbladdermotility dysfunction(GMD) is fairly common in long-standing
diabetics. Like other gastrointestinal tract disorders it is usually recognised
as a consequence of autonomicneuropathy(AN),however, it is not so clear.
Pancreatic Polypeptide (PP) secretionis underclose parasympathetic control
and it is blunted in patients with AN. High fasting serum gastrin (FSG)
levels also could be observedas a result of vagal nerve damage. The aim of
our study was to evaluate a role of AN in GMD in long-standing diabetics.
In that purpose5 commontests were employedand PP and gastrin secretions
were measured. Group A were diabetics (n=8) with GMD assessed by
ultrasound and defined as an ejection fraction (EF) lower than controls
minus 2SD in the 40th min of observationafter test meal ingestion. Group B
(n=8) was composedof patientswith normal gallbladderfunction. Group C
(n=7) were non-diabetic healthycontrols.The PP secretionwas assessedfor
one hour on test meal ingestionand calculatedas area under curve (AUC).
FSG levels were measuredin the morning. AN was establishedwhen 3 out
of 5 tests were positive. Blood glucose was maintained below 8.5 mmol/L
during the experiment. In group A 2 patients were affected by AN, 3 were
revealedborderlinesigns and 3 were free of AN. In group B the results were
2, 2 and 4 respectively. In group C no AN signs were found. FSG levels
were higher in group A (I02.12±28.46pglml)vs group B (86.l6±39.84) and
e (69.52±25.52) but significant. difference was only betweengroup A and C
(p<0.05). PP AUe values were the lowest in group A (l93.70±4l.53
pg/ml/h) vs group B (2lI.62±52.95) and C (244.l8±40.26) but significant
differencewas found only betweengroup A and C (p<0.05). In conclusion,
PP and gastrin secretions were disturbed in diabetics with GMD, and it
seems that AN plays an important role in this pathologydespite frequently
normalresultsof 5 commontests.
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SHORT-TERM HYPERGLYCEMIA IMPAIRS THE MEAL
INDUCED GALLBLADDER EMPTYING IN NORMAL
SUBJECTS.
A. Baccarelli, P. Bottini, E. Distrutti*, C. Marino, C. Verrnigli, E.
Puxeddu, R. Bosso", S. Fiorucci* and L. Scionti. Dipartimento di
Medicina Intema e Scienze Endocrine e Metaboliche and *Istituto di
Gastroenterologia ed Endoscopia Digestiva, University of Perugia,
Italy
To evaluate whether hyperglycemia can influence the meal-induced
gallbladder emptying, 6 normal subjects ate a mixed meal during a 5
hour hyperglycemic clamp. The mixed meal (500 Cal, 40%
carbohydrates, 20% lipids, 40% proteins) was eaten after 2 hours of
hyperglycemia (HYPER) and gallbladder volume (GV) and gastric
motility, expressed as motility index (MI), were checked every 15
minutes over the last 3 hours of HYPER. GV and MI were measured
by sonography using a 3.5 MHz convex transducers according to the
methods of Dodds and BoIondi, respectively. In a separate day, meal
was eaten during saline infusion (SAL). Results are expressed as
mean±SEM. Mean plasma glucose was 208.lt4.5 mg/dl during
HYPER and 84.0±J.7 mg/dl during SAL. GV decreased after meal
both during HYPER and SAL, but the reduction was faster
(78.8t7.1% of basal value vs 100.8tl1.7% after 15 min) and more
marked (52.lt7.1 % vs 70.0±12.4%) during SAL than HYPER. Two
way ANOVA showed that the curves were significantly (p<O.OOOI)
different. Meal increased gastric MI both during SAL and HYPER, but
it was lower during HYPER than SAL at all the time points. The
curves were significantly (p<O.OOO2) different by two-way ANOVA.
In conclusion, the meal-induced gallbladder emptying is reduced by
hyperglycemia in normal subjects. The inhibitory effect of HYPER
could playa role in the pathogenesis of gallstones in diabetic patients.

1040
PANCREATIC POLYPEPTIDE RESPONSE TO FOOD IS NOT SUITABLE
FOR EVALUATION OF VAGAL FUNCTION IN DIABETIC PATIENTS

M.B.Damholt andLllilsted, Dept. ofEndocrinology, Hvidovre Hospital, Denmark.

Thefirstphase secretion ofpancreatic polypeptide (PP) in response tofood ingestion
is mediated by n.vagus and is compromised in patients with diabetic autonomic
nerve dysfunction. Decreased PP response to a meal has alsobeen demonstrated in
IDDM patients without signsofperipheral nerve damage. Theaimofthis study was
to evaluate plasma PP (p-PP) response to a standardised meal in IDDM patients
without signsof neuropathy andin healthy subjects. Further weaimed to investigate
if PPsecretion capacity could beevaluated as the response to an L-arginine infusion,
which in vitro has been shown to stimulate PP secretion in the isolated pancreas.
Methods: Based on standard heartratevariability testsand clinical examination all
persons were healthy andwithout signs ofperipheral nerve dysfunction. Experiments
were performed afteran overnight fast. Eighteen healthy subjects (age25 ± 2 years
(mean ± SD)) and II IDDM patients (age 28± 5 years) withshort termdiabetes (3.4
± 2.9years) participated in a standard meal test. On two occasions L-arginine was
infused intravenously (0.5 g/kg body weight/45 min) withor without injection of I
mg. atropine iv. at startof infusion. Ten healthy persons (age 25 ± 2 years) and 6
IDDM patients (age 25± 5years, diabetes duration 5.3±2.8years) took part in the
infusion studies. Results: p-PPresponse toa meal wassignificant inbothgroups (p<
0.0001, ANOVA, log. data), but no difference in firstphase peak p-PP between the
groups could be found (p ~ 0.6,Mann-Withney Ll-test). However 3 healthy persons
and I IDDM patient were practically without p-PP response to food ingestion. Nop
PP response could be detected during L-arginine infusion in either experiment.
Conclusion; L-arginine does not stimulate the PP'\;ell in vivo and thenthereis no
known method to estimate if the pancreatic PP-secretion capacity is intact in the
individnal patient as basis for evaluation of the vagal-mediated response. Some
healthy persons do not respond withPP secretion to meal ingestion, thusit is not a
suitable parameter forevaluation ofvagal function in theindividual patient.
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SURAL NERVE PERINEURIAL ABNORMALITIES
RELATE TO NEUROPATHIC SEVERITY IN DIABETIC
PATIENTS.
M.Ghani, RMalik, DWalker, S. Hayat, S.Tesfaye, A.J.M Boulton

and J.D. Ward. Department ofMedicine, Manchester Royal

Infirmary, Diabetes Unit, Royal Hallamshire Hospital, UK
The perineurium is a highly important structural and fimctional barrier
which regulates peripheral nerve fimction. We have performed detailed
electronmicroscopic studies on perineurial abnormalities in sural nerve
biopsies from 35 diabetic patients without (NN)(n= 10), with mild (MN)
(n= 11) and severe (SN) (n=14) neuropathy and 10 control subjects (C).
Perineurial sheath thickness (PST)(~m) and the Intraperineurial space
(IS)(~m) did not differ significantly between C (15.2 ± 1.7, 1.3 ± 0.2),
NN-(16.4 ± 1.9, 1.3± 0.1), MN-(15.9 ± 1.5, l.l ± 0.1) and SN-(17.7 ± 12,
1.2 ± 0.1) respectively. Perineurial cell thickness (PCT)(~m) was
significantly increased in NN(064 ± 0.1, P<0.002) but did not differ in
MN (0.43 ± 0.1) or SN (0.47 ± 0.1) compared with controls (0.46 ±0.03).
Perineurial lamellar no.(PLN) was increased in diabetic patients (NN-7.4 ±
0.5, P=0.5, MN-8.1 ±0.2, P<0.05, SN-8.0 ±0.2, P<0.03) compared to C
(7.0 ±0.4). Perineurial cell basement membrane thickness (PCBMT)(~m)

was significantly increased in diabetic patients (NN-0.23 ± 0.02, P=0.20,
MN-Q.25±0.01, P<0.0005, SN-0.29 ± 0.01, P<O.OOOI) compared with
controls (0.19 ± 0.01). Peroneal motor nerve conduction velocity and
vibration perception threshold correlated with PCT (FO.4, p<O.Ol, F
0.49, P<O.OI), PLN (F -0.35, P<0.05, r =0.40, P<0.03) and PCBMT (F
0.45, P<O.OI, FO.4, P<0.02) respectively but not with either TPT or IS.
Thermal discrimination threshold correlated with TPT (FO.55, P<O.OOI),
IPS (FO.4I, P<O.OI), PLN (F0.36, P<0.05) and PCBMT (FO.55,
P<O.OOOI). Myelinated fibre density correlated with PCBMT (F-0.47,
P<O.OI) but not TPT, IPS, PCT or PLN. Perineurial abnormalities may
playa role in the pathogenesis of human diabetic neuropathy as they relate
to neuropathic severity.

1043
THE EARLY CHANGES OF CEREBRAL MORPHOLOGY AND

LEARNING AND MEMORY FUNCTION IN STZ.DM RATS.
J. S. Uu, X. Y. Ma, S. L. Sheng, et aI.
Endocrinology Department, 304 hospital,PLA, Beijing, China.
Abstract: [AimI:There is high incidence of depression and dementia in long
termed DM patients. Our study is to investigate the early impact of
hyperglycemia on CNS. [Method): 40 male Wistar rats(BW 150-200g) were
divided into two groups, group one: STz.diabetic rats(n=20), group two:
normal control rats(n=20). At.the 1st, 2nd and 3rd month of DM seperatdy,
water maze , hrain ultrastructure and immunohistochemistry of NF, NGF,
NT-3 were studied. [ResultsI: We found that the swimming time of water
maze has significant difference between the two groups as early as 1 mouth
after diabetes(p<O.OOl). Examination of transmission eleetron microscopy
showed that there were scattered degenerative neurons in the rat
hippocampal CAl region, temporal cortex, and septal area after one month
of diabetes, but no micrangium change was found. After diabetes for 3
mouths, the neuron degeneration beeame more significant and apparent, and
the degenerative neurons were wrapped by microglial cells. In tbe
hippocampal CAl region neurons decrease of NT-3, NGF-expressing were
apparent at one month after diabetes, and decrease of NF-expressing neurons
and nons were alsosignif'lCant at three month after diabetes in comparing
with the controlled rats. [Conclusion): This results suggested that
hyperglycemia may cause neurodegeneration of the brain in very early stage,
as weD as behavior abnormal and the neuron damage beeame JIIl)reand more
apparent along with the time of diabetes. Being lack of micrangium damages
under electro micrrocope, it was suggested that the metaholistic factors were
tbe main cause for the brain morphological damage.

1042
PERIPHERAL NERVE STRUCTURAL ABNORMALITIES DO NOT
EXPLAIN FUNCTIONAL DEFEClTS IN rae STREPTOWTOCIN
DlABETIC RAT.
D.Walker, R.Malik, A. Carrington, S.A.Cannan, D. Sawicki, AJ.MBoulton,
and 1.Sredy. Department of Medicine, Manchester Royal Infirmary, UK, The
Institute for Diabetes Discovery, USA.
The streptozotocin diabetic rat is the most commonly employed animal model
of diabetic neuropathy characterised by a reduction in nerve conduction
velocity and blood flow. Whether or not stmctural abuonnalities underlie such
abnormalities is unclear. 10 control animals and 10 diabetic animals were
studied. Motor nerve condnction velocity mswas significantly reduced in
diabetic animals (D) 41.3 ±2.3 compared to controls (C) 46.2 ±4.5
(P<0.0001). Tibial nerve glucose (P<0.001), sorbitol (p<O.ool) and fructose
(p<0.001) levels were elevated and myoinositol (p<0.001) was reduced in D v
C. Detailed morphometric assessment of the Tibial nerve was carried out to
determine underlying abnormalities of the myelinated nerve fibres and
endoneurial capillaries. No significant difference was observed for fascicular
area (O-<l.20 ±0.08 v C-<l.19 ±0.Q7,ns), myelinated fibre density (0-10312 ±
3705 v C-I0058 ±3571, ns), regenerative cluster density (0-81.6 ± 34.7 v C
71.4 ±26, ns), myelinated fibre (0-38.9 ±2.4 v C-38.6 ± 6.2, ns) and axon
(0-17.8 ±1.5v C-17.9 ± 3.1, ns) areas. No significant difference was
observed in endoneurial capiUarydensity (0-41.7 ± 8.9 v C-39.1 ± 11.1)
basement membrane area (0-16.7 ±2.4 v C-16.8 ± 1.1, p=O.81)or endothelial
cell profile no. (0-5.1 ±0.3 v C-5.3 ±0.7, p= 0.81). However paradoxically,
endothelial cell area was reduced in D (21.7 ± 2.6) compared to C (24.8 ±
2.6), p=0.07 and luminal area was significantly increased in D (35.4 ± 5.1)
compared to C (25.0 ±7.7), p<0.03. In conclusion the reduction in nerve
conduction velocity in the streptozotocin diabetic rat cannot be attributed to a
loss of myelinated fibres or axonal atrophy. Furthermore, the increase in
luminal area and reduction in endothelial cell size without endothelial cell
hyperplasia or basement membrane thickening fails to provide a structural
basis for the reduction in nerve blood flow and infact argues against a
structural basis for nerve blood flow reduction.

1044
ANTJOXlDATIVE DEFENSE IN DIABETIC PERIPHERAL NERVE: ROLE
FOR ALDOSE REDUCTASE AND SORBITOL DEHYDROGENASE
J.G. Obrosova, H.-J. Lang and D.A. Greene, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
MI, USA and HMR-HoechstAG, Frankfurt, Germany

The study was aimed at evaluating the role for two enzymes of the sorbitol
pathway aldose reductase(AR) and sorbitol dehydrogenase (SDH) in diabetes
induced changes of markers of oxidative stress (total 4-hydroxyalkenal and MDA
levels) and antioxidative defense (GSH levels and superoxide dismutase (SOD),
catalase (Cat), glutathione peroxidase (GSHPx), glutathione transferase
(GSHTrans), glutathione reductase (GSSGRed) and total quinone reductase
(TQRed) activities) in peripheral nerve. 3-w STZ-diabetic rats(D) were treated
with/without SDI (SDI-157(HMR), 100 rug/kg/d. in the drinking water) while 6-w
D were treated with/ without ARI (sorbinil, 65 mg/kg/d, in the diet for 2 w after 4
w of untreated diabetes). 4-HA+ MDA levels (measured with kits from Oxis Int)
were increased in both 3-w and 6-w D (0.136tO.048 and 0.174±O.040 umol/g vs
0.077tO.028 and 0.108t 0.034 in controls(C), and this increase was even higher
in 3-w D+SDI (0.179 t 0.061) and was corrected in 6-w D+ARI (0.080 to.026).
GSH levels (assayed spectrofluorometrically with O-phthaldialdehyde) were
decreasedin 3w-D (0.87±O.11 vs 1.15 to.018 umol/g in C, p <0.002) and this
decrease progressed in D+SDI (0.66±O.16,p<O.OI vs D) while GSH depletion in 6
w 0 was corrected by ARJ. SOD, Cat, GSHPx were similar in C and 3-w 0, but
were increased in O+SOJ. SOD and Cat were lower in 6-w 0 vs C, and SOD but
not Cat was partially corrected by ARJ. TQRed was lower in 3-w 0 vs C, and was
further decreased by SDI, while TQRed deficit in 6-w 0 was partially corrected by
ARJ. Sorbitol(S) and fructose(F) levels in O+SDI were 7.34tl.77 and 1.73tO.78
urnol/g (vs 1.65t0.36 and 6.66t2.10 in 0, and 0.15tO.03 and 1.22tO.15 in C),
while both S and F levels in D+ARI were lower than in C. In conclusion,
impairmentof antioxidativedefense in peripheralnerve progresseswith the duration
of diabetes. Increased AR is an important (but not the only) mechanism of diabetes
induced oxidative stress while SDH has a protective role and its inhibition
exacerbates oxidative damage.



1045
ENDONEURIAL CYTOSOLIC AND MITOCHONDRIAL REDUCTIVE STRESS;
INTERACTIONS BETWEEN ELEVATED GLUCOSE LEVELS AND HYPOXIA
Y. Ida, J.R. Nyengaard, E. Ostrow, and J.R. Williamson; Washington University,
St. Louis, MO, USA

The objective of these studies was to assess effects of hyperglycemia and hypoxia
on (sciatic nerve) endoneurial glucose metabolism and on free cytosolic.; and
mitochondrial.j; NAD"INADH (decreased ratios indicate reductive stress). Endoneuria
from normal rats, some fed tolrestat, 0.2 mmollkg bwtlday for 7 days), were
incubated 2 h in 5 or 30 mM glucose (glu) in media at 5% (low) or 95% (hi) a, +
5% CO,. NAD"INADH, and NAD"INADHm were estimated by the redox metabolite
indicator method based on substrate levels of lactate dehydrogenase and glutamate
dehydrogenase (+ NH,), respectively. These metabolites, endoneurial glucose 6
phosphate (G6P) and fructose 6-phosphate (F6P), and medium lactate were measured
enzymatically. G6P at hi-a, was 108±8 (X±SD) pmoUl-lgDNA in 5glu and increased
55% (p<0.OO5) in 30glu; low-a, decreased G6P 34% (p<0.OO5) in 5 and 30glu. F6P
at hi-a, was 24±6 pmoUl-lgDNA in 5glu and increased 33% (p=O.02I) in 30glu; Iow

a, decreased F6P 33% (p<0.05) in 5 and 30glu. NAD"INADH, at hi-a, was 847±87
in 5glu and decreased 36% (p<O.002) in 30glu (due to a 2.3 fold increase in
endoneurial lactate (p<O.OOI) vs a 48% increase (p=0.014) in pyruvate). Low-a,
decreased NAD"INADH, to 136±18 in 5glu and to 108±20 in 30glu (p<O.OOOI for
both 5 and 30glu); these decreases were due to 6.5 and 5.3 fold increases in
endoneuriallactate (p<O.OOOI) with no change in pyruvate. NAD"INADHm at hi-a,
was 49±16 in 5glu and fell 43% (p=0.082) in 30glu; low-a, decreased
NAD"INADHm 25 % (p<O.OI)in 5 and 30glu. Lactate production at hi-a, was 20±4
nmol/l-lgDNA in 5glu and increased 68% (p<O.OOI) in 30glu; low-a, increased
lactate production 10 fold in 5glu and 7.4 fold in 30glu (p<O.OOOI for 5 and 30glu).
Tolrestat prevented the decrease in NAD"INADH, at 30glu but did not affect lactate

production or NAD"INADHm• We suggest that these additive effects of 30glu and low

a, on NAD"INADH, may exacerbate diabetic neuropathy via effects on substrate
levels of dehydrogenase enzymes implicated in diabetic complications.

1047
POLYOL PATHWAY INillBITORS DOSE-DEPENDENTLY
PRESERVE NERVE FUNCTION IN DIABETIC RATS
P. Oates, T. Schelhorn, M. Miller, E. Hammerlund, C. Ellery,
D. Beebe and J. Hakkinen. Pfizer Inc, Groton, CT, USA

The purpose of this study was to compare the dose-dependent
protective effects of an aldose reductase inhibitor (ARl) vs. a sorbitol
dehydrogenase (SDH) inhibitor (SDI) on tibial motor nerve conduction
velocity (NCV) in diabetic rats. Rats made diabetic with 60 mg/kg,
i.p., streptozocin were given ARI zopolrestat (Z) (Alond'>') (Study I)
or SDI CP-I66,572 (Study 2) for 4 weeks in chow or drinking water,
respectively. Each study had 5 groups. Study 1: nondiabetic (Nl),
diabetics untreated (DbI) or treated with Z at - 10,25 or 50 mglkg/day
(groups ZIO, Z25, Z50); Study 2: nondiabetic (N2), diabetic untreated
(Db2), or treated with SOl at - 50, 100 or 250 mg/kg/day (SD50,
SD100, SD250). Standard electrophysiological and biochemical
methods were used. ARI or SDI did not affect body weight, plasma
glucose, glycated hemoglobin, or serum B-hydroxybutyrate. In Study
1 NCV values (HSD(n), mls) fell from NI=61.5±3.6 (9) to
DbI=52.I±2.3 (13) (p<0.05); the ARI-treated groups had dose
dependent NCV protection: ZlO=54.0±3.8(I5), Z25 =56.2±4.6 (14),
ZlOO =60.1±5.5(I3) (ZIOO NS vs. NI, p<0.05 vs. DbI). Similar
NCV changes were seen in Study 2: N2=61.4±2.9(10) vs.
Db2=49.4±4.3(9) (p<0.05); the SDI-treated groups also showed dose
dependent NCV protection: SD50=53.5±2.7(9), SDlDO= 55.3±6.4(8),
SD250=57.8±5.0(9). Nerve fructose levels, elevated in Dbl and Db2
groups, were strongly suppressed by ARI or SDI, and correlated
(p<O.05) with NCV values in the SOl-treated group. These results
indicate that in diabetic rats inhibition of elevated metabolic flux
through either polyol pathway step prevents tibial motor NCV loss, and
they suggest that metabolism through SDH plays a key pathogenic role.
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1046
OXIDATIVE STRESS, AND NAI K ATPASE ACTIVITY IN DIABETIC
RATS; ALDOSE REDUCTASE INHIBITOR WITHDRAWAL STUDIES
M. Basso', D. Banas'. K-D Lai', TC Hohman', NE Cameron' and MA Cotter'.
'Wyeth-Ayerst, Princeton, NJ, USA and 'Biomedical Sciences, Aberdeen
University, Scotland UK
Aldose reductase inhibitor (ARI) treatment corrects nerve conduction velocity
(NCV) deficits in diabetic rats. Treatment benefits have been linked to ARI
effects on ouabain sensitive NaiK ATPase activity (ATPase) as well as increased
resistance to oxidative stress and improved endoneurial blood flow (EBF). To
distinguish between these mechanisms, sciatic NCV, EBF, reduced glutathione
levels (RG) and ATPase were measured in diabetic rats treated for 12-14 days
with an ARI (WAY-121,509, 10 mg/kg) and following a 5-8 day washout period.
NCV and EBF reduced 17.4% and 48.6%, respectively (p<O.OOI) by 8 weeks of
diabetes, were restored by ARI-treatment. Within 3-4 days of ARI withdrawal
both NCV and EBF dropped to diabetic levels (p<O.OOI). In contrast nerve
sorbitol and fructose levels (l1.2-fold and 5.4-fold elevated by diabetes) were
reduced to 12±2% (±I SEM) and 25±3% of nondiabetic levels, respectively
(p<O.OOI) with ARI treatment and remained below nondiabetic levels 5 days after
drug withdrawal. ATPase was 41±5% reduced by diabetes (p<O.OOI), and
partially restored (60±8%; p<O.OOl) by ARI treatment. With ARI withdrawal,
the ATPase decline was delayed compared to NCV, taking 8 days to reach the
diabetic level. The best correlation with nerve function was nerve RG which was
30±2% decreased by diabetes (p<O.OOI) and 63±2% (p<O.OI) corrected by ARI
treatment. On ARI withdrawal, RG declined to the diabetic level within 2-4 days.
Lack of concordance between NCV, polyol and ATPase suggest that decreased
blood flow and impaired antioxidant protection make the most important
contributions to neuropathic changes in diabetic rats.

1048
THE EFFECTS OF THYROTROPIN RELEASING HORMONE

IN EXPERIMENTAL DIABETIC NEUROPATHY
H. Gul, M. Ozata*, O. Yildiz, Z. Odabasi**, G. Deniz, A. Isimer,
and I.C. Ozdemir*. Dept. Of Pharmacology, *Endocrinology and
Metabolism, and **Neurology, GATA School of Medicine, 06018
Etlik, Ankara, TURKEY

Thyrotropin releasing hormone (TRH) is a well-known
effective drug in experimental and clinical spinal injury. But the
effects of TRH in diabetic neuropathy is not known. The aim of this
study was to investigate the electrophysiologic effects of TRH in the
streptozotocin induced diabetic rats. We used three group of rats : (I)
Non-diabetic control (NC, n=IO), (2) Diabetic control (DC, n=8), (3)
Diabetic-TRH (DTRH, n=9). TRH treatment and electrophysiological
measurements were conducted one month after the induction of
diabetes. TRH was given intraperitoneally in a dose of 600 ug (3 ml)
to each rat of DTRH group and 3 ml serum saline were given to the
two other groups. Nerve conduction velocity (NCV), measured in
caudal nerve, and N2 latency of somatosensory evoked potentials
(SEP) and were measured 75 minute after injection of TRH or serum
saline. SEP latencies were 27.58±0.45, 32.08±0.82, 28.90± 0.55 ms
and NCV values were 28.10±0.80, 23.80±0.42, 27.90±0.68 mls in NC,
DC, DTRH groups respectively. SEP latency was lenghtened in DC
group and shortened in DTRH group slightly but not significantly
(P>0.05). NCV was significantly reduced in DC group and TRH
improved NCV in DTRH group significantly (P<0.05). Our findings
suggest that TRH is effective on peripheral neuropathy in
experimental STZ-induced diabetes as revealed by NCV
measurements.
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1049
EFFECT OF Y·128 ON NEUROPATHY IS NOT DEPEND ON

ITS POWERFUL THROMBOXANE A. INHIBITION.

Y. Hayashi, T. Morishita, H. Satoh and N. Goto. Iruma-shi, Saitama

358, Japan, Yoshitomi Pharmaceutical Industries, LTD.

Y·128 has an inhibitory action of thromboxane(TX) synthase. To

clarify the efficacy of Y-128 against diabetic(DM) neuropathy, we

studied the effect of Y-128 on motor nerve conduction velocity

(MNCV) and nerve regeneration(NREG) rate in STZ(60-65 mglkg

i.v.j-inducad DM rats. l)MNCV study. Two weeks after the STZ

treatment, Y.128(0.03-3 mglkg, n=9-1O) or OKY·046(5-50 mglkg b.i.d.,

n=IO), other TX synthase inhibitor was administered orally for 4

weeks. At the end of treatment, caudal MNCV in DM rats declined

significantly (DM:39.6 ±0.2 m/s vs. normal:43.1±0.3 mis, P<O.Ol).

Y-128 dose-dependently prevented the MNCV defect at 0.1 mglkg and

above. At 3 mglkg dosing, 71% prevention was observed(p<O.Ol). On

the other hand, OKY·046 caused no preventive effect(DM: 38.3 ±0.3

m/s vs. OKY-046 50 mglkg b.i.d.: 38.5±0.4 mis, P=NS) while sciatic

endoneurial TXB. content was decreased to the same level of that of

Y-128. Y-128 , but not OKY-046 prevented the nerve myo-inositol
reduction. 21NREG study. Five weeks after the STZ treatment, the

left sciatic nerve was crushed twice for 20 sec. Then, Y-128(3 mglkg,

n=18) or OKY-046(50 mglkg b.i.d., n=l7) was administered orally for

11 days. In DM rats, NREG distance evaluated by pinch test was

decreased significantly(DM: 26.5 ± 1.5 mm vs. normal: 37.6±0.7 mm,

P<O.Ol). Y·128 caused 43% prevention of the impaired NREG(31.3±

0.8 mm, P<0.05). In contrast, OKY-046 did not prevent it significantly

(29.0± 1.3 mm, P=NS). Thus, Y-128 is effective against experimental

DM neuropathy. But the mechanism(s) is not considered to depend on

its TX synthase inhibition.

1051
DISCRIMINATIVE VALUES OF QJN[CAL AND NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL
PARAMEIERS IN CARPAL 1UNNEL SYNDROME IN DIABEITCS
M. Reljanovic, A. Barada, R. Bilic, J Kovjanic and Z. Metelko. Vuk Vrhovac
Institute, Dugi dol 4a, Zagreb; Orthopedic Clinic, Zagreb, Croatia

The aim of the study was to determine the discriminative values of different
clinical and neurophysiological tests in diabetics with typical symptoms of
carpal tunnel syndrome CTS (Group I) compared with diabetics without those
symptoms but with clinically present diabetic polyneuropathy (DPN, Group 2).
Group I consisted of 141 diabetics with mean age 53.2 (±1O.0), diabetes
duration 13.5 years (±8.9), while 29 diabetics with mean age 52.4 (±9.8),
diabetes duration 9.4 years (±7.5) were in Group 2. Three standard clinical tests
(Tinel's sign, Phalen's wrist flexion test and arm compression test) were shown
to be sensitive up to 95%, but insufficiently specific in distinguishing CTS and
DPN (average 35% specificity). Median nerve motor conduction velocity,
amplitude, distal latency, sensory conduction velocity in hand and amplitude as
well as vibration perception threshold differentiated the two groups significantly
(all p<O.OI), all demonstrating worse values in Group 1. Warm and cold
perception threshold in hand as well as sympathetic skin response were not
statistically different in the two groups. Ulnar nerve neurophysiological
parameters were shown to be slightly better in Group I. To determine
parameters which best differentiate the two groups, median/ulnar nerve quotient
was calculated for all neurophysiological parameters. Median/ulnar nerve
quotient of sensory conduction velocity in hand was shown to have the best
discriminative value (Group I = 0.73 ± 0.14; Group "2 = 0.97 ± 0.11,
p<O.OOOI). Neurophysiolocal parameters have demonstrated better
discriminative values in differentiating diabetics with CTS and DPN than
clinical tests.

1050
NEUROVASCULAR RESPONSES AND SUBSTANCE P IN 100M PATIENTS
T. Forst, T. Kunt, A. Pfiitzner,T. Magin, S. Schmidt, M. Engelbach and J. Beyer.
University Hospital Mainz; Dept. Endocrinology and Metabolism; Mainz; Germany
In 100M patients neurovascular function is known to be impaired. Substance P
hinding sites have been demonstrated on endothelial cells and an alterated neuronal
secretion of substance P might be implicated in disturbances of neurovascular
control. The aim of the present study was to compare neurovascular function and
plasma substance P levels in 100M patients. Therefore, the microvascular response
to thermal injury and the iontophoresis of I% acetylcholine was investigated in 23
100M patients (age: 39.2t2.4 years; duration of diabetes: 12.2±2.4 years;
MeantSEM) and in 13 healthy control suhjects (age 34.6t3.4) using laser doppler
fluxometry (LOF, MBF 3D, Moor Instruments, Devon, UK). All subjects were free
from peripheral macrovascular disease or foot ulceration and without any vasoactive
drugs. Small nerve fibre function was assessed by the investigation of cold, heat and
pain perception thresholds (Path Tester, PHYWE, Gottingen, Germany). Substance
P plasma levels were measured by a competitive ELISA using purified plasma
samples (C-18 reverse phase cartridges). Thirteen of the 100M patients showed
pathological results in small nerve fibre evaluation. The group of diabetic patients
with small nerve fibre injury showed a decreased microvascular response following
mild thermal injury compared to the diabetic group without neuropathy and the
healthy control group (35.2t6.7 vs. 69.7tlO.4 AU, p<O.OI ; vs. 102.2±34.9 AU.
p<0.05: respectively). In addition, a reduced microvascular response to
acetylcholine was observed in the neuropathic diabetic group compared to the
diabetic group without neuropathy and the control group (4.0±1.l vs. 21.9t9.5 AU,
p<0.05; vs. 17.5t4.2 AU, p<O.OOI; respectively). In diabetic patients plasma
substance P levels were significantly decreased compared to the control group
(lO.4±O.5vs. 13.9±O.8 pglml, p<O.OOI). No difference in plasma suhstance P levels
was found between diabetic patients with or without neuropathy (1O.2±O.6 vs.
1O.5±O.7 pglml). No association was found between substance P and the
microvascular response to thermal injury (r=0.01, p=0.48) or stimulation with
acetylcholine (r=O.23, p=O.lO). Our study confirm an impaired microvascular
function in diabetic patients with small fibre neuropathy. Reduced plasma substance
P levels in diabetic patients are not associated to small nerve fibre function or
neurovascularcontrol.

1052
THE ROLE OF SENSORY SYMPTOMSIN THE ASSESSMENT OF DIABETIC
POLYNEUROPATHY
G.O. Valk!, P.A. Grootenhuis', J.Th.M. van Eijk!, L.M. Bouter' and F.W.
Bertelsmann'. !EMGO-Institute, 'Department of Neurology, Vrije Universiteit
Amsterdam

Recently,we have established the existenceof two dimensions of sensory symptomsof
diabeticpolyneuropathy, pain andsensory alteration(e.g. complaintsof numbnessand
paraesthesiae). To determine the role of sensory symptomsin assessingand following
the course of diabetic polyneuropathy, we assessed the construct validity and
reproducibility of the measurement of symptom severity of neuropathic pain and
sensory alteration. In addition, we assessed the smallest detectable difference (SOD)
on group level, to investigate the potential of detecting changes in clinical status
(responsiveness). Seventy-eight patients with stable diabetic polyneuropathy were
investigatedon threeseparateoccasionswith a test-retest interval of 17 and52 weeks,
mean age 49.5 yrs. (range 27-65), 43 male and35 female, mean diabetesduration21.3
yrs. (range 1-46). Sensory symptoms were quantified using a previously validated
questionnaire. Small nerve fibre function was measured on the basis of temperature
discriminationthresholds for warmth andcold (TOT."""" and TOTcold, respectively),
and large nerve fibre function was measured by testing sensory and motor nerve
conduction velocities (SNCV and MNCV, respectively) and vibration perception
thresholds(VPT). Neuropathic painwas only significantly associatedwith TOT""" and
with the MNCVof thetibial nerve (correlationcoefticients(r) 0.26, p=O.04 and0.29,
p=0.03, respectively). Sensoryalterationwas associatedwith ahnost all nerve function
tests except the SNCV and MNCV of the ulnar nerve (r ranging from 0.26-0.53, p
value from 0.04-0.0001). The measurement of both dimensions of sensory symptom
severity proved to be sufficientlyreproducible(test-retest correlation 0.85-0.89). The
SOD (standardisedto the correspondingmean of test and retest, groupsize= 100) of
the measurementof sensoryalterationandneuropathicpainwere ahnost the same (9%
and 12%, respectively). In conclusion, sensory alteration appears to be useful in the
assessment of diabetic polyneuropathy in daily clinical practice. In addition, the
standardised measuremerrof symptomseverityis reproducible and responsiveand can,
therefore, be useful for monitoring the course of polyneuropathyin clinical trials.



1053
'NUMBNESSOF THE FEET' IS A POOR INDICATORFOR
POLYNEUROPATHY IN TYPE 2 DIABETICPATIENTS
L.V. Franse', GoO. vanr, J.H. Dekker ,RJ. Heine- and J.Th.M.van Eijk! EMGO
Institute,'Departmentof InternalMedicine,Vrije UniversiteitAmsterdam

Earlydiagnosisof diabeticpolyneuropathy can decreasepatientmorbidityby allowing
for therapeuticinterventions, includingpatienteducationand regnlar foot surveillance.
Despite gnidelines recommending yearlyfoot examinationby generalpractitionersin
patientswithdiabetes,chart reviewsreveal that foot assessmentfor neuropathyis only
seldomlyperformed. Patient history might be a quick and simple manner to identify
patients with diabetic polyneuropathy in daily clinicalpractice. The aim of our study
was to investigate if measurementof the severity of neuropathic symptoms can be
used for this purpose. Type 2 diabetic patients (n=578) from20 generalpractices in
the Netherlands, were examined. All patients underwent a Clinical Neurological
Examination (CNE: pinprick sense, light touch sense (cotton wool), ankle jerk and
vibration sense (128 Hztuning fork)) and filled in a questionnaire listingneuropathic
sensorycomplaints.Lineairregressionanalysiswas used to estimatethe association of
the severity of neuropathic sensory complaints with the outcome of the CNE. Two
dimensions of complaints existed: Pain and sensory alteration (numbness and
parasthesiae).In contrast to pain, complaintsof sensoryalterationwas associatedwith
the CNE score. Of the dimensionof sensory alterationthe qnestionabout 'numbness
of the feet' appeared to be the only item significantly related to CNE score (Jl=O,35
p<O,OI). Covariates age (Jl=0,34 p<O,OOI), diabetes duration (Jl=O,02 p<O,55) and
HbAlc (Jl=O,07 p=0,05) did not confoundthis relation.However,with a sensitivityof
only 32% and a specificityof 81%, the positiveand negativepredictivevalues of this
one question are very low. It can thus be concludedthat the patient history is a poor
indicator for diabetic polyneuropathy. Therefore,a clininalneurologicalexamination
has to becomea rontinepart of the yearlydiabetesconsnlt.

1055
PERIPHERAL NERVE REFRACTORYPERIOD IN DIABETES.

A.L. Carrington and SA. Cannan. Institute for DiabetesDiscovery,Branford,
CT, USA.

Nerve functionis often assessed in clinicaland experimentaldiabetesas the
conduction velocity of both motor and sensory nervefibres. However, there are
a number of problemsassociatedwith its measurement andthe interpretation of
the results obtained. The refractoryperiod (RP) of such nerve fibres is also
impaired in diabetic patients. Therefore, the aim of this study was to assess RP
in vivo andin vitro, in orderto determine if this impairment holds truefor rats
with short term diabetes. Two studies were carried out usingcontrol and
streptozotocin-induced diabeticrats of four weeksduration. In the first study, the
RP profile of the compound sensory nerve action potential (CSNAP)of the
Saphenous nervewas measured in vivo, underisofluraneanesthesia. Paired
stimuli (loouS, 20V) were used to determine the amplitudeof a test CSNAP as
a percentageof its maximum value,over an interstimulusinterval (lSI) range of
2 to 0.2ms. In the second experiment, the RP profile was measured in the
sciatic nerve (mixed) in vitro,using suctionelectrodesand bicarbonatebuffered
saline. A similar stimulation protocol was used as above, except that the
amplitudeof the test CNAP was expressedas a percentageof the conditioning
CNAP over the interstimulus range of 4 to OAms. In both studies diabetic rats
were hyperglycaemicand had a lower body weightthan controls. The RP
profileswereexpressedas the meanlSI requiredto producea 50% decreasein the
test CNAP. This lSI was estimated by linear interpolationbetween the
responses that were immediatelyaboveand below50%. There were no
significantdifferencesfound betweencontrolsanddiabeticsrespectively(Study I:
0.60 ± 0.04{91 v 0.67 ± 0.3{101 ms, p = 0.14; Study 2: 0.67 ± 0.03{6} v 0.62
± 0.02(7} ms , p =0.21, [Mean ± SE (n}, two-samplet-test]). These studies
indicatethat there may not be a clinicallyrelevantdifferencein refractoryperiod,
which representsa measurementof a specific neuronalmembranefunction,
between diabeticrats and controlsat this earlystage of diabetes.
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1054
THERMALTHRESHOLDTESTING-A QUANTITATIVEMETHODTO DETECT
EARLY CHANGESIN SMALLNERVE FffiRES FUNCTIONIN DIABETES.
A. Korzon-Burakowska, J. AIlawi, S. Burakowski and M. Przezdziak. Department of
Diabetology, Medical University, Gdansk; Unit for Metabolic Medicine, Guy's
Hospital,London.
Tbe aim of the study was to determine whether testing thermal thresholds for cold
and hot can detect early impairment in small fibre function in diabetic patients
with no clinical evidence of neuropathy. Using the"Triple T" Thermal Tltreshold
Tester (Medilec ,UK) we have recorded thermal thresholds on the dorsum of the
foot in diabetic patients without clinical evidence of neuropathy (group I, n=54, 29
males, BMI 29.1±3.1), diabetic subjects with clinical neuropathy (group II, n=48,
29 males, BMI27.1±3.3) and in the group of 24 healthy volunteers (group lll, 13
males, BMI24.5±3.3). Mean age of subjects in all groups was 49.1±12.6 years with
no statistically significant difference between the groups. Diabetes control in group
II was worse than in group I (mean HbAlc 9.2±1.9% and 8.3±1.6% respectively,
p~O.OI). Mean diabetes duration in group I was 106,4± 84.5 and in group II
141.3±104.9 months (p=0.06). There was no statistically significant difference in
thermal thresholds between men and women in each group. The mean thermal
thresholds in groups I, II and III were: for hot 2.35°C; 7,27°C; 0.58°C and for cold
1.07°C; 5,86°C; 0.36°C respectively. There was statistically significant difference
in hot aod cold thermal thresholds between groups I and II (p < 0.00001 for hot and
cold) and between groups I and III (p< 0.001 for hot, p<O.OI for cold).
Conclusions: Diabetic patients with no clinical neuropathy have significantly
impaired thermal thesholds as compared to the controls. This suggests that thermal
threshold testing may be a valuable method for detecting early changes in small
fibres function which can not be found on clinical examination.

1056
FACTOR ANALYSIS OF THERMAL AND VffiRATION SENSORY
THRESHOLDS IN YOUNG IDDMPATIENTS,
Ofra Kalter-Leibovic{', Gill Yosipovich', Uri Gabbay', Moshe Karp'.
l-Gertner Institute for Epidemiology& Health Policy Research, Sheba MedicalCenter.
Tel-Hashomcr:2-lnstitute for Endocrinology& Diabetes, Schneider Children's
Medical Center of Israel, Petach-Tikva;3-Departmentof Dermatology,Rabin Medical
Center, Beilinson Campus,Petach-Tikva, Israel.
Objectives: a.) Identify factors that represent relationshipsamong sets of interrelated
thermal and vibration threshold variables:b.) Look for risk markers that are
significantlyand independentlyrelated to these factors.
Subjects: 148patients (47.3% males), with young-onset lDDM. Median duration of
diabetes: 1104 years (range: 0.25-35.5); median current age: 22.3 years (range:
13.8-44.3).Location: An outpatient hospitaldiabetes clinic. Methods: Thermal (cold,
warmth and heat-relatedpain) and vibration sensorythresholds were evaluated over the
thenar and methatarsalarea. Data on patients' current age and age at onset of diabetes,
mean cumulativeglycosylated hemoglobinvalues since 1978.tobacco consumption,
presence of hypothyroidism,blood lipid profile, blood pressure, current height weight
and BMI values were collected.
Results: Factor analysis of the thresholdsvariables produced 3 factors:factor-I which
correlates with thenar cold, warmth and vibration sensation thresholds:factor-2 which
correlates with melbatarsalcold, warmth and vibration sensation thresholds;and
factor-3 which correlates with thenar and methatarsalheat-relatedpain thresholds.
More than 75% of the total variance is attributable to these 3 factors. In a multivariate
analysis, tile following risk markers were significantlyand independentlyassociated
withfactor-I: mean glycosylatedhemoglobinduring the last year of follow-up and
total-cholesterolvalues:factor-2: mean glycosylatedhemoglobinvalues in the first
vcars of follow-up, total-cholesterolvaluesand current age:factor-3: the presence of
hypothyroidism.
Conclusions: Ourdata point at three distinct subsetsof sensory thresholds in lDDM
patients, with possibledifferent underlying mechanisms.Glycemiccontrol and
total-cholesterollevels were significantlyand independentlyassociated with cold
warmth and vibration thresholds in the upper and lower limbs. Age was further
significantlyand independentlyrelated to cold, warmthand vibration thresholds in the
lower limbs. In contrast, hypothyroidismwas the only risk marker found to be
significantlyand independentlyrelated to heat-associatedpain thresholds.
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Is impaired glucose tolerance associated with autonomic andperipheral
neuropathy?

DanielaBrugger, Hans-J. Luddeke, RolfRennerandK. Dietrich Hepp
Krankenhaus Munchen Bogenhausen, Diabeteszentrum,
Englschalkingerstr. 77,81925Munchen

Controversial data existaboutthe occurence of autonomic andperipheral
neuropathy in patients with impaired glucose tolerance (IGT). Patients: Alter
screening of 337relatives of patients withtype2 diabetes (partof the STOP
NIDDMStUdy) 42 subjects with impaired glucose tolerance (repeated testing)
were identified andmatched with20 controls with normalglucose tolerance for
age,sex andBMI.Age (controls in parentheses): 57±8(54±6), BMI28.9±4
(28.4±3), WHR0.94±O.07 (0.95±O.1), glucose0 min 109±8(93±6) mg/dl, 120
min 167±15(115±10) mgldl.Methods: Autonomic nervefunction tested bythe
"ProSciCard"-Analyzer duringrestanddeeprespiration. Peripheral nerve
function by sensory perception threshold for heatandcold.
Results onl si nificantdifferences:

Coefficient of heartratevariation at rest 3.4%±1.2 4.6%±1.6 0.03
Spectral analysis frequency 0.05-0.15 Hz 0.4 ±O.4 0.9±1.0 0.002
Frequency 0.15-0.5 Hz 0.4 ±O.4 0.8 ±O.9 0.04
Coefficient of variation (deep breathing) 7.6%±3.9 9.9%±3.6 0.03
Perception threshold for heat 12.2°C±1.1 11.2°C±1.1 0.004
Perception threshold for cold 5SC ±1.2 4.8°C±O.4 0.005
Nosignificant differences: beats/min. duringrestanddeeprespiration, low
frequency band (0.01-0.05 Hz) andOTc-interval. Conclusion: Atthough no
patientshowed clinicalsymptoms, a significant deviation in autonomic and
peripheral nervefunction wasfound in subjects with impaired glucose
tolerance.

PControlsIGT

THE IMPACT OF PERIPHERAL SENSORY NEUROPATHY ON BONE
OENSITY IN PATIENTS wrrnIDOM.
M. Rix, H. Andreassen, P. Eskildsen. Dept.Int. Med., Roskilde County Hospital
Koge, OK-4600 Koge, Denmark.
Introduction: IDOM is associated with reduced bone mineral density (BMO). The
pathogenesis of the diabetic bone disease is, however, not fully understood, but the
microangiopathy seen in many of these patients may be of importance. The aim
of the present study was to investigate how peripheral sensory neuropathy (PSN), a
part of the microangiopathic complex, affects BMO locally in theextremities and in
the axial skeleton of patients with IDOM. Patients: lliwuLl: 21 males with
IDOM and severe PSN, mean age (range) 57 (5()'66) years, weight: 78 (64-104) kg,
HbAlc 8.2 (6.3-10.4)% and with a duration of diabetes of 28 (9-59) years. ilillwl.l;
21 IDOM patients with mild/absent PSN matcbed to patients of Group I regarding
sex, age, weight, and duration of diabetes. fimwL.3.: 21 sex-, weight- and age
matched normal control subjects. Methods: BMO was measured by OEXA in the
spine, femur and distal forearm and expressed as z-scores (values normalized to age
and sex matched mean, Hologic reference population) and by Quantitative
Ultrasound in the calcaneus expressed as Broadband Ultrasound Attenuation (BUA,
dBIMHz). Vibration perception threshold (VPT) in the feet was determined by
biothesiometry, Severe PSN was defined as VPT>36Volts; mild/absent PSN as a
VPT <25Volts. Results: In Group I BMO z-scores were reduced in the spine (
1.01±0.34), the femur (-0.94 ±0.25) and the forearm (-1.10±0.36), p<O.ot. In
Group 2 BMO was also reduced in the spine (-0.60 ±O.26), the femur (-0.55±O.25)
and the forearm (-1.05±O.36), p<0.05. Group 3 had normal BMO: -0.23±O.25, 
O.lO±O.21, -0.07±O.25 in the spine, femur and forearm respectively. Group 1 had
significantly lower BMO than Group 3 in the femur (p<0.05). BUA of the
calcaneus was significantly lower in Group I (108±3) than in Group 2 (l15±2) and
Group 3 (l15±2),(P<0.05): but no difference was found between Group 2 and Group
3. Conclusions: I) IDOM is associated with reduced BMO. 2) IDOM patients
with severe PSN have reduced bone density of the calcaneus compared to IDOM
patients without PSN and normal control subjects. 3) PSN in itself or as a part of
the microangiopathic complex is associated with reduced bone density locally in the
foot as well as in the skeleton in general in patients with IDOM

1059
NEUROQOL - THE FIRST SPECIFIC QUALITY OF LIFE SCALE
FOR DIABETIC NEUROPATHY
L Vileikyte, C Bundy, J Shaw, B Tomenson, T Walsh and AJM Boulton,
Manchester Royal Infirmary, Manchester UK.

Although diabetic neuropathy may result in severe morbidity and
consequent effects on quality of life (QOL), to date, no specific QOL
measures have been developed. Our aim was to develop a theoretically
based, clinically relevant neuropathy-specific QOL instrument. An initial
pool of 50 items, including a neuropathy-specific symptom checklist and
psychosocial domains, was derived from an expert panel and
semi-structured interviews with focus groups comprising 62 diabetic
patients (15 controls and 47 with variable degrees of neuropathy). The
initial self-report scale was then piloted on 153 diabetic patients with and
without neuropathy (mean age 54.3 years; 46.4% males), on two
occasions, 5-21 days (mean 11 days) apart in order to test psychometric
properties. The sensitivity and specificity in the identification of those
with neuropathy was, for the symptom checklist 79.2% and 89.3%
respectively, and 72.6% and 82.1% for the psychosocial domains.
Factor analysis: a) of symptom checklist revealed significance for 3
factors (pain; diffuse sensorimotor symptoms; negative symptoms/
impotence) accounting for 65.8% of variance; b) of psychosocial domains
revealed significance for 3 factors (psychological. social and mixed
psycho-social) accounting for 65.0% of variance. This QOL measure
has a high degree of internal consistency (Cronbach's alpha 0.89 for
physical, 0.94 for psychosocial domains), and excellent test-retest
reliability (r ~ 0.90). Correlations between relevant SF-36 subscores and
our newly derived subscales (construct validity) were highly significant,
varying from 0.36 to 0.75. We conclude that a neuropathy-specific
QOL scale has now been developed and validated.
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REPRODUCffiILITY OF SCREENING TESTS FOR DETECTION OF
DIABETIC NEUROPATIfY.
Goicolea I, Villar G, lzuzkizaAJ, Vicente MA,Vazquez lA.
Departmentof Endocrinology. Hospital de Cruces. Vizcaya. Spain.
Diabeticneuropathy (ON) is a majorlongterm complication of diabetes, but it
lacks a reliable diagnostic test. This study evaluates the reproducibility of
severalprocedures used in the diagnosis of ON. A total of 112 type 2 diabetic
patients (56% women), with a mean age of 60±7 yr. and a mean diabetic
durationof 13±8yr. wereasessedfor ON using the following procedures: I)
Clinicalasessment of symptoms; 2) Semmesweinstein" (SW) monofilament
examination, 3) Achilesreflex,4) Vibration sensethresholdat the base of the
halluxtestedwith a tunningfork (TF)and a biotensiometer (Bio).Six months
later, all patientswerere-examined by the sameinvestigator. Patientsaffected
with other known causes of neuropathy were excluded. Pearson correlation
coefficient and Cohen's kappa wereusedfor asessment of reproducibility of
quantitative (Bio)and qualitative test, respectively.
Results.

.......I<:ll.P.P.ll R S.E. ..25."0<:::..1.: 1' .
DN symptoms 0.46 0.065 <0.001
SWfilament 0.99 0.Q7 <0.001
TF right toe 0.43 0.059 <0.001
TF left toe 0,57 0.06 <0.001
Rightachillesreflex 0,68 0.Q7 <0.001
Left achiJes reflex 0.87 0.07 <0.001
Bio >15 volts 0.65 0.70 <0.001
Bio (Quantitative) 0,77 0.69-0.84 <0.01
Conclusion: All diagnostic tools evaluated for ON are fairly reproducible,
althoughthe SWmonofilament showsthe highestvalues. The choiceof one or
other test will dependon other characteristics, such as sensitivity, specificity,
simplicity and cost-effectiveness.

1062
BIO-IMPEDANCE TO ASSESS HYDROSTATIC SYSTOLIC TOE
PRESSURE IN THE DIABETIC FOOT.
B.Beyenal-Ogmen,E.Chantelau.Diabetes-Fugambulanz
Heinrich-Heine-Universitit Dusseldorf,Germany

Hydrostatic measurement of systolic toe blood
pressure (HSTBP) is reliable in feet with calci
fied arteries, when sphygmomanometry fails. The
leg being lifted above heart level, weaning of
the big toe's arterial pulsations indicates
HSTBP.Bioimpedance was assessed to monitor the
weaning of arterial pulsations(impedance sphyg
mography ISG; Medis GmbH,Ilmenau,Germany).
Methods: In a pilot study in 30 healthy volun
teers, a tourniquet was placed above the ankle;
ultrasound (8mHz) and ISG were used simultaneous
ly to detect arterial pulsations in the big toe,
in the sitting and supine position after opening
the tourniquet.In a clinical study, HSTBP was
assessed by big toe ISG in 48 diabetic legs with
PIVD subjected to arteriography before vascular
surgery. Results: In the pilot study,ultrasound
and ISG signals occurred at nearly identical
systolic pressure levels(difference 2.4(SEM 0.6)
rom Hg, r=0.99,p=0.001). In the clinical study,
HSTBP S 50 mm Hg was associated with multiple
occlusions (3 legs with S 1, 9 legs with 2, and
12 legs with ~2 arteries occluded); by contrast,
HSTBP > 50 mm Hg indicated single occlusions
(14 legs with Sl, 8 le~s with 2, and 2 legs with
~2 occluded arteries;x contingency p<0.05) .In
conclusion, assessment of big toe arterial pul
sation by ISG was reliable. HSTBP < 50 rom Hg
indicates severe PIVD (~2 arterial occlusions).
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DETECTION OF THEINSENSATE FOOTWITH THESEMMES WEINSTEIN
MONOFILAMENT: POSSIBLE SOURCESOF ERROR
M. McGill, L. Fan, R. Spencer, L. Molyneaux and DK Yue. Diabetes Centre,
Royal Prince Alfred Hospital, Camperdown and Department of Medicine,
University ofSydney, NSW, Australia

The 5.07/10gm monofilament (MF) is recommended as a simple device to
identify the insensate foot.This study aimed to evaluate the accuracy of MF
and optimum sites for testing. 2 batches of MF (n=14,n=50) were calibrated
usinga Mettler Balance.Resultsdemonstratedbuckling force of neitherbatch
is 10gm,and differs fromthe theoretical valuebyup to 6gm (6.8gm, range 4.1
10.3,CV29%;7.2gm,range7.1-7.9, CV4.9%). Biological significance ofthese
differences was tested in117subjectsusing5 and 15gmMF on 5 sites; 1-great
toe, 2-dorsum between 1st and 2nd metatarsals, 3-plantar aspect of 1st
metatarsal,4-plantaraspect of5th metatarsal,5-plantaraspect of arch. Using
5 m MFas the standard, testin with 15 m MFshowed:-

%.n=l17 itel Site 2 te3 t94 la5
ensitivi 87.5 62.5 58.3 7 .4 47.0

ecitic; 00 97.8 95.7 100 100
The problem of inaccurate buckling force of MF can be overcome by
applicationof Euler's Buckling Theory(Force ~ Young's modulus x nd4/64 /
length offilament'), wherebuckling forcecan be changed byaltering the length
of the filament. Using Biothesiometer > 40 as the standard, testing of 132
sublects with a calibrated10 m MFatthe 5 sites showed:-

%n==132 ita 1 Site 2 ita te4 ite5
Sensitiv; 43.8 68.1 70.8 72.9 39.6
S ecifici 96.4 89.3 91.7 90.5 97.6

If insensate foot is definedas one of 5 sites cannot feel MF: sensitivity 83%,
specificity 77%, ifone or both of Sites 3 or 4 cannot feel MF: sensitivity 80%,
specificity 86%. Inconclusion, these results demonstrate that i)each batch of
MFmust be calibratedas incorrect buckling force affects accuracy of clinical
and epidemiological studies ii) the site(s) selected in testing sensation is
dependenton timeavailable fortestingand degree ofsensitivity and specificity
reculred, Ingeneral,a singlesite is notsufficiently sensitive buta combination
of Site 3 or 4 represents a reasonable compromise.

1063
BONE TURNOVER MARKERS IN ACUTE
CHARCOT NEUROARTHROPATHY

IpL Selby, 'EB Jude, I) Burgess, 's Page, 'ME Edmonds, 'A Foster,
IEB Mawer, IJE Adams and 'A)M Boulton. 1 Department of Medicine
and Radiology, Manchester Royal Infirmary, 'Queens Medical Centre,
Nottingham, 'Kings College Hospital, London, UK.

Few previous studies have reported on potential pathogenetic
mechanisms in the Charcot foot because of the relative rarity
of this condition. In a three-centre study we have now investigated
25 patients with acute Charcot neuroarthropathy (Criteria for
diagnosis: severe peripheral neuropathy, temperature difference
>2° between feet, palpable pulses, characteristic radiological
changes and positive bisphosphonate bone scan), and compared
with them with 14-age matched neuropathic controls.
Measurements included plasma osteocalcin, urinary hydroxyproline,
urinary DPD crosslinks and plasma bone specific alkaline
phosphatase (BSAP). Results showed significant elevation of BSAP
in patients with charcot neuronrthropathy (l9.2±1.7 vs .12.2±0.8 IU/1;
p=0.OO02). No significant changes were seen between the other
biochemical parameters. The sensitivity and specificity of BSAP
for the diagnosis of charcot neuroarthropathy were 0.27 and 1.00,
respectively. We conclude that the acute phase of Charcot
neuroarthropathy is characterised by increased bone turnover and
therefore elevation of BSAP may be an additional useful marker
for the diagnosis of acute Charco; foot.
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1064
POWER SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF HEART RATE VARIATIONS IMPROVES
ASSESSMENT OF AUTONOMIC NEUROPATHY IN PATIENTS WITH
CHARCOTNEUROARTHROPATHY
A.Jirkovska, P.Bou~ek, V.Woskova, J.Hosova, LSkibova and J.Pumprla'. Institute
for Clinical and Experimental Medicine, Prague, Czech Republic and 'Institute for
Biomedical Technique und Physisc, Vienna, Austria
Conclusive diagnosis of Charcot foot may be difficult mainly in the early stage.
Assesment of autonomic neuropathy (AN) can help in the diagnostic procedure. The
aim of the study was to compare short-term power spectral analysis and Ewing's
battery (R-R interval analysis during deep breathing, standing-lying and VaIsalva
manoeuvre) of cardiovascular autonomic function tests in patients with Charcot
neuroarthropathy (CN). Both investigations were performed on a computer-aided
system for the examination of heart rate variability (Varia Pulse TF 3, Sima Media,
Olomouc, CZ), A group of 18 patients (10 with Type I and 8 persons with Type 2
diabetes with disease duration of 15±7 years) with early stage CN did not differ in
mean age (52±14 and 53±8 years) from 30 sex-matched non-diabetic control group.
Four patients could not be assessed by complete battery of Ewing's tests (because of
non-compliance or contraindications) and one patient by spectral analysis. Results:
All patients with CN assessed by Ewing's battery had AN taken as abnormality in
two of three tests, the mean values of these tests differ significantly from those ofthe
control group with the exception of standing-lying 30: I5 rations, the best sensitivity
(by 95% specificity) was shown for the I-E difference by deep breathing,
RRmox/RRmi• and Brake Index during standing-lying and Valsalva Ratio, the worst
sensitivity was found with orthostatic blood pressure fall. The patients with CN
differred significantly from the control group also in all parameters of spectral
analysis with the exception of the low frequency (LF) to high frequency (HF) ratio,
the best sensitivity by 95% specificity had the parameter PSD low in successive lying
position (PSD La 3) and the sum of total power in standing and successive lying
positions (TP 2+3). Using the 5th percentil ofPSD La 3 and TP 2+3 in the control
group as the cut point for AN, 94% and 82% respectively of patients with CN had

.AN by spectral analysis. We conclude that spectral analysis may help considerably in
diagnosing early stage Charcot foot because it can well identify AN, offers a shorter
examination time and is better tolerated by patients compared to classical Ewing's
test battery.

1066
HIGH RESOLUTION ULTRASOUND FOR THE DIAGNOSIS OF

OSTEOMYELITIS IN THE DIABETIC FOOT SYNDROME
M.D. Enderle, S. Coerper, H.P. Schweizer, A.F.Kopp, C. Meisner, H.D. Becker,

H.U. Haring, and D. Luft. University of Tubingen, Tubingen, Germany.

Background: Osteomyelitis of the foot is a major cause for morbidity and mortality in
diabetic patients and its detection is a critical issue in the treatment of the diabetic
foot. Objective: To assess the impact of ultrasound in the diagnosis of osteitis /
osteomyelitis in the diabetic foot syndrome. Research design and methods: We
prospectively investigated 19 consecutive diabetic patients (2 f, 17m. age 60.7 ± 9.8
y, BMI 27.0 ± 3.8 kg/m', diabetes duration 11.0 ± 8.2 y, HbAI c 8.1 ± 1.1%, c
reactive protein 3,9 ± 4.3 mgldl) with clinical suspicion of bone infection of the foot

(classification of Wagner > 2). A high resolution ultrasound system (Esaote /
Biosound, Munich) with a linear array transducer up to 13.0 MHz and an axial
resolution of 0.12 mm was used. The sonographic results were compared with both
plain film radiography (PFR) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRJ).
Histopathology after metatarsal resection served as the gold standard.
Results: In 14 out of 19 patients histopathology confirmed osteitis / osteomyelitis
(74%). Ultrasound showed a sensitivity of 78,6 % (95 % CI ~ 49.2 - 95.3 %); PFR:
69.2 % (38.3 - 90.0 %); MRJ: 100 % (75.3 - 100 %). The specificity of ultrasound
was 80.0 % (28.4 - 99,5 %); PFR: 80.0 % (28.4 - 99.5 %); MRJ: 75 % (19.4 - 99.4
%). The positive predictive value was 91.7 % (61.5 - 99.8 %); PFR: 90.0 % (55.5 
99.7 %); MRJ: 92.9 % (66.1 - 99.8 %). The negative predictive value was 57,1 %
(18.4 - 90.1 %); PFR: 50.0 % (15.7 - 84.3 %); MRJ: 100 % (29.2 - 100 %).
Conclusions: High resolution ultrasound is a useful tool for the diagnosis of
osteomyelitis / osteitis and compares well to other methods in diabetic patients with
clinical suspicion for this complication.

1065
THE DIAGNOSIS OF PEDAL OSTEOMYELITIS IN DIABETIC
PATIENTS.
LKeamey', K, Pointin", D. Cunningham", W. Gedroyc", S, Robinson', R. Elkeles'
Department of Metabolic Medicine', Institute of Radiology', St. Mary's Hospital,
Paddington, London.
Osteomyelitis in patients is a source of major morbidity, necessitating prolonged
hospitalisation. There is no single, reliable, diagnostic tool; plain fihns are
inaccurate, bone scans fail to differentiate Charcot's arthropathy from infection,
and the role of human pooled immunoglobulin (Hig) scans remain unclear,
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRJ) may prove to be sensitive and useful in
loealising infection. We therefore aimed to compare these four diagnostic
modalities. Thirteen diabetic patients with possible pedal osteomyelitis were
recruited, Nine were found to have osteomyelitis based on clinical,
microbiological, and surgical findings, All were scanned with all four modalities
and the results compared, MRJ scans correctly identified all positive cases, with
two false positive cases and excelled in localising infection, allowing for surgical
planning. Plain scans and Hig scans were less sensitive (67%, 89"10 respectively),
were difficult to interpret and were poor in localising infection, Bone scans
showed a sensitivity of 89% with a negative predictive value of 100%, but failed
to differentiate Charcot's arthropathy from osteomyelitis, In conclusion, our study
suggests that X-rays and Hig scans are not diagnostically helpful; bone scans are a
useful screening tool, but when positive an MRJ scan should be sought to confirm
the diagnosis in diabetic patients.

1067
RADIOIMMUNE IMAGING OF DIABETIC FOOT INFECTION
PLANAR AND SINGLE PHOTON EMISSION TOMOGRAPHY
H.ABohchelian, A.D.Klisarova and LA.Koeva, Clinic of Endocrinology,

Department of Radiology, Medical University, Varna, Bulgaria

The aim of the study was to evaluate the clinical efficacy of irnmuno
scintigraphy in planar and single photon emission computer tomographic
(SPECT) imaging in diabetic foot infection. Thirty patients with I and II

type diabetes with foot ulceration and possible infection (mean age - 54,6 ±
7,2 years, BMI-24,3 ± 1,4 kg/m-, sex ratio - M/F - 16/14) were included in

the study, All patients underwent a clinical examination, electromyogra
phy, radiography, immunoscintigraphy, lnvestigation of blood glucose level,

HbAlc, Doppler ankle/arm pressure index, bacteriological cultures,

Immunoscintigraphy with 740 MBq monoclonal antigranulocyte antibody

(MAb) BW 250/183 conjugated with technetium (Tc) - 99m was carried out

in order to prove or exclude an inflammatory foot process, Final diagnosis

was verified by bacteriological cultures and a long-term follow -up, The
following results were obtained- osteomyelitis was present in 5 cases, celluli

tis- in 22 patients, non-infected neuropathic foot ulcers - in 3 cases, SPECT

study was applied at a second stage in all cases when planar

immunoscintigraphy was insufficient to distinguish soft-tissue inflamma

tion from osteomyelitis,The analysis of diagnostic validity in detection and

precise localization of foot infection by the applied method revealed diag
nostic accuracy - 92 %, SPECT technique provided more positive scan find

ings and higher accuracy than planar imaging, Antigranulocyte
immunoscintigraphy with 99m-Tc-Iabelled monoclonal antigranulocyte an

tibody is an efficient method for early diagnosis and adequate therapeutic

decision in diabetic foot infection, SPECT imaging is superior to planar

scanning for precise localization and differentiation between osteomyelitis

and cellulitis,
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THE ROLE OF NITRIC OXIDE SYNTHASE AND ARGINASE IN
DIABETIC FOOT ULCERS

EB Jude, AJM Boulton and I Appleton'. Department of Medicine/
Diabetes, Manchester Royal Infirmary and The School of Biological
Sciences', The University of Manchester, Manchester, U.K.

Diabetic foot ulcers (DFUs) are a major clinical concern with increased
morbidity and mortality which may, in severe cases lead to amputation.
L-arginine is metabolised by one of two pathways; nitric oxide synthase
(NOS) and arginase. The metabolism of L-arginine can result in tissue
destruction if via NOS or matrix deposition if by arginase. In this study
we have investigated the activity, protein levels (by Western blot
analysis) and cellular distribution (using immunocytochemistry) of these
two enzymes in skin adjacent to foot ulcers (DFU), diabetic skin (DS)
and normal skin (NS), with a minimum of neIfl per group. The results
demonstrated significantly increased (p<O.OOl) levels of both total and
inducible NOS (iNOS) activity in DFUs (total NOS: 251. 5±62; iNOS:
323±66 pmol L-citrulline/mg protein) compared to DS 032.5±31; 123±23)
and NS (172±76; 143±48). Inducible NOS was the major isoforrn,
with the macrophage being the predominant cellularsource, Arginase
activity was significantly increased (p<O.Ol) in DFUs O.4±0.45 fig ureal
mg protein) in comparison to DS <O.22±O.07) and NS (O.16±O.05). The
protein levels corroborated with the activity data, with the fibroblast
being the major source. The spatial and cellular distribution of the two
enzyme systems was distinct. This therefore leads us to speculate that
the raised levels of NOS in DFUs may contribute to the impaired healing
of DFUs. Furthermore, the increased levels of arginase could account for
the characteristic callus formation in DFU.

1070
FACTORS AFFECTING PRIMARY HEALING IN.DIABETIC FOOT

LESIONS
Ch. Manes, Th. Mesimeris, Th. Melekos, E. Voskopoulos, E. Papadeli and
N. Papazoglou. Diabetes Unit and Unit of HBO Treatment - I" General
Hospital "St. Paul". Thessaloniki - GREECE
Peripheral Vascular Disease (PVD), neuropathy (ON) and the resulting tissue
hypoxia (TH) are considered as the major contributing factors in the
aetiopathogenesis of foot ulceration (FU). To investigate the role of the above
factors in the healing process in diabetic foot lesions a prospective study was
undertaken. 44 diabetic patients (28 males, 6 type I) were studied. Mean age and
diabetes duration were 61,32±9.I and 13,13±8,29 yrs respectively. Presence and
severity of ON was assessed by a) clinical examination using score techniques and
b) quantitative sensory testing (estimation of Vibration Perception Threshold -VPf
using the biothesiometer and Pressure Perception bY the Semmes-Weinstein mono
filaments). PVD was diagnosed clinically and confirmed bY measuring the ankle
pressure index (API). Foot lesions and tissue oxygenation were evaluated according
to the Wayner's grading system and to the measurements of TcPO, in normal and
hyperbaric conditions (2,4 ATA) respectively. After a two month period of
treatment the relative risk (RR) for amputation was calculated in patients with severe
ischaemia, neuropathy andreduced TcPO,. Results: I) Ulcers: a) grade I n~2, grade
2 u=25, grade 3 n~8, grade 4 n~9. b) neuropathic n~17, neuroischaemic n~23

and ischaemic n~4, c) group A: 28 were healed (63,6%), group B: 10 (22,7"10)
improved and group C: 6 (13,6%) failed 2) In univariate analysis no differences
were established between group A and B regarding the presence or severity of ON,
PVD, FU and TH. Values of API and TcPO, (in 2,4 ATA) were lower in group C
thanin patients of group A, (groups A+B ~ group A,) (0,87±O,07vs 0,55±O,36and

419,77,1,223,08 vs 133,33,,126,79 mm Hg respectively, p<0,05 in both cases). ON
and severe foot lesions were more prevalent in group C than in group A, (p<0,05).
3) Logistic regression analysis showed that only severity of ON and TcPO, (in 2,4
ATA) were independent predictors of wound healing (P<0,05). 4) RR for
ampotation (group C) was 6,02 for low TcPO, (in 2,4 ATA) (gOO mm Hg), 3,17
for critical PVD and 2,92 for severe ON. Conclusion: Tissue oxygenation and
severity of ON are critical determinants of diabetic ulcer healing.
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SERIAL MEASUREMENTS OF FOOT ULCER MICROVASCULAR
OXYGEN SATURAnON LEVELS PREDICT HEALING
N.D. Harris, S.M. Rajbhandari, S. Tesfaye S and J.D.Ward
Diabetes Research Unit and Department of Medical Physics, Royal
Hallamshire Hospital, Sheffield, UK

Adequate oxygenation is a prerequisite for tissue repair and healing of
diabetic foot ulcers. However, little is koown about the changes in
oxygenation of foot ulcers during this process. We measured the
microvascular oxygen saturation of foot ulcers in a group of diabetic
patients, to investigate the characteristics of ulcers which heal without any
intervention. Microvascular oxygen saturation was measured within the
ulcer, its margin and the identical site on the contra-lateral (control) limb
using a microlightguide spectrophotometer. We studied 13 patients with
diabetic foot ulcers (20 ulcer sites). Surgical interveotionwas planned in 5
patients (8 ulcers sites) which did not show any signs of healing due to
underlying ischaemia or osteomyelitis. In 12 ulcer sites (mean area 2.6
em') the measurements were repeated at 5 (± 2) weeks when the area had
reduced to between 30% and 70% of the original size (mean area 1.3 em').
In these patients, there was a significant reduction in oxygen saturation
(initial 60% vs 47%, p<O.Ol)within the ulcers, with a trend for its reduction
at the margin ( 49% vs 44%; p~0.09). There were no significant changes in
control site (43% Vs 40%). There were no significant changes in the
oxygen saturation of the ulcers that did not heal (44% vs 4I%, n~7) at 5(± 2)
weeks and their size remained unchanged (mean 1.2 em' vs 1.4 em'). In
conclusion, there is normally a reduction in the microvascular oxygen
saturation of foot ulcers as they heal. Serial measurements of oxygen
saturation may be useful for the early identification of ulcers that require
surgical intervention.
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RUPTURE OF THE PLANTAR FASCIA IN THEDIABETIC
FOOTLEADS TOTOE DORSIFLEXION DEFORMITY
R. Taylor, G.D. Stainsby and D.L. Richardson. Royal Victoria

Infirmary, Newcastle upon Tyne, U.K.

Excess pressure under metatarsal heads leads to ulceration,

although the genesis of the predisposing foot abnormality has been
unclear. The typical at risk foot exhibits dorsiflexed toes.
Normally, toe position is maintained by the plantar fascia which
straightens and plantar-flexes the toes during weight bearing. We
hypothesised that the fascia may commonly rupture in
longstanding diabetes and therefore carried out MRI scans of the
fascia (foot dorsiflexed) in 12 consecutive patients with
dorsiflexed toes. The patients (4 Type I, 2 insulin treated Type 2

and 6 non-insulin dependent) had a mean ± SD age 58±3.5y,

duration of diabetes 16.1±2.2y, HbAlc 8.9±O.5%, serum creatinine

90.2±O.5uM, urinary albumin/creatinine ratio 8.8±O.1 and 9 had

microvascular complications of diabetes. All 12 patients exhibited

a concertina-ed and discontinuous plantar fascia indicating rupture.

The appearance was observed in none of 12 matched diabetic

subjects with straight toes. The existence of an acute rupture

syndrome therefore may be postulated, and we have observed this

in a Type I diabetic colleague who presented to us directly, rupture
with oedema being seen on MRI scan. Glycosylation of connective

tissue decreases compliance and is likely to increase chance of

rupture. These observations offer a dramatic new insight into the

pathophysiology of the diabetic foot and carry major implications
for design of footware.
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1072
BETA-I,3-D POLYGLUCOSE AND GROWTH FACTORS
iMPROVE WOUND HEALING IN DIABETES MELLITUS
M.Berdal, R.Seljelid and T.G.Jenssen, University of Troms9, TromS9, Norway
Healing of dillbelic wounds is delayed in diabetes mellitns, partly by way of
altered cellnlar mechanisms in the healing wound. Dnring the early phase of the
healing process the macrophages infiltrate the wonnd and take part in the
inflammatory response by prodncing cytokines like Tumor Necrosis Factor-a
(TNF-a) and growth factors like Platelet-Derived Growth Factor (PDGF) and
Insnlin-like Growth Factor-I (IGF-I).
Monocyte-macrophage dysfunctions have been described in diahetes mellitus.
Beta-I,3-D polyglucose (BDP) is known to improve macrophage chemotaxis and
secretory activity.The present study was undertaken to see if fl-1,3-D poIyglucose
or PDGF +IGF-I would improve wound healing. Cutaneous wounds were
established on the back of either diahetic (C57Bl-db/db)- or non-dillbetic
(C57Bl-db/+)-mice. Six groups were studied: ! db/db-mice with placebo wound
treatment (n=24, average blood glucose (BG) 26,0±1,3 mmoIII,p< 0,05),! db/db
mice treated locally with BDP, I dose (n=12, BG 26,4± 1,7 mmoIII),~ db/db-mice
treated locally with BDP, 5 doses (n=13, BG 26,2±1,1 mmoIII), 4 db/db-mice
treated locally with BDP, 10 doses (n=12, BG 25,8±2,0 ~ db/db-mice treated
locally with PDGF + IGF-I (n=l2, BG 26,3:!;2,2 mmollJ) and § non-diabetic
control mice without treatment (n=15, BG 8,1±0,3 mmoIII). Biopsies from
placebo-treated diabetic wonnds showed decreased infiltration of macrophages.
The LPS-stimulated release of TNF-a from isolated peritoneal macrophages was
only 1/8 ofthat from non-diabetic mice. The percentage reduction in wound area
after 10 days for group 1-6 was: 3:!;2, 2±2,5 , 17±3, 1I±3, 16:!;5 and 69±3 "I.
(mean±SEM, p<o,05). The correspouding results after IS days were: 28±3,28±4,
49±3, 53:!;4, 50:!;1Iand 95:!;1 % (p<0,05).
Conclusion: Macrophage function as judged by TNF-a release, is impaired in
diabetes. Topic applicatious of 1l-I,3-D polyglucose or PDGF + IGF-I in diabetic
mice improve wound healing significantly despite serious hyperglycemia.
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THE EFFICACY OF INJECTED LIQUID SILICONE IN THE
REDUCTION OF FOOT PRESSURES AND CALLUS FORMATION
IN THE DIABETIC FOOT.

C.H.M.van Schiel,A Whalley',L. Vileikyte', T. Wignall',S. Hollis' and
AJ.M. Boulton'. 'Department of Medicine, Manchester RoyalInfirmary, UK
and'MedicalStatistics Unit,Lancaster University, Lancaster, UK.

Casestudies havesuggested the therapeutic useof silicone injections in the
neuropathic or painfulfootand thiswas testedin a randomised double-blind
trial.Twenty-nine diabetic neuropathic patientswithoutperipheral vascular
disease wererandomised to activetreatment consisting of 6 injections of 0.2
mI liquidsilicone in theplantarsurfaceof thefootor to equalvolume of saline
(control). Therewereno significant differences in age andneuropathy status
(confirmed by quantitative sensorytesting) between the twogroups. All
injections weredoneunderthemetatarsal headsat siteswithcallusor high
pressures. Barefoot plantarpressures (pedobarography) andsubcutaneous
thickness underthemetatarsal heads(planscanultrasound device) were
measured at baseline, 3, 6 and 12 months afterfirst injection. Throughout the
studypatients wereseenby the samepodiatristfor all podiatry treatment.
Patients whoreceived activetreatment had significantly increased
subcutaneous thickness at injection sitescompared to thecontrolgroup(31.8
vs 0.7 %) (p<0.0001) andcorresponding significantly decreased plantar
pressures (-20.6vs +0.5 %) (p<0.05) at 3 months. Similarfigures wereseen
at 6 and 12months. Theresultsconfirm the efficacy of silicone injections
undermetatarsal headsto increase subcutaneous thickness andreduceplantar
pressures thereby reducing the riskof footulceration.

1073
ELECTRICAL STIMULATION AS AN ADJUNCT TO HEAL DIABETIC
FOOT ULCERS
EJ.G. Peters, D.G. Armstrong and L.A. Lavery. University of Texas Health
Science Center at San Antonio, Texas, U.S.A.

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of electrical
stimulation as an adjunct to diabetic wound care. The study is designed as a
twelve-week randomized, double blind, placebo-controlled trial consisting of
two groups of 20 diabetic patients with neuropathic foot ulcers. No significant
differences between the groups were present concerning Hba Ic levels, age, sex
and neuropathy. Inclusion criteria included: transcutaneous oxygen> 30 mmHg,
grade I or II ulcer older than 4 weeks. Exclusion criteria were: cardiac
conductivity abnormalities, osteomyelitis and history of malignancy. The
treatment group received nocturnal electrical stimulation from an electrical
stimulation device, delivered trough a dacron-mesh silver nylon stocking.
Following instruction as to its proper use, a dose of 50 volts (DC) at 80 pulses
per second was delivered every night for an 8 hour period. The placebo group
used identically functioning inactivate electrical stimulation units. All patients
used a removable cast to offload the foot. Furthermore, both groups received
traditional wound care consisting of weekly debridements. For evaluation of
wound closure, weekly acetate tracings and photographs were made.
Microvascular assessment consisted of transcutaneous oxygen pressure
measurements. Outcomes included: success of wound closure, hospitalization,
presence or absence of infection and proximal amputation and compliance. 65%
of the patients healed in the group treated with stimulation and 35% healed with
placebo (X' = 3.60, P = 0.058). When patients within the treatment group were
stratified by compliance (compliant defined as electrical stimulation use> 20
hours a week), a significant trend was identified between compliant patients
(71% healed), non-compliant patients (50% healed) and patients that used
placebo (35% healed)(x' for trend = 4.35, P < 0.04). These data suggest that
electrical simulation may enhance wound healing when used in conjunction with
appropriate oftloading and local wound care. Therefore, it is likely to contribute
to the earlier return to functional activity and increasedpatient satisfaction.

1075
EVALUATION OF THE EFFECT OF PERCUTANEOUS TRANSLUMINAL
ANGIOPLASTY IN PATIENTS WITH THE DIABETIC FOOT
V.Woskova, A.Jirkovska, J.Peregrin and J.Skibovll. Institute for Clinical
and Experimental Medicine, Department of Diabetes, Prague, Czech Republic.
The aim of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of percutaneous
transluminal angioplasty (PTA) in patients with the diabetic foot treated at a
diabetic foot clinic. The study was conducted to evaluate 54 diabetic patients (17
and 37 with Type-I and 2 diabetes, respectively, 33 males, 21 females, with a
mean age of 59±12 years and mean diabetes duration of 18±9 years) undergoing
technically successful primary PTA in 1995-1997. The patients were followed up
for 11±7 months (range 1-27 months) after PTA. The criteria assessed included
clinical benefit defined as improvement in claudication or resolution of rest
pain, healing ulcers or healing minor amputations, ankle brachial index (ABI)
changes (in 25 lower limbs) and transcutaneous oxygen tension (in the last 8
consecutive patients). Of the 57 evaluated lower limbs, the indications for PTA
included non-healing ulcer (Wagner II-III) in 19 (33%), gangrene (Wagner IV)
in 19 (33%), claudications in 12 (21%) and rest pain in 7 (13%) lower limbs.
Angioplasty was performed separately in 4 (7%) iliac arteries, in 16 (28%)
femoral arteries, in 24 (42%) popliteal arteries and its branches. In 13 limbs
(23%), PTA was performed simultaneously in femoral and crural arteries. In 8
lower limbs, a repeat PTA was involved. Complications of PTA occurred in 4
(7%) patients (bleeding at puncture site 2 cases, and renal function impairment
and congestive heart failure one case each). Results: PTA led to clinical benefit
in 38 (67%) limbs: ulcer healed in II (19%) cases, minor amputation healed in
12 (21%) cases, c1audications improved in 10 (18%) cases, and rest pain
resolved in 5 (9%) cases. ARI improved significantly (0.58±0.3 vs 0.75±0.3 p <
0.001). In 7 of 8 examined patients, a rise in transcutaneous oxygen tension was
seen after PTA (24 mmHg, range 1-49 vs 46 mmHg, range 3-73, p < 0.05).
Conclusion: Our results suggest that PTA is an effective method for the
treatment of peripheral arterial disease in diabetic patients. It has little risk of
complications, it is repeatable and bas a potentially beneficial outcome.
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MICROVASCULAR REACTIVITY IN THE NEUROPATHIC FOOT
REMAINS IMPAIREDAFTER SUCCESSFUL REVASCULARIZTION

A Veves, S Arora, P Smakowski, H Pham, FW Looerto. Microcirculation
Lab, BIDMC, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA, USA

We have examined the effect of successful large vessel revascularization
on the microcirculation of the neuro-ischemic diabetic foot. We have
tested 13 diabetic ischemic patients (DI group, 11 Males, age 62 ± 3
years, mean ± SE, DM duration 20 ± 3 yrs) before and 4-6 weeks after
bypass operation and have compared them to 15 diabetic neuropathic
(DN, 13 M, age 60 ± 2, DM duro 22 ± 3),7 non-neuropathic patients (D, 5
M, age 55 ± 6, DM dur. 15 ± 4) and 12 healthy controls (C, 8M, age 58 ±
3). We employed single point and scanner laser Doppler imaging to
measure the foot skin vasodilation in response to heating to 44°C and to
iontophoresis of 1% acetylcholine (Ach, endothelial dependent response)
and 1% sodium nitroprusside (NaNP, endothelial independent). The
response to heat increased from 289% ± 90 pre-operatively (increase
over baseline) to 427% ± 61 (p <0.05) post-operatively, but still was
comparable to the DN group (318% ± 51) and lower than D (766% ± 220)
and C (891% ± 121) groups (p <0.0001). The Ach response also
improved from 6% ± 4 pre-operatively to 26% ± 8 post-operatively (p<
0.05) and was similar to DN (18% ± 3) and D (38% ± 8) groups, but still
lower than C (48% ± 9, P <0.001). The NaNP response improved from
10%± 4 to 29% ± 9 (p <0.05) and was similar to DN (25% ± 9), D(32% ±
6) and C (40% ± 5). The neurovascular response, which depends on
normal function of the C nociceptive fibers, was similar at baseline (5% ±
9), post-operatively (14% ± 10) and the DN group (33% ± 21) but it was
dramatically reduced when compared to D (110% ± 40) and C (198% ±
54) groups (p <0.001). We conclude that impaired vasodilation in the
diabetic neuropathic lower extremity leads to functional ischemia which
improves but is not fully corrected by successful bypass surgery and,
therefore, diabetic neuropathic patients may still be at high risk for
developing foot ulceration or failure to heal an existing ulcer despite
adequate correction of large vessel blood flow.

1078
DIABEl'ICLOWER EXTREMITIESAMPUTATION - RIO DEJANEIRO, BR., 90-96
E.R.S.SPICHLER; D. SPICHLER; C.S.F. MARTINS; L.J. FRANCO and1.LESSA
Healtb MlnlJtry, Rio de Janeiro, BI"lIZII
The aim is to estimate LEA incidence, its amputation level, surviva1 and fatality rates
of diabetic amputees and to evaluate their costs. Amputation register provides infor
mation about 34 hospital units. 2,823 amputees were enrolled from 90-96. Capture
recapture method was employed to estimate LEA incidence. Diagnosis were ooding as
vascular insufficiency-IV, diabetes mellitus-DM, trauma-1R, tnmor-Tl], gangrene
emphysematous-GE, and osteomyelitis-OS. Amputations were categorized as toes,
fool, below knee (BK), above knee (AK); andhip. Diabetic amputee death certificates
were reviewed for all deaths registered in the state of Rio de Janeiro (336,182). Sur
vival rates were analyzed according to an actuarial table, allowing us to calculate a
cumulated fatality rate. Mantel test was calculated to evaluate statistical significances
for sex differences. Amputation direct costs were evaluated for 96; (hospital stay,
medical and surgical treatments, hospital staft) as well as indirect costs (lost of pro
ductivity). Annualestimated incidence rate of global LEA was13.81100,000. Diabetic
related LEA incidence rate was 180.61100,000, representing a loo-fold greater risk of
LEA, than those without diabetes, in Rio de Janeiro municipality. Concerning to
global LEA, mean age was 58.S±19.4 yr. for men and 64.4±18.0 yr. for women. Sex
ratio was 1.4:1. Diagnosis demonstrated: TU 28(1%); GE 50(1.8%); OS 57(2%); TR
183(6.5%); DM 923(32.7"10) and VI 582(56%). The increase was significant for DM
and VI (p<0.05). VI was thentajor cause of LEA until 94, in contrast to DM, in 95. A
significant increase ofLEA was observed in the 40-79 yr. group. AK amputation level
was higher than BK (P<0,01). VI andDM represented a major cause ofreamputations
(p<0.OO5). VI represented 50% of bilateral amputations, while DM, 34.6%. Survival
probability from diabetics was 54.9% for men and 59.4% for women (p<0.001). Cu
mulated fatality rate was 25% for men and 29.6% for women (p<O.ool). Age/sex dis
tribution for DM LEA at the time of death, demonstrated mean age for men
61.4±16.83 yr. and mean age for women 68.3±1 I. 1 yr., p<0.02. The costs of amputa
tion averaging e US$ 3,021 per case. The total costs for LEA in the diabetic popula
tion have been estimated at US$ 10,660,000 for 96. To lower LEA incidence, preven
tive action through education, foot care programs, and early detection of DM must be
intensified.
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BENEFITS OF A MUL TlDlSCIPLlNARY APPROACH IN THE
MANAGEMENT OF RECURRENT DIABETIC FOOT ULCERATION
V.Dargis, O,Pantelejeva, A.Jonushaite, L.Vileikyte* and A,J,M.Boulton*,
Rehabilitation Hospital, Kaunas, Lithuania, "Manchester Royal Infirmary, UK

A history of previous ulceration is the strongest risk factor for diabetic
foot ulceration and subsequent amputations, and tbe greatest cballenge is
to reduce tbe incidence of recurrent foot problems, In this study we
tberefore aimed to measure the ability of a multidisciplinary foot clinic to
reduce recurrent ulceration in a two year prospective study, 145 purely
neuropathic diabetic patients with a history of previous foot ulceration
were entered into the study, All patients were screened for neurovascular
status at baseline, and received footcare education, The intervention
group (n=56) were seen by the multidisciplinary team of chiropodists,
nurses and physicians and received regular chiropody at least every 3
montbs witb re-education at each visit and the provision of specialist
footwear as required. Control subjects (n=89) were screened in the same
manner, received baseline education and were then followed in the local
practices on a three monthly basis, There were no significant differences
(mean ± SD) in age (intervention 59,2 ± 13.4 vs controls, 58,5 ± 11.5 years)
or duration of diabetes (14.0 ± 7.1 vs 15,6 ± 7,8 years). The ratio of
genders was similarly NS. Neuropathic status did not differ between
intervention and control groups (vibration pereeption threshold 31.1 ± 12,1
vs 33.9 ± 11.2 V, neuropathy disability score 8,1 ± 1.4 vs 7,9 ± 1.7), No
patient had clinical evidence of peripheral vascular disease, The
intervention group had significantly less recurrent ulcers during the two
year period tban the controls (30.4 % vs 58,4 %: p < 0.001). Thus, this
prospective study has demonstrated the efficacy of tbe multidisciplinary
foot clinic together with the provision of specialist footwear in tbe long
term management of those patients with a history of recurrent ulceration.
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WHAT IS THE EFFECT OF AMPUTATIONS ON THE QUALITY OF LIFE
IN DIABETIC PATIENTS?
M.R. Childs, E.J.G. Peters, D.G. Armstrong and L.A. Lavery. University of
Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio, Texas, U.S.A.

Persons with diabetes have a high incidence of amputation which, it may be
postulated, has a detrimental influence on quality of life. However, we are
unaware of any study in the medical literature to explain how amputations affect
the daily lifestyle, physically and socially of diabetic patients. The purpose of
this study was to evaluate the effect of amputation on the quality of life. We
used the Sickness Impact Profile to evaluate functional status. This instrument
was developed to provide a measure of perceived health status and is sensitive
enough to detect changes or differences that occur over time or between groups.
We enrolled 124 diabetic patients, in approximately a 1:2 case to control ratio.
Cases were defined as those receiving a lower extremity amputation and
controls were defined as those with no history of amputation. Study participants
received a physical examination and interview to evaluate exposure variables
including demographic data, general medical, surgical, diabetes and diabetes
related complication history, lower extremity vascular and neurological
assessment. Only the physical dimension (33.5 ± 14.9 vs, 22.3 ± 14.7, p < 0.001)
and the total SIP-score (27.6 ± 9.9 vs. 22.5 ± 10.3, p ~ 0.013) revealed a
significant lower value for amputees. The psychosocial dimension score on the
other hand, showed no significant difference (14.9 ± 8.9 vs, 15.2 ± 10.0).
Factors among amputees that had a significant association with lower SIP scores
included longer duration of diabetes (> 10 years), sensory neuropathy (VPT >
25V), and male sex. ANOVA further suggested that high level amputations bad
a stronger influence on the physical dimension of the SIP than lower level
amputations (p ~ 0.024). Interestingly, bilateral amputees did nol have
significantly lower scores on any of the SIP dimensions than people with a
unilateral amputation. It can be concluded that amputations in diabetics seem to
have a substantial influence on the physical element of life, while the effects on
the psychosocial aspects are not substantial.
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RETINAL CYTOSOLIC AND MITOCHONDRIAL REDUCTIVE STRESS:
INTERACTIONS BETWEEN HYPERGLYCEMIA ANDHYPOXIA
J.R. Williamson, J.R. Nyengaard, E. Ostrow, and Y. Ido; Washington University,
St. Louis, MO, USA

The objectiveof these studies was to assess effectsof hyperglycemia vs hypoxia
on retinal glucose metabolism and free cytosolic., and mitochondrialj.,
NADHlNAD'. Retinas from normal rats, some fed tolrestat (0.2 mmollkg bwt/day
for 7 days), wereincubatedfor 2 h in 5 or 30 mMglucose (glu) at 5% (low) or 95%
(hi) a, + 5% CO,. NADHlNAD+, and NADHlNAD+mwereestimated by the redox
metabolite indicator methodbasedon substrate levels of lactate dehydrogenase and
glutamate dehydrogenase + NH,. These metabolites, glucose 6-phosphate (G6P),
fructose6-phosphate (F6P),and mediumlactateweremeasuredenzymatically. G6P at
hi a, was 2.52±O.76 (X±SD)pmoll~gDNA in 5glu and increased2.7 fold (p<O.OOI)
in 30glu.Lowa, decreasedG6P 27% (p=ns)in 5 and 48% (p<O.OI) in 30 glu. F6P
was undetectedin 5glu at both a,s. F6P in 30gluc was 1.24±O.36 pmolll~gDNA at
hi a, and fen 45% (p<O.OI) at low a,. NADHlNAD',at hi a, was 26±4xlO" in
5glu and increased 58% (p<O.OI) in 30g1u due to a 1.9 fold increase (p<O.OI) in
retinal pyruvatevs a 3 fold increase (p<O.OOI) in lactate; at low a, NADHlNAD'c
increased II fold in 5 and 20 fold in 30glu (p<O.OOI for both)due to z 86% decreases
in pyruvate(p<O.OOI) vs 1.5-4.7increases(pSO.OI) in lactate at 5 and 30glu. Lactate
productionat hi a, was 19.3±3.7 nmol/ug DNA in 5glu and increased54% (p<O.OI)
in 30glu; at low a, it increased 33% (p<O.OI) in 5 and 56% (p<O.OOI) in 30glu.
NADHlNAD'm did not differ in 5 or 30gluat hi a, (68±13xlO") but increased 2 fold
(p<O.OOI) at low a, in 5 and 30g1u. Tolrestat prevented increased NADHlNAD',at
30g1u but had no effecton lactate production or NADHlNAD+m- Conclusions: 30glu
and low a, increase lactate production via increased glucose phosphorylation and
activation of phosphofructokinase, respectively; 30g1u and low a, also increase
NADHlNAD',by differentmechanisms. The combined effectsof hyperglycentia and
hypoxia on NADHlNAD\ may exacerbate diabetic retinopathy via effects on
substratelevelsof dehydrogenase enzymes implicatedin diabeticcomplications.
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EFFECTS OFMODIFIED LDL ON CULTURED RETINAL CAPILLARY CELLS: MECHANISMS
OF TOXICITY AND MITIGATION BY PRE-ENRICHMENT WITH a-TOCOPHEROL.
T.J. Lyons, W. Li, D.F. Gates, K. Moller, R.L. Klein, M-X Fu,J'w. Baynes, S.R. Thorpe, and
A.J. Jenkins. Medical University of SC, Charleston, and Univeristy of SC, Columbia,
S.Carolina, USA.
Aim: To determine whether pre-enrichment of Low Density Lipoproteins (LDLI with a
tocopherol mitigates itsadverse effects, following invitro glycation, oxidation orglycoxidation,
towards cultured bovine retinal capillary endothelial cells (RCEC) and pericytes. Methods:
LDL (unsupplemented andsupplemented with a-tocopherol in plasma, before isolation) from
non-diabetic humans wasmodified in vitro byglycalion, minimal oxidation, andglycoxidalion.
Bovine RCEC and pericytes were exposed to 100ug/ml LDL protein for3 days. Cell viability
wasdetermined bycell counting. Cell supernatant levels ofplasminogen activator inhibitor-1
(PAI-1) and endothelin-l (ET-l) were measured by ELISA, and nitrite byspectroscopy. To
assess mechanisms of toxicity, retinal cells were exposed to nalive (N)-LDL, and to LDL
modified by glycation and/or minimal oxidation and by marked (Cu'" oxidation with and
without prior glycation, in the presence and absence of catalase, superoxide dismutase
(SOD), and protein kinase C (PKC) inhibitors. Results: Relative to N-LDL, modified LDL
reduced viability of RCEC bya mean of41%, and ofpericytes by25%. Pre-enrichment of
LDL with a-tocopherol abolished the reduction incell viability. Enrichment with a-tocopherol
did not reduce the measured extent of LDL modification. LDL supplementation with a
tocopherol reduced RCEC PAI-1 (17.1:04.0 vs 22.3;!:4.3 pg/cell, mean;!: SEM; p=0.0002) and
increased nitrite (2.93;!:0.05 vs 1.34:!:O.04~mol/l, p<O.OOOl) buthadnoeffect on ET-1. These
effects ofa-tocopherol may inhibit clot formation andfavor vasodilation. In the second stUdy,
mean RCEC viability following exposure to modified LDL was63% of N-LDL. SOD andPKC
inhibitors improved viabiiity to 84% and 100% of N-LDL respectively (p<O.OOl), butcatalase
had no significant protective effect (69% of N-LDL). Conclusion: increasing the a
tocopherol content ofpiasma lipoproteins could be ofvalue inretarding diabetic retinopathy.
Superoxide anion and PKC, butnothydrogen peroxide are involved intheresponse ofretinal
capillary cells to modified LDL.
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N-METIIYL-D-ASPAIHATE RECEPTORS PARTICIPATE IN
TilE RETINAL DAMAGE DUE TO TilE IIYPO(;LYCAEMIA

S. Karadeniz, F. Tekeli, L. Bilgi~, B. Guvener, M. KO~Ok and
H Koyuncuoglu. Institute for Experimental Medicine and Istanbul
Faculty of Medicine, Istanbul University, Turkey.

Excitatory amino acids (EAAs) are implicated in the development of
neuronal cell damage following periods of reversible cerebral ischaemia
and/or insulin-induced hypoglycaemic coma. Glutamate, which is one of
the major EAAs in the central nervous system and also a major
neurotransmitter in the retina, is blamed for the neuronal injury during
hypoglycaemia via the N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) subtype glutamate
receptor. We investigated histopntuological changes due to the insulin
induced hypoglycaemia and the effect of MK-801, a NMDA receptor
antagonist, on the retina in the Wistar rats. MK-80l was given O.3mglkg
IV twice on the first day and once on the subsequent three days (daily
50lUlkg bolus regular insulin injections through the penis vein). Eyes
were enucleated on the last day. 111ethickness of the ganglion cell- and
the nerve fibre layers were significantly increased in tile hypoglycaemic
group (n=9) compared to tile control group (n= 16) and also compared to
tile MK-801 group (n=7) (1 L5±3.2flm vs 9.7±2.8flm, p<O.05 and
1I.5±3.2~nlJ vs 8.4±L8~nn, p<0.05). No significant morphological
changes were revealed with hernatoxylene-eosin staining on light
microscope. As a result, we have induced lustopathological changes in the
retina following hypoglycaemia. Its prevention with MK-80 I shows that
NMDA receptors are involved in tile retinal insult due to the
hypoglycaemia. In tile clinic, these findings may be of importance in
diabetic patients on insulin treatment who may have sometimes severe
hypoglycaemia and in patients with severe reactive hypoglycaemia.
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INHIBmON OF CATARACT DEVELOPMENT AND LIPID
PEROXIDATION BY a-LIPOIC ACID IN SANDRATS.
Z. MADAR" D. BORENSHTEIN" M. YERMAN', S. MOKADI', A.
POLLACK3,and H-J. TRISCHLER4 'Faculty of Agriculture, Rehovot,
ISRAEL, 2Haifa, IS, 3Rehovot, IS and 'Frankfurt, Germany.

Cataract, one of the major causes of' age-dependent visual impairment, is a late
complication of diabetes. Reactive oxygen species are implicated in this disease
condition. We investigated the effects of a-lipoic acid, a potent antioxidant, on
cataract development, lens aldose reductase activity (AR), lenticular
reduced-glutathione (GSH)content and lipid peroxidationin sand rats (a modelfor
type II diabetes). Sand rats werefed a 'high' caloriediet and treated with or without
i.p. injectionof a-lipoic acid, (30 mgikg)for 26 days. Dailyplasmaglucoseprofiles
and cataract incidencewere evaluated. Glucoseprofiles were significantlyreduced
after 18 and 24 d on a-lipoic acid comparedwith those not receivinga-lipoic acid.
After 18 d, mean cataract grade value was 1.7±O.3 in animals injected with of
a-lipoic acid vs. 3±O.4 in sand rats without treatment (P<0.05). Compared with
untreated animals, lens AR activitywas significantlylower in sand rats treated with
a-lipoic acid for 26 d (12.8±2.3 vs. 5.2 ±1.2 umol NADPHJmg protein/min,
respectively P<O.OI). Concomitantly. significantly higher lenticular protein and
GSH contents were found in sand rats treated with u-lipoic acid. Lipid
peroxidation, measured as TBARSafter 26 d, decreased 2-fold in liver of treated
animals (P<0.05). These results suggest that decreased hyperglycemia, in parallel
with lower AR activityand higher content of GSHobtainedby a-lipoic acid, led to
a significant preventiveeffect on cataract developmentin diabetic sand rats. This
studysupportsthe usefulnessof a-lipoic acid in the treatmentof diabetes.
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IN VIVO EFFECT OF AN ISOPROSTANE, 8-EPI-PGF2a ON RETINAL
CIRCULATION IN DIABETIC AND NON-DIABETIC RATS.
N. WIERNSPERGER, E. MICHaUD, M. LECOMTE and M. LAGARDE.
Diabetic Microangiopathy Research Unit LIPHA - INSERM 0352 INSA
Lyon. 69621 Villeurbanne cedex. France

The in vivo effectsof one of the F2 isoprostanes, 8-iso-PGF2a• which is elevated
in plasma of non insulin-dependent diabetic patients, was characterized on the
retinal circulation in non-diabetic and diabetic rats. Retinal hemodynamic
responses to isoprostanes were quantitated in vivo in rats using a video
fluorescein angiography system. Vascular diameters and retinal mean
circulation time were determined before and after 5111 intra-vitreous injection of
8-epi-PGF2• (10" to 10,3 M), 8-epi-PGF2• 104 M+ SQ29,548 10,3 M (an

inhibitor of TXA2 receptor), 9p-PGF2• 104 M) (another PGF 2 epimer, distinct

from 8-epi-PGF2a without known biological activity) or the carrier in non

diabetic animals. Diabetic rats received either 8-epi-PGF2a 104 M, or the
carrier). Compared to control animals, diabetic rats presented in the basal state
a venous vasodilation (p<0.01) and a non-significant arterial vasodilation
(p=0.06), without modification of retinal mean circulation time. After

intravitreous injection of 8-iso-PGF2a, a significant arterial vasoconstriction
was observed in control but not in diabetic animals. This vasoconstriction was
concomitant with increased retinal mean circulation time in control but not in
diabetic rats. No vasoconstriction was observed after injection of either the

carrier, 9p-PGF2a or 8-iso-PGF2• + SQ29,548. This is the first direct

observation that the isoprostane 8-epi-PGF2• is a potent vasoconstricting agent
in the retina. It occurs at the arterial but not venous level, and is likely
mediated through a TXA2"like receptor. Differences observed in retinal mean
circulation time between control and diabetic animals suggest altered
adaptative mechanisms toward vasoconstrictor substances (such as
isoprostanes) in diabetic rats.
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THE EFFECTS OF TAURINE AND VITAMIN E ON NA,K-ATPASE
AND ANGIOTENSIN-CONVERTING ENZYME ACTIVITIES IN
STREPTOZOTOCIN-INDUCED DIABETIC RATS.
MAS. Di Leo1, L. Todaro1, SA Santini2, G. Marra1, P. cotroneol, S.
Cercone1, P. Magnani1, L. Antic03, A.V. Greco1, and G. Ghirlanda1.
Institutes of 11ntemal Medicine, 2Chemical Biochemistry and
30phthalmology, Catholic University, Rome, Italy.

To investigate the effects of taurine and vitamin E on the activity of
retinal Na,K-ATPase and on the activity of angiotensin-converting
enzyme (ACE) in the serum and retina of streptozotocin (STZ)-induced
diabetic rats, we sacrificedafter 4 months of disease different groups of
animals fed with standard diet and taurine- or vitamin E-supplemented
diel. As markersof lipid peroxidation, conjugated dienes were measured
in rat retinas. Na,K-ATPase and ACE activities were measured by
spectrophotometry. No difference in serum activity of ACE was found
between normal and diabetic rats, independently of diet. Retinal ACE
activity was comparable in normal rats (13.6±4.3 U/Umg protein) and
diabetic rats with standard diet (12.8±2.5),but was significantly reduced
in diabetic rats (p<0.05) with taurine- (9.9±1.8) and vitamin E
supplemented diet (9.5±3.3). In comparison with normal rats, retinal
Na,K-ATPase activity was significantly decreased (p<0.05) in diabetic
rats with standard diet (60%) and with vitamin E-supplemented diet
(40%) but not in those with taurine-supplemented diet. A sign~icant
increase of conjugated dienes (p<0.OO01) was found in retinas of
diabetic rats but not in those of diet-supplemented rats with respect to
normal rats. These resultssuggest that the effects of taurine and vitamin
E seem to be related to merely local effects in the retina. Taurine and
vitamin E contribute to delay early oxidant damage in the course of
diabetic retinopathy.

1085
CURATIVE EFFECTS OF BIMOCLOMOL ON VISUAL PATHWAY
ABNORMALITIES IN FREELY MOVING DIABETIC RATS
K. Biro, 'G. Juhasz, J. Palhalrni, T. Kukorelli
Biorex Res. & Dev. Co, Veszprern, 'Dept of Comparative
Physiology, Eotvos l.orand University, Budapest, Hungary
A method of electrode implantation for simuitaneous measuring of
electroretinogram (ERG) and visual evoked potential (VEP) in
conscious streptozotocin-diabetic (STZ, 45 mg/kg LV.) rats was
used to study the development of early signs of retinopathy and
the time course of recovery by bimoclomol. From the 4th
postoperation day experimental sessions were performed weekly
on dark-adaptated male Crl. Wistar rats before and after
verification of diabetes over 1 month. Curative treatment with 10
mg kg" bimoclomol i.p. was initiated for a further month. 1-month
nontreated diabetic and nondiabetic groups were also included.
Weekly monitoring showed a gradual decrease in each oscillatory
potential (OP) magnitude and their sum (OP1-3 by 67.9%) and the
b-wave and YEP P1 subcurve areas (48.5 and 58.9%, resp.) by
the end of month 1 Improvements of diabetic deficits by 50.8% for
OP1-3; by 88.3% for b-wave and by 543% for YEP P1 (for all p«
005) were achieved after 3-wk treatment The b-wave and YEP P1
latency prolongations (30 and 23%, resp., p< 0.01) were obvious
only after 1-month of diabetes. Bimoclomol shortened the latencies
by about 48% (p<0.05) and 19%, resp. After a subsequent
washout period of 1-wk, responses declined to diabetic level.
Results may be explained by cytoprotective effect of bimoclomol
on retinal glia and/or neurons against diabetes-related ischemic
cell damages

1087
PROGRESSIONOF RETINOPATHYIN THE nccr COHORTAFTER 4
YEARS OF FOLLOWUPIN THE EPIDEMIOLOGYOF DIABETES
INTERVENTIONSAND COMPLICATIONS(EDIC) STUDY
J. LACHIN, P. CLEARY, M. DAVIS, D. NATHAN, S. GENUTHAND THE
EDIC RESEARCHGROUP, Rockville,MD, U.S.A.
At the DCCT conclusion in 1993,patients completeda detailed closeout
assessment.All were referred to a personal physician and encouraged to maintain as
Iowa blood glucose as safely possible. Of 1441originalDCer patients, 1396 have
agreed to participate in the 10 year EDIC followup.In 1997,EDIC year 4, fundus
photographs were scheduled for all patients. Over the 4 years of EDIC, the average
HbAlc in the former DCer intensive group (INT) was 8.1%compared to 8.4% in
the former conventional group (CON) (p < .01).
We assessed the relative risk (RR) of retinopathy worse by 3 or more steps from
Dcer baseline, or of the prevalence of serious retinopathy}between the original
DCer INT and CON groups at EDIC year 4. Among the 971 patients evaluated at
EDIC year 4, the prevalence of retinopathy at Dcer closeoutand after four years
ofEDIC and the unadjusted reduction in risk (RR) were:

DCer Closeout EDIC Year 4 Risk Reduction
CON % INT % CON % !NT % RR 95% C.1. P~

:: 3 step 44.4 25.3 46.7 17.6 62.3 53.3-69.6 <.0001
SNPDR 9.3 4.2 14.4 4.2 70.9 53.1-82.0 <.0001
PDR 6.5 3.8 12.8 4.0 68.9 48.9-81.1 <.0001
HRC 2.6 1.3 8.5 3.1 63.2 34.5-79.3 .0007
CSME 6.9 6.7 11.4 4.0 65.1 42.1-78.9 <.0001

:: 3 step worsening from DCer baseline; SNPDR,severe non-proliferative
retinopathy; PDR, proliferative diabetic retinopathy;HRC, high risk characteristics;
and CSME, clinically significant macular edema. These risk reductionspersisted
after adjustment for primary versus secondaryDCCT cohort, years of treatment in
DCCT, and duration ofIDDM.
Conclusion: Four years after the mean of 6.5 years ofDCCT therapy, the risk of
vision threatening retinopathy is significantly less in the formerDCCT INT than the
CON treatment group.
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later ill) are expressedas means and 2SD ran es in the Table.
GrounA GrounB GrounC Controls

Albuminuria I 0.58 0.59 1.04" 0.45
I I"/mol creat.) (0.23-1.47) (0.12-3.42) I(0.20-5.62\ 110.17-1.14\

II 0.47 1.0" 0.82"
10.20-1.18) (0.14-7.1) (0.21-3.7\

fS-NAG I 13.8 18.9" 18.6" 15.3
ru!l\ 110.0-19.0\ 112.8-28.1\ 03.3-25.9\ 110.7-20.1\

II 14.9 20.1" 17.2""
111.6-19.1\ 03.6-29.7) (9.2-30.2\

..
Statistical Significanceas compared to the control group: "P<O.OI,""P<0.05

A development of retinopathy (Group B) was accompanied by the increase of
albuminuria whereas serum NAG activites were higher already prior to these vascu
lar changes. This contrasts with no changes either of albuminuria or of NAG obser
ved in Group A Already developed retinopathy (Group C) was associated with
higher albuminuria and NAG activities at the beginning and no changes during
follow-up. We may conclude that serum NAG activities may be increased prior to
manifestation of diabetic retinopathy and earlier than microaibuminuria developes.

SERUM N-ACETYL-B-GLUCOSAMINIDASE PRECEDES MICROALBUMIN
URIA IN DEVELOPMENTOF DIABETICRETINOPATHY
J.~krha, J.Hilgertova, andV.Stibor. Dept.ofinternal Medicine 3, Dept.of Ophthal
mology,Faculty of Medicine I, Charles University,Prague, CzechRepublic
An increased serum N-acetyl-ll-gIucosaminidase(NAG) activity has been found in
patients with diabetic microangiopathy.The aim of this study was to consider if
NAG activities may be a prognostic marker of diabetic retinopathy. We evaluated
33 Typeldiabetic patients(18 men and 15 women,meanage 39±8 yrs) with a1bustix
negative urine in twelve-year follow-up study. Total cohort was separated into
patients who did not developediabetic retinopathy (Group A, n=IO), who developed
or worsened diabetic retinopathy during follow-up (Group B, n=12) and who had
persisted diabetic retinopathy (Group C, n=lI) since the beginning of observation.
The ophthalmological findings were confirmed by fluorescentangiography. Control
group consisted of 20 healthy persons of comparable age and body mass index
Fasting serum NAG activity and albumin:creatinine ratio evaluated in the first
morning urine were determined yearly. The results at the beginning (I) and twelve
years

INCIDENCE AND RISK FACTORS FOR RETINOPATHY IN TYPE 1 and

TYPE 2 DIABETES.
Villar G.,Goicolea I. ,Vicente M.A. ,Garcia Y.,Vazqquez J.A.
Hospital de Cruces.Baracaldo.48903Spain

The aim of this study is to assess the incidence of diabetic retinopathy (DR) and
factors responsable for its appearance. A large cohort of 1.362 subjects (389 with type
I and 973 with type 2 diabetes) who attended the specialized diabetic clinics of our
Health Area and had a normal ocular fundus examination were followed for a period
of 24 months, evaluating the progression to DR and identifying the risk factors for it.
Results: Thirty-one type I patients (8%) and 198 (20,3%) type 2 patients were lost in
the follow-up. The incidence of DR was 7,2 and 8,3 cases 1100 patients-year in type I
and type 2 subjects, respectively.Distribution of risk factors is shown in the table.

TypeI diabetes Type2 diabetes
NoDR DR p NoDR DR p

Glycated hemoglobin (%) 8,1 8,7 0,02 8,1 8,6 0,02
UAE;,30mg/24 hours 10,9% 22% 0,04 25,9% 36,5% 0,04
Systolic BP(mmHg) 116,6 119,7 0,2 143,6 147,2 0,D7
Diastolic BP(mmHg) 69,8 73,3 0,04 80,2 79,7 0,6
Cholesterol (mg/dl) 185 203 0,007 225 224 0,9
Triglyceride (mgldl) 86,9 116,2 0,1 159 160 0,9
Smoking habits 34% 30,8% 0,6 13,2% 14,7% 0,8
Yearsofdiabetes 9,5 14,1 <0,0005 11,5 12,6 0,1
In logistic regression analysis, independent predictors were duration of diabetes
(p=O,03)and urinary albumin excretion ;,30 mg/24 hours (p=O,04) in type I diabetes
and glycated hemoglobin (p=O.04) in type2.
Conclusion. The incidence of DR is similar than the results of other works in type I
diabetes, but unexpectedly high in type 2, probably because these patients treated in
specialized clinics are more complicated and not representative of type 2 diabetic
population.
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INTERNET-BASED SCREENING FOR DIABETIC RETINOPATHY
B.Liesenfeld" M.Lungershausen" H.Bornemann" S.Kluthe',
W.Piehlmeier', C.Birkmann', G.Mann', M.Obermaier, I.Ugi3, M.Porta4

,

T.Bek5
, S.Aldington6

, H.Mayer', K.D.Hepp\ E.Kohner"; Diabetes Centre
Munich-Bogenhausen" GSF-medis-Institute , Dep. of Ophthalmology of
the Technical University of Munich3

, Dep. of Internal Medicine of the
University of Turin4

, Dep. of Ophthalmology of the University of Aarhus",
Retinopathy Grading Centre of the Imperial College London, Dep. of
Ophthalmology of the Munich-Harlaching Hospital', Division of Medicine
of st.thomas Hospital London"
In a clinical trial we investigated the quality of the remote assessment of digital
images of the retina obtained in the routine setting of a busy regional centre for
diabetes care to detect diabetic lesions. 129 consecutive patients with type I or 2
diabetes mellitus without previous laser therapy or history of glaucoma were
screened using the following approach: two digital images and two conventional
colour slides per eye (dilated pupils; image angle 50 degrees; macula and papilla
centered, respectively)were captured. The digital images were transmitted to five
expert grading centres via the Internet. Structured reports were returned via
electronic mail from grading centres to guide further treatment. The colour slides
were graded by a single expert of one of the grading centres using the same
structured report. All study patients were examined by ophthalmologists (not
specialised in diabetic retinopathy) of our clinic using slit-lamp biomicroscopy.
For the five grading centres sensitivities were 74,85,88,90 and 90% for the
diagnosis "any stage of diabetic retinopathy or macula oedema" (specificities
41,61,65,75 and 82%) obtained on the basis ofthe digital image with reference to
the conventional colour slides (positive predictive values (PPY) 43,51,56,62 and
67%, negative predictive valnes (NPY) 86,89,91,91 and 93%). The
ophthalmologist's examination resulted in a sensitivityof 67% and a specificityof
92% (PPV 81%, NPV 85%). CONCLUSION: Screening for diabetic retinopathy
with digital images by experts resulted in a higher sensitivitybut lower specificity
compared to ophtalmologistsperforming slit-lamp biomicroscopy.

Ophthalmologistsoutcome: n (%)
Subject category Seen (n) No DR BDR STDR RxLaser

GP/RPMS+ve 39 1(3) 9 (23) 29(74) 22 (56)
RPMS +ve, GP -ve 22 1(5) II (50) 10 (45) 7 (32)
GP +ve, RPMS-ve 40 20 (50) 16 (40) 4 (10) I (3)

TOTAL WI 22 (22) 36 (36) 43 (43) 30 (30)
(BDR ~ background diabetic retmopathy; +ve and -ve categones are for STDR)
10 (50%) of the 20 subjects in the GPIRPMS+ve and RPMS +ve, GP -ve categories
thought initially to have BDR by ophthalmologistsdeveloped STDR within 18 months,
increasing the prevalence of agreed STDR from 10.4%to 12.5%. 30 (5%) newly
identified subjects with STDR needed immediate laser treatment.These data suggest
that the time intervals recommended in the Field Guide for seeing subjectswith STDR
are not met in UK practice. Agreementbetween RPMS diagnosed STDR and
ophthalmologistsrose from 64% initially to 80% after 18months with RPMS being
moresensitive. Improved co-ordination between primary screening services and
ophthalmologists will be required to ensure effective use of specialist resources in
treating diabetic eye disease.

TITLE: Screening for Diabetic Retinopathy:Outcome of ophthalmologicalreferral.
AUTHORS: R.L. Gibbins, D.R. Owens, J.C. Allen. DiabetesResearch Unit, University
of Wales College of Medicine,Cardiff. UK.
The Welsh Community Diabetic RetinopathyStudy (WCDRS) investigatedgeneral
practitioners (GPs) ability in detecting sight threatening diabetic retinopathy(STDR)
using ophthalmoscopyor 35mm retinal photography compared with a reference
standard provided by the Royal Postgraduate Medical School, London (RPMS).This
report analyses the outcome of subjects referred to ophthalmologistsduring the first
phase of WCDRS.European Field Guide criteria were used to determine need for
referral. Data were obtained by examining subject's primary care records.
186 (31%) subjectswere eligible for referral. Data were availableon 166 (89%). 143
(86%) of these had STDR according to GPs, RPMSor both. The mean interval between
referral and ophthalmologicalreview for these was 11.7weeks, range I -36. 101 (54%)
subjects had no previous record of specialist assessmentfor STDR. 3 did not attend
clinic appointments Ophthalmologistsdiagnosis and treatmentare shown in the table.
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Retinopathyin subjectswith Increased Fasting Plasma Glucose
Levels
Karunakaran 5, A1dington 5, NorthB,Ryder R, Holman RRfor the
EDITstudy group,
Universityof Oxford,UK

631 subjectsthought to be at increased riskof Type2 diabetes
with an increasedfasting plasmaglucose (FPG) of 5.5-7.7mmol/l
inclusiveon two consecutive occasions wererecruited into the
EartyDiabetesIntervention Trial (EDIT). Exclusions were known
diabetes,activemacrovascular disease, impaired renalfunction
uncontrolled hypertension, life threatening illnessor drugsthat
affectglucosemetabolism. 596 subjects with mean(SD) FPG
6.0(0.5)mmolll, age 52(1 O)years, bodymassindex2B.5(4.5)kgm2
had four-field colourretinalphotographs takenandgradedusing
the "ETDRSfinal" gradingscaleby2 independent assesors.
Meanvalues fromtwin 75gmoralglucose tolerance tests
classified46% of subjectsas normal glucosetolerance(NG'T),40%
as impairedglucosetolerance(IG'T) and 15%as diabetes
mellitus(DM)using WHOcriteria. 21.4% of subjects had
retinopathywith 16% havingmicroaneurysms onlyand 5.4%
havinghaemorrhages and I or exudates in addition. 21% of NGT,
25%of IGT and 25%of OM SUbjects had retinopathy. One IGT
subjectwith an fpg of 6.3mmolll hadproliferative retinopathy.
Conclusion:The glycaemicthreshold for developing diabetic
retinopathy is probablylowerthanthe present WHOor ADA
diagnosticFPGlevels for diabetes.

1094
LY333531 SINGLE ESCALATING ORAL DOSE STUDY IN HEALTHY
VOLUNTEERS.
D. Demolle, J.M. de Suray, F. Vandenhende and C. Onkelinx. Lilly
Development Centre, II rue Granbonpre, 1348 Mont-Saint-Guibert,
Belgium.
Background and objectives: LY333531 is a specific inhibitor of protein
kinase C~ (PKC~) that is being developed for the treatment of diabetic
retinopathy. The objectives of this study, which was a first administration
to man, were: a) to assess safety, tolerability and pharmacokinetics (PK) of
LY333531 and 338522, its active metabolite, after escalating single oral
doses in healthy male volunteers, and b) to compare the PK of LY333531
and 338522 in males and non-fertile females after single oral doses.
Methods: The study was subject- and investigator-blind. In the dose
escalation phases, groups of 9 subjects participated in a maximum of three
sessions. In each session, 6 received a set dose of LY333531 and 3 received
placebo in a randomized order. Doses varied from 0.25 to 256 mg.
Results: Sixty subjects participated in the study. LY333531 was very well
tolerated and the incidence and type of adverse events were identical in
placebo and treated groups. There were no clinically significant changes in
ECG, cardiac output, vital signs and laboratory tests compared to baseline.
The Cmaxand AUCCO-24 h) of both LY333531 and 338522 increased linearly

but less than proportionally with dose. For both components, two phases of
elimination were observed (first t1l2up to 3.6 and 7.5 h and second t1/2up

to 39.5 and 41.4 h, respectively, for LY333531 and 338522). The exposure
ratio between parent and metabolite was fairly constant among subjects. No
sex differences were observed.
Conclusion: LY333531 is safe and well tolerated up to a single dose of
256 mg.
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OCULAR BLOOD FLOW AND GLUCOSE PLASMA LEVELS IN
PATIENTS WITH IDDM
S. Dallinger, O. Findl, B. Rami, K. Polak, R. Hitsch, E. Schober, A. Wedrich,
M. Wolzt and L. Schmetterer. Department of Clinical Pharmacology,
Institute of Medical Physics, Department of Ophthalmology, Department of
Pediatry, University of Vienna, Wahringer Giirtel 18-20, A-I090 Vienna,
Austria
There is evidence that retinal blood flow is altered in patients with diabetes
mellitus. However, there is considerable controversy regarding the exact
nature of these perfusion abnormalities. This may in part be caused by the
different methods used to assess retinal hemodynamics. In addition, many of
these studies included patients with different types of diabetes and
concomitant diseases. Retinal blood flow may, however, also be influenced
by the actual glucose plasma levels. To test this hypothesis we enrolled 57
subjects with IDDM. Inclusion criteria were age at diagnosis < 15 years and
duration of disease between 13 and 18 years. Retinal blood flow was
measured with scanning laser Doppler flowmetry (Heidelberg Retina
Flowmeter) in the patient's right eyes. Pulsatile ocular blood flow and flow
velocities in the ophthalmic artery were assessed with laser interferometric
measurement of fundus pulsation and color Doppler imaging, respectively.
There was a significant association between glucose plasma levels and retinal
blood flow (r = 0.45, P < 0.010). In contrast, hemodynamic parameters in the
choroid and the ophthalmic artery were not associated with glucose plasma
levels. Our data indicate that plasma glucose is an important determinant of
retinal blood flow in patients with IDDM.
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Treatment of Diabetic Nephropathy
1095
RAMIPRIL REDUCES ALBUMINEXCRETION RATEIN
NORMOTENSIVE lODM PATIENTSWITH
MICROALBUMINURIA
J P O'Hare l

, A Michael' and G Viberti' on behalfof the ATLANTIS
study group.
'Universityof Warwick,U.K. 'Hoechst MarionRoussel,Denham,
UK 'Unit for MetabolicMedicine,UMDS,Guy'sHospital,
London,U.K.
The aim was to assesswhether low (l.25mg) and/or standard(5mg) doses of
rarniprilcan exert a nephroprotective effect in incipientdiabeticnephropathy. The
studywas performedas a multicentrerandomizedplacebocontrolleddoubleblind
parallelgroup trial with a minimumfollow-upof two years. Eligiblesubjectswere
men and womenbetween 18and 65 years of age, with a diagnosisof lODM of a
minimumdurationof 6 months,and with microalbuminuria as definedby a urinary
albuminexcretionrate (UAER)of20-200~g/minute. Subjectswere requiredto be
normotensive, definedas havinga systolicbloodpressureof <150mmHg
«165mmHg if between50 and 65 years) and a diastolicbloodpressureof
<90mmHg. 140subjectswere enrolledand 98 completedthe two year periodor
longer.UAERwasmeasuredusing2 timedovernighturine collectionsevery 3
months.Glomerularfiltrationrate (GFR)was measuredevery6 monthsusing the
iohexolmethod.The change in UAERfrom baselineto year 2 showeda statistically
significantdifferencebetweenplaceboand the two ramiprilgroups pooledtogether
(p=0.013).A statisticallysignificantdifferencewas also observedbetweenplacebo
and ramipril5mg at year 2 (p~O.OIO). There was an observabledifferencebetween
placeboand ramipril 1.25mgalthough this did not reachstatisticalsignificance
(p=0.079),and there was no differencebetweentwo rarniprilgroups(p=O.4I).No
statisticallysignificantdifferencewas observedbetweenplaceboand ramipril5mg
in GFR at year 2 (p~O.II) after adjustingfor sex and baselineGFR.The overall
conclusionsare that normotensive, insulin-dependent diabeticsubjectswith
microalbuminuria benefit from treatmentwith ramipril,and that such benefitcan be
demonstrated as early as two years after commencingtreatment,by a reductionin
urinaryalbuminexcretionrate as comparedto baseline.The reductionis associated
with a small decrease in mean arterialblood pressurefor both dosesof ramipril.
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TIGHT BLOOD PRESSURE CONTROL RETARDS PROGRESSION OF

NEPHROPATHY IN TYPE 2 DIABETICS
S. Jelic, S. Dimkovic,O. Kandic,N. Kostic, G. Bojkovicand Z.Caparevic

Clinical Hospital Center »Dr Dragisa Misovic«, Belgrade, Yugoslavia

In type 2 diabetes microalbuminuria is weaker predictor for development of
overt nephropathy but important indicator of higher risk for cardiovascular
diseases. The authors are presenting results of five-year prospective study
including 30 type 2 diabetic patients without persistent proteinuria treated for
hypertension either with 25-75 mg of captopril (n=17) or 5-10 mg of
amlodipin daily (n=13). Results of20 age-, sex-, body mass index and initial
albuminuria-matched type 2 diabetic patients non-complaing with the
antihypertensive treatment regimen were retrospectively analyzed and
compared with the results of the treated subjects. Good metabolic control
existed in all three groups of patients throughout the testing-period. Fairly
acceptable blood pressure control was achieved with captopril (170/100 vs.
138/85 mmHg) as well as with amlodipin (170/101 vs. 137/87) within the
first year of treatment (p<O.Ol). In patients without tight blood pressure
control urinary albumin excretion (UAE) inclined at the average rate of
14.93% per year. During five year of investigation 6 of them (30%) became
macroproteinuric. On the contrary, in patients treated with amlodipin annual
increment of UAE was at the level of only 3.76% with only 2 (15%) patients
expressing overt nephropathy during five years. Moreover, none of the
patients treated with captopril became macroproteinuric while UAE in this
group displayed an decrement of -2.06% per year. Tight blood pressure
control retards deterioration of microalbuminuria and reduces cardiovascular
risks in type 2 diabetic patients. Reverse effect of captopril on neuropathy
progression could be hypothetically explained by its protective role against
free radical injury in endothelial, glomerular and tubular cells.
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EFFECfSOFQ1JNAPRlLON f'B\JAl...HAEM:lDYNAMICSANDAL.BLMIN EXCRETlON

RATEINTYPE1 DIABETIC PATIENTS. LACKOF CORRELATIONS TO Na-U

CXJlJNTERTRAJIl.

G.Kourtogbu, D.I<aranit.soo, N. Kamtzas, T.DidangeIos,S. BacalseIos, AVyzanIiadis.

Diabetes Genter, B' Prop. Medical ClinicandLabof NuclearMedicine, Aristotelian

UniveJSity, Hippocration HospitaJ, fuJssaloniki, Greece
The aim of our study was to investigate the effects of quinapril on the renal
haemJdynamics andtheaburr1n excretion rate(AER) innormotensive type1diabeti::: pis
with or without microalbuminuria and to correlate the results with the Na-Li
countertransport activity(CTA) in redcells.Twentytwo ptswereincluded withmean
age34,2years(range 20-54) andmean duration ofdiabetes 15,S years(range 7-20).
TheAERwasmeasured immunoturb~ometJically andthe renaI heamodynamics were
measured radioisotopically with 51CrEDTA and 1251hippuran before and 24hafterthe
administration of10mgofquinapril (phase A)and afterthree months of lOmg quinaprii
daly (phase B).TheNa-UCTA was measured acoording tomethod ofCanessa ataI.
Results intable.

Norrnoalburrffiururic pis (n=11) MK:roabuninuric pIs(n=ll)
taseIi1e O1ange%A O1ange%B baseIre O'arge"/oA O'arge"/oB

MeanBP 91.7±4 -10.8' -10.9' 89.4±2.3 -3.7 -2.7
GFR 1321:10 -4.4 -13.4 115±12 -7.8 -8.S
ERPF 659±44 +13.8' +12.S' 648±48 +0.4 -4.1
FF 0.2:±D.02 -17.4' -25' 0.17±O.01 -10.8 -4.S
RVR 8.6:1:0.7 -21.2' -22.4" 8.9±0.7 -6.9 -1.1
AER 138±22 -40" -52"
Na-UCTA 0233±O.026 0.246iO.022
(values inmean±SE, ':p<O.05, "p<O.OO5 with Wiroxontest)
In9pts w~ GFR>125mVminll.7sm2 a significant fallofGFRwasobserved inthe
phase B (20% p:O.Ol) and asignificant riseinERPFinphase A(+122%p:O.018). The
Na-Li CTAwas notrelated tothe basicGFRnortothedifference between thebaseline
GFRvalue and thatobserved attheendofthe trimester. ttisconcluded thatquinapril in
type1diabeti::: pis,with orwithout incpient nephropathy, reduced microaIbuminuria IIIt'en
present, and irrproved the renal hearrodynamics (GFR, FF, ERPF andRVA) espOOaIly in
ptswith normal AERand increased GFR.Therenal hemodynamic response was not
related toNa-U CTA.
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DECREASE OF MICROALBUMINURIA DURINGSIMVASTATIN THERAPY IS
PRECEDEDBY A REDUCTION OF URINARY GLYCOSAMINOGLICANS.
G.TONOLO, P.BRIZZI, *M.FORMATO, M.F.ANGlUS, M.M.ATZENI,
M.G.MELIS, M. CICCARESE, *G.M.CHERCHI, M.MAIOLI. Diabetologia, Istituto
di ClinicaMedicaand*BiochimicaApplicata, University of Sassari,Italy
The decreaseof LDLcholesterol(LDL-C)inducedby simvastatin is associatedwith a
reduction in urinary albumin excretion rate (AER) in hypercholesterolemic
normotensive microalbuminuric NIDDM [I]. The aim of this study was to confirm
these effects in microalbuminuric hypertensive NIDDM (NIDDM-M+H+). After 2
months wash-outfrom the previousantihypertensive therapy (0), 16 NIDDM-M+H+
(HbAlc<7.5%) were included in the study if diastolic blood pressure (DBP) >95
and<105 mmHg, plasma LDL-C>3.9 and <6.5 mmoll!. They received simvastatin
20mg/day for 10 months with 3 months washout (WO) at the end. Total and HDL
Cholesterol, triglycerides, apolipoprotein A, and B, Lipoprotein (a), AER (mg/24h),
systolicand diastolicbloodpressure,body weightweremeasured monthly, while24 h
urinary glycosaminoglicans excretion (GAG, mg/g.Creatinine) and their low-sulphate
chondroitinfraction(%LSC)were measured at time 0, 5 and 10 months and after the
WOo Preliminary resultsfor the first 9 patientswho completed 10 months simvastatin
therapy plus additional three months washout from simvastatin are given. Data are
mean±SEM, or median and (range) for AER. * p<0.05, ** p=O.02, * ** p<O.OI VS.

time0; § p<0.05,§§ p<O.OI vs. time 10
Time 0 5 10 WO
DBP 94±3 90±4 86±2* 92±2

LDL-C 4.76±O.34 2.85±O.23*** 2.95±O.21*** 4.8±O.23 §§
AER 98(45-351) 87(35-329) 70(27-210)* 119(48-410)
GAG 5.3± 2.7 3.5± 1.12 2.9± 0.95** 4.7±0.7§
%LSC 30.3±IU 22.5±6.2* 20.1±6.7* 22.8±3.1

Simvastatin significantly decreased LDL-C and this effect was associated with a
significantdecrease in AER and DBP precededby a significant decreaseof both total
urinaryGAG and the % of LSC. At WO, a significant increasein total GAG together
witha not significantincreasein DBP andAER was observed. Inconclusion OUf data
are consistent with the hypothesis that simvastatin might lower AER in NIDDM
M+H+viaan amelioration of theglomerular basement membrane.
[I] G Tonoloet al DiabetesCare, vo120, number12,December1997
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EFFECT OF GLUCOSAMINOGLYCANS IN CHILDREN
WITH DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY .
I.I.Mishina, L.N.Scherbacheva, VAPeterkova, Endocrinology
Research Centre, Moscow, Russia.
It was shown that the loss of glucosaminoglycan (GAG) content
by glomerular basement membrane especially negativeiy- charged
heparan sulphate impairs membrane charge-selectivity and causes
albuminuria. The aim of study was to evaluate the antiproteinuric
effect of GAG (sulodexide) in children with diabetes mellitus. 10
children (age 14,7 ± 0,6 yr., duration of diabetes 10,1 ± 0,7 yr.)
with good metabolic control (HbAI 11,6 ± 0,4 %) were
administered the low-molecular heparin Sulodexide (Alfa
Vasserman-Italy). All patients had persistent microalbuminuria
(88,6 ± 16,2 ug/min), The treatment was continued for 4 weeks
(600 Lipoproteinlipase releasing units (LRU)/ day intramuscularly
for 2 weeks, and orally 500 LRU - one capsule twice daily for 2
weeks). The albumin excretion rate wich was measured weekly
during dosing and 4 weeks after end of the treatment was used as
main evaluation parameter. The significant decrease of albumin
excretion rate was already reached after first week of treatment (28
± 7,5 ug/rnin, p< 0,01) and was maintained during the treatment 
period. At end of treatment and 4 weeks after withdrawal of drug
the mean values albumin excretion rate were still· lower than
before treatment (43,6 ± 11,4 ug/min, p<0,05 vs. 44,6 ± 13,2
ug/min, p< 0,05 respectively). No side effects were observed
throughout the treatment period. In conclusion, sulodexide
administration possesses the antiproteinuric effect and might be
useful for the therapy of diabetic nephropathy in children.

PS57
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EARLYSIGNS OF RENALANDCARDIOVASCULAR INVOLYEMENTIN
CHILDRENWITH TYPE 2 DIABETESMELLlWS
A. Komer, M. Dobos, B.Vasarhelyi, A. Szatmari,L. Madacsyand T. Tulassay
I" Dept. Pediatrics,Semmelweis MedicalUniversity, Budapest,Hungary

Several data suggestthat pre-clinical type 2diabetesmellitus { DM) is not a benign
conditionand significantcomplications are presentin adultpatientsalreadyat the
diagnosis. The aimof our study wasto investigatethe markersof earlyrenal and
cardiovascular involvement in our pediatricpopulationwithtype 2 DM. Between
1990and 1996altogether 28 children with type 2 DM have been diagnosed at our
department.Detailedanalysis has been performedin 10 children(aged 15.9; B.O
18.3 years).Data were comparedto those of 8 age and sex matched healthy
controls. TYJl" 2 DM wasdiagnosedby oral glucosetoterancetestaccordmg to
WHOcriteria. Allpatientsexhibitedmarked hyperinsulinemia. Ambulatoryblood
pressuremonitoring(ABPMJwascarriedout by multipleblood pressure
measurementswitha portableautomaticmonitor. Sodium-Lithium countretransport
(SLCT)Na'X'ATPase( NKA)activityhave beenmeasuredin the erythrocytes. All
blood pressurereadingswere wellwithinthe 90 percentileof the age and sex
matchednormativeblood pressuredata for childrenand adolescents. However in
half of the diabeticchildrenthe diurnalindex wasless than 10% ( non dippers). Left
ventricularmasswas withinthe normalrange in allpatientsinvestigated. Redblood
cellSl.Cfectivity '(25J:!:28 mmoll1 RBOh) and NKAactivity'(2881:24 nmol
ATP/mg protlh)wereindistiguishable from those in healthycontrols{28\ :1:23 mmoll1
RBC/h and 290:1:27 nmol ATP/mgprotA!, respectiveiy).Urinary albuminexcretionin
3 diabeticchildrenwas alreadyin the microalbuminuric range.however there was
no statistical differencein albumin excretionbetweendiabeticchildrenand controls(
mean;range 13.7; 5.5-34.7 and 10.2; 5.6-18.6Iiglmin, NS)
Conclusion: earlysignsof renal involvementoccur alreadyinyoung patientswith
type 2 DM.

(28-56)
(37-65)
(53-86)

44%
53%
74%

3-4

%AER > 21
%AER> 28
%AER>208
HbA1c%

MICRO AND MACROALBUMINURIA PREVALENCES IN THE
EPIDEMIOLOGY OF DIABETES INTERVENTIONS AND
COMPLICATIONS (EDIC)
P. Cleary, M. Molitch, and M. Steffes for the EDIC Research Group,
Rockville, MD, USA

The Diabetes Control and Complications Trial (DCCT)
demonstrated that intensive therapy (INT) reduced the risk for the
development of microalbuminuria by 39% compared to conventional therapy
(CON). Whether this reduction represented absolute prevention or a delay in
the onset of nephropathy was not determined from the DCCT. EDIC is a
prospective multicenter 10 year observational study of the course of
complications in the DCCT cohort. This report presents the prevalence of
mlcroalbuminuria (~21 Ilg/min or ~ 28 Ilg/min) and clinical albuminuria (~

208 Ilg/min) and the risk reduction (RR) after four years of EDIC followup for
patients originally assigned to INT during the DCCT. During EDIC a timed
four-hour urine collection for the measurement of albumin excretion rate
(AER, Ilg/min) every two years.

EDIC
YEAR: 1-2

INT CON RR INT CON
660 666 640 648
12.4 20.4 39% 13.3 23.6
7.4 17.0 56% 9.1 19.3
1.4 3.5 60% 1.9 7.4
8.00 8.4 8.2 8.4

P < .01 p< .01
The EDIC results indicate that patients treated with INT for an average of
6.5 years during the DCCT continue to experience a reduction in risk (39
74%) for the development of microalbuminuria and progression to clinical
albuminuria up to four years later.
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REDUCED RENAL FUNCTION IN DIABETES IN THE ABSENCE OF
MICROALBUMINURIA. S. Panagiotopoulos, C. Tsalamandris, T. Smith, T. Allen,
and G. Jerurns. Endocrinology Unit, Uni Melb, A&RMC, Heidelberg, Australia.

Reduced renal function in diabetes without microalbuminuria has been previously
observed in small numbers of Type I and Type 2 diabetic patients. We conducted a
S year prospective cohort study in 47 Type I and 56 Type 2 diabetic patients with
initial albumin excretion rate (AER) <200l!g/min, without clinical evidence of non
diabetic renal disease. Three baseline measurements of creatinine clearance (OC)
and AER were compared with 3 measurements taken S years later. GFR was
estimated using the Cockroft-Gault (CG-GFR) formula and was also measured
isotopically (DTPA-GFR) in Sl patients. The patients were classified according to
their final CC and AER status: Normal = normal AER + CC ~ 7Sml/min/1.73m2,
LowCC = normal AER + CC $ 7Sml/min/1.73m 2 and HighAER = high AER (~ 20
ug/min) irrespective of CC. Final measures of renal function (table) revealed the
LowCC group had CG-GFR and DTPA-GFR lower than the "Normal" group and
comparable to the HighAER group. The 5 year change (~) in measures of renal
function indicated significant declines in CC and CG-GFR for all 3 groups. The
LowCC group (73% women, 58% Type 2 diabetes) had significantly lower 24hr
urinary creatinine excretion compared with the other 2 groups. However, they were
of comparable age and diabetes duration to the HighAER group. Analysis of
covariance showed a strong. independent difference between groups for CC (partial
F = 16.3, p<O.OOO I) even after adjustment for age (partial F = S.9, p<0.02), sex,
weight, and type of diabetes (all ns). In conclusion, the results suggest that up to
30% of Type I and Type 2 diabetic patients may have reduced renal function
without microalbuminuria. Analysis of covariance in the Normal and LowCC
groups revealed a significant contribution to LowCC of increased age and low 24hr
urinary creatinine. The relative contributions of a decrease in muscle mass as
opposed to an intrarenal disease process remain to be assessed.
mean + SEM Normal n-40 Low CC n=33 Hi2hAER (n-30)
Age (years) 43.8 ±2.7 60.2 ± 2.9* 61.0±2.4*
CC (mlimin/1.73m') 9S.0 ± 1.8 S9.2 ± 2.4* 69.3 ± S.O*
CG-GFR (mlimin/1.73m 2) 97.7 ± 3.2 70.7 ± 4.S* 67.7 ± 4.9*
DTPA-GFR (ml/min/1.73m') 127.S± 4.S 83.4 ± 9.3* 86.7 ± 7.5'
Plasma creatinine (I!M) 81 ± 2 97 ± S 118 ± 12*
Microalbuminuria (ug/rnin) 9.9 x/+ 1.1 8.8x1+ 1.1 114 x/+ 1.2*
acc (ml/min/1.73m') -10.8±3.4 -IS.3± 2.6 -16.0±2.6
aCG-GFR (mlimin/1.73m2) -S.6 + 1.6 -9.3+2.1 -14.4 + 2.2*

*p<O.05 compared to Normal group usmg Fisher's LSDpost hoc test.
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EFFECTS OF ACUTE EXPOSURE AT 3,000 m ON BLOOD
PRESSURE AND ALBUMIN EXCRETION IN TYPE I DIABETES,
M.Veglio, C.Rossi, M.Migliardi, M.Deandrea, A.Grassi, D. Fonzo and
O.Pecchio*Ilalian Alpine Club Medical Commission", Dpt of
Endocrinology, Ospedale.Mauriziano, Torino, Italy
It is known that acute altitude hypoxia (over 4,000 m) increases AER in
healthy subjects, while the effect on blood pressure (BP) is debated. This
study aimed at verifying the effect of milder hypoxia (3000 m) in
normoalbuminuric insulin dependent diabetics (lDD). Subjects and
methods: 6 uncomplicated lDD, 4 males and 2 females, mean age 2S.2 yrs
(range 18-42) in good glycemic control (HbAlc 6.8±1.I%), were
investigated at sea level (Torino, alt.200 m) and after ascent by car and
cable car to 29S0m. A 24 h ambulatory blood pressure monitoring, was
followed by an in field exercise test (a ISOO m walk on a step path with ISO
m gradient) performed at 70% of the heart rate at VO,max, as determined
by a previous treadmill test performed in normobaric hypoxia (3,000 m).
Blood glucose and lactate were assessed in fasting condition, before,
immediately, S and IS min after the stop. The AER was assessed overnight
and on a 3 h urine collection before and after the beginning of the exercise ..
Results: at altitude the night-time diastolic BP was higher than at sea level
(73.1±2.6 vs 65.414.1 mmHg; p<.OI), while the day time systolic BP was
lower (121.3±10.8 vs 126.4±10.2 mmHg: p<.Ol); the AER was higher
overnight, before exercise, and particularly during exercise (2.1 ±1.8 vs
0.9±O.3~g Imin, p NS; 5.6±4.2 vs 1.4±0.8~glmin, p<.03 and IS.9±9.1 vs
6.3±3.8~g/min, p<.OI, respectively). The systolic and diastolic BP peak at
the end of the exercise increased at altitude (l67.3±18.7 vs lS0.5±19.7
mmHg and 98.S±20.6 vs 68.3 ±9.8 mmHg). Conclusions: in lDD, AER
increases significantly with exercise even at 3000m, while BP is not
constantly higher, suggesting a prevalent effect of moderate hypoxia
through an increase in capillary permeability. Diabetic patients, even if
uncomplicated, could be at higher risk of hypoxia induced endothelial
disfunction.

1103
URINARY ALBUMIN EXCRETION IN UPPER BODY OBESITY.
M.D. Jensen and S. Nielsen, Endocrine Research Unit, Mayo Clinic,
Rochester, MN 55905, USA.
Elevated urinary albumin excretion (UAE) has been associated with insulin
resistance and is suggested to be elevated in prediabetic individuals. Upper
body obesity, especially visceral obesity, predicts insulin resistance and
development of type 2 diabetes. Whether UAE clusters with insulin
resistance traits in upper body obese subjects was examined in 50 subjects
with a wide range of body fat and body fat distribution. All volunteers had
normal blood pressure, normal glucose tolerance, and were maintained on a
controlled diet for 2 weeks. UAE was assessed from 3 overnight urine
collections, body composition by whole body DXA scanning and abdominal
CT scanning. Fasting insulin and insulin responses to oral glucose were
significantly increased in the obese subjects, who also tended to have more
dyslipidemia, slightly, but not significantly greater blood pressure, and
significantly more visceral fat than lean subjects. These differences were
more apparent in subjects with upper body obesity (waistlhip:W.85
(women); ~0.93 (men)). UAE was normal in obese and upper body subjects
and not different from that of lean subjects. UAE ranged from 0.3 to 8.3
ug/min in lean subjects and from 0.2 to 7.2 ug/min in obese subjects.
Visceral fat accumulation correlated significantly with fasting plasma
triglycerides (r=0.49, p<0.05; r=0.42, p<0.05, women and men,
respectively) and insulin (r=0.56, p<O.Ol; r=0.62, p=O.OOl, women and
men, respectively) concentrations, but not with UAE. UAE was not
significantly correlated with body composition, blood pressure, plasma
levels of glucose, lipids, insulin, or insulin under the OGTf curve. Thus
obese, even upper body obese subjects, with increased visceral and total
body fat, high plasma insulin and triglycerides, and low HDL cholesterol
concentrations do not have elevated UAE. This suggests that UAE is not
closely associated with these characteristics and implies a later onset of
abnormal albuminuria in the course of the insulin resistance syndrome.
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RENAL VOLUME AND VASCULAR RESISTANCE IN TYPE 2
DIABETIC PATIENTS WITH MICROALBUMINURIA
R.Nosadini, A.Saller, PiFioretto, M.Dalla Veslra, C.Abalerusso,
G.C.Bombonalo, M.Bolognesi, A.Favaro, G.erepaldi, A.Galla and DiSacerdoti,
University ofPadua and Sassari, CESI-CNR Italy.
Nephromegaly often characterizes type 1 (D I) with microalbuminuria (MA) and
may be related to the presence of diabetic microangiopathy. Conflicting results
have been reported in patients with type 2 diabetes (D2), The reason for this
difference is not clear. Macroangiopathy may be more frequently associated with
microangiopathy in D2 than D I. Ischemic nephropathy could explain both the
presence of small kidneys and increased intrarenal vascular resistance in D2. Severe
interstitial fibrosis and tubular athrophy could also be explained by ischemia.
Kidney biopsies in D2 with MA were classified by light microscopy as: CI-normal
or near normal renal structure; ClI-typical diabetic nephropathology; CIII-atypical
patterns of renal injury with more severe tubulo-interstitial and arteriolar than
glomerular changes. Our aim was to compare rightJIeft kidney volumes (KV) and
pulsatility index (PI) of interlobar arteries measured by eco-color doppler of II
controls matched for age (S0±8 yrs, M±S.D.) with those of 22 D2 with MA who
were divided in 3 groups according to the patterns of renal lesions (CI n" 7, ClI n"
8 and cm n" 7). Both PI and KV were higher in CI, crr and cm than in controls
(PI: 0.85±0.08; KV:226±41 ml, p<O.OS for both). CI, en and cm patients had
similar rates of MA and glomerular filtration. PI was higher in ClI and cm than
in CI (p<O.OS) (CI vs ClI vs CIII: 1.06±O.08 vs 1.68±O.35 vs 1.37±O.27.). No
differences were observed with regard to KV (CI, ClI, Clll; 360±80, 350±48,
30l±44; ml, n.s.). In conclusion nephromegaly is a common characteristic of D2
with MA. On the contrary more severe increase in intrarenal vasular resistance was
observed only in D2 in whom MA was associated with typical and atypical
lesions, irrespective of the severity of glomerular or interstitial injury. If small
kidneys and high intrarenal vascular resistance are peculiar features of
macroangiopathy, rather than typical diabetic microangiopathy, intrarenal
arteriosclerosis alone is unlikely to explain the different patterns of renal injury
between ClI and CIll, which could rather reflect a heterogeneous response to
diabetic challenge in D2.
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Progression from microalbuminuriato overt nephropathy in NIDDM:

The Reciever Operating Characteristiccurve analysis.

Yajima Y.Jin Y.MoriyaT.Matoba K. Kitasato Univ.Schl.of Med. Japan

There has so far been no long-term follow-up study to evaluate clinical

adequacy of the cut-off value of urinary albumin-creatinine ratio(U-ACR)

for microalbuminuria(MA) in relation to progression to overt nephro

pathy(ON) in NIDDM. The aim of this study is to determine the cut-off

value of U-ACR for MA and to evaluate its clinicaladequacy in relation to

the progression from MA to ON by long-term follow-up study in NIDDM.

One hundred fifty seven non-proteinuric NIDDMpatients(pts). 54±12(M

± SD} years(yrs) of age and known diabetes duration of 9 ± 7 yrs, were

randomly recruited and followed up for 9 years. U-ACR and urinary

creatinine were measured bimonthly by immunonepherometry and

Jaffe's method, respectively. ON was diagnosed when 3 successive

urines showed persistently overt proteinuria. Negative linear correlation

wasshown between the log initial U-ACR values and the periods from

MA to ON (r= .-0.53. p<0.002 ). The Receiver Operating Characteristic

curve(ROC). based on the initial U-ACR values and the rates of

progression from MA to ON during 9 years of follow-up. was analysed.

and the cut-off value of U-ACR for MA was determined as 25~g/mg

(2.8mg/mmol). Its sensitivity and specificity were 67.7% and 69.8%.

respectively. Based on the cut-off value. 59 of 157 non-proteinuric

NIDDM patients were initially diagnosed as microalbuminuric. and

21(35.6%) of them and 10(10.2%) of 98 normoalbuminuric subjects

progressed to ON during 9 yearsof follow-up. Compared with Caucasian

microalbuminuric NIDDMpts, the progression from MA to ON is suggeted

to be more frequent in Japanese NIDDM pts.
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COMPARATIVE CHARACTERlSTICS OF OVERT DIABETIC

NEPHROPATHY IN TYPE I AND TYPE 2 DIABETES.
R.P. Bain, R.E. Ratner, and J-P. Weurth for the ACTION I and 2 Study

Groups. George Washington University Biostatistics Center, Medlantic

Research Institute and Alteon, Inc.

Concurrent clinical trials in overt nephropathy were undertaken in type I
and type 2 diabetes (ACTION I and 2). Eligibility criteria were

comparable and focused on the presence of>500 mg proteinuriai24 hours.

Presence of retinopathy was required, or diabetic nephropathy was proven

by renal biopsy. 588 type 2 and 688 type I diabetic patients were enrolled

in the trial. Type 2 subjects were 18 years older and had a greater ethnic

minority contribution (32% vs 9%) than type I subjects (p<O.OOI for both).
Known duration of diabetes was 9 years shorter for type 2 diabetics (17 vs

26 years, p<O.OOI). Type 2s were significantly heavier (BMI 32 vs 25,
p<O.OOI), and more hypertensive (151181 vs 139/82, p<O.OOI). Despite
comparable entry requirements, the type 2 subjects had significantly greater

proteinuria(4.l gm/24 hour vs 2.7 gram, p<O.OOI)but lower renal function

as measured by both 24 hour creatinine clearance and iothalamate GFR (54

ml/mini1.73 m2 vs 59, p<O.OOI and 52 ml/mini1.73 vs 66, p<O.OOI,

respectively). Microvascular disease, as manifested by both retina

(ETDRS) score (p<0.00 I) and retinal events (p<O.OOI) were more common

in type I diabetes, whereas macrovascular disease (MI, L VH, LBBB and

ST segment depression) was more common in type 2 diabetes (p<O.OOI).

Despite similar entry criteria, patients with type 2 diabetes present with

more significant proteinuria and worse renal function, but shorter duration

of diabetes. Diabetic nephropathy is more associated with microvascular

complications in type I and macrovascular disease in type 2 diabetes.
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DIABETIC NEPHROPATHYAMONG POLYNESIANS
D.Simmons. D.J.Scott. L.Haru, A.Cecii and T.Kenealy. South Auckland
Diabetes Project. Middlemore Hospital, Auckland. NZ

Polynesians have high rates of end stage renal failure (ESRF) due to
Type 2 diabetes. This study described the proportion of patients with
progressive nephropathy in a multi-ethnic cohort first studied in 1991 and
followed up in 1996-7. Included were all patients from the diabetes
services and those attending randomly selected general practices over a
17 week period. At both times a questionnaire. blood and an overnight
urine sample were taken. After excluding 52 Europeans (E) and 35
Polynesians (P) who had died, 53E and 84P who had moved or were
uncontactable, 160/226(68%} E and 63/93(68%} P agreed to participate
in the repeat survey. By this time. mean ages were E:65±12 and P:61±8
years (p<0.05), duration of diabetes was 15±9 and 14±7 years. blood
pressures were 144±22/85±9 and 148±23/88±8 (ns/p<0.05 respectively)
and HbA1c was 7.2±1.6% and 8.1±2.4% respectively (p<0.001).
Receiving antihypertensive therapy were 62%E and 64%P; 23%E and
32%P were receiving insulin therapy. Over the 6 years, the geometric
mean urinary albumin/creatinine excretion ratio (UACR) increased from
1.9 to 4.4 mg/mmol creatinine in E and from 7.3 to 14.8 mg/mmol
creatinine in P. The proportion with normal UACR and serum creatinine
«2.5 and <0.12 mmolll in males and <3.5 and <0.10 in females) dropped
from 69% to 47% (E) and 44% to 27% (P). Progression from normal to
microalbuminuria occurred in 39%E and 46%P. onto nephropathy in
33%E and 43%P and on to ESRF in O%Eand 31%P (p<0.01). The ethnic
difference in UACR in 1997 was eliminated in an analysis of covariance
after adjusting for age (p<.05). UACR in 1991 (p<O.001). HbA1c (p<0.05)
and diastoiic blood pressure (p<0.01). In conclusion. P have a higher
rate of progression from nephropathy to ESRF than E, and this is
associated with poorer blood pressure and glycaemic control.
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BLOOD PRESSURE SELF MONITORING VERSUS OFFICE
MEASUREMENTS AS A PREDICTOR OF PROGRESSION IN
DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY
A. Trocha, K. Rave, R. Bender, Peter T. Sawicki; Department of Metabolic
Diseases, Hemrlch-Heine-Unlverslty, Dilsseldorf, Germany
Office biood pressure measurements may overestimate blood pressure. In a
six years follow-up study we assessed the impact of blood pressure as
assessed by self-monitoring (BPs) versus office blood pressure measurements
(BPa) on the progression of diabetic nephropathy. 77 IDDM patients (37
wamen, 40 men) with overt nephropathy. and with arterial hypertension were
followed for a mean (±SD) period of 6.2±2.8 years. At baseline patient
characteristics were: age 37±8 years; diabetes duration 23±6 years; smokers
31/77; body mass index 24±3 kg/m'; serum creatinine 131±56 urnol/l;
glomerular filtration rate (GFR) (calculated from Cockroft formular) 73±30
mllmin; BPa 166/94 and BPs 159/94 mm Hg; proteinuria 2.5±2.4 g/24 h; and
HbA,c 7.8±1.7 %. All patients received a blood pressure measurement device
and an extensive advice in blood pressure measurement. Self monitoring of
blood pressure twice a week before taking medication was recommended.
Progression of nephropathy was calcuiated individually as mean decline of
GFR per year. Mean visit frequency was 2.6±1.5 per year. During the following
period BPs decreased to 138/83 and BPa to 154/89 mm Hg; HbA1C increased to
8.1±1.1 %; and proteinuria remained unchanged. The decline of GFR was
4.1±5.6 mllmin/year. Baseline- and follow-up parameters were included in a
stepwise multiple regression analysis with the decline of GFR per year being
the dependent variable Loss of GFR was significantly correlated with mean
proteinuria (p=0.001); mean BPs (p=0.001); and baseline HbA,c (p=0.001).
When compared to BPa the loss of renal function was better predicted by BPs
(R2=0.52 vs. 0.42). Likewise, the simple correlation between BPs and GFR
decline was higher than with BPa (r=0.33 vs. 0.16). We conclude that self
monitoring of blood pressure is a better predictor of progression in diabetic
nephropathy when compared to office blood pressure measurements.
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SIMPLIFIED IOHEXOL PLASMA CLEARANCE: A RELIABLE
TECHNIQUE FOR GLOMERULAR FILTRATION RATE MEASURE
MENT IN DIABETIC PATIENTS.
G. Permo, S. Bandinelli, M. Pilo, M. Nannipieri, L. Rizzo, A. Marsocci, R.
Navalesi and L. Pucci. Dept. of Endocrinology and Metabolism,
University of Pisa, Italy
Both follow-up of patients with diabetic nephropathy (the clinical
practice) as well long term intervention studies (the clinical research
selling) require repeated measurements of renal function (GFR). Contrast
medium iohexol plasma clearance (bolus injection) shows excellent
agreement with tracers clearance throughout a wide range of renal
functions. Agreement was assessed in 41 diabetic patients (15 type I, 26
type 2) with a wide range of plasma creatinine (0.80-6.38 mg/dl).
Repeated determinations of the iohexol plasma clearance gave excellent
agreement (r=0.990) and a total CV of 3.5t3.3% (range 0.7-10.7%). The
correlation between multiple sample clearance (13-16 samples up to 300
1440 min in relation to serum creatinine levels) of iohexol (5 milliliters
Omnipaque, Nycomed, Oslo) and "Cr-EDTA (-I IlCi/kg body weight)
was high (r=0.965). To make the test less cumbersome, a seven-sample
design was validated by comparison with both the full-sample schedule
and the three-sample approach by Brechner-Mortensen. Validation was
performed in 83 diabetic patients (48 type I, 35 type 2). The best
estimates of parameters of the biexponential (full- and seven-sample
design) and of the monoexponential function (three-sample approach) as
well their variability (variance and covariance matrix analysis) were
obtained by DIMSUM. This is an expert system for multiexponential
model discrimination. Full-sample GFR was 80.3t43.8 ml/min, seven
sample GFR was 79.4t43.9 ml/min (r=0.990), three-sample GFR was
79.8t45.2 ml/min (r=0.972). The meantSD coefficient of variation of the
different approaches were 2.7tl,4%, 4.lt2.7% for the full-sample and the
seven-sample approaches, respectively, and signifi-cantly higher for the
three-sample design (6.9t3.4%, p=O.OOOI). Thus, the Brechner
Mortensen method to determine GFR after iohexol single injection does
not provide an accurate estimate of parameters for GFR calculation. The
simplified approach gives acceptable errors in GFR calculation, allows a
good estimate of GFR througthout a wide range of renal function and is
advantageous in the clinical management of diabetic patients.
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DECREASE IN GLOMERULAR FILTRATION RATE IN PATIENTS
WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES IS LINKED TO ATHEROSCLEROSIS.
H.Taniwaki, T.Kawagishi, YNishizawa, E. Ishimura, M. Emoto, Y Okuno,
and H.Morii. Second Department of Internal Medicine, Osaka City
University Medical School, 1-5-7, Asahi-machi, Abeno-ku, Osaka, 545 
8586, JAPAN

The aim of this study is to assess the effects of atherosclerosis on the
glomerular filtration rate (GFR) in NIDDM patients with and without
microalbuminuria. A total of 61 Japanese patients with NIDDM were
recruited. They ranged in age from 40 to 69 years (28 males and 33
females). Each subject was collected a 24-hr urine sample for the
quantitative analysis of albumin. Absence of albuminuria was defined as a
urinary albumin excretion level of < 30 mg/24-h (n=36), and
microalbuminuria as 30-300 mg/24-h (n=25). The GPR was estimated by
99mTc-DTPA method. As indices of atherosclerosis, we measured the
intimal-medial thickness (IMT) and the distensibility of the carotid artery
using a high resolution B-mode ultrasonography and an echo-tracking
system, and the resistance index (RI) of the renal interlobar arteries by
pulsed Doppler sonography. The clinical characteristics of the NIDDM
patients with and without microaIbuminuria did not differ except for the
duration of NIDDM, which was longer in the patients with
microalbuminuria. The GPR also did not differ between the patients with
and without microalbuminuria. The GPR was significantly correlated with
the patient's age (r = -0.256, P < 0.05), carotid IMT (r = -0.326, p < 0.05),
carotid stiffness ~ (r = -0.449, p < 0.001), and the renal arterial RI (r = 
0.365, p < 0.05). Multiple regression analysis revealed that the factors
independently associated with the GPR were carotid IMT, carotid stiffness

~, and renal arterial RI (R2 = 0.108, p= 0.0102; R2 = 0.208, p= 0.0003;

R2 = 0.130, p= 0.0043). The decline in GFR in NIDDM patients with
early stage nephropathy may be due in part to atherosclerosis.

1111
Glomerular hyperfiltration in the prediction of diabetic nephropathy - A
prospectivefollow-up study.
E-L. Stattin', G. Dahlquist', B Persson' and S. Rudberg" Department of
paediatrics, Umea University Hospital' and Department of Woman and Child
Health, Paediatric Unit,Karolinska Institute', Stockholm, Sweden.

We have previously reported that glomerular hyperfiltration after 12 years mean
duration of insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus ( IODM) predicts incipient
nephropathy ( IN) 8 years later. Theaimof the presentstudywasto determine the
predictive valueof glomerular filtration rate( GFR)on diabetic nephropathy in the
samecohortafteranother 8-10yearsof follow-up. Thecohortconsisted initially of
75 patients ( 40 males, 35 females). aged 17.1 ± 2.5 ( mean,SD)witha diabetes
duration ;;, 8 years. GFR, albumin excretion rate ( AER), blood pressure and
haemoglobin AIc were measured every two years during the first 8 years of
follow-up. After 16 to 18 years end point data were collected from medical
records. Sixty-one patients, with 29.0 ± 2.7 years (mean, SD) duration of lODM
participated to the end point. Nine of 61 patients developed ON ( defmed as
persistent AER > 200 fig/min). All but three had an initial GFR exceeding the
upperrangeof the method (;;, 125mllmin/I.73 m'). Eleven patients developed IN
( defined as persistent AER 20-200 fig/min). Seven of them had GFR ;;, 125
mllmin/1.73 mo. When analysing initial hyperfiltration as a risk-factor for the
development of IN or ON odds ratio was ~ 3.93 ( 95% CI; 1.04-14.85). The
positive predictive valuefor INandONwithin29.0yearsof duration whenhaving
an initialglomerular filtration rate z 125mllminll.73m'was 68 %. Patients who
developed IN or ON had similar entry values of age, age at onset, duration of
lODM,AER,bloodpressure andHbAlc (as also HbAlc at8 yearsof follow-up)
as thoseremaining normoalbuminuric. Conclusion: Increased glomerular filtration
rate is a strongrisk-factor for thedevelopment of diabetic nephropathy.
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1HECOURSEOFGLOMERULAR RLlRAllON RATE INALBlMNURIC NON-INSUUN
DEPENDENT DIABEllC PAllENTSWTH ORVImlOUT DlA8ETICGLOMERULOPA1HY.
P.K. Christensen, M-A. Galland H-H. Parving, Stene Diabetes Center, Niels
Steensens Vej 2, DK-2820 Gentefte, Denmark.
Toevaluate thecause of albuminuria a kidney biopsy wasperformed in34 consecutive
NIDDM patien1s with persistent albuminuria (>300 mg/24 hr). The biopsy revealed dia
betic glomerulosclerosis in26 (25M11F) patients (DGgroup), age52±2(mean±SE) years
and nOfHjiabetic glomerulopathies in8 (7MI1 F) patients (NDG-group), age 54±3years.
Patients were followed prospediveIy fora median of 7.7 (range(1.0.14.2)) years with
glomerular filtration rate (GFR) measurements from onsetof persistent albuminuria, at
leastoncea year.Arterial bloodpressureandalbuminuria weremeasured at leasttwicea
year.Eighty-one percent in theDGgroupreceived antihypertensive treatment vs 75%in

the NDGgroup. GFR decreased 1iom 82 (24-146) to 38 (2-116) mVmin/1.73 m2
(p<0.OO1) with median rate of decline inGFRof 5.6 (0.3-21.6) rnVminlyear (DGgroup)

and inthe NDGgroup 1iom 107 (89-135) to90 (17-119) mVmin/1.73 m2 (p<0.05) with
median rate of decline inGFRof 2.5 (0.3-7.6) mVminiyear, p<O.05 betweengroups. Al
buminuria inaeased 1iom 1.4(0.3-7.2) to2.6 (0.1-21.6) gf24 hr(p<0.05) (DGgroup) and
decreased in the NDGgroup 1iom 2.2 (0.8-8.7) to0.8 (0.2-2.5) gf24 hr (p--o.05). Mean
arterial bloodpressure(MABP) decreasedfrom 118±3 to104±3 mm Hg(p<0.05) (00
group) while ~ remained unchanged inthe NDGgroup 106±3 mmHgvs 105±3 mmHg.
IntheDG-group theraleofdecfre inGFRcorrelated with systolic blood pressure(r=O.62,
p<0.OO1), MABP (r=O.52, p<0.01), albuminuria (r-0.55, p<0.OO5) and GFRat entry (r
0.45, p<0.05). The same analysesbased on mean values dUring the follow-up period
revealed: Systolic bloodpressure(r=O.62, p<0.OO1), MABP (r-0.52, p<0.OO1) albuminuria
(r-O.55, p=O.OO5) as progression promoters forrateofdecline inGFR. Meantimetodou
bling of baselineserumcreatinine was99 months(95% CI: 80-119) intheDGgroupvs
151months (95% CI: 13o.1n) inthe NDGgroup (p=0.055). Ourstudydemonstrated a
morerapiddecline inGFR, accelerated development of endstage renal diseaseand a
progressive raiseinalbuminuria inNIDDM patients with diabetic glorrerulosclerosis com
paredtoNIDDM patien1s with non-diabetic glomerulopalhies.
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Does a renal artery stenosis must be searched in NIDDM nephropathy?
lP Courreges, J.Bacha, E. Aboud, L. Andre
Service of internal medecine - Diabetologia -Vascular diseases
Centre hospitalier - Bd Dr Lacroix - NARBONNE - 11100 - FRANCE

Renal artery stenosis (RAS) is a common etiology (about 15%) of terminal renal
insufficiency (RI), while nephropathy is one of the most usual complication in
NJDDM.What are the prevalence and the profile of RAS in NJDDM nephropathy?
RAS has been searched (duplex color scan) in a 75 NlDDM consecutive population
with nephropathy (creatininemia clearancc s 60 mVmn and/or proteinuria" 300
mg),« 80 y old, 26 females/49 males (sex Ratio: 0,53), mean age: 67,7 ± 6,9 y old,
diabetes duration: 10,9 ± 7,1 y, mean creatininemia :144 ± 61 IImol/1 + clearance.
53 ± 15 ml/mn. 63 have RI and 53 proteinuria, 95 % suffer from hypertension.
A significant RAS (stenosis" 70 %) has been diagnosed in 16 patients (22%) and
confirmed by arteriography (n = II) or angio RMN (n = 5). 12 (75%) have unilateral
and 4 (25%) bilateral stenosis, 70% of renal echography are abnorrnaI.This ischemic
nephropathy group (IN) was composed by 5 females/II males (Sex Ratio: 0,45),
mean age: 69,3 ± 6 Yold, BMI : 26,4 ± 4, HBAIC : 8,4 ± 1,2 %, cholesterol' 210 ±
20 mg/l, triglycerides . 255 ± II mg/I. Retinopathy prevalence: 31 %, mean arterial
pression SBP: 148 ± 15 DBP: 82 ± 7 MEP: III ± 10 mmHg, these data are no
significant versus non ischemic nephropathy group (NIN/n ~ 59).Are differents (IN
vs NIN) P < 0,05 Diabetes duration: 143 ± 5,7 vs 10 ± 7 y ,smoking: (50 vs 29 %)
and severe macro angiopathy prevalence (60 vs 34 %) : coronary disease: 50 vs 25 %
-legs arteritis :31 vs 10 % (carotid stenosis 6 vs 8 o/oINS).The study of.renal function
(IN vs NIP) shows (P< 0,0 I) significant increasing of creatininemia (173 ± 65 vs
136 ± 60llmoVI) decreasing of creatininemia clearance (37 ± 10 vs 57 ±16 ml/rnn)
while proteinuria is less important (530 ± 310 vs 1150 ± 800 mg/24h).10 (19%) in
proteinuric group,16 (26%) in RI have a RAS. RAS high risk is found in patients
with creatininemia ,,150 umol/l (32%), creatininemia clearance ,:;30 ml/mn (38%),
microalbuminuria + RI (36%).
Conclusion :In NIDDM nephropathy, renal artery stenosis is frequent (22%) and
must be searched especialy in severe or evolutive renal insufficiency (creatinine"
150 umol/l) in males, smokers, with resistant hypertension and/or severe
macroangiopathy and duplex color scan seem the better way of RAS screening.

1116
Conventional and color duplex Doppler ultrasound in diabetic
nephropathy

V. Bozikov, M. Sueie, D. Soldo-Juresa, B. Brkljacic, D. Delie
Brkljaeie and V. Mrzljak, University Hospital "Dubrava", Avenija
izvidaea 6, Zagreb, Croatia.

The aim was to compare conventional and color duplex Doppler
ultrasonic findings in diabetic nephropathy. In 190 diabetic patients
and 85 healthy examinees (controls) conventional ultrasound was
used to assess renal length, parenchymal thickness and cortical
echogenicity. Doppler resistance indexes (Rls) were measured in
intrarenal arteries, as indicators of renal vascular resistance.
According to clinical stage, the patients were classified into 3
groups. Rls were correlated with renal functional tests. Renal length
and parenchymal thickness in patients with clinically asymptomatic
phase of the disease were significantly increased compared to
controls. Significant differences were not observed between controls
and patients with clinically manifest nephropathy. In advanced renal
disease kidneys were significantly smaller. Cortical
hyperechogenicity was observed only in very advanced disease.
Elevation of Rls accompanied progression of diabetic nephropathy.
Rls correlated well with renal function, and pathologic values of RI
(,,0.70) were observed in 15% in the asymptomatic group and in
87% in the group with advanced nephropathy. Conclusion: RI
elevation in diabetic nephropathy can be observed in earlier stages
of the disease, as compared to changes detectable by conventional
ultrasound. Color duplex Doppler ultrasound enhances diagnostic
performances of ultrasound in diabetic renal disease.
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DOPPLER ULTRASONOGRAPlN DATE PRECEDE ALBUMIN
EXCRETIONRATEIN DIABETICPATIENTS?
B.BrkljaCie, S.Ljubie, I.P.Renar, Z.Metelko, A.Barada, G.Roglie
The Vuk VrhovacUniversity Clinic, Zagreb, Croatia

Diabetic nephropathy is a frequent microvascular complication in diabetic
patients. Histopathologic changes can be found primarily in the vascular
compartement, which can cause the elevation in renal vascular resistence
(RVR), manifested by increased value of Doppler renal resistance index
(DRRI). Resistance indexis one of the most usefuland reliable parameters
in the spectral flow velocity waveform analysis. Forty-two patients with
NIDDM aged 33-65 years, with diabetes duration of the 1-24 years ( 20
males and 22 females) were included in the study. DRRI was correlated
with the duration of diabetes mellitus, systolic and diastolic blood pressure,
albumin excretion rate (AER) and Tamm-Horsfall protein excretion rate
(THPER). Significant rank correlation was found betweenthe DRRI and
the disease duration (R=0.4218, p=0.005), DRRI and the systolic blood
pressure (R=0.7544, p=O.OOO), DRRI and AER (R=0.4217, p=0.005) and
DRRI and THPER (R=-0.3264, p=0.055). There was no significant
correlation between DRRI and diastolic blood pressure (R=0.2634,
p=0.091). The negative correlation between DRRI and THPER can be
explained by expected lowerin of THPER with the longer duration of
diabetes. These results indicate that kidney Doppler ultrasonography can
help to identify ealier stages of diabetic nephropathy. Detection of
hypertension, an early consequence of RVR elevation, could precede
detection of AER.

1117
99mTc-DiMERCAPTOSUCCINIC ACID UPTAKE IN DIABETIC
NEPHROPATHY PATIENTS

M.Rajic, M. Bogiccvic. S.llic, S.Anlic, M.Avramovic, B.Mitic and V'Stefanovic
Department of Nuclear Medicine. Clinical Center, NiS:, Yugoslavia

Tubular uptake of 99mTc-dimercaptosuccinic acid (99mTc-DMSA) is
established as a reliable marker for quantitative estimation of renal function. The
aim of this study was to evaluate tubular function in diabetic nephropathy
patients by studying 99mTc-DMSA biodistribution. Seventeen insulin-dependent
overt diabetic nephropathy patients with normal serum creatinine loveIs (DN I)
and 10 diabetic patients with renal failure (DN II) were included in the study.
Glomerular filtration rate, estimated by 99rnTc-diethylenetriaminepentaacetic
acid clearance was found HO.5 ± 27.2 mllmin in DN I patients. 3H.0± 4.5 mllmin
in DN II patients and 120.7 ± 9.9 mllmin in 12 healthy volunteers. Tubular
function was estimated by determining renal uptake of 99mTc-DMSA and whole
blood activity 2 and 4h after injection, as well as 4h cumulative urinary
excretion. All values obtained were expressed as percentage of applied activity:

Group Renal uptake Bloodactivity Urineactivity
1/1 4h lh 4h 4h

Control 47.1 ±6.3 51.6±6.9 26.0± 31 19.2±2.9 to.8± 2.4
DNI 17.6 ±5.6" 20.9 ±6.8" 38.9 ± 9.5' 27.3±7.2' 26.0 ± 11.3'
DNII 7.3± 1.5" 11.7±2.1 53.5±16.5u 39.6±t2.3" 1O.0± 4.6

vs. control: a- p< O.(JOl, b-pc 0.005, cop< 0.05; vs, DN I: d-p< O.lXlI, e-pc 0.05

Significantly decreased renal uptake associated with a high blood activity and
increased urinary loss of 99mTc-DMSA demonstrated tubular dysfunction in
overt diabetic nephropathy patients with normal serum creatinine. In patients
with renal failure tubular uptake was found to be more lowered. 4 h 99mTc
DMSA renal uptake was found reduced in DN I and DN I[ patients for 59 and
77%, while glomerular filtration rate was decreased only for 33 and 6X%,
respectively. These results point out to more severe tubular than glomerular
dysfunction ill studied diabetic nephropathy patients.
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GLOMERULAR AND TUBULAR DISFUNCTION IN TYPE IT
DIABETIC PATIENTS
L.Sokolic, S.Ljubic, LP.Renar, Z.Metelko; The Vuk Vrhovac University
Clinic,Zagreb, Croatia

Recent studies have demonstrated that except glomerular several tubular
markers relates to renal complication of diabetes. In present study albumin
excretion rate (AER) was considered as a marker of glomerular damage,
whereas Tamm-Horsfall protein excretion rate (THPER) as a marker for
distal tubular function. G1ycosylatedhemoglobin (HbAlc) level was used as
a measure blood glucose control Seventy-two patients with NIDDM aged
30-65 years, with diabetes duration of 1-30 years ( 32 males and 42 females
) were included in the study. Correlatin between AER, THPER, disease
duration, systolic and diastolic blood pressure and HbA1c level have been
studied. Significantrank correlation was found between AER and diastolic
blood pressure (R=0.2412, p=0.037) and AER and THPER (R=-3094,
p=0.0271) as well a correlation between THPER and disease duration (R=
0.4951, p=0.0002). Significantdifference in THPER value between patients
with less than fifteen years of disease duration and patients with more than
fifteen years disease duration was also found (p<O.0464). In conclusion,
these results may indicate a lack of relationship between glomerular and
distal tubular dysfunction. As we found the former was influenced by
diastolicblood pressure and the latter by disease duration. We can noted the
importance of blood pressure regulation in glomerular protection. In
contrast to this opservation, tubular dysfunction might progress, despite of
blood pressure and glycemia regulation, withlonger diabetes duration.
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NO ASSOCIATION OF sODIUM·LITHIUM COUNTERTRANsPORT WITH
MICROALBUMINURIA INYOUNG BANGLADESHI DIABETIC PATIENTS

L.Ali', R.Hads', Z.Hassan" H.U. Rashid', A.B.M.s. Alam3, A.K. Azad Khan', N.s.
Chowdhury'. 'Department of cell & Molecular Biology, BIRDEM, 2Department of
Nephrology, IPGM&R, 3Department of Chemistry, Dhaka University, Dhaka -1000,
Bangladesh

Raised Na-IU- counter-transport activity in RBCs is claimed to be an early marker of
nephropathy in 100M patients. However, the role of the transport system in NIOOM
patients is still controversial. We have studied a group (n=37) ofnewly diagnosed young
and normotensive Bangladeshi diabetic patients (Age in years, M±SO 22±5, BMI
18.61±4.82) to investigate whether their blood glucose, C-peptide (by ELISA) and
particularly microalbuminuria (albumin measured byimmunoturbidimetry) are related with
any abnonmality in the Na-IU- counter-transport activity (lithium measured by atomic
absorption spectrophotometry). Nineteen age and BMI-matched controls (Age: 23±4,
BM!: 19.82±2.82), without family history of diabetes and hypertension, were also
investigated. All of the patients were clinically NIOOM, butthey had extremely variable
degree ofhyperglycemia andC-peptide levels [fasting - serum glucose, mmoUI, M±SO,
16.14::5.91, and G-peptide, pmolll, M±SO, median (range), 0.253 (0.028-2.47) 2 hour
postprandial - giucose 28.94::8.02 and G-peptide 0.379 (0.053-4.159)]. The urinary
albumin levels of control and diabetic SUbjects were significantly different [urinary
albumin-ereatinine ratio (ACR). mg of albuminlmmol creatinine, median (range) 0.589
(0.371-2.41) in control vs 1.495 (0.232-7.045) in diabetic. p=0.013 by Mann-Whitney
Test]. The Na-IU- counter-transport activities did notvary between thetwo groups [mmol
of lithium I g protein I hour, median (range), 0.171 (0.039-0.623) in controls vs 0.150
(0.045-0.542) indiabetic]. Taking the already established range ofnonmal ACR levels in
OUf population 8 (22%) of the diabetic patients were found to have microalbuminuria.
Comparison of the microalbuminuric and nonmoalbuminuric groups for Na-IU- counter
transport activity 0.127 (0.058-0.542) and0.206 (0.045-0.481) respectively did notshow
any statistical difference. Grouping the SUbjects into low C-peptide «16 pmolll - the
traditional cut-point between 100M and NIOOM) and high C-peptide did notalso reveal
anydifference between thegroups regarding the transport activity. Thedatasuggest that
Na+IU+ counter-transport may not be a marker for diabetic nephropathy in young
Bangladeshi patients.
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Na+-Lt COUNTERTRANSPORT KINETICS, ALBUMIN EXCRETION
AND ENDOTHELIALDYSFUNCTIONIN TYPE 2 DIABETES
K.D. Kohnert, W. Besch, 1. Strese, E. Zander and W. Kerner, Universityof
Greifswald and Clinics for Diabetes and Metabolic Diseases, Karlsburg,
Germany
Erythrocyte sodium-lithium countertransport activity (SLC) is elevated in
type 1 diabetes with subclinicaland clinicalnephropathy. In type 2 diabetes,
however,the relationships betweenSLC activity and diabeticnephropathyor
a generalized dysfunction of the vascular endothelium are not clear. We
therefore examineda cohort of 75 type 2 diabeticpatients, mean age 59.9 ±
110, diabetes duration 11.5 ± 7.1 (SE) years, and characterized the
relationships between SLC, albumin excretion rate (AER), plasma levels of
von Willebrandfactor (vWF), a marker of endothelial dysfunction, and blood
pressure. Patients were classified on the basis of AER into norma
albuminuric (AER :<: 15 fig/min) and micro-zmacroalbuminuric (AER >15
and> 200 fig/min). SLC was measured as sodium-stimulated lithium eft1ux
from lithium loaded erythrocytes, and the sodium affinity constant (K".) and
maximal velocity (V~) were calculated by linear regression analysis using
the Eadie-Hofstee method. Compared with normoalbuminuric patients,
micro-/macroalbuminuric patients had higher systolic blood pressure (sBP)
(median 140 vs. 130 mm Hg, p= 0.006), plasma triglyceride (TG) levels
(median3.2 vs. 2.1 mmolll,p= 0.001) and fasting plasma glucose (9.7 ± 2.9
vs. 8.3 ± 2.3, p= 0029). In stepwise multiple regression analysis, the
significantdeterminants of AER were sBP (r= 0.521, p= 0.008), K, for SLC
(r= 0.354, p= 0.002) and vWF ( r= 0.443, p= 0.004). However,neither SLC
activity, HbAlc, fasting plasma glucose, total and HDL cholesterol nor BM!
and duration of diabetes did appear as significant determinants. In
conclusion, AER in type 2 diabetes is relatedto hypertension, altered kinetics
(Km) of the Na+-Li" countertransporter, and endothelial dysfunction.

1121
INSULIN METABOLISM AND ACTION INTYPE 1DIABETICS WITH MILD
NEPHROPATHY
M. Svensson and J.W. Eriksson, Dept-of Medicine, University Hospital, Umea,
Sweden
Renal failure isaccompanied bya reduction in insulin degradation and insulin
sensitivity. To elucidate insulin metabolism and action we utilized the euglycemic
hyperinsulinemic clamp technique (insulin infusion at 56mU/m'/min) to study 13
patients (5 males, 8 females), age43.8!2.6(mean!SEM) years, diabetes duration
33.5! 2.5years, HbAlc7.0±0A % andBMI25.7±1.0 kg/rrr'. Albumin excretion
rate(AER) wasmeasured inovernight urine collections andglomerular filtration rate
(GFR) determined by liCrEDTA clearance. GFRwas92.2!6A mVminl1.73m'
(range 52-135) andAER 139!40 ug/min (range 25-448). Tenpatients hadmicro
(20-200 ug/min) andthree macroalbuminuria (>200 ug/min) andnone GFRless
than50 ml/minl1.73 m', Anovernight insulin infusion preceded theglucose clamp
to normalize glycemia. Insulin sensitivity, assessed asglucose uptake at steady state
(M-value) 6A±O.8mglkg/min andinsulin sensitivity index (ISI=IOO x Mlplasma
insulin) 7.29±O.8 100mglkglminl(mUII) wasnormal. There wasan inverse
relationship between MandAER(p=O.09I) butnotbetween MorlSI andGFR
(p=OA34, p=0.632). Insulin clearance (MCR-I) calculated at steady state bydividing
insulin infusion ratewiththeplasma insulin level was 16.7!1.l mllkglmin andno
relationship to AER(p=0.558) or GFR(p=0.992) wasfound. BMIwasnot
significantly associated withM(p=0.183), lSI (p=0.136) orMCR-I (p=O.168)
probably because allpatients werenon-obese. CONCLUSION: In typeI diabetics
withmildnephropathy AERmaybe linked to insulin resistance butnot to insulin
clearance. GFR alterations within a normal or near-to-normal range does not affect
either insulin sensitivity or insulin clearance.
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IS CYSTATIN C A USEFUL PARAMETER IN THE FOLLOW-UP OF
DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY?
C. Van Campenhout, K. Van Cotthem, I. De Leeuw, L. Van Gaal and K. Van Acker,
Lab. Immunology and Dept. Endocrinology, University Hospital Antwerp, B-2650
EDEGEM, Belgium

The estimation of glomerular filtration rate (GFR) is an essential tool in the follow-up
and treatment of diabetic patients especially since optimalisation of metabolic control
and antihypertensive drugs are known to stabilize or inhibit the progression to
diabetic nephropathy. The classical methods to measure GFR arc either sophisticated
and difficult to repeat on an ambulatory basis (CR* EDTA, insulin) or are influenced
by non-renal determinants (creatinine-clearance). This last method, although used the
most in clinical practice, is dependent on dietary protein intake and muscle mass.
Moreover, serum creatinine measurement is analytically less reliable in the presence
of acidosis and deteriorated protein metabolism, often present in decompensated
diabetes. In recent years several papers suggest that serum concentrations of cystatin
C, a non glycosylated 13 kD protein correlates with GFR and looks to be independent
of protein intake and muscle mass. Cystatin C was measured in 46 type 1 diabetic
patients with stable metabolic control using a latex enhanced nephelometric method
(Behring reagents, BNll nephelometer) and the results were compared with values of
serum creatinine, GFR measured with creatinine clearance and the level of
microalbuminuria. The median serum concentration of cystatin C was 0.83 rng/l
(range 0045-1.68) and did not correlate with the level of metabolic control measured
with HbA" (FO.006). As expected serum creatinine (median: 75.1 umol/l, range
53.0-150.3) correlated significantly with cystatin C: Spearman's rank correlation:
Fa.657, p~a.OOOI. A significant negative correlation was found with the 24H
creatinine clearance: r~-00420, p~0.aa6, 95% CI. -a.6399 to -a.1373. Serum cystatin
C correlates with the amount of albumin excreted in 24h: FO.345, p~0.021, 95% CI.
0.0610 to 0.5776. This significant correlation persists when microalbuminuna is
repeatedly in the pathological range r-30 rug/day: F00479, p~0.a37, 95% CI: 0.0457
to a.7601. From this data it can be concluded that the measurement of cystatin C is
an easy, reliable parameter in the follow-up of diabetic patients prone to the
development of nephropathy. Further studies are needed to prove the value of the
assay i~ patients submitted to intervention studies.
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Microalbuminuria and peripheral arterial disease are independent
predictors of all-cause and cardiovascular mortality, especially among
hypertensive subjects; Five year follow-up of the Hoorn Study
A Jager', PJ Kostansa 1,2, HG RuM', RJ Haina'·3, G Nijpe/s', JM Dekker', LM
Bouterf

.
2and COA Stehouwer'-3. fEMGO InstHute, 'Department of Epidemiology and

Biostatistics, 30epartment of Internal Medicine, Vrije UniversHeit,Amsterdam, NL.
Microalbuminuria (MA) is a strong predictor of all-cause mortality. tthas been
proposed that MA reflects generalized atherosclerosis and may thus predict
mortality. To investigate this hypothesis, we studied the predictive valuesof MA
and of peripheral arterial disease (PAD), a generally accepted marker of
generalized atherosclerosis.
An age-, sex-, andglucose-tolerance stratified sample (n=631) of a population

based cohort aged 50-75 years was followed prospectively for 5 years. At
baseline. the albumin-to-creatinine ratio (ACR) was measured in an overnight
spot urine sample; MA was defined as ACR above2.0 mg/mmol. PAD was
defined as an ankle-brachial presssure indexbelow0.90 and/ora history of a
peripheral arterial bypass or amputation. At follow-up, the vital status was
determined fromthe mortality register of the local municipality. Cardiovascular
death(CVD) wasdefined ascodes 390-459 according to the ninthedition of the
International Classification of Disease.
After 5 yearsof follow-up, 58 subjects had died (24 of CVD). Both MA and

PAD were associated with a two-fold increase in all-cause mortality, which
decreased to about 1.6 after adjusting for age, sex, diabetes mellitus,
hypertension, levelsof total and HDL-cholesterol, body mass index, smoking
habits and preexistent ischemic heart disease. The relative risk (RR) of
mortality associated with MA and PAD were more pronounced among
hypertensive anddiabetic thanamong normotensive and non-diabetic subjects,
respectively. When MA and PAD were both included in the muijivariate
analysis, the RRs of all-cause and cardiovascular mortality were 1.9(0.9-3.9)
and4.8(1.8-12.5) forMA and1.9(0.9-4.1) and3.2(1.2-8.9) for PAD.
Bothmicroalbuminuria and peripheral arterial disease are strong independent

predictors of cardiovascular and all-cause mortality. This may be more
pronounced in the presence of hypertension and/ordiabetes mellitus than in
theirabsence. Thesedata argue against the ideathat MA affects mortality risk
through generalized atherosclerosis.
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IS URINARY ACTIVITY OF N-ACETYL-BETA-GLUCOSAMINIDASE (NAG)
AN POSSIBLE EARLY MARKER OF DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY'!
V Dimitrijevic-Sreckovic, P. Djordjevic, Lj. Mandie", V. Djurdjic", M.Zamaklar.
N.Lalic and B.Sreckovic**' Institute for Endocrinology. Diabetes and Metabolic
Diseases, Faculty of Medicine and Faculty of Chemistry", Institute of Cardiology?".
Clinical Center. 11000 Belgrade. Yugoslavia.
The aim of the study was to establish NAG as an early marker of diabetic
nephropathy prior to microalbuminuria (MA). NAG urinary activity is a sensitive
indicator of tubulocyte lesions. The study inclnded 70 Insnlin Dependent Diabetes
Mellitns (IDDM) patients. clustered according to presence of vascular complications
and unsatisfactory metabolic control. Urinary NAG has been determined
spetrophotometrically with susbstrate glncopiranozide. The statistical significance of
the difference of the urine NAG activity between IDDM patients-the first four
groups: newly diagnosed-I (NAG-2.6 lUiL). patients without complications-Il (21
IUiL). patients with retinopathy-Ill (1.8 lUiL) and patients with retinopathy and
polyneuropathy-Iv (23 IUiL) and patients with retinopathy. polyneuropathy.
nephropathy-V (5.5 lUiL) confirmed increased urine NAG activity in nephropathic
diabetics suggesting renal damage. The conclusion was confirmed by the correlation
of the urine NAG activity and MA in patients with nephropathy. With the
development of the diabetic nephropathy through the stages from the incipient
(NAG-4.66 IUiL), manifest nephropathy (5.05 IUiL) up to chronic renal failure (62
IUiL), the increase of urinary NAG level has been noticed reflecting the progression
of renal damage. Activity of urinary NAG was stndied in patients without MA and
disease lasting over 2 years. Elevated NAG value was recorded in 25% of patients
with disease lasting 2-10 years, 40% of patients with lasting II-IS years and 43% in
patients with history of the disease >15 years. The urine NAG activity may serve as
an early marker of diabetic nephropathy prior to MA. In patients not having MA of
various duration of the disease li3 of patients showed the increased urine NAG
activity prior to MA, which might serve as a possible indicator of the future
nephropathy development.
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CARDIOVASCULAR MORBIOITY AND EARLY MORTALITY CLUSTERS INPARENTS
OF 100M PATIENTS WITH DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY
LTarnow, J.Fagerud, P.Rossing, F.S.Nielsen, F.Cambien", and H·H Parving
Steno Diabetes Center, Gentofte, Denmark & "INSERM SC7, Paris, France
A familial predisposition has been proposed asa determinant of the increased mer
bidityand mortality from cardiovascular disease (CVD) in insulin dependent diabetic
(100M) patients with diabetic nephropathy. The insertion allele of the insar
tionlll/deletion(D) polymorphism in the angiotensin converting enzyme lACE) gene
seems to protect against coronary heart disease in diabetic and non-diabetic sub
jects. We investigated theparents of 163IDDM patients with nephropathy and par
ents of 163 sex- and age-matched normoalbuminuric patients with IDDM. In a
Kaplan·Meier survival analysis of eligible parents total parental mortality was sig·
nificantly increased in parents of patients with nephropathy (121/244-50%) as
compared to parents of normoalbuminuric patients (1191269~44%), p~0.008, with
anincrease in cardiovascular deaths 48/244-20%vs421269-16%, p< 0.05. Fur·
thermore, thecombined morbidity and mortality from CVD in parents of nephropathic
patients was greater than that in the parents of normoalbuminuric IODM patients
(46 (38·541 % vs 36 (28·441 %, p- 0.055. Among both patients with and without
nephropathy those who had had a cardiovascular event were more likely to have a
family history of CVD (odds ratio, 1.7 (95% CI, 1.0 to 2.9, p< 0.001) than those
who had not experienced such an event. Fathers of patients homozygous for the
I-allele of the ACE/ID polymorphism had significantly less myocardial infarction as
compared to fathers of parents with other genotypes, p-0.03. In conclusion: Car·
diovascular morbidity and early mortality clusters in parents of IDOM patients with
diabetic nephropathy. The ACE/ID polymorphism contributes to explain theincreased

morbidity from CVD.
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TIlE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY AND ISCHEMIC
CARDIOPATHY: STIJDY OFAN OUT-PATIENT TYPE2 DIABETIC POPULATION.
A. Cimino, L.Rocca, A. Girelli,U. Valentini. Unita'Operativa Diabetologica, Brescia,Italy.
It is a well known fact that nephropathy in type 2 diabeticpatients is associated with an
increased prevalence of cardiovascular disease. The aim of this study was to identifythe
patientswithdiabeticnephropathy in ourambulatory population andevaluatethe association
with ischemic cardiopathy and the relativerisk of its development. 1648patients(age < 70
years, 901 males, 747 females, an average age of 59.7±6 years and a disease durationof
8.2±3.9years)with type 2 diabeteswere studiedat our diabetologic centre fromthe period
1990-1997; all patientson entry had an accurate medical historytaken, underwent clinical
examsas well as ECGs, fundoscopy, microalbuminuria dosage(alleast 3 samplescollected
in a greater than 3 monthperiod),complete urineanalysis, urine culturesand other exams
targeted in diagnosing nephropathy and cardiology.All non ischemic cardiopathy
(hypertensive, valvular, dilated) and non diabetic nephropathy was excluded; sources of
information on cardiovascular events and the diagnosisof ischemiccardiopathybesides the
archives of thecentrewerethe Brescian CivilHospital (the reference hospitalformostof the
patients followed)archives for patient admissions. Statistic analysis involvedthe utilization
of X2 tests; a linear model for the evaluation of the averages in the various groups; and
logisticregressionto assess the relativerisk of the development of ischemiccardiopathy. The
average period of observation was ll±2.3 years. On entry 1241 (75.3%) normal
albuminuric, 282 (17.1%) microalbuminuric, 103(6.3%)macroalbuminuric and 22 (1.3%)
patientswith CRF.The prevalence of retinopathy and arterialhypertension was seen to be
significantly greater in nephropathic patients with respect to normal albuminuric patients
(prevalence of retinopathy in norrnal albuminuric patients 13.6%, microalbuminuric 25%,
macroalbuminuric 35%,CRFpatients40%;the prevalence ofarterialhypertension in normal
albuminuric patients 28%, microalbuminuric 39%, macroalbuminuric 49% and in CRF
patients40%Xp<O.001). At the beginning offollow-up192(11.6%)of the 1648patientshad
ischemic cardiopathy, this groupfurther subdivided into a large prevalentgroup(p<O.OOI)
with nephropathy (10.2% of normal albuminuric, 15.2% of microalbuminuric, 14.5% of
macroalbuminuric and 31% ofpatientswithCRF). In the following periodof observation 139
(8.4%) patientsdeveloped ischemic cardiopathy. The frequency of cardiopathy development
was seen to be significantly greater in patientswith a diagnosis of nephropathy (11.3% of
microalbuminuric, 12.6% of macroalbuminuric, and 18.2% of patients with CRF) with
respectto patientswithnormalalbuminuria (7.2%)(p<O.001). Utilizing a logistic regression
test we were able to show a significant association between the development of ischemic
cardiopathy andthe valuesofalbuminuria at the startof the observation period(p<O.OI). The
results of this study confirm the existence in type 2 diabetes of an association between
nephropathy and ischemic cardiopathy, the presence of albuminuria beinga strongpredictive
factor in the developmentof the latter.
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NEED TO IMPROVE THE TREATMENT OF CARDIOVASCULAR RlSK
FACTORS IN TYPE 2 DIABETIC PATIENTS WITH NEPHROPATHY.
MJ Carrera, N. Gomez, T. Micale, M. SOOm, C. Vinzia and E. Montanya. C.A.P.
Prat, Comella, L'Hospitalel, H. Viladecans and CSUB-Hospital Bellvitge. Barcelona

Patients with diabetic nephropathy (ON) have a strong risk for cardiovascular
disease (CVD). The aim of the study was to determine the prevalence of CV risk
factors and CVD, and the achievement of recommended therapeutic goals, in a
population of type 2 diabetic patients with newly identified DN attending 4 primary
health care centers coordinated with a teaching Hospital. Patients in the 35-70 yr
age-range were included if they had rnicro- (30-300 mg/24 h) or macro- (>300
mg/24h) albuminuria in at least 2 of 3 consecutive 24 h. urine collections. Patients
with creatinine >150 umol/l were excluded. Hypertension (HT) was defined as
systolic blood pressure (BP) and/or diastolic BP ~140/90 rnrnHg, and/or anti
hypertensive therapy; dyslipidemia as serum cholesterol ~5.2 mM and/or serum
triglyceride ~2.3 mM, and/or lipid regulator therapy. CVD wasconsidered present if
patients had angina or previous myocardial infartion (CHD), peripheral vascular
disease (PVD), stroke or transient ischemic attack (CRVD). 108 patients were
identified, 67% men, age 58.9±7.3 yr, diabetes duration 14.6±8.5 yr, 68% with
microalbuminuria.CV risk factors: 55% were current or previous smokers, 76% had
HT and 81% dyslipidernia. Control of CV risk factors: HbAl , was 9nean+6SD in
38% patients, BP <140/90 in 45%, and serum cholesterol <5.2 mM in 32%. Only
35% of patients on antihypertensive therapy and 28% of patients on lipid regulator
therapy had achieved the therapeutic goals. 39% patients had CVD : 49% PVD, 44%
CHD, and 26% CRVD. Patients with CVD were older (61.6±6.1 vs 57.l±7.8 yr, p<
0.05), had longer duration of diabetes (l6.6±8.8 vs 13,0±7.8 yr, p< 0.05) and a
tendency to higher prevalence of smoking (p= 0.06). Macroalburninuria was
associated with a higher risk for CVD than rnicroalburninuria(Odds ratio :2.85). In
contrast, sex distribution, body mass index, and prevalence of HT and dyslipidemia
were similar in patients with and without CVD. Control of CV risk factors was
similar in patients with and without CVD. In summary, type 2 diabetic patients with
DN showed a high prevalence of CV risk factors and CVD. However, the control of
CV risk factors was poor in this high risk population. Detection of DN will lead to
more aggressive treatment of CV risk factors.
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PREVALENCE OF LEFT VENTRICULAR HYPERTROPHY IN TYPE 1DIABETIC
PATIENTS WITH DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY
A. Sato, L. Tarnow, and H-H, Parving, Steno Diabetes Center, Gentofte, DK
The excess mortality in diabetic nephropathy is mainly due to end stage renal
failure and cardiovascular disease, Left ventricular hypertrophy isan independent
risk factor for myocardial ischaemia, coronary heart disease, heart failure,
ventricular dysrhythmia, and sudden death. Consequently, the aim of ourcross
sectional study was to evaluate left ventricular structure and function in type 1
diabetic patients with diabetic nephropathy. M-mode and doppler
echocardiography was performed in105 type 1diabetic patients with nephropathy
(61 males, age 44(9) years, albuminuria, median (range); 567(10-8188) mg/24 h,
serum creatinine 109(53-558) ~mol/l, and 140 type 1 diabetic patients with
normoalbuminuria (79 males, age 47(10) years, albuminuria 8(1-30) mg/24 h,and
serum creatinine 81(55-121) ~moi/i. The patients with and without nephropathy
were comparable with respect to sex, body mass index, duration of diabetes.
Arterial blood pressure was slightly higher in patients with nephropathy:
140/79(17/9) mm Hg vs134/78(15/8) mm Hg, p<0.01, and a lotof these patients
received antihypertensive medication, 84vs 17%, respectively. Left ventricular
mass index was elevated inthe nephropathic group 100.6(23.9) g/m2 ascompared
to the normoalbuminuric group 91.4(21.9) g/m2

, p=0.002. Furthermore, the
prevalence of left ventricular hypertrophy was higher inpatients with nephropathy
23(14-31)% as compared topatients with normoalbuminuria 9(5-14)%, p=0.003, A
multiple linear regression analysis with backward selection revealed that only
systolic blood pressure and male gender were independent risk factors for left
ventricular mass index in patients with nephropathy (r2=0.34). Diastolic function,
assessed from transmitral flow velocity ratio (E/A) and isovolumic relaxation time,
was significantly reduced in patients with vs without nephropathy: 1.17(0.29) vs
1.34(0.32), and 81.7(16.5) vs74.6(14.5), p<0,005. Systolic function was about the
same and normal in both groups, Our study suggests that left ventricular
hypertrophy and diastolic dysfunction occur rather eariy in the course ofdiabetic
nephropathy.
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REDUCED PREVALENCE OF CARCINOMAS IN DIABETIC PATIENTS
WITH GLOMERULOSCLEROSIS
E.D. Schleicher, H.G. Hagedorn and A.G. Nerlich. Dept. of Internal Medicine IV
Tllbingen, Dept. of ENT-Diseases and Institute of Pathology, Ludwig
Maximillians-Universitllt; Milnchen, Germany
The role of chronic metabolic diseases, such as diabetes mellitus, on the induction
and maintainance of malignant growth is still unclear, A possible interaction
between diabetes and carcinoma, however, is suggested by recent findings
indicating that transforming growth factor (TGF-B) playa crucial role in the
pathogenesis of diabetic complications, particularly glomerulosclerosis and
carcinogenesis and/or metastasis. It was our aim to study if diabetic subjects with
overt signs of chronic matrix accumulation, e.g, glomerulosclerosis, show different
prevalence for carcinomas since this differentiation has not been performed in
earlier larger autopsy series. In our study we performed a retrospective statistical
analysis on 5000 consecutive, non-selected autopsy cases. Since presence of
glomerulosclerosiswasused as indicator for chronic TGF-Baction all diabetic renal
section were histologically evaluated In our study population ( > 10 years of age) a
total incidence of 9.8% (n=488) diabetic patients and a total of 34% patients with
histopathologically verfied carcinoma (n=1699) was determined. The tumors
covered alI common carcinoma types which were not differently distributed in the
diabetic and non-diabetic cohort. The age- and sex ratio was matched between
diabetic, non-diabetic and carcinoma patients, particularly the diabetic group was
not younger than the carcinoma group, Systemic and coronary arteriosclerosis were
significantly more frequent in diabetics than in non-diabetics (p<0.0001) although
the rate of myocardial failure was unchanged. The rate of carcinomas in the
diabetic group with nodular and diffuse glomerulosclerosis was 2.5- (p<0 .0001)
and I.9-fold lower (P<0.OO27). Furthermore, the statistical evaluation showed
significantly fewer rates of lymphogenic (p<0.0001); haematogenic (p<O.0002)
metastates in the diabetic group than in non-diabetics with no difference with
respect to the tumor stage. In conclusion, our retrospective statistical analysis on an
unselected series of autopsy cases provides evidence that diabetes mellitus with
overt glomerulosclerosis is associated with significantly lower prevalence of
carcinomas when compared to individuals without renal microangiopathy,
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LACK OF CONTRIBUTION OF LIPID GENE POL YMORPHISMS TO IDDM
NEPHROPATHY - THE GENEDIAB STUDY.
S. Hadjadj, Y. Gallois, B. Bouhanick, G. Berrut, G. Guilloteauand M. Marre for the
Genetiquede la NephropathieDiabetique(GENEDIAB) StudyGroup -Angers- France
Genetic susceptibilty contributes to the development of diabetic nephropathy (DN).
We searched for a contribution of genetic polymorphisms within lipids: LipoProtein
Lipase (LPL - mutation Asn 291 Ser), Cholesteryl Ester Transfert Protein (CETP 
811B2) and apolipoprotein E (Apo E - E2/E3/E4),by studying 494 IDDM patients
with proliferative retinopathy and various stages of DN. Total Cholesterol (TC),
fasting Triglycerides (TG), Apolipoproteins Al and B, and Lp(a) were measured.
Genetic polymorphisms were determined by PCR-based detection. LPL, CETP and
Apo E genetic allelic or mutations frequencies (X2 for trend) were not different
regarding renal complications (table). There was a significant association (ANOVA)
between the stages of DN and TC (F= 6.65; p=0.OOO2),TG (F=8.84; p <0.(001),
Apo B (F= 6.03; p=0.0007) or Lp(a) concentrations (F=4.25; p=0.006) (Meant
SD) (Table).

Nephiopathy Absent hlClplent Established Advanced X2/F P
LPL(+7-) 0.99/0.01 0.99/0.01 0.99/0.01 I/O 1.63 0.20
CETPB1/B2 0.56/0.44 0.63/0.37 0.59/0.41 0.61/0.39 1.19 0.28
ApoE2/E3/E4 0.0510.85/0.1 0.07/0.78/0.15 0.05/0.85/0.1 0.05/0.85/0.1 0.02 0.89

C1 [mM] 3.30±1.I9 3.31±1.I9 5.96±1.65 3.94±L33 6.65 0.0002
TG[mM] 1.13±0.41 1.17±0.51 1.64±0.78 1.84±0.87 8.83 0.0001
ApoAl [gil] 1.52±0.39 1.44±0.26 1.50±0.37 1.45±0.31 0.44 0.72
ApoB [g/I] 0.88±0.16 0.88±0.19 1.04±0.30 1.07±0.26 6.03 0.0007
Lp(a)[gill 0.08±0.1O 0.D7 ± 0.08 0.11 ± 0.17 0.10 ± 0.10 4.25 0.006

These results support no or marginal effects of a genetic component leading to altered
lipid metabolism for the progression of DN.
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Genetic factors in the development and progression of renal disease In
type 1 diabetic patients.
S. De Cosmo, V. Tassi, M. Margaglione", S. Thomas", GP Piras", R. Trevisan',
P. Cavallo Perin§, S. Bacci, D. Colaizzo', C. Cisternino, O. Ludovico, G. Di
Minno', V. Trischitta and GC VibertiM

Division of Endocrinology and 'Un~ of Thrombosis and Atherosclerosis, CSS
San Giovanni Rotondo, "Un~ for Metabolic Medicine, Hospital Brotzu, Cagliari,
'Chair of Metabolic Medicine, Universityof Padova, §Chair of Internai Medicine,
Universityof Turin, Italyand "Unit for MetabolicMedicineUMDSGuy's Hospital,
London U.K.
Genetic factors are involved in the development of diabetic nephropathy (DN) in
type 1 diabetes. We have examined the relationship between the polymorphism
of three candidate genes, Angiotensin Converting Enzyme (ACE):I/D.
Plasminogen Activator Inhib~or-l (PAI-l):4G1SG and Decorin: 179/183/185 and
the development and progression of DN. These genes were selected because of
the possible involvement of their products in the pathophysiology of diabetic
kidney disease.
We compared, in an association study, 130 type 1 diabetic patients with
normoalbuminuria [albumin excretion rate (AER) range 2-16 "g/min] and
duration of disease longer than 15 years (mean±SD: 25±8 yrs) with 168 type 1
diabetic patients with albuminuria, 58 microalbuminurics and 110
macroalbuminurics (AER 21-e900 Jl9/min), with mean±SD diabetes duration of
25±9 yrs. Eighty-two patients with macroalbuminuria (AER range 200-e900
"glmin) were followed prospectively for an average of 6.9 yrs (range: 2.1-19)
with six monthly measurements of creatinine clearance (CrCl)(Kockroft formula).
Gene polymorphisms were determined by PCR. Patients w~h micro and
macroalbuminuria had similar gene distribution and are presented as a single
group. There was no difference in the distribution of polymorphism of the three
candidate genes between patients with normoalbuminuria or albuminuria. In the
group of 82 patients with macroalbuminuria the average rate of decline of CrCl
was 6.2±5 mVminlyrs. Patients with the genotype ACE II and Decorin 179/183
showed a slower rate of disease progression (II 2.9±2.8 vs DD+ID: 6.7±6
ml/min/year p<0.05; 179-183:3.5±3 vs 183--183: 6.5±5 ml/min/year p<0.05
respectively). There was not interaction between these two genes polymorphisms
and their effect was independent of blood glucose and blood pressure control.
The 3 candidate genes exemined in this study are not associated with the
development of DN but progression of disease appears related to polymorphism
of the ACE and Decorin gene.
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USE OF EXTREME PHENOTYPES IN ASSOCIATION STUDY OF GENETIC
SUSCEPTIBILITY TO DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY IN IDDM PATIENTS

Y.Y.Kondratiev'·', M.V.Shestakova', M.S.Sharnkhalova', L.A.Tchugunoval
,

N.M.Gorashko', D.A.Chystyakov', O.K.Vikulova', R.I.Tourakoulov', I.I.Dedov',
and V.V.Nosikov', 'Endocrinology Research Centre and 'National Research Centre
"GosNII Genetika", Moscow, Russia

Case-control studies of genetic susceptibility to diabetic nephropathy (DN) often
yield conflicting results. It seems to depend on temporal "maturation" of DN pheno
type, its heterogeneity, continuous distribution in IDDM population and overlapping
in compared groups of patients. To overcome such phenotype uncertainty, we used
two extreme clearly defined phenotypes: DN occurrence (DN+, 14 patients with

IDDM duration" 15 yr. and urinary albumin excretion rate (UAER) ;"300 mg/24h)

and DN absence (ON-, 31 patients with IDDM duration ~20 yr. and UAER ,,200
mg/24h). Insertion/deletion (l/D) polymorphism in angiotensin I-converting enzyme
gene (ACE) and (CA)n uticrosatellites located nearby aldose reductase (ALR2) and
catalase (CA1) genes were deterntined by PCR technique. Relations between lD/ACE
genotypes and metabolic ON risk factors were studied by multiple regression
analysis, differences in allele/genotype frequencies were analysed by Fisher's exact
test. We observed increased frequency of D allele and depletion of I allele in DN+
group compared to ON- group: 75.0 vs. 46.8% and 25.0 vs. 53.2%, respectively

(P <0.02).lD/ACE genotype frequencies were also different in both groups: ll- 0.0

vs, 25.8% (P <0.05); lD - 50.0 vs, 54.8% (NS) and DD - 50.0 vs. 19.4% (P <0.05),
respectively. Besides lD/ACE polymorphism, blood pressure and UAER but not
glycaemic control were found to contribute to rapid DN development. Both IDDM
groups did not differ significantly in distribution of alleles of polymorphic markers
located nearby ALR2 and CAT genes. In conclusion, use of extreme DN+ and DN
phenotypes allowed us to demonstrate that: I) genetic susceptibility or resistance to
DN might be attributed rather to liD polymorphism of ACE gene than to polymor
phic markers of two other candidate genes; and 2) found genetic marker seemed to
rather protect IDOM patients from than render them susceptible to DN.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN GLOMERULAR HYPERFILTRATION AND
ANGIOTENSIN CONVERTING ENZYME INSERTIONIDELETION
POLYMORPHISM IN IDDM CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS.
B.Bouhanick,Y.Gallois,S.Hadjadj,G.Berrut,JM.Limal,M.Marre ;Angers, France
Glomerular Hyperfiltration may predict diabetic nephropathy in IDDM. Some
studies suggest that the Angiotensin Converting Enzyme (ACE) D allele is
associated with diabetic nephropathy. We studied the relationship between
Glomerular Hyperfiltration (high GFR) and ACE Insertion/Deletion (lID)
polymorphism of 76 IDDM children and adolescents (age 10-20 years) without
diabetic nephropathy: age 16±3 years; 44M/32F ; IDDM duration 7±4 years; age
at IDDM onset 9±4 years; HbAlc 9.5±1.9%. Glomerular Filtration Rate (GFR)
was estimated by the plasma disapearance of 0.5 I'Ci "CrEDTA/kg body weight
and corrected by 1.73m' body surface (N:99-134 ;high GFRd35 ml.min
'.1.73m'). ACE I/D genotype was determined by a double PCR method, and ACE
plasma levels by ELISA. 29 (38%) patients displayed high GFR. An association
between high GFR and ACE (I/D) polymorphism was observed (X'=7.09
p=0.029).
Genotype DD ID II % allele D
High GFR 4 20 5 48.3
Normal GFR 19 19 9 60.6
This association was due to a reduced proportion of DD genotype among high
GFR (X' =6.03, p=0.014) and not due to an excess of II genotype (X2=0.04,
p=0.83). Age, IDDM duration, age at IDDM onset, and HbAIc were not
different between genotypes. Patients with high GFR had low plasma ACE levels:
457±157 I'g/L vs 553±186 I'g/L (p=0.027). These results suggest a paradoxical
association between glomerular hyperftltration and ACE (lID) polymorphism
caracterized by a defect of the DD genotypes IDDM children and adolescents with
high GFR.
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These results suggest that ACE DID polymorphism could. be a potent
marker for association between nephropathy and artheriopathy in type 2
diabetic patients.Further studies are reqnired for confirmation of these
preliminary results,

ASSOCIATION OF ACE GEN POLYMORPHISM AND DIABETIC
NEPHROPATHY INTYPE2 DIABETIC PATIENTS
J.M. Pou, A Planas", A Clara"", A Gassol"", A de Monerv, C.
Contreras", J. Marugatv-, F. Vidal"", L. GaJlart and MA Ortiz.. Opt.
Endocrinology, Hosp S, Pau, ""Dept.VascularHospMar, "Area Basica
Hospitalet. Autonomous University ofBarcelona.

Several candidate genes have been investigated to elucidate genetic
factors responsible for vascular complications, Identification of genetic
factors predisposing to chronicvascularcomplications in diabetes mellitus
will permit identification of susceptible individuals for diabetic
nephropathy, We investigated whether or not the ACE genotype is
associated with diabetic nephropathy in type 2 diabetic patients. It was
studied a group of type 2 diabetic patients (188 patients, sex: M, age:
59.7±11.3 y, diabetes duration: 11,4±4.32 y) was investigated from a
cohort of 655 men. Nephropathy was observed in 29 % of patients and
peripheral artheriopatby was seen in 33,3 % (clinical and subclinical),
ACEgenpolymorphism wasmeasured byPeR withspecific primersforD
and I fragment amplification, DDpolymorphism wasoberved:

3.87,1.26-12.03
3,50, 1.56-11.54
8.7,5.4-11,23

Insertion-deletion (VO) Polymorfism of Angiotensin-Converting-Enzyme
Gene, Plasma ACE Activity and Glomerular Filtration Rate in100M Patients.
A Manto, P. Cotroneo, I, Todaro, MNannipieri, A Bel1acca·, S. Bandinelli·,
I, Paeei", O. Pitocco, G. Ghirlanda* and R Navalesi·. Dept of Internal
Medicine, Catholic University , Rome and ·Oept of Endocrinology and
Metabolism, University ofPisa, Italy.
YO polymorfism ofACE gene is correlated with plasma ACE activity and this
activity is increased indiabetic subjects with microvascular complications. The
role of ACE gene in the pathogenesis of nephropathy in 100M patients is
controversial. Hyperfiltration is theearly stage ofdiabetic nephropathy bnt its
role in the development of renal disease is unclear. We evaluated the ACE
gene YO polymorfism related to glomerumar filtration rate (GFR) in 81
100M patients (mean age3S.6±10 yrs, mean disease duration 14±8 yrs) and
in 13 healthy subjects (mean age 3S.6±10 yrs). ACE polymorphism was
studied byPeR, GFR by injection of SICr-EDTA, plasma ACE activity by
spectrophotometry. GFR was h~her in 100M patients vs controls: 14O±26
mllminlm2 vs 113±17 mllminlm (p<O.02). 40 100M with GFR higher than
95· percentage of controls (l3S mllminlm2) were considered hyperfiltering
(49%). Plasma ACE activity was similar in the hyperfiltering and
normofiltering patients: 27.4±16UI vs 29.6±1l.7UI, but it was higher vs
controls (22.S±16UI). GFR was higher in 00 diabetic patients (l44±26
mllminl m2)vs 10 (l38±27 mllminlm2) and n (l36±2S mllminlm2) patients,
but these dilferences are not significant; SS% of hyperfiltering and 39 % of
normofiltering patients had 00 genotype, 30% of hyperfiltering and 46% of
normofiltering had 10 genotype, 15% of hyperfiltering and 15% of
normofiltering bad n genotype. ACE plasma activity is higher in DO vs 10
and n patients (36.6±19UI vs 23.6.±10.2UI and vs 13.6±5UI, p<O.OOl). In
diabetic patients with DO genotype the albumin excretion rate (AER) is
higher than in10 patients (6.7±5.'7 vs 33±2.S, p<O.05). We hypothesize that
YO polymorphism ofACE gene may alfect theGFR and AER and contributes
with themetabolic control to development of diabetic nephropathy.

Diabetic population
Diabetic nephropathy
Peripheral artheriopathy
Nephropathy+artheriopathty

DID·ACE(%) OR(CI95%)
20.63
40.7
47.87
6\.4

P

<0.0067
<0,0044,
=0.0001

0.358 0.404 0.404 NS NS
0.642 0.596 0.596 NS NS
0.200 0.113 0.174 <0.05 NS
0.315 0.583 0.461 <0.0001 <0.01
0.485 0.304 0.365 <0.002 NS

1136
ANGIOTENSIN I-CONVERTING ENZYME GENE POLYMORPHISM: WHY IS
HETEROZYGOSITY INCREASED INBOTHIDDM ANDNIDDM PATIENTS?
I.I.Dedov', Y.Y.Kondratiev'·2, L.M.Demuro¥', N.M.Gorashk02, G.G.Marnaeva!,
L.N.Scherbachova', T.M.Milenkaya', and V.V.Nosiko¥', 'Endocrinology Research
Centreand2NationalResearch Centre"GosNIIGenetika", Moscow, Russia

Using standard PCRtechnique, we havepreviously found increased frequency of D
(deletion) allele and, respectively, decreased frequency of I (insertion) allele of
angiotensin l-converting enzyme (ACE)gene,alongwithunexpectedly highD allele
homozygosity in healthy subjects fromgeneral Moscow population. To assess a con
tribution of IDIACEgenepolymorphism to genetic susceptibility to diabetic micro
and macroangiopathy, now we studied distribution of the marker in juvenileonset
(:5: 15 yr.) IDDM patients and adult onset (;;,40 yr.) NIDDM patients. All patients
werefreefromadvanced vascular complications. Differences inallele/genotype freq
uencies wereanalysed by Fisher'sexacttestandconsidered significant at P <0.05.

Group/P value Healthy (I) IDDM (2) NIDDM (3) P'.2 P'.3

n 165 115 115
Frequency of:
I allele
D allele
II genotype
ID genotype
DD genotype

Thus,frequency of I alleleonlytendedto increase andD alleleto decrease equally in
IDDM and NIDDM patients compared to healthy subjects, whereas heterozygous
genotype wasmorefrequent in diabetic patients (especially in IDDM) significantly.
Recently, angiotensin II (AIl)has beenfound to influence both isletbloodflowand
insulin secretion, and ACE (and All) concentration might be partly related to
IDIACE genepolymorphism. In conclusion, observed distribution of ACE genotype
frequencies towards increased heterozygosity mightbe relevant also to IDDM and
NIDDM pathogenesis, besides susceptibility/resistance to anyangiopathy.

1137
ANTIPROTEINURIC EFFECT OF ANGIOTENSIN l-CONVERTING
ENZVME lHlBITORS (ACE) IN THE YOUTH WITH DIABETIC
NEPHROPATHYAND ACEGENE POL¥MORPHISM
GISivous', E.P.Kasatkina', L.M,Demurov', EAVoichik', Y.Y.Koodratiev',
DAChistyakov', IAStrokov' and VVNosikov' 'Paediatric and Adolescence
Department of Endocrinology Chair of Russian Academy for Advanced Medical
Educatioo, 'NatiooaJResearchCentre"GosNTI Genetika", Moscow, Russia.
Overtdiabetic nephropathy (DN) is infrequent in patients with relativelyshort
duration of juvenile-onset insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM) Now
we studied effect of angiotensin I-converting enzyme (ACE) inhibition on
urinary albwnin excretion rate (UAER) in 68 IDDM patients with mean age
16.4±2,5 yr., mean IDDM duration 8.0±4,1 yr. with special respect to
insertion/deletion (lID) ACE gene polymorphism. All patients received ACE
inhibitors (40 patients received enaJapril in dosage 5-10 ug daily and 26
patients - ramipril in dosage 2,5-5 ug daily) during 3-9 months. UAER and
HbA, were determined by standard assays, ID/ACE gene polymorphism was
analysed using polymerase chain reaction technique. Student's t-test and
Fisher's exact test were used for data comparison,
According to extent of albwninuria reduction (~UAER, %) after ACE
inhibitortreatment, all patients were divided in "responders" (R, ~ > 0%) and
"non-responders" (NR, ~; 0), R (n;52) and NR (n;16) groups did not differ

significantly in either lODM duration (8.1±4.4 vs. 7.9±3.1 yr) or HbA] level
(l1.8±2.2 vs. 12.1±1.7%) However, in R group compared to NR group we
observed a tendencyfor prevalenceof! allele to increase (34.6 vs. 25.0%) and
D allele to decrease (65.4 vs. 75.0%), as well as for genotype prevalence to
redistribute: II 15.4 vs. 12.5%; 10 38.5 vs. 25.0%; 00 46.1 vs. 62.5%,
respectively, Conclusion:lO/ACE gene polymorphism might underlie part of
individualvariability in response to ACE inhibitionand help to choose more
efficienttreatment regimen.
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PAI·1 GENEPOLYMORPHISM MAY INVOLVED RETINOPATHY AND
MICROAIBUMINURIA IN CHILDREN WITHTYPE 1 DIABETES
A. Mlynarska, HW. Witas, W. Mlynarski, R. Sychowski, A. Szadkowska,
W. Andrzejewski and J. Bodalski, 2nd Clinic of Children Diseases, Institute of
Paediatrics, Medical University of Lodz, Poland
The variation of plasma level the plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 (PAI-1),
which is observed to be associated with PAI-l gene polymorphism, is suggested
as factor involved in diabetic microangiopathy. Present studies were performed
to elucidate an impact of total PAI-1 and its active fraction as well as PAI-l
gene promotor polymorphism (4G/5G at position -675) on retinopathy and
microalbuminuria in children with type 1 diabetes (100M). 11 (12.9%) of 85
studied 100M patients (aged 16.5±3.8) after 6.2±4.2 years of diabetes
duration exhibited retinopathy and/or microalbuminuria. Obtained results did
not reveal any statistically significant differences in level of plasma total PAI-1
and active PAI-1 in both groups of patients (33.4±20.3 ng/mL;
3.46±7.2 ng/mL and 41.9±29.6; 4.75±14.1, respectively) and in 46 of age
matched control subjects (5.4±8.3 and 46.l±23.9, respectively). We did not
find any influence of patients age, diabetes duration and values of HbA1c as
well as fructosamine concetration on the values of studied parameters.
However, the genetic studies using ASA-PCR method confirmed 4G/4G
genotype in 5 (45.4%) patients with microangiopathy (mIOOM) and in 11
(14.9%) patients without microangiopathy (wmIOOM), also 4G positive
genotypes (4G/4G+4G/5G) in 9 (81.8%) of mIOOM and in 33 (44.6%) of
wmlOOM patients; p=0.044 and p=0.047, respectively (4G allele frequency
0.636 and 0.297, respectively for each group; p=0.004). There was no
involvement of PAI-l gene promotor polymorphism in PAI-1 plasma level in all
studied patients. Interestingly, the significantly increased level of total PAI-1 in
mIOOM group (76.6±21.0) in contrast to 27.7±14.3 in wmIOOM was found
concerning patients with 4G/4G genotype (p=0.040). Our observations enable
us to suggest the involvement of PAr-1 gene promotor variation in retinopathy
and/or microalbuminuna. It is likely that the effect of 4G/5G polymorphism on
diabetic microangiopathy may be mediated through local concentration of PAI
l in retinal and renal circulation rather than its plasma level.
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Association of a polymorphism in the ~3 adrenergic receptor gene

with development of nephropathy in NIDDM subjects.

GrzeszczakW., Saucha W., Zychma M., Zukowska-Szczechowska E.
Department and Clinic of Internal Medicine and Diabetology,Zabrze, Poland

Diabetic nephropathy isoneof the majorlong-term complication in bothIDOMandNIDDM. In
previous investigations itwasproved that diabetic milieu andgenetic factors play an imponant rolein
thedevelopment ofdiabetic nephropathy. The flJ adrenergic receptor (fl,-AR) genepolymorphism
(cytosine to thymidine substitution in codon 64 of the gene, resulting in tryptophan to arginine
replacement) waspreviously identified asariskfactor forproliferative retinopathy inNIDDM.
Theaimofthisstudy wasto investigate theassociation between thefl,AR genepolymorphism and
nephropathy ina large group ofNlODMpatients.
1110 protocol included 59I unrelated NIDDM subjects (398 females and 193 males) randomly
selected from a cohort of941NIDDM patients with established renal status(according to albumin to
creatinine ratio inthree consecutive urine samples). Patients with microalbuminuria (rr255) andovert
proteinuria (n~124) were considered the two groups of cases. Nonnoalbuminwic patients with
'J10W11 diabetes duration ofat least 10years were included intoa control group (n~212). Allpatients
wereCaucasians, anendants ofthesame diabetic clinic andresided intl,esamemea atthetimeof the
study. DNA was obtained from peripheral blood leukocytes. flJoAR gene polymorphism was
.d",!':.nnined bypolimerase chain reaction - restriction fulgment analysis using Mvalendonuclease.
____----'N""o"'m""oa"'·lbw11inuria Microalbuminwia Proteinuria

n 212 255 124
Trp/Irp 170(802%) 216(84.7%) 98(79.0%)
Trp'I'.'~ 3<1(184%) 37(14.5%) 24(19.4%)
ArgiArg 3(1.4%) 2(0.8%) 2(1.6%)

Weobserved no significant differences ingenotype distrIbutions andallele frequencies between the
investigated groups (X'test). Thestudy revealed thatpolymorphism offl, adrenergic receptor geneis
nota majorfactor comributing topredisposition to diabetic nephropathy inexamined population.
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Pili 0.91 0.87 0.85
PI.\] 0.09 013 0.15

In the whole diabetic group, the PIA2 frequency is not significantly different from
that of the healthysubjects(0.13 vs 0.15, p~0.7). The PI'" allelefrequency is lower
in the nephropathic group than in normoalbuminuric group or healthy subjects
group. The results of this study do not support the hypotesis that the PII

polymorphism of the platelet GP IIIa may explain the increased incidence of
cardiovasculardisease in tvpe 2 diabeticnephropathicpatients.

PI.' POLYMORPH1SM OF THE PLATELET GLYCOPROTElN IlIA IS NOT
ASSOCIATED WITH DIABETICNEPHROPATHYIN NIDDMPATIENTS
I. Scaglione,R. Gambino, E. Lillaz, M. Cassader,G. Pagano and P. Cavallo-Perin
Dipartimentodi MedicinaInterna,Universita di Torino, Italy
Recently, a strong association between the PiAl allele of the platelet glycoprotein
IIIa (GP IIIa) and myocardial infarctionhas been described. This polymorphism is
due to the leucine"-oproline substitutionof the GP IlIa Diabeticnephropathyis a
strong and indipendent risk marker for cardiovascular morbidity and mortality in
type 2 diabetic patients: the mechanisms of this association are largely unknown
The aimof this study is to evaluatewhether the presenceuf diabeticnephropathyin
type 2 diabetic patients is associated with the PI" polimorphism. PI" genotyping
was performed in all type 2 diabetic nephropathicpatients allending the outpatient
diabeticclinic(n~93). The PIA genotypingwas performed on 89 normoalbuminuric
type 2 diabetic patients matched with the cases for sex, and duration of diabetes,
and on 98 healthy subjects. Genomic ONA was amplified by PCR cleaved by
enzimaticdigestionwith MspI.

CHARACTERISATION OF THE OSMOTIC RESPONSE ELEMENTS OF
THE ALDOSEREDUCTASEGENE IN TYPE I DIABETICPATIENTS

AE. Heesom', A Graham', B.A. Millward' and AG. Demaine'. Molecular
Medicine Research Group, Postgraduate Medical School, University of
Plymouth, UKI, Zeneca Pharmaceuticals, AklerleyPark, Cheshire, UK'.

There is increasing evidence that genetic as well as metabolic factors play an
important role in the susceptibilityto diabetic nephropathy(ON) in patients with
type I diabetes. Aldose reductase (ALR2) is the first and rate-limitiug enzyme
of the polyol pathway. A highly polymorphic AC(n) microsatellite locus
(5' ALR2) located 2.I kilobase (kb) upstream of the initiation site is strongly
associated with the susceptibilityto, and protection from, ON in type I diabetes.
An increased frequency of the Z+2/Z+2 5' ALR2 genotype is found in patients
without microvascular complicationsafter 20 years of diabetes. In contrast, O,e
frequency of the Z-2/Z-2 genotype is increased in patients with ON. At least 3
osmotic regulatory sequences (ORE's) are located in close proximity to the
5' ALR2 locus. ORE's increase ALR2 gene transcription in cells exposed to
hyperosmotic stress. The aim of Otis study was to detemtine whether
polymorphisms within the ORE's may account for the association of the
5'ALR2 locus with ON. Therefore, 12 patients with type I diabetes were
selected, 6 of whom had the 5' ALR2 'protective' genotype without
complications (Z+2/Z+2); the remaining 6 had the DN susceptibility genotype
(Z-2/Z-2). Genomic DNA from these patients was used in the polymerase chain
reaction to amplify across the OREs. The products were then purified prior to
ONA sequencing. No polymorphismswithin the ORE's were found in OleDNA
of any of the 12 patients. We were unable to confirm the presence of a
previously reported functional ORE by extensive sequencing of a cosmid
containing at least 4 kb of the 5' flanking end of the ALR2 gene. In conclusion,
O,eassociation between ALR2 and ON cannot be explained by polymorphisms
in the ORE's therefore suggesting that the genetic lesion lies within the coding
region of the gene.

Variable
Genotype
PIAIIPI'I
PI'IIP!" I P!'''/PI''
Allelicfrequency

Type 2 diahetic patients
nephropathic nonnoalbuminuric

n.(%) n.(%)
76 (82) 60 (67)

17+0(18) 27+2 (33)

Healthy subjects

n.(%)
70 (71)

27+I (27)
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PIAI/PIA2 POLYMORPHISM OF PLATELET GPIIIa RECEPTOR AND
MICROANGIOPATHY IN TYPE I DIABETIC PATIENTS
L. Pucci. M. Nannipieri, S. Bandinelli, M. Pilo, R. Mangili, R. Navalesi
and G. Penno. Dept. of Endocrinology and Metabolism, University of
Pisa; Division of Medicine, Istituto Scientifico San Raffaele, Milano, Italy
Diabetes clusters renal and cardiovascular complications. Genes that
influence factors affecting cardiovascular risk (genes involved in haemo
dynamics, extracellular matrix, lipids and thrombosis) may be studied in
relation to nephro~athy. The gene encoding GPIIIa shows polymorphism
(PIA1IPIA2); the PIA allele was associated with cardiovascular events. In 368
type I diabetics we evaluated the relation between GPIIIa gene polymor
phism and diabetic nephropathy and retinopathy; 76 healthy controls
were also studied. A fragment of 247 bp (exon 2) was amplified by PCR
(primers: 5'-CI'GCAGGAGGTAGAG-AGI'CGCCATAG-3' and 5'-CTGCAATC
CICTGGGGACI'GACTIG-3'). For the detection of the point mutation,
CDGE (Constant Denaturing Gel Electrophoresis) was employed after
optimum denaturing conditions setting by perpendicular DGGE
(Denaturing Gradient Gel Electrophoresis). Some samples were further
analysed by direct sequencing. The allele frequency of PIA2 was II ,6% in
IDDM and 8,6% in controls. In both cohorts genotype distribution was
consistent with the frequencies predicted by the Hardy-Weinberg
equilibrium (IDDM: X2=5,586 p=0,061; controls: X2=0,044 p=0,833).
AlIAl and AlIA2 genotypes occurred in 77% and 23% of IDDM, 83%
and 17% of controls respectively. Patients were stratified in: a)
norrnoalbuminuric (NA, AER<20 ug/rnin, n.234, 64%), microalbuminuric
(~A, AER=20·200, n.78, 21%) and macroalbuminuric patients (MA,
AER>200; n.56, 15%); b) patients with no retinopathy (n.124, 34%),
background retinopathy (n.120, 32%) and proliferative retinopathy
(n.124, 34%). The distribution of GPIIIa genotypes was: 177 (76%)Al/Al
and 57 (24%)AlIA2 in NA; 62 (79%)AlIAl and 16 (21%)Al/A2 in ~A;

42 (75%)AlIAl and 14 (25%)AlIA2 in MA (X 2=0,16; p=0,68); 96
(77%)AlIAl and 28 (23%)AlIA2 in IDDM with no retinopathy, 92
(77%)AlIAl and 28 (23%)Al/A2 in patients with background retinopathy,
96 (77%)AlIAl and 28 (23%)AlIA2 in patients with proliferative
retinopathy (p=0,98). In a large cohort of Caucasian p,atients with type I
diabetes, no association was observed between the PIA /PIA2 polymorphism
of the GPIIIa and diabetic nephropathy and retinopathy.

1144
HLA AND INSULIN (INS) GENES IN CAUCASIANS WITH
TYPE 1 DIABETES AND NEPHROPATHY.
TA Chowdhury, PH Dyer, AH Barnett and SC Bain.
Department of Medicine, University of Birmingham and
Birmingham Heartlands Hospital, Birmingham, UK.

Epidemiological observations and the presence of familial
clustering suggests that genetic factors are important in the
pathogenesis of nephropathy in type 1 diabetes. HLA and INS
genes have been previously implicated in susceptibility to
nephropathy, although studies have been small poorly
controlled. INS has also been implicated in macrovascular
disease. The aim of this study was to clarify the role of HLA
and INS in type 1 diabetic nephropathy. HLA haplotypes were
determined by the phototyping method. INS was typed using
the -23Hphl RFLP analysis. 258 patients with type 1 diabetes
and nephropathy (presence of retinopathy, hypertension and
persistent proteinuria) were compared to 200 recently
diagnosed subjects (background diabetic population) and 158
subjects with long duration of diabetes (>20 years) and no
nephropathy. All subjects were white Caucasian. No significant
difference was observed between the three groups in
distribution of HLA-A, B, C, DR, DQAl and DQBl alleles. No
difference between the three groups in INS allele or genotype
frequencies was observed. This is the largest study examining
HLA and INS genes in diabetic nephropathy. We conclude that
these loci do not play a significant role in susceptibility to
nephropathy in Caucasian patients with type 1 diabetes in the
UK.

1143
MTHFR GENE MUTATION IS NOT ASSOCIATED WITH
DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY.
M.Odawara,M.Asano, K.Tada,K.Ohkubo, K.Yamashita.
University of Oxford, University of Tsukuba.
Nephropathy is a major complication of diabetes
mellitus, which is often related to premature
death. Genetic predisposition has been
implicated in its development. Previous studies
indicate that methylenetetrahydrofolate
reductase(MTHFR) genotype is associated with
diabetic microangiopathy, which suggest that
this mutation may be associated with diabetic
nephropathy. To investigate its role in the
development of diabetic nephropathy, we analysed
295 unrelated Japanese patients with NIDDM with
or without nephropathy for the presenc~ of the
C-T mutation in nucleotide position (np) 677 of
the MTHFR gene. Age,duration of diabetes, onset
age of diabetes,systolic and diastolic blood
pressure were matched between the two groups.
The frequencies of C/C(Ala/Ala),C/T(Ala/Val),
and T/T(Val/Val) genotypes were 35.0 %, 47.5
%,and 17.5 % in patients with overt nephropathy,
and 37.3 %, 45.5 %,and 17.3 % in patients with
microalbuminuria,while in diabetic patients
without nephropathy, the frequencies were 29.0
%,52.4 %,and 18.6 %. No association of the
Val/Val genotype with diabetic nephropathy was
observed in the analysed patients with micro- or
macro-albuminuria. Unlike previous reports on
diabetic microangiopathY,MTHFR genotype is
unlikely to play a major role in the
pathogenesis of diabetic nephropathy in
Japanese.
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GENETIC AND NON-GENETIC RISK FACTORS FOR PROGRESSION OF
DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY IN NORMOTENSIVE TYPE 1PATIENTS
P. Jacobsen, K. Rossing, L. Tarnow, P. Rossing, C. Mallet", O. Poirier", F.
Cambien", H.-H. Parving. Steno Diabetes Center, Gentofte, Denmark
"Institut National delaSante etdelaRecherche Medicale SC7, Paris, France
The impact of putative genetic and non-genelic risk factors forprogression of
diabetic nephropathy was elucidated in 59normotensive patients with type 1
diabetes. The following progression promoters were determined:
insertion/deletion polymorphism in the angiotensin converting enzyme gene,
blood pressure, albuminuria, haemoglobin Alc ' cholesterol, smoking,
retinopathy, height and gender. We studied the natural history by measuring
slChrom-EDTA plasma clearance at yearly intervals at least 3 times dUring
(median (range)) 5,5 (2,2·18,3) years. At baseline the 3 groups (II, n=ll; 10,
n=25 and DO, n=23) had comparable glomerular filtration rate (ml/min/l,73m2

)

(mean (SO)): 103 (16); 99 (19); 113 (22), arterial blood pressure, albuminuria
and haemoglobin A1C' During the study period nosignificant differences were
observed in: the rate of decline in glomerular filtration rate (ml/min/year)
(median(range)) 0,9 (10,6 to -1,9); 2,5 (12,9 to-4,4); 1,4 (10,8 to -1,9), blood
pressure, albuminuria, haemoglobin Alc or cholesterol between the 3 groups
(11;10;00), respectively.
A multiple linear regression analysis of putative baseline risk factors revealed
that albuminuria, short statue and male gender independently predict an
enhanced decline in glomerular filtration rate, R2(adjusted)=0,33; p< 0,002.
The only independent progression promoter during the follow-up period was
albuminuria, R2(adjusted)=0,37; p< 0,0001. Our study revealed a rather slow
progression of kidney disease in normotensive type 1 patients with diabetic
nephropathy. Albuminuria, short statue and male gender act as progression
promoters insuch patients.
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MODIFIED LOW DENSITY LIPOPROTEINS INDUCE MITOGEN ACTIVATED
PROTEIN KINASE ACTIVITY AND TGF-~ INMESANGIAL CELLS.
AI. Jenkins, V. Velarde, I. Christopher, R. Mayfield, K.C. Joyce, T.J. Lyons, and
AA Jaffa. Medical University of South Carolina, Charleston, S.c., U.S.A.
Background: Low-density lipoproteins (LDL) modified by glycation and/or
oxidation may contribute to the development of diabetic nephropathy. LDL may
affect mesangial cell (MC) proliferation and function, however, the mechanisms
remain undefined. The Mitogen Activated Protein Kinase (MAPK) pathway and
Transforming Growth Factor-B (TGF~) mediate changes in cell viability and
function. Aim: To examine the effects of normal and modified LDLs on MAPK,
and TGF-~ expression in rat MCs. Methods: Experiments were conducted four
times. For MAPK studies, normal and modified (mildly oxidized, glycated,
glycoxidized, highly oxidized, highly glycoxidized) LDL at various concentrations
(0, 10,25,50,75 and 100ug/ml) were added to quiescent MCfor 5 minutes. MAPK
activation wasmeasured bywestern blotusingantiphospho-MAPK antibodies. Cells
were also exposed to 25 ug/ml modified LDL in the presence of inhibitors of
calmodulin (W7, 75 uM), protein kinase C (PKC) (bisindolyl malemide, 2 uM), Src
kinase(PPI, 10uM) andMAPK Kinase (PD98059, 40uM). Forassessment of TGF
~, quiescent MC were exposed to 100 ug/ml LDL for 24 hours. mRNA levels of
TGF~ and the "housekeeping gene" GAPDH were measured by northern blots.
Statistical analyses were by ANOVA Results with p < 0.05 were regarded as
significant. Results: MCexposure to LDLproduced a dose-dependent increase in
MAPK activity, with a peak response at 50 ug/ml, At lower concentrations
(IOI'g/ml) the modified LDLs weremorepotent stimulators of MAPK activity, than
normal LDL. Pretreatment of MC with inhibitors of calmodulin, PKC, Src kinase
andMAPK kinaseblocked MAPK activation. Relative to normal LDL, glycated LDL
produced a significant 2-fold increase in TGF-~ mRNA Conclusion: LDLmodified
as in diabetes stimulates MAPK and TGF-~ in cultured MC. MAPK activation
involves calmodulin, PKC, Src kinase and MAPK kinase. Changes in these
signalling molecules may contribute to the development of diabetic
glomerulosclerosis.
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GLUCOSE-INDUCED ACTIVATIONOF THE TGF-BI-PROMOTOR IN
MESANGIALCELLS
Weigert,Cora; Pfeiffer', Andreas;Haring, Hans; Schleicher, Erwin;
Medizinische Klinikund PoliklinikIV, Universitiit Tiibingenand
'MedizinischeKlinikderUniversitiitsklinik Bergmannsheil, Bochum;
Germany
Previous experiments revealed that increased glucose concentrationcause a
dose-dependent elevation in TGF-BI production in cultured mesangial cells.
The de-novo synthesized TGF-BI leads to an enhanced synthesis of
components of the extracellular matrix e.g. fibronectin and collagen.
Therefore, this in-vitromodelwas used to simulatethe in-vivosituationin the
glomerulum of diabetic patients i.e. increase in mesangial matrix and
glomerular basement membrane thickness. It was the aim of our study to
investigate the molecular mechanism of the glucose-induced TGF-BI
production. To clarify, if the TGF-BI inductionoccurs at the transciptional
level we established an in-vitro transfectionmodel involvinga construct of
the humanTGF-BI promotorand luciferaseas indicator.Briefly,glomerular
mesangialceUs were transfectedwith a pGL3-vectorcontainingthe eDNA of
the TGF-BI promotor (-453 to +11) ligated to the eDNA of luciferase.
Determination of the luciferase activity reflects the activation of TGF-BI
promotor. Hence, using this system, transcription can be measured
sensitively. Upon elevation of the glucose concentration to 30 mM the
promotor activity was increased J.6 fold. To simulate the suggested
involvement of proteinkinase C in the glucose-induced TGF-6I inductionwe
used tumor promotingphorbolester, strong PKC activator, and found a 3.3
fold increase in TGF-BI promotor activity. This increase led to TGF-BI
proteinproductionsince elevatedTFG-B I levelswere found in the respective
cell supernatants. In conclusion, our results show that the high glucose
induced TGF-BI production is caused by an increase in TGF-BI gene
transcription. Furthermore, the activation of the TGF-BI promotor by PKC
activtionsuggeststhat the transcriptionfactor API is involved.
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TRANSGENIC OVERPRODUCTION OFTRANSFORMING GROWTH FACTOR
pi INDUCES PROGRESSIVE FUNCTIONAL CHANGES INTHE KIDNEY.
S.Krag',R.0sterby',C.Nielsen' andL.Wogensen'. 'Research Laboratory forBio
chemical Pathology and'EMlaboratory Aarhus Kommunehospital Denmark.

Many studies haveshown anassociation between transforming growth factor-Bl
(TGF-PI)anddiabetic nephropathy, Thus, we created a transgenic mouse, withlocal
TGF-pi overproduction targeted tojuxtaglomerular cells in thekidney by the Ren-Ic
promoter. These mice develop progressive glomerulosclerosis withincreased extracellular
matrix deposition inthemesangial area, at least inpartconsisting ofthebasal membrane
components collagen IVand larninin. Theaimofthepresent study wasto investigate the
TGF-pI induced functional changes inourtransgenic model. 24hrsurinecollection and
blood sampling wasperformed. Wecompared transgenic (tg)mice withmatched non
transgenic (non-tg) littermates attheage of 1,1V,,2,3,4 and5 months. Weperformed "Cr
EDTA clearance ontgandnon-tg mice attheageof3 months. Results aremean±SEM.
Ourresulta show thatthetgmice suffer frompolydipsia from theageof I month (p<0.0I)
andpolyuria from theageof IV,months (p<0.01). Atallages tgmice have anincreased
plasma BUNcompared tonon-tg (at3 months tg 13.0±2,1 roM n=6vsnon-tg 6,9± 0.6
roM0=6) (p=O.05) andincreased urinary albumin excretion from theageof2 months (at
3 months 7,8±2,81'g/24 hrs,n=6vs.0,8± 0,25 1'g/24 hrs,n=6,p<0.05), in bothcases
there is a progresive development withage. GFR wasdecreased to3.1±0.59I'llmin/g,
n=7 in tg vs non-tg 12.3± 1.18 I'limin/g n=5(p<0.01), in addition the tg mice had a
reduced "Cr-EDTA distribution volume (l7±0.85% of bodyweigbt n=7)vs. non-tg
(28±2.49% bodyweigbt n=5). Ultrastructurally the I month oldmice didnotdiffer in
glomerular volume, buttgmice hadborderline increased basement membrane thickness
(147±7.2 vs 131±4.2 nm,p=0,08).
In conclusion, we have shown thatlocalized overexpression ofTGF-pl in vivocause
progressive changes in the kidney function. The polyuria may indicate that tubular
functional changes occur before glomerular changes because albuminuria and mor
phological changes isnotobserved until laterstages.
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SEROTONIN ENHANCES THE PRODUCTION OF TYPE IV
COLLAGEN IN HUMAN MESANGIAL CELLS
T. Sasahara, M. Kasho, S. Kobori*, M. Sakai, Y. Anami, T.
Matsumura, and M. Shichiri, Department of Metabolic Medicine,
Kumamoto University School of Medicine, Kumamoto, Japan.
* Diabetes Center, Kumamoto National Hospital, Kumamoto, Japan

It has been reported that plasma serotonin (5-HT) level in diabetic
subjects was higher than that in normal subjects. In the present study, we
investigated the effect of 5-HT on the production of type IV collagen in
human mesangial cell (HMC), and further elucidated how could 5-HT
enhance type IV collagen sysnthesis. 5-HT stimulated the production of
type IV collagen in HMC, which was inhibited by ketanserin and
sarpogrelate hydrochloride (5-HT2A receptor antagonists), but not by
ondansetron (5-HT3 receptor antagonist). 5-HT increased the
bioactivities of both active and total TGF-~ in mesangial cells. 5-HT
enhanced production of type IV collagen was completely inhibited by an
anti-T'Gf-B antibody. A PKC inhibitor, calphostin C, inhibited 5-HT
induced increase in type IV collagen secretion, and the activity of
membrane PKC was increased by 5-HT. Phorbol ester activated type IV
collagen production as well as active and total TGF-~. Calphostin C
completely inhibited 5-HT-enhanced activity of active TGF- ~ but did not
inhibit exogenous TGF-p-induced increase in type IV collagen secretion.
Our results suggested that 5-HT-enhanced production of type IV collagen
In HMC was mediated by activation ofPKC and subsequent increase in
active TGF-~ activity. It is suggested that high plasma concentration of 5
HT in diabetic patients may enhance the production of type IV collagen in
glomerular mesangial cells, thereby resulting in partly the development of
diabetic nephropathy.
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EFFECf OF 5-SEROTONIN
2A

RECEPfOR ANI'AGONIST ON THE
DEVELOPMENI'OF DIABETICNEPHROPATHY IN EARLY STAGE
S. Kobori, T. Sasahara*, M. Sakai*, T. Matsumura*, M. Kasho*,
Y. Hirashima, T.Takahashi and M. Shichiri*, Diabetes Center,
Kumamoto National Hospital, *Department of Metabolic Medicine,
Kumamoto University, Kumamoto, Japan

We have reported in vitro that serotonin (5-HT) enhanced the produc
tion of type IV collagen in human mesangial cells and that the pro
duction of type IV collagen was inhibited by sarpogrelate hydrochlo
ride, 5-HT1A receptor antagonist. It is considered that expansion of
extracellular matricies in mesangial cells may induce the develop
ment of diabetic nephropathy. Therefore, we in vivo examined the
effect of comparative short-term treatment for 6 months with
sarpogrelate hydrochloride in type II DM patients (n=8) with micro
albuminuria and without diabetic retinopathy and neuropathy, and
diabetic macroangiopathy as compared with the control (n=8) without
treatment. There was no significant difference in levels of fasting
blood glucose, glycated hemoglobin, and motor and sensory conduc
tion velocities between both groups for 6 months. Urinary albumin
excretion rates in treatment-group (n=8) with sarpogrelate hydrochlo
ride was relatively decreased from 35.6 ± 6.7J.lg/min to 24.3 ± 7.2J.lgl
min for 6 months, whereas those in non-treatmrnt group (n=8) was
slightly not but significantly increased from 34.8 ± 7.3J.lg/min to 38.6
± 6.9J.lg/min. It is suggested that the developement of diabetic nephr
opathy in early stage may be inhibited by 5-HT 1A receptor antagonist.
However, to clarify this mention, long-term study should be per
formed.
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CHANGESIN THE GROWTH HORMONE-IGF-I AXIS IN NONOBESE
DIABETICMICE
Y. Segev, D. Landau, R. Eshet, A. Flyvbjerg and M. Phillip. Molecular
EndocrinologyLab., Soroka Medical Center, Ben Gurion University of the
Negev, Beer Sheva, Israel.
Growth hormone (GH) may have a role in the development of diabetic
complications. In non obese diabetic (NOD) mice spontaneous IDDM,
renal hypertrophy and glomerular lesions reminiscent of human disease
develop. We have previously reported a persistent elevation in renal
extractable IGF-I protein in DM-NOD mice up to 30 days from the onset
of glycosuria. In the present study we investigated the changes in the
GH-IGF-I axis in hyperglycemic NOD-mice. Diabetic female NOD mice
and their age and sex-matchedcontrols were sacrificed at 4, 14 and 30 days
after the onset of glycosuria. Serum IGF-I levels decreased and serum GH
levels increased at 4 weeks of diabetes (45±24% and 182 ± 32% of
age-matchedcontrols respectively,p<0.05). Insulin therapy did not prevent
the changes in serum IGF-I. GH receptor (GHR) and GH binding protein
(GHBP) mRNA levels were decreased in liver but unchanged in kidney
tissue of the diabetic animals. Binding assays performed on liver
membranesrevealed a decreased receptor bindingcapacity in diabetic mice
at one month of diabetes in comparison to controls (118± 26 Vs. 475±63
fmol receptor/ug protein respectively; p<O.OOI). GH receptor affinity
remained unchanged. Insulin therapy did not reverse the decrease in liver
GHR message and binding capacity.
In summary, increased serum GH levels are documented in NOD diabetic
mice, similarly to the changes described in humans. The decrease in GHR
levels and decreased serum IGF-I suggest a state of GH resistance at the
hepatic level, whereas the lack of down regulation of GHR message at the
kidney level points to a possible increased biological effect for GH at this
target organ for diabetic complications.
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LOCALISATION OF RENAL BRADYKININ RECEPTORS
IN EXPERIMENTAL DIABETES
S. Youssef, M. Jasik, B. Rizkalla, D. Casley, T. Allen and M.E. Cooper.
Department of Medicine, University of Melbourne, Austin & Repatriation Medical
Centre, Repatriation Campus, WestHeidelberg, VIC, Australia 3081.
Previous studies haveshown that diabetes is associated withaltered plasma and renal
tissue kallikrein. This studyaims to explore tile changes in BK-receptor levels in
stTeptowtocin-induced experimental diabetes using in vitro autoradiography. Male
Sprague Dawley rats were randomised into two groups, control (sham injected); and
diabetic (streptozotocin 50mglkg BW). Tracer waspreparedby labelling the BK-B2
specific ligand, HPP-Hoe 140with "'1 using cblommine T. Animals weresaaificed
at 3 weeks and kidneys were removed and snap frozen in liquid nitrogen. Frozen
sections were cut at 151J.111 and mounted onto gelatin-coated slides. Tissues were
incubated in pre-incubation buffer (I70mM Tris-HCI pH 7.6, 0.1% BSAand 0.05%
bacitracin), thenfor 3 hoursat 4°C in incubation buffer (pre-incubation buffer with
tracer). Thetissues werethen washed, driedand placed under X-ray film for two days.
Binding wasdetected in theinnerstripe of Ibeoutermedulla wilb moderate binding in
the innermedulla in both control and diabetic rats. Binding was inbibited by the
presence of IIJM Hoe140. Nobinding wasdetected in therenal cortex.

n Plasma Glucose Body Weight Systolic BP Medullary
(mmol/l) (g) (mmHg) Binding (BIB,)

Control 5 10.5± 0.5 348± 11 109± 11 1.0± 0.06
Diabetic 5 38.1± 2.6* 227± 19* 117± 15. 1.46± 0.04*

Dataareexpressed as mean ± SEM; *p<0.01 vscontrol.
Quantitation of X-ray film showed -50%increase in ['1SI]HPP-Hoe 140binding in the
diabetic kidney, suggesting increased BK-B2 receptors levels. Using emulsion
autoradiograpby, [,1SI]HPP-Hoe 140 binding was localised to medullary vasa recta.
These results suggest that increased BK activity within the diabetic kidney may be
mediated byincreased BKreceptor levels. Increased BK-B2 receptors may be involved
intheearlyrenalbaemodynamic alterations observed inexperimental diabetes.
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THE EFFECT OF GROWTH HORMONE ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF
ADYANCED NEPHROPATHY iN EXPERIMENTAL DIABETES MELLiTUS
D. Landau, E. Israel, A. Flyvbjerg, M. Phillip andY. Segev. Dept. of Pediatrics,
Faculty of Health Sciences, Ben Gurion University of the Negev, Beer Sheva,
Israel.
Diabetic nephropathy is themostsevere complication ofDM. It ischaracterized by
glomerular hyperfiltration and renal hypertrophy, followed by albuminuria and
glomerulosclerosis (GS). in thestreptozotocin (STZ) model renal hypertrophy and
albuminuria occurs, but no subsequent GS or uremia develop, even aftera long
term follow up. Previous studies demonstrated the involvement of the growth
hormone (GH)-insulin-like growth factor- I (IGF-I) system in diabetic
nephropathy. Renal IGF-I levels are increased in STZ induced DM. GH serum
levels are increased in diabetic patients but are decreased in the STZ diabetic
model. Since GHreceptors are expressed in renal tissues, we speculated thatGH
mayhavea direct effect on the kidneys andenhance the development of diabetic
GS.In thepresent study weinvestigated whether exogenous GHinjected intoSTZ
induced diabetic rats caused changes in renal function and promoted sclerogenic
changes. Adultfemale STZ-induced (55 mg/kg IP) DM rats (DGH) and healthy
control rats (CGH) were injected with bovine GH (lOmglkglday) for 3 months.
STZinduced diabetic (0) andcontrol (C) untreated groups were also included in
the study. insulin wasnot administered andthe rats remained hyperglycemic but
non ketotic. The rats' weight, glomerular filtration and albuminuria levels were
recorded. The kidneys were weighed at sacrifice. The weight of group C rats
increased by 39.8±5% compared to 53±6,3% intheCGH group. in theD group the
rats' weight increased byonly7.3±5.1%, while intheOGH group themean weight
increased by 18.2±3.8% (p<0.05 by ANOYA). Thekidney weight to bodyweight
ratiowassignificantly elevated in boththeDGH(0.8±0.05%) andD (0.7±0.02%)
groups in comparison to the C (0.42±0.05%) and CGH (0.3±0.007) groups.
Creatinine clearance increased onlyin-theD (I43.2±13.4% of time0), but not in
theothergroups, including DGH. Theurinary albumin to creatinine ratio(ug/mg )
increased to from 60 to 894in the OGH vs.279 in the D group during the study
period. In summary, GH has a moderate preventive effect on diabetic induced
growth suppression. In contrast, GHtreated diabetic ratshavea higher degree of
hypertrophy associated withless hyperfiltration and more albuminuria. Thus, GH
mayhavea potentially deleterious effect indiabetic nephropathy.
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MDA
(nmolMDAI

g tissue)
2.9±0.2
4.4±0.4**
2.6±0.2

EFFECTS OF AMINOGUANIDINE ON OXIDATIVE STRESS AND
NITRIC OXIDE RELEASE IN DIABETIC RAT KIDNEYS

D.G.Yavu7"B.KU~iikkaya,H.O Ersoz,A.S.Yal~m.K.Emerk and S.Akalm
Marmara University Medicine Faculty, Istanbul, Turkey

Group A 46 I844±I74330** I378.4±73
Group B 497703±89525 * I 346.8±86
Group C 24403 I 0±4892 I I 1338.1±61
*p<0.05;**p<0.01 vs control group
Conclusion:We have observed that diabetes decreases H20 , induced NO release.
AG does not increase the NO release but significantly decreases protein oxidation
and lipid peroxidation in diabetic rat kidneys.

Reactive oxygen intermediates and increased lipid peroxidation have been
implicated in the development of diabetic complications.Aminoguanidine (AG),an
inhibitor of advanced glycation has been shown to attenuate the progression of renal
disease in experimental models of diabetes.AG also acts as a nitric oxide synthase
inhibitor, and the precise mechanisms of this action remains to be elucidated.
The aim of this study was to evaluate the effects of AG on oxidative stress
parameters as well as the release of NO in diabetic rat kidneys.
After induction of diabetes with streptozotocin (60 mg/kg i.p) female wistar rats
were divided in 2 groups. Group A(n~9) was given AG bicarbonate (Ig/L) in
drinking water, group B(n=8) was diabetic contol rats given only tap water,group C
(n=8) was non-diabetic controls. At the end of the 8 week period,rats were sacrificed
and their renal tissue samples were dissected and stored at -70 'C until use.
NO release was measured by the H,O,-induced chemiluminescence method ,lipid
peroxidation (MDA~alondialdehyde),protein oxidation (PO),sulphydryl group
measurements(total -SH) were done by spectrophotometric assays.
Results: NO release total-SH PO

(areaundercurve) (mmollgtissue) (101001 carbonyll
gtissue)

563.8±23.9*
655.8± 7.2*
431.5±8.8

EXPRESSION AND ACTIVITY OF NITRIC OXIDE SYNTHASE DURING
THE ACUTE PHASE IN STREPTOZOTOCIN DIABETIC RATS.
S. Keynan, B. Hirshberg, N. Levin-Iaina, H. Dahan, E. Reinhartz' ,H.Ovadia'
and I. Raz. The Departments of Internal Medicine and Neurology', Hadassah
University Hospital, P.O. Box 12000 Jerusalem 91120, Israel.
In diabetes mellitus, the kidney responds with byperfiltration and
bypertrophy. The increase in renal size is maximal during the first week of
diabetes. There is increasing evidence that nitric oxide (NO) plays an
important role in the pathophysiology of renal hyperfiltration and hypertrophy
during the early phase of diabetes. The aim of this study was to characterize
the effects of experimental diabetes during the first week (3,5, and 7 days) on
NO synthase expression and activity in the kidney and other organs. We
measured NO synthase activity (using the conversion of '[HI-Arginine to '[H]
Citrulline) in the kidney, liver, heart, lung and spleen. Endothelial NO
synthase protein expression was evaluated in the kidney and liver by Western
blotting. Nitric oxide synthase localization in the kidney was mapped by
NADPH-diaphorase staining. In the kidney cortex NO synthase activity
decreased already 30h after induction of diabetes 982±301, 1709±445
(dpm/min/mg protein) respectively, and remained significantly low. However,
endothelial NO synthase protein levels were unchanged. The NO synthase
activity in the diabetic liver was significantly increased compare to controls
after 3 days reaching a maximal value at day 5 (10480± 5180, 3855± 1476
dpm/min/mg protein), respectively. Kidney NADPH-diaphorase stain specific
to macula densa was significantly lower in the diabetic kidney as compared to
controls (14.0±6.0, 36.13±7.43, %), respectively. Creatinine clearance was
higher in experimental diabetic rats from the third day of diahetes. The levels
of NO stable metabolites (NO" NO,) measured in the urine of diabetic rats
were decreased significantly. Tbese results suggest tbat the decrease in
diabetic kidney cortex NO syntbase activity during the first week of diabetes
may play an important role in the development of renal hypertrophy in the
early stage of diabetes.
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GAMMA-LINOLENIC ACID (GLA) AND ANTIOXIDANTS REDUCE
HYPERCALCIURIA IN DIABETIC PREGNANT RATS.
C.M Siman, R. Pikgongarm, NO. Garland, K. Hamilton, JD. Glazier and
CP. Sibley. School of Biological Science and Department of Child Health,
University ofManchester, UK.
Diabetes causes hypercalciuria which is worsened by pregnancy. Diabetes in
the mother may also impair fetal mineralization. Possible causes of these
effects are altered expression in the kidney and placenta of the calcium trans
porting proteins calbindin (CaBP) 9k and 28k. GLA (an essential fatty acid)
and antioxidants have beneficial effects on various diabetes-related
disorders. We have studied the effects ofGLA, ascorbate (Asc), GLA + Asc,
and the new compound ascorbyl-GLA on calcium handling in the kidney and
placenta of diabetic pregnant rats.
Rats were treated from weaning with 0.5 glkg/day of GLA or ascorbyl-GLA,
or 0.3 glkg/day of Asc in the diet. At 8 weeks of age, rats were made diabetic
with 60 mgikg of streptozotocin i.p. and mated one week later. At gestational
day 20.5 urine was collected over 24 hours in metabolism cages. Urinary
calcium concentration was determined by atomic absorbance. Kidneys,
placentas and fetuses were collected at day 21.5.

Renal calcium excretion was increased in diabetic rats (l.9±0.1 mmole/day,

n=5) compared to controls (0.1±0.05, n=5; p<O.OI) and was reduced with all

treatments (Gla 1.1±0.2, n=6; Asc 1.l±0.1, n=4; Gla+Asc 0.9±0.2, n=4;

ascorbyl-Gla 0.8±0.1, n=4; [p<O.05 for all, ANGVA]). CaBP 28k mRNA in
kidney was not changed by diabetes or treatment, thus not explaining the
hypercalciuria or treatment effect. Placental CaBP 9k mRNA correlated
inversely with the placenta:fetal weight ratio (r'~O.6, p<O.OOI), therefore the
previously reported decrease in diabetic placental CaBP 9k expression is
likely to be secondary to the diabetes-induced growth retardation rather than
a placental malfunction. Treatment did not affect fetal or placental weight or
CaBP 9k expression.
In conclusion, treatment of diabetic rats with GLA and/or antioxidants
reduces hypercalciuria without altering expression of renal CaBP 28k.

ABNORMAL REGULATION OF INTEGRIN EXPRESSION IN NIDDM:
EFFECTS OF HYPERTENSIONAND ALBUMINURIA
PA Senior, TH Thomas and SM Marshall. Department of Medicine,
Newcastle University. NE2 4HH, UK.
Defects in the insertion of vesicles into the cell membrane may be responsible for the
clinical and metabolic abnormalities seen in NIDDM. We used flow cytometry to
examine the phorbol myristate acetate (PMA) stimulated expression of the aM
integrin (CD11b) on polymorphonuclear leukocytes (pMNL) from NIDDM subjects
with hypertension (HT, n=7), hypertension plus microalbuminuria (HTMA, n~6) or
neither (NT, n=7) and 7 normal controls (NC). In NC, PMA caused rapid CDI Ib
up-regulation by 5 min. (median (range): 7976 (4599 - 15590) sites/cell) which
continued to 15 min. (17784 (15711 - 40695) sites/cell) then more slowly until 30
min. (19284 (15247 - 22956) sites/cell). The rate of increase (the slope of sites/cell
plotted against time) was similar in NC and HT (373 (150 - 546) v 452 (284 - 609)
sites/cell/min, p = 0.22), but higher in NT (756 (498 - 1084) sites/cell/min, p = 0.004
v NC) and HTMA (757 (389 - 1283) sites/cell/min, p = 0.01 v NC) since CDl1 b
expression continued to rise steadily between 15 and 30 min. (NT: 20645 (16847 
29418) to 26832 (20351 - 29786), HTMA: 19888 (15530 - 53959) to 27788 (20063·
43265) sites/cell). Co-incident with this, a proportion of PMNL were down
regulating CDllb, to become CDllb negative. The proportion of CDllb positive
PMNL at 5 min. was similar in all groups (NC 85.5 (74.0 - 97.7)%, NT 82.6 (58.5 •
87.0)%, HT 85.1 (74.9 - 92.2)%, HTMA 84.1 (830 - 90.1)%, but was significantly
lower in NC at 15 min. (NC 61.7 (46.7 - 75.5)%. NT 80.6 (623 - 84.2)%, HT 72.8
(55.6 - 86.8)%, HTMA 81.7 (72.0 - 90.6)% ANOVA P = 0.01) and 30 min. (NC
49.3 (43.2 - 62.7)%, NT 769 (53.9 - 79.9)%, HT 68.4 (46.5 - 74.9)%, HTMA rt, I
(66.7 - 88.4)%: ANOVA p ~ 0.003). While CDllb expression is enhanced in NT
and HTMA, failure of integrin down-regulation wascommon to all diabetic groups
Thus regulation of integrin expression is clearly abnormal in NlDDM and there may
be important differences in integrin expression within subgroups of NIDDM.
Abnormalities of vesicle insertion may be important in the pathogenesis of NIDDM
and its complications.
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PLASMA TISSUE INHIBITOR OF METALLOPROTEINASE-1
IS ELEVATED IN TYPE 1 DIABETICS
D Gordon" P Maxwell' and PMTimms' Departments ofMedicine1 and Clinical
Biochemistry' Stobhill NHS Trust,GlasgowG21 3UW Scotland.

Introduction Increasedcollagenconcentrations in the kidney ofdiabetic
patients is important in the pathogenesis ofdiabeticrenaldisease. This
increased collagen deposition may arise from increased synthesis and/ora
decrease incollagen degradation. Collagen is degraded bya groupof
enzymes calledmetalloproteinases the activity ofwhich is inhibited bythe
antiproteinases calledtissue inhibitor metalloproteinases (TIMPs) the best
documentedofwhich is TIMp-1. AimOuraimwas to investigate the levelsof
TIMP-1 inpatientswith type 1 diabetes. Methods 25 patientswith type 1
diabetes had blood taken forTIMP-1 measurement.All these patientswere
clinically and biochemically screened to excludehypertension, liver disease
and any disorderofconnective tissue. Any patientswho had had surgeryor a
significant pathology during the iast year were also excluded. Seventeen
normal controlssatisfying the above inciusion criteria were used for
comparisons. Heparinised plasmawas used in the ELISA assay forTIMP-1.
The TIMp-1 results in the diabeticgroup were non Gaussian distributed and
were comparedwith the normal control usingthe Mann Whitney test.
Results The TIMP-1 levelsng/mlexpressed as 95% confidence limits were
significantly higherinthe diabeticpatients(160-916) p<0.001 incomparison
with the controls(61-325). Using Spearman's rankcorrelation there was no
correlation betweenTIMP-1 concentrations and duration ofdiabetes,
presence ofmicroalbuminuria or HbA1c levels.Conclusion Ourevidence
suggests that the increase incollagen deposition found intype 1 diabetic
patients may be due to decreased degradation.
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AUTOIMMUNITY AGAINST KIDNEY ANTIGENS IN TYPE I
DIABETIC PATIENTS AND THEIR RELATIVES.
P. Migliorini*, B. Marchini*, E. Matteucci and O. Giampietro. Clinica
Medica II, Immunologia Clinica*, Pisa, Italy.
Type I insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM) is an autoimmune
disease leading to chronic complications. Diabetic nephropathy shows a
familial clustering. Our aim was to investigate the possible contribution
of autoimmunity to diabetic nephropathy in families of type I diabetic
probands. Immunoglobulins G against renal antigens were detected by
immunoblot technique in sera from 67 healthy control subjects (age
38±11 yr), 50 patients with IDDM (32±12 yr; disease duration 13±8 yr;
23 uncomplicated, 10 with retinopathy, 13 with microalbuminuria), 53
parents of IDDM probands (55±9 yr) and 43 siblings (31±11 yr). Were
also measured serum creatinine and urinary excretion rates (UER) of
albumin, lysosomal NAG and brush-border AAP. From the biochemical
viewpoint, the main characteristic of diabetic patients was the increase
in UER of AAP (p<0.05) and NAG (p<O.O I) of the microalbuminuric
group. Antibodies specific to kidney antigens were detected in 26 (38%)
controls, 27 (54%) IDDM patients, 25 (47%) parents and 25 (58%)
siblings. Antibodies against multiple renal antigens (;:::3) were present in
5 (7%) controls, 7 (14%) IDDM, 6 (11%) parents, 16 (37%) siblings
(p<O.Ol). Antibodies specific to 64-66 kD antigens were detected in 2
(3%) controls, 5 (10%) IDDM, 5 (9%) parents and 5 (12%) siblings.
Albuminuria resulted higher (p<0.05) in IDOM probands with multiple
as well as anti-64-66 kD antibodies. Siblings with multiple antibodies
showed no biochemical abnormalities, while those positive for
antibodies specific to 64-66 kD antigens had higher enzymuria (both
AAP and NAG, p<0.05). In conclusion, the prevalence of IgG
antibodies specific to multiple kidney antigens is higher in siblings of
type I diabetic patients than in healthy. Multiple antibodies and
antibodies specific to 64-66 kD antigens seem associated with signs of
glomerulo-tubular dysfunction. To clarify the role of autoantibodies as
cause or consequence of renal damage further studies are needed.
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ALTERED INTRACELLULAR ANTIOXIDANT ENZYME PRODUCTION
MAY ACCOUNT FOR THEGENETIC PREDISPOSITION TO DIABETIC
NEPHROPATHY
A. Ceriello, A. Morocutti, F. Mercuri, M. Moro,G. Damante, G.c. Viberti,
University of Udine, Udine, Italy, Guy's Hospital, London,UK
It hasbeen suggested thatoxidative stress may play an important role in the
pathogenesis of diabetic complications. It has been demonstrated that active
oxygen species induce antioxidant enzyme expression in some tissues. This
effect is considered a defensive mechanism. The influence of a genetic
predisposition ondiabetic nephropathy development hasbeen hypotbesized. In
t.his study theeffect oflong-term (12-14 weeks) exposure to normal (5 mM) and
high (22mM) glucose concentration on fibroblast antioxidant enzyme gene and
activity expression from IDDM patients with(DN) [9]andwithout nephropathy
(D) [6J andnon diabetic control subjects (C) [6]hasbeen evaluated. In normal
glucose concentration CuZnSOD, MnSOD, Catalase and GPX activity and
mRNA expression were notdifferent between tbe three groups. In highglucose
condition CuZnSOD mRNA (DN: 10±2.1 vs 3.4±J.2, mRNA/GAPDH,
p<O.03, M±SE; D: 9.2±2.9 vs 4A±J.2, p<0.05; C: 13.9±4.3 vs 7.3±2,
p<O.05) and activity (DN: 0.6±O.07 vs 0.4±O.05, U/mg protein, p<O.OOI; D:
O.5±O.05 vs O.3±O.OO2, p<O.OI; C: 0.9±O.1 vs O.5±O.04, p<O.02) increased
similarly in all groups (p=NS by ANOVA), Catalase mRNA (DN: 3.2±O.5 vs
3A±O.5, p=NS; D: 5.&<1 vs 3±OA, p<O.05; C: 5.5±OA vs 3.I±O.2, p<O.OOI)
and activity (DN: 0.2±O.02 vs 0.2±O.03, p=NS; D: 0.4±0.05 vs 0.2±0.02,
p<O.OI; C:0.5±O.02 vsO.2±O.02, p<O.OOI) increased onlyin D and C (p<O.OI
by ANOVA), GPX mRNA (DN: 2.3±O.5 vs 2.2±O.5, p=NS; D: 2.6±0.3 vs
1.5±O.2, p<O.05; C: 4.9±0.5 vs J.9±0.3, p<O.OOI) andactivity (DN: 0.7±O.01
vs 0.7±0.OI, p=NS; D: J.4±O.1 vs 0.7±0.03, p<O.OOI; C: J.6±0.1 vs
O.8±O.03, p<O.OO5) increased onlyin D and C (p<O.OOI by ANOVA), while
MnSOD did not cbange. Tbese data confirm tbat bigh glucose induces
antioxidant defenses in cells. However, this defensive mechanism seems to be
significantly altered infibroblasts from DN. A defective intracellular antioxidant
enzyme generation during tbe exposure to byperglycaemia-generated oxidative
stress may account for tbe genetic predisposition to diabetic nephropatby
development.
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THE ROLEOF AUTONOMIC NEUROPATHY IN THENATURAL
HISTORYOF DIABETIC RENAL DISEASE
P. Stellaand T. 1. Orchard,Pittsburgh, PA

Previous studies have suggested that much of the excess mortality seen in
diabetic subjects with cardiac autonomic neuropathy (CAN) is linked to
diabetic renal disease (DN).To investigate this link further we examined
whether CAN (defined by an expirationlinspiratin (ElI) ratio <=l.l)
predicted the incidence of DN. Data came from the lO-year follow-up
PittsburghEpidemiology of DiabetesComplications (EDC) Study in which
DN is defined as at least two of three timed urines having an albumin
excretion rate (AER) >200 ug/min, and microalbuminuria as AER 20-200
ug/min. Subjectsare examined every 2 years. Duringan S-year follow-up
period DN developed in 26 patients (from 371 without DN at baseline),
while 22 patients were microalbuminuric at two (or more) exam cycles 2
yearsapart (from205 subjectswithoutMA at baseline). Univariateanalyses
showed poor glycemic control (p=0.002), elevated triglyceride (p=0.035)
and fibrinogen (p=0.032)levels, hypertension (p=0.000) and decreasedEll
ratio (p=O.OOO) to be significantly associated with the incidence of DN,
while higher age (p=0.026), increased HbAlc (p=0.007) and LDL-C
(p=0.057) levels, smoking status (ever) (p=0.019) and decreased Ell ratio
(p=0.056) predicted incidence of MA. Cox proportional hazard modeling
showed elevated HbAlc (p=O.O (3), decreased Ell ratio (p=O.0025) and
hypertension (p=0.OI42) to be independent predictors of development of
DN, while the incidence of MA was highly predicted only by older age
(p=0.0153) and poor glycemic control (p=0.0006). Since CAN was a
predictor of DN and has a higher and earlier incidence than does DN, we
suggest that it may be either involvedin the pathogenesis of DN or at least
act as an early markerof those moresusceptible to DN.
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PREPARATION OF MONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES
SPECIFIC FOR CML AND NON·CML AGE.
H.MIURA. Z.MAKITA*, T.ITOH, M.WAKASA, and T.KOlKE*,
Tomakomai and Sapporo*, Japan

Recent findings have indicated that Ne-(carboxymethyl)lysine (CML)
is a marker of lipid peroxidation rather than a major source of advanced
glycation end-prodncts (AGE), and that there is no evidence of increased
oxidation-mediated CML in diabetes, so that non-CML AGE might
possibly play an important role in diabetic complications. A method of
distinguishing between CML and non-CML AGE is necessary for
understanding of AGE formation in vivo.

We prepared AGE-proteins by 12 weeks incubation of BSA, HSA,
bovine RNase, lysozyme, and gelatin with 0.5 M glucose, and prepared
AGE-peptide by digestion of AGE-HSA with proteinase K.
Immunization of mice was done with AGE-BSA and a mixture of AGE
peptide and poylcation poly-L-arginine as an enhancer of uptake of the
peptide antigen into antigen-presenting cells (APes). Then we compared
the effects of both antigens. The antigenicity of AGE-BSA was higher,
but the specificity of AGE-peptide was greater, so we used both antigens
by changing the challenge time. Monoclonal anti-AGE antibodies were
prepared from mice immunized with AGE-RSA followed by a mixture of
AGE-peptide and poly-L-arginine, or a mixture only. We obtained two
types of monoclonal anti-AGE antibodies. One recognized CML-BSA,
being CML-specific, and the other did not recognize CML-BSA. being
non-CML AGE-specific. Both antibodies showed no immunoreactivity
for the carrier protein and their immunoreactivity for AGE was not
affected by the reduction of Amadori adducts on the protein.

These monoclonal anti-AGE antibodies might be useful for
distinguishing between CML and non-CML AGE, and the non-CML
AGE-specific monoclonal anti-AGE antibody may contribute to our
understanding of the clinical role of AGE toxicity in diabetic
complications.
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BENFOTIAMIN INHIBITS THE FORMATION OF ADVANCED
GLYCATION ENDPRODUCTS IN DIABETIC RATS
H.-P. Hammes', R.G. Bretzel', K. Federlin', S. Horiuchi', T. Niwa',
and H. Stracke'. IIII. Med. Dept. Justus-Liebig-University, Giessen,
Germany; 2Dept. of Biochemistry, Kumamoto, Japan; 3Nagoya
University,Nagoya, Japan
Advanced glycationend products(AGE)are involvedin the pathogenesis
of diabetic microvascular complications and several compounds,
including thiamin, have been reported to inhibit AGE formation. We
tested the effect of benfotiamin, a lipid soluble thiamin prodrug, and
thiamin on the formation of a newly described AGE-type reaction
product of arginine with 3-deoxyglucosone, imidazolone, and on the
glycoxidation product N'-(Carboxymethyl-)Lysine (CML) formation in
tissuesof streptozotocin (65mg/kgbodyweight)-diabetic WISTAR rats.
Benfotiamin (100 mg/kg x day) and thiamin (70.18 mg/kg x day) were
administered orally for 6 months and levels of imidazolone and CML
weremeasured in proteinextractsusingimmuno-blotting and quantitative
imageanalysis. In diabetic animals (DC, n = 10, HbAI 11.1 ± 4.8 %)
CML-levelsin neural tissueswere elevated3.5 fold (553.2± 70.2 kAU)
comparedwith non-diabetic animals (NC, n = 13, HbAl 5.1 ± 0.6 %,
CML 165.2 ± 25.4 kAU; p < 0.001 vs NC; Bonferroni Multiple
ComparisonTest). Imidazolone-type AGE were increased 5.1 fold (NC
118.1 ± 35.8 kAU; DC 604.4 ± 61.6 kAU; p<O.OOI). Benfotiamin
administration in diabetic rats (D+B, n = 11, HbA113.09 ± 3.57 %)
induced a major inhibition of neural imidazolone-type AGE formation
(231.5± 43.6 kAU; p <0.01 vs DC) and completely prevented diabetes
inducedglycoxidation (193.0 ± 31.2 kAU; p<O.ool vs DC). Treatment
with thiamin did not significantly affect AGE or CML levels. These
results suggest that benfotiamin effectively inhibits imidazolone-type
AGE and glycoxidation product formation in target tissues of
microvascular complications in-vivo. The structural and functional
correlatesare presently underinvestigation.
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NON-ENZYMATIC GLYCATION OF PLASMA AND CELLULAR
PROTEINS IN A SHORT-TERM STZ-DIABETIC RATMODEL

J. Litchfield, 1. Letsinger, B. Haigh, D. Guralski, A. Carrington, S.
Cannon and J. Sredy Institute for Diabetes Discovery, Branford, CT,
USA

The chemical modification of proteins by non-enzymatic
glycation and Advanced Glycation Endproduct (AGE) formation are
increased with diabetes but their role in metabolic and physiological
changesare not well understood. In an effortto describe these reactions
better, we identified early changes in tissue proteins after the onset of
diabetes by studying the timedependent increase of plasmaand cellular
proteinglycation in a short-term STZ-diabetic rat model. Glycation of
plasma proteins were assayed by boronate chromatography (HPLC)
while cellular proteins from kidney, liver and nerve were assayed by
ELISA and western blot procedures using a monoclonal anti-Amadori
antibody and a polyclonal anti-CML antibody. Fasting blood glucose
levels elevate 4.5-5.5-fold following injection of STZ (40mglkg).
Glycationof plasmaproteins increased 3.0 ± 0.15 (n=5) fold in 4 days
in diabeticanimals. After7 days, protein glycation in liver, kidney and
nerve tissues increased2.5, 4.3 and 1.7 fold respectively, compared to
non-diabetic controlanimals. Western blot analysis furtherrevealed that
several cellular proteins become glycated quickly after STZ injection.
The advanced glycation endproduct CML was not detected in tissue
samplesat these early timepoints. Our data show that following STZ
injection, blood glucose concentration increases and rapid non
enzymatic glycation of plasmaand cellular proteins may lead to further
metabolic andphysiologic changesassociated withglucosetoxicity.
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Effects of an Aldose Reductase Inhibitor 011 Carboxvmcthyllysinc Levels in
Aorta from Galactose-fed Dogs and in Erythrocytes from Diabetic Patients
Y. Hamada. Y. Kasuya, J. Nakamura,T. Komori. K. Naruse,S. Chaya,
K Kato, S. Horiuchi", N. Koh, N. Horta, Nagoya University School of Medicine,
Nagoya. Japan. "Kumamoto University School of Medicine, Kumamoto, Japan

To clarify the involvement of aldose reductase in the formation of advanced
glycation end products. we determined the level of carboxymethyllysine
(CML) in aorta from galactose-fed dogs as well as in erythrocytes from
patients with non-insulin dependent diabetes (NIDDM), and examined the
effects of epalrestat (Ep). an aldose reductase inhibitor, on the CML levels.
Male beagle dogs were fed with 30 o/rgalactose diet including 25 or 50 mg/day
of Ep for 42 months. After victimized, the aorta was removed and homogenized
in phosphate-buffered saline, and centrifuged to obtain extracts. Fasting blond
samples were collected from II healthy volunteers and 40 patients with
NIDDM. Ten of the patients had been treated with 150 mg of epalrcstut per day
for at least 2 months prior to the examination and 30 patients were those free
from the compound. Blood samples were also collected from 8 patients before
and after udrninistreucn of epalrestat for 2 months. The amount of CML in
extracts was determined by a competitive enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
using monoclonal antibodies to CML. The CML levels were elevated in aorta
from galactose-fed dogs as compared with those fed with control diet
(2.0S±0.39 vs 1.40±0.6 units/g proteins). This increase in CML was prevented by
the administration or a high dose or Ep (1.3I±O.2R units/g proteins). The
erythrocyte CML level was significantly elevated in diabetic patients than in
non-diabetic individuals (SO.3±6.7 vs 30.I±S.7 units/mg proteins. p<O.OS) and
was significantly lower in patients who had been treated with cpalrcstat
compared with those free trom the compound (29.2±4.3 vs S0.3±6.7 units/mg
proteins. p<O.OS). The treatment or patients with cpalrcstat for 2 months
diminished the level ofCML (44.5±8.8 vs 22.2±H.X uuirs/mg proteins, p<().()5).
without changes in the plasma glucose and HhA I,. levels. We conclude that the
aldose reductase plays a tangible role in the production or CML and the polyol
pathway is likely to contribute to the glycation reaction.
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ADVANCED GLYCATION ENPRODUCT (AGE) LEVELS IN EYE LENS
PROTEINS AND TAIL TENDON COLLAGEN FOLLOWING
DIFFERENTIAL ISLET TRANSPLANTATION IN DIABETIC LEWIS RATS
A Gabriele, S. Morano, S. Morelli, E. Sagratella. P.Castaldo, R. Cipriani, *M.
Vetri, * V. Caltabiano, * F. Purrello, E. Vecci, U. Di Mario and M. Sensi.
Endocrinology, Clinica Medica 2, University of Rome "La Sapienza" and *Clinica
Medica, University of Catania, Italy.
Normalizing the metabolic control should correct the abnormal and damaging
accumulation of AGEs which occurs, as consequence of diabetic hyperglycemia,
over proteins. To verify this hypothesis, islet transplantation was performed in
diabetic inbred Lewis rats IS days (A study), 4 months (B study) and 8 months (C
study) after streptozotocin-induced diabetes. Normal and diabetic rats represented
the control groups. Transplanted rats metabolic control was evaluated by OGTT.
Other metabolic parameters (glycemia, glycosilated hemoglobin and body weight)
were determined in all animals at the end of each study (A=12, B=8 and C=12
months respectively).AGE levels were determined by spectrofluorimetry in eye lens
proteins and by ELISA in tail tendon collagen. Metabolic parameters were
significantly altered in diabetic rats (P<O.OS..().OOI) versus normal and transplanted
rat groups. which also showed normal OGTTs. AGE levels were significantly
increased in diabetic rats (P<O.OS-O.OOI) versus control rats in both tissues and at all
times. AGE levels in study A and B transplanted rats were similar to those of normal
rats. but were significantly decreased (P<O.OS..().OI) when compared to the respective
diabetic rats groups. In study C transplanted rats AGE values remained significantly
higher (P<O.OS) versus normal rats. and lower than the relative diabetic group
values, although not significantly. Thus very early or early islet transplantation is
capable of preventing or reducing hyperglycemia-associated biochemical protein
alterations. If however transplantation is performed later in the course of diabetes. a
beneficial effect cannot be achieved, even if euglycemia has been maintained for the
whole time following islet transplantation. These results suggest the importance of
early preventive therapies against the biochemical effects of diabetic hyperglycemia.
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EVALUATION OF THE SERUM ADVANCED GLYCATION
ENDPRODUCT MEASUREMENT IN PATIENTS WITH NIDDM
T. Inukai, Y. Fujiwara, K. Tayama and Y. Takemura, Department of
Medicine, Koshigaya Hospital, Dokkyo University School of Medicine,
Koshigaya 343-0845, Japan

Advanced glycation endproduct (AGE) is known to be
produced from proteins through Maillard reaction, and plays an
important role in the development of atherosclerosis and in the symptom
of senility. We therefore investigated the relationship between serum
level of AGE (S-AGE) and diabetic pathogenesis in patients with
non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM). Studies were
performed in 90 NIDDM patients (47 males and 43 females, 59.7 ± 9.4
yrs) and age-matched 24 healthy control subjects. S-AGE was measured
by ELISA. Diabetic patients showed a significant increase in S-AGE
compared with control subjects (DM: 4.6 ± l.l mU/ml, cont.: 3.5 ± 0.3
mU/ml, P<0.05). The frequency of patients with an increase in S-AGE
among all diabetic patients was 51% (46/90). Although there was no
difference of S-AGE between gender, S-AGE was positively correlated
with the duration of DM (R= 0.468, P<0.05), but not with body mass
index, blood pressure, FPG and serum HbA". A significant positive
correlation was found between S-AGE and urinary albumin excretion
(R= 0.408, P<0.05). S-AGE in patients with macroalbuminuria was
significantly elevated compared with those with normoalbuminuria
(macro.: 5.3 ± 1.4 mU/ml, normo.: 4.3 ± 0.8 mU/ml, P<0.05). S-AGE
in patients with proliferative diabetic retinopathy was significantly higher
than in those without retinopathy (P<0.05). Conclusions: The present
data suggest that in NIDDM patients an increment in S-AGE is strongly
influenced by the duration of DM, and is closely correlated with the
development and/or the progression of diabetic microangiopathy such as
nephropathy and retinopathy.
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ADVANCED GLYCATION HEMOGLOBIN CORRELATION
WITH DIABETIC MICROANGIOPATHY

Z.Turk, I.Kovacevic, B.Benko and 2. Metelko
Institute Vuk Vrhovac, Zagreb, Croatia

Background The consequence of hyperglycemia is the formation and
accumulation ofadvanced glycation endproducts (AGE) on tissue macromolecules.
Experimentally, it iswell documented that AGEs are implicated inthe pathogenesis
of late complications of diabetes. However, the investigation of AGE in vivo in
diabetic patients was not feasible due to the inaccessibility of various tissues for
analysis. The finding that AGEs are also formed onhemoglobin and that Hb-AGEs
exists during the lifetime ofthe red cells, opens a possibility toassess a parameter
of advanced glycation. Therefore, we related Hb-AGE as an index of long-term
glycation with the duration of diabetes, patients' age and presence of retinopathy
and/or nephropathy.
Methods Hb-AGE and HbA1c were measured in 100 patients with a mean
duration ofdiabetes of7yrs (range 1-30yrs) and mean age 47yrs (range 18-79 yrs).
Thirty-eight patients had clinically established retinopathy and/or nephropathy. Hb
AGE was quantified bythe competitive ELISA technique using polyclonal anti-AGE
RNase-antibodies todetect AGE immunoreactivities ofproteins precipitated in red
cell hemolysate. Results are expressed asAGE units/mg Hb.
Results The mean level of Hb-AGE did not significantly differ between diabetics
with microangiopathy (9.43±2.5, range 4.4-14.5) and patients without complications
(9.6±2.0, range 5.6-13.6). Hb-AGE did notcorrelate with age (r=0.09), diabetes
duration (r=0.05) or severity of retinopathy/nephropathy. Similarly, there was no
correlation of the same parameters in the group of patients without
microangiopathy. A week correlation (r=0.3) between HbA1c and Hb-AGE level
was observed in65 patients (HbA1c>8%) considered tobeinpoor glycemia control
(Hb-AGE=9.5±2.3 U/mg Hb).
Interpretation The amount ofhemoglobin linked AGEs does not correlate with the
presence or absence of retinopathy and/or nephropathy. It seems that Hb-AGE
reflects only the metabolic status, both in the subjects with and without
complications.
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FORMATION OF ADVANCED GLYCATION END PRODUCTS (AGEs)
MAY PARTICIPATE IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF CORONARY HEART
DISEASE IN PATIENTS WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES
Kilhovd B, Berg TJ, Thorsby P, Birkeland KI, Hanssen KF, Aker Diabetes Research
Centre and Hormone Laboratory, Aker UniversityHospital, Oslo, Norway.

Recent epidemiological evidence suggests that hyperglycaemia is associated with
diabetic macrovascular disease. One mechanism might be through the formation of
AGEs. We therefore measured serum levels of AGEs and the glycoxidation product
N'-(carboxymethyl)lysine (CML), a specific AGE, in a population of type 2 diabetic
subjects with clinical evidence of coronary heart disease (CHD), and compared the
results to what was obtained in a population of type 2 diabetic patients without CHD,
and in an age-matched, non-diabetic population. Material and methods: Patients
(32M, 21F) aged S9.3± 6.2 (mean ± SD) years were followed for a median of S years
in the OCTOPUS study. Levels of lipids, HbA", AGEs and CML were measured at
inclusion and subjects were classified as having CHD or not on the basis of a full
clinical investigation. AGEs and CML were also measured in a group of non-diabetic
control subjects (17M, 17F). Serum levels of AGEs were measured by polyclonal
anti-AGE antibodies, and CML-Ievels by monoclonal anti-CML antibodies in a
competitive fluorescence immunoassay. Results: Diabetic patients with CHD had
significantly higher mean levels of AGEs (8.2 ± 2.0 vs. 7.0 ± 1.9U/ml p=0.03) and
triglycerides (2.6 ±1.7 vs. 1.7 ±0.9 mmolll, p<0.05) than those without CHD , while
the mean levels ofCML, total-, LDL, and HDL-cholesterol and HbAlc did not differ
between the two groups. Serum levels of AGEs and CML were significantly elevated
in diabetic patients compared to controls: AGEs 7.4 ± 2.0 vs. 4.1 ± I.4U/ml and CML
16.1 ± 6.9 vs. 10.S ± 6.3U1ml, both p<O.OOOI. In diabetic patients, levels of AGEs
did not correlate to levels of HbA", triglycerides or cholesterol, but highly
significantly to levels of CML (r=0.61, p<O.OOOI). Conclusions: Serum levels of
AGEs are significantly higher in patients with CHD than in those without. Mean
serum levels of AGEs and CML were significantly increased in type 2 diabetic
patients compared to non-diabeticcontrols.
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BAROREFLEX SENSITIVITY IN DIABETIC PATIENTS WITH
POLYNEUROPATHY
Cs. Lengyel, T. Torok*, T.T. Varkonyi, P. Legrady, P.
Kemplerf", L. Rudas* and J. Lonovics, 1st Dept. or-Medicine,
*Intensive Care Unit, A. Szent-Gyorgyi Medical University,
Szeged; **lst Dept. of Medicine, Semmelweis Medical University,
Budapest, Hungary

In the healthy population, there is a great variation in the baroreflex
sensitivity (BRS). The aim of the present study was to analyse the
spontaneous BRS in the resting supine position and after standing up in
patients with long-standing IDOM with autonomic and sensory
neuropathy. Methods: 12 IDOM patients (age: 47.8±4.6 years, duration
ofIDOM: 26.8±3.9 years, HbAlc: 9.1±0.4%, BMI: 26.1±1.5 kg/ms 2;
mean±SE) and 12 healthy sex, age and weight-matched control subjects
were studied. Autonomic neuropathy was assessed by means of five
standard cardiovascular reflex tests. The peripheral sensory nerve function
was characterized via current perception thresholds (CPTs) measured with
the Neurometer. The blood pressure was measured continuously with the
Finapres 2300. The ECG signal was detected continuously by means of a
Siemens Sirecust 730 ECG. The signals were fed through an analog-digital
converter into a computer and analysed off-line. The BRS was calculated
in the supine position and after standing up. Results: The mean autonomic
score in the IDOM patients was 5.7±0.7 and all had elevated CPTs
[peroneal nerve: 2000 Hz: 6.6±0.9 vs 3.5±0.2, 250 Hz: 5.0± 1.1 vs
1.6±0.1, 5 Hz: 3.0±0.01 vs 0.7±0.07, median nerve: 2000 Hz: 4.1±0.6
vs 2.7±0.2, 250 Hz: 3.3±1.0, vs 1.0±0.1, 5 Hz: 2.3±0.1 vs 0.5±0.06
(rnA), p<0.05; IDOM vs control]. In the IDOM group, the BRS was
decreased in the supine position [3.7±0.6 vs 13.3±3.7 (ms/mm Hg),
p<O.ool] and also after standing up [2.2±0.6 vs 5.7±0.8 (ms/mm Hg),
p < 0.01] relative to the control values. In the IDOM group, there was no
significant difference between the BRS values measured in the supine and
standing positions. In the control group, the BRS was decreased (p<0.01)
after standing up in comparison with the resting position. Conclusions: In
diabetic polyneuropathy, I) the BRS was decreased both in the resting
supine position and after standing up as compared with the healthy
controls, 2) the BRS after standing up was not decreased relative to the
supine position. In the IDOM patients with polyneuropathy, a severe
impairment of the cardiovascular adaptation mechamsm was found.
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A MODIFICATION OF THE 30:15 AUTONOMIC FUNCTION TEST
EFFECT OF LEANING FORWARD
N. Tentolouris, A. Linos, E. Stambulis, K. Papageorgiou and N.
Katsilambros. 1st Department of Propaedeutic Medicine and Neurologic
Department, University of Athens, Greece
The classical 30:15 autonomic function test consists of measurement of the
RR cardiac intervals at the 30th and 15th cardiac beats immediately after
standing up from the lying position. The present study deals with similar
measurements (30:15) after resuming the standing up position following a 2
minute interval during which the examined persons remained in leaning
forward position (LF). 105 diabetic persons (DP) (type 1: n=55; type 2:
n=50) and 40 controls, matched by age and sex with the DP, were
examined. They underwent the standardized battery of five Ewing tests for
autonomic neuropathy (AN) and also the leaning forward manoeuvre. AN
was diagnosed when 2 of the 5 Ewing lests were abnormal. There were 40
DP without AN (AN-) and 65 with AN (AN+). Sensitivity (%) (S), specificity
(%) (SP), positive (%) (PPV) and negative predictive value (%) (NPV) of the
classical 30:15 (Clr) and the LF ratio (LFr) (With the 95% confidence
intervals) were as follows respectively: 67.5 (58.5-76.5) vs 77.3 (69.3-85.3)*,
71.4 (63.4-79.40) vs 76.6 (68.6-84.6)*, 87.6 (81.6-93.6) vs 89.2 (83.2-95.6)*,
50.0 (41.0-59.0) vs 57.5 (48.5- 66.5)* (*P > 0.05). The coefficients of
variation were 6.91 and 7.2% for the Clr and LFr respectively. The passage
from LF to the standing up position caused greater tachycardia than the
classical lying to standing test in all subjects and until the 15th beat all DP
showed a similar response to heart rate. At the 30th beat, although the heart
rate of AN- and controls was restored AN+ continued to have tachycardia.
The resulted low LFr clearly indicates parasympathetic damage. So, the
cardiac stress after LF manoeuvre seems to unmask an underlying
parasympathetic damage to a similar degree as the classical test.
Conclusion: The proposed LFr can discriminate between AN- and AN+ DP
to a similar degree as the elr. In addition, it is simple and there is no need
for the examined persons to lie down.
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INDICES OF SPONTANEQUSBARARECEPTORREFLEX SENSITIVITY
REFERENCEVALUES
M. Week, J. Tank, RM Baevski, A. Fender, KF Graves, AR Baevski
Clinic Bavaria Kreischa,FRG
Objectives:Several tests of baroreceptor reflex sensitivity (BRS) were developedand
described in the literature using different approaches to induce blood pressure
changes and a variety of mathematical approaches to calculate the index as the
quotient of induced heart period changes over the causing change in systolicblood
pressure in mslmmHg. Available normat vaJuesofBRS decrease with age, are higher
for rising pressures and range between 5 to 50 mslmmHgor even higher. The goal of
our studies was to evaluate different spectraJand statistical indices of spontaneous
BRS in normal volunteersof different age and sex for routine use in rehabilitaion
medicine. Material and Methods: 257 investigations in normal volunteers (f=124,
m=133) were analysed. The R-peaks ofECG and the systolicand diastolic finger
arterial pressure values were detected on a beat-to-beatbasis after 10 min. of prerest
for 7 min. supine and for 150 s during deep breathing (dB, 6/min.). Power spectral
analysis was performed by means of an FFT algorithm. SpectraJBRS indices (alpha)
were calculated as the quotient of the mean amplitudes in the LF band (0.1 Hz) of
heart period duration and systolicblood pressure. In addition the sequential BRS
indices were calculated as the slope of the linear regression lines for spontaneous
increases (BRS+)and decreases (BRS-) in systolicblood pressure and the related R
R intervals. Results: We did not find significant differencesbetween male and femaJe
subjects.Analysis of age groups per decades revealed significant decrease of BRS at
the age above fourtyyears (P<0.05). The lower 5th percentiles for two different age
groups «40 years and z 40 years) were 5 ms/mmHg.Results are presented as mean
± SD. Group diffrences were tested with an ANOVA ScheffeF-test (P<0.05). BRS
Indicescalculated bv different methods were correlated significantly.
I BRS I < 20 (20) I < 30 (79) I < 40 (60) I < 50 (49) < 60 (36) I > 60 (20) I

I + db I 31 + 15 I 29 + 17 I 23 + 12 I 16 + 8 12 + 6 I 9 + 5 I
I + sup I 28 + 13 I 20 + II I IH 8 I 9 ±4 8+ 5 I 8 ± 3 I
ConclusIOn: SpontaneousBRS limits of 5 mslmmHg nught used to detect baroreflex
impairement. To avoid overinterpretation time series must be controled for
extrasystolicbeats, sufficient systolicpressure rises and significant correlation
between systolicblood pressure and R-R intervals.

1173
AUTONOMIC NEUROPATHY IN NIDDM PATIENTS WITH
MICROALBUMINURIA
PBoucek, T.Pelilcinova. Afirkovska, B.Vodickova and lSkibova.
Institute for Clinical and Experimental Medicine, Prague. CzechRepublic

Microalbuminuria (MAU) is a strong predictor of increased cardiovascuJar
mortality in NIDDM patients. The relation of the presence of MAU to
cardiac autonomic function was assessed in patients with NIDDM.
Autonomic function testing was performed in 16 NIDDM patients with
MAU (20-200ug/min), 17 NIDDM without MAU (<20ug/min) and 30
controls of comparable age and sex. Standard tests of heart rate variations
(HRV) during quiet (CVR-R) and deep breathing (I-LIiE), lying to standing
(R-R301R-RI.\. R-Rm~IR·Rmm.BI), Valsava maneuver (VR) and systolicblood
pressure variation after standing up (dsBP) were used. HRV while.standing
(I) and lying (2) was also assessed by frequency domain analysis providing
quantitative parameters: spectraJ power (TOLPO, LF,HF), spectraJ power
density (PSD-LF.PSD-HF) and spectral power ratio (LF/HF). Examinations
wcre perfonued using a telemetric computer-aided device (VariaPuJse TF3,
SimaMedia. Olomouc, Czech Republic) and fast Fourier transform for
spectraJ analysis. Results: Significant (p<0,05) differences in results of
several tests of autonomic function (CVR_R• I-E, lIE. R-Rm~IR-Rmm BI,
VR) and spectral analysis parameters (TolPo I and 2. LF I and 2. PSD-LF
2. PSD-HF 2) were found between NIDDM patients with MAU and controls.
In the NIDDMgroup without MAU only heart rate reaction to standing and
Valsalva indexes differed significantly from the controls. Comparison of the
two groups of NIDDMpatients demonstrated significant differences in HRV
during deep breathing and spectral analysis parameters TotPo, LF. PSD-LF
and PSD-HF while lying. Conclusion: The presence of MAU in NIDDM
patients is associated with a more extensive impairment of cardiac
autonomic function. Autonomic neuropathymay contribute to the increased
risk of cardiovascular mortality of NIDDMpatients with microalbuminuria.
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1174
INFLUENCE OF CARDIAC AUTONOMIC NEUROPATHY ON
URINARY ALBUMIN EXCRETION RATE IN PATIENTS WITH
TYPE 1 DIABETES.
B. Bauduceau, H. Mayaudon, O. Dupuy, B. Ceccaldi, B. Cariou,
X. Chanudet and P. Larroque. HOpital d'instruction des Arrnees Begin.
69 avenue de Paris. 94160 Salnt-Mande. France.
The aim of this study was to evaluate the influence of diabetic cardiac

autonomic neuropathy (CAN) on the development of diabetic nephropathy.
~: 43 subjects (40±12,2 years) with type 1 diabetes mellitus were
studied. None of the patients were taking cardio-vascular treatment and
they were free of nephropathy (urinary albumin excretion UAE<30
mg/24h). 24-hour ambulatory blood pressure monitoring (ABPM) and
ambulatory electrocardiogram monitoring were performed. CAN evaluation
was based on the five Ewing cardiovascular tests, time domain indexes
(SDNN/5 mn, RMSSD, pNN50) and frequency domain indexes (total power
TP, high-frequency power HFP, low-frequency power LFP). These 43
subjects were divided into two groups according to the median UAE
(8mg/24h) : group 1: UAE < 8 mg/24h , N = 24 ; group 2: UAE > 8mg/24h,
N =19. BU..Y!!l: Age, sex, body mass index, smoking and serum lipids,
duration of diabetes, glycemic control and 24h-ABPM did not differ
significantly between the 2 groups. The mean of the five cardiac autonomic
function tests was significantly higher in group 2 (l,05±O,83 vs O,46±O,48,
p<O,Ol). Group 2 had a reduction in total power on 24 h, day1ime and
nightime periods (24 h: 2521±1186 vs 4221±2679 ms 2, p<O,Ol ; day1ime:
2451±966 vs 3708±2447 ms 2, p<0,03 ; nightime: 3050±1610 vs
5227±3568 ms 2, pee.at). HFP and LFP were also significantly lower in
group 2 for the three periods. Time domain indexes of group 2 were lower
than those of group 1 but the difference was significant only for the vagal
indexes. Conclusions: CAN, and more particularly parasympathetic
neuropathy, could have a causative role in the development of diabetic
nephropathy. An increase in blood pressure variability, resulting from a
decrease in heart rate variability, could explain the relationship between
CAN and nephropathy.

1176

DIVERSE EFFECTS OF DIABETIC NEUROPATHY AND
MICROANGIOPATHY ON CUTANEOUS VASOMOTOR RESPONSES
P.Tretjakovs, A.Jurka, I.Taivans and A.Helds. Research Institute of
Experimental and Clinical Medicine, Riga, Latvia
Abnormal microvascular control mechanism is a mutual occurrence in
diabetic neuropathy and microangiopathy. Aim: to investigate hyperemic
responses at sites with different prevalence of arteriovenous shunt vessels
and nutritive microvasculature. Subjects: 20 healthy controls (C), 16
diabetics with signs of peripheral autonomic neuropathy (N) and 18
diabetics with microangiopathy (retinopathy and/or nephropathy) without
neuropathy (M). The groups were matched for age, sex, BMI, HbAIC, type
and duration of diabetes. We recorded cutaneous blood flow changes,
induced by 3 min arterial occlusion (cuff above the knee), local heating
(44'C) and electromagnetic field (0.9±O.6 mTelsa, 80±34 Hz, 60 min), on
the pulp (wavelength 180 om) and on the dorsum (633 om) of the big toe
using Laser Doppler f10wmetry (periflux 4001, Perimed). Results showed
decrease (p<0.05) in the percentage change (~Hmax) in all the diabetics,

compared with controls, independently of test. After arterial occlusion
neuropathies had the shortest time (mean:l:SEM s) to hyperemic maximum,
while in microangiopathics it was prolonged, especially in the pulp (N 16±3
s, M 62±19 s vs C 30±4 s, p<0.05), besides microangiopathics had the
lowest ~x at both sites (p<O.05). During heating neuropatics had the
lowest~x on the dorsum (p<O.05), but microangiopathics - on the pulp
(p<O.05). During electromagnetic test neuropathies had the lowest 1 min
~Hmax (mean:l:SEM %) at both sites, but especially on the pulp (N
21±1%, 41±9% vs C 56±11%, p<O.05). In conclusion, diabetic
neuropathy, in comparison to microangiopathy, has diverse effects on the
cutaneous vasomotor responses in both thermoregulatory and nutritive
microvasculatures, depending on the hyperemic test,

1175
SKIN MICROCIRCULATION CHANGES IN RESPONSE TO DEEP INSPIRATION
AMONG DIABETIC SUBJECTS WITH INDICATIONS OFAUTONOMIC NEUROPATJIY
I. Kyriazis, P. Tsapogas, A. Hatzilia, I. loannidis, G. Avraam, D. Nikolakopoulos,
and N. Katsilambros. First Dep. Propaedeutic Medicine, Medical School, University
of Athens, Laikon Hospital, Athens, Greece.

In order to evaluate changes of skin blood flow in response to deep inspiration as an
additional test indicating the existence of autonomic diabetic neuropathy, we
compared the reduction of skin blood flow using Laser Doppler Flowmetry with the
classical beat to beat variation test. We examined 18 diabetic subjects (males 13,
females 5, type I: 3, type 2: IS, age 20-74 years, BMI 24.6 ±3.6, mean duration of
diabetes 9.3±8.8 years, blood glucose 10.7±0,9 mmoIlL, HbA1,=8.4±2,1%).

Macroangiopathy was meticulously excluded. Skin microcirculation was recorded
on the dorsal surface of left foot between first and second metatarsal during two
deep inspirations. Skin temperature ranged between 32-34oC. Mean percent change
of flux (Fe) was calculated. ECG recordings were obtained during 5 cycles of
inspiration and expiration, The mean ratio of expiratory/ inspiratory RR (RRr)
(normal ~1.3, marginal 1.1-1.3, abnormal <1.1), mean difference of expiratory
minus inspiratory RR (RRd), (normal 2:0.68mm) and mean difference of heart
pulses/min during inspiration minus pulses during expiration (Pd) (classification
according to criteria based on age) were calculated. ANOYA was used throughout.
Results are shown in table

Pd1<>=0,000
Normal N=1O MarzinalN=3 Abnormal N=5

28.9±7.7 I 31.8±5,6 I 5.9±5,3
RRr In=0.022

Normal N-4 I MaNinal N-ll I Abnormal N=3
%FC 29.1±8.4 25.4±I1.6 5,6±8

RRd(lPO.28)(NS)
Normal N~4 Abnormal N-14

29,1±8.4 21.2±13.6
These results further confirm recent data of other authors showing that a poor
microcirculation response to deep inspiration may represent an additional tool to the
existing cardiovascular tests of autonomic neuropathy.

1177
ABNORMAL BLOOD PRESSURE PROFILE IN DIABETIC PATIENTS WITH
SEVERE AUTONOMIC NEUROPATHY: INFLUENCE OF VASOPRESSIN .
P.T. Monteagudo', H. Gavras', O. Kohlmann Jr!, A.B. Ribeiro' and M.T. zanella l

'Federal University of Sao Paulo, Brazil; 'University of Boston, U.S.A.
Diabetic patients with advanced autonomic neuropathy (AN) usually have a worse
evolution of other complications, associated with large fluctuations of blood pressure
(BP) with posture and persistently high BP levels during sleep. It is postulated that
vasopressin's (AVP) anti-diuretic action is important for the maintenance of BP in
these patients. Objective: to evaluate the effect of vascular VI AVP receptor blockade
over BP and over hydroelectrolyticprofiles in diabetic (DM) patients with severe AN,
Methods: Nine DM aged 4I.7±II.9y, with DM duration ofI6.8±4.6y, bodymass index
of 22.8±3.2kg/m', HbAlc of 7.7±2.4% and an AN score of 8±2 (normal<2), were
placed in a hospital for 7 days, on insulin therapy only, under a normossodic,
normocalemic diet. On days 4 and 7, they were submitted to a 24 hr BP monitoring,
and blood and urine sampling every 4 hr for sodium (Na), potassium. creatinine,
osmolality measurements and excrection fraction(EF) and renal clearance (RCI)
calculations. On these days, either placebo or AVP specific VI receptor antagonist
(d(CH1hTyr(Me)AVP -AVPi; 0.5 mg) were administered LV. at I p.m. Statistic: One
way ANOVA RM for multiple comparisons; 't'test between placebo-AVPi. and
Spearman for correlations. Significant ifp<0.05.
Results: periods 8-12hr 112-16hr I 16-20hr I 20-24hr I O·8hr I LlBP(%)

SistBP plac 122±9 I25±1I I34±14" I39±14' I3O±I6 O.5±8.7
mmHe AVPI 124;,21 1I9±19 125±14 I3O±I4· 124±I3. - 3.6±10.2
DiastBP plac 17±IO 79±9 82±1l 83±1z' 77±12 0.4±12.6
mmHg AVPI 78±15 75±15 79±lzS 79±I3' 72±1I· -7.410.9·

p<O.05: # vs theotherperiods..& vs8-J2h;&vs 0-8hr; *vsplacebo. &3P:sleepBPfall
The 12 hr nocturnal NaEF, diuresis and RCI were significantly greater than the diurnal
ones in the placebo group. NaEF correlated with DBP in AVPi group and with SBP and
Rei in placebo group. Our data show that AN is related to progressive elevation of BP
in the vigil period and no normal fall ofBP during sleep. The blockade ofBP elevation
with AVPi administration, without a preserved simpathetic nervous system, points to
importance of vasopressin on maintenance ofBP levels and on an alteration of 24hr BP
profile. In these patients, the vasoconstrictor action of AVP seems to be more evident
than its renal action, and electrolyticsvariation seems to be secundarv of BP changes.
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AUTONOMIC NEUROPATHY AND HYPERTENSION IN TYPE 2
DIABETES MELLITUS: IS THERE RELATIONSHIP?
K. Keresztes, P. Kempler, I. Barna, A. Marton, Zs. Hermanyi, Zs. Jakab,
P. Vargha and R. de Chatel 1st Department of Medicine, Semmelweis
University, H-1083 Budapest, Koranyi S.u. 2/a, Hungary
The aim of our study was to evaJuate a connection between cardiovascular
autonomic neuropathy (CAN) and hypertension in non insulin dependent
diabetes mel1itus (NIDDM). 33 patients with NIDDM were studied (mean
age: S8,1±6,7ys, mean duration of diabetes: 8,8±S,4ys,males: 8, females:
2S). The five standard reflex-tests of cardiovascular autonomic function were
applied, twenty-four-hour-Iong blood pressure monitoring (ABPM) was
performed by Meditech ABPM 02 device. Severity of CAN was
characterized by the number of abnormal reflex indices on patient.
Severity of CAN correlated significantly positively with mean systolic blood
pressure values (p<O,OI) just as with systolic hypertensive time indices
(p<0,01) and systolic hyperbaric impact (p<O,OS). Severity of sympathetic
CAN was significantly positively related to mean systolic (p<0,00 1) and
diastolic (p<O,OS) blood pressure values as well as systolic (p<O,OI) and
diastolic (p<0,02) hypertensive time indices and systolic and diastolic
hyperbaric impact values (both:p<O,OS). Analysing the relationship between
ABPM parameters and the five autonomic tests separately, the increase of
diastolic blood pressure during the sustained handgrip test correlated
significantly negatively with mean systolic and diastolic blood pressure values
(both: p<O,OOI), systolic (p<O,OI) and diastolic (p<0,001) hypertensive time
indices as well as systolic (p<0,01) and diastolic (p<O,OS) hyperbaric impact.
Mean systolic blood pressure (p<O,OS), systolic hypertensive time indices
(p<0,01) and systolic hyperbaric impact (p<0,02) correlated also significantly
negatively with the Valsalva ratio.
Impaired parasympathetic and sympathetic integrity leading to autonomic
imbalance seem to be associated with hypertension in NIDDM.

1180
SYMPATHETIC CONTROL OF THE CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM IN OBESE
SUBJECTS.IMPLICATIONS IN THE INVESTIGATIONS OF DIABETICS.
P. Valensi, O. Smagghue, J. Paries, J. Sibony-Prat, J.R Attali. Laboratory of
Nutrition and Metabolic Diseases, Jean Verdier Hospital, Paris-Nord
University, Bondy, France.

Data on sympathetic nervous system activity in obese subjects are
controversial in the literature. We have studied sympathetic control of the
cardiovascular system in non-diabetic obese subjects by performing three
kinds of investigations: sustained handgrip test for 5 minutes in 63 obese
subjects compared with 35 controls, spectral analysis of systolic blood
pressure (BP) variations in the standing position using a Finapres device in 62
obese subjects compared with 38 controls, and peripheral vasoconstrictor
responses to sympathetic activation using a laser doppler probe in 57 obese
subjects compared with 14 controls. During the handgrip test the increase in
systolic BP was slightly lower and the increase in diastolic BP was
significantly lower in the obese subjects with cardiac parasympathetic
dysfunction (detected by analysing heart rate variations during standardized
tests) compared with controls. The spectral analysis of systolic BP variations
showed a lower value of the mid-frequency peak (around 0.10 Hz) in the obese
subjects over 40 years as compared to controls (10.0 ± 0.6 mmHg/Hz 'h vs 11.9
± 0.8 mmHg/Hz II , P < O.OS). Three tests of sympathetic activation were used
to study cutaneous vasoconstrictor response: deep-breathing, sitting-to
standing and Valsalva. The decrease in cutaneous blood flow during the deep
breathing test was significantly lower in the obese subjects than in the controls
(43.9 ± 3.1% vs 79.1 ± 23.0%, P < 0.01). These results strongly suggest that
sympathetic control of the cardiovascular system is reduced in human obesity
and this factor should be taken into account when interpreting the results in
overweight diabetic patients.
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INFLUENCE OF DIABETIC AUTONOMIC NEUROPATHY ON
CEREBRAL VASCULAR REACfIVITY TO HYPERCAPNIA.
C. Tantucci, P. Bottini, C. Fiorani, M.L. Dottorini, L. Scionti, F.
Santeusanio, L. Provinciali, C.A. Sorbini and G. Casucci, DiMISEM,
University of Perugia and Clinica di Semeiotica Medica and Clinica di
Neuroriabilitazione, University of Ancona, Italy
To investigate the influence of autonomic nervous system on cerebral
blood flow changes to hypercapnia 17 insulin-treated male diabetics,
matched for age and duration of disease, 8 without autonomic neuropathy
(D), 5 with predominantly parasympathetic damage (PH-), 4 with both
parasympathetic and sympathetic damage (PH+) , and 5 male controls of
comparable age (C), underwent a C02 rebreathing test (Read's method).
During the test minute ventilation (VE), mouth-occlusion pressure (PO.I),
end-tidal PC02 (PctC02) were measured together with the mean blood flow
velocity in the middle cerebral artery (MCA V) by transcranial Doppler at
each occlusion manouvre. The increase of MCA V, expressed as percentage
of basal value, i.e. cerebral vascular reactivity (CVR), was calculated at 45,
50, 55, 60 mmHg and at peak value of PetC02. Data are mean±SD. The
slope of the linear relationship between PO.I and PetC02 was higher in PH+
(0.50±0.1 em H20·mmHg_1) than in C (0,43±0.1), D (0,42±O.2), and in
PH- (0.29±0.1). The relationship between MACV and PetC02 was linear in
C, D, and PH-, the respective slopes amounting to (2.59±0.5; 2.55±0.8 and
1.88±O.1 cm-sec-tmmjlg-J). In contrast this relationship was exponential
in PH+ due to a progressively greater increase in MACV at higher level of
PetC02. In fact, while CVR was 33±13% in C, 23±16% in D, 23±16% in
PH- and 23±21 % in PH+ at PetC02 50 mmHg, the corresponding values at
PetC02 60 mmHg amounted to 68±14%, 63±35%, 54±27% and 87±31 %.
Our data indicate that: I) PH-have a decreased CVR at all levels of PetC02;
2) PH+ exhibit an enhanced CVR to higher levels of PetC02 suggesting a
sympathetic inhibitory effect on vasodilating response of cerebral blood
vessels; 3) the greater neuromuscular output shown by PH+ in response to
C02 seems not to be related to an impaired CYR.

1181
INFLUENCE OF OBESITY ON VAGAL CONTROL OF HEART RATE
VARIATIONS. IMPLICATIONS IN THE ASSESSMENT OF DIABETICS
J.R Attali, J. Paries, J. Sibony-Prat, D. Benidjer,B. Lormeau,P. Valensi.Diabetology,
Jean VerdierHospital,Paris-NordUniversity, Bondy.France.

Some studies havesuggestedthat overweightmay be associatedwithcardiac autonomic
dysfunction. The aim of the present work was to compare autonomiccontrol of heart
rate variations in nondiabetic obese subjects and NIDD's and to evaluate its
determinantsin nondiabeticobese subjects.Three standardizedtests: lying-to-standing
(LS), deep breathing(DB) and Valsalva(V), wereperformedin 188 nondiabeticobese
subjectswitha normaloral glucosetolerancetest and 88 NIDD's. Accordingto a linear
multiple regression includinggroups of subjects (obese or NIDD's) and age, each test
correlated negatively with age, but there was no significantdifference between obese
subjects and NIDD's. In 30% of the obese subjects, at least one of these tests was
abnormal.The determinants of heart rate variations were analysedin 86 obese subjects.
Heart rate variationsduringLS and DB correlatednegatively withfastingblood glucose
(p = 0.013 and 0.001 respectively), during DB negatively with waistcircumferenceand
waist-to-hip ratio (p < 0.001 and 0.0001 respectively) and during V negatively with
insulinemiaat fasting and 120 min after oral glucose intake (p = 0.03 for both). In 25
obese women, spectral analysis of heart rate variations during a 5-min controlled
breathing test showed that the high frequency peak, which depends on vagal control,
was significantlylower than in a series of 22 age-paired female controls with normal
body weight (4.32 ± 0.66 beats/minlHz 'h vs 8.18 ± 0.75 beats/minlHz II , P < 0.0001)
and correlated negatively with age (p =0.05), waist circumference (p =0.008) and
waist-to-hip ratio (p = 0.002), the correlations with the two latter parameters being
significant after adjusting for age. These results suggest that I) cardiac autonomic
dysfunctionis frequent in nondiabeticobese subjects,2) obesity,particularlyan excess
in android adiposity, exertsa major influence on vagal control of heart rate variations,
3) these findings should be taken into account when assessing cardiac autonomic
functionin NIDD's.
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AUTONOMIC DYSFUNCTION EVIDENCED BY A SQUATTING TEST
IN TYPE I DIABETIC PATIENTS: EFFECT OF DISEASEDURATION.
J.C. Philips, AJ. Scheen,M. Marchand and PJ. Lefebvre. Div. of Diabetes,
Nutritionand Metabolic Disorders, CHU Sart Tilman, Liege, Belgium.

In order to study the influence of the duration of type I diabetes on the
cardiovascular autonomic regulation, three groups of patients with different
disease durations (group I :~ 10 years, 4.2±0.9 years, n= 19; group 2 :
11-20years, 16.3±0.7 years, n=22; group 3: > 20 years, 27.0±0.9 years,
n=23) were submitted to a standardized squattingtest (I min standing, I min
squatting and I min standing). Heart rate (HR) and mean arterial blood
pressure (MAP) were continuously monitored using a Finapres" device
(Ohmeda, Louisville, USA). Reference values were obtainedin three groups
of healthy volunteers matched for sex, age and BMI. Cardiac autonomic
neuropathy (CAN: decreased Ell ratioduringdeepbreathing,after adjustment
for age) was observed in 7 %, 32 % and 80 % of diabeticsubjectsin groups
I, 2 and 3, respectively, and correlated with other complications (peripheral
neuropathy, retinopathy and nephropathy). During the squattingtest, group 3
was characterized by : I) a reduced bradycardia during squatting and a
dampened tachycardia after standing(overall HR rise: + 16±2 vs + 30±3
beats/min in controls; p<O.OOI); 2) a similar overall drop in MAP (- 40±3
vs - 35±2 mm Hg, NS), but with a significant delay of recovery to baseline
values (39±4 vs 20±2 sec; p<O.OOOI); 3) a marked decrease in baroreflex
gain (slope of the regression line relating R-R intervals to MAP changes) :
1.6±0.3 vs 3.9±0.5 msec/mrn Hg; p<0.0005; 4) abnormal R-R SqT ratios
defining "SqT vagal" during squatting(0.92±0.02 vs 0.86±0.02, p<0.05)
and "SqTsympathetic" aftersquatting(1.08±0.02 vs 1.22±0.03, p<O.OOOl).
All indices of diabetic group 3 were different from those of groups I or 2
(p<0.01 or less). In conclusion, long-lasting type I diabetes is frequently
associated with NAC and cardiovascular autonomic dysfunction can be easily
and quantitatively assessed by a squattingtest.

1184
REDUCTION OF LOW·FREQUENCY BAND SPECTRAL POWER AND
CENTROID FREQUENCY IN ANALYSIS OF HEART RATE VARIABILITY
INDIABETIC PATIENTS WITH HYPOGLYCAEMIA UNAWARENESS
J. Pumprla, Kinga Howorka, P. Anderer', B. Saletu', M. Krieger, A.
Schabrnann" Research GroupFunctional Rehabilitation and GroupEducation,
Institute of Biomedical Engineering, 'Dept. of Psychiatry, 2Dept. of Applied
Psychology, University of Vienna, j.pumprla@bmtp.akh-wien.ac.at
Aim:To compare patterns of spectral analysis of heart rate variability (HRV)
in patients without and with hypoglycaemia unawareness in diabetes.
Patients and Methods: Short-term spectral analysis of HRV in positions
supine-standing-supine (each 300 seconds, low-frequency ILFI band 0.05
0.15 Hz, high-frequency IHFI band 0.15-0.5 Hz) was performed under
standardised conditions in two groups of 100M-patients witnoin and with
hypoglycaemia unawareness (x:tSO: n=14/15, age 36±10/36:t11 , diabetes
duration 16:t9/18:t11 years, HbA" 7.9:t0.4/8.0:t0.6%) , using the evaluation
system VariaPulse TF:j8. Results: When compared to those without
unawareness, patients with hypoglycaemia unawareness demonstrated a
statistically significant decrease of LF band cumulative spectral power
(x:tSEM: In[ms2]=7.8:t0.3

V5. 7.0:t0.3, p=O.048), LF band cumulative
coefficient of component variance (3.5:t0.4 vs. 2.5±0.3, p=0.047) and
centroid frequency of LF band during standing (81.8:t6.1 vs. 65.7:t4.2 mHz,
p=0.036). Conclusions: 100M-patients with hypoglycaemia unawareness
demonstrate lower spectral power and centroid frequency in LF band when
compared to those withoutunawareness.One of possibleexplanations of this
finding could be a slowing of rhythms and/or reduction of heart rate control as
depicted in LF band during short-term spectral analysisof HRV. Large-scale
study is needed to elucidatethis interesting phenomenon.

1183

ASSESSMENT OF DIABETIC AUTONOMIC NEUROPATHY BY
SCATIERPLOT METHOD.
V.Crasset, Ph.Schoenfeld and S. Degre. Department of Cardiology,
Erasme University Hospital, Brussels, Belgium.

Heart rate variability (HRV) has been proved sensitive to detect
diabetic autonomic neuropathy but non linear signal analysis by
scatterplot method (SP) has never been tested in this setting. We
compared scatterplot method to classical HRV parameters in type I
diabetic patients. HRVwas evaluatedon 24h. Holter in 3 groups of pts
matched for age and body mass index: pts with diabetic neuropathy
(DIAN): n=13, diabetics without neuropathy (DIA): n=10 and normal
controls (C): n= 33. Time-domain parameters (HR, SD, pNN50 and
rMSSD), frequency-domain (total power, low/high frequency ratio), and
SP: length (L) and width (W) of the scatter diagram were measured
Results: HR SD pNN50 rmssd Total Low/high l W
DIAN 82.18 105.1 3.15 19.97 1844 4.17 756 112
DIA 77.18 129.5 11.61 35.31 3791 2.75 877 177
C 76.64 152.2 14.69 45.23 5093 2.25 1062 222

P value (unpaired Student T-Test)
CIDIAN 0.02 0.001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 NS 0.0003 0.0001
DIA/DIAN NS NS 0.Q28 0.018 0.034 NS NS 0.01
C/DIA NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS
Our data indicate that width and lenght of SP is reduced in DIAN as
classical prameters of HRV. Width seems to point specifically to the
cardiac autonomic disturbance linked to diabetes mellitus. The
prognosis value of SP remains to be determined in type I diabetic
patients.

1185
POWER SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF ACUTE INSULIN MEDIATED
SYMPATHOEXCITATION IN HEALTHY SUBJECTS.
B.T. Kinsley. E.Marqusee. C. Broadbridge and R. Freeman. Harvard Medical
School. Boston. MA. USA
Insulin mediated sympathoexication may playarole inthecardiovascular
morbidity thataccompanies thehyperinsulinernia indiabetes mellitus. There is
nosensitive non-invasive method toquantify such sympathoexcitation. Theaim
ofthisstudy was toidentify thechanges incardiovascular sympathetic nervous
system activity induced byacute hyperinsulinemia using Power Spectral
Analysis (PSA) of variability in heart rate (HR) andblood pressure (BP). Data
is presented on17healthy subjects (age 28±2). All underwent a supine
euglycemic hyperinsulinemic clamp study (12pmol/kg/min). PSA ofHRand
BP, forearm vascular resistance (FVR). HR andBPresponses toValsalva
maneuver (VM) andnorepinephrine levels were measured at baseline and
during euglycemic hyperinsulinemia. During theclamp procedure insulin
levels increased from 90±6 to 1620±156 pmollml. p<0.001. BP(l06±2/65±2vs
109±2/63±2mmHg) andHR(59±2 vs60±2 bpm) didnotchange. FVR
decreased from 59±9 to53±6, p<0.05 - suggesting skeletal muscle
vasodilatation. With hyperinsulinemia, BPfall inphase 2ofVM decreased
(l11±5 vs 102±6 mmHg, p<0.05) andtheriseinBPover baseline inphase 4
(22±3vs 33±5 mmHg. p<O.OI) increased - suggesting anincrease inperipheral
resistance. Maximum HRduring VM increased (9;±3 vs104±3 bpm, p<0.001)
- suggesting increased sympathoexcitaition and/or decreased parasympathetic
restraint. PSA oflowfrequency (IF) power oftheBPincreased (5.5±1.1 vs
8.1±1.6 mmHg'/Hz, p<0.008) -ameasure ofsympathetic vasomotor activity
andtheratio ofLFtohighfrequency (HF) heart rate power increased (0.7±O.2
vs. l.l±O.3. p=0.02)- a measure ofrelative sympathetic topara-sympathetic
balance. Acute hyperinsuIinemia is associated with (I) skeletal muscle
vasodilatation (2)increased sympathoexcitation asassessed byVM (3)
increased sympathetic vasomotor activity anda relative increase in sympathetic
topara-sympathetic balance using PSA. (4)stable BPandHR Inconclusion
PSA provides a sensitive measurement ofsympathoexcitation andprovides us
with a non-invasive means to assess the hyperinsulincmic state.
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CARDIOVASCULAR REFLEX TESTS AND SPECTRAL ANALYSIS
OF HEART RATE VARIATION PREDICT MEDIAL CALCINOSIS.
A. Kunz, C.l. Maisch, V. Hofmann-Kruck, *J.W. Kaiser, #C. Meisner, H.-U.
Haring, and D. Luft. 4th Dept. ofInternal Medicine, *Dept. ofRadiology and
#Institute for Medical Information Processing, Eberhard-Karls-University,
Tubtngen. Germany

Background: Medial arterial calcification (MAC) often confounds the
quantification of arterial perfusion pressures of the lower limb in diabetic
patients. The correlation of cardiovascular reflex tests with MAC which is
thought to becaused by a damage of sympathetic nerves is weak since those
tests predominantly represent parasympathetic activity. Therefore, we
evaluated wether the low and medium frequency components of the heart rate
spectral analysis (SPA) allow any conclusions as to the presence of MAC.
Methods: In 53 diabetic patients (10 type-I and 43 type-2 diabetes mellitus)
in our out-patient clinic standard cardiovascular reflex tests (lIE ratio, LIS
ratio, Valsalva ratio), spectral analysis, and a standardised roentgenogramm
of both feet as well were evaluated. Results: In 23 patients who were
significantly older and suffered longer from diabetes MAC of the arteries of
the feet was detectable. The Ell ratio showed the highest sensitivity for the
detection of MAC (0,36, 95% CI: 0,17-0,59). Low and medium frequency
components of the SPA were less sensitive: 0,09 (CI: 0,01-0,28) and 0,17 (CI:
0,05-0,39), respectively. The specifity of pathologic results was generally
high (0,82-1,00). The positive predictive value of the lIE ratio was 0,62 (CI:
0,31-0,86) and of the medium frequency band 0,80 (CI: 0,28-1,00). The
sensitivity of MAC to predict pathologic results of either cardiovascular
reflex tests or frequency bands of spectral analysis varied from zero to 0,80.
Conclusions: Pathologic results of heart rate analysis point to concomitant
MAC whereas MAC has only limited predictive value for pathologic heart
rate variability.
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IS THERE A RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CARDIOVASCULAR,
GASTROINTESTINAL AUTONOMIC AND PERIPHERAL
SENSORY NERVE FUNCTION IN TYPE 2 DIABETIC PATIENTS?
Zs. Hermanyi, K. Keresztes, A. Marton, and P. Kempler
Lst. Internal Medicine Clinic of the Semmelweis Med.University, Hungary
Little is known on the relationship between gastrointestinal (GJ) autonomic
and peripheral sensory (PS) nerve function in diabetic patients. The
connection between GI motility disturbances and glycaemic control is also
poorly understood. We examined 52 Type 2 diabetic patients (mean
age:64'+6.7 years, mean duration of diabetes:13.1+7.2 years, males:21,
females:29) and 20 healthy subjects as controls. Oesophageal transit time
(OTf), using scintigraphy and the five standard tests of cardiovascular
(CV) autonomic function were evaluated. PS nerve function was studied
by the Neurometer (Neurotron Inc, Baltimore,USA). Neuroselective
current perception threshold (CPT) for 2 kHz is an indicator for large fiber
function, while lower frequency 5 Hz CPT correlates with small fiber
function. CPT for peroneal nerves (digital branches) were assessed.
Thirtyseven patients (71.1%) had prolonged OTT ( 6sec).These patients
had higher CPT values (4.97+0.74mA vs. 4.24+6.6mA, p 0.05) reflecting
hypaesthesia and higher autonomic score (3.1+0.5 vs. 2.6+0.7) as a sign of
CV autonomic impairement, compared to diabetic patients with normal
OTT (9.8+1.4 vs. 7.01-1.2, P 0.05).Conclusion: impaired oesophageal
motility is associated with poor glycaemic control and PS neuropathy in
Type 2 diabetic patients. Moreover, a tendency on a relationship between
CV and GI autonomic dysfunctionwas observed.
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Q'I'vf nterval Prolongation in Diabetic Subjects:
Effects on Mortality
P. Diem, S.L. Suter, 1. Zanchin, A. Teuscher
Bern, Zurich and Langenthal, Switzerland.
It has been suggested that diabetic autonomic neuropathy (DAN)
resulting in QT-interval prolongation predisposes to cardiac
arrhythmia and sudden death, and as a consequence leads to
increased mortality. This hypothesis was tested prospectively in a
cohort of 196 diabetics (age: 45.5±0.4 years m±SEM; gender:
104 I, 96 m; duration of diabetes 1O.0±0.5 years)
QT-intervals were measured on baseline EKGs using a digitizer
(Calcomp). QT was corrected for the respective heart rate using
Bazett's formula (QTc). Life/death status was assessed after
11.2±0.2 years (m±SEM). Survival analysis was performed using
the Cox proportional hazards model with survival time as the
dependent variable in the regression model. After adjustment for
age and duration of diabetes, QTc was a significant predictor of
all-cause mortality:

Exp(Coef) 950/0-CI p
All subjects (n=196) 1.010 1.001-1.019 0.02
When analyzing patients with and without proteinuria at baseline
separately, duration of QTc was a significant predictor of all-cause
mortality only in patients with proteinuria:

Exp(Coef) 950/0-CI p
Proteinuria (n=43) 1.024 1.005-1.044 0.01
No proteinuria (n=153) 1.000 0.989-1.011 0.98
Conclusion: These data indicate that DAN resulting in
QT -interval prolongation is associated with increased mortality in
patients with diabetes and coexistent proteinuria.
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GUSTATORY SWEATING AND ANTI-SYMPATHETIC GANGLIA ANTIBODIES.
CA Abbott', J.E. Shaw', R.A. Metcalfe2

, A.P. Weetman 2 and A.J.M.
Boulton'. Department of Medicine, Manchester Royal Infirmary' and
Department of Medicine, Universityof Sheffield2

, UK.
Gustatory sweating (GS) is a well-described complication of diabetes,

usually associated with autonomic and peripheral neuropathy. It has
recently been demonstrated, however, that GS is very common in diabetic
nephropathy and resolves in 70% of patients undergoing renal
transplantation, which is at odds with the causal hypothesis of aberrant
nerve regrowth. Furthermore, a single case report has demonstrated an
association between GS and serum anti-sympathetic ganglia antibodies
(ASGA), suggesting an autoimmune mechanism for GS. We studied this
relationship further in diabetic renal patients, including a subgroup who had
undergone renal transplantation. 36 subjects were questioned about GS
and blood was analysed for ASGA, renal function and HbA,c. Tests of
autonomic and peripheral nerve function plus GS were performed. 26/36
patients had history of GS, including all 12 transplant patients. 11/12
transplant patients found GS had improved post-transplant, yet 6/12 still
had ASGA. 90% (9/10) of patients with ASGA and 65% (17126) of patients
withoutASGA had GS history (ns i test). Only 20% (3/15) of patients with
ongoing GS and 33% (7/21) of patients without GS had ASGA (ns).
Correlation analyses showed no relationships between ASGA levels and
GS, neuropathy or renal function, however, measured GS correlated with
serum creatinine (r=0.533, p=O.Oll). The results indicate that there is little
or no association between GS and ASGA levels in renal patients, and that
the dramatic improvements to GS post-transplant are not accompanied by
immunosuppression of ASGA. Furthermore, renal dysfunction appears to
be an important determinant of GS. Thus, rather than aberrant nerve
regrowth or an autoimmune mechanism, GS may be linked to the
reversible biochemical and hormonal changes of nephropathy.
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LONG-TERM EFFECT OF QUINAPRIL ON CARDIOVASCULAR REFLEX
TESTS IN PATIENTS WITH DIABETIC AUTONOMIC NEUROPATIfY

T. Didangelos, V. Athyros, D. Karamitsos, A. Papageorgiou, G.
Kourtoglou, A. Kontopoulos. Divisions of Diabetology and
Cardiology, 2nd Prop Clinic of Internal Medicine, Aristotelian
University, Hippokration Hospita~ Thessaloniki Greece.

The long-term effect of an angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitor (ACE)
on diabetic autonomic neuropathy (DAN), using the cardiovascular reflex
tests (CRn, has not been studied. 43 consecutive patients (pts) (19 M and
24 W), of median age 52 years were included at the time period that
definite DAN was confirmed, as this was established if the values of at least
two of CRT became recently abnormal. The expiration/inspiration (E/I)
ratio, standard deviation (SO) and mean circular resultant (MCR) of R-R
intervals, the Valsalva index, the 30:15 ratio, and the blood pressure
responseto standingwere measured at 3 month intervals for a period of 18
months. Moreover, vibration perception threshold (Vpn was assessed. Pts
were randomized to quinapril (n=21) or placebo (n=22). All measured
indices, except the Valsalva index, deteriorated in all 22 pts on placebo
during the 18 month follow-up. Deterioration became significant at month
15 in most variables. 14 pts developed DAN related symptoms. oumapn',
by 18th month, improved significantly the Ell ratio (1.2±0.08 vs HO.06),
SD (34±2.4 vs 25±2.2) and MCR (24±2.2 vs 14±1.6) of R-R intervals as
well as the 30:15 index (1.2±0.08 vs 1±0.07) and postural hypotention (13±
2.1 vs 2H2.4 mmHg). These changes were significant in comparison to
baseline (p<0.05) and placebo (p<0.01). Quinapril had no significant effect
on the Valsalva index (1.40.07± vs 1.3±0.06) and VPT (20±1.9 vs 23±2).
No patient on quinapril developed DAN related symptoms. The data
suggest that quinapril has a long-term beneficial effect on DAN. This effect
of an ACE inhibitor might contribute to the improvement of autonomic
imbalance, which is implicated in the expression of annoying and/or Iife
threatening manifestations of DAN.

1192
ERECTILE DYSFUNCTION IN DIABETIC PATIENTS IN ITALY
D. Fedele F. Santeusanio, C.Coscelli, A. Bortolotti, L. Chatenoud, F.Parazzini.
The ItalianStudy Group onDiabetic Neuropathy andIstituto M. Negri,Milan(Italy)
Erectile dysfunction (ED) is a common complication in male diabetic patients. Its
prevalence andrisk factors are notwell characterized. Thepurpose of this study was to
investigate a large number of diabetic menin Italy.Menaged 20-69 years with type 1or
type 2 diabetes mellitus, 1-30 years duration, attending follow-up visits on randomly
selected days in 178 diabetes centers of the North, Center and South of Italy, were
recruited for the study during the period of May-September 1996. A total of 10.157
entered thestudy. The average number of menat each center was 57 . All subjects were
administered a confidential questionnaire by a maximum of two well trained
diabetologists per center. The questionnaire consisted of two parts. In the first
anagraphical andclinical data (age, weight, height, marital status, cigarette smoking,
alcohol consumption, diabetic treatment, diabetes related complications) were recorded.
Patients were also asked about theirability to achieve and maintainanerection sufficient
for satisfactory sexual performance. Only if theyanswered that theywere unsatisfied,
theywere defined to have ED andtheinterview was completed with thesecond partof
questionnaire in order to define its severity. Incomplete or complete ED was defined
when respectively some or all sexual performances were unsatisfactory. Among 10.157
collected questionnaire, 9868 were considered valid. 3534 (35,8%) subjects reported ED
(2483, 70,3%, incomplete; 1038, 29,4, complete). The prevalence increased with age
(4,6% in men aged 20-29; 45,5% in men aged more than 60 years; test for trend,
p=O,OOO 1).Aftercorrection forage, subjects with type 2 diabetes reported less frequently
ED than those with type I (Odds Ratio,OR, 0,7%, CI 0,6-0,8). ORs for ED were
respectively 1,3 and2,0formenwithdiabetes lasting 6-10 and11-30 years in comparison
withmen withdiabetes lasting <5years. ORs of EDwere respectively 1,7and2,3 in men
with fair(HbAlc 7,5-9%) andpoor(HbAlc > 9%)metabolic control, in comparison with
men with good metabolic control (HbA1c < 7,5%). A history of diabetes related
complications (arterial, retinal or renal diseases, andneuropathy) was associated with an
increased risk of ED, as well other associated diseases (hypertension, hyperlipidemia,
heart disease). Finally in comparison with non smokers, the OR of ED for current
smokers was 1,5(95% CI 1,3-1,6) and1,4forex-smokers (CI 1,3-1,6). In conclusion, this
large study indicates thateven in Italy, theprevalence of ED is veryhighandthatit is
well correlated with age, duration of diabetes, metabolic control, the presence of other
diabetic complications andsmoking habit.

1191
LONG-TERM EFFECT OF CONVERTING ENZYME INlllBITION ON
CIRCADIAN SYMPATHETIC AND PARASYMPATHETIC ACTIVITY IN
PATIENTS WITH DIABETIC AUTONOMIC NEUROPATIfY

D. Karamitsos, V. Athyros, T. Didangelos, A. Papageorgiou, H.
Boudoulas', A. Kontopoulos. Divisions of Diabetology and Cardiology,
2nd Prop Clinic of Imemal Medicine, Aristotelian University, Hippocrtuion
Hospital; Thessalonik4 GREECE. Cardiology Division", Ohio State University,
Columbus, Ohio, USA.

Autonomic nervous system function in patients (pts) with diabetic auto
nomic neuropathy(DAN), displays an abnormal circadian pattern compared
to normal subjects; it probably plays an important role in the onset of acute
cardiovascular syndromes, which display a similar pattern of occurrence.
The effect of angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors on the
circadian pattern of autonomic function in DAN pts has not been studied.
Heart rate variability (HRV) frequency domain indices were assessed in 60
pts with DAN at baselineand one year after therapy with quinapril (n=30) or
placebo (n=30) on a 24-hour electrocardiogram. Normal subjects (n=30)
and pts with diabetes mellitus without DAN (n=30) were used as controls.
The baseline circadian variation of fractional normalized power in DAN pts
was abolished, with pronounced dominance of low over high frequency
normalised power during the whole 24-hour period, but mainly morning and
night. After one year of treatment, quinapril increased parasympathetic (P),
decreased sympathetic (S) activity and improved sympathovagal (SV)
interaction, as manifested by an increase in normalized high frequency
power, and a decrease in normalized low frequency power and their ratio in
the morning (07.00 a.m. to 15.00 p.m.) and night (23.00 p.m. to 07.00 a.m.)
time intervals (-20% and -31%, respectively, p<0.01 vs baseline and
p<O.001 vs placebo). The data suggest that quinapril increased P,
decreased S activity and improved SV interaction in pts with DAN at hours
most adversely manifested (morning and night). Since autonomic function
is an important contributor in the onset of acute myocardial infarction,
arrhythmias and sudden cardiac death, improvement of autonomic function
in DAN pts may prove beneficial.

1193
SILDENAFIL (VIAGRATM) IMPROVES INTERCOURSE SUCCESS
IN PATIENTS WITHERECTILEDYSFUNCTION ANDDIABETES.
M.S. Rendellon behalfof the SildenafilStudyGroup,Creighton
DiabetesCenter,Omaha,Nebraska,USA.
Sildenafilis an orallyactiveand selectiveinhibitorof cGMP-specific
phosphodiesterase 5 in the corpuscavernosum. The effect of sildenafil
on intercoursesuccessrates was assessedin a 12-week, double-blind,
placebo-controlled, dose-escalation studyof 268 men (n=136sildenafil,
n-132 placebo)witherectiledysfunction (ED) and diabetesmellitus.
The 50-mgstartingdose could be adjustedto 100mg or 25 mg based on
efficacyand tolerability. Subjectscompletedan event log of erectile
activityeach time they engagedin sexualactivity,recordingwhether
intercoursewas successful. The mean age of the subjectswas 57 years
(range27 to 79 yr), witha meandurationof ED of 5.6 years (range0.6
to 24 yr), and meana durationof diabetesof 12.1 years(range 1.8 to
50.5 yr). The majorityof men had type II diabetes(81.3%). At week 12,
the proportionof men with at least one successful attemptat sexual
intercoursewas 61% for the sildenafilgroup,whichwas approximately
three times greater than that for the placebogroup(22%). For men who
had at least one successful intercourse, the proportionof attemptsat
intercoursethat were successfulwas 74% for sildenafilversus 51% for
placebo. Sildenafilwas well tolerated,withno subjectdiscontinuing
treatmentdue to an adverseevent. In conclusion, treatmentwith
sildenafilresults in improvedintercoursesuccessrates in patients with
ED and diabetes.
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Erythropoietin Responsive Anaemia in DiabeticAutonomic Neuropathy

withand withoutNephropathy

WatkinsPI WinklerAS,MarsdenI and Chaudhuri KR
King's DiabetesCentre,King'sCollegeHospital, London SE59RS, UK

Erythropoietin (EPO) production bythekidney isstimulated chiefly byanaemia and
hypoxia and ismodulated bythesympathetic nervous system, andinanimal models
sympathectomy leads toreduced EPO levels. Wehave examined a group oftype /
(IDDM) diabetic patients with established symptomatic diabetic autonomic
neuropathy (DAN) todetermine whether there isevidence ofanaemia dueto EPO
depletion. The study comprised 19IDDM patients, (mean age37.5 ± 9.7years (SD),
duration ofdiabetes 21.7± 9.6years) allofwhom hadpostural hypotension (systolic
BPfallonstanding>30mmHg); 17haddiabetic diarrhoea, 4 severe gastroparcais, 4
bladder paresis and8 gustatorysweating. Themean heart ratevariation ondeep
breathing wasseverely reduced (3.8 ± 2.5(SO), normal> 12beats fmin). Mean serum
creatinine was %.1 "",0V!; none exceeded 120 "",0V!. TheDAN patients were
anaemic (Hbll.l ± 1.6 g/dI, range 8.1 - 14.6 g/dl) compared tomatched non
neuropathic IDDM controls (Hb13.8 ± 0.9gldI; p<O.OOI). Serum EPO concentration
intwogroups ofanaemic DAN patients (mean Hb9.1 ± 0.7g/dl and10.9 ± 0.6g/dl,
EPO 11.2 ±8.4mU/mI and11.7 ±4.3mUlml, respectively) wascompared to
comparably anaemic non-diabetic iron deficient patients (mean Hb8.4± 0.3g/dland
10.6 ±O.7 g/dI, EPO 96.8 ± 32.6mU/mI and38.8 ± 8.3mUlml, respectively; p<O.OOI
compared toDAN patients), EPO innon-anaemic DAN patients and healthy controls
was notsignificantly different (17.9 ± 12.2 mU/ml and9.6± 10.2 mUlml,
respectively),
Treatment offour anaemic DAN patients (mean Hb10.4, range 9.9- 11.6 g/dI) with
EPO (25IUlkg BWsubcutaneously thrice weekly forthree months) increased theHb
inevery case toa mean of 13.4 (range 12.4 - 14g/dI), with a corresponding fanthree
months after treatment was withdrawn. EPO responsive normochromic anaemia
occurs insome IDDM patients with symptomatic autonomic neuropathy. Neither EPO
depletion northepresence of anaemia were related tothepresence ofproteinuria,
microalbuminuria, orserum creatinine level.
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VASCULAR REACTMTY IN NON-INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETIC
SUBJECTS: A MEASURE OF ENDOTHELIAL DYSFUNCTION?

S.E. BALDEWEG, s.w. COPPACK, J.S. YUDKIN, DEPARTMENT OF
MEDICINE, UNIVERSITY COLLEGE LONDON, UK

Insulin induced vasodilation is dependent on endothelially generated nitric
oxide (NO). Vascular response to acetylcholine (ACh), but not sodium
nitroprusside (SNP), is also dependent on endothelial NO synthesis.
Vasodilation responses are diminished in insulin resistant states, such as
NIDDM, perhaps thereby contributing to the insulin resistance itself. This
could reflect endothelial dysfunction or could also result from impaired
responsiveness to NO. We examined the relationship between vascular
reactivity to insulin, ACh, SNP and insulin sensitivity in 10 subjects with
uncomplicated NIDDM (7M:3F,age 58.5+19.5yrs, BMI 27.6::t6.9kglm2). We
used plethysmography to measure forearm vasodilator response to intra
arterially administeredACh (0.15, 0.45, 1.5,4.5 and 15 ug/dl/min, 5 min per
dose) and SNP (I, 2 and 4 \lgldVmin) as well as insulin-induced vasodilation
during a euglycaemic hyperinsulinaemic clamp (insulin at 40mUfm2fmin,

plasma glucoseat 6mmol/l)whichwasalso usedto evaluateinsulin sensitivity.
AU subjectshad oral hypoglycaemic medication withdrawn for at least three
weeksprior to study. We found no relationof vascularresponse to either ACh
(r=-O.23, p>=O.73 at /5 ug/dl/min)or insulin (r=O.23, p=O.59 at 120 min) with
insulin sensitivity. We also found no relation between response 10 SNP and
insulin sensitivity (r=O.26, p--o.46 at 4\lgldVmin). However, we found a strong
relation between vascular response to SNP and BMI (r=-O.69, p>=O.006 at
2\lgldI/min and r=-0.68, p=O.016 at 4\lgldVmin). There was a significant
relationshipbetweenBMIand insulinsensitivity (r=-O.68 p>=O.032 at 120 min),
but no relationshipbetweenBMI and responseto either ACh (r=-O.02, p=O.93)
or insulin (r=-O.29, p=0.30).In our cohortno association was detectedbetween
endothelial dysfunction and insulin resistance. Our results may reflect an
impairedresponseto exogenous NOin NIDDMby an alternativemechanism.
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ACUTE HYPERGLYCEMIA IMPAIRS RESISTENCE VESSEL
FUNCTION IN INSULIN TREATED DIABETICS
M. Francesconi', C. Koizar' and T.C. Wascher#, 'Rehabcenter
Alland, #University Clinic Graz, Austria

Impaired postischemic reactive hyperemia, as found in patients
with hypertension or hypercholesterolemia, is considered as a
marker of impaired resistance vessel function. Acute postpran
dial hyperlipidemia has been shown to result in vascular dys
function even in healthy subjects. The impact of postprandial
hyperglycemia on resistance vessel reactivity, on the other
hand, remains to be established. Aim of the present study was
to investigate whether postprandial hyperglycemia influences
reactive hyperemia (RH) in insulin treated diabetics. The study
was performed in 10 diabetics on insulin therapy after obtai
ning informed consent (5 male/5 female, age 47±4 years,
HbA 1c 7.8±0.4) and 6 age matched healthy controls. RH was
measured in the forearm by venous occlusion plethysmography
after 5 minutes of ischemia. The measurement was performed
in the fasting state and 90 minutes after ingestion of a test
meal (cont, 50g carbohydrates) without insulin substitution. In
diabetics blood glucose increased from 172!21 mg/dl to 298±
29 mg/dl (p<0.001) postprandially. This resulted in (I) a signi
ficant increase of resting blood flow (3.38!0.31 to 4.48±O.35
ml/min/100ml, p<O.017) and (II) in a reduced peak postische
mic flow (56.62'!:7.54 to 39.58±4.70 ml/min/100ml, p<O.017). In
healthy controls, a similar effect of the meal on resting blood
flow was observed but post ischemic flow was unaltered in the
postprandial state.
In conclusion, our data provide evidence that acute postpran
dial hyperglycemia is able to impair resistance vessel function
in insulin treated diabetics.
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FOREARM BLOOD FLOW IN TYPE 1 DIABETICS DURING SYSTEMIC
HYPERGLYCAEMIA
A.V. Macklin, G.c.Viberti. and+J. RitterUnitfor Metabolic Medicine, Guy's
Hospital, London, UK. +Department of Clinical Pharmacology, StThomas'
Hospital, London.

An increase in forearm (muscle) blood flow (FBF) isobse!ved in patients
withTypeI diabetes andpoorglycaemic control, andis reduced afterweelcs
of improved control by intensified insulin therapy. Acute systemic
hyperglycaemia results in an increase in GFR, heartrate,blood pressure &
retinal blood flowwithin I hour.Conversely, local hyperglycaemia for upto
24hours does notalterFBF in nondiabetic subjects. Thereis nodataon the
effectof acute systemic hyperglycaemia on FBF in subjects withTypeI
diabetes.
Aim: To investigate the effectof systemic hyperglycaemia, In theabsence of
hypoinsulinaemia, on forearm blood flow.
Methods: 5 Subjects withType1 diabetes (4M/IF)age30±4.9 (mean±SD),
withoutevidence of retinopathy or clinical evidence of macrovascular disease
were studied. Theyhadalbumin:creatinine ratios <1.2,serum total
cholesterol <4.6 mmol/I, blood pressure <140/90 mmHg and weretaking no
vasoactive drugs. Median duration of diabetes was 6years (range 2-10).
HbA1c was 7.7±1.1% (mean±SD) .
A hyperinsulinaemic glucose clamp wasperformed using an infusion of
0.5mU/kg/min of insulin &FBF was measured using strain gauge
plethysmography. Systemic glucose was clamped at either5 (NG) or 12mM
(HG) and FBF measured bystrain gauge plethysmography during the last30
minutes of steady statehyperglycaemia. Theorderof euglycaemia &
hyperglycaemia was randomly allocated for each patient.
Insulin levels were 348.4±274.2 pmol/l. There was nochange in FBF during
acute systemic hyperglycaemia (NG 1.43±O.68 ml/lDOml muscle/min vsHG
1.42±O.55 ml/IOOml muscle/min p =0.92).
Acute systemic hyperglycaemia, in the absence of hypoinsulinaemia does
not alter resistance vessel function asmeasured by FBF. Thissuggests that
the mediator for the increased FBF seen in poorly controlled TypeI diabetics
is not hyperglycaemia perse.
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INFLUENCE OF METABOLIC CONTROL AND DURATION OF DISEASE ON MICROVAS

CULAR DVSFUNCTION IN DIABETES ASSESSED BV LASER DOPPLER ANEMOMETRY
M.F. Meyer and H. Schatz. University Hospital Bergmannsheil,Departmentof
Internal Medicine, Burkle-de-la-Camp-Platz1, D-44789 Bochum

Postocclusive reactive hyperaemia is reduced and delayed in type 1 and type 2
diabetes as shown by videophotometric capillaroscopy and laser Doppler fluxmetry.
The aim of this study was to examine by means of the new technique of laser
Doppler anemometry whether type I and type 2 diabetic patients differ in the
relation of impaired skin microcirculation to metabolic control and duration of
diabetes. 16 patients with type I diabetes and 19 patients with type 2 diabetes were
investigated and subdivided in patients with "good" (HbAlc<7.5 %) and "bad"
(HbAIc>7.5 %) metabolic control and in patients with a duration of diabetes of more
than 10 or less than 10 years. Two age- and sex-matched control groups comprising
16 and 19 non-diabetic subjects served as controls. The capillary blood cell velocity
(CBV) was measured in the dorsal middle phalangeal area of the fourth finger ofthe
left hand by laser Doppler anemometry.CBV in single capillaries was studied during
rest and after 3-min arterial occlusion. Resting CBV was similar in diabetic patients
and control subjects. Peak CBV was reduced in type I diabetic patients
(0.69±0.08mm1s vs. 0.96±0.07mmls. p<0.05) independent of diabetes duration and
metabolic control, whereas peak CBV in type 2 diabetes was decreased only in
patients with bad metabolic control (0.54±0.04mm1s vs. 0.70±0.04mm1s, p<0.05).
Time to peak CBV was markedly prolonged both in type I (33.8±4.8s vs. 13.6±1.9s,
p<O.OOI) and type 2 diabetic patients (46.8±8.5s vs, 16.4±2.2s, p<O.OOI). With
regard to metabolic control time to peak CBV was prolonged in type 2 diabetes only
in the group of patients with HbAlc>7.5 % (56.6±14.8s vs. 13.7±2.7s, p<O.OI).
Disease duration had no significant influence on time to peak in type I and 2
diabetes. The resuits indicate that in type 2 diabetes actual metabolic control is of a
greater importance for the microvasculardysfunction than in type I diabetes and that
there is no evident relation to the duration of disease.
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EFFECTS OF ACUTE AND CHRONIC HYPERGLYCAEMIA ON CORONARY REACTIVITY
E. Kocsis, I. Posa, G. Pogatsa, M.Z. KoltaL Gyorgy Gottsegen National
Institute of Cardiology, Budapest, Hungary
Coronary vascular reactions vere studied in normal ING; Smmol/ll and in high
glucose concentration (HG; 2S mmol/l) media, as veil as in diabetic IDI
vessels, in vitro. Possible involvement of the cyclooxygenase pathvay in the
alterations induced by hyperglycaemia vas investigated. Left anterior
descending (LADI coronary arteries of IS metabolically healthy and Salloxan
diabetic IS60 ~mol/~g alloxan tetrahydrate,Lv.,Siqma) young mongrel dogs of
both sexes, veighing 19-24 ~g sere dissected under pentobarbital anaesthesia
(1J3 lllIiol/~g Nembutal, i.v., Sanofi I, freed from fat and connective tissues and
cut into J-4 mm rings. Vascular rings vere suspended in organ chambers
containing S ml of NG (n=IO), HG In=SI or hyperosmotic (HO; 20 mmol/l
mannitol,n=S) Krebs buffer (pH 7.4, 37'C) constantly bubbled vith a mixture
of 9S% O2 and S% CO2, Changes in isometric tension vere registered by a
microdynamometer (F-rO, Hugo Sachs). Relaxation elicited by acetylcholine
(Ach,3 nmol/l-lO lllIiol/l added in a cumulative manner) - compared to the effect
of I lllIiol/l sodium nitroprusside as 100% • vas studied in LAD rings
precontracted vith PGF20' Endothelium dependent relaxation vas impaired
(p<O.OS) in HG as veIl as in Dcoronaries compared to controls, characterized
by te maximal relaxing effect of Ach (D:86±2.11j HG:76±4.31 vs. NG:92±I.71i
HO:93±2.41) and Ach sensitivity (pICSOi NG:6.8±0.14 vs. D:6.S3±0.07;
HG:6.S9±0.17; HO:6.46±0.161. Ach sensitivity vas decreased (p<O.OS) by
indomethacin (INDO;3 lllIiol/l) in all investigated groups, but the maximal
relaxing effect of Ach vas further impaired (p<O.OSI after INDO incubation in
the diabetic group only ID:7S±SI). These results suggest that both acute and
chronic hyperglycaemia may result in impaired endothelium dependent relaxation
in coronary arteries. Impaired relaxation of diabetic coronaries is vorsened
by the inhibition of the synthesis of vasodilator prostanoids.
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MICROVASCULAR FUNCTION AND THE ROLE OF
POSTPRANDIAL GLUCOSE EXCURSION.
C. Le Devehat, T. Khodabandehlou and M. Vimeux - Unite de Recherches
d'Hemorheologie Clinique, Service de Diabetologie-Endocrinologie
Nutrition, Centre Hospitalier 58000 NEVERS (France)
Aim: To evaluate direct and immediate microcirculatory consequences of
an hyperglycemic spike in to insulin dependent diabetic patients (IODM)
and 5 healthy controls, matched for sex, age and body mass index.
Material and methods: The hyperglycemia was induced at a level of 15.6
mrnol/l, for I hour using glucose infusion via the GCnS Biostator.
Microcirculatory cutaneous blood flow and vasomotion were determined
in dorsal big toe at skin temperature by a laser Doppler (LD) fluxmeter
(PF4 Perimed). The transcutaneous oxygen tension (TcP02) was recorded
in parallel in dorsal foot heated to 44°C by an Oxymonitor (SM 361
Hellige).
Results: Hyperglycemia induced in 100M's significant increases in LO
blood flux and vasomotion (21.7 ± 13 PU and 4.8 ± 0.7 cycles/min during
hyperglycemia vs 12.9 ± 7.5 PU and 4.2 ± 1.3 cycles/min during
normoglycemia) which persisted despite of the glycemia normalization.
The increase in LO flux was due to that in the concentration of moving
blood cells (25.4 ± 14.3 CU during hyperglycemia vs 17.3 ± 8 CU during
normoglycemia) while the velocity of moving blood cells remained
unchanged indicating a stasis phenomenon. No significant change was
observed in the controls. There was in IODM's a significant decrease in
TcP02 (51 ± to mmHg during hyperglycemia vs 54 ± 9 mmHg during
normoglycemia) whilst it increased as a consequence of the hyperglycemic
spike in the controls (66 ± 9 mmHg during hyperglycemia vs 63 ± 7.4
mmHg during normoglycemia).
Conclusion : Hyperglycemic spike at a level frequently observed in
100M's in the post prandial state induces functional microcirculatory
abnormalities such as an hyperperfusion most likely through the non
nutritive microvascular compartments and altered tissue oxygenation.
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IN VIVO NO-SYNTHESIS DEPENDENT ENDOTHELIAL
DYSFUNCTION CHARACTERIZES PATIENTS WITH NIDDM
S. Vehkavaara, S. Miikimattila, R. Bergholm, M.-R. Taskinen and H.
Yki-Jiirvinen, University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland

In vivo vasodilatory responses to intra-arterial infusions of endothelium
dependent (acetylcholine, ACh), NO-dependent (ACh plus L-NMMA, an
inhibitor of NO synthesis) and -independent (sodium nitroprusside, SNP)
vasoactive agents were determined in a large group of male patients with
uncomplicated NIDDM (n=49, age S3±1 yrs, BMI 28±1 kg/m-, duration
S±I yrs, HbA,< 7.9±0.2 %) and 13 matched normal males. The blood flow
response to ACh, normalized to the response to SNP was 30 % lower in
patients with NIDDM (0.698±0.037) than in normal subjects (1.02S±0.18,

p<O.OI). Blood flows during combined infusions of ACh and L·NMMA
were comparable (4.9±0.4 vs 4.7±0.8 ml/dl-rnin) demonstrating that the

impaired response to ACh was NO-synthesis dependent. NIDDM patients
had 88 % increased VLDL-triglycerides (p<O.OOS), 68 % increased fasting
insulin levels (p<0.02) and IS % (p<O.OS) lower LDL cholesterol than
normal subjects. In simple (Spearman) regression analysis within NIDDM
patients, endothelial function was not related to age, BMI, blood pressure,
HbA,c! LDL-cholesterol, VLDL-triglycerides, smoking, blood pressure,
albumin excretion or levels of lipid-soluble antioxidants. We conclude that
NIDDM patients are characterized by a defect in the NO-synthesis
dependent component of endothelium-dependent vasodilatation. This early
alteration in vascular function is identical to that known to correlate with
LDL-cholesterol in nondiabetic subjects and with HbA,c! in IDDM. In
NIDDM, however, this defect, thought to precede atherosclerotic vascular
disease, cannot be attributed to classic cardiovascular risk factors.

1203
PLASMA NITRITES ARE INCREASED IN WELL METABOLICALLY
CONTROLLED TYPE 1DIABETIC PATIENTS.
B.Wierusz-Wysocka, D.Zozulinska M.Kempa, M.Skowronski
and A.Murawska. Poznan Diabetic Center, Poznan, Poland.
Nitric oxide (NO) is a short-lived messenger molecule serving
a wide variety of functions in different tissues and is
metabolized to NOz' and NO)' in humans. It plays an important
role in pathogenesis of type I diabetes and it's late
complications. The aim of the study was to estimate plasma
nitrate anion (NOz') concentration in type I diabetic patients.
The study was performed in 30 well metabolically controlled
patients (18 female and 12 male, aged 30.2±1O.6 years,
duration of diabetes 8.4±6.8 years, HbAlc 6.5±1.2%) and 20
poorly metabolically controlled patients (12 female and 8 male,
aged 29.8±9.8 years, duration of diabetes 8.0±4.8 years, HbAlc
11.2±1.6%). NOz' level was measured with the use of a
calorimetric micromethod, where nitrate reductase catalyses the
conversion of NO)' to NOz'. The NOz' plasma concentration
was significantly higher in well matabolically controlled type 1
diabetic patients in comparison with poorly controlled diabetic
patients and healthy subjects (41.99±4.02 vs 33.33:'::2.44 and
16.68±2.16 umol/l, respectively, p<0.05, p<O.OOOl). The nitrite
concentrations did not correlate with HbAlc (r=-0.03, p>0.05).
The results support the concept that metabolism of nitrite
oxides in diabetes is disturbed independently from the degree
of metabolic control.
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NO EFFECT OF HYPERGLYCEMIA ON EXCRETION OF NITRIC OXIDE
METABOLITES IN HEALTHY MEN AND IDDM PATIENTS - THE ROLE
OF VOLUME LOAD
J.Ktizova, TPelikanova and LKazdova. Institute for Clinical and Experimental
Medicine, Prague, Czech Republic
Local production of nitric oxide (NO) in the kidney affects renal hemodynamics and
sodium metabolism. Last year we found that IDDM patients have a lower response to
furosemide administration in terms of elimination of NO,'/NOJ'(NO,) metabolites
and show a lower response to hyperglycemia compared to a control group. The aim
of the study was to determine whether a role in the pathological response of diabetic
patients is not played by differences in the volume load during tests. We measured
renal hemodynamics, sodium and NO, excretion in two 90-minute periods under a)
euglycemic (period I, S mmollL) hyperglycemic (period II, 12 mmol/L) clamp in a
group of 19 IDDM (EHDM) patients without miroalbuminuria, b) euglycemic
hyperglycemic clamp in 12 healthy controls (EHC) and c) euglycemic-euglycemic
conditions in controls (EEC) with a comparable water load. We noted NO, excretion
in EHDM did not differ between periods I and II (352±S6 vs 323±39 nmol/min). By
contrast, NO, excretion significantly rose in EHC in period II (42S±198 vs 559±195
nmol/min; p < 0.05). However, the rise in NO, excretion is comparable in EHC and
EEC (+32% vs +47%). The glomerular filtration rate, assessed by inulin clearance,
and effective renal plasma flow, assessed by clearance of para-amino-hippuric acid,
were comparable in IDDM patients and controls and did not vary within periods I
and II of all examinations. Sodium excretion fraction (EFNJ declined in period II
comparably in EHDM and EHC (EHDM: I.84±0.73 vs
I.67±0.59%; p < 0.05; EHC 2.6±0.7 vs 2.1±0.4%; p < 0.05); by contrast, EFN• did
not change during EEC (2.72±I.2 vs 2.77± 1.13%). We conclude hyperglycemia
ieads to increased sodium reabsorption by a mechanism not mediated by changes in
the renal production of NO. The increase in NO, metabolites in urine during
hyperglycemia is not dependent on blood glucose levels but is related to the volume
load which probably also contributes to the changes in NO production regulation we
observed in IDDM patients. (Supportedby grant No. 4242·3, IGA MZ CR)
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DETERMINANTS OF POSTISCHEMIC HYPEREMIA IN PATIENTS
WITH DIABETES MELLITUS
C. Koizar', M. Francesconi' and T.C. Wascher#, 'Rehabcenter
Alland, #University Clinic Graz, Austria

Dysfunction of resistance arteries is thougth to be an early
reversible stage in the developement of arteriosclerosis. The
influence of metabolic parameters on reactive hyperemia (RH),
a useful tool for monitoring resistance vessel function, remains
to be established.
Therfore we measured RH (forearm) by venous-occlusion ple
thysmography in 100 diabetics (D) and 60 normal controls (C).
Statistical comparison was performed using multiple regression
analysis.
Over all, no significant differences between D and C where
observed by group comparison. In C only gender was signifi
cantly related to peak hyperemia (p<O.Ol1) and no other vari
able contributed to the variation observed. In D on the other
hand in addition to their gender (p<O.OO7) also actual glyce
mia (p<0.029), duration of diabetes (p<0.025), fasting state
(p<0.028), and a history of hypertension (p<0.030) showed si
gnificant correlation to peak RH. Further investigation revea
led a loss of the correlation between peak reactive hyperemia
and actual blood glucose observed in the fasting state (p<O.OOl)
in nonfasting D, indicating postprandial alterations of resisten
ce vessel reactivity.
In conclusion, our results suggest, that in D, in addition to
gender diabetes related variables with a focus on postprandial
alterations influence postischemic reactivity of resistence ves
sels and might contribute to vascular dysfunction in diabetes.
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FUNCTIONAL MICROVASCULAR DYSFUNCTION IN TYPE
DIABETIC PATIENTS.
T. KHODABANDEHLOU, C. LE DEVEHAT and M. VIMEUX - Unite
de Recherches d'Hernorheologie Clinique, Service de Diabetologie
Endocrinologic-Nutrition, Centre Hospitalier 58000 Nevers (France)
Aim: In a previous study, the Veno-Arteriolar Reflex (VAR) of skin
microcirculation was found impaired in diabetics without microangiopathy (Clin
Hemorheo/ and Microcirc 17, /997, 357-362). In the present investigation, we
studied whether such early functional abnormality is related to diabetes duration
(DO)and/orthe glycatedhemoglobin level (HbAIC) in Type I diabeticspatients.
Patients and methods: Patients were 41 Type I diabetics without clinical
evidence of microvascular complications. They were divided into 3 sub-groups
once accordingto the DO « 5 yrs II patients; from 5 yrs to 15 yrs 15 patients ;
> 15yrs 15patients),and then accordingto the HbAIC level« 7.5 % 12patients ;
from7.5 % to 9.5 % 17patients; > 9.5 % 12patients).The VARin dorsal foot was
assessedby measuring the laser Doppler blood flux changes(via the PerimedPF4
fluxmeter) duringa passiveloweringof the foot to 50 em belowthe heart.
Results and discussion : The VAR decreased progressively with increasing DO :
49±18%controls; 42±10%diabeticswith DO < 5 Yrs ; 30.5±l8% diabeticswith
5 <00<15 Yrs ; 27.6±24% diabetics with DO > 15 Yrs. The decrease was
statistically significant after a mean DO of 11±3yrs (extremevalues: 5-15 yrs) in
comparison to either the controls or the patients with DO less than 5 years. This
finding supports the hypothesis that a sympathetic nervous dysfunction of skin
microvasculature is virtuallyinevitable after a mean durationas long as II Yrs of
Type I diabetes.The three diabetic groups divided accordingto the HbAIC level
showed significantly lower value of the VAR than that achieved in the controls
(49±18%controls;32±22%diabeticswith HbAIC<7.5%; 35±18%diabeticswith
7.5 %<HbAIC<9.5 % ; 30±19% diabetics with HbAIC>9.5%). In a multivariate
analysistakingage, DOand HbAIC intoaccount,the VAR correlatedsignificantly
and negatively with DO (p<0.03) while it does show no dependency on the
HbAIC.
Conclusion: The failureof the VAR maybe predictedby the durationof diabetes.
The demonstration that the VAR is similarlyimpairedin the three diabeticgroups
irrespective of the HbAIC leveldoes not excludethe possibleeffecton the VAR of
eitherthe levelof the circulatingglucoseor any variation in its concentration.
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ORALVITAMINE DOES NOT IMPROVE VASCULAR ENDOTHELIAL
FUNCTION IN SUBJECTS WITHTYPE 2 DIABETES
A.G.Gazis,OJ. White, S.R.Pageand JRCockcroft. Departmentsof
Therapeuticsand Diabetes,Endocrinology and Nutrition,UniversityHospital,
Nottingham,UK.
This was a randomised.double-blind, placebo-controlled trial of the effectsof
1600iuvitamin E dailyon vascularendothelialfunction,an early marker of
atherosclerosis. in 48 patientswith Type 2 diabetes.The risk of developing
cardiovasculardiseaseis increasedin subjectswith diabetes. In
epidentiological and interventionstudies in both artimalsand humans,
increasedvitamin E intake is associatedwith lowercardiovascularrisk. All
(48) subjectsselectedfor study were normotensive«I60/90mmHg),
normoalbuminuric (ACRm<2.5,f<3.5mgmmolcreat")and had normal
cholesterol (5.13±O.92 mmoll"; mean±SD). After6 weeks' run-in, forearm
venousocclusionplethysmography during intra-arterial infusionof
endothelium-independent (nitroprusside) and dependent(acetylcholine,
bradykinin)vasodilatorswasperformed. This was repeatedfollowing8
weeks' vitantin E or placebotreatment.During the study,vitamin E levels
increased(28.2±6.2ummoll to 66.0±l9.7 vs 27.3±9.9to 26.1±8.3placebo)
and HbA " was unchanged(6.4±1.1%to 6.4±1.0vs 7.5±1.4to 7.7±1.6).
Vitamin E did not affect(ANOVAfor repeatedmeasures)area under dose
responsecurvesfor nitroprusside(51.2 pre-treatmentto 43.9 post vitamin E
vs 56.5 to 54.7 for placebo;p=O.33), acetylcholine (37.8 to 30.1vs 26.1 to
25.8; p=0.20)or bradykinin(239 to 22.5 vs 22.3 to 24.3; p=0.53). 8 weeks'
vitantinE treatmentdoesnot improveendothelium-dependent or independent
vasodilationin subjectswith normotensive, normoalbuminuric Type2
diabetes. Dose,durationof treatmentand target populationneed to be defined
beforevitamin E can be recommended to subjectswith Type2 diabetes.
Supportedby the British Heart Foundation.

1206
PRESERVED ENDOTHELIUM-DEPENDENT VASODILATION IN
SUBJECTS WITHUNCOMPLICATED TYPE 2 DIABETES.
J.R.Cockcroft, D.J.White,S.R.Pageand A.G.Gazis. Departmentsof
Therapeuticsand Diabetes, Endocrinology and Nutrition,UniversityHospital,
Nottingham,UK.
This studyassessedvascularendothelialfunction in subjectswith Type2
diabetes. Type 2 diabetesincreasesthe risk of cardiovasculardisease.
Abnormalvascularendothelialfunction,an early marker for atheroma, has
been reportedin subjects with Type 2 diabetes.Manyof the subjects
previously studiedhave had characteristicsaffectingendothelialfunction. We
studied21 patients (14m) with uncomplicated Type 2 diabetesand 21 controls
(10m), none of whomhad had a clinicalcardiovascularevent.Groupswere
normoalbuminuric (ACRm<2.5,f<3.5 mgmmolcreat") and matched
(mean±95%CI) for age (55.4±4.4vs 55.3±4.6;p=0.97 diabetesvs control),
bodymass index (26.0±1.5vs 25.2±1.3 kgm"; p=O.38), total cholesterol
(5.2±O.4 vs 5.3±O.7 mmoll"; p=0.75)and diastolicbloodpressure(78±3vs
75±4 mmHg:p=0.27). HbA"(7.0±1.5 vs 4.8±O.6 %; p<O.OI) and systolic
bloodpressure (l45±14 vs 129±15mmHg: p<O.OI) were higher in the
diabetesgroup. Selectionof these subjectsntinimisesthe effectof
confoundinginfluenceson endothelialfunction,allowingcloserexamination
of the effectof diabetesalone on vascularendothelialdysfunction. Using
intra-arterialdrug infusionwith forearmvenousocclusionplethysmography,
responses to sodiumnitroprusside(an endothelium-independent dilator),
acetylcholine and bradykinin(endothelium-dependent) were measured. Area
under dose responsecurvesfor nitroprusside(63.4±10.9vs50.7±9.5;p=0.08),
acetylcholine (394±118 vs 316±148; p=0.40) and bradykinin(25.6±7.0vs
19.1±5.7; p~O.14) werenot significantlydifferentbetweendiabetesand
controlgroups. In subjectswith uncomplicated Type2 diabetes,endothelium
dependentand independentvasodilationis normal. Supportedby the British
Heart Foundation.
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NITRIC OXIDE SYNTHASE INHIBITION IN PATIENTS wrrn EARLY
IDDM
K. Schrnetterer, G. Domer, P. Fasching, M. Wolzt and L. Schmetterer.
Department of Clinical Pharmacology, Institute of Medical Physics,
Department of Ophthalmology, Department of Internal Medicine III Division
of Endocrinology, University of Vienna, Wahringer Giirtel 18-20, A-1090
Vienna, Austria
There is evidence from previous animal and human studies that the L
arginine/nitric oxide pathway is altered in patients with IDDM. We have
previously shown that patients with long-standing IDDM have a reduced
systemic and ocular reactivity to intravenous administration of L-NMMA, an
inhibitor of nitric oxide synthase. The aim of the present study was to
investigate whether this altered reactivity is also observed in IDDM patients
with short diabetes duration. 8 patients with IDDM duration of less than eight
years and 8 healthy controls were studied and received stepwise increased
doses of L-NMMA (1.5 mg/kg, 3 mg/kg, 6 mg/kg). Mean arterial pressure
was measured non-invasively, Renal plasma flow and pulsatile choroidal
blood flow were assessed by PAH clearance technique and laser
interferometric measurement of fundus pulsation amplitude, respectively. L
NMMA dose-dependently decreased renal plasma flow and fundus pulsation
amplitude in both study cohorts. However, no significant differences were
observed between the two study groups. At 6 mg/kg L-NMMA renal plasma
flow was decreased by -22 % in IDDM patients (p < 0.001) and by -23 % in
healthy controls (p < 0.001). The same dose reduced fundus pulsation
amplitude by -24 % in IDDM patients (p < 0.001) and by - 28 % (p < 0.001)
in healthy subjects. These data suggest that changes in the vascular
responsiveness to inhibition of the L-arginine/nitric oxide pathway in IDDM
patients is a secondary functional phenomenon and not observed in patients
without long-term diabetes.
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C708rr POLYMORPHISM AT THE ANP GENE IS RELATED TO ANP
PLASMA LEVELS AND ENDOTHELIAL DYSFUNCTION IN IODM
PATIENTS.
M. Nannipieri, L. Pucci, G. Penno, S. Bandinelli, A. Clerico, L. Rizzo and
R. Navalesi. Dept. of Endocrinology and Metabolism, University of Pisa,
Italy.
Recently, we described an association between a new polymorphism
(C708/T) at the ANP gene and microalbumunuria, but not with overt
nephropathy, in IDDM patients. Now, we investigate the putative
relationship between this polymorphism and both plasma ANP levels as
well widespread microvascular permeability as assessed by transcapillary
escape rate of albumin (TERalb). Plasma ANP levels (IRMA method) and
TERalb (initial plasma disappearance of 1251 labelled human serum
albumin) were measured in 35 normotensive IDDM patients: 19
homozygous for the wild allele (WW), 16 heterozygous (WM). The two
groups were well matched for sex, age, BMI, diabetes duration and blood
pressure. No differences were found for current fasting plasma glucose
(220±24 vs 20lt28 mg/dl) and HbAIc (8.08±O.7 vs 8.18t0.4%), previous
two years mean HbAlc (7.8±O.6 vs 8.2t0.4%). ANP levels were higher in
WW than in WM (i3.7t5.9 vs 8.0t2.6 pg/ml, p<0.0035). Consistently,
TERalb was higher in WW than in WM patients (7.9t2.2 vs 5.9t1.7 %/h,
p=0.0075). IODM patients were stratified by AER levels in normo
albuminuric (NA n. 21: WW, 12; WM, 9) and microalbuminuric (rnA n.
14: WW, 7; WM 7). A significant difference in TERalb between WW and
WM genotypes persisted in NA and rnA patients analysed separately (NA:
7.5t2.3 vs 4.9t1.5 %/h, p=0.013; rnA: 9.0±1.8 vs 7.2tO.7 %/h, p=0.049).
A stepwise regression including diabetes duration, BMI, sBP and dBP,
HbAlc, previous 2-year mean HbAlc, log-transformed AER and ANP
genotype, versus TERalb, considered as the dependent variable, showed
that ANP genotype and AER were independently associated with TERalb
in the whole diabetic cohort (step I: r=-0.45, F-test 6.06; step 2: multiple
r=0.59, F-test 6.26). In conclusion, in normotensive type I diabetic
patients, the mutated genotype (intron I, C708/T) of the hANP gene is
associated with lower plasma ANP levels and reduced transvascular
leakage of albumin, an estimate of endothelial function.
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INSULIN RESISTANCE AND ENDOTHELIAL DYSFUNCTION IN
HYPERTENSIVE, ATHEROSCLEROTIC NON-DIABETIC SUBJECTS.
S. Bandinelli, G. Dell'Omo, M. Nannipieri, L. Pucci, A. Marsocci, R.
Navalesi, R. Pedrinelli and G. Penno. Dept. of Endocrinology and
Metabolism, Dept. of Cardiology, University of Pisa, Italy.
Patients with atherosclerosis and/or hypertension exhibit both endothelial
dysfunction and impaired insulin action. However, no direct association
between insulin resistence and endothelial dysfunction was demonstrated.
To evaluate this relation, the transcapillary escape of albumin (TERalb),
influenced by endothelium, extracellular matrix properties and by
haemodinamic forces, and insulin resistance assessed by the homeostasis
model (HOMA) were measured in 96 non diabetic males: 23 healthy
controls (C), 37 essential hypertensives (EH), 23 atherosclerotic subjects
(ATH) and 13 hypertensive-atherosclerotic ones (EH/ATH). The four
groups were similar for age, serum creatinine and fibrinogen. BMI was
lightly higher in EH and EH/ATH (p=0.004). Atherosclerotic groups
(ATH, EH/ATH) had higher total- and LDL-cholesterollevels (p<0.005),
ApoB (p<O.OI), triglycerides (p=0.02) compared with C and EH. Systolic
and diastolic 24 hour ambulatory BP were significantly higher
(p=O.OOOI) in EH and EH/ATH, and similar in C and ATH. Urinary
albumin excretion (logAER) was higher in EH/ATH (i59t73 ug/rnin;
MtSE), but similar in C (8.8t2.0), EH (i2.9t2.3) and ATH (7.5tO.8)
(p=O.OOOI). Serum albumin, haematocrit, plasma volume and
intravascular mass of albumin did not differ in the four groups. Serum
albumin and haematocrit were stable in each subject in the TERalb test.
TERaib was 6.5t1.6 %/h in controls and higher (logTERalb, p=O.OOO1) in
EH (9.lt2.6, p<O.01), ATH (i0.2t2.6, p<O.OOI) and EH/ATH (l0.4t3.3,
p<O.OOI). HOMA IR was 2.0±O.20 in controls and higher (p=0.07) in EH
(2.65tO.22), ATH (2.33t0.31) and EH/ATH (2.54tO.32). Positive linear
regression was found between TERalb and BMI (r=0.23, p=0.024).
Stepwise regression showed that (model I) presence of atherosclerosis
(r=0.393), hypertension (cumulative r=0.521) and BMI (r=0.546), and
(model 2) atherosclerosis (r=0.337), hypertension (r=0.421) and HOMA
IR (r=0.439), independently contribute to TERalb variability. These data
suggest a relation between widespread endothelial dysfunction and insulin
action and provide further evidence for a relation with one of the main
features (increased body weight) of the insulin resistance syndrome.
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IMPAIRED ENDOTHELIUM DEPENDENTVASODilATATION INWOMEN

WITH PREVIOUSGESTATIONAL DIABETES MELLITUS
E Anastasiou, JP lekakis, M Alevizaki, C Papamichael, J Megas, SF
Stamatelopoulos and A Souvalzoglou. 1st Endocrine Section and Diabetes
Centre and Dept Med Therapeutics, ALEXANDRA Hospital, 11528 Athens

The aim of the present study was to assess whether otherwise healthy
women with a history of Gestational Diabetes Mellitus (ex-GDM) may have
abnormalities in endothelial function at a very early stage, before glucose
intolerance occurs. Twenty three women with previous GDM aged 34.7±4.9
and 18 healthy women matched for age were examined. A 75g OGTI was
performed; insulin levels and biochemical parameters were also measured.
Using high resolution ultrasound we measured vasodilatory responses of the
brachial artery during reactive hyperemia (endothelium dependent
vasodilatation) and after nitroglycerin administration, an endothelium
independent vasodilator. Flow-mediated dilatation (FMD) was significantly
decreased in ex-GDM compared to controls (1.2 ± 3.1% vs 10.9 ± 4.5%
respectively, p<0.001). There was no difference in nitrate-induced dilatation
(exGDM 23.8±7.5'10 vs controls 28.8±9'10). Ex-GDM had significantly higher
BMI (27.8±4.6 vs 24.1±2.7, p<0.01) and basal insulin resistance (HOMA)
(4.0±1.9 vs 2.8±0.9, p<0.05) than controls. MUltiple regression analysis
showed that this decrease in the exGDMgroup was independent of obesity.
Serum uric acid levels were significantly higher in ex-GDM group
(237.9±35.7 vs 1725±23.8 mmolfl, p<0.001). Serum uric acid levels
correlated inversely with FMD (r=-0.66, p<0.001). There were no differences
between the two groups in blood pressure or lipid levels. In conclusion,
endothelial dysfunction, which is considered one of the first signs in the
development of atherogenesis, is already present in lean as well as in obese
women with a history of GDM, even when they appear with normal glucose
tolerance.

1212
DISTURBED FLOW-ASSOCIATED BRACHIAL ARTERY DILATION IN
GLUCOSE-TOLERANT, INSULIN-RESISTANT FIRST-DEGREE RELATIVES
OF SUBJECTS WITHTYPE2 DIABETES.

B. Balletshofer, K. Rittig, M. Enderle, A. Volk,E.Maerker, M.Pfohl,K. Rett and
H.UHaring, Medizinische KIinikAbt.IV,UniversitatTiibingen, Germany

It is well established, that vascular endothelium plays a central role in the
atherogenic process and there is strong evidence of a correlation between
endothelial dysfunction and insulin resistance. Measurement of flow-associated
dilationof thebracbialarteryis a reliabletestfor endothelial dysfunction.
We examined 42 first-degree relatives (FOR)of patientswith type 2 diabetes (16
m, 26 w, meanage 33,9 years)with normal oral glucosetolerance test (OGTT).
Endothelium-dependent vasodilation and intima-media-thickness (1M]) were
measured using high resolution ultrasound (13 MHz, Esaote AU4idea, Munich,
Germany). Brachial artery diameter was assessed under baseline conditions,
during reactive hyperemia (with flow increase causing endothelium-dependent
dilation) and after sublingual administration of glyceryltrinitrate (as an
endothelium-independent dilator). Insulin sensitivity was measured with the
euglycaemic hyperinsulinaemic glucose clamp tecbnique (insulin infusion I
mU/kgmin .J ). 15of the examined FDRwereclassified as insulinresistant(IR)
with a glucosemetabolic clearence rate (MCR)< 6 m1°kg'J°min-J

, 13 as insulin
sensitive (IS; MCR > 8) and 14 as borderline (MCR 6-8). Flow-associated
endothelium-dependent dilation(FAD%) was 4,6+ 1,0% in IRand 10,3 + 1,4%
in IS (p= 0,0025, Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test). There was no difference-in age,
smoking habits,lipids, 24h-blood pressureand endothelium-independent dilation
capacity. Therewas a alsono difference in IMT (0,54 nun in IRand 0,49 nun in
IS).
We conclude, that even in glucose-tolerant normotensive FOR, clamp-derived
insulin resistance is associated with endothelial dysfunction. According to our
results,testingof endothelial function withultrasound tecbnique mightallowearly
identification of persons athigh-riskfor atherosclerosis.
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WAIST-T0-HIP RATIO IS ASSOCIATED WITH A SELECTIVE LOSS OF
MICROVASCULARREACTIVITY IN YOUNG HEALTIIY MEN.
RC. Bonadonna, T. Monauni, B. Brunato, A. Cretti, L. Bertolini, E. Bonora and
M. Muggeo. Division of Endocrinology and Metabolic Diseases, Verona, Italy.

Waist-to-hip ratio (W/H) is a predictor of NIDDM, hypertension and
atherosclerosis. Endothelial (E) dysfunction preceeds both hypertension and
atherosclerosis, and is present in NIDDM. E damage goes through several phases:
an early one, in which sensitivity to muscarinic agonists is lost; and a late one, in
which sensitivity to kininergic agonists also is lost. These phases are thought to
reflect lesions of different classes (i, 0 and q) of Ga-proteins, coupling muscarinic
(MI, M2 and M3) and kininergic (B2) receptor signals to phospholipase C (pLC)
and E nitric oxide synthase (ecNOS), with subsequent nitric oxide (NO) synthesis
and vasorelaxation. Aim of this study was to assess whether WIH is related to E
function, independently of age, blood pressure, circulating lipids and adiposity,
utilizing acetylcholine (ACH), an M-receptor agonist, bradykinin (BK), a B2
receptor agonist, and sodium nitroprusside (SNP), an NO donor. We studied 19
healthy male (age: 23.7±O.6 yrs), nonobese (BMI: 24.3±O,43 kglm'; WIH:
0.88±0.0I), non smoking subjects, with normal blood pressure and circulating
lipids, by employing the forearm (F) perfusion technique and measuring the F
blood flow (FBF: ml/minlkg of F) response to the intra-arterial infusion of graded
doses of ACH (3,9 and 30 ug/min/kg ofF), BK (40, 120, and 400 ng/min/kg ofF),
and SNP (I, 3, and 10 ,..g/min/kg of F). Neither BMI, nor blood pressure, nor
lipids, nor fasting plasma insulin were correlated to FBF responses to ACH, BK or
SNP (p ranging from 0.20 to 0.90). WIH was correlated to the FBF response to
ACH (r=-0.S7, p=O.OI),but not to BK (r=-0.3S, p=O.IS) or SNP (r=-0.34, p=O.l6).
In multiple regression analysis, the relationship between WIH and FBF response to
ACH was independent of BMI, blood pressure, lipids, FBF responses to SNP and
BK, and fasting insulin. Thus, high WIH is an independent indicator of selective
fall in microvascular reactivity to ACH, which may bedue to a reduced stimulation
ofPLC/ecNOS, possibly secondary to a lesion of Gaj- and/or Gew-proteins.

1215
EFFECTS OF FREEFATIY ACIDS AND INSULIN ON
ENDOTHELIAL-DEPENDENT VASODILATAnON
L Lind, A Fugmann, B Wessby, J Millgilrd, C Berne, H LithelI.
Depts of Medicine and Geriatrics, University Hospital, S-75185
Uppsala, Sweden.
Fatty acids impair endothelium-dependent vasodilatation
(EDV) and insulin has been shown to enhance EDV. In order
to clarify how these two metabolic alterations interfere with
EDV, 10 healthy volunteers were studied at two occasions.
Intralipid and heparin or saline, were infused for 4 hours at a
rate which increased the serum free fatty acid concentration
from 0.37±O.19 SO to 2.2±1.3mmol/I, During the last 2 hours
of the experiment euglycemic hyperinsulinaernia ( 83±24
mU / I) was added. EDV and endothelial-independent
vasodilatation (£IDV) were evaluated in the forearm by local
intra-arterial infusion of metacholine or sodium
nitroprusside at baseline and after 2 and 4 hours of infusions.
Intralipid and heparin infusion decreased EDV from 27.6±8.7
to 21.0±5.7 mI/min/l00ml tissue (p< 0.01).This effect was
reversed by hyperinsulinaernia (28.9 ±6.7 ml/ mini 100ml
tissue, p < 0.01). Euglycemic hyperinsulinemia alone
increased EDV ( from 27.3±8.4 to 30.4 ±9.5 mI/min/lOOml
tissue, p< 0.01), while EIDV was not significantly altered by
any of the metabolic interventions.
In conclusion, the present study showed that an acute
increase of serum free fatty acids decreased EDV, an action
that was reversed by elevating plasma insulin.

1214
INFLUENCE OF OVERWEIGHT AND GLYCEMIA ON ACETYLCHOLINE
INDUCED SKIN VASODILATIONIN OBESE SUBJECTS AND NIDD·s.
O. Smagghue, J. Paries. B. Lcrmeau, J.R Attali, P. Valensi. Department of
Eodocrinology-DiabetoIogy-Nutrition. Jean Verdier Hospital, Paris-Nord
University, Bondy. France.

Alterations of endothelium-dependent vasodilation have been reported in
noninsulin-dependentdiabetic patients (NIDD's). Laser-doppler is an accurate tool
for investigating microcirculatory vasomotricity. The aim of the present study was
to examine the role of overweight and blood glucose levels in these changes. Fifty
two nondiabetic obese subjects, 18 NIDD's and 23 healthy controls with normal
body weight were compared. Cutaneous blood flow (CBF) was measured by laser
doppler (Periflux) on the right index, at baseline and after local iontophoretic
administration of acetylcholine. Acetylcholine was delivered by using an anodic
current of 0.1 rnA for 30 seconds, 0.2 rnA for 20 seconds and finally 0.2 rnA for 30
seconds. At baseline. the mean values and standard deviations of CBF did not differ
significantly between the three groups. After application of the three stimuli, CBF
increased in the three groups after a similar lag time. The peak of CBF occurred
significantly earlier in obese subjects and NIDD's than in the controls, and CBF
also returned to basal values earlier as compared to the controls. but the time lags
did not differ significantly between obese subjects and NIDD's. After each of the
three stimuli, the peak level of CBF did not differ significantly between the three
groups. In the whole series of 96 subjects, both the peak time and the time of
recovery of CBF after each stimuluscorrelated negativelywith BM!. The peak time
and the time of recovery after the first stimulus also correlated negatively with
glycemia 2 hours after 75 g glucose taken orally in the obese subjects (p = 0.03 and
0.02 respectively) and post-prandial glycemia in NIDD's (p = 0.002 and 0.07
respectively). In conclusion, in both obese subjects and NIDD's, the acetylcholine
induced cutaneous vasodilative response is more rapid and less sustained than in
normal subjects. Overweight and blood glucose levels seem to playa determinant
role in this particular kinetic pattern which suggests more a microcirculatory
smooth muscle dysfunction than an endothelial alteration. An excess of free
radicals might be involved in this disorder.

1216
SHORT-TERM AGGRESSIVE LDL-LOWERING IN ATHERO
SCLEROTIC PATIENTS: EFFECTS ON ENDOTHELIAL-MEDIATED
VASODILATATION AND CAPILLARY PERMEABILITY.
R. Navalesi, G. Penno, G. Dell'Omo, M. Nannipieri, L. Pucci, A. Marsocci,
R. Pedrinelli and S. Bandinelli. Dept. of Endocrinology and Metabolism,
Dept. of Cardiology, University of Pisa, Italy.
Consistent evidence shows an improvement of arteriolar endothelial
function after LDL-cholesterollowering. Less clear is how early this takes
place. It is unknown the effect of treatment with HMG-CoA reductase
inhibitors on the function of the capillary bed where most of the
endothelial cells lie. High-dose (40 mg/die) simvastatin was administered
for one month in IS non-diabetic (OGTI-fasting glucose: 97±12 mg/dl,
HbAlc: 5.7±0.35%). non-obese (BMI: 26.1±1.S2 kg/m2) normotensive
(24-hour ABPM: 124±9174±6 mmHg) males (age: 5S±9 years) with
atherosclerotic peripheral vascular disease and LDL-cholesterol levels
>130 mg/dl (I 73±36). Main outcomes: I. Forearm vasodilatation [percent
blood flow (FBF, ml/min/dl, venous plethysmography) changes from
baseline] to intra-arterial acetylcholine (7.5, 15, 30 ug/rnin x 5 min each),
an endothelial-mediated vasodilator; 2. Transcapillary albumin escape rate
(TERalb, %/h, i.v, 1251-human albumin, the fraction of the intravascular
albumin leaving the vascular bed per hour). a measure of the capillary
permeability; 3. Maximum forearm vasodilatation (l3-min ischemia peak
flow) to account for nOn specific vasodilation. Simvastatin reduced LDL
cholesterol by 45±11 % (to 102±26 mg/dl, p<O.OOOI). No significant
changes were observed in the response to ACH (+ I94±27%. 362±59%,
534±6S% vs +2l5±29%, 401±46%, 5S5±49% at 7.5, 15 and 30 ug/min
ACH infusion, respectively). On the contrary, TERalb decreased by
19±25% from 10.4±2.0 %/h to S.4±2.9 %/h (p=0.0096). Diastolic BP
decreased from SI.3±6.2 to 76.S±S.S mmHg, (p<0.02) with no relation
with TERalb reduction. Post-ischaemic FBF was stable (56.4±11.9 vs
59.6±15.I ml/min/dl). Improvement of arteriolar endothelial function
(ACH) resulted still inconsistent after one-month aggressive simvastatin
therapy, in spite of a drastic reduction in LDL-cholesterol. The reduced
TERalb due to simvastatin over the same period indicates an influence of
LDL-cholesterol On capillary permeability, and it suggests that changes in
capillary and arteriolar function may follow different time-courses.
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GLYCLAZIDE AS A FREE RADICAL SCAVENGER IN THE
ENDOTHELIUM DEPENDENT VASODILATION.
A. Costa e Forti, A.A. Peter, LR.L Martin; KW.P. Gomes, A.P.A. Silva and
M.e. Fonteles. Clin, Res. Unit - UFCfUECe/CIDH - Av. Jose Bastos, 3390 
For-Bz. 60934
The anti-oxidant defenses in diabetic patients are found to be generally impaired,
cellular levels of reduced gluthation (GSH) and serum concentrations of vitamin
C, both primary antioxidants, are reduced in diabetics when in poor glycaemic
controL Diabetic vascular tissues are targets to pharmacological derangements
especially at the endothelial cells, which can be reversed by superoxide dismutase,
an activity that may be correlated to the control of free radicals formation. The
aim of this work was to evaluate bradykinin (Bk) endothelial responses,
comparing GSH, a natural free radical scavenger, and glyclazide, an antidiabetic
drug, in alloxan (l50mglKg) diabetic rabbits. Rabbit kidneys were isolated and
perfused with Krebs-Henseleit solution in a open system at 30°C, delivering a
flow rate of 10ml/min. Noradrenaline (NOR) was infused at the concentration of
I(M into the renal artery, promoting a great vasoconstriction which reached a
steady state response 2·3min after the infusion onset NOR was administrated in
two successive cycles of 20 minutes each, with an interval of 10 min for drug
wash out During this period BK was injected as a bolus. cumulatively into the
renal artery in the presence of GSH (l(M) or glyclazide (l(M). The results are
expressed as percentage of decrease in the perfusion pressure «P%), for each dose
ofBk

BK(M) 4.10" 8.10' 1,6.10' 3,2.10' 6,4.10'
Control 4.7 ±5.5 504±10.1 0.8±11 -4.1 ±13 -104±l8
GSH 14±79 1904 ±5 19.5±804 17±1L3 15.2 ±143
gly 1604 ±Ll 1804 ±89 21.5±72 2L2±9 24.4 ±804

The results show that glyclazide potentiates the BK induced vasodilatation, and
acts as GSH possibly as a free radical scavenger effects.

1219
EFFECTS OF NEUTRAL ENDOPEPTIDASE 24-11 AND ANGIOTENSIN-CONVERTING
ENZYME INHIBITORS ON THE FEMORAL VASCULAR CONDUCTANCES IN
STREPTOZOTOCIN·TREATED RATS.
V.ARBIN, N. CLAPERON and 1. PEYROUX. Laboratoire de Pharmacologic, Universite
Rene Descartes.Paris, France.
In streptozotocin (S'I'Zj-treated rats, resting femoral vascular conductances (FVC)
have been shown to be reduced versus control rats. It has been suggested that in
anaesthetized normoglycaemic rats, a continuous release of bradykinin (BK) from
endothelial cells could contribute to vascular tone. In vivo, Angiotensin-converting
enzyme (ACE) and Neutral endopeptidase 24-11 (NEP 24-11) appear to be the two
mainenzymesinvolvedin BK degradation.We have studied the effects of captopril (C,
2 mg.kg' i.v. bolus+1 mg.kg".30 min-I i.v. infusion) and retrothiorphan, a selective
NEP inhibitor(RT, 25 mg.kg i.v. OOlus+12,5 mg.kg'130 min,l i.v, infusion)alone or
in combinationon FVC in S'I'Zstreated rats. The haemodynamic responses to inhibitors
were assessed by conductance determination (femoral blood flow, ml.minvmean
arterialpressure, rumHg x 100,arbitraryunits) using the transit time ultrasound technic
for continous determinationof blood flow in femoral artery. C or C+RT were given
alone or after L-NAME (l0 mg.kg"), after the B2 receptor antagonist HOE 140 (100
or 300 ug.kg") and after HOE 140 (300 ug.kg") + the kininase I inhibitor DL-2
mercaptomethyl.3-guanidinoethylthiopropano;c acid (MGTA, 10 rng.kg") in five
separate experiments. FVC before and during the different treatments were compared
using one way analysisof variance for repeated measures followed by Scheffe test In
control rats, C alone or C+RT increasedFVC (1,43 ± 0.16 and 1,29 ± 0.16, P<O.OI vs
resting value 0,75 ± 0.08) and L-NAME, HOE 100 or 300 ug.kg' or MGTA + HOE
300 ug.kg inhibited Ibese vasodilator effects. In hyperglycaemic rats, FVC were
increasedonly in presenceofC+RT (0,68 ± 0.13, P<O.OI vs resting value0,34 ± 0.07)
This vasodilationwas blunted in presence of L-NAME or MGTA + HOE 300 ug.kg'
but not in presence of HOE alone. These results suggest that C+RT could unmask a
continuous release of BK which increases FVC mainlyby nitric oxide (NO) release in
the femoral vascular bed of normo- and hyperglycaemic rats. Endogenous BK could
induce NO release after B2 receptor activation and/or by supplying carboxylic L
arginine after its hydrolysis by kininase I.
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CHANGES IN THE CHOLINERGIC RESPONSE OF ARTERIOLES IN
DIABETIC RATS ARE NOT DUE TO HYPERGLYCEMIA PER SE
AA van Lambalgen, JH. Reitsma, C Demirci*, GC van den Bos, CDA
Stehouwer, GJ Tangelder. Lab for Physiology, ICaR-VU, Vrije Universiteit,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands and *Dept of BioI Istanbul Universitesi, Turkey

The role of hyperglycemia for the change in the cholinergic response of
arterioles during Diabetes Mellitus (OM) is unclear. Using intravital
microscopy, we studied in the spinotrapezius muscle the relation between the
basal and dilated diameter of arterioles (range: 5-80~) after topical application
of acetylcholine (ACh: 1O'3M) in 4 groups of rats (n=6 per group): DM, iv
injection of streptozotocin (70 mg/kg) 6 weeks prior to the experiment; CI,
controls for DM; GL, muscle superfused with glucose (20mM) for 4 hrs; C2,
controls for GL. Afterwards NG-nitro-L-arginine (LNNA; IO"M) was used to
block thc nitric oxide production. Linear regression lines (y=ax+h) were
calculated per group between the basal (x) and ACh-dilated (y) diameters of
all the arterioles ~201lm (AA: arcade arterioles; n=-45/group) and <20llm
(TA: transverse and terminal arterioles; n=-40/group). CI and C2 were pooled
(C): these groups were comparable. All relationships were significant; r
values: >60. For AA the slopes (a) of the lines were -1 for all groups, the
intercepts (h) were -25 in C and GL, but 13 in OM: after LNNA the slope
decreased markedly in DM (by -45%), only minor in GL (by -15%), and nol
in C. So, only in OM, all AA showed less dilatation alter ACh, but increased
NO-dependency. For TA, in C the slope was -I and the intercept -10, but in
GL the slope (0.8) had decreased and the intercept (-20) increased, while in
DM the opposite was found, slope: -2, intercept: zero; after LNNA, in OM the
slope decreased by 25%, but in GL and C intercepts decreased by 25 and 50'1<"
respectively.The effect of OM on dilatation of TA after ACh is thus size
dependent: less dilatation in small (<IOum), but more in the bigger TA. The
differences between OM and GL, however, show that changes in the
cholinergic response in OM cannot be explained by hyperglycemia per se,
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TROGLITAZONE INHIBITS CYTOKINE·INDUCED PLASMINOGEN
ACTIVATOR INHIBITOR-l SECRETION FROM ENDOTHELIAL CELLS
E. Nohara, M. Yokoyama, T. Takamura, Y. Nagai and K. Kobayashi.. First
Department of Internal Medicine, School of Medicine, Kanazawa University,
Ishikawa, Japan.

Troglitazone, an insulin sensitizer, has been known to improve glucose intolerance,

insulin resistance and dyslipidemia, thereby suggesting that it inhibits the initiation

and progression of atherosclerosis. Plasminogen activator inhibitor-! (PAI-!) plays

an important role in the pathogenesis of atherosclerosis, and its level is elevated in

patients with insulin resistance. The biosynthesis of PAI-I in endothelial cells is

stimulated by various inflammatory cytokines such as tumor necrosis factor (TNF)

a or interleukin (IL)-I~, which are released from monocytes I macrophages by

oxidative stress. Thus we investigated the direct effects of troglitazone on PAI-I

secretion from human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs). HUVECs were

cultured in the medium containing 0.4% serum with or without troglitazone (I and

10 J.lM) in the presence of TNF-a (100 nglml) or IL-I ~ (10 ng/ml) for 24 h, and the

medium contents of PAI-! were measured by ELISA method (TintElize PAl-I,

Biopool, Sweden). TNF-a and IL-I~ significantly (p<0.02 vs control) increased

PAI-! contents to 1.99±0.!6 and 2.42±0.42 fold, respectively. Troglitazone (10

J.lM) significantly inhibited TNF-et-induced (54.3±0.02%, p<O.OI) and IL-Ij3

induced (40.8±0.02%, p<O.O!) PAI-I secretion, and these inhibitory effects were

dose-dependent. Cell viability evaluated by trypan blue exclusion was not

influenced by troglitazone. These data suggest that troglitazone may prevent the

initiation and progression of atherosclerosis by direct inhibition of PAI-I secretion

from HUVECs. We have recently reported that troglitazone inhibits cytokine

induced monocyte chemoattractant factor (MCP)-! expression in human mesangial

cells. Also in HUVECs, we assume that the inhibitory effects of troglitazone on

PAI-I levels may be at the level of gene expression. Effects of troglitazone on the

PAI-I mRNA contents in HUVEes will be presented.

1222
THE FORMATION OF EICOSANOIDS IN A HUMAN ENDOTHELIAL CELL
LINE UNDER DIABETIC CONDITIONS
W. Engels, P.J.M.R. Lemmens, M.M.E. van Ginneken and B.H.R.
Wolffenbutlel. Dept. Endocrinology, Maastricht University, Maastricht, The
Netherlands.
Microvascular dysfunction in diabetes is characterized by protein kinase C
(PKC)-medlated endothelial cell activation. This will lead to a change in
the formation of vasoactive substances like NO and eicosanoids. The aim
of this study was to assess In which respect the profile and the amount of
eicosanoids is influenced by short- and long-term exposition of a human
endothelial cell line EC-RF24 to elevated levels of glucose. Stimulation of
control cells, cultured at 5 mM glucose, with thrombin resulted in
mobilization of calcium followed by translocation of PKC c. and the
production of prostacyciin, PGF,., PGE, and thromboxane A,. (TxA). When
the cells were cultured for 15 doublings in the presence of 25 mM glucose,
thrombin stimulation revealed a shift in the eicosanoid profile from
vasodllating (prostacyclin, PGE,) to vasoconstricting (TxA, PGF,.). It could
be calculated that the prostacyclin/TxA ratio decreased from 5.7 to 1.4.
Additionally, endothelial cells grown at 25 mM glucose showed an
increased sensitivity towards thrombin when compared to control cells. In
contrast, acute elevation of the glucose concentration to 25 mM did not
gave a significant change in basal eicosanoid formation nor calcium
mobilization, whereas mobilization of PKC a and ~ could be Observed.
However, activation of PKC by the phorbol ester PMA did not result in a
stimulation of eicosanoid formation nor calcium mobilization. These
results indicate that endothelial cells under diabetic conditions exhibit
increased sensitivity to receptor agonists like thrombin, which is
accompanied by changes in intracellular signalling and a change of the
eicosanoid profile towards vasoconstrictory compounds, leading to
alterations of vascular reactivity In diabetes mellitus.

1221
Activation of human endothelial cells and fibroblasts is regulated
by different mechanisms.
X,L, Du, G,Z, Sui, C. Biinting, Th, Koschinsky, P. Rosen, Diabetes
Research Institute, Diisseldorf, Germany
Activation of endothelial cells and fibroblasts contribute to the
pathogenesis of vascular complications in diabetes. To investigate the

underlying mechanisms and the effect of hyperglycaemia, fibroblasts
(F) and human umbilical vein endothelial cells (EC) were incubated
with glucose (5 to 30 roM). The generation of reactive oxygen
intermediates (ROI) was measured by pre loading the cells with

dichlorodihydrofluoresceine, activation of NF-KB by EMSA, 0

nitrotyrosylation by Western blot. Incubation of EC and F with high

glucose led to rapid increase in the generation of ROI in both types of

cells. In addition, NF-KB became activated dose dependently. The
maximal activation was reached after an incubation of 4 hours. 0

nitrotyrosylation was detectable in proteins with a molecular weight in
the range of 18 to 182 kDa. The generation of ROI and the activation of

NF-KB were inhibited in both types of cells by antioxidants (a
tocopherol 10-100 ,ug/ml, lipoic acid 0.5-10 ,uM), whereas L-NMMA
(100,uM), an inhibitor of NO-synthase, was effective only EC, but not
in F. PKC activation promoted the formation of ROI and activation of

NF-KB only in F, but not in EC. These data suggest that different

mechanisms of celi activation are effective in EC and F. In F the
activation of PKC by a glucose dependent mechanism plays a decisive

role for the generation of ROI and activation of NF-KB. In contrast, EC
seem to me more sensitive to ROI and the activation is depending on
the formation of ROI and nitric oxide suggesting that the cytotoxic
effects of high glucose are mediated in EC by peroxynitrite,

1223
EFFECTS OF TOLRESTAT ON PROTEIN METABOLISM IN
HUMAN ENDOTHELIAL CELLS CULTURED IN HIGH GLUCOSE
M. Sternberg, A.-M. Grlgorova-Borsos, P. Urlos, A. Sanon. G. Mozere. G.
Hirbec and R. Guillot. Dapartement de Blochlm/e, Faculta de Madeclne
Broussa/s-Hdte/-D/BU, Un/vers/ta Pierre et Mar/e Cur/e. Paris, France.
Thickening of capillary basement membranes, associated with type IV
collagen (CIV) accumulation. is characteristic of diabetic mlcroangiopathy. An
Increase in CIV content of the aortic wall is also observed In diabetic
macroangiopathy. In order to analyse the Importance of the polyol pathway in
the deveiopment of CIV metabolism alterations observed In diabetic
angiopathy and their prevention by aldose reductase Inhibitors. we studied
the effects of tolrestat (T) on the high(H) glucose(G)-lnduced alterations of
CIV, type IV collagenase and total protein (P) production by human umbilical
vein endothelial cells (EC). Primary cultures were exposed to 5.5, 16.7 and
27.8 mmolll G. with and without 55 or 110 ~moVI T, for 3 days after beginning
of confluence. We measured the soluble CIV secreted In the culture
supernatant (S) and the Insoluble CIV accumulated In the extracellular matrix
and cell fraction (MCF), by ELISA. [14Cl-Proline incorporation into the total
collagenous and noncollagenous (nc) P secreted in the 5 was determined.
Gelatin zymography of the 5 showed that EC produce almost exclusively
72kDa gelatinase degrading CIV. Therefore we determined total gelatinase
activity (ga). after dissociation from TIMPs and activation by p-aminophenyl
mercuric acetate. HG Increased CIV amount In the S (+ 155% at 27.8 mmoVi.
p<.OO1)and In the MCF (+ 240% at 27.8 mmoill. p<.OO5). T reduced these
increases significantly (-54% and -44% respectively at 110 ~molll). At HG. ga
per ml of S was reduced and the 72kDa gelatinase band measured on the
zymogram scan was lowered. T lowered ga further at HG (In spite of Its
corrective effect on CIV accumulation), but also at 5.5 mmolll G. T Is not a
gelatinase inhibitor. HG Increased proline Incorporation Into the collagenous
(+24%) and nc (+30%) P In the 5, T lowered the synthesis of collagenous
(-21%) and nc P (-38%) at HG, but also of nc P (-22%) at 5.5 mmoVI G. In
conclusion, T decreases the synthesis of nc P. Including 72kDa collagenase,
at 5.5 mmoVI and HG, by a mechanism which remains to be elucidated. The
corrective effect of T on the HG-Induced hyperproductlon of CIV and total
collagenous P may be attributed to polyol pathway dysregulatlon prevention.
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EFFECT OF GLUCOSE ON ADHERENCE OF NEUTROPHILS TO
ENDOTHELIAL CELLS
Y.K. Kim, S.M. Son and I.J. Kim
Department of Internal Medicine, School of Medicine, Pusan
National University, Pusan, Korea
The aim of this study were to assess the relationship between

endothelial dysfunction and neutrophil adhesion induced by high
glucose. Rabbit aortic endothelial cells(RAECs) in primary culture
were incubated for various times up to 24 hours to evaluate TNF
a response and neutrophil adhesion under different glucose
concentrati~ps(O, 5.5, 11 and 22 m M). To assess neutrophil
adhesion, Cr labeled rabbit neutrophils were added to RAECs
monolayers at a neutrophil/endothelial cell ratio ~1 10:1 with
different glucose concentration. We also examined Cr released
from 51Cr labeled endothelial cells and endotheliai cell detachment
were used as indices of endothelial cell injury with different
glucose concentrations. Glucose concentration resembling
hyperglycemic condilion(22 mM) significantly increased TNF-a
release from cultured rabbit endothelial cells(212.5±39.6 pg/mL
for 5.5 mM vs. 445.5±67.8 pg/mL for 22 mM, p<O.01).
Neutrophils were more adhesive to endothelium under high glucose
concentration than control(30.6±3.7% vs. 64.5±6.2%, p<0.05).
ftAECs incubated in high glucose resulted in significant increase in

Cr release when compared with in control(35.8±1.3% vs. 39.2±
1.8%, p<0.05). Endothelial cell detachment was significantly
greater when RAECs in high glucose rather than in control(5.9±
1.9% vs. 8.6±1.8%, p<O.o1). This study shows that high glucose
stim ulates neutrophil adhesion to endothelial cells in association
with increased production of TNF-a from endothelial cells. These
results suggest that glucose directly causes increased interaction
between neutrophil and endothelial cell through a TNF-a
dependent mechanism.
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High glucose increases the formation of nitrotyrosine as marker of
oxidative stress in human vein endothelial cells (HUVEC).
G.Z. Sui, X.L. Du, G.Z. Sui, P. Rosen, Diabetes Research Institute,

Dusseldorf, Germany

Peroxynitrite is rapidly formed from nitric oxide and superoxide

anions. Besides its cytotoxic effects peroxynitrite can lead to 0

nitrotyrosylation of proteins and might, therefore, be used as a stable,

long term indicator of oxidatice stress. To investigate the effect of high

glucose (HG) on the formation of nitrotyrosine, human umbilical vein

endothelial cells were incubated with glucose (5 to 40mM) for up to 6

hrs, and the o-nitrotyrosine formation was determined by western-blot

using a specific antibody against o.nitrotyrosylated proteins. In the

Western blot numerous bands specifically for nitrotyrosin in the range

of 18 KDa to 180 KDa were obtained after incubating the cells with the

NO-donor sodium nitroprusside (positive control) or HG (20, 30,

40mM) but not if cells were incubated with low glucose (5mM). The 0

nitrosylation was inhibited by L-nitro-arginine, a specific inhibitor of

NO-synthase (100,uM, preincubation for 1 hour) and antioxidants.

These results can be taken as indication that hyperglycaemia leads to an

enhanced formation of peroxinitrite and exerts oxidative stress on

endothelial cells. The previously reported increased generation of nitric

oxide and superoxide anions in hypergiycaemia are in line with this

assumption. Since inhibitors of NO-synthase are able to prevent not

only the o-nitrosylation, but also the activation of NF-KB and

apoptosis, we assume that peroxinitrite mediates the cyctotoxic effects

of HG. Determination of o-nitrotyrosin might be a useful marker of

oxidative stress in diabetes.
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INDUCTION OF E-SELECTIN EXPRESSION BY OXIDIZED
CHYLOMlCRONS
A. Jagla and J. Schrezenmeir, Federal Research Centre, 0-24103
Kiel, Germany
Non-insulin-dependentdiabetes mellitus is frequently associated with
premature atherosclerosis. Besides other factors, an increased
expression of endothelial cell adhesion molecules seems to be a
crucial event in early states of atherogenesis/macroangiopathy.
Adhesion molecules have shown to be induced by high glucose-levels
and by certain lipoproteins, especially oxidized low-density
lipoproteins.
We have previously shown that triglyceride-rich lipoproteins
(chylomicrons) as well stimulate the expression of E-selectin and
VCAM-1; however, there seem to be differences between different
chylomicron preparations. We therefore investigated, whether
oxidative modification of these lipoproteins could be a factor
determining their stimulatory effects on cells. Chylomicrons (10mg
Tg/ml) were oxidized by addition of CUS04(10 and 100 IJM) for 6h at
37'C. After dialysis, chylomicrons were diluted with cell culture
medium (1mgTg/ml) and incubated with human umbilical vein
endothelial cells (HUVEC) for 5h, followed by immunocytometric
determination of E-Selectin. E-Selectin expression was stimulated by
oxidized chylomicrons to 243±14% (101JM Cu) and to 310±20%
(1001JM Cu) (MW±SEM; n=40; p<0,001) compared to control
(=100%).
Several authors showed oxidation products in chylomicrons after in
gestion of oxidized fat. Since diabetes is frequently associated with
higher levels of chylomicrons in the postprandial state and with
decreased antioxidative protectants (e.g. vitamin E and C), the uptake
and incorporation of oxidized fat in chylomicrons could - according to
our results - contribute to endothelial activation and thereby promote
the development of atherosclerosis.

1227
EFFECTS OF AN INHIBITOR OF PROTEIN KINASE C ON
ENDOTHELIAL CELL PROLIFERATION.
F Pomero, A Molinar Min, M La Selva, GM Molinatti and M Porta. Departmentof
InternalMedicine,Universityof Turin, Italy.
Aims: The Protein Kinase C (PKC) family of enzymes is involved in the regulation
of vital cell functions, including signal transduction, DNA synthesis, the turnover of
hormone and growth factors receptors and the activity of (Na+-K+)-ATPase.
AbnormalPKC activity has been suggested to playa role in the pathogenesis of the
vascular complications of diabetes. We studied the effects of an inhibitor of PKC
isoforms B, and 62 (LY379196, generonsly provided by Ely Lilly, Indianapolis) on
the replication of cultured human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC) in the
presence of physiological (5.6 mmol/I) and high (28 mmoUI) concentrations of
glucose.Materials and Methods: HUVECin secondaryculture were incubated with
physiologicalor high glucose with or withoutLY379196 for 7 days. Cell replication
was assessed by cell counts in a haemocytometer and by a Cell Proliferation Kit
(Boehringer Mannheim, Germany) which measures the activity of mitochondrial
dehydrogenase in vital cells. Results: a dose-responsecurve (range 100 nmo!/l to 10
umol/l) showed approximately 50% inhibition of cell replication at between 500
nmol/! and I umol/l LY379196. Results are shown as percentages of values in 5.6
mmol/l glucose. Means ± SD of cell counts were: 89.7±11.4 for glucose 28 mmol/l
(p=O.003 vs glucose 5.6 mmol/l),65.1±14.4 for glucose5.6 + 500 nmolll LY379196
(p=O.OOO vs glue. 5.6), 61±11.5 for glucose 28 mmolll + 500 nmolll LY379196
(p=O.OOI vs glue. 28), 52.3±22.8 for glucose 5.6 mmol/I + I urnol/l LY379196
(p=O.OOI vs gluc.5.6), 44.9±11.5 for glucose 28 mmol/I + 1 umol/l LY379196
(p=O.OOO vs glue. 28). Cell proliferation (absorbanceat 580 nm) was: 84.6±13.2 for
glucose 28 mrnol/l (p=0.035 vs glue 5.6), 70.2±15.7 for glucose 5.6 + 500 nmolll
LY379196(p=0.006 vs glue. 5.6), 62.2±18.3 for glucose28 + 500 nmol/l LY379196
(p=0.056 vs glue. 28), 57.2±20.8 for glucose 5.6 + l umol/l LY379196 (p=0.004 vs
Glue. 5.6), 52.1±15.7 for glucose 28 + I umol/l LY379196 (p=O.OI vs glue. 28).
Conclusions: The addition of a PKC inhibitor to the culture system reduces the
replication of HUVEC to a parallel extent in physiological and high glucose,
confirming that at least some PKC isoforms playa crucial rote in the regulation of
endothelial cell growth and suggesting that high glucose and PKC inhibition may
impair endothelial replication through separate mechanisms.
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ELEVATED VASCULAR ENDOTHELIAL GROWTH FACTOR INTYPE I DIABETIC
PATIENTS WITH DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY
P. Hovind, l. Tarnow, P.B. 0stergaard and H·H. Parving. Steno Diabetes Center,
Denmark.
The Steno hypothesis suggests that albuminuria reflects widespread vascular damage
(proliferative retinopathy and severe macroangiopathyl due to a generalised vascular
(endothelial) dysfunction. Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) isa potent cytokine
family that induces angiogenesis and markedly increases endothelial permeability. We
measured VEGF with an ELISA technique in 199type I diabetic patients with diabetic
nephropathy (122 males, age 44 ± 10years, diabetes duration 27 ± 8 years, GFR (ml x
min' x 1.73 m'l 75 (l0·143), and in 188long·standing type I diabetic patients with
normoalbuminuria {l17 males, age 43 ± 10 years, diabetes duration 26 ± 8 years.
Plasma levels of VEGF were significantly increased in patients with nephropathy as
compared to thenormoalbuminuric group: median (rangel: 45.7 (22·4101 ng/l vs 27.1
{22·3551 ng/1. respectively, p< 0.0001. This difference was ascribed to elevated VEGF
levels in men with nephropathy: 51.8 (22-410) vs 22 (22·308), p<O.OOO1. No
differences were found between females with and without nephropathy: 37.8(22·3251
vs 36.6 (22·335) ngll. Plasma VEGF was below the detection limit (22 nglll in 60
patients withnephropathy and 93patients withnormoalbuminuria, p< 0.0001. Plasma
levels of VEGF tended to be higher in nephropathic patients with proliferative
retinopathy (n-138) as compared to simplex retinopathy (n-611: 55.4 (22·363) vs
43.2(22·4101 ng/I, p-0.l0. A similar trend was demonstrated in thenormoalbuminuric
patients: lack of retinopathy!n - 65): 23.9 (22·3531; simplexln = 1051: 27.3 (22·308),
and proliferative(n -181: 34.9 !22·1131 ngll, NS. The level of VEGF was nearly identical
in proteinuric patients with GFR above the median !102 ± 19 mllmin/1.73 m') vs
patients below the median (46 ± 18 mllminJ 1.73 m'l. Our data in men suggest that
VEGF is elevated early in thecourse of diabetic nephropathy, theimportance of VEGF
for theinitiation and progression of diabetic nephropathy remains to be established.

PS64
Markers of Endothelial Damage
1230
URINARY ENDOTHELIN IN ADOLESCENTS AND YOUNG
ADULTS WITH 100M. RELATION TO INDICES OF DIABETIC
ANGIOPATHY.
M. Manlali·Christidi. M. Peppa and M. Dracopoulou. C. Dacou
Voutelakis
Endocrine Unit and Diabetes center A' Dept. of Pad. AlheRS
Medical School AlheRS. Hellas
Endothelin Is a potent Y88OCORStrictive peptide which might play
a role in diabetic angiopathy in general and In diabetic
nephropathy in particular.The aim of this study was to
investigate a)alleratioRS of urinary endothelln (UET1) in
adolellcents and young adulls with 100M and b) the relation of
UET1 to indices and risk factors of diabetic angiopathy. We
studied 130 100M pallents. aged 15.2±4.9yrs and diabetes
duration 7.3±5.1yrs and 48 controls, healthy siblings of the
diabetics. of comparable age. The IoIaI 24hour UET1 excretion
was higher in diabetics than in controls (10866±7270 and
6598±3294pg!24h. respedi- wly. p=O.OOO). This difference was
also noted if male and female diabetics were separately
compared to controls. In diabetics, but not in controls. the
24hour UET1 values were greater in males than in females
(p=0.018). In 100M subjects. UET1 showed a linear relatioRShip
with age (p=O.002). urinary albumin (p=O.OOO). serum creatinine
(p=O.OO1). systolic blood pressure (p=O.038). triglycerides
(p=O.003). HbA1c (p"0.041) and intimal plus medial thickness of
carotid arteries. TheIle data suggest that UET1 Is elevated quite
early (in adolescence) in 100M subjects and it Is positively
correlated with indices of diabetic micro and macroangiopathy
possibly indicating a role of UET1 in the pathogenesis of diabetic
angiopathy.

1229
HYPOXIA-INDUCED VASCULAR ENDOTHELIAL GROWTH FACTOR GENE
EXPRESSION IS POTENTIATED BY ELEVATED GLUCOSE LEVELS
M.Meier'. C.J.O'Caliaghan" B.Galiacher', E.Standl' and BWiliiams';
'Cardiovascular Research Institute, University of Leicester, UK; 'Diabetes
Research Institute, Munich, Germany.
Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) is a powerful endothelial cell
specificmitogen which potentially increases vascular permeability. It has been
implicated in the pathogenesis of diabeticvasculopathies. Hypoxia inducesthe
expression of VEGF in many tissues and more recently, we have shown that
elevated glucoseconcentrations also increase VEGFexpression. The present
study thus examined the interaction between hypoxia and glucose in the
regulation of VEGF expression after exposure of human vascular smooth
musclecells (VSMC) to controlor high glucoselevels (5mmollL or 20mmol/L)
for 48 hours prior to exposure to hypoxia(microaerophilic or anaerobic). High
extracellular glucose concentrations (20 mmol/l) increased VEGF mRNA
expression (2.4-fold) by human VSMC in a time (maximal 6-12 hours) and
glucoseconcentration dependent (maximal 20mmol/L) manner. Hypoxia had a
morepotenteffecton VEGFmRNAlevels(10-fold increase), maximal between
12-24 hours. This effect was hypoxia-dose dependent (anaerobic vs.
microaerophilic environment.). Undermicroaerophilic hypoxia, pre-exposure to
high glucose significantly augmented VEGF mRNA expression vs. control
glucose+ microaerophilic hypoxia (highglucose4-fold, vs. normal glucose). An
altered Redox state is unlikely to be responsible for this interrelationship, as
addition of pyruvate (1-15mmoI/L) or lactate (1-15mmoI/L) had no effect.
Superoxide dismutase (SOD) (10-500U) prevented glucose-induced but not
hypoxia-induced VEGF expression, thereby suggesting that glucose-induced
VEGF expression may be dependent on free-radical production. In conclusion,
these results indicate that hypoxia and elevated glucose concentrations can
interact to induce VEGF expression by human VSMC. This interaction is
evident even in microaerophilic conditions. These observations suggest a
mechanism whereby co-existing tissue hypoxia and hyperglycaemia could
synergise to induceneovascularisation and other manifestations of endothelial
dysfunction in diabetes mellitus.

1231
DETERMINATION OF CIRCULATING PLASMA ENDOTIIELIN-l
CONCENTRATION IN TYPE t DIABETES MELLITUS
B. Sarman, M. Toth",K Farkas, A Somogyi andZs.Tulassay
2"" and 'I' Department of Medicine, Semmelweis University of Medicine, Budapest,
HWlgary

Diabetes mellitus is wellknownfor itsassociation withmacro- andmicrovascular disease.
Besides knowncoupled riskfactors endothelin-l has beenthoughtto playa role in the
development of vaseu1ar disease. Endothelial dysfunction round in diabetes mellitus
contributes to impaired production and secretion of endothelium derived relaxing factor,
nitric oxideand constricting factors, the best knownof which is endothelin-l. Damaged
release ofvasoactive substances andthedisturbed penneability of thevaseu1ar endothelium
in patients with diabetes mellitus can lead to accelerated vascular damage and induce
angiopathy Theaimof the authors wasto determine howcirculating plasma endothelin-I
concentration differ between type I diabetic patients and healthy controlsubjects and to
investigate whether endothelin-l levels may be related to latediabetic complications. 36
non-diabetic heahhy control subjects (C) and 25 patients with type I diabetes mellitus
(OM) -matched in age (C3739 ± 10,02years, OM35,8 ± 12,71 years), sex (CD male
and 19female, OM. 11maleand 14female), andbodymassindex (C24,75 ± 5,00kg/m',
OM:23,67± 3,81kg/m')-werestudied. Meanduration ofdiabetes was 10.0± 731 years;
mean HbAlc value in C5.11 ±036%, in OM.790±253% Endothelin-I level was
measured by self-developed radioinummoassay technology basedon'Peninsula antibody
Therewas no significant ditference betweenendothelin-I concentration of type I diabetic
patients (2.72± \.08 ngII) and heahhy control subjects (229 ± 0.80ngII), IFD,080.
However in patients whohad latediabetic complications ne10(nephropathy, retinopathy,
neuropathy, macrovascular lesion). we found that plasma endothelin-I concentration was
significantly higher (314 ± IA4ngII) than in the group of healthy controls
(229 =0.80ng/l), p<0,05. Theseresults support the notionthat endothelin-I may playa
central roleinthedevelopment of diabetic angiopathy andtherefore contributes to diabetic
complications.
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VASOACTIVE FACTORS OF VASCULAR ENDOTHELIUM IN PATIENTS
WITH NIDDM WITH RENAL LESIONS
M. Shamkhalova, M. Shestakova, L. Chugunova and L Dedov. National
Endocrinology Center, Moscow, Russia

The role of the endothelium in adjustment of vascular tone and intrarenal
haemodymanics is mediated by the interaction of powerful vasoactive factors. The
aim of our study is to investigate a role of these factors - endothelin-I (ET-I),
prostacyclin (pGI2) and tromboxane A2 (TXA2) in the initiation and progression of
diabetic renal disease. We studied plasma levels of POI2, ET-I and TXA2 in 31
NIDDM patients. 18 of them had no sings of renal involvement, 13 patients showed
overt diabetic nephropathy (DN) - AER >300 mg/day. In the former patients the
blood concentration ofvasodilating factor PGI2 than of vasoconstricting factor ET-I
and TXA2. In diabetic nephropathy the balance of vasoactive factors shifted to
predominance of vasoconstrictors ET-I and TXA2. Results (M=SEM)'

Parameters Controls AER<300mg/day AFR>300mg/day

n=8 n=18 n=13

PGI2(pg/ml) 413+ 101 350+87 323+92

TXA2(pg/ml) 364+95 149+21* 990+142*

ET-I(pg/ml) 1,3+0,3 1,5+0,2 2,1+0,2*

*p<0,05 compared to controls and patients with AER<300mg/day
Such rearrangement of vasoactive factors in higher quantities of vasoconstrictors in
diabetes mellitus may initiate or promote progression of DN with resultant spasm of
afferent glomerular vessels, reduced glomerular filtration and renal blood flow rates,
arterial hypertension and increased thrombogenesis. We can conclude that elevated
levels of ET-I and TXA2 in diabetics and their rise with progression of diabetic
nephropathy are likely to act as pathogenetic factors underlying onset and
progression of nephropathy.

1234
DOES INSULIN INFLUENCE VON WILLEBRAND FACTOR RELEASE IN
NORMAL, GLUCOSE INTOLERANT AND DIABETIC SUBJECTS?
L. Kessler, A. Azimzaded, M.L. Wiesel, V. Legaludec, P. Wolf, J.P,. Cazenave and
M. Pinget. Service d'Endocrinologie, * Fondation Transplantation UPRES JE 2601,
H6pitaux Universitaires, Strasbourg, France
Von Willebrand factor (vWI) is a predictive marker of diabetic angiopathy. Its
release, independant of glycemic control, could be influenced by the
hyperinsulinemia existing in both type I and type II diabetes. The aim of this work
was to study the role of insulin on plasmatic vWf release in vivo, in normal and
diabetic subjects and in vitro, on cultivated human endothelial cells. Material and
Method: prospectively, an oral glucose tolerance test (OOTI) followed by
plasmatic measurements of glucose, insulin, C peptide was performed in patients
exhibiting diabetes risk factors. vWf antigen and plasminogen activator inhibitor
(PAl) were measured in plasma at 0, 30 and 180 minutes of OOTT. In vitro, human
normal endothelial cells isolated from saphen vein were incubated in the presence of
thrombine (lOU/m!) and human insulin (0.25 and 250 mIU/ml). After 2 and 6 hours,
vWf was measured in the culture medium by ELISA (n=3). Results: 28 patients
were enclosed in the study (March I, 1998): II patients (age = 41±11.8years, BMI =
29.4±4.7) have a normal glycemic profil (groupe 1),7 patients (age = 43.5±llyears,
BMI = 31±4.1) developped glucose intolerance (groupe II) and 10 (age =
55 .2±10.21years, BMI = 33±8.1) proved diabetic (groupelII). In group 1, insulinernia
(t=O; 1O.4±3.8JlUlm) increased to 45.5+ 18.3 JlU/ml at 30 minutes and returned to
17.2±7.3 JlUlml at the end of the test while vWflevels were normal (82±22%) and
the PAl levels were increased (l9.6±1O.6ng/ml) all along the test. In both groups II
and III, vWf and PAl were similar to group I while insulinemia was significantly
increased to 62±19.2 JlU/ml at 30 minutes in group II and to 39.23±17.5 JlU/ml at
180 minutes in group III (p<0.05). After 2 and 6 hours of incubation, vWf levels
expressed as % of basal secretion were repectively of 76% and 91% in presence of
insulin at 0.25 mlUlml and decreased to 52% and 69% for a concentation of 250
mIU/m} . In contrast, after thrombine stimulation, the vWf levels were increased by
a factor of 3.7 and 5.0. In conclusion: in vitro, high concentation in insulin
decreased the vWf release from human normal endothelial cells. In normal and
diabetic subjects, insulin did not stimulate vWf release.
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EFFECT OF A I-YEAR TREATMENT WITH RAMIPRIL ORATENOLOL
ON ENDOTHELIAL MARKERS IN PATIENTS WITH TYPE-2 DIABETES
Eibl N, Krugluger W', Wagner S', Schnack Ch, Hopmeier P & Schernthaner G
(l.Med. Department and 'Central Laboratory, Rudolfstiftung Hospital, Vienna)
Endothelial dysfunction is associated with increased cardiovascular risk in patients
with type-2 diabetes and increased urinary albumin excretion rate (UAER). Results
of endothelial markers as endothelin-I (ET-I), von Willebrand factor (vWF) and
thrombomodulin (TM) are conflicting in patients with diabetic late complications.
The aim of our study was to compare the effect of blood pressure reduction after one
year of treatment by two different antihypertensive drugs, the ACE inhibitor ramipril
and the beta blocker atenolol on plasma-ET-I, vWF and thrombomodulin. We
investigated 56 patients with type-2 diabetes and increased UAER (Age:63± 1.5yrs;
HbAlc:7,5± 0,3%; UAER: I51±8mg/24h) that were randomised in 2 groups receiving
ramipril (n~27) or atenolol (n=29). All endothelial markers were significantly increased
in diabetic patients compared to 32 controls (ET-I: 1,3 ± 0,16 vs 0,75±O,2pg/ml,p<0,04;
vWF:308±26 vs 165±25%,p<0,OOI;TM: 30,1± 1,8 vs 23,7± 1,3ng/ml,p<0,02). After I
year of treatment blood pressure values declined significantly but no significant change
of endothelial markers could be demonstrated in either zroun,

Atenolol (n=29 } Raminril ( n=27)
OMo 12 Mo OMo 12Mo

RRsyst. (mmHg) 180(170-190) 155'(144-160) 170(160-183) 150'(140-160)
RRdiast (mmHg) 100(95-104) 85' (80-90) 100(95-105) 90' (83-90)
ET-1(pg/mi) 1,3!. 0,2 1,2!.0,2 1,2!.0,2 1,3!. 0.3
TM (ng/ml) 26,9 ± 1,4 25,8 + 1,7 32,9!. 3,1 30,7!.2,1

vWF (%) 330!. 33 321!. 34 289!. 43 292±..41
UAER (mg/24h) 158!. 8 156!. 7 143± 7 150!. 8

, p<0,001

The endothelial markers (ET-I, vWF, TM) did not show an intercorrelation and were
also not related to UAER, metabolic or lipid parameters. Despite a significant decline
ofUAER (147 ± 8 vs 120 ± 8mg/24h, p<O,OI)in a subgroup of23 patients there was
no significant change in ET-I, vWF or TM levels.
Our data indicate that endothelial injury seems to be persistent in patients with
type-2 diabetes and microalbuminuria.
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Adhesion Molecules and
Vascular Complications
1235
PLASMA INTERCELLULAR ADHESION MOLECULE-l LEVELS

IN PATIENTS WITH TYPE II DIABETES MELLITUS
S. GULER", B. <:AKIR", B. DEMiRBAS", U. ONDE"", G. GURsOY", R.
SERTER" and Y. ARAL". Ankara State Hospital "Department of
Endocrinology andMetabolism and ""Departmentof Microbiology, Ankara,
Turkey.

It has previously been reported that plasma soluble intercellular adhesion
molecule-l (sICAM-l) levelis increased in patients with diabetes mellitus. Aim
of our studywas to investigate any relation between plasma sICAM-l levels
anddiabeticretinopathy, proteinuria andhypertension in patients with typen
diabetes mellitus. A1tbough plasma sICAM-l level was higher in 68 diabetic
patients compared to the healthycontrol subjects (n = 21),this difference was
not statistically significant (391.65 ± 120.40 nglmL vs 348.92 ± 89.97 nglmL,
p>o.05). Plasma sICAM-l levels showed positive correlation with fasting
plasma glucose (r = 0.25, P= 0.04), postprandial plasma glucose (r = 0.31, P=
0.01) and HbAIC levels (r = 0.26, P = 0.04). Patients with postprandial
plasma glucose levels 251 mgldl or overhad higher sICAM-l levels compared
to patientwith postprandial plasma glucose below251 mgldL (427.71 ± 103.67
nglmL vs340.10 ± 127.58 nglmL; p = 0.003). sICAM-l levelwassignificantly
higher in diabetic patients with proteinuria than in diabetics without
proteinuria (430.25 ± 104.33 nglmL vs 369.19 ± 124.51 nglmL, p<0.05).
sICAM-l levelwas significantly lower in diabetic patients with hypertension
than in normotensive diabetics (358.26 ± 124.81 nglmL vs 416.46 ± 112.24
nglmL, p<O.OS). Mean sICAM-l levelwas405.88 ± 115.38 nglmL in diabetics
with nonproliferative retinopathy, 398.62 ± 93.98 nglmL in diabetics with
proliferativeretinopathy, and369.44 ± 149.19 nglmL in diabeticpatients with
no retinopathy; differences between the groups did not reach statistical
significance. In conclusion our datasuggest usa relationbetween sICAM-l and
diabeticmetabolic control, and sICAM-l may have a role in the pathogeuesis
of diabetic microvascular complications.

1237
INTRACELLULAR GSH VALUES INFLUENCE VCAM-l PLASMA
LEVELS IN TYPE 2 DIABETES MELLITUS.
G.De Mattia,*M.C.Bravi, a.Laurenti, *M.Cassone-Faldetta, a.De Luca,
A. Armiento,F.Sperli,C.Ferri. Chair of I Clinica Medica, Fondazione
"A.Cesalpino", University "La Sapienza" Rome, *Department of
Internal Medicine, University of L'Aquila, Italy.
Elevated plasma soluble vascular adhesion molecule-1 (sVCAM-1)
levels have been recently described in type 2 diabetic patients and
suggested to be due to increased oxidative stress. According to this,
antioxidant agents, namely N-acetyicysteine (NAC) and pyrrolidine
dithiocarbamate, reduced VCAM-1 expression by human vascular
endothelial cells. Aim of our study was to verify the effects of
antioxidant therapy on plasma sVCAM-1 levels in vivo. Therefore, we
studied 15 type 2 diabetic patients and 10 healthy controls, excluding
subjects affected by inflammatory and neoplastic diseases. In diabetic
patients intraerythrocytic GSH and sVCAM-1 were tested at baseline
and after chronic administration of NAC (1200 mg/die for 1 month).
Statistical analysis was performed by t-test for paired data and by
the linear regression coefficient. With respect to control group,
diabetic patients showed elevated sVCAM-1 (707.9±S2.5 vs
627.3±84.6 ng/ml p=0.007) and reduced GSH levels (6.0±0.7 vs
7.1±0.9 umol/gHb, p=0.002). After NAC treatment sVCAM-1
significantly decreased (707.9±52.5 vs 663.1±73.9 ng/ml,
p=O.Ol) while GSH significantly increased (6.0±0.7 vs 6.3±0.8
/lmol/gHb, p=0.04). In diabetic patients baseline sVCAM-1 and GSH
levels were negatively correlated.(r= -0.6, p=O.Ol). In conclusion,
NAC treatment increased intraerythrocytic GSH levels and decreased
plasma soluble VCAM-1 levels. This finding could be due to reduced
oxidative stress, in turn responsible for the activation of oxidative
sensitive NF-kBpathway, and the consequent upregulation of VCAM 1.

1236
THE EFFECT OF SMOKING ON PLASMA LEVELS OF
cICAM-l IN TYPE 1 DIABETIC PATIENTS

G.Zoppini, G.Targher, L.Bertolini, A.Guerriero, M.Muggeo
Division of Metabolic Diseases, University of Verona, Italy

The aim of the study was to evaluate plasma levels of circulating
intercellular adhesion molecule-I (cICAM-I) in 54 type I diabetic
patients and 20 controls and to study the effect of smoking on this
molecule. The two groups were well matched for sex (MIF 30/24 vs
12/8), age (32±1 vs 32±l), BMI (24±0.5 vs 23±0.6 Kg/mq), blood
pressure (l28±2.4/81±1 vs 123±2.2/80±1 mmHg), plasma lipids
(CT 4.7±0.1 vs 5.0±0.1 mmol/I; TG U±O.! vs U±O.I mmol/I)
and for the proportion of smokers (33 vs 50%). The concentration of
cICAM-I (ELISA) was elevated in type I patients compared to
control (279±8 vs 224±12 ng/ml, p<O.OOl). In both groups smoking
showed a significant association with plasma levels of cICAM-I. In
diabetic patients the relation between smoking and cICAM-I was
dose-dependent with a significant trend (p<O.OOI for trend), in
detail: nonsmokers (261±7 ng/ml), less than 10 cigarettes/day
(294±20 ng/ml) and more than 10 cigarettes/day (341±21 ng/ml).
The results of the present study confirm the presence of elevated
levels of cICAM-I in type 1 patients and suggesta harmful effect of
smoking. Thus, our study strengthen the importance of quitting
smoking in young type 1 diabetic patients.

1238
LEUKOCYTE ROLLING IN DIABETIC RAT SKELETAL MUSCLE.
JH Reitsma, FM Jacobs, S IJsselmuiden, MH van Wijhe, C Dernlrcl",
AA van Lambalgen and GJ Tangelder. Lab for Physiology, Research
School Icar-VU, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, The Netherlands, and
'Department of Biology, Istanbul Universitesi, Turkey.
As the functional and mechanical properties of endothelial cells and
leukocytes change during the development of diabetes mellitus, a
disturbed interaction of leukocytes with the vessel wall may arise.
Such an altered interaction may partially explain the (micro)vascular
complications associated with diabetes mellitus. To test this
hypothesis, we measured leukocyte-vessel wall interactions in the
spinotrapezius muscle of both control rats (non treated, n=7), and
diabetic rats (6 weeks after STZ injection, 60 mg/kg, n=6). Using
intravital microscopy, we were able to ascertain rolling leukocytes flux
and velocity in the microcirculation of the rat. Blood samples were
collected at 0 and 6 weeks after STZ injection to describe leukocyte
population. STZ treatment resulted in elevated glucose levels (27mM
vs 8mM in control) and lowered mean arterial pressure (115 vs 135
mmHg). No change in cardiac index and hematocrit was observed.
The rolling leukocyte flux (number of rolling leukocytes/min corrected
for venular diameter) increased in diabetic animals (146 vs. 59,
p:>0.05), the mean rolling velocity (-50 urn/s), however, remained
unaltered. Simultaneously, we observed an increase in the absolute
number of leukocytes (10.4 vs 5.4x109/1), and a shift in relative
mononuclear/polynuclear leukocyte frequency (73/27 vs 88/12 %) for
diabetic vs control rats, respectively. In conclusion, the increased
rolling leukocyte flux observed in diabetic rat microcirculation affirms
the hypothesis of an altered leukocyte-vessel wall interaction.
Whether this altered leukocyte flux is due to a shift in leukocyte
population remains to be investigated.
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IN VIVO ANTIOXIDANT STATIJS AND BASAL LEVELS OF DNA
DAMAGE IN WHITE BLOOD CELLS OF IODM PATIENTS
CR. Barnettl. M.P.A. Hannon-Fletchert, MJ. O'Kanez, KW. Moles-, and
Y.A. Barnettt. l Cancer and Ageing Research Group, University of Ulster,
Coleraine, N. Ireland, BT52 ISA. 2Altnagelvin Hospital, Londonderry, N.
Ireland, BT47 ISB.
Inter-individual ditTerences in the efficacy of defence systems against free radical
induced damage may contribute to differences in the onset of complications. The
current study has assessed in vivo antioxidant status and basal levels of DNA
damage in white blood cells from IODM patients. 25m! of peripheral blood was
collected from 23 IODM patients and 32 age- and sex-matched control subjects.
Levels of antioxidants were determined in plasma and red cell concentrate using
commercial kits. Lymphocyte, monocyte and neutrophil fractions were separated
by density gradients and basal levels of DNA damage were quantitated using the
alkaline comet assay. Levels of glutathione peroxidase (44.3±1.97;
37.13±1.97U/gHb, p<0.05), uric acid (290.3±12.05; 219.83±I3.92}'mol/l,
p<0.05), vitamin C (4.43±0.45; 2.64±0.51}'g/m!, p<O.OI) and superoxide
dismutase (304.1±19.96; 1172.06±57.69 U/gHb, p<0.01) were significantly
decreased, and catalase was significantly increased (44.5±2.65; 57.16±4.80
klgHb, p<0.01), in IODM patients compared to controls. There was significantly
more DNA damage in the neutrophils (2.3±0.23; 4.75±0.4?, %Tail DNA
Damage, p<O.OOI), but no significant differences in levels of DNA damage in
lymphocytes or monocytes, from IODM patients compared to controls.
Disturbances in neutrophil function within diabetic patients have been reported
elsewhere. In addition such neutrophils arc known to be in a chronic low state of
activation generating sufficient reactive oxygen species (ROS) to induce DNA
damage in vitro. The results of our study suggest that the ROS arc actually
causing DNA damage within the neutrophils themselves, which may be
exacerbated by the observed altered antioxidant status in the IDDM patients. As
such, disturbances in neutrophil function observed in diabetic patients may be
attributable to the increased levels of DNA damage in these cells.

1241
ADEQUATE ANTIOXIDANT DEFENCE IN TYPE 1 DIABETES?
E. Szaleczky,K. Farkas, B. Sarman, I. Kocsis and A Somogyi
2nd Department of Medicine, Semmelweis University of Medicine,
Budapest,Hungary

Diabetes is accompanied by an imbalance between prooxidant and
antioxidant factors and this oxidative stress could play a role in the
development of diabetic complications. These observations have been made
on newly diagnosed or badly controlled diabetics with remarkable
hyperglycaemia and all the metabolic changes necessarily accompanying
relative insulin deficiency, 40 non-diabetic and 25 type I diabetic subjects •
matched in age and BMI • were studied in order to evaluate the effect of
diabetes controlled by intensive insulin treatment on the antioxidant status,
Mean duration of diabetes was 10.6 ± 7,95 years; a mean HbAlc value of
7,89 ± 2,53% implied a good blood glucose control. All the diabetic subjects
were on intensive insulin therapy, Serum total sulfhydril group content was
measured spectrophotometrica1ly using Ellman reagent, Glutathion
Peroxidase activity by the method of Paglia and Valentine (Ransel),
Snperoxide Dismutase activity was measured in a xanthinelxanthine oxidase
system (Ransod); for determination of plasma total antioxidant status
Randox TAS kit (Abts, peroxideand H,o,) was used,Of the serum major
antioxidants uric acid and albumin levels and total sulfhydril groups content
were significantly lower in the diabetic group(287 vs. 224 flM, 53 vs. 50
gil, and 7.39 vs, 6,66 mmollgprotein, p<O,OOI, p<O.05, and p<O,OOI). Of
the antioxidant enzyme activities only whole blood Glntathione Peroxidase
was impaired in patients with diabetes (56 vs, 51 UlgHb, P<0,05), while
erythrocyte Superoxide Dismutase and plasma Glutathione Reductase did
not differ in the twogroups, Similarly Total Antioxidant Status· a measure
of ovclllli antioxidanl defence in plasma • was nol statistically different in
controls and diabetics, In a randomly selected cohort of 100M patients with
good indices of glyccmic control we could not find signs of a severe
imbalance of the antioxidant enzyme system, Type 1 diabetes, if blood
glucose is strictly controlled by intensive insulin therapy, is only partly
accompanied by changes in the prooxidant- antioxidant balance.

1240
ANTIOXIDATIVE SYSTEMS IN WELL METABOLICALLY
CONTROLLED TYPE 1DIABETIC PATIENTS
A.Majchrzak, M,Kempa, D.Zozulinska and S, Wierusz·
Wysocka, Poznan Diabetic Center, Poznan, Poland
Oxidative stress plays an important role in the pathogenesis of
chronic complications of diabetes, The aim of the study was to
evaluate the antioxidative systems in blood obtained from well
metabolically controlled diabetic patients, The study was
entered by 30 patients with type I diabetes (18 female and 12
male, aged 30,2 ± 10,8 years with mean duration of disease
837± 6,56 years, HbAlc 6,8±1.6%), 24 healthy, sex- and age
matched volunteers served as controls, We evaluated the
levels of plasma ceruloplasmin (micromethod of p
phenylendiamine oxidation), reduced glutathione in
erythrocyte lysate (colorimetric method by Bioxytech S,A) and
serum glutathione peroxidase (ELISA method by Bioxytech
S,A,), We found significantly higher reduced glutathione level
in diabetic patients in comparison with controls (l1.01±0,78
vs 3,75±0.47 umol/l, p<O,OOI), The levels of ceruloplasmin
and glutathione peroxidase did not differ significantly from
values obtained in healthy subjects (39.72±2,73 vs 41.50±2,85
mg/dl and 5,51±0.42 vs 5.45±O.l6 ng/ml, respectively, p>0,05,
p>0.05), The results obtained in our study suggest that good
metabolic control of diabetes might normalize the function of
antioxidative systems in type I diabetic patients,

1242
EJ'.RLY IM:PAlRMENT OF ANTIOXlDANT DEFENCES IN TYPE 1
DII\BJmC WOMEN WITROUT COMPUCATIONS AND IN GOOD
MIITABOUC CONTROL.
P, Cotroneo, G. Marra, S,A Santini", A. Manto, D, Pitocco, L.
Todaro, M, and G.Ghirlanda, Dept of Internal Med, Catholic
Universityand Biological Chemistry", Rome,Italy.
Many.pidemiological sludi.s suggesllhatthe plot.cti"" .ff.ct 01 female '.N
is loss in pl.,ene. of diabetesmellitus.Accwnulating ovidmc.s 'ugge,t thai
oNidati"" i~wy caused by b•• ladicals c""tzibul., to Ih. d..".,lopmmt 01
diabeticcomplications, Ro<mtly was reported that IDDM patients show a
d."oa,.d antiOHidanl d.Imcosl.galdl... 01 dwation of di,.as., m.tabolic
contrcl 01 tho plOSl!llc. 01 diabetic complication" W. d.t.rmin.d ~lamla

anliOHidanl d.Imc.s, m.asuzing the 10talladical.tIapping ca;eacity (TRAP)
andmal~ls 01 oNidati"" stress such as lipid hydIOp.IONid.s (ROaRs) in 37
IDDMpatimtswith shortdwati"" 01 di.... ,. (m.an 6±3yzs) lang» l-10yts),
withoutovidmc.01 clinicaldiabeticcomplicatiens and good metabolic control
(m.anHbAle: 7,4±1,1%),no asswning Oth.l dlugs thsn insulin, comp....dwith
22control subj.ct" Si~ilicali"" diff.lmc.s 'NOI. foend b.twem lemal.s and
males in diabetic subj.cts in TRAP and ROORs 1..".,ls (TRAP 579,8±95,4 V>

?20,3±111,2mmol/I, P=O,OOO2 Fvs.M;ROaRs8.1±1.?v> 6.7±2.1mmol/l, P=0,03
F vs, M), Si~ilicati"" i"""". l.lationship was fO\KId b.twem TRAP and
ROORs inall diabetic patimls (P< 0.0001, R2= 0.685). Nol.lalionships 'NOI.

Ioond b.tweenage,HbA1c,lipid prefile,uric acidandduration 01 diseasewith
Ih. palam.t." 01 oNidati"" StlOSS consid.l.d, Out data suggest thai typo 1
diabeticpatientsshawan .uly loduced antioNidant capacityand a~nerlt.d

1..".,1, oflipid paloNide" duringth. cow,. of dis.as., Thisall.lation '.ems 10
app.u mOl••uly in diabolic 'Mll't"oen, off.ling a plobabl. patho~lic
.Nplanation oftho high.l caldiovascwu complications obmv.d in diabolic
woman I.SpeCt tothe gen.lal population intho .pidemiological studies
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EVIDENCE AGAINST A DIABETES-INDUCED GENERALIZED INCREASE OF
OXIDATIVE DAMAGE INLIVER CYTOSOLIC PROTEINS
M. Porlaro-Olln, R. Pamplona, D.Rlba, C.Ruiz, M. A.Lalarga, M.J. Bellmunt and J. Prat.
Metabolic Pathophysiology Research Group. Dept de Ci6ncies M8diques Basiques,
Universitat de UBida, Avda Rovira Rou/8 44.£-25198 SPAIN.
Despite available experimental evidence suooestan increased oxidative stress indiabetes,
the protein oxidative damagehas notbeenevaluated inthisdisease.Inthiswork, wehave
analysed several markers ofprotein structural modifications induced byfree radicals inliver
cytosolic fractions of rats with slreptozotocin-induced diabetes. Protein oxidation was
assessed usin9 Westem blot, bya chromatographic assayforcarbonyl quantification, and
by othercompositional measurements. In order to relate values of carbonyl and other
modifications in terms of protein degradation, the proteolytic capacities of cytosol were
evaluated usi"9 oxidatively modified proteins. Moreover, proteasome activity wasmeasured
usin9 the fluof098nic substrate succinyl-Leu-Leu-Val-lyrosine-4-methylcoumarin-7-amide,
sinceproteasome activity has beenimplied inthetumover ofoxidatively damaged proteins.
Surprisingly, theWestem-blot forprotein carbonyl showed a higher staini"9 insamples from
control rats.Thechromatographic quantitation confirmed thefact thatcarbonyl content is
not increased In diabetes (2.85±1.18 vs 4.25±1.69 nmol carbonyllmg protein, diabetic vs
control; p=0.1). Results didnotshowsignificant differences between diabetic and control
rats inthe content of lysine residues (1,12±0.18 vs 1,06±0.31 ~mot Lyslmg protein), thlol
side chains (52,21±7.88 vs 48,12±7.49 nmol Img protein), and side chain amino
(0.86±0.16 vs0.76±0.11 mgeq BSAlmg protein). Diabetic cytosol exhibit significanUy lower
proteolysis over oxidatively modified superoxide dismutase (11% lower, p<O.05), while
proteolysis overnative superoxide dismutase or bovine serum albumin was notsignificantly
different. Further confirmation of decreased cytosolic proteolysis was obtained compari"9
the digestion of a known proteasome substrate (165±19.7vs 231.7±36 AFUs, p<0.OO5),
Despite othertypesofoxidative damege(glyco or lipoxidative modifications) havenotbeen
evaluated in thiswork, the present data suggest that the steadystate levels of oxidative
damage of proteins in the soluble fraction of liver homogenates are not increased bythe
diabetic status.

ORAL VITAMIN E SUPPLEMENTATlON AND OXIDATlVE STRESS IN
TYPE1 DIABETlC PATlENTS AND CONTROLS

MJSampson a, A Langrish- Smith a, RHGreenwood a,PJHeybum a, RC

Temple a, S Astley S b, C Ward C a and S Southon S b. a Bertram Diabetes
Research Unit, Bertram Diabetes Centre, Norfolk and Norwich Healthcare

NHS Trust, Norwich and b Institute of Food Research, Colney, Norwich,
UK.

Increased oxidative stress and damage to lipoproteins, endothelial cells
and DNA may increase vascular risk in Type 1 diabetes. Antioxidant
supplementation might theoretically reduce direct oxidative damage and
susceptibility to oxidative damage The aim of this study was to examine
the impact of oral vitamin E supplementation on measures of oxidatively
induced damage in Type 1 diabetes. In a double - blind, placebo - controlled
randomised prospective trial we studied the effect of eight weeks vitamin
E (400 iu) supplementation on oxidatively induced DNA single strand
breaks (SSB) and copper induced low density lipoprotein (LDL)

oxidisability in 41 Type 1 diabetic patients (mean age 39 ± 1.1yrs SE; mean

HbAlC 8.7 ± 0.2 %) and 36 matched non - diabetic controls. SSB were
measured using the COMET assay, directly visualising SSB in lymphocyte
DNA. Groups did not differ in LDL oxidisability or SSB rates at baseline.
Vitamin E supplementation had no significant effect on lag phase

measurements in diabetic patients (59.8 ± 2.2 mins SE baseline vs 59.8 ± 3.8

after 8 weeks) or controls (56.5 :t. 3.2 mins baseline vs 69.0 ± 4.5 mins after 8
weeks) and had no effect on SSB rates in diabetics or controls, either
basally or after treatment with hydrogen peroxide ex vivo. Plasma
vitamin E levels increased significantly in vitamin E supplement groups.
Vitamin E supplementation at standard dosages for 8 weeks does not reduce
oxidative damage or susceptibility to damage in either Type 1 diabetic
patients or controls.
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There ISam_comIation between FNI'and ET(p:O.05, R-O.32) and adirectc:omIatioD
between ETand D-Im InIDI:M pII"'ts .... bmd: 1) an oadotbeIial elillfiJoction (t ET
and Fa. ! PNT);2)aprodmlmbotic lllatus (t fM); 3)anincreallld fibriIIIlIylis (f D-!Mn
and ! M): 4)an increalle rJ fibriIIIlIyllis iDhihitan (t Cl I Aa and t a2 M). TheIle data
SUlFAanoodyoadotbeIial_ and an hypctlXlllgUlability status in UlICCllIIplicatcd, welI
COlIlrolIed IDI:Mpatients.

HAEMOSTATIC STAWS AND ENDO'rnEUAL FUNCTION IN
UNCOMPLlCA'IED, WFlL CONIROlLED IODM PATIENTS.
O. Marra,A. Toldi *, S. Di Oregorio*, P. Cotroneo, A. Manto, D. Pitocco, 1
Todaro, M. M Ariano*, M V. Ciarla*, R Strom* and G.Ghirianda. Dept of
Intemal Mod. Catholic Univenity. and * Dept of Biochemislly, Univ. La
Sapienza. Rome, Italy.
Diabetio patioats...anhiPrill<rJc:ardioI'a_lardiaRso.~ rJhaemootatic
I)'Illlm are well-idcatified rill< iIctm iJr COI'OIIaJ'1 heart. eliMIIe. W. ewIuat1d \be
coagulation I)'Illlm in 57 IDI:M patieats <- ... 31.4%7.7 yn. duntion rJ eliMIle
1l.S±65 yn. HbA1c 7.4%1.1'1) without hyperteulioo, dyllipidemia and ftICIIIareli_
W. ClIIDIinated \beilllowin& JlII'IIII*rI; fibrinopa antigen (F Ac~ fibrinoaea Claus (F
C), fibroaoctin (FNI'), Cl inhibi.... antigen and 'I (Cl I Ac~ pIasminoaen (PLG~ a2
macroglobulin (a2 M). D-climcn (D<lim~ fibrin _ (PM), mdothelin (ET), C
reacliw • - Theremitsaresbown below:

HYPERGL YCAEMIA AFFECTS MITOCHONDRIAL DNA
CONTENT, BUT NOT OXIDATION OF DNA AND
PROTEINS OF DIABETIC PATIENTS
N. Filser', T. Douki', R. Honegger', C. Richter', and G.A. Spinas', I Laboratory
of Biochemistry I, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, ZUrich; z CEA,
Grenoble, France; 3 Department of Endocrinology and Diabetes, University
Hospital,ZUrich.
Increased production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and lipid peroxidation
may contribute to vascular complications in diabetes. In the present study the
effect of chronic hypergtycaemia on mtDNA content, as well as on DNA and
protein oxidation was assessed. Twenty male diabetic patients (10 with
HbAtc<8%, 10 with HbAlc>8% were studied. MtDNA content. Nine age
matched healthy volunteers served as control subjects. 80HdG and protein
oxidation was measured. DNA was extracted from purified tymphocytes from
wholeblood. MtDNAwas Iinearised, separatedon a 0.8% agaroseand Southem
blotted gel was hybridised against a human mtDNA probe. The hybridised
membrane was analysed with ImageQuant. 80HdG was assayed by HPLC
combinedwith electrochemical detection. Determination of carbonyl content of
oxidativety modified proteins was performed using tritiated NaBH,. Results:
Patients with HbAIc>8% exhibited significantly decreased mtDNA content
(0.83iO.t; n=6) as comparedto diabetics with HbAlc<8% (l.57iO.I; n=6) and
controls (l.25iO.21; n~4) (p<O.OOI). The levels of 80HdG were different
between the groups: Subjects with HbAlc>8% having 0.0I29iO.0032, as
compared to 0.0156iO.0015, and 0.0171±0.0036pmol 80HdG/lig DNA in
subjectswith HbAlc<8% and controls,respectively. Lymphocytesderived from
males with HbAI c>8% exhibit a slightlyhigher (I.08iO.19), those patientswith
HbAlc<8% a lower level (0,85iO.12) of protein oxidation than that of the
control group (l.OiO.12; n.s.), Since well- and poorly-controlled diabetic
patientsdo not differ with regard to oxidativedamage to DNA and proteins,we
conclude that diabetes-induced oxidative stress is not sufficient to oxidatively
damage DNA and proteins of peripheral lymphocytes. On the other hand a loss
of mtDNA appears to be a sensitive marker for oxidative stress and possibly
contributesto diabeticcomplications relatedto hyperglycaemia.
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PLASMA 8-EPI·PGF2a - AN EFFICIENT NEW MARKER FOR
OXIDATIVESTRESS IN PATIENTS WITH 100M
A. Staudinger, A. Festa, N. Shnawa, G. Schernthaner and E.J. Menzel.
Oept. of Immunolgy, University of Vienna, Austria and Oept. of Medicine I,
Rudolfstiftung Hospital, Vienna, Austria.
There is considerable evidence linking oxidative stress to the pathogenesis
of diabetes-associated complications. However, interrelationships between
markers of oxidative stress are still controversial, and a single, sufficiently
stable and thus reliably measurable marker of oxidative stress is still
lacking. The aim of our study was therefore to investigate in patients with
100M (n=72, mean±SE: age: 34.6±1.3 years, HbA1c: 7.8±0.1 'I., diabetes
duration: 11.9±1.2 years) the interrelationships of direct and indirect
markers of oxidative stress, including 8-epi-PGF2a (8-IP), a recently
described specific marker of lipid peroxidation, in comparison to healthy,
age-matched control subjects (n=30, age: 32.3±1.9 years).
Patients with 100M had significantly higher levels of 8-IP (437±50 vs.
197±30 pg/ml, p<0.0001), soluble vascular cell adhesion molecule-1
(sVCAM-1: 1223±73 vs. 938±79 ng/ml, p<0.02) and antibodies against
oxidised LOL (oLab: 833.2±54.2 vs. 616.0±60.0 mU/ml, p<0.03), whereas
serum antioxidative capacity (TAS: 1.14±0.05 vs. 137±0.08 mmolll, p<0.02)
was significantly reduced. No significant differences were detected in
plasma levels of von Willebrand factor (measured by two different assays),
superoxid dismutass (SOO) and endothelin-1. 8-IP was related to oLab
(r=0.34, p<0.005) and inversely related to SOO-activity in serum (r= -0.32,
p<0.007) and erythrocytes (r= -0.23, p<0.03). Mean HbA1c (determined by
multiple measurements over a period of 6-96 months) was correlated to 8
IP (r=0.27, p<0.03). The correlation of metabolic control with 8-IP was more
pronounced in patients with poor metabolic control (HbA1c > 7%) (r=0.43,
p<0.002). In patients with normoglycemia (blood glucose <120mg/dl, n=28)
a trend towards lower 8-IP levels compared to hyperglycemic patients
(n=44) was found (326±51 vs. 501±72 pg/ml, p=0.05). We conclude that 8
epi-PGF2a, a specific marker of lipid peroxidation, is an efficient marker for
hyperglycemia-associated oxidative stress in patients with 100M.

1249
TROGLITAZONE (TRG) DIMINISHES CYTOTOXICITY
INDUCED BY OXIDIZED LOW-DENSITY LIPOPROTEIN(LDL)

Mitsunobu Kawamura, Keiko Ashidate, Shigeru Miyazaki,
Tamio Teramoto," Masatoshi Ishii. Div, of Endocrino!. and
Metabo. , Dept. of Intern. Med., Tokyo Teishin Hosp. , , Dept.
of Med. , Teikyo Univ. School of Med.

Purpose: In the present study, in vitro inhibition of LDL
oxidation and the protective effect of TRG on cell cytotoxicity
induced by oxidized LDL ( OxLDL) were investigated.
Metholds: Susceptibility of LDL to oxidative modification
was evaluated by the system using Cu2

, or MeO-AMVN. Cyto
toxicity of OxLDL was studied on J 774 macrophages by MTT
assay.
Results: (1) The oxidative modification of LDL induced
by Cu" or MeO-AMVN was inhibited by TRG in dose
dependent manner. In vitro inhibition of LDL oxidation
by TRG was stronger than vitamin E, but milder than probuco!.
(2) When the LDL incubated with TRG was dialyzed against
PBS, antioxidant effect of TRG on LDL oxidation was kept.
(3) TRG diminished cytotoxicity induced by OxLDL on both LDL
specific and tissue-specific antioxidant actions. Its effects were
similar to probucol and stronger than vitamin E.
Conclusion: It was suggested that TRG leads to antiathero-
genic effect not only by antidiabetic effect but also
by LDL-specific and tissue-specific antioxidant actions.

1248
EVALUATION OF CilYCATION. OXIDATION ANDCOAGULATION PARAMETERS INTYPE 2
DIAAETICS WITHANDWITHOUT PERIPHERAL VASCUlOPATHY

M. Garbeglio.A, Lapolla, S. Proto, P. Carraro", P. Bonvicini", G. Giglia,L.
Martano, R. Toniato,D. Fedele. Institute of Internal Medicine Chair Metabolic
Disease Padova University. 'OPT of Laboratory Medicine Padova (Italy).

We verify the possible relationship between peripheral arteriopathy, a typical
expression of diabetic macroangiopathy, and some parameters of early non
enzymatic glycation (furosine, HbA,,), oxidation (maloni! dialdeide: MDA, Total
Radical Trapping: TRAP) and of coagulation/fibrinolysis (fibrinopeptide A, PAl
antigen, PAl activity). We studied 81 type 2 diabetics without peripheral
vasculopathy (I. W. >0.80), mean age 63.9±6.3yrs (Group A), and 18 type 2
diabetics with peripheral vasculopathy (1.W. <0.80) ), mean age 64±4.5yrs, mean
duration disease 6.4±4.5yrs (Group B); as controls 22 healthy subjects matched for
sex and age were studied (Group C). Mean (±SD) values of early glycation
parameters were significantly higher in diabetic patients than in controls (mean
furosine Group A 0.44:+:0.2ng/ml, Group B 0.39±0.lng/ml. Group C
0.26:+:0.06ng/ml: A vs. C p<O.OI, B vs C p<0.02. HbA,,: Group A 7.6:+:1.3%.
Group B 8.3±1.7%. Group C 5.6.!;0.4%; A vs. C and B vs. C p<O.OOI). MDA
values were significantly higher in diabetic subjects than in control ones (Group A
1.01.!;0.2flmol/l, Group B 1.18:+:0.4 urnol/l, Group C 0.80:+:0.2flmol/l: A vs. C and
B vs. C p<O.OO I); while significantly lower mean values in diabetic patients than in
controls were found for TRAP (Group A 837.5:+:113flmol/l, Group B 893±84
urnol/l, Group C 961.9:+:l6flmol/l; A vs. C and B vs. C p<O.OOI), and Vit E (Group
A 9.26:+:2.2mg/1. Group B 8.66:+:2.1 mg/II, Group C 11.5±0.8mg/l; A vs. C and B vs
C p< 0.001). Among the coagulationlfibrinolysis markers mean values oftPA were
significantly higher in diabetic subjects than in control ones (Group A
10.8:+:3.3ng/ml, Group B 9.2:+:4.3ng/ml, Group C 6.6±3nglml; A vs. C p< 0.001, B
vs C p< 0.05).AII these parameters were not significantly different in diabetic
patients affected by peripheral vasculopathy with respect to those without
peripheral vasculopathy. However considering all the diabetic subjects the I.W.
index was negatively related to HbAlc (p-0.3; p<0.05) to MDA (r~-0.28; p <
0.005) and fibrinogen (r> -0.23: p<0.05) suggesting their possible role in
macroangiopathy development. These data however need to be confirmed by
studying a wide number of diabetics affected by peripheral vasculopathy.

1250
GLYCATION OF L-ARGININE IS CATALYZED BY IRON AND IS
RESULTED IN FREE RADICAL PRODUCTION
LWittmann, 'J.Belagyi, 'L.poto, Z.Wagner and lNagy. 2nd Dept. of Medicine,
'Central Research Laboratory, University Medical School of Pees, Hungary.
The elevated level of advanced glycation endproducts is due to their overproduction
(diabetes mellitus), to their increased intake by foods and to their decreased
elimination by kidney. The aim of the present study was to investigate the glycation
of Lsarginine (substrate of nitric oxide synthase enzyme).
We used ~Iectron §Pin resonance (ESR) to detect free radical production during the
glycation, We incubated L-arginine with glucose at different temperatures. The
electron donor activity of the glucose and L-arginine was measured colorimetrically
using ferric iron with ferrozine. Fig.l. showes pyrazine radical generated at 90 oc.
Fig.2. demonstrates the catalytic activity of iron and temperature dependence of the
glycation. We could not detect free radical signal below 65 DC because of the
sensitivity limit of the ESR method. The ferrozine method proved a time dependent
reduction of ferric iron by glucose (n=3, correlation coefficient: r=Q,98)and by L
arginine (pO.94), but reduction by glucose was 4.7 times faster.

5'-.......--~

6065707560 85 90

. ... Temperature (oCl
Fig.l. ESR Signal ofpyrazme radical Flg.2. Temperature dependence of pyrazine

produced by glucose+L-arginine radical-formation with/without iron
These results demonstrate that glycation of L-arginine produces pyrazine radical,
this process is catalyzed by iron, and the electron source can be the glucose.
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EFFECT OF VITAMIN E TREATMENT ON MICROCIRCULATION

IN TYPE 1 DIABETIC PATIENTS
J. Vertornmen, W. Engelen, B. Manuel y Keenoy and 1. De Leeuw , Dept.
Endocrinology, Univ, Antwerp, B-2610 Antwerp, Belgium.
Recent data illustrates that increased oxidative stress in diabetic patients can be
involved in the pathogenesis of different diabetic long term complications. Results in
experimental diabetes suggest a favourable effect of anti-oxidant therapy on the
oxidative imbalance, peripheral blood flow and consequently on the onset or the
progress of some complications. Therefore 44 IDDM patients (m/f: 28/16) with
stable diabetic control and minor complications were treated with dl-o-tocopherol
(vit E; 3 x 250 TIJ/day). At start and after 6 months the cutaneous blood flow was
recorded with a Laser-Doppler (Perimed 4001) at skin temp. and at 42'C on the
ventral surfaceof the elbow, the extensorsurfaceof the leg, the tip of the third finger
and the big toe. Transcutaneous oxygen tension (pO,) was determined (Radiometer
TINA) at 42'C on the forearm and dorsum of the foot. Arterial occlusion «200 rnm
Hg) was applied until pO, was < 2 rnm Hg. After release of the blood flow the
reactive hyperaemic response was followed. Results were the mean of triplicate
measurements. Blood viscosity was measured as an important determinant of
peripheralblood flow. Plasma vit E increased from 16.7 to 24.1 mg/I (p<0.0007) and
vitamin A increased simultaneously from 74.4 to 90.6 mg/l (p<0.003). HbA,< tended
to decrease (7.94% to 7.69%; p=0.06). The erythrocyte viscocity decreased from
8.33 to 8.01 rnPa.s (p<0.002). Baseline pO, in the arm decreased from 42.2 to 37.1
rnm Hg (p<0.025) but remained unchanged in the foot. After occlusion, foot pO,
decreased slower to zero (n.s.) and returned faster to baseline level (149 s to 129 s;
p<0.02). The same trend was observedat the arm. The blood perfusion of the finger
tended to increase, as expressed by the resting L-D value as well as the 42'C L-D
valuebut this observations wereborderline significant (p<0.09). Other resultswill be
discussed in detail. We conclude that Vit E is well tolerated in diabeticsand tendsto
decrease the HbA Ic Although the resting pO, in the arm is slightly lower the overall
tissue oxygenation seems to be ameliorated. This is accompanied by an improvement
in peripheral blood flow as observedby the changes in blood viscosity and L-D
signals of the cutaneous blood flow. Further research and finer observation techniques
are necessary to determine the long term influence of this therapy on the
microcirculation in IDDM.
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EFFECT OF HYPERGLYCAEMIA AND HYPERTRIGLYCERIDAEMIA ON
EXCRETION OF NITRIC OXIDE METABOLITES IN HEALTHY MEN.
R. Simkova, T. Pelikanova, L. Kazdova, R. Komers, J. MaIY. Institute for
Clinical and Experimental Medicine, Prague, Czech Republic.
Nitric oxide (NO) is a relatively stable free radical that contribute to regulation
of renal haemodynamics and sodium handling. The aim of our study was to
evaluate the effect of acutely-induced hyperglycaemia and
hypertriglyceridaemia on renal NO production in 13 healthy subjects. Urinary
NOi /N03 - (NOx) levels as a marker of renal production of NO were
assessed under basal conditions and four different examinations lasting 4
hours: a) hyperglycaemic clamp (12 mmol/I; HG), b) hyperglycaemic clamp
with infusion of somatostatin in order to decrease the insulin production
(HGS), c) infusion of Intralipid (0.1S g of fat.kg-'.h-' ; I), and d) a time
controlled euglycaemic isovolurnic conditions (C). There were comparable
increases in NOx excretions during HGS (0.06±0.OSvs 0.S9±0.S7 umolzmin,
p<0.01), HG (0.40±0.20 vs 0.9S±0.811mol/min; p<0.01) and during C
(0.08±0.06 vs 0.S3±0.40 llmol/min; p<0.01). On the other hand the rise in
NOx during Intralipid infusion was significantly higher than in C (+0.88 vs
+O.4411mol/min; pc O.OS). The differences in urinary sodium excretion
during examinations were not statistically significant and did not correlate with
NOx. We conclude that a) acute hyperglycaemia lasting 4 hours does not
affect the renal NO production and the increase in NOx excretion could be the
consequence of the volume expansion, and b) acutely-induced
hypertriglyceridaemia is accompanied by the rise in renal NO production.
(Supported by IGA MZ CR, No. 4242-3)
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INCREASED PEROXYNITRITE PRODUCTION IN DIABETIC
PLATELETS
R.A. Rabini', P. Fumelli', A. Vignini', N. Moretti', M. Tannous', B. Zielinski4,

B. Mutus' and L. Mazzanti' - 'Department of Diabetology INRCA, Ancona
(Italy), z Institute of Biochemistry, University of Ancona, Ancona (Italy), ,

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, "Department of Biological

Sciences, University ofWindsor, Windsor Ontario, Canada

The inducible form of the enzyme nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) originally
detected in macrophages and endothelial cells can produce superoxide as well
as NO, reacting to yield peroxynitrite (ONOO) The aim of the present work

was to investigate ONOO' production. in platelets from diabetic patients, as
iNOS-dependent peroxynitrite has been recently implicated in the
pathophysiology of atherosclerosis. We compared by confocal microscopy
platelets from 15 healthy subjects, 14 type I and 15 type 2 diabetic patients
with.respect to L-A.rgINOS-dependent dichlorofluorescein (DCF) formation,
which under the conditions employed is an accurate detector of ONOO'
production. The platelets were then immunologically probed for iNOS, which

has been recently detected in megakaryocytes of subjects with coronary artery

disease.Type 1 andType 2 plateletsproduced larger levels of perox.ynitrite in

comparison to normal in the presence of 100 IlM extracellular L-Arg (pixel

intensities = 0.75 ± 0.49 in healthy subjects, 2.53 ± 0.67 in Type 2 patients,

3.79 ±0.77 in Type 1 patients, p< 0.01). Western blots of intraplatelet proteins

indicatedthat iNOS was absent in control subjects, while iNOS was evident in
both Type I (n=12) and Type 2 (n=13) diabetic patients. The blot densities for

Type 1 and Type 2 were 2.63 ± 0.84 and 7.3 ± 5.11 respectively. These results
suggest that diabetes-related factors tum on iNOS production in platelets,
which give rise to peroxynitrite, a previously undetected source of platelet
damage in diabetes.
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SERUM SELENIUM AND ZINC CONCENTRATIONS OF TYPE I
DIABETICS UNDER INTENSIVE INSULIN TREATMENT

J. Molnar1, P. Pusztal", P. Molnar2
, A. Somogyi1 and Z.

Tulassay1,Semmelweis University, Medical School, 2nd Dept. of
Medicine, 1088 BUdapest, Szentkirilyi 46., 2Central Food
Research Institute, 1022 BUdapest, Herman Olt6 15, Hungary

Atherosclerosis is usually accelerated in diabetes. Certain trace
elements may play an important role to help to prevent or to slow
down this process. Selenium and zinc are essential trace elements
with antioxidant properties acting mainly via antioxidant enzymes
(glutathione peroxidase, superoxide dismutase). The serum
selenium and zinc concentrations of 22 type I diabetic subjects and
40 controis - matched in age and BMI - were determined. All
diabetics were on intensive insulin therapy, the mean HbA1c value
was 7,S±0,4%. Both serum selenium and zinc concentration were
measured by atomic absorption spectrometry. The analytical
method was verified by analysis of a human reference serum
(Seronorm). Glutathione peroxidase activity was determined using
the method of Paglia and Valentine (Ransel) and superoxide
dismutase activity in a xanthine/xanthine oxidase system (Ransod).
Type I diabetics had a siightly higher serum selenium concentration
(86.6±4,41191l) and a significantly higher mean zinc concentration
(0.84±O.03mgll) than the control group (83,9±2,411911 and O.76±
O.02mg/l, respectively; p<O.OS). Glutathione peroxidase was
impaired in patients with diabetes (S6 vs. S1 U/gHb, p<O.OS) while
erythrocyte superoxide dismutase did not differ in the two groups.
The higher serum zinc concentration of diabetics can be partly
attributed to the frequent consumption of food with high protein and
zinc content, however, insulin therapy may also have contributed to
the increase in serum zinc concentration.
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BO:-lE DE,\SITY rx TYPE 2 DL\BETES rx RELATIO'\ WITH THE TYPE
OF OBESITY ADRE:-IAL Fl:NCTION

I. Trznadel-Morawska, J. Sieradzki. B. Kaira: Department of Metabolic Diseases of
Jagellonian University. Cracow. Poland.

In type 2 diabetes associated with obesity bone density is dependent on such
protective factors as hyperinsulinism. insulin resistance. insulin-like growth factors.
free bone turnover. also obesity. Cortisol (C) accompanying obesity is a resorptive
factor. Aim of the study was II assessment of bone density in patients with type 2
diabetes associated with various types of obesity and cortisol level: 21analysis of the
relation between androgen (androgen metabolites) and obesity in type 2 patients.
-l-l patients with type 2 diabetes were investigate, Bone density was measured b}
ultrasound (Lunar, USA). The patieuts were subdivided into groups: I without
osteoporosis (-I<;Tscore<l). II threatening osteoporostS (-2.5 ~Tsc<-I) and 1II with
osteoporosis (Tsc<-25). Types of obesity were determined from waist/hip ratio and
tissue fat thickness as measured by densitometry using DPX (Lunar USA).
Biochemical determinations: cortiso!: endogenous insulin. 17-ketosteroids
(l7ks)HbA1C were performed in the individual Tvscore groups. In group 1II the
BMI (29.6 +1- SD~4.68) and mean C level (21.5 +1- 9.73 ug/ml) were the highest.
In group I and II the level of 17 ks (37.4 +1- 10.95 and 38.2 +1- 19.71 umol/l
respectivclv) was higher than that in group 1II. The following correlations were
significant: negative between SOS and C (F-0.30. 1'<0.05) and positive between
SOS and insulin (r~0.80. 1'<0.05). BUA and 17 ks (r~0.44. 1'<0.05). We conclude
that II The lowest density in type 2 diabetes with the highest body weight. central
obesity in men and gynoidal obesity in women. elevated C and correlations between
cortisol and SOS. and between 17 ks and BUA suggest that in these patients there is
an imbalance between the protective and resorptive factors. 21the lowest level of
17 ks in patients with the lowest bone density and correlation between 17 ks and
BUA may indicate decreased anabolic effects in this group. 31The relation between
bone density and the type of obesity confirms the influence of both protective and
resorptive factors on bone density changes in various tvpcs of obesity.

1257
EFFECT OF HORMONAL REPLACEMENT THERAPY ON CARBOHYDRATE
METABOLISM IN WOMEN IN PERIMENOPAUSAL PERIOD

T. Pertynski, K. Cypryk, I. Nadel and E. Kowalska; Research Institute of Polish
Mother's Memorial Hospital, Lodz, Poland

Beneficial influence of hormonal replacement therapy (HRT) on calcium,
phosphor and lipids metabolism is well known. Effect of HRT on carbohydrate
metabolism, especially in women with high risk of diabetes, is still unclear.
Aim of study: Evaluation of 6 months HRT (17 p-estradiol and norethisteron in
continous oral therapy) influence on selected parameters of carbohydrate
metabolism in perimenopausal women.
Materials and methods: Study group consists of 52 women at age between 40-67
years (mean 52±5,8), divided into following groups: A - with normal body mass
(BMI< 25 kg/nr'), B-overweighted (BMI - 25-30 kg/mi) , C-obese (BMI>30 kg/m').
Results: Before treatment. There was no differencies in fasting blood glucose levels
and AUC-glucose between groups A, B and C. Fasting blood insuline levels were
lower in A group than in B group (1'>0.05) and C group (p<0.05); also AUC-insuline
in this group were lower than in others (A - 38±16; B - 66±49; C - 54±18flU/ml).
Aftter treatment. In group A - women with normal body mass, significant decrease
in fasting blood glucose and AUC glucose was observed (1'<0.05). In others groups
these parameters did not change. After 6 months of HRT treatment higher fasting
blood glucose levels were noted in obese and overweighted women than in the group
with normal body mass (C - 101±13; B - 94±1O; A - 76±3 mg/dl). Similar
correlation was obserwed in AUC glucose (1'<0.05)
After HRT insulin levels and AUC insulin were without significant changes,
although in B group there was increase in fasting insulin levels and AUC insulin
levels (1'>0.05).
Conclusions: Beneficial influence of HRT on carbohydrate metabolism was
obserwed in women with normal body mass. Changes in the group of women with
BMI>25 kg/m' are unclear.
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BONE MASS PATTERNS AND THEIR CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE IN
INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETES
D.J.Hadjidakis.B.Alconomidou,M.E.Sfakianakis.A.G.Mitrakou,A.E.Raptisand
SARaptis. 2nd Opt. Intern. Medicine.Research Institute and Diabetes Center
Athens University.Evangelismos Hospital,Athens,Greece
Although bone mass has been reported as diminished in most studies pertaining to
!)'JlCI diabetes,some points remain still uncertain such as anatomic regions, clinical
significance and influence of either disease duration or degree of glucose
control.The aim of our study was the investigation of bone mass behavior in
insulin-dependent (IDDs) patients and its comparison (paired matching) to that of
healthy persons (HL) with similar anthropometric characteristics from our
population. Forty eight IDDs,28 males (age 28.1±6.8 yrs,mean ± 1 SD,duration of
diabetes 1O.8±5.9yrs) and 20 females (33.7±8.7 yrs,15.7±8.2 yrs respectively) were
studied.Bone Mineral Density (BMO) was measured at L,-L, vertebrae and
proximal femur by Dual Energy X-ray Absorptiometry.BMO of either vertebrae or
femoral neck (FN) in females did not differ significantly between !DDs and HL
(O.99±O. 12 vs 1.02±0.1 and 0.83±O.13 vs 0.88±O.I3,paired t-testj.In contrast BMO
of male !DDs was significantly lower both in vertebrae (1.01±O.11 vs 1.09±O.15,
1'<0.05) and FN (0.86±O.I3 YS 0.98±O.12,p<0.001). 18% of the male !DDs were in
the osteoporotic and 54% in the osteopenic range according to W.H.O. criteria
(osteoporosis T-score < -2.5. osteopenia -2.5< T <-I).Regarding female !DDs the
respective figures were 5% and 40%.A statistically significant positive correlation
was observed between vertebral BMO and BM! .FO.39,p<0.05 and a negative one
with GHbA,,,F -O.41.p<0.05 in males,whereas a positive correlation existed
between vertebral BMO and duration of diabetes (FO.53, p<0.01) as well as FN
BMO and BMI (FO.38,p<0.05) in females. In conclusion, male !DDs present with
lower density of trabecular and mixed bone compared to HL persons while female
!DDs do not differThe risk for clinical osteoporosis is greater in male
!DDs.Glucose control seems to affect adversely trabecular bone of males,while
obesity influences favorably trabecular bone in males and mixed bone in females.
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• P < 0.05, •• P < 0.01 vs Normal. Diabetic groups do not differ.
In conclusion, low molecular weight heparin treatment does not affect
increased vascular permeability In experimental diabetes.

Clearance (~g/gxmin)

Eye 230±50 310±70· 250±70
Skin 230±30 400±70 •• 520±180
Muscle 100±20 170±120· 240±160

EFFECTS OF HEPARIN ON VASCULAR PERMEABILITY
IN DIABETICRATS
P.S. OturaL Novo Nordisk Research, Bagsvaerd. Denmark.
Heparin treatment has been shown to have beneficial effects in diabetic
nephropathy. Albuminuria reflects general vascular dysfunction, including
increased permeability, in diabetes. We aimed to evaluate effects of low
molecular weight heparin (LMWH) treatment on vascular permeability in
diabetic rats. Male Sprague-Dawley rats with streptozotocin induced diabetes
(65 mg/kg i.v.)were randomly allocated to LMWH (6 mg/kg s.c.) or placebo
treatment in two sub-studies. Normal rats dosed placebo served as non
diabetic controls. In one study, transcapillary escape rate of albumin (TER)
was measured after eight months diabetes. TER (%/h) was calculated from
the disappearance rate of !

25I-a lbumin from the blood in anaesthetised rats. In
the second study, tissue albumin clearance was measured after six weeks
diabetes in awake rats. I.v. injected 13'1_ and "51-albuminwere used as
markers for cleared and blood contained albumin. Tissue clearance of 13'1_
albumin (~g plasma / g tissue per min) was calculated from tracer activities in
various tissues and arterial blood samples. Glycaemia (20-30 mM)did not
differ among the diabetic groups. TER increased by 24% in diabetic rats
(p<0.05). LMWH did not significantlyaffect this increase. 1311-albumin
clearance was increased by diabetes in eye, skin and skeletal muscle. A
tendency towards a lowering effect of LMWH was observed in the eye
(p=O.17), but LMWH did not significantlyaffect increased clearance in any
organ.

HEPARIN ATTENUATES THE PROLIFERATING
EFFECTS EXERTED BY INSULIN IN HUMAN RENAL
V ASCULAR SMOOTH MUSCLE CELLS.
F.Cavalot, I.Russo, G.Anfossi, L.Mattiello, P.Massucco,
F.Tassone, P.Perna, A.Giori, D.Fontana (*), and
M.Trovati. Diabetes and Urology (*) Units, Dept. of
Clinical and Biological Sciences of the University of
Turin, San Luigi Hospital, Orbassano (Turin) Italy.
Diabetic patients frequently present endogenous (Type 2) or
exogenous (Type 1) hyperinsulinaemia and show reduced vascular
heparin-like anionic charges. Insulin increases and heparin inhibits
human vascular smooth muscle cell (hVSMC) proliferation. High
insulin and low heparin concentrations should play a role in
atherogenesis. To evaluate the interrelationships between insulin and
heparin in these cells, hVSMC isolated from branches of renal artery
were cultured and submitted to proliferation experiments in 10% serum
additioned with: a)insulin (240-1 920pmol/l), b) heparin (10-300 U/ml),
c) insulin+heparin at the same concentrations. After 72 hr incubation,
VSMC were trypsinized and counted. Results (cells x 5xlO3, m±sem):
I)insulin dose-dependently stimulated hVSMC proliferation:
29.8±1.8 without insulin, 42.5±2.4 with insulin 960 prnol/I,
55.8±1.8 with insulin 1920 pmol/l (ANOVA, p<O.OOO1); 2)heparin
dose-dependently inhibited hySMC proliferation: 29.8±1.8 without
heparin, 17.3±1.l with heparin 100 Ll/rnl, 11.7±1.l with heparin
300 Ulml (ANOVA, p<O.OOOI); 3) heparin inhibited insulin-induced
proliferation (ANOVA, p<O.OOOI): i.e.,with 10 Ulml heparin,
proliferation induced by 960 pmol/l insulin decreased from 42.5±2.4
to 27. 7±0.6, proliferation induced by 1920 pmol/l insulin decreased
from 55.8±1.8 a 26.5±1.2. Thus, in hVSMC heparin inhibits insulin
induced proliferation. Loss of heparin-like anionic charges could
therefore increase the insulin-induced proliferating influence in
hVSMC, and therefore enhance the atherogenic effect of the hormone.

Mean:tSD
TER (%/hour)

Normal
14.1±3.3

Diabetic
17.5±3·

Diabetic+LMWH

15.7±2.7
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Increased transcapillary sodiumfluorescein leakage in the skin of
normo- and microalbuminuric Type 1 diabetic patients; amelioration by
angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibition.
P.H.N. Oomen', K. Hoogenberg', J. Jager', W.D.Reitsma', R,P.F. Dullaart",
A.J. Srnit', Departments ofGeneral Internal Medicine' and Endocrinology',
University Hospital Groningen, The Netherlands.
Capillary leakage of sodium-fluorescein (Na F) in the skin reflects capillary
permeability and may be a marker of diabetes-associated microcirculatory
alterations. We evaluated transcapillary NaF leakage in the skin of 10 match
ed normoalbuminuric and 10 microalbuminuric Type I diabetic patients
(diabetes duration> 10 years) and 10 healthy control subjects. The micro
albuminuric patients were restudied after 6 weeks of treatment with
angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitor enalapriI, 10 mg once daily.
All subjects were evaluated at a blood glucose level of 5 mmolll. Trans
capillary leakage ofNaF was assessed by videodensitometry for 20 minutes
under standardised conditions. Transcapillary NaF leakage was strongly
increased in the normoalbuminuric Type I diabetic patients compared to
control subjects (p<O.OOI) and was still further increased in the micro
albuminuric Type 1 diabetic patients (p<O.OIas compared to the normo
albuminuric patients). Enalapril treatment in microalbuminuric patients
reduced NaP leakage significantly (p<0.05). After treatment, NaF leakage
was no longer different from that in the normoalbuminuric patients. This
reduction in NaF leakage was accompanied by a decrease in blood pressure
and albuminuria. In conclusion, capillary permeability is clearly elevated in
normoalbuminuric Type I diabetic patients with long-standing disease, and
the excess elevation found in microalbuminuric Type I diabetic patients is
ameliorated by ACE-inhibition treatment. Measurement ofNaF leakage in
the skin appears to be a useful tool to document capillary permeability in
intervention studies.

1261
A NEW METHOD TO INVESTIGATE CAPILLARY PERMEABILITY TO
ALBUMIN IN VIVO IN DIABETIC RATS.
F. Cohen-Boulakia, P. Valensi, R. Lestrade, D. Mesangeau, H. Boulabdour, C.
Hort-Legrand, A. Behar. Laboratory of Nutrition and Metabolic Diseases,
Paris-Nord University, Bondy and Biophysics Department, UFR Broussais
Hotel-Dieu, Paris, France.

In diabetic patients, capillary permeability to albumin (CPA) is often increased
in a reversible way before the occurrence of microangiopathic complications.
Invasive methods have been previously used to investigate CPA in diabetic
rats. The aim of the present work was to study the onset of CPA disorders and
to follow them in diabetic rats. We have developed a noninvasive isotopic
method we had previously described in humans, which consists of injecting
intravenously 99m-Technetium labeled albumin and counting radioactivity
externally with a multigate spectrometry before, during and after a 6-min
venous compression on the hind legs. After removal of venous compression,
the radioactivity curve decreases rapidly and interstitial albumin retention
(AR) may be calculated. The analysis of the curve by the Fast Fourier
Transform provides an index for lymphatic uptake of interstitial albumin,
LF/HF, defined by the ratio of the amplitudes of the low and high frequency
peaks. In 17 normal Wistar rats, 60 to 240 days old, AR = 0.46 ± 0.28%,
LF/HF = 0.13 ± 0.04%. In 16 diabetic rats (N5STZ) with blood glucose
between 22 and 47 nunolll, the same test was performed three times, in 100,
130 and 180 days old.animals The results were successively: AR = 5.0 ±
2.0%.17.1 ± 3.4% and 22.5 ± 3.2%, LFIHF = 1.5 ± 0.4%, 2.1 ± 0.4% and 3.5
± 0.5%. AR and LF/HF were always significantly higher in the diabetic rats.
These data suggest that I) CPA is early increased in this model of diabetic
rats; 2) this disorder is associated with a lymphatic dysfunction; 3) this in
vivo noninvasive method may be used to follow the natural history of the
functional microcirculatory disorders in diabetic rats and to compare it with
microangiopathic lesions and to investigate drug effects.
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Conclusions: I)Biochemical (F,P,C,RF) andphysicochemical (PS,AS) abnormalities
in skin collagen were significantly lessafter 6 years of IT compared to CT. 2)The
prevalence of complications was significantly associated with the degree of skin
collagen abnormalities independent of HbAlc. This raises the possibility that skin
collagenmeasurements could be used to supplement HbA lc in predicting the future
risk of diabetic complications.

DlABETES COMPLICATIONS CORRELATE WITH LEVELS OF SKIN
COLLAGEN VARIABLES, INDEPENDENT OF HBAlc
S. Genuth, V. Monnier, and O. Bautista. Case Western Reserve University,
Cleveland OH. and George WashingtonUniversity, Rockville MD. U.S.A.

The effect of intensive treatment (IT) vs. conventional treatment (CT) on skin
collagenvariableswasstudiedin 216 subjects from theDCCT cohon, 122IT and 94
CT. Skin biopsies were performed near study end. Furosine (F), peruosidine (P),
carboxymethyllysine (C), relative fluorescence (RF), acid soluble (AS) and pepsin
soluble (PS) collacen were measured. Median values for the primary prevention
subjects are givenin proole/mg collagen (F,P,C), Relative UnitS (RF) and % (AS,
PS). P valueswere determined by Wilcoxon Rank SumTest.

FPC RF PS AS
IT 605 23.8 466 166 7.4 0.54
CT 903 26.5 533 182 5.0 0.42
p< .001 .001 .001 .004 .001 .006
Multiple logistic regression was used to model the prevalence of selected DCCT
defined complication outcomes vs. the full set of collagen variables with (+) and
without (-) adjustment for HbAlc and separately for each treatment group.

IT

R' p<
;,,3microaneurisms 26 .019
AER>40mg/day 23 ns
clinical neuropathy 36 .004

IT vs CT

+
p< p<
.014 .007
.061 ns

ns ns

CT

HbAlc adjusted
+

R' p<
43 .001
32 .006
67 .001

R' p<
47 .001
40 .001
51 .001

HbAIc adjusted

+
R' p<
33 .005
6 ns

37 .003

HIGH GLUCOSEATTENUATES INSULIN-STIMULATED CHEMOKINESIS IN
NORMAL HUMAN NEUTROPHILS THROUGH PROTEINKINASE C
J. Sehlin and P.-A. Oldenborg. Department of Histology and Cell
Biology, Umea University, Umea, Sweden

The increased sensitivity to infections in diabetes has long been associated

with changes in neutrophil function. However, while most studies have

focused on the involvement of hyperglycemia in the defective neutrophil

function, knowledge on the role of insulin in mediating neutrophil

dysfunction is scanty. In the present work, insulin (40-160 !lU/ml) dose

dependently stimulated chemokinesis in normal human neutrophils in the

presence of 5 mM D-glucose but this effect of insulin (160 !lUiml) was

totally inhibited by increasing the glucose concentration from 5 to 15 mM

D-glucose. It was tested whether this effect of glucose is mediated by

increase in protein kinase C (PKC) activiy. Activation of PKC with

phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PM A) at 0-100 nM dose-dependently

inhibited neutrophil random locomotion in the absence of insulin.

Suboptimal concentrations of PMA (0.1-0.5 nM) inhibited the

chemokinetic effect of 160 ull/rnl insulin in a dose-dependent way. The

specific PKC-inhibitor bisindolylmaleimide did not affect the insulin

stimulated chemokinesis at 5 mM glucose but restored the chemokinetic

effect of insulin at 15 mM glucose. These results therefore suggest that

glucose-induced PKC-activation may mediate the inhibitory effects of

high glucose levels on insulin-stimulated chemokinesis in normal human

neutrophils.
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FACTORS EFFECTING ELEVATED SERUM ADENOSINE

CONCENTRATION IN DIABETIC PATIENTS
B. Kopff ', M. Kopff', K. szosland' and J. Drzewoski '
'Metabolic Diseases and Gastroenterology Department, Medical
University of l6di - Poland, , Department of Biochemistry, Military
Medical University of l6di - Poland.

The aim of the study was to detennine the level of glycaemia,
lructosamine (FA), glycated haemoglobin, serum adenosine concentration
and the presence of diabetic late complications. The subjects were a
group of 80 diabetic patients (with and without late diabetic complications)
treated with insulin. Controls were 40 non-diabetic patients. In blood
specimens from all these patients serum adenosine concentration,
glycated haemoglobin level and for subgroup of 36 diabetic and 18
controls patients' serum fructosamine (FA) concentration were measured.
In diabetic patients the stages of late diabetic complications such as
retinopathy and nephropathy were evaluated. The serum adenosine
concentration was significantly higher in diabetic than in control group
patients 0,251 ±0,079 versus 0,13 ± 0,048 ~moi/i. Significantly higher in
diabetic group were: glycaemia (9,72±1,05 mol/l versus 4.52±0.23) and
HbA1c (8,61%±0,35 versus 5,61±0,21). In the diabetic group there was
exponential correlation between glycaemia and adenosine concentration
(p<0.01; coefficient 0,34028) and linear correlation with HbA1c level was
found (p<0,05 coefficient = ·0,27332). In the diabetic group there was also
correlation found between the stage of retinopathy (p<0,01; coefficient =
0,3386), nephropathy (p<0,01; coefficient = 0,42295) and adenosine
serum concentration. No correlation between adenosine and FA level was
found in both groups. Also there was not relationship of glycaemia and
HbA 1c with serum aoenosme nenner in control group nor in diabetic
subgroup with values of glycaemia and HbA'0within range found in
controls'.
Conclusion: the obtained results suggest that there may exist a correlation
between serum adenosine level and late diabetic complication as a result
of changes in high-energy substances metabolism.
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ALTERED ADENOSINE·INDUCED RELAXATION OF PENILE CORPORAL
TISSUE FROM DIABETIC RATS: POSSIBLE MECHANISMS
S. Giir* and B. Oztiirk ·Univ. of Ankara, Fac. of Pharmacy, Dept .. of
Pharmacology, Numune Hospital, Dept. of Urology, Ankara, TURKEY.
Diabetes mellitus is associated with an increased incidence of erectile
dysfunction. Purine nucleoti<les, such as adenosine triphosphate (ATP) and
adenosine (Ado) produce concentration-dependent relaxant responses In
corpus cavemosum tissue. To detennine whether or not the relaxant
responses to adenosine triphosphate (ATP) and adenosine (Ado) were
impaired in diabetic rats, we have firstly performed an in vitro examination of
corpus cavemosum tissue obtained from STZ·induced diabetic rats. Sixteen
rats were randomly divided into the streptozotocin treated diabetic (n=8) and
control (n=8) groups. Diabetic and control animals were maintaine<l for 8
weeks. The mounted smooth muscles were pretreated with guanethidin (5
"mol per liter) and atropin (1 "mol per liter) and contraction was induced in
isolated strips of corporal smooth muscle by phenylephrine (10.5 M): then
relaxation was assessed with administration of two agents: Ado (10-9.10.3 M)
and ATP (10.9.10.3 M). Ado-induced relaxation was enhanced, as evidenced
by a higher degree of muscle relaxation after the administration of agent in
the tissue from diabetic (D) rats than in that from control (C) rats (C pD, :
4.22 ± 0.23; max. 21.3 ± 3.52, versus D pD, :4.78 ± 0.15 P<0.05; max. 61.0
± 4.6, P<O.Ol). The relaxant effect of ATP appeared to be unaltered in
diabetic corpus cavemosum compared to control corpus
cavemosum.Furthermore, we have attended to investigate a possibie
mechanisms of these enhanced relaxant responses to Ado in diabetic
preparations. Treatment of corporal muscie with nonspesific 1\ channei
inhibitor tetraethylammonium (TEA) prevented impaired maximum relaxant
response to adenosine, These enhanced responses to Ado induced relaxation
were not unaffected by inhibitor of nitric oxide synthase by NG--nitro L
arginine methyl ester (L- NAME). These results suggest that Ado levels may
be diminished in the medium and, so relaxant responses to Ado also
increase in diabetic state. Our findings further suggest that adenosine
induced relaxation appears to be involved in enhanced K' channel activation
or endothelium-dependent hyperpolarizing factor. This impainnent may also
contribute to the diabetes-induced impotence in men.
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HYPERSENSITIVITY OF PLATELETS IN DIABETICS AND THEIR ROLE IN THE
PROGRESSION OFVASCULAR COMPLICATIONS
A. Sobol, C. Watala, W Torzecka. Laboratory of Haemostalic Disorders, Department of
Laboratory Diagnostics and Department of Gastroenterology and Metabolic Disorders,
Medical University ofl6dz, Poland
The significance of platelets hypersensitivity In the progression of vascular complications in
diabetes remains disputable. The aim of the study was to evaluate platelet function and
reactivity in diabetics. Subjects. Forty-five diabetic subjects aged 51.8±16.8 yrs. (19IDDM26
NIDDM) ineluding 29 subjects with retinopathy (7 with proliferative) and 14 patients with
nephropalhy) were compared with 25 well-matched healthy Individuals. Methods. Platelet
activation and reactivity was evaluated using flow cytometry, platelet membrane fluidity 
using ESR spectroscopy and platelet morphology - using a Technicon blood cell counter.
Results: Diabetic subjects with retinopathy showed significantly elevated of platelet
membrane P-selectin (a marker of platelet activation, p<0.05) and GPlbex (subunit of von
Willebrand factor receptor, p<0.01), increased abundance of fibrinogen receptor (CD41,
p<0.02) and increased fraction of platelet micropartleles (p<0.05). In addition, patients with
proliferative retinopathy showed significantly higher expression of P-selectin (p<0.05)
compared to diabetics with non-proliferative retinopathy. In patients with nephropathy the
expression of P.-selectln and fraction of microparticles were higher as referred to patients
without nephropathy (p<0.05). Thrombin-induced ex vivo platelet stimulation was significantly
depressed in diabetic subjects compared to controls (p<0001), which might pomt to
depressed platelet reactivity and the increased platelet rupture/consumption in diabetes
Platelet membrane lipid flUidity was reduced in numerous diabetics, although onaverage the
changes were notsignificant Neither platelet activation and reactivity nor the alterations in
platelet membrane flUidity were related to thequality of diabetes metabolic control. Overall,
platelet votume distribution mode, P-selectin expression and platelet microparticles appeared
astheparameters which discriminated most significantly control subjects, IDDM and NIDDM
patients (p< 0.001 or less). Conctusions The increased P-selectln and platelet microparticles
might Indicate the enhanced activation of circulating platelets and the Intensified release
reaction from platelet granules and underlie the depressed reactivity In diabetics. Such a
pronounced platelet hypersensitiVity might predominantly contribute to the prevalence and
progression ofdiabetic vascular complications

1268
ENHANCED ACTIVATION AND CONSUMPTION OFBLOOD PLATELETS MAY RESULT IN
THEIR REDUCED REACTIVITY INPATIENTS WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES MELLITUS
Boneler M.,Wi~e1awska B.,Rozalski M., Trojanowski Z', Watala C.
Laboratory ofHaemostatic Disorders, Medical University oft.odi and *211J Clinic of
Internal Diseases, Military Medical Academy, Lodi. Poland

As a result of platelet hypersensitivity in patients with diabetes, circulating blood platelets
undergo more frequent episodes oftherelease ofplatelet granule contents. Such anaugmented
release leads totheaccelerated platelet consumption, the formation ofplatelet size gradient. and
contributes to the increased platelet turnover and the reduced platelet survival in diabetic
individuals. Ouraim was tomonitor whether platelet hypersensitivity ondiabetes contributes to
the altered platelet reactivity and response toactivating agents. Platelet reactivity was evaluated
byflow cytometric monitoring of theexpressions of selected surface membrane antigens and
micropartieles in platelets (1)following their activation with strong agonists (thrombin, TRAP,
ADP), (2) following their incubation in the presence of activating agents (5 mM EDTAK2)
(static models) and (3) following 1 hr agitation (dynamic mode0 The studied type 2 diabetic
individuals showed the decreased expression ofthe subunit ex ofglycoprotein Ib(byupto12.5%,
p<0.01), thereduced expression of P-selectin inplatelets activated exvivo with thrombin, ADP
or TRAP (byupto40%,21% and 36%, resp,p< 001 or less), and follOWing 1hr agitation (by
23%, p< 0.02) and theincreased number of platelet micropartieles (p< 0.05 or less). These
changes altogether might indicate the enhanced activation of circulating platelets and their
depressed reactivity. We further observed higher numbers of platelets of the extreme
dimensions: both very small exhausted platelets and very large, young and hypersensitive
platelets were much more frequent in diabetics compared to controls IPchi2< 0.01). We showed
that more distinct bimodality of platelet distribution in diabetic patients resulted from the
accelerated thrombopoiesis in diabetic subjects, aswe found the elevated fractions ofreticulated
platelets in diabetic patients (by 78%, p<0.02) Overall, we conclude that the reduced platelet
reactivity and the altered platelet size distribution ofdiabetic platelets might result from more
frequent episodes of platelet activation in circulating blood and the augmented platelel
rupture/consumption in diabetic patients. These alterations are likely to contribute to the
accelerated plateiet renewal and the increased thrombopoiesis in diabetic individuals.

1267
PLATELET SENSITIVITY TO PROST ACYCLIN IS
REDUCED IN OBESITY.
G.Anfossi, I.Russo, P.Massucco, L.Mattiello, F.Cavalot,
F.Tassone, P.Perna, A.Giori, and M.Trovati. Diabetes
Unit, Dept. of Clinical and Biological Sciences of the
University of Turin, San Luigi Gonzaga Hospital,
Orbassano (Turin) Italy.
Insulin resistance syndrome shows an increased atherothrombotic
risk. In obesity, classical insulin-resistant state, platelets are less
sensitive to the anti-aggregating effects of insulin and nitrates.
substances acting via cyclic guanosine-rnonophosphate. To investigate
whether platelets from obese patients also present a resistance to the
anti-aggregating effect of prostacyclin, an agent acting via cyclic
adenosine-monophosphate(cAMP), we studied,after overnight fast, 8
healthy subjects: M/F 4/4, 30.4±2.5 yrs, BMI 21.8±0.9, insulin
(ltU!ml)/glucose(mg/dl) ratio 0.07±0.01; ii) 9 obese normotensive
patients: M/F 5/4, 33.2±2.9 yrs, BMI 35.4±3.5, insulin
(ltU/m1)/glucose (mg/dl) ratio 0.23±0,05, Platelet aggregation was
measured on platelet-rich plasma (PRP) with 2.4 umol/l ADP. To
evaluate the sensitivity to prostacyclin, PRP was preincubated for 3
min with its stable analogue Iloprost (125-2000 pg/ml) before adding
ADP, In PRP incubated for 3 min with Iloprost, we also measured
cAMP (RIA), lloprost dose-dependently reduced platelet aggregation
in both subject groups (p=O.OOOl) at all the doses used; however,
concentrations able reduce platelet responses by 50% (IC-50) were
much higher in obese subjects than in controls: 634.9±62.4 pg/ml vs
200.0±30.8 pg/m1 (p=O.OOOl), Iloprost dose-dependently increased
cAMP in both subject groups (p=O.Oool); obese patients, however,
reached cAMP values lower than controls (i.e.: with Iloprost 1000
pg/ml, 56.4±2.4 vs ll6.4±l0.4 pmol/l09 platelets: p=O.OOOl). Thus,
platelet sensitivity to prostacyclin is reduced in obesity. Resistance to
anti-aggregatingagents (nitrates, insulin and prostacyclin) could be a
feature of the insulin-resistancesyndromeinvolvedin atherogenesis,

1269
HYPERREAGIBILITY OF PKC TO DIFFERENT STIMULI IN
PLATELETS OF TYPE 2 DIABETIC PATIENTS
A.Bumbure, G.Bartling, H.Schatz, V.Pirags, A.Pfeiffer. Bochum,
Germany and Riga, Latvia
Platelet activity is increased in patients with diabetes. We previously
demonstrated an increasedactivation of blood platelet PKCp in vivo in
response to acute hyperglycemia. We now aimed to identify
underlying mechanisms of this phenomenon by investigating the in
vitro responsivenessof platelet PKCp to different stimuli.
Platelets of type 2.diabetes patients (n=IO) and controls (n=6) were
separated by differential centrifugation and incubated 60 min in 300
mg/dL (16.5 mM) glucose or mannitol solution. PKCPI was
determined quantitatively by Western blot using laser densitometry.
Platelet separation and incubation were performed in presence of PGh
to inhibit aggregation.
In platelets of diabetic patients an extensive increase of PKCPI
activity in response to incubation with glucose (480%, p<0.05) as well
as to incubation with mannitol (280%, p<0.05) was observed.
However. similar pattern of platelet PKCPl hyperactivation was
observed after 60 min incubation of diabetic platelets in isotonic
Krebs-Ringer solution. There was no significant translocation of
PKCPI under these conditions in controls.
In conclusion. we observed in vitro activation of diabetic platelet
PKCp in response to hyperglycemia. hyperosmolarity as well as to
other non specific stimuli. This indicates hyperreagibility of PKCp in
platelets of diabetic patients most likely related to the increased
intracellularcalcium.
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A RANDOMIZED PLACEBO CONTROLLED TRIAL ON THE EFFECT OF
a-TOCOPHEROL ON THE PLATELET FUNCTION IN TYPE I DIABETES
M. Van der Planken, F. Vertessen, W. Engelen, 1. Vertommen and 1. De Leeuw,
Dept. Endocrinology-Hematology, Univ. Hosp.Antwerp,B-2650 Edegem,Belgium

Several studies suggest an important role of hyperfunctional platelets in the
pathogenesis of diabetic vasculopathy. Since antioxidants are believed to have some
inhibitory effect on the development of this chronic complication this study wants to
examinethe effect of the daily administration of 750 mg of dl-o-tocopherol during a
penod of 6 months on platelet functionversusplacebo in a randomized, double blind
protocol in 44 type I diabeticpatientsunder stable and acceptablemetaboliccontrol.
Platelet function was studied in platelets neh plasma (PRP) prepared from cirrated
whole venous blood. PRP platelet aggregation tests were performed with a classic
turbidimetric aggregation using a collagen suspension and ADP, as exogenous
agonists. Platelet procoagulantactivity (PPCA) in PRP samples was studied with a
manually performed Stypven clotting time (SCT) and a clotting test (PF3KCT) for
measuringplatelet factor 3 availability. In the placebo group no significant changes
in ADP and collagenaggregationamplitudes could be disclosedwhen comparingthe
start values with those obtained after 3 and 6 months. On the contrary ADP
aggregation in the vitamin E treated group decreased significantly (p<0.05) from
69.12% (sd 13.1) at the start to 60.3% (sd 15.7) after 3 and 64.5% (sd 14.9) after 6
months. Collagenaggregationamplitudesremainedat the same level after 6 months
(80.5%, sd 6.5) as compared to the start (81.2, sd 10.8). PPCA measured with both
methodsdid not show significantdifferencesin the placebo and a-tocopherol treated
groups. Since a pilot study with a new device the "Platelet functionanalyzer" (PFA)
has demonstrated a significant (p<0.005) shorter "closing time" (CT) of
collagen/epinephrine coated membranes with citrated full blood from diabetic
patients as compared to non-diabetic controls, we could compare the CT in 16
vitamin E treatedand 14 placebo-treated patientsat the end of the study. In the first
group COLIEPI CT's were no longer different from controls (116.9 sd 22.9 sec.
versus 128.8sd 32.7 sec.) but significantly longer (p<0.025) as compared to placebo
patients(103.8 sd 23.1 sec.). From this data it can be concludedthat supplementation
with a-tocopherol can decreasethe platelethyperreactiviry m type I diabetIcpatients.

1272
GENETIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL DETERMINANTS OF PLASMINOGEN
ACTIVATOR INHIBITOR-I ACTIVITY IN CBINESE DIABETIC PATIENTS

K.S.L.Lam, N.M.S.Wat, B.S.H.Lau and E.DJanus" Dept. of Medicine and 'Clinical
Biochemistry Unit,University ofHongKong,HongKong,China

The4G/5Gpolymophism in the promotor of the plasminogen activator inhibitor-I (pAI
l) genewasfoundto be a genetic determinant of plasmaPAI-I activity in Caucasians,
but not in PimaIndiansin whom,however, an association withdiabetic retinopathy was
found. To investigate its role in determining plasmaPAIl activity and development of
diabetic complications, we studied 469 unrelated Chinese subjects: 173 non-diabetic
controls, 239 NIDDM and 57 IDDMpatients. PAI-I 4G/5Ggenotype wasassessed by
aIIele-specific polymerase chain reaction of genomic DNA. Plasma PAI-I activity and
antigen levels were measured by colorimetric and ELISA assays respectively using
commercial kits.No significant difference in PAI-I antigenor activity levels was found
among the 3 genotypes the relative frequencies of which were similar among the 3
groups of subjects:-4G/4G:4G/5G:5G/5G=30:52:18%. NIDDM patients had higher
levels of PAI-I antigen and activity than controls (p<O.OOOI) and IDDM patients
(p<O.OOOI); they also had higher triglyceride (p<0.001) and lower HDL<holesterol
(p<0.001) levels compared to the other 2 groups. In a multiple regression model,
triglyceride, BMI and HDL<holesterol were the only significant independent
determinants ofPAI-I activity, contributing 17%,4%and 2% respectively to its variance
in NIDDM patients. The association between triglyceride and PAI-I activity or antigen
was strongest with the 4G/4Ggenotype, being significant for all 3 groups of subjects
(p<O.05 to p<O.OOOI) and weakest with the 5G/5Ggenotype, being significant only in
NIDDM patients(p<0.01). Compared to thosewith5G/5G, diabetic patientswiththe 4G
allelehada higherprevalence of retinopathy (p<0.05). Weconclude that, in this Chinese
population, the PAl-I promotor 4G/5G genotype is not a significant determinant of
plasmaPAI-I activity, but maydetermine increases in PAI-I expression in response to
hypertriglyceridaemia. The 5G/5Ggenotype is apparently protective againstretinopathy,
similartofindings in PimaIndians.
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The differential eontribution of eoagulo-fibrinolytic system to the progress

of carotid atherosclerosis in subjeets with mild hyperglyeemia and diabetics.
M.KODAMA, TWATARAI, K.SAKAMOTO, RYOSHIOKA, TTAGAWA,
M.KUBOTA, YYAMASAKI and M.HORI
First Departmentof Medicine, Osaka University Medical School, OSAKA, JAPAN
Though, high activity of blood coagulation factor W and high concentration of
fibrinogen have been reported in diabetic subjects, whether tbese abnormalities are
primary or secondary to diabetic macroangiopathy remainsto be clarified. To clarify
whether the coagulo-fibrinolytic abnormalities are observed in diabetics and mild
hyperglycemic subjects with and without advanced atherosclerosis, we measured
intimal plus medial arterial wall thickness of the carotid artery(IMT)using
ultrasound high resolution B-mode imaging and the profiles of the
coagulo-fibrinolytic system on 138 diabetic patients without any symptoms of
diabetic macroangiopathy (NIDDM;mlf:96/42), 266 mild hyperglycemic subjects
(BLDM;mlflI6/50), and 24 normal subjects (N/C;m1f:13/ll). PAI-I concentraion
and activity of blood coagulationfactor VlI were significantly higher in BLDM with
and without advancedcarotid atherosclerosis than N/C(l41.0 ± 121.1nglml vs 53.1
:': 46.2ng/m](N/C),1218 ± 332% vs 102.3 ± 25.5%(N/C) respectively, (mean ±
SD) p<005) PAI-l was significantly higher in BLDM with advanced
athcrosclerosist 1595 ± 1234ng/ml) than N/C NIDDM showed higher
concentration of fibrinogen020.5 ± 84.4mgldl vs 223.7 ± 34.0mgld](N/C)) and
higher activity of von Willebrand Factor0345 ± 49.9% vs 100.3 ± 387%(N/C))

than N/C The high level of fibrinogen concentration was seen in NIDDM without
advanced carotid atherosclerosis 003.0 ± 74.2mg/dl vs 223.7 ± 34.0mg/dl (N/C))

and it was significantly correlated to 1MT(r=0.3). These data suggested that the
coagulo-fibrinolytic abnormality in BLDM is different from that in NIDDM
irrespective of presence of the advanced carotid atherosclerosis. PAI-I might be a
risk factor for carotid atherosclerosis in subjects with mild hyperglycemia, and
fibrinogen might be a risk factor for carotid atherosclerosis in diabetics.

1273
PAl -I LEVELS ARE DECREASED BY INSULIN TREATMENT IN PATIENTS WITH TYPE
DIABETES MELLITUS WITH ENDOTHELIAL DYSFUNCTION,
Galajda P" BaH.z D., Martinka E" Sutarik ~" Kubisz P., Mokaii M,
Depart~ent of Internal Medicinel, National Haemostasis and Thrombosis
Centre, University Hospital, Martin, Slovak Republic,

Relation between hyperinsulinemia (HI) and increased PAl-I levels is
well-known in patients with insulin resistance syndrome, According to new
multifactorial and multicompartmental model of PAI-l production, insulin sti
mulates PAI-l synthesis in 'metabolic' compartment (visceral adipocytes, he
patocytes) and inhibites cytokine-induced endothelial PAI-l production, Phy
siological postprandial HI has been accompanied by decreased PAl -I levels
during circadian rhytm, PAI-l levels are decreased during long-term insulin
application, Inhibitive insulin effect on PAI-l production is not fUlly
understood, but can be realized in endothelial pool, In our study we examined
34 patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus (DMI treated with sulfonylurea (SU)
regimens, 24 patients with 2-3 month long-acting insulin (INS) treatment and
15 age-matched normoinsulinemic healthy controls, We evaluated levels of von
Willebrand factor (vWF), thrombomodulin (TM), tissue factor pathway inhibitor
(TFPI), platelet factor PF4' tPA, PAl-I, C-peptide, triglycerides, HBAlc and
BMI, Patients with type 2 OM were divided into subgroups witb and without
endothelial dysfunction according to vWF level 0,14 IU/mL There were
significant differences of PAI-l levels among patients without endothelial
dysfunction treated by SU (median 48.1, range 14-108 ng/ml) or INS (27,9,
2-53 ng/ml) and patients with endothelial dysfunction treated by SU (80.7,
43-217 ng/rnllor INS resp, (16,7,7-34 ng/ml) (ANOVA p<O,OOI). Type 2 OM
subgroups were not different in parameters of metabolic compensation and
platelet activation, vWF, TM and TFPI levels were elevated in groups with
endothelial dysfunction, Insulin treatment was accompanied by decreased
PAI-l levels especially in patients with endothelial dysfunction, We suggest
that long-term insulin application may decreased PAI-I levels by direct
inhibitive action on endothelial PAI-l compartment. This hypothesis requires
futher research.
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Arterial Wall and Liver of Diabetic Rats exhibit Increased Synthesis of
Plasminogen Activator Inhibitor-1 (PAl-i).
A PANDOLFI, AGIACCARI', R. POLISHCHUCK" L. MORVIDUCCI', E.
VITACOLONNA, F. CAPANI and A CONSOLI. Universita d'Anunzio,Chieti;
• Universita Cattolica, Roma and •• Consorzio Mario Negri Sud. S. Maria
Imbaro, ITALY
Increased PAI-1 plasma content and activity have been described in
NIDDM. Liver is among the main tissues responsible for PAI-1 synthesis and
release into the circulation, liver PAI-1 levels, however, have not been
investigated in the diabetic animal. Furthermore, hyperglycemia increases
PAI-1 synthesis in arterial wall cells in culture, suggesting impairement of
local fibrinolysis in diabetes. However, little is known about PAI-1 localization
in arterial wall cells of diabetic animals. Therefore, aim of this study was to
measure by immunohystochemistryPAI-1 levels in livers and arterial walls of
diabetic and control rats. To this end, diabetes was induced in 10 Sprague
Dowley rats by a 90% pancreatectomy. Five weeks later, we studied PAI-1
antigen localization (immunohistochemical staining) in the liver (n=7, weight
224±16 g, blood glucose 306±12 mg/dl) and in the aorta wall (n=10, weight
235±14 g, blood glucose 301±9 mg/dl) of the diabetic animals and of 14
control rats (weight 227±6 g, blood glucose 117±4 mg/dl). As compared to
liver tissue from control animals, in livers from diabetic rats analysis by Laser
Scanning Confocal Microscopy revealed increased fluorescence for PAI-1
antigen (754±25 vs 299±14 arbitrary fluorescence units, p< 0.0001). The
same analysis revealed increased fluorescence for PAI-1 antigen also in the
aorta wall of the diabetic animals (339±18 vs 274±9 arbitrary fluorescence
units, p<0.005). This data provide the first direct evidence that diabetes can
induce increased PAI-1 synthesis in the liver and in the arterial wall. This
suggests that in diabetes the liver can be an important source for increased
plasma PAI-1 and local fibrinolysis can be affected by increased PAI-1 levels
in the arterial wall.

DO ELEVATED PLASMA PROTHROMBIN LEVELS CORRESPOND TO GENETIC
VARIATION INTHE 3'-UNTRANSLATED REGION OF THE PROTHROMBIN GENE INTYPE
2DIABETIC PATIENTS?
R6ialski M., Boncier M., Pietrucha T.', Watala C.
Laboratory of Haemostattc Disorders and "Department of Biochemistry, Medical
University ofLMi, t.odi. Poland

Recently, occasional reports pointed to the possible correlation between the genetic
polymorphism 20210G/A in 3'·untranslated region in prothrombin gene and the elevated
prothrombin level in blood plasma, particularly in the cases of familial thrombophilia. The
coexistence of various impairments resulting in the haemostatic imbalance in diabetes
mellitus implies that the increased plasma prothrombin levels could underlie theprothrombotic
state often found in diabetic subjects. Moreover, as far as diabetes itself constitutes an
additional independent risk factor in the development of vascular complications, and the
elevated levels ofprothrombin fragment F1 +2,the marker ofthrombin generation, have been
reported in diabetes, it raises a possibility of the occurrence of the prothrombin gene
polymorphism in diabetic patients more frequently. Our aim was to verify the hypothesis
whether theelevated plasma prothrombin levels in some patients might correspond to the
genetic variation in the 3'-untranslated region of theprothrombin gene inpatients with type 2
diabetes mellitus. We revealed that the averaged plasma level ofprothrombin fragment F1 +2
inanoverall group of 128 type 2 diabetic patients was notsignificantly different compared to
controls (2.93±2.40 nM VS. 2.21±1.83 nM); in selected patients (16%), however, the level of
F1+2 was vastly increased (7.70±1.83 nM), although these patients showed no evident
clinical symptoms ofvascular disease. The frequency of the genetic polymorphism 20210G/A in
3'-untranslated region in prothrombin gene in the examined group of diabetic subjects (1.3%)
was not significantly higher compared tothe group ofcontrol Individuals and did notcorrespond
tothe increased F1+2 plasma ievels: all the diabetic patients with the markedly increased levels
of F1+2 were wild type homozygotes 202lOG/G. Overall, we conclude that the genetic
polymorphism 20210G/A in 3'-untranslaled region in prothrombin gene is not evidently
associated with the increased piasma thrombin generation in the examined group of diabetic
patients. Other, yet undefined, compounding factors might underlie the accelerated
thrombogenesis occurring insome patients with diabetes mellitus.
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Introduction. Abnormalities of coagulation andfibrynolysis maybea risk factorof
cardiovascular diseases in diabeticpatients with obesity. Theaim of the studywas
to evaluate hypercoagulation parameters in patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus
depending on the type of obesity taking into account gender, metabolic controland
bloodlipids. Material andMethods. The studypopulation consisted of 45 patients
with type 2 diabetes - 22women aftermenopause (mean age62.63' SO8,7yrs) and
23 men (mean age 61.08 SO 7.99 yrs). Dual > energy X-ray absorptiometry
(OEXA) was used to analyze regional distribution of fat to calculate the visceral
waist region (VW) to gynoidhip region(GR) ratio andthe visceral fat to total fat
(VFrrF) ratio, Fibrinogen concentration, C protein (pC), factor VII (MI),
antithrombin III (ATIII) and alpha 2 antiplasmin (alpha 2AP) activity were
determined with the ChromoTime System (Behringwerke). Results, The VW/GH
ratio wassignificantlyhigherin menthan in women (mean1.l3 SD0.21vs mean
0.86SO0.19,p<0.001), similar to the VFrrF ratio (mean 10.7SO 1.67%vs mean
7.75 SO 1.18%, p<O.OOI). In men with the VFrrF ratio> 10010 as compared to
those with the ratio < 10%the activity of C proteinwassignificantly lower (mean
94.52 SO 17.73% vs mean 117.51 SO 23.64%, p<0.05); ATIII activity was also
significantly lower (mean 103.66 SO 8,69%vs 114.99 SO 10.41%, p< 0.01). A
negative correlationwas found between the VFrrF ratio and C protein activity
(r=-o,30,p<0.05)andbetween the VW/GH ratio andalpha2AP activity (r=-o.38,
p<0.05). Step-wise multiple regression analysis revealed that the VFrrF ratio is an
independent factor influencingMI activity apartfrom triglycerideconcentration,
whereas the VW/GH ratio affectsindepen~ntly alpha2APactivity. Conclusion. In
men with type 2 diabetes mellitus and' visceral obesity the lower activity of
coagulation inhibitors suchas C proteinand ATIII indicates hypercoagulation. In
men and women after menopause with type 2 diabetes visceral obesity is an
independent risk factor of increased MI activity with the procoagulative
properties.

PROCOAGULANT PROFlLE OF HEMOSTATIC PARAMETERS IN
PATIENTS WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES AND VISCERAL OBESITY
KozekE., Katra B., Sieradzki J., Department of Metabolic Diseases, Jagiellonian
University, Krakow,Poland

INCREASED THROMBO·EMBOLIC RISK IN PERIOPERATIVE PERIOD IN
DIABETIC PATIENTS
J.Gizlo, 'M.Zozuliliska, A.Tokarz, #D.Zozuliliska, J.Sowier and 'K.Zawilska. Department of
Surgery, 'Dept.of Haematology, #Dept.of Internal Medicine and Diabetology, Karol
Marcinkowski University ofMedical Sciences
Thrombo-embolic complications create a great problem intheperioperative period. The aim of
the study was to evaluate selected parameters of hemostasis in diabetic patients in the
perioperative period. The study was entered bya group of17diabetic patients hospitalized due
to abdominal surgery performed in general anaesthesia (12female, 5 male, aged 60.2±13.9
years, mean diabetes duration 12.3±10.7 years). Patients presented good metabolic control of
diabetes (HbA1c 7.2±1.4%). All patients were given standard antithrombotic prevention with
Calciparin (Sanofi-Winthrop) 2 x SOOO lUI 24 hours. Before and 1, 3 and S days after the
surgery we assessed the following parameters: plasma concentration of fibrinogen, peptide
F,.2, thrombin-antithrombin complex (TAT), complex of tissue plasminogen activator and it's
inhibitor (tPA-PAI), platelet factor 4 (PF4) and the activity ofantithrombin III (AT III)and protein
C. Incomparison with healthy subjects weobserved significantly higher values ofPF4 and TAT
before and after thesurgery. Wedidnotobserve statistically significant differences in theother
parameters.
The results areshown inatable'

p<O.OS Incompanson With healthy subjects

The results obtained suggest the presence ofhypercoagulability indicators despite the standard
prevention with the use of unfractionated heparins in the perioperative period In diabetic
patients.

parameter Healthy before 1stday after 3rd day after Sth dayafter
subiects suraerv suroerv suroerv suraery

Fg(gil) 3.6±0.4 42±02 37±02 4.2±03 4.6±0.3
F1+2 (ilg/l) 5.5±3,S 117±1.1 12.1±1.1 12.0±1.3 11.1±1.2
TAT (1'91l) 2.4±1.S 31.7±10.8· 44.4±10.3' 427±7.6' 64.7±5.3'
ATill(%) 110±30 128.0±13.9 128.3±16.2 126.0±18.2 140.6±13.4
Protein C(%) 10S±3S 100.3±3.6 100.S±6.9 87.1±S.7 103.6±S.6
tPA-PAI (I'gll) 6±1,S 47±0.6 8.S+1.4 S.4±0.8 6.0±09
PF4 (uon) 4.S+1.4 82.7+6.6' 72.4+10.7' 73.9+8.9' 82.9+9.S'

,



s comoared to ollTable, aired t-tesn
Baseline 2 hours 4 hours

Fibrinogen mg% 01 220±47 281±43** 272±54*
G 207±37 239±46** 265±48*

D-Dimers nglml ot 233±121 268±147* 380±262**
G 223±191 240±158* 275±228**

F1+2 nM 01 1,3±O,8 4,O±3,5* 3,3±O,S*
G 1,Bt1,7 2,5±2,3* 2,1±2,6*

TAT 1J9/1 01 11,3t13,0 40,5t40,0 54±44*
G 13,6±21,0 40,S:t350 43t41 *

1278
HIGH THROMBOMODULIN IN YOUNG PEOPLE WITH TYPE-l
DIABETES: EVIDENCE OF ENDOTHELIAL INJURY IN CHILDHOOD
DIABETES?
T.A. Elhadd, M. McLaren, RW. Newton, SA Greene and JJF Belch
UniversityDepartment ofMedicine& Child Health, Ninewells Hospital &
Medical School, Dundee DDI 9SY, UK

Diabetes mellitus is associated withhighmorbidityand mortalityfrom vascular
disease. Endothelial dysfunction is nowestablished to be the early manifestation
of diabeticvasculardisease.Thrombomodulin (TM) is a surfaceglycoprotein
of endothelial cellswhichactsas a cofactor in the thrombin-catalysed activation
of protein C.It has beensuggested that TM may be a moresensitive marker for
endothelial damagethan von WillibrandFactor (vWF) sinceTM appears only
to be released by endothelial cell injurywhereasvWF can be releasedby other
mechanisms. It has beenshownthatplasmalevels ofTM are increasedin adults
patients with early diabeticnephropathy. We have measuredplasma levelsof
vWF and TM by ELISAmethod in 52 youngdiabetic subjects, age (median
range) of 15 (9-22) years, diabetesduration6.6 (1-20) years, and HbAlc 8.7
% (5.4-11.7). and in 29 age and sex matched normal controls. None of the
diabetic patients had clinicalevidenceof vasculardisease, and all had urinary
microalbumin in the normal range. Plasma levels of TM are significantly
increased in the diabetic group compared to the control subjects-6I (41-72)
ng/mland45 (26-56)ng/mlrespectively p<O.0046, Mann Whitney. There were
no significantdifferencesin the levelsof vWF. Our results suggest that in the
juvenile diabetic subjects there is evidenceof endothelialcell damage in the
absence of clinicalvascular disease. It also suggests that TM may be a more
sensitivemarker for endothelial cell damagethan vWF.

1280
POSTPRANDIAL COAGULATION ACTIVATION: THE EFFECT OF A SIN
GLE DOSE OF GLiBENCLAMIDE.
t.loanmdts, C.T50ukala, C.Panayotopoulou, E.Maglara, Y.Anastasopoulou,
T.Mandalaki, and N.Katsiiambros. First Dpt Propaedeutic Medicine, Athens
UniversityMedicalSchool ,LaikoHospital, GR 11527 Athens Greece.
Previous data indicate that postprandial (pp) hyperglycaemia in diabetic sub
jects, even those who are considered to be in good metabolic control, acti
vates coagulation. The aim of this study was to investigate the effect of the
administration of a single dose of glibenclamide on the pp activation of the
coagulation as compared to placebo .We designed a crossover randomised
study. In the moming after an ovemight fast, each diabetic subject (n=16, age
50-68 yr.) consummed a standard meal (600 Kcal, Carbohydrates 40% Lipids
50% Proteins 10%) preceeded by one tablet of glibenclamide (G, 5mg) or pla
cebo (pi). The two tests were performed randomly, with an interval of 7 days.
Blood samples were collected at baseline as well as 2 and 4 hours after the
meal to measure blood glucose, insulin, c-peptide and fibrinogen, d-dimers,
F1+2 (prothrombinfragments 1+2) and TAT(thrombin-antithrombin complex).
As expected pp levels of glucose were lowerand of insulinand c-peptide were
higher after G. Main findings were: a) significant pp increase of fibrinogen, d
dimers, F1+2 and TAT, (ANOVA, p<0,001, p<0,05, p<0,01 and p<O,Ol re
spectively) b) pp levels of the above parameters are significantlylowerafter G
a

Placebo vs. Gllbenclam,de *p<0.05 **p<O.Ol
Thus, the pp activation of coagulation is significanUy reduced after -acute at
least- G administration.

1279
PHYSICAL EXERCISE NORMALIZES THROMBOMODULIN
LEVELS IN TYPE I AND TYPE 2 DIABETIC PATIENTS
M.Rigla1

, J.Mateo2
, A.Caixils1

, Lfontcuberta', A. de Leiva', A.Perezl

Endocrinology' and Hematology' Opts. H. Sant Pau. UAB. Barcelona

The aim of the study was to evaluate the influenceof physical exercise on
various soluble markers of endothelial damage, in a group of type I (7
male, 7 female, age 25 ± 6 years, BMI 24 ± 3 kg/m2

, HbA1c 7.3 ± 1%,
diabetes duration 6 ± 5 years) and type 2 (9 male, 4 female, age 54 ± 6
years, BMI 26 ± 3 kg/m2

, HbAlc7.4 ± 1%, diabetes duration 9 ± 5 years)
diabetic patients (DM) free of chronic complications. We evaluated the
effect of a 3 month physical training program (3-5 dayslweek, 1852 ± 387
Kcal/week) on Thrombomodulin (TM), von Willebrand Factor,
Plasminogen Activator Inhibitor I and tissue-type Plasminogen Activator,
measured by standard ELISA kits and Tissue Factor Pathway Inhibitor
(TFPI), analysed according to Sandset et al. After the studied period BMI
and HbA,c did not change for both groups while V02 max increased
significantly (p < 0.05) in the type I DM group. Among the pre-exercise
coagulation parameters studied, only the 1M plasmatic levels were
significantly higher in type I and type 2 DM than in their respective
matched control groups (79.3 ± 105 vs 28.5 ± 10 !1g/1 , P < 0.005 and
50.0 ± 16 vs 31.1 ± 8 !1g/l, P < 0.05). After the exercise program TM
levels decreased (p < 0.05) in both experimental subsets and became
similar to those observed in their respective control groups (58.1 ± 88 vs
28,5 ± IOug/l;ns, for the type I and 38.2 ± II vs 31.1 ±8 ug/l, ns; for the
type 2 DM).
In conclusion, physical exercise reduces to normal values TM levels in
type I and type 2 diabetic patients without longterm complications.

1281
MOLECULAR PARAMETERS OF THE ACTIVATION OF THE
COAGULATION IN CHLDREN WITH DIABETES MELLITUS r.i
J.Teisseyre, E.Piontek and H.Lukasiewicz. The Children's Memorial
Health Institute,Warsaw,Poland.
Diabetes mellitus is associated with high prevalence of vasculardisease and is
considered a thrombosis prone state. Numerous studies have shown that
coagulation disorders occur in the course of adult diabetes t.l, resulting a
prethrombotic state. Little is known about haemostasis in diabetic children
without any signs of long term complications. Sensitive and specific methods
are available to detecta procoagulant imbalance in haemostasis. The aim of
the study was to evaluate some molecular parameters of the prethrombotic
stale: thrombin-antythrombin complexes (TAT), prothrombin fragments 1+2
(FI+2)and D-dimers in diabetic children, compared to durationof diseaseand
glycometabolic control(glucose, HbAlc, fructosamine levels). All the subjects
had examined: platelets count, AnT, INR, clotting time after recalcination
and fibrinogen level, too. We investigated 72 diabetic children (mean age
1I,76±5,5years), durationof disease0-17,4 years (mean 3,5l±3,86). Control
groupconsisted of 19 healthychildren(meanage 9,6±4,lyears). Compared to
healthychildren, diabetic patientsdisplayed significantly highermeanlevels of
TAT complexes (p=0,OOO2). Statistically significant positive correlation were
found with the TAT and glucose levels (r=tl,224 p=0,03) and negative
correlation with TATand durationof diabetes (r=0,241 p=0,04). In the group
of diabetic childrenwe found moreelevated levelsof FI+2 (34,72%), than in
controls (I0,53%)-Fisher's exact test p--o,04. Positive correlation was found
between FI+2 levelsand: HbAlc concentrations (r=tl,275 p=0,019) as well as
glucose levels (r=O,275 p=O,O 19). D-dimers levels were normal in both
investigated groups. These results demonstrate slight impairment of the
haemestatic balance in diabetic children that is possible prethrombotic state
represents an important factorin pathogenesis of microangiopathy.
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1282
CIRCULATING FACTOR XIII (FXIII) LEVELS AND FXIII
CODON 34 GENOTYPE IN TYPE 2 DIABETES MELLITUS.
MW. Mansfield, H.P. Kohler, RAS. Ariens and PJ. Grant.
Unit of Molecular Vascular Medicine, University of Leeds, UK.

Genotype at a polymorphism coding for coagulation factor XIII (FXIII)
A-subunit has been related to myocardial infarction. To investigate the
relationships of FXIII codon 34 genotype and measures of circulating
FXIII in type 2 diabetes (DM), FXIII fibrin cross-linking activity was
determined using a cadaverine incorporation assay and antigen levels of
the catalytic FXIII A-subunit and carrier FXIII B-subunit were
measured by ELISA in 173 type 2 DM patients (96 males). FXIII
codon 34 genotype was determined by PCR and SSCP analysis. Levels
of FXIII activity were similar in males and females but levels of both
subunit A (mean ± SD) 122 ± 28 v 114 ± 29 % (p=0.05) and B-subunit
134 ± 26 v 119 ± 25 % (p<0.0005) were higher in female than male
patients respectively. Levels ofFXIII B-subunit showed a consistent
correlation with markers of insulin resistance; BMI, fasting insulin, PAI
I, triglyceride, factor VII:C (r>0.16,p<0.05) and hypertension. FXIII
activity (mean ± SD) increased with number ofT alleles at the codon 34
polymorphism; GIG 80 ± 20%,G/T 126 ± 20% and TIT 146 ± 21%
(p<0.0005). In contrast TIT subjects had lower levels ofboth the A-and
B-subunits than other subjects A-subunit antigen GIG 118 ±28%, GIT
121 ± 28% and TIT 93 ± 25% (p=0.004) and B-subunit antigen GIG
123 ± 24%, GIT 132 ± 29% and TIT 107 ± 18% (p=0.002). These
results indicate that the FXIII A-subunit codon 34 polymorphism has
functional significance and that FXIII may playa role in the
development of the vascular complications of diabetes.

1284
ACTIVATION OF MONOCYTE TISSUE FACTOR IN POORLY CONTROLLED
NIDD's. EFFECT OF PENTOXYFILLINE.
B. Lormeau, D. De Prost, F. Lerendu, P. Wechsler, P. Valensi, A. Mercadier,
J.R Attali, Department of Endocrinology-Diabetology-Nutrition, Jean Verdier Hospital,
Bondy. INSERM U 291, Bichat Hospital, Paris. CTS, Avicenne Hospital, Bobigny.
Hoechst Laboratory, Paris La Defense. France.

The synthesis and expression of tissue factor (TF) and the adhesion related to the
expression of beta 2 integrin and in particular Mac 1 receptors are two monocyte
functions which are abnormally activated in diabetes. We have previously shown that
pentoxyfilline (PTX) reduces in vitro TF production by normal and diabetic monocytes
stimulated by endotoxine and reduces leucocyte expression of Mac I receptors and the
monocyte adhesion to endothelium. The aim here was I) to compare the expression of
monocyte TF, thrombin-anti thrombin 3 complexes (TAT), factor VII and activated VII
factor, plasma FT and thrombomoduJine (TM) in 33 poorly-controlled NIDD's (HbAlc
=9.73 ± 1.49%) and 26 controls; 2) to evaluate the effect of a one-month double blind
trial of PTX vs placebo on these parameters. Plasma TF and TAT were increased in
NIDD's as compared to controls (252.7 ± 13.8 vs 191.3 ± 21.4 pglml, p = 0.01 and 4.4
± 1.0 vs 3.3 ± 0.2 ug/l, P = 0.09). The monocyte expression of Mac I receptors did not
differ significantly in the two groups but the monocyte expression of CD25 receptors
was higher in NIDD's (66 ± 22 vs 0.15 ± 0.02%, p < 0.05). TM and activated VII
factor did not differ in the two groups. TM correlated with waist to hip ratio in NIDD's
(r = 0.39, p < 0.05). The incubation of normal monocytes with plasma from NIDD's
induced a higher FT expression as compared to the effect of plasma from controls (362
± 20 vs 250 ± 22 mUll 0' monocytes, p < 0.05). Pentoxyfilline did not induce any
significant effect on these parameters. In conclusion, hypercoagulability in diabetic
patients is here supported by the increase of TAT complexes and the activation of the
FT pathway and the stimulating effect of plasma from diabetic patients on FT
production by normal monocytes. A short-term treatment by pentoxyfilline did not
inducea significant effectat variance with in vitro results.

1283
FIBRINOGEN IS CLOSELY RELATED TO VARIOUS
METABOLIC PARAMETERS AND MICROVASCULAR
COMPLICAnONS IN CHINESE TYPE II DIABETES
C.C.Chow, W.B.Chan, V.T.F.Yeung, J.C.N.Chan, W'y'So and C.S.
Cockram. Department of Medicine & Therapeutics, Prince of Wales
Hospital, Chinese University ofHong Kong, Hong Kong, China.
Fibrinogen has been shown to be associated with microalbuminuria in
both type I and type II diabetes. However, its relationship with other
metabolic parameters and complications had not been well established
in type II diabetes. In this cross-sectional study, we examined 141
consecutive type II diabetic patients newly referred to our tertiary
diabetes clinic serving a population exceeding I millionfrom September
to November 1996. Detail demographic data, risk factors and
complications were documented by a computerized structural approach
modified from DiaCare Database. We found that fibrinogen was
correlated with age (r=0.31, p<O.OOI), duration of diabetes (r=0.26,
p=O.002), HDL cholesterol (r=-0.17, p=0.050) and waist hip ratio
(r=0.28, p=O.OOI). On multivariate analysis, waist hip ratio remained
significant (8=6.45, p<0.007). Furthermore, fibrinogen was correlated
with cataract (p=0.005), peripheral neuropathy (p=0.007) and
microalbuminuria (r=0.30, p<O.OOI). On multivariate analysis,
fibrinogen remained strongly correlated with microalbuminuria
(8=0.403, p=O.OOI). In addition, association ofvarious risk factors with
complications, similar to other large-scale epidemiology study in type I
diabetes, were also demonstrated. We conclude that central obesity is a
key determinant of fibrinogen in keeping with the pathogenesis of
metabolic syndrome. Fibrinogen may also playa contributory role to the
onset ofmicrovascular complications in type II diabetes.

1285
IMPAIRED RBC DEFORMABILITY IN NIDDM CORRELATES
WITH ELEVATED INTRACELLULAR FREE CALCIUM-ION
J. Fujita, T. Adachi, Y. Yamada, H. Ishida, K. Tsuda and Y. Seino
Department of Metabolism and Clinical Nutrition, Kyoto University
Faculty of Medicine, Kyoto 606-8507, Japan

OBJECTIVE - To explore the mechanisms underlying the
impaired RBC deform ability (RBC-df) in diabetic patients, the
relationship between RBC intracellular free calcium-ion
concentration ([Ca2+]i) and RBC-df, and the effects of a Ca2+

channel blocker on [Ca2+]i and RBC-df were evaluated.
METHODS - We examined 48 patients with NIDDM and 24
control subjects. [Ca2+]i was determined using fura-2, and RBC-df
by filtration method expressed as Deformability Index (DI).
Erythrocytes were treated with nisoldipine to evaluate the effects
of a Ca-t-channel blocker.
RESULTS - [Ca2+]i was significantly higher (82.7 ± 2.2 vs. 77.2 ±
1.8 nmol/lRBC, p < 0.001), and Dr was significantly lower (0.16 ±
0.06 vs. 0.22 ± 0.03, P < 0.01) in NIDDM than in controls. There
was a significant correlation between HbA1c and [Ca2+]i (r = 0.38,
p < 0.01), between HbA,c and Dr(r = -0.51, p < 0.01), and between
[Ca2+]i and Dr (r = -0.42, p < 0.01). Stepwise multiple regression
analysis revealed HbA,c and [Ca'"]i as independent determinants
for the impaired RBC-df. Nisoldipine treatment in vitro
significantly decreased [Ca2+]i, and significantly improved RBC-df.
There was a significant correlation between the degree of [Ca2+]i

decrease and the degree of Drincrease.
CONCLUSIONS - These data indicate that the impaired RBC
df in NIDDM may at least partly be attributed to the elevated
[Ca2+]i and poor glycemic control. In addition, the Ca-r-channel
blocker affects favorably both [Ca2+]i and RBC-df.
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C-TYPE NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE CONCENTRATIONS A NEW
MARKER OF ATHEROSCLEROSIS IN NIDDM.
A. Fernandez-Cruz, J. Ibarra, R. Fernandez Durango, A. Ripodas, E.
Pintor, and R. Patino. Cardiovascular Preventive Center. Hospital
Universitario San Carlos. 28040 Madrid (Spain).

The natriuretic peptide family consists of atrial natriuretic peptide, brain
natriuretic peptide and C-type natriuretic peptide (CNP). CNP is thought
to be a vascular peptide. Is synthesized and released from culture and
endothelial cells. Moreover the binding of CNP to the atrial natriuretic
peptide receptor-B, express in smooth muscle cells (SMC), generates
cGMP which mediates vasodilation. CNP is also antimitogenic and inhibits
the proliferation of vascular SMC. Thus CNP may have an important role
in controlling vascular tone and vascular remodelling.We have developed
a sensitive and specifiC RIA for CNP which is able to detect iR-CNP in
human plasma.ln chronic renal failure IR-CNP is significantly increased
in the circulation. Many epidemiological studies have shown that
persistent proteinuria in diabetes represents a subgroup with very high
risk of cardiovascular disease. The present study was designed to
examine the relationship between CNP and atherosclerosis in a group of
both NIDDM with (Group 1 n=25) and without macrovascular disease
(Group 2 n=22) and NIDDM patients with absence of foot pulses on
examination, without any evidence of macrovascular disease (Group 3
n=9). Aged from 44 to 75 years, mean 64±8 yrs; mean duration of
diabetes 18±8 yrs. IR-CNP was found to be significantly elevated in
Group 1 (2.25± 1.4 pg/ml when compared with 25 age matched controls
0.58±0.34 pg/ml. p < 0.01); and groups 2 and 3 (1.2±0.9 and 13±1.2
pg/ml. respectively p < 0.05 in both cases).
In the present study, we have shown for the first time the significant
association between elevated plasma IR-CNP concentrations in NIDDM
patients, and the increase prevalence of macrovascular disease.

1288
RISK OF INTERMITTENT CLAUDICATION AND LOWER LIMB
AMPUTATIONS IN AN URBAN COHORT OF NIDDM PATIENTS
Pil.uzniak, A.CzechandL'I'aton,
DepartmentofDiabetology, WarsawMedical University, Poland.
Accordingly to the local observation the morbidity due to diabetes type II is 5%,
in the same time 50% of the population of persons who underwent the lower
limb amputation is formed by diabetics type II. The risk of amputation for
diabeticstype II is equal to 20. Therefore the study in a cohort of 1334 type II
diabetics from the demographically defined area under long term care of the
Warsaw Central Diabetic Care Station was undertaken. The risk factors were
determined in a subgroup with intermittent claudication and in comparative
group of diabeticsafter amputation.In all 1334participants the following studies
wereperformed:standardized clinical examination,determinationof the specific
for diabetes mellitus type II characteristics and the quality of therapy. Among
patients under study 8.25% presented intermittent claudication and 1.05%
underwent lower limb amputation. Among 14 cases in 5 amputation was made
above the knee, in 4 below the knee and in 5 within the foot. The following risk
factor were assessed: age,sex, diabetes duration, obesity, blood pressure, fasting
and postprandialglycemia, cholesterol, triglycerides, creatinine in plasma,daily
proteinuria and smoking. Univariate analysisindicated, that the significant risk
factors for intermittent claudication were: diabetes duration, postprandial
glycemiaand daily proteinuria. In the group after amputationthe significant risk
wasconnected with diabetes duration and daily proteinuria. Differences in other
parameters were not statistically significant. The multivariate analysis of all
variables has indicated that the significant risk factor for intermittent
claudication are male sex, diabetes duration and smoking. It did not apply to
diabeticsafter amputation. Conclusions. The delineation of the risk factors for
intermittent claudication offers the chanceof selectingthe groupsof patients for
early therapeuticmeasures aimedat preventionof this syndrome and its sequela.
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LONG-TERM EFFECTS AFTER INTRAVENOUS PGE1 INFUSION IN
DIABETIC AND NON DIABETIC PATIENTS.
A. Rodriguez-Caballero, F. Pazos*, J.M. Carceller, M.J. Chinchetru* and JA
Amado. Anaesthesic and *Endocrine Services, Hospital U. Marques de
Valdecilla, 39008-Santander, Spain

People with diabetes have a risk of arteriosclerotic occlusive disease two to
five times that of non-diabetic individuals. Platelet aggregation has been
shown to be increased in diabetes, which may playa role in the pathogenesis
of this vascular disease. Also, it has been demonstrated that PGE1 promote
improvement in pain and ischemic ulcers in diabetic and non diabetic
patients. The aim of this study was to compare the effects of intravenous
PGE1 in diabetic and non diabetic patients with rest pain andlor ischemic
ulceration due to arteriosclerotic occlusive disease. 28 patients; 9 diabetic
and 19 non diabetic, with peripheral occlusive disease in stage III or IV
Leriche-Fontaine were followed from 6 to 12 months after 3 weeks of
intravenous infusion of PGE1. The previous arteriography showed that
reconstructive surgery or angioplasty were not indicated. Two groups were
compared by x' test. There were no significant differences between both
groups in age, sex distribution, ischemic skin lesions or other risk factors. The
follow up examination showed that in 8/9 diabetic and 17/19 non-diabetic
patients, rest pain improved, only 2 non-diabetic patients required higher
doses of analgesics during the treatment with PGE1. In 7/7 (100%) diabetic
and 5/9 (55%) non diabetic patients, ulcers decreased in size during or some
weeks after infusion (p<0.05). 13 patients in the non diabetic group and 5 in
the diabetic one required extrem~y amputation by 6-12 months (ns). On the
other hand, 1 diabetic and 5 non diabetic patients required vascular
reconstructive surgery, and 2 in the non diabetic group required spinal-COrd
stimulation. Side effects associated with the administration of PGE1 like
headache, nausea or vomiting were similar in both groups. This study shows
that intravenous PGE1 was more effective in healing diabetic ischemic ulcer,
which suggests that prostanoid pathways might be implicated in diabetic
arteriosclerotic occlusive disease. There were no differences in pain relief
and the need of extrem~y amputation between both groups. Also, we could
not find any differences in side effects.

1289
A TRANSCRANIAL DOPPLER STUDY OF CEREBROVASCULAR
REACTIVITY IN DIABETIC PATIENTS.
C. Roberti', P. Gargiulo', G. Mancini', M. Solaro', B. Romani', T. Bartocletti", V.
Vaccari' and E. Zanette'.' Department of Neurological Sciences; 'Endocrinology I.
University "La Sapienza ", Rome. Italy
Diabetes mellitus (DM) is associated with vasculopathies such as atherosclerosis,
thromboembolism and microvascular disease of kidney, heart and retina, Much
speculation surrounds the pathophysiology of these lesions, but no experimental data
are available for the cerebrovascular disease, which is often associated with DM.
Recently, a relationship between DM, hyperinsulism and multiple lacunar infarcts
hasbeendemonstrated. Sincean impairementof the cerebrovascular reactivity could
be an index af cerebral microangiopathy, we evaluated the effects of hyper- and
hypocapnia on the middle cerebral arteries of typeI andtype 11 diabeticpatients, with
transcranial Doppler. Thirty-six diabetic patients (18 type I, 8 females, 10 males,
mean age 37.3±12.2 years SD, mean duration of disease 13.9±9.2; 18 type 11, 7
females, 11 males, mean age 60.2±4.1 SD, meanduration of disease 10.7±7.1, in
goodmetabolicconditions,and36 healthy subjects comparable for ageandsexwere
included. All patients underwent a color duplex of the extracranial arteries, a
transcranial Doppler and a vasoreactivity test. The middle cerebral artery mean
velocities were recorded bilaterally and the end-tidal CO, partial pressure was
monitored. The recordings included basal condition, hypercapnia (CO, 6%) and
hyperpnea. The reactivity index for hypercapnia (RICO,), reactivity index for
hyperpnea (RIHp) andtotal vasomotorreactivity (VMR) weremeasured. RICO, was
3.3±1.2 in type I and 3,9±1.3 in type II; RIHp was3.3±0.8 in type I and 3.5±0.7 in
type 11; VMR was 69.8±15.1 in type I and 77.2±13.8 in type 11. We did not find
significant difference of the above indices between the two groups of patients and
compares to the control groups (ANOV A). These results may be due to the good
metaboliccontrol these diabeticpantients havehadin the lastyears.
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CORRELATES OF LOWER EXTREMITY ARTERIAL DISEASE IN
TYPE I DIABETES
The Epidemiology of Diabetes Interventions and Complications:
Followupof the DCCTCohort
T. Orchard, P. Cleary,S. Genuth and D. Nathanfor the EDIC Study
Group,Rockville, MD,USA

The DCCTshoweda verysignificantbenefitof intensive
treatmenttargetedto normalization of bloodsugar in preventing or
delayingthe microvascular complications of Type 1 diabetes; however,
the role of glycemiain causing macrovascular complications is
uncertain. An association between meanHbAtc over an averageof 6.5
years of follow-upin the DCCTand a biological markerof
atherosclerosis, carotidwall intimamedialthickness (IMT) measured in
the same sublectsat the beginning of EDIC,was notseen. In this report,
a markerof peripheral vascularatherosclerosis, a depressed
ankle:brachial (bloodsystolicpressure) ratio is examined usingdata
from the first EDICexamination of 1326subjectswho had a meanage
of 35 years and meanduration of diabetesof 14.5years.Four ratios
were calculated, includingleft and rightdorsalisand posteriortibialis.
Excluding 4 subjectswith anklepressures suggestive of medialwall
calcification (anklepressure> 75 mmHgabovebrachial), 10.8%of
womenand 8.6%of menhad at leastone ankle/brachial ratio <0.9. In
women,systolicbloodpressure was the only significant (p=0.002)
predictor, while in menage (p=0.001) and ever beinga smoker
(p=0.009)were predictors. HbA1c, diabetesdurationand prior-DCCT
treatmentgroupwere not predictors in eithergender.These resultsare
consistentwith the carotidIMTfindingsand suggestthat the glycemic
link to macrovascular association is morecomplexthan the association
with microvascular complications. Furtherstudyof the DCCTcohort in
EDICwill delineatethe risk factorsfor clinicalatherosclerosis as the
patientsdevelopmoreclinicalevents.

1292
ANGIOTENSIN CONVERTING ENZY'ME(ACE) GENE POLYMORPHlSM
AND EARLY CAROTID ATIffiROSCLEROSIS IN CHlNESE NIDDM PATIENTS

N.M.S. Wat S.C.W. Cheung' M.T. Chau' and K.S.L. Lam Department of
Medicine and, Diagnostic Radiology', Queen Mary Hospital, Hong Kong. China

Carotid intima-media thickness (IMT) which is related to clinical cardiovascular
diseases affecting other arteries such as the coronaries, has been shown to be
increased in NIDDM patients, known to be at higher risk of atherosclerosis. In
Caucasian diabetic patients, an association between the ACE-insertion Ideletion
(lID) polymorphism of the ACE gene and autopsy findings of aortic atherosclerosis
has also been reported. To investigate the relationship between the ACE lID
polymorphism and early atherosclerosis as indicated by increased IMT in Chinese,
we studied 100 (MIF 45/54) unrelated NIDDM patients, aged 47.8±16.4 years
(mean±SD). ACE genotyping was performed using polymerase chain reaction.
Carotid IMT was measured by a single observer using high-resolution B-mode
ultrasonography. Mean IMT measurement was 0.7 ± 0.2mm among the whole group.
IMT measurement correlated significantly with age, duration of disease, systolic
blood pressure and LDL-cholesterol (all p<O.OI),and HbAlc (p<0.05). Prevalence of
plaques (localized increased IMT 2: I.2mm) on either or both sides of the carotid
arteries increased with increasing age (8,28,57 and 70% respectively by quartile)
(p<O.ool), and among patients having ischaemic heart disease (67% versus 33%
p<0.005). The presence of plaques was significantly increased in patients with the D
allele (50% versus 27% in III homozygous; p=0.023) There was no significant
difference in age, duration of disease, body mass index, blood pressure, fasting blood
glucose, HbAlc or lipid profile between the two groups (DO + ID versus III). In
conclusion, the ACE lID polymorphism is associated with early atherosclerosis, as
reflected by increased carotid IMT, in Chinese NIDDM patients, and may serve as a
marker to identify NIDDM patients at increased risk of cardiovascular mortality so
that early preventive measures can be implemented.
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ANGIOTENSIN CONVERTING ENZY'ME GENE POLYMORPHlSM IS
ASSOCIATED WITH PERIPHERAL ARTIffiRIOPATHY IN TYPE 2
DIABETIC PATIENTS.
M.A. Ortiz', A. Planas", A. Clara", J- Marugatv-, J.M. Pou", P. Trave,
F. Vidal. Dept' of Endocrinology and Nutrition. Hospital Sta. Creu i S.
Pau". Hospital del Mar" Autonomous University of Barcelona.

Cardiovascular disease (CVO) is the most frequent cause of mortality in
general population and in type 2 diabetic patients. Several genetic factors
could playa role in the development of CVO. DO Angiotensin converting
enzyme (ACE) gen polymorphism could be associated to diabetic
nephropathy and CVO. This study was designed to stimated peripheral
artheriopathy in a cohort of men, and its association to the presence of DO
polymorphism ACE gen. It was investigated a representative sample from
both general (654 males, age: range 55-75 years) and diabetic (118 ,
males, age: range 55-75 years) population. Peripheral artheriopathy was
screening by rest anldelbraquial pressure index (ABPI). ABPI was
considered pathological when was lower than 0.9. ACE gen
polymorphism was determined by PCR with specific primers for 0 and I
fragment amplification. Frequency of diabetes in the investigated group of
subjects was 19.1 %. Peripheral artheriopathy (pA) (clinical and
subclinical) was detected in 13.1 % in the whole group, and in 24.8 % of
the diabetic population.. DD polymorphism was observed:

DID ACE (%) Odd Ratio P
(CI95%)

general population WOIPA 18.67
general population WIPA 44.71 3.52, 1.63-7.61 =0.0003
Diabetic population WOIPA 20.03
diabetic population W IPA 47.82 3.50.158-11.54 <0.0044

Therefore DO genotype was associated to peripheral artheriopathy in both
diabetic and non diabetic population. DO ACE genotype may be
considered a marker of risk for periferal artheriopathy.
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DIABETES AND CAROTID ATHEROSCLEROSIS. PROSPECTIVE
RESULTS FROM THE BRUNECK STUDY.
E. Bonora, ·S. Kiechl, 'J. Willeit, 'F. Oberhollenzer, 'G. Egger, R. Bonadonna
and M. Muggeo. Division of Endocrinology and Metabolic Diseases,
University of Verona and 'Division of Internal Medicine, Hospital of
Bruneck, Italy; 'Department of Neurology, University of Innsbruck, Austria.
It is well established that diabetes increases the risk of main clinical
manifestations of cardiovascular disease (myocardial infarction, stroke). On
the contrary, the relationships existing between diabetes and the various
steps of the atherosclerotic process are poorly understood. In addition,
diabetic patients often carry multiple metabolic, haemodynamic and
haemoeoagulative defects. Thus, the independent contribution of diabetes to
the development or the progression of atherosclerotic lesions is not well
defined. We have examined prospectively 826 subjects aged 40-79 years,
randomly selected from the general population of Bruneck (northestern
Italy). All subjects had an eco-duplex assessment of common and internal
carotid arteries (16 regions of interest on both sides) in 1990 and 1995. Sixty
eight subjects had IGT and 58 had NIDDM at baseline. In all subjects the
following parameters were assessed: BMI, WHR, lipids, apoproteins Aland
B, Lp(a) and its phenotype, fibrinogen, antithrombin III, APC ratio, urate,
ferritin, blood pressure, smoking, daily alcohol intake, physical activity. All
subjects but known diabetic individuals had an OGTT. Logistic regression
analysis indicated that in subjects without carotid atherosclerosis in 1990
(n=501), the development of plaques during the follow-up period (n=126)
was not independently related to the presence of IGT or NIDDM in 1990. On
the contrary, in subjects with carotid atherosclerosis in 1990 (n=325) the
progression to stenosis >40% (n=92) was independently related to both IGT
(OR=3.1, Cl=1.3-7.6) and NIDDM (OR=7.1, Cl=1.8-28.5)(p=0.001) at baseline.
These results document that IGT and, to a greater extent, NIDDM are
predictors of advanced (carotid stenosis) but not early atherosclerosis,
suggesting that both abnormalities of glucose tolerance are independently
involved in the progression rather than the initiation of the atherosclerotic
process.
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HBAIC IS AN INDEPENDENT DETERMINANT OF CHANGES IN CAROTID
ARTERY COMPLIANCE IN IMPAIRED GLUCOSE TOLERANT SUBJECTS
R.AJ.M. van Dijk, G. Nijpels*, J.M. Dekker", L.M. Bouter*, RJ. Heine" and CD.A.
Stehouwer, Department of Internal Medicine, University Hospital Vrije Universiteit,
Institute for Cardiovascular Research Vrije Universiteit and *Institute for Research in
Extramural Medicine, Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam, TheNetherlands.
Baekground Impaired Glucose Tolerance (IGT) is associated with increased risk for
macrovascular disease. In this study, we assessed compliance in the carotid artery as an
early indicator of macrovascular disease andsought to identify determinants foralterations
incompliance andrelated vessel wall properties. Methods Atbaseline weselected a group
of 113 subjects (mean age 63.7 yrs, 25-75 perc.: 57.8-70.0 yrs, 53 males) with IGT
according to WHO criteria from a random population sample. Using an ultrasound system,
right carotid artery diameter wasmeasured during 10-20 heart beats at twofollow-ups (2.3
years, range 0.5-3.5, and5.0years, 4.2-6.4). Simultaneously, blood pressure was measured
inthe brachial artery. Results Carotid artery diameter andB-stiffness showed an increase
(6.85 to6.97 mm, P<O.OOI and12.6 to 13.9, P<O.OOI respectively). Meanwhile, there was
a decrease in circumferential arterial strain (CAS, 5.0 to 4.7, 1'=0.001), cross-sectional
compliance (CC, 0.46to0.44 mrrr' kl'a", P~0.037) anddistensibility coefficient (DC, 12.3
to 11.4 10'3 kPa', 1'=0.001), all indicating arterial stiffening. Meanwhile, there was no
significant change inblood pressure norinheart rate. Inmultiple linear regression analysis
(n~96) correcting for age, sex,mean arterial pressure and follow-up time, HbA lc-levels
proved to be a determining factor for relative changes in CAS (B~ -0.237, P=0.028), DC
(0= -0.226, P=0.039) and B-stiffness (B=0.246, P~0.023). After additional correction for
smoking habit, total serum cholesterol level andbody mass index, HbA Ic showed to be a
determining factor for change in CC (B~ -0.232, P=0.043) too. An independent relation
between HbAlcanddiameter could notbedemonstrated. Conclusion Wedemonstrated a
process of carotid artery stiffening andwidening. However, the increase in diameter could
not compensate for the decrease in DC, as shown by the decrease in Cc. Furthermore,
HbAlc level proved to be a determinant of arterial function, suggesting a rolefor hyper
glycaemia intheprocess ofdeteriorating function ofelastic elements inthearterial wall.
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Fiber intake, serum cholesterol levels and cardiovascular disease in
European individuals with type 1 diabetes

M. Toeller l, A.E. Buykenl , G. HeitkampI, G. de Pergola-, F. Giorgino-'.
1. H. Fuller3 and the EURODIAB 100M Complications Study Group

I Diabetes Research Institute, DUsseldorf, Germany; 2University of Bari,Italy;
3UCL Medical School, London, UK

Cross-sectional analysis of dietary fiber intakes in European type I diabetic
patients enrolled in the EURODIAB 100M Complications Study for
potential relationships to serum cholesterol levels and the prevalence of
cardiovascular disease. Dietary intake was assessed by a standardized 3
day dietary record. For analysis of fiber intake (total, soluble and
insoluble) and its associations with cardiovascular disease (past history or
electrocardiogram abnormalities) complete data were available from 1050
male and 1012 female individuals. Relationships of fiber intakes to serum
cholesterol levels (total, HDL and LDL-cholesterol) were examined in 926
men and 881 women with type I diabetes. Higher intakes of total fiber
(g/day) were independently associated with significantly higher levels of
HDL-cholesterol in male (p=O.OI) and female individuals (p=0.03). Fiber
intakes of men with type I diabetes were also inversely related to ratios of
total cholesterol to HDL-cholesterol (p=O.OOO I) and levels of LDL
cholesterol (p=0.0002). A protective effect of total fiber intake against
cardiovascular disease was observed for female subjects, where a
significant trend was maintained after adjustment for potential confounders
including energy and saturated fat (p=0.03 vs p=O.2 in men). Results were
similar in separate analyses with soluble or insoluble fiber. The present
study demonstrates that higher fiber intakes are independently related to
beneficial alterations of the serum cholesterol pattern in men and to a
lower risk for cardiovascular disease in European insulin-dependent
women. Beneficial effects can already be observed for fiber amounts
within the range commonly consumed by outpatients with type I diabetes.
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PROSPECTIVE EVALUATION OF URINARYN-ACETYL-GLUCOSAMINIDASE
WITH RESPECT TO MACROVASCULARDISEASEIN TYPE 2 DIABETICS
R.Weitgasser l , F.SchnolI', B.Gappmayerl , l.Kartnig'and S.Sailerl

I 2nd Dept.of Medicine, Salzburg General Hospital, Salzburg, Austria
2Centerfor Rehabilitation, Grossgmain, Austria

It is known that diabetic macroangiopathy is the main reason for reduced life
expectancy in type 2 diabetic patients. Microalbuminuria has beenshownto serve
as an early markerfor cardiovascular morbidity and mortality besidespredicting
overt diabetic nephropathy. In a random overview in elderly type 2 diabetic
patientswewereable to detectan association ofurinaryN-acetyl-glucosaminidase
(NAG) excretion and macrovascular diseasewhichlead to our current study. We
prospectively followed 124patientswith type 2 diabetes over7 years.At baseline
age, diabetes duration, sex, blood pressure, total cholesterol, HDL-cholesterol,
triglycerides, serum creatinine, urinary albumin excretion, urinary NAG
excretion, a historyofmyocardial infarction, strokeand peripheral arteriovascular
diseaseas well as antidiabetic treatment, concomitant medication and smoking
habits were determined. After a mean of 7+/.(J.5 years patients were examined
again,and multivariate logistic regression models werecalculated. Meanwhile 58
patientsdied, 35 of these from cardiovascular endpoints which were defined as
myocardial infarction and heart failure, stroke and severe peripheral
arteriovascular disease (gangrene, amputation), Age, diabetes duration, systolic
blood pressure, serum total cholesterol and microalbuminuria were found to be
parameters of significant value (p<0.05) in these patients. Analyzing the
subgroup of 65 patients still alive we found that urinary NAG excretion was
significantly elevated in patients with myocardial infarction and peripheral
arteriovascular disease(8.0+/-2.3 DIL) but not in those with a stroke (3.5+/.(J.7
DIL), p<0.05. There was also a positive predictive trend for the development of
myocardial infarction and peripheral arteriovascular disease with respectto NAG
excretion, but this was not statistically significant (p=O.07). NAG was not
different for hypertensive and normotensive subgroups in our study. In conclusion
we may assumethat urinary NAGcould serve as an adjunct marker to urinary
albumin excretion in patients with preexisting respectively at risk for the
development of severemacrovascular disease.
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Atherosclerosis in type 2 diabetic and non-diabetic subjects with and
without clinical coronary artery disease: The Insulin Resistance
Atherosclerosis Study
S.M. Haffner, R. D'Agostino Jr., M.F. Saad, D.H.O'Leary, P.J. Savage, M.
Rewers, J. Selby, R.N.Bergman, L. Mykkanen, San Antonio, TX.

Type 2 diabetes (OM) is associated witha two-tofour-fold increase in the risk
of clinical coronary artery disease (CAD). It has been suggested that diabetic
subjects without clinical CAD should be treated as aggressively for
cardiovascular riskfactors as subjects withpriorMI. This would be warranted
if DM subjects without clinical CAD would have accelerated CAD similar to
that of non-diabetic subjects withclinical CAD. To assess this suggestion, we
compared the intima-media wallthickness (IMT) in the common carotid artery
(CCA) and internal carotid artery (ICA) in 43 DM subjects with clinical CAD,
446 DM subjects without clinical CAD, 47 non-diabetic subjects with clinical
CAD and 975 non-diabetic subjects without clinical CAD in the Insulin
Resistance Atherosclerosis Study (IRAS). All data was adjusted for age,
gender, ethnicityand clinic. Both DM and CAD were significantly associated
with increased atherosclerosis in the CCA. Likewise, OM was significantly
associated with increased atherosclerosis in the ICA; however, CADwas not
associated with ICA IMT. As expected, DM subjects with CAD had the
greatest IMT while non-DM subjects without CAD had the least
atherosclerosis. Subjects with DM but without CAD had slightly greater IMT
than non-diabetic SUbjects with CAD although these differences were not
statistically significant. Diabetic subjects even without CAD have extensive
atherosclerosis. Our results support the suggestion that DM SUbjects should
be treated as aggressively for cardiovascular risk factor management as
subjects withpreexistingCAD.
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INSULIN PRODUCfION AND INSULIN SENSITIVITY IN THE
KLOTHO MUTANT MOUSE, A NOVEL ANIMAL MODELFOR
HUMAN AGEING.
¥. Ohyama, T. Utsugi, T. Ohno, T. Uchiyama, H. Ito, S. Tomono,
S. Kawazu, M. Kuro-o, ¥. Nabeshima, and R. Nagai,
Maebashi and Tokyo, Japan

We have identified a novel gene, termed kIotho (kI), that is involved in
the suppression of several ageing phenotypes. A defect of kl gene
expression in mice results in a syndrome that resembles human ageing,
including arteriosclerosis, emphysema, osteoporosis, skin atrophy, and
infertility. The gene encodes a membrane protein that shares sequence
similarity with 13 -glucosidase enzymes. To see whether mice
homozygous for the kl mutation (kllkI mice) show abnormal glucose
metabolism, OGrr was examined at 6-8 weeks of age. Insulin content
of the pancreas was measured by radioimmunoassay. Blood glucose
level during OGrr in klIki mice was significantly lower than that in wild
mice. Whereas, insulin content of the pancreas in kl/kl mice was
significantly lower than that in wild mice. This defective insulin
production was supported by the northern blot analysis that showed
lower level of mRNA expression of insulin in ki/ki mice. To understand
low blood glucose with the defective insulin production, insulin
tolerance test was performed. The insulin sensitivity in ki/ki mice was
higher than that in wild mice. In kI/kl mice, augmented expression of
Glut-a in skeletal muscles was demonstrated both by northern blot
analysis and western blot analysis. We conclude that (1) the kIotho gene
product is associated with insulin production and insulin sensitivity, and
(2) arteriosclerosis in kI/ki mice is independent of insulin resistance.

PS 71
Homocysteine and
Cardiovascular Disease
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PLASMA HCM<X:YSTEINE AND SERUM FDLATE LEVELS IN DIABEIES
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SERUM TOTAL HOMOCYSTEINE LEVELS IN NON·INSULIN
DEPENDENT DIABETICS AT THE START OF INSULIN THERAPY
J. Drzewoski, L. Czupryniak, B. Chwatko", and E. Bald". Metabolic Diseases
and Gastroenterology Department, Medical University of t6dt;
"Environmental Chemistry Department, University of t6dt, t6dt, Po/and.

A high serum total homocysteine (tHC) level has recently been shown to be
an independent risk factor for atherosclerosis and cardiovascular disease;
the conditions specifically frequent in non-insulin dependent diabetes,
particularly of poor metabolic control. The aim of the study was to evaluate
serum tHC concentration in orally-treated non-insulin dependent diabetic
patients with poor metabolic profile and thus requiring insulin treatment. The
study subjects were divided into two groups: I - 14 diabetic patients, in whom
therapy with maximum doses of oral agents failed and insulin tr~atment was
going to be initiated (mean age 64.4±4.2 yrs, BMI 26.h2.7 kg/m , duration of
diabetes 9.3±3.6 yrs, HbA1c 8.9±1.1%); II (controls) - 8 well-matched, well
controlled diabetics treated with oral agents (mean age 65.2±3.2 yrs, BMI
26.8±3.1 kg/m2, duration of diabetes 9.0±3.2 yrs, HbA1c 6.4±O.7%). SUbjects
with any overt cardiovascular disease were excluded from the stUdy. Fasting
serum tHC and insulin concentrations were assessed by high-performance
liquid chromatography and radioimmunologic method, respectively. The
blood for the assays was drawn immediately prior to the first insulin injection.
The mean (±SD) fasting serum tHC in group I subjects was 21.1 ± 6.5
nmol/ml compared to 15.6 ± 2.4 nmol/ml in group II (p<O.001). In contrast,
mean fasting serum insulin level was lower in group I than in group II (13.6 ±
5.5 vs 21,3 ± 7.8 IlIUlml; p<O.01). In conclusion, non-insulin dependent
diabetic patients with poor metabolic control and at the start of inSUlin
treatment had higher fasting serum tHC levels and lower fasting serum
insulin concentrations than diabetics sufficiently controlled with oral drugs.
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LACK OF CHANGE OF HOMOCYSTEINE BY THE DECREASE OF
PROTEINURIA IN DIABETIC PATIENTS WITH NEPHROPATHY.
A. Chico,F. Blanco', A. Cordoba', R. Arcelus", J.Puig, lM. Pou and A. Perez.
Opts.of Endocrinology and Biochemistry',HospitalSanta Creu i Sant Pau, UAB
Barcelona. Barcelona, Spain.
Homocysteine (Hey) and albumin excretion rate (AER) are considered good
predictors of cardiovascular morbidity andmortality. Recently, weobserved that Hey
concentrations are relatedto AERin patientswithdiabetes mellitus. The aimof the
studywas to evaluatethe effectof the decrease of proteinuria usingenalapril on Hey
concentrations in diabetic patients with nephropathywithout renal failure. We
studied 15diabeticpatients (10 lODM and 5 NlODM; 10men and 5 women;age
46 ± 16 years; diabetes duration 22 ± 7 years) with nephropathywithout renal
failure (creatinine < 120 umol/L), before and after 3 months of treatment with
enalapril. Fasting and post-methionine load (lmg/kg) plasma Hey concentrations
were determined by HPLC. Vitamin B12, red cell folate, glycated haemoglobin,
glucose, trygliceride, cholesterol, HDL-c, VLDL-c, LDL-c, lipoprotein/a),
microalbuminuria, proteinuria, creatinine andclearance of creatinine weremeasured
by standardmethods. Fastingand post-methionine Heyconcentrations at baseline
were6.4± 1.6umol/Land 18± 5 umol/Lrespectively. After3 monthsof treatment
with enalapril, proteinuria decreased from328 ± 227 mg/dayto 194± 76 mg/day
(P<0.05)and microalbuminuria from 139± 148 ug/minuteto 65 ± 49 ug/minute
(P=0.05). However, fasting and pot-methionine Hey levels did not change after

treatment(7.3± 1.5and 21 ± 7 umol/L, respectively). No significant changeswere
observed in the otherstudiedparameters. FastingHeycorrelated with vitaminB12,
red cell folateand proteinuria. Post-methionine Heycorrelated with creatinineand
age. Inconclusion, our findings suggestthat decrease in proteinuria aftershort-term
treatment with enalapril does not modify Hey levels in diabetic patients with
nephropathy.

1303
FACTORS INFLUENCING PLASMA HOMOCYSTEINE AS
DETERMINANT OF CARDIOVASCULAR RISK IN TYPE 2 DIABETES
MELLITUS
A. Passaro, A. Solini, K. D'Elia, PL. Pareschi*, M. Carantoni, R. Fellin,
Department of Internal Medicine II and Diabetes Division* , University
of Ferrara, Italy
Plasma homocysteine (Hcy) has been recognized as cardiovascular fisk
factor (CVRF) in the general population. Its role as either independent
CVRF or its role in influencing others parameters is still matter of
debate. We have evaluated the effect of duration of the disease and
metabolic control in influencing Hcy levels in a group of type 2
diabetic subjects without renal impairment, determining and Its role as
independent CVRF in this population. We measured fasting plasma
glucose, HbA1c, blood pressure values, and Hcy in 208 type 2 diabetic
subjects aging from 41 to 88 years, with a wide range of disease
duration (0-41 yrs). Mean fasting plasma glucose was 148±54 mg/dl
and HbA1c 8.3±2.0%. Mean blood pressure values were 143±18 over
87±8 mmHg. In type 2 diabetic subjects we observed a highly
significant relationship with both duration of disease (p=O.ooo, r=0.68)
and HbA1 c (p=O.OOO, r=0.64). After adjustment for age, BMI, duration
of disease, blood pressure values, levels of HbA1c, vitamine-B12 and
folate, mean Hcy level was still significantly higher in type 2 diabetic
subjects with CHD versus those without CHD (12.0±3.1 mmol/I vs
10.2±2.8, p=O,03). In a stepwise multiple regression analyses including
gender, age, smoking habits, systolic blood pressure, HbA1c, duration
of disease, family history for CHD, Hcy level resulted as independent
fiskfactor for CHD (R' =0.33, p=0.02). In a logistic regression analysis,
Hcy resulted to be even predictive of CHD (p=0.03). Our observations
show that although in type 2 diabetic patients Hcy is strictly influenced
either by duralion of the disease and by Ihe degree of metabolic
control, it still mantains a role as marker potentialily predictive of
increased CV fisk.
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PLASMA HOMOCYST(E)INE LEVELS IN TYPE DIABETIC
NEPHROPATHIC PATIENTS
R.Gambino, L. Scaglione, M. Cassader, E. Siano, N. Alemanno, G Pagano, and
P Cavallo-Perin
Dipartimento diMedicina lnterna, Universita di Torino, Italy
Micro-, and macroalbuminuria are strong and indipendent predictors of
cardiovascular morbidity andmortality intype2 diabetic patients (NIDDM). The
effect of micro-, andmacroalbuminuria on cardiovascular morbidity andmortality
persists even after controlling for the conventional risk factors, such as
dyslipidernia andhypertension; themechanisms underlying thisassociation arenot
completely understood. Elevated plasma homocyst(e)ine levels represent an
indipendent risk factor for premature cardiovascular disease. The aim of this
study is to evaluate whether moderatly increased plasma homocyst(e)ine levels
may explain the increased risk for cardiovascular disease in micro-,
macroalbuminuric (nephropathic) NIDDM We studied 78 consecutive
nephropathic NIDDM attending the outpatient diabetic clinic and 70
normoalbuminuric NIDDM, matched for sex and duration of diabetes
Homocyst(e)ine levels were measured using HPLC with electrochemical
detection. We found no significant difference between nephropathic and
normoalbuminuric patients regarding age, duration of diabetes, sex, diastolic
blood pressure andHbA" levels, whereas creatinine and systolic blood pressure
levels were significantly higher in thenephropathic group (p=0.017 and p=O.O 19,
respectively). Plasma homocyst(e)ine levels werenot significantly different both
inthe nephropathic as wellas normoalbuminuric groups.

n AER (ug/min) Homocyst(e)ine (ng/ml)
Normoalbuminuric NIDDM 70 5.7±5.0 12J±6.1
Nephropathic NIDDM 78 145.2±179.6 11.4+4.7

These results suggest that homocyst(e)ine doesnot playa rolein increasing the
cardiovascular risk in nephropathic NTDDM. This conclusion deserves a
confirmatory evaluation bya prospective study.
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Hypertension
1304 1305
PROSPECflVE FOLLOWUP OF BLOOD PRESSUREIN YOUNG IDDM
PATIENTS
M Bojestig*,H Arnqvist*, B E Karlberg*,and J LudvigssonDepartmentof
*InternalMedicineand Paediatric,UniversityHospital,Linkoping,Sweden.

We have performeda prospective,populationbased,long term follow up study of
complicationsin type I diabetic patients with onset before the age of 15between
1961-I980, in all 213 patients. Ninety-twopercent was followed from diagnosis to
199I or death. Blood pressure was measuredat least once a year from onset of
diabetes to end of follow up. Severeretinopathywas defined as the first date of
laser treatment.Thepatients were divided into different groups according to the
individual mean value of diastolicblood pressure 1985-91.Thecumulative
incidenceof hypertension(>I40/90mmHg) was 27% after 25 years duration of
diabetes. Hypertensionwas more common among males then females, 40% vs.
18%p~,02. Thirty-fivepercent of the patients hadneither severe retinopathy nor
nephropathyat onset of hypertension.Ont of the 31 patients who developed
hypertensionfour-teen (45%) had nephropathyat onset of hypertensioncompared
to 5 (3 %) patients among those 165patients who were normotensiveat end of
follow up p<O.OOOI. Forty-fivepercent (n=14)of the patients had severe
retinopathyat onset of hypertensioncompared to 13%(n=21) among the
normotensivesp<0.0001.

Mean value of diastolic Degree of retinopathyat follow up 1991 (fundusphoto)
blood pressureI 985-91 No Ret SimplexRet SevereRet p-value
<75 mmHg (numbers) 23 29 5 vs. 75<85 <0,05
75<85 mmHg (n) 16 34 II vs. >85 <0,01
>85 mmHg (n) I 8 8 vs. <75 <0,001
It was no significantdifferens according to mean value ofHbAlc 1985-91
between the groups.
Thus hypertension (>140/90mmHg) is common amongyoung patients with
IDDM, quite often becomes manifest after the onset of nephropathyand! or severe
retinopathy.Diastolicblood pressure seems to be associated with the development
of retinopathy.

Effects of smoking on 24-h ambulatory hlood pressure and autonomic function in
normoalbuminuric IDDM patients.
P.L. Poulsen, E.Ebbehej,K.w. Hansen,and C. E. Mogensen, MedicalDep. M, (Diabetes
& Endocrinology), AarhusUniversity Hospital,Denmark.
Background: Smokingis an importantrisk factor for development and progression of
diabetic nephropathy. The mechanisms by which smoking increases albuminuria and
promotesnephropathy are unknown. Considering the acutepressoreffectof smokingand
the close association between blood pressure elevation and development of diabetic
nephropathy, blood pressure increase might be implicated in the association between
smoking and diabetic nephropathy. However, amongst non-diabetics, smokers have
repeatedlybeen found to have lower blood pressure than non-smokers. This is possibly
mediated by autonomic adjustment to sustained sympathetic stimulation by nicotine.
However, as impaired modulation of sympathovagal activityhas been describedin diabetes
the findingof lower blood pressure in smokers may not necessarily be extrapolated to
diabetic patients. In diabetic patients, theeffect of smokingonbloodpressure and autonomic
function remains unclarified. Methods: We examined 24-h ambulatory blood pressure
(oscillometric technique) andautonomic function (short-term power spectralanalysisas well
asconventionaltesls) in24smokersand 24 non-smokers matchedfor sex, age and diabetes
durationAllpatients werenormoalbuminuric IDDMpatients.Smokingstatuswas assessed
by questionnaire withconfirmatory determinations of urinary cotinine.
Results: Diabetic smokers had significantly higher 24-h mean arterial blood pressure
(94±6.7mmHgcompared todiabetic non-smokers 90±5.8mrnHg, p~0.04) includinghigher
diastolic nightbloodpressure (68±7.3mmHgvs 64±5.2 mmHg,p=O.03). Smokershad also
significantly higher 24 h heart rate (80±7.2 compared to 72±9.2 b/min, p<O.OOI). In
addition, smoking was associated with significantly reduced short-term RR interval
variability (supinelowfrequency component(5.45±1.29In ms' in smokerscomparedto
6.31±1.l1innon-smokers, p<O.02) as well as reducedbrake index (33.5±14.5 in smokers
vs42.1±16.0in non-smokers, p<O.05). Conclusions: Diabeticsmokershavesignificantly
higher24h bloodpressure compared to diabeticnon-smoker>. Thisfinding,contrastingthe
effect of smoking amongstnon-diabetics, is possibly mediatedby coexisting abnormal
postural responses in autonomic cardiac regulationin diabetic smokers.Blood pressure
elevation, persisting tbroughout24 h, mightbeoperative in the association betweensmoking
anddevelopmentof diabeticnephropathy.
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Coocluslon: ASC are related to the degree of glycaennc exposure. The associanon of
hypertension is a worsening factor and its ability to produce damage is highest in
poorly compensatedpatients.

EFFECTS OF NIDDM AND ETHNICITY ON PLASMA RENIN
ACTIVITY IN HYPERTENSIVE SUBJECTS.
J Valabhji",C Kong",C Poulter",SAMcGThorn",MC Feher', RS Elkeles"
and S Robinson". "Departmentof Me1abolic Medicineand 'Department of
Clinical Pharmacology,St Mary's Hospital, London. "Departmentof
Clinical Pharmacology,Chelsea and WestminsterHospital,London.

The role of the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone axis in hypertension
associated with NIDDM is not established. We therefore compared
plasma renin activity (PRA) in hypertensive NIDDM subjects to that in
hypertensivenon-diabeticsubjects.PRA wasmeasured in 41 hypertensive
NIDDM subjects and 12 hypertensive non-diabetic subjects, nsing a
radioimmunoassaythat measures rate of formation of angiotensin I from
endogenous substrate. Subjects were not taking ACE inhibitors or
angiotensin II antagonists. PRA was significantly lower in the NIDDM
group than in the non-diabetic group (0.30 ± 0.35 pmollmllhr (median ±
inlerquartile range) vs. 1.15 ± 1.23 pmollmllhr; p < 0.02), implying
relative suppression of the renin-angiotensin-aidosterone axis. Age range
in the NIDDM group was 47-70 years (median 62) and in the non-diabetic
group was 43-70 years (median 52); the NIDDM group had significantly
greater body-mass index (28 ± 3 kglm' vs. 25 ±6 kglm'; p < 0.05); the
groups were ma1ched for sex. NIDDM subjects were subdivided
according to ethnicity; the 13 Afto-Caribbeanand 28 non-Afro-Caribbean
NIDDM subjects were matched for age, sex and body-mass index. There
was no significant difference in PRA between Afro-Caribbean and non
Afro-CaribbeanNIDDM subjects (0.30 ± 0.40 pmollmllhrvs. 0.40 ± 0.40
pmollml/br, p = 0.70). Low PRA in hypertensive Afro-Caribbeansubjects
is recognised, and could explain the poor efficacy of ACE inhibilors in
this group. We have found that PRA is reduced in NIDDM to the extent
that Afro-Caribbean ethnicity contributes no further reduction. This
implies that further studies of ACE inhibitor efficacy in NIDDM are
required.

an average v ues an weenMVRan mHbAlc were:
MVR

DM. DMD DMo-Hv D~ cs
SBP D.' D.' r=.45· £=.41·· n.s

DBP n.s n.s F.41· r-..36· n.s

MBP n.s n.s r=.43· r=.4· n.s

HbAI. r=.55" r=.49" F.43· r=.32· n.s

ARTERIOLAR CHANGES, GLYCAEMIC EXPOSURE, HYPERTENSION
AND TYPE 2 DIABETES MELLITUS.
P. Biondi, D. Scorzoni, D. Manservigi°, P.L. Pareschif.M. Barca, F. Pellicano",
R.G.Urso, L. Longhini,G.F. Musacci and C. Longhini. DipartimentoMedicinaClinica
Sperimentale, Universita; °ServizioDiabetologiaAziendaOspedaliera. Ferrara, Italy.
Aim: to evaluate the role of glycaemicexposure and the contribution of associated
mild-to-moderatehypertension on the genesis of arteriolar structural changes(ASC) in
noninsulin dependent diabetes mellitussubjects (DM) within a wide range of metabolic
compensation. Methods: a total of 161 subjects (mean age 61.170107.63 ys) were
studied, divided in five groups: 36 with DM in good glycaemiccontrol (DMg); -23
with DM in poor glycaerniccontrol (DMp), -24 with DMg and hypertension, (DMg
Hy) - 39 with DMp and hypertension (DMp-Hy), -39 control subjects (CS). The
groups were matched for age, duration of diabetes and hypertension. The glycaemic
control was evaluated using the average of all glycated haemoglobin values measured
during the course of the diabetes (mHbAIc); a value <7.5% was selected as an
expressionof good glycaemiccontrol. ASC were assessed by the indirect evaluationof
minimal vascular resistance (MVR, PRU) calculated with a strain-gauge
plethysmographic study performed at forearm level. Systolic (SBP, mrnHg),diastolic
(DBP, mrnHg) and mean (MEP, mmHg) blood pressure average values of 24 hours
were evaluated noninvasively. The statistical analysiswas performed by ANOVA and
simplelinear regression tests. Results: MVR was higher in DMp-Hy (3.73±O.61) than
in DMg-Hy, DMp and DMg (3.27±0.47. 3.3I±O.63and 3±O.55 respectively; p<.5); in
all groups MVR was higher in than CS (2.58±0.24, p<.5). The correlations between
MVR dBP al dbet d
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TREATMENT OF HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE IN TYPE 2 DIABETES WITH
MICROALBUMINURIA ON THE BASIS OF THE Vith REPORT OF THE JOINT
NATIONAL COMMITfEE.
F. Frigato, M. Velussi, B. Mucllo, M. Trevisan, F. Pierulli, M. Sambataro, R.
Nosadini. University of Sassari and Padova, CESI-CNR, CAD of Monfalcone,
Mestre, Contarina.
The guidelines of the JNC-Vlth Report (Arch. Intern. Med. 1997) conclude that ACE
inhibitors (ACE) are more beneficial than other agents in patients with Type 1 (DI)
and 2 diabetes (D2), but that there is also evidence from prospective, randomized,
controlled trials of renoprotective effects of dihydropyridinesand nondihydropyridines
calcium antagonists (CCBs). Our aim was to evaluate using metanalysis statistical
approach the results of 3 randomised double blind, trials carried out from 1989 till
1995 in 234 DI and D2 with microalbuminuria (MA), serum creatinine <1.9 mg/dl,
treated either by ACE or CCBs associated with alpha/betablockers (AlB) and thiazides
(T) to maintain blood pressure (BP) <130-135/85mmHg. BP was evaluated every 6
months in 97 DI with MA (age: 41±ll, years, M±SD) and diabetes duration 20±7
years treated either by lisinopril (42) or slow release nifedipine (45) for 3 years. 21%
of D1 with lisinopril and 18% of D I with nifedipine received also T; 8% and II % of
the 2 groups, respectively, needed a 3rd drug (AlB); 44% of DI with lisinopril and
57% ofDI with nifedipine (n.s) had BP<130/85mmHg. We also studied 137 D2 with
MA, age 58±7 years and diabetes duration 7±4 years treated either with
cilazapriVcaptopril (62) or with amlodipine/nifedipine slow release (65) for a median
period of 38 months (range 9-64) 79% of D2 with ACE and 82% of D2 with CCBs
needed the association with T. 48% and 510/, of the 2 groupsof D2 respectively needed
a 3rd drug (AlB). 21% of D2 with ACE and 26% of D2 with CCBs had BP values
<130/85 mmHg. One DI on nifedipine suddenly died and one D2 on nifedipine had
myocardial infarction. No stroke events were observed. These rates of occurrence of
cardiovascular complications betweenACE and CCBs were not significantly different.
Conclusions: 50% of D1 and 75% of D2 with MA have high BP according to JNC
Vlth Report, despite treatment with 2 and even with 3 antihypertensive agents. It is
suggested that association rather than alternative treatment with ACE and CCBs could
allow a more successful treatment ofBP in DI annd D2 with MA.

1310
TRANDOLAPRILRESTORES CIRCADIANBLOOD PRESSURE
VARIATIONIN NORMOALBUMINURIC NORMOTENSIVE DIABETICS
L. Czupryniak, M. Wisniewska-Jarosir\ska, E. Malecka-Panas, and J.
Drzewoski. Metabolic Diseases and Gastroenterology Department, Medical
University of t6dt; t6dt, Poland.

It is well established that circadian blood pressure (BP) variation manifesting
itself in at least 10% BP fall at night is impaired in diabetes mellitus. It is
believed that 30 to 50% of normotensive diabetics fail to ShOW nocturnal BP
fall. This condition may lead to myocardial overload and thus contribute to
the increased risk of cardiovascular disease present in diabetes. The aim of
the study was to evaluate the effect of 14-day treatment with angiotensin
converting enzyme inhibitor trandolapril on circadian BP variation in diabetic
patients. The study subjects were 12 normoalbuminuric normotensive
insulin-dependent diabetics (mean age 32.4±4.2 yrs, BMI 21.1±2.3 kg/m2,

duration of diabetes 6.2±2.7 yrs, HbA1c6.9±1.6%), with night-to-day BP loss
less than 10% in systolic or diastolic pressure ('non-dippers'). Day/night BP
variation was examined using ABP-Monitor Mobil-O-Graph (I.E.M., Stolberg,
D). Recordings were made at 20 min intervals during the day and 30 min
intervals during the night. Trandolapril 2 mg was given once daily, before
morning meal. The measurements were performed 1) at baseline; 2) 24
hours after the first drug dose; and 3) after 14 days of the treatment. Total
mean (±SD) values of systolic BP, diastolic BP, night fall in systolic and
diastolic BP were 1) at baseline: 127.3 ± 5.4 mmHg; 90.4 ± 4.8 mmHg; 3.0 ±
2.8%; 8.3 ± 6.5%; 2) after the first dose: 114.2 ± 7.7 mmHg; 81.4 ± 8.3
mmHg (p<0.01 vs baseline); 4.8 ± 3.5%; 6.0 ± 5.1%; and 3) after 14-day
treatment: 116.3 ± 8.9 mmHg; 74.4 ± 10.5 mmHg (p<0.01 vs baseline); 16.7
± 8.1%; 18.1 ± 11.1% (p<0.001 vs baseline and after-24-hours values),
respectively. In conclusion, within 14 days of trandolapril treatment circadian
BP variation was successfUlly restored in normoalbuminuric normotensive
insulin-dependent diabetic patients.
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ANTTHYPERTENSIVE TREATMENT AND BLOOD PRESSURE PROFILE IN
HYPERTENSIVE TYPE 2 DIABETIC PATIENTS WITH MICROALBUMINURIA
F. J Martinez, M. P. Martinez, V. Sanchez, c.Santana, I. Garcia, A. Macias and P.de
Pablos. Endocrinology Dpt, Hosp. N. S. del Pino, Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, Spain.

In order to study the effect of antihypertensive treatment with an ACE inhibitor
(Trandolapril 2 mg = T), a calcium channel blocker (Diltiazem 300 mg = 0), and an
angiotensin II antagonist (Losartan 50 mg = L) on the daily blood pressure profile and
the changes in the nocturnal blood pressure dip in a group of patients with type 2
diabetes mellitus, mild-moderate hypertension and persistent microalbuminuria, 70
patients with the mentioned diagnosis were studied (age 58 ± 10 years, 39 women and
31 men); after a IS-day washout period, they were randomly allocated to receive T (n
= 24), D (n=24) or L (N=22) After I month, 12.5 mg of hydrochlorothiazide were
added if office blood pressure was> 130/85 mmHg. At baseline and after 12 weeks
the following measurements were performed: body weight; office blood pressure;
ambulatory 24 hr. blood pressure monitoring (ACP 2200 monitors); plasma glucose,
urea, urates, creatinine, sodium, potassium, transaminases (AST, ALT) and lipids
(total cholesterol. HDL and LDL fractions, triglycerides); albuminuria (three 24 h.
collections), creatinine clearance and insulin sensitivity index (standard insulin
suppresion test). All treatments were well tolerated and equally effective for the
control of office blood pressure. The percentual values of the nocturnal dip were at
baseline 8.7 ±2.8,8.9 + 2.9 and 9.1 ±3.0 for T, D and L, respectively; after 12 weeks
they were 14.8 ±3.2, 10.9 ±2.8 and 113 ±3.1 for T, D and L (p = 0.034 for the
difference in the T group; p > 0.05 for D and L). The changes of the nocturnal blood
pressure dip did not correlate significantly with any of the studied clinical or
biochemical variables, except for the changes of microalbuminuria,which were -53%,
-18% Y -19% for T, D and L: an inverse linear correlation was found, with r = -0.37
and p <001 In conclusion, T, D and L were effective and well to!erateom-,the
treatment of hypertensive type 2 diabetic patients with persistent microalbuminuria,
but only T improved significantly the blood pressure profile, with partial recovery of
the nocturnal dip. This effect was associated with a greater reduction in albuminuria.

1311
ANGIOTENSIN CONVERTING ENZYME INHIBITION AND
ARTERIAL ENDOTHELIAL FUNCTION IN IDDM
R. McFarlane, R. McCredie, R. Zilkens, L. Molyneaux, D,K. Yue and D,S,
Celermajer, Diabetes Centre and Department of Cardiology, Royal Prince
Alfred Hospital and Department of Medicine, University of Sydney,
Sydney, Australia.

Endothelial dysfunction is a key early event in atherogenesis. It can be
studied by a non-invasive high resolution vascular ultrasound technique
which measures flow mediated dilatation (FMD) of the brachial artery after
a 4.5 minute occlusion of blood flow. Angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE)
inhibitors block the formation of the vaso-constrictor angiotensin II and
have recently been shown to improve small vessel endothelial function
when given intra-arterially to IDDM subjects. We report the results of a
randomised double-blind cross over trial investigating whether ACE
inhibition improves large vessel endothelial function in IDDM subjects. 20
IDDM subjects (mean age 28 ± 5 yrs;duration 15± lOyrs; M1F:1317) with
FMD below mean of control population at baseline were enrolled. Subjects
had no physical evidence of atherosclerosis, had never smoked, had blood
pressure <160190mmHg and cholesterol <6.0mmol/L. Subjects were
randomised to either perindopril (4mg) or hydrene (Triamterene 50mg with
Hydrochlorothiazide 25mg) for 12 weeks, followed by a 6 week washout
before cross-over to the other treatment. FMD was measured before and
at the end of each treatment. Although perindopril lowered blood pressure
significantly (3.5/2.9mmHg, p<0.03), there was no significant effect of either
perindopril or hydrene on FMD (FMD before perindopril 4.6 ± 2.5%, after
4.1 ± 3.4%; FMD before hydrene 5.4 ± 3.6%, after 6.0 ± 3.3%; F= 1.9, p=O.I).
Therefore, although ACE inhibition may acutely improve microvascular
endothelial function, we were unable to demonstrate a significant benefit
of 3 month ACE inhibitor therapy on endothelial function in the large
arteries of young adults with IDDM.
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MANIDIPINA VERSUS AMLODIPINA IN TYPE" DIABETIC PATIENTS
WITHHYPERTENSION: COMPARISON IN DUBLEBLIND.
M. Oliviero, S. Turco, P. Tammaro, I. Pietropaolo, N. Di Palma Esposito, E.
Arezzi and A. Celentano, Department of Clinical and Experimental
Medicine,University "Federico II" Naples, Italy.
Aim of the study was to value the action of Manidipina (M) in type II
diabetic patients with hypertension comparated at Amlodipina (A). 26 type
II diabetic patients (age 62.3±6.8 y; duration of diabetes 12.6±5.9 y; BMI
28.3±5.1; HbA,c 7.01±2.85) with hypertension (diastolic blood pressure
DBP >95<115 mmHg) were selected. After 2 weeks of wash out and 2
weeks of run-in with placebo, the patients were assigned random at
treatment with M 10 mg/die or A 5 mg/die for 2 weeks;after this time, the
patients non normalized (DBP >90 mmHg) and non responders (reduction
of DBP < 10 mmHg) increased treatment at dubIe dose. The time of the
study was 24 weeks. At basal and final time were determined HbA,c,
fasting and post-prandial blood glucose, proteinuria of 24h, ECG,
Ambulatory Blood Pressure Monitoring (ABPM) and echocardiographic
color-doppler study. No significant difference resulted for metabolic
parameter after 24 weks in both treatments. The responders (decreased
DBP >10%) were 96% for both treatments; the normalized were 67% for M
and 68% for A. M and A decreased sistolic blood pressure (SBP)
(p<0.003) and DBP (p<0.001) in clinical recordings as well as SBP
(p<0.007) and DBP (p<O.005) at ABPM; moreover both treatments
decreased SBP and DBP day-time (p<0.02) and night-time (p<O.04). No
significant difference were showed of heart frequence. Hough-to-peak
ratio of DBP was 70% for M and 71% for A. Echocardiographic parameters
showed a significant reduction of left ventricular diameter (p<0.02), of
telesistolic stress (p<0.OO3) and of sistemic vascular resistances (p<0.01)
in both treatments whereas the Left Ventricular Mass did not change. M
versus A determined percentual increased of the ratio stroke volume/pulse
pressure (p<0.05). In conclusion A and M have comparable
antihypertensive effects in type II diabetic patients without interference on
metabolic parameters.

COMPARATIVE EFFECTS OF CALCIUM-ANTAGONISTS AND ACE
INffiBITORS ALONE OR IN A FIXEDCOMBINATION ON BLOODPRESSURE
ANDALBUMINURIA IN HYPERTENSIVE TYPEII DIABETIC PATIENTS.
R. Trevisan on behalf of MODHAM (Management Qf type 2 Qiabetes with
!::!ypertension AndMicroalbumiouria) StudyGroup.Italyand United Kingdom.

The aimof thisstudywasto comparethe effectsof a fixed combinatioo of a calcium
channel blockerand ACE-inhibitor (Verapamil + Trandolapril) vs siogle monotherapy
antihypertensive treatment (either Verapamil or Trandolapril) and vs Nifedipine on
albumin excretion rate (AER) and insulin sensitivity in hypertensive type IT diabetic
patientswith microalbuminuria. We performed a six-month, single blind, randomised,
four armparallel group study(4 week placebofollowed by a 24 week activetreatment
period) in 72 hypertensive microalbuminuric type IT diabetic patients allocated to
Verapamil + Trandolapril (180 -t- 2 mg)(GROUP I), Trandolapril (2 mg) (GROUP2),
Verapamil (240 mgXGROUP 3) and Nifedipine (30 mgXGROUP 4). AER was
determined at baseline, and every3 months. Insulin sensitivity (assessed by euglycaemic
hyperinsulinemic clamp) and 24h ambulatory blood pressure (by SpaceLabs 90202)
were determined at the beginning and at the end of the studypetiod. Resultsfor mean
blood pressure(MBP), AER and insulin sensitivity, expressed as whole body glucose
disposal (M) (mean± SD, exceptfor AERgivenas geometricmeanand 95%Cf.):
Baseline data'

GROUPI GROUP2 GROUP3 GROUP4
MBP(mmHg) 1I6.5±8 115.5±8 1I8.1±7 116.2±9
AER (ug/rnin) 79 (55-103) 65 (45-85) 72 (47-97) 47 (36-58)
M (mg/kg/min) 6.9 -t 3.2 6.6 ±2.8 6.3t20 6.3 ±2.0
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AMBULATORY BLOOD PRESSURE MONITORING DURING
PREGNANCY IN TYPE I DIABETIC WOMEN
L. Flores, I. Levy, S. Martinez', R. Gomis and E. Esrnatjes. Endocrinology and
Diabetes Unit, Obstetrics & Gynecology Department', Hospital Clinic de Barcelona,
Universitat de Barcelona, Spain.

BLOOD PRESSURE SELF MONITORING IN PATIENTS WITH TYPE 1
DIABETES MELLITUS, NEPHROPATHY AND HYPERTENSION

K. Magnusson, B. Grobel, L. Heinemann, K. Rave,R. Bender, P.T. Sawicki.
Dep.of Metab. Diseases, Heinrich-Heine University DUsseldorf, Germany

In patients with essential hypertension office blood pressure measurements (OBPM)
may overestimate blood pressure values. We investigated the difference between
OBPM, 24-h ambulatory blood pressure monitoring (ABPM), and blood pressure self
mooitoring (BPSM) in hypertensive patients with type I diabetes mellitus and diabetic
nephropathy. In addition, three different BPSM devices were evaluated. Twenty-one
hypertensive diabetic patients (age 45±8 years, duration of diabetes 32±12 years
(meansSlr) with micro- or macroproteinuria (proteinuria>60 mg 24 b-I ) participated
in this study. The BPSM values during a period of 2 to 3 months were compared to
OBPM done by a physician. Thereafter each patient was asked to perform three
BPSM measurements per day for a three week period with three different devices: one
sphygmomanometer (SM), and two oscillometric devices, one for the upper arm
(OUA) and one for the wrist (OW); all BOSO, Jungingen, Germany). In random order
each device was used for seven days. At the beginning and at the end of this three
week period ABPM (TM 2420, BOSO) was performed. OBPM resulted in higher
blood pressure values than BPSM (systolic 153±23 vs. 128±10, p<O.OOI; diastolic
86±9 vs. 79±4 mm Hg, p<O.OO I). 76 % of systolic OBPM values differed by >I0 mm
Hg from the BPSM (76 % higher, 0 % lower). 62% of diastolic OBPM values differed
by >5 turn Hg (52 % higher, 10 % lower). Similar results were obtained when OBPM
was compared to ABPM (systolic 153±23 vs. 129±16, p<O.OOl; diastolic 86±9 vs.
80±7 mm Hg, p<0.005). The three different devices used for BPSM gave similar BP
values when compared to ABPM (8M 127±13 mm Hg; OUA 130±14 mm Hg; OW
132±13 mm Hg; ABPM 129±80 mm Hg; n.s.). When compared to both upper-arm
BPSM-devices readings of the oscillometric wrist device resulted in significantly
higher diastolic values (3±6 mm Hg; p<0.05). OBPM measurements overestimate
blood pressure in hypertensivepatients with type I diabetes and diabetic nephropathy.
For therapy control and for tbe diagnosis of bypertension in these patients OBPM
values are therefore of limited use. BPSM devices for the upper arm are preferable,
because oscillometric self monitoring using a wrist device can result in higher
diastolic blood pressure values.

It (w"f'1c,,7-!')\ ," " m,_ .M_'"
Systolic SP Normal HTA Normal HTA Normal HTA
24H 107.8~5.6 114,82:.6.7· I07.6~5.7 118.5~10.8· 113.3~5.0 130.3~5.0·

Day 11O.8~5.9 117.4~7.3· 1I0.9~6.1 121.0~12.3· 1166~5.7 131.6~5.8·

Night 98.0~6.7 105.5~5.5· 96.6~7.7 110.2~74· 103.7~7.5 126.0±7.4*

I inas 0 I; or Norma n,n ormar Ml~ rvormai Ml~

24H 63.9~4.3 65.8~3.5 63.5~4.0 68.7~48· 68.7:t4.4 78.l±4.9*
Day 66.3~4.3 67.7±3.9 66.6~4.1 71.0+5.7· 71.8~4.2 79.6±6.l *
Ni.ht 54.7+5.9 58.8~4.1 53.0+5.9 61i;:2.8· 59.6+7.1 72.5+5.5'

The best threshold value of BP for each measurement at I ,2 and 3 trunesters of
gestation by means of the receiver-operator characteristiccurve was established. The
night systolic BP at 2" trimester was the best overall predictor of later hypertensive
disorder (cut-off level 105 mmHg; sensitivity:85%, specificity:92%) 'p <0.05
Conclusions: ABPM from patients who will develop hypertensive disorders during
pregnancy show different BP patterns that those from normotensiveones all along the
three trimesters. The thresholds derived from our data could provide a tool for
estimate the risk for developing pregnancy-related hypertensive disorders in type I
diabetic women.

Increased risk for hipertensive disorders has been described in Type I diabetic
women during pregnancy. Currently, casual blood pressure (BP) measurement is the
most frequently used screening test for hypertension in pregnancy. However, the
usefulness of 24-h ambulatory BP monitorization (ABPM) has been recently
suggested in non-diabetic pregnant women. The Aim of this study has been to
establish the evolution of profiles of ABPM throughout pregnancy in normotensive
type I diabetic women, and to determine if the BP patterns are able to define a
population at risk for developing pregnancy-related hypertensivedisorders.
Patients and Method: This is a prospective study in which 24-h ABPM was carried
out three times during pregnancy (I": weeks 7-12; 2": weeks 20-24 and 3": weeks
30-34) in twenty normotensive type I diabetic patients Results: Seven women (35%)
developed hypertensive disorders during the 3" trimester and 13 (65%) remained
normotensive. ABPM data was broken down according to presence or absence of
hypertension as follows. Value are means±DS
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# MEAN ± SD. "p<0.05 vs.LEW, p<0.05 vs. dBB

PREDISPOSITION FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF DIABETES MELLITUS IN
BB RATS IS ASSOCIATED WITH ELEVATED BLOOD PRESSURE
S. Berg, A. Dunger , P. Heinke, U. Fischer" Gerhardt Katsch Institute of Diabetes,
Karlsburg, and" Inselklinik, Heringsdorf, Germany
Diabetic nephropathy and hypertension are associated complications in diabetes
mellitus. It is not yet elucidated whether elevated blood pressure (BP) results from
impairment of kidney function or is a result of genetic predisposition for the
development of diabetes. Therefore, diabetes-prone, nondiabetic (ndBB, n=6) and
diabetic (dBB, n=5, age at manifestation 20.3±3.9 weeks) BB rats and nondiabetes
prone LEW. IW rats (LEW, n=6) were monitored from 14th to 30th week of age for
non-fasting glycaemia (PG), BP and renal function. Diabetic animals were treated
with one daily insulin injection. Telemetrically measured systolic (SBP) and diastolic
BP, heart rate and motor activity and as well as albumine (AE) and creatinine
excretion (CREA) were followed at 4 week-intervals. Results: An elevation ill BP was
observed ill all BB rats before diabetes onset compared to age-matched LEW. An
additional increase in SBP occurred with diabetes manifestation. Alerations in kidney
function were not detectable before diabetes manifestation as demonstrated by AE
(Table) and CREA (week 14 dBB 86.1±20.5 vs. LEW 109.7± 4.0 umol/d, NS; week
26 dBB l57.5±26.8 vs. LEW 107.4±1O.5 umol/d, p<O.OI). Conclusion: BB rats are

h Al ki fun bee aft f di beprone to vpertension. terauons 111 dnev cuon ome er onset 0 a tes.
age PG(mmol/l)# SBPlnunHg)# AE(ug d)#
week ndBB dBB LEW ndBB dBB LEW ndBB dBB LEW
14 6.l± 6.l± 5.3± 120.4± 125.1± 1l0.7± 5.22± 6.7± 9.6±

0.8 0.4 0.1 4.9 2.1 " 6.8 3.1 2.5 3.5
18 6.0± 6.1± 5.6± l21.9± l26.6± 108.9± 1O.5± 9.2± 13.0±

0.7 1.0 l.l 4.6 " 4.3 " 6.7 7.3 0.9 6.8
22 58±O. ll.l± 5.1± 120.9± 132.4± 1l0.8± l2.4± 95.8± 16.5±

4 0 5.7 0.6 0 4.9" 0 5.4 " 6.1 7.4 60.5 12.3
26 5.5±0. 20.5± 5.1± l23.4± 130.8± 107M 8.4± 75.9± 6.7±

6 0 4.6 0.6 0 4.9 " 3.5 " 9.8 5.5 37.4 3.8
30 6.0±l. 15.0± 5.2± 124M 131.4± 105.7± 8.0± 99.8± 6.0±

2 0 5.2 0.7 0
9.3 " 0.2 " 6.7 4.5 0 42.5 " 6.3
0

ROLE OF AMBULATORY BLOOD PRESSURE IN DETECTING
DIABETIC MICROVASCULAR COMPLICATIONS

·O.DEYNELi, ·H.6.ERSOZ, ·D.GOGAS, Y.BUDAK and ·S.AKALIN
'Marmara University Endocrinology Department iSTANBULrrURKiYE

Elevated serum sialic acid concentration precedes the development of persistant
microalbuminuria in diabetic patients. The aim of this study is to evaluate the relation
between altered circadian blood pressure pattern and diabetic microvascular
complications. We performed 24 hour ambulatory blood pressure monitoring;
autonomic neuropathy tests; fundoscopic retinal examinations; HbA 1C, lipid profile,
serum sialic acid, 24 hour urinary albumin excretion and creatinine clearance
measurements in healthy controls (C)(n=13), normoalbuminuric (N)(n=3l) and
microalbuminuric (M)(n~20) NIDDM patients. Although there was no significant
difference between day and night blood pressures and heart rates between groups, the
amount of dipping of sistolic blood pressure and MAP in M (5.5±3%; 7.1±4%) was
decreased compared with C (10±2%;J2.3±2%)(p<0.001) and N (JO.l±4%; 8.3±4%)
(p<0.04). Dipping of diastolic blood pressure was decreased in M (9.6±5%Xp<0003)
compared with C (14.9±3%). Prevalance of non-dippers was increased in
M (72%)compared with N (48%;p<0.04) and C (15%; p<O.OOJ). Serum sialic acid
concentrations were increased in non-dippers (6J.35±7.4mgldl) compared with
dippers (52.71±5.6;p<0.0009) and controls (51.28±6.3,p<0.003). In N, serum sialic
acid concentrations of non-dippers(56.88±5.62) was increased compared with
dippers(50.2±2.44;p<0.01). Prevalance of autonomic neuropathy was higher in the
non-dipper group(44.5%) than in the dippers(1O%;p<002) and C(0%;p<0.02) In the
diabetics there was a positive correlation between serum sialic acid concentration and
urinary albumin excretion rate(t=0.453;p<0004), a negative correlation between the
amount of blood pressure dipping and serum sialic acid concentrations
(t=-0.61;p<0.000l). In conclusion, an impaired circadian blood pressure pattern is
associated with diabetic microvascular complications, in particular the development
of microalbuminuria. Increased serum sialic acid concentrations in normoalbuminuric
non-dippers further supports this conclusion

1318
STREPTOZOTOCIN-INDUCED DIABETES IN DAHL SALT SENSITIVE

RATS A MODEL THAT COMBINES DIABETES AND HYPERTENSION.

F.R.L. Crijns, U.M Korstjens, HAl. Struijker Boudier" and B.H.R.

Wolffenbuttel. Depts. of Endocrinology and Pharmacology",

University Maastricht, The Netherlands.
Although the association of diabetes and hypertension is well-known in human

insulin-dependent diabetic subjects, a well described pathophysiological animal
model is lacking. We studied the effects of streptozotocin (STZ)-induced

diabetes in hypertensive Dahl Salt Sensitive rats (DSS) and normotensive

Wistar rats (WR). At the age of 12 weeks, diabetes was induced by injection of

STZ (70 mglkg) in DSS (DSS-D, n=5) and WR (WR-D, n=II). Non-diabetic

control animals received vehicle only (DSS-C, n=5 and WR-C, n=10). Eleven

weeks after diabetes induction, mean arterial pressure (MAP) was measured in

conscious rats, at baseline and after bolus injections of acetylcholine (ACh, 0.1

I ug.kgl.min'). After perfusion fixation, several arteries were excised for

morphometric analysis. Body weights in both diabetic groups were significantly

lower compared to non-diabetic rats, whereas blood glucose and HbA Io levels
were markedly elevated. Mean arterial pressure (MAP) was elevated in DSS-C

and DSS-D (mean ± SD: 137±5 and 132±12 vs. 101±9 and 92±7 rnmHg;

p<O.OOI). ACh decreased MAP dose-dependently but to a lesser extent in both

diabetic groups. Thoracic aorta, carotid and superior mesenteric artery of both

hypertensive groups show hypertrophy of the wall compared to the

normotensive groups. Wall to lumen ratio (WiL) of carotid and superior

mesenteric arteries ofWR-D is significantly smaller compared to WR-C,

whereas W IL of both hypertensive groups is comparable. Mesenteric small

arteries of both diabetic groups show hypertrophic outward remodeling due to

an increased flow to the mesentery in diabetes, which is more pronounced in

DSS-D. In conclusion, STZ-induced diabetes in Dahl Salt Sensitive rats is a

suitable model for the combination of hypertension and diabetes, is associated

with endothelial dysfunction, and leads to hypertrophy of the arterial wall.
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PLASMINOGEN ACTIVATOR INHIBITOR I DAYTIME PAITERN AND
INSULINEMIA INTYPE 2 DIABETES WITH CORONARY HEART DISEASE
Kl.alic, P.BDjordjevie N.M.Lalie, M.Zamaklar, V.Dimitrijcvic, A.Jotie, M.llie,
N'Rajkovic, Lj.Lukic, Institute for Endocrinology, Belgrade.Yugoslavia
Daytime fluctuation pattern of plasminogen activator inhibitor-I (PAl-I)
levels have been demonstrated in healthy subjects, exhibiting the highest
value in the morning (8:00h) and the nadir in the late afternoon (I8:00h).
However, the relations between the diurnal fluctuation pattern of PAI-I and
plasma insulin levels, known to be important independent risk factors for
coronary heart disease (CHD) in Type 2 diabetes patients as well as in
nondiabetics, has not yet been clarified. Therefore, the aim of this study was
to evaluate simultaneously fasting PAI-I (determined by plasminogenl
chromogenic plasmin substrate assay) and plasma insulin levels (determined
by RlA) at 8:00 vs 18:00h in 40 Type 2 diabetes patients with angio
graphically documented CHD (group A), in 32 Type 2 diabetes patients
without CHD (group B), 38 nondiabetic subjects with CHD (group C) and in
20 age-matched healthy controls (group D) In group A and in group C, PAI-l
levels did not show a significant decrease between 8.00 and 1800h (A: 6.S+I
0.6 vs 6.3+1-0.4 Ulml; p=NS; C: 4.9+1-0.2 vs 4.S+I-0.2 Vlml; p=NS). In
contrast, both in group B and in group D, PAI-l levels decreased during the

same interval (B: 4.1+1-0.3 vs 2.9+1-0.2 Ulml; p<O.OS D: 2.7+1-0.2 vs 0.7+1
O.lU/ml: p<O.OI), while the decrease was significantly more profound in
group D than in group B (27.4+1-10.7% vs 88.7+1-6.2%; p<O.OS).
Simultaneously, both at 8:00 and 18:00, we found increased fasting plasma
insulin levels ill group A (26.8+1-2.7 and 33.4+/-4.9mUIl, respectively) being
higher compared to group B (lS.9+1-22 and 19S+I-2.8 mUll, respectively;

p<O.OI) and in group C (18.9+/-3.1 and 22.3+1-2.9 mUll, respectively)

compared to group D (9.7+1-0.9 and 10.3+/-11 mUll, respectively; p<O.OI),
while they did not differ significantly within each group. The results imply
that the alterations in the diurnal fluctuation pattern of PAI-l activity,
observed only in patients with CHD, both diabetic and nondiabetic, might be
induced by a prolonged daily exposure to elevated plasma insulin levels.

1321
CONGESTIVE HEART FAILURE DESPITE PRESERVED SYSTOLIC FUNCTION
AFTER ACUTE MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION IN PATIENTS WITH DIABETES.
C. Rask-Madsen, B. Brendorp, S.l. Abildstr~m, L.K~ber, C. Torp-Pedersen, P.
Hildebrandt, and T. Melchior, onbehalfof the TRACE Study Group. Gentorte and
Frederiksberg University Hospitals, Copenhagen, Denmark.
Background. A putative explanation for the inferior prognosis of diabetic
patients after acute myocardial infarction (AMI) is diastolic dysfunction of the
left ventricle sometimes known as "diabetic cardiomyopathy". The aim of
this study was to study the risk of congestive heart failure (CHF) and
mortality among patients with diabetes mellitus (OM) and preserved systolic
function of the left ventricle in a large database of consecutive cases of AMI.
Methods. 6676 patients were screened for the Trandolapril Cardiac
Evaluation (TRACE) study. Analyses were based on data from 2179
patients with a WMI:<:1.6 (- left ventricular ejection fraction", 50%). CHF
was defined as a history of heart failure or Killip etassaz during
hospitalization for AMI. A diagnosis of OM was based on history. Left
ventricular systolic function was measured by echocardlography on day 2-6
after the AMI and expressed as wall motion index (WMI). Survival status
was obtained for all patients with 6 years of follow-up. Results. The
frequency of OM was 7%. CHF was present in 46% of diabetic patients and
33% of patients without OM. In a linear logistic regression analysis OM was
associated with CHF with an odds ratio of 1.6 (95% CI1.1-2.3). In a Cox
regression analysis CHF was associated with mortality with a risk ratio of
2.0 (1.2 - 3.4) for patients with OM and 1.6 (1.3 - 1.8) for patients without
OM. Conclusion. Diabetes is independently associated with an increased
risk for CHF among patients with preserved left ventricular systolic function
after AMI. These results are in favor of the existence of a clinically relevant
diastolic dysfunction after AMI specific for diabetes. CHF in diabetic patients
with preserved systolic function is associated with an independent mortality
risk similar to that in patients without OM.

1320
THE IMPORTANCE OF ADMISSION PLASMA GLUCOSE IN
NON-DIABETIC PATIENTS WITH MYOCARDIAL NFARCTION.
A. Norhammar, L. Ryden and K. Malmberg. Department of
Cardiology, Karolinska Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden.
Admission plasma glucose (AG) predicts inhospital mortality following acute
myocardial infarction (AMI) both in non-diabetic and in patients with diabetes.
This have been attributed to stress caused by myocardial dysfunction. The
influence of AG on long-term prognosis is however poorly investigated. If an
elevated AG reflects a compromised glycometabolic state it may predict an
unfavourable long-term outcome and identify a group of patients in possible
demand for metabolic intervention. The main aim with this study was to
investigatethe relationshipof AG and long-term outcomefollowing anAMI.
Methods: Between I Jan.-31 Dec. 1995, a total of 300 patientsfulfilled the
diagnosticcriteria of AMI atour CCU. Their hospitalrecords werecollectedand
retrospectively checked for relevant information during hospital stay and from out
patient visits until t June 1997. Patients still alive were interviewed.
Results: Of the 264 non- diabetic patients 197had availableAG. The follow
u time ran ed from I.S-2.5 ears. Mean a e was68± 12 ears. 72% weremale.
Parameter Event Yes No P

AG; mrnol/l AG'mmol!1
I.Death 8.9±3.5 7.8±2.7
2.Reinfarction 10.7±S.S 8.0±2.8
3.CHF 1O.1±4.6 7.9±2.7
Combined(1+2+3) 79 9.1±3.7 7.S±2.3 0.0005
Conclusion: Admission plasma glucose in patient with -an AMI was associated
with an increased mortality and morbidity during long-term follow up in non
diabetic patients. AG may he a marker of future atherothrombotic disease and not
only be related 10 the degree of acute stress. Future prospective studies should
address cut of levels of AG above which treatment with non-pharmacological or
pharmacological methodsshouldbe tested.

1322
Accelerating impact of diabetes on mortality in the years
following an acute myocardial infarction.

T Melchior', L Keber ', CR Madsen2
, M Seibaek'. G Jensen',

P Hildebrandt', C Torp-Pedersen" on behalf of the TRACE Study
Group. Dept of Medicine B, Division of Cardiology, Rigshospitalet (1),
Gentofte University Hospital (2), and Frederiksberg Hospital (3),
Denmark.
Diabetes has an adverse effect on mortality in patients with acute
myocardial infarction (AMI). The development of risk associated with
diabetes during long-term follow-up after AMI has not been studied in
detail. Aim: We have studied the time-related changes of risk asso
ciated with diabetes during 6 years of follow-up after AMI in patients
screened for entry in the TRandolaprii Cardiac Evaluation trial.
Methods lind Results: During the period 1990-92 6676 patients with
AMI were screened in 27 Danish Coronary Care Units. The diagnosis
of diabetes was based on history. Survival of all patients was
obtained through the Danish Personal Registry. Diabetes was present
in 719 (11 %) of the patients. Patients with diabetes were slightly
older (69 years vs. 67 years), comprised of a higher proportion of
women (41 % vs. 31 %1 and had a higher prevalence rate of heart
failure (69% vs. 51 %) than nondiabetic patients (p<O.OO1). The 5
year mortality rate was higher in patients with diabetes than without
(62% vs, 38%, p<0.0001). The time related influence of diabetes
and other risk factors on mortality are shown in the Table:

Factor: 0 - 30 day 30 day - 3 yr 4 - 6 yr after MI
OM 1.03 (p=0.83) 1.43 Ip<O.OO1) 1.74Ip<0.001)
CHF 2.65 Ip<0.001) 1.93 Ip<0.001) 1.43 Ip<0.001)
Age 1.04 (p<0.001) 1.05 (p<0.001) 1.05 (p<0.001)

Conclusion. Diabetes has an adverse independent effect on mortality
which increases over time



1323
FASTING INSULIN PREDICTS MORTALITY FOLLOWING ACUTE
MYOCARDIAL INFACTIONIN NON-DIABETIC MALES.
O. Snorgaard, L. Kober, J. Carlsen, and C. Torp-Petersen on behalf of the
TRACE study group. Frederiksberg University Hospital, Gentofte University

Hospital and MEDICON NS, Copenhagen, Denmark.

The prognostic value offasting insulin, fasting glucose, g1ycated haemoglobin
(HbA Ic) and urinary albumin excretion (UAE) measured at day 2-5 after
admission with myocardial infarction was evaluated in a subgroup of 494 non
diabetic caucasian patients screened for participation in the TRAndolapril
Cardiac Evaluation (TRACE) study. 151 females and 343 males alive at day 6
after admission (48 subjects with known diabetes mellitus excluded) were
followed for 5 years. Age was 67(58-75)yrs [median(quartiles)], fasting insulin
9.4(6.4-13.6)!1U/mI,glucose 5.5(5.l-6.0)mmol/l, HbAlc 4.8(4.4-5.2)% and UAE
13.I(5.7-32.4)!1g1min. 5-year all-cause mortality was 35%. In univariate Cox
analyses, a quartile higher insulin, glucose, HbA Ic, or UAE were associated with
the following increased relative risks: RR=1.26(1.09-1.44), p=O.OOI2;
RR=I.2I(1.06-1.39), p=O.0059;RR=L25(1.09-1.43), p=O.OOI6,and 1.29(1.13
1.49), p=O.0003, respectively. 5-year mortality in subjects with normal UAE
(61%), with rnicroalbuminuria (34%) and with proteinuria (5%) were 34%, 41%,
and 64%, respectively, p<O.OOOI. In a multivariate Cox proportional hazards
regression analysis for 5-year mortality, insulin was the only of these parameters
of independent importance [RR=1.I7(1.01-1.35), p=O.034] together with age,
congestive heart failure and left ventricular function. Excluding 21 subjects with
HbAlc above the normal range (6.1%) and probable diabetes or impaired glucose
tolerance, did not change the results of the analyses. Separate multivariate
analyses in the two gender revealed,thatinsulin concentration was an independent
predictor of mortality only in males. Thus, fasting insulin is an independent
predictor of 5-year all-eause mortality after myocardial infarction in non-diabetic

males.

1325
ISCHEMICHEART DISEASEBY THALLIUMSCINTIGRAPHY IN TYPE 2
DIABETESMELLITUSAND CONTROLASYMPTOMATIC SUBJECTS.
l. Castells, F. Rius, L. Rubio, M. Fraile, D. Pereferrer, l. Salinas, R. Romeroand
A Sanmartl.Endocrinology, Nuclear Medicine,Nephrologyand Cardiology
Service. Hospital"Germans Trias i Pujol".Badalona,Barcelona,Catalonia.Spain
Aim: To evaluate the prevalence of silent IschemicHeart Disease (IHD) among
asymptomatic type 2 diabetic (DM2) patients and to identify the factors
influencing its development. Subjects and methods: 98 DM2 patients (60
women, age 56.7 +1- 7 years, duration of diabetes 12.8 +1- 8.3 years), recruited
from 1994 ;of them, 32 had diabetic nephropathy(25 with microalbuminuria and
seven with overt proteinuria). The exclusion criteria were: evidence of
cardiovascular disease or angina symptoms, anomalous ECG, autonomic
neuropathy and other major illnesses. We recorded from all patients: family
history, diabetic evolution and complications, hypertensionand smokinghabit. A
general blood analysis was drawn and 3 samples of 24-hour microalbuminuria
was collected. Dypiridamole plus exercise thallium myocardial perfusion
scintigraphywas performed all DM2 patients and a 20 non-diabeticvolunteers,
matched for age, sex, smoking habit and colesterol level, as a control group.
Results: We found 36 (36.7%) DM2 patients with thallium studies suggesting
IHD vs one (1/20: 5%) person in the control group (p 0.005). Among diabetic
subjects, the prevalence of lHD was especially higher in patients with diabetic
nephropathy(17/65:25.7% in the non-diabeticnephropathygroup, 13125: 52% in
the microalbuminuria group and 617: 85.7% in the proteinuria group; p 0.00I).
Creatinina and microalburninuria, were significatlyhigher in patients with IHD
(p 0.0I and p 0.003 respectively). A tendency without statistic significancewas
found, among colesterol, smoking habit and lHD. Conclusion: Silent IHD
prevalence among DM2 subjects is higher that in controls. This increased
prevalence of lHD was prominent in patients with diabetic nephropathy(higher
in microalbuminuric, and maximum in proteinuric). Long-termprognostic value
of these findings are not know and follow-upof these patientswill be needed.
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RISK MARKERS OF LONG-TERM OUTCOME IN PATIENTS
WITH DIABETES AND ACUTE MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION.
L. Ryden, A.Norhammar , H. Wedel and K. Malmberg. Department of
Cardiology, Karolinska Hospital, Stockholm,Sweden.
Introduction and Methods: Despite recent improvements in acute coronary
care diabetic patients with acute myocardial infarction (AMI) has a high
mortality. This has in particular been linked to femalesex. In the randomised
prospective study, DIGAMI, insulin-glucose infusion followed by intensive
insulin treatment reduced one year mortality by 30%. The present report
describes long-term (mean 3.4 years; range 1.6 to 5.6) prognostic factors and
effects of concomitant treatment in diabeticpatientswithAMI by applying uni
and multivariate statistics on the DlGAMI cohort(n=620).
Results: During follow-up there were 102 deaths in the treatment group
compared to 138 in the control group (p=O.OII). Age. previous CHF, diabetes
duration, admission blood glucose and HbAlc at admission were independent
predictors of mortality among all patients,whilepreviousAMI, angina pectoris,
hypertension, smoking or female sex had no predictivevalue. Administration of
betablockers had a striking independent effect on survival, in particular among
control patients. Thrombolysis was most efficient in the infusiongroup.
Conclusion: Mortality in diabetic patients with AMI is predicted by age,
previous myocardial damage and the severity of the diabetic state .however, not
by conventional cardiovascularrisk factorsor femalesex.Betablockers exert
striking secondary preventiveeffect in diabeticswithAMI,especially in
controls, possibly sharing some mechanisms of action with insulin such as
reducingfree fatty acids.

1326
THE EXERCISESTRESS TEST IS MORE ACCURATE THAN MYOCARDIAL SCINTISCANNING

WHENASSESSING SiLENTMYOCARDIAL ISCHEMIA INDIABETIC PATIENTS.

V. Viviani, P. Valensi, F. Paycha, R.N. Sachs, A. Ramadan, M. Tonton-Moderc,
A. Nitenberg, J.R. Attali. Jean Verdier Hospital, Bondy and Louis Mourier Hospital,
Colombes, France.

Although the sensitivity (90 %) and specificity (85 %) of the thallium myocardial
scintigraphy (TMS) is higher than for the exercise stress test (ST) (sensitivity: 65 %,
specificity: 80 %) in the general population, the value of TMS in assessing silent
myocardial ischemia related to coronary stenoses in diabetic subjects is still
controversial. The aim was to evaluate the ST performances and compare them with
those for TMS found during exercise, in diabetic patients with more than two
cardiovascular risk factors but without cardiac symptoms and with a normal 12-lead
ECG. 169 diabetic patients underwent a TMS associated with maximal exercise. A
coronary angiography was performed when the test was clinically andlor electrically
positive. andlor if a thalliumdefect was found.The ST waselectricallyandlor clinically
positive in 19 cases, 9 of whemshowed TMS defects. The TMS showed defects in 27
other patients with a normal ST. Thus 46 patients had signs of silent myocardial
ischemia.A coronary angiographywas performedin 32 of them and showed significant
stenoses in 14 cases. The sensitivity,specificityand positive predictive value (PPV) for
the detection of coronary stenoses were 59 %, 80 % and 77 % for the ST, and 82 %,
13 % and 52 % for the TMS. When all the clinical, electrical and thallium scan criteria
during the ST were considered together, the PPV was 53.1 %. In addition, the PPV of
the TMS, when the ST was negative, was 37 %. These results suggest that II the
sensitivityis higher for TMS than for the ST, but the specificityand PPV are far lower;
21when the ST is maximal the scintigraphic image is slightly contributive. Therefore
the standard ST should be consideredfirst whenassessingsilent myocardial ischemiain
diabetic patients. If the test is below maximaleffort or impossible to carry out, a TMS
coupled withdipyridamoleis justified.
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EVALlIATlON OF Dll''FERENT THERAPEIITlC METHODS IN
NlDDM PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC ISCHEMIC HEART DISEASE

R.B.Kurashvili, N.G.Asatiani, M.G.Dnndna, M.E.Natsvlisbvili,
L.R.Tsutskiridze and L.R.Nikoleishvili. Georgian Diabetes Center, Thillsi,
Georgia.

The present study was perfonned to assess Ihe efficacy of the combined tberapy
(Insulin/Oral Hypoglycaemic Agents) versus conventional Insulin tberapy in
NlDDM patients witb secondary sulpbonylurea failure and Chronic bcbemic
Heart Disease (ClHD). In our study 63 patients witb NlDDM assoelated with
CIHD were observed (age rang 46 - 69 yrs; diabetes duration12.5±4.5 yrs; BMI
27.4±2.1 mg/m2). ClHD was diagnosed based on the ECG data and the stress
test results. Specific changes on the ECG proved Ibat 8 patients bad Myocardial
Infarction. Patients were devided into three groups: Group I (20 patients) 
sulpbonylurea (Glidazide) treatment was continued in the daytime and NPH 
Insnlin administration at bedtime was started. Group 2 (22 patients) - received
Metfonnin and Glidazide and bedtime NPH - injections. Group 3 ( 21 patients)
- sulpbonilur... treatment was discontinued and twice daily Insulin injections
started. The baseline characteristics did not differ significantly between the
Groups. Repeated examinations were performed 6 montb afler tbe initiation of
tbe study. Positive ECG changes were observed in 17 patients (5 - Group 1; 6 
Group 2; 6 - Group 3). No negative ECG changes were registered. HbAlc levels
dropped significantly in all tbe Groups (Gr. 1 - 10.6±0.5 % vs 7.6±0.4% ;
(P<O.OOI); Gr. 2 - 10.4±0.3% vs 7.4±0.3% (P<O.OOl); Gr. 3 - 10.5±0.6% vs
8.1±2.1% (P<0.fJ01). Following Insulin doses were administered: Gr. 1 
0.32±0.04lVlkg; Gr. 2 - O.26±O.03 lVlkg; Gr. 3 - O.49±0.06lVlkg. In Groups 1
and 2 body wcigbt decreased (1.9±O.9 kg, and 2.4±0.5 kg, respeelvely), while in
Group 3 il increased (I.2±O.4 kg). The results achieved indicate tbat in NlDDM
patients wilh secondary sulphonylurea failure combination of Metfonnin,
Glidazide and Insulin is more effective Iban Insulin monolberapy. Besides,
combined Insulin/Oral Hypoglycaemic Agenls, as well as conventional Insulin
Iberapy did not cause ClHD aggrevalion in our NlDDM patients.

1329
THE EFFECTS OF ANGIOTENSIN CONVERTING ENZYME GENE
POLYMORPHISM ON THE LEFT VENTRICULAR FUNCTION ANO
MASS IN PATIENTS WITH DIABETES MELLITUS.
T.Erbas, L.Tokgozoglu, K.Aytemir, M.Alikasifoglu, M. Kabukcu, S.Kes,
E.Tuncbilek and O.Gedik.
Hacetlepe Medical School, Oepartments of Endocrinology, Cardiology
and Clinical Genetic, Ankara, Turkey.

The polymorphism of the angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE)
has been shown to predispose to various cardiovascular disease. Since
the ACE gene has been found to be highly expressed in the endothelial
cells and the heart, it would be interesting to see if the ACE genotype
contributes to any cardiac abnormalities in diabetic patients. Therefore,
this study was performed to evaluate the potential relationship between
ACE genotypes and the left ventricular function and mass in seventy
five diabetic patients (IODM; n=23, mean age=33±11 yr, duration of
diabetes=12±10 yr, NIOOM; n=52, mean age=58±fO yr, duration of
diabetes 12±9 yr). Seventy-five, age matched heaity subjects served as
the control group for diastolic function parameters. The genotype
analysis was performed by the polymerase chain reaction method. The
frequency of the 00 allele was 22.7%, 01 allele 60%, and II allele
17.3%. These were compared to data in a heaity nondiabetic population
where 00 allele was 34.3%, 01 55.7% and 1110%. The 00 genotype
correlated with microalbuminuria in 10DM (p=0.04), and presence of
myocardial infarction in NIDDM (p=0.03). There was no correlation
between end diastolic and end systolic volumes, ejection fraction and
genotype in either group. Furthermore, diastolic function parameters
such as EtA ratio and isovolumic relaxation time also failed to show an
association with ACE genotype. The left ventricular mass failed to show
an association With genotype in 100M (LVM=184±72 g), but was
significantly correlated to 00 genotype in NIDDM (LVM=223±74 g)
(p=0.001). There was no association between ACE genotype and
systolic and diastolic function parameters evaluated by
echocardiography. However left ventricular mass was found to be
significantly correlated with 00 genotype in patients with NIDDM.

1328
CORONARY COLLATERAL CIRCULATION INDIABETIC PATIENTS WITH CORONARY ARTERY
DISEASE
A....Melidonis. S. Heraklianou, A Kamaratos, D.DamianakL V.Pisimisis. S. Foussas
Diabetic Unit& Cardiology Dept of Tzanio GeneralHospital, Piraeus - Greece

Background: Although it i' weil establ~hed that Diabetes Mellitus (DM)induces more severe
Coronary Artery Dlseose (CAD), it ts not knownwhether it contlibutes to the development of
coronary coilate,aicirculalion Inour ,tudy we examine theexteruion and functional capacity of
thecoronary coilateralci,culation in diabelic patients withCADin compOlison withnon-diabetic
patients withCAD.
Methods: The,tudy groupcorsetedof 223 diabetic patients withoogiographicaily establ~hed

CAD (GroupA) whichwerecomparedwith210non-diabeticpatients with CAD(Group B). The
two group, werecomparableaccording to age (60.3±6 yrs vs 56.6±'! yrs) and the known rtsk
rectorsfor CAD.The,tudy of the coronary angiographies wasperformed by two Independent
angioglOpher,. which examined the degree and the extension of stenosis and the collateral
circulation at the affected coronary vessels. ThecollateralcirCUlation wascategorized using the
Rentrop grading system of 0 to IIIin relation to the presence and extension otthe collateral filling
of coronary blood vessels (O:absence of collaterals. 1,11 and III : complete filling of epicardial
vessels),
Reaulb : We observed that group A had more frequently grade III colcterel circulation in
cornponson withgroupB(13.2% vs 6.1'•. p<0.05). but there wereno diffe'ences between the two
groups in relation to grade O.LU collateral circutation When we stratified the two groups
according to sex and age (age <55 vrs and) 55 yrs) the following results emerged: group A
malesaged <55 yrshad more f,equentiy grade Wcollateraicirculation (20.2% vs 3.4%. p< 0.01)
and less fiequentiy completeobsence of collaterals (grade0) (Tl.5% vs 90.6%, p<0.01). GradeIII
collateralcacucnon mainlydevelops at thelett antertor descending (LAD)(26% vs 3.4%. p<O.Ol)
and thertghtcoronary artery(RCA) (30%vs6.9%, p<0.01). where thetotal occlusions of coronory
artertes usually develop (proximal LAD. 9.3% vs 16%. p<0.01 and proxlmol RCA: 14.1% vs 7.1%,
p<0.05). GroupA males aged <55yrs in compartson withfemales of the samegrouphad more
frequentiy grade III collateral crcuonon (20.2% vs 2.2%, p<0.01). We did not observe any
differencein relation to the conoierois between groupA and groupBmales aged) 55 yrs. When
we analyzed the risk factors for CAD. we observed that group A males aged) 55yrs were less
frequenny hypertensives (4\3% vs 53.5%. p<0.05). Anaily groupA females aged) 55 yrs hove
more frequently grade III collateral crcuonon in comparbon With group B females of the same
age g,oup(tl7%vs 4.4%. pc 0.05).
Conclusions : Diabetic patients with CAD develop more f,equentiy coronary coacterol
circulation in compartson with non-diabetics. especlaily males ages less than 55 yrs. The
coliateraicirculation mainlydevelops at theLADand RCA
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EFFECT OF CILAZAPRIL ON MiCROALBUMINURIA AND LEn VENT
RICULAR MASSIN NON-INSULINDEPENDENTDIABETES~DM).
M.sprlng,A.Raptis,D.Barnes,E.Murpby,J.Chambers',F.Sorensen»:Wobler',and
G.Viberti. Units for Metabolic Medicine and Cardiology', UMDS, Guys Hospital,
London, U.K., IMOR2,Lorracb, Germany and Rocbe Ltd', Basel, Swlq,rland.
Microalbuminuria predicts early cardiovascular disease in NIDDM. Left ventricular
hypertrophy is another powerful independent predictor of cardiovascular events. In
this randomized, double-blind study we compared the effect of 48 weeks treatment
with cilazapriI an albumin excretion rate (AER) and left ventricular mass (LVM) in
micraalbuminuric (AER 20-200l'gmin") NIDDM patients. The patients who badnever
previously taken ACE inhibitors, nor bad clinical, ECG or ecba evidence of ischaemic
heart disease were divided into 2 groups, A: cilazapril 5mglday (n=45, 32 male) and
B: placebo (n=46, 32 male). The groups, A and B, were matched for age 60.6:t8.4 vs
60.4:!:8yr,diabetes duration 8.1:!:5 vs 8.9:!:6yrand HbA,c 8.6:!:1.5 vs 8.7:!:\.4%. Blood
pressure (BP) was the mean of 2 sitting measurements after 10 minutes rest. AER was
the median of 3 successive timed overnight urine collections at baseline and the mean
of 2 similar collections 12, 24 and 48 weeks after starting treatment. LVM was
evaluated at baseline and the end of treatment by M-mode echocardiagrapby and the
LVM index (LVMI) calculated as the ratio of LVM and body surface area. Baseline
BP (4 weeks after stopping any previous anti-hypertensive treatment) was similar
(mean+SD) 137+22177+12 vs 137+19174+14 and remained so during treatment
134+iiI76+11 is 13itI9177+11 fur groups A and B respectively. AER was
camparabl~before treawent, ~dian(range). 48(20.1-196.8) vs 47.5(20-157)l'gmin·'
but during treatment decreased by 23% in group A compared to an increase of 13% in
group B (p=O.OO4). Although LVMI decreased in group A from 135.3:!:41.2 to
132:!:33.5grn·' and increased in group B from 12\.8:t3\.4 to 127.3:t38.2gm·2 the
between group difference was nat statistically significant. In conclusion, cilazapril
reduces AER in microalbuminuric NIDDM patients independent ofBP, but LVMI is
nat affected after 48 weeks treatment.
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DOPPLER ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC ASSESSMENT OFLEFT

VENTRICULAR DIASTOLIC FUNCTION INDIABETES MELLITUS

V. Chira andM. Motocu - The4"'Medical Clinic, U.M.F. Cluj-Napoca

We utilized Doppler echocardiography to characterize left ventricular diastolic
function in 42 patients with diabetes mellitus (mean age 42 ± II years, 75%
male) ho had no symptoms of heart failure and had normal left ventricular
systolic function. Datawerecompared withthosein46 normal control subjects of
similar age and gender. Heart rate, systemic blood pressure, and cardiac
dimensions (wall thickness, leftatrial andleftventricular cavity dimensions) were
similar and not significantly different in patients and controls. As a group,
patients showed significantly increased deceleration time and decreased rate of
decline of flow velocity in earlydiastole (p < 0.0001 andp < 0.01, respectively)
when compared to controls. Individual patient analysis showed that 10(24%) of
the42 patients withdiabetes mellitus had2 or more abnormal Doppler indexes of
diastolic function consistent witha pattern of impaired leftventricular relaxation.
The most common abnormalities wereincreased deceleration time (> 224 rns; 9
patients), prolonged isovolumic relaxation time (> 103 ms; 8 patients) and
reduced rateofdecline of flow velocity in earlydiastole « 2.1m/s; 5 patients). In
addition, peakearly diastolic velocity was reduced « 43 cmls) in 3 patients and
early to atrial peak flow velocity ratio was reduces « l) in 2 patients.
Comparison of subgroups of patients withandwithout abnormal Doppler indexes
showed no significant differences withregard to age,gender, heart rate, systemic
blood pressure, severity of diabetes mellitus, and cardiac dimensions. This
Doppler echocardiographic analysis demonstrates that diastolic abnormalities
maybe present inpatients with diabetes mellitus, eveninabsence of symptoms of
cardiac failure or left ventricular systolic dysfunction. These diastolic
abnormalities suggest an intrinsic myocardial abnormality in patiens withdabetes
mellitus; however, whether they represent a preclinical phase of myocardial
involvement or an intrinsic feature of the primary myocardial disease process in
diabetes mellitus remains to beelucidated.
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WIIODYRAIIIC AID IIEUBOLIC mECTS or LOll DAILY DOS! SULPIOlfYLURKA COIlPODIDS II
THE COROWY CIRCULATIOI or DOGS
I. Posa, E. Kocsis, M. Z. Koltai and G, Pog&tsa. Gyorgy Gottsegen National
Institute of Cardiology, Budapest, Bungary
The aim of the stUdy was to compare the haemodynamic and metabolic side-effects
of glibenclamide (GB; n:61, glipizide (GP; n:61 and glimepiride (GN; n:61 in the
coronary circulation of dogs. Mean arterial blood pressure IBP), heart rate (HR),
myocardial contractile force, and the rate of change of myocardial contr;ction and
relaxation were measured during iv. administration (0.4-2+8 ~mol'kg- I of the
drugs. Arterial (PA; a. carotisl and venous (PV; sinus coronariusl pyruvate
concentrations were determined. Rate-pressure product (HR x BPi and the
arteriovenous pyruvate difference (PV - PAl were calculated. GB and GM proved to
be hypotensive (GM: -zn, p<O,OOI; GB: -381, p<O,OOII, while blood pressure was
slightly enhanced by GP (GP: +91, p<O.OOII. The effect of glipizide was
significantly different from that of GB (p<0,05) and GM (p<O.OII. GB reduced the
heart rate (GB: -321, p<0,05I, but the other two compounds practically did not
alter this parameter (GM: -61, p<0.05; GP: -21, p<O.Ol). All the compounds was
found to be negative inotropic (GM: -521, p<O,OOI; GB: -491, p<0.05; GP: -261,
p<O.OOI), The rate of change of myocardial contraction was decreased by the drugs
(GM: -451, p<0.05; GB: -521, p<0,05; GP: -zn, p<O,OOII. Rate-pressure product was
decreased by GB and GM (GM: -211, p<O.OOI; GB: -571, p<O.OI), however it was
moderately changed by GP (GP: -41, p<O,OOII. This difference was significant
between GM and GP Ip<O.OI), Arterial and venous pyruvate concentrations were
reduced by all the drugs (Arterial: GB: -561, p<0.05; GM: -291, p<0,05; GP: -121,
p<O.OOl. Venous: GB: -381, p<0.05; GP: -71, p<0.05I, excepted GM, which enhanced
thevenous concentration (GK: +261, p<0.05). The arteriovenous pyruvate difference
was also decreased by the compounds 1GB: -101, p<O,OI; GM: -81, p<O,OOI; GP: -341,
p<O,OOI}. According to the results, glipizide influences blood pressure and rate
pressure product less than the other components do. In the case of the further
haemodynamic and metabolic parameters, these drugs exert similar cardiovascular
side-effects, and theypossibly reduce the myocardial production and/or uptake of
pyruvate.
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GLUCOSE METABOLISM DISTURBANCES IN MEN REFERRED
FOR CORONARYARTERIOGRAPHY
I.Kowalska, M'Straczkowski, H.Gajewska*, J.Prokop*, W.Kochman*,
RTelejko, I.Kinalska and W.Musial* Department of Endocrinology and
*Departmentof Cardiology,Medical School, Bialystok, Poland

The leading cause of mortality in type 2 diabetic patients is cardiovascular
disease. The aim of the present study was the estimation of the prevalence
of impairedglucose tolerance (IGT) and type 2 diabetes in men referred for
coronary arteriography without previous history of diabetes mellitus. The
study was carried out in 264 men (mean age 53.9+9.3, BMI-27.8+3.8).All
patients had an oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT). Plasma levels of
fasting and post load insulin, HbAlc, total cholesterol, HDL and LDL
cholesterol, triglycerides, fibrinogen, PAl, platelets and urinary albumin
excretion were measured. Among the patients studied 141 patients (53%)
had disturbances of glucose metabolism (IGT-29,17%, n=77; type 2
diabetes mellitus - 24,2%, n=64). In coronary arteriography significant
changes in coronary arteries were observed in 226 patients. We observed a
significantly higher prevalence of the three coronary arteries stenosis in
patients with type 2 diabetes (p.<O,OOI in comparison to the men with
normal glucose tolerance and p.<O,OI compared to the IGT group).
Diabetic patients had markedly higher levels of plasma fibrinogen, PAl,
platelets and post load insulin and lower ejection fraction. The significant
correlations between post load insulin and platelets (p.<O,OOl; r=0,42),
fibrinogen (p.<O,OOI; r=0,40) and between PAl and urinary albumin
excretion (p.<O,OI; r=O,32) were also found. We conclude that about half
of our patients with coronary artery disease have unrecognized
disturbances of glucose metabolism. Early diagnosis and treatment of
disturbed glucose tolerance is a key factor in the prevention of coronary
artery disease.
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FATTY ACIDS PROTECT THE DIABETIC HEART DURING LOW
FLOW ISCHAEMIA:A 31p NMR STUDY
L.M. King, R.I. Sidell, RE. Jones, G.K. Radda and K. Clarke. Dept
Biochemistry, University of Oxford, South Parks Rd, Oxford OXI 3QU
Free fatty acids (FFA) are the major energy substrates of the heart,
especially in diabetics. However, elevated fatty acids may add to ischaemic
injury, possibly by an accumulation of deleterious metabolic intermediates.
Whether the diabetic heart has increased or decreased ischaemic injury is
controversial. The conflicting reports may be due to the type of substrate
used in the study. The aim of this work was to determine the role ofFFA in
low flow ischaemia in control and diabetic rat hearts. Wistar rats (250
300g) were injected with streptozotocin (STZ), 50 rng/kg in citrate buffer
pH 4.5, or vehicle. After 7 weeks, hearts were removed from anaesthetised
animals for perfusion, with continuous measurement of function via an
intraventricular balloon. Myocardial high energy phosphate levels and pHi
were monitored using lip nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy(NMR).
Control hearts were perfused with II mM glucose and 3% BSA throughout
32 min low flow (0.5 mllmin) ischaemia, and after 30 min reperfusion had
recovered 57 ±9% of their original contractile function. When 1.2 mM
palmitate (FFA) was present throughout ischaemia and reperfusion,
recovery was 69 ± 10% (n.s.d.). In diabetic hearts, recoveries were
significantly lower in the absence ofFFA (26 ± 10%, P < 0.05 vs, control)
than in the presence of FFA (45 ± 16%). ATP and PCr levels were little
different between groups during ischaemia and on reperfusion. pHi
declined the most during ischaemia in the control glucose only hearts. In
conclusion, FFA were protective in low flow ischaemia, and did not result
in increased intracellular acidosis. STZ rat hearts showed impaired
tolerance to ischaemia in the absence of FFA, but the presence of FFA
largely reversed the deleterious effects. These results suggest that FFA are
not deleterious during ischaemia, especially in diabetichearts.
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NEW DYSLIPEMIC PHENOTYPES IN PATIENTS WITH TYPE 2
DIABETESMELLITUS.
AMWagner, F Calvo#, A Castellvi*, M Rigla, R Bonet*, J Ord6ilez*, and A
Perez Endocrinology and Nutrition and Biochemistry"Deps. Hospitalde Sant
Pau. Barcelona. # H. Clinico. Zaragoza. Spain.
The concentration of LDL cholesterol (c) does not stand for all atherogenic
particles. Apolipoprotein B (ApoB) concentrations reflect the total amount of
LDL, IDLandVLDL particles, andtheir increase is considered a cardiovascular
riskfactor. The aim of this studywas to evaluate the prevalence of dyslipemic
phenotypes, including thosedependent on ApoB, in DMl patients. Onehundred
subjects(63men,37women, aged58.3±l1.6years, diabetes duration of 9.8±8.9
years, 56%on insulintreatment) werestudied. HDLc wasdetermined througha
directmethod without precipitation, and VLDL andLDLc werecalculated using
Friedewald's equation, and by ultracentrifugation if triglycerides (TG) > 3.45
mmol/l. ApoB wasmeasured by an immunoturbidimetric assay. Levels ofLDLc
<3.4mmol/l and of ApoB < 1.0g/l wereconsidered desirable. Nineteen percent
of the patients had LDLc > 4.2mmol/l, 27% TG > 2.25mmol/l, 22%,HDLc <
0.9mmol/l and 50%ApoB >1.2gtl. Theirphenotypic distribution is displayed on
thetable.

FATTY ACID COMPOSITION OF PHOSPHOLIPIDS AND NEUTRAL LIPIDS FROM
HUMAN DIABETIC SMALL ARTERIES AND VEINS BYANEW TLC METHOD,
M. Lecomte, M, Claire, M. Deneuville, and N, Wiernsperger. Diabetic Microangiopathy
Research Unit, L1PHA-INSERM U352, INSA-Lyon, 69621 Villeurbanne, France and
INSERM U359, 97159 Ponte-a-Ptre, Guadeloupe,

Ithas been suggested that lipid peroxidation, resulting from oxidative stress, may play
a role in the pathogenesis of diabetic complications. Therefore, the aim of this study
was to compare polyunsaturated fatty acid composition of small arteries and veins
«500 urn diameter) obtained from diabetic (D) or non-diabetic (ND) patients
undergoing arterio-venous shunt surgery. Small vessels were dissected and stored in
liquid nitrogen before analysis bya new TLC method, Briefly, biopsies were applied
directly in holes made in the silica gel of the concentration area ofa TLC plate. The
plate, holding biopsies, was applied onto a steel plate precooled inliquid nitrogen until
complete freeZing of biopsies before lyophilization under vacuum. The plate was
further submitted to TLC (CHCI3:CH30H, 80:8 v/v), phospholipids and neutral lipids
were scraped, transmethylated and analyzed bygas chromatography for fatty acid
composition, Unexpectedly, similar fatty acid composition was obtained for arteries
(ND=5, D=5) and veins (ND=7, D=3) from diabetic or non-diabetic subjects, In
phospholipids, major changes consisted of a 20 % decrease of arachidonic acid
(20:4 n-6) (p=0.07), a40%decrease of itselongation product 22:4 n-6 (p<0.05) and
30 %increase of18:2 n-6 (p<0.05) indiabetic vessels, Inneutral lipids, 20:4 n-6 was
also diminished by60%(p<0.05) indiabetic vessels whereas oleic acid increased by
15% (p<0.01), This loss of arachidonic acid in small diabetic vessels extend to
vascular tissues observations previously made on plasmatic phospholipids and'
neutral lipids. These results suggest increased peroxide formation or alternatively
impaired t.6-desaturase forming 20:4 n-6, in the vascular wall of small vessels in
diabetic patients.
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The HOLc and HDL2 differences between INS and SU U & N, and the
triglyceride differences between INS U & N remain significant when adjusted
for age, BMI, AIC, diabetic complications and cigarette and antilipid and
other drug use, except for the MET data which did not remain significant
after removal of gemfibrozil users, 8 Pts using gemfibrozil had smaller mean
LOL PPO (p<,03) less of their HOL mass as HDL2 (p<,03) and
concomitantly higher triglycerides, These associations suggest that some oral
agents may not adequately control the ALP compared to OM Pts treated with
INS.

HIGH LIPOPROTEIN(a) LEVELS IN 100M AND NIDDM
PATIENTS WITH MACROALBUMINURIA,

Authors: O. Acosta, F. Relimpio, F. Losada, A. Pumar, J.L. Serrera (*),
M.A. Mangas and R. Astorga. Center: Servicio de Endocrinologia.
(*)Servicio de Bioquimica Clinica. Hospital Universitario Virgen del
Rocio. Sevilla.

In order to detect a possible relationship between urinary albumin
excretion and lipoprotein(a) levels in both type I and type 2 OM, 588 type
I and 1065 type 2 diabetic patients were consecutively studied and their
urinary albumin excretion rate and lipoprotein(a)levelswere measured by
means of irnmunonephelometric assays. Lipoprotein(a)levels (mg/dl)were
(median [range)) 17 [196),16 [183], 23 [468] for type 1 diabetic patients
with normo, micro and macroalbuminuria, respectively (ANOYA, F=2.27,
p=O.I), and 21 [272),20 [236), 28 [418] for type 2 diabetic patients with
normo, micro and macroalbuminuria, respectively (ANOYA, F=3.38.
p<0.05). In the latter case, a post hoc analysis showed statistically
significant differences between patients with macro and patients with
microalbuminuria, as well as between the formers and those with
normoalbuminuria. Current smoking habit was associated with lower
lipoprotein(a) levels in type 2 OM (13.5 [418] vs. 22 [272], p<O.OI).
After considering the effect of age, duration of diabetes and BMI in a
multi-way ANOYA with covariates consideringjointly both types of OM,
a statistically significant association with lipoprotein(a) levels was still
observedfor the urinary albumin excretion rate category (F=3.45, p<0.05)
and the smokinghabit (F=4.35, p<0.05). These data prove the existenceof
an association between macroalbuminuriaand high Ip(a) levels mainly in
type 2 OM, although a similar trend was observed for type 10M.
Likewise, the smoking habit had an independent association with lower
lp(a) levels.

P
<,006

<.0001
<,0001
> ,83
<,0001

INS
U N

261 254
43 29

116 215
113 III
53 40

MET
Pvalue U N P
<.008 254 261 <,01
<,01 32 39 <,05
<,01 195 142 <,05
>.15 109 113 >,69
<,002 43 49 <,08

N
263
42

119
117
53

THE ATHEROGENICLIPID PROFILE (ALP) AND SULFONYLUREA
(SU), METFORMIN (MET) AND INSULIN (INS) USE IN DIABETES
M.A. Charles, M. Lin, P. Williams, R, Superko and P, Lim, Diabetes
Research Center, Tustin, CA and Berkeley Heart Lab, San Mateo, CA" USA
The ALP is strongly associated with coronary heart disease, We've reported
that 85% of diabetes (OM) patients have the ALP, This report describes
whether diabetes treatment with SU, MET or INS are related to the ALP, 72
consecutively recruited OM patients (Pts) were studied for lipids using the
Lipid Research Clinic methods and LOL peak particle diameter (PPO,A) and
HDL2 (%) using polyacrylamide gradient gel electrophoresis, OM Pts using
insulin had larger mean LOL PPO, lower triglyceride concentrations and
higher HDL-cholesterol and HDL2. In contrast, Pts using SU and MET had
smaller mean LDL PPO, higher triglyceride concentrations, and less HDL
cholesterol and HOL2,
U=user SU
N=nonuser U
LOL PPO(A) 257
HDL2(%) 33
Triglycerides 188
LOLc 105
HDLc 41
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Lp(a) AND CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE IN DIABETES MELLITUS: A
MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS IN CAUCASIAN POPULATION.
R. Sim6, C. Hernandez, P. Chacon', L. Garcia', A.Lecube and J. Mesa.
Diabetes Unit and 'Biochemistry Dept. Hospital General Yall d'Hebron.
'Endocrinology Dept. Hospital Mutua de Terrassa. Barcelona. Spain.

Lipoprotein(a) [Lp(a)] is a risk factor for cardiovascular disease (CYD) in
non diabetic subjets, but its contribution to CYD in diabetic patients
remains a conflicting topic. The aim of the study is to establish whether
macroangiopaty is associated with serum Lp(a) and its phenotypes in
diabetic patients. For this purpose we determined serum Lp(a) by ELISA
(c.v. inter and intrassay: 5.3% and 4.6%, respectively) in 191 consecutive
diabetic patients (69 IODM and 122 NIODM). Lp(a) phenotypes were
assessed by SDS-PAGE followed by immunoblotting and grouped by size
in small (F,B,Sl,S2), big (S3,S4) and null. To assess past and present
evidence of CYD, a standardized questionnaire plus ECG were used.
Furthermore a careful physical examination were performed. Statistical
tests: t-Student [Lp(a) log. transformed], X2, logistic regression analysis
(dependent variable: presence of CYD; independents variables: Lp(a) > 20
mg/dl, age, BMI, smoking habit, total cholesterol, LDL-C, HDL-C,
triglycerides, HbAlc, albumin excretion rate, HTA, duration of diabetes).
Diabetic patiens with CYD (n=47) presented higher but nonsignificant
Lp(a) concentrations that patients without it (n=144): median 10.5 mg/dl
[CI 95%:0.5-40] vs 6 mg/dl [CI 95%:0.5-33.5]. We also observed a trend
toward high prevalence of small phenotypes in patients with CVD in
comparison with patients without CYD (small 59,4%, big 35.3% and null
5,4% vs. small 36.6%, big 50,4% and null 12.5%; p=0.08). Finally, Lp(a)
serum concentration > 20 mg/dl was independently associated to the
presence of CYD in the logistic regression analysis (p=O.O I, odds ratio:
6.33 [CI 95%:4.8-7.8]). We conclude that in diabetic patients serum Lp(a)
concentration > 20 mg/dl is an independent risk factor for CYD.

1341
A SIGNIFICANT RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PAI-I AND LP(a) IS
PRESENT IN NIDDM PATIENTS WITHOUT COMPUCATIONS
I. Testa',R.Testa',C.Pieri',M.Marrn', C.Sirolla',S.Manfrini'and A. R.Bonfigli';
'instituteof Intemal Medicine, University of Ancona, 2Center of Biochemistry and
'Centerof Cytology, Dept. of Gerontological Research, 'Centerof Demographic and
Statistical Studies, INRCA,Ancona,Italy
Previously, we founda relationship betweenplasminogen activator inhibitor type-I
(pAl-I) and Iipoprotein(a) (Lp(a) in NIDDM patients. We hypothesized that this
relationship couldto be dueto a compensatory mechanism able to lowerthe risk of
hypofibrinolysis as found in type ITdiabetes mellitus. The aim of thiswork was to
investigate whetherthe relationship betweenPAI-I and Lp(a) could be associated
with the presence of diabetic complications. Other vascular risk factors able to
influence the fibrinolytic parameters such as glycemia, obesity, hypertension,
dislipidemia and oxidative stress were also taken into account. Sixty-six NIDDM
patients withoutdiabetic complications (age 62.7±11.7 years), 45 NIDDM patients
withcomplications (age65.3±9.lyears)as wellas 31controlsubjects (age 57.3±12.7
years) were studied. Plasmaconcentrations ofLp(a), PAI-I antigenand activityand
the main parameters of Iipo- and glycometabolic balance were determined,
Antioxidant defensewas assayedas oxygen radical absorbance capacity of serum
(ORACoHl. Statistically significant differences among controlsand the two diabetic
groupswerefoundfor fasting glucose, cholesterol, triglycerides and ORACoo, while
no statistically significant differences wereevidentforPAI-I antigenandactivityand
Lp(a). Regression analysisof Log PAI-I/Lp(a)showeda significant correlation only
in diabetic patients withoutcomplications (r=-D.57, p<O.OOI). These results showthat
the presenceof a relationship betweenPAI-I and Lp(a)is characteristic ofa diabetic
population without complications emphasizing the suggestion that this relationship
couldbe a compensatory mechanismof the fibrinolytic system to limit the risks of
hypofibrinolysis. Onthesebasis,a lackora lossof capacity to balanceLp(a)andPAI
I couldpotentially contnbuteto thepathogenesis of thediabetic complications.
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LIPOPROTEIN(A) CONCENTRATIONS AND APOLIPOPROTEIN(A)
PHENOTYPES IN LONG-LASTING IDDM.RELATIONSHIP TO SURVIVAL?
M. Auinger,E. Trenkwalder,C. Feinbock, K. Irsigler, H. Dieplingerand
F. Kronenberg. 3'" Med. Dep. and L. BoltzmannInstitute, HospitalLainz Vienna
and Institute of MedicalBiologyand Human Genetics,Universityofinnsbruck,
Austria

High Iipoproteirua) [Lp(a)] plasma concentrationsare a genetically determined
risk factor for atherosclerotic complications. In healthy individuals Lp(a)
concentrations are almost exclusively controlled by the apo(a) gene locus on
chromosome 6q2.6-q2.7. More than 30 alleles at this highly polymorphic gene
locus determine a size polymorphism of apo(a). There exists an inverse
correlation between the size (molecular weight) of apo(a) isoforms and Lp(a)
concentrations. Average Lp(a) levels are high in individuals with low molecular
weight apota) isoforms and low in those with high molecular weight isoforms.
Patients with IDDM have a markedly increased risk for atherosclerotic
complications and are reported to have elevated Lp(a) concentrations. We
investigated in a large group of 332 patients with IDDM with a disease duration
ranging from I to 61 years whether the apo(a) size polymorphism is associated
with a survivorship effect in these patients. We therefore grouped patients
depending on their duration of IDDM in 5-years steps. The frequency of low
molecularweight apoia) isoformscontinuously decreasedwith increasing disease
duration from 42% in patients with a short disease duration up to five years to
18% in those with a duration of more than 35 years (p=O.OOI). Lp(a)
concentrationsshoweda tendencyto lower values in groups with longer duration
of IDDM without reaching significance. These data suggest a strong effect of the
genetically determined apo(a) size polymorphism on the long-term survival in
patients with IDDM. This effect might be caused by an increased rate of fatal
atherosclerotic complications in patients with low molecular weight apo(a)
isoforms,
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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN BODY MASS INDEX, ABDOMINAL
FAT DISTRIBUTION, INSULIN SENSITIVITY ANDPLASMA LIPIDS
L.K.M. SUMMERS, B.A. FIELDING, V. ILIC and K.N. FRAYN, Oxford Lipid
Metabolism Group, Radcliffe Infirmary, Oxford OX2 6HE, U.K.
Age-matched type II diabetics,obeseand leannon-diabeticswere studied to identify
relationships between BM!, abdominal fat distribution, insulin sensitivity and
plasma lipid concentrations. 6 diet- or tablet-controlled typeII diabetics,S obeseand
6 lean non-diabetics (3 females in each group) underwent magnetic resonance
imaging to assess abdominal subcutaneous and visceral fat areas. Fasting blood
sampling and euglycaemic-hyperinsulinaemic clamps were performed. BM!, total,
subcutaneous and visceral abdominal fat areas differed between the groups (P <
0.05), as did glucoseconcentration(P < 0.01) and HbA" (P < 0.05). In leau non
diabetics there were strong relationshipsbetweenBMIand glucoseconcentration (r,
~ 0.88, P < 0.05), insulin sensitivityand total cholesterol concentration(r, = -0.83,
P < 0.05) and betweenvisceral fat area and fasting insulin concentration(r, ~ 0.89,
P < 0.05). In obese non-diabetics the last was also true (r, = -0.90, P < 0.05), and
there were also strong relationships (P < 0.05) between total fat area and
triglycerideconcentration, BMI and HDL-cholesterol concentrationand visceral fat
area and HbAI , . In type II diabetics, BMI was related to total cholesterol
concentration (r, = 0.83, P < 0.05). (As they were receiving treatment indices of
glycaemiccontrol were not studied).Over all subjects, BMI correlated with fasting
insulin concentration(r, = 0.51, P < 0.05), while total fat area correlatedwith both
fasting insulin concentrations(r, =0.62,P < 0.01)and insulin sensitivity(r, =-0.54,
P < 0.05). Visceral fat area correlatedwith HDL-cholesterol (r, = -0.63, P < 0.01),
triglyceride(r, = 0.59, P < 0.05) and fasting insulin concentrations (r, = 0.75, P <
0.05), as well as insulin sensitivity (r, = -0.56, P < 0.05). Insulin sensitivity
correlated with HDL-cholesterol (r, = 0.52, P < 0.05) and NEFAconcentrations (r,
=-0.49, P < 0.05). Overall. higher total and l'isceral fat areas were related to a
worseningof atherogenictndicesand reducedtnsnlin sensitivitywas associatedwith
a worsening of the lipid profile. In type II diabetics, however, neither total nor
visceral fat areas or insulin sensitivitywere related to an adverse lipid profile, and
we conclude that in diabetes other factors predominate in determining
cardiovascularrisk.
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The effect of diabetic control on post-prandial cholesterol
esterification and transfer to atherogenic lipoproteins
c. Phillipsl, D.Owens l, G.Murugasu-, P.Collins3,A. Johnson3,GH. Tomkin1,z
IDepartment of Clinical Medicine, Trinity College,ZThe Adelaide Hospital,
3Department ofBiochemistry, Royal College ofSurgeons inIreland, Dublin Ireland
Cholesteryl ester transfer protein (CETP) regulates cholesterol transfer
between HDL and the apo B-containing lipoproteins particularly in the
post-prandial state. Raised CETP levels have been described in diabetes
and may be associated with an atherogenic lipoprotein profile. This
study examines the effect of improved diabetic control, CETP and
lecithin:cholesteryltransferprotein (LCAT) - the enzyme which esterifies
of cholesterol prior to its transfer by CETP. Six non-insulin-dependent
diabetic (NIDDM) patients (fasting blood glucose 9.6±1.3mmol/l and
HbAlc 9.8±S.2%) were examined prior to and following good control
(blood glucose 6.2±0.6mmoIll and HbAlc 4.9±0.S%). A high fat test
meal was given and blood samples taken fasting and at 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10
hours post-prandially. Chylomicrons, VLDL, LDL and HDL were
isolated by sequential ultracentrifugation and their composition
determined. CETP and LCAT activities were determined in the same
assay by measuring [3H]cholesterol esterification and transfer between
the patients' lipoproteins. There was no significant change in fasting
plasma triglyceridesor HDL cholesterol on good control but plasma LDL
cholesterol decreased significantly (p<O.OS). Fasting CETP and LCAT
decreased following good control and post-prandial CETP and LCAT
decreased significantly (p<O.OOOI, analysis of repeated measures).
There was a reduction in post-prandial chylomicron and VLDL
cholesterol and an increase in HDL but these were not significant. There
was a significant positive correlation between the increase in HDL
cholesterol after good control and the reduction in CETP (p<O.OS) and a
negative correlation between decrease in LDL cholesterol and decrease in
CETP (r=-0.9,p<0.02). This study suggests that improvement in
diabetic control was associated with a reduction in transfer to atherogenic
apoB-containing lipoproteins due to a reduction in LCAT and CETP.
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IMPACT OF AI-FABP GENE POLYMORPHISM ON INSULIN RESISTANCE
INYOUNG MEN WITH POSTPRANDIAL HYPERTRIGLYCERIDAEMIA
S Fenselau', J Schrezenmeir'and LBaie">, 'Federal Research center;
Institute of Biochemistry and Physiology of Nutrition, Kiel, Germany,
NIDDK, Nationallnslilutes of Health, Phoenix, Arizona, USA
In nondiabetic Pima Indians an alanineto threonine substitution (A4G
at Codon 54) of the intestinal fatty acid binding protein (I-FABP) was
associated with higher fasting insulin concentrations, lower insulin
stimulated uptake rates and higher lipid oxidation rates. In a Caco-2
cell modeltransfected cells expressingthe G allelefor I-FABP showed
a higher LCFA-transport and a higher secretion of triglycerides. We
genotyped the I-FABP polymorphism in young male subjects which
presented with early signs of a metabolic syndrome (excessive
postprandial (pp) triglycerides, higher pp FFA, higher glucose and
insulin levels, higher intraabdominal fat (High Responders=HR, n=22)
compared to controls (Normal Responders=NR, n=55) and analysed
the data with regardto changes in metabolic parameters characterizing
impaired glucose metabolism. The subjects were at mean 25±4years
old and had a BMI of 23.7±2.4 kg/m'. Age and BMI did not differ
between HR and NR. We found the frequency of the A-containing and
G-containing allelesto be the same in bothgroups (HR: A allele=0.73
and G allele=0.27, NR: A allele=0.75and G allele= 0.73). Inaddition,
we could not find differences between AA and ATm subjects in
fasting triglycerides (AA: 1.14±0.47 mmol/I vs ATm: 1.09±0.32
mmol/l), in fasting glucose (AA: 4.9±0.5 mmol/l vs ATm: 5.02±0.56)
and in fasting insulin levels (AA:10.7±6.1 mUll vs ATm: 9.75±5.5
mUll) neitherin the whole group nor divided in HRand NRcomparing
the different polymorphisms. Based on these data we conclude that the
genetic variation in i-FABP does not explain the phenomenon of
postprandial triglyceride high response in young male subjects in a
caucasion population.
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Post-prandial lipaemia with triglyceride (TG) enrichment of VLDL
particles results in increased freeradicalproduction and deterioration of
endothelial function in non-insulin dependent diabetes (NIDDM)
L.M. Evans', J. Graham2

, J$. Daviesl
I R.A. Andersen', G. Ellis" S. Jackson', M.P.

Frennaux', A. Rees'. I University of Wales College of Medicine. Cardiff, Wales. 1 Liverpool
John Moores University, Liverpool, England.
Background: Elevated levels of TG rich lipoproteins in both the fasting and post
prandial state may promote the deposition of unstable atherosclerotic plaques, putative
mechanisms include enhanced oxidative stress and endothelial dysfunction. NIDDM
patients have an excess mortality from vascular disease and exhibit prolonged and
exaggerated excursions in post-prandial TG rich lipoproteins (TGRL). We have
studied the relationship between endothelial function, free radical release and the
qualitative lipoprotein changes, during post-prandial lipaemia (PPL) in NIDDM.
Methods: 12 NIDDM patients with no history of vascular disease and moderate
glycaemic control (mean HbAlc 7.9% ± 1.7) were studied, (7M, 5F), mean age 47.8 ±
6.5 years. Subjects were studied following a l2-hour overnight fast and again 4 hours
after the ingestion of a standard fatty meal. Lipoprotein profiles were assessed using a
new non-ionic iodinated, density gradient medium iodixanol. Small differences in
electrophoretic mobility of VLOL, LDL and HOL enables subfractionation and
analysis of lipid content of these subclasses. Oxidative stress was assessed by directly
measuring carbon centred free radicals (FR) in venous blood by means of electron
paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy. Endothelial function was assessed by
measuring flow-mediated, endothelial dependent, dilatation (FMD), of the left brachial
artery using a high-resolution ultrasonic vessel wall tracking system. Results: [Mean
±SD] There was significant TG enrichment of VLDL in the post-prandial phase, with
no change in TG content of either HDL or LOL (fasting VLDL TG content 65.1 ±
10%, 4 hour post-prandial VLDL TG content 70.8 ± 7.6%: p< 0.001). Venous FR
(Results expressed in arbitrary units) increased significantly post-prandially (0.22 ±
0.05 vs 3.2 ± 2.55; p<0.05). This was mirrored bya significant decrease in FMD
(2.57% ± 0.97% vs 1.33 ± 1.I %: p<0.05). Conclusions: PPL inNIDDM results in
significant TO enrichment of VLDL particles which is associated with both increased
FR production and deterioration in endothelial function. The prolonged PPL in
NIODM results in continued exposure of the vascular endothelium to TORL, which
may impair endothelial function, either directly, or indirectly via altered FR
production.
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Hormone replacement therapy for non-insulin-dependent
diabetes mellitus. The effect of low-dose oestrogen vs
oestrogen/progesterone on lipoproteins
Tomkin GH, Collins P, Johnson A, Owens D. Department of Clinical Medicine
Trinity College Dublin, The Adelaide Hospital Dublin, Department of
Biochemistry, The Royal College ofSurgeons inIreland Dublin, Ireland

Low-dose oestrogen/progesterone (HRT) may increase patient
compliance long-term but the cardioprotective effects in diabetes are
unknown. This study examined the effect of 6 months treatment with
low dose oral oestrogen (lmg l7-b-estradiol) (Ez) vs low dose
combined E2+norethisterone acetate (NETA) (lmg Ez+O.Smg NETA).
Thirty six post-menopausal non-insulin-dependent diabetic (NIDDM)
patients in moderate control (mean HbAlc 7.9%) and serum oestradiol
level <SO pg/ml were examined. Serum lipids were measured by
enzymatic colorimetric methods and serum Lp(a) by an ELISA assay.
Cholesteryl ester transfer protein (CETP) was determined as the capacity
of patients plasma to transfer [3H]-cholesterol from pooled HDL to
pooled LDL. Mean serum oestrogen changed from l7±IS pg/ml to
120.8±43 pg/ml in the EZ group and from 20±lOpg/ml to
106.3±49pg/ml for the E2+NETA group (p<O.OOOI). Patients mean
blood glucose and HbAlc did not change during the study. Serum
cholesterol fell from 6.8±1.4 to 6.2±0.8mmol/1 (p<O.OOS) and LDL
cholesterol fell from 4.8±1.0 to 3.9±O.7mmolll (p<O.OOOl) in the Ez
group. In the E2+NETA group serum cholesterol fell from 6.l±1.l to
S.3±1.3 mmolll (p< O.OOS) and LDL from 4.2±1 to 3.3±O.9mmolll
(p<O.OOS). HDL cholesterol did not change significantly in either group
nor did fasting triglycerides. Lp(a) did not change significantly in the
E2 group but in the E2+NETA group there was a significant decrease
(p<O.OS paired t-test).CETP increased significantly only in the
E2+NETA group from l19±30 to 136±3IJlmoIlml/h (p<O.OOI paired t
test). The increase in CETP without change in HDL cholesterol, the
reduction in LDL cholesterol and the reduction in Lp(a) are potentially
cardioprotective. Low dose combined HRT may be the treatment of
choice for NIDDM due to the improvement in the lipoproteinprofile.
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POSTMENOPAUSAL HORMONE REPLACEMENT THERAPY AND
LIPID PARAMETERS IN WOMEN WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES
PJ Manning, AR Allum and SD Jones, Dunedin Hospital, Dunedin, NZ
Hormone replacement therapy (HRT) has a significant beneficial effect
on lipid parameters in non-diabetic postmenopausal women. Little is
known, however, of its effect in women with Type 2 diabetes. The aim
of this study was to determine the effect of combined continuous HRT
on lipid parameters and glycaemic control in these women. The study
design was a randomised double-blind, placebo-controlled trial. Subjects
were randomised to receive either combined continuous HRT (conjugated
equine oestrogen 0.625 mg/day and medroxyprogesterone acetate 2.5
mg/day) or placebo. Fasting blood samples were drawn at 0, +13 and +26
weeks, and analysed for lipoprotein profile, Lp(a), fibrinogen, PAl-I,
glucose and HBAIC' 61 subjects (mean age 64 years) enrolled into the
study, 32 in the placebo group and 29 in the HRT group. At baseline
there were no significant differences in any variable between the 2
groups. 8 subjects did not complete the study period (I placebo, 7 HRT).
Total cholesterol levels at +26 weeks were 6.76±J.21 mmolll in the
placebo group and 5.59±0.97 mmol/l in the HRT group (p<O.OOI). LDL
cholesterol was 4.64±1.12 mmolll in the placebo group and 3.52±0.78
mmol/l in the HRT group (p<0.001). There were no significant
differences in HDL cholesterol, triglyceride, Lp(a), fibrinogen, PAl-I,
fasting glucose or HbAIC' Patient weight increased significantly in the
HRT treated group. In conclusion, combined, continuous HRT use in
postmenopausal women with Type 2 diabetes results in a significant
reduction in total and LDL cholesterol without impairing glycaemic
control or elevating triglyceride levels. Tolerability of HRT remains a
problem.
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VITAMIN E CONCENTRATION IN HlPERLIPIDEMIA ANDIN IDDM
P Pusztai, B.Sarman, E. Szaleczky, 1.Molnar, andA Somogyi
2'"Department ofMedicine, Semmelweis University ofMedicine, Budapest, Hurgary

Lipid-soluble vitamin E plays an important protective role against oxidative damage to
lipoproteins. The authors have measured vitamin E concentration in plasma samples and
HDLand VLDL-LDL lipoprotein fractions of 40 non-diabetic controls (C) and25 type I
diabetic patients (DM)The groups were adjusted for age (C: 38.0± 10.2 years; DM
35.1±27years), sex(C: 19males, 21 females; DM II males, 14females), and bodymass
index (C: 24.83 ±4.82, DM 23,35 ±3.81 kgfm2) Mean HbAlc value inC: 5.16±O4% ,in
DM:7.89 ± 2.53%. Themean duration of diabetes was 1O.06±7.95 years. Vitamin E was
measured byHPLC Results JVitamine E hadhigher plasma concentration in subjects with
hyperlipidemia in theccntrol group(CH); andinthe group of diabetic patients (DMH) as
ccmpared to thosewithnormolipidemia (CN; DMN) (CH,32.96±4,34 CN.25.14±3.28 1M,
DMH,38.54± 15.75 DMN:25.75 ±5.50 1lMJ. 2. When vitamin E concentrations were
ccrrected forserum cholesterol, theratio wasreversed (CH5,32±O.86 CN:5.92 ±O94ILM,
DMH: 5.82±1.24 DMN: 5.93±1.041lM) 1 HDLvitamin E content didnotdiffer between
normo- andhyperlipidemic subjects (CNIO.5± 2.1 CH998 ± 304iLM, DMNIO.54± 2.53
DMH:12.44 ±3,3111M). 4.Vitamin E concentration in VLDL-LDL fraction washigher in
hyperlipidemic subjects (CH2298 1448 CNI4.64±3.12 iLM, DMH26.10±1465
DMN:15.2I14.71 11M). In controls: when Vitamin E of the VLDL-LDL fraction was
corrected forcholesterol inthatlipoprotein fraction, itwashigher innormolipidemic subjects
(CH.66±O.98, CN547±1.30 11M) In diabetic patients Vitamin E concentration is
significantly higher in VLDL-LDL fraction of hyperlipidemic subjects. This difference
disappears when vitamin E concentration is ccrrected for cholesterol (DMN:5,34±2,31
DMH,546±1S61lM) Conclusion In the plasma of non-diabetic hyperlipidemic subjects,
vitamin E corn;entfiltion islowerthatinnormolipidemic subjects when it iscorrected forthe
fraction's cholesterol content. InHDLandVLDL-LDL fractions ofdiabetic patients, vitamin
E doesnotdiffer between normo- andhyperlipidemic subjects when it is corrected forthe
fractions' cholesterol ccntent, butcholesterol-ccrrected antioxidant vitamin E remained low
inVLDL-LDL fractions even when thediabetic subject suffers from hyperlipidemia
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LIPID SOLUBLE ANTIOXIDANT VITAMIN STATIJS IN IDDM PATIENTS
WITHDYSLIPIDAEMIA
A Somogyi', E. Szaleczky', P Pusztai', K Farkas'andB.Sarman'
,2'"Department ofMedicine, Semmelweis School ofMedicine, , 'Bajcsy-Zsilinszky Hospital,

Budapest, Hungary

Previous studies haveshown that metabolic diseases and their CO-DCQIITence can alter the
antioxidant defence system including antioxidant vitamins of plasma. In orderto assess the
antioxidant vitamin status, 24 insulin-dependent diabetic patients and 33 matched control
subjects were examined. Vitamin E and A concentrations were determined using HPLC
method. The patients weredivided intohyperl dyslipidaemic (with hypercholesterinaemia,
hypertrigliceridaemia, high Lp(a) level, hyper-apob-lipoproteinaemia, atherogen
dyslipidaemia, presence of small densLDL) or norrnolipidaemic anddiabetic or non-diabetic
subgroups. I. Plasma vitamin A andE levels of the hyper/dyslipidaemic group(n~37) were
significantly (p<0.05) higher than those of norrnolipidaemic subjects (IF20) (220±0S7 V.I'

1.74±O25 umol/l, and 33671982 vs 23.91±J82 umol/l; X±SD) Calculating
vitamin/cholesterol ratios. vitamin Flcholesterol ratio was similar in the two groups, while
vitamin Ncholesterol ratio showed a higher value inthenormolipidaemic group(OA2±007 1'.1

OJ7±O II). 2 Comparing thesesubjects as diabetic (n=24)andnon-diabetic (IF33)groups
no significant difference could be found in vitamin E levels, whereas vitamin A level was
considerably lower inthediabetic group (1.79±OAI vs 226±O,52 umol/l). The results were
the same considering both vitamin/cholesterol ratios. 3. Plasma vitamin A level of
hyper/dyslipidaemic diabetic (n- 13)andnormolipidaemic non-diabetic (rr-10)subjects didnot
differ significantly, while a higher vitamin Ncholesterol ratio wasfound in the metabolically
healthy group (OA5±007 I(\" OJ2±OlI). In contrast, plasma vitamin E level in the
dys/hyperlipidaernic diabetic group wassignificantly higher (36S±5.2 '" 25.62±3.80 umol/l),
witha disappearing difference invitamin Flcholesterol ratio. Plasma vitamin E ccncentration
doesnot differ between type 1 diabetic patients andhealthy controls even when theysuffer
from hyperlipidemia However plasma vitamin A concentration is significantly decreased in
diabetic patients regardless oftheirlipid levels.
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ANTIOXIDANTVITAMIN A STATUS IN IDDMAND
HYPERLIPIDAEMlA
K. Farkas', B. Sarman',1. Molnar'. I. Kocsis' and A Somogyi' 'Bajcsy-Zsilinszky
Hospital, '2"' Department of Medicine, Semmelweis Schoolof Medicine, Budapest,
Hungary

In order to assess the antioxidant vitamin status, 25 lDDM patients (19 males, 21
females; age: 38.0±1O.2 years;body mass index: 24.83±4.82 kg/m', X±SD)and 40
matched control subjects were examined. Using HPLC method vitamin A
concentrations of the plasma, HDL and VLDL-LDL lipid fractions were compared
grouping them according to their lipid status (normo- and hyperlipidaemic
subgroups). Comparing the hyper- and normolipidaemic control groups, vitamin A
concentration of the plasmawas significantly (p<0.05) higher in the former group
(2A4±O.52 I'S 2.08±043 urnol/l), whereasvitamin Ncholesterol ratio was higherin
the normolipidaemic group (O.39±O.IO vs O,49i~O.ll). Vitamin A concentration of
the VLDL-LDL fractionof hyperlipidaemic control subjects was significantly higher
(026±0.08 I'S 0.18±0.07 umol/l) with a disappearing difference in vitamin
Ncholesterol ratio of the fractions Vitamin A concentration and vitamin
Ncholesterol ratio of the HDLfractionof hyperlipidaemic controlswere foundto be
higher than those of normolipidaemic subjects (2.17±0.48 I'S 1.89±O.36 and
1.86±O.70 vs U8±0.57 urnol/l) Plasma concentration of vitamin A in normo- and
hyperlipidaernic diabetic groups did not differconsiderably (1.65±0.32 vs 209±O.07
umol/I), while vitamin Ncholesterol ratio was significantly lower in the
hyperlipidaemic group (0.23±O.10 Vol' 0.39±0.10). Vitamin A concentration of the
VLDL-LDL fraction of hyperlipidaemic lDDM-patients was significantly higherthan
that of normolipidaemic patients (029±O.01 1'01' 0.14±0.06 umol/l) again with a
disappearing difference in vitamin Ncholesterol ratio of the fractions. Vitamin A
concentration and vitamin Ncholesterol ratio of the HDL fraction were not different
in the normo-and hyperlipidaemic diabetic groups. In conclusion, hyperlipidaemia it!
both diabetic and healthy control subjects was associated with a lower plasma
vitamin A1cholesterol ratio suggesting an impaired antioxidant defence system.
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EFFECT OF VITAMIN E SUPPLEMENTATION ON THE PEROXIDABILITY
OF RED BLOODCELL MEMBRANES FROM TYPE 1 DIABETICPATIENTS.
B. Manuel y Keenoy, H.L Shen, W. Engelen, 1. Vertommen and I. De Leeuw.
Dept.Endocrinology, Univ. Antwerp,B-261O Antwerp,Belgium.
Supplementationwith antioxidantshas been proposed as a complementarytherapy to
prevent and/or delay long term complicationsof diabetes and several clinical studies
have shown the beneficial effects of vitamin E supplementation on lipid profiles,
lipoprotein peroxidability and protein glycation in diabetics. In this study we
concentrate on the effects of vitamin E on cell membrane lipid peroxidation. For this
purpose 44 diabetics in good metabolic control and without major complications
were randomised into 2 groups: group S received dl-n-tocopherol (250 IU 3 times
daily) and group P received placebo in a double blind basis. Red blood cell
membraneswere isolated from each patient at inclusion(visit I), after 3 months (visit
2) and after 6 months (visit 3) and lipid peroxidability was monitored by the
production of TBARS (thiobarbituric reactive substances) and fluorescent products
induced by an in vitro incubation with 2mM tert-butyl hydroperoxide (t-bOOH). At
inclusion both goups were comparable as regards patient characteristics and
membrane peroxidabihty. In group S the increase in serum vitamin E from a median
of 148 ugzml(range 9.7-27.1) in visit I to 30.3 (14.9-46.6) in visit 2 (p<O.OOI)and
25.2 (10.7-39.3) in visit 3 (p<0.005) was accompanied by a decrease in t-bOOH
induced TBARS from 2.03 nmol MDA equivalents/mgprotein (0.40-3.26) in visit 1
to 1.31 (0.26-6.36) in visit 2 (p<0.05) and 1.29 (0.21-5.97) in visit 3. Although
TBARS were not related to serum vit E at inclusion, the increase in serum vit E
correlated with the decrease in TBARS in visit 3 (r~-0.60 p 0.02). Lagtime of
fluorescence formation increasedfrom 20 min (9-68) in visit I to 23 (11-83) in visit 2
to 35 (12-54) in visit 3 (ns). However, slope of fluorescence: 0.27 FU/min (0.09-1.40)
and membrane thiol content :150 nmol aSH equiv/mgprotein (124-190) as well as t
bOOH-induced decrease in thiols: 42 (33-94) and fatty acid composition did not
change significantly. In group P these parametersremainedstable. These results show
that supplementation with vitamin E is effective in decreasing RBC membrane
susceptibilityto t-bOOH induced in vitro peroxidationand that this effect is mediated
by the increase in vitamin E levels rather than by any changes in fatty acid
composition or membrane thiol content. The relevance of decreasing membrane
peroxidabilityin the preventionof complicationsshouldbe further investigated.
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INCIDENCE OF ACUTE CORONARY HEART DISEASE (CHD)
AND STROKE EVENTS IN CHILDHOOD-ONSET IDDM

C.Sarti, J.Tuomilehto, K.Borch-Johnsen, T.Forsen, A.Molarius and
A.Reunanen. National Public Health Institute, Helsinki, Finland.

The aim of this prospective analysis was to determine the incidence of
CHD, stroke and any cardiovascular disease (CVD) in a population

based cohort of 5148 young-onset IDDM patients diagnosed with
IDDM at the age of 18 years or under. The effect of age at onset of
IDDM, attained age, gender, diabetes duration and of the presence of

diabetic nephropathy (DN) on the risk of these CVD events was

evaluated. A total of 159 CVD events (58 CHD, 57 strokes) were

diagnosed during the follow-up of 10-24 years. There were no cases of

CVD diagnosed before 12 years' duration of IDDM. In IDDM patients

with DN the cumulative incidence of CHD, stroke and CVD by the

age of 40 years was 13%,20% and 43%, respectively, compared with

4%, 2% and 7% in non-DN IDDM patients, similarly in men and

women. In DN-IDDM patients compared with non-DN IDDM patients

the relative risk of CHD was 10.3 for CHD, 10.9 for stroke and 10.0

for any CVD. The event rates were similar in men and women by the

duration of diabetes and attained age. The risk of CVD increased

steadily by 2.3%/year after the diagnosis of DN. The-at-onset of
IDDM did not influence the risk of CVD when the duration of IDDM

and DN status were controlled for. DN is the main determinant of

acute CVD events in young-onset IDDM patients. The risk of CHD
and stroke in IDDM patients is similar for men and women.
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INFLUENCE OF NON-INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETES
MELLITUS ON SHORT-TERM SURVIVAL AFTER STROKE. A
PROSPECTIVE STUDY. C. Bambini, G. Seghieri, F. Tomei, A. Rapuano,
and A. Valicenti. Dpt, of Internal Medicine, Hospital of Viareggio,
Viareggio, Italy.
Diabetic patients have a worse long-term prognosis after stroke than control non
diabetic subjects. Whether presence of diabetes may worsen prognosis early after
hospitalisation, and whether mortality is associated to diabetes or to other
confounders such as age, sex, hypertension, or dyslipidaemia are the questions
raised by this study. All patients who were consecutively admitted to Hospital with
diagnosis of both ischemic or haemorragic stroke, confirmed with standardised
clinical and CT criteria, during the period 1.1.1996 - 31.12.1996, were admitted to
the study. In all cases prognosis (mortality) was then recorded during the period of
12 months after stroke. A group of 211 patients affected with stroke (106 males
and 95 females), aged 74±II(SD) years, was admitted to the medical wards of our
Hospital, which represents the unique medical resource for this kindof illness from
a 100,000 inhabitants' area. During this period 18 deaths among males and 19
deaths among females were observed (one-year-survival rates: 83% and 80%
respectively). In front of a similar prevalence of non-insulin dependent diabetes
mellitus (NIDDM) in both sexes (43% in men and 34% in women), the one-year
mortality rate was about two-threefold higher in the group of diabetic patients
among females (31.43% vs 13.33%), while similar mortality rates were observed
between diabetic and non diabetic subjects in the male group (17.4% vs 16.7%).
After Kaplan-Meier life table technique, the mortality incidence was significantly
higher in diabetic patients only in the female group (p=0.03; log-rank test). This
latter association was further confirmed only in the group of female patients, by
Cox regression analysis, using age, blood pressure, hematocrit, smoking habit,
serum cholesterol and creatinine as covariates (p=0.04). In conclusion, according
to these data, NIDDM is a strong independent predictor of short-term mortality
after stroke only in the females.
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CARDIOVASCULAR MORBIDITY AND MORTALITY IN DIABETIC
PATIENTSIN THE NORTHOF PORTUGAL
C. Neves,J.L. Medina,J.P. Lima-Reis, F. Lopes and P. Melo. Endocrinology
Un~ and Statisticsservice.S. Jollo Hospital,Universityof oporto, Portugal.

The aim of our studywas to evaluatethe incidenceof and mortalityfrom
cardiovasculardisease (CVD) in diabetic and nondiabetic patients admilled
to a central hosp~al in the North of Portugal between 1989 and 1996. We
retrospectivelyanalysed data from all patients aged 25 years or older who
satisfied the Intemational Classification of Diseases (9th version) criteria for
CVD (ICD9 codes 390 - 459). Results are expressed as means ± SO or
percentages. Statistical analysis was performedwith Student's t-test, ./ test
or Fisher exact test. A two-tailed p value < 0.05 was considered significant.
Diabeticpatients [42.5% men (M) and 57.5% women (W)]were significantly
older than nondiabeticpatients (48.4% M and 51.6% W) (67.8 ± 5.6 vs 61.8
± 7.5 years,p < 0.01).The durationof hospitalization was significantly higher
in diabetic patients than in nondiabetic patients (19.0 ± 14.7 vs 14.7 ± 9.7
days, p = 0.003). The incidence of fatal and nonfatal cardiovascular events
was 18.5% (n = 4630) in diabetic patients and 12.6% (n = 27989) in
nondiabetic patients. Diabetic patients had an incidence of cerebrovascular
disease (8.5%), coronary heart disease (5.9%) and peripheral vascular
disease (0.7%) that was not significanlly different from that in nondiabetic
patients (5.3%, 4.5%, 0.6%, respectively). There were no significant
differences in the incidenceof cardiac heart failure and cardiogenicshock in
diabetic and nondiabetic patients (3.4% vs 2.2%). There was an excess of
cardiovascular deaths among the diabetic patients but this was not
significant (36.7% vs 25.1%). The mortalny rate after myocardial infarction
(MI) was significantly higher in diabetic patients than in nondiabetic patients
(10.3% vs 3.1%, P = 0.04). In conclusion, the high mortaltty rate of diabetic
patients after CVD, particulartyafter MI, imply that primary and secondary
preventivestrategiesshould becomean integralpart of their medicalcare.
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PREDICTORS OF 1o-YEAR MORTAUTY IN PATIENTS WITH NON
INSUUN-DEPENDENT DIABETES MELUTIJS
M.-A Gall', E. Knudsen',P. Hougaard". K. 8orcIhJohnsen'and H.-H.Parving1.
'Stena DiabetesCenter, Gentofte.'NovoNor<fISk AlS.Bagsvaerd. Denmark.
We prospectively evaluated the impact of micro- and macroalbuminuria and
other putative risk factors for mortal~ in 549 (296 M/253 F) non-insulin
dependent diabetic (NIDDM) patients. Definitions: normoaIbuminuria (urinary
albumin excretion rate (UAE) <30 mg/24 h). microalbuminuria (UAE 30-299
mg/24h). macroaIbuminuria (UAE ~300 mg/24h). Meanage at entry was 59 ±
11 (SO)years. During the 10-yearfollow-upperiod. 34% (111/323) of patients
with normoalbuminuria. 59% (891151) withmicroalbuminuria. and 69"k (52/75)
with macroaIbuminuria had died. p <0.001 (normoalbuminuria vs micro- and
macroalbuminuria) and p = 0.05 (microalbuminuria vs macroalbuminuria). 132
patients died from cardiovascular disease (CVD), 18 from uraemia, 24 from
cancer, 19 from infections, and 59 from other/unknown causes. CVD mortal~

rate per 100 person-years of observation was 1.8.4.6, and 5.1 in palienlswith
norma-, mero-, and macroalbuminuria, respec\ively. p <0.001 (norma
albuminuria vs micro-and macroaIbuminuria) and p = NS (microalbuminuria vs
macroalbuminuria). Mutlivariale Cox proportional hazardsmodel. afterstepwise
exclusion, revealedthe following prediclllfs of death fromall causesandCVD:

MortaI~ (relativerisk (95%CIl)
Variable A1k:ause'/N=252 CVD/N=1321
5ex(male) 1.42(1.07-1.90) 1.76(1.19-2.59)
Age (1 year) 1.08(1.06-1.10) 1.09(1.06-1.11)
5-choIesterol (1 mmolll) 1.16(1.07-1.25) 1.24(1.14-1.35)
5-a'eatinine(10 jUOOIII) 1.04(1.02-1.07) -
$-vonWdlebrand factor(1 U/ml) 1.19(1.03-1.37) -
Coronary heartdisease(0=110, 1=yes) 2.16(1.65-2.82) 3.08 (2.14-4.41)
Microalbuminuria (0=00.1=yes) 1.80(1.35-2.40) 2.75 (1.87-4.05)
MacroaIbuminuria'/O=no 1~1 2.22i1.53-3.23i 2.78i1.70-4.56i

In conclusion: abnormallyelevatedUAE and elevated s-cho/esterol level, both
potentially modifiable risk factors, indicatea substantially increased all-cause.
mainlyCVD.mortal~ risk in NIDDMpatients.
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PLASMA FIBRINOGEN LEVELS AND MORTALITY IN NON-INSULlN
DEPENDENT DIABETES MELLITUS
E. Knudsen, M.-A. Gall, P. Rossing, F. S. Nielsen and Hans-Henrik PaNing,
StenoDiabetes Center, Gentofte, Denmark.
Elevated levelsof p-fibrinogen is an independent risk factor for cardiovascular
disease (CVD) in the general population. As non-insulin-dependent diabetic
(NIDDM) patients suffer increased morbidity and mortality from CVD, we
performed a prospective stUdy to evaluate the impactof p-fibrinogen level on
mortality in 192 Caucasian N100M patients <70 years of age, followed for a
medianof 6.4 (range0.2-7.1)years. Normoalbuminuria (NOR,urinaryalbumin
excretion (UAE) <30 mgt 24 h)) was present in 53 M/44 F, microalbuminuria
(MIC, UAE 30-299mg/24h) in 31 M123 F, and macroalbuminuria (MAC, UAE
~300 mg/24 h) in 34 MI7 F patientsat baseline. 5-creatinine increased with
increasing levelsof albuminuria: NOR (71 (43-143)) (median (range)), MIC (79
(48-170)), and MAC (90 (54-539)) mmolll, respectively (p<0.001). The level of
p-fibrinogen increased with increasing levels of albuminuria: NOR (8.5 (4.5
14.2)), MIC (8.8 (6.1-16.7)), and MAC (10.0 (5.7-16.9)) mmolll, respectively
(p<0.001). Eight percent (n=8) of NOR patients, 28% (n=15)of MIC patients,
and 54% (n=22)of MAC patientsdied dUring follow up: 25 from CVD, 3 from
uraemia, 17 from other/unknown causes. Univariate Cox regression analysis
revealed age-adjusted p-fibrinogen level to predict all-cause mortality: p
fibrinogen (1 mmolll), 1.22 (1.09-1.38) (relative risk (95% CI)), (p<0.005), but
not CVD mortality: p-fibrinogen (1 mmolll), 1.09 (0.92-1.30), (p=0.31). Cox
proportional hazards model, after stepwise exclusion, revealed the following
independent predictors of all-cause mortality:

Variable Relative risk (95%CI) p-value

LoglOUAE (factor10) 2.05(1.40-3.02) <0.005
Coronaryheartdisease 2.00(1.05-3.82) <0.05
(0=no,1=yes)
Age (1 year) 1.07(1.02-1.13) <0.005
S-creatinine (1 mmoltl) 1.01 (1.00-1.01) <0.005

Our study revealed a progressive rise in p-fibrinogen with increasing UAE in
NIDDM patients. The importance of p-fibrinogen level as an independent risk
factor for mortality in NIDDMremains to be established.

1357
INCREASED MORTALITY IN NIDDM PATIENTS ON ANTIHYPER
TENSIVE TREATMENT WITH CALCIUM CHANNEL BLOCKERS
A. Melander'P, G. Lindberg', J. Olsson', J. Ranstam' and L. Rastarrr'.
'The Swedish Network for Phannacoepidemiology (NEPI), Malmo

University Hospital and 2Department of Community Medicine, Lund

University, Malmo, Sweden.

The safety of calcium channel blockers, especially in patients with

NIDDM, has been questioned. Therefore, we investigated the mortality

ofNIDDM patients using calcium channel blockers, or beta blockers, or

both, as antihypertensive medication. A cohort study was performed on

data from NIDDM patients who between 1985 and 1994 were residents

of two towns (population --46,000) in southern Sweden. Patients were

followed from the date of their first prescription of either drug in 1985 or

later. Patients who had used both types of drugs between 1984 and 1994

were evaluated separately. They were included when the second drug

was prescribed. All patients were followed until the end of 1995 or until

death. Differences in mortality were calculated using the Proportional

Hazard's method. The crude relative mortality risk in users of calcium

channel blockers was 2.00 (95% confidence interval 0.99-4.03) vs. users

of beta blockers. After multivariate adjustment for characteristics at

inclusion, the relative mortality risk was 2.26 (1.05-4.87). These results

suggest an elevated overall mortality risk in NIDDM patients using

calcium channel blockers as antihypertensives. The influence from

comorbidity on the relation will be evaluated.
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HYPERINSULINAEMIA PREDICTS CARDIOVASCULAR
MORBIDITY AND MORTALITY IN NON-DIABETIC MEN
P Nilsson", B Hedblad l,2, K-F Eriksson', and G Berglund'. From the
IDepartment of Medicine, and the 2Department of Community Medicine,

University ofLund, Malmo University Hospital, S-205 02 Malmo, Sweden.

Prospective studies have indicated that hyperinsulinaemia is a risk factor for
ischaemic heart disease in middle-aged, caucasian males, even corrected for
metabolic disturbances. However, no study so far has investigated the role of insulin
for the prediction of total mortality, which was the aim of this study. We collected
data on 6.074 non-diabetic males (mean age 47 years), with no cardiovascular
disease at baseline, as part of a screening investigation between 1974-1984 in
Malmo, Sweden. Investigations included a medical history, clinical characteristics
(weight, height, blood pressure), and the measurement of fasting serum lipids
(cholesterol, triglycerides), blood glucose and serum insulin. Mean follow-up time
was 16.5 years for first ischaemic cardiac event and total mortality, based on data
derived from local as well as national registers. Mean levels of fasting insulin was
10.5 (SD: 9.3; median 8.0) mUlL. Subjects were divided into decentiles of fasting
insulin levels. A hyperinsulinaemic group, defined as having the highest decentile of
insulin (22-140 mUlL), comprised 539 subjects with at total of 75 cardiac events
(8.8/1.000person-years) during the follow-up time. They were compared to the rest
of the men, comprising 5.535 subjects (insulin 1-21 mUlL) with 422 events
(4.7/1.000 person-years) during follow-up. Corresponding figures for deaths were
100 deaths (11.711.000 person-years) in the top decentile group, compared to 630
deaths (7.0/1.000 person-years) in the rest of the men. The differences between
groups in unadjusted incidence rates were significant (p<O.OOI). Fasting insulin
concentrations at baseline predicted the subsequent development of ischaemic
cardiac events with an odds ratio of 1.32 (95%CI: 1.00-1.73; p<0.05), and total
mortality OR:1.33 (1.05-1.67; p<0.05), even after the adjustment for covariates such
as age, hypertension, hyperlipidaemia, body mass index, fasting blood glucose, and
smoking habits in Cox proportional hazard models. In conclusion, fasting
hyperinsulinaemia is an independent risk factor for ischaemic cardiac events and
total mortality, adjusted for the traditional major risk factors, but also for the degree
of fasting glycaemia, in non-diabetic men free of cardiovascular disease at baseline.

1360
TYPE 2 DIABETES AND CORONARY ARTERY DISEASE (CAD):
CLINICAL, ANGIOGRAPHIC AND MORTALITYDATA.
A. Natali, S. Vichi, S. Severi, E. Toschi, A. L'Abbate, E. Ferrannini C.N.R.
Coronary Unit, Instituteof Clinical Physiology and Department of Internal
Medicine, University of Pisa, Pisa, Italy.
To evaluate the impact of diabetes on CAD we reviewed the clinical,
angiographic, and follow-up data of all the patients undergoing
coronary angiography over the decade 1983-1992 in our Coronary
Unit. As compared to non-diabetics (n=1,984), diabetics (n=269)
were: older (60±8vs 55±10yrs) and heavier (BMI: 27±3vs 26±3kg m'
2), more often female (27 vs 19%) or hypertensive (56 vs 38%), and
less frequently smokers (13 vs 23%) (p<O.OOl or less for all). Anginal
symptoms and prevalence of previous myocardial infarction (44 vs
38%)were similar in the two groups. Abnormal coronaries were more
frequently found in diabetics (85 vs 67%) essentially due to a higher
prevalence of 3-vessel disease (30.5 vs 15.1%,p<O.OOOl). The sum of
all angiographically detectable lumen stenosis (ATSscore) was higher
in diabetics than in non-diabetics (352±232 vs 211±201 units, p<
0.0001). After adjusting for age, BMI, total cholesterol, triglycerides,
family history of CAD, cigarette consumption, and hypertension,
diabetes was associated with +119 ATS units in men and +145 ATS
units in women. No association was found between ATS score and
disease duration, treatment or in-hospital plasma glucose. After a
mean follow-up of 88 months, 18.6% diabetics and 9.7% non
diabetics died of a cardiac cause. By Cox analysis, after accounting
for other risk factors diabetes was still associated with 22% greater
risk of cardiac death [CI:14-56%]. When the ATS score was entered
into the model, diabetes lost its independent predictive power. We
conclude that diabetes is associated with more severe coronary
atherosclerosis, which largely explains the shorter life expectancy of
diabetic patients referred to a Coronary Unit.

1359
Effects of Alcohol Consumption on Mortality in
Diabetic Subjects
B. Muller, A. Teuscher, P. Diem
Bern, Switzerland.
Recent studies in the general population have shown an
improvement in mortality with moderate alcohol intake.
To test whether similar protective effects of alcohol can be seen in
diabetes mellitus we followed a cohort of 200 diabetics (age:
45.5±O.4years m±SEM; gender: 104 f, 96 m; duration of diabetes
10.O±O.5 years) over 11.2±0.2 years. Three patients were lost for
follow up. The underlying cause of each death was determined
from a copy of the death certificate, autopsy and terminal illness
reports, and other medical records. Survival analysis was
performed using the Cox proportional hazards model with
survival time as the dependent variable in the regression model.
After adjustment for age and duration of diabetes, alcohol
consumption was associated with slightly (but statistically not
significantly) increased all-cause mortality:

Exp(Coef) 95%-CI p
Age 1.068 1.013-1.125 0.0144
Duration of diabetes 1.103 1.034-1.177 0.0030
Alcohol consumption 1.013 0.998-1.028 0.0930
After additional adjustment for coronary heart disease, alcohol
consumption significantly increased all-cause mortality:
Exp(Coef) 1.016 (95%-CI: 1.001-1.031),p=0.0411.
Even in patients with moderate alcohol comsumption (l-12g/d)
all-cause mortality risk ratio was significantly increased:
RR 2.073, 95%-CI: 1.214-3.539,p=0.0116.
Conclusion: In contrast with data obtained in the general (mainly
non-diabetic) population, this study shows that the risk of death
from all causes is increased in diabetics consuming alcohol.

1361
HYPERTRIGLYCERIDEMIA AS A RISK FACTOR FOR
CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE.
L.D. Monti, S. Allibardi, P.M. Piatli, G. Valsecchi, S. Costa, V.c. Phan,
G. Pozza and M. Samaja. Istituto Scientifico H San Raffaele, University of Milan,
Milan, Italy.
It is well known that hypertriglyceridemia is an independent risk factor for
cardiovascular disease but the related pathogenetic mechanisms need further
investigation. Aim of the study was to investigate the role of increased triglyceride
levels under condition of costant hyperglycemia (12 mmolll) and hyperinsulinemia
(200 IlU/ml) in Langendorff-perfused isolated rat heart. Variable amounts of 20%
Intralipid were added to the perfusion buffer to obtain triglyceride levels of 0 (N=9);
1200 (N=9); 2200 (N=7); e 4000 mg/dl, (N=6). All hearts were stabilized for 20 min
at flowe lS mllmin at the different metabolic conditions for baseline measurements.
Then, hearts underwent low-flow ischemia for 60 min by reducing flow to 1.5
ml/min, followed by 30 min reperfusion under the same conditions of baseline.
At baseline, the heart rate (HR), the myocardial contractile work (LVDPxHR), the
end-diastolic pressure (EDP) and the coronary perfusion pressure (CPP) were not
influenced by the increased triglyceride levels. In the post-ischemic period, there was
a significant increase of CPP at Tg1200, Tg2000 and Tg4000 than TgO(l35.0±7.8;
137.5±8.6; 151.8±I2.3 vs 98.1±6.4 mmHg; p<O.005). EDP was signifcantly
higher at Tg4000 than TgO (50.3±10.7 vs 17.1±4.3 mmHg; p<0.05). The
percentages of recovery for LVDPxHR were 82.1±7.0 % at TgO, 95.1±6.4% at
TgI200, 70.0±13.0% at Tg2200 and 51.516.3% at Tg4000 (p<O.02Tg4000 vs TgO
and Tg1200). There was a significant correlation between triglyceride levels and
LVDPxHR (r= 0.46, p<O.Ol): between triglyceride levels and post-ischemic EDP
(r=0.54, p<0.OO2); and between triglyceride levels and post-ischemic CPP (r=0.61,
p<0.OOO3).
These data suggest that hypertriglyceridemia is a severe negative factor for the
recovery of myocardial contractile work after ischemia.
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CLASSES OF BMI AND CARDIOVASCULAR RISK FACTORS IN A
POPULATIONOF PATIENTS WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES.
S.Bo, L. Gentile, V. Ghia
Diabetic Clinic, Hospital of Asti, Italy.
All patients with type 2 diabetes, followed at the Diabetic Clinic of Asti, have
been evaluated. They are 2113 subjects, that is 1.6% of reference population.
The patients have been divided according to classes of body mass index (8MI);
the first tertile correspond to patients with normal body weight (BMI<26.1
kg/m'); the second to overweight (BMI<:26.1 and <30.1 kg/rn') and the third to
obese subjects (BMI<:30.1 kg/nr'). For each patient age, years of diabetes, mean
systolic and diastolic blood pressure, mean glycated haemoglobin (HbA,,), total
and HDL-cholesterol, tryglicerides, uric acid, C-peptide, smoking habits,
alcohol consumption, exercise during work and leisure have been evaluated.
Systolic and diastolic blood pressure, tryglicerides, total cholesterol, uric acid,
HbA" significantly rose with the increase of 8MI, while HDL-cholesterol
decreased in patients in the highest terzile of 8M!. However, smoking and
alcohol consumption, age and years of diabetes also significantly fell with the
increase of 8MI. The frequences of CAD and peripheral artery disease were not
significantly different in the three tertiles of BM!. Age, number of cigarettes,
years of smoking, duration of diabetes and low HDL-cholesterol values were
significant predictors of macroangiopathic complications in a logistic regression
mode!. It is therefore possible that factors which could not or scarcely be
modified (age, years of diabetes, HDL-cholesterol) playa relevant role in the
pathogenesis of cardiovascular disease in this population of diabetic patients;
nevertheless it is mandatory that type 2 diabetic patients quit smoking.

1364
GENETIC PREDISPOSITION TO VASCULAR COMPLICAnONS OF
DIABETES.
ML Izmajlowicz, C Groves", V Horton", R Owen", I Stratton*, RC Turner",
FR Green. Nuffield Department of Surgery, John Radcliffe Hospital and
*Diabetes Research Laboratories, Radcliffe Infirmary, Oxford, UK.
The aim of the study is to investigate whether there is an association between
common genetic polymorphisms and the risk of myocardial infarction (Ml) or
retinopathy (by retinal photography, Wisconsin score) in non-insulin-dependent
diabetes mellitus (NiDDM). Patients are selected from the United Kingdom
Prospective Diabetes Study. Approximately 200 cases with each complication
and 200 matched controls were genotyped for four polymorphisms. Cases and
controls were matched prospectively for gender, age, duration of disease, fasting
plasma glucose, blood pressure, with MI patients matched additionally for
smoking, and LDL and HDL cholesterol. Polymorphisms studied, all of which
have been found to be associated either with MI itself or atherosclerosis, include
the plasminogen activator inhibitor-l (PAl-I) promoter 4G/5G, the tissue
plasminogen activator (tPA) alu insertion/deletion, factor XIIA PIL564 and
stromelysin (Sly) promoter 5A16A. The PAI-I and Sly polymorphisms were
genotyped by PCR with fluorescently labelled primers and resolution of the
allelic PCR products each differing by one basepair, on the AB1377. The factor
XIIA P/L564 polymorphism was genotyped by PCR using a mutagenized primer
and Pstl digestion. The tPA alu ins/del polymorphism was genotyped by PCR
using primers spanning the insertion followed by size separation. Paired data
were analyzed by McNemar's test and retinopathy score using analysis of
variance. Data analysis is currently underway for PAl-I, tPA and Sly. In 542
subjects, the factor XIIIA L564 allele was associated with retinopathy (p=0.019,
RR1.6) with a co-dominant effect: median Wisconsin retinopathy scores were 10
10 for the PP564 homozygotes, 20 10 for heterozygotes and 31 <31 for the
LL564 homozygotes, with a significant test for trend. This polymorphism was
not associated with MI. Thus, common genetic polymorphisms may predispose
certain individuals to more severe vascular complications of NiDDM.
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MICROALBUMINURIA PROGRESSION AS AN EARLY RISK MARKER
FOR ATHEROSCLEROSIS IN NIDDM.
X. Salgado, J. Ibarra, A. Fernandez-Cruz, J.M. Pedrajas, R. Fernandez
Durango, M. Ruiz Vague, E. Pintor, and R. Patino, Cardiovascular Preventive
Center. Hospital Universitario San Carlos. 28040 Madrid (Spain)

The purpose of this prospective study was to investigate in 53 patients (21
F/32 M; aged from 42 to 70 years, mean 57.6 yrs; duration of diabetes 9 yrs;
with baseline albumin excretion between 20-200/1g/m; serum Cr<1.2 mgldl,
and absence of any major chronic disease), whether the rate of progression
of microalbuminuria (MA) measured as the absolute yearly change in albumin
excretion rate (.AER), could be a risk marker for macrovascular disease
events (MAV), (MI, sudden death, unstable anginairevascularization,
congestive heart failure, stroke, amputation). The patients were followed from
January 1, 1989 to December 31,1996. MAwas measured by duplicate RIA
overnight urine samples twice per year. Progression of MA (.AER) was
assessed in each patient, from the slope of the regression line calculated
using the median value of at least four single determinations per year. At
baseline conventional risk factors were determined in all patients. .AER
showed marked inter-individuals variations from -23 to 120 /1g/m/yr. Twenty
two patients had one or more MAV events. Eight patients died. In stepwise
Cox multiple regression analysis the only independent factors significantly
associated with risk for MAV were: serum HDLcholesterol levels, [RR (95%
CI)], 0.35 (0.16-0.71), previous history of MAV, 5.1 (2.1-13.4) and .AER,
1.01 (1.002-1.02), p s 0.02. Twenty three of the patients (43%) with stable
or regressing MA (. AER " 0 /1g/m/yr) had a MAV incidence rate of 3.7 per
100 person yr, while those with a rather rapid progression (14153, 27% .
• AER > 20/1g/m/yr) had an incidence rate of 11.1 per 100 person yr. (RR
3.48, 1.2-9.8, 95% CI, p=0.018). In spne of the Iimttations of the study, our
data showed that the measurement of the rate of progression of MA may be
a more sensitive MAV risk marker than the presence of MA "per se".

1365
RISK-FACTORS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF MICROVASCULAR
COMPLICATIONS IN YOUNG PATIENTS WITH DIABETES.
B.S.Olsen, J.Johannesen, A.K.Sjelie, B.Thorsteinsson, S.Pramming, K.Borch
Johnsen, P.Hougaard, H.B.Mortensen and the Danish Study Group of Diabetes in
Childhood. Department of Paediatrics, Glostrup Hospital, Copenhagen, Denmark.

The DCCT showed a close relationship between metabolic control and diabetes
related complications in adolescents and adults with Type I diabetes. Whether the
same relation exists in younger children is, however, less evident. A Danish nation
wide cohort of children and adolescents with Type I diabetes was followed for 9
years on three occasions (1987, 1989,1995) with assessment of metabolic control
and development of complications in kidneys, eyes and nerves.
The aim of the 1995 follow-up study was to determine risk-factors and prevalence
of complications in young Danish patients with diabetes. Furthermore, the
significance of the pre-and postpubertal diabetes duration was analyzed in relation
to development of microvascular complications.
Clinical information, HbA", AER, arterial blood-pressure, fundus photos (central
reading) and vibration perception threshold (VPT) was obtained from 353 patients
(50 % of the inception cohort), mean age: 20.7 ± 3.3 years and mean diabetes dur
ation: 13.2 ± 3.2 years. HbA" (normal range 4.3-5.8, mean 5.3 %) and AER
(upper normal limit (95%): 20 I'g/min) in at least two timed overnight urine
collections were analyzed centrally. Average HbA,c was 9.7 ± 1.7% (mean ± SD).
Elevated AER (>20l'g/min) was diagnosed in 12.8% of the patients. Risk-factors
for elevated AER (1995) were high AER (l989)(p<0.001) and high HbA,c (1989)
(p<O.OOI). Retinopathy was present in 58% and risk-factors were long pre
(p<O.OI) and post-pubertal (p<O.OOI) diabetes duration and high HbA,c level
(I 989)(p<0.0001). Elevated VPT (> 6.5V) was shown in 60 % and related to male
sex tp <0.05),older age (p <O.OOOI)and elevated AER (1989)(p <0.05). The present
study confirmed the close association between long-term metabolic control and the
development of microvascular complications in young diabetic patients. The pre
pubertal diabetes duration contributes to the development of diabetic retinopathy
but to a lesser extent than the post-pubertal duration. There is a major need for
the development of better management guidelines and quality assessment
programmes for young people with diabetes.
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RELATIONSHIP BElWEEN INCIDENCE OF
MACROANGIOPATHY AND PROGRESSION TOWARD
ALBUMINURIA IN NON-INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETES : A
PROSPECTIVE STUDY. L. Alviggi, G. Seghieri and R. Anichini. Dpt.
of Internal Medicine, Hospital of Viareggio, and Diabetes Unit, Spedali
Riuniti of Pistoia, Italy.
To evaluate whether presence of albuminuria as well as progression to clinical
albuminuria could be related to appearance of macroangiopathy in non-insulin
dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM), a cohort of 293 NIDDM patients was
evaluated at the clinical onset of illness and yearly throughout a period of six
years. Every year the incidence was monitored of both increased urinaryalbumin
excretion rates (AER>201-lWmin, assessed as the mean value of six-monthly
collected24-hr urine samples) and of great vessel disease such as cerebrovascular
disease (CVD), coronary heart disease (CRD) or peripheral vascular disease
(PVD), all of which diagnosed by means of standardised clinical and instrumental
criteria. Presenceof albuminuria increased by about two/threefold the relative risk
for incidence of macroangiopathy (2.38 for CVD, 2.05 for CHD and 2.94 for
PVD). Patients were then stratified as Progressors (P, n=32) whether they had
significantly higher AER values >20 ug/mm after 6 years as compared with the
basal value, or as NonProgressors (NP, n=261) whether the six-year AER value
was <20l-lWmin as well as non significantly different from the baseline value.
Progressors had a poorer metabolic control as compared to the NP group
(7.4±1.3% vs 6.6±1.3%, p<0.05), also after adjusting for sex, age, body weight,
duration, hypertension, plasma creatinine or insulin therapy by means of a
multiple logistic analysis, being moreover HbAlc the unique predictor of
progression (p=0.001). Furthermore, in this model, single odd ratios were linearly
related to HbAlc throughout its range. Incidence of macroangiopathy was
independently related to progression to albuminuria also after adjusting for sex,
age, duration, HbAlc, blood pressure, plasma creatinine, smoking, and insulin
therapy by using a Cox regression model (p=0.0003). In summary in NIDDM
progression to albuminuria is a potent independent predictor of macroangiopathy,
while metabolic control represents the unique significant predictor of progression
toward clinical albuminuria.
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